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ECOOP is a conference about programming. Originally its focus was on object orientation, but now it looks at a much broader range of programming topics. Areas of interest include the design, implementation, optimization, analysis, and theory of programs, programming languages, and programming environments. The conference welcomes innovative and creative solutions to real problems, evaluations that provide new insights into existing solutions, and reproduction studies.

This year ECOOP received 71 submissions categorized by their authors as research papers, tool insight papers, reproduction studies, experience reports, pearls, or brave new ideas. Papers were evaluated based on originality, significance, evidence, and clarity. After careful and thorough review following a light double-blind, identify-the-champion process, 30 of them were accepted by the Program and External Review Committees. Papers written by committee members received extra reviews by the rest of the committee. While some papers received up to six reviews, none had fewer than three.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, a physical meeting of the Program Committee was impossible. Despite that, all members of the Program and the External Review Committees did exceptional work, dealt with every obstacle in their way, and stayed positive and constructive, leading to rich and interesting proceedings.

ECOOP 2020 was planned to be held in July in Berlin, Germany, but went virtual and co-located with ACM SIGPLAN’s SPLASH conference. Together with OOPSLA, Onward!, GPCE, SLE, DLS, SAS, and several workshops, ECOOP took place in November 2020.

The 2020 AITO Dahl-Nygaard Junior Prize was awarded to Jonathan Bell for his significant contributions to tooling in the Java ecosystem, which has improved our understanding and ability to test and discover bugs in software. The Senior Prize was presented to Jan Vitek, whose work has been to observe how software is being developed and how programming languages are being used; over his career he has studied and improved practical programming languages.

A journal-first arrangement with Elsevier’s Science of Computer Programming yielded the first “Special Issue on Selected Papers from the European Conference on Object-Oriented Programming.”

It was an honor and a privilege to serve as Program Chair for this edition of ECOOP. I would like to thank the following: all authors who submitted their research; my amazing colleagues of the Program and External Review Committees along with our other external reviewers for their outstanding work and help; the Artifact Evaluation Committee; the Organizing Committee; and my Software Architecture Group here at HPI for their invaluable support.

Robert Hirschfeld
Fall 2020
It is my great pleasure to welcome you to ECOOP’20, to be held during 15–17 Nov, the first virtual instance of ECOOP in its 34 years of history. ECOOP is the European forum for bringing together researchers, practitioners, and students to share their ideas and experiences on all topics related to programming languages, software development, object-oriented technologies, systems and applications.

The Corona pandemic quickly raised doubts whether we could have a physical meeting in Berlin during July, as originally planned. Like many other conferences we had to evaluate the situation carefully and eventually came to the conclusion that a physical meeting, while not forbidden by law in the German state of Berlin at the planned timeframe, would not be possible, mostly due to international travel restrictions.

Instead, ECOOP co-located with SPLASH, which gave the organizing team time to plan a virtual meeting and the authors their online presentation. Other conferences and several of ECOOP’s satellite events like the Scala Symposium followed, such that SPLASH this year is a true multi-conference on programming and related communities. This year’s ECOOP features a doctoral symposium and a poster session, which are jointly organized with SPLASH, as well as tutorials. In the joint SPLASH virtualization team we developed a plan for ECOOP/SPLASH to be experienced world-wide, in particular with closed captioning and a daily 12h program that is repeated in the subsequent half day. Experience was also drawn from other virtually organized conferences like PLDI, ICSE, and ICFP. While nothing can compensate for the networking at a physical meeting, we therefore hope that we can provide you with the best online experience possible.

My congratulations go to the junior and senior AITO Dahl-Nygaard Prize winners, Jonathan Bell and Jan Vitek, who will present keynotes during ECOOP, and the paper “Load-Time Structural Reflection in Java” by Shigeru Chiba, which was selected for the AITO Test of Time Award.

Organizing ECOOP in these challenging times would not have been possible without the support of a great team. I would like to express my gratitude towards all the people involved in organizing this year’s ECOOP and the joint virtual event, in particular the members of the ECOOP’20 Organizing Committee, the joint SPLASH Virtualization Committee, especially the intersection of those two consisting of Toni Mattis, Patrick Rein, and Fabio Niephaus, the Program Committee led by Robert Hirschfeld for compiling an excellent program, AITO e.V. and the support from its Executive Board. Many people contributed to various aspects of the program: the Doctoral Symposium was chaired by Philipp Dominik Schubert, Nafise Eskandani Masoule, Chengsong Tan; Julia Belyakova served as Diversity Chair; Annabel Satin served as Finance Chair; Jan Vitek and Gregor Richards co-organized the workshops; Jacob Hughes and Toni Mattis served as Student Volunteer Co-Chairs; Tim Felgentreff and Tobias Pape managed the ECOOP web site; Fabio Niephaus served as Publicity Chair; Eric Bodden served as Sponsorship Chair; Goran Piskachev and Patrik Rein served as Posters Co-Chairs; and last but not least, Lisa Nguyen Quang Do and Manuel Rigger served as Artifact Evaluation Co-Chairs for ECOOP 2020.

I would like to gratefully acknowledge our sponsor AITO and funding by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) – HA 6869/2-1, our financial supporters Facebook, Google, Connext Communications GmbH, and Huawei Technologies, as well as the cooperation with ACM and SIGPLAN.
Finally, I wish all attendants of ECOOP’20 and the co-located events a fantastic time, thought-provoking, and inspiring talks, stimulating discussions and that the online conference offers ample opportunities to network with your peers, researchers and practitioners from our vibrant community.

Christian Hammer
Fall 2020
The goal of the Artifact Evaluation (AE) is to foster the reproducibility of results by providing authors the possibility to submit an artifact for accepted papers. For ECOOP 2020, artifacts include, but are not limited to, software artifacts, data sets, and proofs. An Artifact Evaluation Committee (AEC) reviews these artifacts and decides upon their acceptance. The accepted artifacts are archived in the Dagstuhl Artifacts Series (DARTS) published on the Dagstuhl Research Online Publication Server (DROPS). Each artifact is assigned a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) that can be used in future citations.

This year, the committee evaluated 21 artifacts out of 29 papers accepted at the conference’s research track. This corresponds to a participation rate of 72%. 20 of those artifacts were accepted, marking a 95% acceptance rate.

In total 70% of the research papers published at ECOOP 2020 have successfully passed the AE process, indicated by an artifact-evaluation badge on the paper. This is an improvement over the previous ECOOP editions: from 2017 to 2019, respectively 59%, 38%, and 50% of the research papers were accompanied by accepted artifacts.

The AE process for 2020 was a continuation of the AE process of previous ECOOP editions. In particular, the process was based on the artifact evaluation guidelines by Shriram Krishnamurthi, Matthias Hauswirth, Steve Blackburn, and Jan Vitek published on the Artifact Evaluation site. In addition, the authors and reviewers were provided with guidelines for creating and reviewing software artifacts, in particular guidelines from the Artifact Evaluation site, the HOWTO for AEC Submitters by Dan Barowy, Charlie Curtsinger, Emma Tosch, and John Vilk, Marianna Rapoport’s Proof Artifacts – Guidelines for Submission and Reviewing, and Erin Dahlgren’s study on the OOPSLA 2019 artifact evaluation process.

Each artifact was evaluated by three AEC members, which corresponded to a reviewer load of two to three artifacts. The reviewing process consisted of three phases:

- In the kick-the-tires phase, reviewers briefly verified the basic integrity of the artifacts to discover any issues that could prevent the evaluation of the artifact (e.g., a corrupted virtual machine image) and to assign a grade for the getting-started guide.
- In case of any issues, reviewers could, during the interactive reviewing period, indicate issues and ask clarifying questions to the authors. Authors, in turn, could respond to the reviewers’ feedback, and update their artifacts to answer questions and address issues that the reviewers could then also respond to. During that phase, reviewers started a more comprehensive evaluation of their assigned artifacts. They were asked to assess the consistency of the artifact with respect to the paper, the artifact’s completeness, documentation, and reusability for future research and to decide on an overall grade.
- In the final reviewing period, the submission system was closed to the authors. Each reviewer had a week to finish the evaluation of their assigned artifacts.

The review phase was then followed by a discussion phase, in which artifacts were discussed to converge on either the artifacts’ acceptance or rejection.

---

1 http://www.artifact-eval.org
2 https://www.artifact-eval.org/guidelines.html
4 https://proofartifacts.github.io/guidelines/
Authors that received an acceptance notification were given one week of time to incorporate reviewers’ feedback and submit the camera-ready version of their artifacts.

We would like to commend the efforts of all 23 members of this year’s AEC, who, in spite of the global crisis, donated their valuable time and effort to make the AE process possible. We thank Martin Kavalar, Philipp Markovics, and Jan Vitek for their efforts in enabling Nextjournal as an option for authors to submit and host their artifacts. We would also like to thank Michael Wagner and the DARTS team for their efforts enabling the publication of the artifacts volume, as well as ECOOP 2020’s General Chair Christian Hammer, and the Program Chair Robert Hirschfeld for helping us coordinate the AE with the paper review process.

Lisa Nguyen Quang Do and Manuel Rigger
Fall 2020
The world has changed abruptly: The arrival of a new corona virus has seriously impacted society and traditional academic conferences have not been spared, but rather cancelled, or, at best, become virtual as ECOOP 2020. And, already, we have to start seriously considering going virtual in 2021, thus possibly missing out two years in a row, both Berlin 2020 and Aarhus 2021. We may also already now start wondering about the Post-Corona virus time that we hope will follow the likely (we hope) approval and adoption of a corona vaccine: What will that look like? Will we be able to go back to the tradition physical-meeting-for-a-week academic conferences? Will we want to? Or will everyone, including funding agencies, find that, well, virtual is good enough and a lot cheaper? I hope not as the personal interactions at physical conferences is very hard to mimic virtually. What will happen, time will tell.

Another change that has been slowly evolving over the past decades is that the original strong Object Orientation of ECOOP is that OO has become mainstream, and has diversified: thus ECOOP is mellowing into a more general programming language conference.

I would like to thank the ECOOP 2020 Program Chair, his crew and his PC for putting together an excellent program, Christian Hammer and his crew for organizing ECOOP 2020, and Annabel Satin who has been AITO’s indispensable behind-the-scene-manager. I hope you-all will enjoy ECOOP 2020.

Sincerely,
Eric Jul
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Abstract

The aim of the paper is to provide solid foundations for a programming paradigm natively supporting the creation and manipulation of cyclic data structures. To this end, we describe coFJ, a Java-like calculus where objects can be infinite and methods are equipped with a codefinition (an alternative body). We provide an abstract semantics of the calculus based on the framework of inference systems with corules. In coFJ with this semantics, FJ recursive methods on finite objects can be extended to infinite objects as well, and behave as desired by the programmer, by specifying a codefinition. We also describe an operational semantics which can be directly implemented in a programming language, and prove the soundness of such semantics with respect to the abstract one.

Introduction

Applications often deal with data structures which are conceptually infinite, such as streams or infinite trees. Thus, a major problem for programming languages is how to finitely represent something which is infinite, and, even harder, how to correctly manipulate such finite representations to reflect the expected behaviour on the infinite structure.

A well-established solution is lazy evaluation, as, e.g., in Haskell. In this approach, the conceptually infinite structure is represented as the result of a function call, which is evaluated only as much as needed. Focusing on the paradigmatic example of streams (infinite lists) of integers, we can define \texttt{two\_one = 2:1:two\_one}, or even represent the list of natural numbers as \texttt{from 0}, where \texttt{from n = n:from(n+1)}. In this way, functions which only need to inspect a finite portion of the structure, e.g., getting the \texttt{i}-th element, can be correctly implemented. On the other hand, functions which need to inspect the whole structure, e.g., \texttt{min} getting the minimal element, or \texttt{allPos} checking that all elements are positive, have an undefined result (that is, non-termination, operationally).
More recently, a different, in a sense complementary\(^1\), approach has been considered \([17, 8, 3]\), which focuses on cyclic structures (e.g., cyclic lists, trees and graphs). They can be regarded as a particular case of infinite structures: abstractly, they correspond to regular terms (or trees), that is, finitely branching trees whose depth can be infinite, but contain only a finite set of subtrees. For instance, the list `two_one` is regular, whereas the list of natural numbers is not. Typically, cyclic data structures are handled by programming languages by relying on imperative features or ad hoc data structures for bookkeeping. For instance, we can build a cyclic object by assigning to a field of an object a reference to the object itself, or we can visit a graph by marking already encountered nodes. In this approach \([17, 8, 3]\), instead, the programming language natively supports regular structures, as outlined below:

- Data constructors are enriched by allowing equations, e.g., \(x = 2 : 1 : x\).
- Functions are regularly corecursive, that is, execution keeps track of pending function calls, so that, when the same call is encountered the second time, this is detected, avoiding non-termination as with ordinary recursion. For instance, when calling `min` on the list \(x = 2 : 1 : x\), after an intermediate call on the list \(y = 1 : 2 : y\), the same call is encountered.

Regular corecursion originates from co-SLD resolution \([20, 21, 7]\), where already encountered goals (up to unification), called coinductive hypotheses, are considered successful. However, co-SLD resolution is not flexible enough to correctly express certain predicates on regular terms; for instance, in the `min` example, the intuitively correct corecursive definition is not sound, because the predicate succeeds for all lower bounds of \(l\), as shown in the following.

When moving from goals to functions calls, the same problem manifests more urgently because a result should always be provided for already encountered calls. To solve this issue, the mechanism of flexible regular corecursion can be adopted to allow the programmer to correctly specify the behaviour of recursive functions on cyclic structures. For instance, for function `min`, the programmer specifies that the head of the list should be returned when detecting a cyclic call; in this way, on the list \(x = 2 : 1 : x\), the result of the cyclic call is 2, so that the result of the original call is 1, as expected.

Flexible regular corecursion as outlined above has been proposed in the object-oriented \([8]\), functional \([17]\), and logic \([3]\) paradigms (see Section 7 for more details). However, none of these proposals provides formal arguments for the correctness of the given operational semantics, by proving that it is sound with respect to some model of the behaviour of functions (or predicates) on infinite structures. The aim of this paper is to bridge this gap, by providing solid foundations for a programming paradigm natively supporting cyclic data structures. This is achieved thanks to the recently introduced framework of inference systems with corules \([4, 13]\), allowing definitions which are neither inductive, nor purely coinductive.

We present the approach in the context of Java-like languages, namely on an extension of Featherweight Java (FJ) \([15]\) called coFJ, outlined as follows:

- FJ objects are smoothly generalized from finite to infinite by interpreting their definition coinductively, and methods are equipped with a codefinition (an alternative body).
- We provide an abstract big-step semantics for coFJ by an inference system with corules. In coFJ with this semantics, FJ recursive methods on finite objects can be extended to infinite objects as well, and behave as desired by the programmer, by specifying a codefinition. For instance, if the codefinitions for `min` and `allPos` are specified to return the head, and `true`, respectively, then `min` returns 1 on \(x = 2 : 1 : x\), and 0 on the list of the natural numbers, whereas `allPos` returns `true` on both lists.

\(^1\) As we will discuss further in the Conclusion.
Then, we provide an operational (hence, executable) semantics where infinite objects are restricted to regular ones and methods are regularly corecursive, and we show that such operational semantics is sound with respect to the abstract one.

At https://person.dibris.unige.it/zucca-elena/coFJ_implementation.zip we provide a prototype implementation of coFJ, briefly described in the Conclusion. A preliminary version of the operational semantics, with no soundness proof with respect to a formal model, has been given in [10]. An extended version of the paper including proofs can be found at https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14085.

Section 1 is a quick introduction to inference systems with corules. Section 2 describes FJ and informally introduces our approach. In Section 3 we define coFJ and its abstract semantics, in Section 4 the operational semantics, in Section 5 we show some advanced examples, and in Section 6 we prove soundness. Finally, we discuss related work and draw conclusions in Section 7 and Section 8, respectively.

1 Inference systems with corules

First we recall standard notions on inference systems [1, 19]. Assuming a universe \( \mathcal{U} \) of judgments, an inference system \( \mathcal{I} \) is a set of (inference) rules, which are pairs \( \frac{Pr}{c} \), with \( Pr \subseteq \mathcal{U} \) the set of premises, and \( c \in \mathcal{U} \) the consequence (a.k.a. conclusion). A rule with an empty set of premises is an axiom. A proof tree (a.k.a. derivation) for a judgment \( j \) is a tree whose nodes are (labeled with) judgments, \( j \) is the root, and there is a node \( c \) with children \( Pr \) only if there is a rule \( \frac{Pr}{c} \).

The inductive and the coinductive interpretation of \( \mathcal{I} \), denoted \( \text{Ind}(\mathcal{I}) \) and \( \text{CoInd}(\mathcal{I}) \), are the sets of judgments with, respectively, a finite\(^2\), and a possibly infinite proof tree. In set-theoretic terms, let \( F_{\mathcal{I}}: \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{U}) \to \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{U}) \) be defined by \( F_{\mathcal{I}}(S) = \{ c | Pr \subseteq S, \frac{Pr}{c} \in \mathcal{I} \} \), and say that a set \( S \) is closed if \( F_{\mathcal{I}}(S) \subseteq S \), consistent if \( S \subseteq F_{\mathcal{I}}(S) \). Then, it can be proved that \( \text{Ind}(\mathcal{I}) \) is the smallest closed set, and \( \text{CoInd}(\mathcal{I}) \) is the largest consistent set. We write \( \mathcal{I} \vdash j \) when \( j \) has a finite derivation in \( \mathcal{I} \), that is, \( j \in \text{Ind}(\mathcal{I}) \).

An inference system with corules, or generalized inference system, is a pair \((\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}^\omega)\) where \( \mathcal{I} \) and \( \mathcal{I}^\omega \) are inference systems, whose elements are called rules and corules, respectively. Corules can only be used in a special way, as defined below.

For a subset \( S \) of the universe, let \( \mathcal{I}|_{\mathcal{S}} \) denote the inference system obtained from \( \mathcal{I} \) by keeping only rules with consequence in \( S \). Let \((\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}^\omega)\) be a generalized inference system. Then, its interpretation \( \text{Gen}(\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}^\omega) \) is defined by \( \text{Gen}(\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}^\omega) = \text{CoInd}(\mathcal{I}|_{\text{Ind}(\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}^\omega)}) \).

In proof-theoretic terms, \( \text{Gen}(\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}^\omega) \) is the set of judgments that have a possibly infinite proof tree in \( \mathcal{I} \), where all nodes have a finite proof tree in \( \mathcal{I} \cup \mathcal{I}^\omega \), that is, the (standard) inference system consisting of rules and corules. We write \( (\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}^\omega) \vdash j \) when \( j \) is derivable in \((\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}^\omega)\), that is, \( j \in \text{Gen}(\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}^\omega) \). Note that \((\mathcal{I}, \varnothing) \vdash j \) is the same as \( \mathcal{I} \vdash j \).

We illustrate these notions by a simple example. As usual, sets of rules are expressed by meta-rules with side conditions, and analogously sets of corules are expressed by meta-corules with side conditions. (Meta-)corules will be written with thicker lines, to be distinguished from (meta-)rules. The following inference system defines the minimum element of a list, where \( [x] \) is the list consisting of only \( x \), and \( x: u \) the list with head \( x \) and tail \( u \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min}([x], x) & \quad \text{min}(u, y) \\
\text{min}(x: u, z) & = \text{min}(x, y).
\end{align*}
\]

\(^2\) Under the common assumption that sets of premises are finite, otherwise we should say well-founded.
Sound Regular Corecursion in coFJ

The inductive interpretation gives the correct result only on finite lists, since for infinite lists an infinite proof is clearly needed. However, the coinductive one fails to be a function. For instance, for \( L \) the infinite list \( 2 \cdot 1 \cdot 2 \cdot 1 \cdot 2 \cdot \ldots \), any judgment \( \text{min}(L, x) \) with \( x \leq 1 \) can be derived, as shown below.

\[
\begin{array}{c c c c}
\text{min}(L, 1) & \text{min}(1:L, 0) \\
\hline
\text{min}(1:L, 1) & \text{min}(1:L, 0) \\
\text{min}(2:1:L, 1) & \text{min}(2:1:L, 0)
\end{array}
\]

By adding a corule (in this case a coaxiom), wrong results are “filtered out”:

\[
\begin{array}{c c c c}
\text{min}(x:e, x) & \text{min}(u, y) & z = \text{min}(x, y) & \text{min}(x:u, x)
\end{array}
\]

Indeed, the judgment \( \text{min}(2:1:L, 1) \) has the infinite proof tree shown above, and each node has a finite proof tree in the inference system extended by the corule:

\[
\begin{array}{c c c c}
\text{min}(L, 1) & \text{min}(3:L, 0) \\
\hline
\text{min}(3:L, 1) & \text{min}(3:L, 0) \\
\text{min}(2:1:L, 1) & \text{min}(2:1:L, 0)
\end{array}
\]

The judgment \( \text{min}(2:1:L, 0) \), instead, has the infinite proof tree shown above, but has no finite proof tree in the inference system extended by the corule. Indeed, since 0 does not belong to the list, the corule can never be applied. On the other hand, the judgment \( \text{min}(L, 2) \) has a finite proof tree with the corule, but cannot be derived since they it has no infinite proof tree. We refer to [4, 5, 6, 13] for other examples.

As final remark, note that requiring the existence of a finite proof tree with corules only for the root is not enough. For regular proof trees, the requirement to have such a proof tree for each node can be simplified in two ways:

- either requiring a sufficiently large finite proof-with-corules for the root, that is, a finite proof tree for the root which includes all the nodes of the regular proof tree
- or requiring a finite proof-with-corules for one node taken from each infinite path.

Let \( (I, I^\omega) \) be a generalized inference system. The \emph{bounded coinduction principle} [4], a generalization of the standard coinduction principle, can be used to prove completeness of \( (I, I^\omega) \) w.r.t. a set \( S \) (for “specification”) of valid judgments.

\[\textbf{Theorem 1 (Bounded coinduction).} \text{If the following two conditions hold:}\]

1. \( S \subseteq \text{Ind}(I \cup I^\omega) \), that is, each valid judgment has a finite proof tree in \( I \cup I^\omega \);
2. \( S \subseteq \text{F}(S) \), that is, each valid judgment is the consequence of a rule in \( I \) with premises in \( S \) then \( S \subseteq \text{Gen}(I, I^\omega) \).

2 From FJ to coFJ

We recall FJ, and informally explain its extension with infinite objects and codefinitions.

\textbf{Featherweight Java.} The standard syntax and semantics in big-step style of FJ are shown in Figure 1. We omit cast since this feature does not add significant issues. We adopt a big-step, rather than a small-step style as in the original FJ definition, since in this way the semantics is directly defined by an inference system, denoted \( I_{FJ} \) in the following, which will be equipped with corules to support infinite objects. We write \( \text{cd}_1, \ldots, \text{cd}_n \), \( n \geq 0 \), and analogously for other sequences. We sometimes use the wildcard \_ when the corresponding metavariable is not relevant.
A sequence of class declarations \( \overline{cd} \) is called a class table. Each class has a canonical constructor whose parameters match the fields of the class, the inherited ones first. We assume standard FJ constraints, e.g., no field hiding and no method overloading. The only variables occurring in method bodies are parameters (including \( \texttt{this} \)). Values are objects, that is, constructor invocations where arguments are values in turn.

The judgment \( e \downarrow v \) is implicitly parameterized on a fixed class table. In the rules we use standard FJ auxiliary functions, omitting their formal definition. Notably, fields(\( C \)) returns the sequence \( f_1 \ldots f_n \) of the field names of the class, in declaration order with the inherited first, and mbody(\( C, m \)), for method \( m \) of the class, the pair of the sequence of parameters and the definition. Substitution \( e[e/\texttt{this}] \downarrow v \), for \( e \) and \( v \) of the same length, is defined in the customary manner. Finally, for \( \overline{\tau} = c_1 \ldots c_n \) and \( \overline{\tau} = v_1 \ldots v_n \), \( \overline{\tau} \downarrow \overline{\tau} \) is an abbreviation for \( e_1 \downarrow v_1 \ldots e_n \downarrow v_n \).

Rule (FJ-FIELD) models field access. If the selected field is actually a field of the receiver’s class, then the corresponding value is returned as result. Rule (FJ-NEW) models object creation: if the argument expressions \( e \) evaluate to values \( v \), then the result is an object of class \( C \). Rule (FJ-INVK) models method invocation. The receiver and argument expressions are evaluated first. Then, method look-up is performed, starting from the receiver’s class, by the auxiliary function \( \text{mbody} \). Lastly, the definition \( e \) of the method, where \( \texttt{this} \) is replaced by the receiver, and the parameters by the arguments, is evaluated, and its result is returned.

**Infinite objects and codefinitions.** We take as running example the following FJ implementation of lists of integers, equipped with some typical methods: isempty tests the emptiness, incr returns the list where all elements have been incremented by one, allpos checks whether all elements are positive, member checks whether the argument is in the list, and min returns the minimal element.

---

3 We omit types since not relevant here. We discuss about type systems for coFJ in the conclusion.
We used some additional standard constructs, such as conditional and primitive types `bool` and `int` with their operations; to avoid to use abstract methods, `List` provides the default implementation on empty lists, overridden in `NonEmptyList`, except for method `min` which is only defined on non empty lists.

In FJ we can represent finite lists. For instance, the object

```java
new NonEmptyList(2, new NonEmptyList(1, new EmptyList()))
```

which we will abbreviate `[2,1]`, represents a list of two elements, and it is easy to see that all the above method definitions provide the expected meaning on finite lists.

On the other hand, since the syntactic definition for objects is interpreted, like the others, inductively, in FJ objects are finite, hence we cannot represent, e.g., the infinite list of natural numbers `[0,1,2,3,...]`, abbreviated `[0..]`, or the infinite list `[2,1,2,1,2,1,...]`, abbreviated `[2,1]^\omega`. To move from finite to infinite objects, it is enough to interpret the syntactic definition for values coinductively, so to obtain infinite terms as well. However, to make the extension significant, we should be able to generate such infinite objects as results of expressions, and to appropriately handle them by methods.

To generate infinite objects, e.g., the infinite lists mentioned above, a natural approach is to consider method definitions as corecursive, that is, to take the coinductive interpretation of the inference system in Figure 1. Consider the following class:

```java
class ListFactory extends Object {
    NonEmptyList from(int x) { new NonEmptyList(x, this.from(x+1))
    NonEmptyList two_one() { new NonEmptyList(2, this.one_two())
    NonEmptyList one_two() { new NonEmptyList(1, this.two_one())
}
```

With the standard FJ semantics, given by the inductive interpretation of the inference system in Figure 1, the method invocation `new ListFactory().from(0)` (abbreviated `from_0` in the following) has no result, since there is no finite proof tree for a judgment of shape `from_0 \Downarrow \_`. Taking the coinductive interpretation, instead, such call returns as result the infinite list of natural numbers `[0..]`, since there is an infinite proof tree for the judgment `from_0 \Downarrow [0..]`. Analogously, the method invocation `new ListFactory().two_one()` returns `[2,1]^\omega`. Moreover, the method invocations `[0..].incr()` and `[2,1]^\omega.incr()` correctly return as result the infinite lists `[1..]` and `[3,2]^\omega`, respectively.
However, in many cases to consider method definitions as corecursive is not satisfactory, since it leads to non-determinism, as shown for inference systems in Section 1. For instance, for the method invocation \([0..]\.allPos()\) both judgments \([0..]\.allPos() \downarrow true\) and \([0..]\.allPos() \downarrow false\) are derivable, and analogously for \([2,1]^\omega\.allPos()\). In general, both results can be obtained for any infinite list of all positive numbers. A similar behavior is exhibited by method \(member\): given an infinite list \(L\) which does not contain \(x\), both judgments \(L\.member(x) \downarrow true\) and \(L\.member(x) \downarrow false\) are derivable. Finally, for the method invocation \([2,1]^\omega.min()\), any judgment \([2,1]^\omega.min() \downarrow x\) with \(x \leq 1\) can be derived.

To solve this problem, \(coFJ\) allows the programmer to control the semantics of corecursive methods by adding a codefinition\(^4\), that is, an alternative method body playing a special role. Depending on the codefinition, the purely coinductive interpretation is refined, by filtering out some judgments. In the example, to achieve the expected meaning, the programmer should provide the following codeifications.

```java
class ListFactory extends Object {
    NonEmptyList from(int x) {
        new NonEmptyList(x, this.from(x+1)) corec {any}
    }
    NonEmptyList one_two () {
        new NonEmptyList(1, this.two_one()) corec {any}
    }
    NonEmptyList two_one () {
        new NonEmptyList(2, this.one_two()) corec {any}
    }
}
class NonEmptyList extends List {
    int head; List tail;
    bool isEmpty() {false}
    List incr() {
        new NonEmptyList(this.head+1,this.tail.incr()) corec {any}
    }
    bool allPos() {
        if (this.head <= 0) false else this.tail.allPos()) corec {true}
    }
    bool member(int x) {
        if (this.head == x) true else this.tail.member(x)) corec {false}
    }
    int min() {
        if (this.tail.isEmpty()) this.head
        else Math.min(this.tail.min(),this.head)
    }
}
```

For the three methods of \(ListFactory\) and for the method \(incr\) the codefinition is \(any\). This corresponds to keeping the coinductive interpretation as it is, as is appropriate in these cases since it provides only the expected result. In the other three methods, instead, the effect of the codefinition is to filter the results obtained by the coinductive interpretation. The way this is achieved is explained in the following section. Finally, for method \(isEmpty\) no codefinition is added, since the inductive behaviour works on infinite lists as well.

### 3 coFJ and its abstract semantics

We formally define \(coFJ\), illustrate how the previous examples get the expected semantics, and show that, despite its non-determinism, \(coFJ\) is a conservative extension of \(FJ\).

\(^4\) The term “codefinition” is meant to suggest “alternative definition used to handle corecursion”.
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Formal definition of coFJ. The coFJ syntax is given in Figure 2. As the reader can note, the only difference is that method declarations include now, besides a definition e, an optional codefinition e′, as denoted by the square brackets in the production. Furthermore, besides this, there is another special variable any, which can only occur in codefinitions. The codefinition will be used to provide an abstract semantics through an inference system with corules, where the role of any is to be a placeholder for an arbitrary value. For simplicity, we require the codefinition e′ to be statically restricted to avoid recursive (even indirect) calls to the same method (we omit the standard formalization). Note that FJ is a (proper) subset of coFJ: indeed, an FJ class table is a coFJ class table with no codefinitions.

The syntactic definition for values is the same as before, but is now interpreted co-inductively, as indicated by the symbol := co. In this way, infinite objects are supported. By replacing method parameters by arguments, we obtain runtime expressions admitting infinite objects as subterms. The sets V and E of FJ objects and expressions are subsets of V^a and E^a, respectively. The judgment e ⊑ v, with e ∈ E^a and v ∈ V^a, is defined by an inference system with corules (I_v, I_e^a) where the rules I_v are those of FJ, as in Figure 1, and the corules I_e^a are instances of two metacorules.

Corule (abs-co-val) is needed to obtain a value for infinite objects, as shown below. Corule (abs-co-inv) is analogous to the standard rule for method invocation, but uses the codefinition, and the variable any can be non-deterministically substituted with an arbitrary value. The auxiliary function co-mbody is defined analogously to mbody, but it returns the codefinition. Note that, even when mbody(C, m) is defined, co-mbody(C, m) can be undefined since no codefinition has been specified. This can be done to force a purely inductive behaviour for the method.

---

5. To be precise, meta-rules are the same, with meta-variables e and v ranging on E^a, and V^a, respectively. However, we could have taken this larger universe in FJ as well without affecting the defined relation.
Examples. As an example, we illustrate in Figure 3 the role of the two corules for the call 
new ListFactory().from(0). For brevity, we write abbreviated class names. Furthermore, from$_n$ stands for the call new ListFactory().from(n) and [n..] for the infinite object new NonEmptyList(n,new NonEmptyList(n+1,...))).

In the top part of Figure 3, we show the infinite proof tree $T_n$ which can be constructed, for any natural number $n$, for the judgment from$_n$ $\downarrow$ [n..] without the use of corules. We use standard rules (n-val) and (+) to deal with integer constants and addition.

To derive the judgment in the inference system with corules, each node in the infinite tree should have a finite proof tree with the corules. Notably, this should hold for nodes of shape from$_n$ $\downarrow$ [n..], and indeed the finite proof tree for such nodes is shown in the bottom part of the figure. Note that, in this example, the result for the call from$_n$ is uniquely determined by the rules, hence the role of the corules is just to “validate” this result. To this end, the codefinition of the method from is the special variable any, which, when evaluating the codefinition, can be replaced by any value, hence, in particular, by the correct result [n..]. Corule (abs-co-val) is needed to obtain a finite proof tree for the infinite objects of shape [n..]. Analogous infinite and finite proof trees can be constructed for the judgments new ListFactory().two_one() $\downarrow$ [2,1]^\omega, [0..].incr() $\downarrow$ [1..] and [2,1]^\omega.incr() $\downarrow$ [3,2]^\omega.

For the method call [0..].allPos(), instead, both judgments [0..].allPos() $\downarrow$ true and [0..].allPos() $\downarrow$ false have an infinite proof tree. However, no finite proof tree using the codefinition can be constructed for the latter, whereas this is trivially possible for the former. Analogously, given an infinite list $L$ which does not contain $x$, only the judgment L.member(x)$\downarrow$false has a finite proof tree using the codefinition.

Finally, for the method invocation [2,1]^\omega.min(), for any $v \leq 1$ there is an infinite proof tree built without corules for the judgment [2,1]^\omega.min() $\downarrow$ $v$ as shown in Figure 4. However, only the judgment [2,1]^\omega.min() $\downarrow$ 1 has a finite proof tree using the codefinition (Figure 5). For space reasons in both figures ellipses are used to omit the less interesting parts of the proof trees; we use the standard rule ($\forall$-$\forall$) for conditional, and the predefined function Math.min on integers.

Non-determinism and conservativity. The coFJ abstract semantics is inherently non-deterministic. Indeed, depending on the codefinition, the non-determinism of the coinductive interpretation may be kept. For instance, consider the following method declaration:

\begin{figure}
\centering
\begin{tikzpicture}
\node (n) {$T_n = \text{(abs-new)} \quad \text{new LF}() \downarrow \text{new LF}()$};
\node (m) [below of=n] {$\quad \text{new REL}(n,\text{new LF}().from(n+1)) \downarrow [n..]$};
\node (o) [right of=m] {$\quad \text{from}_{n} \downarrow [n..]$};
\node (p) [below of=o] {$T_{n+1} = \text{(abs-co-inv)} \quad \text{new LF}() \downarrow \text{new LF}()$};
\node (q) [right of=p] {$\quad \text{new REL}(n+1,\text{new LF}().from(n+1+1)) \downarrow [n+1..]$};
\node (r) [right of=q] {$\quad \text{from}_{n+1} \downarrow [n+1..]$};
\node (s) [below of=r] {$\text{new LF}() \downarrow [n..]$};
\node (t) [below of=s] {$\text{from}_{n} \downarrow [n..]$};
\end{tikzpicture}
\caption{Infinite (top) and finite (bottom) proof trees for from$_n$ $\downarrow$ [n..].}
\end{figure}
Method \texttt{m()} recursively calls itself. In the abstract semantics, the judgment \texttt{new C().m()} \vdash_v v can be derived for any value \( v \). In the operational semantics defined in Section 4, such method call evaluates to \((x, x : x)\), that is, the representation of \texttt{undetermined}.

However, determinism of FJ evaluation is preserved. Indeed, COFJ abstract semantics is a \textit{conservative} extension of FJ semantics, as formally stated below.

\textbf{Theorem 2 (Conservativity).} If \( I_{v,v} \vdash e \parallel v \), then \( (I_{v,v}, I'_{v,v}) \vdash e' \parallel v' \iff v = v' \).

\textbf{Proof.} Both directions can be easily proved by induction on the definition of \( I_{v,v} \vdash e \parallel v \). For the left-to-right direction, the fact that each syntactic category has a unique applicable meta-rule is crucial.

This theorem states that, whichever the codedefinitions chosen, COFJ does not change the semantics of expressions evaluating to some value in FJ. That is, COFJ abstract semantics allows derivation of new values only for expressions whose semantics is undefined in standard FJ, as in the examples shown above. Note also that, if no codefinition is specified, then the COFJ abstract semantics \textit{coincides} with the FJ one, because corule \((\text{ABS-C0-INV})\) cannot be applied, hence no infinite proof trees can be built for the evaluation of FJ expressions.
4 Operational semantics

We informally introduce the operational semantics of coFJ, provide its formal definition, and prove that it is deterministic and conservative.

Outline. In contrast to the abstract semantics of the previous section, the aim is to define a semantics which leads to an interpreter for the calculus. To obtain this, there are two issues to be considered:

1. infinite (regular) objects should be represented in a finite way;
2. infinite (regular) proof trees should be replaced by finite proof trees.

In the following we explain how these issues are handled in the coFJ operational semantics.

To obtain (1), we use an approach based on capsules [16], which are essentially expressions supporting cyclic references. In our context, capsules are pairs \((e, \sigma)\) where \(e\) is an FJ expression and \(\sigma\) is an environment, that is, a finite mapping from variables into FJ expressions. Moreover, the following capsule property is satisfied: writing \(FV(e)\) for the set of free variables in \(e\), \(FV(e) \subseteq dom(\sigma)\) and, for all \(x \in dom(\sigma)\), \(FV(\sigma(x)) \subseteq dom(\sigma)\). An FJ source expression \(e\) is represented by the capsule \((e, \emptyset)\), where \(\emptyset\) denotes the empty environment. In particular, values are pairs \((v, \sigma)\) where \(v\) is an open FJ object, that is, an object possibly containing variables. In this way, cyclic objects can be obtained: for instance, \((x, x : new\ NEL(2, new\ NEL(1, x)))\) represents the infinite regular list \([2, 1]^\omega\) considered before.

To obtain (2), methods are regularly corecursive. This means that execution keeps track of the pending method calls, so that, when a call is encountered the second time, this is detected\(^6\), avoiding non-termination as it would happen with ordinary recursion. Regular corecursion in coFJ is flexible, since the behaviour of the method when a cycle is detected is specified by the codefinition.

Consider, for instance, the method call \texttt{new ListFactory().two_one()}; thanks to regular corecursion, the result is the cyclic object \((x, x : new\ NEL(2, new\ NEL(1, x)))\). Indeed, the operational semantics associates a fresh variable, say, \(x\), to the initial call, so that, when the same call is encountered the second time, the association \(x : x\) is added in the environment, and the codefinition is evaluated where \texttt{any} is replaced by \(x\). Hence, \((x, x : x)\) is returned as result, so that the result of the original call is \((x, x : new\ NEL(2, new\ NEL(1, x)))\). The call \texttt{new\ ListFactory().from(0)}, instead, does not terminate in the operational semantics, since no call is encountered more than once (the resulting infinite object is non-regular).

Consider now the call \([2, 1]^\omega . allPos()\). In this case, when the call is encountered the second time, after an intermediate call \([1, 2]^\omega . allPos()\), the result of the evaluation of the codefinition is \texttt{true}, so that the result of the original call is \texttt{true} as well.\(^7\) If the codefinition were \texttt{any}, then the result would be \((x, x : x)\), that is, undetermined. Note that, if the list is finite, then no regular corecursion is involved, since the same call cannot occur more than once; the same holds if the list is cyclic, but contains a non-positive element, hence the method invocation returns \texttt{false}. The only case requiring regular corecursion is when the method is invoked on a cyclic list with all positive elements, as \([2, 1]^\omega\).

In the case of \([2, 1]^\omega . allPos()\), when the call is encountered the second time the result of the evaluation of the codefinition is \texttt{true} as well.\(^7\) If the codefinition were \texttt{any}, then the result would be \((x, x : x)\), that is, undetermined. Note that, if the list is finite, then no regular corecursion is involved, since the same call cannot occur more than once; the same holds if the list is cyclic, but contains a non-positive element, hence the method invocation returns \texttt{false}. The only case requiring regular corecursion is when the method is invoked on a cyclic list with all positive elements, as \([2, 1]^\omega\).

---

\(^6\) The semantics detects an already encountered call by relying on capsule equivalence (Figure 7).

\(^7\) To be rigorous, a capsule of shape \((true, _)\).
Formal definition. To formally express the approach described above, the judgment of the operational semantics has shape \( e, \sigma, \tau \vdash v, \sigma' \) where: \((e, \sigma)\) is the capsule to be evaluated; \(\tau\) is a call trace, used to keep track of already encountered calls, that is, an injective map from calls \(v_0.m(\emptyset)\) to (possibly tagged) variables, and \((v, \sigma')\) is the capsule result. Variables in the codomain of the call trace have a tag \(ck\) during the checking step for the corresponding call, as detailed below. The pair \((e, \sigma)\) and \((v, \sigma')\) are assumed to satisfy the capsule property.

The semantic rules are given in Figure 6. We denote by \(\sigma(x:v)\) the environment which gives \(v\) on \(x\), and is equal to \(\sigma\) elsewhere, and analogously for other maps. Furthermore, we use the following notations, formally defined in Figure 7.

- \(\text{unfold}(v, \sigma)\) is the unfolding of \(v\) in \(\sigma\), that is, the corresponding object, if any.
- \(\sigma_1 \uplus \sigma_2\) is the union of environments, defined if they agree on the common domain.
- \((v, \sigma) = (v', \sigma')\) is the equivalence of capsules. As will be formalized in the first part of Section 6, equivalent capsules denote the same sets of abstract objects. This equivalence is extended by congruence to expressions, in particular to calls \(v_0.m(\emptyset)\).
- \(\tau_{\sigma}\) is obtained by extending \(\tau\) up to equivalence in \(\sigma\). That is, detection of already encountered calls is performed up-to equivalence in the current environment.

Rule (val) is needed for objects which are not \(\text{FJ}\) objects. Rule (field) is similar to that of \(\text{FJ}\) except that the capsule \((v, \sigma')\) must be unfolded to retrieve the corresponding object. Furthermore, the resulting environment is that obtained by evaluating the receiver. Rule (new) is analogous to that of \(\text{FJ}\). The resulting environment is the union of those obtained by evaluating the arguments.

There are four rules for method invocation. In all of them, as in the \(\text{FJ}\) rule, the receiver and argument expressions are evaluated first to obtain the call \(c = v.m(\emptyset)\). The environment \(\emptyset\) is the union of those obtained by these evaluations. Then, the behavior is different depending whether \(c\) (meaning a call equivalent to \(c\) in \(\emptyset\)) has been already encountered.

Rules (invk-ok) and (invk-check) handle\(^8\) a call \(c\) which is encountered the first time, as expressed by the side condition \(x \notin \text{dom}(\tau_{\sigma})\). In both, the definition \(e\), where the receiver replaces \(\text{this}\) and the arguments replace the parameters, is evaluated. Such evaluation is performed in the call trace \(\tau\) updated to associate the call \(c\) with an unused variable \(x\) (in these two rules “\(x\) fresh” means that \(x\) does not occur in the derivations of \(e, \sigma, \tau \vdash v_i, \sigma_i'\), for all \(i \in 0..n\)), and produces the capsule \((v, \sigma')\). Then there are two cases, depending on whether \(x \in \text{dom}(\sigma')\) holds.

- If \(x \notin \text{dom}(\sigma')\), then the evaluation of the definition for \(c\) has been performed without evaluating the codefinition. That is, the same call has not been encountered, hence the result has been obtained by standard recursion, and no additional check is needed.

  If \(x \in \text{dom}(\sigma')\), instead, then the evaluation of the definition for \(c\) has required to evaluate the codefinition. In this case, an additional check is required (third premise). That is, \(e[v_0/\text{this}][\emptyset/\emptyset]\) is evaluated once more under the assumption that \(v\) is the result of the call. Formally, evaluation takes place in an environment updated to associate \(x\) with \(v\), and the variable \(x\) corresponding to the call is tagged with \(ck\). The capsule result obtained in this way must be (equivalent to) that obtained by the first evaluation of the body of the method.

In Section 5 we discuss in detail the role of this additional check, showing an example where it is necessary. If the check succeeds, then the final result is the variable \(x\) in the environment updated to associate \(x\) with \(v\). Otherwise, rule (invk-check) cannot be applied since the last premise does not hold. For simplicity, we assume the result of \(c\) to be undefined in this case; an additional rule could be added raising a runtime error in case the result is different from the expected one, as should be done in an implementation.

\(^8\) The two rules could be merged together, but we prefer to make explicit the difference for sake of clarity.
\( v \in \mathcal{V}^{op} \ ::= \text{new } C(\mathcal{V}) \mid x \)  
open object

\( \sigma \ ::= \pi_1 : v_1 \ldots \pi_n : v_n \quad (n \geq 0) \)  
environment

\( c ::= v.m(\mathcal{V}) \)  
call

\( t ::= [\text{ck}] \)  
optional checking tag

\( \tau ::= e_1 : x_1^n, \ldots, e_n : x_n^n \quad (n \geq 0) \)  
call trace

\[ \\]

\( \text{val} \quad e_i, \sigma, t \Downarrow v_i, \sigma' \forall i \in 1..n \quad \text{un} \]

\( \text{fields}(C) = f_1 \ldots f_n \)

\( f = f_i, i \in 1..n \)

\( \text{new } C(e_1, \ldots, e_n), \sigma, t \Downarrow \text{new } C(v_1, \ldots, v_n), \bigsqcup_{i \in 1..n} \sigma'_i \)

\[ \\]

\( \tau = e_1, \ldots, e_n \)

\( \nu = v_1 \ldots v_n \)

In all the following rules:

\( c = v_0.m(\mathcal{V}) \)

\( \nu_0 = \bigsqcup_{i \in 0..n} \sigma'_i \)

\( \text{un} \quad e_i, \sigma, t \Downarrow v_i, \sigma' \forall i \in 0..n \quad c \not\in \text{dom}(\tau_{a\varTheta}) \)

\( x \text{ fresh} \)

\( \text{mbody}(C, m) = (\nu, e) \)

\( x \not\in \text{dom}(\sigma') \)

\( e_i, \sigma, t \Downarrow v_i, \sigma'_i \forall i \in 0..n \quad e'[\nu_0 / \text{this}][\nu / \mathcal{V}], \sigma, t(c : x) \Downarrow v, \sigma' \quad c \not\in \text{dom}(\tau_{a\varTheta}) \)

\( x \text{ fresh} \)

\( \text{mbody}(C, m) = (\nu, e) \)

\( x \not\in \text{dom}(\sigma') \)

\( x, \sigma'(x : v) \approx (v', \sigma'') \)

\( e_i, \sigma, t \Downarrow v_i, \sigma'_i \forall i \in 0..n \quad e'[\nu_0 / \text{this}][\nu / \mathcal{V}][\mathcal{X}/\text{any}], \sigma(x : x), t \Downarrow v, \sigma' \quad \tau_{a\varTheta}(c) = x \quad \text{co-\text{mbody}}(C, m) = (\nu, e') \)

\( e_i, \sigma, t \Downarrow v_i, \sigma'_i \forall i \in 0..n \quad e'[\nu_0 / \text{this}][\nu / \mathcal{V}][\mathcal{X}/\text{any}], \sigma(x : x), t \Downarrow v, \sigma' \quad \tau_{a\varTheta}(c) = x \)
We write \( \sigma_{\text{coFJ}} \) operational semantics is deterministic. We will prove in Section 6 (Theorem 10) that the relation to instance, equivalently subsumes \( \alpha \) implicitly, so that, e.g., \([x] = y\) if \( x \equiv y \) x\( \equiv y \).

The remaining rules handle an already encountered call \( c \), that is, \( \tau_{\text{coFJ}}(c) \) is defined. The behaviour is different depending on whether the corresponding variable \( x \) is tagged or not.

If \( x \) is not tagged, then rule (corec) evaluates the codefinition where the receiver object replaces this, the arguments replace the parameters, and, furthermore, the variable \( x \) found in the call trace replaces any. In addition, \( \tilde{\sigma} \) is updated to associate \( x \) with \( x \). In this way, the semantics keeps track of the application of rule (corec).

If \( x \) is tagged, instead, then we are in a checking step for the corresponding call. In this case, rule (look-up) simply returns the associated variable for a call; by definition of the operational semantics, in this case a variable is always defined in the environment.

Figure 7 contains the formal definitions of the notations used in the rules.

Note that \( \text{unfold} \), being inductively defined, can be undefined, denoted \( \dagger \), in presence of unguarded cycles among variables. Capsule equivalence, instead, is defined coinductively, so that, e.g., \((x, x: \text{new } C(x))\) is equivalent to \((x, x: \text{new } C(\text{new } C(x)))\). Capsule equivalence implicitly subsumes \( \alpha \)-equivalence of variables whose unfolding is defined, e.g., \((x, x: \text{new } C(x))\) is equivalent to \((y, y: \text{new } C(y))\). Instead, \( \alpha \)-equivalence of undetermined variables is given by an explicit renaming, which should preserve disjointness of cycles. For instance, \((\text{new } C(x, y), (x: y: y: x))\) is equivalent to \((\text{new } C(x, z), (x: z))\), but is not equivalent to \((\text{new } C(x, y), (x: x: y: y))\). Indeed, in the latter case \( x \) and \( y \) can be instantiated independently. We will prove in Section 6 (Theorem 10) that the relation \( \approx_{\alpha} \), for some \( \sigma_1, \sigma_2 \)-renaming \( \alpha \), is the operational counterpart of the fact that two capsules denote the same set of abstract values. The stronger strictness condition prevents erroneous identification of objects during evaluation, e.g., \((\text{new } C(x, y), (x: x: y: y))\) is not equivalent to \((\text{new } C(y, x), (y: y: x: x))\).

**Determinism and conservativity.** In contrast to coFJ abstract semantics, but like FJ, coFJ operational semantics is deterministic.
Definition 7. Let \( v_1 \mapsto e \) be a call trace disjoint from \( e \mapsto v \). A call trace \( \tau \) is disjoint from \( e \mapsto v \) if in its proof tree there are no instances of (FJ-invk) where \( v_0, m(\overline{v}) \in \text{dom}(\tau) \).

Lemma 8. If \( \mathcal{I}_{e,v} \vdash e \mapsto v \), then, for all \( \tau \) disjoint from \( e \mapsto v \), we have \( e, \emptyset, \tau \vdash v, \emptyset \).

Proof. The proof is by induction on the definition of \( e \mapsto v \).

(FJ-field) Let \( \tau \) be a call trace disjoint from \( e, f \mapsto v \). Since \( \mathcal{I}_{e,v} \vdash e \mapsto v \), with \( v = \text{new } C(v_1, \ldots, v_n) \), holds by hypothesis, and \( \tau \) is, by definition, also disjoint from \( e \mapsto v \), we get \( e, \emptyset, \tau \vdash v, \emptyset \) by induction hypothesis. Then, since \( \text{unfold}(v, \emptyset) = v \), we get \( e, f, \emptyset, \tau \vdash v, \emptyset \) by rule (field).

(FJ-new) Let \( \tau \) be a call trace disjoint from \( \text{new } C(e_1, \ldots, e_n) \mapsto v_1, \ldots, v_n \). For all \( i \in 1..n \), since \( \mathcal{I}_{e_i,v_i} \vdash e_i \mapsto v_i \) holds by hypothesis, and \( \tau \) is, by definition, also disjoint from \( e_i \mapsto v_i \), we get \( e_i, \emptyset, \tau \vdash v_i, \emptyset \) by induction hypothesis. Then, we get \( \text{new } C(e_1, \ldots, e_n), \emptyset, \tau \vdash \text{new } C(v_1, \ldots, v_n), \emptyset \) by rule (new).

(FJ-invk) Let \( \tau \) be a call trace disjoint from \( e_0, m(e_1, \ldots, e_n) \mapsto v \). For all \( i \in 0..n \), since \( \mathcal{I}_{e_i,v_i} \vdash e_i \mapsto v_i \) holds by hypothesis, and \( \tau \) is, by definition, also disjoint from \( e_i \mapsto v_i \), we get \( e_i, \emptyset, \tau \vdash v_i, \emptyset \) by induction hypothesis. Set \( \overline{v} = v_1 \ldots v_n \) and \( e' = e[v_0/\text{this}[\overline{v}] \overline{v}] \). By hypothesis, \( \mathcal{I}_{e_i,v_i} \vdash e' \mapsto v \) and, by definition, \( \tau \) is also disjoint from \( e' \mapsto v \); furthermore, by Lemma 6, \( e' \) cannot occur twice in the proof tree for \( e' \mapsto v \), hence \( \tau(\overline{v}, m(\overline{v}) : x) \) is disjoint from \( e' \mapsto v \), for any fresh variable \( x \). Then, by induction hypothesis, we have \( e', \emptyset, \tau(v_0, m(\overline{v}) : x) \mapsto v, \emptyset \), thus we get \( e_0, m(e_1, \ldots, e_n), \emptyset, \tau \vdash v, \emptyset \) by rule (invk-ok).
We can now prove the conservativity result for coFJ operational semantics.

Proof of Theorem 4. The right-to-left direction follows from Lemma 8, since $\emptyset$ is disjoint from any expression, while the other direction follows from the right-to-left one and Theorem 3.

For coFJ operational semantics we can prove an additional result, characterizing derivable judgements which produce an empty environment. The meaning is that all results obtained without using the codefinitions are original FJ results.

Lemma 9. If $e, \emptyset, \tau \Downarrow v, \emptyset$ holds, then $v$ is an FJ value $v$, and $I_{FJ} e \Downarrow v$.

5 Advanced examples

This section provides some more complex examples to better understand the operational semantics of coFJ in Section 4 and its relationship with the abstract semantics in Section 3.

Examples on lists. We first show an example motivating the additional checking step (third premise) in rule (invk-check). Essentially, the success of this check for some capsule result corresponds to the existence of an infinite tree in the abstract semantics, whereas the fact that this capsule result is obtained by assuming the codefinition as result of the cyclic call (second premise) corresponds to the existence of a finite tree which uses the codefinition.

Assume to add to our running example of lists of integers a method that returns the sum of the elements. For infinite regular lists, that is, lists ending with a cycle, a result should be returned if the cycle has sum 0, for instance for a list ending with infinitely many 0s, and no result if the cycle has sum different from 0. This can be achieved as follows.

```java
class List extends Object {
    int sum () {0}
}
class NonEmptyList extends List {
    int sum () {this.head + this.tail.sum()} corec {0}
}
```

It is easy to see that the abstract semantics of the previous section formalizes the expected behavior. For instance, an infinite tree for a judgment $[2,1]^\omega . \text{sum}() \Downarrow v$ only exists for $v = 2 + 1 + v$, and there are no solutions of this equation, hence there is no result. In the operational semantics, by evaluating the body assuming the codefinition as result of the cyclic call (second premise of rule (invk-check)) the spurious result 3 would be returned. This is avoided by the third premise, which evaluates the method body assuming 3 as result of the cyclic call. Since we do not get 3 in turn as result, evaluation is stuck, as expected.

Note that the stickness situation is detected: the last side-condition of rule (invk-check) fails, and a dynamic error (not modeled for simplicity, see the comments to the rule) is raised, likely an exception in an implementation. On the other hand, computations which never reach (a base case or) an already encountered call still do not terminate in this operational semantics, exactly as in the standard one, and the fact that this does not happen should be proved by suitable techniques, see the Conclusion.

All the examples shown until now have a constant codefinition. We show now an example where this is not enough. Consider the method `remPos()` that removes positive elements. A first attempt at a coFJ definition is the following:
Is this definition correct? Actually, it provides the expected behavior on finite lists, and cyclic lists where the cycle contains only positive elements. However, when the cycle contains at least one non-positive element, there is no result. For instance, consider the method call \([0,1]^\omega.\text{remPos}()\). In the abstract semantics, an infinite tree can be constructed for the judgment \([0,1]^\omega.\text{remPos}()) \downarrow v\) only if \(v = 0\); \(v\), and this clearly only holds for \(v = [0]^\omega\). However, no finite tree can be constructed for this judgment using the codefinition. Note that, in the operational semantics, without the additional check (third premise of rule (nvk-check)), we would get the spurious result \([0]\). In order to have a coFJ definition complete with respect to the expected behavior, we should provide a different codefinition for lists with infinitely many non-positive elements.

Arithmetic with rational and real numbers. All real numbers in the closed interval \([0..1]\) can be represented by infinite lists \([d_1,d_2,...]\) of decimal digits; more precisely, the infinite list \([d_1,d_2,...]\) represents the real number which is the limit of the series \(\sum_{i=1}^{\infty} 10^{-i}d_i\).

It is well-known that all rational numbers in \([0..1]\) correspond to either a terminating or repeating decimal, hence they can be represented by infinite regular lists of digits, where terminating decimals end with either an infinite sequence of 0 or an infinite sequence of 9; for instance, the terminating decimal \(1/2\) can be represented equivalently by either \([5,0,0,...]\) or \([4,9,9,...]\), while the repeating decimal \(1/3\) is represented by \([3,3,...]\).

Therefore, in coFJ all rational numbers in \([0..1]\) can be effectively represented with infinite precision at the level of the operational semantics; to this aim, we can declare a class \texttt{Number} with the two fields \texttt{digit} of type \texttt{int} and \texttt{others} of type \texttt{Number}: \texttt{digit} contains the leftmost digit, that is, the most significant, while \texttt{others} refers to the remaining digits, that is, the number we would obtain by a single left shift (corresponding to multiplication by 10). Since also non-regular values are allowed, in the abstract semantics class \texttt{Number} can be used to represent also all irrational numbers in \([0..1]\).

We now show how it is possible to compute in coFJ the addition of rational numbers in \([0..1]\) with infinite precision. We first define the method \texttt{carry} which computes the carry of the addition of two numbers: its result is 0 if the sum belongs to \([0..1]\), 1 otherwise.

```java
class Number extends Object {
    int digit; // leftmost digit
    Number others; // all other digits

    int carry(Number num){ // returns 0 if this+num<=1, 1 otherwise
        if (this.digit+num.digit==9) (this.digit+num.digit)/10
        else this.others.carry(num.others)
        } corec {0}
    }
```
The two numbers \texttt{this} and \texttt{num} are inspected starting from the most significant digits: if their sum is different from 9, then the carry can be computed without inspecting the other digits, hence the integer division by 10 of the sum is returned. Corecursion is needed when the sum of the two digits equals 9; in this case the carry is the same obtained from the addition of \texttt{this.others} and \texttt{num.others}.

Finally, in the codefinition the carry 0 is returned; indeed, the codefinition is evaluated only when the sum of the digits for all positions inspected so far is 9 and the same patterns of digits are encountered for the second time. This can only happen for pairs of numbers whose addition is $[9,9,...]$, that is, 1, hence the computed carry must be 0.

Based on method \texttt{carry}, we can define method \texttt{add} which computes the addition of two numbers, excluding the possible carry in case of overflow.

```java
class Number extends Object { ... // declarations as above
    Number add(Number num){ // returns this+num
        new Number(
            (this.digit+num.digit+this.others.carry(num.others))%10,
            this.others.add(num.others))} corec {any}
}
```

For each position, the corresponding digits of \texttt{this} and \texttt{num} are added to the carry computed for the other digits (\texttt{this.others.carry(num.others)}), then the remainder of the division by 10 gives the most significant digit of the result, whereas the others are obtained by corecursively calling the method on the remaining digits (\texttt{this.others.add(num.others)}). Since this call is guarded by a constructor call, the codefinition is \texttt{any}.

Note that, in the abstract semantics, methods \texttt{carry} and \texttt{add} correctly work also for irrational numbers.

Method \texttt{add} above is simple, but has the drawback that the same carries are computed more times; hence, in the worst case, the time complexity is quadratic in the period\textsuperscript{10} of the two involved repeating decimals. To overcome this issue, we present a more elaborate example where carries are computed only once for any position; this is achieved by method \texttt{all_carries} below, which returns the sequence of all carries (hence, a list of binary digits).

Method \texttt{simple_add} corecursively adds all digits without considering carries, while method \texttt{add}, defined on top of \texttt{simple_add} and \texttt{all_carries}, computes the final result. This new version of \texttt{add} is not recursive and, hence, does not need a codefinition.

```java
class Number extends Object { ... // declarations as above
    Number all_carries(Number num){ // carries for all positions
        this.simple_carries(num).complete()
    }

    Number simple_carries(Number num){ // carries computed immediately
        if(this.digit+num.digit!=9)
            new Number((this.digit+num.digit)/10,
                this.others.simple_carries(num.others))
        else new Number(9,this.others.simple_carries(num.others))
    } corec {any}

    Number complete(){ // computes missing carries marked with 9
        if(this.digit!=9) new Number(this.digit,this.others.complete())
        else this.fill(this.carry_lookahead()).complete()
    } corec {any}
}
```

\textsuperscript{10}Indeed, the worst case scenario is when the carry propagates over all digits because their sum is always 9, and this can happen only if the two numbers have the same period.
```java
Number fill(int dig) { // fills with dig all next missing carries
    if(this.digit != 9) this else new Number(dig, this.others.fill(dig))
} corec { any }

int carry.lookahead() { // returns the next computed carry
    if(this.digit != 9) this.digit else this.others.carry.lookahead()
} corec {0}

Number simple_add(Number num) { // addition without carries
    new Number((this.digit + num.digit) % 10,
        this.others.simple_add(num.others))
} corec { any }

Number add(Number num) {
    this.simple_add(num).simple_add(this.all.carries(num).others)
}
```

Distances on graphs. The last example of this section involves graphs, which are the paradigmatic example of cyclic data structure. Our aim is to compute the distance, that is, the minimal length of a path, between two vertexes\textsuperscript{11}. Consider a graph \((V, \text{adj})\) where \(V\) is the set of vertexes and \(\text{adj}: V \rightarrow \wp(V)\) gives, for each vertex, the set of the adjacent vertexes. Each vertex has an identifier \(\text{id}\) assumed to be unique. We assume a class \(\text{Nat}^{\infty}\), with subclasses \(\text{Nat}\) with an integer field, and \(\text{Infty}\) with no fields, for naturals and \(\infty\) (distance between unconnected nodes), respectively. Such classes offer methods \(\text{succ()}\) for the successor, and \(\text{min}(\text{Nat}^{\infty}n)\) for the minimum, with the expected behaviour (e.g., \(\text{succ}\) in class \(\text{Nat}^{\infty}\) returns \(\infty\)).

```java
class Vertex extends Object {
    Id id; AdjList adjVerts;
    Nat^{\infty} dist(Id id) {
        this.id == id? new Nat(0): this.adjVerts.dist(id).succ()}
    } corec { new Infty()}
}
class AdjList extends Object { }
class EAdjList extends AdjList { 
    Nat^{\infty} dist(Id id) { new Infty() }
}
class NEAdjList extends AdjList { 
    Vertex vert; AdjList adjVerts;
    Nat^{\infty} dist(Id id) {this.vert.dist(id).min(this.adjVerts.dist(id))}
}
```

Clearly, if the destination \(\text{id}\) and the source node coincide, then the distance is 0. Otherwise, the distance is obtained by incrementing by one the minimal distance from an adjacent to \(\text{id}\), computed by method \(\text{dist()}\) of \(\text{AdjList}\) called on the adjacency list. The codefinition of method \(\text{dist()}\) of class \(\text{Vertex}\) is needed since, in presence of a cycle, \(\infty\) is returned and non-termination is avoided. The same approach can be adopted for visiting a graph: instead of keeping trace of already encountered nodes, cycles are implicitly handled by the loop detection mechanism of coFJ.

\textsuperscript{11}The example can be easily adapted to weighted paths.
6 Soundness

Soundness of the operational semantics with respect to the abstract one means, roughly, that a value derived using the rules in Figure 6 can also be derived by those in Figure 2. However, this statement needs to be refined, since values in the two semantics are different: possibly infinite objects in the abstract semantics, and capsules in the operational semantics.

We define a relation from capsules to abstract objects, formally express soundness through this relation, and introduce an intermediate semantics to carry out the proof in two steps.

From capsules to infinite objects. Intuitively, given a capsule \((v, \sigma)\), we get an abstract value by instantiating variables in \(v\) with abstract values, in a way consistent with \(\sigma\). To make this formal, we need some preliminary definitions.

A substitution \(\theta\) is a function from variables to abstract values. We denote by \(e\theta\) the abstract expression obtained by applying \(\theta\) to \(e\). In particular, if \(e\) is an open value \(v\), then \(v\theta\) is an abstract value. Given an environment \(\sigma\) and a substitution \(\theta\), the substitution \(\sigma[\theta]\) is defined by:

\[
\sigma[\theta](x) = \begin{cases} 
\sigma(x)\theta & x \in \text{dom}(\sigma) \\
\theta(x) & x \notin \text{dom}(\sigma)
\end{cases}
\]

Then, a solution of \(\sigma\) is a substitution \(\theta\) such that \(\sigma[\theta] = \theta\). Let \(\text{Sol}(\sigma)\) be the set of solutions of \(\sigma\). Finally, if \((e, \sigma)\) is a capsule, we define the set of abstract expressions it denotes as \([e, \sigma] = \{e\theta \mid \theta \in \text{Sol}(\sigma)\}\). Note that \([v, \sigma] \subseteq \cal{V}^a\), for any capsule \((v, \sigma)\). We now show an operational characterization of the semantic equality.

\textbf{Theorem 10.} \([v_1, \sigma_1] = [v_2, \sigma_2]\) iff \((v_1, \sigma_1) \equiv_\alpha (v_2, \sigma_2)\), for some \(\sigma_1, \sigma_2\)-renaming \(\alpha\).

To prove this result we need some auxiliary definitions and lemmas. The tree expansion of a capsule \((v, \sigma)\) is the possibly infinite open value coinductively defined as follows:

\[
T(v, \sigma) = \begin{cases} 
  x & v = x \text{ and } \text{unfold}(x, \sigma) \uparrow \\
  \text{new } C(T(v_1, \sigma), \ldots, T(v_n, \sigma)) & \text{unfold}(v, \sigma) = \text{new } C(v_1, \ldots, v_n)
\end{cases}
\]

The next proposition shows relations between solutions and tree expansion of a capsule.

\textbf{Proposition 11.} Let \((v, \sigma)\) be a capsule and \(\theta \in \text{Sol}(\sigma)\), then

1. if \(\text{unfold}(v, \sigma) \uparrow\) then \(v = x\) and \(x \equiv x\)
2. \(\text{FV}(T(v, \sigma)) \subseteq \{x \in \text{dom}(\sigma) \mid x \leftrightarrow x\}\)
3. if \(x \equiv y\) then \(\theta(x) = \theta(y)\)
4. if \(\text{unfold}(v, \sigma) = \text{new } C(v_1, \ldots, v_n)\) then \(v = \text{new } C(v_1, \ldots, v_n)\)
5. \(v \theta = T(v, \sigma)\theta\)

Given a relation \(\alpha\) on variables, we will denote by \(\alpha^\circ\) the opposite relation and by \(=_{\alpha}\) the equality of possibly infinite open values up-to \(\alpha\), coinductively defined by the following rules:

\[
x =_{\alpha} y \quad x \alpha y \quad t_i =_{\alpha} s_i \quad \forall i \in 1..n
\]

\[
\text{new } C(t_1, \ldots, t_n) =_{\alpha} \text{new } C(s_1, \ldots, s_n)
\]

It is easy to check that

\(\alpha\) is a \(\sigma_1, \sigma_2\)-renaming iff \(\alpha^\circ\) is a \(\sigma_2, \sigma_1\)-renaming,

\((v_1, \sigma_1) \equiv_\alpha (v_2, \sigma_2)\) iff \((v_2, \sigma_2) \equiv_{\alpha^\circ} (v_1, \sigma_1)\),

\(t_1 =_{\alpha} t_2\) iff \(t_2 =_{\alpha^\circ} t_1\).
We have the following lemmas:

**Lemma 12.** \((v_1, \sigma_1) \equiv_\alpha (v_2, \sigma_2)\) iff \(T(v_1, \sigma_1) =_\alpha T(v_2, \sigma_2)\), for each \(\sigma_1, \sigma_2\)-renaming \(\alpha\).

**Proof.** The proof is immediate by coinduction in both directions.

**Lemma 13.** If \(T(v_1, \sigma_1) =_\alpha T(v_2, \sigma_2)\), where \(\alpha\) is a \(\sigma_1\), \(\sigma_2\)-renaming, then \([v_1, \sigma_1] = [v_2, \sigma_2]\).

**Proposition 14.** If \([v_1, \sigma_1] = [v_2, \sigma_2]\) then

1. if unfold\((v_1, \sigma_1)\) \(\uparrow\) then unfold\((v_2, \sigma_2)\) \(\uparrow\),
2. if unfold\((v_1, \sigma_1) = \text{new} C(v_1, \ldots, v_1, n)\) then unfold\((v_2, \sigma_2) = \text{new} C(v_2, \ldots, v_2, n)\) and, for all \(i \in 1..n\), \([v_{1,i}, \sigma_1] = [v_{2,i}, \sigma_2]\).

**Lemma 15.** If \([v_1, \sigma_1] = [v_2, \sigma_2]\) then \(T(v_1, \sigma_1) =_\alpha T(v_2, \sigma_2)\), for some \(\sigma_1, \sigma_2\)-renaming \(\alpha\).

**Proof of Theorem 10.** The right-to-left direction follows from Lemma 12 and Lemma 13, while the other direction follows from Lemma 15 and Lemma 12.

Since by definition \(=\) is equal to \(\equiv_\alpha\) for some \(\alpha\), applying Lemma 12 and Lemma 13 we get that if \((v_1, \sigma_1) = (v_2, \sigma_2)\) then \([v_1, \sigma_1] = [v_2, \sigma_2]\). Actually we can prove a stronger result:

**Lemma 16.** If \((v_1, \sigma_1) \equiv_\alpha (v_2, \sigma_2)\) for some strict \(\sigma_1, \sigma_2\)-renaming \(\alpha\), then, for each solution \(\theta \in \text{Sol}(\sigma_1 \cap \sigma_2)\), there are \(\theta_1 \in \text{Sol}(\sigma_1)\) and \(\theta_2 \in \text{Sol}(\sigma_2)\) such that \(v_1 \theta_1 = v_2 \theta_2\) and, for all \(x \in \text{dom}(\sigma_1 \cap \sigma_2)\), \(\theta_1(x) = \theta_2(x)\).

**Soundness statement.** We can now formally state the soundness result:

**Theorem 17.** If \(e, \emptyset, \emptyset, [v, \sigma], (I_{v,i}, I^0_{v,i}) \vdash_e v\), then, for all \(v \in [v, \sigma]\), \((I_{v,i}, I^0_{v,i}) \vdash_e v\).

This main result is about the evaluation of source expressions, hence both the environment and the call trace are empty. To carry out the proof we need to generalize the statement.

**Theorem 18 (Soundness).** If \(e, \sigma, \emptyset, [v, \sigma'], (I_{v,i}, I^0_{v,i}) \vdash_e v\), then, for all \(\theta \in \text{Sol}(\sigma')\), \((I_{v,i}, I^0_{v,i}) \vdash_e \theta \downarrow v \theta\).

To show that this is actually a generalization, set \(\sigma_1 \leq \sigma_2\) if \(\text{dom}(\sigma_1) \subseteq \text{dom}(\sigma_2)\), and, for all \(x \in \text{dom}(\sigma_1)\), \(\sigma_1(x) = \sigma_2(x)\). We use the following lemmas.

**Lemma 19.** If \(\sigma_1 \leq \sigma_2\), then \(\text{Sol}(\sigma_1) \subseteq \text{Sol}(\sigma_2)\).

**Lemma 20.** If \(e, \sigma, \tau, [v, \sigma'], \sigma \leq \sigma'\).

In the statement of Theorem 18, thanks to Lemma 20, we know that \(\sigma \leq \sigma'\), hence, by Lemma 19, \(\theta \in \text{Sol}(\sigma)\), thus \(e \theta \in [e, \sigma]\). Theorem 18 implies Theorem 17, since, when \(\sigma = \emptyset\), \(e\) is closed, hence \(e \theta = e\), and all elements in \([v, \sigma']\) have shape \(v \theta\) with \(\theta \in \text{Sol}(\sigma')\).

**Proof through intermediate semantics.** In order to prove Theorem 18, we introduce a new semantics called *intermediate*, defined in Figure 8. Values are those of the abstract semantics, hence calls are of shape \(v.m(t)\) (abstract calls). The judgment has shape \(e, \rho, S \downarrow [v, \sigma'],\ S'\), with \(S, S'\) sets of abstract calls, \(\rho\) map from abstract calls to values. Comparing with \(e, \sigma, \tau, [v, \sigma']\) in the operational semantics, no variables are introduced for calls; \(\rho\) and \(S\) play the role of the \(\text{ck}\) and non \(\text{ck}\) part of \(\tau\), respectively, keeping trace of already encountered calls. Moreover, \(\rho\) directly associates to a call its value to be used in the checking step, which in \(\sigma\) is associated to the corresponding variable. Finally, \(S'\) plays the role of \(\sigma'\), tracing the calls for which the codeinition has been evaluated, hence the checking step will be needed. This correspondence is made precise below. The rules are analogous to those of Figure 6, with the difference that,
for an already encountered call $c \in S$, either rule (IN-INVK-OK) or rule (IN-COREC) can be applied. In other words, evaluation of the codefinition is not necessarily triggered when the first cycle is detected. This non-determinism makes the relation with the abstract semantics simpler.

By relying on the intermediate semantics, we can prove Theorem 18 by two steps:
1. The operational semantics is sound w.r.t. the intermediate semantics (Theorem 21).
2. The intermediate semantics is sound w.r.t. the abstract semantics (Theorem 23).

At the beginning of Section 4, we mentioned two issues for an operational semantics: representing infinite objects in a finite way, and replacing infinite (regular) proof trees by finite proof trees. This proof technique nicely shows that the two issues are orthogonal: notably, detection of cyclic calls is independent from the format of values.

To express the soundness of the operational semantics w.r.t. the intermediate one, we need to formally relate the two judgments. First of all, a call trace $\tau$ is the disjoint union of two maps $\tau^{\text{ck}}$ and $\tau^{\text{c}}$ into tagged and non-tagged variables, respectively. Then, given an environment $\sigma$, we define the following sets of (operational) calls:

\[
\begin{align*}
S^\tau &= \text{dom}(\tau^{\text{ck}}) \\
S^{\tau,\sigma} &= \text{dom}(\sigma \circ \tau^{\text{c}}), \text{ where } \circ \text{ is the composition of partial functions} \\
S^{\tau,\sigma,\sigma'} &= S^{\tau,\sigma} \setminus S^{\tau,\sigma'}
\end{align*}
\]

For $S$ set of calls and $\theta$ substitution, we abbreviate by $S_\theta$ the set of abstract calls $S\theta$. Note that $S^{\sigma,\sigma'}_\theta \subseteq S^{\sigma'}_\theta$ and, if $\sigma_1 \leq \sigma_2$, then $S^{\sigma,\sigma'}_\theta \subseteq S^{\sigma,\sigma'}_\theta$. Finally, $\rho^{\sigma}(\theta(v)) = v$ iff $v = \theta(\tau^{\text{ck}}(c))$.

Then, the soundness result can be stated as follows:

**Theorem 21 (Soundness operational w.r.t. intermediate).** If $e, \sigma, \tau \ni v, \sigma'$ then, for all $\theta \in \text{So}(\sigma')$, there exists $S$ such that $S^{\sigma,\sigma'}_\theta \subseteq S \subseteq S^{\sigma,\sigma'}$ and, $e, \theta, \rho^{\sigma}_\theta, S^{\sigma,\sigma'}_\theta \ni_{\text{IN}} v \theta, S$.

In particular, the bounds on $S$ ensure that it is empty when $\tau = \emptyset$. Hence, if $e, \sigma, \emptyset \ni v, \sigma'$ (hypothesis of Theorem 18), then $e, \sigma, \emptyset \ni_{\text{IN}} \emptyset, \emptyset$, that is, the hypothesis of Theorem 23 below holds.

The proof of the theorem uses the following corollary of Lemma 16.

**Corollary 22.** If $(v_1, \sigma_1) = (v_2, \sigma_2)$, $\theta_1 \in \text{So}(\sigma_1)$, $\sigma_1 \leq \sigma_2$, then there is $\theta_2 \in \text{So}(\sigma_2)$ such that $v_1\theta_1 = v_2\theta_2$ and, for all $x \in \text{dom}(\sigma_1)$, $\theta_1(x) = \theta_2(x)$. Moreover, if $\sigma_1 = \sigma_2$, then $v_1\theta_1 = v_2\theta_1$.

We now state the second step of the proof: the soundness result of the intermediate semantics with respect to the abstract semantics.

**Theorem 23 (Soundness intermediate w.r.t. abstract).** If $e, \emptyset, \emptyset \ni_{\text{IN}} v, \emptyset$, then $(I_{v,\emptyset}, I^{\sigma}_{v,\emptyset}) \vdash e \ni v$.

The proof uses the bounded coinduction principle (Theorem 1), and requires some lemmas. Recall that $I_{v,\emptyset} \cup I^{\sigma}_{v,\emptyset} \vdash e \ni v$ means that the judgment $e \ni v$ has a finite proof tree in the (standard) inference system consisting of FJ rules and coFJ corules.

**Lemma 24.** If $e, \emptyset, S \ni_{\text{IN}} v, S'$ then $I_{v,\emptyset} \cup I^{\sigma}_{v,\emptyset} \vdash e \ni v$ holds.

**Lemma 25.** If $e, \rho, S \cup \{e\} \ni_{\text{IN}} v, S'$ holds, and $e \not\in S'$, then $e, \rho, S \ni_{\text{IN}} v, S'$.

**Lemma 26.** If $e, \rho(c \ni d), S \ni_{\text{IN}} v, S'$ and $e, \rho, S \ni_{\text{IN}} v, \emptyset$, then $e, \rho, S \ni_{\text{IN}} v, S'$.

We can now prove Theorem 23.

**Proof of Theorem 23.** We take as specification the set $A = \{(c, v) \mid e, \emptyset, \emptyset \ni_{\text{IN}} v, \emptyset\}$, and we use bounded coinduction (Theorem 1).
\[ v \in \mathcal{V}^a \colon= \text{\textsc{new}} \ C(\bar{\tau}) \] possibly infinite object
\[ c \colon= v.m(\bar{\tau}) \] abstract call
\[ S \colon= c_1 \ldots c_n \ (n \geq 0) \] set of abstract calls
\[ \rho \colon= c_1 : v_1 \ldots c_n : v_n \ (n \geq 0) \]

(\text{IN-val}) \[
\frac{c, \rho, S\downarrow_{\text{IN}} v}{v} \quad (\text{IN-invk-check}) \]

(\text{IN-look-up}) \[
\frac{\text{\textsc{new}} \ C(v_1, \ldots, v_n)}{v} = \text{\textsc{new}} \ C(v_1, \ldots, v_n) \]

(\text{IN-field}) \[
\frac{f = f_i, i \in 1..n}{\text{\textsc{fields}}(C) = f_1 \ldots f_n} \]

In all the following rules:
(\text{IN-new}) \[
\frac{e_i, \rho, S\downarrow_{\text{IN}} v_i, S_i'}{\text{\textsc{new}} \ C(e_1, \ldots, e_n), \rho, S\downarrow_{\text{IN}} \text{\textsc{new}} \ C(v_1, \ldots, v_n) \cup \text{\textsc{inv}}_{1..n} S_i'} \]

(\text{IN-coFJ}) \[
\frac{\bar{e} = e_1, \ldots, e_n}{\bar{\tau} = \bar{e}} \]

(\text{IN-corec}) \[
\frac{c \not\in S' \lor c \in S}{\text{\textsc{mbody}}(C, m) = (\bar{\tau}, e)} \]

(\text{IN-conc-co}) \[
\frac{e_i, \rho, S\downarrow_{\text{IN}} v_i, S_i'}{c \not\in S' \lor c \in S} \quad \text{\textsc{mbody}}(C, m) = (\bar{\tau}, e) \]

(\text{IN-conc}) \[
\frac{\bar{c}[\text{\textsc{mbody}}(C, m) = (\bar{\tau}, e)]}{c \not\in S} \quad \text{\textsc{co-mbody}}(C, m) = (\bar{\tau}, e') \]

(\text{IN-coFJ}) \[
\frac{c \not\in \text{\textsc{dom}}(\rho)}{c \not\in \text{\textsc{dom}}(\rho)} \]

(\text{IN-corec-co}) \[
\frac{e_i, \rho, S\downarrow_{\text{IN}} v_i, S_i'}{c \not\in \text{\textsc{dom}}(\rho)} \quad \text{\textsc{co-mbody}}(C, m) = (\bar{\tau}, e') \]

(\text{IN-coFJ}) \[
\frac{e_i, \rho, S\downarrow_{\text{IN}} v_i, S_i'}{c \not\in \text{\textsc{dom}}(\rho)} \quad \text{\textsc{co-mbody}}(C, m) = (\bar{\tau}, e') \]

(\text{IN-conc}) \[
\frac{c \not\in \text{\textsc{dom}}(\rho)}{c \not\in \text{\textsc{dom}}(\rho)} \quad \text{\textsc{co-mbody}}(C, m) = (\bar{\tau}, e') \]

\[ \textbf{Figure 8} \text{ coFJ intermediate semantics.} \]
Boundedness For all \((e, v) \in A\), \(\mathcal{I}^{v} \cup \mathcal{I}^{v'} = e \Downarrow v\) holds.

Consistency For all \((e, v) \in A\), there exist a rule in the abstract semantics having \(e \Downarrow v\) as consequence, and such that all its premises are elements of \(A\).

Boundedness follows immediately from Lemma 24. We now prove consistency.

Consider a pair \((e, v) \in A\), hence we know that \(e, \emptyset, \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} v, \emptyset\) is derivable. We proceed by case analysis on the last applied rule in the derivation of this judgement.

(IN-val) We know that \(e = v = \text{new } C(v_1, \ldots, v_n)\). We choose as candidate rule (abs-new).

We have to show that, for all \(i \in 1..n\), \((v_i, v_i) \in A\), that is, \(v_i, \emptyset, \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} v_i, \emptyset\) holds. We can get the thesis thanks to rule (IN-VAL).

(IN-field) We know that \(e = e' f\) and \(e', \emptyset, \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} \text{new } C(v_1 \ldots v_n), \emptyset\). We choose as candidate rule (abs-field), with conclusion \(e' f \Downarrow v_i\). We have to show that \((e', \text{new } C(v_1 \ldots v_n)) \in A\), that is, \(e', \emptyset, \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} \text{new } C(v_1 \ldots v_n), \emptyset\) holds, but this is true by hypothesis.

(IN-new) We know that \(e_i, \emptyset, \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} v_i, \emptyset\) holds for all \(i \in 1..n\). We choose as candidate rule (abs-new). We have to show that, for all \(i \in 1..n\), \((e_i, v_i) \in A\), that is, \(e_i, \emptyset, \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} v_i, \emptyset\) holds, but this is true by hypothesis.

(IN-invk-ok) We know that \(e = e_0, m(\overline{t})\), \(e_i, \emptyset, \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} v_i, \emptyset\) holds for all \(i \in 0..n\), \(c = v_0, m(\overline{t})\), \(\text{mbody}(C, n) = (\overline{t}, e')\), and \(e'[v_0/this][\overline{t}/\overline{t}], \emptyset, (c) \Downarrow_{IN} v_i, \emptyset\) holds. We choose as candidate rule (abs-invk). We have to show that, for all \(i \in 0..n\), \((e_i, v_i) \in A\), and \((e'[v_0/this][\overline{t}/\overline{t}], v) \in A\). That is, that the following judgments hold: \(e_i, \emptyset, \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} v_i, \emptyset\) for all \(i \in 0..n\), and \(e'[v_0/this][\overline{t}/\overline{t}], \emptyset, \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} v_i, \emptyset\). The judgments in the first set hold by hypothesis. The last judgment holds thanks to Lemma 25, where \(S' = \emptyset\).

(IN-invk-check) We know that \(e = e_0, m(\overline{t})\), \(e_i, \emptyset, \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} v_i, \emptyset\) holds for all \(i \in 0..n\), \(c = v_0, m(\overline{t})\), \(\text{mbody}(C, n) = (\overline{t}, e')\), and \(e'[v_0/this][\overline{t}/\overline{t}], (c : v), \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} v_i, \emptyset\) holds. We choose as candidate rule (abs-invk). We have to show that for all \(i \in 0..n\), \((e_i, v_i) \in A\), and \((e'[v_0/this][\overline{t}/\overline{t}], v) \in A\). That is, that the following judgments hold: \(e_i, \emptyset, \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} v_i, \emptyset\) for all \(i \in 0..n\), and \(e'[v_0/this][\overline{t}/\overline{t}], \emptyset, \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} v_i, \emptyset\). The judgments in the first set hold by hypothesis. The last judgment holds thanks to Lemma 26, since from the hypothesis we easily get \(c, \emptyset, \emptyset \Downarrow_{IN} v_i, \emptyset\).

(IN-corec) Empty case since to apply the rule it should be \(S \neq \emptyset\).

(IN-look-up) Empty case since to apply the rule it should be \(\rho \neq \emptyset\).

7 Related work

As already mentioned, the idea of regular corecursion (keeping track of pending method calls, so to detect cyclic calls), originates from co-SLD resolution [20, 21, 7]. Making regular corecursion flexible means that the programmer can specify the behaviour in case a cycle is detected. Language constructs to achieve such flexibility have been proposed in the logic [2, 3], functional [17], and object-oriented [8, 9] paradigm.

Logic paradigm. The above mentioned co-SLD resolution [20, 21, 7] is a sound resolution procedure based on cycle detection. That is, the interpreter keeps track of resolved atoms and an atom selected from the current goal can be resolved if it unifies with an atom that has been already resolved. In this way it is possible to define coinductive predicates. Correspondingly, models are subsets of the complete Herbrand basis, that is, the set of ground atoms built on arbitrary (finite or infinite) terms, and the declarative semantics is the greatest fixed point of the monotone function associated with a program. Structural resolution [18, 14] (a.k.a. S-resolution) is a proposed generalization for cases when formulas computable at infinity are
not regular; infinite derivations that cannot be built in finite time are generated lazily, and only partial answers are shown. More recently, a comprehensive theory has been proposed [11] to provide operational semantics that go beyond loop detection.

Anyway, in coinductive logic programming, only standard coinduction is supported. The notion of finally clause, introduced in [2], allows the programmer to specify a fact to be resolved when a cycle is detected, instead of simply accepting the atom. The approach has been refined in [3], following the guidelines given by the formal framework of generalized inference systems. That is, the programmer can write special clauses corresponding to corules, so that, when an atom is found for the second time, standard SLD resolution is triggered in the program enriched by the corules. However, this paradigm is very different from the object-oriented one, since based on relations rather than functions: cycles are detected on the same atom, where input and output are not distinguished, by unification.

Functional paradigm. CoCaml (www.cs.cornell.edu/Projects/CoCaml) [17, 16] is a fully-fledged extension of OCaml supporting non-well-founded data types and corecursive functions. CoCaml, as OCaml, allows programmers to declare regular values through the let-rec construct, and, moreover, detects cyclic calls as in our approach. However, whereas coFJ immediately evaluates the cyclic call by using the codefinition, the CoCaml approach is in two phases. First, a system of equations is constructed, associating with each call a variable and partially evaluating the body of functions, where calls are replaced with associated variables. Then, the system of equations is given to a solver specified in the function definition. Solvers can be either pre-defined or written by the programmer in order to enhance flexibility. An advantage that we see in our approach is that the programmer has to write the codefinition (standard code) rather than working at the meta-level to write a solver, which is in a sense a fragment of the interpreter. A precise comparison is difficult for the lack of a simple operational model of the CoCaml mechanism. In future work, we plan to develop such model, and to relate the two approaches on a formal basis.

Object-oriented paradigm. A previous version of CoFJ has been proposed in [8]. At this time, however, the framework of inference systems with corules was still to come, so there was no formal model against which to check the given operational semantics, which, indeed, derived spurious results in some cases, as illustrated in Section 4 at page 16. The operational semantics provided in the current paper solves this problem, and is proved to be sound with respect to the abstract semantics. Moreover, we adopt a simpler representation of cyclic objects through capsules [16]. A type system has been proposed [9] for the previous version of coFJ to prevent unsafe use of the “undetermined” value. We leave to further work the investigation of typing issues for the approach presented in this paper.

8 Conclusion

The Java-like calculus presented in this paper promotes a novel programming style, which smoothly incorporates support for cyclic data structures and coinductive reasoning, in the object-oriented paradigm. Our contribution is foundational: we provide an abstract semantics based on corules and show that it is possible to define a sound operational model; such operational semantics is inductive, syntax-directed and deterministic, hence can be directly turned into an interpreter. In order to get a “real-world” language, of course many other issues should be taken into account.
Our prototype implements the abstract semantics on top of a Prolog meta-interpreter supporting flexible regular corecursion [3]. In this way, the inference system is naturally translated in Prolog\(^{12}\), cyclic terms are natively supported, and their equality handled by unification. A fully-fledged interpreter of the operational semantics should directly handle these issues and, moreover, attempt at some optimization.

The current paper does not deal with types: an important concern is to guarantee type soundness, statically ensuring that an undetermined value never occurs as receiver of field access or method invocation, as investigated in [9] for the previous coFJ version [8].

Another issue is how to train developers to write codeinitions. Standard recursion is non-trivial as well for beginners, whereas it becomes quite natural after understanding its mechanism. For regular corecursion the same holds, with is the additional difficulty of reasoning on infinite structures. Intuitively, the codeinition can be regarded as a base case to be applied when a loop is detected. Moreover, again as for standard recursion, this novel programming style could be integrated with proof techniques to show the correctness of algorithms on cyclic data structures. Such proofs could be mechanized in proof assistants, as Agda, that provide built-in support for coinductive definitions and proofs by coinduction.

Finally, a non-trivial challenge is how to integrate regular corecursion, requiring to detect “the same call”, with the notion of mutable state. Likely, some immutability constraints will be needed, or a variant of the model where such a check requires a stateless computation. Another solution is to consider the check as an assertion that can be disabled if the programmer has verified the correctness of the method by hand or assisted by a tool.

The semantics of flexible regular corecursion in the paper is the operational counterpart of that obtained by considering recursive functions as relations, and recursive definitions (with codeinition) as inference systems (with corules). We prove that the operational semantics is sound with respect to that interpretation. Obviously, completeness does not hold in general, since the abstract semantics deals with not only cyclic data structures (such as \([2,1]^\omega\)), but arbitrary non-well-founded structures (such as the list of natural numbers). Even considering only regular proof trees in the abstract semantics, in some subtle cases there is more than one admissible result\(^{13}\), whereas the operational semantics, being deterministic, finds “the first” among such results, as reasonable in an implementation. We plan to investigate such completeness issues in further work, also in the more general framework of inference systems, that is, to characterize judgments which have a regular proof tree.

We also plan to study how to deal with flexible corecursion in other programming paradigms, notably in the functional paradigm, and to compare on a formal basis this approach with the CoCaml approach relying on solvers, rather than codeinitions.

As already discussed in the Introduction, lazy evaluation and regular corecursion are complementary approaches to deal with infinite data structures. With the lazy approach, arbitrary (computable) non-well-founded data structures are supported. However, we cannot compute results which need to explore the whole structure, whereas, with regular corecursion, this becomes possible for cyclic structures: for instance we can compute allPos one_two, which diverges in Haskell. A natural question is then whether it is possible to extend the regular corecursion approach to manage also non-regular objects, thus overcoming the principal drawback with respect to the lazy approach. A possible interesting direction, exploiting the work of Courcelle [12] on infinite trees, could be to move from regular to algebraic objects.

\(^{12}\)A logic program can be seen as an inference system where judgments are atoms.

\(^{13}\)For instance, the list with no repetitions extracted from \([1,2]^\omega\) can be either \([1,2]\) or \([2,1]\).
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Abstract

Program synthesis promises to help software developers with everyday tasks by generating code snippets automatically from input-output examples and other high-level specifications. The conventional wisdom is that a synthesizer must always satisfy the specification exactly. We conjecture that this all-or-nothing paradigm stands in the way of adopting program synthesis as a developer tool: in practice, the user-written specification often contains errors or is simply too hard for the synthesizer to solve within a reasonable time; in these cases, the user is left with a single over-fitted result or, more often than not, no result at all. In this paper we propose a new program synthesis paradigm we call best-effort program synthesis, where the synthesizer returns a ranked list of partially-valid results, i.e. programs that satisfy some part of the specification.

To support this paradigm, we develop best-effort enumeration, a new synthesis algorithm that extends a popular program enumeration technique with the ability to accumulate and return multiple partially-valid results with minimal overhead. We implement this algorithm in a tool called Bester, and evaluate it on 79 synthesis benchmarks from the literature. Contrary to the conventional wisdom, our evaluation shows that Bester returns useful results even when the specification is flawed or too hard: i) for all benchmarks with an error in the specification, the top three Bester results contain the correct solution, and ii) for most hard benchmarks, the top three results contain non-trivial fragments of the correct solution. We also performed an exploratory user study, which confirms our intuition that partially-valid results are useful: the study shows that programmers use the output of the synthesizer for comprehension and often incorporate it into their solutions.
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1 Introduction

Program synthesis has emerged as a promising technology for automating low-level programming tasks [24, 50, 54, 3]. For software developers, program synthesis can be an attractive alternative to online help forums when it comes to "opportunistic programming" [11], or hunting for code that will perform a small subtask needed in a larger development task. Using a Programming by Example (PBE) synthesizer [36, 21, 20, 19, 46, 25, 56], developers can specify the desired behavior with a set of input-output examples (or unit tests), and the synthesizer would generate a code snippet that satisfies each of the examples.
Although PBE techniques have made great strides in recent years and have been used successfully in end-user tools [23, 31, 29], they have not seen wide adoption in mainstream software development. We conjecture that one important reason is that existing synthesizers follow an “all-or-nothing” paradigm: they either return a program that is correct on all examples, or fail. In practice, however, humans make mistakes, so examples might contain errors. Even if all the examples are correct, the program might just be too complex for the synthesizer to generate: no matter how much we improve the synthesizer, there will always be problems it fails to solve within the amount of time that the user is willing to wait. In these cases, all-or-nothing synthesis is utterly useless to the programmer: it either returns a single over-fitted result (that satisfies the erroneous specification) or, more often then not, no result at all. Iterative synthesizers [32, 39, 7] offer a partial remedy by allowing the user to refine a problematic specification, but they still waste user’s time in the unsuccessful iterations.

We believe that turning PBE synthesizers into useful mainstream programming tools requires addressing two core challenges:

1) **Erroneous specifications**: How can we make the synthesizer robust to small errors in the specification?

2) **Hard problems**: How can we make the synthesizer helpful even if it cannot solve a problem completely?

### Switching paradigms

To address the two core challenges, we need to abandon the all-or-nothing view of synthesis and instead take the approach of successful code completion tools: an imperfect result is better than no result, as long as it is indicated as such. To this end, we propose a new PBE paradigm we dub *best-effort program synthesis*, in which the user provides examples, and the synthesizer returns a shortlist of partially-valid results, i.e. programs that satisfy at least some of the examples. Previous work has shown that a) partially-valid programs often share non-trivial fragments with the correct solution [46], and b) users prefer editing incorrect code to writing code from scratch [13]. Hence it is reasonable to assume that partially-valid results help the user move forward both when the specification contains errors (by generating a solution for the error-free subset of the examples) and when the problem is too hard (by generating a spacial-case program that can be used as a building block in the final solution).

### Efficient best-effort synthesis

A naive way to implement best-effort synthesis would be to use an existing synthesizer as a black box and re-run it again and again with different subsets of the specification, displaying any generated programs to the user. This is highly inefficient, however, especially when the original synthesis problem takes too long to solve: in this case, some specification subsets may still take too long. Ideally, we would like to deliver partially-valid results without requiring the synthesizer to do more work.

Our core technical insight is that a popular program search algorithm – bottom-up enumeration with observational equivalence reduction [55, 2] – can be extended to accumulate partially-valid results during search with minimal overhead. The extension is possible because this search algorithm is monotonic in the set of examples: the set of programs explored with the full specification includes all programs that would be explored with a partial specification. We formalize this monotonicity property and our extended best-effort enumeration algorithm in Section 3.
Ranking partially-valid results

In general, there can be too many partially-valid results to display them all to the user, so a best-effort synthesizer needs a way to automatically select a manageable number of results (3–5) that are most likely to be useful to the programmer. It is common in program synthesis to introduce a ranking function for the generated programs and present top \( N \geq 1 \) ranked results to the user [23, 28, 43]. For the best-effort setting, we design a ranking function that incorporates both syntactic and semantic features of programs, such as simplicity and the number of examples satisfied. The details of the ranking are described in Section 4.

Evaluating best-effort solutions

We implement our approach in a tool called Bester (Best-Effort Synthesis TERminal), which gives users access to a best-effort synthesizer from a Read-Evaluate-Print-Loop (REPL). We evaluate Bester on 79 benchmarks we collected from the 2017 SyGuS competition [4] and the Euphony benchmark suite [33]. Our evaluation shows that i) Bester can overcome errors in the specification and still return the correct solution in the top three results, ii) when a synthesis problem is hard and times out, Bester still returns useful fragments of the solution, and iii) Bester’s ability to solve correct specifications is not impacted (Section 5). Moreover, Bester compares favorably to the naive approach of using a state-of-the-art synthesizer as a black box and eliminating examples from the specification one by one.

We also performed a small exploratory user study of Bester, in which programmers used Bester to solve tasks in an unfamiliar programming language; the tasks were too hard for the synthesizer to solve completely within 40 seconds (Section 6). Our study shows that programmers make use of synthesis results for comprehension, both of the task and of the language, and that programmers often incorporate synthesis results into their solutions either by copy-pasting or by editing a partially-valid solution until it fully satisfies the examples.

Main contributions

To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. **Best-effort program synthesis**: a new user interaction paradigm for PBE that is likely to yield helpful results even when the problem is ill-specified or too hard to solve completely.
2. **Best-effort enumeration**: an algorithm for efficiently collecting partially-valid solutions during enumerative synthesis.
3. A ranking function for partially-valid solutions that incorporates both syntactic and semantic properties of programs, and performs well in our experiments.
4. **Bester**: a prototype implementation of best-effort synthesis, shown both empirically and in an exploratory user study to be robust to specification errors and to produce useful program fragments on hard problems.

2 Overview

In this section, we consider a scenario that requires best-effort synthesis.

---

1 We used CVC4 [44], the winner of the 2017–2019 SyGuS competitions in the PBE-Strings category.
2.1 A motivating example

Our example is derived from one of the benchmarks in the PBE-Strings track of the SyGuS (Syntax-Guided Synthesis) competition [5, 4]. In this competition, synthesizers are expected to generate programs in a simple language of S-expressions with built-in operations on integers (such as + or -) and strings (such as, \texttt{str.len} and \texttt{str.replace}). A benchmark in the PBE-Strings track is given by a set of input-output examples and a grammar that defines the space of candidate programs (i.e. the relevant subset of the SyGuS language). These benchmarks mimic small tasks performed by programmers, and some are directly derived from StackOverflow questions.

In this scenario, a programmer is attempting to solve a task that asks them to count the number of line breaks in a string. They are using a development environment enriched with a synthesizer: they have the option to invoke the synthesizer at any point during development and incorporate (fragments of) its output into their own code.

The programmer starts by providing a set of test cases (examples):

$$
e_0 = \texttt{"one"} \rightarrow 0$$
$$e_1 = \texttt{"one\ntwo"} \rightarrow 1$$
$$e_2 = \texttt{"one\ntwo\nthree"} \rightarrow 2$$
$$e_3 = \texttt{"one\ntwo\nthree\nfour"} \rightarrow 3$$

We notice, though the user does not, that \(e_3\) contains a typo in the string and would, given the expected program, only return 2 rather than 3.

The user then attempts to write a program to satisfy their test cases by computing the difference in length between the input string, \(\text{arg0}\), and \(\text{arg0}\) with newlines removed:

$$(- (\text{str.len} \ \text{arg0}) \ (\text{str.len} \ \text{str.replace} \ \text{arg0} \ \text{"\n"} \ \text{"\n"})))$$

The user executes their tests, and only \(e_0\) and \(e_1\) pass, as shown in Figure 1a. They might not immediately realize that the reason for this behavior is the unexpected semantics of \texttt{str.replace} in the SyGuS language, which only replaces the first instance of the substring rather than all instances. Because \(e_2\) fails as well as \(e_3\), the typo in \(e_3\) goes unnoticed.

At this point, the user decides to delegate solving the task to the synthesizer. Running the state-of-the-art synthesizer CVC4 [44] on this synthesis query yields the result:

$$\begin{align*}
&\text{(ite (str.contains (str.replace arg0 "\n" "\n")) "\n")} \\
&\text{(ite (str.suffixof (str.at arg0 (str.len "\n")) arg0)} \\
&\text{(str.len "\n") (str.indexof arg0 "\n" 1))} \\
&\text{(ite (str.prefixof arg0 (str.replace arg0 "\n" arg0)) 0 1))}
\end{align*}$$
This program satisfies all the test cases provided to the synthesizer, but it is so complex that the user will most likely discard it without reading and be none the wiser about the typo in the tests or their misconception about the semantics of `str.replace`.

Running our tool Bester, on the other hand, produces a ranked list of synthesis results, as shown in Figure 1b. The first result in this list is:

```
(- (str.len arg0) (str.len (str.replace (str.replace arg0 "\n" ") "\n" "")))
```

which is relatively simple and in fact similar to the user’s initial solution (except that it calls `str.replace` on the input string twice). Contrasting the outputs of the initial program and this result helps the user realize their misconception about `str.replace`, while the tool’s failure to solve `e3` is likely to call their attention to the typo.

### Best-effort synthesis for hard specifications

Consider a slightly different specification our programmer could have provided, where examples `e0`, `e1`, `e2` are as before, but example `e3` is replaced with

```
e′3 = "one\ntwo\nthree\nfour\nfive\nsix\nsseven\nheight" \rightarrow 7
```

The programmer asks the (traditional) synthesizer for help, but after 30 seconds of waiting, their patience is exhausted, and they interrupt the synthesizer before it can produce any results. The reason this problem is taking so long to solve is that the SyGuS language contains no general solution that works for an arbitrary number of newlines, so the shortest program that satisfies `e′3` contains seven calls to `str.replace`; programs of this size present a challenge for state-of-the-art synthesizers. Once again, the user just wasted their time and is back to square one.

Although this particular example seems contrived, the general scenario where the user is unaware of the limitations of the synthesis algorithm and gives it more than it can handle, is very common. If the programmer is using Bester, however, and interrupts it after 30 seconds, they would get exactly the same set of results as in the previous scenario, shown in Figure 1b. This is because Bester always searches for solutions to all subsets of input examples simultaneously, and the solution for `{e0, e1, e2}` is much smaller – and hence will be discovered much earlier – than the solution for the full set of examples.

### 2.2 Background: Observational Equivalence Reduction

Before we explain how Bester is able to generate such partially-valid results efficiently, we must introduce the baseline synthesis technique we build upon: bottom-up enumeration with observational equivalence reduction [55, 2], or OE-reduction for short. Program synthesizers work by searching a space of candidate programs until they encounter one that satisfies the specification. The central challenge of program synthesis is the astronomically large size of the search space, so different synthesis techniques find different ways to reduce the space, i.e. exclude large chunks of the space from consideration.

For illustration purposes, in this section we will consider the program space defined by an artificially small grammar, shown in Figure 2a. This grammar allows using only two integer literals (0 and 3), one string literal (" "), a single variable (input), and three operations: +, `str.indexof`, and `str.substr`. 

---
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Bottom-up enumeration

Bottom-up enumeration is a synthesis technique that maintains a bank of enumerated programs and constructs new programs by applying production rules to programs from the bank. Recall the grammar in Figure 2a. We begin enumeration with an empty bank, so in the first iteration we are limited to production rules that require no subexpressions – literals and variables; this yields the programs 0, 3, " ", and input, which are added to the bank.

In the following iterations, production rules that require subexpressions are applied to the programs in the bank: for example, the rule $Int \rightarrow (+ Int Int)$ is applied to all pairs of Int expressions, creating new programs $(+ 0 0)$, $(+ 0 3)$, $(+ 3 0)$, and $(+ 3 3)$, as seen in Figure 2b.

The enumeration is generally performed in the order of height: we first construct all programs of height 0, then height 1 and so on; each iteration constructs all programs of height $n + 1$ using the programs of heights up to $n$ stored in the bank. As a consequence, discarding even a few programs from the bank can drastically reduce the number of programs to be enumerated in future iterations.

Equivalence reduction

A natural candidate for discarding from the bank is a redundant program, i.e. , a program that is functionally equivalent to another program in the bank. In our example, the program $(+ 0 3)$ is functionally equivalent to the program 3, and hence can be safely discarded. State-of-the-art bottom-up synthesizers [55, 2, 6] use a more aggressive notion of program equivalence called observational equivalence, which is also easier to check: two programs are considered equivalent if they evaluate to the same output for every input in the user-provided set of examples.

Example 1. Let us assume two pairs of input-output examples

\[ e_0 = "The Demolished Man" \rightarrow "Demolished" \]
\[ e_1 = "The Stars My Destination" \rightarrow "Stars" \]

We follow the enumeration of programs with OE-reduction, summarized in Figure 2b.

First, we create an input vector, which in this case contains two inputs:

\[ \langle "The Demolished Man", "The Stars My Destination" \rangle \]

The algorithm evaluates each constructed program point-wise on the input vector, producing an output vector. Two programs are deemed observationally equivalent if their output vectors are equal.

Height 0: First we enumerate programs of height 0 (programs 1–4 in Figure 2b). The program 0 is a literal and evaluates to 0 on every input, resulting in the output vector $(0, 0)$. Likewise the programs 3 and " ", result in $(3, 3)$ and $(",", ")$ respectively. The program input (the input variable) yields the output vector $("The Demolished Man", "The Stars My Destination")$. Since all four output vectors are different, all four programs are added to the bank.

Height 1: Next, we enumerate programs of height $n + 1$ by applying production rules in the grammar to programs from the bank at heights up to $n$ (in this case, up to 0). The production rule for str.indexof requires two arguments of type string, and will be applied to
\texttt{Start} \rightarrow \texttt{String}

\texttt{Int} \rightarrow 0 \mid 3
\quad | \quad (+ \texttt{Int} \texttt{Int})
\quad | \quad (\texttt{str.indexof} \texttt{String} \texttt{String})

\texttt{String} \rightarrow " " \mid \texttt{input}
\quad | \quad (\texttt{str.substr} \texttt{String} \texttt{Int} \texttt{Int})

(a) A small grammar in the SyGuS format. Notice that the language is limited to the literal constants that appear here.

### Program output on $e_0$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>program</th>
<th>output on $e_0$</th>
<th>output on $e_1$</th>
<th>equivalent to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>#2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>&quot;The Demolished Man&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;The Stars My Destination&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(+ 0 0)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(+ 0 3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>#2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(+ 3 0)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>(+ 3 3)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>(str.indexof &quot; &quot; &quot; &quot; &quot; )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>(str.indexof &quot; &quot; input)</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>(str.indexof input input)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>(str.indexof input &quot; &quot;)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>#2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) An enumeration of the grammar by height.

\textbf{Figure 2} The enumeration in Example 1. Programs are generated from the grammar by height, first productions requiring only a terminal, and next productions requiring a subtree, taken from previously seen programs.

all combinations of string programs of height 0. This will produce, among others, the program \texttt{(str.indexof " " " " )} with the output vector $\langle 0, 0 \rangle$. Notice that the bank already contains a program with this vector: the program 0. The algorithm therefore discards \texttt{(str.indexof " " " " )} and does not add it to the bank. In general, the algorithm maintains an \textit{invariant} that the bank contains at most one representative of any observational equivalence class.

The same production rule also generates the program \texttt{(str.indexof input " ").} This program seems helpful for solving the given examples; however, its output vector is $\langle 3, 3 \rangle$, whose equivalence class already has a representative, the program 3, so the program \texttt{(str.indexof input " ")} will be discarded. Unlike in the case of \texttt{(str.indexof " " " " )}, this seems an imprudent decision. However, it is in fact sound to do so for these inputs: so long as we do not care about differently structured inputs, \texttt{(str.indexof input " " )} and 3 are completely interchangeable. If the user introduces another example with a new input such as "Virtual Unrealities", the new extended output vectors will be $\langle 3, 3, 3 \rangle$ and $\langle 3, 3, 7 \rangle$, and the two programs will no longer be equivalent.

### 2.3 Our approach

Next we describe how Bester modifies the baseline OE-reduction enumeration technique from the previous subsection to maintain a ranked list of partially-valid programs. If the search happens to encounter a program that fully satisfies the specification, it stops; otherwise, if
the search is interrupted before a solution was found, Bester simply returns the current list of partially-valid results to the user. We refer to this modification of OE-reduction search as \textit{best-effort enumeration}; Section 3 details the search algorithm and its correctness.

\textbf{Searching for all example subsets}

Recall the task from Section 2.1, where the user is trying to count line breaks in a string, but has an error in the example $e_3$. We would like to show the programmer the following partially-valid yet useful program $p^*$, which satisfies examples $\{e_0, e_1, e_2\}$:

$$(- \ (\text{str.len} \ \text{arg0}) \ (\text{str.len} \ (\text{str.replace} \ (\text{str.replace} \ \text{arg0} \ "\n" \ "\\n\")) \ "\n\")))$$

Since we do not know a-priori which subset of examples would yield a useful result, we would like the synthesizer to simultaneously search for programs satisfying all non-empty subsets of $\{e_0, e_1, e_2, e_3\}$ (thus, including $\{e_0, e_1, e_2\}$).

Note that many synthesis techniques are not amenable to such simultaneous search: for example, in constraint-based synthesis [52, 26], a run of the synthesizer with the full set of examples would never construct $p^*$, because it does not satisfy $e_3$. We observe that unlike most synthesis techniques, the OE-reduction algorithm has the ability to maintain solutions for all example subsets with little to no overhead, thanks to a curious monotonicity property: adding a new example never excludes programs from the enumeration.

Let us illustrate this property on our running example. Consider a hypothetical run of an OE-synthesizer on the examples $\{e_0, e_1, e_2\}$, and assume that in this run $p^*$ is added to the bank. We conclude that $p^*$ is the first program the synthesizer constructed that produces the output vector $\langle 0, 1, 2 \rangle$, and hence has been chosen as the representative of the $\langle 0, 1, 2 \rangle$ equivalence class. Now consider the actual run of the synthesizer, on the full set of examples $\{e_0, e_1, e_2, e_3\}$; we argue that in this run $p^*$ must be chosen as the representative of the $\langle 0, 1, 2, 2 \rangle$ equivalence class and cannot be discarded by OE reduction. To see why, assume a different program $p'$ is chosen as the representative; then $p'$ would have been enumerated before $p^*$ and would also return $\langle 0, 1, 2 \rangle$ on the first three examples; but this contradicts our assumption that $p^*$ is the representative for $\langle 0, 1, 2 \rangle$.

In other words, since each additional example refines the partition of the program space, the bank in the actual run must be a superset of the bank in the hypothetical run. Moreover, the output vector of each program in the bank is already computed as part of performing OE-reduction, and compared to the expected output vector; hence, performing a slightly more complex check for the purpose of identifying partially-valid results incurs only minimal overhead.

\textbf{Ranking best-effort candidates}

A best-effort enumeration as described above might accumulate multiple results satisfying each subset of the examples. However, we cannot simply show them to the user in the order in which they are discovered: trivial programs such as a literal or variable satisfying one or two of the examples would be discovered immediately, but would often be a poor candidate. For instance, in the example from Section 2.1, the program $0$ satisfies $\{e_0\}$, the program $(\text{str.indexof} \ \text{arg0} \ "\n")$ satisfies $\{e_4\}$ (the erroneous example), and the program $(\text{ite} \ (\text{str.contains} \ \text{arg0} \ "\n") \ 1 \ 0)$ satisfies $\{e_0, e_1\}$. All of these will be discovered fairly early on in the enumeration.

Instead, the partially-valid programs in the bank need to be ranked so that a manageable number (no more than 5) of promising programs can be returned to the user. We have developed a simple ranking function for Bester that takes into account both syntactic and
semantic properties of programs, and performs well empirically. Section 4 details our ranking function and discusses other possible rankings. Intuitively, our ranking rewards programs that satisfy more examples, programs that use all of their inputs (the so called relevancy requirement inspired by other synthesis techniques [20, 27]), smaller programs, and programs where the incorrect outputs are close to the expected outputs. Among the programs listed above, (str.indexof arg0 “a”) and 0 both satisfy one example, but the former is preferred by our ranking because it uses its input.

3 Best-Effort Enumeration With Observational Equivalence

In this section, we detail the way an enumerative search with observational equivalence can be used to find and rank best-effort results to a synthesis query.

Let us consider the challenge in finding a best-effort solution. Since the set of user-provided examples \( \mathcal{E} \) might be unsatisfiable, we wish to return a program that satisfies some \( \mathcal{E}^* \subseteq \mathcal{E} \). However, we do not know in advance whether \( \mathcal{E} \) is satisfiable, and if it is not, which \( \mathcal{E}^* \) we are searching for a solution to.

We can address this challenge with minimal effort thanks to several properties of equivalence classes.

Refined equivalence classes

Enumerative synthesis with observational equivalence adds only one representative from each equivalence class to its bank of programs based on an equivalence relation \( \equiv_I \) defined as follows:

\[
p_1 \equiv_I p_2 \iff \forall \iota \in I. [[p_1]_{\equiv_I}(\iota)] = [[p_2]_{\equiv_I}(\iota)]
\]

where the equality of execution results considers outputs, exceptions, and side effects. In a PBE synthesis query, the inputs in \( I \) are derived from the example set \( \mathcal{E} \) such that \( I = \{ \iota \mid (\iota, \omega) \in \mathcal{E} \} \).

If the enumeration that has already added to the reduced program bank the program \( p \) encounters a program \( p' \) such that \( p \equiv_I p' \), a decision is made which one will be the representative of the equivalence class \([p]_{\equiv_I}\) that both \( p \) and \( p' \) inhabit. The representative is then kept in the program bank and the other program is discarded. In most synthesizers that perform the enumeration in layers (i.e., first programs of height 0, then of height 1, etc.), the first program encountered from each equivalence class is selected as its representative, as was shown in Figure 2b.

Now consider \( \mathcal{E}' \subseteq \mathcal{E} \), a non-empty subset of examples, and its input set \( I' \). It is easy to see that \( \equiv_I \) is a refinement of \( \equiv_{I'} \), since it is the intersection of \( \equiv_I \) and \( \equiv_{I \setminus I'} \). This means that \( \equiv_I \) refines the partition into equivalence classes made by \( \equiv_{I'} \), or that for a program \( p \) in the candidate program space, \([p]_{\equiv_I} \subseteq [p]_{\equiv_{I'}}\).

We notice that if selection of the representative is deterministic, then if \( p \) was the representative of \([p]_{\equiv_{I'}}\), the less refined (and possibly larger) equivalence class, then \( p \) will also be the representative of \([p]_{\equiv_I}\): representative selection has determined \( p \) to be the representative against each of the programs in \([p]_{\equiv_I}\) when it was decided to be the representative of \([p]_{\equiv_{I'}}\).

This means that if \( p \) was included in the bank of programs in a less refined enumeration with OE-reduction, \( p \) will be in the program bank of a more refined enumeration, one with more examples.
Algorithm 1 A best-effort enumeration.

Input: $E$ a user-provided example specification, $G$ a grammar, $f$ a fitness function, $maxResults$ the maximum number of results to return to the user

Result: Top $maxResults$ synthesized programs

1. `programBank ← ∅`
2. `resultCandidates ← PriorityQueue()`
3. `while` timeout has not passed `do`
4. `foreach prodRule ∈ G` `do`
5. `k ← arity(prodRule)`
6. `foreach (arg₁,...,argₖ) ∈ programBank^k` `do`
7. `if (arg₁,...,argₖ) is suitable for prodRule` `then`
8. `newProg ← prodRule(arg₁,...,argₖ)`
9. `if ∀p ∈ programBank.p ≢ I newProg` `then` /* Found the representative of a new equivalence class, add to the bank */
10. `programBank ← programBank ∪ {newProg}`
11. `exec ← {(i,[newProg](i)) | i ∈ I}`
12. `if exec ∩ E ≠ ∅` /* newProg partially satisfies $E$ */
13. `resultCandidates.insertWithPriority(newProg, f(newProg,E))`
14. `end`
15. `if exec = E` /* newProg fully satisfies $E$ */
16. `break all loops`
17. `end`
18. `end`
19. `end`
20. `end`
21. /* Either timeout has passed and or a fully satisfying program was found. We now return a list of options by rank. */
22. `results ← List()`
23. `for i = 1 to min(maxResults, resultCandidates.size())` `do`
24. `results.append(resultCandidates.getFront())`
25. `end`
26. `return results`

Notice that, despite the use of an inputs vector in Section 2.2 (and in practical implementations), the operations are unordered. This means that it does not matter which of the examples are missing from $E^-$ for the property to hold.

3.1 Finding best-effort solutions

Fortunately, since performing observational equivalence with $E$ is a refinement of any strict, nonempty subset of $E$, we can essentially test all nonempty subsets of $E$ simultaneously. Representative selection ensures we will see all programs we would see enumerating a subset of the examples, so we can simply collect programs that satisfy any of the examples, instead of ones that satisfy all of them.
Lines 4 – 8 of Algorithm 1 are a simple bottom-up enumeration of the space, applying each of the production rules to each of the programs previously added to the program bank, generating additional programs. Lines 9 – 10 are the implementation of the OE-reduction, adding to the program bank only programs that are the first of their equivalence class to be encountered. Line 15 is the stopping condition for any PBE synthesizer: whether executing each input leads to its expected output. It is simply lines 12 – 14 that “piggyback” on the enumeration with observational equivalence, collecting programs that satisfy any of the examples and create the best-effort search.

This means that when enumerating the example in Section 2.1, the program

\[\neg (\text{str.len arg0}) \text{ (str.len (str.replace (str.replace arg0 "\n" "") "\n" ""))}\]

is produced by the algorithm on line 8. In a regular observational equivalence reduction, the program will be added to the reduced program bank on line 10 for use in enumerating larger programs, and the next step would be to perform the check on line 15, testing whether it fully satisfies the specification. Since it satisfies 3 of the 4 examples, a simple enumeration would not return it and enumeration would continue searching for a single fully-satisfying program to show the user.

In a best-effort enumeration, the condition on line 12 admits programs that satisfy any nonempty subset of \(E\). The program is added to the list of best-effort results, of which the best results will be returned to the user.

The correctness proposition of observational equivalence [2] guarantees that if a program that satisfies \(E\) exists in the space, we will encounter exactly one such program, as other programs satisfying \(E\) are in its equivalence class and are not part of the reduced program space. However, if we consider any strict subset, this guarantee no longer holds: when partitioning the space of programs possible in the grammar based on observational equivalence for \(E\), any \(E' \subset E\) is now represented by a number of equivalence classes in the program space instead of just one. In other words, more than one program satisfying \(E'\) may be encountered in the course of the enumeration.

This means there are two dimensions in which our goal is no longer unique: along an enumeration, we are looking for a program that satisfies one of exponentially many \(E' \subseteq E\), and there can be many such programs for each \(E'\). However, since the results of a best-effort enumeration are intended for consumption by a user, we must limit ourselves to a small number of returned results. This means that in the course of an enumeration based on \(E\) programs that satisfy any nonempty subset of \(E\) are collected, and the best few are returned to the user. This is determined by a fitness function used to rank the programs in line 13 of Algorithm 1.

We will introduce our fitness function in the next section.

4 Fitness Function

As we have shown in Sections 2 and 3, more than one program can satisfy the same number of specifications. In this section, we discuss the considerations in constructing the fitness function used in our implementation of BestEst, and suggest additional parameters that could be added for other synthesizers.

The composition of the function is:

\[f(p, E) = 3 \cdot \text{satisfied}(p, E) + 2 \cdot \text{relevancy}(p) + \text{distance}(p, E) + \text{size}(p)\]

We now break down each of these elements.
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Examples satisfied

Since a program satisfying one example and a program satisfying all examples but one are not equally good, we use the portion of examples satisfied in our ranking of the program.

\[
satisfied(p, \mathcal{E}) = \frac{\left| \{ (\iota, \omega) \in \mathcal{E} \mid p[\iota] = \omega \} \right|}{|\mathcal{E}|}
\]

This portion of the fitness function is the most strongly weighted, as we still give the most importance to the best effort, i.e. solving the largest portion of the specification.

Relevancy

Given two programs that solve the same number of examples, we prefer one that uses more of its input. For example, let us assume a grammar with two input variables, \(\text{arg0}\) and \(\text{arg1}\), and three programs that satisfy 2 of 3 examples in \(\mathcal{E}\):

\[
p_1 = \text{true} \\
p_2 = (\text{str.contains} \ \text{arg0} \ "\"
\]

Intuitively, we are certain we want \(f(p_1)\) to be the lowest of the three, but in all likelihood, we also want to reward \(p_3\) for using all available input from the user. This is a tactic employed by other synthesis tools such as [20, 27].

We define for all variables \(\mathcal{V}\) available in the grammar:

\[
relevancy(p) = \frac{|\{ \text{var} \in \mathcal{V} \mid \text{var} \in p \}|}{|\mathcal{V}|}
\]

Distance from output

While we strongly reward a program for each satisfied example, we also wish to reward programs that do “better” with regard to the remaining examples.

Currently we include this element only for synthesis tasks that search for a string program. For strings, being closer to the expected output can be seen as returning a subset or superset of it, or constructing a close string. This is easily rewarded by using Levenshtein Distance [34] to measure the distance of the unsatisfied example results from the intended output. While this component may not be suitable for numeric types, for other structured types such as lists or trees, other such structured distance metrics can be employed in place of \(LD\).

We denote \(\mathcal{E}^- = \{ (\iota, \omega) \in \mathcal{E} \mid [p][\iota] \neq \omega \}\) to be the unsatisfied examples, and define:

\[
distance(p, \mathcal{E}) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\text{avg} \left\{ 1 - \frac{LD([p][\iota], \omega)}{\max(|\omega|, |[p][\iota]|)} \right\}}{p \text{ is a string program and } |\mathcal{E}^-| > 0} \\
0 & \text{o.w.}
\end{cases}
\]

While we include this in the fitness function, we do not weight it as high as some of the other components as we do still want to allow other logic that may help the user toward the correct answer, e.g., constructing a complement of the result in order to remove it, to rank well and be displayed.
Program size

Finally, we incorporate the size of the program into the function. In a regular enumerative synthesizer, ranking by size is implicit, as programs of a lower height will be reached first. Since programs of a lower height are simpler programs, this tactic is employed in many synthesizers. In best-effort synthesis we may encounter programs of very different sizes that satisfy the same examples before we reach the timeout. We therefore add the height of the program into the ranking to prefer shorter ASTs.

Additionally, we would like to distinguish between programs of the same height. To do this, we use \( \text{terms}(p) \), the number of nodes in the AST of \( p \). For example, \( p_1 = (\text{str.at arg0 (+ 1 1)}) \) and \( p_2 = (\text{str.++ (str.++ " " ") (str.substr arg0 1 1)}) \) are both programs of height 2, but \( \text{terms}(p_1) = 5 \) whereas \( \text{terms}(p_2) = 8 \).

Since programs are eventually displayed to a user, given two programs of the same height that are indistinguishable by other parameters, we would like to show the user first the one that is easier to read, or the overall-smaller one.

Together, we define:

\[
\text{size}(p) = \frac{1}{\text{height}(p) + 1} + \frac{1}{\text{terms}(p)}
\]

Including other data

In a domain where not all specifications are created equal, some may be ranked as more important than others. For instance, examples that detail an error scenario may be deemed more or less important than examples that specify a simple output value. Likewise, if not all specifications are examples \([40]\), an importance ranking between different specification types can be used to decide which are more likely to be dropped.

Finally, we address the fact that our fitness function is not learned. In theory, a model could be trained to compute a fitness function according to desired program rankings, or to provide features for a fitness function (e.g., \([8, 33]\) compute the probability of a program, which in their tool is used to speed up the search but could also be used for simple numerical ranking). However, the pool of programs is small, and creating a dataset of ranked best-effort programs large enough to train from, either manually or automatically, would be unreliable at best. In addition, our fitness function, both in selected features and in their weights, encodes in it what we consider to be the important aspects of a best-effort program, rather than numbers overfitted to a small dataset.

5 Empirical Evaluation

In this section we detail the empirical evaluation performed to validate our approach. Our experiments are based on the benchmarks of the SyGuS competition \([4]\) and Euphony \([33]\).

Implementation

We implemented an enumerating, observational equivalence synthesizer for the SyGuS language in Scala, then augmented it for best-effort enumeration\(^2\). Best-effort solutions are accumulated as the enumeration progresses, and the top 5 results are returned. The enumeration loop of our synthesizer has a 40s timeout, selected since it is a manageable length of task interruption for a human user \([37]\).

\(^2\) https://github.com/peleghila/bester
Benchmarks

We used a set of 79 synthesis queries from the 2017 SyGuS competition and the Euphony benchmarks. These benchmarks contain a selection of data wrangling and string transformation tasks: the SyGuS benchmarks are entirely string to string transformations but 19 of the Euphony benchmarks either have a non-string parameter or synthesize a numeric or boolean expression. Duplicate tasks between SyGuS and Euphony were removed from the original benchmark set, as well as benchmarks requiring recursion.

We initially divided them into two sets using a simple OE-based enumerating synthesizer (that does not collect best-effort results): 63 that can be solved within 40s, denoted “easy”, and 16 that cannot, denoted “hard”.

We then created a modified version of the benchmarks in the “easy” set by adding erroneous examples such as typos, off-by-one errors, etc. This was done manually and required great care in order to make sure that the additions are i) not consistent with the original target program, and ii) do not always create a new example set that is easily generalized. Of 37 modified benchmarks, two contain more than one erroneous example.

We note that while we introduced errors, it is near impossible to introduce contradictions, short of pairing the same input with two different outputs. Since most of the SyGuS and Euphony benchmarks include the conditional \texttt{ite} in their grammar, given enough time the inconsistency in the examples in many of the modified benchmarks can be overcome with case-splitting. The exception to this is a result that requires string constants not included in the grammar and that cannot be generated from the input.

For convenience, we use the simple OE synthesizer to make a distinction between the modified benchmarks: 1. “no-solution”: benchmarks in which the synthesizer does not find a program that satisfies all examples within the 40s timeout, and 2. “overfitted”: benchmarks in which the synthesizer is able to find a solution to the given examples (this solution will usually be long and overfitted via multiple case splits).

Since the origin of many of our benchmarks is the PBE-Strings track of the SyGuS competition, we take as state-of-the-art the synthesizer/solver CVC4 [44], winner of the PBE-Strings track of the competition since 2017. We use CVC4 1.7, the most recent version available.

Experimental setup

We generated gold-standard solutions for each of the original, unmodified 79 benchmarks. Our gold standard is more forgiving than the SyGuS competition, including both hand-written solutions for the task in the benchmark, as understood by the authors, and solutions from CVC4 that cover all examples, despite taking a different approach. Solutions by CVC4 were accepted as-is, in order to use it as a baseline, despite the fact that, as seen in Section 2.1, those solutions are at times overfitted and full of case-splits, but for every such case a hand-crafted gold-standard solution was also added.

All benchmarks were run on a Lenovo laptop with a i7 quad-core CPU @ 2.60GHz with 16GB of RAM.

Research questions

RQ1: Can Bester discard contradicting examples better than a naive search using a state-of-the-art tool? To test this, we examine the result of running Bester on the “no-solution” portion of the modified benchmark set. We run Bester with a 40s timeout, which is not enough for a simple enumerating synthesizer to find a
satisfying program for these tasks. We then test whether a gold-standard program for
the original benchmark was returned as the top-ranked result, and compare to the
ability of CVC4 to find the gold-standard result when run first with the full example
set and then with reduced example sets.

RQ2: Can Bester rank a gold-standard result high when there is an overfitted,
unintended result for the example set? To test this, we examine the “overfitted”
portion of the modified benchmark set. We still ran Bester with a 40s timeout, but
since a fully satisfying result exists, these benchmarks terminate before the timeout.
Though Bester will find a fully-satisfying result to the examples, it will also return
other best-effort results. We search for a gold-standard solution in the top 3 results
for each task.

RQ3: Can Bester find pieces of a gold-standard solution when the task is too hard
for it to synthesize? To test this, we search for pieces of gold-standard solutions in
the top results when enumerating the “hard” benchmark set. This question is further
examined in the user study in Section 6.

RQ4: Does the best-effort enumeration in Bester interfere with its ability to solve
a simple synthesis task? In other words, can Bester solve the “easy” benchmark
set, returning the gold-standard solution as the top-rated result?

5.1 Erroneous examples

In RQ1 and RQ2, we wish to empirically quantify the effort of a user looking at a list of
results. That the gold-standard solution appear somewhere on the list of programs shown
as a result to a synthesis call is necessary but insufficient. Ideally, the user would have to
look through as few programs as possible until they find the one they are looking for—and for
confidence in the tool to be high, this should also be consistent.

Since CVC4 only returns one result that satisfies all examples, it will successfully synthesize
none of the modified benchmarks by construction of the benchmark set. To test RQ1 and
RQ2, we implemented a naive best-effort search using CVC4:

- CVC4-subsets runs on \( E \), and then on all subsets of size \(|E| - 1\) in a random order. Each
  such run is done with a 20s timeout (a longer timeout would give Bester an unfair
  advantage in the measurements, and as can be seen in Figure 4b, 20s is sufficient for
  CVC4 for most of the unmodified benchmarks), and results are accumulated in the order
  that they are discovered and deduplicated in-order.
- CVC4-timeout runs as CVC4-subsets, but with an additional overall timeout of 45s, in
  order to be comparable to Bester.

We ran the 37 modified benchmarks with Bester, CVC4-subsets, and CVC4-timeout.
Since CVC4-subsets and CVC4-timeout depend on the random order of the dropped
examples, we ran each 5 times and indicate the median and variance. The results are shown
in Figure 3.

RQ1: Can Bester discard contradictions in the example set? Out of 31 benchmarks in
the “no-solution” subset of the modified benchmarks, Bester returned the gold-standard
solution first for 26, and the remaining 5 as the second solution. CVC4-subsets returned
the gold-standard solution within the top 3 for only 25 of the 31 “no-solution” benchmarks
(over 5 runs, min 23, max 28), notably failing completely to synthesize a specification with
more than one erroneous example, of which “no-solution” contains two. In addition, it only
returned the gold-standard solution first for 17 of the benchmarks (min 16, max 18), with
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(a) Number of benchmarks in which the gold-standard solution was returned for a given length of result list. More benchmarks in which a gold-standard solution was found in a shorter list is better. CVC4 runs include a random component, so indicated is the median over 5 runs, with the shaded area indicating the variance.

(b) Number of benchmarks that terminate within a given length of time. This is irrespective of correctness, as the tool must first terminate for its results to be judged by the user. CVC4 runs include a random component, so indicated is the median over 5 runs, with the shaded area indicating the variance. The first plateau for Bester indicates the “overfitted” benchmark set, where a fully-satisfying but overfitted program is found within the timeout.

Figure 3 Correctness and termination times on benchmarks containing at least one erroneous example.

some gold-standard solutions being as low as fifth. Finally, CVC-timeout fails to return a gold-standard solution in the top 5 for 15 of the 31 benchmarks (min 13, max 18), and only returns the gold-standard solution first for 7 of them (min 2, max 9).

We therefore conclude that Bester is effective at discarding contradictions from the specification and returning a desirable program to the user. Additionally, we conclude that our efficient best-effort implementation is more efficient than a naive approach using a state of the art synthesizer.

RQ2: Can Bester return a useful solution despite an overfitted program matching the examples? Out of the remaining 6 “overfitted” modified benchmarks, Bester shows 5 in the top three results and 4 in the top 2, exactly the same as CVC4-subsets (min 4, max 6 and min 3, max 4, respectively). CVC4-timeout had 4 in the top three results (min 3, max 5) and 3 in the top two (min 2, max 4).
We can also see the “overfitted” benchmarks in Figure 3b, as the first plateau between 3 and 40 seconds: overfitted programs are found quickly, and other program options collected along the way are also shown to the user, as opposed to enumerating a benchmark from “no-solution”, which will continue until the timeout.

We conclude that Bester performs as well as CVC4-subsets and CVC4-timeout at ranking the gold-standard solution in the top 3 when an overfitted solution exists. This is done more efficiently than a naive solution implemented with CVC4, which still pays the overhead of having to perform multiple runs.

5.2 Partially solving hard benchmarks

In RQ3, we examine the results of Bester on the “hard” set of benchmarks, which are benchmarks that a simple enumerating OE-reduction synthesizer cannot complete within 40s. Bester also runs with a timeout of 40s, but returns any best-effort results it finds. None of the results returned will be a gold-standard solution, but they may be part of a path to a solution. Therefore, to answer RQ3, we try to quantify how much of each of the results returned by Bester can be used to construct a solution.

In order to do that, we must first define the way we measure this similarity.

Tree similarity

In order to judge how much of a result returned by Bester is relevant to the user, we use a similarity metric between trees on the ASTs of the Bester result and the gold-standard solution. This metric essentially counts what non-trivial parts of the code can be copied out verbatim.

When computing \( s(p_1, p_2) \), we look for maximal sub-expressions (or subtrees) \( x \) within \( p_1 \) (denotes \( x \in p_1 \)) that are also included in \( p_2 \). For each such \( x \), if \( \text{height}(x) > 0 \) (i.e., \( x \) is not a leaf node) we count \( \text{terms}(x) \). Additionally, we reward the same term for using some identical children even if not all children are identical. For example, if there exist two trees, \( t(x,y) \in p_1 \) and \( t(x,z) \in p_2 \) (notice that \( t \) is the same node type and \( x \) is in the same location) we count the root \( t \) in addition to \( \text{terms}(x) \), i.e., add 1 to the accumulated similarity.

Equivalent programs that result in structurally different trees (e.g., \((\text{str.}++ "\text{be seeing} \ (\text{str.}++ "\text{you}")) \) vs. \((\text{str.}++ (\text{str.}++ "\text{be seeing}" \ *\) "you")\)) were handled manually by first performing equivalence-preserving tree transformations on the gold standard and then computing the similarity.

Other similarity metrics were originally considered. Program repair projects often employ distance metrics between programs to choose between several possible repairs. Distance metrics for structured objects such as DiffX [1] for XMLs were applied to ASTs, and application-specific ones were crafted [15, 57]. However, the fragment mapping employed by such distances is more useful for describing insertion and deletion of code (e.g., wrapping a part of the tree in a conditional, removing a statement), whereas we are interested in pieces of code that can be used without modification.

Usable parts of best-effort solutions

We ran Bester on the 16 benchmarks in the “hard” set. The results are shown in Table 1.

RQ3: Can Bester return a useful best-effort solution for tasks that it cannot solve within the timeout? On average, Bester results discover over 40% of the gold-standard solution to a task (or the most similar one, if there is more than one), or over 11 terms. When considering
Table 1  Portions of the gold-standard solutions discovered by Bester for the tasks in the “hard” set. The first set of columns is information on the gold standard solutions available for a task: number and average size. The second set shows the program Bester ranked first: size, its similarity to the most similar gold-standard solution, and what percentage of the terms in the gold-standard solution is covered (sim(p,gs)/terms(gs)). For the closest solution to a gold-standard solution, the rank of the program in Bester’s list is also indicated. t denotes terms, h denotes height (this is zero-based), sim denotes the similarity to most similar gold-standard solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark</th>
<th>avg # GS</th>
<th>h avg</th>
<th>t avg</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>sim</th>
<th>% best GS</th>
<th>rank</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>% best GS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11604909</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30732554</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38871714</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39060015</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41503046</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43606446</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44789427</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bikes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>count-total-words</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exceljet2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stackoverflow1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stackoverflow2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stackoverflow3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strip-html</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univ_2_short</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univ_3_short</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

only the programs ranked first by Bester, 32% of the gold-standard solution is discovered with an average of almost 9.5 terms. In 3 of the benchmarks, the entire top-ranking Bester result was a sub-expression of the solution to the task.

Notice that in some of the tasks (e.g., stackoverflow2) the similarity between the Bester result and its nearest gold-standard solution is greater than the number of terms in the Bester result. This is because an expression in the Bester result can repeat multiple times in the gold-standard solution.

In one of the 16 benchmarks, Bester did not find any program that satisfies at least one example, and so returned no programs. In 3 additional benchmarks, none of the programs returned had any non-trivial subtree in common with a gold-standard solution.

Overall, we conclude that Bester generates results that can advance the user toward a solution even when they do not fully satisfy the specification. This will be further demonstrated in Section 6. Even though in some of the benchmarks none of the results had any usable components, these are still a minority (overall a quarter of the benchmarks) and the high similarity of those that did succeed indicates the approach can be of great use to a user.

5.3 Solving the original easy benchmarks

Since Bester ranks its results, taking into account but not relying solely on the number of examples satisfied (see Section 4), we must verify that the solutions to the original, unmodified benchmarks that can be solved by the simple OE synthesizer are still found.
(a) Number of benchmarks in which the gold-standard solution was returned for a given length of result list. CVC4 only returns a single result.

(b) Number of benchmarks that terminate within a given length of time, graph is logscale.

Figure 4 Correctness and time to solution on “easy” benchmarks. CVC4, which was part of the baseline for correct results, is correct every task that terminates within the 40s timeout. CVC4 is faster, but the difference is not extreme.

To test RQ4, we ran Bester and CVC4 with a 40s timeout on the unmodified “easy” set of benchmarks. The results are in Figure 4.

RQ4: Can Bester return the correct result for unmodified “easy” benchmarks? Bester succeeds in returning a correct solution that is ranked first for 61 out of 63 of the benchmarks in the “easy” set, on par with the performance of CVC4. (Since CVC4 was used in the creation of the gold standard, it succeeds on every benchmark it terminates on within the 40s timeout.)

In the remaining two benchmarks, the gold standard solution is ranked second. In both of these benchmarks, the desired outputs are a substring of arg0, the input variable. Both also contain multiple examples where the input is unchanged. For both of these benchmarks, Bester ranks the program arg0 before the target program, since it satisfies some of the examples and is very close to the correct output in the others, uses all the variables, and is very simple. This is rare, and when presented to a user, as in Figure 1a, the program would be accompanied by the number of benchmarks it solves, and we believe it will be easy for users to discard.

Additionally, Bester is not considerably slower than CVC4 on the benchmarks in “easy”.

We conclude that implementing the best-effort enumeration in Bester does not harm its correctness on benchmarks that contain no error or contradiction, and that its efficiency in such cases is not much worse than a state of the art synthesizer optimized for competitions.

6 An Exploratory User Study

In this section we detail the results of a small exploratory study in which 8 users were asked to use Bester to perform two tasks each. Tasks were selected from the benchmark suite presented in Section 5, from the “hard” set of benchmarks, i.e., benchmarks that could not be solved within the timeout by a simple enumerating synthesizer. Notice that these are not modified tasks, i.e., they are identical to their version in the Euphony benchmark set from which they both originated. After completing the tasks, we asked each user to answer a set of questions in a brief interview.

Experiment setup

8 graduate students participated in the study. Users were presented with a brief task description (as it appears in a comment in the benchmark file), the examples in the benchmark, and the grammar at their disposal. As shown in Section 2.1, the semantics of some grammar elements can be misleading, particularly in edge cases.

Participants used a REPL for the target SyGuS language that is initialized with the limited grammar and the example set for the task. For each program entered, the REPL prints the output for every input in the example set. Satisfied examples (matching the example’s expected output) are indicated in green. Screenshots of the REPL are shown in Figure 1. Participants could edit the program on their own or, at any point, call the synthesizer to find a program that would satisfy the examples. The Bester synthesizer runs either until a timeout of 40s or until interrupted by the user (“press any key” in Figure 1b). While synthesis ran, a number showing the maximum number of examples satisfied was shown and updated when new programs were found. The top 5 programs found by the synthesizer are presented to the user, and can be executed or copied. Participants could call the synthesizer multiple times in the course of one task, as a longer wait could possibly yield more results.

A task was concluded when a participant said they solved the task, when they gave up on the task, or when 20 minutes had elapsed.

Users were told that the tasks are underspecified, and they may resolve any ambiguity as they see fit. Correctness was judged according to semantic equivalence to one of the gold standard solutions for Section 5.

After performing the tasks, users were given a brief structured interview with questions about their use of the synthesizer and the helpfulness of the results. Each participant was paid $10.

Study tasks

The two tasks given to the participants shared a SyGuS grammar, differing only in the available string literals.
**Task 1:** “stackoverflow1” in Table 1. Its comment in the benchmark file, provided to participants, was “function to replace substring”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>arg0</th>
<th>expected result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Trucking Inc.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Trucking&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;New Truck Inc&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;New Truck&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;ABV Trucking Inc, LLC&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;ABV Trucking&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:

- "Trucking Inc." to "Trucking"
- "New Truck Inc" to "New Truck"
- "ABV Trucking Inc, LLC" to "ABV Trucking"

The available string literals were: ",", ",", "Inc", ",", ",", and "LLC".

**Task 2:** “41503046” in Table 1. Its comment in the task file was “find string in substring with lookup”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>arg0</th>
<th>expected result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Polygonum amphibium&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Polygonum&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Hippuris vulgaris&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Hippuris&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Lysimachia vulgaris&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Lysimachia&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Juncus bulbosus ssp. bulbosus&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Juncus bulbosus&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Lycopus europaeus ssp. europaeus&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Lycopus europaeus&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Nymphaea alba&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Nymphaea&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:

- "Polygonum amphibium" to "Polygonum"
- "Hippuris vulgaris" to "Hippuris"
- "Lysimachia vulgaris" to "Lysimachia"
- "Juncus bulbosus ssp. bulbosus" to "Juncus bulbosus"
- "Lycopus europaeus ssp. europaeus" to "Lycopus europaeus"
- "Nymphaea alba" to "Nymphaea"

The available string literals were: ",", ",", and "ssp.".

**Research questions**

In order to find out whether the best-effort paradigm can be useful to programmers, we attempt to answer the following questions:

- **RQ1:** Did users apply any part of the results from Bester to their solution?
- **RQ2:** Did users find the results from Bester helpful even though they do not satisfy every example?

**6.1 Observed behavior**

Participants completed task 1 in an average of 9.56 minutes and task 2 in an average of 11.35 minutes. The fastest solution was programmed in just under 5 minutes.

Of 8 users performing two tasks each, 7 successfully completed both tasks. One user failed to finish the first task within the 20 minute bound and successfully finished the second task. In addition, one user finished the second task with an incorrect result, and, as they were not satisfied with it and had time left, continued to rewrite it until they reached a correct result.

In 15 of the 16 task sessions, the users called the synthesizer at some point during the session. In task 1, 3 of the users ran the synthesizer a second time in the course of the session. In task 2, 2 of the users did so, and one ran the synthesizer a third time. One user performed task 1 without running the synthesizer at all.

Users waited for the synthesizer an average of 17.5s per session while working on task 1 and 27.6s per session while working on task 2, or an average of 14s per individual run of the synthesizer for task 1 and an average of 18.4s for task 2. Only twice did users allow their synthesis request to run until the 40s timeout, both in the course of solving task 2.

7 of the 8 participants executed the top synthesis result once the synthesizer terminated. Only one user executed any result other than the top result – and they executed all results. 6 users later returned to an executed synthesis result using the REPL history and continued to edit it from there.
6 of the users used the mouse to highlight and copy a synthesized expression and paste it into their code. Two users also copied parts of a synthesized expression, but for the most part, the synthesis results that were copied by users were used in their entirety and placed within larger expressions.

Task 1 has two possible modes of solution: one using `str.substr` to slice the string up to the occurrence of "Inc" and using `str.replace` to replace undesirable substrings with "". Four users followed the synthesizer’s lead in solving the task with `str.replace`, and another user attempted this and abandoned the direction.

Of the 8 users, 5 ran the synthesizer immediately upon being given task 1 (of the 3 who did not, one did not run the synthesizer at all), and 7 ran it immediately upon being given task 2.

Many of the participants struggled with the behavior of the `str.indexof` function which returns the index of a substring within a string. Unlike the simplified version included in the grammar in Figure 2a, the function takes an integer parameter which indicates at what index the search for the substring should begin. Many of the users assumed the index parameter to indicate which occurrence of the string should be returned. In the solution of task 2, users spent some time trying to get the second occurrence of " " under this assumption.

6.2 Interviews

In the interview conducted after the tasks were concluded, participants were asked about their decision to call the synthesizer (and to call it again in the course of the session, if they did so), about how they decided how long to wait for the synthesizer, and about the helpfulness of the results.

Calling the synthesizer

Several users explained their call to synthesis as a way to search for a solution they were not seeing, or in hopes it will simply solve the task for them (or, in the case of one user, “just to see what it can do”). Some also recognized, particularly for task 2, that there may be at least a subproblem that can be solved by the synthesizer, providing them with “a start on the solution” or “a piece that can be reused”.

However, many of the users explained their call to synthesis as a way to help them understand the problem: either by seeing if there was a generalization of the examples they were not considering, or to get a confirmation of their understanding, “make sure the model in [their] head was correct”.

The user who performed task 1 without synthesis said they did not think there exists a simpler way to perform the task than the one they had in mind, so there was no need for synthesis.

Finally, many of the users explained that synthesized code was, to them, a good source of example programs on the inputs. Synthesized code gave them examples of a) the language syntax and useful available functions, b) the semantics of the functions, and the order of the arguments, c) function composition, and how different functions interact, and d) help dealing with what one of the users called “an unnatural collection of primitives”.

Waiting for the synthesizer

Most users who ran the synthesizer immediately at the start of the task attested that it seemed to them a good use of time to let it run as they were reading the task – it might find something and save them the effort. One user ran the synthesizer again (and to timeout) while they were thinking through a problem they had encountered, just in case.
Users could stop the synthesizer at any time. Three of the users said they used the printout of how many examples were solved by the best discovered program as an indication of when to stop: “[as long as] it made some progress, it was fine”. When the number plateaued, they “figured it solved part of the problem, but the rest isn’t easy.”

Frustration was also a deciding factor in willingness to wait. Users who were not having a hard time with the tasks and simply wanted some reference, terminated the synthesizer very quickly, and they just wanted to see the first results rather than be slowed down by waiting. Users who were more frustrated, especially those who entered task 2 frustrated from task 1, expressed being more willing to wait. The user who failed to finish task 1 and ran the synthesizer to timeout (40s) in task 2 said, “I really struggled, so even if the timeout was 10 minutes, it’s worth it.”

Only two of the 8 users explicitly named impatience as the criterion for deciding how long to wait for the synthesizer.

Half (4) the users re-ran the synthesizer within the course of the same task for one of the two tasks. All said it was in hopes that waiting longer would produce more or better results. One did so because they lost their train of thought and wanted to start over from a synthesized solution in order to remember what they were trying to do, and had forgotten they can call up the solutions from the last run of the synthesizer. This user also stated that, as they were struggling a bit, they were now more willing to wait for a result. Two users stated wanting to utilize time when they had stopped to think about what to do next, in case better solutions would be found. (One user who did not run it a second time said that “in hindsight, letting it run while I was thinking would have been good.”) One user said they were curious as to whether there was a random component that would lead to different results.

Helpfulness of the results

All participants stated the synthesized results were helpful to them in some way.

Getting to a solution: In each of the tasks, the synthesizer returned a different kind of a sub-solution. In task 1, it needed to be wrapped in more function applications to solve more cases, whereas task 2 required a case-split and the synthesizer returned a solution to one of the two cases. Some users viewed one as far more helpful than the other, though which one was not a constant. Some treated the solution to task 1 as “nearly solved the problem”, whereas others saw the solution to task 1 as less helpful but the solution to task 2 as giving them the subprogram that they wanted, where “I could just steal that as a subcomponent”.

Comprehension of the language: Participants who used the synthesizer to understand the language said synthesized results gave them “phrases” for later use and what constants were available; “here is some code, here’s what it does.” (In task 2, when they got used to the language, it was less helpful). Those who did not trust themselves with the language trusted synthesized code.

Comprehension of the task: Users also attested that synthesized results helped them better understand the task itself and in what way the examples generalized. This was particularly true in the second task which contained a case-split. Users said the result of the synthesizer classified the examples for them into the two cases of the split, or as one user said, “once I saw the response from the synthesizer, I knew exactly what the correct answer was.”
6.3 Discussion

We return to our research questions:

**RQ1:** *Did users use Bester results in their code?* Participants of our study used both entire Bester results and subprograms of them in their solution code. In addition, in task 1, several participants let the synthesizer direct the algorithm of their solution. We therefore answer this question in the **affirmative**.

**RQ2:** *Did users find the results of Bester helpful?* Participants of our study listed different ways in which the results of Bester were helpful to them, including (but not limited to) finding code that solves a subproblem. Synthesizer results were also widely used as a comprehension tool by the users. We therefore answer this question in the **affirmative**.

6.4 Threats to validity

Finally, we briefly discuss the threats to the validity of our conclusions from the study.

**Number of participants and number of tasks:** The study was conducted on 8 participants, performing only two tasks each, which is not enough to make any statistically significant claims. We therefore try to steer away from such conclusions, and instead observe and report usage patterns that occurred throughout user sessions.

**Selection of programming language:** While using the SyGuS language can be seen as an advantage of the study, mimicking a situation where users are not the most familiar with the language or API they are using, and therefore need the help of a synthesizer, it is also not the easiest programming language to read or write, and includes nontrivial semantics for some of its functions (as demonstrated both in Section 2.1 and in this section). This may lead to different results than a synthesizer for a programming language users are more comfortable reading and writing. All the participants in the study were familiar with the S-expression syntax and had some experience in using it, mitigating some of the comprehension difficulty if not the problematic semantics.

**Homogeneous participants:** Since students were recruited from a single department in a single institution, there is great similarity in their knowledge and ability. This may have resulted in similar behaviors in the course of the study.

**Inability to specify the synthesizer:** The Bester implementation used in the study was not fully-equipped for an iterative and interactive workflow, and users could not control the specifications the synthesizer attempted to solve. This also means users did not spend time on (or have a learning curve in) entering specifications or deciding what they should be. Within such a larger workflow, the observed behaviors may be different. However, we have tried to only draw conclusions about the usefulness of the results of a synthesizer iteration, rather than on the interactive incorporation of synthesis in the development workflow.

7 Related work

Syntax-guided synthesis [3] is the domain of program synthesis where the target program is derived from a set of syntax rules. [30, 55, 18, 56] all fall within this scope. FlashFill and FlashMeta [23, 42] are tools for automating string transformations and data wrangling tasks, whose DSL design centers the delicate balance between an expressive grammar, which
is needed to find a solution, and a tractable enumeration. Padhi et al. [38] raise the issue of
the overfitting of an over-expressive grammar, leading to programs such as the one shown in
Section 2.1.

The SyGuS competition [5, 4] is held every year and allows solvers and synthesizers to
compete for both performance and correctness on a large selection of benchmarks. The
competition introduced a PBE track in 2016, and now has two PBE tasks, one for string tasks
and one for bit-vector tasks. Both CVC4 [45] and EUSolver [6] have won the competition in
the past.

Programming by Example is a popular technique in program synthesis that leverages either
user-provided input-outputs [56, 36, 21, 25, 23, 24, 42, 58] or tests [20]. Most PBE techniques
target exact specifications and do not handle noise in user input. Some notable exceptions
are FlashFill [23] and Rulesynth [48], as well as Bayesian and neural program induction
techniques [16, 17, 53]. None of these approaches, however, compute results for all subsets of
examples, or deal with timeouts.

Ranking and returning multiple results are two common approach to handing ambiguous
specifications in program synthesis; the two often – but not always – go hand-in-hand. The
FlashX tool family [23, 42] uses a ranking function to select a single, most likely program
among all the programs that satisfy all user-provided examples. This line of work has
explored both hand-crafted [23] and learned [47] ranking functions. Recent work on guiding
synthesis using learned probabilistic models [33] can also be seen as applying a learned
ranking, but during synthesis rather than at the end. Our ranking function for Bester is
hand-crafted, but is different from existing work in that it incorporates semantic features of
programs in addition to syntactic ones, such as the number of examples satisfied, and the
distance between the expected and actual outputs. Recent work on synthesizing lenses [35]
proposed a novel approach to semantic ranking based on information theory. In the future
we would like to explore whether best-effort synthesis can benefit from a more sophisticated
ranking function along these lines. Unlike PBE tools, which use ranking to select a single
result, code completion tools [28, 43] typically present a ranked list of results to the user,
and most commonly rely on learned statistical models and syntactic features.

Observational equivalence Many enumerating synthesize apply equivalence reductions as
a form of pruning the program space [28, 36, 22, 21, 49]. Observational equivalence [2, 55],
as a more agressive and therefore more optimizing form of equivalence, is used in many
dbottom-up synthesizers [56, 6, 51, 41].

EUSolver [6] specializes in solving benchmarks that require case-splitting by performing
an OE-reduced enumeration searching for two subprograms that together cover the
examples and a condition to decide between them. The enumeration performed by EUSolver is similar
to that of Bester in that it is an enumeration over all the examples that also considers
subsets of the examples, but only the first program covering a specific subset of the examples
is used within the (single) result program, whereas Bester ranks all such programs and
returns the highest ranking ones even if several of them cover the same subset of the examples.

Interaction models for program synthesis are a recent field of research, which has taken two
main directions: Modifying specification mechanisms and output formats [40, 13] to make
synthesis easier to use and better targeted to specific populations of users. Iterative program
synthesis [32, 39, 7] focuses on allowing the user to refine the specification while running
the synthesizer after each such refinement, essentially making explicit and improving upon
what has been the implicit assumption of all synthesis tools. Bester is currently situated
well within the first direction, but we believe it will also aid the users greatly in an iterative
setting.
MaxSAT [10] and MaxSMT [9] are the formulation of the satisfiability problem in which certain clauses are marked as hard constraints and others as soft constraints, and the solver attempts to find an assignment that satisfies all hard constraints while maximizing the number of soft constraints satisfied. Viewing the world through this terminology, we see that previous work has viewed user-provided inputs as hard constraints, and even in work where other soft constraints are available to the user [14], examples are still considered hard constraints. In Bester, all examples are soft constraints and a ranking function is being maximized likening our paradigm to weighted MaxSAT. In Section 4 we suggest a case where there could be additional weights between the specifications.

Opportunistic programming [12, 11] is the programming paradigm in which composite programming tasks are solved by hunting for and joining pieces of existing code from other sources. Projects such as ExampleStack [59] are intended to make the process of importing found code easier. The Bester user study in Section 6 demonstrates synthesis as another method that can provide pieces of the solution to the programmer.

8 Conclusion

We proposed a new program synthesis paradigm we call best-effort program synthesis, where the synthesizer returns a ranked list of programs that satisfy some part of the specification, rather than just one program that satisfies all of it or no program at all.

This paradigm is implemented in a best-effort enumeration, a new synthesis algorithm that extends a bottom-up enumeration with observational equivalence, and is able to accumulate multiple partially-valid results with minimal overhead. We implemented this algorithm in a tool called Bester, and evaluated it on 79 synthesis benchmarks from the SyGuS competition and the Euphony benchmark suite.

Our empirical evaluation showed that best-effort enumeration is more efficient and returns better results than a naive approach to best-effort program synthesis, and that Bester returned useful results even when the specification is flawed or too hard: i) for specifications containing an erroneous example, the top three Bester results contained the correct solution, and ii) for most hard benchmarks, the top three results contained non-trivial fragments of the correct solution. Our user study showed that users apply partially-valid results and parts of those results to their code. Additionally, we observed that programmers use the output of the synthesizer for comprehension and not only as a possible part of their solution.
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Multiple modern programming languages, including Kotlin, Scala, Swift, and C#, have type systems where nullability is explicitly specified in the types. All of the above also need to interoperate with languages where types remain implicitly nullable, like Java. This leads to runtime errors that can manifest in subtle ways. In this paper, we show how to reason about the presence and provenance of such nullability errors using the concept of blame from gradual typing. Specifically, we introduce a calculus, $\lambda_{null}$, where some terms are typed as implicitly nullable and others as explicitly nullable. Just like in the original blame calculus of Wadler and Findler, interactions between both kinds of terms are mediated by casts with attached blame labels, which indicate the origin of errors. On top of $\lambda_{null}$, we then create a second calculus, $\lambda_{snull}$, which closely models the interoperability between languages with implicit nullability and languages with explicit nullability, such as Java and Scala.

Our main result is a theorem that states that nullability errors in $\lambda_{snull}$ can always be blamed on terms with less-precise typing; that is, terms typed as implicitly nullable. By analogy, this would mean that NullPointerExceptions in combined Java/Scala programs are always the result of unsoundness in the Java type system. We summarize our result with the slogan explicitly nullable programs can’t be blamed. All our results are formalized in the Coq proof assistant.
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1 Introduction

The problem of null pointers has plagued programming languages since 1965 [28]. In languages with null pointers, references may be to valid values, or may be null, which cannot be dereferenced. Attempting to dereference a null reference typically raises a runtime exception in modern, garbage-collected programming languages. This presents a problem for
type soundness and for program maintainability: null is considered a subtype of all reference types, and yet has the interface of none. A number of solutions have been created to address this problem, ranging from type-based solutions \([4, 7, 9, 10, 20]\) to static analyses \([24, 30]\), and from statically sound \([10]\) to heuristic \([3]\).

One type-based solution is to liberate null from its special status as subtype of all reference types. In a language with a null isolated as such, references which are nullable must be explicitly specified as such: the type \(T\) cannot reference null, but a type such as \(T?\) (“nullable \(T\), in Kotlin) or \(T|\text{Null}\) (“\(T\) or \(\text{Null}\)” in Scala) can. These explicitly nullable types must be explicitly verified not to be null before being dereferenced. This adds an extra burden on the programmer to perform such checks, but eliminates all null dereference errors if used consistently\(^1\).

Unfortunately, modern programming languages with null often inherit it from connected languages, and this inheritance restricts the scope of nullability. Kotlin, C#, and Swift, for example, all have explicitly nullable types, but due to their interactions with Java, other .NET languages, and Objective-C respectively, may still encounter null dereference errors. For instance, Kotlin \([15]\) has explicitly nullable types, but is designed to be fully compatible with Java. But, Java has implicitly nullable types – that is, variables and fields of all reference types may refer to null, unsoundly. As a consequence, even if Kotlin’s own type system perfectly prevents all null dereferences, its interactions with Java will lead to problems.

 Luckily, the interaction between languages with differing levels of type soundness has been studied, in the field of gradual typing \([22]\). In this paper, we apply the principles of gradual typing – and, in particular, the core result that unsoundness can always be correctly blamed on the unsound language – to the problem of interfacing languages with explicit nullability and languages with implicit nullability. We use the context of Scala, which has implemented explicitly nullable types as an optional feature of its in-development next compiler\(^2\), and Java, which has implicitly nullable reference types.

A sophisticated infrastructure, such as gradual typing’s blame, is needed, because there are several ways that nulls can cause problems. Consider the following snippets of Scala and Java code:

```scala
// Scala
class ScalaStringOps {
  def len(s: String): Int = s.length
}
def main() = {
  val jso = new JavaStringOps()
  jso.len(null)
  jso.nlen()
}
```

```java
// Java
class JavaStringOps {
  int len(String s) {
    return s.length;
  }
  int nlen() {
    return new ScalaStringOps().len(null);
  }
}
```

Scala’s line 8 calls the \(\text{len}\) method of Java’s \(\text{JavaStringOps}\). When importing Java code into Scala, Scala must choose how to represent Java’s implicitly nullable types. Naturally, the Java code might – and in this context, will – fail: Java’s line 4 is unsafe. It’s reasonable to instead try to guarantee that the execution of Scala code will never dereference null. A

\(^1\) Care must be taken to handle the related problem of uninitialized or partially-initialized objects, which can lead to subtle nullability errors \([24, 30]\).

\(^2\) https://dotty.epfl.ch/
natural assumption is that Scala can assure this by importing all reference types as nullable types. For instance, Java’s \texttt{String} is reinterpreted as \texttt{String|Null}. This option could be cumbersome for users, but may prevent Scala from raising null errors, as all values from Java must be checked. For practical reasons, most implementations choose instead to unsoundly import \texttt{String} as \texttt{String}, allowing null dereferences in the “safe” language, but as we will see in the next paragraph, plugging this hole is insufficient to solve the soundness problem anyway. A further problem arises because the interaction between these languages is not one-directional.

Consider Java’s line 8. In this context, Scala’s \texttt{ScalaStringOps} is imported into Java, and we have no choice: Its \texttt{String} can only reasonably be a \texttt{String}, even though Scala \texttt{Strings} are not nullable, and Java \texttt{Strings} are. With this forced unsound type conversion, Java is free to call \texttt{len} with null, causing Scala to raise a null dereference error on line 3.

But, while the error was raised in Scala code, the cause for the problem is Java: Java put a null where it was not suitable. We aim to prove that even when errors occur in Scala code, it is the Java code’s fault.

In gradual typing, “well-typed programs can’t be blamed” [27]. In this work, \textit{explicitly nullable programs can’t be blamed}.

This paper’s contributions are:

- A core calculus, \( \lambda_{null} \) (“lambda null”), that formalizes the essence of type systems with implicit and explicit nullability, like those of Kotlin and Scala. \( \lambda_{null} \) is based on the blame calculus of Wadler and Findler [27].

- A higher-level calculus, \( \lambda_{snull} \) (“stratified lambda null”), that models the interoperability between languages with implicit nullability and languages with explicit nullability. We can think of \( \lambda_{snull} \) as a stratified version of \( \lambda_{null} \), where the implicit and explicit terms are kept separate, but can depend on each other, much like Scala code, which can depend on Java code.

- A metatheory for \( \lambda_{null} \), consisting of the standard progress and preservation lemmas (Lemmas 5 and 8), as well as as blame theorems that characterize how nullability errors can occur in \( \lambda_{null} \) (Theorems 15 and 16).

- A metatheory for \( \lambda_{snull} \) with two main components. First, a semantics of \( \lambda_{snull} \) that desugars \( \lambda_{snull} \) terms as \( \lambda_{null} \) terms. Second, our main result, Theorem 22, which states that nullability errors can always be blamed on terms with less-precise typing; that is, terms typed as implicitly nullable. By analogy, this would mean that \texttt{NullPointerExceptions} in combined Java/Scala programs are always the result of unsoundness in the Java type system, which treats reference types as implicitly nullable. In the style of Wadler and Findler [27], we summarize our result with the slogan \textit{explicitly nullable programs can’t be blamed}.

- A Coq mechanization of all our results.

## 2 Blame Calculus

The blame calculus of Wadler and Findler [27] models the interactions between less-precisely and more-precisely typed code. For example, the less-precisely typed code could come from a dynamically-typed language, and the more-precisely typed code could come from a statically-typed language like Scala. The goal of the calculus is twofold:

- To characterize situations where errors can or cannot occur as a result of the interaction between both languages: e.g. “there will not be runtime errors, unless the typed code calls the untyped code”.

- If runtime errors do occur, to assign blame (responsibility) for the error to some term present in the evaluation.
To do the above, the blame calculus extends the simply-typed lambda calculus with casts that contain blame labels. The notation for casting a term \( s \) from a type \( S \) to another type \( T \) with blame label \( p \) is \( s : S \Rightarrow^p T \).

During evaluation, a cast might succeed, fail, or be broken up into further casts. For example, suppose that we cast the value \( 4 \) from an integer into a natural number. Such a cast would naturally succeed, and one step of evaluation then makes the cast disappear: \( 4 : \text{Int} \Rightarrow^p \text{Nat} \mapsto 4 \). A cast can also fail. This is when we use the blame label. For example, if we try to turn an integer into a string using a cast with blame label \( p \), then we fail and blame \( p \): \( 4 : \text{Int} \Rightarrow^p \text{String} \mapsto \uparrow p \).

If the cast is higher-order, however, things get tricky. How are we to determine whether a function of type \( \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \) also has type \( \text{Nat} \rightarrow \text{Nat} \)?

\[
(\lambda(x : \text{Int}). x - 2) : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \Rightarrow^p \text{Nat} \rightarrow \text{Nat}
\]

Informally, the cast above is saying: “if you provide as input a Nat that is also an Int, the function will return an Int that is also a Nat”. Intuitively, the cast is incorrect, because the function can return negative numbers. In general, however, we cannot hope to statically ascertain the validity of a higher-order cast. The insight about what to do here comes from work on higher-order contracts [11]. The key idea is to delay the evaluation of the cast until the function is applied. That is, we consider the entire term above, the lambda plus its cast, a value. Then, if we need to apply the lambda wrapped in a cast, we use the following rule:

\[
((v : (A \rightarrow B) \Rightarrow^p (A' \rightarrow B')) w) \mapsto (v (w : A' \Rightarrow^p A)) : B' \Rightarrow^p B
\]

Notice how the original cast was decomposed into two separate casts on subterms. This rule says that applying a lambda wrapped in a cast involves three steps:

- First, we cast the argument \( w \), which is expected to have type \( A' \), to type \( A \).
- Then we apply the function \( v \) to its argument, as usual.
- Finally, we cast the result of the application from \( B' \) back to the expected type \( B \).

Also notice how the blame label in the cast \( w : A' \Rightarrow^p A' \) changed from \( p \) to its complement \( \overline{p} \). We can think of blame labels as opaque identifiers. We assume the existence of a complement function on blame labels, and write \( \overline{p} \) for the label that is the complement of blame label \( p \).

The complement operation is involutive, meaning that it is its own inverse: \( \overline{\overline{p}} = p \).

When a runtime error happens, complementing blame labels leads to two kinds of blame: positive and negative:

Positive blame. Given a cast with blame label \( p \), positive blame happens when the term inside the cast is responsible for the failure. In this case, the (failed) term will evaluate to \( \uparrow p \). For example, recall our example with the faulty function that subtracts two from its argument:

\[
((\lambda(x : \text{Int}). x - 2) : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \Rightarrow^p \text{Nat} \rightarrow \text{Nat}) 1 \\
\mapsto ((\lambda(x : \text{Int}). x - 2) (1 : \text{Nat} \Rightarrow^p \text{Int})) : \text{Int} \Rightarrow^p \text{Nat} \\
\mapsto ((\lambda(x : \text{Int}). x - 2) 1) : \text{Int} \Rightarrow^p \text{Nat} \\
\mapsto (1 - 2) : \text{Int} \Rightarrow^p \text{Nat} \\
\mapsto - 1 : \text{Int} \Rightarrow^p \text{Nat} \\
\mapsto \uparrow p
\]

The original presentation in Wadler and Findler [27] also adds refinement types, but we will not need them here.

The notation for casts we use comes from Ahmed et al. [1].
The term being cast (the lambda) is responsible for the failure, because it promised to return a \textit{Nat}, which $-1$ is not.

\textit{Negative blame}. If the cast fails because it is provided an argument of an incorrect type by its \textit{context} (surrounding code), then we will say the failure has negative blame. In this case, the term will evaluate to $\uparrow \overline{p}$. For example, suppose our example function is used in an untyped context, where the only type is $\star$. Without help from its type system, the context might try to pass in a \textit{String} as argument:

$$((\lambda(x: \text{Int}).x - 2) : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \rightarrow^{p} \star \rightarrow \star) \text{ "one"}$$

$$\mapsto (\overline{((\lambda(x: \text{Int}).x - 2) (\text{"one"} : \star \rightarrow^{p} \text{Int}) : \text{Int} \rightarrow^{p} \star \mapsto \uparrow \overline{p}}$$

Because the context tried to pass an argument that is not an \textit{Int}, we blame the failure on the context.

### 2.1 Well-typed Programs Can’t Be Blamed

The central result in Wadler and Findler [27] is a \textit{blame theorem} that provides two guarantees:

- Casts from less-precise\footnote{The formal definition of “less-precise” is given by a naive subtyping relation in Wadler and Findler [27].} to more-precise types, like $v : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \rightarrow^{p} \text{Nat} \rightarrow \text{Nat}$, only fail with \textit{positive} blame.
- Casts from more-precise to less-precise types, like $v : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \rightarrow^{p} \star \rightarrow \star$, only fail with \textit{negative} blame.

In both cases, the less precisely typed code is assigned responsibility for the failure. The authors summarize this result with the slogan “well-typed programs can’t be blamed”, itself a riff on an earlier catchphrase, “well-typed programs cannot go wrong”, by Milner [18]. In the next section, we will show how we can adapt ideas from the blame calculus to reason about nullability errors.

### 3 Main Ideas

This section offers a bird’s-eye view of the rest of the paper. The main idea is to cast (no pun intended) the null interoperability problem as a gradual typing problem. Then, using casts with blame, we show that the implicit language can always be blamed for interoperability errors. That is, \textit{explicitly nullable programs can’t be blamed}.

#### 3.1 $\lambda_{\text{null}}$

The first step is to formalize null pointer exceptions. We start with a calculus $\lambda_{\text{null}}$ (“lambda null”), based on the blame calculus of Wadler and Findler [27], to which we add a \texttt{null} literal with type \texttt{Null}. We keep the casts with blame: $s : S \rightarrow^{p} T$. Additionally, we distinguish between three kinds of function types:

- $\#(S \rightarrow T)$ is a \textit{presumed non-nullable} function, meaning that values of this type are expected to be \textit{non-null}, but could be \texttt{null} if a downcast was involved (see Section 4). That these functions should be non-null is relevant to how we assign blame.

- $?(S \rightarrow T)$ is a \textit{safe nullable} function, meaning that values of this type \textit{can be} \texttt{null}, but the type system makes sure that they are safely used.

- $!(S \rightarrow T)$ is an \textit{unsafe nullable} function, meaning that values of this type \textit{can be} \texttt{null}, but the type system does not protect against unsafe uses of them.
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The table below shows the three function types in \( \lambda_{null} \) and the kinds of Java and Scala types they model:\(^6\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \lambda_{null} )</th>
<th>Scala</th>
<th>Java</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#(S \rightarrow T)</td>
<td>StringScala</td>
<td>StringJava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?(S \rightarrow T)</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!(S \rightarrow T)</td>
<td>String</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nullability errors happen when we have a function application \( u \circ v \), but the value \( u \) in the function position is in fact \( \text{null} \). This corresponds closely to what happens in real languages, where null pointer exceptions occur when we select a field or method on a \( \text{null} \) receiver: e.g. we evaluate \( s \cdot \text{length}() \) and \( s \) is \( \text{null} \). In fact, \( u \) will be “disguised” inside one or more casts, so the type system is fooled into thinking \( u \) is a function. For example, taking one step of evaluation on the following term leads to an error \( \uparrow p \), where the label in the error comes from the cast: \( (\text{null} : \text{Null} \Rightarrow p)(\text{Null} \rightarrow \text{Null}) \) \( \text{null} \mapsto \uparrow p \).

If one wants to be safe from nullability errors, then instead of a regular application \( s \circ t \), we can use a safe application \( \text{app}(s,t,r) \), which conceptually desugars into \( \text{if} (s \neq \text{null}) \text{then} (s \circ t) \text{else} r \).

3.2 Blame Assignment

In the example above, \( (\text{null} : \text{Null} \Rightarrow p)(\text{Null} \rightarrow \text{Null}) \) \( \text{null} \mapsto \uparrow p \), how did we decide to blame \( p \)? The basic rules for assigning blame are as follows:

- If the cast that causes the failure casts to a presumed non-null function, e.g. \( v : ?(S \rightarrow T) \Rightarrow p \#(S \rightarrow T) \), then we blame the cast: i.e. \( \uparrow p \). This is because the context (the surrounding code) was promised a value that should not be \( \text{null} \), yet the cast delivered \( \text{null} \).
- On the other hand, if the cast is to an unsafe nullable function, e.g. \( v : \#(S \rightarrow T) \Rightarrow p !(S \rightarrow T) \), then we blame the context, because the context should know that the presumptive function value could in fact be \( \text{null} \), but nevertheless chose to use a regular application, instead of a safe application.
- Casts to a safe nullable function, e.g. \( v : \#(S \rightarrow T) \Rightarrow p ?(S \rightarrow T) \), will never fail, because the type system ensures that such functions are always applied through safe applications.

In addition to the rules above, our blame assignment needs to support nested casts. For example, suppose we have a \( \text{null} \) value that passes through the following casts, \( \text{Null} \Rightarrow p ? \Rightarrow q \Rightarrow r ! \). If the resulting cast is used in the function position of an application, it will lead to a failure, but which cast should we blame? We could blame \( r \), as per the second blame assignment rule above. However, something feels off, because intuitively a cast \( \Rightarrow r \) ! should never be blamed for a failure. Indeed, the cast was promised a non-null value, which it should be safe to consider as a !. Instead, we identify \( ? \Rightarrow q \Rightarrow r \) as the problem, and blame \( q \), as per the first rule above.

To summarize, blame assignment is a two-part process: we first identify the cast responsible for the error using a blame assignment relation \( \uparrow \) (this might involve skipping over one or more nested casts), and then we blame the relevant label, or its complement, depending on whether the destination type is \( \# \) or \( ! \).

---

6 Since \( \lambda_{null} \) is a core calculus, it does not have objects or classes, but only functions. In \( \lambda_{null} \) it is function types that are nullable or non-nullable.
7 Here we are using a shorthand syntax for casts, where we only show the top-level function type. For example, we abbreviate a cast \( s : \#(S \rightarrow T) \Rightarrow p !(S \rightarrow T) \) as \( \# \Rightarrow ! \).
3.3 \( \lambda_{null}^* \)

With \( \lambda_{null} \) sketched, we then define a second, higher-level calculus \( \lambda_{null}^* \) (“stratified lambda null”). Whereas in \( \lambda_{null} \) the three function types can be mixed freely, \( \lambda_{null}^* \) stratifies terms into implicit and explicit sublanguages. Within the implicit sublanguage, we can only use unsafe nullable functions (e.g. \(! (S \rightarrow T)\)), while in the explicit sublanguage we can use both non-nullable (\(# (S \rightarrow T)\)) and safe nullable functions (\(? (S \rightarrow T)\)). The implicit sublanguage models languages where \texttt{null} is a subtype of any other (reference) type, like Java. The explicit sublanguage models languages where the user can choose whether a type is nullable or not, like Kotlin and Scala.

The last step is to model the interoperability between the implicit and explicit worlds. To do that, we add to \( \lambda_{null}^* \) an import term that makes an implicit term available to the explicit world and vice versa. Imports look very similar to let-bindings: import \( e \) : \( T \) \( x = (t : T) \) in \( t \). This says that we evaluate the implicit term \( t \) and assign it to \( x \), which is then available in the body \( t \). (implicit and explicit terms and types are written in red and blue, respectively). Additionally, the implicit type of \( t \) is \( T \), but to the explicit world the type is translated as \( T \). This kind of view shift in the type closely models what happens in real-world languages that support explicit nulls, but need to operate with another language where \texttt{null} is implicit. For example, the Java type \texttt{String} is translated as \texttt{String|Null} in Scala.

3.3.1 Semantics

We give type systems for \( \lambda_{null} \) and \( \lambda_{null}^* \), and an operational semantics for \( \lambda_{null}^* \). The semantics of \( \lambda_{null}^* \) are given via a desugaring to \( \lambda_{null} \). The desugaring is straightforward, but it allows us to identify the three kinds of casts that can make a program fail:

- **Internal** casts within the implicit world.
- **Internal** casts within the explicit world.
- **Interoperability** casts that result from desugaring imports. For example, the import term above generates the cast \( t_i : T_i \Rightarrow^I T_e \). Similarly, an import of an explicit term into the implicit world would generate a cast \( t_e : T_e \Rightarrow^E T_i \). Here, \( I \) and \( E \) are labels that interoperability casts based on the cast’s “direction”.

3.3.2 Metatheory

We show that if we start with a well-typed term from \( \lambda_{null}^* \), desugar it, and evaluate it using the \( \lambda_{null} \) operational semantics, then the term’s normal form (if it exists) is either a value, or an error with blame. In fact, we are able to characterize this behaviour more precisely.

By reasoning about which casts are safe using positive and negative subtyping, which are standard tools from gradual typing, we are able to show our main result:

- Internal casts within the explicit world can never be blamed for failures.
- Interoperability casts can be blamed, but we always blame the implicit world in such cases. That is, the blame always goes to \( I \) or \( E \).

This main result formalizes our intuition that explicitly nullable programs can’t be blamed. It is also evidence that gradual typing can accurately model the null interoperability problem. All our results have been verified in Coq.
A Calculus with Implicit and Explicit Nulls

In this section, we describe the $\lambda_{null}$ calculus in full. $\lambda_{null}$ is based on the blame calculus of Wadler et al. [27, 26]. $\lambda_{null}$ contains the two key ingredients we need to model language interoperability with respect to null:

- Types that are implicitly nullable and types that are explicitly nullable.

- Casts that mediate the interaction between the types above, along with blame labels to track responsibility for failures, should they occur.

The terms and types of $\lambda_{null}$ are shown in Figure 1, and are explained below. Section 5 shows how to use $\lambda_{null}$ to model the interaction between two languages, each treating nullability differently (like Java and Scala). This section focuses on $\lambda_{null}$ and its metatheory.

4.1 Values of $\lambda_{null}$

A value in $\lambda_{null}$ can be any of the following: an abstraction $\lambda(x: T).s$, the null literal, or another value $v$ wrapped in a cast, $v : S \implies^p T$.

The motivation for classifying certain casts as values is as follows. Consider the cast $\text{null} : \text{Null} \implies^p !((S \to T))$. As we will see later, $!(S \to T)$ is an unsafe nullable function type, so the cast can fail. However, the cast does not fail immediately; instead, the cast only fails if we try to apply the $(\text{null})$ function to an argument, like so $(\text{null} : \text{Null} \implies^p !(S \to T)) w$. This matches e.g. Java’s behaviour, where passing a null when an object is expected only triggers an exception if we try to select a field or method from the null object:

```java
String s = null; // no exception is raised here
s.length();     // an exception is raised only when we try to select a method or field
```
4.2 Terms of $\lambda_{null}$

A term of $\lambda_{null}$ is either a variable $x$, the literal $null$, an abstraction $\lambda(x:T).s$, an application $s\ t$, a safe application $\text{app}(s,t,u)$, or a cast $s : S =\Rightarrow^p T$. The meaning of most terms is standard; the interesting ones are explained below:

- The $null$ literal is useful for modelling null pointer exceptions. Specifically, an application $s\ t$, where $s$ reduces to $null$, results in a failure.

- A safe application $\text{app}(s,t,u)$ is a regular application that can also handle the case where $s$ is $null$. If $s$ is non-null, then the safe application behaves like the regular application $s\ t$. However, if $s$ is $null$ then the entire safe application reduces to $u$. Safe applications could be desugared into a combination of if-expressions and flow typing [12]:

$$\text{app}(s,t,u) \equiv \text{if} (s \neq \text{null}) \text{ then } s\ t \text{ else } u$$

In particular, this means safe applications are “lazy”: they do not initially evaluate either the argument $t$ or sentinel value $u$. Instead, we only evaluate the expression $s$ in function position, and then proceed depending on whether $s$ is $null$ or not. For the desugaring above to work we would need flow typing, because within the then branch we need to be able to assume that $s$ is non-null. Safe applications allow us to work with nullable values without introducing flow typing.

Safe applications closely model Kotlin’s “Elvis” operator [16], written `?:`. In Kotlin, the expression $a \ ?: \ b$ evaluates to $a$, unless the left-hand side is $null$, in which case the entire expression evaluates to $b$.

- The cast $s : S =\Rightarrow^p T$ is used to change the type of $s$ from $S$ to $T$. The blame label $p$ will be used to assign blame should the cast cause a failure.

Finally, the result of evaluating a $\lambda_{null}$ term is either a value $v$ or an error with blame $p$, denoted by $\uparrow^p$.

4.3 Types of $\lambda_{null}$

The types of $\lambda_{null}$ are also shown in Figure 1. There are four kinds of types:

- The $Null$ type contains a single element: $null$.

- The presumed non-nullable function type $(S \rightarrow T)$, as the name indicates, contains values that should not be $null$. However, the value might still end up being $null$, through casts. This corresponds to non-nullable types like `String`Scala. For conciseness, we will refer to these types simply as non-nullable function types.

- A value with safe nullable function type $?(S \rightarrow T)$ is allowed to be $null$. The type system will ensure that any such functions are applied using safe applications. This corresponds to nullable union types like `String`Scala|`Null`.

- By contrast, a value with unsafe nullable function type $!(S \rightarrow T)$ is also allowed to be $null$, but the type system does not enforce a null check before an application. That is, if $s$ has type $!(S \rightarrow T)$, the type system will allow both $s\ t$ and $\text{app}(s,t,u)$, even though the former might fail. This corresponds to types in Java, which are implicitly nullable.

As we will see below, some typing rules apply to more than one function type. For example, when typing an application $s\ t$, we will require that $s$ have a type of the form $(S \rightarrow T)$ or $!(S \rightarrow T)$. Instead of duplicating the relevant inference rule, the syntax for function types $\alpha (S \rightarrow T)$ includes a modality $\alpha$. In the application case, we can then say that $s$ must have type $\alpha (S \rightarrow T)$ with $\alpha \in \{#, !\}$.
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\[ \begin{align*}
\Gamma(x) &= T \\
\Gamma \vdash x : T \\
\vdash & \text{(T-VAR)}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash \text{null} : \text{Null} \\
\vdash & \text{(T-NULL)}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\Gamma, x : S \vdash s : T \\
\Gamma \vdash \lambda(x : S).s : \#(S \rightarrow T) \\
\vdash & \text{(T-Abs)}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash s : \alpha (S \rightarrow T) \\
\alpha \in \{\#, !\} \\
\Gamma \vdash t : S \\
\Gamma \vdash s \cdot t : T \\
\vdash & \text{(T-APP)}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash f : \alpha (S \rightarrow T) \\
\alpha \in \{?, !\} \\
\Gamma \vdash s : S \\
\Gamma \vdash t : T \\
\Gamma \vdash \text{app}(f, s, t) : T \\
\vdash & \text{(T-SAFEAPP)}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash s : S \\
\Gamma \vdash (s : S \Rightarrow \# T) : T \\
\vdash & \text{(T-CAST)}
\end{align*} \]

Figure 2 Typing and compatibility rules of $\lambda_{\text{null}}$.

Keeping $\lambda_{\text{null}}$ simple. We could reduce the number of function types and avoid the need for safe applications through a combination of sum types and case analysis. For example, in Scala nullable values are represented with sum types (e.g. a nullable string has type `String | Null`). The case analysis in turn requires support for flow-typing:

```scala
val s: String | Null = ...
// s inferred to have type String in the 'then' branch, so s.length is type-correct
val len : Int = if (s != null) s.length else 0
```

Since $\lambda_{\text{null}}$ is a core calculus, we focus on modelling the assignment of blame for nullability errors, which revolves around blaming casts or their client code, at function application time. This is why $\lambda_{\text{null}}$ eschews sum types and flow typing in favour of primitives for nullable function types and safe applications. Additionally, both of these primitives appear in modern programming languages (e.g. in Kotlin).

4.4 Typing $\lambda_{\text{null}}$

The typing rules for $\lambda_{\text{null}}$ are shown in Figure 2. The three interesting rules are T-App, T-SafeApp, and T-Cast:

- **(T-App)** The rule for a type application $s \cdot t$ is almost standard, except that $s$ can not only have type $\#(S \rightarrow T)$, but also the unsafe nullable function type $!(S \rightarrow T)$. This models languages with implicit nullability (like Java), where the type system allows operations that can lead to null-related errors.

- **(T-SafeApp)** To type a safe application $\text{app}(f, s, t)$, we check that $f$ is a nullable function type; that is, it must have type $? (S \rightarrow T)$ or $!(S \rightarrow T)$ (if $f$ had type $\#(S \rightarrow T)$ we would use T-App). Notice that the type of $s$ must be $S$ (the argument type), but $t$ must have type $T$ (the return type). This is because $t$ is the “default” value that we return if $f$ is null.
null(null) \quad \text{(N-NULL)} \quad \text{abs}(\lambda(x : T).s) \quad \text{(A-ABS)}

null(v) \quad \frac{\text{null}(v : S \Longrightarrow^p T)}{\text{null}(v : S \Longrightarrow^p T)} \quad \text{abs}(v) \quad \frac{\text{abs}(v : S \Longrightarrow^p T)}{\text{abs}(v)}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{ccc}
null & abs & \text{null} \quad \text{abs}(v) \\
\text{null} & \text{abs}(\lambda(x : T).s) & \text{null}(v)
\end{tabular}
\caption{\texttt{abs} and \texttt{null} predicates.}
\end{figure}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{(T-Cast)} To type a cast \(s : S \Longrightarrow^p T\) we check that \(s\) indeed has the source type \(S\). The entire cast then has type \(T\). Additionally, we make sure that \(S\) and \(T\) are compatible, written \(S \rightsquigarrow T\). Type compatibility is described below.
\end{itemize}

Notice that the type of \texttt{null} is always \texttt{Null}, so in order to get a nullable function we need to use casts. For instance,

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{T-Null} \\
\text{T-null} \\
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
\text{null} : \text{Null} \\
\text{null} \rightsquigarrow \text{Null} \Longrightarrow \text{Null} \\
\text{T-Cast}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{null} : \text{Null} \\
\text{null} \rightsquigarrow \text{Null} \Longrightarrow \text{Null} \\
\text{T-Cast}
\end{array}
\]

\begin{figure}
\centering
\begin{align*}
\text{T-Null} & \quad \text{T-null} \\
\text{T-Null} & \quad \frac{\text{null} : \text{Null}}{\frac{\text{null} : \text{Null}}{\frac{\text{null} : \text{Null}}{\frac{\text{null} : \text{Null}}{\text{T-Cast}}}}}
\end{align*}
\caption{\texttt{null} and \texttt{abs} predicates.}
\end{figure}

\subsection{Compatibility}

Compatibility is a binary relation on types that is used to limit (albeit only slightly) which casts are valid. Given types \(S\) and \(T\), we can cast \(S\) to \(T\) only if \(S \rightsquigarrow T\). The compatibility rules are shown in Figure 2.

\begin{lemma}
Compatibility is reflexive, but is neither symmetric nor transitive.
\end{lemma}

A counter-example to symmetry is that \(\text{Null} \rightsquigarrow \text{Null} \Longrightarrow \text{Null} \Longrightarrow \text{Null} \), but the latter is not compatible with the former. A counter-example to transitivity is that \(\text{Null} \rightsquigarrow \text{Null} \Longrightarrow \text{Null} \) and \(\text{Null} \Longrightarrow \text{Null} \rightsquigarrow \text{Null} \Longrightarrow \text{Null} \), but \texttt{null} is not compatible with \#(Null → Null).

\subsection{Semantics of \(\lambda_{\text{null}}\)}

We give a small-step operational semantics for \(\lambda_{\text{null}}\), using evaluation contexts. The rules are shown in Figure 5. Notice that the result \(r\) of an evaluation step can be a term or an error, denoted by \(\uparrow p\).

\subsection{Auxiliary Predicates}

The unary predicates on types \texttt{null} and \texttt{abs}, shown in Figure 3, test whether a value \(v\) is equal to \texttt{null} or to a lambda abstraction, respectively. These predicates are able to “see through” casts.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Example 2.} The following hold:
\item \texttt{null(null), null(null : Null \Longrightarrow^p \#(Null → Null))}
\item \texttt{abs(\lambda(x : \texttt{Null}).x), abs(\lambda(x : \texttt{Null}).x : \#(Null → Null) \Longrightarrow^p \#(Null → Null))}
\end{itemize}
4.5.2 Reduction Relation

The decision tree in Figure 4 shows a simplified view of the reduction rules. The rules are described in detail below.

- **R-App** is standard beta reduction.
- **R-AppFail** handles the case where we have a function application and the value in the function position is in fact \( \text{null}(v) \). In this case, the entire term (and not just the subterm within the evaluation context) evaluates to an error. What remains is to determine the blame label that we will use. This we do using the blame assignment relation (also shown in Figure 5): we write \( v \uparrow p \) to indicate that the blame should go to a label \( p \). As we will see in Section 4.5.3, \( v \) will contain one or more casts, and the label \( p \) is obtained from one of the casts. Here is a sample application of R-AppFail, where \( v = \text{null} \):

\[
\text{null} : \text{Null} \implies^p \text{Null} \implies \text{Null} \implies^p \text{Null}
\]

In this case, the only cast in \( v \) is selected as the source of the blame (in general, \( v \) could contain multiple casts). We blame \( \overline{p} \) because the surrounding code (the code doing the application \( v \text{null} \)), should have used a safe application, based on \( v \)'s nullable type.

- **R-AppCast** handles the case where the value \( v' \) in the function position is a cast involving only non-nullable function types; i.e. \( v' = v : \#(S_1 \rightarrow S_2) \implies^p \#(T_1 \rightarrow T_2) \). In this case, the application \( v' u \) reduces to

\[
(v \ (u : T_1 \implies^p S_1)) : S_2 \implies^p T_2
\]

This is the classic behaviour of blame in a function application, and comes from [11]. The type system guarantees that the argument \( u \) is typed as a \( T_1 \), but the function \( v \) expects it to have type \( S_1 \). We then need the cast \( u : T_1 \implies^p S_1 \) before passing the argument to function. Notice that the blame label has been complemented (\( \overline{p} \)), because it is the context (the code calling the function \( v \)) who is responsible for passing an argument of the right type. Conversely, when the function \( v \) returns, its return value will have type \( S_2 \), but the surrounding code is expecting a value of type \( T_2 \). We then need to cast the entire application from \( S_2 \) to \( T_2 \); this time, the blame label is \( p \). As Findler and Felleisen [11] remark, the handling of the blame label matches the rule for function subtyping present in other system, where the argument and return type must be contra- and covariant, respectively.
R-AppNorm handles the case where we have an application \( v u \), and \( v \) is a cast to a nullable function type (either a \(?\) function or a \(!\) function). Additionally, we know that \( \text{abs}(v) \) holds. In this case, what we would want to do is “translate” the nullable function type into a non-nullable function type. This is fine because \( \text{abs}(v) \) implies that the underlying function is non-null. The normalization relation \( v \gg v' \) (also shown in Figure 5) achieves this translation of casts.

Example 3. Let \( t = \lambda(x: \text{Null}).x \). Suppose we are evaluating the application

\[
(t : \#(\text{Null} \rightarrow \text{Null}) \implies^p (\text{Null} \rightarrow \text{Null})) \text{null}
\]

We proceed by first noticing that \( \text{abs}(t : \#(\text{Null} \rightarrow \text{Null}) \implies^p (\text{Null} \rightarrow \text{Null})) \). Then we normalize the value in the function position

\[
\frac{t \gg t}{t : \#(\text{Null} \rightarrow \text{Null}) \implies^p (\text{Null} \rightarrow \text{Null}) \implies^p \#(\text{Null} \rightarrow \text{Null})}
\]

Now we can use R-AppNorm to turn the origin application into

\[
(t : \#(\text{Null} \rightarrow \text{Null}) \implies^p \#(\text{Null} \rightarrow \text{Null})) \text{null}
\]

We can then proceed the evaluation using R-AppCast.

R-SafeAppNull is simple: if we are evaluating a safe application \( \text{app}(v, u, u') \) and the underlying function \( v \) is \text{null}, then the entire term reduces to \( u' \) (the default value).

Finally, R-SafeAppNorm handles the remaining case. We have a safe application \( \text{app}(v, u, u') \) like before, but this time we know that \( v \) is an abstraction (via \( \text{abs}(v) \)). What we would like to do is to turn the safe application into a regular one: \( \text{app}(v, u, u') \mapsto v u \). However, this can lead to the term getting stuck, if \( v \) is a cast to a safe nullable function (a \(?\) function). The problem is that safe nullable functions are not supposed to appear in regular applications. The solution is to normalize \( v \) to \( v' \). Since \( v' \) is guaranteed to have a regular function type after normalization, we can take the step \( \text{app}(v, u, u') \mapsto v' u \), and then follow up with R-AppCast or R-App.

4.5.3 Blame Assignment

The blame assignment relation is responsible for determining which cast in a value is responsible for a nullability error. Once the responsible cast has been identified, blame assignment also determines whether the blame is positive (blame the cast) or negative (blame the context). The notation for blame assignment is \( v \uparrow p \), and indicates that if the value \( v \), containing one or more casts, leads to a failure (because \( \text{null}(v) \) holds and \( v \) was used in the function position of an application), then we will blame label \( p \).

The rules for blame assignment are shown in Figure 5. There are two kinds of rules, based on what they do with the outermost cast: those that discard the outermost cast, and those that use the outermost cast to assign blame. Both kinds are described below.

Rules that discard the outermost cast:

- B-NonNullable handles the cast where the outermost cast has the form \( v' : \#(S \rightarrow T) \implies^p U \); that is, the source type is a non-nullable function type. Intuitively, we do not want to assign blame to either \( p \) or \( \overline{p} \), because the source type in the cast promised that the underlying value is \text{non-null}, but the value being cast is in fact \text{null}. That is, there must be another “risky” cast that is part of \( v' \) that should be blamed. For example,
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\[ E[(\lambda(x: T). s) \, v] \rightarrow E[[v/x]s] \quad (\text{R-APP}) \]

\[ \text{null}(v) \quad E[v \, u] \rightarrow \| \, p \quad (\text{R-APPFAIL}) \]

\[ \text{abs}(v) \quad v \gg v' \quad E[v \, u] \rightarrow E[v' \, u] \quad (\text{R-APPNORM}) \]

\[ E[(v : \#(S_1 \rightarrow S_2) \implies \#(T_1 \rightarrow T_2)) \, u] \rightarrow E[(v \, (u : T_1 \implies^p S_1)) : S_2 \implies^p T_2] \quad (\text{R-APPCAST}) \]

Evaluation contexts

\[ E ::= \]
\[ [] \quad \text{app}(E, s, t) \]
\[ v \quad E : S \implies^p T \]

Blame assignment

\[ v \uparrow p \]

\[ (v : \text{Null} \implies^p !(S \rightarrow T)) \uparrow \overline{p} \quad (\text{B-NULL}) \]

\[ v \uparrow p' \quad (v : !(S \rightarrow T) \implies^p !(S' \rightarrow T')) \uparrow \overline{p'} \quad (\text{B-UNSAFE!}) \]

\[ (v : \#(S \rightarrow T) \implies^p U) \uparrow \overline{p} \quad (\text{B-NULLABLE}) \]

\[ (v : ?(S \rightarrow T) \implies^p !(S' \rightarrow T')) \uparrow \overline{p} \quad (\text{B-SAFE!}) \]

\[ \alpha \in \{?, !\} \]

\[ (v : \alpha \, (S \rightarrow T) \implies^p \#(S' \rightarrow T')) \uparrow \overline{p} \quad (\text{B-NULLABLE#}) \]

Normalization

\[ v \gg u \]

\[ \lambda(x: T). s \gg \lambda(x: T). s \quad (\text{Norm-Abs}) \]

\[ v \gg u \quad \alpha, \beta \in \{\#, ?, !\} \quad (\text{Norm-Cast}) \]

\[ \text{Figure 5} \quad \text{Reduction rules of } \lambda_{\text{null}}, \text{along with blame assignment and normalization relations.} \]
consider the cast \((\text{Null} \Rightarrow ?) \Rightarrow ^q \#) \Rightarrow ^p !\), where we have written only the top level “modalities” of the function types. In this cast, a null value that starts as having type Null is cast first to a safe nullable function, then to a non-nullable function, and finally to an unsafe nullable function. Blame assignment models the intuition that the second cast (from ? to #) is the unsafe one, and so should be blamed. Because the destination type in that second cast is a #, we blame the term (i.e. blame \(q\)).

- **B-Unsafe!** is similar to the previous case: when confronted with a cast \(v : S \Rightarrow ^p T\) where both \(S\) and \(T\) are ! types, then we “recurse” on \(v\) to find the guilty cast. The reason is that the last cast did not change the kind of function type, so whatever went wrong must have happened earlier. For example, suppose the outermost cast is \(!\text{Null} \rightarrow \text{Null} \Rightarrow ^p !\text{Null} \rightarrow \text{Null}!)\). This cast leaves the type unchanged, so it should never be blamed for a failure.

Notice that the equivalent rule for # types is subsumed by B-NonNullable. ? types do not need an equivalent rule, because a cast of the form \(v : S \Rightarrow ^p ?\) cannot fail.

Rules that assign blame based on the outermost cast:

- **B-Null** handles the case where we cast \(\text{null}\) to an unsafe function type. In this case, we blame the context, because the target type is a !.

- **B-Nullable#** casts some kind of nullable function (either a ? or a !) to a non-nullable function. In this case, we want to blame the term, because the context was promised a non-nullable value that nevertheless ended up being \(\text{null}\).

- **B-Unsafe!** handles casts of the form \(? \Rightarrow ^p !\). In this case, we blame \(p\), because the context should know that the value is potentially \(\text{null}\).

### 4.6 Metatheory of \(\lambda_{\text{null}}\)

In developing the metatheory, we closely followed the syntactic approach taken in Wadler and Findler [27]. All the results in this section have been verified using the Coq proof assistant.

#### 4.6.1 Safety Lemmas

The first step is establishing that evaluation of well-typed \(\lambda_{\text{null}}\) terms does not get stuck. We do this by proving the classic progress and preservation lemmas due to Wright and Felleisen [29]. First, we need an auxiliary lemma that says that normalization preserves well-typedness.

▶ **Lemma 4 (Soundness of normalization).** Let \(\alpha \in \{\#, ?, !\}\), \(\Gamma \vdash v : \alpha (S \rightarrow T)\) and \(v \gg v'\). Then \(\Gamma \vdash v' : \#(S \rightarrow T)\).

Then we can prove preservation.

▶ **Lemma 5 (Preservation).** Let \(\Gamma \vdash t : T\) and suppose that \(t \mapsto r\). Then either

- \(r =^\uparrow p\), for some blame label \(p\), or
- \(r = t'\) for some term \(t'\), and \(\Gamma \vdash t' : T\)

Notice that, because of unsafe casts like \(\text{null} : \text{Null} \Rightarrow ^p !\text{null} \rightarrow \text{null}!)\), taking an evaluation step might lead to an error \(\uparrow p\).

Before showing progress, we need a lemma that says that non-nullable values typed with a function type can be normalized.

▶ **Lemma 6 (Completeness of normalization).** Let \(\alpha \in \{\#, ?, !\}\), \(\Gamma \vdash v : \alpha (S \rightarrow T)\) and suppose that \(\text{abs}(v)\) holds. Then there exists a value \(v'\) such that \(v \gg v'\).
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\[
\begin{align*}
S & \lessdot^+ T & S & \lessdot^- T \\
\text{Null} & \lessdot^+ \text{Null} & \text{Null} & \lessdot^- \text{Null} \\
\alpha & \in \{?!, !\} & \alpha & \in \{?, !\} \\
\text{Null} & \lessdot^+ \alpha (S \rightarrow T) & \text{Null} & \lessdot^- ?(S \rightarrow T) \\
\frac{S' \lessdot^- S}{\#(S \rightarrow T) \lessdot^+ \alpha (S' \rightarrow T')} & \frac{S' \lessdot^- S}{\#(S \rightarrow T) \lessdot^- \alpha (S' \rightarrow T')} \\
\alpha & \in \{?, !\} & \alpha & \in \{?, !\} \\
\alpha (S \rightarrow T) & \lessdot^+ \beta (S' \rightarrow T') & \alpha (S \rightarrow T) & \lessdot^- \alpha (S' \rightarrow T') \\
\text{PS-NullRefl} & \text{NS-NullRefl} & \text{NS-Null!} & \text{NS-Null?}
\end{align*}
\]

\textbf{Figure 6} Positive and negative subtyping.

This lemma is necessary because if we are ever evaluating a well-typed safe application (e.g. \text{app}(v, u, u')) where the function value \((v)\) is known to be non-nullable, then we need to be able to turn the safe application into a regular application \((v u)\) using \text{R-SafeAppNorm}.

We also need a weakening lemma.

\textbf{Lemma 7 (Weakening).} Let \(\Gamma \vdash t : T\) and \(x \notin \text{dom}(\Gamma)\). Then \(\Gamma, x : U \vdash t : T\) for any type \(U\).

We can then show progress.

\textbf{Lemma 8 (Progress).} Let \(\vdash t : T\). Then either
- \(t \mapsto \Downarrow p\), for some blame label \(p\)
- \(t \mapsto t'\), for some term \(t'\)

4.6.2  Blame Lemmas

The progress and preservation lemmas do not tell us as much as they usually do, because of the possibility of errors. It would then be nice to rule out errors in some cases. Examining the evaluation rules, we can notice that errors occur due to casts: specifically, because we sometimes cast a null value to a function type, which we later try to apply.

Inspecting the rules for blame assignment shows that casts to \(?T \rightarrow U\) can lead to negative blame, and casts to \(#T \rightarrow U\) can lead to positive blame. We can then define two relations: \textit{positive subtyping} \((T \lessdot^+ U)\) and \textit{negative subtyping} \((T \lessdot^- U)\), that identify which casts \textit{cannot} lead to positive and negative blame, respectively. The subtyping rules, adapted from Wadler and Findler [27], are shown in Figure 6.

\textbf{Example 9.} Since the type system ensures that \(?S \rightarrow T\) functions are only ever applied through safe casts, we would hope that the cast \(\text{null} : \text{Null} \rightarrow ?(S \rightarrow T)\) will not fail with either blame \(\uparrow p\) or \(\uparrow \overline{p}\). Therefore we have both \(\text{Null} \lessdot^+ ?(S \rightarrow T)\) and \(\text{Null} \lessdot^- ?(S \rightarrow T)\).
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Figure 7 Safe for relation.

Example 10. Since a cast \texttt{null : Null \rightarrow T} can fail with blame \texttt{p}, we have \texttt{Null <:+ T \rightarrow T}, but not \texttt{Null <:- T \rightarrow T}.

Lemma 11 (Positive and negative subtyping are reflexive). Let \( T \) be an arbitrary type. Then \( T <:+ T \) and \( T <:- T \).

Lemma 12 (Subtyping implies compatibility). Let \( S \) and \( T \) be types. Then

\[
\begin{align*}
S <:+ T & \Rightarrow S \simeq T \\
S <:- T & \Rightarrow S \simeq T
\end{align*}
\]

Lemma 12 implies that if \( S \) is a (positive or negative) subtype of \( T \), then we can cast \( S \) to \( T \) (which requires compatibility).

The next step is to lift positive and negative subtyping to work on terms. The safe for relation, again adapted from Wadler and Findler [27] and shown in Figure 7, accomplishes this. We say that a term \( t \) is safe for a blame label \( p \), written \( t \text{ safe for } p \), if evaluating \( t \) cannot lead to an error with blame \( p \). That is, evaluating \( t \) either diverges, results in a value, or results in an error with blame different from \( p \). We formalize this fact as a theorem below.

Most of the rules in the safe for relation just involve structural recursion on the subterms of a term. The connection with subtyping appears in SF-CastPos and SF-CastNeg. For example, to conclude that \( (s : S \rightarrow T) \text{ safe for } p \), we require that \( s \text{ safe for } p \) and \( S <:+ T \).

The following lemmas say that safe for is preserved by normalization and substitution.

Lemma 13 (Normalization preserves safe for). Let \( v \) be a value such that \( v \text{ safe for } p \) and suppose that \( v \gg v' \). Then \( v' \text{ safe for } p \).

Lemma 14 (Substitution preserves safe for). Let \( t \) and \( t' \) be terms such that \( t \text{ safe for } p \) and \( t' \text{ safe for } p \). Then \( [t'/x]t \text{ safe for } p \).

We now arrive at the main results in this section, the progress and preservation theorems for safe terms.

Theorem 15 (Preservation of safe terms). Let \( \Gamma \vdash t : T \) and \( t \text{ safe for } p \). Now suppose that \( t \) steps to a term \( t' \) (that is, taking an evaluation step from \( t \) is possible and does not result in an error). Then \( t' \text{ safe for } p \).
Theorem 16 (Progress of safe terms). Let \( \vdash t : T \) and \( t \) safe for \( p \). Then either
\[
\text{either: } t \mapsto \uparrow p'\text{, for some blame label } p' \neq p.
\]
\[
\text{or: } t \mapsto t', \text{ for some term } t'.
\]

Notice that this theorem does not preclude the term from stepping to an error, but it does say that the error will not have blame label \( p \). This is a stronger guarantee than what we get from Lemma 8 (Progress), which placed no restrictions on the blame label \( p' \) when \( t \mapsto \uparrow p' \).

Here are a few implications of the theorems above:

- A term without casts cannot fail. This is because a term can only fail with some blame label \( p \), and a term without casts is necessarily safe for \( p \).
- Casts that turn a “Java” type like \(!((\text{Null} \to \text{Null}) \to \text{Null})\) into the corresponding “Scala” type \(?((\text{Null} \to \text{Null}) \to \text{Null})\) via “nullification” can only fail with positive blame, because of negative subtyping.
- Conversely, casts that turn a “Scala” type like \((\#((\text{Null} \to \text{Null}) \to \text{Null})\) into the corresponding “Java” type \(!((\text{Null} \to \text{Null}) \to \text{Null})\) via erasure can only fail with negative blame, because of positive subtyping.

The last two claims form the bases for our model of language interoperability, described in the next section.

### 5 A Calculus for Null Interoperability

The \( \lambda_{\text{null}} \) calculus is very flexible in that it allows us to freely mix in implicitly nullable terms with explicitly nullable terms. On the other hand, it is perhaps too flexible. In the real world, when a language where \texttt{null} is explicit interoperates with a language where \texttt{null} is implicit, the separation between terms from both languages is very clear (it is usually enforced at a file or module boundary). For example, in the Java and Scala case, the Scala typechecker will only allow explicit nulls, while the Java typechecker only allows implicit nulls. To more faithfully model this kind of language interoperability, this section introduces a slight modification of \( \lambda_{\text{null}} \) called \( \lambda_{\text{null}}^* \) (“stratified lambda null”).

#### 5.1 Terms and Types of \( \lambda_{\text{null}}^* \)

The terms and types of \( \lambda_{\text{null}}^* \) are shown in Figure 8. The main difference with respect to \( \lambda_{\text{null}} \) is that terms and types are stratified into the world of explicit nulls (subscript \( e \)) and the world of implicit nulls (subscript \( i \)). Notice that the grammar for types in the “explicit sublanguage” only allows for non-nullable functions (\( \#(S \to T) \)) and safe nullable functions (\( !(S \to T) \)). Similarly, the implicit sublanguage only has unsafe nullable functions (\( !(S \to T) \)). The only new terms are imports, which in the explicit sublanguage have syntax

\[
\text{import}_e x : T_e = (t_i : T_i) \text{ in } t_e
\]

Informally, an import term is similar to a let-binding: it binds \( x \) as having type \( T_e \) in the body \( t_e \). However, the term that \( x \) is bound to, \( t_i \), comes from the implicit sublanguage: it is a \( t_i \) and not a \( t_e \). Furthermore, \( t_i \) is expected to have type \( T_i \). Dually, the implicit sublanguage has an import term that binds \( x \) to an element of \( t_i \), as opposed to a \( t_e \):

\[
\text{import}_i x : T_i = (t_e : T_e) \text{ in } t_i
\]
The typing rules for \( \lambda^e \) with their return type new rules handle imports: the typing rules for \( \lambda \) are similarly expressive: one can think of subsumption as casts automatically introduced by opting for casts instead of subsumption to keep for failures. Relatedly, notice that this means that “internal” casts within the explicit sublanguage will never be blamed system will force all such casts to be code (similarly, Java’s imports allow us to link the world of explicit nulls with the world of implicit nulls, in much the same way as Scala’s import statements allow us to use Java libraries from Scala code (similarly, Java’s import statements allow us to use Scala libraries from Java code).

Casts in the explicit sublanguage do not have blame labels. This is because the type system will force all such casts to be upcasts: i.e. casts that respect subtyping. We will see that this means that “internal” casts within the explicit sublanguage will never be blamed for failures. Relatedly, notice that \( \lambda^e_{null} \), unlike e.g. Scala, has no subsumption rule. We opted for casts instead of subsumption to keep \( \lambda^e_{null} \) close to \( \lambda_{null} \). Subsumptions and casts are similarly expressive: one can think of subsumption as casts automatically introduced by the type checker.

Finally, abstractions in the implicit sublanguage, written \( \lambda(x : T_e). (s : S_e) \), are annotated with their return type \( S_e \). This is not strictly necessary, but it simplifies the presentation of desugaring in Section 5.3.

### 5.2 Typing \( \lambda^e_{null} \)

The typing rules for \( \lambda^e_{null} \) are shown in Figure 9. These rules are almost verbatim copies of the typing rules for \( \lambda_{null} \) (and the compatibility relation is reused from Figure 2). The two new rules handle imports:

- TE-Import handles the case where an implicitly nullable term is used from the world of explicit nulls. To type import \( x : T_e = (t_i : T_i) \) in \( t_e \), we first type \( t_i \) in the context \( \Gamma, x : T_e \), obtaining a type \( S_i \). This will be the type of the entire term. The interesting twist comes next: the term \( t_i \) is typed with the \( \Gamma_i \) relation in an empty context, so that \( \emptyset \vdash t_i : T_i \). Finally, we need to somehow check that the type \( T_i \) determined by the \( \Gamma_i \) relation and the type \( T_e \) expected by the \( \Gamma_e \) relation are “in agreement”. This is done by the nullification relation, whose judgment is written \( T_i \leftrightarrow_N T_e \), and is shown in Figure 10.

- TI-Import handles the opposite case, where a term from the world of explicit nulls is used in an implicitly nullable term. Here we use the “dual” of nullification: the erasure relation, written \( T_e \leftrightarrow E T_i \). Erasure is also shown in Figure 10.

---

**Figure 8** Terms and types of \( \lambda^e_{null} \). Differences with \( \lambda_{null} \) are highlighted.

Imports allow us to link the world of explicit nulls with the world of implicit nulls, in much the same way as Scala’s import statements allow us to use Java libraries from Scala code (similarly, Java’s import statements allow us to use Scala libraries from Java code).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Explicit terms</th>
<th>Implicit terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t : = ) Terms</td>
<td>( x )</td>
<td>variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_e )</td>
<td>null literal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_i )</td>
<td>abstraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda(x : T_e). s_e )</td>
<td>application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_e )</td>
<td>safe application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{app}(f, s_e, t_e) )</td>
<td>cast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_e : S_e \rightarrow T_e )</td>
<td>import</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implicit types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( S_e \rightarrow T_e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presumed non-nullable function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe nullable function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explicit types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( S_i \rightarrow T_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsafe nullable function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Remark 17. In designing TE-Import and TI-import, we have to decide under which context we will type the “embedded” term that comes from the foreign sublanguage. For simplicity, we have chosen to do the typechecking under the empty context. This prevents $\lambda_{null}$ from modelling circular dependencies between terms of different languages, but otherwise seems not unduly restrictive.

Nullification and erasure, shown in Figure 10, are binary relations on types. They are inspired by how Java and Scala interoperate; specifically, the types of Java terms are “nullified” before being used by Scala code, and the types of Scala terms are “erased” before being used by Java code. Of course, the real-world nullification and erasure are more complicated than the simple relations presented here, but we believe the formalization in this section does capture the essence of how these relations affect nullability of types; namely, nullification conservatively assumes that every component of a Java type is nullable, while erasure eliminates the distinction between nullable and non-nullable types in the $\vdash$ type system.

Notice that the typing rules for casts are now different in the explicit and implicit sublanguages. In the implicit sublanguage, like in $\lambda_{null}$, to type the cast $s_i : S_i \Rightarrow^p T_i$, we require that $S_i$ be compatible with $T_i$ ($S_i \sim T_i$). By contrast, when typing casts in the explicit sublanguage, e.g. $s_e : S_e \Rightarrow T_e$, we check that $S_e$ can be upcasted to $T_e$, written $S_e \ll T_e$. The upcasting is defined by the explicit subtyping relation, given in Figure 11. Explicit subtyping is defined just like we would define a regular subtyping relation, that is, it implies substitutability [17]. For example, we have the judgment $\#(S \Rightarrow T) \ll s_e ?(S \Rightarrow T)$, which is akin to the Scala judgment $\text{String } \ll : \text{String}\mid \text{Null}$.

Crucially, we can show that explicit subtyping implies both positive and negative subtyping.

Lemma 18. $S \ll s_e T$ implies $S \ll^+ T$ and $S \ll^- T$.

This is useful, because it hints that casts that rely on explicit subtyping will never be blamed for failures.

5.3 Desugaring $\lambda_{null}^*$ to $\lambda_{null}$

The last step is to give meaning to $\lambda_{null}^*$ terms. We could repeat the approach followed for $\lambda_{null}$ using operational semantics, but instead we will do something different. We will desugar $\lambda_{null}^*$ terms and types to $\lambda_{null}$ terms and types, respectively. This is useful, because in Section 4.6 we proved many results about $\lambda_{null}$ terms, and we would like to re-use these results to reason about $\lambda_{null}^*$ as well.

We will do the desugaring using a pair of functions $(D_e, D_i)$. $D_e$ is a function that sends $\lambda_{null}^*$ terms from the explicit sublanguage to $\lambda_{null}$ terms. Similarly, $D_i$ is a function that maps $\lambda_{null}^*$ terms from the implicit sublanguage to $\lambda_{null}$ terms. Both functions are shown in Figure 12.

The first thing to notice is that we do not actually need to desugar types. This is because $\lambda_{null}^*$ types (from both sublanguages) are also $\lambda_{null}$ types.

When it comes to terms, most cases in Figure 12 are handled by straightforward structural recursion on the term. There are only four interesting cases:

1. (DE-Cast) Casts in the explicit sublanguage do not have blame labels, but casts in $\lambda_{null}$ must always have labels. When we desugar explicit casts, we tag them with the same (“compiler-generated”) label $\varepsilon_{int}$. Later, we show that these casts are never blamed for failures (neither positively nor negatively).

2. (DI-Abs) An abstraction $\lambda(x : S_i) : (s_i : T_i)$ from the implicit sublanguage is typed as $!(S_i \Rightarrow T_i)$ (Figure 9). However, the corresponding lambda in $\lambda_{null}$, $\lambda(x : S_i).D_i(s_i)$, will have type $\#(S_i \Rightarrow T_i)$. So that the metatheory in Section 5.4 works out, we need
\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : \text{null} \quad \text{(TE-NULL)} & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : \text{null} \quad \text{(TI-NULL)} \\
\Gamma, x : S_e & \vdash s_e : T_e \quad \Gamma & \vdash t_e : T_e & \Gamma, x : S_i & \vdash s_i : T_i \quad \Gamma & \vdash t_i : S_i \quad \text{(TI-ABS)} \\
\Gamma & \vdash \lambda(x : S_e).s_e : \#(S_e \rightarrow T_e) & \Gamma, x : S_i & \vdash \lambda(s_i : T_i).!(S_i \rightarrow T_i) & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) & \Gamma & \vdash t_i : S_i & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) \quad \text{(TI-APP)} \\
\Gamma & \vdash f_e : ?(S_e \rightarrow T_e) & \Gamma & \vdash s_e : S_e & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) & \Gamma & \vdash t_i : S_i & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) \quad \text{(TI-SAFEAPP)} \\
\Gamma & \vdash s_e : S_e & \Gamma & \vdash \text{app}(f_e, s_e, t_e) : T_e & \Gamma & \vdash s_i : S_i & \Gamma & \vdash \text{app}(f_i, s_i, t_i) : T_i & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) \quad \text{(TI-SAFEAPP)} \\
\Gamma & \vdash s_e : S_e & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) \quad \text{(TI-SAFEAPP)} \\
\Gamma & \vdash t_e : T_e & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) \quad \text{(TI-SAFEAPP)} \\
\Gamma & \vdash s_i : S_i & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) \quad \text{(TI-SAFEAPP)} \\
\Gamma, x : T_e & \vdash t_e : S_e & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) \quad \text{(TI-SAFEAPP)} \\
\varnothing & \vdash t_i : T_i & \varnothing & \vdash t_e : T_e & \varnothing & \vdash t_i : T_i & \varnothing & \vdash t_e : T_e \quad \text{(TI-CAST)} \\
\Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) & \Gamma & \vdash \text{null} : !(S_i \rightarrow T_i) \quad \text{(TI-CAST)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 9** Typing rules of $\lambda_{null}$.  
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the types to match; hence the cast. This is another instance of a blame label being automatically inserted by desugaring. We will use the blame label \( I \): the \( I \) stands for *implicit*, indicating that the term being cast is from the implicit sublanguage. The \( i \) subscript indicates that it is an *internal* cast; that is, it does not occur at the boundary between the implicit and explicit sublanguages. To do the cast, we need the return type \( T_i \) of the function: this is why abstractions in the implicit sublanguage contain type annotations for the return type.

*DE-Import* This handles the case where we import a term from the implicit world into the explicit world. There are two desugarings that happen in this rule. The first is a standard desugaring that turns the import (effectively, a let binding) into a lambda abstraction that is immediately applied. In this way, we do not need to add let bindings to \( \lambda \). The second desugaring is the insertion of a cast that “guards” the transformation of the original implicit type \( T_i \) into the explicit type \( T_e \). The cast has blame label \( I \) to indicate that the term being cast is from the implicit world (conversely, we could say that the context using the term is from the explicit world).

*DI-Import* We also need a dual rule for importing a term from the *explicit* world into the implicit world. This rule does the same as (DE-Import), except that the cast now goes in the opposite direction: from \( T_e \) to \( T_i \). The cast is labelled with blame \( E \), indicating that the term being cast comes from the explicit sublanguage.
Again, implicit nulls are to blame!

The following lemma shows that nullification implies negative subtyping, and erasure implies positive subtyping. Then $S \leftarrow_N T$ implies $S <:-^* T$ and $T <:+^* S$, and $S \leftarrow_E T$ implies $S <:+^* T$ and $T <:-^* S$.

This is important because nullification is used to import implicit terms into the explicit world. The lemma shows that nullification implies negative subtyping, and casts where the arguments are negative subtypes never fail with negative blame. This means that if nullification-related casts fail, they do so by blaming the term being cast (which belongs to the implicit world), and never the context (which belongs to the explicit world). That is, the code with implicit nulls is at fault!

Dually, erasure is used to import explicit terms into the implicit world. Since erasure implies positive subtyping, then erasure-related casts can only fail with negative blame. That is, the context (which belongs to the implicit world) is at fault for erasure-related failures. Again, implicit nulls are to blame!
Theorem 20 (Desugaring preserves typing). Let $t_e$ and $t_i$ be explicit and implicit terms from $\lambda_{null}$, respectively. Then

- $\Gamma \vdash_e t_e : T_e \implies \Gamma \vdash D_e(t_e) : T_e$, and
- $\Gamma \vdash_i t_i : T_i \implies \Gamma \vdash D_i(t_i) : T_i$

Definition 21 (Set of user-written blame labels in a term). We will denote the set of user-written blame labels in a term $t$ of $\lambda_{null}^*$ by $\text{labels}(t)$. We do not give an explicit definition here, but $\text{labels}(t)$ can be defined inductively on the structure of terms. Notice that user-written blame labels can only come from implicit casts $s_i : S_i \implies^p T_i$.

The next theorem is our main result: it characterizes the failures that can occur while evaluating a (desugared) $\lambda_{null}$ term. Specifically, it says that:

- Upcasts within the explicit world, which have blame $E_{\text{int}}$, are never blamed for failures, neither positively nor negatively.
- Interop casts that result from importing an implicit term into an explicit term can only fail with positive blame, that is, they blame $E$. This means the term being cast, which originated in the implicit sublanguage, is at fault.
- Interop casts that result from importing an explicit term into an implicit term can only fail with negative blame, that is, they blame $E$. If the blame is $E$, then the context surrounding the term being cast is at fault; in this case, the term being cast comes from the explicit sublanguage, so the context is in the implicit sublanguage.
- Internal casts tagged with $I_{\text{int}}$, which result from desugaring $\lambda(x : S_i).(s_i : T_i)$ expressions, are never blamed for failures, neither positively nor negatively. That is, the desugaring does not introduce faulty casts.
- User-written casts $(s_i : S_i \implies^p T_i)$ within the implicit sublanguage can still be blamed, but that is expected because some of those casts are indeed unsafe.

Theorem 22 (Explicitly nullable programs can’t be blamed). Let $t$ be a term of $\lambda_{null}^*$. Suppose that $\{I, T, I_{\text{int}}, I_{\text{int}}, E, E_{\text{int}}, E_{\text{int}}, E_{\text{int}}\} \cap \text{labels}(t) = \emptyset$. Further, suppose that $t$ is well-typed under $\vdash_e$ or $\vdash_i$ and a context $\Gamma$. Then

- If $t = t_e$, then $D_e(t_e)$ safe for $\{E_{\text{int}}, E_{\text{int}}, I, E, I_{\text{int}}, I_{\text{int}}\}$. \footnote{The notation $t$ safe for $L$, where $L$ is a set of blame labels, indicates that $t$ is safe for $L$ for every $l \in L$.}
- If $t = t_i$, then $D_i(t_i)$ safe for $\{E_{\text{int}}, E_{\text{int}}, I, E, I_{\text{int}}, I_{\text{int}}\}$.

Just like a central result in gradual typing is that “well-typed programs can’t be blamed” [27], we can summarize our main result as explicitly nullable programs can’t be blamed.

6 Coq Mechanization

All our results have been verified using the Coq theorem prover. The two main differences between the presentation of $\lambda_{null}$ in this paper and in the Coq proofs are:

- The definition of evaluation in the Coq code does not use evaluation contexts, unlike Figure 5. Instead, we have explicit rules for propagating errors.
- The definition of terms in the Coq code uses a locally-nameless representation of terms [5].

In the mechanization of the proofs, we used the Ott [21] and LNgen [2] tools, which automate the generation of some useful auxiliary lemmas from a description of the language grammar. In total, the Coq code has 4657 lines of code, of which 1423 are manually-written proofs, while the rest are either library code or automatically-generated by Ott and LNgen.
7 Related Work

The concept of blame comes from work on higher-order contracts by Findler and Felleisen [11]. The application of blame to gradual typing was pioneered by Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen [25], and Wadler and Findler [27]. We followed the latter closely when developing the operational semantics and safety proofs for $\lambda_{\text{null}}$. Our syntax for casts comes from Ahmed et al. [1]. Wadler [26] provides additional context on the use of blame for gradual typing.

The *gradual guarantee*, introduced by Siek et al. [23], is a property of gradually-typed languages that characterizes the behaviour of terms as type annotations are added or removed from a program. Roughly speaking, removing type annotations preserves program behaviour, while adding type annotations can lead only to certain classes of errors. In this way, languages that satisfy the gradual guarantee allow well-behaved migrations of untyped code into the typed world. Determining whether $\lambda_{\text{null}}$ satisfies a property analogous to the gradual guarantee remains future work.

Linking types [19] solve the related (and more general) problem of ensuring that typing guarantees that hold in one or more source languages (e.g. Java and Scala) continue to hold, after compilation, in a target language (e.g. JVM bytecode), even in the presence of linking. However, linking types require that the source languages be augmented with additional types (the linking types), and that the target language be sufficiently expressive. In the case of null interoperability for Java and Scala, for example, this would mean adding a notion of nullable types both to Java (the source language) and JVM bytecode (the target language). This makes the null interoperability problem trivial, but would require considerable additional effort, when compared to our approach.

Multiple modern programming languages have types that are non-nullable by default. Examples include Kotlin [16], Swift [13], C# [6], and (recently) Scala [8]. In all of these, it is possible to recover nullability at the type level. For example, in Kotlin the type String is non-nullable, but String? is nullable. In Scala, nullability is expressed as a special case of *type unions*: String|Null represents nullable strings. Additionally, all of these languages also need to support some form of interoperability with a “less-precisely typed” language, where nullability remains implicit and is not tracked in the types. In the Kotlin and Scala case, the less-precisely typed language is Java; for Swift, it is Objective-C; and for C#, it is any language that compiles to the .NET runtime.

All of the languages above make pragmatic design decisions in their null interoperability. Specifically, their versions of type nullification trade off soundness for usability. For example, in Kotlin, a String type flowing from Java is translated as the *platform type* [14] String!, as opposed to String?. Platform types allow different kinds of unsound, yet convenient, behaviour. For example, we can select fields and methods on a platform type, or assign a platform type to the corresponding non-nullable type (e.g. assign a String! to a String). Naturally, these unsafe operations might fail at runtime. Similarly to platform types in Kotlin, Swift has implicitly unwrapped optionals and Scala has an UncheckedNull type (which has fewer soundness holes, but does not help as much with usability).

The design of $\lambda_{\text{null}}^*$ was inspired by null interoperability in Scala and Kotlin. The main difference is that type nullification is “sound” in $\lambda_{\text{null}}^*$: that is, the unsafe nullable type !(S $\to$ T) is translated into the safe nullable type ?(S $\to$ T). However, as we have seen, nullability errors remain, which motivates the use of blame to assign responsibility.
In this paper, we looked at the problem of characterizing the nullability errors that occur from two interoperating languages: one with explicit `nulls`, the other with implicit `nulls`. We showed how the concept of `blame` from gradual typing can be co-opted to provide such a characterization. Specifically, by making type casts explicit and labelling casts with blame labels, we are able to assign responsibility for runtime failures. To formally study the use of blame for tracking nullability errors, we introduced $\lambda_{\text{null}}$, a calculus where terms can be explicitly nullable or implicitly nullable. We showed that even though evaluation of $\lambda_{\text{null}}$ terms can fail, such failures can be constrained if we restrict casts using positive and negative subtyping. Finally, we used $\lambda_{\text{null}}$ as the basis for a higher-level calculus, $\lambda_{\text{snull}}$, which more closely models language interoperability. Our main result is a theorem that says that explicitly nullable programs can’t be blamed for null interoperability errors in $\lambda_{\text{snull}}$.
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Go is a popular concurrent programming language thanks to its ability to efficiently combine concurrency and systems programming. In Go programs, a number of concurrency bugs can be caused by a mixture of data races and communication problems. In this paper, we develop a theory based on behavioural types to statically detect data races and deadlocks in Go programs. We first specify lock safety/liveness and data race properties over a Go program model, using the happens-before relation defined in the Go memory model. We represent these properties of programs in a $\mu$-calculus model of types, and validate them using type-level model-checking. We then extend the framework to account for Go’s channels, and implement a static verification tool which can detect concurrency errors. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first static verification framework of this kind for the Go language, uniformly analysing concurrency errors caused by a mix of shared memory accesses and asynchronous message-passing communications.
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1 Introduction

Go is a concurrent programming language designed by Google for "programming at scale" [35]. Over the last few years, it has seen rapid growth and adoption: for instance in 2018, major developer surveys [12] show that StackOverflow placed Go in the top 5 most loved and the top 5 most wanted languages; and Github has reported in [14] that Go was the 7th fastest growing language.

One of the core pillars of Go is concurrent programming features, including the locking of shared memory for thread synchronisation, and the use of explicit message passing through channels, inspired by process calculi concurrency models [22, 31]. In practice, shared accesses
to memory using locking mechanisms are unavoidable, and could be accidental. It is also of note that both shared memory and message passing operations provide a substantial part of the concurrency features of Go, and are the ones that are more prone to misuse-induced bugs. These unsafe memory accesses may lead to data races, where programs silently enter an inconsistent execution state leading to hard-to-debug failures.

```go
func main() {
    var x int
    m := new(sync.RWMutex)
    go f(m, &x)
    m.RLock() // acquire the lock for reading
    x += 10 // write not protected by the lock
    m.RUnlock() // release the read-lock
    m.Lock() // acquire the lock for writing
    fmt.Println("x is", x)
    m.Unlock() // release the write-lock
}

func f(m *sync.RWMutex, ptr *int) {
    m.RLock()
    *ptr += 20 // write not protected by the lock
    m.RUnlock()
}
```

Figure 1 illustrates a Go program, which makes use of lock `m` to synchronise the `main` and `f` functions updating the content of variable `x`. On line 3, the statement `m := new(sync.RWMutex)` creates a new read-write lock `m`, called `RWMutex` in Go, used to guard memory accesses based on their status as readers or writers. The `RWMutex` object can then be passed around directly as on line 4, circumventing the issue that could arise if we copied the mutex structure instead. It can be locked for writing by calling its `Lock()` method, unlocked from writing handle with its `Unlock()` method, and locked and unlocked for reading with the `RLock()` and `RUnlock()` methods. Readers and writers are mutually exclusive, and writers are mutually exclusive to each other too (hence the name `Mutex`, for mutual exclusion lock), but an arbitrary number of readers can hold the lock at the same time. The `go` keyword in front of a function call on line 4 spawns a lightweight thread (called a goroutine) to execute the body of function `f`. The two parameters of function `f` – a `rwmutex` `m`, and an `int` pointer `ptr` – are shared between the caller and callee goroutines, `main` and `f`. Since concurrent access to the shared pointer `ptr` may introduce a data race, the developer tries to ensure serialised, mutually exclusive access to `ptr` in `f` and `x` in `main` by using read-locks. Using read-locks is unsafe in this case, allowing simultaneous write requests to `x` on lines 6 and 15, the program could then output “x is 20” with a bad scheduling, dropping the increase of 10 in the same thread as the print statement.

Figure 2 illustrates the same Go program, using the `RWMutex` feature correctly by putting writer sections of the code under writer locks. This alone prevents the data race seen in the first version of the program.

Go provides an optional runtime data race detector [48, 15] as a part of the Go compiler toolchain. The race detector is based on LLVM’s ThreadSanitizer [40, 45, 41] library, which detects races that manifest during execution. It can be enabled by building a program using the “-race” flag. During the program execution, the race detector creates up to four shadow words for every memory object to store historical accesses of the object. It compares every new access with the stored shadow word values to detect possible races. These runtime operations cause high overheads of the runtime detector (5–10 times overhead in memory usage and 2–20 times in execution time on average [15]), hence it is unrealistic to run it with
```go
func main() {
    var x int
    m := new(sync.RWMutex)
    go f(m, &x)
    m.Lock()  // acquire the lock for writing
    x += 10   // protected by the lock
    m.Unlock() // release the write-lock
    m.RLock() // acquire the lock for reading
    fmt.Println("x is", x)
    m.RUnlock() // release the read-lock
}

func f(m *sync.RWMutex, ptr *int) {
    m.Lock()
    *ptr += 20 // protected by the lock
    m.Unlock()
}
```

**Figure 2** Go program with RWMutex (safe).

Race detection turned on in production code; and because of that, race detection relies on extensive testing or fuzzing techniques [47, 43]. Moreover, as reported in [46], the detector fails to find many non-blocking bugs as it cannot keep a sufficiently long enough history; and its semantics does not capture Go specific non-blocking bugs.

The Go memory model [16] defines the behaviour of memory access in Go as a happens-before relation by a combination of shared memory and channel communications. It is also reported in [46] that the most difficult bugs to detect are caused when synchronisation mechanisms are used together with message passing operations. For instance, Go can use message passing for sharing memory (channel-as-lock) or passing pointers through channels (pointer-through-channel), which might lead to a serious non-blocking bug, i.e. the program may continue to execute in unwanted and incorrect states or corrupt data in its computations [46], due to subtle interplays with buffered asynchronous communications.

These motivate us to uniformly model, statically analyse and detect concurrent non-blocking/blocking shared memory/channel-communications bugs in Go, using a formal model based on a process calculus [22, 31].

**Figure 3** Overview of this paper.

**Contributions and Outline.** Figure 3 outlines the relationship between the results presented in this paper. This work proposes a uniform model which handles first shared memory concurrency (§ 2), and then message-passing concurrency (§ 7) based on concurrent behavioural types, and presents the theory, design and implementation of a concurrent bug detector for Go. We formalise a happens-before relation and several key safety and liveness properties in the process calculus following the Go memory model [16] (§ 3). More specifically, in this
work, we present the GoldyLocks language (GoL for short), used as a subset of processes of the Go language, and the behavioural types used to model mutual-exclusion locks and shared memory primitives. We then use this calculus and its types to tackle lock liveness and safety, as well as another form of safety: data race detection. Our further extension to channels (§7) enables us to detect the errors caused by a mixture of shared memory and message passing concurrency. The formulation of a happens-before relation and classification of a data race with respect to the Go memory model along with static analysis of this kind is, to the best of our knowledge, the first of its kind, at least for Go and its mixed memory management features.

Through type soundness and progress theorems of our behavioural typing system (§4, §5), we are able to represent properties of processes by those of types in the modal µ-calculus (§6). In this paper, we explore in particular the formal relationship between type-level properties given by the modal µ-calculus and process properties: we prove which subsets of GoL satisfy the properties of the types characterised by the modal µ-calculus (Theorem 30).

We also present a static analysis tool based on the theory. The tool infers from Go programs [3] the memory accesses, locks and message-passing primitives as behavioural types, and generates a µ-calculus model from these types [2]. We then apply the mCRL2 model checker [8] to detect blocking and non-blocking concurrency errors (§8). We conclude the paper with an overview of related works (§9).

Detailed proofs and additional material can be found in the full version of the paper [13]. The tool and benchmark are available from [2, 1, 3].

2 GoL: a Memory-Aware Core Language for Go

This section introduces a core language that models shared memory concurrency, dubbed GoldyLocks (simple subset of Go with shared memory primitives and locks only), shortened as GoL. GoL supports two key features for shared memory concurrency: (1) shared variables, created by a shared variable creation primitive, whose values can be read from and written to by multiple threads; and (2) locks and read-write locks (rwlocks) are modelled by creating a lock store, and recording how it is accessed by (read-)lock and (read-)unlock calls.
2.1 Syntax of GoL

The syntax of the calculus, together with the standard structural congruence $P \equiv P'$ (which includes $\equiv_{a}$), is given in Figure 4, where $e, e'$ range over expressions, $x, y$ over variables, $l, l'$ over locks, $u, u'$ over identifiers (either shared variables or locks) and $v$ over values (either local variables, natural numbers or booleans). We write $\bar{e}, \bar{u}, \bar{x}$ and $\bar{u}$ for a list of expressions, values, variables and names respectively, and use $\cdot$ as the concatenation operator.

Process syntax $(P, Q, R, \ldots)$ is given as follows. The prefix $\mu; P$ contains either (1) a silent action $\tau$; (2) a store action of $e$ in $\bar{x}$, $\text{store}(x, e)$; (3) a load action of $x$, bound to $y$ in the continuation, $y \leftarrow \text{load}(x)$; and (4) actions ($\ell$) for lock/unlock and read-lock/unlock on program locks (denoted by $l$).

There are three constructs for “new”: a new variable process $\text{new}(x : \sigma); P$ creates a new shared variable in the heap with payload type $\sigma$, binding it to $x$ in the continuation $P$; a new lock process $\text{new}(l); P$ creates a new program lock and $\text{newrw}(l); P$ creates a new program read-write lock, binding them to $l$ in the continuation. The syntax includes the conditional $\text{if } e \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q$, parallel process $P \parallel Q$, and the inactive process $0$ (often omitted).

A Go program is modelled as a program $P$ in GoL, written $\{D, \}_i \in I$ in $P$, which consists of a set of mutually recursive process definitions which encode the goroutines and functions used in the program, together with a process $p$ that encodes the program entry point ($\text{main}$). The entry point is usually modelled as $X_0(),$ a call to a defined process $X_0$. The entry point is the main process in a collection of mutually recursive process definitions (ranged over by $D$), parametrised by a list of (expressions and locks) variables.

Process variable $X$ is bound by definition $D$ of the form of $X(\bar{x}) = P$ where $\text{fn}(D) = \emptyset$. This is used by process call $X(\bar{e}, \bar{u})$ which denotes an instance of the process definition bound to $X$, with formal parameters instantiated to $\bar{e}$ and $\bar{u}$. Note that the entry point could take parameters, if the programmer wants the program to depend on user input data for example, but our examples never make use of that capability.

The part of the syntax denoted by the stores is runtime constructs which are generated during the execution (i.e., not written by the programmer and appearing as standalone parallel terms): a shared variable store $[x, \sigma :: v]$ contains message $v$ of type $\sigma$; and we represent five internal states of lock stores, situated on the last line of the left column, where the index $i$ is used for rwlocks and the superscripts $\ast$ and $\triangledown$ respectively denote locked and waiting locks. Restriction $(\nu u)P$ denotes the runtime handle $u$ for a lock or shared variable bound in $P$, and thus hidden from external processes.

Finally, the notation $\text{fn}(P)$ denotes the sets of free names (locks, shared variables, local variables), i.e., ones that have not been bound by a restriction operator $(\nu u)$, a definition $D$, a “new” construct, or a load action.

Example 1 (Processes from Figure 1 and Figure 2). The following process represents the code in Figure 1. We first separate the $\text{main}$ function in two parts: the part that instantiates the variable and lock, and spawns the side process in parallel to the continuation, that we call $X_0$; and the rest that processes in parallel to the second goroutine that we put in a separate process $P$. Process $Q$ is the representation of function $\text{f}$, that is run in the second goroutine.

\[
P_{\text{race}} \quad \text{in } X_0() \quad \begin{array}{l}
X_0 \quad \{ \text{new}(x : \text{int}); \text{newrw}(l); (P[x, l] \mid Q(x, l)) \} \\
P(y, z) = \text{lock}(z); t_1 \leftarrow \text{load}(y); \text{store}(y, t_1 + 10); \text{runlock}(z); \\
\text{lock}(z); t_2 \leftarrow \text{load}(y); \tau; \text{runlock}(z); 0 \\
Q(y, z) = \text{lock}(z); t_0 \leftarrow \text{load}(y); \text{store}(y, t_0 + 20); \text{runlock}(z); 0
\end{array}
\]
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The next process represents the code in Figure 2 in the same fashion as above.

\[ P_{\text{safe}} := \begin{cases} X_0 = \text{new}(x : \text{int}); \text{newrw}(l); \{ P(x, l) \mid Q(x, l) \} \\ P(y, z) = \text{lock}(z); t_1 \leftarrow \text{load}(y); \text{store}(y, t_1 + 10); \text{unlock}(z); \\ \text{lock}(z); t_2 \leftarrow \text{load}(y); \tau; \text{unlock}(z); 0 \\ Q(y, z) = \text{lock}(z); t_0 \leftarrow \text{load}(y); \text{store}(y, t_0 + 20); \text{unlock}(z); 0 \end{cases} \] in \( X_0 \)

2.2 Operational Semantics

The semantics of GoL is given by the labelled transition system (LTS) shown in Figure 5. The LTS system enables us to give a simple and uniform definition of barbs in Definition 5 and a formal correspondence with the modal µ-calculus described in § 6. The LTS rules are written \( P \xrightarrow{\alpha} P' \), where \( \alpha \) is a label of the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha & := o \mid o_m, e \\
o & := \langle \rangle \mid \langle \rangle \mid l(l) \mid u(l) \mid r(l) \mid \text{rul}(l) \mid r^l \mid r^l_{\nu_l} \mid r^l_{\nu_l} \mid \text{lock} \mid \text{unlock} \mid \tau \mid \tau_n \mid \tau \alpha := o_m \mid o_l
\end{align*}
\]

They can be either a data-dependent action \( o_m \) along with its data \( e \), used for synchronisation purposes on actions that transmit data, or a data-independent action \( o_l \) alone, used for synchronisation on actions that do not transmit meaningful data, and for the synchronisations \( \tau_n \) and silent action \( \tau \).

The actions in \( o_m \) define \( r\langle x \rangle \) (read), \( \langle w\langle x \rangle, e \rangle \) (write), \( \bar{r}\langle x \rangle \) and \( \bar{w}\langle x \rangle \) (dual actions) of a shared variable \( x \), where \( \iota \) denotes an occurrence (a position in the parallel composition) that is a string of 1s, 2s and stars. The actions in \( o_l \) define (1) \( l(l) \) (lock), \( u(l) \) (unlock), \( r(l) \) (read-lock) and \( \text{rul}(l) \) (read-unlock); (2) lock store actions, \( r^l \), \( r^{l_{\nu_l}} \), \( \text{lock} \), \( \text{unlock} \) and \( \text{lock} \) (whose purpose is to interact with each action in (1) to produce the lock synchronisation \( \tau_l \)); as well as (3) synchronisations \( \tau_n \) and silent actions.

Remark 2. (1) The write action \( \langle w\langle x \rangle, e \rangle \) uses occurrence \( \iota \) to denote the position of the thread which contains that action. By using occurrences, we can differentiate two writes on the same variable happening at the same time, and thereby formally define the notion of data race (see Definition 8); and (2) one lock store can produce several different actions which then produce lock synchronisation \( \tau_l \) with different lock primitives. This allows us to implement the properties with mCRL2 straightforwardly, cf. § 8.

We also define the general label \( o \) for actions, which only contains action markers and no data, and will be of use for data-independent marking later on, such as bars. Occurrences are ranged over by \( \iota, \iota', \ldots \), where \( \ast \) denotes the empty occurrence, while \( 1, \iota \) (resp. \( 2, \iota \)) denotes the left (resp. right) shift of \( \iota \). The left and right shifting operators on action \( o \), left (\( \alpha \)) and right (\( \alpha \)), are defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{left}((w\langle x \rangle, e), e) &= (w\langle x \rangle, 1, \iota), e \quad \text{and} \quad \text{right}((w\langle x \rangle, e), e) &= (w\langle x \rangle, 2, \iota), e
\end{align*}
\]

with \( \text{left}(\alpha) = \text{right}(\alpha) = \alpha \) if \( \alpha \neq (w\langle x \rangle, e), e \). Example 3 will explain the use of these operators with the LTS rules.

This LTS defines the semantics of shared variables, locks, and read-write locks which closely follow the specifications in [19]. We first highlight the operational semantics of locks from [17] and rwlocks from [18]. A lock is a mutual exclusion lock. It must not be copied after its first use: a lock \( l \) is created by \( \text{new}(l) \), which is guaranteed fresh by the “(new)” operation. It is then locked by \( \text{lock}(l) \) and unlocked by \( \text{unlock}(l) \). A read-write lock (rwlock) is a reader/writer mutual exclusion lock. The lock can be held by an arbitrary number of readers or a single writer. The zero value for a rwlock is an unlocked state. If a
we annotate a freshly created rwlock by the counter value of its payload data type, and that can be written to or read by any process within corresponding unlock (by Lock call are released. This is to ensure that the lock eventually becomes available to writers; a

A newl

| [newl] | neww(l); P → (νl)(P | [l]) |
|--------|--------------------------|

| [par-l] | P → P' |
| [par-h] | Q → Q' |

if e then P else Q → P |

if e then P else Q → Q |

P σv | Q → R |

X(ε, δ) | Q → R |

Figure 5 LTS Reduction Semantics for the Processes.

goroutine holds a rwlock for reading and another goroutine calls Lock, no goroutine should expect to be able to acquire a read-lock until both the initial read-lock and the staged Lock call are released. This is to ensure that the lock eventually becomes available to writers; a blocked Lock call excludes new readers from acquiring the lock. To model this situation, we annotate a freshly created rwlock by the counter i (instanciated at 0 by [neww]); this counter is incremented by any fired read-lock (by [c-block]), and blocked from increasing if a Lock action gets staged by [c-wait], note how the Lock action is not consumed by this rule; then it is unlocked by read-unlock calls (by [c-bulck]) until the pending number of read-locks becomes 0, and finally write-locked (by [c-lock]) and further unlocked by the corresponding unlock (by [c-ulck]), if a Lock was previously staged by [c-wait].

A shared variable is implemented at runtime by a named area in the store, which stores a value of its payload data type, and that can be written to or read by any process within its scope. It is created by [newv] with an initial value for declared type σ (0 for int, false for bool, etc.), accessed for reading by [c-l] and for writing by [c-st].
The \( [\text{par-} \ast] \) rules are explained in Example 3 below.

- **Example 3 (Occurrences).** Let \( P = \text{store}(x, e); P' \), \( Q = \text{store}(x, e'); Q' \) and \( R = z \leftarrow \text{load}(x); R' \). It follows \( P, Q \xrightarrow{[w(x), \ast, e]} P', Q \xrightarrow{[w(x), \ast, e']} Q' \) and \( R, r(x), v \xrightarrow{r(x), v} R' \{v/z\} \).

If we compose \( P \) and \( Q \), we use \( [\text{par-l}] \) and \( [\text{par-r}] \) to determine the new reductions:

\[
\begin{align*}
P \parallel Q & \xrightarrow{(w(x), 1, \ast, e)} P' \parallel Q \\
(P \parallel Q) \parallel R & \xrightarrow{(w(x), 1, \ast, e)} (P' \parallel Q) \parallel R
\end{align*}
\]

For process definitions, we implicitly assume the existence of an ambient set of definitions \( \{D_i\}_{i \in I} \). Rule \( [\text{par}] \) replaces \( X \) by the corresponding process definition (according to the underlying definition environment), instantiating the parameters accordingly. The remaining rules are standard from process calculus literature [36]. We define \( \rightarrow \) as \( \equiv \rightarrow \equiv \cup \equiv \stackrel{\ast}{\rightarrow} \equiv \).

We define a normal form for terms, which is used later in § 6:

- **Definition 4 (Normal Form).** A term \( P \) is in normal form if \( P = (\nu u)P' \) and \( P' \neq (\nu u)P'' \).

We note that, with structural congruence, every well-formed term can be transformed to normal form, and we can then study reduction up to normal form, in order to witness synchronisation actions on channels, memory and mutex.

## 3 Defining Safety and Liveness: Data Race and Happens-Before

We define the properties of data race freedom and lock safety/liveness through barbs (§ 3.1). A **data race** happens when two writers (or a reader and a writer) can concurrently access the same shared variable at the same time. **Unsafe lock access** happens if (1) unlock happens before lock happens or before waiting read-unlocks release the lock; or (2) read-unlock happens before read-lock happens or after a lock call accesses the process lock. **Lock liveness** identifies the ability of (read-)lock requests to always eventually fire. Our first main result is a formalisation of the happens-before relation and other properties specified in the Go memory model [16] and a correspondence between a data race characterisation through the happens before relation and another characterisation of a data race through barbs.

### 3.1 Safety and Liveness Properties through Barbs

We first define barbed process predicates [32] introducing predicates for locks and shared variable accesses. The predicate \( P \downarrow_{\alpha} \) means that \( P \) immediately offers a visible action \( \alpha \).

- **Definition 5 (Process bars).** The bars are defined as follows:

Prefix Actions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{store}(x, e) & \downarrow_{(w(x), \ast, e)} \\
\text{load}(x) & \downarrow_{(r(x), \ast)} \\
\text{lock}(l) & \downarrow_{(l)} \\
\text{unlock}(l) & \downarrow_{(l)} \\
\text{rlock}(l) & \downarrow_{(l)} \\
\text{runlock}(l) & \downarrow_{(l)}
\end{align*}
\]

Programs: if \( P \xrightarrow{\alpha} P' \) where \( \alpha = o_m \) is an action over a shared variable, or \( P \xrightarrow{a} P' \) where \( a = o_l \) is \( \tau_u \) or a lock action, then \( P \downarrow_{\alpha} \).
We now define the happens-before relation, closely following [16], and investigate its relationship with data races. The happens-before relation between actions o and o’, denoted by $P \triangleright o \rightarrow o'$, is defined in Figure 6. It is a binary relation which is transitive, non-reflexive and non-symmetric, where $o, o' \in \{(w(x), 1), r(x), 1(l), ul(l), rl(l), rul(l)\}$. The operation left(o) denotes that occurrence o in o changes to 1, left as before by left(((w(x), 1), (w(x), 1), 1, 1), otherwise left(o) = o. The rules follow the specification in [16].

Rule (CON) specifies that within a single goroutine, the happens-before order is the order expressed by the program. Rule (RED) gives a form of inheritance: if $P$ reduces to $P'$ and $P'$ has an order between two actions, then $P$ accepts this order as valid as well, as it is a possible future. However, if $P \triangleright o \rightarrow o'$, it does not necessarily hold for all of $P$’s reductions.

Rule (PAR-L) replaces (w(x), 1) with (w(x), 1, 1) if o or o’ is a write action. Rule (PAR-R) is symmetric. Rules (U-L), (RU-L), (U-RL) and (L-RL) specify the ordering between (read)locks and (read)unlock, following the reduction semantics.

The following definition states that if a write action happens concurrently with another write action or a read action to the same variable, the program has a data-race.
Definition 8 (Data Race). Program $P$ has a data race if there exist two distinct actions $o_1 \neq o_2$, two distinct occurrences $\iota \neq \iota'$, and $P \rightarrow^* (\nu \iota) P$, with $o_1 = (w(x), \iota)$ and $o_2 \in \{(w(x), \iota'), t(x)\}$, such that $P \Downarrow o_1$, $P \Downarrow o_2$, $\neg(P \Downarrow o_1 \Rightarrow o_2)$ and $\neg(P \Downarrow o_2 \Rightarrow o_1)$. Program $P$ is data race free if it has no data race.

The following theorem states that the data race defined with the happens-before relation coincides with the characterisation given by barbs. The proof is by induction, see [13].

Theorem 9 (Characterisation of Data Race). $P$ has a data race if and only if there exists $P$ such that $P \rightarrow^* (\nu \iota) P$ with $P \Downarrow o_1$, $P \Downarrow o_2$, $o_1 = (w(x), \iota)$, $o_2 \in \{(w(x), \iota'), t(x)\}$ and $\iota \neq \iota'$.

Example 10 (Processes from Figure 1). We show a possible reduction of $P_{\text{race}}$ in Example 1 that causes the (bad) race.

$$
\begin{align*}
P_{\text{race}} &= \text{new}(x : \text{int}); \text{newrw}(l); \left( \begin{array}{l}
\text{lock}(l); t_1 \leftarrow \text{load}(x); \text{store}(x, t_1 + 10); \text{unlock}(l); \\
\text{lock}(l); t_2 \leftarrow \text{load}(x); x; \text{unlock}(l); 0
\end{array} \right) \\
\rightarrow^2 (\nu xl) &\left( \begin{array}{l}
\text{lock}(l); t_1 \leftarrow \text{load}(x); \text{store}(x, t_1 + 10); \text{unlock}(l); \\
\text{lock}(l); t_2 \leftarrow \text{load}(x); x; \text{unlock}(l); 0
\end{array} \right)
\end{align*}
$$

Note that the first line is obtained by rewriting using the process definition structure and the $\text{[bar]}$ rule, that tells us the rewritten program and the program with calls share the same reductions. Then we have $P \Downarrow (w(x), 1.1.1.1)$ and $P' \Downarrow (w(x), 1.1.2.1)$, hence $P_{\text{race}}$ has a data race.

On the other hand, $P_{\text{safe}}$ is data race free, which is ensured by checking every reduction chain of the process for the absence of data race.

4 A Behavioural Typing System for GoL

Our typing system introduces types for locks and shared memory, representing the status of runtime processes accessing to shared variables. It serves as a behavioural abstraction of a valid GoL program, where types take the form of CCS processes with name creation.

4.1 Behavioural Types with Shared Variables and Mutexes

The syntax of types ($T, S, \ldots$) and the structural congruence for the types are given in Figure 7. The type $\nu; T$ denotes a store $w(u)$, load $r(u)$ of shared variable $u$, lock $l(l)$, unlock $u(l)$, lock $r(l)$, runlock $u(l)$ of a (rw)lock $l$, followed by the behaviour denoted by type $T$. It also includes an explicit silent action $\tau$ followed by the behaviour $T_P$.

The type constructs $x^\bullet, [l]^\bullet, [l]^\tau, \langle l \rangle^\bullet, \langle l \rangle^\tau$ denote the type representations of runtime shared variable, unlocked and locked locks, unlocked (or read-locked), locked and lock-waiting rwlocks, respectively. Types for variables and locks include shared variable and (rw)lock creation $\text{new}(x); T$, $\text{new}(l); T$ and $\text{newrw}(l); T$ which respectively bind $x$ and $l$ in $T$. $\text{fn}(T)$ denotes the set of free names of type $T$.

4.2 Typing System with Shared Variables and Mutexes

Our typing system is defined in Figure 8.

The judgement $(\Gamma \vdash P : T)$, where $\Gamma$ is a typing environment that maintains information about locks and shared variables, and types the part of a term explicitly written by the developer. We write $\Gamma \vdash J$ for $J \in \Gamma$ and $\Gamma \vdash e : \sigma$ to state that the expression $e$ is well-typed.
Figure 7 Syntax of the types.

according to the types of variables in Γ. We write \( u:t \) for the typing of a name in generality, which can be (1) \( x:\text{var}(\sigma) \) to denote a shared variable \( x \) with stored value type \( \sigma \) and (2) \( l:\text{Lock} \) to state that \( l \) is a (rw)lock. We omit the rules of expressions \( e \). We write \( \text{dom}(\Gamma) \) to denote the set of locks and shared variable bindings in \( \Gamma \).

The rules are as follows. Rules \( \langle \text{load} \rangle \) and \( \langle \text{wto} \rangle \) type load and store types for shared variable \( x \) where the type of the stored value matches the payload type \( \sigma \) of value \( x \), and the continuation \( P \) has type \( T \). Rules \( \langle \text{lock} \rangle \) and \( \langle \text{unlock} \rangle \) (and \( \text{unlock} \) and \( \text{unlock} \)) type the lock actions in processes by corresponding types. There is no payload type to check, only that the lock name is associated to a lock or read-write lock. Rules \( \langle \text{newv} \rangle \) and \( \langle \text{newam} \rangle \) (resp. \( \langle \text{newwam} \rangle \)) allocate a fresh shared variable name with payload type \( \sigma \) or a lock (resp. rwlock). Other context rules are standard.

The judgement \( (\Gamma \vdash_B P \triangleright T) \) represents the creation of a process during execution of a program and provides the invariants to prove the type safety. \( B \) is a set of shared variables and locks with associated runtime buffers to ensure their uniqueness. A shared variable heap is typed with rule \( \langle \text{head} \rangle \), and all five states of locks are typed by corresponding lock types. Restriction is typed here, as it takes the relevant type out of the typing context and removes context rules are standard.

The judgement \( (\Gamma \vdash_B P \triangleright T) \) types a program, that consists of a process and a set of runtime stores, accordingly to their respective types.

We use the structural congruence on types to define normal forms of types in the same way as done for GoL terms in Definition 4, and study further properties on types up to normal form. Examples of typing of processes can be found in Example 11.

Example 11. The unsafe program of Figure 1, modelled by process \( P_{\text{race}} \) in Example 1, has the following type:

\[
\begin{align*}
T_{\text{race}} := & \begin{cases} 
\ell_0 := \text{new}(x); \text{newrwrl}(l); (t_\text{Q}(x,l) | t_\text{Q}(x,l)) \\
\ell_1 := \text{new}(x); \text{newrwrl}(l); (t_\text{P}(x,l) | t_\text{Q}(x,l)) \\
\ell_2 := \text{new}(x); \text{newrwrl}(l); (t_\text{Q}(x,l) | t_\text{Q}(x,l)) \\
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

The safe version in Figure 2, modelled by process \( P_{\text{safe}} \) in Example 1, has type:

\[
\begin{align*}
T_{\text{safe}} := & \begin{cases} 
\ell_0 := \text{new}(x); \text{newrwrl}(l); (t_\text{P}(x,l) | t_\text{Q}(x,l)) \\
\ell_1 := \text{new}(x); \text{newrwrl}(l); (t_\text{Q}(x,l) | t_\text{Q}(x,l)) \\
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Operational Semantics of the Behavioural Types

This section defines the semantics of our types. The labels, ranged over by \( o,o' \), have the form:
The labels denote the actions introduced in this paper: load and store actions, lock, unlock, same quirk as in processes: store. Equivalent rules for rwlocks act the same as in the processes. Pay attention to the

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Rule} & \text{Rules} \\
\hline
\text{c-lck} & \text{c-heap} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

The semantics of our types is given by the labelled transition system (LTS) (modulo

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Variable} & \text{Values} \\
\hline
\begin{array}{c}
\text{lck} \\
\text{heap} \\
\text{def}
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\text{x} \\
\text{u} \\
\text{a}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

makes a lock to be closed, and rule \text{[unlock]} makes a claimed lock.

Rules \text{[r-lck]} and \text{[r-ulck]} make the corresponding actions to synchronise with their associated lock store. Equivalent rules for rwlocks act the same as in the processes. Pay attention to the same quirk as in processes: \text{[r-wait]} does not consume the lock action in \text{T}, as this rules serves to forbid further read-lock calls from being executed if a lock call is staged.
### Lock and Memory actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>l(l); T</code></td>
<td>Read <code>l</code> to <code>T</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ul(l); T</code></td>
<td>Unlock <code>l</code> to <code>T</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>rl(l); T</code></td>
<td>Read lock <code>l</code> to <code>T</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>rul(l); T</code></td>
<td>Read unlock <code>l</code> to <code>T</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>load(x); T</code></td>
<td>Load <code>x</code> to <code>T</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Synchronisation rules

- **[c-heap]**: $T \rightsquigarrow T' \quad S \rightsquigarrow S' \quad o = (w(x), \tau, \tau)$

\[
T | S \rightsquigarrow T'R' | S'
\]

- **[c-loc]**: $T \rightsquigarrow T' \quad S \rightsquigarrow S'$

\[
T | S \rightsquigarrow T'R' | S'
\]

- **[c-ulck]**: $T \rightsquigarrow T' \quad S \rightsquigarrow S'$

\[
T \hat{\eta}(l_0) \quad T' \quad S \rightsquigarrow S'
\]

### Runtime structures creation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>`new(l); T \rightsquigarrow (\nu l) (T</td>
<td>l)`</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\text{new}(x); T \rightsquigarrow (\nu x) (T | x^*)
\]

### Context rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>T \rightsquigarrow T'</code></td>
<td>Immediate reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>\alpha</code></td>
<td>Application rule</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Example 12

The unsafe version of Figure 1, modelled by process $P_{\text{race}}$ in Example 1 and typed by $T_{\text{race}}$ in Example 11, has the following possible reduction (following the same reduction order as Example 10):}

\[
T_{\text{race}} = \text{new}(x); \text{newrw}(l); \langle rl(l); r(x); w(x); rl(l); r(x); \tau; rl(l); 0 \rangle \rightarrow 2 \langle (\nu x)l \rangle (rl(l); r(x); w(x); rl(l); r(x); \tau; rl(l); 0) \rightarrow 6 \langle (\nu x)l \rangle (w(x); rl(l); r(x); \tau; rl(l); 0) = (\nu x)l) T'
\]

We note that $T'$ is a type of $P'$ which has a data race in Example 10.
5 Properties of GoL Processes and Types

This section proves two main results, the subject reduction and progress properties with respect to behavioural types. Our goal is to classify subsets of GoL programs for which liveness, data race freedom and safety coincide with liveness, data race freedom and safety of their types. Detailed proofs for this section are available in [13].

5.1 Type soundness of GoL processes

A basic property for types is to be preserved under structural congruence and to be able to reduce the same as the process.

- **Proposition 13 (Subject Congruence).** If $\Gamma \vdash_B P \to T$ and $P \equiv P'$, then $\exists \Gamma' \equiv T$ such that $\Gamma \vdash_B P' \to T'$.

The following type soundness theorem shows that behaviours of processes can be simulated by behaviours of types.

- **Theorem 14 (Subject Reduction).** If $\Gamma \vdash_B P \to T$ and $P \to P'$, then $\exists \Gamma' \equiv T'$ such that $\Gamma \vdash_B P' \to T'$.

The following progress theorem says that the action availability on types infers that on processes.

We first need to define *barbs* to represent capabilities of a type at a given time in reduction, akin to how process barbs are defined in Definition 5.

- **Definition 15 (Type Barbs).** The barbs on types are defined as follows:
  
  - **Prefix Actions:** $w(x) \downarrow_{(w(x), \ast)}$; $r(x) \downarrow_{r(x)}$; $l(l) \downarrow_{l(l)}$; $\text{ul}(l) \downarrow_{\text{ul}(l)}$; $\text{rl}(l) \downarrow_{\text{rl}(l)}$
  
  - **Types:** if $T \xrightarrow{o} T'$ where $o$ is a communication action over a shared variable or $\tau_u$ or a lock action, then $T \downarrow_o$.

- **Theorem 16 (Progress).** Suppose $\Gamma \vdash P \to T$. Then if $T \xrightarrow{o} T_0$ for $o \in \{\tau_u, \tau\}$ for some heap or lock $u$, then there exists $P', T'$ such that $P \to P'$, $T \xrightarrow{o} T'$, and $\Gamma \vdash P' \to T'$.

To prove this theorem, we use a lemma which shows a correspondence of barbs between processes and types (defined similarly with barbs of processes, cf Definition 15). Note that in Theorem 16, $T'$ and $T_0$ might be different. This is because a selection type (i.e. the internal choice) can reduce non-deterministically but the corresponding conditional process usually is deterministic.

5.2 Safety and Liveness for Types

In this subsection, we define safety and liveness for types, which correspond to Definitions 6, 7 and 8, respectively.

- **Definition 17 (Safety).** Type $T$ is safe if for all $T$ such that $T \to^* (\nu u)T$, (a) if $T \downarrow_{ul(l)}$ then $T \downarrow_{\tau} T'$; and (b) if $T \downarrow_{ul(l)}$, then $T \downarrow_{ul(l)} T'$.

- **Definition 18 (Liveness).** Type $T$ is live if for all $T$ such that $T \to^* (\nu u)T$, if $T \downarrow_{l(l)}$ or $T \downarrow_{ul(l)}$, then $T \downarrow_{\tau}$.

- **Definition 19 (Data Race).** $T$ has a data race if and only if there exists $T$ such that $T \to^* (\nu u)T$ with $T \downarrow_{a_1}, T \downarrow_{a_2}$, $a_1 = (w(x), \iota), a_2 \in \{(w(x), \iota'), \tau(x)\}$ and $\iota \neq \iota'$.

We say that $T$ is data race free if it has no data race.
5.3 Liveness and Safety for Typed GoL

In this section, we state several propositions and theorems adapted from [27] to our new process and types primitives and their LTSs. Our goal is to classify subsets of GoL programs for which liveness, data race freedom and safety coincide with liveness, data race freedom and safety of their types.

First, we prove that safety and data race freedom (which is a form of safety) have no restriction, and that proving that a type is safe always entails the associated program is safe.

▶ Theorem 20 (Process Safety and Data Race Freedom). Suppose $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright T$ and $T$ is safe (resp. data race free). Then $P$ is safe (resp. data race free).

We then prove that liveness of types is equivalent to liveness of programs for a subset of the GoL programs, in three steps: (1) programs that always have a terminating path, (2) finite branching programs, and (3) programs that simulate non-deterministic branching in infinitely recurring conditionals.

We first study the case of programs that always have a path to termination:

▶ Definition 21 (May Converging Program). Let $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright T$. We write $P \in \text{May} \Downarrow$ if for all $P \rightarrow^\ast P'$, $P' \not\rightarrow^\ast 0$.

An example of May Converging program is the following program, where process $P$ loops and alternates $x$ to values 1 and 0 until the end flag is set, and $Q$ loops reading $x$ until it reads a value 0, in which case it sets the end flag and returns:

$$P_{mc} := \begin{cases} X_0 &= \text{new}(x : \text{int}); \text{new}(\text{end} : \text{bool}); \text{newrwl}(l); \\
(P(x, \text{end}, l) \mid Q(x, \text{end}, l)) \\
\end{cases}$$

The next proposition states that on these programs, proving liveness of their types is enough to ensure liveness of the associated program.

▶ Proposition 22. Assume $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright T$ and $T$ is live. (1) Suppose there exists $P'$ such that $P \rightarrow^\ast P'$, $P' \not\rightarrow^\ast 0$. Then $P' \equiv 0$; and (2) If $P \in \text{May}_\Downarrow$, then $P$ is live.

We now need to define a subset of May Converging programs, that is the set of always terminating programs. This is needed because our implementation, that we describe in §8, only allows to check and ensure liveness for terminating programs, ie. the result of our tool for liveness is assured to coincide with actual program liveness only on terminating programs.

Note that the tool is able to model check non-terminating programs (under the assumption they don’t spawn an unbounded amount of new threads), but may in rare instances lead to a false positive, due to the approximations the model checker has to make in this case.

▶ Definition 23 (Terminating Program). We write $P \in \text{Terminate}$ if there exists some non-negative number $n$ such that, for all $P$ such that $P \rightarrow^n P'$, $P' \not\rightarrow^\ast$. The following proposition states that this subset of programs is included in the set of May Converging programs. We note that this inclusion is strict: a program that may loop forever on a select construct, with a timeout branch that terminates the program, is May Converging but not terminating in the sense of the above definition, as we may always find a reduction path that continues longer than any finite bound.
\[\text{Proposition 24. } P \in \text{Terminate} \text{ implies } P \in \text{May}_0.\]

**Proof.** By definition of the May Converging set of programs, all programs that always converge are May Converging. ▶

\[\text{Example 25.} \text{ Note that the running examples we defined in Figure 1 and 2 are both terminating, and so are their modelling processes given in Example 1.}\]

The next set of programs we highlight is finite branching programs. We first define a series of items, including deterministic marking of conditionals and the set of infinitely branching programs, in order to grab everything not infinitely branching (ie. outside of the defined set).

**Marked Programs.** Given a program \( P \) we define its marking, written \( \text{mark}(P) \), as the program obtained by deterministically labelling every occurrence of a conditional of the form \( e \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q \) in \( P \), as if \( n \) \( e \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q \), such that \( n \) is distinct natural number for all conditionals in \( P \).

**Marked Reduction Semantics.** We modify the marked reduction semantics, written \( P \rightarrow P' \), stating that program \( P \) reduces to \( P' \) in a single step, performing action \( l \). The grammar of action labels is defined as: \( l := \alpha | n \cdot L | n \cdot R \) where \( \alpha \) denotes a non-conditional action, taking into account all existing actions and all rules expect \([nu]\) and \([nu']\). \( n \cdot L \) denotes a conditional branch marked with the natural number \( n \) in which the then branch is chosen, and \( n \cdot R \) denotes a conditional branch in which the else branch is chosen. Because of the changes in notations, conditional branches are not considered a standard reduction step in \( \rightarrow \) any more. The marked reduction semantics replace rules \([nu]\) and \([nu']\).

**Trace.** We define an execution trace of a program \( P \) as the potentially infinite sequence of action labels \( \bar{t} \) such that \( P \overset{t_1}{\rightarrow} P_1 \overset{t_2}{\rightarrow} \ldots \), with \( \bar{t} = \{l_1, l_2 \ldots \} \). We write \( \mathcal{T}_P \) for the set of all possible traces of a process \( P \).

**Reduction Contexts** are given by: \( C_r := [ ] | (P | C_r) | (C_r | P) | (nu)C_r \).

**Infinite Conditional.** We say that \( P \) has infinite conditionals, written as \( P \in \text{Inf} \), if \( \text{mark}(P) \rightarrow* C_r \) [if \( n \) \( e \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q \) = \( R \), for some \( n \), and \( R \) has an infinite trace where \( n \cdot L \) or \( n \cdot R \) appears infinitely often. We say that such an \( n \) is an infinite conditional mark and write \( \text{InfCond}(P) \) for the set of all such marks.

We state in the next proposition that finite branching programs can be ensured live by checking for liveness of their types.

\[\text{Proposition 26 (Liveness for Finite Branching). } \Gamma \vdash P \Rightarrow T \text{ and } T \text{ is live and } P \not\in \text{Inf}. \text{ Then } P \text{ is live.}\]

An example of finite branching program is the Dining Philosophers problem:

\[P_{\text{dinephil}} := \begin{cases} \begin{align*} X_0 &= \text{new}(f_1; \text{int}); \text{new}(f_2; \text{int}); \text{new}(f_3; \text{int}); \\ &\text{new}(l_1); \text{new}(l_2); \text{new}(l_3); \\ &\left( P(f_1, f_2, l_1, 2, l_2) \mid P(f_2, f_3, l_2, 3, l_3) \right) \end{align*} \end{cases} \text{ in } X_0() \]

\[P(f_1, f_r, l_r, id) = \begin{cases} \text{lock}(l_r); y \leftarrow \text{load}(f_1); \tau; \text{store}(f_1, id); \\ \text{lock}(l_r); z \leftarrow \text{load}(f_r); \tau; \text{store}(f_r, id + 2); \\ \text{unlock}(l_r); \text{unlock}(l_r); P(f_1, f_r, l_r, id) \end{cases} \]

Here, \( P \) defines the behaviour of a philosopher, trying to get a hold of both forks assigned to him, and then release them. Other implementations of this problem’s algorithm (including ones using channel communications) can be found in the full version [13].
Next we define in the infinite branching programs a subset containing only programs that simulate non-deterministic branching.

**Conditional Mapping.** The mapping \((P)^*\) replaces all occurrences of marked conditionals \(\text{if}^e \ e \ \text{then} \ P \ \text{else} \ Q\), such that \(n \in \text{InfCond}(P)\), with \(\text{if}^* \ e \ \text{then} \ P \ \text{else} \ Q\). Its reduction semantics follow the nondeterministic semantics of selection in types, reducing with a \(\tau\) label. This mapping is applicable to processes \(P\).

**Alternating Conditionals.** We say that \(P\) has alternating conditional branches, written \(P \in \text{AC}\), iff \(P \in \text{Inf}\) and if \(P \xrightarrow{\ast} (\nu \tilde{u})P\) then \(P \xrightarrow{o} \) implies \(P \xrightarrow{o}\). The concurrent version of the Prime Sieve [27, 33] is an example of program that has alternating conditionals. Our implementation of it in Go can be found in the full version [13], and is not detailed here as it uses channels, which we will introduce in an extension to this work in § 7. An other simple example of alternating conditionals is as follows:

\[
P_{\text{ac}} := \begin{cases} X_0 = \text{new}(x : \text{bool}); \text{new}(y : \text{int}); P(x, y) \\
P(b, i) = z \leftarrow \text{load}(b); \text{if} \ z \ \text{then} \ t \leftarrow \text{load}(i); \\
\text{store}(i, t + 1); \text{store}(b, \text{not}(z)); P(b, i) \ \text{else} \ \text{store}(b, \text{not}(z)); P(b, i) \end{cases}
\]

We finally state that programs in the alternating conditionals set can be ensured live by ensuring that their types are live.

▶ **Theorem 27** (Liveness). Suppose \(\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright T\) and \(T\) is live and \(P \in \text{AC}\). Then \(P\) is live.

To summarise this section, we identified three classes of GoL programs for which we can prove liveness by proving type liveness: (1) programs that always have access to a terminating path (Definition 21 and Proposition 22), including the strict subset of programs that always terminate within a finite number of reduction steps, similar to our running examples; (2) programs that do not exhibit an infinite branch containing an infinitely occurring conditional (Proposition 26), such as the Dining Philosophers problem (used in our benchmarks, see § 8 for more details); and (3) programs with infinite branches that contain infinitely occurring conditionals, with the condition that these infinitely occurring conditionals simulate a non-deterministic choice (Theorem 27), like our Prime Sieve implementation [27, 33] and the example presented above.

### 6 Verifying Program Properties: the Modal \(\mu\)-Calculus

In this section, we introduce the modal \(\mu\)-calculus and express various properties over the types. We then explain how the type-level properties are transposed to process-level properties, as proved in § 5.3.

#### 6.1 The Modal \(\mu\)-Calculus

We first define a pointed LTS for the types, to denote the capabilities available at this point in the simulation.

▶ **Definition 28** (Pointed LTS of types). We define the pointed LTS of a program’s types as:

\(\)A set of states \(S\), labelled by the (restriction-less) types accessible by reducing from the entrypoint \(t_0\) with \(\sim\) and \(\sim^\infty\); this entrypoint is defined as the type of the entrypoint \(X_0\) of the program: \(S := \{T : t_0 \xrightarrow{\ast} (\nu \tilde{u})T \text{ and } T \neq (\nu \tilde{u'})T'\} \).

A set of labelled transitions \(A\), in \(S \times S \times \{\tau, \tau_w\}: A := \{(T, T', o) : T, T' \in S \text{ and } T \xrightarrow{o} T'\} \).
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A set of barbs attached to each state, describing the actions its labelled type can take according to the set of barbs of this type. These take the form of the barbs as they were defined above: $\forall T \in S, F(T) := \{ \alpha : T \downarrow \alpha \}$.

The modal $\mu$-calculus is a calculus that allows to express temporal properties on such pointed LTS, like the fact that there exists an accessible state where some property is true, or the fact that some property is true in all reachable states. The syntax of these formulae is given below, where $\alpha$ is a set of barbs over the types available to the LTS of types, or transition actions $\tau$ or $\tau_a$ available as transitions to the LTS of types, as defined above:

$$
\phi := T \mid \bot \mid \neg \phi \mid \phi \land \phi \mid \phi \lor \phi \mid \phi \Rightarrow \phi \mid [\alpha] \phi \mid \langle \alpha \rangle \phi \mid \nu Z. \phi \mid \mu Z. \phi \mid Z
$$

$$
\alpha := \alpha + \alpha \mid \downarrow o \mid \downarrow o \mid \tau \mid \tau_a \mid S \quad S := \{ \tau_a : u \in \text{fn}(T) \} \cup \{ \tau \}
$$

The formulae contain the true and false constants, negation, implication, conjunction and disjunction (both of which can be generalised over a set of actions, where this set can be restrained by some condition).

The diamond modality, $\langle \alpha \rangle \phi$, is true when at least one of the actions in $\alpha$ is available from the current state and, if it is a barb then $\phi$ must be true in the current state, and if it is a transition action then $\phi$ must be true in the resulting state. If no action in $\alpha$ is available, then this formula is false. For example, $\langle \{ w(z) \Rightarrow 1 \} \rangle T$ holds on every state where a store action on $z$ is available as the main action, but not when the only store action available is labelled otherwise, e.g. 1.*.

The box modality, $[\alpha] \phi$, is valid when, for every state reachable by following an action in $\alpha$ from the current state, $\phi$ is true. This set of states can be empty, in case no action in $\alpha$ is available, in which case this formula is vacuously true. For example, $[\tau] \bot$ is true only when no $\tau$ transition is available to the current state of the pointed LTS of the type.

The lowest fixed point $\mu Z. \phi$ and greatest fixed point $\nu Z. \phi$ are the standard recursive constructs, where the least fixed point is the intersection of prefixed points, and the greatest fixed point is the union of postfixed points. That implies the following properties, given for understanding:

1. $\mu Z. Z = \bot$: the lowest fixed point defaults to false;
2. $\nu Z. Z = \top$: the greatest fixed point defaults to true;
3. if $\phi[Z := \psi] \Rightarrow \psi$ then $\mu Z. \phi \Rightarrow \psi$: the lowest fixed point can be expanded on the left of a logical implication;
4. if $\psi \Rightarrow \phi[Z := \psi]$ then $\psi \Rightarrow \nu Z. \phi$: the greatest fixed point can be expanded on the right of a logical implication.

To express that some modal $\mu$-calculus formula $\phi$ is true on a state labelled with type $T$ in the LTS $T$, we say that $T$ satisfies $\phi$ in the LTS $T$, written $T \models_{\tau} \phi$.

Two key properties that can be expressed are: $\phi$ is always true, which means that every state $T$ in $T$ satisfies that formula; and $\phi$ is eventually true which means that there exists a reachable state that satisfies this formula. These are expressed with the fixed-point modalities explained above:

$$
\text{Always } \phi: \quad \Psi(\phi) \equiv \nu Z. \phi \land [\neg]Z \quad \text{Eventually } \phi: \quad \Phi(\phi) \equiv \mu Z. \phi \lor (\neg)Z
$$

### 6.2 Properties of the Behavioural Types

Figure 10 defines the local properties we check on the states of the behavioural types LTS, which means they are defined for one state only. The global properties can be checked on the entrypoint of the LTS by checking for $\Psi(\phi)$, i.e. “always $\phi$".
Theorem 30


Property $\psi_{sa}$ checks for the first half of lock safety, that is a lock can only be unlocked if it is currently in locked state, and property $\psi_{sb}$ checks the second half of lock safety, that is a read/write-lock can only be read-unlocked one level if it is in a read-locked state currently.

Property $\psi_d$ states lock liveness, that is if a lock or read-lock action is staged, the same lock will eventually synchronise (and as such, when applied on a global level $\Psi(\psi_d)$, the lock or read-lock in question will eventually fire, since it becomes false if at any point there is a lock or read-lock staged but no future synchronisation on the lock). Remember that in our model, liveness of the types only entails liveness of the program if the program is in one of the subsets defined previously, in particular if the program terminates or only has alternating conditionals.

Finally, property $\psi_{rd}$ checks local data race freedom, that is if a write action is available on some variable $x$, then no other read or write action is available on the same variable in the current state. $\Psi(\psi_{rd})$ checks for data race freedom on the whole of accessible states, so checking that on the entrypoint $t_0$ of a type LTS $T$ ensures the type of the associated program is data race free, and thus that said program is data race free.

Example 29. We can check that the type $T'$ from Example 12 does not verify $\psi_{rd}$:

$$\psi_d = \left(\downarrow_{w(z),1.1.1.1} \uparrow w(z) \downarrow r(z) \perp \right) \land \left(\downarrow_{w(z),1.1.2.w} \uparrow w(z) \downarrow r(z) \perp \right)$$

which is false for $T'$, hence $T' \not\models_{\text{race}} \psi_{rd}$ : locally, $T'$ has a data race. Then $t_0 \not\models_{\text{race}} \Psi(\psi_d)$, meaning $T_{\text{race}}$ has a data race, since its associated entrypoint in its LTS $T_{\text{race}}$ does not satisfy data race freedom property $\Psi(\psi_d)$.

On the other hand, the type $T_{\text{safe}}$ from Example 12, modelling the safe version of our running example, verifies the data race freedom property, as well as safety and liveness:

$$T_{\text{safe}} \models_{\text{safe}} \Psi(\psi_d) \land \Psi(\psi_1) \land \Psi(\psi_{sa} \land \psi_{sb})$$

The types corresponding to the other examples in § 5.3 ($P_{\text{mc}}, P_{\text{dinephil}}$ and $P_{\text{ac}}$) are also safe, live and data race free.

The following theorem states that type-level model-checking can justify process properties under the conditions given in § 5.3. We define the pointed LTS of processes $T_P$ and the satisfaction property $P \models T_P \phi$ in the same way as they are defined for types in this section.

Theorem 30 (Model Checking of GoL processes). Suppose $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright T$.

1. If $T \models T_P \Psi(\phi)$ for $\phi \in \{\psi_{sa}, \psi_{sb}, \psi_{rd}\}$, then $P \models T_P \Psi(\phi)$.
2. If $T \models T_P \Psi(\psi_1)$ and either (a) $P \in \text{May}_\psi$ or (b) $P \not\in \text{Inf}$ or (c) $P \in \text{AC}$, then $P \models T_P \Psi(\psi_1)$.

func main() {
    var x int
    ch := make(chan int, 1)  ⇒ 2
    go f(ch, &x)
    ch <- Lock  // send to ch  ⇒ race
    x += 10  // protected by ch ⇒ race
    <-ch  // receive from ch
    ch <- Lock
    fmt.Println("x is", x)
    <-ch
}

func f(ch chan int, ptr *int) {
    ch <- Lock
    *ptr += 20  // protected by ch ⇒ race
    <-ch
}

Figure 11 Go programs: safe (size 1) ⇒ race (size 2).

7 Extending the framework for Go with channels

One of the core features of the Go language is the use of channels for communication in concurrent programming. In Go programs, a number of concurrency bugs can be caused by a mixture of data races and communication problems. In this section, we develop a theory which can uniformly analyse concurrency errors caused by a mix of shared memory accesses and asynchronous message-passing communications, integrating coherently our framework in [27, 28]. We include channel communications as a synchronisation primitive in our model for data race checking, following the official Go specification.

Figure 11 illustrates a Go program, which makes use of a channel ch to synchronise the main and f functions updating the content of the shared variable x. On line 3, the statement ch := make(chan int, num) creates a new shared channel ch with a buffer size of num for passing int values. Channels can be sent to or received from using the <- operator, where ch <- value and <-ch depict sending value to the channel and receiving from the channel respectively. At runtime, sending to a full channel (i.e. number of items in channel ≥ num), or receiving from an empty channel (i.e. number of items in channel = 0) blocks.

The go keyword in front of a function call on line 4 spawns a lightweight thread (called a goroutine) to execute the body of function f. The two parameters of function f – a channel ch, and an int pointer ptr – are shared between the caller and callee goroutines, main and f. Since concurrent access to the shared pointer ptr may introduce a data race, a pair of channel send and receive are used to ensure serialised, mutually exclusive access to ptr in f and x in main. If the buffer size of the shared channel is set to 2 by mistake (as denoted by ⇒ in line 3), allowing simultaneous write requests to x on lines 6 and 15, the program could output “x is 20” with a bad scheduling, dropping the increase of 10 in the same thread as the print statement. We use this program as our running example in this section.

7.1 Channels in Processes

We add to the processes the following constructs to account for channel actions (defined as π := c!(e) | c?⟨x⟩ | τ) and runtime buffer:

\[
P := \ldots | \pi; P \ | \text{close} c; P \ | \text{select} \{\pi_i; P_i\}_{i \in I} \ | \text{newchan} c; \sigma; n; P \ | c(\sigma; n); d \ | c^*(\sigma; n); d\]

Channels are ranged over by a, b, c, which are from now also included under the generic names u, and sets of channels are ranged over by b. The new syntax contains the ability to send and receive messages through channels, in capabilities under prefix π, and the ability
to close a channel. There is also a select construct that allows selection between several processes guarded by channel send or receive actions, or a silent action. Lastly, we can create a new channel, and there are two runtime constructs denoting respectively open and closed processes guarded by channel send or receive actions, or a silent action. Lastly, we can create to close a channel. There is also a

We add the structural congruence rules for queues, \((\nu c)c(\sigma,n) :: \vec{v} \equiv \text{nil} \land (\nu c)c(\sigma,n) :: \vec{v} \equiv 0\), and to the LTS the new corresponding reduction rules, along with their labels, shown in Figure 12. The rules include creating a new channel with \([\text{newc}]:\) sending to and receiving from a buffered channel with \([\text{out}]:\) and \([\text{in}]:\) closing a channel with \([\text{close}]:\) synchronous communications for channels with buffer size 0 using rule \([\text{scou}]:\) and reducing a select construct with \([\text{bba}]:\)

\textbf{Example 31 (Processes from Figure 11).} The following process represents the unsafe version of the code in Figure 11. As in Example 1, we separate the main function in two parts, the part that instantiates the variable and channel, and spawns the side process in parallel to the continuation; and two called processes \(P\) and \(Q\).

\[
P_{c \text{- race}} := \begin{cases} X_0 = \text{new}(x : \text{int}) ; \text{newchan}(\text{cint}, 2) ; (P(x,c) \mid Q(x,c)) & \text{in } X_0() \\ P(y,z) = z!(\text{Lock}) ; t_1 \leftarrow \text{load}(y) ; \text{store}(y,t_1+10) ; z?(u_1) ; z!(\text{Lock}) ; t_2 \leftarrow \text{load}(y) ; \tau ; z?(u_2) ; 0 \\ Q(y,z) = z!(\text{Lock}) ; t_0 \leftarrow \text{load}(y) ; \text{store}(y,t_0+20) ; z?(u_0) ; 0 \\ \end{cases}
\]

The safe version \(P_{c \text{- safe}}\) is the same, replacing the 2 for a 1 in the channel instanciation. This example reduces, like the one with a rwlock, allowing to see the possible data race:

\[
P_{c \text{- race}} \xrightarrow{\delta} (\nu x l) \begin{pmatrix} \text{store}(x,10) ; c?(u_1) ; \\ c!(\text{Lock}) ; t_2 \leftarrow \text{load}(x) ; \tau ; c?(u_2) ; 0 \\ \text{store}(x,20) ; c?(u_0) ; 0 \mid [x, \text{int} : 0] \mid c(\text{int}, 2) :: \text{Lock} \cdot \text{Lock} \end{pmatrix} = (\nu x l)P'
\]

\[7.2 \text{ Liveness and Safety for Channels} \]

To define the liveness and safety properties for channels, we first extend the barbs as follows:
Definition 32 (Process bars). The bars are expanded as follows:

prefix actions: \( c ? (x) \downarrow_c ; c ! (e) \downarrow_p \)

select: we add the rule:

\[ \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} : \pi_i; P_i \xrightarrow{a_i} P_i \land a_i \neq \tau \]

The rest is unchanged, but takes into account end actions, as well as buffer actions.

Next is extending the safety and liveness properties to channels, by adding the following definitions:

1. **Channel Safety**: A channel can be closed only once, and when closed should not be used to send a message. A closed channel can be used to receive an unbounded number of times though, and will yield a default value of the channel’s type when the queue is empty; and
2. **Channel Liveness**: no channel action blocks indefinitely, i.e. all channel actions lead to synchronisation on the channel eventually (or on a channel of the list of guarding actions for a select construct that has no silent action guard).

**Definition 33** (Channel Safety). Program \( P \) is **channel safe** if for all \( P \) such that \( P \rightarrow^* (ν\bar{u})P \), if \( P \downarrow_c \) then \( ¬(P \downarrow_{\text{end}}) \) and \( ¬(P \downarrow_\tau) \).

**Definition 34** (Channel Liveness). Program \( P \) satisfies **channel liveness** if for all \( P \) such that \( P \rightarrow^* (ν\bar{u})P \), (a) if \( P \downarrow_c \) or \( P \downarrow_\tau \) then \( P \downarrow_{\tau_i} \); and (b) if \( P \downarrow_\delta \) then \( P \downarrow_{\tau_i} \) for some \( c_i \in \text{fn} (\bar{u}) \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Left Hand Side</th>
<th>Right Hand Side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(BUF) ( P \downarrow_c \ P \downarrow_\tau )</td>
<td>( P \downarrow_\delta )</td>
<td>( \bar{v} = n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CL-RCV) ( P \downarrow_c )</td>
<td>( P \downarrow_\delta )</td>
<td>( \bar{v} = n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SOM) ( P \downarrow_\tau )</td>
<td>( P \downarrow_\delta )</td>
<td>( \bar{v} = n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(END) ( P \downarrow_{\text{end}} )</td>
<td>( P \downarrow_\delta )</td>
<td>( \bar{v} = n )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We omit the symmetric rules for most rules ending in a parallel process \( P \mid Q \).

**Figure 13** Rest of Go’s Happens-Before Relation.

The channel synchronisations for the happens-before relation are listed in Figure 13. They consist of channel communication according to the official Go memory model: a send happens-before the corresponding receive, and if the channel buffer size is \( n \), then the \( k \)-th receive happens-before the \( k + n \)-th send. We add on top of that that closing a channel happens-before any default value is received from it, and when a channel is closed, default values are emmitted by the closed buffer before the corresponding receive reads it.

We extend our behavioural types with the following constructs, mirroring process constructs, and using the syntax and semantics from [27, 28]:

\[ S; T := \ldots \mid \kappa; T \mid \text{end}[c]; T \mid \& \{κ_i; T_i\}_{i \in I} \mid (ν e^n)T \mid [c]\kappa \mid e^* \quad \kappa := \bar{c} \mid e \mid \tau \]

We show the typing rules for added channel constructs, which contain the new type primitives, in Figure 14. We also add the structure rules \( (νc)[c]\kappa \equiv 0 \) and \( (νc)e^* \equiv 0 \); and the LTS semantics for the communication primitives (Figure 15). They correspond to the ones found for the processes.
All results in § 5 hold as-is with the new definitions. We only add the new bars, like for processes (identical definition), and the following type properties:

- **Definition 35 (Channel Safety).** Type \( T \) is channel safe if for all \( T \) such that \( T \rightarrow^* (\nu \tilde{u}) T \), if \( T \downarrow_{\tilde{u}} \) then \( \neg(T \downarrow_{\nu \tilde{u}}) \) and \( \neg(T \downarrow_{\tau}) \).

- **Definition 36 (Channel Liveness).** Type \( T \) is channel live if for all \( T \) such that \( T \rightarrow^* (\nu \tilde{u}) T \), (a) if \( T \downarrow_{\tilde{u}} \) or \( T \downarrow_{\tau} \) then \( T \downarrow_{\tau} \); and (b) if \( T \downarrow_{\nu} \) then \( T \downarrow_{\nu \tilde{u}} \) for some \( c_i \in \text{fin}(\tilde{u}) \).

They correspond to the ones added for processes, and are integrated in other theorems of § 5.

### 7.3 Modal \( \mu \)-Calculus Properties for Channels

With extending to the channel primitives, all definitions in § 6 still hold with added properties in the modal \( \mu \)-calculus for channel liveness and safety. These are defined in Figure 16.

The model-checking result is also extended as the following theorem to capture the situation where shared memory and message passing co-exist.

- **Theorem 37 (Model Checking of GoL processes).** Suppose \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright T \).

  1. If \( T \models_{\tau} \Psi(\phi) \) for \( \phi \in \{ \psi_{n}, \psi_{s}, \psi_{l} \} \), then \( P \models_{\tau} \Psi(\phi) \).

  2. If \( T \models_{\tau} \Psi(\phi) \) for \( \phi \in \{ \psi_{r}, \psi_{\tilde{u}}, \psi_{l} \} \) and either (a) \( P \in \text{May}_{\tilde{u}} \) or (b) \( P \not\in \text{Inf} \) or (c) \( P \in \text{AC} \), then \( P \models_{\tau} \Psi(\phi) \).
1. Channel safety:
   $\psi_s = \lambda \alpha. (\alpha) \top \Rightarrow \Psi (\langle \downarrow \alpha + \downarrow \text{end} \rangle \bot)$

2. Channel liveness (a):
   $\psi_{l_a} = \lambda \alpha. (\alpha + \alpha) \top \Rightarrow \Phi (\langle \tau \rangle \top)$

3. Channel liveness (b):
   $\psi_{l_b} = \lambda \alpha. (\alpha) \top \Rightarrow \Phi (\langle \sum_{\alpha_i \in \alpha} \tau \rangle \top)$

**Figure 16** Modal $\mu$-calculus properties for channels.

This extension to our framework allows us not only to integrate the previous framework by [27, 28], but also show to some extent the modularity of our memory-based approach. With channels, this extension of GoL is implementing a significant range of the concurrency features of Go, allowing for a range of programs to be model-checked for data races, liveness issues and other safety issues in the use of locks and channels.

### 7.4 Types and process (program) liveness

There are several categories of processes for which the equivalence between types and process (program) liveness is not ensured: (3) programs that have an infinite conditional that is not an alternating conditional, if they do not always have a termination path available. They can be checked by the model checker if they are not in (3), however the result may not coincide with the process liveness; (2) programs that neither have an infinite conditional, nor always have a potential path for termination (e.g. a program that recurses indefinitely without ever having an ending branch available through a `select` construct, without the need of a conditional in the recursing selection); and (3) programs that are not finite control – i.e. programs that spawn an unbounded amount of new processes – because the model-checker will not be able to generate a linear representation of them (see § 8).

Note that for (1) and (2), the tool returns “live” if the types are live, though it may be the case that the programs are not live.

### 8 Implementation and Evaluation

This tool uses either KITTEL to check for termination of the input behavioural types, or mCRL2 to check for properties like liveness, safety and data-race freedom of the types.

This tool loads source code, type-checks and builds SSA IR using the go/ssa package, then extracts communication, mutexes and shared variables from the SSA IR as behavioural types.

**Figure 17** Workflow of the verification toolchain.

**The tool chain.** Our implementation tool (shown in Figure 17) consists of a type inference tool and a type verifier. The type inference tool (migoinfer+) [3] extracts behavioural types, including eight new primitives related to shared memory: creating a new lock (called mutex
in the tool, in reference to the name of the mutual exclusion lock implementation in Go) or shared address, exclusive write-locking or unlocking of a lock or a read-write lock, read-locking/unlocking a read-write lock, and reading or writing a shared variable. This new inference tool supports both channel-based communication primitives from [28] and shared memory primitives.

migoinfer+ currently supports a subset of the Go language syntax, extracting only variables and mutexes created explicitly inside the body of a function, and does not support embedding or mutexes in struct. These usage patterns of mutexes can be transformed to the flat representation we support, allowing us to analyse the examples in our benchmark [1]. Note that it is advised to avoid the non-declared sharing of variables, channels and mutexes to a nameless child goroutine, as it may not extract the parameter passing properly, and this is a good practice in Go to specify shared parameters. Programs that spawn an unbounded number of goroutines such as our prime-sieve example can be extracted by migoinfer+ if they respect the above limitations. Lastly, the use of some (non-default) packages, such as the net package, is known to break migoinfer+ under certain conditions, making it not extract the types correctly.

The type verifier (Godel2) [2] analyses the new extracted primitives, implements the theory presented in this paper, and uses the mCRL2 [44, 20] model checker as a backend to check safety and data race properties. Regarding the liveness properties, as discussed after Theorem 16 and in [27, 28], liveness of types does not imply liveness of processes, due to conditionals behaving differently in the types and the processes. In Theorem 30, we identified the three classes of Go programs where both liveness properties coincide. One such class is a set of terminating processes, as defined in Definition 23, which is a strict subset of may converging processes (Proposition 24). To make sure liveness coincides on types and processes, we combine the termination checker KITTeL [11] to our tool (see also [28, § 5]). This tool can check processes that are not terminating under certain conditions, namely they should not spawn an unbounded number of threads. However, such programs may, in rare cases, lead to false positives or negatives regarding liveness (and possibly safety), because of the approximations the model checker has to make when running against models with cycles.

**Evaluations.** We evaluate our tool for reference on an 8-core Intel i7-7700K machine with 16 GB memory, in a 64-bit Linux environment running go 1.12.2. Table 1 shows the results for a range of programs that mix shared memory with either channels or mutexes as locking mechanism. The sources for those examples can be found in the benchmark repository [1]. Programs no-race and simple-race are programs made to test the behaviour of mutexes and check that liveness errors are properly reported. The channel version of our running example, from Figure 11 is named channel-as-lock, and channel-as-lock-bad is a variation of the -fixed version but with channel sends and receive switched, hence the program deadlocks on the first attempt to lock of each thread as there is nothing to receive.

The deposit implementation is taken from [10] (the example to present data races and locking mechanisms), and prod-cons is a shared memory implementation of the classic producer-consumer algorithm, where two producers race against each other and one consumer takes whichever product is available first. In this example, all three threads share a single memory heap, supposed to be protected by a mutex. Finally, dine5 is an implementation of the Dining Philosophers problem as explained in § 5.3, and dine5-chan is a channel variant adapted slightly to allow for a potential shared-memory data race.

We note that the Prime Sieve algorithm [27, 33] is not analysed by our tool, as it continually spawns new threads, making the state space too big for the mCRL2 model-checker.
Table 1 Go Programs Verified by the Toolchain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Safe</th>
<th>Live</th>
<th>DRF time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no-race</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 691.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-race-mutex</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 785.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-race-mut-bad</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓ 721.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simple-race</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓ 701.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simple-race-fix</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 731.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deposit-race(^1)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓ 697.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deposit-fix(^1)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 727.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ch-as-lock-race(^2)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>× 753.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ch-as-lock-fix(^2)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 749.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prod-cons-race</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>× 1,903.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prod-cons-fix</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 1,971.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dine5-unsafe</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 6,996.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dine5-deadlock</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓ 12,278.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dine5-fix</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 8,998.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dine5-chan-race</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>2672</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>× ～185mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dine5-chan-fix</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>2688</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ ～645mn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)[10], \(^2\)Figure 11, LoC: Lines of Code, DRF: Data Race Free, Sum: Summands, ✓: Formula is true, ×: Formula is false

Future work for applying this approach to real-world Go programs are: working around the explosion seen with select+channels in dine5-chan, for which using a different model for select constructs and channel actions than the one in our implementation might be sufficient; working on the implementation for a wider range of extractions for channels, shared memory and mutexes embedded in structs, or to implement a parser that flattens those structs upstream of migoinfer+; and working on analysis of programs that dynamically spawn new goroutines – this would require non-trivial approximations to be leveraged. Note that it should represent only a small fraction of programs, as most daily-use protocols should be implementable without the need for such unbounded growth in memory usage.

All examples in Table 1 are analysed by our tool, and the time given as an indication scales exponentially with the number of summands (and possibly action labels) and their ordering, in the linear process specification that represents the types in the model checker. Those directly depend from the source code of the analysed program.

9 Conclusion and Related Work

The Go language provides a unique programming environment where both explicit communication and shared memory concurrency primitives co-exist. This work introduces GoL as an abstraction layer for Go code, as well as behavioural types to propose a static verification framework for detecting concurrency bugs in Go. These include deadlocks and safety for both mutual exclusion locks and channel communication, as well as data race detection for shared memory primitives.

Shared memory locks and channels cover by themselves a substantial amount of Go’s concurrency features. The former is a low-level, standard library provision and the latter is a high-level, built-in language feature. Go only features these two basic building blocks because one can use them to implement most higher levels of concurrency abstraction, for example actors models.

The works [27, 28] built behavioural types for verification of concurrency bugs for channel-based message passing. We integrate with their asynchronous calculus (a.k.a. AMiGo) for our channel-related extension in § 7. These works, however, were lacking more shared memory
concurrency with locks and shared pointers, and did not tackle data races for shared pointers, which we do. It does not study happens before relations either (for channels). It furthermore was lacking complete proofs on their equivalence theorems for liveness, which is also addressed in this paper. We also proved GoL satisfies the properties of the types characterised by the modal \( \mu \)-calculus (Theorems 30,37). The paper [28] has informally described them, but these have never been formalised nor proved.

The work [42] defines forkable behaviours (ie. regular expressions with a fork construct) to capture goroutine spawning in synchronous Go programs. They develop a tool based on this model to analyse directly Go programs. Their approach is sound, but suffers from several limitations, which were overcome by [27, 28]; their tool does not treat shared memory concurrency primitives and locks.

The work [25] observed that asynchronous distributed systems can be verified by only modelling synchronisations in the core protocol, and introduces a language IceT similar to GoL for specifying synchronisation in message-passing programs. Their focus was to verify functional correctness of the input protocol, and requires input programs to be synchronisable (i.e. no deadlocks nor spurious sends in the input programs). Their approach allows for checking correctness of an implementation, given a reasonable amount of annotations. It is orthogonal to our work in which we only need to check for runtime sanity. Both approaches independently benefit the user, and should be run individually on testing code in order to check both for concurrency behavioural bugs and for implementation bugs.

Recent works [46, 9] provide empirical studies of Go programs, which show that almost half of concurrency bugs in Go are non-blocking bugs, mostly shared memory problems, and the remaining blocking bugs are mostly related to channel and lock misuse. That gives an incentive to make tools and implementations built on the concurrent behavioural theory, for easy detection of such bugs. Our work is part of that effort.

A large body of race detection tools targeting other languages such as Java are available. ThreadSanitizer (TSan) [40, 45, 41] which is included in LLVM/Clang is one of the most widely deployed dynamic race detectors. The runtime race detector of Go [15] uses TSan’s runtime library.

The work [30] proposes a subset of the Go language akin to GoL, along with a modular approach to statically analyse processes. Their approach combines lattice-valued regular expressions and a shuffle operator allowing for separate analysis of single threads, and they prove their theory to be sound. They have a prototype implementation in OCaml to check deadlocks in synchronous message-passing programs. The work [6] uses a protocol description language, Scribble [39], which is a practical incarnation of multiparty session types [23] to generate Go APIs, ensuring deadlock freedom and liveness of communications by construction. Neither [30] nor [6] treat either communication error or data race detection, both handled in this paper, nor do they treat shared variables, which our approach extends upon.

The main difference in code writing between Go and GoL is the handling of continuations for select and if-then-else constructs, where Go allows for standard continuation while GoL restrains the user to use tail calls. This is handled by our extraction tool, as it extracts the Go code to GoL by building an SSA representation before extracting relevant primitives from it, see Figure 17 in § 8.

The idea to use the LTS of behavioural types for programming analysis dates back to [34] for Concurrent ML, and since then, it has been applied to many works [5]. Some tackle mutual exclusion locks, but systematically lack support for read-write mutual exclusion locks, including works [24, 4, 21]. The work [26] aims to guarantee liveness with termination of a typed \( \pi \)-calculus. We study wider classes in the theory, aiming termination to use the existing tool (KITTeL) in order to integrate with our tool-chain to scale – thus the main aim and the target (real Go programs in our case) differ from [26].
Type-level model-checking for message-passing programming was first addressed in [7]. Recent applications using mCRL2 include verifications of multiparty session typed \( \pi \)-calculus [37] and the Dotty programming language (the future Scala 3) [38].

Our future works include studying the soundness and completeness of the happens-before relation provided by the Go memory model, i.e. studying if the definition of data race given by it covers all data races that can happen in Go, and whether it does not provide false positives; speeding-up the analysis using more mCRL2 options and the extension to an incremental analysis based on happens-before relations, as taken in other languages, e.g. [29, 49]; as well as possibly counter-example extraction for code failing verification, to provide direct access to the detected bugs to developers. There is also the possibility to work on handling dynamic process creation, widening the analysis scope of our current tool and model.
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1 Introduction

A major research problem in concurrency semantics is to develop a weak memory model that allows load-to-store reordering (a.k.a. load buffering, LB) and compiler optimizations (e.g., elimination of fake dependencies), while forbidding “out-of-thin-air” behaviors [18, 10, 5, 13].

The problem can be illustrated with the following two programs, which access locations $x$ and $y$ initialized to 0. The annotated outcome $a = b = 1$ ought to be allowed for LB-fake because $1 + a \times 0$ can be optimized to 1 and then the instructions of thread 1 executed out of order. In contrast, it should be forbidden for LB-data, since no optimizations are applicable.

$$
\begin{array}{l}
    a := \{x\} \quad \langle\! \langle 1 \rangle\! \rangle & b := \{ y\} \quad \langle\! \langle 1 \rangle\! \rangle \\
    [y] := 1 + a \times 0 & [x] := b
\end{array}
\quad \text{(LB-fake)}
\begin{array}{l}
    a := \{x\} \quad \langle\! \langle 1 \rangle\! \rangle & b := \{ y\} \quad \langle\! \langle 1 \rangle\! \rangle \\
    [y] := a & [x] := b
\end{array}
\quad \text{(LB-data)}
$$

Among the proposed models that correctly distinguish between these two programs is the recent Weakestmo model [6]. Weakestmo was developed in response to certain limitations of earlier models, such as the “promising semantics” of Kang et al. [11], namely that (i) they did not cover the whole range of C/C++ concurrency features and that (ii) they did not support the intended compilation schemes to hardware.

Being flexible in its design, Weakestmo addresses the former point. It supports all usual features of the C/C++11 model [3] and can easily be adapted to support any new concurrency features that may be added in the future. It does not, however, fully address the latter point. Due to the difficulty of establishing correctness of the intended compilation schemes to hardware architectures that permit load-store reordering (i.e., POWER, ARMv7, ARMv8), Chakraborty and Vafeiadis [6] only establish correctness of suboptimal schemes that add (unnecessary) explicit fences to prevent load-store reordering.

In this paper, we address this major limitation of the Weakestmo paper. We establish in Coq correctness of the intended compilation schemes to a wide range of hardware architectures that includes the major ones: x86-TSO [17], POWER [1], ARMv7 [1], ARMv8 [21]. The compilation schemes, whose correctness we prove, do not require any fences or fake dependencies for relaxed accesses. Because of a technical limitation of our setup (see §6), however, compilation of read-modify-write (RMW) accesses to ARMv8 uses a load-reserve/store-conditional loop (similar to that of ARMv7 and POWER) as opposed to the newly introduced ARMv8 instructions for certain kinds of RMWs.

The main challenge in this proof is to reconcile the different ways in which hardware models and Weakestmo allow load-store reordering. Unlike most models at the programming language level, hardware models (such as ARMv8) do not execute instructions in sequence; they instead keep track of dependencies between instructions and ensure that no dependency cycles ever arise in a single execution. In contrast, Weakestmo executes instructions in order, but simultaneously considers multiple executions to justify an execution where a load reads a value that indirectly depends upon a later store. Technically, these multiple executions together form an event structure, upon which Weakestmo places various constraints.

![Figure 1](image.png)

Figure 1 Results proved in this paper.
The high-level proof structure is shown in Fig. 1. We reuse IMM, an intermediate memory model, introduced by Podkopaev et al. [19] as an abstraction over all major existing hardware memory models. To support Weakestmo compilation, we extend IMM with sequentially consistent (SC) accesses following the RC11 model [13]. As IMM is very much a hardware-like model (e.g., it tracks dependencies), the main result is compilation from Weakestmo to IMM (indicated by the bold arrow). The other arrows in the figure are extensions of previous results to account for SC accesses, while double arrows indicate results for two compilation schemes.

The complexity of the proof is also evident from the size of the Coq development. We have written about 30K lines of Coq definitions and proof scripts on top of an existing infrastructure of about another 20K lines (defining IMM, the aforementioned hardware models and many lemmas about them). As part of developing the proof, we also had to mechanize the Weakestmo definition in Coq and to fix some minor deficiencies in the original definition, which were revealed by our proof effort.

To the best of our knowledge, our proof is the first proof of correctness of compilation of an event-structure-based memory model. It is also the first mechanized compilation proof of a weak memory model supporting sequentially consistent accesses to such a range of hardware architectures. The latter, although fairly straightforward in our case, has had a history of wrong compilation correctness arguments (see [13] for details).

Outline. We start with an informal overview of IMM, Weakestmo, and our compilation proof (§2). We then present a fragment of Weakestmo formally (§3) and its compilation proof (§4). Subsequently, we extend these results to cover SC accesses (§5), discuss related work (§6) and conclude (§7). The associated proof scripts and supplementary material for our paper are publicly available at http://plv.mpi-sws.org/weakestmoToImm/.

2 Overview of the Compilation Correctness Proof

To get an idea about the IMM and Weakestmo memory models, consider a version of the LB-fake and LB-data programs from §1 with no dependency in thread 1:

\[
\begin{align*}
    a & := [x] & 1 & b := [y] & 1 \\
    [y] & := 1 & [x] & := b \\
\end{align*}
\]  

(LB)

As we will see, the annotated outcome is allowed by both IMM and Weakestmo, albeit in different ways. The different treatment of load-store reordering affects the outcomes of other programs. For example, IMM forbids the annotate outcome of LB-fake by treating it exactly as LB-data, whereas Weakestmo allows the outcome by treating LB-fake exactly as LB.

2.1 An Informal Introduction to IMM

IMM is a declarative (also called axiomatic) model identifying a program’s semantics with a set of execution graphs, or just executions. As an example, Fig. 2a contains \( G_{La} \), an IMM execution graph of LB corresponding to an execution yielding the annotated behavior.

Vertices of execution graphs, called events, represent memory accesses either due to the initialization of memory or to the execution of program instructions. Each event is labeled with the type of the access (e.g., \( R \) for reads, \( W \) for writes), the location accessed, and the value read or written. Memory initialization consists of a set of events labeled \( W(x, 0) \) for each location \( x \) used in the program; for conciseness, however, we depict the initialization events as a single event with label Init.
Edges of execution graphs represent different relations on events. In Fig. 2, three different relations are depicted. The program order relation (po) totally orders events originated from the same thread according to their order in the program, as well as the initialization event(s) before all other events. The reads-from relation (rf) relates a write event to the read events that read from it. Finally, the preserved program order (ppo) is a subset of the program order relating events that cannot be executed out of order. Such ppo edges arise whenever there is a dependency chain between the corresponding instructions (e.g., a write storing the value read by a prior read).

Because of the syntactic nature of ppo, IMM conflates the executions of LB-data and LB-fake leading to the outcome $a = b = 1$ (see Fig. 2b). This choice is in line with hardware memory models; it means, however, that IMM is not suitable as a memory model for a programming language (because, as argued in §1, LB-fake can be transformed to LB by an optimizing compiler).

The executions of a program are constructed in two steps. First, a thread-local semantics determines the sequential executions of each thread, where the values returned by each read access are chosen non-deterministically (among the set of all possible values), and the executions of different threads are combined into a single execution. Then, the execution graphs are filtered by a consistency predicate, which determines which executions are allowed (i.e., are IMM-consistent). These IMM-consistent executions form the program’s semantics.

IMM-consistency checks three basic constraints:

**Completeness:** Every read event reads from precisely one write with the same location and value;

**Coherence:** For each location $x$, there is a total ordering of $x$-related events extending the program order so that each read of $x$ reads from the most recent prior write according to that total order; and

**Acyclic dependency:** There is no cycle consisting only of ppo and rf edges. The final constraint disallows executions in which an event recursively depends upon itself, as this pattern can lead to “out-of-thin-air” outcomes. Specifically, the execution in Fig. 2b, which represents the annotated behavior of LB-fake and LB-data, is not IMM-consistent because of the $(ppo \cup rf)$-cycle. In contrast, $G_{LB}$ is IMM-consistent.

### 2.2 An Informal Introduction to Weakestmo

We move on to Weakestmo, which also defines the program’s semantics as a set of execution graphs. However, they are constructed differently – extracted from a final event structure, which Weakestmo incrementally builds for a program.

---

1 For a detailed formal description of the graphs and their construction process we refer the reader to [19, §2.2].
An event structure represents multiple executions of a program in a single graph. Like execution graphs, event structures contain a set of events and several relations among them. Like execution graphs, the program order \( (po) \) orders events according to each thread’s control flow. However, unlike execution graphs, \( po \) is not necessarily total among the events of a given thread. Events of the same thread that are not \( po \)-ordered are said to be in conflict \( (cf) \) with one another, and cannot belong to the same execution. Such conflict events arise when two read events originate from the same read instruction (e.g., representing executions where the reads return different values). Moreover, \( cf \) “extends downwards”: events that depend upon conflicting events (i.e., have conflicting \( po \)-predecessors) are also in conflict with one other. In pictures, we typically show only the immediate conflict edges (between reads originating from the same instruction) and omit the conflict edges between events \( po \)-after immediately conflicting ones.

Event structures are constructed incrementally starting from an event structure consisting only of the initialization events. Then, events corresponding to the execution of program instructions are added one at a time. We start by executing the first instruction of a program’s thread. Then, we may execute the second instruction of the same thread or the first instruction of another thread, and so on.

As an example, Fig. 3 constructs an event structure for LB. Fig. 3a depicts the event structure \( S_a \) obtained from the initial event structure by executing \( a := [x] \) in LB’s thread 1. As a result of the instruction execution, a read event \( e^1_{11} \) \( R(x, 0) \) is added.

Whenever the event added is a read, \textit{Weakestmo} has to justify the returned value from an appropriate write event. In this case, there is only one write to \( x \) – the initialization write – and so \( S_a \) has a justified from edge, denoted \( jf \), going to \( e^1_{11} \) in \( S_a \). This is a requirement of \textit{Weakestmo}: each read event in an event structure has to be justified from exactly one write.
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event with the same value and location. (This requirement is analogous to the completeness requirement in IMM-consistency for execution graphs.) Since events are added in program order and read events are always justified from existing events in the event structure, po ∪ jf is guaranteed to be acyclic by construction.

The next three steps (Figures 3b to 3d) simply add a new event to the event structure. Notice that unlike IMM executions, Weakestmo event structures do not track syntactic dependencies, e.g., $S_2$ in Fig. 3d does not contain a ppo edge between $e_{11}$ and $e_{12}$. This is precisely what allows Weakestmo to assign the same behavior to LB and LB-fake: they have exactly the same event structures. As a programming-language-level memory model, Weakestmo supports optimizations removing fake dependencies.

The next step (Fig. 3e) is more interesting because it showcases the key distinction between event structures and execution graphs, namely that event structures may contain more than one execution for each thread. Specifically, the transition from $S_2$ to $S_3$ reruns the first instruction of thread 1 and adds a new event $e_{12}$ justified from a different write event. We say that this new event conflicts (cf) with $e_{11}$ because they cannot both occur in a single execution. Because of conflicts, po in event structures does not totally order all events of a thread; e.g., $e_{11}$ and $e_{12}$ are not po-ordered in $S_3$. Two events of the same thread are conflicted precisely when they are not po-ordered.

The final construction step (Fig. 3f) demonstrates another Weakestmo feature. Conflicting write events writing the same value to the same location (e.g., $e_{21}$ and $e_{22}$ in $S_3$) may be declared equal writes, i.e., connected by an equivalence relation $\text{ew}$.\footnote{In this paper, we take $\text{ev}$ to be reflexive, whereas it is irreflexive in Chakraborty and Vafeiadis [6]. Our $\text{ev}$ is the reflexive closure of the one in [6].}

The $\text{ew}$ relation is used to define Weakestmo’s version of the reads-from relation, $\text{rf}$, which relates a read to all (non-conflicted) writes equal to the write justifying the read. For example, $e_1$ reads from both $e_{31}$ and $e_{32}$.

The Weakestmo’s $\text{rf}$ relation is used for extraction of program executions. An execution graph $G$ is extracted from an event structure $S$ denoted $S \triangleright G$ if $G$ is a maximal conflict-free subset of $S$, it contains only visible events (to be defined in §3), and every read event in $G$ reads from some write in $G$ according to $S.\text{rf}$. Two execution graphs can be extracted from $S$: \{Init, $e_{11}, e_{21}, e_{12}, e_{22}$\} and \{Init, $e_{11}, e_{21}, e_{12}, e_{22}$\} representing the outcomes $a = 0 \wedge b = 1$ and $a = b = 1$ respectively.

2.3 Weakestmo to IMM Compilation: High-Level Proof Structure

In this paper, we assume that Weakestmo is defined for the same assembly language as IMM (see [19, Fig. 2]) extended with SC accesses and refer to this language as L. Having that, we show the correctness of the identity mapping as a compilation scheme from Weakestmo to IMM in the following theorem.

\textbf{Theorem 1.} Let prog be a program in L, and $G$ be an IMM-consistent execution graph of prog. Then there exists an event structure $S$ of prog under Weakestmo such that $S \triangleright G$.

To prove the theorem, we must show that Weakestmo may construct the needed event structure in a step by step fashion. If the IMM-consistent execution graph $G$ contains no po $∪$ rf cycles, then the construction is completely straightforward: $G$ itself is a Weakestmo-consistent event structure (setting jf to be just rf), and its events can be added in any order extending po $∪$ rf.
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Figure 4 Traversal configurations for $G_{LB}$.

The construction becomes tricky for IMM-consistent execution graphs, such as $G_{LB},$ that
contain $p_{\mathit{po}} \cup r_{\mathit{rf}}$ cycles. Due to the cycle(s), $G$ cannot be directly constructed as a (conflict-free)
Weakestmo
event structure. We must instead construct a larger event structure $S$ containing
multiple executions, one of which will be the desired graph $G.$ Roughly, for each $p_{\mathit{po}} \cup r_{\mathit{rf}}$
cycle in $G$, we have to construct an immediate conflict in the event structure.

To generate the event structure $S$, we rely on a basic property of IMM-consistent execution
graphs shown by Podkopaev et al. [19, §§6,7], namely that execution graphs can be traversed
in a certain order, i.e., its events can be issued and covered in that order, so that in the end
all events are covered. The traversal captures a possible execution order of the program
that yields the given execution. In that execution order, events are not added according to
program order, but rather according to preserved program order ($p_{\mathit{ppo}}$) in two steps. Events
are first issued when all their dependencies have been resolved, and are later covered when
all their $p_{\mathit{po}}$-prior events have been covered.

In more detail, a traversal of an IMM-consistent execution graph $G$ is a sequence of
traversal steps between traversal configurations. A traversal configuration $TC$ of an execution
graph $G$ is a pair of sets of events, $(C, I)$, called the covered and issued set respectively. As
an example, Fig. 4 presents all six traversal configurations of the execution graph $G_{LB}$ of LB
from Fig. 2a except for the initial configuration. The issued set is marked by $\bigcirc$ and the
covered set by $\blacksquare$.

A traversal might be seen as an execution of an abstract machine that can execute write
instructions early but has to execute everything else in order. The first option corresponds
to issuing a write event, and the second option to covering an event. The traversal strategy
has certain constraints. To issue a write event, all external reads that it depends upon
must be resolved; i.e., they must read from already issued events. To cover an event, all
its $p_{\mathit{po}}$-predecessors must also be covered.$^3$ For example, in Fig. 4, a traversal cannot issue
$e_{2}^{2} : W(x, 1)$ before issuing $e_{1}^{2} : W(y, 1)$ nor cover $e_{1}^{1} : R(x, 1)$ before issuing $e_{2}^{2} : W(x, 1)$.

According to Podkopaev et al. [19, Prop. 6.5], every IMM-consistent execution graph $G$
has a full traversal of the following form:

$G \vdash TC_{\text{init}}(G) \rightarrow TC_{1} \rightarrow TC_{2} \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow TC_{\text{final}}(G)$

$^3$ For readers familiar with PS [11], issuing a write event corresponds to promising a message, and covering
an event to normal execution of an instruction.
where the initial configuration, $TC_{\text{init}}(G) ≜ (G,\text{Init},G,\text{Init})$, has issued and covered only $G$’s initial events and the final configuration, $TC_{\text{final}}(G) ≜ (G,E,G,W)$, has covered all $G$’s events and issued all its write events.

We construct the event structure $S$ following a full traversal of $G$. We define a simulation relation, $I(prog, G, TC, S, X)$, between the program $prog$, the current traversal configuration $TC$ of execution $G$ and the current event structure’s state $(S, X)$, where $X$ is a subset of events corresponding to a particular execution graph extracted from the event structure $S$.

Our simulation proof is divided into the following three lemmas, which state that the initial states are simulated, that simulation extends along traversal steps, and that the simulation of final states means that $G$ can be extracted from the generated event structure.

- **Lemma 2 (Simulation Start).** Let $prog$ be a program of L, and $G$ be an IMM-consistent execution graph of $prog$. Then $I(prog, G, TC_{\text{init}}(G), S_{\text{init}}(prog), S_{\text{init}}(prog), E)$ holds.

- **Lemma 3 (Weak Simulation Step).** If $I(prog, G, TC, S, X)$ and $G \vdash TC \rightarrow TC'$ hold, then there exist $S'$ and $X'$ such that $I(prog, G, TC', S', X')$ and $S \rightarrow^{*} S'$ hold.

- **Lemma 4 (Simulation End).** If $I(prog, G, TC_{\text{final}}(G), S, X)$ holds, then the execution graph associated with $X$ is isomorphic to $G$.

The proof of Theorem 1 then proceeds by induction on the length of the traversal $G \vdash TC_{\text{init}}(G) \rightarrow^{*} TC_{\text{final}}(G)$. Lemma 2 serves as the base case, Lemma 3 is the induction step simulating each traversal step with a number of event structure construction steps, and Lemma 4 concludes the proof.

The proofs of Lemmas 2 and 4 are technical but fairly straightforward. (We define $I$ in a way that makes these lemmas immediate.) In contrast, Lemma 3 is much more difficult to prove. As we will see, simulating a traversal step sometimes requires us to construct a new branch in the event structure, i.e., to add multiple events (see Section 4.3).

### 2.4 Weakestmo to IMM Compilation Correctness by Example

Before presenting any formal definitions, we conclude this overview section by showcasing the construction used in the proof of Lemma 3 on execution graph $G_{\text{LB}}$ in Fig. 2a following the traversal of Fig. 4. We have actually already seen the sequence of event structures constructed in Fig. 3. Note that, even though Figures 3 and 4 have the same number of steps, there is no one-to-one correspondence between them as we explain below.

Consider the last event structure $S_f$ from Fig. 3. A subset of its events $X_f$ marked by $\mathcal{C}$, which we call a simulated execution, is a maximal conflict-free subset of $S_f$ and all read events in $X_f$ read from some write in $X_f$ (i.e., are justified from a write deemed “equal” to some write in $X_f$). Then, by definition, $X_f$ is extracted from $S_f$. Also, an execution graph induced by $X_f$ is isomorphic to $G_{\text{LB}}$. That is, construction of $S_f$ for LB shows that in Weakestmo it is possible to observe the same behavior as $G_{\text{LB}}$. Now, we explain how we construct $S_f$ and choose $X_f$.

During the simulation, we maintain the relation $I(prog, G, TC, S, X)$ connecting a program $prog$, its execution graph $G$, its traversal configuration $TC$, an event structure $S$, and a subset of its events $X$. Among other properties (presented in Section 4.2), the relation states that all issued and covered events of $TC$ have exact counterparts in $X$, and that $X$ can be extracted from $S$.

The initial event structure and $X_{\text{init}}$ consist of only initial events. Then, following issuing of event $e_1$: $\mathcal{W}(y, 1)$ in $TC_y$ (see Fig. 4a), we need to add a branch to the event structure that has $\mathcal{W}(y, 1)$ in it. Since Weakestmo requires adding events according to program order, we
first need to add a read event corresponding to “a := [x]” of LB’s thread 1. Each read event in an event structure has to be justified from somewhere. In this case, the only write event to location x is the initial one. That is, the added read event e_{11} is justified from it (see Fig. 3a). In the general case, having more than one option, we would choose a “safe” write event for an added read event to be justified from, i.e., the one which the corresponding branch is “aware” of already and being justified from which would not break consistency of the event structure. After that, a write event e_{12} := \text{write}(y, 1) can be added po-after e_{11} (see Fig. 3b), and \(\mathcal{I}(\text{LB}, G_{\text{LB}}, TC_a, S_b, X_b)\) holds for \(X_b = \{\text{Init}, e_{11}, e_{12}\}\).

Next, we need to simulate the second traversal step (see Fig. 4b), which issues \(\mathcal{W}(x, 1)\). As with the previous step, we first need to add a read event related to the first read instruction of LB’s thread 2 (see Fig. 3c). However, unlike the previous step, the added event e_{12} has to be justified from somewhere. In this case, the only write event to be justified from is the write event \(e_{21} := \text{write}(y, 1)\) (in \(S_b\) it is represented by \(e_{21}\) while being conflict-free. Thus, the event structure has to make one other step (see Fig. 3f) and add the new event \(e_{22}\) to represent \(e_{12} := \text{write}(y, 1)\). Now, the simulated execution contains everything needed, \(X_t = \{\text{Init}, e_{12}, e_{22}, e_{11}, e_{21}\}\).

Since \(X_t\) has to be extracted from \(S_t\), every read event in \(X\) has to be connected via an \(\text{rf}\) edge to an event in \(X\).\(^4\) To preserve the requirement, we connect the newly added event \(e_{22}\) and \(e_{21}\) via an \(\text{ew}\) edge, i.e., marking them to be equal writes.\(^5\) This induces an \(\text{rf}\) edge between \(e_{22}\) and \(e_{21}\). That is, \(\mathcal{I}(\text{LB}, G_{\text{LB}}, TC_c, S_t, X_t)\) holds.

To simulate the remaining traversal steps (Figures 4d to 4f), we do not need to modify \(S_t\) because it already contains counterparts for the newly covered events and, moreover, the execution graph associated with \(X_t\) is isomorphic to \(G_{\text{LB}}\). That is, we just need to show that \(\mathcal{I}(\text{LB}, G_{\text{LB}}, TC_d, S_t, X_t)\), \(\mathcal{I}(\text{LB}, G_{\text{LB}}, TC_e, S_t, X_t)\), and \(\mathcal{I}(\text{LB}, G_{\text{LB}}, TC_f, S_t, X_t)\) hold.

3 Formal Definition of Weakestmo

In this section, we introduce the notation used in the rest of the paper and define the Weakestmo memory model. For simplicity, we present only a minimal fragment of Weakestmo containing only relaxed reads and writes. For the definition of the full Weakestmo model, we refer the readers to Chakraborty and Vafeiadis [6] and to our Coq development [16].

**Notation.** Given relations \(R_1\) and \(R_2\), we write \(R_1 ; R_2\) for their sequential composition. Given relation \(R\), we write \(R^\prime\), \(R^\tau\) and \(R^\ast\) to denote its reflexive, transitive and reflexive-transitive closures. We write \(\text{id}\) to denote the identity relation (i.e., \(\text{id} \triangleq \{(x, x)\}\)). For a set

\(^4\) Actually, it is easy to show that there could be only one such event since equal writes are in conflict and \(X\) is conflict-free.

\(^5\) Note that we could have left \(e_{22}\) without any outgoing \(\text{ew}\) edges since the choice of equal writes for newly added events in Weakestmo is non-deterministic. However, that would not preserve the simulation relation.
A, we write \([A]\) to denote the identity relation restricted to \(A\) (that is, \([A] \triangleq \{(a, a) \mid a \in A\}\)). Hence, for instance, we may write \([A] ; R ; [B]\) instead of \(R \cap (A \times B)\). We also write \([e]\) to denote \([\{e\}]\) if \(e\) is not a set.

Given a function \(f : A \rightarrow B\), we denote by \(=\_f\) the set of \(f\)-equivalent elements: \(=\_f \triangleq \{(a, b) \in A \times A \mid f(a) = f(b)\}\). In addition, given a relation \(R\), we denote by \(R|_{=\_f}\) the restriction of \(R\) to \(f\)-equivalent elements (\(R|_{=\_f} \triangleq R \cap =\_f\)), and by \(R|_{\neq f}\) be the restriction of \(R\) to non-\(f\)-equivalent elements (\(R|_{\neq f} \triangleq R \setminus =\_f\)).

### 3.1 Events, Threads and Labels

**Events.** \(e \in \text{Event}\), and *thread identifiers*, \(t \in \text{Tid}\), are represented by natural numbers. We treat the thread with identifier 0 as the *initialization* thread. We let \(x \in \text{Loc}\) to range over *locations*, and \(v \in \text{Val}\) over *values*.

A label, \(l \in \text{Lab}\), takes one of the following forms:
- \(R(x, v)\) – a read of value \(v\) from location \(x\).
- \(W(x, v)\) – a write of value \(v\) to location \(x\).

Given a label \(l\) the functions \(\text{typ}\), \(\text{loc}\), \(\text{val}\) return (when applicable) its type (i.e., \(R\) or \(W\)), location and value correspondingly. When a specific function assigning labels to events is clear from the context, we abuse the notations \(R\) and \(W\) to denote the sets of all events labelled with the corresponding type. We also use subscripts to further restrict this set to a specific location (e.g., \(W_x\) denotes the set of write events operating on location \(x\)).

### 3.2 Event Structures

An *event structure* \(S\) is a tuple \(\langle E, \text{tid}, \text{lab}, \text{po}, jf, ew, co \rangle\) where:
- \(E\) is a set of events, i.e., \(E \subseteq \text{Event}\).
- \(\text{tid} : E \rightarrow \text{Tid}\) is a function assigning a thread identifier to every event. We treat events with the thread identifier equal to 0 as initialization events and denote them as \(\text{Init}\), that is \(\text{Init} \triangleq \{e \in E \mid \text{tid}(e) = 0\}\).
- \(\text{lab} : E \rightarrow \text{Lab}\) is a function assigning a label to every event in \(E\).
- \(\text{po} \subseteq E \times E\) is a strict partial order on events, called program order, that tracks their precedence in the control flow of the program. Initialization events are \(\text{po}\)-before all other events, whereas non-initialization events can only be \(\text{po}\)-before events from the same thread.

Not all events of a thread are necessarily ordered by \(\text{po}\). We call such \(\text{po}\)-unordered non-initialization events of the same thread conflicting events. The corresponding binary relation \(\text{cf}\) is defined as follows:

\[
\text{cf} \triangleq (\text{E} \setminus \text{Init}) ; \text{tid} ; (\text{E} \setminus \text{Init}) \setminus (\text{po} \cup \text{po}^{-1})
\]

- \(\text{jf} \subseteq \text{E} \cap \text{W}\); \(\text{cf} \cap =\_\text{val}\); \(\text{E} \cap \text{R}\) is the justified from relation, which relates a write event to the reads it justifies. We require that reads are not justified by conflicting writes (i.e., \(\text{jf} \cap \text{cf} = \emptyset\) and \(\text{jf}^{-1}\) be functional (i.e., whenever \(\langle w_1, r \rangle, \langle w_2, r \rangle \in \text{jf}\), then \(w_1 = w_2\)). We also define the notion of external justification: \(\text{je} \triangleq \text{jf} \setminus \text{po}\). A read event is externally justified from a write if the write is not \(\text{po}\)-before the read.
- \(\text{ew} \subseteq \text{E} \cap \text{W}\); \(\text{cf} \cap =\_\text{loc} \cap =\_\text{val}\); \(\text{E} \cap \text{W}\) is an equivalence relation called the equal-writes relation. Equal writes have the same location and value, and (unless identical) are in conflict with one another.
An event structure $S$, we use “dot notation” to refer to its components (e.g., $S.E$, $S.po$). For a set $A$ of events, we write $S.A$ for the set $A \cap S.E$ (for instance, $S.W_x = \{e \in S.E \mid \text{typ}(S.lab(e)) = W \land \text{loc}(S.lab(e)) = x\}$). Further, for $e \in S.E$, we write $S.typ(e)$ to retrieve $\text{typ}(S.lab(e))$. Similar notation is used for the functions $\text{loc}$ and $\text{val}$. Given a set of thread identifiers $T$, we write $S.thread(T)$ to denote the set of events belonging to one of the threads in $T$, i.e., $S.thread(T) \triangleq \{e \in S.E \mid S.tid(e) \in T\}$. When $T = \{\text{thread}(t)\}$ is a singleton, we often write $S.thread(t)$ instead of $S.thread(\{t\})$.

We define the immediate $po$ and $cf$ edges of an event structure as follows:

$S.po_{imm} \triangleq S.po \setminus (S.po ; S.po)$ \quad $S.cf_{imm} \triangleq S.cf \cap (S.po_{imm}^{-1} ; S.po_{imm})$

An event $e_1$ is an immediate $po$-predecessor of $e_2$ if $e_1$ is $po$-before $e_2$ and there is no event $po$-between them. Two conflicting events are immediately conflicting if they have the same immediate $po$-predecessor.\(^6\)

### 3.3 Event Structure Construction

Given a program $prog$, we construct its event structures operationally in a way that guarantees completeness (i.e., that every read is justified from some write) and $po \cup jf$ acyclicity. We start with an event structure containing only the initialization events and add one event at a time following each thread’s semantics.

For the thread semantics, we assume reductions of the form $\sigma \rightarrow^e \sigma'$ between thread states $\sigma, \sigma' \in \text{ThreadState}$ and labeled by the event $e \in E$ generated by that execution step. Given a thread $t$ and a sequence of events $e_1, \ldots, e_n \in S.thread(t)$ in immediate $po$ succession (i.e., $(e_i, e_{i+1}) \in S.po_{imm}$ for $1 \leq i < n$) starting from a first event of thread $t$ (i.e., $\text{dom}(S.po; [e_1]) \subseteq \text{init}$), we can add an event $e$ $po$-after that sequence of events provided that there exist thread states $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n$ and $\sigma'$ such that $\text{prog}(t) \xrightarrow{e_1} \sigma_1 \xrightarrow{e_2} \sigma_2 \cdots \xrightarrow{e_n} \sigma_n \xrightarrow{e} \sigma'$, where $\text{prog}(t)$ is the initial thread state of thread $t$ of the program $prog$. By construction, this means that the newly added event $e$ will be in conflict with all other events of thread $t$ besides $e_1, \ldots, e_n$.

Further, when the new event $e$ is a read event, it has to be justified from an existing write event, so as to ensure completeness and prevent “out-of-thin-air” values. The write event is picked non-deterministically from all non-conflicting writes with the same location as the new read event. Similarly, when $e$ is a write event, its position in $co$ order should be chosen. It can be done by either picking an $ev$ equivalence class and including the new write in it, or by putting the new write immediately after some existing write in $co$ order. At each step, we also check for event structure consistency (to be defined in Def. 5): If the event structure obtained after the addition of the new event is inconsistent, it is discarded.

---

\(^6\) Our definition of immediate conflicts differs from that of [6] and is easier to work with. The two definitions are equivalent if the set of initialization events is non-empty.
3.4 Event Structure Consistency

To define consistency, we first need a number of auxiliary definitions. The \( \text{happens-before} \) order \( S_{\text{hb}} \) is a generalization of the program order. Besides the program order edges, it includes certain \textit{synchronization} edges (captured by the \textit{synchronizes with} relation, \( S_{\text{sw}} \)).

\[
S_{\text{hb}} \triangleq (S_{\text{po}} \cup S_{\text{sw}})^+
\]

For the fragment covered in this section, there are no synchronization edges (i.e., \( \text{sw} = \emptyset \)), and so \( \text{hb} \) and \( \text{po} \) coincide. In the full model\(^7\), however, certain justification edges (e.g., between release/acquire accesses) contribute to \( \text{sw} \) and hence to \( \text{hb} \).

The \textit{extended conflict} relation \( S_{\text{ecf}} \) extends the notion of conflicting events to account for \( \text{hb} \); two events are in extended conflict if they happen after conflicting events.

\[
S_{\text{ecf}} \triangleq (S_{\text{hb}}^{-1})^* \cap S_{\text{cf}} \cup S_{\text{hb}}^-
\]

As already mentioned in §2, the \textit{reads-from} relation, \( S_{\text{rf}} \), of a Weakestmo event structure is derived. It is defined as an extension of \( S_{\text{jf}} \) to all \( S_{\text{ew}} \)-equivalent writes.

\[
S_{\text{rf}} \triangleq (S_{\text{ew}} ; S_{\text{jf}}) \setminus S_{\text{cf}}
\]

Note that unlike \( S_{\text{jf}}^{-1} \), the relation \( S_{\text{rf}}^{-1} \) is not functional. This does not cause any problems, however, since all the writes from whence a read reads have the same location and value and are in conflict with one another.

The relation \( S_{\text{fr}} \), called \textit{from-read} or \textit{reads-before}, places read events before subsequent writes.

\[
S_{\text{fr}} \triangleq S_{\text{rf}}^{-1} ; S_{\text{co}}
\]

The \textit{extended coherence} \( S_{\text{eco}} \) is a strict partial order that orders events operating on the same location. (It is almost total on accesses to a given location, except that it does not order equal writes nor reads reading from the same write.)

\[
S_{\text{eco}} \triangleq (S_{\text{co}} \cup S_{\text{rf}} \cup S_{\text{fr}})^+
\]

We observe that in our model, \( S_{\text{eco}} \) is equal to \( S_{\text{fr}} \cup S_{\text{co}} \cup S_{\text{rf}} \cup S_{\text{co}} \), similar to the corresponding definitions about execution graphs in the literature\(^8\).

The last ingredient that we need for event structure consistency is the notion of \textit{visible} events, which will be used to constrain external justifications. We define it in a few steps. Let \( e \) be some event in \( S \). First, consider all write events used to externally justify \( e \) or one of its justification ancestors. The relation \( S_{\text{jfe}} ; (S_{\text{po}} \cup S_{\text{jf}})^* \) defines this connection formally. Among that set of write events restrict attention to those conflicting with \( e \), and call that set \( M \). That is, \( M \triangleq \text{dom}(S_{\text{cf}} \cap (S_{\text{jfe}} ; (S_{\text{po}} \cup S_{\text{jf}})^*)); [e] \). Event \( e \) is \textit{visible} if all writes in \( M \) have an equal write that is po-related with \( e \). Formally\(^9\),

\[
S_{\text{Vis}} \triangleq \{ e \in S_{\text{E}} | S_{\text{cf}} \cap (S_{\text{jfe}} ; (S_{\text{po}} \cup S_{\text{jf}})^*)); [e] \subseteq S_{\text{sw}} ; (S_{\text{po}} \cup S_{\text{po}}^{-1}) \}
\]

Intuitively, visible events cannot depend on conflicting events: for every such justification dependence, there ought to be an equal non-conflicting write.

\(^7\) The full model is presented in [6] and also in our Coq development [16].
\(^8\) This equivalence equivalence does not hold in the original Weakestmo model [6]. To make the equivalence hold, we made \( S_{\text{ew}} \) transitive, and require \( S_{\text{ew}} \cap S_{\text{co}} \subseteq S_{\text{co}} \).
\(^9\) Note, that in [6] the definition of the visible events is slightly more verbose. We proved in Coq [16] that our simpler definition is equivalent to the one given there.
Consistency places a number of additional constraints on event structures. First, it checks that there is no redundancy in the event structure: immediate conflicts arise only because of read events justified from non-equal writes. Second, it extends the constraints about cf to the extended conflict ecf; namely that no event can conflict with itself or be justified from a conflicting event. Third, it checks that reads are justified either from events of the same thread or from visible events of other threads. Finally, it ensures coherence, i.e., that executions restricted to accesses on a single location do not have any weak behaviors.

Definition 5. An event structure $S$ is said to be consistent if the following conditions hold.

- $\text{dom}(S.cf_{\text{imm}}) \subseteq S.R$ (cf_{imm}-read)
- $S.jf; S.cf_{\text{imm}}; S.jf^{-1}; S.\text{ew}$ is irreflexive. (cf_{imm}-justification)
- $S.ecf$ is irreflexive. (ecf-irreflexivity)
- $S.jf \cap S.ecf = \emptyset$ (jf-non-conflict)
- $\text{dom}(S.jfe) \subseteq S.\text{vis}$ (jfe-visible)
- $S.hb; S.eco^{-1}$ is irreflexive. (coherence)

3.5 Execution Extraction

The last part of Weakestmo is the extraction of executions from an event structure. An execution is essentially a conflict-free event structure.

Definition 6. An execution graph $G$ is a tuple $\langle E, \text{tid}, \text{lab}, \text{po}, \text{rf}, \text{co} \rangle$ where its components are defined similarly as in the case of an event structure with the following exceptions:

- $\text{po}$ is required to be total on the set of events from the same thread. Thus, execution graphs have no conflicting events, i.e., $\text{cf} = \emptyset$.
- The $\text{rf}$ relation is given explicitly instead of being derived. Also, there are no $\text{jf}$ and $\text{ew}$ relations.
- $\text{co}$ totally orders write events operating on the same location.

All derived relations are defined similarly as for event structures. Next we show how to extract an execution graph from the event structure.

Definition 7. A set of events $X$ is called extracted from $S$ if the following conditions are met:

- $X$ is conflict-free, i.e., $[X]; S.cf; [X] = \emptyset$.
- $X$ is $S.\text{rf}$-complete, i.e., $X \cap S.R \subseteq \text{dom}([X]; S.\text{rf})$.
- $X$ contains only visible events of $S$, i.e., $X \subseteq S.\text{vis}$.
- $X$ is $\text{hb}$-downward-closed, i.e., $\text{dom}(S.\text{hb}; [X]) \subseteq X$.

Given an event structure $S$ and extracted subset of its events $X$, it is possible to associate with $X$ an execution graph $G$ simply by restricting the corresponding components of $S$ to $X$:

- $G.E = X$
- $G.\text{tid} = S.\text{tid}|X$
- $G.\text{lab} = S.\text{lab}|X$
- $G.\text{po} = [X]; S.\text{po}; [X]$
- $G.\text{rf} = [X]; S.\text{rf}; [X]$
- $G.\text{co} = [X]; S.\text{co}; [X]$

We say that such execution graph $G$ is associated with $X$ and that it is extracted from the event structure: $S \triangleright G$.

Weakestmo additionally defines another consistency predicate to further filter out some of the extracted execution graphs. In the Weakestmo fragment we consider, this additional consistency predicate is trivial – every extracted execution satisfies it – and so we do not present it here. In the full model, execution consistency checks atomicity of read-modify-write instructions, and sequential consistency for SC accesses.
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\[ r_1 := [x] \quad r_2 := [y] \quad r_3 := [z] \quad [x] := r_3 \]

![Figure 5](image.png) Figure 5 A variant of the load-buffering program (left) and the IMM graph \( G \) corresponding to its annotated weak behavior (right).

4 Compilation Proof for Weakestmo

In this section, we outline our correctness proof for the compilation from Weakestmo to the various hardware models. As already mentioned, our proof utilizes IMM [19]. In the following, we briefly present IMM for the fragment of the model containing only relaxed reads and writes (Section 4.1), our simulation relation (Section 4.2) for the compilation from Weakestmo to IMM, and outline the argument as to why the simulation relation is preserved (Section 4.3). Mapping from IMM to the hardware models has already been proved correct by Podkopaev et al. [19], so we do not present this part here. Later, in §5, we will extend the IMM mapping results to cover SC accesses.

As a further motivating example for this section consider yet another variant of the load buffering program shown in Fig. 5. As we will see, its annotated weak behavior is allowed by IMM and also by Weakestmo, albeit in a different way. The argument for constructing the Weakestmo event structure that exhibits the weak behavior from the given IMM execution graph is non-trivial.

4.1 The Intermediate Memory Model IMM

In order to discuss the proof, we briefly present a simplified version of the formal IMM definition, where we have omitted constraints about RMW accesses and fences.

▶ Definition 8. An IMM execution graph \( G \) is an execution graph (Def. 6) extended with one additional component: the preserved program order \( \text{ppo} \subseteq [R] ; \text{po} ; [W] \).

Preserved program order edges correspond to syntactic dependencies guaranteed to be preserved by all major hardware platforms. For example, the execution graph in Fig. 5 has two \( \text{ppo} \) edges corresponding to the data dependencies via registers \( r_1 \) and \( r_3 \). (The full IMM definition [19] distinguishes between the different types of dependencies – control, data, address—and includes them as separate components of execution graphs. In the full model, \( \text{ppo} \) is actually derived from the more basic dependencies.) IMM-consistency checks completeness, coherence, and acyclicity:\(^{10}\)

▶ Definition 9. An IMM execution graph \( G \) is IMM-consistent if

\[ \text{codom}(G.rf) = G.R, \quad (\text{COMPLETENESS}) \]

\[ G.hb \cup G.eco^c \text{ is irreflexive, and} \quad (\text{COHERENCE}) \]

\[ G.rf \cup G.ppo \text{ is acyclic.} \quad (\text{NO-THIN-AIR}) \]

\(^{10}\) Again, this is a simplified presentation for a fragment of the model. We refer the reader to Podkopaev et al. [19] for the full definition, which further distinguishes between internal and external \( rf \) edges.
As we can see, the execution graph $G$ of Fig. 5 is IMM-consistent because every read of the graph reads from some write event and, moreover, the COHERENCE and NO-THIN-AIR properties hold.

### 4.2 Simulation Relation for Weakestmo to IMM Proof

In this section, we define the simulation relation $I$ \(^{11}\), which is used for the simulation of a traversal of an IMM-consistent execution graph by a **Weakestmo** event structure presented in Section 2.3.

The way we define $I(prog, G, \langle C, I \rangle, S, X)$ induces a strong connection between events in the execution graph $G$ and the event structure $S$. We make this connection explicit with the function $s2g_{G, S} : S.E \rightarrow G.E$, which maps events of the event structure $S$ into the events of the execution graph $G$, such that $e$ and $s2g_{G, S}(e)$ belong to the same thread and have the same po-position in the thread.\(^{12}\) Note that $s2g_{G, S}$ is defined for all events $e \in S.E$, meaning that the event structure $S$ does not contain any redundant events that do not correspond to events in the IMM execution graph $G$. The function $s2g_{G, S}$, however, does not have to be injective: in particular, events $e$ and $e'$ that are in immediate conflict in $S$ have the same $s2g_{G, S}$-image in $G$. In the rest of the paper, whenever $G$ and $S$ are clear from the context, we omit the $G, S$ subscript from $s2g$.

In the context of a function $s2g$ (for some $G$ and $S$), we also use $\| \cdot \|$ and $\| \cdot \|$ to lift $s2g$ to sets and relations:

- for $A_S \subseteq S.E : \|A_S\| \triangleq \{s2g(e) | e \in A_S\}$
- for $A_G \subseteq G.E : \|A_G\| \triangleq \{e \in S.E | s2g(e) \in A_G\}$
- for $R_S \subseteq S.E \times S.E : \|R_S\| \triangleq \{(s2g(e), s2g(e')) | \langle e, e' \rangle \in R_S\}$
- for $R_G \subseteq G.E \times G.E : \|R_G\| \triangleq \{(e, e') \in S.E \times S.E | (s2g(e), s2g(e')) \in R_G\}$

For example, $\|C\|$ denotes a subset of $S$’s events whose $s2g$-images are covered events in $G$, and $\|S.rf\|$ denotes a relation on events in $G$ whose $s2g$-preimages in $S$ are related by $S.rf$.

We define the relation $I(prog, G, \langle C, I \rangle, S, X)$ to hold if the following conditions are met:

1. $G$ is an IMM-consistent execution of $prog$.
2. $S$ is a **Weakestmo**-consistent event structure of $prog$.
3. $X$ is an extracted subset of $S$.
4. $S$ and $X$ corresponds precisely to all covered and issued events and their po-predecessors:
   $$\|S.E\| = \|X\| = C \cup dom(G.po^{-} ; [I])$$
   (Note that $C$ is closed under po-predecessors, so $dom(G.po^{-} ; [C]) = C$.)

---

\(^{11}\) A refined version of the simulation relation for the full **Weakestmo** model can be found in [16, Appendix A].

\(^{12}\) Here we assume existence and uniqueness of such a function. In our Coq development [16], we have a different representation of execution graph events (but the same for events of event structures), which makes the existence and uniqueness questions trivial.

More specifically, we follow Podkopaev et al. [19, §2.2]. There each non-initializing event $e$ of an execution graph $G$ is encoded as a pair $(t, n)$ where $t$ is $e$’s thread and $n$ is a serial number of $e$ in thread $t$, i.e., a position of $e$ in $G.po$ restricted to events of thread $t$; each initializing event is encoded by the corresponding location – $\langle init I \rangle$.

In this representation, the function $s2g_{G, S}$ for an event $e$ returns (i) the $e$’s thread and a number of non-initial events which $S$.po-preceded $e$ if $e$ is non-initializing or (ii) its location if it is initializing:

$$s2g_{G, S}(e) \triangleq \begin{cases} \langle S.tid(e), dom([S.E \setminus S.Init], S.po; [e]) \rangle & \text{for } e \notin S.Init \\ \langle init S.loc(e) \rangle & \text{for } e \in S.Init \end{cases}$$
5. Each $S$ event has the same thread, type, modifier, and location as its corresponding $G$ event. In addition, covered and issued events in $X$ have the same value as their corresponding ones in $G$.
   a. $\forall e \in S.\{\text{tid}, \text{typ}, \text{loc}, \text{mod}\}(e) = G.\{\text{tid}, \text{typ}, \text{loc}, \text{mod}\}(s2g(e))$
   b. $\forall e \in X \cap [C \cup I]. S.\text{val}(e) = G.\text{val}(s2g(e))$

6. Program order in $S$ corresponds to program order in $G$:
   $$\llbracket S.\text{po} \rrbracket \subseteq G.\text{po}$$

7. Identity relation in $G$ corresponds to identity or conflict relation in $S$:
   $$\llbracket \text{id} \rrbracket \subseteq S.\text{cf}$$

8. Reads in $S$ are justified by writes that have already been observed by the corresponding events in $G$. Moreover, covered events in $X$ are justified by a write corresponding to that read from the corresponding read in $G$:
   a. $\llbracket S.\text{jf} \rrbracket \subseteq G.\text{rf} \cup G.\text{hb}$
   b. $\llbracket S.\text{jf} \rrbracket : [X \cap \llbracket I \rrbracket] \subseteq G.\text{rf}$

9. Every write event justifying some external read event should be $S.\text{ev}$-equal to some issued write event in $X$:
   $\text{dom}(S.\text{jf}_e) \subseteq \text{dom}(S.\text{ev} : [X \cap \llbracket I \rrbracket])$

10. Equal writes in $S$ correspond to the same write event in $G$:
    $$\llbracket S.\text{ew} \rrbracket \subseteq \text{id}$$

11. Every non-trivial $S.\text{ew}$ equivalence class contains an issued write in $X$:
    $$\text{ev} \subseteq (S.\text{ew} : [X \cap \llbracket I \rrbracket] ; S.\text{ew})$$

12. Coherence edges in $S$ correspond to coherence or identity edges in $G$. (We will explain in Section 4.3 why a coherence edge in $S$ might correspond to an identity edge in $G$.)
    $$\llbracket S.\text{co} \rrbracket \subseteq G.\text{co}$$

As an example, consider the execution $G$ from Fig. 5, the traversal configuration $TC_G \triangleq \langle \{\text{Init}\}, \{\text{Init}, e^i_1\} \rangle$, and the event structure $S_4$ shown in Fig. 6. We will show that $T(\text{prog}, G, TC_G, S_4, X_4)$, where $X_4 \triangleq S_4.\text{E}$, holds.

Take $s2g_{G,S_4} = \{\text{Init} \mapsto \text{Init}, e^i_1 \mapsto e^i_1, e^{21}_1 \mapsto e^{21}_1, e^{31}_1 \mapsto e^{31}_1\}$. Given that $\text{cf} = \text{ew} = \emptyset$, the consistency constraints hold immediately. For example, condition 8 holds because $e^{11}_1$ is justified by init, which happens before it. Finally, note that only $e^{21}_1$ and $e^{31}_1$ are required to have the same value by constraint 5, the other related thread events only need to have the same type and address.

---

**Figure 6** The execution graph $G$, its traversal configuration $TC_G$, the related event structure $S_4$, and the selected execution $X_4$. Covered events are marked by $\Box$ and issued ones by $\bigcirc$. Events belonging to the selected execution are marked by $\mathbf{X}$.
We next outline the proof of Lemma 3, which states that the simulation relation weakestmo might need to take multiple steps from write(s).

The definition of the simulation relation \( I \) renders the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 4 straightforward. Specifically, for Lemma 2, the initial configuration \( T C_{\text{init}}(G) \) containing only the initialization events is simulated by the initial event structure \( S_{\text{init}} \) as all the constraints are trivially satisfied (\( S_{\text{init}.po} = S_{\text{init}.jf} = S_{\text{init}.ew} = S_{\text{init}.co} = \emptyset \)).

For Lemma 4, since \( T C_{\text{final}}(G) \) covers all events of \( G \), property 5 implies that the labels of the events in \( X \) are equal to the corresponding events of \( G \); property 6 means that \( po \) is the same between them; property 8 means that \( rf \) is the same between them; properties 7 and 12 together mean that \( co \) is the same. Therefore, \( G \) and the execution corresponding to \( X \) are isomorphic.

### 4.3 Simulation Step Proof Outline

We next outline the proof of Lemma 3, which states that the simulation relation \( I \) can be restored after a traversal step.

Suppose that \( I(prog, G, TC, S, X) \) holds for some \( prog, G, TC, S, \) and \( X \), and we need to simulate a traversal step \( TC \rightarrow TC' \) that either covers or issues an event of thread \( t \). Then we need to produce an event structure \( S' \) and a subset of its events \( X' \) such that \( I(prog, G, TC', S', X') \) holds. Whenever thread \( t \) has any uncovered issued write events, weakestmo might need to take multiple steps from \( S \) to \( S' \) so as to add any missing events prior to the uncovered issued writes of thread \( t \). Borrowing the terminology of the “promising semantics” [11], we refer to these steps as constructing a certification branch for the issued write(s).

Before we present the construction, let us return to the example of Fig. 5. Consider the traversal step from configuration \( TC_a \) to configuration \( TC_b \equiv \langle \{\text{init}\}, \{\text{init}, e_1^1, e_2^1\} \rangle \) by issuing the event \( e_2^1 \) (see Fig. 7). To simulate this step, we need to show that it is possible to execute instructions of thread 2 and extend the event structure with a set of events \( B_{po} \) matching these instructions. As we have already seen, the labels of the new events can differ from their counterparts in \( G \) – they only have to agree for the covered and issued events. In this case, we set \( B_{po} = \{e_1^2, e_2^2, e_3^2\} \), and adding them to the event structure \( S_b \) gives us event structure \( S_b \) shown in Fig. 7.

In more detail, we need to build a run of thread-local semantics \( prog(2) \rightarrow e_1^3 \rightarrow e_2^3 \rightarrow e_3^3 \rightarrow \sigma' \) such that (1) it contains events corresponding to all the events of thread 2 up to \( e_3^3 \) (i.e., \( e_1^2, e_2^2, e_3^2 \) with the same location, type, and thread identifier and (2) any events corresponding to covered or issued events (i.e., \( e_3^2 \)) should also have the same value as the corresponding event in \( G \).
Then, following the run of the thread-local semantics, we should extend the event structure $S_b$ to $S_b$ by adding new events $Br_b$, and ensure that the constructed event structure $S_b$ is consistent (Def. 5) and simulates the configuration $TC_b$. In particular, it means that:

- for each read event in $Br_b$ we need to pick a justification write event, which is either already present in $S$ or po-precceed the read event;
- for each write event in $Br_b$ we should determine its position in co order of the event structure.

Finally, we need to update the selected execution by replacing all events of thread 2 by the new events $Br_b$: $X_b \triangleq X_b \setminus S.\text{thread}([2]) \cup Br_b$.

### 4.3.1 Justifying the New Read Events

In order to determine whence these read events should be justified (and hence what value they should return), we have adopted the approach of Podkopaev et al. [19] for a similar problem with certifying promises in the compilation proof from PS to IMM. The construction relies on several auxiliary definitions.

First, given an execution $G$ and a traversal configuration $\langle C, I \rangle$, we define the set of determined events to be those events of $G$ that must have equal counterparts in $S$. In particular, this means that $S$ should assign to these events the same label as $G$, and thus the same reads-from source for the read events.

$$G.\text{determined}_{\langle C, I \rangle} \triangleq C \cup I \cup \text{dom}((G.\text{rf} \cap G.\text{po})^7; G.\text{ppo} \cap [I]) \cup \text{codom}([I] \cup (G.\text{rf} \cap G.\text{po}))$$

Besides covered and issued events, the set of determined events also contains the ppo-prefixes of issued events, since issued events may depend on their values, as well as any internal reads reading from issued events, since their values are also determined by the issued events.

For the graph $G$ and traversal configuration $TC_b$, the set of determined events contains events $e_3^1$, $e_3^2$, and $e_3^3$. (The events $e_3^1$ and $e_3^2$ are issued, whereas $e_3^3$ has a ppo edge to $e_3^2$.) In contrast, events $e_1^1$, $e_2^1$, and $e_2^2$ are not determined, since their corresponding events in $S$ read/write a different value.

Second, we introduce the viewfront relation $(vf)$ to contain all the writes that have been observed at a certain point in the graph. That is, the edge $\langle w, e \rangle \in G.\text{vf}_{TC}$ indicates that the write $w$ either happens before $e$, is read by a covered event happening before $e$, or is read by a determined read earlier in the same thread as $e$.

$$G.\text{vf}_{\langle C, I \rangle} \triangleq [G.\text{w}] ; (G.\text{rf} ; [C])^7 \cup G.\text{bb}^7 \cup G.\text{rf} ; [G.\text{determined}_{\langle C, I \rangle}] \cup G.\text{po}^7$$

Figure 7 depicts three $G.\text{vf}_{TC_b}$ edges. Since $G.\text{vf}_{TC} \supseteq G.\text{vf}_{TC}$, the other incoming viewfront edges to thread 2 can be derived. Note that there is no edge from $e_1^1$ to thread 2, since $e_1^1$ neither happens before any event in thread 2 nor is read by any determined read.

Finally, we construct the stable justification relation $(sjf)$ that helps us justify the read events in $Br_b$ in the event structure:

$$G.\text{sjf}_{TC} \triangleq ([G.\text{w}] ; \langle G.\text{vf}_{TC} \cap \equiv \text{c-local} ; [G.\text{R}] \rangle \setminus G.\text{co} ; G.\text{vf}_{TC})$$

It relates a read event $r$ to the co-last “observed” write event with same location. Assuming that $G$ is IMM-consistent, it can be shown that $G.\text{sjf}$ agrees with $G.\text{rf}$ on the set of determined reads.

$$G.\text{sjf}_{TC} \cup G.\text{determined}_{TC} \subseteq G.\text{rf}$$

For the graph $G$ and traversal configuration $TC_b$ shown in Fig. 7 the sjf relation coincides with the depicted vf edges: i.e., we have $\langle \text{init}, e_1^1 \rangle$, $\langle \text{init}, e_1^2 \rangle$, $\langle e_3^1, e_3^2 \rangle \in G.\text{sjf}_{TC_b}$. 
The formal definition of the receptiveness property is quite elaborate. For the detailed definition we why we relax the inclusion to write event from our decision.

We have proved that each \( sjf \) edge either starts in some issued event (of the previous traversal configuration) or it connects two events that are related by po:

\[
G.sjf_{TC_e} \subseteq [I_a] ; G.sjf_{TC_e} \cup G.po
\]

In the former case, thanks to the property 4 of our simulation relation, we can pick a write event from \( X_e \) corresponding to the issued write (e.g., for Fig. 7, it is the event \( e_{11} \), corresponding to the issued write \( e_{1} \)). In the latter case, we pick either the initial write or some \( S_e, po \) preceding write belonging to \( Br_b \).

### 4.3.2 Ordering the New Write Events

In order to pick the \( S_e, co \) position of the new write events in the updated event structure, we generally follow the original \( G, co \) order of the IMM graph. Because of the conflicting events, however, it is not always possible to preserve the inclusion between the relations. This is why we relax the inclusion to \( \| S, co \| \subseteq G, co \) in property 12 of the simulation relation.

To see the problem let us return to the example. Suppose that the next traversal step covers the read \( e_1 \). To simulate this step, we build an event structure \( S_e \) (see Fig. 8). It contains the new events \( Br_e \triangleq \{ e_{12}, e_{22}, e_{32} \} \).

Consider the write events \( e_{11} \) and \( e_{12} \) of the event structure. Since the events have different labels, we cannot make them ev-equivalent. And since \( S_e, co \) should be total among all writes to the same location (with respect to \( S_e, ev \)), we must put a co edge between these two events in one direction or another. Note that events \( e_{11} \) and \( e_{12} \) correspond to the same event \( e_1 \) in the graph, thus we cannot use the coherence order of the graph \( G, co \) to guide our decision.

---

\(^{13}\)The formal definition of the receptiveness property is quite elaborate. For the detailed definition we refer the reader to the Coq development of IMM [7].
In fact, the co-order between these two events does not matter, so we could pick either direction. For the purposes of our proofs, however, we found it more convenient to always put the new events earlier in the co order (thus we have \( e_{31} \), \( e_{32} \))\( S_c \). Thereby we can show that the co edges of the event structure ending in the new events, have corresponding edges in the graph: \([S_c, co; [Br_c]] \subseteq G.co\).

Now consider the events \( e_{31} \) and \( e_{32} \). Since these events have the same label and correspond to the same event in \( G \), we make them ev-equivalent. In fact, this choice is necessary for the correctness of our construction. Otherwise, the new events \( Br_c \) would be deemed invisible, because of the \( S_c, cf \cap (S_c, jfe; (S_c, po \cup S_c, jf)^*) \) path between \( e_{31} \) and \( e_{32} \). Recall that only the visible events can be used to extract an execution from the event structure (Def. 7).

In general, assuming that \( I(prog, G; C, l), S, X \) holds, we attach the new write event \( e \) to an \( S, ev \) equivalence class represented by the write event \( w \), s.t. (i) \( w \) has the same \( s2g \) image as \( e \), i.e., \( s2g(w) = s2g(e) \); (ii) \( w \) belongs to \( X \) and its \( s2g \) image is issued, that is \( w \in X \cap [I] \). If there is no such an event \( w \), we put \( e \) \( S, co \)-after events such that their \( s2g \) images are ordered \( G, co \)-before \( s2g(e) \), and \( S, co \)-before events such that their \( s2g \) images are equal to \( s2g(e) \) or ordered \( G, co \)-after it. Note that thanks to property 9 of the simulation relation, that is dom\( (S, jfe) \subseteq dom\( (S, ev; [X \cap [I]] \) \), our choice of \( ev \) guarantees that all new events will be visible.

### 4.3.3 Construction Overview

To sum up, to prove Lemma 3, we consider the events of \( G, thread((t)) \) where \( t \) is the thread of the event issued or covered by the traversal step \( TC \rightarrow TC' \), together with the sjf relation determining the values of the read events. At this point, we can show that \( I \)-conditions for the new configuration \( TC' \) hold for all events except for those in thread \( t \).

Because of receptiveness, there exists a sequence of the thread steps \( prog(t) \rightarrow^* \sigma' \) for some thread state \( \sigma' \) such that the labels on this sequence match the events \( G, thread((t)) \) with the labels determined by \( sjf \), and include an event with the same label as the one issued or covered by the traversal step \( TC \rightarrow TC' \).

We then do an induction on this sequence of steps, and add each event to the event structure \( S \) and to its selected subset of events \( X \) (unless already there), showing along the way that the \( I \)-conditions also hold for the updated event structure, selected subset, and the events added. At the end, when we have considered all the events generated by the step sequence, we will have generated the event structure \( S' \) and execution \( X' \) such that \( I(prog, G; TC', S', X') \) holds.

### 5 Handling SC Accesses

In this section, we briefly describe the changes needed in order to handle the compilation of Weakestmo’s sequentially consistent (SC) accesses. The purpose of SC accesses is to guarantee sequential consistency for the simple programming pattern that uses exclusively SC accesses to communicate between threads. As Lahav et al. [13] showed, however, their semantics is quite complicated because they can be freely mixed with non-SC accesses.

We first define an extension of IMM, which we call IMM\(_SC\). Its consistency extends that of IMM with an additional acyclicity requirement concerning SC accesses, which is taken directly from RC11-consistency [13, Definition 1].
Definition 10. An execution graph $G$ is IMM$_{SC}$-consistent if it is IMM-consistent [19, Definition 3.11] and $G.psc_{base} \cup G.psc_{F}$ is acyclic, where:

- $G.psc_{scb} \triangleq G.po \cup G.po_{1} \cup G.po_{loc} \cup G.hb_{1} \cup G.hb_{loc} \cup G.co \cup G.fr$ 
- $G.psc_{base} \triangleq ([G.E^{sc}] \cup [G.F^{sc}]) ; [G.hb_{1}] ; [G.scb] ; ([G.E^{sc}] \cup G.hb_{loc})$ 
- $G.psc_{F} \triangleq [G.F^{sc}]; (G.hb \cup G.hb; G.eco; G.hb); [G.F^{sc}]$

The $scb$, $psc_{base}$ and $psc_{F}$ relations were carefully designed by Lahav et al. [13] (and recently adopted by the C++ standard), so that they provide strong enough guarantees for programmers while being weak enough to support the intended compilation of SC accesses to commodity hardware. In particular, a previous (simpler) proposal in [2], which essentially includes $G.hb$ between SC accesses in the relation required to be acyclic, is too strong for efficient compilation to the POWER architecture. Indeed, the compilation schemes to POWER do not enforce a strong barrier on $hb$-paths between SC accesses, but rather on $G.po ; G.hb ; G.po$-paths between SC accesses.

Remark 11. The full IMM model (i.e., including release/acquire accesses and SC fences, as defined by Podkopaev et al. [19]) forbids cycles in $rfe \cup ppo \cup bob \cup psc_{F}$, where $bob$ is (similar to $ppo$) a subset of the program order that must be preserved due to the presence of a memory fence or release/acquire access. Since $psc_{F}$ is already included in IMM’s acyclicity constraint, one may consider the natural option of including $psc_{base}$ in that acyclicity constraint as well. However, it leads to a model that is too strong, as it forbids the following behavior:

\[
\begin{align*}
a := [x]^{rli} & \quad \# 2 \\
[y]^{sc} := 1 & \quad \# 2 \\
b := [y]^{rli} & \quad \# 2 \\
[x]^{rli} := b
\end{align*}
\]

This behavior is allowed by POWER (using any of the two intended compilation schemes for SC accesses; see Section 5.1.2).

Adapting the compilation from Weakestmo to IMM$_{SC}$ to cover SC accesses is straightforward because the full definition of Weakestmo [6] does not have any additional constraints about SC accesses at the level of event structures. It only has an SC constraint at the level of extracted executions which is actually the same as in RC11, which we took as is for IMM$_{SC}$.

5.1 Compiling IMM$_{SC}$ to Hardware

In this section, we establish describe the extension of the results of [19] to support SC accesses with their intended compilation schemes to the different architectures.

As was done in [19], since IMM$_{SC}$ and the models of hardware we consider are all defined in the same declarative framework (using execution graphs), we formulate our results on the level of execution graphs. Thus, we actually consider the mapping of IMM$_{SC}$ execution graphs to target architecture execution graphs that is induced by compilation of IMM$_{SC}$ programs to machine programs. Hence, roughly speaking, for each architecture $\alpha \in \{TSO, POWER, ARMv7, ARMv8\}$, our (mechanized) result takes the following form:

\[\text{ECoop 2020}\]
If the $\alpha$-execution-graph $G_\alpha$ corresponds to the $\text{IMM}_{\text{SC}}$-execution-graph $G$, then $\alpha$-consistency of $G_\alpha$ implies $\text{IMM}_{\text{SC}}$-consistency of $G$.

Since the mapping from $\text{Weakestmo}$ to $\text{IMM}_{\text{SC}}$ (on the program level) is the identity mapping (Theorem 1), we obtain as a corollary the correctness of the compilation from $\text{Weakestmo}$ to each architecture $\alpha$ that we consider. The exact notions of correspondence between $G_\alpha$ and $G$ are presented in [16, Appendices B, C and D].

The mapping of $\text{IMM}_{\text{SC}}$ to each architecture follows the intended compilation scheme of C/C++11 [15, 13], and extends the corresponding mappings of $\text{IMM}$ from Podkopaev et al. [19] with the mapping of SC reads and writes. Next, we schematically present these extensions.

### 5.1.1 TSO

There are two alternative sound mappings of SC accesses to x86-TSO:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fence after SC writes</th>
<th>Fence before SC reads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>({R_{\text{sc}}^c} \triangleq \text{mov})</td>
<td>({R_{\text{sc}}^c} \triangleq \text{mfence};\text{mov})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>({W_{\text{sc}}^c} \triangleq \text{mov};\text{mfence})</td>
<td>({W_{\text{sc}}^c} \triangleq \text{mov})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>({\text{RMW}_{\text{sc}}^c} \triangleq \text{(lock)} \text{xchg})</td>
<td>({\text{RMW}_{\text{sc}}^c} \triangleq \text{(lock)} \text{xchg})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first, which is implemented in mainstream compilers, inserts an `mfence` after every SC write; whereas the second inserts an `mfence` before every SC read. Importantly, one should **globally** apply one of the two mappings to ensure the existence of an `mfence` between every SC write and following SC read.

### 5.1.2 POWER

There are two alternative sound mappings of SC accesses to POWER:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leading sync</th>
<th>Trailing sync</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>({R_{\text{sc}}} \triangleq \text{sync};{R_{\text{acq}}^c})</td>
<td>({R_{\text{sc}}} \triangleq \text{ld};\text{sync})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>({W_{\text{sc}}^c} \triangleq \text{sync};\text{st})</td>
<td>({W_{\text{sc}}^c} \triangleq \text{ld};\text{sync})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>({\text{RMW}<em>{\text{sc}}^c} \triangleq \text{sync};{\text{RMW}</em>{\text{acq}}^c})</td>
<td>({\text{RMW}_{\text{sc}}^c} \triangleq \text{ld};\text{sync})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first scheme inserts a `sync` before every SC access, while the second inserts an `sync` after every SC access. Importantly, one should **globally** apply one of the two mappings to ensure the existence of a `sync` between every two SC accesses.

Observe that `sync` is the result of mapping an SC-fence to POWER, so we can reuse the existing proof for the mapping of $\text{IMM}$ to POWER. To handle the leading `sync` (respectively, trailing `sync`) scheme we introduce a preceding step, in which we prove that splitting in the whole execution graph each SC access to a pair of an SC-fence followed (preceded) by a release/acquire access is a sound transformation under $\text{IMM}_{\text{SC}}$. That is, this global execution graph transformation cannot make an inconsistent execution consistent:

**Theorem 12.** Let $G$ be an execution graph such that

\[ \begin{align*}
\{R_{\text{sc}} \cup W_{\text{sc}}^c\} ; (G.g.p'o' \cup G.g.p'o' ; G.h.b ; G.g.p') ; \{R_{\text{sc}} \cup W_{\text{sc}}^c\} & \subseteq G.h.b ; \{R_{\text{sc}} \cup W_{\text{sc}}^c\} ; G.h.b,
\end{align*} \]

where $G.g.p'o' \triangleq G.g.p \backslash G.rmw$. Let $G'$ be the execution graph obtained from $G$ by weakening the access modes of SC write and read events to release and acquire modes respectively. Then, $\text{IMM}_{\text{SC}}$-consistency of $G$ follows from $\text{IMM}$-consistency of $G'$. 
Having this theorem, we can think about mapping of IMM$_{SC}$ to POWER as if it consists of three steps. We establish the correctness of each of them separately.

1. At the IMM$_{SC}$ level, we globally split each SC-access to an SC-fence and release/acquire access. Correctness of this step follows by Theorem 12.
2. We map IMM to POWER, whose correctness follows by the existing results of [19], since we do not have SC accesses at this stage.
3. We remove any redundant fences introduced by the previous step. Indeed, following the leading sync scheme, we will obtain sync; lwsync; st for an SC write. The lwsync is redundant here since sync provides stronger guarantees than lwsync and can be removed. Similarly, following the trailing sync scheme, we will obtain ld; cmp; bc; isync; sync for an SC read. Again, the sync makes other synchronization instructions redundant.

5.1.3 ARMv7
The ARMv7 model [1] is very similar to the POWER model with the main difference being that it has a weaker preserved program order than POWER. However, Podkopaev et al. [19] proved IMM to POWER compilation correctness without relying on POWER’s preserved program order explicitly, but assuming the weaker version of ARMv7’s order. Thus, their proof also establishes correctness of compilation from IMM to ARMv7.

Extending the proof to cover SC accesses follows the same scheme discussed for POWER, since two intended mappings of SC accesses for ARMv7 are the same except for replacing POWER’s sync fence with ARMv7’s dmb:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leading dmb</th>
<th>Trailing dmb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([R^ac])  \triangleq dmb; ([R^ac])</td>
<td>([R^ac])  \triangleq 1dr; dmb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([W^ac])  \triangleq dmb; str</td>
<td>([W^{ac}]) \triangleq ([W^{rel}]); dmb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([RMW^ac]) \triangleq dmb; ([RMW^{ac}])</td>
<td>([RMW^{ac}]) \triangleq ([RMW^{rel}]); dmb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.4 ARMv8
Since ARMv8 has added dedicated instructions to support C/C++-style SC accesses, we have established the correctness of a mapping employing these new instructions:

\[
\begin{align*}
 ([R^c]) & \triangleq \text{LDAR} \\
 ([W^c]) & \triangleq \text{STLR} \\
 ([\text{FADD}^c]) & \triangleq L; \text{LDAXR}; \text{STLXR}; \text{BC} L \\
 ([\text{CAS}^c]) & \triangleq L; \text{LDAXR}; \text{CMP}; \text{BC Le}; \text{STLXR}; \text{BC} L; \text{Le};
\end{align*}
\]

We note that in this mapping, we follow Podkopaev et al. [19] and compile RMW operations to loops with load-linked and store-conditional instructions (LDX/STX). An alternative mapping for RMWs would be to use single hardware instructions, such as LDADD and CAS, that directly implement the required functionality. Unfortunately, however, due to a limitation of the current IMM setup and unclarity about the exact semantics of the CAS instruction, we are not able to prove the correctness of the alternative mapping employing these instructions. The problem is that IMM assumes that every po-edge from a RMW instruction is preserved, which holds for the mapping of CAS using the aforementioned loop, but not necessarily using the single instruction.
6 Related Work

While there are several memory model definitions both for hardware architectures [1, 9, 17, 21, 22] and programming languages [3, 4, 10, 14, 18, 20] in the literature, there are relatively few compilation correctness results [6, 8, 11, 13, 19, 23].

Most of these compilation results do not tackle any of the problems caused by $po \cup rf$ cycles, which are the main cause of complexity in establishing correctness of compilation mappings to hardware architectures. A number of papers (e.g., [6, 11, 23]) consider only hardware models that forbid such cycles, such as x86-DSO [17] and “strong POWER” [12], while others (e.g., [8]) consider compilation schemes that introduce fences and/or dependencies so as to prevent $po \cup rf$ cycles. The only compilation results where there is some non-trivial interplay of dependencies are by Lahav et al. [13] and by Podkopaev et al. [19].

The former paper [13] defines the RC11 model (repaired C11), and establishes a number of results about it, most of which are not related to compilation. The only relevant result is its pencil-and-paper correctness proof of a compilation scheme from RC11 to POWER that adds a fence between relaxed reads and subsequent relaxed writes, but not between non-atomic accesses. As such, the only $po \cup rf$ cycles possible under the compilation scheme involve a racy non-atomic access. Since non-atomic races have undefined semantics in RC11, whenever there is such a cycle, the proof appeals to receptiveness to construct a different acyclic execution exhibiting the race.

The latter paper [19] introduced IMM and used it to establish correctness of compilation from the “promising semantics” (PS) [11] to the usual hardware models. As already mentioned, IMM’s definition catered precisely for the needs of the PS compilation proof, and so did not include important features such as sequentially consistent (SC) accesses. Our compilation proof shares some infrastructure with that proof – namely, the definition of IMM and traversals – but also has substantial differences because PS is quite different from Weakestmo. The main challenges in the PS proof were (1) to encode the various orders of the IMM execution graphs with the timestamps of the PS machine, and (2) to construct the certification runs for each outstanding promise. In contrast, the main technical challenge in the Weakestmo compilation proof is that event structures represent several possible executions of the program together, and that Weakestmo consistency includes constraints that correlate these executions, allowing one execution to affect the consistency of another.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the first correctness proof of mapping from the Weakestmo memory model to a number of hardware architectures. As a way to show correctness of Weakestmo compilation to hardware, we employed IMM [19], which we extended with SC accesses, from which compilation to hardware follows.

Although relying on IMM modularizes the compilation proof and makes it easy to extend to multiple architectures, it does have one limitation. As was discussed in Section 5.1.4, IMM enforces ordering between RMW events and subsequent memory accesses, while one desirable alternative compilation mapping of RMWs to ARMv8 does not enforce this ordering, which means that we cannot prove soundness of that mapping via the current definition of IMM. We are investigating whether one can weaken the corresponding IMM constraint, so that we can establish correctness of the alternative ARMv8 mapping as well.

Another way to establish correctness of this alternative mapping to ARMv8 may be to use the recently developed Promising-ARM model [22]. Indeed, since Promising-ARM is closely related to PS [11], it should be relatively easy to prove the correctness of compilation from
PS to Promising-ARM. Establishing compilation correctness of Weakestmo to Promising-ARM, however, would remain unresolved because Weakestmo and PS are incomparable [6]. Moreover, a direct compilation proof would probably also be quite difficult because of the rather different styles in which these models are defined.
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Abstract

Syntax errors are generally easy to fix for humans, but not for parsers in general nor LR parsers in particular. Traditional “panic mode” error recovery, though easy to implement and applicable to any grammar, often leads to a cascading chain of errors that drown out the original. More advanced error recovery techniques suffer less from this problem but have seen little practical use because their typical performance was seen as poor, their worst case unbounded, and the repairs they reported arbitrary. In this paper we introduce the CPCT$^+$ algorithm, and an implementation of that algorithm, that address these issues. First, CPCT$^+$ reports the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences for a given location, allowing programmers to select the one that best fits their intention. Second, on a corpus of 200,000 real-world syntactically invalid Java programs, CPCT$^+$ is able to repair 98.37$\pm$0.017% of files within a timeout of 0.5s. Finally, CPCT$^+$ uses the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences to reduce the cascading error problem, where incorrect error recovery causes further spurious syntax errors to be identified. Across the test corpus, CPCT$^+$ reports 435,812$\pm$473 error locations to the user, reducing the cascading error problem substantially relative to the 981,628$\pm$0 error locations reported by panic mode.
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1 Introduction

Programming is a humbling job which requires acknowledging that we will make untold errors in our quest to perfect a program. Most troubling are semantic errors, where we intended the program to do one thing, but it does another. Less troubling, but often no less irritating, are syntax errors, which are generally minor deviances from the exacting syntax required
Don’t Panic! Better, Fewer, Syntax Errors for LR Parsers

(a) class C {
  int x y;
}

(b) C.java:2: error: ';' expected
   int x y;
   ^
C.java:2: error: <identifier> expected
   int x y;
   ^

(c) Parsing error at line 2 col 9. Repair sequences found:
1: Delete y
2: Insert ,
3: Insert =

Figure 1 An example of a simple, common Java syntax error (a) and the problems traditional error recovery has in dealing with it. javac (b) spots the error when it encounters “y”. Its error recovery algorithm then repairs the input by inserting a semicolon before “y” (i.e. making the input equivalent to “int x; y;”). This then causes a spurious parsing error, since “y” on its own is not a valid statement. The CPCT+ error recovery algorithm we introduce in this paper produces the output shown in (c): after spotting an error when parsing encounters “y”, it uses the Java grammar to find the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences (unlike previous approaches which non-deterministically find one minimum cost repair sequence). In this case three repair sequences are reported to the user: one can delete “y” entirely (“int x;”), or insert a comma (“int x, y;”), or insert an equals sign (“int x = y;”).

by a compiler. So common are syntax errors that parsers in modern compilers are designed to cope with us making several: rather than stop on the first syntax error, they attempt to recover from it. This allows them to report, and us to fix, all our syntax errors in one go.

When error recovery works well, it is a useful productivity gain. Unfortunately, most current error recovery approaches are simplistic. The most common grammar-neutral approach to error recovery are those algorithms described as “panic mode” (e.g. [13, p. 348]) which skip input until the parser finds something it is able to parse. A more grammar-specific variation of this idea is to skip input until a pre-determined synchronisation token (e.g. “;” in Java) is reached [8, p. 3], or to try inserting a single synchronisation token. Such strategies are often unsuccessful, leading to a cascade of spurious syntax errors (see Figure 1 for an example). Programmers quickly learn that only the location of the first error in a file – not the reported repair, nor the location of subsequent errors – can be relied upon to be accurate.

It is possible to hand-craft error recovery algorithms for a specific language. These generally allow better recovery from errors, but are challenging to create. For example, the Java error recovery approach in the Eclipse IDE is 5KLoC long, making it only slightly smaller than a modern version of Berkeley Yacc – a complete parsing system! Unsurprisingly, few real-world parsers contain effective hand-written error recovery algorithms.

Most of us are so used to these trade-offs (cheap generic algorithms and poor recovery vs. expensive hand-written algorithms and reasonable recovery) that we assume them to be inevitable. However, there is a long line of work on more advanced generic error recovery algorithms. Probably the earliest such algorithm is Aho and Peterson [1], which, upon encountering an error, creates on-the-fly an alternative (possibly ambiguous) grammar which allows the parser to recover. This algorithm has fallen out of favour in programming language circles, probably because of its implementation complexity and the difficulty of explaining to users what recovery has been used. A simpler family of algorithms, which trace their roots to Fischer et al. [11], instead try to find a single minimum cost repair sequence of token insertions and deletions which allow the parser to recover. Algorithms in this family are much better at recovering from errors than naive approaches and can communicate the repairs they find in a way that humans can easily replicate. However, such algorithms have seen little practical use because their typical performance is seen as poor and their worst case unbounded [17, p. 14]. We add a further complaint: such approaches only report a
single repair sequence to users. In general – and especially in syntactically rich languages – there are multiple reasonable repair sequences for a given error location, and the algorithm has no way of knowing which best matches the user’s intentions.

In this paper we introduce a new error recovery algorithm in the Fischer et al. family, $CPCT^+$. This takes the approach of Corchuelo et al. [5] as a base, corrects it, expands it, and optimises its implementation. $CPCT^+$ is simple to implement (under 500 lines of Rust code), is able to repair nearly all errors in reasonable time, reports the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences to users, and does so in less time than Corchuelo et al..

We validate $CPCT^+$ on a corpus of 200,000 real, syntactically incorrect, Java programs (Section 6). $CPCT^+$ is able to recover $98.37\%\pm0.017\%$ of files within a 0.5s timeout and does so while reporting fewer than half the error locations as a traditional panic mode algorithm: in other words, $CPCT^+$ substantially reduces the cascading error problem. We also show – for, as far as we know, the first time – that advanced error recovery can be naturally added to a Yacc-esque system, allowing users to make fine-grained decisions about what to do when error recovery has been applied to an input (Section 7). We believe that this shows that algorithms such as $CPCT^+$ are ready for wider usage, either on their own, or as part of a multi-phase recovery system.

### 1.1 Defining the problem

Formally speaking, we first test the following hypothesis:

**H1** The complete set of minimum cost repair sequences can be found in acceptable time.

The only work we are aware of with a similar concept of “acceptable time” is [6], who define it as the total time spent in error recovery per file, with a threshold of 1s. We use that definition with one change: Since many compilers are able to fully execute in less than 1s, we felt that a tighter threshold is more appropriate: we use 0.5s since we think that even the most demanding users will tolerate such a delay. We strongly validate this hypothesis.

The complete set of minimum cost repair sequences makes it more likely that the programmer will see a repair sequence that matches their original intention (see Figure 1 for an example; Appendix A contains further examples in Java, Lua, and PHP). It also opens up a new opportunity. Previous error recovery algorithms find a single repair sequence, apply that to the input, and then continue parsing. While that repair sequence may have been a reasonable local choice, it may cause cascading errors later. Since we have the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences available, we can select from that set a repair sequence which causes fewer cascading errors. We thus rank repair sequences by how far they allow parsing to continue successfully (up to a threshold – parsing the whole file would, in general, be too costly), and choose from the subset that gets furthest (note that the time required to do this is included in the 0.5s timeout). We thus also test a second hypothesis:

**H2** Ranking the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences by how far they allow parsing to continue locally reduces the global cascading error problem.

We also strongly validate this hypothesis. We do this by comparing “normal” $CPCT^+$ with a simple variant $CPCT^+_\text{rev}$ which reverses the ranking process, always selecting from amongst the worst performing minimum cost repair sequence. $CPCT^+_\text{rev}$ models the worst case of previous approaches in the Fischer et al. family, which non-deterministically select a single minimum cost repair sequence. $CPCT^+_\text{rev}$ leads to $31.93\%\pm0.289\%$ more errors being reported (i.e. it substantially worsens the cascading error problem).
This paper is structured as follows. We describe the Corchuelo et al. algorithm (Section 4), filling in missing details from the original description and correcting its definition. We then expand the algorithm into \textit{CPCT}+ (Section 5). Finally, we validate \textit{CPCT}+ on a corpus of 200,000 real, syntactically incorrect, Java programs comparing it to implementations of panic mode and Corchuelo et al. (Section 6). To emphasise that our algorithms are grammar-neutral, we show examples of error recovery on different grammars in Appendix A.

2 Background

We assume a high-level understanding of the mechanics of parsing in this paper, but in this section we provide a handful of definitions, and a brief refresher of relevant low-level details, needed to understand the rest of this paper. Although the parsing tool we created for this paper is written in Rust, we appreciate that this is still an unfamiliar language to many readers: algorithms are therefore given in Python, which we hope, is familiar to most.

Although there are many flavours of parsing, the Fischer et al. family of error recovery algorithms are designed to be used with LR\((k)\) parsers [16]. LR parsing remains one of the most widely used parsing approaches due to the ubiquity of Yacc [14] and its descendants (which include the Rust parsing tool we created for this paper). We use Yacc syntax throughout this paper so that examples can easily be tested in Yacc-compatible parsing tools.

Yacc-like tools take in a Context-Free Grammar (CFG) and produce a parser from it. The CFG has one or more \textit{rules}; each rule has a name and one or more \textit{productions} (often called “alternatives”); each production contains one or more \textit{symbols}; and a symbol references either a \textit{token type} or a grammar rule. One rule is designated the \textit{start rule}. The resulting parser takes as input a stream of tokens, each of which has a \textit{type} (e.g. \texttt{INT}) and a \textit{value} (e.g. \texttt{123}) – we assume the existence of a Lex-like tool which can split a string into a stream of tokens. Strictly speaking, parsing is the act of determining whether a stream of tokens is correct with respect to the underlying grammar. Since this is rarely useful on its own, Yacc-like tools allow grammars to specify “semantic actions” which are executed when a production in the grammar is successfully matched. Except where stated otherwise, we assume that the semantic actions build a \textit{parse tree}, ordering the tokens into a tree of nonterminal nodes (which can have children) and terminal nodes (which cannot have children).

The CFG is first transformed into a \textit{stategraph}, a statemachine where each node contains one or more \textit{items} (describing the valid parse states at that point) and edges are labelled with terminals or nonterminals. Since even on a modern machine, a canonical (i.e. unmerged) LR stategraph can take several seconds to build, and a surprising amount of memory to store, we use the algorithm of [21] to merge together compatible states\(^1\). The effect of this is significant, reducing the Java grammar we use later from 8908 to 1148 states. The stategraph is then transformed into a \textit{statetable} with one row per state. Each row has a possibly empty \textit{action} (shift, reduce, or accept) for each terminal and a possibly empty \textit{goto state} for each nonterminal. Figure 2 shows an example grammar, its stategraph, and statetable.

The statetable allows us to define a simple, efficient, parsing process. We first define two functions relative to the statetable: \texttt{action(s,t)} returns the action for the state \(s\) and token \(t\) or \texttt{error} if no such action exists; and \texttt{goto(s,N)} returns the goto state for the state \(s\) and the nonterminal \(N\) or \texttt{error} if no such goto state exists. We then define a reduction relation

\(^{1}\) [21] can over-merge states when conflicts occur [9, p. 3] (i.e. when Yacc uses precedence rules to turn an ambiguous grammar into an unambiguous LR parser). Since our error recovery approach operates purely on the statetable, it should work correctly with other merging approaches such as that of [9].
Figure 2 An example grammar (top left), its corresponding stategraph (right), and statetable (split into separate action and goto tables; bottom left). Productions in the grammar are labelled (I) to (VI). In the stategraph: S(\(x\)) means “shift to state \(x\)”; R(\(x\)) means “reduce production \(x\) from the grammar” (e.g. action(3, \(\cdot\)) returns R(IV) which references the production “\(\text{Factor: Term;}\)”). Each item within a state \([\alpha \cdot \beta]\) references one of rule \(N\)’s productions; \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) each represent zero or more symbols; with the dot (\(\cdot\)) representing how much of the production must have been matched (\(\alpha\)) if parsing has reached that state, and how much remains (\(\beta\)).

\[\rightarrow_{LR}\] for \((\text{parsing stack}, \text{token list})\) pairs with two reduction rules as shown in Figure 3. A full LR parse \(\rightarrow_{LR}\) repeatedly applies the two \(\rightarrow_{LR}\) rules until neither applies, which means that action(\(s_n, t_0\)) is either: accept (i.e. the input has been fully parsed); or error (i.e. an error has been detected at the terminal \(t_0\)). A full parse takes a starting pair of \(([0], [t_0 \ldots t_n, $])\), where state 0 is expected to represent the entry point into the stategraph, \(t_0 \ldots t_n\) is the sequence of input tokens, and “$” is the special End-Of-File (EOF) token.

3 Panic mode

Error recovery algorithms are invoked by a parser when it has yet to finish but there is no apparent way to continue parsing (i.e. when action(\(s_n, t_0\)) = error). Error recovery algorithms are thus called with a parsing stack and a sequence of remaining input (which we represent as a list of tokens): they can modify either or both of the parsing stack and the input in their quest to get parsing back on track. The differences between algorithms are thus in what modifications they can carry out (e.g. altering the parse stack; deleting input; inserting input), and how they carry such modifications out.
Don’t Panic! Better, Fewer, Syntax Errors for LR Parsers

\[
\text{action}(s_n, t_0) = \text{shift } s' \\
\rightarrow_{LR} \left[ (s_0 \ldots s_n], [t_0 \ldots t_n] \right] \rightarrow_{LR} \left[ (s_0 \ldots s_n, s'], [t_1 \ldots t_n] \right]
\]

LR Shift

\[
\text{action}(s_n, t_0) = \text{reduce } N : \alpha \land \text{goto}(s_{n-|\alpha|}, N) = s' \\
\rightarrow_{LR} \left[ (s_0 \ldots s_n], [t_0 \ldots t_n] \right] \rightarrow_{LR} \left[ (s_0 \ldots s_{n-|\alpha|}, s'], [t_1 \ldots t_n] \right]
\]

LR Reduce

**Figure 3** Reduction rules for \( \rightarrow_{LR} \), which operate on \((\text{parsing stack, token list})\) pairs. LR Shift advances the input by one token and grows the parsing stack, while LR Reduce unwinds (“reduces”) the parsing stack when a production is complete before moving to a new (“goto”) state.

```python
def holub(pstack, toks):
    while len(toks) > 0:
        try:
            npstack = pstack.copy()
            while len(npstack) > 0:
                if action(npstack[-1], toks[0]) != error:
                    return (npstack, toks)
                npstack.pop()
                del toks[0]
        except Error:
            return None
```

**Figure 4** Our version of the Holub [13] algorithm. This panic mode algorithm takes in a \((\text{parsing stack, token list})\) pair and returns: a \((\text{parsing stack, token list})\) pair if it managed to recover; or None if it failed to recover. The algorithm tries to find an element in the stack that has a non-error action for the next token in the input (lines 4–6). If it fails to find such an element, the input is advanced by one element (line 7) and the stack restored (line 3).

The simplest grammar-neutral error recovery algorithms are widely called “panic mode” algorithms (the origin of this family of algorithms seems lost in time). While there are several members of this family for LL parsing, there is only one fundamental way of creating a grammar-neutral panic mode algorithm for LR parsing. We take our formulation from Holub [13, p. 348]\(^2\). The algorithm works by popping elements off the parsing stack to see if an earlier part of the stack is able to parse the next input symbol. If no element in the stack is capable of parsing the next input symbol, the next input symbol is skipped, the stack restored, and the process repeated. At worst, this algorithm guarantees to find a match at the EOF token. Figure 4 shows a more formal version of this algorithm.

The advantage of this algorithm is its simplicity and speed. For example, consider the grammar from Figure 2 and the input “2 + + 3”. The parser encounters an error on the second “+” token, leaving it with a parsing stack of \([0, 2, 7]\) and the input “+ 3” remaining. The error recovery algorithm now starts. It first tries \text{action}(7, “+”) which (by definition, since it is the place the parser encountered an error) returns error; it then pops the top element from the parsing stack and tries \text{action}(2, “+”), which returns shift. This is enough for the error recovery algorithm to complete, and parsing resumes with a stack \([0, 2]\).

The fundamental problem with error recovery can be seen from the above example: by popping from the parsing stack, it implicitly deletes input from before the error location (in this case the first “+”) in order to find a way of parsing input after the error location. This often leads to panic mode throwing away huge portions of the input in its quest to find a repair. Not only can the resulting recovery appear as a Deus ex machina, but the more input that is skipped, the more likely that a cascade of further parsing errors ensues (as we will see later in Section 6.2).

\(^2\) Note that step 2 in Holub causes valid repairs to be missed: while it is safe to ignore the top element of the parsing stack on the first iteration of the algorithm, as soon as one token is skipped, one must check all elements of the parsing stack. Our description simply drops step 2 entirely.
Section 4.2). Since the original gives few details as to how the algorithm might best be

\[
\text{action}(s_n, t) \neq \text{error} \land t \neq S \land ((s_0 \ldots s_n), [t, t_0 \ldots t_n]) \rightarrow^*_{LR} ((s'_0 \ldots s'_m), [t_0 \ldots t_n])
\]

CR INSERT

\[
(s_0 \ldots s_n), [t_0 \ldots t_n] \rightarrow^*_{CR} ((s'_0 \ldots s'_m), [t_0 \ldots t_n], [\text{insert } t])
\]

CR DELETE

\[
t_0 \neq S
\]

\[
(s_0 \ldots s_n), [t_0, t_1 \ldots t_n] \rightarrow^*_{CR} ((s_0 \ldots s_n), [t_1 \ldots t_n], [\text{delete }])
\]

\[
((s_0 \ldots s_n), [t_0 \ldots t_n]) \rightarrow^*_{LR} ((s'_0 \ldots s'_m), [t_j \ldots t_n]) \land 0 < j \leq N_{\text{shifts}}
\]

\[
j = N_{\text{shifts}} \lor \text{action}(s'_m, t_j) \in \{\text{accept, error}\}
\]

\[
((s_0 \ldots s_n), [t_0 \ldots t_n]) \rightarrow^*_{CR} ((s'_0 \ldots s'_m), [t_j \ldots t_n], [\text{shift...shift}])
\]

CR Shift 1

\[
\text{shift shifts per token shifted is created.}
\]

\[
\text{Intuitively, the Corchuelo et al. algorithm starts at the error state and tries to find a minimum}
\]

\[
\text{cost repair sequence consisting of: insert } T \text{ (“insert a token of type } T\text{”), delete} \text{ (“delete the}
\]

\[
\text{token at the current offset”), or shift (“parse the token at the current offset”). The algorithm}
\]

\[
\text{completes: successfully if it reaches an accept state or shifts “enough” tokens (} N_{\text{shifts}}, \text{set at 3 in}
\]

\[
\text{Corchuelo et al.); or unsuccessfully if a repair sequence contains too many delete or insert}
\]

\[
\text{repairs (set at 3 and 4 respectively in Corchuelo et al.) or spans “too much” input (} N_{\text{total}},
\]

\[
\text{set at 10 in Corchuelo et al.). Repair sequences are reported back to users with trailing shift}
\]

\[
\text{repairs pruned i.e. [insert } x, \text{ shift } y, \text{ delete } z, \text{ shift } a, \text{ shift } b, \text{ shift } c\text{] is reported as [insert } x,
\]

\[
\text{shift } y, \text{ delete } z\text{].}
\]

\[
\text{In order to find repair sequences, the algorithm keeps a breadth-first queue of configurations, each of which represents a different search state; configurations are queried for their neighbours which are put into the queue; and the search terminates when a successful configuration is found. The cost of a configuration is the sum of the repair costs in its repair sequence. By definition, a configuration’s neighbours have the same, or greater, cost to it.}
\]

\[
\text{As with the original, we explain the approach in two parts. First is a new reduction}
\]

\[
\rightarrow_{cn} \text{ which defines a configuration’s neighbours (Figure 5). Second is an algorithm}
\]

\[
\text{which makes use of the } \rightarrow_{cn} \text{ relation to generate neighbours, and determines when a successful}
\]

\[
\text{configuration has been found or if error recovery has failed (Figure 6). As well as several}
\]

\[
\text{Figure 5 The repair-creating reduction rules for Corchuelo et al., CR INSERT finds all terminals}
\]

\[
\text{reachable from the current state and creates insert repairs for them (other than the EOF token “} S\text{”).}
\]

\[
\text{CR DELETE creates deletion repairs if user defined input remains. CR Shift 1 parses at least 1 and}
\]

\[
\text{at most } N_{\text{shifts}} \text{ tokens; if it reaches an accept or error state, or parses exactly } N_{\text{shifts}} \text{ tokens, then a}
\]

\[
\text{shift repair per token shifted is created.}
\]

\[
\text{4 Corchuelo et al.}
\]

\[
\text{There have been many attempts to create better LR error recovery algorithms than panic}
\]

\[
\text{mode. Most numerous are those error recovery algorithms in what we call the Fischer et al.}
\]

\[
\text{family. Indeed, there are far too many members of this family of algorithms to cover in one}
\]

\[
\text{paper. We therefore start with one of the most recent – Corchuelo et al. [5]. We first explain}
\]

\[
\text{the original algorithm (Section 4.1), although we use different notation than the original,}
\]

\[
\text{fill in several missing details, and provide a more formal definition. We then make two}
\]

\[
\text{correctness fixes to ensure that the algorithm always finds minimum cost repair sequences}
\]

\[
\text{(Section 4.2). Since the original gives few details as to how the algorithm might best be}
\]

\[
\text{implemented, we then explain our approach to making a fast implementation (Section 4.3).}
\]

\[
\text{4.1 The original algorithm}
\]

\[
\text{Intuitively, the Corchuelo et al. algorithm starts at the error state and tries to find a minimum}
\]

\[
\text{cost repair sequence consisting of: insert } T \text{ (“insert a token of type } T\text{”), delete} \text{ (“delete the}
\]

\[
\text{token at the current offset”), or shift (“parse the token at the current offset”). The algorithm}
\]

\[
\text{completes: successfully if it reaches an accept state or shifts “enough” tokens (} N_{\text{shifts}}, \text{set at 3 in}
\]

\[
\text{Corchuelo et al.); or unsuccessfully if a repair sequence contains too many delete or insert}
\]

\[
\text{repairs (set at 3 and 4 respectively in Corchuelo et al.) or spans “too much” input (} N_{\text{total}},
\]

\[
\text{set at 10 in Corchuelo et al.). Repair sequences are reported back to users with trailing shift}
\]

\[
\text{repairs pruned i.e. [insert } x, \text{ shift } y, \text{ delete } z, \text{ shift } a, \text{ shift } b, \text{ shift } c\text{] is reported as [insert } x,
\]

\[
\text{shift } y, \text{ delete } z\text{].}
\]

\[
\text{In order to find repair sequences, the algorithm keeps a breadth-first queue of configurations, each of which represents a different search state; configurations are queried for their neighbours which are put into the queue; and the search terminates when a successful configuration is found. The cost of a configuration is the sum of the repair costs in its repair sequence. By definition, a configuration’s neighbours have the same, or greater, cost to it.}
\]

\[
\text{As with the original, we explain the approach in two parts. First is a new reduction}
\]

\[
\rightarrow_{cn} \text{ which defines a configuration’s neighbours (Figure 5). Second is an algorithm}
\]

\[
\text{which makes use of the } \rightarrow_{cn} \text{ relation to generate neighbours, and determines when a successful}
\]

\[
\text{configuration has been found or if error recovery has failed (Figure 6). As well as several}
def corchueloetal(pstack, toks):
    todo = [[(pstack, toks, [])]]
    cur_cst = 0
    while cur_cst < len(todo):
        if len(todo[cur_cst]) == 0:
            cur_cst += 1
            continue
        n = todo[cur_cst].pop()
        if action(n[0][-1], n[1][0]) == accept or ends_in_N_shifts(n[2]):
            return n
        elif len(n[1]) - len(toks) == N_total:
            continue
        for nbr in all_cr_star(n[0], n[1]):
            if len(n[2]) > 0 and n[2][-1] == delete and nbr[2][-1] == insert:
                continue
            cst = cur_cst + rprs_cst(nbr[2])
            for _ in range(len(todo), cst):
                todo.append([])
            todo[cur_cst].append((nbr[0], nbr[1], n[2] + nbr[2]))
        return None

def rprs_cst(rprs):
    c = 0
    for r in rprs:
        if r == shift:
            continue
        c += 1
    return c

def all_cr_star(pstack, toks):
    # Exhaustively apply the \rightarrow \text{CR} relation to
    # (pstack, toks) and return the resulting
    # list of (pstack, toks, repair) triples.

Figure 6 Our version of the Corchuelo et al. algorithm. The main function corchueloetal takes in a (parsing stack, token list) pair and returns: a (parsing stack, token list, repair sequence) triple where repair sequence is guaranteed to be a minimum cost repair sequence; or None if it failed to find a repair sequence. The algorithm maintains a todo list of lists: the first sub-list contains configurations of cost 0, the second sub-list configurations of cost 1, and so on. The todo list is initialised with the error parsing stack, remaining tokens, and an empty repair sequence (line 2). If there are todo items left, a lowest cost configuration n is picked (lines 4–8). If n represents an accept state or if the last N shifts repairs are shifts, then n represents a minimum cost repair sequence and the algorithm terminates successfully (line 9). If n has already consumed N_total tokens, then it is discarded (line 10). Otherwise, n’s neighbours are gathered using the \rightarrow \text{CR} relation (lines 11, 25–28). To avoid duplicate repairs, delete repairs never follow insert repairs (line 12). Each neighbour has its repairs costed (line 13) and is then assigned to the correct todo sub-list (line 15). The rprs_cst function returns the cost of a repair sequence. Inserts and deletes cost 1, shifts 0.

changes for clarity, the biggest difference is that Figure 6 captures semi-formally what Corchuelo et al. explain in prose (spread amongst several topics over several pages): perhaps inevitably we have had to fill in several missing details. For example, Corchuelo et al. do not define what the cost of repairs is: for simplicities sake, we define the cost of insert and delete as 1, and shift as 0.3

4.2 Ensuring that minimum cost repair sequences aren’t missed

CR Shift 1 (see Figure 5) has two flaws which prevent it from generating all possible minimum cost repair sequences.

First, CR Shift 1 always consumes input, missing intermediate configurations (including accept states!) that only require reductions/gotos to be performed. CR Shift 2 in Figure 7 shows the two-phase fix which addresses this problem. We first change the condition

3 It is trivial to extend this to variable token costs if desired, and our implementation supports this. However, it is unclear whether non-uniform token costs are useful in practise [4, p.96].
((s₀...sₙ], [t₀...tₙ]) →^LR \((s'_0...s'_m], [t_j...t_n])\) \(0 \leq j \leq N_{shifts}\)
\((j = 0 \land [s₀...sₙ] \neq [s'_0...s'_m]) \lor j = N_{shifts} \lor action(s'_m, t_j) \in \{accept, error\}\)
\(([s₀...sₙ], [t₀...tₙ]) \rightarrow CR ([s'_0...s'_m], [t_j...t_n], \text{shift...shift}_j)\)

**Figure 7** CR Shift 1 always consumes input, when sometimes performing one or more reduction/gotos without consuming input would be better. CR Shift 2 addresses this issue. Both CR Shift 1 and CR Shift 2 generate multiple shift repairs in one go, which causes them to skip “intermediate” (and sometimes important) configurations. CR Shift 3 generates at most one shift, exploring all intermediate configurations.

\(([s₀...sₙ], [t₀...tₙ]) \rightarrow^* LR \((s'_0...s'_m], [t_j...t_n])\)
\((j = 0 \land [s₀...sₙ] \neq [s'_0...s'_m] \land R = []) \lor (j = 1 \land R = [\text{shift}])\)
\(([s₀...sₙ], [t₀...tₙ]) \rightarrow CR ([s'_0...s'_m], [t_j...t_n], R)\)

**Figure 8** Given the input “2 3 +” and the grammar from Figure 2, CR Shift 1 is unable to find any repair sequences because it does not perform the reductions/gotos necessary after the final insert or delete repairs to reach an accept state. (a) CR Shift 2 can find 4 minimum cost repair sequences. (b) CR Shift 3 can find a further 2 minimum cost repair sequences on top those found by CR Shift 2 (i.e. 6 in total).

0 < j ≤ N_{shifts} to 0 ≤ j ≤ N_{shifts} so that the parser can make progress without consuming input. However, this opens the possibility of an infinite loop, so we then add a condition that if no input is consumed, the parsing stack must have changed. In other words, we require progress to be made, whether or not that progress involved consuming input.

Second, CR Shift 1 and CR Shift 2 generate multiple shifts at a time. This causes them to skip intermediate configurations from which minimum cost repair sequences may be found. The solution\(^4\) is simple: at most one shift can be generated at any one time. CR Shift 3 in Figure 7 (as well as incorporating the fix from CR Shift 2) generates at most one shift repair at a time. Relative to CR Shift 1, it is simpler, though it also inevitably slows down the search, as more configurations are generated.

The problems with CR Shift 1, in particular, can be severe. Figure 8 shows an example input where CR Shift 1 is unable to find any repair sequences, CR Shift 2 some, and CR Shift 3 all minimum cost repair sequences.

### 4.3 Implementation considerations

The definitions we have given thus far do not obviously lead to an efficient implementation and Corchuelo et al. give few useful hints. We found that two techniques were both effective at improving performance while being simple to implement.

---

\(^4\) The problem, and the basis of a fix, derive from [15, p. 12], though their suggestion suffers from the same problem as CR Shift 1.
First, Corchuelo et al. suggest using a breadth-first search but give no further details. It was clear to us that the most natural way to model the search is as an instance of Dijkstra’s algorithm. However, rather than use a general queue data-structure (probably based on a tree) to discover which element to search next, we use a similar queue data-structure to [4, p. 25]. This consists of one sub-list per cost (i.e. the first sub-list contains configurations of cost 0, the second sub-list configurations of cost 1 and so on). Since we always know what cost we are currently investigating, finding the next todo element requires only a single pop (line 8 of Figure 6). Similarly, adding elements requires only an append to the relevant sub-list (lines 18, 21, 22). This data-structure is a good fit because costs in our setting are always small (double digits is unusual for real-world grammars) and each neighbour generated from a configuration with cost $c$ has a cost $\geq c$.

Second, since error recovery frequently adjusts and resets parsing stacks and repair sequences, during error recovery we do not represent these as lists (as is the case during normal parsing). We found that lists consume noticeably more memory, and are slightly less efficient, than using parent pointer trees (often called “cactuses”). Every node in such a tree has a reference to a single parent (or null for the root node) but no references to child nodes. Since our implementation is written in Rust – a language without garbage collection – nodes are reference counted (i.e. a parent is only freed when it is not in a todo list and no children point to it). When the error recovery algorithm starts, it converts the main parsing stack (a list) into a parent pointer tree; and repair sequences start as empty parent pointer trees. The $\rightarrow_{cr}$ part of our implementation thus operates exclusively on parent pointer trees. Although this does mean that neighbouring configurations are scattered throughout memory, the memory sharing involved seems to more than compensate for poor cache behaviour; it also seems to be a good fit with modern malloc implementations, which are particularly efficient when allocating and freeing objects of the same size. This representation is likely to be a reasonable choice in most contexts, although it is difficult to know from our experience whether it will always be the best choice (e.g. for garbage collected languages).

One seemingly obvious improvement is to split the search into parallel threads. However, we found that the nature of the problem means that parallelisation is more tricky, and less productive, than might be expected. There are two related problems: we cannot tell in advance if a given configuration will have huge numbers of successors or none at all; and configurations are, in general, searched for successors extremely quickly. Thus if we attempt to seed threads with initial sets of configurations, some threads quickly run out of work whilst others have ever growing queues. If, alternatively, we have a single global queue then significant amounts of time can be spent adding or removing configurations in a thread-safe manner. A work stealing algorithm might solve this problem but, as we shall see in Section 6, CPCT$^+$ runs fast enough that the additional complexity of such an approach is not, in our opinion, justified.

In this section, we extend the Corchuelo et al. algorithm to become what we call CPCT$^+$. First we enhance the algorithm to find the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences (Section 5.1). Since this slows down the search, we optimise by merging together compatible configurations (Section 5.2). The complete set of minimum cost repair sequences allows us to make an algorithm less susceptible to the cascading error problem (Section 5.3). We then change the criteria for terminating error recovery (Section 5.4).
5.1 Finding the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences

The basic Corchuelo et al. algorithm non-deterministically completes as soon as it has found a single minimum cost repair sequence. This is confusing in two different ways: the successful repair sequence found can vary from run to run; and the successful repair sequence might not match the user’s intention.

We therefore introduce the idea of the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences: that is, all equivalently good repair sequences. Although we will refine the concept of “equivalently good” in Section 5.3, at this stage we consider all successful repair sequences with minimum cost \( c \) to be equivalently good. In other words, as soon as we find the first successful repair sequence, its cost \( c \) defines the minimum cost.

An algorithm to generate this set is then simple: when a repair sequence of cost \( c \) is found to be successful, we discard all repair sequences with cost \( > c \), and continue exploring configurations in cost \( c \) (including, transitively, all neighbours that are also of cost \( c \); those with cost \( > c \) are immediately discarded). Each successful configuration is recorded and, when all configurations in \( c \) have been explored, the set of successful configurations is returned. One of these successful configurations is then non-deterministically chosen, applied to the input, and parsing continued.

5.2 Merging compatible configurations

Relative to finding a single solution, finding the complete set of repair sequences can be extremely expensive because there may be many remaining configurations in \( c \), which may, transitively, have many neighbours. Our solution to this performance problem is to merge together compatible configurations on-the-fly, preserving their distinct repair sequences while reducing the search space. Two configurations are compatible if:

1. their parsing stacks are identical,
2. they both have an identical amount of input remaining,
3. and their repair sequences are compatible.

Two repair sequences are compatible:

1. if they both end in the same number \( (n \geq 0) \) of shifts,
2. and, if one repair sequence ends in a delete, the other repair sequence also ends in a delete.

The first of these conditions is a direct consequence of the fact that a configuration is deemed successful if it ends in \( N_{\text{shifts}} \) shift repairs. When we merge configurations, one part of the merge is “dominant” (i.e. checked for \( N_{\text{shifts}} \)) and the other “subsumed”: we have to maintain symmetry between the two to prevent the dominant part accidentally preventing the subsumed part from being recorded as successful. In other words, if the dominant part of the merge had fewer shifts at the end of its repair sequence than the subsumed part, then the \( N_{\text{shifts}} \) check (line 10, Figure 6) would fail, even though reversing the dominant and subsumed parts may have lead to success. It is therefore only safe to merge repair sequences which end in the same number of shifts.

The second condition relates to the weak form of compatible merging inherited from [5, p. 8]: delete repairs are never followed by an insert (see Figure 6) since \([\text{delete, insert } x] \) always leads to the same configuration as \([\text{insert } x, \text{ delete}] \). Although we get much of the same effect through compatible configuration merging, we keep it as a separate optimisation because: it is such a frequent case; our use of the todo list means that we would not catch
every case; the duplicate repair sequences are uninteresting from a user perspective, so we
would have to filter them out later anyway; and each additional merge costs memory. We
thus have to make sure that merged repair sequences don’t accidentally suppress insert
repairs because one part of the repair sequence ends in a delete while the other does not.
The simplest way of solving this problem is thus to forbid merging repair sequences if one
sequence ends in a delete and the other does not.

Fortunately, implementing compatible configuration merging is simple. We first modify
the todo data-structure to be a list-of-ordered-hashsets\(^5\). This has near-identical append /
pop performance to a normal list, but filters out duplicates with near-identical performance
to an unordered hashset. We then make use of a simple property of hashsets: an object’s
hashing behaviour need only be a non-strict subset of its equality behaviour. Configuration
hashing is based solely on a configuration’s parsing stack and remaining input, giving us
a fast way of finding configurations that are compatible under conditions #1 (identical
parsing stacks) and #2 (identical input remaining). As well as checking those two conditions,
configuration equality also checks condition #3 (compatible repair sequences).

Conceptually, merging two configurations together is simple: each configuration needs
to store a set of repair sequences, each of which is updated as further repairs are found.
However, this is an extremely inefficient representation as the sets involved need to be copied
and extended as each new repair is found. Instead, we reuse the idea of graph-structured
stacks from GLR parsing [28, p. 4] which allows us to avoid copying whenever possible.
The basic idea is that configurations no longer reference a parent pointer tree of repairs
directly, but instead a parent pointer tree of repair merges. A repair merge is a pair (repair,
merged) where repair is a plain repair and merged is a (possibly null) set of repair merge
sequences. This structure has two advantages. First, the \(N_{\text{shifts}}\) check can be performed
solely using the first element of repair merge pairs. Second, we avoid allocating memory
for configurations which have not yet been subject to a merge. The small downside to this
scheme is that expanding configurations into repair sequences requires recursively expanding
both the normal parent pointer tree of the first element as well as the merged parent pointer
trees of the second element.

Compatible configuration merging is particularly effective in complex cases, even though
it can only merge configurations in the todo list (i.e. we cannot detect all possible compatible
merges). An example of compatible configuration merging can be seen in Figure 9.

5.3 Ranking repair sequences

In nearly all cases, members of the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences end with
\(N_{\text{shifts}}\) (the only exception being error locations near the end of an input where recovery
leads to an accept state). Thus while the repair sequences we find are all equivalently good
within the range of \(N_{\text{shifts}}\), some, but not others, may perform poorly beyond that range.
This problem is exacerbated by the fact that \(N_{\text{shifts}}\) has to be a fairly small integer (we use 3,
the value suggested by Corchuelo et al.) since each additional token searched exponentially
increases the search space. Thus while all repair sequences found may be locally equivalent,
when considered in the context of the entire input, some may be better than others. While it
is, in general, impractically slow to determine which repair sequences are the global best, we
can quickly determine which are better under a wider definition of “local”.

\(^5\) An ordered hashset preserves insertion order, and thus allows list-like integer indexing as well as
hash-based lookups.
An elided visualisation of a real run of CPCT\(^+\) with the input “2 3 +” and the grammar from Figure 2. The left hand side of the tree shows the “normal” parser at work, which hits an error as soon as it has shifted the token “2”: at this point, CPCT\(^+\) starts operating. As this shows, the search encounters various dead ends, as well as successful routes. As shown in Figure 8, this input has 6 minimum cost repair sequences, but the search only has 5 success configurations, because two configurations were merged together.

We thus rank configurations which represent the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences by how far they allow parsing to continue, up to a limit of \(N_{\text{try}}\) tokens (which we somewhat arbitrarily set at 250). Taking the furthest-parse point as our top rank, we then discard all configurations which parsed less input than this. The reason why we rank the configurations, and not the repair sequences, is that we only need to rank one of the repair sequences from each merged configuration, a small but useful optimisation. We then expand the top ranked configurations into repair sequences and remove shifts from the end of those repair sequences. Since the earlier merging of compatible configurations is imprecise (it misses configurations that have already been processed), there can be some remaining duplicate repair sequences: we thus perform a final purge of duplicate repair sequences.

Figure 9 shows a visualisation of CPCT\(^+\) in action.

Particularly on real-world grammars, selecting the top-ranked repair sequences substantially decreases cascading errors (see Figure 10 for an example). It also does so for very little additional computational cost, as the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences typically contains only a small number of items. However, it cannot entirely reduce the cascading error problem. Since, from our perspective, each member of the top-ranked set is equivalently good, we non-deterministically select one of its members to repair the input and allow parsing to continue. This can mean that we select a repair sequence which performs less well beyond \(N_{\text{try}}\) tokens than other repair sequences in the top-ranked set.

### 5.4 Timeout

The final part of CPCT\(^+\) relates to the use of \(N_{\text{total}}\) in Corchuelo et al.. As with all members of the Fischer et al. family, CPCT\(^+\) is not only unbounded in time [17, p. 14], but also unbounded in memory. In an attempt to combat this, Corchuelo et al. limits repair sequences to a maximum of 3 deletes and 4 inserts and a span of at most 10 tokens, attempting to stop
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Figure 10 An example showing how the ranking of repair sequences can lessen the cascading error problem. The Java example (a) leads to a parsing error on line 3 at “y”, with three minimum cost repair sequences found: [insert ,], [insert ?], and [insert (]. These repair sequences are then ranked by how far they allow parsing to continue successfully. [insert ,] leads to the rest of the file being parsed without further error. [insert ?] causes a cascading error at “;” which must then be resolved by completing the ternary expression started by “?” (e.g. changing line 3 to “T ? y : this;”). Similarly, [insert (] causes a cascading error at “;” which must then be resolved by inserting a “)”. Since [insert ,] is ranked more highly than the other repair sequences, the latter are discarded, leading to the parsing output shown in (b). javac in contrast attempts to insert “;” before “y” causing a cascading error on the next token.

6 Experiment

In order to understand the performance of CPCT+, we conducted a large experiment on real-world Java code. In this section we outline our methodology (Section 6.1) and results (Section 6.2). Our experiment is fully repeatable and downloadable from https://archive.org/download/error_recovery_experiment/0.4/. The results from our particular run of the experiment can also be downloaded from the same location.

6.1 Methodology

In order to evaluate error recovery implementations, we need a concrete implementation. We created a new Yacc-compatible parsing system grmtools in Rust which we use for our experiments. Including associated libraries for LR table generation and so on, grmtools is around 13KLoC. Although intended as a production library, it has accidentally played a part as a flexible test bed for experimenting with, and understanding, error recovery algorithms. We added a simple front-end nimbleparse which produces the output seen in e.g. Figure 1.

There are two standard problems when evaluating error recovery algorithms: how to determine if a good job has been done on an individual example; and how to obtain sufficient examples to get a wide perspective on an algorithm’s performance. Unfortunately, solutions to these problems are mutually exclusive, since the only way to tell if a good job has been
done on a particular is to manually evaluate it, which means that it is only practical to use a small set of input programs. Most papers we are aware of use at most 200 source files (e.g. [5]), with one using a single source file with minor variants [15]. [4] was the first to use a large-scale corpus of approximately 60,000 Java source files. Early in the development of our methodology, we performed some rough experiments which suggested that statistics only start to stabilise once a corpus exceeds 10,000 source files. We therefore prefer to use a much larger corpus than most previous studies. We are fortunate to have access to the Blackbox project [3], an opt-in data collection facility for the BlueJ editor, which records major editing events (e.g. compiling a file) and sends them to a central repository. Crucially, one can see the source code associated with each event. What makes Blackbox most appealing as a data source is its scale and diversity: it has hundreds of thousands of users, and a huge collection of source code.

We first obtained a Java 1.5 Yacc grammar and updated it to support Java 1.7. We then randomly selected source files from Blackbox’s database (following the lead of [27], we selected data from Blackbox’s beginning until the end of 2017-12-31). We then ran such source files through our Java 1.7 lexer. We immediately rejected files which didn’t lex, to ensure we were dealing solely with parsing errors (see Section 7.4). We then parsed candidate files with our Java grammar and rejected any which did parse successfully, since there is little point running an error recovery algorithm on correct input. The final corpus consists of 200,000 source files (collectively a total of 401MiB). Since Blackbox, quite reasonably, requires each person with access to the source files to register with them, we cannot distribute the source files directly; instead, we distribute the (inherently anonymised) identifiers necessary to extract the source files for those who register with Blackbox.

The size of our corpus means that we cannot manually evaluate repairs for quality. Instead, we report several other metrics, of which the number of error locations is perhaps the closest proxy for perceived quality. However, this number has to be treated with caution for two reasons. First, it is affected by differences in the failure rate: if a particular error recovery algorithm cannot repair an entire file then it may not have had time to find all the “true” error locations. Second, the number of error locations only allows relative comparisons. Although we know that the corpus contains at least 200,000 manually created errors (i.e. at least one per file), we cannot know if, or how many, files contain more than one error. Since we cannot know the true number of error locations, we are unable to evaluate algorithms in an absolute sense.

In order to test hypothesis H1 we ran each error recovery algorithm against the entire Java corpus, collecting for each file: the time spent in recovery (in seconds); whether error recovery on the file succeeded or failed (where failure is due to either the timeout being exceeded or no repair sequences being found for an error location); the number of error locations; the cost of repair sequences at each error location; and the proportion of tokens skipped by error recovery (i.e. how many delete repairs were applied). We measure the time spent in error recovery with a monotonic wall-clock timer, covering the time from when the main parser first invokes error recovery until an updated parsing stack and parsing index are returned along with minimum cost repair sequences. The timer is suspended when normal parsing restarts and resumed if error recovery is needed again (i.e. the timeout applies to the file as a whole).

---

6 Unfortunately, changes to the method calling syntax in Java 1.8 mean that it is an awkward, though not impossible, fit for an LR(1) formalism such as Yacc, requiring substantial changes to the current Java Yacc grammar. We consider the work involved beyond that useful for this paper.

7 Happily, this also excludes files which can’t possibly be Java source code. Some odd things are pasted into text editors.
We evaluate three main error recovery algorithms: Corchuelo et al., \(CPCT^+\), and panic mode. Our implementation of Corchuelo et al. is to some extent a “best effort” since we have had to fill in several implementation details ourselves. As per the description, we: use the same limits on repair sequences (repair sequences can contain at most 3 delete or 4 insert repairs, and cannot span more than 10 tokens in the input); complete as soon as a single successful repair sequence is found; and, when no available repair sequence is found, fall back on panic mode. In addition, we impose the same 0.5s timeout on this algorithm, as it is otherwise unbounded in length, and sometimes exhausts available RAM. Panic mode implements the algorithm from Section 3. We do not report the average cost size for panic mode or Corchuelo et al. (which falls back on panic mode) since they do not (always) report repair sequences (see Section 3). Although panic mode can implicitly delete input from before the error location, we only include the input it explicitly skips in the proportion of tokens skipped.

In order to test hypothesis H2, we created a variant of \(CPCT^+\) called \(CPCT^+_\text{rev}\). Instead of selecting from the minimum cost repair sequences which allow parsing to continue furthest, \(CPCT^+_\text{rev}\) selects from those which allow parsing to continue the least far. This models the worst case for other members of the Fischer et al. family which non-deterministically select a single minimum cost repair sequence. In other words, it allows us to understand how many more errors could be reported to users of other members of the Fischer et al. family compared to \(CPCT^+\).

Configuration merging (see Section 5.2) is the most complex part of \(CPCT^+\). To understand whether this complexity leads to better performance, we created another variant of \(CPCT^+\) called \(CPCT^+_\text{DM}\) which disables configuration merging.

We bootstrap [10] our results 10,000 times to produce 99% confidence intervals. However, as Figure 12 shows, our distribution is heavy-tailed, so we cannot bootstrap naively. Instead, we ran each error recovery algorithm 30 times on each source file; when bootstrapping we randomly sample one of the 30 values collected (i.e. our bootstrapped data contains an entry for every file in the experiment; that entry is one of the 30 values collected for that file).

All experiments were run on an otherwise unloaded Intel Xeon E3-1240 v6 with 32GiB RAM running Debian 10. We disabled hyperthreading and turbo boost and ran experiments serially. Our experiments took approximately 15 days to complete. We used Rust 1.43.1 to compile \textit{grmtools} (the \texttt{Cargo.lock} file necessary to reproduce the build is included in our experimental repository).

6.2 Results

Figure 11 shows a summary of the results of our experiment. Comparing the different algorithms requires care as a higher failure rate tends to lower the cost size, tokens skipped, and number of error locations simply because files are not completely parsed. For example, although Corchuelo et al. reports fewer error locations than \(CPCT^+\), that is probably due to Corchuelo et al.’s higher failure rate; however, as we shall see in Section 6.3, panic mode’s much higher number of error locations relative to \(CPCT^+\) might better be explained by other factors.

With that caution in mind, the overall conclusions are fairly clear. \(CPCT^+\) is able to repair nearly all input files within the 0.5s timeout. While panic mode is able to repair every file within the 0.5s timeout, it reports well over twice as many error locations as \(CPCT^+\) – in other words, panic mode substantially worsens the cascading error problem. As well as producing more detailed and accurate output, \(CPCT^+\) has a lower failure rate, median, and mean time than Corchuelo et al.. The fact that the median recovery time for \(CPCT^+\) is two
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean time (s)</th>
<th>Median time (s)</th>
<th>Cost size (#)</th>
<th>Failure rate (%)</th>
<th>Tokens skipped (%)</th>
<th>Error locations (#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corchuelo et al.</td>
<td>0.042367</td>
<td>0.000335</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>374,731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPCT⁺</td>
<td>0.013643</td>
<td>0.000251</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>435,812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panic mode</td>
<td>0.000002</td>
<td>0.000001</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>981,628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPCT⁺ DM</td>
<td>0.026127</td>
<td>0.000258</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>421,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPCT⁺ rev</td>
<td>0.018374</td>
<td>0.000314</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>574,979</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11 Summary statistics from running various error recovery algorithms over a corpus of 200,000 Java files (for all measures, lower is better). Mean and median times report how much time was spent in error recovery per file: both figures include files which exceeded the recovery timeout, so they represent the “real” times that users would experience, whether or not all errors are repaired or not. Cost size reports the mean cost (i.e. the number of insert and delete repairs) of each error location repaired (this number is meaningless for Corchuelo et al.– which falls back on panic mode – and panic mode, since panic mode does not report repair sequences). The failure rate is the percentage of files which could not be fully repaired within the timeout. Tokens skipped is the proportion of input skipped (because of a delete repair). CPCT⁺ models the worst case of non-deterministic Fischer et al. algorithms by reversing the order of repair ranking (see Section 5.3). CPCT⁺ DM shows the performance of CPCT⁺ if configuration merging is disabled (see Section 5.2).

orders of magnitude lower than its mean recovery time suggests that only a small number of outliers cause error recovery to take long enough to be perceptible to humans; this is confirmed by the histogram in Figure 12. These results strongly validate Hypothesis H1.

Corchuelo et al.’s poor performance may be surprising, as it produces at most one (possibly non-minimum cost) repair sequence whereas CPCT⁺ produces the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences – in other words, CPCT⁺ is doing more work, more accurately, and in less time than Corchuelo et al.. There are three main reasons for Corchuelo et al.’s poor performance. First, the use of CR Shift 1 causes the search to miss intermediate nodes that would lead to success being detected earlier. Second, the heuristics used to stop the search from going too far (e.g. limiting a repair sequence’s number of inserts and deletes) are not well-suited to a large grammar such as Java’s: the main part of the search often exceeds the timeout, leaving no time for the fallback mechanism of panic mode to be used. Finally, Corchuelo et al. lacks configuration merging, causing it to perform needless duplicate work.

CPCT⁺ ranks the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences by how far parsing can continue and chooses from those which allow parsing to continue furthest. CPCT⁺ rev, in contrast, selects from those which allow parsing to continue the least far. CPCT⁺ rev shows that the ranking technique used in CPCT⁺ substantially reduces the potential for cascading errors: CPCT⁺ rev leads to 31.93% ± 0.28% more error locations being reported to users relative to CPCT⁺. We visualise this in the histogram of Figure 13 which shows all files with 1–50 error locations (a complete histogram can be found in Figure 18 in the Appendix). Note that files where error recovery did not complete and no error locations were found (which happens occasionally with CPCT⁺ rev) are excluded from this histogram (since we know that every file in the corpus has at least one error), but files where error recovery did not complete but some error locations were found are included (since this gives us, at least, a lower bound on the number of error locations). As Figure 13 shows, the distribution of error locations in
Figure 12: A histogram of the time spent in error recovery by CPCT\(^+\) for files in our corpus. The x axis shows time (up to the timeout of 0.5s) and the y axis is a logarithmic scale for the number of files. Error bars represent 99% confidence intervals. As this clearly shows, the vast majority of files fit in the histogram’s first bin; there is then a gradual decrease until around 0.15s, with a broadly flat distribution from then until the pronounced peak at the timeout of 0.5s. Figure 17 in the Appendix shows how extending the timeout increases the number of files which can be successfully recovered.

CPCT\(^+\) and CPCT\(^{rev}\) is similar, with the latter simply shifted slightly to the right. In other words, CPCT\(^{rev}\) makes error recovery slightly worse in a number of files (rather than making error recovery in a small number of files a lot worse). This strongly validates Hypothesis H2.

Interestingly, and despite its higher failure rate, CPCT\(^{rev}\) has a noticeably higher mean cost of repair sequences relative to CPCT\(^+\). In other words, CPCT\(^{rev}\) not only causes more error locations to be reported, but those additional error locations have longer repair sequences. This suggests that there is a double whammy from cascading errors: not only are more error locations reported, but the poorer quality repair sequences chosen make subsequent error locations disproportionately harder for the error recovery algorithm to recover from.

CPCT\(_{DM}\) shows that configuration merging has a significant effect on the failure rate, in our opinion justifying both its conceptual complexity and the less than 100LoC Rust code taken to implement it. The slowdown in the mean and median time for CPCT\(_{DM}\) suggests that configuration merging is particularly effective on files with complex or numerous errors.

### 6.3 The impact of skipping input

The number of error locations reported by panic mode is well over twice that of CPCT\(^+\); even given CPCT\(^+\)’s higher failure rate relative to panic mode, this seemed hard to explain. We thus made an additional hypothesis:

**H3** The greater the proportion of tokens that are skipped, the greater the number of error locations.

The intuition underlying this hypothesis is that, in general, the user’s input is very close to being correct and that the more input that error recovery skips, the less likely it is to get back to a successful parse. We added the ability to record the proportion of tokens skipped
Figure 13 A histogram of the number of files with 1–50 error locations for \textit{CPCT}+ and \textit{CPCT}_{rev}. Note that we exclude: any files for which an error recovery algorithms did not find a single error location (either because the timeout was exceeded or no repair sequences could be found); and a handful of outliers which distort the full histogram found in Figure 18 in the Appendix. The \textit{x} axis shows the number of error locations in a file and the \textit{y} axis is a logarithmic scale for the number of files. Error bars represent 99\% confidence intervals. As this histogram shows, the entire distribution is skewed slightly rightwards by \textit{CPCT}_{rev}, showing that \textit{CPCT}_{rev} makes error recovery slightly worse in a number of files (rather than making error recovery in a few files a lot worse).

7 Using error recovery in practice

Although several members of the Fischer et al. family were implemented in parsing tools of the day, to the best of our knowledge none of those implementations have survived. Equally, we are not aware of any member of the Fischer et al. family which explains how error recovery should be used or, indeed, if it has any implications for users at all.

We are therefore forced to treat the following as an open question: can one sensibly use error recovery in the Fischer et al. family in practice? In particular, given that the most common way to use LR grammars is to execute semantic actions as each production is reduced, what should semantic actions do when parts of the input have been altered by error recovery? This latter question is important for real-world systems (e.g. compilers) which can still perform useful computations (e.g. running a type checker) in the face of syntax errors.
%start Expr
Expr -> u64:
   Factor "+" Expr { $1 + $3 }
   | Factor { $1 }
;
Factor -> u64:
   Term "*" Factor { $1 * $3 }
   | Term { $1 }
;
Term -> u64:
   
   "(" Expr ")" { $2 }
   | "INT"
   |
   
   let n = $lexer.span_str($1.unwrap().span());
   match s.parse::<u64>() {
   Ok(val) => val as u64,
   Err(_) => panic!("{} cannot be represented as a u64", s)
   }
;
Figure 15 A more sophisticated version of the grammar from Figure 14. Each rule now returns a Result type. If an integer is inserted by error recovery, the Term rule stops evaluation by percolating the Err value upwards using the "?" operator (which, if the Result-returning expression it is attached to evaluates to an Err, immediately returns that error; otherwise it unwraps the Ok); all other rules percolate such errors upwards similarly. As a convenience for the user, the contents of the "Err" value are changed from a lexeme to a string explaining why the calculator has not produced a value (line 18). Note that other token types are unaffected: if error recovery inserts a bracket, for example, evaluation of the expression continues.

7.2 Can semantic action execution continue in the face of error recovery?

In Yacc, semantic actions can assume that each symbol in the production has “normal” data attached to it (either a rule’s value or the string matching a token; Yacc’s error recovery is implicitly expected to maintain this guarantee) whereas, in our setting, inserted tokens have a type but no value. Given the input “(2 + 3”, the inserted close bracket is not hugely important, and our calculator returns the value 5. However, given the input “2 +”, CPCT finds a single repair sequence [Insert Int]: what should a calculator do with an inserted integer? Our naive calculator simply panics (which is roughly equivalent to “raises an exception and then exits”) in such a situation (the unwrap in Figure 14 on line 17). However, there are two alternatives to this rather extreme outcome: the semantic action can assume a default value or stop further execution of semantic values while allowing parsing to continue. Determining which is the right action in the face of inserted tokens is inherently situation specific. We therefore need a pragmatic way for users to control what happens in such cases.

The approach we take is to allow users to easily differentiate normal vs. inserted tokens in a semantic action. Pseudo-variables that reference tokens have (slightly simplified) the Rust type Result<Lexeme, Lexeme>. Rust’s Result type is a sum type which represents success (Ok(...)) or error (Err(...)) conditions. We use the Ok case to represent “normal” tokens created from user input and the Err case to represent tokens inserted by error recovery. Since the Result type is widely used in Rust code, users can avail themselves of standard idioms.

---

8 Equivalents are found in several other languages: Haskell’s Either; O’Caml’s result; or Scala’s Either.
Figure 16 A simple way of turning lexing errors into parsing errors in grmtools. First, we add a \texttt{ERRORTOKEN} token type, which matches otherwise invalid input, to the end of the Lex file (a). Second, we add a rule \texttt{ErrorRule} to the Yacc grammar referencing \texttt{ERRORTOKEN} (b). Note that \texttt{ErrorRule} must not be referenced by any other rule in the Yacc grammar. With those two steps complete, input with lexing errors such as “\texttt{2 @ 3 + 4}” invokes normal error recovery (c).

For example, we can then alter our calculator grammar to continue parsing, but stop executing meaningful semantic action code, when an inserted integer is encountered. We change grammar rules from returning type $T$ to $\texttt{Result<T, Box<dyn Error>>}$ (where $\texttt{Box<dyn Error>}$ is roughly equivalent to “can return any type of error”). It is then, deliberately, fairly easy to use with the $\texttt{Result<Lexeme, Lexeme>}$ type: for tokens whose value we absolutely require, we use Rust’s “?” operator (which passes $\texttt{Ok}$ values through unchanged but returns $\texttt{Err}$ values to the function caller) to percolate our unwillingness to continue evaluation upwards. While $\texttt{Box<dyn Error>}$ is slightly verbose, it is a widely understood Rust idiom. Figure 15 shows that changing the grammar to make use of this idiom requires relatively little extra code.

7.3 Avoiding insert repairs when possible

Although we now have a reasonable mechanism for dealing with inserted tokens, there are cases where we can bypass them entirely. For example, consider the input “\texttt{2 + + 3}”, which has two repair sequences $[\texttt{Delete +}], [\texttt{Insert Int}]$: evaluation of the expression can continue with the former repair sequence, but not the latter. However, as presented thus far, these repair sequences are ranked equally and one non-deterministically selected.

We therefore added an optional declaration $\%\texttt{avoid_insert}$ to grmtools which allows users to specify those tokens which, if inserted by error recovery, are likely to prevent semantic actions from continuing execution. In practise, this is synonymous with those tokens whose values (and not just their types) are important. In the calculator grammar only the \texttt{INT} token satisfies this criteria, so we add $\%\texttt{avoid_insert "INT} to the grammar. We then make a simple change to the repair sequence ranking of Section 5.3 such that the final list of repair sequences is sorted with inserts of such tokens at the bottom of the list. In our case, this means that we always select $\texttt{Delete +}$ as the repair sequence to apply to the input “\texttt{2 + + 3}” (i.e. the $\texttt{Insert Int}$ repair sequence is always presented as the second option).

7.4 Turning lexing errors into parsing errors

In most traditional parsing systems, lexing errors are distinct from parsing errors: only files which can be fully lexed can be parsed. This is confusing for users, who are often unaware of the distinction between these two phases. To avoid this, we lightly adapt the idea of error tokens from incremental parsing [31, p. 99]. In essence, any input which cannot be lexed is put into a token whose type is not referenced in the normal grammar. This guarantees that all possible input lexes without error and, when the parser encounters an error token, normal error recovery commences$^9$.

$^9$ Note that this is an opt-in feature: it was not enabled for the experiments in Section 6.
A basic, but effective, version of this requires no special support from grmtools (see Figure 16). First, we add a new toke type to the lexer that matches each otherwise invalid input character. Second, since grmtools requires that all tokens defined in the lexer are referenced in the grammar, we add a dummy rule to the grammar that references the token (making sure not to reference this rule elsewhere in the grammar). These two steps are sufficient to ensure that users always see the same style of error messages, and the same style of error recovery, no matter whether they make a lexing or a parsing error.

8 Threats to validity

Although it might not be obvious at first, CPCT\textsuperscript{+} is non-deterministic, which can lead to different results from one run to the next. The root cause of this problem is that multiple repair sequences may have identical effects up to \(N_{\text{try}}\) tokens, but cause different effects after that value. By running each file through each error recovery multiple times and reporting confidence intervals, we are able to give a good – though inevitably imperfect – sense of the likely variance induced by this non-determinism.

Our implementation of Corchuelo et al. is a “best effort”. The description in the paper is incomplete in places, and, to the best of our knowledge, the accompanying source code is no longer available. We thus may not have faithfully implemented the intended algorithm.

Blackbox contains an astonishingly large amount of source code but has two inherent limitations. First, it only contains Java source code. This means that our main experiment is limited to one grammar: it is possible that our techniques do not generalise beyond the Java grammar (though, as Appendix A suggests, our techniques do appear to work well on other grammars). Although [4, p. 109] suggests that different grammars make relatively little difference to the performance of such error recovery algorithms, we are not aware of an equivalent repository for other language’s source code. One solution is to mutate correct source files (e.g. randomly deleting tokens), thus obtaining incorrect inputs which we can later test: however, it is difficult to uncover and then emulate the numerous, sometimes surprising, ways that humans make syntax errors, particularly as some are language specific (though there is some early work in this area [7]). Second, Blackbox’s data comes largely from students, who are more likely than average to be somewhat novice programmers. It is clear that novice programmers make some different syntax errors – and, probably, make some syntax errors more often – relative to advanced programmers. For example, many of the files with the greatest number of syntax errors are caused by erroneous fragments repeated with variants (i.e. it is likely that the programmer wrote a line of code, copy and pasted it, edited it, and repeated that multiple times before deciding to test for syntactic validity). It is thus possible that a corpus consisting solely of programs from advanced programmers would lead to different results. We consider this a minor worry, partly because a good error recovery algorithm should aim to perform well with inputs from users of different experience levels.

Our corpus was parsed using a Java 1.7 grammar, but some members of the corpus were almost certainly written using Java 1.8 or later features. Many – though not all – post-1.7 Java features require a new keyword: such candidate source files would thus have failed our initial lexing test and not been included in our corpus. However, some Java 1.8 files will have made it through our checks. Arguably these are still a valid test of our error recovery algorithms. It is even likely that they may be a little more challenging on average, since they are likely to be further away from being valid syntax than files intended for Java 1.7.
9 Related work

Error recovery techniques are so numerous that there is no definitive reference or overview of them. However, [8] contains an overall historical analysis and [4] an excellent overview of much of the Fischer et al. family. Both must be supplemented with more recent works.

The biggest limitation of error recovery algorithms in the Fischer et al. family (including CPCT+) is that they find repairs at the point that an error is discovered, which may be later in the file than the cause of the error. Thus even when they successfully recover from an error, the repair sequence reported may be very different from the fix the user considers appropriate (note that this is distinct from the cascading error problem, which our ranking of repair sequences in Section 5.3 partly addresses). A common, frustrating, example of this is a missing “{” character in C/Java-like languages. Some approaches are able to backtrack from the source of the error in order to try and find more appropriate repairs. However, there are two challenges to this: first, the cost of maintaining the necessary state to backtrack slows down normal parsing (e.g. [6] only stores the relevant state at each line encountered to reduce this cost), whereas we add no overhead at all to normal parsing; second, the search-space is so hugely increased that it can be harder to find any repairs at all [8].

One approach to global error recovery is to use machine learning to train a system on syntactically correct programs [27]: when a syntax error is encountered, the resulting model is used to suggest appropriate global fixes. Although [27] also use data from Blackbox, their experimental methodology is both stricter – aiming to find exactly the same repair as the human user applied – and looser – they only consider errors which can be fixed by a single token, discarding 42% of the data [27, p. 8]) whereas we attempt to fix errors which span multiple tokens. It is thus difficult to directly compare our results to theirs. However, by the high bar they have set themselves, they are able to repair 52% of single-token errors.

As CPCT+rev emphasises, choosing an inappropriate repair sequence during error recovery leads to cascading errors. The noncorrecting error recovery approach proposed by [26] explicitly addresses this weakness, eschewing repairs entirely. When a syntax error is discovered, noncorrecting error recovery attempts to discover all further syntax errors by checking whether the remaining input (after the point an error is detected) is a valid suffix in the language. This is achieved by creating a recogniser that can identify all valid suffixes in the language. Any errors identified in the suffix parse are guaranteed to be genuine syntax errors because they are uninfluenced by errors in the (discarded) prefix (though this does mean that some genuine syntax errors are missed that would not have been valid suffixes at that point in the user’s input had the original syntax error not been present). There seem to be two main reasons why noncorrecting error recovery has not been adopted. First, building an appropriate recogniser is surprisingly tricky and we are not currently aware of one that can handle the full class of LR grammars (though the full class of LL grammars has been tackled [30]), though we doubt that this problem is insoluble. Second, as soon as a syntax error is encountered, noncorrecting error recovery is unable to execute semantic actions, since it lacks the execution context they need.

Although one of our paper’s aims is to find the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences, it is unclear how best to present them to users, leading to questions such as: should they be simplified? should a subset be presented? and so on. Although rare, there are some surprising edge cases. For example, the (incorrect) Java 1.7 expression “x = f("a""b");” leads to 23,067 minimum cost repair sequences being found, due to the large number of Java keywords that are valid in several parts of this expression leading to a combinatorial explosion: even the most diligent user is unlikely to find such a volume of information valuable. In
a different vein, the success condition of “reached an accept” state is encountered rarely enough that we sometimes forgot that it could happen and were confused by an apparently unexplained difference in the repair sequences reported for the same syntax chunk when it was moved from the end to the middle of a file. There is a body of work which has tried to understand how best to structure compiler error messages (normally in the context of those learning to program). However, the results are hard to interpret: some studies find that more complex error messages are not useful [20], while others suggest they are [24]. It is unclear to us what the right approach might be, or how it could be applied in our context.

The approach of [17] is similar to Corchuelo et al., although the former cannot incorporate shift repairs. It tries harder than CPCT+ to prune out pointless search configurations [17, p. 12], such as cycles in the parsing stack, although this leads to some minimum cost repairs being skipped [2]. A number of interlocking, sophisticated pruning mechanisms which build on this are described in [4]. These are significantly more complex than our merging of compatible configurations: since this gives us acceptable performance in practice, we have not investigated other pruning mechanisms.

The most radical member of the Fischer et al. family is that of [15]. This generates repair sequences in the vein of Corchuelo et al. using the A* algorithm and a precomputed distance table. [15] works exclusively on the stategraph, assuming that it is unambiguous. However, Yacc systems allow ambiguous stategraphs and provide a means for resolving those ambiguities when creating the statetable. Many real-world grammars (e.g. Lua, PHP) make use of ambiguity resolution. In an earlier online draft, we created MF, a statetable-based algorithm which extends CPCT+ with ideas from [15] at the cost of significant additional complexity. With the benefit of hindsight, we do not consider MF’s relatively small benefits (e.g. reducing the failure rate by approximately an additional 0.5%) to be worth that additional complexity.

CPCT+ takes only the grammar and token types into account. However, it is possible to use additional information, such as nesting (e.g. taking into account curly brackets) and indentation when recovering from errors. This has two aims: reducing the size of the search space (i.e. speeding up error recovery); and making it more likely that the repairs reported matched the user’s intentions. The most sophisticated approach in this vein we are aware of is that of [6]. At its core, this approach uses GLR parsing: after a grammar is suitably annotated by the user, it is then transformed into a “permissive” grammar which can parse likely erroneous inputs; strings which match the permissive parts of the grammar can then be transformed into a non-permissive counterpart. In all practical cases, the transformed grammar will be ambiguous, hence the need for generalised parsing. Our use of parent-pointer trees in configuration merging gives that part of our algorithm a similar feel to GLR parsing (even though we do not generate ambiguous strings). However, there are major differences: LR parsers are much simpler than GLR parsers; and the Fischer et al. family of algorithms do not require manually annotating, or increasing the size of, the grammar.

A different approach to error recovery is that taken by [23]: rather than try and recover from errors directly, it reports in natural language how the user’s input caused the parser to reach an error state (e.g. “I read an open bracket followed by an expression, so I was expecting a close bracket here”), and possible routes out of the error (e.g. “A function or variable declaration is valid here”). This involves significant manual work, as every parser

---

10 In an earlier online draft of this paper we stated that this algorithm has a fundamental flaw. We now believe this was due to us incorrectly assuming that the “delete” optimisation of Corchuelo et al. applied to [15]. We apologise to the authors for this mistake.
state (1148 in the Java grammar we use) in which an error can occur needs to be manually marked up, though the approach has various techniques to lessen the problem of maintaining messages as a grammar evolves.

Many compilers and editors have hand-written parsers with hand-written error recovery. Though generally ad-hoc in their approach, it is possible, with sufficient effort, to make them perform well. However, this comes at a cost. For example, the hand-written error recovery routines in the Eclipse IDE are approximately 5KLoC and are solely for use with Java code: \( CPCT^+ \) is approximately 500LoC and can be applied to any LR grammar.

Although error recovery approaches have, historically, been mostly LR based, there are several non-LR approaches. A full overview is impractical, though a few pointers are useful. When LL parsers encounter an error, they generally skip input until a token in the follow set is encountered (an early example is [29]). Although this outperforms the simple panic mode of Section 3, it will, in general, clearly skip more input than \( CPCT^+ \), which is undesirable. LL parsers do, however, make it somewhat easier to express grammar-specific error recovery rules. The most advanced LL approach that we are aware of is Intellij’s Grammar-Kit, which allows users to annotate their grammars for error recovery. Perhaps the most interesting annotation is that certain rules can be considered as fully matched even if only a prefix is matched (e.g. a partially completed function is parsed as if it was complete). It might be possible to add similar ideas to a successor of \( CPCT^+ \), though this is more awkward to express in an LR approach. Error recovery for PEG grammars is much more challenging, because the non-LL parts of the grammar mean that there is not always a clearly defined point at which an error is determined to have occurred. PEG error recovery has thus traditionally required extensive manual annotations in order to achieve good quality recovery. [18] tackles this problem by automatically adding many (though not necessarily all) of the annotations needed for good PEG error recovery. However, deciding when to add, and when not to add, annotations is a difficult task and the two algorithms presented have different trade-offs: the \textit{Standard} algorithm adds more annotations, leading to better quality error recovery, but can change the input language accepted; the \textit{Unique} algorithm adds fewer annotations, leading to poorer quality error recovery, but does not affect the language accepted. The quality of error recovery of the Unique algorithm, in particular, is heavily dependent on the input grammar: it works well on some (e.g. Pascal) but less well on others (e.g. Java). In cases where it performs less well, it can lead to parsers which skip large portions (sometimes the remainder) of the input.

While the field of programming languages has largely forgotten the approach of [1], there are a number of successor works (e.g. [25]). These improve the time complexity, though none that we are aware of address the issue of how to present to the user what has been done.

We are not aware of any error recovery algorithms that are formally verified. Indeed, as shown in this paper, some have serious flaws. We are only aware of two works which have begun to consider what correctness for such algorithms might mean: [32] provides a brief philosophical justification of the need and [12] provides an outline of an approach. Until such time as someone verifies a full error recovery algorithm, it is difficult to estimate the effort involved, or what issues may be uncovered.

10 Conclusions

In this paper we have shown that error recovery algorithms in the Fischer et al. family can run fast enough to be usable in the real world. Extending such algorithms to produce the complete set of minimum cost repair sequences allows parsers to provide better feedback to users, as well as significantly reducing the cascading error problem. The \( CPCT^+ \) algorithm is simple to implement (less than 500LoC in our Rust system) and still has good performance.
Looking to the future, we, perhaps immodestly, suggest that CPCT+ might be “good enough” to serve as a common representative of the Fischer et al. family. However, we do not think that it is the perfect solution. We suspect that, in the future, multi-phase solutions will be developed. For example, one may use noncorrecting error recovery (e.g. [26]) to identify syntax errors, and then use a combination of machine-learning (e.g. [27]) and CPCT+ to discover those repair sequences that do not lead to additional error locations being encountered.
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A Curated examples

In this section we show several examples of error recovery using CPCT+ in different languages, to give some idea of what error recovery looks like in practise, and to emphasise that the algorithms in this paper are grammar neutral. All of these examples use the output from the nimbleparse tool that is part of grmtools.

A.1 Java 7

Example 1 input:

```
1 class C {
2     int x y;
3 }
```

Example 1 output:

```
Parsing error at line 2 column 9. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert ,
2: Delete y
3: Insert =
```

Example 2 input:

```
1 class C {
2     void f() {
3         if true {
4         }
5     }
```

Example 2 output:

Parsing error at line 3 column 8. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert (, Shift true, Insert )
Parsing error at line 5 column 2. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert )

Example 3 (taken from [6, p. 10]) input:

```java
class C {
    void f() {
        if (temp.greaterThan(MAX) // missing )
            fridge.startCooling();
    }
}
```

Example 3 output:

Parsing error at line 4 column 7. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert )

Example 4 (taken from [6, p. 16]) input:

```java
class C {
    void methodX () {
        if (true)
            foo();
    }
    int i = 0;
    while (i < 8)
        i=bar(i);
    }
}
```

Example 4 output:

Parsing error at line 7 column 5. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert {
Parsing error at line 11 column 1. Repair sequences found:
1: Delete }

Example 5 (taken from [19, p. 2]):

```java
public class Example {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        int n = 5;
        int f = 1;
        while(0 < n) {
            f = f * n;
            n = n - 1
       );
        System.out.println(f);
    }
}
```

Example 5:

Parsing error at line 8 column 5. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert ;
2: Delete }

Example 6:

```java
class C {
    void f() {
        >})();
    }
```
Example 6 output, showing the timeout being exceeded and error recovery unable to complete:

Parsing error at line 4 column 3. No repair sequences found.

### A.2 Lua 5.3

**Example 1 input:**

```lua
print("Hello World")
```

**Example 1 output:**

Parsing error at line 1 column 20. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert )

**Example 2 input. Note that “=” in Lua is the assignment operator, which is not valid in conditionals; and that if/then/else blocks must be terminated by “end”:**

```lua
function fact (n)
  if n = 0 then
    return 1
  else
    return n * fact(n-1)
  end
end
```

**Example 2 output:**

Parsing error at line 2 column 8. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert .., Delete =
2: Insert //, Delete =
3: Insert %, Delete =
4: Insert *, Delete =
5: Insert >, Delete =
6: Insert <<, Delete =
7: Insert ^, Delete =
8: Insert <=, Delete =
9: Insert +, Delete =
10: Insert /, Delete =
11: Insert or, Delete =
12: Insert and, Delete =
13: Insert |, Delete =
14: Insert ~, Delete =
15: Insert >=, Delete =
16: Insert &, Delete =
17: Insert >>, Delete =
18: Insert end
19: Insert )
20: Insert (, Delete =
21: Insert and, Delete =
22: Insert |, Delete =

Parsing error at line 6 column 4. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert end

Examples 3 and 4 (both derived from the Lua 5.3 reference manual) show that 

```
Examples 3 and 4 (both derived from the Lua 5.3 reference manual) show that CPCT+ naturally deals with an inherent ambiguity in Lua’s Yacc grammar involving function calls and assignments (which, following the Lua specification, is resolved by Yacc in favour of function calls). Example 3 shows the “unambiguous” case (i.e. if Lua forced users to use “;” everywhere, the grammar would have no ambiguities):

```lua
a = b + c;
(print or io.write)'done')
```

**Example 3 output:**

Parsing error at line 2 column 26. Repair sequences found:
1: Delete )
2: Insert )

```lua
a = b + c;
(print or io.write)'done')
```
Example 4 shows what happens in the “ambiguous” case (which Lua’s grammar resolves in favour of viewing the code below as a function call to `c`):

```lua
1  a = b + c
2  (print or io.write)'done'
```

Example 4 output:
```
Parsing error at line 2 column 26. Repair sequences found:
1: Delete )
```

Example 5 (taken from [19, p. 7]):

```lua
1  if then print("that") end
```

Example 5 output:
```
Parsing error at line 1 column 4. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert <Name>
2: Insert <Numeral>
3: Insert true
4: Insert "<String>"
5: Insert [=<String>]=
6: Insert nil
7: Insert false
8: Insert ...n.
```

### A.3 PHP 7.3

Example 1 input:

```php
1  function n() {
2    $x = 1
3 }
```

Example 1 output:
```
Parsing error at line 3 column 1. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert ;
```

Example 2 input:

```php
1  $a = array("foo", "bar");
2  $a[0];
```

Example 2 output:
```
Parsing error at line 2 column 5. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert ]
```

Example 3 input:

```php
1  class X {
2    function a($x) {
3      if $x {
4        }
5    }
```

Example 3 output:
```
Parsing error at line 3 column 12. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert (, Shift $x, Insert )
Parsing error at line 5 column 2. Repair sequences found:
1: Insert )
```
Figure 17 A histogram showing the effect of increasing the timeout from 0.5s to 2s (see Figure 12 for the histogram showing a timeout of 0.5s). Increasing the timeout from 0.5s to 2s lowers the failure rate from $1.63\% \pm 0.017\%$ to $1.02\% \pm 0.016\%$, with a slowly decreasing number of files succeeding as the timeout increases. Although we used a timeout of 0.5s on the basis that we felt most users would tolerate such a delay, others may wish to pick a shorter or longer timeout depending on their perception of their users tolerance of delay vs. tolerance of failed error correction.

Figure 18 The full histogram of the number of error locations. The small number of outliers obscures the main bulk of the data – see Figure 13 for the truncated version.
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Abstract

LLVM [20] is designed for the compile-time, link-time and run-time optimization of programs written in various programming languages. The language supported by LLVM targeted by modern compilers is LLVM IR [28]. In this paper we define K-LLVM, a reference semantics for LLVM IR. To the best of our knowledge, K-LLVM is the most complete formal LLVM IR semantics to date, including all LLVM IR instructions, intrinsic functions in the LLVM documentation and Standard-C library functions that are necessary to execute many LLVM IR programs. Additionally, K-LLVM formulates an abstract machine that executes all LLVM IR instructions. The machine allows to describe our formal semantics in terms of simulating a conceptual virtual machine that runs LLVM IR programs, including non-deterministic programs. Even though the K-LLVM memory model in this paper is assumed to be a sequentially consistent memory model and does not include all LLVM concurrency memory behaviors, the design of K-LLVM’s data layout allows the K-LLVM abstract machine to execute some LLVM IR programs that previous semantics did not cover, such as the full range of LLVM IR behaviors for the interaction among LLVM IR casting, pointer arithmetic, memory operations and some memory flags (e.g. readonly) of function headers. Additionally, the memory model is modularized in a manner that supports investigating other memory models. To validate K-LLVM, we have implemented it in K [40], which generated an interpreter for LLVM IR. Using this, we ran tests including 1,385 unit test programs and around 3,000 concrete LLVM IR programs, and K-LLVM passed all of them.
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1 Introduction

The Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) is designed for the compile-time, link-time and run-time optimizations of programs written in unspecified programming languages. An LLVM-based compiler, such as Clang, relies on a translation from a high-level source language to an intermediate representation (LLVM IR) that hides details about the specific target execution platform and acts as an interface for LLVM. Then, users are able to use the LLVM tools to perform program optimizations, transformations, and static analyses based on LLVM IR, which can also be translated into target architectures such as x86, PowerPC, and ARM. Hence, LLVM IR acts as a “central station” for translating high-level languages to target architectures, with a fixed set of language syntax, instructions, library functions, and a memory model [28].
When using LLVM IR in Clang, the correctness of executing programs is a big concern. Previous work [43, 29] has identified more than 200 LLVM compiler bugs. To verify Clang, we first need to know what the correct behavior of LLVM IR is. However, there are several issues about the currently existing language specifications related to LLVM IR. This paper provides an overview of a relatively complete semantics addressing these issues. One challenge to giving a complete semantics is its sheer size. To the best of our knowledge, VeLLVM [44] is the only notable attempt to give LLVM IR a formal semantics, and it only provides a limited subset of LLVM IR features, which does not include the LLVM library functions, a multi-threaded memory model, or the standard-C library functions. A second challenge is finding the right balance between mathematical abstractions and real world concrete details about the LLVM IR semantics. Most of the previous work [44, 17, 16] has utilized mathematical abstractions for the LLVM IR semantics so that theorems could be proved in an elegant and simple way. However, LLVM IR is not a high enough level of language that such abstractions can reflect the full semantics with total precision. Its semantics contains a lot of detailed information that a real implementable semantics needs to explain. For example, even though VeLLVM allows memory alignments, it does not allow memory operations to have alignment information. In LLVM IR, if the alignment value for a memory operation is not set properly, the behavior can be undefined. The lack of such information means that VeLLVM lacks the definition of important features of LLVM IR. Filling in all these details is challenging but important for defining the whole LLVM IR semantics. Third, even if one has the details in their semantics, we still need a good way to combine them together to form a unified framework with simplicity and modularity. For example, the C semantics in K [10] has considered many details of the memory layouts necessary for executing C programs. However, its execution and memory models are so basic that any extension of the semantics requires a major change in them, such as the extension of atomic memory operations. In this paper, a rigorous executable specification is formalized for the LLVM IR language to overcome these problems. Our K-LLVM semantics defines almost all of the features in LLVM IR that are listed in the LLVM IR documentation (see Limitations at the end of this section), which has more than 219 pages. K-LLVM also offers a unified framework as an abstract machine that executes LLVM IR programs. The framework allows us to cover all corner case semantics of LLVM IR operations. The full details of our semantics can be found in the K-LLVM implementation [25]. This paper highlights an interesting portion of K-LLVM to show how one can possibly find a balance between abstractions and real world programming to provide a better, clearer, and more useful language semantics. First, we introduce some benefits, features, and a limitation of K-LLVM.

The Most Complete LLVM IR Semantics. K-LLVM is the most complete LLVM IR semantics to date, and provides a reference for people to use when exploring LLVM IR behaviors, including threading behaviors. The semantics is complete relative to a byte-wise, sequentially consistent memory model. K-LLVM defines corner cases for all LLVM IR operations, some of which have not been defined by previous work.

A Unified and Rigorously Mathematical Framework. We provide a unified and rigorously mathematical framework where people can observe the semantic behaviors in a single interface and also prove properties of compilers, with a focus on LLVM IR and LLVM IR compilers. Transforming programs from a high-level language to a low-level machine code requires a lot of phases, each of which might cause correctness concerns. For example, the infamous out-of-thin-air problems can arise at every level of intermediate AST as a result of a transformation.
or compiler optimization. They can even appear when some old processors try to execute certain programs [34]. K-LLVM provides a way for users to reason about the behaviors of these translations based on the rigorous executable semantics of LLVM IR.

**A Conceptual Device and a Virtual Machine.** K-LLVM is implemented as a virtual machine that runs LLVM IR codes, that are interpretable by users. Instead of having to understand axiomatized memory events, they deal with central processors, threads, memory caches, etc. K-LLVM accomplishes this by providing an abstract machine that combines its runtime system, executions and memory models (in byte-wise sequential consistency). It implements the executable LLVM IR semantics for version 6.0.0. The abstract machine is also scalable. With simple changes to the current K-LLVM, the machine can allow the LLVM IR instructions to be executed out of order, handle speculative executions, and simulate a real-world memory environment that allows for features such as memory caches.

**Detailed LLVM IR Low-level Structure.** LLVM IR is a low enough language that one cannot define the semantics without explicitly incorporating aspects of the underlying architecture. It is important to deal with low-level data values like integers, floats, and pointers in a more detailed format based on bits and bytes, instead of pure mathematical concepts (see Section 3.2).

**Parametric Behavior.** K-LLVM has been implemented in a direct and transparent manner in K, resulting in an interpreter for LLVM IR. K-LLVM is parameterized by important information needed for implementing defined behaviors. Users can configure the parameters of the semantics based on specific architectures or compilers, and then proceed to see executable behaviors formally in the implementation in K.

**Undefined Behavior.** We classify three different types of undefinedness in LLVM IR. The first one is `undef`, which represents an unspecified value for a program position; the program should proceed no matter what the value is. In some cases, `undef` also means that the program has ill-defined behavior, such as representing a race in the memory. There are two ways to deal with `undef` in K-LLVM: `krun` can be used to execute a program with `undef` and get a fixed deterministic behavior by assuming one path, or `ksearch` can be used to search for all different behaviors by executing the program non-deterministically. Sometimes, the non-deterministic search space caused by `undef` values in LLVM IR is too large. In such cases, the symbolic execution engine in `ksearch` with the K equivalence checker can be used to determine if two programs return the same results. Additional discussion can be found in Section 5. The second kind of undefinedness is an undefined behavior represented by a poison value, because LLVM IR does not have a defined symbol for it. Its meaning is similar to `undef`, but it has certain undefined behaviors associated with it. K-LLVM will carry the poison value and continue computation until a non-deterministic point is reached, then give an error message saying that there is a poison value in the program, and stop the continuation of the computation. If no non-deterministic point is found, K-LLVM can finish the computation successfully. The third kind results from underspecification in the LLVM IR documentation. We named this as unspecified behaviors in this paper. When facing the third kind, K-LLVM immediately labels the computation an error state, saying there is an unspecified behavior in the system. More information can be found in Section 5.
Independent of $\mathbb{K}$. The implementation in $\mathbb{K}$ gives $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM the power to have an interpreter automatically, and have tools for state space searching and symbolic executions. Essentially, $\mathbb{K}$ [41] is an executable semantic framework based a rewriting logic [33]. Once a language semantics is defined in $\mathbb{K}$, it automatically turns it into a logical form by turning each semantic rule into an axiomatic rule with pre and post-conditions; thus, it creates an axiom set for the language. Additionally, there are many tools available in $\mathbb{K}$. For example, $\text{kompile}$ can be used to see if the semantics has static type problems and to generate an interpreter, so that $\text{krun}$ can be used with the interpreter to test their semantics by actual concrete programs. $\text{ksearch}$ allows searches of traces of multi-threaded programs based on the interpreter. The symbolic engine in $\text{ksearch}$ and the program equivalence checker in $\mathbb{K}$ can allow for two sets of traces to be compared by symbolically executing two different multi-threaded programs and seeing if the two sets produce the same output. Even though we have defined $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM in $\mathbb{K}$, the semantics is independent of its implementations in $\mathbb{K}$. In fact, we have defined the $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM abstract machine in Isabelle [38] for manually proving theorems about $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM. Additional discussion is presented in Section 5.

Limitations. In this paper, the $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM memory model is based on byte-wise sequential consistency. LLVM IR specifies a range of behaviors for memory operations with different orderings and for volatile memory accesses, while $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM does not support the full range. In $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM, every memory location is mapped to a single byte datum; there is only one memory cache to deal with all memory operation requests from the different threads. Single thread instruction execution is in the program order. Based on this model with the $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM abstract machine, we provide an observation in Section 4.4. We implemented the full LLVM IR concurrency model (based on the glibc and pthread_create libraries) in $\mathbb{K}$ with all of the memory ordering behaviors of the atomic memory operations, but we have not yet finished proving the properties of that model; so it will be a future extension of $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM. The work is described in the technical report [25].

2 Related Work

The only other formal executable semantics of LLVM IR is VeLLVM. Here we discuss the relationships between VeLLVM and $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM, and also review large language specifications related to our design.

VeLLVM. VeLLVM was the first and only attempt to define a complete specification for the core of LLVM IR prior to $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM. It was defined in the theorem prover Coq [8] and covered a limited set of LLVM IR instructions. VeLLVM formalizes a mechanized semantics for LLVM IR, its type system, and the properties of its SSA form. It also has an interpreter extracted from Coq that ran 145 test programs and passed 134 of them. With VeLLVM, users can prove properties about translations defined in LLVM IR. Many papers have been published about compiler correctness, memory models, and verifications of compiler schemes using VeLLVM [23, 16]. Here, we compare the latest code update (April 1st, 2019, LLVM IR version 3.8) of VeLLVM and its documentation [44] with $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM.

Figure 1 provides a comparison between VeLLVM and $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM of all LLVM IR version 3.8 and 6.0.0 common features, for which VeLLVM and $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM are defined. Our $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM defines significantly more features than VeLLVM, and basically covers all features of LLVM IR; whereas there are a lot of features missing in VeLLVM. One of the important differences between VeLLVM and $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM is that $\mathbb{K}$-LLVM actually splits the semantics
into static and dynamic ones, so that actions that occur at compilation time can be
separated from those happening at execution time. To illustrate why this is important, both
VeLLVM and K-LLVM allow instructions to contain constant expressions. The semantics
of constant expressions in K-LLVM respects the LLVM IR documentation, in which a
constant expression cannot contain any local variable, and it must be reduced to a value such
as an integer, pointer value, etc., at compilation time. However, VeLLVM allows constant
expressions to contain local variables, so evaluating them becomes an execution time event,
which directly contradicts the LLVM IR design. There are also some features for individual
LLVM IR entities missing in the current implementation of VeLLVM. For example, even
though VeLLVM has floating-point values, it does not perform some important checks, so
there are some floats allowed in VeLLVM and not allowed in LLVM IR. Some key features
are missing for exploring correct program behaviors. For example, in Program-A (Fig. 2
in Sec. 3.1), VeLLVM is not able to recognize $%u1$ (line 5) as a poison value because its
getelementptr semantics lacks the inbounds flag; and if the value 100 for $%r9$ in line 20
happens to accidentally be a valid memory address, the VeLLVM store semantics is not able
to rule out the program (line 22). This is the type of legitimate security issue that someone
would want to ask an LLVM IR semantics to deal with or at least warn of. K-LLVM
supports all of these missing features.

The key difference between VeLLVM and K-LLVM is the memory layout structure.
VeLLVM relies on the CompCert memory layout structure [2, 24], with some extensions to
provide the structures of the pointers, memory locations, and data in the main memory.
CompCert’s memory structure is for C. Although it is a good approximation of the LLVM
IR memory layout structure, they are not the same. The memory layouts in VeLLVM
have two features that keep them from implementing the full range of memory behaviors.
First, VeLLVM equates pointers and memory addresses. A pointer is a language construct
associated with a memory address, but it is not the actual memory address. Equating these
two in defining the LLVM IR semantics has shortcomings. For example, The LLVM IR
pointer-aliasing rule defines that a valid pointer cannot come from an integer constant.
In line 20 of Program-A (Fig. 2 in Sec. 3.1), if the value 100 happens to be a valid memory
address, by using VeLLVM’s memory pointer representation and applying a getelementptr
operation with inbounds, it is hard to recognize the variable $%r9$ is not a valid pointer in
the next line. More details are in our implementation of pointers in Sec. 4.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>VL</th>
<th>KL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modules and Layouts</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Variables and Thread Locals</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type System with Address Space</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure Local Vars as count values</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integers, Arrays, Structs</td>
<td>◯</td>
<td>◯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undefined Values</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Char list, Block Addresses and Vectors</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>◯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic Expressions with flags</td>
<td>◯</td>
<td>◯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer Expressions with flags</td>
<td>◯</td>
<td>◯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casting operators</td>
<td>◯</td>
<td>◯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Type operators</td>
<td>◯</td>
<td>◯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-atomic Memory operators</td>
<td>◯</td>
<td>◯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMW operators (seqcst only)</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>◯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Intrinsic Library Functions</td>
<td>◯</td>
<td>◯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Standard I/O Functions</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>◯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutex Library Functions</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Support level: ■ = Full  ◯ = Partial  ○ = None
VL represents VeLLVM[44] and KL is our work.

*Figure 1 VeLLVM vs K-LLVM.*
The second limiting memory-layout feature is that VeLLVM implements the concept of typed memory chunks. In this system, a `malloc` creates a large chunk, and at this point each byte in the chunk has no type. Then, a `store` causes a small area of the large chunk to become a typed memory chunk with the type of the stored data, and the memory address of the typed chunk is represented by a base value and offset. A `load` can happen only if the `load`'s type is consistent with the type of the loading small chunk. However, LLVM IR specifically says that their values stored in memory have no types. VeLLVM’s implementation not only contradicts the design of LLVM IR but also rules out some interesting executions. For example, lines 6 to 11 in Program-A (Fig. 2 in Sec. 3.1) load two `i8` values from consecutive `i8*` locations. VeLLVM produces an error state for this program because the two `i8*` locations were previously stored by two different `i32` integers in an array in line 3. Moreover, the typed memory chunk concept even makes it hard for VeLLVM to define interesting executions such as the following: store an `i48` at the beginning of a `[3 x i32]` large chunk (partitioned into three small `i32` typed memory chunks), and then try to load the middle `i32` integer from the chunk.

**Other Work Related to the LLVM IR Semantics.** There are other pieces of work that are not meant to directly define the LLVM IR semantics but influence K-LLVM. First, Lee et al. [23] investigated the LLVM IR undefined behaviors with no concrete semantics for all undefined behaviors. Kang et al. [16] provided a model in C to support the `inttoptr`/`ptrtoint` casting operations. Their work enlightened K-LLVM. However, their definition focused on the aspect of a memory model, leaving the execution of programs as a black box. Thus, their casting operation semantics does not work with the real LLVM IR semantics. Ellison and Rosu [10] defined the full C semantics with a simplified version of CompCert’s model. Chakraborty and Vafeiadis [6] provided a concurrent abstracted memory model for LLVM IR that focused on an abstraction of the concurrent LLVM IR memory behaviors. Lee et al. proposed a novel LLVM memory model including a data layout and memory pointer provenance model [22]. They claimed to provide a better LLVM memory model that was sound and performed better. However, their model targeted a very small set of LLVM IR memory related instructions, and their abstract machine was simple. It is unclear how their model can be extended to include the behaviors of other LLVM IR instructions, especially the side-effects caused by interactions between different instructions, such as the additional behaviors caused by having the `readonly` flag or the thread creation instruction in the system. Compared to Lee et al.’s model, K-LLVM has a much simpler data layout and a concrete abstract machine to support different semantic behaviors including corner cases and side effects caused by the interaction of different instructions. Memarian et al. [35] provided two pointer provenance models for C/C++ languages and reconciled the ISO C standard. Similar to Lee et al.’s work, Memarian et al. focused on creating better pointer provenance models for C instead of investigating different C instruction behaviors through a concrete abstract machine. Without great effort, it is unclear how to build an abstract machine to support all LLVM IR instructions based on their model.

**Other Large Language Specifications.** K-LLVM is a formal and executable specification, of which many have been defined recently. Standard ML by Milner, Tofte, Harper, and Macqueen [36] is one of the most prominent and mathematical programming language specifications, whose formal and executable specifications were added to by Lee, Crary, and Harper [21], VanInwegen and Gunter [14], and Maharaj and Gunter [30]. Blazy and Leroy [2] verified an optimizing compiler based on CLight in CompCert. Large language specifications
have been defined in $K$, including C [10], PHP [12], JavaScript [37], and Java [4]. A lot of work has been done on formalized specifications in Java and C#: Eisenbach’s formal Java semantics [9] and Syme’s HOL semantics [42] for Drossopoulou, the C# standard by Börger et al. [5], which is formally executable and uses abstract state machines [13], and the executable Java specification by Farzan et al. [11]. We cannot list all of the interesting examples of formalized language specifications in this paper for space reasons.

Our mechanized specification of $K$-$LLVM$ shares many of the difficult challenges faced by the works described above and involves many new ones, due to the complex and dynamic nature of $K$-$LLVM$. They are detailed in later sections.

3 Background and Challenges

Below we discuss the major challenges that needed to be faced when developing $K$-$LLVM$. Additionally, we introduce briefly LLVM IR programs, $K$-$LLVM$ and $K$.

3.1 A Taste of LLVM IR Programs and Assumptions on LLVM IR

The LLVM language (LLVM IR) is a statically and strongly typed, assembly-like, Static Single Assignment (SSA) based language. It has undefined behaviors but the undefinedness is well documented. The LLVM language itself does not have operations or libraries to support multi-threaded behaviors, but LLVM IR’s structure is highly related to the C/C++ library. LLVM IR basically assumes a runtime environment of C++. LLVM IR also contains a set of functions comprising an intrinsic library, in which part of the standard C library is included. It also relies on other functions in the stdlib.h header. For example, it needs dynamic memory management functions such as malloc, realloc and free to provide heap memory access, as well as functions dealing with the environment such as abort, exit and system. Furthermore, it needs functions listed in the stdio.h header to provide I/O support, as well as library functions from the Pthread and Pthread-mutex libraries to provide threading and mutual exclusion behaviors. These functions are not strictly part of the LLVM IR listed in the documentation but we define them anyway.

The current LLVM IR can be viewed as “C- -”. Except function bodies, most features in C can be found in LLVM IR, such as global variables, struct datatypes, function headers and different flags for global variables or functions, etc. The main difference between LLVM IR programs and C programs are the function bodies, a.k.a. expressions. The LLVM IR expressions are register-based, SSA based and assembly-like. These features eliminate the undefinedness of the evaluation order in an LLVM IR program. We show some examples of LLVM IR expressions in Figure 2 to provide a taste of LLVM IR. These expressions are used throughout the whole paper. We believe that these expressions are enough to show the key features of LLVM IR and the construction of LLVM IR programs based on these expressions and other components ( function headers, global variables and modules, etc) can be easily found in the LLVM documentation. This is also the reason we refer to these expressions as “programs” in the rest of the paper.

LLVM IR distinguishes local variables from global variables. Variables starting with the character % are local ones, while those starting with the character @ are global. Global variables can only have a pointer type. Any number following the character i in LLVM IR, such as i32 or i1, means an integer type declaration with the size of the bits. i32* refers to a 32-bit integer pointer type declaration. Instructions starting with the keyword icmp are the integer comparison operators. With the keyword eq, the instruction $%r8 = icmp eq i64$
views the main memory as having no type. We can store an array not been properly defined by previous work, especially the definition of a memory operation from a memory location pointed to by a pointer that was not properly created. This has effects on defining the inbounds flag. No previous work has formally defined the behavior of flags of getelementptr. The definition of inbounds is hard because it not only affects the final result but also affects every intermediate result of computing the memory address. For example, in Program-A, %i1 (line 5) is a poison value because we have inbounds in the getelementptr, and the second index is i64 -1, which makes the intermediate result out-of-bounds. Even though the final result is in bounds because we add back numbers, the out-of-bounds. Even though the final result is in bounds because we add back numbers, the

Program-A does several pointer arithmetic operations and memory operations. Several key observations about LLVM IR are made here. First, getelementptr is a memory address calculation operation and has an inbounds flag. No previous work has formally defined the behavior of flags of getelementptr. The definition of inbounds is hard because it not only affects the final result but also affects every intermediate result of computing the memory address. For example, in Program-A, %i1 (line 5) is a poison value because we have inbounds in the getelementptr, and the second index is i64 -1, which makes the intermediate result out-of-bounds. Even though the final result is in bounds because we add back numbers, the inbounds still makes the final result a poison value. We talk about our definition of the getelementptr operation in Section 4.4. Second, as we mentioned in Section 2, LLVM IR views the main memory as having no type. We can store an array [11, 11] (line 13) and magically get back the i64 value 47244460267 (line 16). This has effects on defining the K-LLVM type system, which will be explained in Section 4.1. Finally, executing Program-A in K-LLVM stops at the line 22. It is an unspecified behavior in LLVM IR to read data from a memory location pointed to by a pointer that was not properly created. This has not been properly defined by previous work, especially the definition of a memory operation

Program-B:
1 %r1 = call i8@malloc (i64 12)
2 %r2 = bitcast i8* %r1 to [3 x i32]*
3 store [0 x i32] [i32 0, i32 0, i32 0], [3 x i32]* %r2
4 %r3 = getelementptr inbounds [3 x i32], [3 x i32]* %r2, i64 0, i32 1
5 %u1 = getelementptr inbounds [3 x i32], [3 x i32]* %r2, i64 -1, i32 4 : poison value.
6 %u2 = getelementptr inbounds i8, i8* %r1, i64 3
7 %u3 = load i8, i8* %u2
8 %u4 = ptrtoint i8* %u3 to i64
9 %u5 = add i64 %u4, 1
10 %u6 = inttoptr i64 %u5 to i8*
11 %u7 = load i8, i8* %u6
12 %u8 = bitcast i32* %u7 to [2 x i32]*
13 store [2 x i32] [i32 11, i32 11], [2 x i32]* %u8
14 %u9 = ptrtoint [2 x i32]* %u8 to i64
15 %u10 = inttoptr i64 %u9 to i64*
16 %u11 = load i64, i64* %u10 ; read back the two 132 array as an i64 value 47244460267.
17 %u12 = icmp eq i64 %u11, 47244460267
18 br i1 %u12 , label %next , label %exit
19 next:
20 %u13 = inttoptr i64 100 to i32*
21 %u14 = getelementptr inbounds i32, i32* %u13, i64 0 : poison value.
22 store i32 42, i32* %u14 ; unspecified behavior due to invalid pointer.
23 exit:
...

Thread-1:

store atomic i32 42, i32* %r7 nonatomic, align 1
%a = load atomic i32, i32* %r7 nonatomic, align 1
...

Thread-2:

store atomic i32 42, i32* %r7 nonatomic, align 1
%b = load atomic i32, i32* %r7 nonatomic, align 1
...

Program-C:
1...%
2...%
3...%

Program-D:
1...%
2...%
3...%

Program-E:
1...%
2...%
3...%

Figure 2 LLVM IR Example Programs.

%r7, 47244460267 tests whether the value in the variable %r7 and 47244460267 are the same and stores the result to the variable %r8. The ";" operation allows users to put comments after a line of code.

Program-A does several pointer arithmetic operations and memory operations. Several key observations about LLVM IR are made here. First, getelementptr is a memory address calculation operation and has an inbounds flag. No previous work has formally defined the behavior of flags of getelementptr. The definition of inbounds is hard because it not only affects the final result but also affects every intermediate result of computing the memory address. For example, in Program-A, %i1 (line 5) is a poison value because we have inbounds in the getelementptr, and the second index is i64 -1, which makes the intermediate result out-of-bounds. Even though the final result is in bounds because we add back numbers, the inbounds still makes the final result a poison value. We talk about our definition of the getelementptr operation in Section 4.4. Second, as we mentioned in Section 2, LLVM IR views the main memory as having no type. We can store an array [11, 11] (line 13) and magically get back the i64 value 47244460267 (line 16). This has effects on defining the K-LLVM type system, which will be explained in Section 4.1. Finally, executing Program-A in K-LLVM stops at the line 22. It is an unspecified behavior in LLVM IR to read data from a memory location pointed to by a pointer that was not properly created. This has not been properly defined by previous work, especially the definition of a memory operation
combined with casting and pointer arithmetic operations. More details are in Section 4.4. Program-B and Program-C distinguish between a non-atomic and atomic memory operation. Thanks to our K-LLVM virtual machine definition, we are able to produce the race caused by two non-atomic operations in two different threads. Additional details are in Section 4. While maintaining sequential consistency, the execution of Program-D could result in a race on @x because of the special instruction execution order of LLVM, which the K-LLVM abstract machine models. More details are in Section 4.2. Program-E is an example for showing the usage of the K symbolic execution engine in Section 5.

After reading the programs in Figure 2, questions about the memory locations and memory alignments may come to mind. Memory implementation is very complicated in real world programming languages. LLVM IR does not actually fix a special implementation of memory addresses. For simplicity, we assume in this paper that there is a one-to-one mapping from natural numbers to memory addresses, and a memory chunk is always in a range that can be defined between a left and a right integer bound. The memory addresses refer to conceptual memory byte data. Conceptual memory bytes are not actual byte data – details are in Section 4.3. LLVM IR also allows setting up alignments for different types, memory endianness and address space information by using target datalayout. Although we have implemented these features in K-LLVM, for simplicity, we assume in this paper that alignments, paddings for structs and address spaces never cause a problem in calculating memory addresses or type checking, and we assume little-endian byte-order. Finally, we assume that the heap size is infinite while the stack for each function is finite and has a maximum bound, and if a stack overflows in a thread, the whole system reaches an error state. We believe that assuming a max bound on the stack is an advantage of K-LLVM over previous formal semantics of LLVM IR. In the LLVM documentation, some stack intrinsic functions and function flags (probe-stack/safestack) indicates that function stacks has max bounds. The implementation of K-LLVM stacks is introduced in the descrition of the abstract machine (Sec. 4.2).

3.2 Challenges

Some challenges were introduced in Sec. 2 (versus VeLLVM). Others are listed below.

Sheer Size of LLVM IR. The first challenge is the sheer size and precision of LLVM IR. With respect to instructions, LLVM IR has more than 60 operators and 100 intrinsic library functions. Some operators have complex rules or different requirements according to the input. For example, store operators can be either non-atomic or atomic, and atomic store operators have six different orderings. All of these require different semantic rules. The previous work only defined some of the operators, or some of their features. No previous work has defined the massive number of intrinsic library functions. K-LLVM defines all the LLVM operations and intrinsic functions. We handle this challenge through a special heavily testing strategy to define K-LLVM described in Sec. 5.

Subtlety of Well-formedness. In LLVM IR, the subtlety of various instructions and the well-formedness of instructions are often directly connected with the semantics of the instructions in a particular place in a given program. The syntactic nature of even a single instruction is determined by the semantic context. For example, the getelementptr operator allows indices to be integer local variables if the pointer input is an array pointer. However, if it is a struct pointer, LLVM IR requires the indices to be integer constants that can be statically reduced to integer values. These two types can be mixed together in a single usage
of `getelementptr` in an LLVM IR program. Another example is that the input containing a decimal representation of a floating-point constant needs to be exact. This means that the value \(1.1\) cannot be a valid constant for floating-point operators in LLVM IR because it cannot be precisely represented by a finite floating point number, and LLVM IR requires the compilers to LLVM IR to round the float to a hexadecimal format. This is an error in both Clang (the LLVM compiler) and VeLLVM.

**Detailed Low-Level Features.** As we mentioned in Section 1, it is not feasible to gloss over the details of LLVM IR’s low-level features, such as how to represent integers, floats and pointers. The effects are easily felt when we combine casting operations with memory operations. It is a common source of confusion among LLVM IR users, and thus, a common source of bugs. We also need to admit the fact that memory locations are highly related to integer behaviors; so converting pointers to integers, doing certain arithmetic on them, and converting them back to pointers are valid program exercises within a memory chunk created by a `malloc` operation. This brings us a big challenge. For example, in Program-A (Fig. 2), we cannot use pointer `%r9` to store data to the main memory (line 22), even if it is accidentally at the right range of a memory chunk, because `%r9` is not a valid pointer according to the LLVM IR pointer-aliasing rule. Defining a data structure to capture the behaviors covering all corner cases is one of the key contributions of **K-LLVM**. In addition, it is important to admit that the low-level structure of LLVM IR is based on bits and bytes; as well as the integer, float and pointer calculations are based on two’s compliments, IEEE 754, and integer pointer calculations.

**Instructions Having Side-effects on Subsequent Instructions.** Some instructions may cause side-effects on subsequent instructions depending on their behaviors. For example, in Program-A (Fig. 2), one can use the pointer `%r4` to access memory because it was a subsequent computation result of the pointer `%r1` from a `malloc` function, while `%r9` cannot be used to access memory data because it is from an integer constant. Defining these complicated side-effects requires new ideas. In addition, LLVM IR instructions can have very different requirements for different computer components. This complicates the design of different components of the **K-LLVM** abstract machine.

As we solved these challenges, we tried our best to define all language features in **K-LLVM**.

### 3.3 The **K** Framework

**K** [41] is a rewrite-based, executable semantic framework in which programming languages, type systems and formal analysis tools can be defined. **K-LLVM** is independent of **K**. However, the implementation of **K-LLVM** in **K** follows the mathematical definition closely, and some **K** tools are useful for supporting the usage of **K-LLVM**. Once a language semantics is built, one can use `kompile` to see if it has static type problems and to generate an interpreter, so that users can use `krun` with the interpreter to test their semantics by actual concrete programs. `ksearch` allows users to search traces of multi-threaded programs based on the interpreter. The symbolic engine of `ksearch` and the program equivalence checker in **K** allow users to compare two sets of traces from two different symbolically executed multi-threaded programs to see if their outputs are the same. Additional discussion is presented in Section 5.
4 K-LLVM Semantics

In this section, we define the semantics of K-LLVM. It is divided into two parts: the K-LLVM static semantics (Sec. 4.1) and the K-LLVM dynamic semantics (Sec. 4.2 to Sec. 4.4). In this paper, we focus on parts of the descriptions of the static and dynamic semantics. We mainly discuss the general process and the type checking stage of the static semantics; as well as the general (sequentially consistent) abstract machine structure and memory operation specifications of the dynamic semantics. Other interesting details are in our technical report and K formalization [25]. Some important features of K-LLVM are based on Zhao et al.’s work [44]. For example, the K-LLVM formalization of SSA and Phi functions is very similar to the one in Zhao et al.’s work. The comparison of the work and K-LLVM is in Sec. 2.

4.1 K-LLVM Static Semantics

When giving the semantics of LLVM IR, K-LLVM uses two different ASTs, a front-end AST (FAST) and a back-end AST (BAST). The syntax of LLVM IR 6.0.0, which is documented in the website http://releases.llvm.org/6.0.0/docs/LangRef.html, is directly parsed into the FAST. We have formally defined the LLVM IR 6.0 syntax in K, and it parses any LLVM IR program into the FAST format. K-LLVM static semantics refers to the LLVM IR behaviors that happen at compilation time. For an LLVM IR program, parsing is not enough to rule out unqualified programs. After parsing, a series of checks need to be performed on an LLVM IR program, including well-typedness, static single assignment, and well-formedness. The K-LLVM static semantics implementation applies these checks and rule out unqualified programs. It also translates a FAST program into a representation in the BAST format, which is passed to the dynamic semantics for execution. Figure 3 depicts the phases in the K-LLVM static semantics.

![Figure 3 Static Semantics of K-LLVM.](image)

Here we first sketch the functionality of each phase, and then focus on the type checking phase. More information can be found in the technical report [25]. The purpose of the preprocessing phase is to simulate the LLVM compilation steps that happen in the linkage time, including joining all modules from different files and dealing with global variables. The constant expression rewriting phase reduces LLVM IR constant expressions to values. After type checking, the transformation phase translates a program in FAST to a form in BAST. The validity checks phase applies well-formedness checks to the BAST program code, such as ensuring the code is in Static Single Assignment (SSA) form. We have proved the following theorem about the K-LLVM type system.

**Type Checking.** This step emulates the behaviors of LLVM IR type checking for the functions in LLVM IR modules. LLVM IR is a relatively strongly-typed language, and its type system is very straightforward. The K-LLVM type checking process is a complete implementation of the LLVM IR type system listed in its documentation. The input for the K-LLVM type checking function is a term and its type; the function outputs true if
the term has been type checked and has the input type, and false otherwise. “Relatively strongly-typed” here means that the type system of LLVM IR guarantees the type prevention property, i.e., a typed value produced from a typed LLVM IR expression is compatible with the size of the value in runtime, and any later usage of the value will not result in a type error or size error if there is a move (usage). However, the program still has the chance of going wrong in the case of other problems, such as division by zero. In Program-A in Figure 2, every line of code except store and br instructions assigns a value to a variable. After type checking, each variable has a type. \%r1 has type i8* (line 1) and \%r2 has type [3 x i32]* (line 2). If we eliminate line 2 and replace the variable \%r2 in line 3 with \%r1, the line results in a type error. In addition, there is also a chance that a correctly typed LLVM IR program is never executed since the execution of an LLVM IR program depends on the runtime environment setting. For example, The abstract machine in K-LLVM (Sec. 4.2) is parameterized by the function stack size. Users are free to set the size to 0, in which no program can be executed in any step.

\%

\textbf{Figure 4} A Type Example.

There are some tricky cases of the type system. In Figure 4, we show a getelementptr instruction on a struct type. For a struct, the value of the index for the getelementptr affects the type result of the final value of an instruction, because every position in a struct can have different type. Type checking a getelementptr relies on executing part of the semantics of the getelementptr arguments. That is why some index values of getelementptr that are associated to struct type positions are required to be inferred statically. This means that such positions can contain neither local nor global variables, even if a constant expression (no variables inside) is allowed. For other non-struct index positions, variables are allowed, such as the \( x \) getelementptr in Figure 4.

LLVM IR takes the view that values stored in the memory have no types, and that memory instructions will always produce values of the prescribed types. In fact, LLVM IR does not have a clear idea of main memory. It does not even have a built-in memory allocation instruction, instead, it relies on Standard-C library to provide such instructions. It basically assumes that the memory machine as a black box, and every memory request is valid as long as the size of the requested data matches the size of its type, the memory pointer is not out-of-range, and there is no race. In addition, one can have a correctly typed program where the result value produced by the program does not make sense. For example, loading an i31 value from a heap field that is previously stored as an i30 value is unspecified. To support the type system, K-LLVM assumes that each of the poison value and undefined value is implemented as a family of constructs, one for each type (ASTs as \texttt{undef (Type)} and \texttt{poisonValue (Type)}). Combining all these features of LLVM IR type system, we have shown the following type prevention theorem (the proof sketch is in the technical report [25]):

\textbf{Theorem 1.} Assuming every load returning a value in a type prescribed in the load instruction, the program is well-typed by the K-LLVM type system, and the program executes at least one step, then every register and every return value of the program will be of the type assigned during the type checking.
The statement about the loading value in the theorem refers to that every load instruction reads a value that is previously stored with a proper type matching the load instruction, i.e., no having the case such as loading an i31 value from a heap field that is previously stored as an i30 value. The theorem assumes that every LLVM IR program can make a move, and it does not guarantee that the execution of a type-correct program has at least one move. After a program has been checked and transformed through the K-LLVM static semantics, the transformed BAST program is ready for execution by the K-LLVM dynamic semantics.

4.2 The K-LLVM Abstract Machine

As we mentioned in Section 1, the semantics of the execution of the LLVM IR programs in K-LLVM described is via an abstract machine. There are three reasons for this. First, it is a concise way to define all features and aspects of the LLVM IR semantics. LLVM IR is a programming language that connects different computer resources through many different instructions. The best way to model these different features is to design a computer-like mathematical entity which simulates them. Second, the abstract machine is designed to emulate real world computer components. Often, mathematical abstract machines are complicated and confusing. The K-LLVM abstract machine execution is easy for users to follow since they can relate it to real world computer components. Third, our abstract machine is modular; as a consequence, it is also extendable. In previous language semantics, designers either only define straight-line single-threaded instruction behaviors or only define a subset of all instructions with complete concurrent behaviors. Once concurrent behaviors are introduced, a single instruction's semantics can affect the whole semantic universe forcing designers to update all existing instruction semantics to handle any side-effects. The design of the K-LLVM abstract machine allows us to focus on designing one feature at a time in isolation. Additionally, because of the modular design, the abstract machine can be easily updated to support progressive concurrent features. For example, we update the byte-wise sequential consistency model in this paper to a model containing the full LLVM IR concurrency features in our corresponding technical report [25], without modifying a single instruction semantic rule, and only changing transition rules for describing how to maintain the execution order in the continuation and toCommit component of each thread.

Figure 5

Figure 5 describes the overall structure of the K-LLVM abstract machine and the interactions of different components. The arrows show the direction of messages passing between the main components. A rounded dashed component means a program state entity that might contain other component structures, while a square component means a program state entity whose content is an integer, list, set, map, etc. The K-LLVM abstract machine is independent of the platform in which we implement the machine. At the top level, the
abstract machine can be thought of as a set of threads communicating with a set of memory caches, and a global control unit provides global information for threads. As a simplifying assumption to achieve byte-wise sequential consistency, we assume the memory cache set is a singleton set, so we will refer to this cache as the memory cache in the rest of the paper. The globalControl component represents the global control unit containing several sub-components storing information about threads, such as thread identifier calculation, thread final states and mutex lock information. We will see an example of using this information in Section 5. There are several components in each thread as shown in the left side of Figure 5. In Section 4.1, we said that a LLVM IR program is compiled to a list of BAST control flow graphs (CFGs) for execution. The continuation component represents a dynamically executing CFG; it contains a sequence of dynamic basic blocks of instructions to be executed. A thread executes one instruction at a time, i.e., the first instruction in the first block. Thread execution is modeled by consuming instructions as they are executed and possibly inserting a new basic block after the current block during loop execution.

For each thread, the control component includes registers, a stack, flags, and currInst components. The registers component is a map from local variables to values. We introduce how we represent values in the next section. The stack component records function call stack frames for context switching in LLVM IR based on call and return instructions. Each stack also contains fields for local memory allocations in a function directed by the alloca instruction. The K-LLVM stack implementation is not a simple mapping. Each K-LLVM function stack has a maximum allowed allocation space, and stack overflow leads to an error state. Every time when a function is called, a memory range is actually created in the heap for storing the function stack information. This implementation allows us to implement some LLVM IR flags such as “inalloca”, and also some extra tools built on top of K-LLVM (as a future work) to track stack buffer overflows such as AddressSanitizer and SAFECode. The flags component contains the set of function header flags describing the function that is currently executing. For example, the readonly flag tells the LLVM compiler that the function will never produce memory write operations, and this need to be reflected in the execution semantics; see Section 4.4 for a complete semantics. The currInst component contains a dynamic block number and instruction number pair representing the unique identifier for the currently executing instruction. Dynamic block numbers are basically timestamps and uniquely identify each execution of a basic block; when a new basic block of instructions is put into the continuation component, a new such number is associated with the block. Instruction numbers can be assigned statically, e.g., using textual order in the LLVM IR file. For example, the numbers on the left side of Program-A (Fig. 2) are a possible instruction numbering.

The currInst pair allows us to modularly add new concurrent behaviors to the K-LLVM abstract machine. Even though our model assumes byte-wise sequential consistency in this paper, the machine has potential for additional concurrent behaviors. When dispatching a memory instruction, a thread need not wait for the instruction commit before proceeding. For example, a thread will not wait for a load instruction to write values to registers. Instead, it moves on and marks the specific register as unavailable. If the next instruction needs the register value, the thread component blocks. Otherwise, the thread continues to execute instructions. The currInst pair identifies a specific instruction and corresponding register during write back. The example Program-D (Fig. 2) shows how this feature can affect program execution in practice. Without this mechanism, the load instruction in Thread-1 always happens before the store in Thread-2. With this mechanism, an observer can observe the value 1 or even a race on @x. This example is the motivation of having the abstract machine
in K-LLVM even though its memory model assumes byte-wise sequential consistency in this paper. K-LLVM is mainly used to verify LLVM compiler steps, and verifying programs containing library functions is a key verification component. The *pthread_create* function in Program-D is a library function and its functionality should contain fences to prevent the behavior of executing Program-D described above. The abstract machine mechanism in K-LLVM allows to prove that a particular implementation of *pthread_create* does not have harmful behaviors like the one above; whereas otherwise we do not have a mechanism to verify such library function usage in a program.

The *toCommit* and *readBack* components in a thread are to deal with memory instructions, and they also act as interface communicating with the memory cache. From the memory point of view, all it knows about memory requests from each thread are from the two components. In this sense, they belong to the memory model of the K-LLVM abstract machine, even though they are located in each thread. The *toCommit* component is implemented as a queue that receives memory operations from *continuation* and then sends them to the memory cache in order. The *readback* component is implemented as a map and represents the intermediate step of getting back a value from a memory-read from the memory cache and assigning the value to registers. These components are needed to distinguish between memory instructions and their corresponding execution. Another reason is the need to simulate the difference between the non-atomic and atomic memory operations in LLVM IR. LLVM IR assumes that each non-atomic memory write or read operation accesses a single byte of data in the memory cache at a time, while an atomic operation accesses several bytes at once. By breaking down the execution of non-atomic *store* and *load* instructions into possibly several memory operations, we are able to capture potential races in a multi-threaded program.

The memory cache has a fixed structure in K-LLVM, which is listed on the right side of Figure 5. The *memOpList* component stores the memory operations from different threads, in order to allow the interleaving of memory operations from different threads. The *byteMap* component is a function that maps a memory location to a byte of data. A memory write operation in K-LLVM stores an array of bytes in the *byteMap* component. While *byteMap* represents the entire memory cache, a memory chunk refers to a continuous memory region in *byteMap* and is allocated by a global memory initialization or local memory allocation. An *object* component stores metadata for a specific memory chunk. Each *object* contains a *range* component indicating the range of the chunk in the whole memory domain (as keys of *byteMap*), an *alignment* component with alignment information, a *size* component with the size of the chunk in bytes, and an *objType* component indicating if the memory chunk is static or not. The *complete* and *race* components are used to record the status of the operations accessing the memory chunk. According to the LLVM IR documentation, non-atomic memory operations should access a memory range one byte at a time. When a non-atomic memory operation is accessing a memory chunk at the same time as another memory write operation, a race occurs, and the result is *undef*. The *complete* and *race* components are used to record this status and give the result. The implementations of the *byteMap* and *object* components are used to represent the low-level memory layout structures in LLVM IR, whose requirements are stated in Section 2 where we discuss VeLLVM layout structure. We believe that storing metadata on a per-chunk basis is the best way to implement the LLVM IR memory layout model to maximize the concurrent memory access behaviors allowed by LLVM IR.

We have briefly described the different components of the K-LLVM abstract machine above. The details of the implementations of each component can be found in our implementation [25]. In the following sections, we will introduce some detailed implementation aspects related to memory accesses. The full LLVM IR concurrency model can also be found in the technical report [25].
In this and the next sections, we introduce a portion of the **K-LLVM** abstract machine in depth, especially, the components and rules related to executing memory related instructions. The manner in which data layout and memory layout are implemented in **K-LLVM** facilitates the precise semantics of many language features of LLVM IR while maintaining a concise abstract machine for the execution semantics. In this section, we introduce the implementation of register and memory location values in **K-LLVM** and example rules using these values.

The need for two different kinds of values arises as from the fact that memory only sees values as a sequence of bytes, while instructions see registers as holding compound data. We describe these two kinds in Figure 6, and we also show some example rules using these data.

In Figure 6, rules connected by a $\Rightarrow$ operator mean that the transition from the left hand side to the right hand side happens in the beginning of a **continuation** component. There is an implicit rule saying that every transition happening in the beginning of a **continuation** also happens globally. More complex transition rules are introduced in Fig. 8. The **add** and **icmp eq** are instructions in LLVM IR appearing here in the concrete syntax.

The **undef** value for a **Bit** datum exists due to undefinedness of LLVM IR. In LLVM IR, if an integer that is not a multiple of the length of a byte (like a 23-bit integer), and is stored to the memory, then the values for the extra bits generated during the process are undefined (**undef**). A memory location value is implemented by the **Byte** type. In addition to having eight **Bit** data, each **Byte** datum contains a range attribute (**Range Option**) and a flag attribute (**Range State**). If a **Byte** datum represents a part of a pointer, the range attribute is the left and right edges of the memory range to which the pointer points, and if not then **none**. If a **Byte** datum represents a part of a pointer, and the pointer is the result from a **getelementptr** instruction with a **inrange** flag, the flag attribute is the left and right edges of the memory range that the **inrange** flag defines. If the pointer does not come from a **getelementptr** instruction, the flag attribute is **none**. If a **getelementptr** generates an error due to mixing of **inrange** flags, the flag attribute records the error. We will see more about the **inrange** flag of a **getelementptr** in the paragraph describing **store** instruction semantics below. We want to have these two attributes associated with a **Byte** datum because we want to provide pointer provenance, so that when a pointer is cast to an integer or stored to the memory cache, it does not lose side-effect information, such as what is the memory field the pointer points to. The real data structure of **Byte** data in **K-LLVM** has more fields including information about block address information, endianness, and if a pointer datum is pointing to a heap, stack, or static constant memory chunk. For simplicity, we do not include them here, and assume the bytes are in little-endian format. We also assume no distinction between heap and stack pointers here, even though we have distinct implementations for each in **K-LLVM**.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Bit} &::= 1 \mid 0 \mid \text{undef} \\
\text{Range} &::= \text{range}(\text{Nat}, \text{Nat}) \quad \text{‘a State}::= \text{Error} \mid \text{‘a Option} \\
\text{Byte} &::= \text{byte}(\text{Bit List}, \text{Range Option}, \text{Range State}) \\
\text{Loc} &::= \text{loc}(\text{Bit List}, \text{Type}, \text{Range Option}, \text{Range State}) \\
\text{Int} &::= \text{intLoc}(\text{Bit List}, \text{Type}, \text{Range Option}, \text{Range State}) \\
\text{Float} &::= \text{floatLoc}(\text{Bit List}, \text{Type}, \text{Range Option}, \text{Range State})
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(a) \quad &\text{add } T\text{intLoc}(X, A1, B1, C1), \text{intLoc}(Y, A1, B2, C2) \\
&\Rightarrow \text{intLoc}(\text{bitAdd}(T, X, Y), A1, \text{judge}(B1, B2), \text{judge}(C1, C2)) \\
(b) \quad &\text{icmp eq } T\text{loc}(X, A1, B1, C1), \text{loc}(Y, A1, B2, C2) \Rightarrow \text{intLoc}([X = Y], 1, \text{none}, \text{none})
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 6** Memory Data Structure.
For register values, we only introduce integer, float and pointer values here. The description of other register values can be found in the K-LLVM semantics implementation [25]. Any of the integer \((\text{Int})\), float \((\text{Float})\) or pointer \((\text{Loc})\) data contains a \textit{Bit} list, a \textit{Type} field representing the type of the datum, a range attribute and a flag attribute. The \textit{Bit} list represents the binary format of the value for the datum being either an integer, float (in the IEEE 754 format) or memory address. The size of the list is equal to the size of the integer/float/pointer type defined for the data (the pointer size is parameterized in K-LLVM). We assume that all integer, float and pointer arithmetic is based on the computation of binary representations, even though we might show decimal representations in some examples in this paper for presentation purpose. The range and flag attributes have meaning that is closely related to the ones in a \textit{Byte} datum, as we will explain below.

The reason for making the register and memory data structure so complicated is that K-LLVM covers the relatively complete semantics of LLVM IR including corner cases of not only the individual instruction semantics but also the interactions between casting, arithmetic and memory related instructions in LLVM IR. Hence, the pointer provenance information needs to be available both in the threads and the memory cache. In K-LLVM, the provenance information is stored in the value representation to enable three features of LLVM IR that require execution decisions based on the past history of the value. First, there are flags \((\text{inrange})\), which require the possibility of turning the transition state to an error state in executing a memory instruction long after the computation of a \texttt{getelementptr} with the flags. Second, a pointer is valid for accessing a memory datum if and only if it is created from a non-free memory allocation, or it is the result of a finite number of memory computations based on a non-free memory allocation pointer, and its pointing memory field is within the memory range of the allocated chunk. Third, an error should be detected when an execution is accessing memory data by a pointer cast from an integer value whose calculation never involves values cast from pointers, even if the integer has the same value as the memory address of a valid pointer.

The two rules \((a)\) and \((b)\) in Fig. 6 give an example describing how an arithmetic instruction is executed in K-LLVM based on the data structure described above. In evaluating an LLVM IR \texttt{add} instruction (rule \((a)\)), the value computation happens between the \textit{Bit} lists of two data \((\text{bitAdd} \text{ adding two binary numbers together})\). The function \texttt{judge} merges two range or flag attributes from possibly two different data that possibly come from two pointer sources. The \texttt{judge} details are in the actual K-LLVM semantics implementation [25]. Here, we give some interesting examples. If a pointer is cast to a integer constant (with the range attribute \([L, R]\)) and added to another integer constant (with the range attribute \(\text{none}\)), the \texttt{judge} produces a memory range from the pointer in the range attribute of the result datum. If the two range attributes of two \texttt{intLocs} have two different memory ranges (like \([L, R] \neq [S, T]\)), the judged result is \(\text{none}\). If two flag attributes of two data have two different memory ranges, in this case, \texttt{judge} produces an error state in the flag attribute of the result datum; and if the result datum is further turned into a pointer, and is used to read memory data, the program results in unspecified behavior. Rule \((b)\) gives an example of a comparison instruction that discards the pointer information and produces a pure 1-bit integer constant. Depending on the instruction, including the nature of its arguments, pointer information might or might not be transmitted along with the result of the calculation.

### 4.4 Sample Instruction Semantics

In this section, we introduce semantic rules supporting memory related instructions in K-LLVM. The set of memory related instructions we select to describe here contains LLVM IR casting, address calculation (\texttt{getelementptr}) and memory instructions, as well as memory
related flags on the function headers. K-LLVM is the first formal semantics to cover all behavioral aspects (under byte-wise sequential consistency) of this set, including the side-effects due to interactions between different instructions inside or outside of the set. Under the byte-wise sequential consistency assumption, the behaviors of different orderings in an atomic memory operation collapses to the behavior of the sequentially consistent (seqcast) ordering. It is worth noting that there are cases when an instruction can go to an unspecified behavior or other error states. We will not list all of those rules here, although we have defined them in K-LLVM. Interested readers may get more details from the K-LLVM semantics [25].

**Casting Instructions.** Here we describe the semantics of inttoptr and bitcast as the highlights of the K-LLVM semantics of casting instructions in Figure 7. The other casting instructions are implemented in a similar manner. Before K-LLVM, no complete interpretation for the LLVM IR casting operations existed, especially one supporting casting between integers or floats and pointers. These casting instructions are hard to define because the resulting values can vary depending on the program context for the values of the instructions.

\[
\begin{align*}
(a) \quad & \text{inttoptr}(\text{intLoc}(X, T1, B, C), T2) \Rightarrow \text{loc}(\text{trunc}(X, \text{sizeof}(T1) - \text{sizeof}(T2)), T2, B, C) \\
& \quad \text{if} \ \text{sizeof}(T1) \geq \text{sizeof}(T2) \\
(b) \quad & \text{inttoptr}(\text{intLoc}(X, T1, B, C), T2) \Rightarrow \text{loc}(\text{addZero}(\text{sizeof}(T2) - \text{sizeof}(T1)) \% X, T2, B, C) \\
& \quad \text{if} \ \text{sizeof}(T1) < \text{sizeof}(T2) \\
(c) \quad & \text{bitcast}(\text{Label}(X, T1, B, C), T2) \Rightarrow \text{rebuild}(X, T2, B, C) \\
& \quad \text{if} \ \neg \text{isPointerType}(T1) \land \text{Label} \in \{\text{intLoc}, \text{floatLoc}\} \\
(d) \quad & \text{bitcast}(\text{loc}(X, T1, B, C), T2) \Rightarrow \text{loc}(X, T2, B, C)
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 7** Casting Rules.

In Figure 7, rules (a) and (b) describe the semantics of inttoptr. The main idea is to replace the type attribute of the source intLoc with the target type. If the target type size is smaller than (or equal to) the source one, the semantics truncates (using the trunc function) the bits (represented by X as a list) by the difference of the sizes of the two types starting from the most significant bit. Otherwise, we create a list of 0 bits, whose size is the difference between the two type sizes, by using the addZero function. We place the bits in front of the source bit list (variable X). For example, in Program-A (Fig. 2), we assume that the code is running in a 32-bit machine and variable r5 has the value represented by intLoc(X, i64*, B, C) in line 15. The code tries to convert the %r5 value to a pointer. The final result pointer can be represented by loc(X’, i64*, B, C) by taking the right-most 32-bits from X and changing the constructor from intLoc to loc.

Rules (c) and (d) describe the much simpler dynamic semantics of bitcast instructions. Besides the memory data layout, the K-LLVM type system also contributes to the simplicity. Once we find out that T1 is not a pointer, we can immediately infer that T2 is also not a pointer because LLVM IR only allows pointer to pointer or non-pointer to non-pointer bitcast. Thus, the rule (c) should take the bits (variable X) with additional attribute information and distribute them to form a corresponding value with respect to the type T2, which is what the function rebuild does. For example, if we bitcast an i24 integer (as intLoc(X, i24, B, C)) to a three i8 integer array [3 x i8], the 24-bit list X is cut into three equal parts (X1, X2 and X3), so we have an array with three elements of the format intLoc(Y, i8, B, C) where Y can be either X1, X2 or X3. Alternatively, if a bitcast sees a Loc datum, it is immediately inferred that the casting is between two pointers, and the only effect is the updating of the source type T1 with the target type T2.
The Semantics of `getelementptr`. A `getelementptr` instruction is a memory address calculation whose main idea is to calculate a memory address value based on a sequence of indices. Section 3.1 touches on one of the special cases of `getelementptr` semantics. The main idea of `getelementptr` is similar to the one in Zhao’s work [44]. It uses a sequence of indices of different types to walk incrementally into a data structure layout to calculate a pointer to the sub-component found at the end of the path the indices describe. Here, we focus on one particularly important feature of the instruction, the keyword `inbounds`, which is a flag applied on the computation results of a `getelementptr` instruction. For this flag, LLVM IR requires all the intermediate and final computation results on the address of the input pointer are within a valid range of the allocated object pointed to by the address. In K-LLVM, we implement this with the address computation function `calGEP`. The function calculates an new address value by adding multiplication results of the index and type size to the input address, one adding at a time. In each step, before the calculation, the function first checks if the input address is within the range indicated by the range attribute of the input pointer. After we compute the final address result, we also check if the memory chunk pointed to by the input pointer still exists. For example, line 4 of Program-A (Fig. 2) is a `getelementptr` instruction, and it is executed successfully in K-LLVM. However, if a memory-free for the input pointer `%r2` is added before the `getelementptr`, the `inbounds` flag makes the instruction result in a poison value, because the memory chunk pointed to by `%r2` does not exist anymore. As another example of an `inbounds` flag, executing line 5 of Program-A highlights how a poison value can be produced from a `getelementptr`. The index `i64 -1` makes an intermediate computation result out-of-bound, so variable `%u1` gets a poison value. Another example is to execute line 21 of Program-A. The execution of this `getelementptr` instruction `inbounds` check because its input pointer has range attribute `none`, so variable `%r10` results in a poison value. There is also an `inrange` flag in a `getelementptr` instruction. This flag has subsequent effects on memory instructions after the `getelementptr`. The flag information is carried as the flag attribute in the pointer derived from the `getelementptr` so that the succeeding memory instructions can use it. We will introduce its semantics in the next section.

The `store` Semantics. We only introduce the K-LLVM `store` memory instructions here; the other memory instructions are implemented in a similar manner. K-LLVM fully implements the semantics of `stores` under the byte-wise sequential consistency assumption. Specifically, K-LLVM distinguishes the non-atomic and atomic `store` instructions by breaking the execution of an memory instruction into three different stages, as shown in Figure 8. As we mentioned, we do not list negative rules, such as configurations going to an error state when a `store` is performing a `write` operation in the memory cache, when the memory chunk has already been freed by another thread. The rules in Figure 8 are simplified versions of the actual K-LLVM rules. The information and handling about address spaces and memory alignments is not mentioned here. In fact, the construct `write` has several fields than one shown in the figure. On the other hand, these rules are non-trivial, and they have enough functionality to show manner in which the K-LLVM abstract machine distinguishes between the behaviors of atomic and non-atomic `store` instructions.

In Figure 8, the `Exp` type represents an instruction that involves in the computation in a `continuation` component (Ψ in Fig. 8). We uses `store` and `atomicStore` constructs in Figure 8 that are different from the LLVM IR concrete syntax. They are BAST format transformed from an LLVM IR `stores` instruction in their simplified form here. Each of them has three fields. The first represents the type of the value; the second is the value
to store in the memory cache and the third is the memory pointer. The write construct represents the memory operation that a thread uses to communicate with the memory cache and the memory cache uses to perform memory events. When a store is executed in the continuation component (Ψ), a list of writes are generated in the toCommit component (Δ in Fig. 8). They have the same group ID represented as a Key type that is a triple of the thread ID, dynamic block number, and instruction number of the store. A write also has other fields: a natural number representing the memory address value, another natural number representing the total size of writes from the same Key, and a list of bytes to write to the memory. The total size is the same for different write operations with the same Key. It is both the size of the list of writes generated by a non-atomic store and the size of bytes of the value to write to the memory cache. An atomic store generates a singleton write.

Before we describe the rules in Figure 8, some conventions are worth noting. Without special greek letter illustrations on different components, a name of a component with its first character capitalized is the variable representing the component in all rules (e.g. CurrInst for the currInst component, and Threads for the threads component). The variable Rest appearing in some rules in Figure 8 (and Fig. 9) represents the rest of components in a thread or object component, which do not involve in the computation of the rules. As we have said in Section 4.2, the K-LLVM abstract machine is for a set of threads communicating with a single memory cache. The globalControl component is omitted in the computation here, since we do not need it. Based on these assumptions, we define a transition state to be a pair of a set of threads and a memory cache: (Threads, Memory). A single thread contains five components related to memory instructions: thread-ID, currInst, continuation (Ψ), toCommit (Δ) and flag. For simplicity, we assume that a thread only contains these five

| Figure 8 Memory Store Rules. | |
|-----|-----|-----|
| (a) | \[
\begin{align*}
\{ TID, (BID, IID), \text{store}(T, V, \text{loc}(X, B, \text{range}(L, R), \text{range}(L, R))) \} : \Psi, \Delta, \Theta \\
\Rightarrow \{ TID, (BID, IID), \Psi, \Delta \text{\text{\&\text{\&}}gen\text{\text{\&\text{\&}}writes}(\text{toBytes}(V, \text{sizeof}(T)), (TID, BID, IID), X, \text{sizeof}(T)), \Theta) \}
\end{align*}
\] |
| (b) | \[
\begin{align*}
\{ TID, (BID, IID), \text{atomic\text{\text{\&\text{\&}}Store}(T, V, \text{loc}(X, B, \text{range}(L, R), \text{range}(L, R))) \} : \Psi, \Delta, \Theta \\
\Rightarrow \{ TID, (BID, IID), \Psi, \Delta \text{\text{\&\text{\&}}writes}((TID, BID, IID), X, 1, \text{toBytes}(V, \text{sizeof}(T))), \Theta \}
\end{align*}
\] |
| (c) | \[
\begin{align*}
\{ \{ TID, \text{curr\text{\text{\&\text{\&}}Inst}, \Psi, E : \Delta, \Theta \} \cup \text{Threads} \}, (\alpha, \text{Rest}) \}
\Rightarrow \{ \{ TID, \text{curr\text{\text{\&\text{\&}}Inst}, \Psi, \Delta, \Theta \} \cup \text{Threads} \}, (\alpha\text{\text{\&\text{\&}}\{E}, \text{Rest}) \}
\end{align*}
\] |
| (d) | \[
\begin{align*}
\text{Addr} \in [L, R) \wedge \sim\text{Race}(\text{Key}, \alpha) \\
\Rightarrow \{ \alpha, \text{update\text{\text{\&\text{\&}}Map}(G, \text{Addr}, V), \{ \{ [L, R), \alpha), \text{Rest} \} \cup \Omega \}
\end{align*}
\] |
| (e) | \[
\begin{align*}
\text{Size} \gg 1 \wedge \beta(\text{Key}) = \text{none} \wedge \text{Addr} \in [L, R) \wedge \sim\text{Race}(\text{Key}, \alpha) \\
\Rightarrow \{ \alpha, \text{update\text{\text{\&\text{\&}}Map}(G, \text{Addr}, V), \{ \{ [L, R), \alpha), \beta), \text{Rest} \} \cup \Omega \}
\end{align*}
\] |
| (f) | \[
\begin{align*}
\text{Size} \gg 1 \wedge \beta(\text{Key}) = \text{Size} - 1 \wedge \text{Addr} \in [L, R) \wedge \sim\text{Race}(\text{Key}, \alpha) \\
\Rightarrow \{ \alpha, \text{update\text{\text{\&\text{\&}}Map}(G, \text{Addr}, V), \{ \{ [L, R), \alpha\text{\text{\&\text{\&}}\{\text{Key}, \beta[\text{Key} \rightarrow \text{none}] \), \text{Rest} \} \cup \Omega \}
\end{align*}
\] |
components in this section; Also, we assume that the memory cache only contains three components: the \texttt{memOpList} ($\kappa$), \texttt{byteMap} ($\Gamma$) and \texttt{objects} ($\Omega$) components. The \texttt{objects} component ($\Omega$) contains a set of \texttt{object}. Only three sub-components (\texttt{range}, \texttt{race} ($\alpha$) and \texttt{complete} ($\beta$)) in the \texttt{object} are related in defining the semantics of \texttt{store}. The math inclusive range $[A, B]$ represents a set of natural number sequencing from the number $A$ to the number $B$ inclusively. Finally, there are implicit rules omitted in Figure 8, suggesting that transitions happening in a thread or the memory cache also happens globally.

Rules (a) and (b) in Figure 8 describe how an atomic \texttt{store} and non-atomic \texttt{store} generate a list of \texttt{write} operations that are pushed to the \texttt{toCommit} component (\Delta) whose job is to convey memory operations to the memory cache. The basic idea is to create a list of \texttt{writes} at the end of \texttt{toCommit} (\Delta) when we have a \texttt{store} in the head of \texttt{continuation} (\Psi). The two rules describe the cases when an \texttt{inrange} flag is present in the flag attribute of the input pointer. In such cases, to execute a \texttt{store} not only requires for the address value to be within the range indicated in the pointer but also for it to be in the range carried by the \texttt{inrange} flag; otherwise, the whole system results in an unspecified behavior state. In K-LLVM, there are rules similar to rules (a) and (b) dealing with pointers without \texttt{inrange} flags derived by removing the checks for the \texttt{inrange} edges from rules (a) and (b). Since we will use these rules in an example, we call them rules \texttt{ax} and \texttt{bx} to distinguish them from rules (a) and (b). The function \texttt{toBytes} splits a value into a list of bytes (AST in Fig. 8). The list size is defined by its natural number argument. Its functionality is similar to the rebuild function to turn a value into a list of elements. The only difference is that \texttt{toBytes} creates a list of bytes instead of values in the case of rebuild. The function \texttt{genWrites} takes a list of bytes, a \texttt{Key} datum, a memory address, and the size of the byte list, then generates a list of \texttt{writes} by distributing a byte at a time from the byte list, and associates each byte with a memory address and other attributes. The address value is selected in sequence from the address range between the address and the address plus the size. Rule (b) is for dealing with atomic \texttt{stores}. The key difference is that it only generates a singleton \texttt{write} containing the full value to be stored instead of a list. Rule (c) allows the head element in the \texttt{toCommit} component (\Delta) of a thread to move to the tail position of the \texttt{memOpList} ($\kappa$) in the memory cache.

Rules (d), (e) and (f) deal with different situations of correctly committing a \texttt{write} to the \texttt{byteMap} ($\Gamma$). The \texttt{complete} component ($\beta$) in (e) and (f) is a map from a \texttt{Key} to a natural number indicating how many \texttt{writes} have been committed to \texttt{byteMap} ($\Gamma$) since the first \texttt{write} with the \texttt{Key}. The \texttt{Key} marks a single instruction and \texttt{complete} allows tracking the process of the writes entailed by the instruction. To detect races, the \texttt{race} component ($\alpha$) contains \texttt{Keys} indicating every \texttt{Key} occupying the memory chunk (\texttt{object}) represented by the \texttt{range} of the \texttt{object} component. The variable \texttt{Size} represents the number of \texttt{writes} from the same \texttt{Key}, i.e. the same \texttt{store} instruction. All rules (d), (e) and (f) need to satisfy two side conditions. The first one is the condition $Addr \in [L, R]$ to locate a specific \texttt{object} in the \texttt{objects} component ($\Omega$) by comparing $Addr$ with the range of the \texttt{object} ($L$ and $R$). In K-LLVM, an \texttt{object} is created by a memory allocation; thus, the ranges of \texttt{objects} ($\Omega$) are always disjoint. Any address (e.g. $Addr$) within a range (e.g. $[L, R]$) can be a key to locate the range, which in turn locates an \texttt{object}. The second condition is to check if a \texttt{Key} is in race with other \texttt{Keys} in \texttt{race} ($\alpha$) by the function \texttt{isRace}. The function \texttt{isRace} checks if the \texttt{race} component ($\alpha$) for the \texttt{object} pointed to by the memory address value ($Addr$) has been occupied by another \texttt{Key}. If \texttt{Size} is 1 (rule (d)), the \texttt{write} represents an atomic memory \texttt{store}, and writes a list of bytes ($V$) to \texttt{byteMap} ($\Gamma$) using the function \texttt{updateMap}. The function updates a range of bytes to corresponding range of
addresses in byteMap (\(\Gamma\)). Rule (e) is executed if two other conditions are satisfied: the Size is not 1 and no write for this Key has yet completed. In such case, rule (e) writes a list of bytes to byteMap (\(\Gamma\)) and updates the information in the race (\(\alpha\)), and initializes the Key in the complete component (\(\beta\)). Rule (f) represents the finish of the execution of a non-atomic store in the memory cache. In such cases, we remove the appearance of the entities represented by variable Key in the race (\(\alpha\)) and complete (\(\beta\)) components. We also need to update byteMap (\(\Gamma\)) with the final write term. Besides rule (e) and (f), another rule not listed here deals with the case when \(\beta(\text{Key})\) does exist and is less than Size - 1. In this rule, we continue to write a byte to the byteMap component (\(\Gamma\)) without touching the race component (\(\alpha\)) and incrementing the complete component (\(\beta\)) for Key.

\[
(a) \quad \left\{ (\varphi, (1, 13), \text{store}([2 x 132],[11,11], \text{loc}(100,[2 x 132]*, \text{range}(96, 108), \text{none}):: \Psi), [\emptyset, \emptyset]) \cup \Xi, \left( [\emptyset, \emptyset], \left\{ \left\{96, 108\right\}, \emptyset, \emptyset, \emptyset \right\} \cup \Omega \right) \right\) \\
\Rightarrow \quad \left\{ (\varphi, (1, 13), \Psi, \text{write}(\varphi, (1, 13), 100, 8, \text{byte}(B, \text{none}, \text{none}):: \Delta), \emptyset) \cup \Xi, \left( [\emptyset, \emptyset], \left\{ \left\{96, 108\right\}, \emptyset, \emptyset, \emptyset \right\} \cup \Omega \right) \right\} \\
\Rightarrow \quad \left\{ (\varphi, (1, 13), \Psi, \Delta, \emptyset) \cup \Xi, \left( \text{write}((\varphi, (1, 13), 100, 8, \text{byte}(B, \text{none}, \text{none}))), [\emptyset, \emptyset], \left\{ \left\{96, 108\right\}, \emptyset, \emptyset, \emptyset \right\} \cup \Omega \right) \right\} \\
\Rightarrow \quad \left\{ (\varphi, (1, 13), \Psi, \Delta, \emptyset) \cup \Xi, \left( [\emptyset, \emptyset], \left\{ \left\{96, 108\right\}, \left( (\varphi, 1, 13) \mapsto 1\right), \emptyset \right\} \cup \Omega \right) \right\} \Rightarrow \quad -
\]

(t) \quad \left\{ (\varphi, (2, 22), \text{store}(132, 42, \text{loc}(100, 132*, \text{none}, \text{none}):: \Psi), [\emptyset, \emptyset]) \cup \Xi, \text{Rest} \right\}
\Rightarrow \quad \text{error unspecifiedBehavior}

**Figure 9** Memory Store Example Configuration Transitions.

As an example of applying the store rules, we focus on the store instruction in line 13 of Program-A (Fig. 2). Group (a) in Figure 9 represents the computations for executing the first few steps of the store instruction. In these diagrams, we show the computations as transitions from one state to another. Each transition state is a tuple of a thread set and the memory cache. In threads, \(\Xi\) represents all threads that are not involved in the computation. The thread we care about has a thread ID \(\varphi\). We assume that the (1,13) in the first state after the label (a) represents the currInst pair. In the continuation component, we have the store instruction of line 13 (Fig. 2) on the top of the computation, and \(\Psi\) represents the rest of the computations in continuation. For simplicity, we assume that the toCommit and flags components are empty for thread \(\varphi\), so they have the values \([\emptyset, \emptyset]\) and \(\emptyset\), respectively. In the memory cache, for simplicity, we assume that memOpList is empty, byteMap is represented by the variable \(\Sigma\). The memory cache contains some objects. The \(\Omega\) in Fig. 9 represents objects not related to this store computation, and there is an object with range value \([96, 108]\) that matters in this computation (Let’s assume that \([96, 108]\) is the memory range created previously). We also assume that the current race and complete components are both empty (an empty set and empty map). \(\Upsilon\) represents the rest of the components in the object that is not involved in the computation. The to-store data for the store operation is an array of type \([2 x 132]\) and value \([11,11]\). Here, we show these data in decimal formats. In the real K-LLVM abstract machine, they should be in the binary format. In this example, we assume that the memory pointer address is a natural number 100, and the range of the memory chunk pointed to by the pointer is in the range \([96, 108]\).

By applying rule (ax) above, we get a new transition state after the first “⇒” (Fig. 9). Rule (ax) generates a list of eight bytes in the toCommit component. The first one is the write term shown in the state, and the other seven bytes are represented by variable \(\Delta\).
The variable \( B \) inside the `byte` construct is an eight bit list with all of 0 bits because we are getting the left-most eight bits of the \([11,11]\) array. By applying rule \((c)\), we get the resulting state after the second \( \Rightarrow \). This rule moves the `write` operation from the component `toCommit` in thread \( \varphi \) to the empty component `memOpList` in the memory cache. Next, rule \((e)\) is executed and we get another new state after the third \( \Rightarrow \). We can see that the components `race`, `complete`, and `byteMap (\Gamma)` are updated, and the `memOpList` component becomes empty. This process keeps going until all items in `toCommit` have reached `byteMap (\Gamma)`.

Another example is group \((t)\) in Figure 9. It represents the computations of the `store` instruction at line 22 of `Program-A` (Fig. 2). In the initial state, the pointer has the range attribute `none`, so the state is transitioned to an error state with the unspecifiedBehavior indicator.

Notice that in some states in Group \((s)\), the system might have non-deterministic choices over transition rules. For these non-deterministic choices, we have the following important observation, which is clearly true in \(K\text{-LLVM}\) because the `toCommit` and `memOpList` components are in FIFO order, and each thread executes instructions in the program order in the `continuation` component.

\[\text{Observation 2.}\] Assume that a trace of memory operations is generated by observing the order of memory operations committed to the `byteMap` in the memory cache. For a valid LLVM IR program, no matter which rule the \(K\text{-LLVM}\) abstract machine chooses to apply in a transition state if such rule correctly pattern matches the state, the memory trace generated by executing the program is byte-wise sequentially consistent.

The `readonly` Function Flag. LLVM IR allows users to set flags on the function headers that suggest that the function has certain features over memory instructions. The `readonly` flag is a representative. It means that the execution of the function with the flag should not use any memory write operations, e.g., a `store` instruction. If executing a function does use a write operation, it is unspecified behavior. In Figure 5, there is a `flags` component in the `control` component of a thread. During the static semantics step in Section 4.1, all functions from a LLVM IR program are compiled to BAST format and stored in a database, including function header flag information. During executing in the \(K\text{-LLVM}\) abstract machine, when a function is called, \(K\text{-LLVM}\) context switches the `control` component for the function, including the flag information called from the database and stored in the `flags` component. When \(K\text{-LLVM}\) is executing a `store` operation, according to the `store` rules (Fig. 8), \(K\text{-LLVM}\) checks if the `flags` contain a `readonly` flag. If not, the `store` operation can proceed; otherwise, the whole transition state is transitioned to an error state of unspecifiedBehavior.

We have given a general idea of how \(K\text{-LLVM}\) implements different semantic aspects of LLVM IR here. The full details from the real \(K\text{-LLVM}\) semantics in \(K\) and another \(K\text{-LLVM}\) abstract machine in the Isabelle implementation [25].

5 Evaluation and Applications

Evaluating \(K\text{-LLVM}\) took more than half of the development time. We used \(K\) to generate an interpreter for \(K\text{-LLVM}\) and ran LLVM IR programs in it. We mainly used the testing process as a tool to validate the correctness of our semantics, comprised of individual instruction semantics and our memory models. We also developed several tools to show the usage of \(K\text{-LLVM}\).
Testing Process of K-LLVM. The validation of language semantics is usually accomplished through the use of external test suites [3, 10, 12], which was also part of our strategy. We use a large test suite to test the output of K-LLVM against Clang/Clang++. The tests are split into two sets. We have a set of unit test cases containing totally 1,385 medium size test programs, and they were made in the process of defining K-LLVM. They are made to test each individual instruction or intrinsic function listed in the LLVM documentation with the consideration of all corner cases. We also have a set of regression test suite. There are 2,156 programs from the GCC-torture test suites. They are compiled from C to LLVM directly without optimizations. They are used as a regression test suite to validate K-LLVM. Besides, we also use the test suite (around 900 test cases) from previous K-Java semantics [4] as a regression test suite to test K-LLVM. We compiled the Java test cases from Java to LLVM without optimizations. For all of these cases, we first get the output from Clang/Clang++ for compiling a test program to machine code and executing it, and then compare the output with the output of executing the same program by K-LLVM. For validating the threading libraries (including mutex ones), we use the K state space exploration tool that will be introduced later in the section. In the unit test suite, we had 128 multi-threaded programs. We first execute them by the state space exploration tool, and get all traces (including all syscalls/memory operations) of each individual program, and examine manually if they are correct. The test cases and Clang bugs have been documented in the K-LLVM implementation [25], and the bugs have been reported to the LLVM community.

The methodology for developing K-LLVM was based on a strategy named Test Driven Development (TDD), whose basic idea is to develop tests before implementing the actual features. LLVM IR has an official test suite, but it is hard to break it down into individual pieces. In developing K-LLVM, the test principle is to test individual features while coordinating new features with old defined ones. When we defined a new feature in K-LLVM, we followed four steps. First, we read the details about the feature in the LLVM IR documentation, and thought about how to define the static and dynamic semantics of it. Next, we wrote out unit test cases to test the feature in the current LLVM IR implementation (Clang/Clang++). We made sure that we covered enough corner cases by designing a good set of new unit tests. We then defined the feature and tested it with the new unit tests, making sure it could pass them all. Third, we added the new feature to all of the defined unit tests to see if it caused any new problems. Finally, we tested the whole semantics with the regression test suite (the GCC-torture and K-Java test suites) and made sure that it passed more test cases than before and did not introduce new problems. When we developed K-LLVM, we started by defining the static semantics for each individual feature in LLVM IR, and made sure that all static features were validated for every variable, expression, instruction, function and module. After that, we defined the K-LLVM memory model and validated the correctness of the model. Following the definition of the model, we incrementally defined the semantics of the instructions, working from those that interacted least with other instructions and the memory such as the arithmetic and conversion instructions, through to the branching instructions and finally those that affected the memory. Lastly, we defined different memory operations. The distinction between the atomic and non-atomic memory operations is particularly complicated due to the fact that we define the non-atomic memory system to be based on reading/writing one byte at a time.

While searching for undesirable behaviors in Clang was not an objective of this project, we found some in the process of defining the K-LLVM semantics. Mainly, we ran test programs, and compared their outputs with those listed in the LLVM documentation. Undesirable behaviors happened in very diverse circumstances. A large number of them related to the
fact that Clang does not place enough checks to validate what the LLVM IR documentation suggests. In other cases, Clang has missing features. For example, one cannot cast an \texttt{fp128} constant to a \texttt{ppc_fp128} constant, which should be allowed. In some cases, the description of the LLVM documentation is not clear. For example, in describing the \texttt{fptrunc} and \texttt{fpext} instructions, LLVM IR uses the idea of large floating point types, and allows a comparison of two of them. However, it does not give a precise description of how to make this comparison. In fact, we found that the two types \texttt{fp128} and \texttt{ppc_fp128} are not comparable, so there is no way in LLVM IR to cast from one to the other, contrary to the documentation.

Finally, we use 128 multi-threaded programs to test the K-LLVM thread library with \texttt{ksearch}. K-LLVM produced a set of behaviors that are all expected according with respect to our thread and byte-wise sequentially consistent memory model. There are other multi-threaded programs used for testing the full memory concurrency behaviors, which is out-of-scope of the paper.

**Morpheus on K-LLVM.** We built the Morpheus tool [32] on top of K-LLVM to support correct specifications of compiler optimizations of LLVM IR programs. The Morpheus core language is a domain-specific one for formal specifications of program transformations. It describes program transformations as rewrites on control flow graphs with temporal logic (CTL) side conditions. Morpheus allows users to specify comprehensible program optimizations including those in data flow analysis and data dependence graph analysis. Its executable semantics allows these specifications to act as prototypes for the optimizations themselves, so that candidate optimizations can be tested and refined before including them in a compiler. We built Morpheus on top of K-LLVM in K, so that users are able to specify program optimizations in LLVM IR, and test the optimizations by using K tools for LLVM IR programs. Through the IsaK and TransK tools [27, 26], we translate K-LLVM into a transition system in Isabelle, and merge it with the Morpheus tool in Isabelle. With this system, we are able to prove the correctness of the optimizations in Isabelle under the assumption that programs are executed in the K-LLVM abstract machine and a choice of memory model. As an instance, we are able to define redundant store elimination properties on LLVM IR programs in Isabelle under sequential consistency. With the K-LLVM abstract machine, we have a framework for proving the correctness of the optimization for all programs in LLVM IR in Isabelle. The finalization of the proof will be an interesting future work of K-LLVM. The detailed semantics of Morpheus, and its union with a transition semantics for a fragment of LLVM for use in proving properties of program transformations is in [31], but K-LLVM came after the paper.

**Detecting Undefined Behaviors.** When an undefined behavior happens, K-LLVM outputs an error state. This is particularly useful for programmers to reveal unexpected behaviors to programmers, especially memory access errors. For example, in Program-A (Fig. 2), the execution of the program results in a transition state with an error component containing an \texttt{unspecifiedBehavior} construct (Fig. 9). This is because pointer \texttt{\%r9} comes from a non-valid source. By using \texttt{krun}, we can see the following error message for the Program-A execution:

```
$ krun program-a.ll
ERROR while executing the program.
Description: The argument pointer points to an illegal location.
Line-number: 22
```
For some undefined behaviors in LLVM IR, the \texttt{ksearch} space exploration method cannot list all outputs. Program-E (Fig. 2) is such an example. The program is to create a memory field, get a memory pointer, then turn the pointer to an integer and print it. The output is a non-deterministic value with infinite many possible values. When using \texttt{krun} (the single-thread execution engine in \texttt{K}) to execute the program, it prints out a random integer value depending on the runtime memory address allocation in \texttt{K-LLVM}. A better way to analyze the program is to use the \texttt{K} symbolic execution engine. One can use \texttt{ksearch} with the \texttt{-symbolic} flag to execute this program, and the final result is a variable representing a integer value. One can also use the \texttt{K} symbolic equivalence checker to check if the executions of two similar programs printing out variables representing the same range of integers. The equivalence checker relies on the Z3 SMT solver to calculate if two variables representing the same range of values.

\textbf{State Space Exploration.} A trivial utility of \texttt{K-LLVM} is state space exploration through the \texttt{ksearch} tool. Users can use \texttt{ksearch} (actual command: \texttt{krun \textendash search}) to see all possible final results and traces of multi-threaded programs based on the automatically generated interpreter for \texttt{K-LLVM} in \texttt{K}. This can be useful for detecting out-of-thin-air behaviors. For example, by assuming sequential consistency, if we execute program-B (Fig. 2) with the initial values of zero in both memory fields for pointers \texttt{@x} and \texttt{@y}, the final results of \texttt{%a} and \texttt{%b} can never both be zero. We can also detect undefined values of a race. According to the documentation of LLVM IR, when a non-atomic \texttt{store} happens, and another memory operation from another thread is trying to access the same field, a race happens, and the two memory operations both get \texttt{undef}. By using \texttt{ksearch} to execute program-C (Fig. 2), we can see \texttt{undef} for variables %a and %b in some final results.

Additionally, the option \texttt{-pattern} allows us to filter the traces generated by executing a multi-threaded program. This option can be used to detect some interesting behaviors. For example, in \texttt{K-LLVM}, the \texttt{globalControl} component has a sub-component named \texttt{waitJoinThreads} that is used to store the states when a thread is waiting to join its child threads. If two threads in \texttt{K-LLVM} use the Pthread library function \texttt{pthread_join} to wait for each other in a multi-threaded program, the result is a deadlock. We can use the \texttt{-pattern} option with the pattern \texttt{\langle M ( X |\rightarrow EDEADLK) \rangle\_waitJoinThreads} to detect if any trace of the multi-threaded program results in a deadlock. The key word \texttt{EDEADLK} is a flag in the Pthread library meaning that a thread has ended in a deadlock. Variable \texttt{X} represents any thread with an unspecified thread ID.

\section{Conclusion and Future Work}

In this paper, we propose \texttt{K-LLVM}, a formal semantics of LLVM IR in \texttt{K}. The main advantages of \texttt{K-LLVM} is its relatively completeness and its implementation via a novel abstract machine for LLVM IR. To the best of our knowledge, \texttt{K-LLVM} is the most complete formal semantics of LLVM IR. We fully define the static semantics and dynamic semantics of LLVM IR relative to a sequentially consistent memory model. To validate its completeness, we ran 1,385 unit testing and around 3,000 concrete test programs, all of which \texttt{K-LLVM} successfully executed. \texttt{K-LLVM} provides guidance and reference to future compiler developers on exactly what are permissible behaviors in running LLVM IR programs. It also provides important piece of a framework for proving properties of compilers to or from LLVM IR. The \texttt{K-LLVM} abstract machine is a concise way of specifying how each LLVM IR instruction interacts with different computer components. In particular, \texttt{K-LLVM}
covers corner cases and side-effects of instruction semantics that previous work does not have, such as the different cases of the `getelementptr` operators, casting operators, and memory operators. K-LLVM also supports multi-threaded behaviors and provides users a collection of tools, including a state-space searching tool to explore traces of their LLVM IR programs under the assumption of sequential consistency. While this was not the main focus of this work, we also found more than 20 bugs in the current LLVM implementation, Clang.

In follow-on work to this paper, we have two on-going studies of K-LLVM. First, we are trying to finalize the full LLVM IR memory model in K-LLVM, including the behaviors of different atomic memory orderings and `volatile` memory accesses, with heavy testings and proofs of its relationship with existing C++ memory models [1, 18, 19, 15, 39, 7]. Second, we are defining a formal semantics for Haskell and verifying the correctness of the compiler from Haskell to LLVM IR, which requires both the semantics of Haskell and the semantics of LLVM IR as given in this paper.

---
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Abstract

Herman et al. pointed out that the insertion of run-time checks into a gradually typed program could hamper tail-call optimization and, as a result, worsen the space complexity of the program. To address the problem, they proposed a space-efficient coercion calculus, which was subsequently improved by Siek et al. The semantics of these calculi involves eager composition of run-time checks expressed by coercions to prevent the size of a term from growing. However, it relies also on a nonstandard reduction rule, which does not seem easy to implement. In fact, no compiler implementation of gradually typed languages fully supports the space-efficient semantics faithfully.

In this paper, we study coercion-passing style, which Herman et al. have already mentioned, as a technique for straightforward space-efficient implementation of gradually typed languages. A program in coercion-passing style passes “the rest of the run-time checks” around – just like continuation-passing style (CPS), in which “the rest of the computation” is passed around – and (unlike CPS) composes coercions eagerly. We give a formal coercion-passing translation from $\lambda S$ by Siek et al. to $\lambda S_1$, which is a new calculus of first-class coercions tailored for coercion-passing style, and prove correctness of the translation. We also implement our coercion-passing style transformation for the Grift compiler developed by Kuhlenschmidt et al. An experimental result shows stack overflow can be prevented properly at the cost of up to 3 times slower execution for most partially typed practical programs.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Space-Efficiency Problem in Gradual Typing

Gradual typing [36, 40] is one of the linguistic approaches to integrating static and dynamic typing. Allowing programmers to mix statically typed and dynamically typed fragments in a single program, it advocates the “script to program” evolution [40]. Namely, software
development starts with simple, often dynamically typed scripts, which evolve to more robust, fully statically typed programs through intermediate stages of partially typed programs. To make this evolution work in practice, it is important that the performance of partially typed programs at intermediate stages is comparable to that of (the slower of) the two ends, that is, dynamically typed scripts and statically typed programs.

However, it has been pointed out that gradual typing suffers from serious efficiency problems from both theoretical and practical viewpoints [19, 20, 39]. In particular, Takikawa et al. [39] showed that even a state-of-the-art gradual typing implementation could show catastrophic slowdown for partially typed programs due to run-time checking to ensure safety. Worse, such slowdown is not easy to predict because it depends on implicit run-time checks inserted by the language implementation and it requires fairly deep knowledge about the underlying gradual type system to understand when and where run-time checks are inserted and how they behave. Since then, several pieces of work have investigated the performance issues [4, 27, 31, 29, 24, 12].

Earlier work by Herman et al. [19, 20] pointed out a related problem. They showed that, when values are passed between a statically typed part and a dynamically typed part many times, delayed run-time checks may accumulate and make space complexity of a program worse than an unchecked semantics.

To make the discussion more concrete, consider the following mutually recursive functions (written in ML-like syntax):

```ml
let rec even (x : int) : ⋆ =
  if x = 0 then true⟨bool!⟩ else (odd (x - 1))⟨bool!⟩
and odd (x : int) : bool =
  if x = 0 then false else (even (x - 1))⟨bool?p⟩
```

Ignoring the gray part (in angle brackets), which will be explained shortly, this is a tail-recursive definition of functions to decide whether a given integer is even or odd, except that the return type of one of the functions is written ⋆, which is the dynamic type, which can be any tagged value. This definition expresses a situation where a statically typed and a dynamically typed function call each other.¹ The gray part represents inserted run-time checks, written using Henglein's coercion syntax [18]: bool! is a coercion from bool to ⋆ and true⟨bool!⟩ means that (untagged) Boolean value true will be tagged with bool to make a value of the dynamic type; bool?p is a coercion from ⋆ to bool and (even (x - 1))⟨bool?p⟩ means that the value returned from recursive call even (x - 1) will be tested whether it is tagged with bool – if so, the run-time check removes the tag and returns the untagged Boolean value, and, otherwise, it results in blame, which is an uncatchable exception (with label p to indicate where the check has failed).

The crux of this example is that the insertion of run-time checks has broken tail recursion: due to ⟨bool!⟩ and ⟨bool?p⟩, the recursive calls are not in tail positions any longer. So, according to the original semantics of coercions [18], evaluation of odd 4 is as follows:

```
odd 4 −→* (odd 3)⟨bool?p⟩ −→* (odd 2)⟨bool!⟩⟨bool?p⟩
−→* false⟨bool!⟩⟨bool?p⟩⟨bool!⟩⟨bool?p⟩ −→* false
```

¹ In this sense, the argument of even should have been ⋆, too, but it would clutter the code after inserting run-time checks.
Thus, the size of a term being evaluated is proportional to the argument \( n \) at its longest, whereas unchecked semantics (without coercions) allows for tail-call optimization and constant-space execution. This is the space-efficiency problem of gradual typing.

### 1.2 Space-Efficient Gradual Typing

Herman et al. [19, 20] also presented a solution to this problem. In the evaluation sequence of \( \text{odd} \ n \) above, we could immediately “compress” nested coercion applications \( M\langle \text{bool}! \rangle\langle \text{bool}?^p \rangle \) before computation of the target term \( M \) ends, because \( \langle \text{bool}! \rangle\langle \text{bool}?^p \rangle \) – tagging immediately followed by untagging – is equivalent to the identity function. By doing so, we can maintain that the order of the size of a term in the middle of evaluation is constant. This idea is formalized in terms of a “space-efficient” extension of the coercion calculus [18]. Since then, a few space-efficient coercion/cast calculi have been proposed [37, 38, 35].

Among them, Siek et al. [37] have proposed a space-efficient coercion calculus \( \lambda S \). \( \lambda S \) is equipped with a composition function that compresses consecutive coercions in certain canonical forms. The coercion composition is achieved as a simple recursive function thanks to the canonical forms. We show evaluation of \( \text{odd} 4 \) according to the \( \lambda S \) semantics in the left of Figure 1.2 Here, \( s \odot t \) is a meta-level operation that composes two coercions \( s, t \) (in canonical forms) and yields another canonical coercion that semantically corresponds to their sequential composition. This composition function enables us to prevent the size of a term from growing.

However, in order to ensure that nested coercion applications are always merged, the operational semantics of \( \lambda S \) relies on a nonstandard reduction rule and nonstandard evaluation contexts. Although it does not cause any theoretical problems, it does not seem easy to implement – in particular, its compilation method seems nontrivial. In fact, none of the existing compiler implementations that address the space-efficiency problem [24, 12] solves the problem of growing coercions at tail positions (an exception is recent work by Castagna et al. [5] – See Section 6 for more comparison).

\[ \text{odd} 4 \]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{even} (4 - 1, \text{bool}?^p) \quad &\quad \text{even} (4 - 1, \text{bool}?^p) \\
\text{even} (3, \text{bool}?^p) \quad &\quad \text{even} (3, \text{bool}?^p) \\
\text{odd} (3 - 1, \text{bool}!) \quad &\quad \text{odd} (3 - 1, \text{bool}!, \text{bool}?^p) \\
\text{odd} (2, \text{bool}!) \quad &\quad \text{odd} (2, \text{bool}!, \text{bool}?^p) \\
\text{even} (2 - 1, \text{bool}!) \quad &\quad \text{even} (2 - 1, \text{bool}!, \text{bool}?^p) \\
\text{even} (2 - 1, \text{bool}?^p) \quad &\quad \text{even} (2 - 1, \text{bool}?^p) \\
\text{even} (1, \text{bool}?^p) \quad &\quad \text{even} (1, \text{bool}?^p)
\end{align*}
\]

\[ \text{odd} \ (4, \text{id}_{\text{bool}}) \]

\[ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{even} (4 - 1, \text{bool}?^p :: \text{id}_{\text{bool}}) &\quad \text{even} (4 - 1, \text{bool}?^p :: \text{id}_{\text{bool}}) \\
\text{odd} (3 - 1, \text{bool}!, \text{bool}?^p) &\quad \text{odd} (3 - 1, \text{bool}!, \text{bool}?^p) \\
\text{odd} (2, \text{bool}!, \text{bool}?^p) &\quad \text{odd} (2, \text{bool}!, \text{bool}?^p) \\
\text{even} (2 - 1, \text{bool}!, \text{bool}?^p) &\quad \text{even} (2 - 1, \text{bool}!, \text{bool}?^p) \\
\text{even} (2 - 1, \text{bool}?^p) &\quad \text{even} (2 - 1, \text{bool}?^p) \\
\text{even} (1, \text{bool}?^p) &\quad \text{even} (1, \text{bool}?^p)
\end{array} \]

\[ \text{...} \]

\[ \text{...} \]

---

2 Strictly speaking, \( \text{bool}! \) and \( \text{bool}?^p \) are abbreviations of \( \text{id}_{\text{bool}}; \text{bool}! \) and \( \text{bool}?^p; \text{id}_{\text{bool}} \), respectively, in \( \lambda S \).
1.3 Our Work: Coercion-Passing Style

In this paper, we study coercion-passing style for space-efficient gradual typing. Just as continuation-passing style, in which “the rest of the computation” is passed around as first-class functions and every function call is at a tail position, a program in coercion-passing style passes “the rest of the run-time checks” around. Actually, the idea of coercion-passing style has already been listed as one of the possible implementation techniques by Herman et al. [19, 20] but it has been neither well studied nor formalized.

We use the even/odd example above to describe our approach to the problem. Here are the even/odd functions in coercion-passing style. (We omit type declarations for simplicity.)

```latex
let rec evenk (x, \kappa) = 
  if x = 0 then true\(\text{bool}!\;\;) \text{else} oddk (x - 1, \text{bool}!\;\;\;\kappa) 
and oddk (x, \kappa) = 
  if x = 0 then false\(\kappa\) \text{else} evenk (x - 1, \text{bool}?\;\;\kappa)
```

Additional parameters named \(\kappa\) are for first-class coercions, which are supposed to be applied to values that are returned in the original function definition. We often call these coercions continuation coercions. Coercion applications such as \(\text{true}\(\text{bool}!\;\;)\) and \((\text{oddk} (x - 1))\(\text{bool}!\;\;)\) at tail positions in the original program are translated to coercion compositions such as \(\text{true}\(\text{bool}!\;\;\kappa\)\) and \(\text{oddk} (x - 1, \text{bool}!\;\;\kappa)\), respectively. When \(\kappa\) is bound to a concrete coercion, it will be composed with \(\text{bool}!\) before it is applied. Similarly to programs in CPS, function calls pass (composed) coercions.

With these functions in coercion-passing style, the evaluation of \(\text{oddk} (4, \text{id}_{\text{bool}})\) (where \(\text{id}_{\text{bool}}\) is an identity coercion, which does nothing) proceeds as in the right of Figure 1. Since tagging followed by untagging (with the same tag) actually does nothing, \(\text{bool}!\;\;\text{bool}?\;\;)\) composes to \(\text{id}_{\text{bool}}\) by the (meta-level) coercion composition \(\text{bool}!\;\uparrow\text{bool}?\;\;\). Similarly to the \(\lambda S\) semantics described above, coercion composition in the argument takes place before a recursive call, thus the size of coercions stays bounded by the constant order, overcoming the space efficiency problem. A nice property of our solution is that the evaluation is standard call-by-value.

One can view the extra parameter \(\kappa\) as an accumulating parameter and continuation coercions as (delimited) continuations in defunctionalized forms [30]. Unlike simple defunctionalization, however, special composition of two defunctionalized coercions is provided, preventing the sizes of composed coercions from growing.

Contributions

Since the operational semantics of \(\lambda S\) seems nontrivial to implement due to a nonstandard reduction rule, we investigate implementation of the space-efficient semantics via a translation into coercion-passing style. Our contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:

- In the context of the space-efficiency problem of gradual typing, we develop a new calculus \(\lambda S_1\) of space-efficient first-class coercions.
- We formalize a coercion-passing style translation from (a slight variant of) space-efficient coercion calculus \(\lambda S\) [37] to the new calculus \(\lambda S_1\).
- We prove correctness of the coercion-passing style translation via a simulation property.
- We implement the coercion-passing style translation on top of the Grift compiler [24], and conduct some experiments to show that stack overflow is indeed avoided.
Outline

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the space-efficient coercion calculus \( \lambda S [37] \) in Section 2. We introduce a new space-efficient coercion calculus with first-class coercions \( \lambda S_1 \) in Section 3, formalize a translation into coercion-passing style as a translation from \( \lambda S \) to \( \lambda S_1 \), and prove correctness of the translation in Section 4. We discuss our implementation of coercion-passing translation on top of the Grift compiler [24] and show an experimental result in Section 5. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7. Proofs of the stated properties can be found in the full version.

2 Space-Efficient Coercion Calculus

In this section, we review the space-efficient coercion calculus \( \lambda S [37] \), which is the source calculus of our translation. Our definition differs from the original in a few respects, as we will explain later. For simplicity, we do not include (mutually) recursive functions and conditional expressions in the formalization but it is straightforward to add them; in fact, our implementation includes them.

Main novelties of \( \lambda S \) over the original coercion calculus \( \lambda C [18] \) are (1) space-efficient coercions, which are canonical forms of coercions, whose composition can be defined by a straightforward recursive function, and (2) operational semantics in which a sequence of coercion applications is collapsed eagerly – even before they are applied to a value [19, 20, 35].

Basic forms of coercions are inherited from \( \lambda C [18] \), which provides (1) identity coercions \( \text{id}_A \) (where \( A \) is a type), which do nothing; (2) injections \( G ! \), which add a type tag \( G \) to a value to make a value of the dynamic type; (3) projections \( G ? p \), which test whether a value of the dynamic type is tagged with \( G \), remove the tag if the test succeeds, or raise blame labeled \( p \) if it fails; (4) function coercions \( c_1 \to c_2 \), which, when they are applied to a function, coerce an argument to the function by \( c_1 \) and a value returned from the function by \( c_2 \); and (5) sequential compositions \( c_1 ; c_2 \), which apply \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) in this order. Space-efficient coercions restrict the way basic coercions are combined by sequential composition; they can be roughly expressed by the following regular expression:

\[
(G ? p) ^7 (\text{id}_i + (s_1 \to s_2))(G ! 1) ^7
\]

(where \( i \) is a base type, \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) stand for space efficient coercions, \( \ldots \) stands for an optional element, and + for alternatives). As already mentioned, an advantage of this form is that (meta-level) sequential composition (denoted by \( s_1 \triangleright s_2 \)) of two space-efficient coercions results in another space-efficient coercion (if the composition is well typed), in other words, space-efficient coercions are closed under \( s_1 \triangleright s_2 \). For example, the composition \((G1 ? p) ^7 (\text{id}_i + (s_1 \to s_2)); G2 !) \triangleright (G3 ? p; (\text{id}_i + (s_1 \to s_4)); (G4 !)^7)\) will be \(((G1 ? p; i) ^7 (\text{id}_i + ((s_3 \triangleright s_1) \to (s_2 \triangleright s_4)))(G4 !)^7)\) if \( G2 = G3 \) – that is, tagging with \( G2 \) is immediately followed by inspection whether \( G2 \) is present. Notice that the resulting coercion conforms to the regular expression again. (The other case where \( G2 \neq G3 \) means that the projection \( G3 ? p \) will fail; we will explain such failures later.)

The operational semantics includes the reduction rule \( \mathcal{F}[M(s\langle \| t \rangle)] \rightarrow \mathcal{F}[M(s \triangleright t)] \) where \( \mathcal{F} \) is an evaluation context that does not include nested coercion applications and whose innermost frame is not a coercion application. This rule intuitively means that two consecutive coercions at the outermost position will be composed even before \( M \) is evaluated to a value. This eager composition avoids a long chain of coercion applications in an evaluation context.
### 2.1 Syntax

We show the syntax of λS in Figure 2. The syntax of λS extends that of the simply typed lambda calculus (written in gray) with the dynamic type and (space-efficient) coercions.

**Types**, ranged over by $A, B, C$, include the dynamic type $\ast$, base types $\iota$, and function types $A \rightarrow B$. Base types $\iota$ include int (integer type) and bool (Boolean type) and so on. **Ground types**, ranged over by $G, H$, include base types $\iota$ and the function type $\ast \rightarrow \ast$. They are used for type tags put on values of the dynamic type [43]. Here, the ground type for functions is always $\ast \rightarrow \ast$, reflecting the fact that many dynamically typed languages do not include information on the argument and return types of the function in its type tag.

As we have already discussed, λS restricts coercions to only canonical ones, namely space-efficient coercions $s$, whose grammar is defined via ground coercions $g$ and intermediate coercions $i$. Ground coercions correspond to the middle part of space-efficient coercions; unlike the original λS, ground coercions include identity coercions for any function types – such as $id_{1 \rightarrow 3}$ – and exclude “virtually identity” coercions such as $id_{1} \rightarrow id_{1}$. Although these two coercions are extensionally the same, they reduce in slightly different ways: applying $id_{1 \rightarrow 3}$ to a function immediately returns the function, whereas applying $id_{1} \rightarrow id_{1}$ results in a wrapped function whose argument and return values are monitored by $id_{1}$, which does nothing. Adopting $id_{A}$ for any $A$ simplifies our proof that the coercion-passing translation preserves the semantics. An intermediate coercion adds an optional injection to a ground coercion. Coercions of the form $\bot^{G \rightarrow H}$ trigger blame (labeled $p$) if applied to a value. They emerge from coercion composition

$$(G_2 ?^{p'} \iota)^{7} (id_{A} + (s_1 \rightarrow s_2)); G_2! (G_2 ?^{p'}; (id_{A} + (s_3 \rightarrow s_4))(G_4 !)^{7})$$

where $A \neq \ast$ and $G_2 \neq G_3$, which means that the projection $G_2 ?^{p'}$ is bound to fail. The composition results in $(G_1 ?^{p'} \iota)^{7} \bot^{G_1 !^{p'} G_2}$, which means that, unless the optional projection fails – blaming $p$ – it fails with $p'$. Finally, space-efficient coercions are obtained by adding optional projection to intermediate coercions. $id_{\ast}$ is a special coercion that does not conform to the regular expression above. Strictly speaking, an injection, say int!, has to be written $id_{\ast} int!$ and a projection, say int?p, has to be written $int?^{p} id_{\ast}$. We often omit these identity coercions in examples.
Terms, ranged over by \(L, M, N\), include values \(V\), primitive binary operations \(op(M, N)\), function applications \(MN\), coercion applications \(M(s)\), and coercion failure blame \(p\). The term \(M(s)\) coerces the value of \(M\) with coercion \(s\) at run time. The term blame \(p\) denotes a run-time type error caused by the failure of a coercion (projection) with blame label \(p\).

Values, ranged over by \(V, W\), include variables \(x\), uncoerced values \(U\), and coerced values \(U(d)\). Uncoerced values, ranged over by \(U\), include constants \(a\) of base types and lambda abstractions \(\lambda x. M\). Unlike \(\lambda C\), where values can involve nested coercion applications, there is at most one coercion in a value – nested coercions will be composed. Coerced values \(U(d)\) have two forms: injected values \(U\langle g; G1 \rangle\) and wrapped functions \(U\langle s \rightarrow t \rangle\). The check of function coercion is delayed until wrapped functions are applied to a value \([18, 13, 36]\). We include variables as values for technical convenience in defining translations; for operational semantics, though, it is not necessary to do so because we consider evaluation of closed terms.

Unlike many other studies on coercion and blame calculi, we syntactically distinguish coerced values \(U(d)\) from \(U(d)\) (similarly to Wadler and Findler [43]). This distinction plays an important role in our correctness proof; roughly speaking, without the distinction, \(U(d)\) would allow two different interpretations: an application of \(t\) to a value \(U(d)\) or two applications of \(d\) and \(t\) to a value \(U\), which would result in different translation results. We also note that variables \(x\) are considered values, rather than uncoerced values, since they can be bound to coerced values at function calls. In other words, we ensure that values are closed under value substitution.

As usual, applications are left-associative and \(\lambda\) extends as far to the right as possible. We do not commit to a particular choice of precedence between function applications and coercion applications; we will always use parentheses to disambiguate terms like \(MN(t)\). The term \(\lambda x. M\) binds \(x\) in \(M\) as usual. The definitions of free variables and \(\alpha\)-equivalence of terms are standard, and thus we omit them. We identify \(\alpha\)-equivalent terms.

The metavariable \(\Gamma\) ranges over type environments. A type environment is a sequence of pairs of a variable and its type.

2.2 Type System

We give the type system of \(\lambda S\), which consists of three judgments for type consistency \(A \sim B\), well-formed coercions \(c: A \rightarrow B\), and typing \(\Gamma \vdash_S M : A\). We use \(c\) to denote any kind of coercions. The inference rules (except for \(A \sim B\)) are shown in Figure 3. (We omit the subscript \(S\) on \(\vdash\) in rules, as some of them are reused for \(\lambda S\).)

The type consistency relation \(A \sim B\) is the least reflexive and symmetric and compatible relation that contains \(A \sim \ast\). As this is standard [36], we omit inference rules here. (We have them in the full version.)

The relation \(c: A \rightarrow B\) means that coercion \(c\), which ranges over all kinds of coercions, converts a value from type \(A\) to type \(B\). We often call \(A\) and \(B\) the source and target types of \(c\), respectively. The rule (CT-ID) is for identity coercion \(id_A\). The rule (CT-INJ) is for injection \(G1\), which converts type \(G\) to type \(\ast\). The rule (CT-PROJ) is for projection \(Gp\), which converts type \(\ast\) to type \(G\). The rule (CT-FUN) is for function coercion \(c_1 \rightarrow c_2\). If its argument coercion \(c_1\) converts type \(A'\) to type \(A\) and its return-value coercion \(c_2\) converts type \(B\) to type \(B'\), then function coercion \(c_1 \rightarrow c_2\) converts type \(A \rightarrow B\) to type \(A' \rightarrow B'\). In other words, function coercions are contravariant in their argument coercions and covariant in return-value coercions. The rule (CT-FAIL) is for failure coercion \(\perp^{GpH}\). Here, the source
Well-formed coercions

\[
G \vdash G \leadsto \ast \quad \text{CT-INJ} \\
G ? : \ast \leadsto G \quad \text{CT-PROJ} \\
id_A : A \leadsto A \quad \text{CT-ID} \\
c_1 : A \leadsto B \quad c_2 : B \leadsto C \quad A \neq \ast \quad A \leadsto G \quad G \neq H \quad \text{CT-SEQ} \\
\]  

\[
c_1 : A \leadsto A' \quad c_2 : B \leadsto B' \quad \text{CT-FUN} \\
\]  

\[
A \neq \ast \quad A \leadsto B \quad \text{CT-FAIL} \\
\]  

Type typing

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash a : ty(a) & \quad \text{T-CONST} \\
\Gamma \vdash ty(op) = t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \rightarrow t & \quad \Gamma \vdash op(M, N) : t \quad \text{T-OP} \\
(x : A) \in \Gamma & \quad \Gamma \vdash x : A \quad \text{T-VAR} \\
\Gamma \vdash \lambda x. M : A \rightarrow B & \quad \Gamma \vdash \lambda \alpha. M : A \rightarrow B \quad \text{T-ABS} \\
\Gamma \vdash M : A \rightarrow B \quad \Gamma \vdash N : A & \quad \Gamma \vdash M N : B \quad \text{T-APP} \\
\Gamma \vdash M : A \quad s : A \leadsto B & \quad \Gamma \vdash M(s) : B \quad \text{T-CRC} \\
\emptyset \vdash U : A \quad d : A \leadsto B & \quad \emptyset \vdash U[d] : B \quad \text{T-CRCV} \\
\emptyset \vdash \text{blame } p : A & \quad \text{T-BLAME} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 3 Typing rules of $\lambda$s.

Type is not necessarily $G$ but can be any nondynamic type $A$ consistent with $G$ because the source type of a failure coercion may change during coercion composition. For example, the following judgments are derivable:

\[
(id_{\text{int}}; \text{int}) \rightarrow (\text{int}^p; id_{\text{int}}) \quad : \ast \rightarrow \ast \rightarrow \text{int} \rightarrow \text{int} \\
\downarrow \ast \rightarrow \text{int}_{\text{int}} \quad : \text{int} \rightarrow \text{bool} \rightarrow \text{int} \\
\]

Proposition 1 below, which is about the source and target types of intermediate coercions and ground coercions, is useful to understand the syntactic structure of space-efficient coercions. In particular, it states that neither the source nor target type of ground coercions $g$ is the type $\ast$.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Proposition 1} (Source and Target Types).
  \begin{enumerate}
    \item If $i : A \leadsto B$ then $A \neq \ast$.
    \item If $g : A \leadsto B$, then $A \neq \ast$ and $B \neq \ast$ and $A \sim G$ and $G \sim B$ for some unique $G$.
  \end{enumerate}
\end{itemize}

The judgment $\Gamma \vdash_S M : A$ means that the $\lambda$s-term $M$ is given type $A$ under type environment $\Gamma$. When clear from the context, we sometimes write $\vdash$ for $\vdash_S$ with the subscript $S$ omitted. We adopt similar conventions for other relations (such as $\rightarrow_S$) introduced later.

The rules (T-CONST), (T-OP), (T-VAR), (T-ABS), and (T-APP) are standard. Here, $ty(a)$ maps constant $a$ to a base type $\iota$, and $ty(op)$ maps binary operator $op$ to a (first-order) function type $\iota_1 \rightarrow \iota_2 \rightarrow \iota$. The rule (T-Crc) states that if $M$ is given type $A$ and space-efficient coercion $s$ converts type $A$ to $B$, then coercion application $M(s)$ is given type $B$. The rule (T-CrcV) is similar to (T-Crc), but for coerced values $U[d]$. The rule (T-Blame) allows blame $p$ to have an arbitrary type $A$. Here, type environments are always empty $\emptyset$ in (T-CrcV) and (T-Blame). It is valid because the terms $U[d]$ and blame $p$ arise only during evaluation, which runs a closed term. In other words, these terms are not written by programmers in the surface language, and also they do not appear as the result of coercion insertion.
Coercion composition

\[ s \Downarrow t = s' \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{id}_s \Downarrow t &= t & \text{CC-IdDynL} & (G?^p; i) \Downarrow t &= G?^p; (i \Downarrow t) & \text{CC-ProjL} \\
(g; G!) \Downarrow \text{id}_s &= g; G! & \text{CC-IdId} & (g; G!) \Downarrow (G?^p; i) &= g \Downarrow i & \text{CC-Collapse} \\
\perp_{G^p} \Downarrow s &= \perp_{G^p} & \text{CC-FailL} & (g; G!) \Downarrow (H?^p; i) &= \perp_{G^p} & \text{CC-Conflict} \\
\text{id}_s \Downarrow g &= g & \text{CC-IdR} & g \Downarrow (h; H!) &= (g \Downarrow h); H! & \text{CC-InjR} \\
\text{id}_A \Downarrow g &= g & \text{CC-IdL} & g \Downarrow \text{id}_A &= g & \text{CC-IdR} \\
(s \rightarrow t) \Downarrow (s' \rightarrow t') &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{id}_{A \rightarrow B} & \text{if } s' \Downarrow s = \text{id}_A \\
(s' \Downarrow s) \rightarrow (t \Downarrow t') & \text{otherwise}
\end{array} \right. & \text{CC-Fun}
\end{align*}
\]

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Figure 4} Coercion composition rules of \( \lambda S \).
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Figure 5} Reduction/evaluation rules of \( \lambda S \).
\end{itemize}

\section{2.3 Operational Semantics}

\subsection{2.3.1 Coercion Composition}

The coercion composition \( s \Downarrow t \) is a recursive function that takes two space-efficient coercions and computes another space-efficient coercion corresponding to their sequential composition. We show the coercion composition rules in Figure 4. The function is defined in such a way that the form of the first coercion determines which rule to apply.

The rules (CC-IdDynL) and (CC-ProjL) are applied if the first coercion is not an intermediate coercion. The rules (CC-IdId), (CC-Collapse), (CC-Conflict), and (CC-FailL) are applied if the first one is a (nonground) intermediate coercion, in which case another intermediate coercion is yielded. The rules (CC-Collapse) and (CC-Conflict) deal with cases where an injection and a projection meet and perform tag checks. If type tags do not match, a failure coercion arises.

Failure coercions are necessary for eager coercion composition to preserve the behavior of \( \lambda C \). The term \( M(G!; H?^p) \) if \( G \neq H \) in \( \lambda C \) evaluates to \( \text{blame } p \) \textit{only after} \( M \) \textit{evaluates to a value}. By contrast, the two coercions \( G! \) and \( H?^p \) in the term \( M[\text{id}_G; G!; H?^p; \text{id}_H] \)
are eagerly composed in $\lambda S$. Raising blame $p$ immediately would not match the semantics of $\lambda C$ because $M$ may evaluate to another blame or even diverge, in which case $p$ is not the blame. Thus, $\downarrow_{GpH}$ must raise blame $p$ only after $M$ evaluates to a value.

The rules (CC-FAILR) and (CC-INJR) are applied if a ground coercion and an intermediate coercion are composed to another intermediate coercion. The rules (CC-FAILL) and (CC-FAILR) represent the propagation of a failure to the context, somewhat similarly to exceptions. The rule (CC-InsR) represents associativity of sequential compositions but $\downarrow$ is propagated to the inside.

The rules (CC-IdL), (CC-IdR), and (CC-Fun) are applied if two ground coercions are composed to another ground coercion. They are straightforward except that $id_A \to id_B$ has to be normalized to $id_{A \to B}$ (CC-Fun).

We present a few examples of coercion composition below:

$$
(id_{bool}; bool) \downarrow (bool?P; id_{bool}) = id_{bool} \downarrow id_{bool} = id_{bool}
$$

$$
(id_{\to \to}; (\ast \to \ast)!) \downarrow (int?P; id_{int}) = \downarrow_{\ast \to \ast\text{\scriptsize{\text{\scriptsize{pint}}}}}
$$

$$(\ell?P; id_{e}) \to (id_{\ell}; \ell^!)) \downarrow (id_{\ell}; \ell^!) = ((id_{\ell}; \ell^!) \downarrow (\ell?P; id_{e})) \to ((id_{\ell}; \ell^!) \downarrow id_{e})$$

$$
= id_{e} \to (id_{\ell}; \ell^!)
$$

These examples involve situations where an injection meets a projection by (CC-Collapse) or (CC-CONFLICT). The third example is by (CC-Fun).

$$(\ell?P; id_{e}) \downarrow (id_{\ell}; \ell^!) = \ell?P; (id_{\ell}; (id_{e}; \ell^!)) = \ell?P; ((id_{\ell}; id_{e}); \ell^!) = \ell?P; (id_{\ell}; \ell^!)
$$

$$(id_{\ell}; \ell^!) \downarrow (\ell?P; (id_{\ell}; \ell^!)) = id_{\ell} \downarrow (id_{\ell}; \ell^!) = (id_{\ell}; id_{\ell}); \ell^! = id_{\ell}; \ell^!$$

As the fourth example shows, a projection followed by an injection does not collapse since the projection might fail. Such a coercion is simplified when it is preceded by another injection (the fifth example).

The following lemma states that composition is defined for two well-formed coercions with matching target and source types.

▶ **Lemma 2.** If $s: A \to B$ and $t: B \to C$, then $(s \downarrow t): A \to C$.

### 2.3.2 Evaluation

We give a small-step operational semantics to $\lambda S$ consisting of two relations on closed terms: the reduction relation $M \rightarrow_{\rightarrow_{S}} N$ for basic computation, and the evaluation relation $M \rightarrow_{\rightarrow_{S}} N$ for computing subterms and raising errors.

We show the reduction rules and the evaluation rules of $\lambda S$ in Figure 5. The reduction/evaluation rules are labeled either $e$ or $c$. The label $e$ is for essential computation, and the label $c$ is for coercion applications. As we see later, this distinction is important in our correctness proof. We write $\rightarrow_{S}$ for $\rightarrow_{\rightarrow_{S}} \cup \leftarrow_{\rightarrow_{S}}$, and $\rightarrow_{S}$ for $\rightarrow_{S} \cup \leftarrow_{S}$ and $\leftarrow_{S} \cup \rightarrow_{S}$. We sometimes call $\leftarrow_{S}$ and $\rightarrow_{S}$ c-evaluation and c-evaluation, respectively.

The rule (R-Op) applies to primitive operations. Here, $\delta$ is a (partial) function that takes an operator $op$ and two constants $a_1, a_2$, and returns the resulting constant of the primitive operation. We assume that if $ty(op) = \ell_1 \to \ell_2 \to \ell$ and $ty(a_1) = \ell_1$ and $ty(a_2) = \ell_2$, then $\delta(op, a_1, a_2) = a$ and $ty(a) = \ell$ for some constant $a$.

The rule (R-Beta) performs the standard call-by-value $\beta$-reduction. We write $M[x := V]$ for capture-avoiding substitution of $V$ for free occurrences of $x$ in $M$. The definition of substitution is standard and thus omitted.
The rule (R-Wrap) applies to applications of wrapped function $U\langle s \to t \rangle$ to value $V$. In this case, we first apply coercion $s$ on the argument to $V$, and get $V(s)$. We next apply function $U$ to $V(s)$, and get $U(V(s))$. We then apply coercion $t$ on the returned value, hence $(U(V(s)))(t)$.

The rule (R-Id) represents that identity coercion $\mathsf{id}_A$ returns the input value $U$ as it is. The rule (R-Fail) applies to applications of failure coercion $\bot^Gp^H$ to uncoerced value $U$, which reduces to blame $p$. The rule (R-Crc) applies to applications $U(d)$ of delayed coercion $d$ to uncoerced value $U$, which reduces to a coerced value $U(d)$.

The rules (R-MergeC) and (R-MergeV) apply to two consecutive coercion applications, and the two coercions are merged by the composition operation. These rules are key to space efficiency. Thanks to (R-MergeV), we can assume that there is at most one coercion in a value. Since $d; t$ may or may not be a delayed coercion, the right-hand side has to be $U(d; t)$, rather than $U(d; t)$. The outermost nested coercion applications are merged by (R-MergeC).

Now, we explain evaluation contexts, ranged over by $E$, shown in the top of Figure 5. Following Siek et al. [37], we define them in the so-called “inside-out” style [11, 9]. Evaluation contexts represent that function calls in $\lambda S$ are call-by-value and that primitive operations and function applications are evaluated from left to right. The grammar is mutually recursive with $F$, which stands for evaluation contexts whose innermost frames are not a coercion application, whereas $E$ may contain a coercion application as the innermost frame. Careful inspection will reveal that both $E$ and $F$ contain no consecutive coercion applications. As usual, we write $E[M]$ for the term obtained by replacing the hole in $E$ with $M$, similarly for $F[M]$. (We omit their definitions.)

We present a few examples of evaluation contexts below:

$$
\begin{align*}
F_1 &= \square \\
F_2 &= E_1[V \square] = (V \square)(s) \\
F_3 &= E_2[\square M] = (V((\square M)(t)))(s)
\end{align*}
$$

We then come back to evaluation rules: The rules (E-CtxE) and (E-CtxC) enable us to evaluate the subterm in an evaluation context. Here, (E-CtxC) requires that computation of coercion applications is only performed under contexts $F$ – otherwise, the innermost frame may be a coercion application, in which case (R-MergeC) has to be applied first. For example, $U(d)\langle t \rangle$ reduces to $U(d; t)$ rather than $U(d)(t)$. The rule (E-Abort) halts the evaluation of a program if it raises blame.

**Example 3.** Let $U$ be $\lambda x. (x\langle \text{int}^p \rangle + 2)\langle \text{int} \rangle$. Term $((U(\text{int}! \to \text{int}^p))3)\langle \text{int}! \rangle$ evaluates to $5\langle \text{int}! \rangle$ as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
((U(\text{int}! \to \text{int}^p))3)\langle \text{int}! \rangle & \rightarrow^* (U(3\langle \text{int}! \rangle))\langle \text{int}^p \rangle\langle \text{int}! \rangle \\
& \rightarrow (U(3\langle \text{int}! \rangle))\langle \text{int}^p; \text{id}; \text{int}! \rangle \text{ by (R-Crc), (R-Wrap)} \\
& \rightarrow^* (3\langle \text{int}! \rangle)\langle \text{int}^p \rangle + 2)\langle \text{int} \rangle\langle \text{int}^p; \text{id}; \text{int}! \rangle \\
& \rightarrow^* (3\langle \text{id} \rangle + 2)\langle \text{int} \rangle \text{ by (R-MergeC), (R-Beta)} \\
& \rightarrow^* 5\langle \text{int}! \rangle \text{ by (R-Id), (R-Op), (R-Crc)}. \\
\end{align*}
$$

---

$^4$ $F[\square (s)]$ (instead of $F[\square (f)]$) in the definition of $E$ fixes a problem in Siek et al. [37] that an identity coercion applied to a nonvalue gets stuck (personal communication).
### 2.4 Properties

We state a few important properties of $\lambda S$, including determinacy of the evaluation relation and type safety via progress and preservation [46]. We write $\rightarrow^{\ast}_{S}$ for the reflexive and transitive closure of $\rightarrow_{S}$, and $\rightarrow^{\circ}_{S}$ for the transitive closure of $\rightarrow_{S}$. We say that $\lambda S$-term $M$ diverges, denoted by $M \uparrow_{S}$, if there exists an infinite evaluation sequence from $M$.

Proofs of the stated properties are in the full version.

- **Lemma 4 (Determinacy).** If $M \rightarrow^{\ast}_{S} N$ and $M \rightarrow^{\circ}_{S} N'$, then $N = N'$.

- **Theorem 5 (Progress).** If $\emptyset \vdash_{S} M : A$, then one of the following holds: (1) $M \rightarrow^{\ast}_{S} M'$ for some $M'$; (2) $M = V$ for some $V$; or (3) $M = \text{blame } p$ for some $p$.

- **Theorem 6 (Preservation).** If $\emptyset \vdash_{S} M : A$ and $M \rightarrow^{\ast}_{S} N$, then $\emptyset \vdash_{S} N : A$.

- **Corollary 7 (Type Safety).** If $\emptyset \vdash_{S} M : A$, then one of the following holds: (1) $M \rightarrow^{\ast}_{S} V$ and $\emptyset \vdash_{S} V : A$ for some $V$; (2) $M \rightarrow^{\circ}_{S} \text{blame } p$ for some $p$; or (3) $M \uparrow_{S}$.

### 3 Space-Efficient First-Class Coercion Calculus

In this section, we introduce $\lambda S_{1}$, a new space-efficient coercion calculus with first-class coercions; $\lambda S_{1}$ serves as the target calculus of the translation into coercion-passing style. The design of $\lambda S_{1}$ is tailored to coercion-passing style and, as a result, first-class coercions are not as general as one might expect: for example, coercions for coercions are restricted to identity coercions (e.g., $\text{id}_{s}$).

Since coercions are first-class in $\lambda S_{1}$, the use of (space-efficient) coercions $s$ is not limited to coercion applications $M(s)$; they can be passed to a function as an argument, for example. We equip $\lambda S$ with the infix (object-level) operator $M ; N$ to compute the composition of two coercions: if $M$ and $N$ evaluate to coercions $s$ and $t$, respectively, then $M ; N$ reduces to their composition $s \circ t$, which is another space-efficient coercion. The type of (first-class) coercions from $A$ to $B$ is written $A \rightsquigarrow B$.

In $\lambda S_{1}$, every function abstraction takes two arguments, one of which is a parameter for a continuation coercion to be applied to the value returned from this abstraction. For example, $\lambda x.1$ in $\lambda S$ corresponds to $\lambda (x, \kappa).1(\kappa)$ in $\lambda S_{1}$—here, $\kappa$ is a coercion parameter. Correspondingly, a function application takes the form $M(N, L)$, which calls function $M$ with an argument pair $(N, L)$, in which $L$ is a coercion argument, which is applied to the value returned from $M$. For example, $(f3)(s)$ in $\lambda S$ corresponds to $f(3, s)$ in $\lambda S_{1}$; $(f3)$ (without a coercion application) corresponds to $f(3, \text{id})$.

The type of a function abstraction in $\lambda S_{1}$ is written $A \Rightarrow B$, which means that the type of the first argument is the type $A$ and the source type of the second coercion argument is $B$.

An abstraction is polymorphic over the target type of the coercion argument; so, if a function of type $A \Rightarrow B$ is applied to a pair of $A$ and $B \rightsquigarrow C$, then the type of the application will be $C$. Polymorphism is useful—and in fact required—for coercion-passing translation to work because coercions with different target types may be passed to calls to the same function in $\lambda S$. Intuitively, $A \Rightarrow B$ means $\forall X.(A \times (B \rightsquigarrow X)) \Rightarrow X$ but we do not introduce $\forall$-types explicitly because our use of $\forall$ is limited to the target-type polymorphism. However, we do have to introduce type variables for typing function abstractions.

---

5 In $\lambda S$, $\rightsquigarrow$ is the symbol used in the three-place judgment form $c : A \rightsquigarrow B$, whereas $\rightsquigarrow$ is also a type constructor in $\lambda S_{1}$. 
### Syntax

Following the change to function types, function coercions in $\lambda S_1$ take the form $s \Rightarrow t$. Roughly speaking, its meaning is the same: it coerces an input to a function by $s$ and coerces an output by $t$. However, due to the coercion passing semantics, there is slight change in how $t$ is used at a function call. Consider $f([s \Rightarrow t])$, i.e., coercion-passing function $f$ wrapped by coercion $s \Rightarrow t$. If the wrapped function is applied to $(V, t')$, $V$ is coerced by $s$ before passing to $f$ as in $\lambda S$; instead of coercing the return value by $t$, however, $t$ is prepended to $t'$ and passed to $f$ (together with the coerced $V$) so that the return value is coerced by $t$ and then $t'$. In the reduction rule, prepending $t$ to $t'$ is represented by composition $t ;; t'$.

#### 3.1 Syntax

We show the syntax of $\lambda S_1$ in Figure 6. We reuse the same metavariables from $\lambda S$. We also use $\kappa$ for variables, and $K$ for values.

We replace $A \rightarrow B$ with $A \Rightarrow B$ and add $A \leadsto B$ and type variables to types. The syntax for ground types and space-efficient, intermediate, ground, and delayed coercions is the same except that $\rightarrow$ is replaced with $\Rightarrow$, similarly to types. As we have mentioned, we replace abstractions and applications with two-argument versions. We also add let-expressions (although they could be introduced as derived forms) and coercion composition $M ;; N$. The syntax for coercion applications is now $M(N)$, where $N$ is a general term (of type $A \leadsto B$). Uncoerced values now include space-efficient coercions.

The term $\lambda(x, \kappa). M$ binds $x$ and $\kappa$ in $M$, and the term let $x = M$ in $N$ binds $x$ in $N$. The definitions of free variables and $\alpha$-equivalence of terms are standard, and thus we omit them. We identify $\alpha$-equivalent terms.

The definition of type environments, ranged over by $\Gamma$, is the same as $\lambda S$.

#### 3.2 Type System

Figure 7 shows the main typing rules of $\lambda S_1$, which are a straightforward adaption from $\lambda S$.

The relation $c : A \leadsto B$ is mostly the same as that of $\lambda S$. We replace the rule (CT-Fun) as shown. As in $\lambda S$, function coercions are contravariant in their argument coercions and covariant in their return-value coercions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>$x, y, \kappa$</th>
<th>Type variables</th>
<th>$X, Y$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Types</td>
<td>$A, B, C ::= \ast</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>A \leadsto B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground types</td>
<td>$G, H ::= i</td>
<td>\ast \Rightarrow \ast$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space-efficient coercions</td>
<td>$s, t ::= \text{id}_s</td>
<td>G?^p; i</td>
<td>i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate coercions</td>
<td>$i ::= g; G!</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>\bot^G_{\text{op}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground coercions</td>
<td>$g, h ::= \text{id}_A (if A \neq \ast)</td>
<td>s \Rightarrow t (if s \neq \text{id} or t \neq \text{id})$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed coercions</td>
<td>$d ::= g; G!</td>
<td>s \Rightarrow t (if s \neq \text{id} or t \neq \text{id})$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms</td>
<td>$L, M, N ::= V</td>
<td>\text{op}(M, N)</td>
<td>L(M, N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>$V, W, K ::= x</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>U\llbrace d\rrbrace$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncoerced values</td>
<td>$U ::= a</td>
<td>\lambda(x, \kappa). M</td>
<td>s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type environments</td>
<td>$\Gamma ::= \emptyset</td>
<td>\Gamma, x : A$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Well-formed coercions (replacement)

\[ c_1 : A' \rightsquigarrow A \quad c_2 : B \rightsquigarrow B' \]
\[ c_1 \Rightarrow c_2 : A \Rightarrow B' \rightsquigarrow A' \Rightarrow B' \]

**CT-FUN**

**Term typing (excerpt)**

The composition function \( \Rightarrow \) assigns type \( \Rightarrow \) to space-efficient coercion \( \Rightarrow \)

\[ (X \text{ does not appear in } \Gamma, A, B) \quad \text{(X does not appear in } \Gamma, A, B) \]

**T-ABS**

\[ \Gamma \vdash \lambda x, \kappa : B \rightsquigarrow X \vdash M : X \]

**T-CRCN**

\[ \Gamma \vdash M : A \quad \Gamma \vdash N : A \rightsquigarrow B \quad \Gamma \vdash M(N) : B \]

**T-CRC**

\[ \emptyset \vdash U : A \quad \emptyset \vdash d : A \rightsquigarrow B \]

**T-CRCV**

\[ \emptyset \vdash U \langle \langle d \rangle \rangle : B \]

**T-Let**

\[ \Gamma \vdash \text{let } x = M \text{ in } N : B \]

**T-App**

\[ \Gamma \vdash L : A \Rightarrow B \quad \Gamma \vdash M : A \quad \Gamma \vdash N : B \rightsquigarrow C \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash L(M, N) : C \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Figure 7 Typing rules of } \lambda S_1.
\end{array} \]

The judgment \( \Gamma \vdash_2 M : A \) means that term \( M \) of \( \lambda S_1 \) has type \( A \) under type environment \( \Gamma \). The rules (T-Const), (T-Op), (T-Var), and (T-Blame) are the same as \( \lambda S \), and so we omit them. The rule (T-Let) is standard.

The rules (T-Abs) and (T-App) look involved but the intuition that \( A \Rightarrow B \) corresponds to \( \forall X. (A \times (B \rightsquigarrow X)) \rightarrow X \) should help to understand them. The rule (T-Abs) assigns type \( A \Rightarrow B \) to an abstraction \( \lambda x, \kappa : B \rightsquigarrow X \) for fresh \( X \). The type variable \( X \) need not appear in \( \Gamma, A, B \) so that the target type can be polymorphic at call sites. The rule (T-App) for applications is already explained.

The rule (T-CRCN) assigns type \( A \rightsquigarrow B \) to space-efficient coercion \( \Rightarrow \) if it converts a value from type \( A \) to type \( B \). The rules (T-Crc) and (T-CrcV) are similar to the corresponding rules of \( \lambda S \), but adjusted to first-class coercions.

### 3.3 Operational Semantics

The composition function \( s \mapsto t \) is mostly the same as that of \( \lambda S \). We only replace (CC-Fun) as shown in Figure 8.

Similarly to \( \lambda S \), we give a small-step operational semantics to \( \lambda S_1 \) consisting of two relations on closed terms: the reduction relation \( M \rightarrow_2 N \) and the evaluation relation \( M \mapsto_2 N \). We show the reduction/evaluation rules of \( \lambda S_1 \) in Figure 8. As in \( \lambda S \), they are labeled either \( e \) or \( c \). We write \( \rightarrow_2 \) for \( \mapsto_2 \cup \mapsto_2 \), and \( \rightarrow_2 \) for \( \rightarrow_2 \cup \mapsto_2 \cup \mapsto_2 \).

The rules (R-Op) and (R-Beta) are standard. Note that (R-Beta) is adjusted for pair arguments. We write \( M[x := V, \kappa := K] \) for capture-avoiding simultaneous substitution of \( V \) and \( K \) for \( x \) and \( \kappa \), respectively, in \( M \).

The rule (R-Wrap) applies to applications of wrapped function \( U \langle s \mapsto t \rangle \) to value \( V \). Since coercion \( s \) is for function arguments, it is applied to \( V \), as in \( \lambda S \). Additionally, we compose coercion \( t \) on the return value with continuation coercion \( W \). Thus, \( V \langle s \rangle \) and \( t \mapsto W \) are passed to function \( U \). Note that we use a let expression to evaluate the second argument \( t \mapsto W \) before \( V \langle s \rangle \). It is a necessary adjustment for the semantics of \( \lambda S \) and \( \lambda S_1 \) to match.
Coercion composition (replacement)

\[
(s \Rightarrow t) \Downarrow (s' \Rightarrow t') = \begin{cases} \text{id}_A \Rightarrow B & \text{if } s', s = \text{id}_A \text{ and } t, t' = \text{id}_B \\ (s' \Downarrow s) \Rightarrow (t \Downarrow t') & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

CC-Fun

Evaluation contexts

\[
E ::= \square | E[\square (M,N)] | E[V(\square, N)] | E[V(W, \square)] | E[\text{op}(\square, M)] | E[\text{op}(V, \square)]
\]

Evaluation contexts in \(E\) are call-by-value, and primitive operations, function applications, coercion compositions, and coercion applications are all evaluated from left to right.

Reduction

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{op}(a, b) & \rightarrow \delta (op, a, b) \\
(\lambda(x, \kappa), M) \langle V, W \rangle & \rightarrow M[x := V, \kappa := W] \\
(U\langle s \Rightarrow t \rangle) \langle V, W \rangle & \rightarrow \text{let } \kappa = t \Rightarrow W \text{ in } U \langle V(s), \kappa \rangle \\
\text{let } x = V \text{ in } M & \rightarrow M[x := V] \\
U(\text{id}_A) & \rightarrow U \\
U(\text{id}_B) & \rightarrow U\langle \text{Int}, \text{Int} \rangle \\
U(d) & \rightarrow U\langle d \rangle \\
\end{align*}
\]

Reduction rules

\[
\begin{align*}
M \rightarrow_{s_1} N & \rightarrow_{s_2} N \\
M & \rightarrow_{s_1} N \\
M & \rightarrow_{s_2} N \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[\square \rightarrow^* \square \]

Figure 8 Reduction/evaluation rules of \(\lambda S_1\).

The rule (R-Let) is standard; it is labeled as c because we use let-expressions only for coercion compositions. The rule (R-Cmp) applies to coercion compositions \(s \Rightarrow t\), which is evaluated by meta-level coercion composition function \(s \Downarrow t\). The rules (R-Id), (R-Fail), (R-Crc), and (R-MergeV) are the same as \(\lambda S\).

Evaluation contexts, ranged over by \(E\), are defined also in Figure 8. In contrast to \(\lambda S\), evaluation contexts in \(\lambda S_1\) are standard in \(\lambda S_1\). The definition represents that function calls in \(\lambda S_1\) are call-by-value, and primitive operations, function applications, coercion compositions, and coercion applications are all evaluated from left to right.

We then come back to evaluation rules: The evaluation rules (E-Ctx) and (E-Abort) are the same as \(\lambda S\). (However, evaluation contexts in (E-Ctx) are more straightforward in \(\lambda S_1\).)

Finally, we should emphasize that we no longer need (R-MergeC) in \(\lambda S_1\). So, \(\lambda S_1\) is an ordinary call-by-value language and its semantics should be easy to implement.

Example 8. Let \(U\) be \(\lambda(x, \kappa).\text{let } \kappa' = \text{int!}::*\kappa \text{ in } (x\langle \text{int!} \rangle + 2)\langle \kappa' \rangle\), which corresponds to the \(\lambda S\)-term \(\lambda x.x(\text{int!} + 2)\langle \text{int} ! \rangle\) in Example 3. In fact, we will obtain this term as a result of our coercion-passing translation defined in the next section. The term \((U\langle \text{int!} \Rightarrow \text{int!} \rangle)\langle 3, \text{int!} \rangle\) evaluates to \(5\langle \text{int!} \rangle\) as follows:
(U(int! ⇒ int?)) (3,int!)

\[ \rightarrow^* \text{let } \kappa'' = \text{int}?; \text{int! in } U(3(\text{int!}), \kappa'') \]

\[ \rightarrow \text{let } \kappa'' = \text{int}?; id; \text{int! in } U(3(\text{int!}), \kappa'') \]

\[ \rightarrow^* U(3(\langle\text{int!}\rangle, (\text{int}?; \text{id}; \text{int!})) \]

\[ \rightarrow \text{let } \kappa' = \text{int!}; (\text{int}?; \text{id}; \text{int!}) \text{ in } (3(\langle\text{int!}\rangle)(\text{int}?)+2)(\text{int!}) \]

\[ \rightarrow^* 5(\langle\text{int!}\rangle) \]

It is easy to see that the steps by (R-MergeC) in Example 3 are simulated by (R-CMP) followed by (R-Let).

3.4 Properties

We state a few properties of λS₁ below. Their proofs are in the full version.

- **Lemma 9** (Determinacy). If \( M \rightarrow^s_{\lambda S} N \) and \( M \rightarrow^s_{\lambda S} N' \), then \( N = N' \).

- **Theorem 10** (Progress). If \( \emptyset \vdash_{\lambda S} M : A \), then one of the following holds: (1) \( M \rightarrow^*_{\lambda S} M' \) for some \( M' \); (2) \( M = V \) for some \( V \); or (3) \( M = \text{blame } p \) for some \( p \).

- **Theorem 11** (Preservation). If \( \emptyset \vdash_{\lambda S} M : A \) and \( M \rightarrow^s_{\lambda S} N \), then \( \emptyset \vdash_{\lambda S} N : A \).

- **Corollary 12** (Type Safety). If \( \emptyset \vdash_{\lambda S} M : A \), then one of the following holds: (1) \( M \rightarrow^*_{\lambda S} V \) and \( \emptyset \vdash_{\lambda S} V : A \) for some \( V \); (2) \( M \rightarrow^*_{\lambda S} \text{blame } p \) for some \( p \); or (3) \( M \not\vdash_{\lambda S} \).

4 Translation into Coercion-Passing Style

In this section, we formalize a translation into coercion-passing style as a translation from \( \lambda S \) to \( \lambda S_1 \) and state its correctness. As its name suggests, this translation is similar to transformations into continuation-passing style (CPS transformations) for the call-by-value \( \lambda \)-calculus [28].

4.1 Definition of Translation

We give the translation into coercion-passing style by the translation rules presented in Figure 9. In order to distinguish metavariables of \( \lambda S \) and \( \lambda S_1 \), we often use blue for the source calculus \( \lambda S \). When we need static type information in translation rules, we write \( M^A \) to indicate that term \( M \) has type \( A \). Thus, strictly speaking, the translation is defined for type derivations in \( \lambda S \).

Translations for types \( \Psi(A) \) and coercions \( \Psi(s) \) are very straightforward, thanks to the special type/coercion constructor \( \Rightarrow \): they just recursively replace \( \rightarrow \) with \( \Rightarrow \).

Value translation \( \Psi(V) \) and term translation \( \mathcal{K}[M]K \) are defined in a mutually recursive manner. In \( \mathcal{K}[M]K \), \( M \) is a \( \lambda S \)-term whereas \( K \) is a \( \lambda S_1 \)-term, which is either a variable or a \( \lambda S_1 \)-coercion. \( \mathcal{K}[M]K \) returns a \( \lambda S_1 \)-term – in coercion-passing style – that applies \( K \) to the value of \( M \).

Value translation \( \Psi(V) \) is straightforward: every function \( \lambda x. M \) is translated to a \( \lambda S_1 \)-abstraction that takes as the second argument \( \kappa \) a coercion which is to be applied to the return value. So, the body is translated by term translation \( \mathcal{K}[M] \kappa \).
We now describe the translation for terms. We write \( \mathcal{K}[M] \) for the translation of \( \lambda S \)-term \( M \) with continuation coercion \( K \). We first explain the basic transformation scheme given by the recursive function \( \mathcal{K}' \) defined by the following simpler rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{K}'[V] & = \Psi(V) & \text{Tr}'-\text{Val} \\
\mathcal{K}'[M(s)] & = \mathcal{K}[M] \Psi(s) & \text{Tr}'-\text{App} \\
\mathcal{K}'[M^A] & = \mathcal{K}[M] \text{id}_{\Psi(A)} & \text{otherwise} & \text{Tr}'-\text{Crc} \\
\mathcal{K}'[\text{let } \kappa = \Psi(s) ;; K \text{ in } \mathcal{K}[M]] & = \text{Tr}'-\text{Crc} \\
\mathcal{K}'[\text{blame } p] & = \text{blame } p & \text{Tr}'-\text{Blame}
\end{align*}
\]

(We put a prime on \( \mathcal{K} \) to distinguish with the final version.)

The rule (Tr’-Val) applies to values \( V \), where we apply coercion \( K \) to the result of value translation \( \Psi(V) \).

The rule (Tr’-Op) applies to primitive operations \( \text{op}(M, N) \). We translate the arguments \( M \) and \( N \) with identity continuation coercions by \( \mathcal{K}'[M] \text{id} \) and \( \mathcal{K}'[N] \text{id} \) and pass them to the primitive operation. The given continuation coercion \( K \) is applied to the result. Translating subexpressions with \( \text{id} \) is one of the main differences from CPS transformation. While continuations in continuation-passing style capture the whole rest of computation, continuation coercions in coercion-passing style capture only the coercion applied right after the current computation. Since neither \( M \) nor \( N \) is surrounded by a coercion, they are translated with identity coercions of appropriate types. (Cases where a subexpression itself is a coercion application will be discussed shortly.) Careful readers may notice at this point that left-to-right evaluation of arguments is enforced by the semantics (or the definition of
evaluation contexts) of λS, not by the translation. In other words, the correctness of the translation relies on the fact that λS evaluation is left-to-right and call-by-value. This is another point that is different from CPS transformation, which dismisses the distinction of call-by-name and call-by-value.

The rule ($\text{Tr}'$-App) applies to function applications $MN$. We translate function $M$ and argument $N$ with identity continuation coercions just like the case for primitive operations. We then pass the continuation coercion $K$ as the second argument to function $\mathcal{X}'[M]id$.

The rule ($\text{Tr}'$-Crtc) applies to coercion applications $M(s)$. We can think of the sequential composition of $\Psi(s)$ and $K$ as the continuation coercion for $M$. Thus, we first compute the composition $\Psi(s); K$, bind its result to $\kappa$, and translate $M$ with continuation $\kappa$. The let-expression is necessary to compose $\Psi(s)$ and $K$ before evaluating $\mathcal{X}'[M]\kappa$. In general, it is not necessarily the case that $\mathcal{X}'[M]K$ evaluates $K$ first, so if we set $\mathcal{X}'[M(s)]K = (\mathcal{X}'[M](\Psi(s); K))$, then the order of computation would change by the translation and correctness of translation would be harder to show.

Lastly, the rule ($\text{Tr}'$-Blame) means that continuation $K$ is discarded for blame $p$.

The translation $\mathcal{X}'$ seems acceptable but, just as naïve CPS transformation leaves administrative redexes, it leaves many applications of $\text{id}$, which we call administrative coercions. We expect $M$ and $\mathcal{X}'[M]K$ to “behave similarly” but administrative redexes make it hard to show such semantic correspondence. Therefore, we will optimize the translation so that administrative coercions are eliminated, similarly to CPS transformations that eliminate administrative redexes [28, 3, 45, 32, 10, 8, 33].

The bottom of Figure 9 shows the optimized translation rules. The idea to eliminate administrative coercions is close to the colon translation by Plotkin [28]: we avoid translating values with administrative coercions. So, we introduce an auxiliary translation function $\mathcal{G}[M]$, which, if $M$ is a value $V$, returns $\Psi(V)$ – without a coercion application – and, if $M$ is a coercion application $N(s)$, returns $\mathcal{X}[N]\Psi(s)$ – with the trivial composition $\Psi(s); \text{id}$ optimized away – and returns $\mathcal{X}[M]\text{id}$ otherwise. Translation rules for primitive operations and function applications are adapted so that they use $\mathcal{G}[M]$ to translate subexpressions.

In other words, $\mathcal{G}[M]$ helps us precisely distinguish between $\text{id}$ introduced by the translation and id that was present in the original term. Whenever we introduce $\text{id}$ as an initial coercion for the translation, we first apply $\mathcal{G}[M]$ and then apply $\mathcal{X}[M]id$ only if necessary. We note that $\mathcal{G}[M]id \rightarrow_{\pi_1} \mathcal{G}[M]$ holds. We present a few examples of the translation below:

\[
\Psi(\lambda x. x + 1) = \lambda(x, \kappa). (x + 1)(\kappa)
\]
\[
\mathcal{X}'[(\lambda x. x)5]! = (\lambda(x, \kappa). x(\kappa))(5, !)
\]
\[
\mathcal{X}'[((\lambda x. x)5)(\text{int}!)]\text{int}? = \text{let } \kappa = \text{int}! ;; \text{int}? \text{ in } (\lambda(x, \kappa). x(\kappa))(5, \kappa)
\]

The following example shows the translation of the λS-term in Example 3 will be the λS-term in Example 8.

**Example 13.** Let $U$ be a λS-term $\lambda x. (x(\text{int}?)+2)(\text{int}!)$.

\[
\Psi(U) = \lambda(x, \kappa). (\mathcal{X}'[(x(\text{int}?)+2)(\text{int}!)])\kappa
\]
\[
= \lambda(x, \kappa). \text{let } \kappa' = \text{int}! ;; \kappa \text{ in } (\mathcal{X}'[(x(\text{int}?)+2)])\kappa'
\]
\[
= \lambda(x, \kappa). \text{let } \kappa' = \text{int}! ;; \kappa \text{ in } (x(\text{int}?)+2)(\kappa')
\]
\[
\mathcal{X}'[(U(\text{int}! \rightarrow \text{int}?)3)]id = (\mathcal{X}'[(U(\text{int}! \rightarrow \text{int}?)])id)(\mathcal{X}[3]id, id)
\]
\[
= (\mathcal{X}'[U(\text{int}! \rightarrow \text{int}?)])3, id)
\]
\[
= (\Psi(U)(\text{int}! \Rightarrow \text{int}?)3, id)
\]
4.2 Correctness of Translation

Having defined the translation, we now state its correctness properties with auxiliary lemmas. (Their proofs are in the full version.)

To begin with, the translation preserves typing. Here, we write $\Psi(\Gamma)$ for the type environment satisfying: $(x : A) \in \Gamma$ if and only if $(x : \Psi(A)) \in \Psi(\Gamma)$.

- **Theorem 14** (Translation Preserves Typing).
  1. If $\Gamma \vdash_S M : A$ and $s : A \mapsto B$, then $\Psi(\Gamma) \vdash_S (\mathcal{X}[M]\Psi(s)) : \Psi(B)$.
  2. If $\Gamma \vdash_S V : A$, then $\Psi(\Gamma) \vdash_S \Psi(V) : \Psi(A)$.

As for the preservation of semantics, we will prove the following theorem that states the semantics is preserved by the translation:

- **Theorem 15** (Translation Preserves Semantics). If $\emptyset \vdash_S M : t$, then (1) $M \mapsto^*_{S_1} a$ iff $\mathcal{C}[M] \mapsto^*_{S_1} \Psi(a)$; (2) $M \mapsto^*_{S_1} \blame p$ iff $\mathcal{C}[M] \mapsto^*_{S_1} \blame p$; and (3) if $M \uparrow_S$, then $\mathcal{C}[M] \uparrow_{S_1}$.

To prove this theorem, it suffices to show the left-to-right direction (Theorem 16 below) for each item because the other direction follows from Theorem 16 together with other properties: for example, if $\emptyset \vdash_S M : t$ and $\mathcal{C}[M] \uparrow_{S_1}$, then $M$ can neither get stuck (by type soundness of $\Lambda_S$) nor terminate (as it contradicts the left-to-right direction and the fact that $\mapsto^*_{S_1}$ is deterministic).

- **Theorem 16** (Translation Soundness). Suppose $\Gamma \vdash_S M : A$. (1) If $M \mapsto^*_{S} V$, then $\mathcal{C}[M] \mapsto^*_{S_1} \Psi(V)$; (2) if $M \mapsto^*_{S} \blame p$, then $\mathcal{C}[M] \mapsto^*_{S_1} \blame p$; and (3) if $M \uparrow_S$, then $\mathcal{C}[M] \uparrow_{S_1}$.

A standard proof strategy would be to show that single-step evaluation in the source language is simulated by multi-step evaluation in the target language. In fact, we prove the following lemma:

- **Lemma 17** (Simulation).
  1. If $M \mapsto^*_{S} N$, then $\mathcal{C}[M] \mapsto^*_{S_1} \mathcal{C}[N]$.
  2. If $M \mapsto^*_{S} N$, then $\mathcal{C}[M] \mapsto^*_{S_1} \mathcal{C}[N]$.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
M \xrightarrow{e} N \\
\mathcal{C}[\_] \xrightarrow{S_1} \mathcal{C}[\_]
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
M \xrightarrow{e} N \\
\mathcal{C}[\_] \xrightarrow{S_1} \mathcal{C}[\_]
\end{array}
\]

The straightforward simulation property below follows from Lemma 17.

- **Lemma 18**. If $M \mapsto^*_{S} N$, then $\mathcal{C}[M] \mapsto^*_{S_1} \mathcal{C}[N]$.

As is the case for simulation proofs for CPS translation [28, 3, 45, 32, 10, 8, 33], the simulation property\(^6\) is quite subtle. We discuss this subtlety below.

First, it is important that the translation removes administrative identity coercions by distinguishing values and nonvalues in $\mathcal{C}[M]$. For example, $(\lambda x. x) 5 \mapsto 5$ holds in $\Lambda_S$, but the translation $\mathcal{X}'[(\lambda x. x) 5]K$ without removing administrative redexes would yield

\[^6\] If we had been interested only in the property that translation preserves term equivalence, we could have simplified the technical development by, say, removing the distinction between $U(s)$ and $U(\langle s \rangle)$. However, simulation is crucial for showing that divergence is preserved by the translation.
((\lambda(x, \kappa). x(\kappa)) (\langle id \rangle)) (5 (\langle id \rangle), K), which performs c-evaluation before calling the function. We avoid such a situation. More formally, we prove the following lemma, which means the redex in the source is also the redex in the target.

Lemma 19.
1. For any \mathcal{F}, there exists \mathcal{E}' such that for any \mathcal{M}, \mathcal{E}['\mathcal{F}[M]] = \mathcal{E}'[\mathcal{E}[M]].
2. For any \mathcal{F} and s, there exists \mathcal{E}' such that for any \mathcal{M}, \mathcal{E}['\mathcal{F}[\langle s \rangle]] = \mathcal{E}'[\mathcal{E}[\mathcal{M}] \Psi(s)].

To prove this lemma, the rule (TrC-Crc) also plays an important role: for example, if we removed (TrC-CRC), \mathcal{N}[[1 + 1] (\langle id \rangle)] would translate to let \kappa = int ! \langle id \rangle in (1 + 1) (\langle \kappa \rangle), which performs c-evaluation before adding 1 and 1, which is the first thing the original term (1 + 1) (\langle int \rangle) will do.

Second, optimizing too many (identity) coercions can break simulation. We should only remove administrative identity coercions, and keep identity coercions that were present in the original term. Consider \mathcal{M} \rightrightarrows ((\langle \lambda x. \mathcal{M}_1 \langle id, \Rightarrow \epsilon \rangle \rangle) a) (\langle \epsilon \rangle p) and \mathcal{N} \rightrightarrows ((\langle \lambda x. \mathcal{M}_1 \langle id, \epsilon \rangle \rangle) (a (\langle id \rangle), \kappa')) = \mathcal{E}[\mathcal{N}].

At one point, we defined the translation (let’s call it \mathcal{N}’) so that applications of identity coercions would be removed as much as possible, namely,

\mathcal{N}'[\mathcal{N}'][\langle id \rangle] = \text{let } \kappa' = \epsilon ! \epsilon \text{ in } (\mathcal{N}'[\langle \lambda x, \kappa \rangle, \mathcal{M}_1] [\langle id \rangle, \Rightarrow \epsilon \rangle]) (a, \epsilon p)

(notice that \langle id \rangle on a is removed). Although \mathcal{N}'[\mathcal{N}] and \mathcal{N}'[\mathcal{N}] [\langle id \rangle] reduced to the same term, we did not quite have \mathcal{N}'[\mathcal{N}] [\langle id \rangle] \rightrightarrows \mathcal{N}'[\mathcal{N}] as we had desired.

Third, the distinction between \mathcal{U}(\langle s \rangle) and \mathcal{U}(\langle \langle s \rangle \rangle) is crucial for ensuring that substitution commutes with the translation:

Lemma 20 (Substitution). If \kappa \notin \text{FV}(\mathcal{M}) \cup \text{FV}(\mathcal{V}), then (\mathcal{N}[\mathcal{M}[\kappa][x := \Psi(\mathcal{V}), \kappa := K]] = \mathcal{N}[\mathcal{M}[x := \mathcal{V}]] K).

Roughly speaking, if we identified a value \mathcal{U}(\langle s \rangle) and an application \mathcal{U}(\langle s \rangle) of s to an uncoerced value \mathcal{U}, then the term \mathcal{U}(\langle s \rangle) (\langle t \rangle) would allow two interpretations: an application of t to a value \mathcal{U}(\langle s \rangle) and applications of s and t to \mathcal{U} and committing to either interpretation would break Lemma 20.

5 Implementation and Evaluation

5.1 Implementation

We have implemented the coercion-passing translation described in Section 4 and the semantics of \lambda S_1 for Grift [24] 7, an experimental compiler for gradually typed languages. GTLC+, the language that the Grift compiler implements, supports integers, floating-point numbers, Booleans, higher-order functions, local binding by let, (mutually) recursive definitions by letrec, conditional expressions, iterations, sequencing, mutable references, and vectors (mutable arrays).

7 The semantics of coercions in Grift is so-called D [35], which is slightly different from that of \lambda S_1, which is UD. Since the main difference is in the coercion composition, our technique can be applied to Grift.
The Grift compiler compiles a GTLC+ program into the C language where coercions are represented as values of a `struct` type, and operations such as coercion application and coercion composition are C functions. The compiler supports different run-time check schemes, those based on type-based casts [36] and space-efficient coercions [37]. Note that, although meta-level composition $s_1 \circ s_2$ is implemented, only nested coercions on `values` are composed; in other words, (R-MergeC) was not implemented. Thus, implicit run-time checks may break tail calls and seemingly tail-recursive functions may cause stack overflow.

We modify the compiler phases for run-time checking based on the space-efficient coercions. After typechecking a user program, the compiler inserts type-based casts to the program and converts type-based casts to space-efficient coercions, following the translation from blame calculus $\lambda B$ to $\lambda S$ [37]. Our implementation performs the coercion-passing translation after the translation into $\lambda S$. It is straightforward to extend the translation scheme to language features that are not present in $\lambda S$. For example, here is translation for conditional expressions:

$$k \in [M \text{ then } N_1 \text{ else } N_2] = k \in [M] \text{ then } (k \in [N_1]) \text{ else } (k \in [N_2]).$$

Since coercions are represented as structs, we did not have to do anything special to make coercions first-class. We modify another compiler phase that generates operations on coercions such as $M \mid N$ and (R-Wrap). The current implementation, which generates C code and uses clang\(^8\) for compilation to machine code, relies on the C compiler to perform tail-call optimizations. We have found the original compiler’s handling of recursive types hampers tail-call optimizations,\(^9\) so our implementation does not deal with recursive types. We leave their implementation for future work.

### 5.2 Even and Odd Functions

We first inspected the tail-recursive even–odd functions in GTLC+:

```plaintext
(letrec ([even (lambda ([n : A_1]) : A_3)
  (if (= 0 n) #t (odd (- n 1)))]
  [odd (lambda ([n : A_2]) : A_4)
  (if (= 0 n) #f (even (- n 1)))]

(odd n))
```

where $A_1$ and $A_2$ are either `Int` or `Dyn`, and $A_3$ and $A_4$ are either `Bool` or `Dyn`. We run this program with the original and modified compilers for all combinations of $A_1$, $A_2$, $A_3$, and $A_4$. We call the program compiled by the original compiler Base, the program compiled by the modified compiler CrcPS.

We have confirmed that, as $n$ increases, 12 of 16 configurations of Base cause stack overflow.\(^{10}\) In the four configurations that survived, both $A_3$ and $A_4$ are set to `Bool`. CrcPS never causes stack overflow for any configuration.

Although we expected that Base would crash if $A_3$ and $A_4$ are different, it is our surprise that Base causes stack overflow even when $A_3 = A_4 = \text{Dyn}$. We have found that it is due to the typing rule of Grift for conditional expressions. In Grift, if one of the branches is given a

---

\(^8\) https://clang.llvm.org/

\(^9\) The C function to compose coercions takes a pointer to a stack-allocated object as an argument and writes into the object when recursive coercions are composed. Although those stack-allocated objects never escape and tail-call optimization is safe, the C compiler is not powerful enough to see it.

\(^{10}\) The size of the run-time stack is 8 MB.
static type, say \texttt{Bool}, and the other is \texttt{Dyn}, the whole if-expression is given the static type and the compiler put a cast from \texttt{Dyn} on the branch of type \texttt{Dyn}. If both \texttt{A}_3 and \texttt{A}_4 are \texttt{Dyn}, the recursive calls in the two else-branches will involve casts \texttt{bool}? from \texttt{Dyn} to \texttt{Bool} because the two then-branches are Boolean constants and the if-expressions are given type \texttt{Bool}. However, since the return types are declared to be \texttt{Dyn}, the whole if-expressions are cast back to \texttt{Dyn}, inserting injections \texttt{bool}!. Thus, every recursive call involves a projection immediately followed by an injection, as shown below, eventually causing stack overflow.

\begin{verbatim}
(letrec ([even (lambda ([n : Dyn]) : Dyn
  (if (= 0 n
  ⟨int?⟩)
    #t
    (odd (- n
  ⟨int?⟩)
    ⟨bool?⟩
    ⟨bool!⟩))]
  [odd (lambda ([n : Dyn]) : Dyn
    (if (= 0 n
  ⟨int?⟩)
    #f
    (even (- n
  ⟨int?⟩)
    ⟨bool?⟩
    ⟨bool!⟩))])
   (odd n)))
\end{verbatim}

5.3 Evaluation

We have conducted some experiments to measure the overhead of the coercion-passing style translation. The benchmark programs we have used are taken from Kuhlenschmidt et al. [24]; we excluded the sieve program because of the use of recursive types. We also include the even/odd program only for reference, which is relatively small compared to other programs.

We compare the running time of a benchmark program between Base and CrcPS. To take many partially typed configurations for each benchmark program into account, we focus on the so-called \textit{fine-grained} approach, where everywhere a type is required is given either the dynamic type \texttt{Dyn} or an appropriate static type.\footnote{The other approach is called \textit{coarse-grained}, where functions in each module are all statically or all dynamically typed.} In the fine-grained approach, the number of configurations is \(2^n\) where \(n\) is the number of type annotations. When this number is very large, we consider uniformly sampled configurations. We use the sampling algorithm\footnote{https://github.com/Gradual-Typing/Dynamizer} from [24].

We describe the (sampled) number of partially typed configurations and main language features used for each benchmark program below. (Each benchmark program has one additional type annotation for the return type of the 0-ary main function.) For more detailed description of benchmark programs, we refer readers to Kuhlenschmidt et al. [24].

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{lll}
\hline
name & \# of configurations & description \\
\hline
even–odd & all \(32 = 2^5\) & mutually tail-recursive functions \\
n-body & 300 out of \(2^{136}\) & vectors \\
tak & all \(256 = 2^8\) & recursive function \\
ray & 300 out of \(2^{280}\) & tuples and iterations \\
blackscholes & 300 out of \(2^{128}\) & vectors and iterations \\
matmult & 300 out of \(2^{33}\) & vectors and iterations \\
quicksort & 300 out of \(2^{44}\) & vectors \\
fft & 300 out of \(2^{67}\) & vectors \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{11}https://github.com/Gradual-Typing/benchmarks

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{12}The other approach is called \textit{coarse-grained}, where functions in each module are all statically or all dynamically typed.

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{13}https://github.com/Gradual-Typing/Dynamizer}
Our benchmark method is as follows: For each partially typed configuration of a benchmark program, we measure its running time by taking the average of 5 runs for Base and CrcPS, and compute the ratio of CrcPS to Base. We use a machine with a 8-core 3.6 GHz Intel Core i7-7700 and 16 GB memory, and run the benchmark programs within a Docker container (Docker version 19.03.5) which runs Arch Linux. The generated C code is compiled by clang version 9.0.0 with -O3 so that tail-call optimization is applied. The size of the run-time stack is set as unlimited.

Figure 10 shows the result in box plots. (Detailed plots for each benchmark are shown in the full version.) It shows that, except for tak (and even–odd), practical programs in CrcPS run up to three times as slow as Base, for most configurations. It is natural because coercion-passing style translation adds an extra coercion argument to each function. In fact, tak and even–odd, which have a lot of function calls, have large overhead compared with other programs. In even–odd, CrcPS performs many coercion composition operations (and one coercion application) while Base performs many coercion applications (without any coercion composition). Thus, the difference between Base and CrcPS for even–odd is partially due to the difference of the cost of coercion application and coercion composition.

14 An application of a projection coercion to an injected value is always computed by coercion composition in CrcPS, while the implementation of Base is slightly optimized for first-order types.
The benchmark programs other than tak and even–odd mainly concern vectors and iterations over them. Vector operations are treated in the translation as primitive operations, which we consider do not have much overhead by the translation. In fact, our translation implementation optimizes the rule $(\text{Tr-Op})$ when its continuation is $\text{id} = \text{op}(\mathcal{K}[M], \mathcal{K}[N])$ without an application of an identity coercion.

There are several configurations in which CrcPS is faster than Base but we have not figured out why this is the case.

6 Related Work

6.1 Space-Efficient Coercion/Cast Calculi

As we have already mentioned, it is fairly well known that coercions [18] and casts [43] hamper tail-call optimization and make the space complexity of the execution of a program worse than the execution under an unchecked semantics. We discuss below a few pieces of work [19, 20, 35, 38, 14, 37] addressing the problem.

To the best of our knowledge, Herman et al. [19, 20] were the first to observe the space-efficiency problem of inserted dynamic checks. They developed a variant of Henglein’s coercion calculus with semantics such that a sequence of coercion applications is eagerly composed to reduce the size of coercions. However, they identified two coercions $(c_1; c_2); c_3$ and $c_1; (c_2; c_3)$ (note that $c_1; c_2$ is not a meta-level operator but only a formal composition constructor); thus, an algorithm for computing coercion composition was not very clear. They did not take blame tracking [13] into account, either.

Later, Siek et al. [35] extended Herman et al. [19, 20] with a few different blame tracking strategies. The issue of identifying $(c_1; c_2); c_3$ and $c_1; (c_2; c_3)$ remained. According to their terminology, our work, which follows previous work [37], adopts the UD semantics, which allows only $\star \rightarrow \star$ as a tag to functional values, as opposed to the D semantics, which allows any function types to be used as a tag.

Siek and Wadler [38] introduced threesome to a blame calculus as another solution to the space-efficiency problem. Threesome casts have a third type (called a mediating type) in addition to the source and target types; a threesome cast is considered a downcast from the source type to the mediating, followed by an upcast from the mediating type to the target. Threesome casts allow a simple recursive algorithm to compose two threesome casts but blame tracking is rather complicated.

Garcia [14] gave a translation from coercion calculi to threesome calculi and show that the two solutions to the space-efficiency problem are equivalent in some sense. He introduced supercoercions and a recursive algorithm to compute composition of supercoercions but they were complex, too.

Siek et al. [37] proposed yet another space-efficient coercion calculus $\lambda S$, in which they succeeded in developing a simple recursive algorithm for coercion composition by restricting coercions to be in certain canonical forms – what they call space-efficient coercions. They also gave a translation from blame calculus $\lambda B$ to $\lambda S$ (via Henglein’s coercion calculus $\lambda C$) and showed that the translation is fully abstract. As we have discussed already, our $\lambda S$ has introduced syntax that distinguishes an application $U(\langle s \rangle)$ of a coercion to (uncoerced) values from $U(\langle d \rangle)$ for a value wrapped by a delayed coercion. Such distinction, which can be seen in some blame calculi [43], is not just an aesthetic choice but crucial for proving correctness of the translation.

All the above-mentioned calculi adopt a nonstandard reduction rule to compose coercions or casts even before the subject evaluates to a value, together with a nonstandard form of evaluation contexts, and as a result it has not been clear how to implement them.
Herman et al. [19, 20] sketched a few possible implementation strategies, including coercion passing, but details were not discussed. Siek and Garcia [34] showed an interpreter which performs coercion composition at tail calls. Although not showing correctness of the interpreter, their interpreter would give a hint to direct low-level implementation of space-efficient coercions. Our work addresses the problem of the nonstandard semantics in a different way – by translating a program into coercion-passing style. The difference, however, may not be so large as it may appear at first: in Siek and Garcia [34], a state of the abstract machine includes an evaluation context, which contains the information on a coercion to be applied to a return value and such a coercion roughly corresponds to our continuation coercions. More detailed analysis of the relationship between the two implementation schemes is left for future work.

Kuhlenschmidt et al. [24] built an experimental compiler Grift for gradual typing with structural types. It supports run-time checking with the space-efficient coercions of λS but does not support composition of coercions at tail positions. We have implemented our coercion-passing translation for the Grift compiler.

Greenberg [15] has studied the same space-efficiency problem in the context of manifest contract calculi [23, 16, 17] and proposed a few semantics for composing casts that involve contract checking. Feltey et al. [12] recently implemented Greenberg’s eidetic contracts on top of Typed Racket [41] but, similarly to Kuhlenschmidt et al. [24], composition is limited to a sequence of contracts applied to values.

There is other recent work for making gradual typing efficient [4, 27, 31, 29] but as far as we know, none of them address the problem caused by run-time checking applied to tail positions. Additionally, Castagna et al. [5] implemented a virtual machine for space-efficient gradual typing in presence of set-theoretic types, but without blame tracking. They address the problem caused by casts applied to tail positions by an approach similar to the one in the interpreter by Siek and Garcia [34]. They implemented their virtual machine and evaluated their implementation by benchmarks such as the even–odd functions.

### 6.2 Continuation-Passing Style

Our coercion-passing style translation is inspired by continuation-passing style translation, first formalized by Plotkin [28]. However, coercions represent only a part of the rest of computation and are, in this sense, closer to delimited continuations [7]. Roughly speaking, translating a subexpression with \( \text{id} \) corresponds to the reset operation [7] to delimit continuations. Unlike (delimited) continuations, which are usually expressed by first-class functions, coercions have compact representations and compactness can be preserved by composition.

Wallach and Felten [44] proposed security-passing style to implement Java stack inspection [25]. The idea is indeed similar to ours: each function is augmented by an additional argument to pass information on run-time security checking.

In CPS, it is crucial to eliminate administrative redexes to achieve a simulation property [28, 3, 45, 32, 10, 8, 33], which says that a reduction in the source is simulated by a sequence of (one-directional) reductions in the translation. Simulation is usually achieved by applying different translations to an application \( M N \), depending on whether \( M \) and \( N \) are values or not. In addition to such value/nonvalue distinction, our coercion-passing style translation also relies on whether subterms are coercion applications or not.

Continuation-passing style eliminates the difference between call-by-name and call-by-value but our coercion-passing style translation works only under the call-by-value semantics of the target language because coercions have to be eagerly composed. It would be interesting to investigate call-by-name for either the source or the target language, or both.
6.3 First-Class Coercions

The idea of first-class coercions is also found in Cretin and Rémy [6]. Their language $F_i$ is equipped with abstraction over coercions. However, their coercions are not for gradual typing but for parametric polymorphism and subtyping polymorphism.

7 Conclusion

We have developed a new coercion calculus $\lambda S_1$ with first-class coercions as a target language of coercion-passing style translation from $\lambda S$, an existing space-efficient coercion calculus. We have proved the translation preserves both typing and semantics. To achieve a simulation property, it is important to reduce administrative coercions, just as in CPS transformations. Our coercion-passing style translation solves the difficulty in implementing the semantics of $\lambda S$ in a faithful manner and, with the help of first-class coercions, makes it possible to implement in a compiler for a call-by-value language. We have modified an existing compiler for a gradually typed language and conducted some experiments. We have confirmed that our implementation successfully overcomes stack overflow caused by coercions at tail positions, which Kuhlenschmidt at al. [24] did not support. Our experiment has shown that for practical programs (without heavy use of function calls), the coercion-passing style translation causes slowdown up to 3 times for most partially typed configurations.

Aside from completing the implementation by adding recursive types, which the original Grift compiler supports, more efficient implementation is an obvious direction of future work. Our coercion-passing style translation introduces several identity coercions and optimizing operations on coercions will be necessary.

From a theoretical point of view, it would be interesting to extend the technique to gradual typing in the presence of parametric polymorphism [1, 2, 21, 47, 42], for which a polymorphic coercion calculus has to be studied first – Luo [26] and Kießling and Luo [22], who study coercive subtyping in polymorphic settings, may be relevant. The present design of $\lambda S_1$ is geared towards coercion-passing style. For example, in $\lambda S_1$, trivial (namely identity) coercions for coercion types $A \Rightarrow B$ are allowed; passing coercions to dynamically typed code is prohibited; variables cannot appear as an argument to coercion constructors, like $x \Rightarrow s$. It may be interesting to study more general first-class coercions without such restrictions.
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Abstract
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1 Introduction

Multiparty Session Types. Multiparty Session Types (MPST) [20, 11, 21] is a theoretical framework that stipulates how to write, verify and ensure correct implementations of communication protocols. The methodology of programming with MPST (depicted in Fig. 1(a)) starts from a communication protocol (a global type) which specifies the behaviour of a system of interacting processes. The local behaviour (a local type) for each endpoint process is then algorithmically projected from the protocol. Finally, each endpoint process is implemented in an endpoint host language and type-checked against its respective local type by a session typing system. The guarantee of session types is that a system of well-typed endpoint processes does not go wrong, i.e. it does not exhibit communication errors such as reception errors, orphan messages or deadlocks, and satisfies session fidelity, i.e. the local behaviour of each process follows the global specification.

The theoretical MPST framework ensures desirable safety properties. In practice, session types implementations that enforce these properties statically, i.e. at compile-time, are limited to binary (two party protocols) [43, 39, 31, 41]. Extending binary session types implementations to multiparty interactions, which support static linearity checks (i.e., linear usage of channels), is non-trivial, and poses two implementation challenges.

(C1) How global types can be specified and verified in a general-purpose programming language? Checking compatibility of two communicating processes relies on duality, i.e., when one process performs an action, the other performs a complementary (dual) action. Checking the compatibility of multiple processes is more complicated, and relies on the existence of a well-formed global protocol and the syntax-directed procedure of projection, which derives local types from a global specification. A global protocol is considered well-formed, if local types can be derived via projection. Since global types are far from the types of a “mainstream” programming language, state-of-the-art MPST implementations [22, 36, 47, 9] use external domain-specific protocol description languages and tools (e.g. the Scribble toolchain [50]) to specify global types and to implement the verification procedure of projection. The usage of external tools for protocol description and verification widens the gap between the specification and its implementations and makes it more difficult to locate protocol violations in the program, i.e. the correspondence between an error in the program and the protocol is less apparent.

(C2) How to implement safe multiparty communication over binary channels? The theory of MPST requires processes to communicate over multiparty channels – channels that carry messages between two or more parties; their types stipulate the precise sequencing of the communication between multiple processes. Additionally, multiparty channels has to be used linearly, i.e. exactly once. In practice, however, (1) communication channels are binary, i.e. a TCP socket for example connects only two parties, and hence its type can describe interactions between two entities only; (2) most languages do not support typing of linear resources. Existing MPST implementations [22, 36, 47, 9] apply two workarounds.
To preserve the order of interactions when implementing a multiparty protocol over binary channels, existing works use code generation (e.g. [50]) and generate local types (APIs) for several (nominal) programming languages. Note that although the interactions order is preserved, most of these implementations [22, 36, 9] still require type-casts on the underlying channels, compromising type safety of the host type system. To ensure linear usage of multiparty channels, runtime checks are inserted to detect if a channel has been used more than once. This is because the type systems of their respective host languages do not provide static linearity checking mechanism.

Our approach. This paper presents a library for programming MPST protocols in OCaml that solves the above challenges. Our library, ocaml-mpst, allows to specify, verify and implement MPST protocols in a single language, OCaml. Specifically, we address (C1) by developing global combinators, an embedded DSL (EDSL) for writing global types in OCaml. We address (C2) by encoding multiparty channels into channel vectors – a data structure, storing a nested sequence of binary channels. Moreover, ocaml-mpst verifies statically the linear usage of communication channels, using OCaml’s strong typing system and supports session delegation.

The key device in our approach is the discovery that in a system with variant and record types, checking compatibility of local types coincides with existence of least upper bound w.r.t. subtyping relation. This realisation enables a fully static MPST implementation, i.e., static checking not only on local but also on global types in a general purpose language.

Programming with ocaml-mpst (Fig. 1(b)) closely follows the “top-down” methodology of MPST, but differs from the traditional MPST framework in Fig. 1(a). To use our library, a programmer specifies the global protocol with a set of global combinators. The OCaml typechecker verifies correctness of the global protocol and infers local types from global combinators. The OCaml type checker verifies that the API is used according to the inferred type.

The benefits of ocaml-mpst are that it is (1) lightweight – it does not depend on any external code-generation mechanism, verification of global protocols is reduced to typability of global combinators; (2) fully-static – our embedding integrates with recent techniques for static checking of binary session types and linearly-typed lists [27, 24], which we adopt to implement multiparty session channels and session delegation; (3) usable – we can auto-detect and correct protocol violations in the program, guided by OCaml programming environments like Merlin [4]; (4) extensible – while most MPST implementations rely on a nominal typing, we embed session types in OCaml’s structural types, and preserve session subtyping [17]; and (5) expressive – we can type strictly more processes than [48] (see § 7).
Contributions. Contributions and the outline of the paper are as follows:

§ 2 gives an overview of programming with ocaml-mpst, a library in OCaml for specification, verification and implementations of communication protocols.

§ 3 formalises global combinators, presents their typing system, and proves a sound realizability of global combinator, i.e. a set of local types inferred from a global combinator can type a channel which embeds a set of endpoint behaviours as OCaml data structures.

§ 4 discusses the design and implementation of global combinators.

§ 5 summarises the ocaml-mpst communication library and explains how we utilise advanced features/libraries in OCaml to enable dynamic/static linearity checking on channels.

§ 6 evaluates ocaml-mpst. We compare ocaml-mpst with several different implementations and demonstrate the expressiveness of ocaml-mpst by showing implementations of MPST examples, as well as a variety of real-world protocols. We demonstrate our library can interoperate with existing libraries and services, namely we implement DNS (Domain Name Service) and the OAuth (Open Authentication) protocols on top of existing libraries.

We discuss related work in § 7 and conclude with future work in § 8. Full proofs, omitted definitions and examples can be found in [25]. Our implementation, ocaml-mpst is available at https://github.com/keigoi/ocaml-mpst including benchmark programs and results.

2 Overview of OCaml Programming with Global Combinators

This section gives an overview of multiparty session programming in ocaml-mpst by examples. It starts from declaration of global combinators, followed by endpoint implementations. We also demonstrate how errors can be reported by an OCaml programming environment like Merlin [4]. In the end of this section, we show the syntax of global combinators and the constructs of ocaml-mpst API in Fig. 5. The detailed explanation of the implementations of the constructs is deferred to § 4.

From global combinators to communication programs. We illustrate global combinators starting from a simple authentication protocol (based on OAuth 2.0 [18]). A full version of the protocol is implemented and discussed in § 6. Fig. 2 shows the complete OCaml implementation of the protocol, from the protocol specification (using global combinators) to the endpoint implementations (using ocaml-mpst API).
The protocol consists of three parties, a service s, a client c, and an authenticator a. The interactions between the parties (hereafter also called roles) proceed as follows: (1) the service s sends to the client c a login message containing a greeting (of type string); (2) the client then continues by sending its password (pwd) (of type string) to the authenticator a; and (3) finally the authenticator a notifies s, by sending an auth message (of type bool), whether the client access is authorised.

The global protocol oAuth in Line 1 is specified using two global combinators, \(--\rightarrow\) and finish. The former represents a point-to-point communication between two roles, while the latter signals the end of a protocol. The operator \(\rightarrow\rightarrow\) is a right-associative function application operator to eliminate parentheses, i.e., \((C \rightarrow\rightarrow A) pwd \rightarrow\rightarrow Exp\) is equivalent to \((C \rightarrow\rightarrow A)pwd(Exp)\), where \(--\rightarrow\) works as a four-ary function which takes roles c and a and label pwd and continuation exp. We assume that login, pwd and auth are predefined by the user as label objects with their payload types of string, string and bool, respectively. Similarly, s, c and a are predefined role objects. We elaborate on how to define these custom labels and roles in § 4.

The execution of the oAuth expression returns a tuple of three channel vectors – one for each role in the global combinator. Each element of the tuple can be extracted using an index, encoded in role objects (c, s, and a). Intuitively, the role object c stores a functional pointer that points to the first element of the tuple, s points to the second, and a to the third element. The types of the extracted channel vectors reflect the local behaviour that each role, specified in the protocol, should implement. Channel vectors are objects that hide the actual bare communication channels shared between every two communicating processes.

Lines 3–21 present the implementations for all three processes specified in the global protocol. We explain the implementation for the client – cliThread (Lines 3–7). Other processes are similarly implemented. Line 4 extracts the channel vector that encapsulates the behaviour of the client, i.e the first element of oAuth. This is done by using the function get\_ch (provided by our library) applied to the role object c and the expression oAuth.

Our library provides two main communication primitives, namely send and recv. To statically check communication structures using types, we exploit OCaml’s structural types of objects and polymorphic variants (rather than their nominal counterparts of records and ordinary variants). In Line 5, ch#role_S is an invocation of method role\_S on an object ch. The recv primitive waits on a bare channel returned by the method invocation. The returned value is matched against a variant tag indicating the input label \`login\ with the pair of the payload value x and a continuation ch (shadowing the previous usage of ch). Then, on Line 6, two method calls on ch are performed, e.g. ch#role\_A#pwd, which extract a communication channel for sending a password (pwd) to the authenticator. This channel is passed to the send primitive, along with the payload value "pass". Then, let rebinds the name ch to the continuation returned by send and on Line 7 the channel is closed. Each operation is guided by the host OCaml type system, via channel vector type. For example, the client channel ch extracted in Line 4 has a channel vector type (inferred by OCaml type checker) \<role\_S: \`login of string \* t\> inp\> which denote reception (suffixed by inp) from server of a login label, then continuing to t, where t is \<role\_A:<pwd:\(string,close\) out\>> denoting sending (out) to authenticator of a pwd label, followed by closing. Note that the type \<t: t\> denotes an OCaml object with a field f of type t; \`m of t\> is a (polymorphic) variant type having a tag m of type t. Finally, in Lines 25–28 all processes are started in new threads.
On the expressiveness of well-typed global protocols. Fig. 3 shows two global protocols that extend OAuth with new behaviours. In Fig. 3a, the global combinator choice_at specifies a branching behaviour at role $s$. In the first case (Line 3), the protocol proceeds with protocol OAuth. In the second case (Line 5) the service sends cancel, to the client, and the client sends a quit message to the authenticator. The deciding role, $s$, is explicit in each branch. The choice combinator requires a user-defined $(\text{to\_s login\_cancel})$ (Line 2) that specifies concatenation of two objects for sending in branches. Its implementation is straightforward (see § 4). The protocol OAuth3 in Fig. 3b reuses OAuth2 and further elaborates its behaviour by offering a retry option. It demonstrates a recursive specification where the fix combinator binds the protocol itself to variable repeat.

The implementation of the corresponding client code for Fig. 3a is shown on Fig. 4a. The code is similar as before, but uses a pattern matching against multiple tags `login` and `cancel` to specify an external choice on the client, i.e the client can receive messages of different types and exhibit different behaviour according to received labels. The behaviour that a role can send messages of different types, which is often referred to as an internal choice, is represented as an object with multiple methods.

Our implementation also preserves the subtyping relation in session types [17], i.e the safe replacement of a channel of more capabilities in a context where a channel of less capabilities is expected. Session subtyping is important in practice since it ensures backward compatibility for protocols: a new version of a protocol does not break existing implementations. For example, the client function in Fig. 4a is typable under both protocols OAuth2 and OAuth3 since the type of the channel stipulating the behaviour for role $c$ in OAuth2 (receiving either message `login` or `cancel`) is a subtype of the channel for $c$ in OAuth3 (receiving `login`, `cancel`, or `retry`).

Static linearity and session delegation. The implementations presented in Fig. 2, as well as Fig. 4a detect linearity violations at runtime, as common in MPST implementations [22, 47] in a non-substructural type system. We overcome this dynamic checking issue by an alternative approach, listed in Fig. 4b. We utilise an extension $(\text{let}\%\text{lin})$ for linear types in OCaml [24] that statically enforces linear usage of resources by combining the usage of parameterised monads [29, 2, 40] and lenses [16]. Our library is parameterised on the chosen approach, static or dynamic. A few changes are made to avoid explicit handling of linear resources: (1) ch in Fig. 4b refers to a linear resource and has to be matched against a linear pattern prefixed by #. (2) Roles and labels are now specified as a selector function of the form $(\text{fun } x\Rightarrow x##\text{role##label})$.

where they are used.
```
match recv ch#role_S with
| login(pass, ch) ->
  let ch = send ch#role_A#pwd pass
  in close ch
| cancel(_, ch) ->
  let ch = send ch#role_A#quit ()
  in close ch

match%lin recv ch (fun x->x#role_S) with
| login(pass, #ch) ->
  let %lin #ch = send ch (fun x->x#role_A#pwd) pass
  in close ch
| cancel(_, #ch) ->
  let %lin #ch = send ch (fun x->x#role_A#quit) ()
  in close ch
```

(a) Dynamic Linearity Checking. 
(b) Static Linearity Checking.

**Figure 4** Two Modes on Linearity Checking.

### Global Combinators to Local Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global Combinator</th>
<th>Synopsis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(r_i -&gt; r_j) m g</td>
<td>Transmission from r_i to r_j of label m (with a payload).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choice_at r_a mrg (r_{g_1}, g_1) (r_{g_2}, g_2)</td>
<td>Branch to g_1 or g_2 guided by r_a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finish</td>
<td>Finished session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fix (fun x -&gt; g)</td>
<td>Recursion. Free occurrences of x is equivalent to g itself.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5** (a) Global Combinators (top) and (b) Communication APIs of ocaml-mpst (bottom).

Our implementation is also the first to support **static** multiparty sessions delegation (the capability to pass a channel to another endpoint): our encoding yields it for free, via existing mechanisms for binary delegation (see § 4).

**Errors in global protocol and ocaml-mpst endpoint programs.** Our framework ensures that a well-typed ocaml-mpst program precisely implements the behaviour of its defined global protocol. Hence, if a program does not conform to its protocol, a compilation error is reported. Fig. 6 shows the error reported when swapping the order of send and receive actions (Lines 6 and 5) in the client implementation in Fig. 2. Similarly, errors will also be reported if we misspell any of the methods pwd, role_A, or role_C.

Similarly, an error is reported if the global protocol is **not safe** (which corresponds to an ill-formed MPST protocols [14]) since this may lead to **unsafe** implementations. Consider Fig. 6 (b), where we modify OAuth2 such that s sends a cancel message to a. This protocol (OAuth4) exhibits a race condition: even if all parties adhere to the specified behaviour, c can send a quit before a sends login, which will lead to a deadlock on s. Our definition of global combinators prevents such ill-formed protocols, and the OCaml compiler will report an error. The actual error message reported in OCaml detects the mismatch between a and c, indicating violation of the **active role** property in the MPST literature [14] – the sender must send to the same role.
3 Formalisms and Typing for Global Combinators

This section formalises global combinators and their typing system, along a formal correspondence between a global combinator and channel vectors. The aim of this section is to provide a guidance towards descriptions of the implementations presented in § 4,5.

We first give the syntax of global combinators and channel vectors in § 3.1. We then propose a typing system of global combinators in § 3.2, illustrating that the rules check their well-formedness. We define derivation of channel vectors from global combinators in § 3.3. The main theorem (Theorem 3.11) states that a well-typed global combinator always derives a channel vector which is typable by a corresponding set of local types, i.e. any well-typed global combinator is soundly realisable by a tuple of well-typed channel vectors.

3.1 Global Combinators and Channel Vector Types

Global combinators. denote a communication protocol which describes the whole conversation scenario of a multiparty session.

Definition 3.1 (Global combinators and channel vector types). The syntax of global combinators, written $g, g', \ldots$, are given as:

$$g ::= (p \to q) m:T g \mid \text{choice } p \{ g_i \}_{i \in I} \mid \text{fix } x \to g \mid x \mid \text{finish}$$

where the syntax of payload types $S,T,\ldots$ (also called channel vector types) is given below:

$$T, S ::= !T \mid ?T \mid T \mid T_1 \times \cdots \times T_n \mid \langle l_i : T_i \rangle_{i \in I} \mid \lceil l_i T_i \rceil_{i \in I} \mid \mu t.T \mid t \mid \bullet$$

The formal syntax of global combinators comes from Scribble [50] and corresponds to the standard global types in MPSTs [37]. We assume a set of participants ($R = \{p, q, r, \ldots\}$), and that of alphabets ($A = \{ok, cancel, \ldots\}$). Communication combinator $(p \to q) m:T g$ states that participant $p$ can send a message of type $T$ with label $m$ to participant $q$ and that the interaction described in $g$ follows. We require $p \neq q$ to prevent self-sent messages. We omit the payload type when unit type $\bullet$, and assume $T$ is closed, i.e. it does not contain free recursive variables. Choice combinator $\text{choice } p \{ g_i \}_{i \in I}$ is a branching in a protocol where $p$ makes a decision (i.e. an output) on which branch the participants will take. Recursion $\text{fix } x \to g$ is for recursive protocols, assuming that variables $(x, x', \ldots)$ are guarded in the standard way, i.e. they only occur under the communication combinator. Termination $\text{finish}$ represents session termination. We write $p \in \text{roles}(g)$ (or simply $p \in g$) iff, for some $q$, either $p \to q$ or $q \to p$ occurs in $g$.

![Figure 6](image.png)
Example 3.2. The global combinator \( g_{\text{Auth}} \) below specifies a variant of an authentication protocol in Fig. 3 where \( T = \text{string} \) and \( \text{client sends} \ auth \) to \( \text{server, then server replies with either} \ ok \) or \( cancel \).

\[
g_{\text{Auth}} = (c \to s) auth : T \ (\text{choices} \{(s \to c) \ ok : T \ \text{finish}, (s \to c) \ cancel : T \ \text{finish}\})
\]

Channel vector types. Abstract behaviours of each participant using standard data structure and channels. We assume labels \( 1, 1', \ldots \) range over \( \mathbb{N} \cup \mathbb{A} \). Types \( T \) and \( ?T \) denote output and input channel types, with a value or channel of type \( T \) (note that the syntax includes session delegation). \( \sharp T \) is an \( \text{i/o}-type \) which is a subtype of both input or output types [46]. \( T_1 \times \cdots \times T_n \) is an \( n \)-ary tuple type. \( \langle I_i : T_i \rangle_{i \in I} \) is a record type where each field \( 1_i \) has type \( T_i \) for \( i \in I \). \( [1_i : T_i]\|_{i \in I} \) is a variant type [46] where each \( 1_i \) is a possible tag (or constructor) of that type and \( T_i \) is the argument type of the tag. In both record and variant types, we assume the fields and tags are distinct (i.e. in \( (I_i : T_i)\|_{i \in I} \) and \([1_i : T_i]\|_{i \in I}\), we assume \( 1_j \neq 1_i \) for all \( i \neq j \)). The symbol \( \bullet \) denotes a unit type. Type \( t \) is a variable for recursion. A recursive type takes an equi-recursive viewpoint, i.e. \( \mu t. T \) is viewed as \( T[\mu t. T/t] \). Recursion variables are guarded and payload types are closed.

Channel vectors: Session types as record and variant types. The execution model of MPST assumes that processes communicate by exchanging messages over input/output (I/O) channels. Each channel has the capability to communicate with multiple other processes. A local session type prescribes the local behaviour for a role in a global protocol by assigning a type to the communication channel utilised by the role. More precisely, a local session type specifies the exact order and payload types for the communication actions performed on each channel (see Fig. 1(a)). In practice, processes communicate on a low-level bi-directional I/O channels (bare channels), which are used for synchronisation of two (but not multiple) processes. Therefore, to implement local session types in practice, a process should utilise multiple bare channels, preserving the order, in which such channels should be used. We encode local session types as channel vector types, which wrap bare channels (represented in our setting by \( ?T, T, \sharp T \) types) in record and variant types. This is illustrated in the following table, with the corresponding local session types for reference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviour</th>
<th>Channel vector type</th>
<th>Local session type [49]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selection (Output choice)</td>
<td>( \langle q: (m_i : S_i \times T_i) \rangle_{i \in I} )</td>
<td>( q \odot_{i \in I} m_i (S_i). T_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branching (Input choice)</td>
<td>( \langle q: ?[m_i : S_i \times T_i] \rangle_{i \in I} )</td>
<td>( q &amp;_{i \in I} m_i (S_i). T_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recursion</td>
<td>( \mu t. T, t )</td>
<td>( \mu t. T, t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closing</td>
<td>( \bullet )</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intuitively, the behaviour of sending a message is represented as a record type, which stores inside its fields a bare output channel and a continuation; the input channel required when receiving a message is stored in a variant type. Type \( \langle q: (m_i : S_i \times T_i) \rangle_{i \in I} \) is read as: to send label \( m_i \) to \( q \), (1) the channel vector should be “peeled off” from the nested record by extracting the field \( q \) then \( m_i \); then (2) it returns a pair \( !S_i \times T_i \) of an output channel and a continuation. Type \( \langle q: ?[m_i : S_i \times T_i] \rangle_{i \in I} \) says that (1) the process extracts the value stored in the field \( q \), then reads on the resulting input channel (?) to receive a variant of type \( [m_i : S_i \times T_i] \|_{i \in I} \); then, (2) the tag (constructor) \( m_i \) of the received variant indicates the label which \( q \) has sent, and the former’s argument \( S_i \) is the payload, and the latter \( T_i \) is the continuation.
The anti-symmetric structures between output types \( \langle q: \{ m_i : S_i \times T_i \}_{i \in I} \rangle \) and input types \( \langle q? [ m_i : S_i \times T_i ]_{i \in I} \rangle \) (notice the placements of `!` and `?` symbol in these types) come from the fact that an output is an internal choice where output labels are proactively chosen via projection on a record field, while an input is an external choice where input labels are reactively chosen via pattern-matching among variant constructors.

3.2 Typing Global Combinators

A key finding of our work is that compatibility of local types can be checked using a type system with record and variant subtyping. Before explaining how each combinator ensures compatibility of types, we give an intuition of well-formed global protocols following [14].

Well-formedness and choice combinator. A well-formed global protocol ensures that a protocol can be correctly and safely realised by a system of endpoint processes. Moreover, a set of processes that follow the prescribed behaviour is deadlock-free. Well-formedness imposes several restrictions on the protocol structure, notably on choices. This is necessary because some protocols, such as OAuth4 in Fig. 6(b) (§ 2), are unsafe or inconsistent. More precisely, a protocol is well-formed if local types can be generated for all of its roles, i.e the endpoint projection function [14, Def. 3.1][25] is defined for all roles. Our encoding allows the well-formedness restrictions to be checked statically, by the OCaml typechecker. Below, we explain the main syntactic restrictions of endpoint projection, which are imposed on choices and checked statically:

R1 (active role) in each branch of a choice, the first interaction is from the same sender role (active role) to the same receiver role (directed output).

R2 (deterministic choice) output labels from an active role are pairwise distinct (i.e., protocols are deterministic)

R3 (mergeable) the behaviour of a role from all branches should be mergeable, which is ensured by the following restrictions:

M1 two input choices are merged only if (1) their sender roles are the same (directed input), and (2) their continuations are recursively mergeable if labels are the same.

M2 two output choices can be merged only if they are the same.

Intuitively, the conditions in R3 ensure that a process is able to determine unambiguously which branch of the choice has been taken by the active role, otherwise the process should be choice-agnostic, i.e it should preform the same actions in all branches. Requirement R3 is known in the MPST literature as recursive full merging [14].

Typing system for global combinators. Deriving channel vector types from a global combinator corresponds to the endpoint projection in multiparty session types [21]. Projection of global protocols relies on the notion of merging (R3). As a result of the encoding of local types as channel vectors with record and variants, the merging relation coincides with the least upper bound (join) in the subtyping relation. This key observation allows us to embed well-formed global protocols in OCaml, and check them using the OCaml type system.

Next we give the typing system of global combinators, explaining how each of the typing rules ensures the verification conditions R1-R3. The typing system uses the following subtyping rules.
The subtyping relation \(\leq\) is coinductively defined by the following rules.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[Osub-\leq]} & \quad \forall T \leq T' \quad \forall S \leq S' \\
\text{[Osub-OvrCl]} & \quad S \leq T \quad \forall i \in I \\
\text{[Osub-OvrT]} & \quad S \leq T \quad \forall i \in I \\
\text{[Osub-RcdDpth]} & \quad \{i_1 : S_1\}_{i \in I} \leq \{i_1 : T_1\}_{i \in I} \\
\text{[Osub-Var]} & \quad S_1 \leq T_i \
\end{align*}
\]

Among those, the rules [Osub-\(\mu\)L] and [Osub-\(\mu\)R] realise equi-recursive view of types. The only non-standard rule is [Osub-RcdDpth] which does not allow fields to be removed in the super type. This simulates OCaml’s lack of row polymorphism where positive occurrences of objects are not allowed to drop fields. Note that the negative occurrences of objects in OCaml, which we use in process implementations, for example, do have row polymorphism, which correspond to standard record subtyping: when typing processes. Since it permits removal of fields, it precisely simulates session subtyping on outputs. Typing rules for processes are left to [25].

The typing rules for global combinators (Fig. 7) are defined by the typing judgement of the form \(\Gamma \vdash R \, g : T\) where \(\Gamma\) is a type environment for recursion variables (definition follows), \(R = p_1, \ldots, p_n\) is the sequence of roles which participate in \(g\), and \(T = T_1 \times \cdots \times T_n\) is a product of channel vector types where each \(T_i\) indicates a protocol which the role \(p_i\) must obey. We use the product-based encoding to closely model our implementation and to avoid fixing the number of roles \(n\) of \textbf{finish} combinator by using \textit{variable-length tuples} (see [25]).

A typing context \(\Gamma\) is defined by the following grammar: \(\Gamma ::= \emptyset \mid \Gamma, x : T\). The judgement \(\Gamma \vdash_R g : T\) is defined by the rules in Fig. 7. We say \(g\) is typable with \(R\) if \(\Gamma \vdash_R g : T\) for some \(\Gamma\) and \(T\). If \(\Gamma\) is empty, we write \(\vdash_R g : T\).

The rule [Org-Com] states that \(p_i\) has an output type \(\langle p_j : (m!S \times T_i)\rangle\) to \(p_j\) with label \(m\), a payload typed by \(S\) and continuation typed by \(T_i\); a dual input type \(\langle p_j : (m\_S \times T_j)\rangle\) from \(p_j\) and continuation typed by \(T_j\); and the rest of the roles are unchanged.

Rule [Org-Sub] is the key to obtain full merging using the subtyping relation, and along with the rule [Org-Choice], is a key to ensure the protocol is realisable, and free of communication errors. The rule [Org-Choice] requires (1) role \(p_a\) to have an output type to the same destination role \(q\), which satisfies R1. The output labels \(\{s_k\}_{k \in K_i}\) are mutually disjoint at each branch \(g_i\), and are merged into a single record, which ensures that the choice is deterministic (R2). All other types stay the same, up to subtyping. Following requirement M1 of R3, a non-directed external choices are prohibited. This is ensured by encoding the sender role of an input type as a record field, as the two different destination role labels would result in two record types with no join, following subtyping rule [Osub-RcdDpth], a non-directed external choices are safely reported as a type error. Non-directed internal choices are similarly prohibited (M2). On the other hand, directed external choices are allowed, as stipulated by M1, and ensured by the subtyping relation on variant types [Osub-Var]. For example, the two input types \(\langle q : (m \_ S_1 \times T_1)\rangle\) and \(\langle q : (m \_ S_2 \times T_2)\rangle\) can be unified as \(\langle q : (m \_ S_1 \times T_1)\rangle\). The rest of the rules are standard. Rule [Oro-t1x] is for recursion; it assigns the recursion variable \(x\) a sequence of distinct fresh type variables in the continuation which is later looked up by [Oro-x]. In \texttt{fix(t, T)}, we assign a unit type if the role does not contribute to the recursion (i.e., \(T = t'\) for any \(t'\)), or forms a recursive type \(\mu t.T\) otherwise.

We show that the global combinator \(g_{\text{Auth}} = (c \rightarrow s) \text{auth} (\text{choices} \{ (s \rightarrow c) \text{ok finish}, (s \rightarrow c) \text{cancel finish} \})\) has the following type under \(s, c\):
MPST Programming with Global Protocol Combinators

Channel vectors are data structures which are created from a global combinator at initialisation, and used for sending/receiving values from/to participants. Channel vectors implement multiparty communications as nested binary iotyped channels.

Definition 3.6 (Channel vectors). Channel vectors \( (c, c', \ldots) \) and wrappers \( (h, h', \ldots) \) are defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    c, c' & := v, \ldots \mid s, s', \ldots \mid (c_1, \ldots, c_n) \mid \lambda i = c_i \mid \mu x.c \mid [s_i @ h_i]_{i \in I} \\
    h, h' & := [\ldots] \mid [\lambda = h] \mid [c_1, h, \ldots, c_n] \mid (\lambda = c_1, \ldots, \lambda = h, \ldots, \lambda = c_n) \mid \lambda := p \mid m
\end{align*}
\]

Channel vectors \( c \) are either base values \( v \) or runtime values generated from global combinators which include names (simply-typed binary channels) \( s, s', \ldots \), tuples \( (c_1, \ldots, c_n) \), variants \( \lambda = c \), records \( \lambda = c_i \mid i \in I \), and recursive values \( \mu x.c \) where \( x \) is a bound variable.

We introduce an extra runtime value, wrapped names \( [s_i @ h_i]_{i \in I} \), inspired by Concurrent ML’s wrap and choose functions [45], which are a sequence \([\ldots]_{i \in I}\) of pairs of input name \( s_i \) and a wrapper \( h_i \). A wrapper \( h \) contains a single hole \([\ldots]\). An input on wrapped names...
The typing rules for channel vectors and wrappers are given in Fig. 8. The rules for channel vectors are standard where the subtyping relation in rule \(\text{[Otc-Sub]}\) is defined at Definition 3.3. For wrappers, rule \(\text{[Otc-Wrap]}\) types wrapped names where the payload type \(S\) of input channel \(s\) is the same as the hole's type, and all wrappers have the same result type \(T\). Rule \(\text{[Otc-Wrap]}\) checks type of a channel vector \(c = h[x]\) and replaces \(x\) with the hole \(\_\). The evaluation for communication \((p_j \rightarrow p_k) \cdot s\) connects between \(p_j\) and \(p_k\) by the name \(s\) \((p_j, p_k, m, i)\) by wrapping \(j\)-th and \(k\)-th channel vector with an output and an input structure, respectively. The name \(s\) \((p_j, p_k, m, i)\) is indexed by two role names \(p_j, p_k\), label \(m\) and an index \(i\) so that (1) it is only shared between two roles \(p_j\) and \(p_k\); (2) communication only occurs when it tries to communicate a specific label \(m\), and (3) both the sender and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\Gamma, s : \forall \alpha \vdash s : T)</td>
<td>(\Gamma, x : T \vdash \alpha : \forall \alpha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Gamma \vdash c : T)</td>
<td>(\Gamma \vdash c ; S \vdash T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Gamma \vdash c : T)</td>
<td>(\Gamma \vdash (c_1, \ldots, c_n) : T_1 \times \cdots \times T_n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Gamma \vdash \mu c : \mu T)</td>
<td>(\Gamma \vdash T[c(x)])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Definition 3.7** (Typing rules for channel vectors and wrappers). Fig. 8 gives the typing rules for channel vectors and wrappers. The typing judgement for (1) channel vectors has the form \(\Gamma \vdash c : T\); (2) wrappers has the form \(\Gamma \vdash h : H\) where the type for wrappers is defined as \(H ::= T[S]\); We assume that all types in \(\Gamma\) are closed.

The rules for channel vectors are standard where the subtyping relation in rule \(\text{[Otc-Sub]}\) is defined at Definition 3.3. For wrappers, rule \(\text{[Otc-Wrap]}\) types wrapped names where the payload type \(S\) of input channel \(s\) is the same as the hole’s type, and all wrappers have the same result type \(T\). Rule \(\text{[Otc-Wrap]}\) checks type of a channel vector \(c = h[x]\) and replaces \(x\) with the hole \(\_\).

Evaluation of global combinators is the key to implement a multiparty protocol to a series of binary, simply-typed communications based on channel vectors. We define \([g]_R^*\) where \(R\) is a sequence of roles in \(g\) and \(s\) is a base name freshly assigned to an initiation expression at runtime. The generated channels are interconnected to each other and the created channel vectors are distributed and shared among expressions running in parallel, enabling them to interact via binary names.

The followings are basic operations on records, tuples and recursive values which are used to define evaluations of global combinator.

**Definition 3.8** (Operations). (1) The unfolding \(\text{unfold}^\ast(c)\) of a recursive value is defined by the smallest \(n\) such that \(\text{unfold}^\ast(c) = \text{unfold}^{n+1}(c)\), and \(\text{unfold}()\) is defined as:

\[
\text{unfold}(\mu x.c) = c\{\mu x.c/x\} \quad \text{unfold}(c) = c \quad \text{otherwise}
\]

where \(f^{n+1}(x) = f(f^n(x))\) for \(n \geq 2\) and \(f^1(x) = f(x)\). (2) \(c \# 1\) denotes the record projection, which projects on field \(1\) of record value \(c\), defined as: \((l_i = c_i)_{i \in I} \# 1_k = \text{unfold}^\ast(c_k)\), where \# is left-associative, i.e. \(c \# 1_1 \# \ldots \# 1_n = ((\ldots(c \# 1_1) \# \ldots) \# 1_n)\). (3) The \(i\)-th projection on a tuple, \(c(i)\) is defined as \((c_1, \ldots, c_n)(i) = c_i\) for \(1 \leq i \leq n\). (4) \(\text{fix}(x, x') = 0\); otherwise \(\text{fix}(x, c) = \mu x.c\).

**Definition 3.9** (Evaluation of a global combinator). Given \(R\) and fresh \(s\), the evaluation \([g]_R^*\) of global combinator \(g\) is defined in Fig. 9. We write \([g]^*\) if \(R = \text{roles}(g)\).
(Example 3.10) and leave the full definition in [25]. We leave the formal definition of typing system, and the subject reduction theorem in [25].

endpoint programs: a statically well-typed program will satisfy subject reduction and never performs a non-compliant I/O action w.r.t. the underlying binary channels.

Figure 9 Evaluation of global combinators $\llbracket g \rrbracket_R$.

the receiver agree on the payload type. Here, the index $i$ is used to distinguish between names generated from the same label $m'$ but different payload type $m:T$ and $m:T'$, ensuring consistent typing of generated channel vectors. The choice combinator $\text{choice}_{P_a} \{g_i\}_{i \in I}$ extracts the output channel vector (i.e. the nested records of the form $\langle q=\langle m_k=c_k \rangle k \in K_i \rangle$) at $P_a$ from each branch $g_i$, and merges them into a single output. Channel vectors for the other roles are merged by $c_1 \cup c_2$ where merging for the outputs is an intersection of branchings from $c_1$ and $c_2$, while merging of the inputs is their union. We explain merging by example (Example 3.10) and leave the full definition in [25].

For the recursion combinator, function $\text{fix}(x_1, c_i)$ forms a recursive value for repetitive session, or voids it as $\bot$ if it does not contain any names.

Example 3.10 (Global combinator evaluation). Let $s_1 = s\{c \mapsto \text{ok}, 0\}$, $s_2 = s\{c \mapsto \text{cancel}, 0\}$, and $s_3 = s\{c \mapsto \text{auth}, 0\}$. Then:

$$\llbracket (c \mapsto s) \text{auth} \ (\text{choice } \{ (s \mapsto c) \text{ ok finish}, (s \mapsto c) \text{ cancel finish}) \rrbracket^s = \left( \begin{array}{l}
\llbracket (c \mapsto s) \text{ ok finish} \rrbracket^s = \langle \langle s=\text{ok},(s_1,0) \rangle, \langle s=\text{cancel},(s_2,0) \rangle \rangle, \\
\llbracket (c \mapsto s) \text{ cancel finish} \rrbracket^s = \langle \langle s=\text{ok},(s_1,0) \rangle, \langle s=\text{cancel},(s_2,0) \rangle \rangle, \\
\text{concatenating} \\
\text{unfold}^\ast(\llbracket (c \mapsto s) \text{ ok finish} \rrbracket^s((2))) = \llbracket (c \mapsto s) \text{ ok finish} \rrbracket^s((2)) = \langle s=\langle \text{ok},\langle c_1,0 \rangle \rangle, c_{L_2}=(s_1,0) \rangle, \\
\text{unfold}^\ast(\llbracket (c \mapsto s) \text{ cancel finish} \rrbracket^s((2))) = \llbracket (c \mapsto s) \text{ cancel finish} \rrbracket^s((2)) = \langle s=\langle \text{cancel},c_{R_2} \rangle, c_{R_2}=(s_2,0) \rangle \rangle,
\end{array} \right)
$$

The following main theorem states that if a global combinator is typable, the generated channel vectors are well-typed under the corresponding local types.

Theorem 3.11 (Realisability of global combinators). If $\vdash_R g : T$, then $\llbracket g \rrbracket_R = c$ is defined and $\{s_i; \tilde{S}_i\}_{s_i \in \tilde{S}(O)} \vdash c : T$ for some $\{\tilde{S}_i\}$.

This property offers the type soundness and communication safety for ocaml-mpst endpoint programs: a statically well-typed ocaml-mpst program will satisfy subject reduction theorem and never performs a non-compliant I/O action w.r.t. the underlying binary channels. We leave the formal definition of ocaml-mpst endpoint programs, operational semantics, typing system, and the subject reduction theorem in [25].
variable-length tuples

We give a brief overview on the type manipulation techniques that enable type checking of variant type which can have more tags. The types implemented using OCaml equi-recursive types. types with a payload type i.e. are implemented using OCaml object types, and record fields correspond to object methods, the right. The difference with its formal counterparts are minimal. In particular, records not have to explicitly specify the number of roles

n

of the typing rules (Fig. 7) into OCaml. In the figure, OCaml type (t₁, · · · , tₙ) corresponds to a n-tuple of channel vector types t₁ × · · · × tₙ. The implementation makes use of variable-length tuples to represent tuples of channel vectors, and therefore the developer does not have to explicitly specify the number of roles n (see [25]). A few type-manipulation techniques are expanded later in § 4.3. Henceforth, we only make a few remarks, regarding some discrepancies with the implementation.

4 Implementing Global Combinators

We give a brief overview on the type manipulation techniques that enable type checking of global combinators in native OCaml. § 4.1 gives a high-level intuition of our approach, § 4.2 illustrates evaluation of global combinators to channel vectors in pseudo OCaml code, and § 4.3 presents the typing of global combinators in OCaml. Furthermore, in [25], we develop variable-length tuples using state-of-the-art functional programming techniques, e.g., GADT and polymorphic variants, to improve usability of ocaml-mpst.

4.1 Typing Global Combinators in OCaml: A Summary

In Fig. 10 we illustrate the type signature of each global combinator, which is a transmilation of the typing rules (Fig. 7) into OCaml. In the figure, OCaml type (t₁, · · · , tₙ) corresponds to a n-tuple of channel vector types t₁ × · · · × tₙ. The implementation makes use of variable-length tuples to represent tuples of channel vectors, and therefore the developer does not have to explicitly specify the number of roles n (see [25]). A few type-manipulation techniques are expanded later in § 4.3. Henceforth, we only make a few remarks, regarding some discrepancies with the implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OCaml types</th>
<th>Types in § 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt;r: [m of t₁]ₐεI inp&gt;</code></td>
<td><code>r: ![m₁:Tₛ[I]₀∈I]</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt;r: &lt;m₁, tᵢ&gt; out&gt;ₐεI&gt;</code></td>
<td><code>r: ![m₂:Tₛ[I]₀∈I]</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close (=unit)</td>
<td>µr.T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t as 'x'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Channel vector types in OCaml. The OCaml syntax of channel vector types is given on the right. The difference with its formal counterparts are minimal. In particular, records are implemented using OCaml object types, and record fields correspond to object methods, i.e. role.q is a method. In type [>'m of t₁]₁εI, the symbol > marks an open polymorphic variant type which can have more tags. The types inp and out stand for an input and output types with a payload type vᵢ and a continuation tᵢ. Recursive channel vector types are implemented using OCaml equi-recursive types.
On branching and compatibility checking. As we explained in § 3.2, branching is the key to ensure the protocol is realisable, and free of communication errors. To ensure that the choice is deterministic, it must be verified that the set of labels in each branch are disjoint. Since OCaml objects do not support concatenation (combining of multiple methods e.g., [57, 19]), and cannot automatically verify that the set of labels (encoded as object methods) are disjoint, the user has to manually write a disjoint merge function \( mrg \) that concatenates two objects with different methods into one (see [25] for examples). This part can be completely automated by PPX syntactic extension in OCaml. On compatibility checking of non-choosing roles, external choice \(<: [ >] m: r \in \{ r_a, r_b \} \) and \(<: [ >] m: v \in \{ r_a, r_b \} \) which specifies an infinite loop for roles \( r \notin \{ r_a, r_b \} \), and does not specify any behaviour for any other roles. To prevent undefined behaviour, the typing rule marks the types of the roles that are not used as closed \( \text{fix}(t, T) \). Unfortunately, in type inference, we do not have such control, and the above protocol will introduce a polymorphic type \( t \) for role \( r_i \in \{ r_a, r_b \} \), which can be instantiated by any local type.

Fail-fast policy. We regard the above intricacies on recursion as a fact of life in any programming language, and provide a few workarounds. For (1), we adopt a “fail-fast” policy: Our library throws an exception if there is an unguarded occurrence of a recursion variable. This check is performed when evaluating a global combinator before any communication is started. As for (2), we require the programmer to adhere to a coding convention when specifying an infinite protocol. They have to insert additional combinator \( \text{closed@} r \) which consistently instantiates type variable \( t \) with \( \text{close} \), leaving other roles intact. If the programmer forgets this insertion, fail-fast approach applies, and our library throws a runtime exception before the protocol has started. In addition, self-sent messages \( r \rightarrow r \) are reported as an error at runtime.

4.2 Implementing Global Combinator Evaluation

Following § 3.3, in Fig. 11, we illustrate the implementation of the global combinators, by assuming that method names and variant tags are first class in this pseudo-OCaml. Communication combinator \( (-->) \) is presented in Fig. 11 (a) where the communication combinator \( (r_a \rightarrow r_b) m g \) yields two reciprocal channel vectors of type \( <: [ >] m: \{ v, t_r \} \) and \( <: [ >] m: \{ v, t_r \} \).

The implementation starts by extracting the continuations (the channel vectors) at each role (Line 3). Line 4 creates a fresh new channel \( s \) of a polymorphic type \( v \) channel shared among two roles, which is a source of type safety regarding payload types. Line 6 creates an output channel vector. We use a shorthand \( m = e \) to represent an OCaml object method \( m = e \) end. Thus, it is bound to \( c_r \), by nesting the pair \((s, c_r)\) inside two
objects, one with a method role, and another with a method label, forming type \(<r_j: m: \langle v, t_j \rangle \text{ out} \rangle\). Similarly, Line 8 creates an input channel vector \(c_{r_i}\), by wrapping channel \(s\) in a polymorphic variant using \(\text{Event.wrap}\) from Concurrent ML and nesting it in an object type, forming type \(<r_i: \langle v*t_i, \text{ inp} \rangle \text{ inp} \rangle\). This wrapping relates tag \(m\) and continuation \(t_j\) to the input side, enabling external choice when merged. Finally, the newly updated tuple of channel vectors is returned (Line 10).

Fig. 11 (b) illustrates the choice combinator \(\text{choice_at}\). Line 6–9 specifies that the channel vectors at non-choosing roles are \(\text{merged}\), using a \(\text{merge}\) function. Intuitively, \(\text{merge}\) does a type-case analysis on the type of channel vectors, as follows: (1) for an input channel vector, it makes an \(\text{external choice}\) among (wrapped) input channels, using the \(\text{Event.choose}\) function from Concurrent ML; (2) for an output channel vector, the bare channel is \(\text{unified}\) label-wise, in the sense that an output on the unified channel can be observed on both input sides, which is achieved by having channel type around a reference cell; and (3) handling of channel vector of type \(\text{close}\) is trivial.

**First-class methods.** Method names \(r_i, r_j\) and \(m\) and the variant tag \(m\) occurring in \((r_i \rightarrow r_j) m\) are assumed in § 4.1 to be first-class values. Since such behaviour is not readily available in vanilla OCaml, we simulate it by introducing the type \(\text{method_}\) (Line 2 in Fig. 12), which creates values that behave like method objects. The type is a record with a constructor function \(\text{make_obj}\) and a destructor function \(\text{call_obj}\) (see example in Lines 3–6).

We use this idea to implement labels and roles as object methods. The encoding of local

```ocaml
let choice_at r_a mrg g1 g2 = let (c1r1, c1r2, ..., c1rn) = g1 in let (c2r1, c2r2, ..., c2rn) = g2 in
let c_rn = (concatenate c1r1 and c2r1 using mrg) in
let cr_n = merge c1r1 c2r1 in
let cr_n = merge c1r2 c2r2 in
(* .. repeatedly merge each r_i \neq r_a ... *)
(c_r1, c_r2, ..., c_r_n)
```

**Figure 12** Implementation of first-class methods and labels.
4.3 Typing Global Combinators via Polymorphic Lenses

This section shows one of our main implementation techniques – the use of polymorphic lenses [16, 42] for index-based updates on tuple types. This is essential to the implementation of the typing of Fig. 10 in OCaml. To demonstrate our technique, we sketch the type of the branching combinator, in a simplified form. The types of all combinators, incorporating first-class methods and variable-length tuples, can be found in [25]. The branching combinator demonstrates our key observation that merging of local types can be implemented using row polymorphism in OCaml, which simulates the least upper bound on channel vector types.

Intuitively, a lens is a functional pointer, often utilised to access and modify elements of a nested data structure. In our implementation, lenses provide a way to update a channel vector in a tuple \( (t_0, \ldots, t_n) \). The type of the lens \( (g_0, t_0, g_1, t_1) \) itself points to an element in a specific position in a tuple, by denoting that “an element \( t_0 \) is in a tuple \( g_0 \)” in a type-parametric way. Furthermore, this polymorphic lens is capable to express updating the type of an element, from \( t_0 \) in tuple \( g_0 \) to \( t_1 \), which will update \( g_0 \) itself to \( g_1 \). More precisely, the idx type has two operations:

- \( \text{get: } (g_0, t_0, g_1) \text{ idx } \rightarrow g_0 \rightarrow t_0 \) and \( \text{put: } (g_0, g_1) \text{ idx } \rightarrow g_0 \rightarrow t_1 \rightarrow g_1 \).

For example, a lens pointing to the first element of a 3-tuple has the type \( ((x*a*b), 'x, (y*a*b), 'y) \text{ idx} \).

The branching combinator \( \text{choice_at_}r_a \text{ mrg (r_a, g_1) (r_a, g_2)} \) is declared in following way:

```ocaml
val choice_at : ('g0, close, 'g, 'tlr) idx -> (* the index of the selecting role *)
2  ('tlr, 'tl, 'tr) disj -> (* the type of disjoint merge function *)
3  ('gr', 'tl', 'g0, close) idx -> 'g0 -> 'gr -> (* the type of the first tuple *)
4  ('gr', 'tr', 'g0, close) idx -> 'g0 -> (* the type of the second tuple *)
5  'g (* the type of the result tuple *)
```

The type variables in the above is resolved \( \text{a la} \) logic programs in Prolog, where several type variables are unified to compose a tuple type of channel vectors. It requires that both continuation tuples \( 'g1 \) and \( 'gr \) should be of the same type, except for the position of active role \( r_a \). The two idx types paired with continuations force this unification, by putting close at \( r_a \) in \( 'g1 \) and \( 'gr \). Thus, the result type \( 'g0 \) is shared among both lenses, so that it contains only types of non-choosing roles and close. Each element in \( 'g0 \) is then pairwise merged\(^4\). The result type of the combinator \( 'g \) is obtained by modifying the merged tuple of channel vectors \( 'g0 \) by updating the type of the active role \( r_a \) from close to \( 'tlr \), which is the result type of the object concatenation function \( \text{mrg} \). Function \( \text{mrg} \) takes the channel vector types for the role \( r_a \) in \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \), namely \( 'tl \) and \( 'tr \), and returns the result type \( 'tlr \). The signature of the combinator also explains the extra occurrence roles paired with each branch. Since we need lens \( r_a \) within three different instantiations for different element types \( 'tl, 'tr \) and \( 'tlr \) at the position \( r_a \), we need three occurrences of the same lens.

---

\(^4\) We have implemented the type-case analysis for \( \text{merge} \) mentioned in § 4.2 via a wrapper called \( \text{mergeable} \) around each channel vector, which bundles a channel vector and its \( \text{merging strategy} \).
5 Dynamic and Static Linearity Checks in the Communication API

To ensure that an implementation faithfully implements a well-formed, safe global protocol, MPST theory requires that all communication channels are used linearly. Similarly, the safety of our library depends on the linear usage of channels. Our library offers two mechanisms for checking that a channel is used linearly: static and dynamic. Here, we briefly explain each of these mechanisms, by comparing their API usages in Fig. 14 and types in Fig. 13, where the dynamic version stays on the left while the static one is on the right.

### Dynamic Linearity Checking
Dynamic checking, where linearity violations are detected at runtime, is proposed by [55] and [22], and later adopted by [41, 47]. In ocaml-mpst, dynamic linearity checking is implemented by wrapping the input and output channels, with a boolean flag that is set to true once the channel has been used. If linearity is violated, i.e., a channel is accessed after the linearity flag has been set to true, then an exception `InvalidEndpoint` will be raised. Note that our library correctly handles output channels between several alternatives being used only once; for example, from a channel vector `c` of type `<role_q: cm: ('v, 't) out>>`, the user can extract two channels `c # ok` and `c # cancel` where an output must take place on either of the two bare channels, but not both. In addition, our library wraps each bare channel with a fresh linearity flag on each method invocation, since in recursive protocols, a bare channel is often reused, as the formalism (§ 3) implies.

### Static Linearity Checking with Monads and Lenses
The static checking is built on top of linocaml [24]: a library implementation of linear types in OCaml which combines the usage of parameterised monads [2] and polymorphic lenses (see § 4.3), to enable static type-checking on the linear usage of channels. In particular, we reuse several techniques from [24, 27]. A parameterised monad, which we model by the type `(pre, post, v) monad`, denotes a computation of type \( v \) with a `pre`- and a `post`-condition, and they are utilised to track the creation and consumption of resources at the type level. A well-known restriction of parameterised monads in the context of session types, is that they support communication on a single channel only, and hence are incapable of expressing session delegation and/or interleaving of multiple session channels. To overcome this limitation, the slot monad proposed in [24, 27] extends the parameterised monad to denote multiple linear resources in the `pre`- and `post`-conditions. The resources are represented as a sequence, and each element is modified using polymorphic lenses [42].

We incorporate the above-mentioned techniques of linocaml so that, instead of having a single channel vector in the `pre` and `post` conditions, we can have a sequence of channel vectors, and we use lenses to `focus` on a channel vector at a particular `slot`. If we do not require delegation or interleaving, then the length of the sequence is one and the monadic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic</th>
<th>Static</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt;role_q: cm: ('v, 't) out&gt;&gt;</code></td>
<td><code>&lt;role_p: cm: ('v data, 't) out&gt;&gt; lin (base value)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt;role_p: cm: ('s lin, 't) out&gt;&gt;</code></td>
<td><code>&lt;role_p: cm: ('s lin data, 't) out&gt;&gt; lin (delegation)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt;role_p: [m of 'v* 't] inp&gt;</code></td>
<td><code>&lt;role_p: [m of 'v data* 't lin] inp lin&gt; lin (base value)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>close</code></td>
<td><code>close lin</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13 Channel Vector Types with (a) Dynamic and (b) Static Linearity Checks.
operations always update the first element of the sequence. In particular, as in [27], if a channel is delegated i.e sent through another channel, that slot (index) of the sequence is updated to unit, marking it as consumed.

The ocaml-mpst API, for static linearity checking, is given in Fig. 14(b), where $s_i$ and $s_j$ in delegation, denote lenses pointing at $i$-th and $j$-th slot in the monad. The binary channels in the channel vector, used within the monadic primitives send and receive, are of the types given in Fig. 13(b). Functions send and receive both take (1) a lens $s_i$ pointing to a channel vector; and (2) a selector function which extracts, from the channel vector at index $s_i$, a channel ((`v data, `t)) out for output and (`a inp) for input. Type data denotes unrestricted (non-linear) payload types, whose values are matched against ordinary variables. The result of the monadic primitives is returned as a value of either type `t lin for output or `a lin for input, which is matched by match\%lin or let\%lin, ensuring the channels (and payloads, in case of delegation) are used linearly. A lin type must be matched against lens-pattern prefixed by \#. Note that, linocaml overrides the let syntax and \# pattern, in the way that let\%lin \#s_i=>exp updates the index $s_i$, in the sequence of channel vectors, with the value returned from exp.

To realise session delegation, we have implemented a separate monadic primitive, deleg_send $s_i$ (fun x->x#p#l) $s_j$, presented in Fig. 14(b). The primitive extracts the channel vector at position $s_i$ and then updates the channel vector at position $s_j$. As a result, the slot for $s_j$ is returned and used in further communication, the slot $s_i$ is updated to unit. An example program that uses ocaml-mpst static API is given in Fig. 4(b).

6 Evaluation

We evaluate our framework in terms of run-time performance (§ 6.1) and applications (§ 6.2, § 6.3). We compare the performance of ocaml-mpst with programs written in a continuation-passing-style (following the encoding presented in [53]) and untyped implementations (Bare-OCaml) that utilise popular communication libraries. In summary, ocaml-mpst has negligible overhead in comparison with unsafe implementations (Bare-OCaml), and CPS-style implementations. We demonstrate the applicability of ocaml-mpst by implementing a lot of use cases. In § 6.3, we show the implementation of the OAuth protocol, which is the first application of session types over http.

6.1 Performance

The runtime overhead of ocaml-mpst stems from the implementation of channel vectors, more specifically: (1) extracting a channel from an OCaml object when performing a communication action, and (2) either (2.1) dynamic linearity checks or (2.2) more closures introduced by the usage of a slot monad for static checking.
Our library is parameterised on the underlying communication transport. We evaluate its performance in case of synchronous, asynchronous and distributed transports. Specifically, we use the following communication libraries:

1. **ev**: OCaml’s standard Event channels which implements channels shared among POSIX-threads;
2. **lwt**: Streams between lightweight-threads [56], which are more efficient for I/O-intensive application in general, and broadly-accepted by the OCaml communities, and
3. **ipc**: UNIX pipes distributed over UNIX processes.

Note that ev is synchronous, while the other two are asynchronous. Also, due to current OCaml limitation, POSIX-threads in a process cannot run simultaneously in parallel, which particularly affects the overall performance of (1). As OCaml garbage collector is not a concurrent GC, only a single OCaml thread is allowed to manipulate the heap, which in general limits the overall performance of multi-threaded programs written in OCaml. For (3), we generate a single pipe for each pair of processes, and maintain a mapping between a local channel and its respective dedicated UNIX pipe. In addition, we also implement an optimised variant of ocaml-mpst in the case of lwt, denoted as lwt-single in Fig. 15; it reuses a single stream among different payload types, instead of using different channels for types. In particular, we cast a payload to its required payload type utilising Obj.magic, as proposed and examined by [40, 26]. Our benchmarks are generalisable because each microbenchmark exhibits the worst-case scenario for its potential source of overhead.

We compare implementations, written using (1) ocaml-mpst static API, (2) ocaml-mpst dynamic API, (3) a Bare-OCaml implementation using untyped channels as provided by the corresponding transport library, and (4) a CPS implementation, following the encoding in [47]. We have implemented the encoding manually such that a channel is created at each communication step, and passed as a continuation. Fig. 15 reports the results on three microbenchmarks.

**Setup.** We use the native ocamlopt compiler of OCaml 4.08.0 with Flambda optimiser. Our machine configurations are Intel Core i7-7700K CPU (4.20GHz, 4 cores), Ubuntu 17.10, Linux 4.13.0-46-generic, 16GB. We use Core_bench, a popular benchmark framework in OCaml, which uses its built-in linear regression for estimating the reported costs. We repeat each microbenchmark for 10 seconds of quota where Core_bench takes hundreds of samples, each consists of up to 246705 runs of the targeted OCaml function, we obtain the average of execution time with fairly narrow 95% confidence interval.

**Ping-pong.** Ping-pong benchmark measures the execution time for completing a recursive protocol between two roles, which are repeatedly exchanging request-response messages of increasing size (measured in 16 bit integers). The example is communication intensive and exhibits no other cost apart from the (de)serialisation of values that happens in the ipc case, hence it demonstrates the pure overhead of channel extraction, dynamic checks and parameterised monads. In the case of a shared memory transports (ev and lwt), we report the results of a payload of one integer since the size of the message does not affect the running time.

The slowdown of ocaml-mpst is negligible (approx. 5% for Dynamic vs Bare-OCaml, and 13% for Static vs Bare-OCaml) when using either ev, Fig. 15 (a1), or ipc, Fig. 15(a2), as a transport, since the overhead cost is overshadowed by latency. The shared memory case

---

5 https://caml.inria.fr/pub/docs/manual-ocaml/flambda.html
6 https://blog.janestreet.com/core_bench-micro-benchmarking-for-ocaml/
using \texttt{lwt}, Fig. 15(a3), represents the worst-case scenario for \texttt{ocaml-mpst} since it measures the pure overhead of the implementation of many interactions purely done on memory with minimal latency. The slowdown in the static version is expected [27] and reflects the cost of monadic closures, as the current implementation does not optimise them away. The linearity monad is implemented via a state monad [24], which incurs considerable overhead. The OCaml Flambda optimiser could remove more closures if we annotate the program with inline specifications. The slowdown (although negligible) in comparison with CPS is surprising since we pre-generate all channels up-front, while the CPS-style implementation creates a channel at each interaction step. Our observation is that the compiler is optimised for handling large amounts of immutable values, while OCaml objects (utilised by the channel vector abstraction) are less efficient than normal records and variants.

Fig. 15 (c) reports on the memory consumption (in terms of words in the major and minor heap) for executing the protocol. Channel vectors with dynamic checking have approximately the same memory footprint as Bare-OCaml, and significantly less footprint when compared with a CPS implementation.

\textbf{n-Ping.} \textbf{\textit{n-Ping}} is a protocol of increasing size, \texttt{nping} global combinator forming repeated composition of the communication combinators defined by $g_1 = (a \rightarrow b) \texttt{ping} \circ (b \rightarrow a) \texttt{pong} \circ g_{n-1}$, $g_0 = t$ and \texttt{nping} = \texttt{fix} (fun t \rightarrow g_n), where \textit{n} corresponds to the number of \texttt{ping} and \texttt{pong} states. In contrast to Ping-Pong, this example generates a large number of channels and large channel vector objects, evaluating how well \texttt{ocaml-mpst} scales w.r.t the size of the channel vector structure. We show the results for transports \texttt{lwt} and \texttt{lwt-single} in Fig. 15 (b). The static version of \texttt{lwt-single} has a constant overhead from Bare-OCaml. Although the static checking implementation is in general slower, the relative overhead, in comparison with dynamic checking, decreases as the protocol length increases.

\textbf{Chameleons.} \textbf{Chameleons} protocol specifies that \textit{n} roles (“chameleons”) connect to a central broker, who picks pairs and sends them their respective reference, so they can interact peer-to-peer. The example tests delegation (central broker sends a reference) and creation of
many concurrent sessions (peer-to-peer interaction of chameleons). The results reported in Fig. 15 (d) show that the implementation of delegation with static linearity checking scales as well as its dynamic counterpart. The cost of linearity (monadic closures) is less than the cost of dynamic checks for many concurrent sessions over \texttt{lwt} transport.

### 6.2 Use Cases

We demonstrate the expressiveness and applicability of \texttt{ocaml-mpst} by specifying and implementing protocols for a range of applications, listed in Fig. 16. We draw the examples from three categories of benchmarks: (1) session benchmarks (examples 1-9), which are gathered from the session types literature; (2) concurrent algorithms from the Savina benchmark suit [28] (examples 10-13); and (3) application protocols (examples 14-16), which focus on well-established protocols that demonstrate interoperability between \texttt{ocaml-mpst} implemented programs and existing client/servers. For each use case we report on Lines of Code (LoC) of global combinators and the compilation time (CT reported in milliseconds). We also report if the example requires full-merge [13] (FM) – a well-formedness condition on global protocols that is not supported in [47], but supported in \texttt{ocaml-mpst}.

Examples 1-9 are gathered from the official Scribble test suite\textsuperscript{7} [52], and we have converted Scribble protocols to global protocol combinators. Examples 10-13 are concurrent algorithms and are parametric on the number of roles ($n$). To realise the scatter-gather pattern required in the examples, we have added two new constructs, \texttt{scatter} and \texttt{gather}, which correspond to a subset of the parameterised role extension for MPST protocols [9].

To test the applicability of \texttt{ocaml-mpst} to real-world protocols we have specified, using global combinators, a core subset of three Internet protocols (examples 14-16), namely the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), the Domain Network System (DNS) protocol and the OAuth protocol. Using the \texttt{ocaml-mpst} APIs, it was straightforward to implement compliant clients in OCaml that interoperate with popular servers. In particular, we have implemented an SMTP client that interopertates with the Microsoft exchange server and sends an e-mail, an OAuth authorisation service that connects to a Facebook server and authenticates a client, and a DNS client and a server, which are implemented on top of a popular DNS library in OCaml (\texttt{ocaml-dns}). Note that DNS has sessions, as the DNS protocol has an ID field to discriminate sessions; and a request forwarding in the DNS protocol involves more than two participants (i.e. servers).

\textsuperscript{7} \url{https://github.com/scribble/scribble-java}
let fb_oauth =
(c -!-> s) (get "/start_oauth") @@
(s -?-> c) _302 @@ (* 302: HTTP redirect *)
(c -!-> a) (get "/login_form") @@
(a -?-> c) _200 @@
(c -!-> a) (post "/auth") @@
choice_at a (to_c success_or_fail)
(a,(a -?-> c) (_200_success ...) @@
(c -!-> s) (success is_ok "/callback") @@
(s -!-> a) (get "/access_token") @@
(a -?-> s) _200 @@
finish)
(a,(a -?-> c) (_200_fail ...) @@
(c -!-> s) (fail is_fail "/callback") @@
(s -?-> c) _200 @@
finish)

let fb_acceptor = H.start_server 8080 "/mpst-oauth" 
let rec facebook_oauth_consumer () =
let ch = get_ch s
fb_oauth
in
let sid = string_of_int (Random.int ()) in
let
conn
= fb_acceptor sid in
let
/grave.ts1
get(_, ch) = receive (ch conn)
#role_C
in
let
redir_url = fb_redirect_url sid "/callback" in
let
ch = send ch#role_C#_302 redir_url in
let
conn
= fb_acceptor sid in
let ch = match receive (ch conn)
#role_C
with
| success(_,ch) ->
let
conn_p
= H.http_connector
"https://graph.facebook.com/v2.11/oauth" in
let
ch = send (ch conn_p)
#role_A#get 
[] in
let
_200(auinfo,ch) = receive ch#role_A in
send ch#role_C#_200 "auth succeeded"
| fail(_,ch) ->
send ch#role_C#_200 "auth failed"
in close ch; facebook_oauth_consumer ()

Figure 17 Global Combinators and Local Implementations for OAuth (excerpt).

6.3 Session Types over HTTP: Implementing OAuth

In this section, we discuss more details about ocaml-mpst implementation of OAuth\(^8\), which is an Internet standard for authentication. OAuth is commonly used as a way for Internet users to grant websites or applications access to their information on other websites but without giving them the passwords by providing a specific authorisation flow. Fig. 17 shows the specification of the global combinator, along with an implementation for the authorisation server. We have specified a subset of the protocol, which includes establishing a secure connection and conducting the main authentication transaction. Using OAuth as an example, we also discuss practically motivated extensions, explicit connection handling akin to the one in [23], to the core global combinators. We present that a common pattern when HTTP is used as an underlying transport.

Extension for handling stateless protocols. The protocol has a very similar structure to the OAuth protocol, presented in § 2. However, the original OAuth protocol is realised over a RESTful API, which means that every session interaction is either an HTTP request or an HTTP response. To handle HTTP connections, we have implemented a thin wrapper around an HTTP library, Cohttp\(^9\), and we make HTTP actions explicit in the protocol by proposing two new global combinators, connection establishing combinator (-!->) and disconnection combinator (-?->). Session types represent the types of the communication channel after a session (a TCP connection in the general case) has been established. Since RESTful protocols, realised over HTTP transport, are stateless, a connection is “established” at every HTTP Request. We explicitly encode this behaviour by replacing the –> combinator that denotes that one role is sending to another, with two new combinators. The combinator -!-> means establishing a connection and piggybacking a message, while -?-> denotes piggybacking a message and disconnect. This simple extension allows us to faithfully encode HTTP Request and HTTP Response. For example, a-!->b requires that role a connects on an HTTP port to b and then a sends a message to b, hence implementing HTTP Response; on the other hand a-?->b specifies an HTTP Response.

\(^8\) https://oauth.net/2/

\(^9\) https://github.com/mirage/ocaml-cohttp
**Implementation.** The global combinator \texttt{fb.oauth} is given in Fig. 17 (a). As before, the protocol consists of three parties, a service \texttt{s}, a client \texttt{c}, and an authorisation server \texttt{a}. First, \texttt{c} connects to \texttt{s} via a relative path \texttt{/start_oauth} (Line 2). Then \texttt{s} redirects \texttt{c} to a using HTTP redirect code \texttt{302} (Line 3). As a result the client sees a login form at \texttt{/login_form} (Lines 4-5), where they enter their credentials (Line 6). Based on the validity of the credentials received by \texttt{c}, \texttt{a} sends \texttt{200_success} (Line 8) or \texttt{200_fail}. If the credentials are valid, \texttt{c} proceeds and connects to \texttt{s} on path \texttt{/callback} (Line 9), requesting to get access to a secure page. The service \texttt{s} then retrieves an access token from \texttt{a} on URL \texttt{/access_token} (Lines 10-11), and navigates the client to an authorised page, finishing the session (Lines 12-13). If the credentials are not valid, the client reports the failure to \texttt{s} (Lines 15-16), and the session ends (Line 17).

The server role of \texttt{fb.oauth} is faithfully implemented in Lines 18-35 which provides an OAuth application utilising Facebook's authentication service. Line 18 starts a thread which listens on a port 8080 for connections. Essentially it starts a web service at an absolute URL \texttt{/mpst-oauth} (i.e. relative URLs like \texttt{/callback} are mapped to \texttt{https://.../mpst-oauth/callback}). The recursive function \texttt{facebook_oauth_consumer} starting from Line 19 is the main event loop for \texttt{s}. Line 20 extracts a channel vector from the global combinator \texttt{fb_oauth}, of which type is propagated to the rest of the code. Then it generates a session id via a random number generator \texttt{(Random.int ())} (Line 21), and waits for an HTTP request from a client on \texttt{fb.acceptor} (Line 22). When a client connects, the connection is bound to the variable \texttt{conn} associated with the pre-generated session id. Note that the channel vector expects a connection since no connection has been set for the client yet. Here, the connection is supplied to the channel vector via function application \texttt{(ch conn)}. On Line 24, expression \texttt{(fb.redirect_url sid "callback")} prepares a redirect URL to an authentication page of a Facebook Provider (\texttt{https://www.facebook.com/dialog/oauth}). After sending back (HTTP Response) the redirect url to the client with \texttt{302} label (Line 25), the connection is implicitly closed by the library. Note that we do not need to supply a connection to the channel vector on Line 25; because a connection already exists, we have already received an HTTP request from the user and Line 25 simply performs HTTP response. The next lines proceed as expected following the protocol, with the only subtlety that we thread the connection object in subsequent send/receive calls.

The full source code of the benchmark protocols and applications and the raw data are available from the project repository.

**7 Related Work**

We summarise the most closely related works on session-based languages or multiparty protocol implementations. See [52] for recent surveys on theory and implementations.

The work most closely related to ours is [47], which implements multiparty session interactions over binary channels in Scala built on an encoding of a multiparty session calculus to the \(\pi\)-calculus. The encoding relies on linear decomposition of channels, which is defined in terms of partial projection. Partial projection is restrictive, and rules out many protocols presented in this paper. For example, it gives an undefined behaviour for role \texttt{c} and \texttt{s} for protocols \texttt{oauth2} and \texttt{oauth3} in Fig. 3. Programs in [47] have to be written in a continuation passing style where a fresh channel is created at each communication step. In addition, the ordering of communications across separate channels is not preserved in the implementation, e.g. sending a \texttt{login} and receiving a \texttt{password} in the protocol \texttt{oauth} is decomposed to two separate elements which are not causally related. This problem is
mitigated by providing an external protocol description language, Scribble [50], and its API generation tool, that links each protocol state using a call-chaining API [22]. The linear usage of channels is checked at runtime.

An alternative way to realise multiparty session communications over binary channels is using an orchestrator – an intermediary process that forwards the communication between interacting parties. The work [6] suggests addition of a medium process to relay the communication and recover the ordering of communication actions, while the work [7] adds annotations that permit processes to communicate directly without centralised control, resembling a proxy process on each side. Both of the above works are purely theoretical.

Among multiparty session types implementations, several works exploit the equivalence between local session types and communicating automata to generate session types APIs for mainstream programming languages (e.g., Java [22, 30], Go [9], F# [47]). Each state from state automata is implemented as a class, or in the case of [30], as a type state. To ensure safety, state automata have to be derived from the same global specification. All of the works in this category use the Scribble toolchain to generate the state classes from a global specification. Unlike our framework, a local type is not inferred automatically and the subtyping relation is limited since typing is nominal and is constrained by the fixed subclassing relation between the classes that represent the states. All of these implementations also detect linearity violations at runtime, and offer no static alternative.

In the setting of binary session types, [27] propose an OCaml library, which uses a slot monad to manipulate binary session channels. Our encoding of global combinators to simply-typed binary channels enable the reuse of the techniques presented in [27], e.g. for delegations and enforcement of linearity of channels.

FuSe [41] is another library for session programming in OCaml. It supports a runtime mechanism for linearity violations, as well as a monadic API for a single session without delegation. The implementation of FuSe is based on the encoding of binary session-typed process into the linear π-calculus, proposed by [12]. The work [48] also implements this encoding in Scala, and the work [47] extends the encoding and implementations to the multiparty session types (as discussed in the first paragraph).

Several Haskell-based works [43, 39, 31] exploit its richer typing system to statically enforce linearity with various expressiveness/usability trade-offs based on their session types embedding strategy. These works depend on type-level features in Haskell, and are not directly applicable to OCaml. A detailed overview of the different trade-off between these implementations in functional languages is given in Orchard and Yoshida’s chapter in [52]. Based on logically-inspired representation of session types, embedding higher-order binary session processes using contextual monads is studied in [54]. This work is purely theoretical.

Outside the area of session-based programming languages, various works study protocol-aware verification. Brady et al. [5] describe a discipline of protocol-aware programming in Idris, in which adherence of an implementation to a protocol is ensured by the host language dependent type system. Similarly, [51] proposes a programming logic, implemented in the theorem prover Coq, for reasoning on protocol states. A more lightweight verification approach is developed in [1] for a set of protocol combinators, capturing patterns for distributed communication. However, the verification is done only at runtime. The work [8] presents a global language for describing choreographies and a global execution model where the program is written in a global language, and then automatically projected using code generation to executable processes (in the style of BPMN). All of the above works either develop a new language or are built upon powerful dependently-typed host languages (Coq, Idris). Our aim is to utilise the MPST framework for specification and verification of distributed protocols, proposing a type-level treatment of protocols which relies solely on existing language features.
8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we present a library for programming multiparty protocols in OCaml, which ensures safe multiparty communication over binary I/O channels. The key ingredient of our work is the notion of global combinators – a term-level representation of global types, that automatically derive channel vectors – a data structure of nested binary channels. We present two APIs for programming with channel vectors, a monadic API that enables static verification of linearity of channel usage, and one that checks channel usage at runtime. OCaml is intensively used for system programming among several groups and companies in both industry and academia [35, 3, 32, 33, 34, 15, 10, 44]. We plan to apply ocaml-mpst to such real-world applications.

We formalise a type-checking algorithm for global protocols, and a sound derivation of channel vectors, which, we believe, are applicable beyond OCaml. In particular, TypeScript is a promising candidate as it is equipped with a structural type system akin to the one presented in our paper.

To our best knowledge, this is the first work to enable MPST protocols to be written, verified, and implemented in a single (general-purpose) programming language and the first implementation framework of statically verified MPST programs. By combining protocol-based specifications, static linearity checks and structural typing, we allow one to implement communication programs that are extensible and type safe by design.
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Abstract
Capabilities (whether object or reference capabilities) are fundamentally tools to restrict effects. Thus static capabilities (object or reference) and effect systems take different technical machinery to the same core problem of statically restricting or reasoning about effects in programs. Any time two approaches can in principle address the same sets of problems, it becomes important to understand the trade-offs between the approaches, how these trade-offs might interact with the problem at hand.

Experts who have worked in these areas tend to find the trade-offs somewhat obvious, having considered them in context before. However, this kind of design discussion is often written down only implicitly as comparison between two approaches for a specific program reasoning problem, rather than as a discussion of general trade-offs between general classes of techniques. As a result, it is not uncommon to set out to solve a problem with one technique, only to find the other better-suited.

We discuss the trade-offs between static capabilities (specifically reference capabilities) and effect systems, articulating the challenges each approach tends to have in isolation, and how these are sometimes mitigated. We also put our discussion in context, by appealing to examples of how these trade-offs were considered in the course of developing prior systems in the area. Along the way, we highlight how seemingly-minor aspects of type systems – weakening/framing and the mere existence of type contexts – play a subtle role in the efficacy of these systems.
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1 Introduction
Capabilities are a classic idea [35, 34] with intuitive appeal: explicitly tie possession of certain entities to the ability to perform certain actions, so by bounding the flow of those entities one can restrict the possible actions of a program or program component [45]. Much of the work in this area centers the notion of object capabilities, where capabilities control access to objects (in the OO sense), and capabilities are realized as object references: a program fragment cannot modify or invoke operations of an object it cannot reference. This immediately grants a way to control mutation of objects, and by tying external calls to specific objects, also extends to controlling externally-visible behaviors as well. For example, by associating all file operations with a particular object – not a globally accessible library call – developers may tightly control which code can access those operations by restricting how widely the file operations object is distributed. Intuitively, capabilities act as permission to do things, and the absence of capabilities acts as a lack of permission. It is also possible to delegate partial access to an object’s operations using proxy objects [8, 61, 60] or through capabilities acting...
as handles to trusted mediators [35]. However, doing this kind of reasoning statically is also appealing, because it incurs no runtime performance overhead when delegating or mediating access.

As a result, there is now a rich body of work on statically checked capabilities. Once static reasoning is employed, the kinds of restrictions proxies and mediators permit in object capability systems may not require new dynamic objects exposing different sets of operations. One of the most well-developed bodies of work on static capabilities uses reference capabilities, which associate different permissions1 to individual references in a program, in contrast to the object capability view that all references to an object are equal and restrictions stem from using different objects with fewer or modified operations available. Thus, different references to the same object — distinguished by a type system or static analysis, but not the runtime system — may permit programs holding them different abilities to affect object state or invoke certain operations. Most reference capability systems are type systems where reference types come equipped with a type qualifier [21] corresponding to certain permissions (and in some cases, invariants or assumptions about aliases). Capability-based reasoning is supported by checking the types flowing into a given program context.

Different variations of reference capabilities have been employed to solve a wide array of programming problems. Systems with read-only reference capabilities [59, 66, 16, 49, 11] restrict some references to read-only access to their referents — even when aliases exist that can be used to mutate the referent — which is useful for preventing a wide variety of accidental mutations, from expressing that a method treats its arguments as deeply read-only to controlling consequences of representation exposure [15]. This can be combined nicely with object immutability [65], as all references to an immutable object are read-only. Transitive versions have been used to ensure data race freedom in Microsoft prototypes [29] and the Pony programming language [12]: if two threads only shared (transitively) read-only references, no data races can exist between them.2 They have also been used to infer method purity [33, 32]: if a method accepts only (transitively) read-only inputs (including the receiver), it has no externally-visible side effects.3 In other contexts, program behavior can be constrained by building more fine-grained capabilities that grant not only all-or-none permission to mutate, but can grant permission for only certain kinds of mutation, and can therefore enforce nuanced invariants by restricting which capabilities can coexist for the same resource [27, 25, 28, 43, 44, 5, 6].

Each of these systems makes critical use of the original motivation for capabilities: by restricting what flows into certain parts of the program, one can provide guarantees about what that part may do — without precisely examining the semantics of its internals.

For the problems mentioned above, there also exist effect systems to statically check the same high level concepts (e.g., for data race freedom [1], or purity [54]). In contrast to capability systems which reason externally in terms of what capabilities flow into code, effect systems are a class of type system extensions that analyze program behavior by (to a first

---

1 Typically reference capabilities are distinguished statically, though a dynamic interpretation is possible.
2 This is simplifying away some of the substructural aspects of these type systems, which all make use of forms of uniqueness to also support partitioning mutable data between threads, or in Encore’s case [6] restrict conflicting accesses to atomic synchronization primitives.
3 This sets aside extensionally-observable effects, such as allocating memory or triggering GC.
4 By effect systems, we mean the sort of type system extension that reasons about bounds on program behavior as part of the type judgment, in the sense of the work on FX that originally coined the term “effect system” [40, 24]. This stands in contrast to denotational approaches which attempt to assign meaning to effects, often by way of monads or some extension thereof, following Moggi [46]. Filinski [20] offers an excellent discussion of the distinction. Readers familiar with algebraic effects should note that
approach) performing a bottom-up analysis of what interesting actions might occur, based on (typically) a join semilattice of effects: primitive or external actions of interest are typed as having particular specific effects representing their behavior of interest, and larger expressions’ effects are computed by taking the least upper bound of subexpressions’ effects. This raises a fundamental question: when considering a static reasoning approach to a problem, how do we recognize which approach is likely to be better suited? Comparisons between these systems in the literature tend to focus on the low-level expressive distinctions between systems for a particular problem domain (e.g., System A accepts this data race free program rejected by System B), or the relative complexity of the type rules (as a proxy for usability). While the core trade-offs are there if one looks carefully, the broader issue of contrasting the trade-offs between these classes of solutions has received little explicit attention.

In our personal experience, it is not uncommon to set out to build a capability-based system, only to find effect systems more suitable to the task at hand – and sometimes the reverse. People experienced with both effect systems and capability systems – whether as designers, or users – likely find this unsurprising. But to the best of our knowledge, there is essentially no discussion in the literature on how system designers chose one approach over the other; systems are presented as complete and finished designs, then evaluated against other finished designs – the design process is lost. Having a record of these trade-offs and design questions would be useful, both for shared understanding and especially for newcomers to static capabilities or effects. Part of this requires identifying and developing terminology for aspects of these trade-offs.

In this expository paper we articulate some of the core trade-offs between these static reasoning approaches, and how these trade-offs are moderated in important ways by some of the most humble of reasoning principles in type systems: weakening and the use of type contexts. We also explain how the trade-offs have affected the design of several reference capability systems and effect systems we have worked on. We expect that little of what we say would be surprising to those who have worked on both static reference capability systems and type-and-effect systems; we view our contributions as primarily giving clear explicit exposition to these trade-offs that are generally left implicit in the literature, and putting those trade-offs in context by providing some extra information on the design evolution of a couple effect systems and capability systems. Our hope is that newcomers to these areas and their intersection, or outsiders looking in, will find these distinctions helpful.

2 Capabilities, Use, and Mention

One of the original goals for capability-based design is to reason about the effect of some code by reasoning about the capabilities it is provided [45, Ch. 8] – a long-standing practice based on the notion that capabilities essentially grant permission to cause effects, though until relatively recently [13, 38, 39] the exact relationship between static capabilities and static effects was left implicit. However, the pure form of this approach – that the set of capabilities provided is used to give an upper bound on an expression’s effect – has limitations we have not seen crisply articulated in a general way before.

---

much work on algebraic effects involves both varieties: handlers define the semantics of user-defined effects, but a restrictive type system of the sort we discuss ensures all effect operations are invoked in the context of an enclosing handler.

5 This despite being noted as a relevant question (in other terms) much earlier [21].
Before we can precisely articulate the limitations of a kind of reasoning, let us first clarify exactly what kind of reasoning we mean. We will ground discussion primarily in systems using read-only references to control side effects \cite{65, 66, 59} to control side effects. We will draw on a prototype dialect of C# \cite{29} that used these and with context bounding to both control interference between threads, and also to strengthen typing assumptions. These ideas were later generalized in Pony \cite{12}, so much of our discussion applies fairly directly there as well, and less precisely to a range of earlier \cite{65, 66, 59}, contemporaneous \cite{32, 33}, and later \cite{23} systems. This line of work, focusing on read-only references devoid any meaning besides mutability restrictions, historically used the term \textit{reference immutability} to describe the relevant techniques (as in, an object was immutable through a particular (read-only) reference). This was partly to distinguish itself from other techniques with read-only references as part of systems that captured more design intent, like owner-as-modifier ownership types \cite{49, 11, 10} or universe types \cite{17, 16}. To date, the particular sort of capability-bounding we discuss below has only been explored for systems in the so-called reference immutability family.

In most of these systems, the specific capability appears as a type qualifier \cite{21} modifying a basic object (class) type. In the C# dialect we discuss, there were four reference capabilities: \texttt{isolated} (externally unique \cite{31}), \texttt{readable} (transitively read-only), \texttt{writable} (mutable), and \texttt{immutable} (transitively immutable, in the sense that the immediate referent and all objects reachable from it are permanently immutable). \texttt{readable} and \texttt{immutable} may be used for reading fields, may not be used for mutation, and may not be used to obtain references usable for mutation. For example, reading a \texttt{writable}-declared field through a \texttt{readable} reference would produce only a \texttt{readable} reference – e.g., iterating over the elements of a \texttt{readable List<writable Foo>} would work through a series of \texttt{readable Foo} instances. In the case of an immutable referent, stronger results appear because everything reachable via an \texttt{immutable} reference is an immutable object: iterating over a \texttt{immutable List<writable Foo>} would see \texttt{immutable Foo} instances.

Setting aside some subtleties related to uniqueness, the simplest embodiment of using context bounds to reason about effects in these systems is the parallel composition type rule from the C# dialect, present in an analogous form in related systems \cite{12, 23}:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
T-\text{PAR} \\
\text{NoWritable}(\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2) \quad \Gamma_1 \vdash C_1, \Gamma'_1 \quad \Gamma_2 \vdash C_2 \vdash \Gamma'_2 \\
\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2 \vdash C_1 || C_2, \Gamma'_1, \Gamma'_2
\end{array}
\]

The rule above simply says that as long as two thread bodies (\(C_1\) and \(C_2\)) require no \texttt{writable} variables in their inputs, it is safe (data-race-free) to run them in parallel (and the output of the flow-sensitive typing judgment combines per-thread outputs in the obvious way). This works because in order for a data race to occur, one thread would need write access to an object the other thread could reach. Prohibiting \texttt{writable} references from entering either thread guarantees this cannot happen: any object reachable from both threads would be truly immutable, or both threads would have only \texttt{readable} references to it. Crucially, this reasoning is sound because the C# dialect – like Pony \cite{12}, Encore \cite{6}, and L42 \cite{23} – prohibited global mutable state, providing a form of capability safety \cite{45}: assurance that reasoning in terms of only capabilities directly entering an expression was sound, because there were no \textit{ambient} capabilities (those that can be obtained by any code at any time). This rule also partitions some mutable state between threads, by splitting up \texttt{isolated} references.
Another, slightly less traditional form of effect-bounding is the notion of recovery, first proposed by Gordon et al. [29], adapted by Clebsch et al. [12] for use in Pony, and later extended for better flexibility by Giannini et al. [23]. Again, we will demonstrate with the simplest rule, one of two given for the C# dialect:

\[
\text{T-RecoverImm} \\
\text{IsolatedOrImmutable}(\Gamma) \quad \text{IsolatedOrImmutable}(\Gamma') \quad \Gamma \vdash C \Rightarrow \Gamma', x : \text{readable } D \\
\Gamma' \vdash C \Rightarrow \Gamma', x : \text{immutable } D
\]

This rule says that if all inputs and all but one output \(x\) of a command are isolated or immutable, and the other output \(x\) is readable, then it is safe to recover the stronger immutable capability for \(x\) – stronger because immutable \(D\) is a subtype of readable \(D\), making this a kind of statically safe downcast. Intuitively this handles either the case that \(x\) already points to immutable data, or the case that it points to mutable data that is unreachable except via \(x\) and can therefore be “frozen” to immutable. The restrictions on \(\Gamma\) and \(\Gamma'\) ensure \(x\) doesn’t alias mutable state, since the lack of ambient capabilities means \(x\) must point to an input (all immutable or isolated – and therefore freezeable) or something allocated within \(C\) (which cannot escape via \(C\)'s inputs). As with the concurrency rule, the soundness of this relies fundamentally on the fact that weak permissions on the inputs imposes strong restrictions on the code’s behavior (plus the prohibition on ambient authority / global mutable state).

This rule makes it possible to write code that handles some number of immutable or externally-unique data with code that was not written with strict immutability (as opposed to readable) in mind:

```csharp
readable T RandomChoice(readable T a, readable T b) { ... }
...
{x,y:immutable T}
{z = RandomChoice(x,y)};
{x,y:immutable T,z:readable T}
{x,y,z:immutable T}
```

The code above passes two immutable references to RandomChoice, which assumes it simply returns a readable reference. But with the recovery rule above, the result \(z\) can be recovered as immutable – it must either be pointer-equal to \(x\) or \(y\), or a new \(T\) allocated inside the method, which is therefore not aliased elsewhere, and can be converted to immutable.

In the C# prototype, and now Pony, this kind of reasoning has worked out well. But why, and where would it break?

### 2.1 The Gap Between Capability Bounds and Effects: Use-Mention Distinction

These kinds of reasoning could be done using explicit effect systems [40, 24]. But what does that gain us? As is known [42, 13], an explicit effect system requires a system that cares about the details of the code being analyzed, which can require complex types and effects [1] (we see examples in Section 3). So concretely, what can effect systems offer that capability-based reasoning struggles with?

The key point of departure between this capability-bound-based reasoning and a general effect system is what we will refer to as a kind of use-mention distinction. In philosophy and linguistics, logical fallacies and confusion are known to arise from conflating use of a thing with mere mention of a thing [47, 14]. Reasoning about an expression’s effect using only
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The capabilities it has access to inherently performs the same kind of conflation: possessing authority means only that the code has the ability to use it, not that it necessarily does. This seems to be anecdotally understood among designers of static capability systems, but rarely discussed. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to explicitly call out and name this trade-off.

Consider the following in the C# reference immutability dialect:

```csharp
{x: readable T, y: writable T, z: writable T}
y = z;
/* actual concurrent work with z, but not y or z */
{x: readable T, y: writable T, z: writable T}
```

The single local variable assignment is enough to prevent parallelization (as the full body of a thread) via T-Par even though it will never cause a data race in the heap, because y and z are typed as writable but T-Par forbids writable references in a thread’s initial type environment. Every sound type system will reject some semantically valid code, but this example seems particularly innocuous.

Consider for contrast the overly-simple effect system and rules in Figure 1. There are two effects, NoHeapWrite ⊑ HeapWrite. Every primitive expression that is not a heap write is given effect NoHeapWrite (notably, variable assignments), the expression that performs a write into the heap has effect HeapWrite, and compound expressions’ effects are simply the least upper bound of the subexpressions’ effects. This way, any expression containing any heap write would be given effectHeapWrite. The line of code above would have effect NoHeapWrite – which implies it could be parallelized without a data race.

Clearly this toy example will not scale up to real imperative programs (it likely won’t handle the “actual concurrent work” assumed in the example), but it is still instructive because it already highlights the use-mention distinction: the code above mentions the writable references, but does not use them in a way relevant to the property of interest (heap mutation).

Thus the fact that capability-bound-based reasoning does not inspect the internals of an expression is a strength in that it reduces complexity, but also a weakness because it inherently loses precision.

It is worth briefly noting that there exist reference capability systems where some references are usable only for comparing object identity, and not for actually causing effects, as in Pony’s tag permission [12], or much earlier in Boyland et al.’s unifying framework for reference capabilities [3]. Such restricted references remain useful for code without permissions to invoke operations implemented in code with permissions [51]. In Pony, such references are permitted to enter recover blocks, because they do not affect the capability-bounded reasoning: they are references that do not act as capabilities (for the mutation effects addressed by Pony).
Other kinds of related, but different, distinctions have appeared in the literature on object
capabilities. Miller [45] and later Drossopoulou et al. [18] distinguish permission as direct
access to an object (to invoke its methods), and authority as the ability to cause effects on
an object. Drossopoulou et al. [18] showed that in general such notions of permission do not
imply authority (a direct reference to an object with only pure methods grants permission,
but not authority, over that object), and authority does not imply permission (invoking a
method may cause mutations to an object the caller lacks direct access to). This distinction
is further related to distinguishing permission (or authority) in a given program state from
the permission (or authority) obtainable via further execution, either of a specific program,
of any program adhering to some behavioral specification, or of any possible program. The
use-mention distinction somewhat resembles the distinction between eventual permission (for
a given program) and behavioral permission (roughly, for all programs preserving the typing
discipline, which due to types controlling permissions is also similar to Miller’s notion of a
topology-of-permissions based bound on authority), which also touches upon the distinction
between what a program might actually do based on its code versus what it may have (or
obtain) authority to do ignoring the details of the particular program. We propose the
use-mention distinction not to supplant such analyses of capability systems, but specifically
to distinguish the loss of precision capability-bound reasoning suffers in comparison to effect
systems.

2.2 Working Around Use-Mention Conflation

That the Microsoft C# prototype was used to write an entire operating system kernel [19]
and Pony is used in industry suggest that at least sometimes, this use-mention distinction is
not critical. Certainly, few developers wish to parallelize a local variable assignment alone.

There are also ways to work around this limitation when it otherwise might arise.
Reference capability type systems typically include weakening (or in the C# case, framing)
type rules, that allow variables that are not even mentioned to be temporarily set aside and
ignored, allowing capability-based reasoning to be applied more locally.

\[
\begin{align*}
T\text{-Weakening} & : \Gamma \vdash e : \tau \quad \Delta, \Gamma \vdash e : \tau \\
T\text{-Frame} & : \Gamma \vdash C \vdash \Gamma' \\
& \Delta, \Gamma \vdash C \vdash \Delta, \Gamma'
\end{align*}
\]

Both rules simply state that if an expression or command is well-typed with certain variables,
then it remains well-typed (with the same type) in the presence of additional variables. Often
this is enough to side-step conflation of use and mention: operations like the problematic
local variable write above can frequently be refactored to a separate part of the program (e.g.,
before or after introducing concurrency), and this is arguably better coding style anyways.

Consider a variation on the recovery example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{x, y : \text{immutable } T, b : \text{writable } U\} \\
\{x, y : \text{immutable } T\} \\
\{x, y : \text{immutable } T\} \\
\{x, y, z : \text{mutable } T\} \\
\{x, y, z : \text{mutable } T\} \\
\{x, y, z : \text{mutable } T, b : \text{writable } U\}
\end{align*}
\]

This is the same code as the previous recovery example, but type-checked with an
additional variable \( b \) in scope with a writable permission. The initial type environment
would fail the IsolatedOrImmutable check in T-RECOVER IMM because \( b \) is writable. However
framing away the extra `writable` variable that is not needed in the recovery region (i.e., instantiating `T-FRAME` with `Δ = b : writable U`) allows recovery to be used with an environment containing only `x` and `y`, both `immutable`. Thus while context-bounding risks losing precision due to the inability to distinguish use and mention, this weakness is tempered in a subtle way by the most humble of type system rules. An under-appreciated aspect of these rules in type theories is that they imply the “extra” variables in `Δ` are definitely not used by the expression at hand.\(^6\)

It is known that removing structural rules like weakening leads to very different type theories (substructural type theories [62]), but we believe we are the first to remark upon this interplay between weakening and the precision of context-bounded reasoning as a general phenomenon, rather than simply exploiting it. Unique, linear, and affine capabilities all typically rely on restricting a different structural rule (contraction) that permits multiple uses of the same variable (including in the aforementioned read-only reference systems).

Another more unique use of structural constraints and capabilities is the work of Giannini et al. [23], who extend the expressivity of the C# dialect and Pony’s recovery. Those languages require strict lexical nesting of recovery blocks, which can make some sophisticated uses of recovery difficult to write. Giannini et al. modify the structure of contexts to track multiple sets of variables for recovery simultaneously (keeping them separated), allowing a typing derivation to switch between active sets for different expressions, without any particular nesting order. They motivate this extension from a very pragmatic point of view, but their enhancement is essentially enriching contexts with additional structure typical of a substructural logic or type system, with their new rules playing the role of novel structural rules that permute the context to swap active and “inactive” portions. They noticed an interplay between structural rules and reference capabilities in a particular context, but did not highlight it as a general issue. Still, the general issue and their result suggest deeper investigation of the interactions between capabilities and structural rules is warranted.

### 2.3 The Limits of Workarounds

Ultimately, even with the subtle benefits of weakening, the question of whether the use-mention distinction is important depends on the specific problem at hand. For safe parallelism and method purity, the past few years have strongly suggested that the use-mention distinction is not a serious problem. Since capability-based reasoning about those effects is usually powerful enough, it is usually preferable to a full effect system due to its comparative simplicity (we see the alternative in Section 3).

Contrast this against another problem: preventing any thread other than the distinguished UI event loop thread from directly updating objects representing the UI – considered an error in most UI frameworks, often resulting in program termination if a program violates this discipline. In prior work, we proposed an effect system [26] that prevented such errors. Like the reference capability examples mentioned earlier, this has also seen adoption in industry (through Stein et al.’s clever extensions [55]), offering some evidence that this was a good design decision.

A key part of the work was distinguishing which objects had UI-related methods and which objects did not. This was delineated in the type system using a type qualifier – the same type of machinery used to manage reference capabilities – but the actual analysis relied

\(^6\) This is slightly surprising in contrast to separation logic, where the equivalent framing rule is (rightly) viewed as a powerful reasoning principle [53].
on an effect system. Because the qualifiers could be interpreted as capabilities (a thread cannot access UI elements if it holds no references to UI objects), a plausible alternative to an effect system would have been to use a context restriction on code that ran on background threads (those that should not update the UI directly): forbid them access to UI-related objects, by a rule similar to the safe parallelism rule shown earlier. This work was carried out shortly after work on the C# dialect, in parallel with a related reference capability system [27] refining the notion of read-only references. As a result, we considered this approach during the design of what became an effect system.

But the challenge is this: the details of how background threads notify the UI of completed work. Consider this typical sequence of steps in a user interface. When the user clicks a button, an event handler is triggered on the UI event loop thread to handle the input. If the work to be done is expensive, then rather than blocking the UI thread, the handler offloads work to a background thread. Running work on the background thread will allow the UI to respond to other inputs while the work is ongoing. But once the work is done the display must be updated with the results. Background threads are forbidden from directly updating the UI themselves, for a variety of reasons discussed elsewhere [26]. So when the work is completed, the code executing on the background thread must somehow trigger an update to occur on the UI thread to indicate completion and/or display the results.

In all current UI frameworks, this occurs by permitting the background thread to hold (mention) a reference to UI elements, and send them in a closure to the UI thread – which then executes the code, using the reference to update the UI. Figure 2 gives a concrete example of this. The JLabel on line 1 in Figure 2 is a UI element that should only be used on the UI thread. But the background thread code (the Thread.run implementation starting on line 3) holds a reference to the label through the expensive work, which is then passed back to the UI thread inside a Runnable, whose body (line 7) is then safely invoked from the UI thread. Preventing the flow of any @UI object references into background threads would reject this code – and essentially all code written for existing UI libraries. In this case, an effect system was required to distinguish use and mention.

The use-mention distinction also arises in a second form for this problem: existing code mixes methods that should run on background threads in the same classes as methods that must run on the UI thread. Arguably this could be recast as a granularity issue – splitting capabilities into those granting UI method rights and those not granting UI method rights, following the compatible aliasing approach we discuss later, could work. But in that case it leads to capability types that are more complex than the effects – the capabilities would need to track sets of permitted methods, while there are only two effects in the solution (plus effect variables for effect polymorphism): @SafeEffect ⊑ @UIEffect.
2.3.1 Counterarguments

One possible objection to the above is that the problem above may be avoidable through use of different abstraction principles, such as defining the Runnable above in a context with the JLabel in scope, applying some variant of an anti-frame rule [52] – a formalization of information hiding, in this case encapsulating a capability inside the Runnable – to encapsulate the reference, and then defining the thread separately such that it cannot even (directly) mention the JLabel. However, this alone simply inverts the problem with use-mention distinctions: rather than treating mention as use, it hides both! To ensure the background thread does not call the run() method that accesses the label, it is necessary to prevent use (calling). To allow the functionality it is necessary to still allow the thread to pass the Runnable to Display.asyncExec. To permit one without the other requires another distinction of use and mention – which we would argue, is an effect system. In addition, such an approach would also prohibit background thread code from, for example, preparing a list of objects to update on the UI thread, which inherently requires the ability to mention the UI object references for storage.

A potentially stronger counterargument might stem from claiming that the difficulty with context bounding above stems from conflating capabilities with references, as all reference capability systems do. This conflation means that capabilities can be stored in the heap. In contrast, static capabilities divorced from data may permit additional separation: the UI thread might possess a static capability that it keeps, and UI-sensitive operations (methods) should require (and return) this unique capability. This does make it impossible to invoke a UI operation on a background thread! However, we would argue that this is essentially an effect system: @UIEffect can be read as marking methods that require and return the hypothetical separate capability. We are not alone in this view.

Walker et al. [63] give a translation from the region calculus of Tofte and Talpin [57, 58] to a calculus of static capabilities (independent from values), and note that for this class of capabilities the distinction is in some ways a subjective difference between analyzing the behavior of code (as an effect system or monadic approach might) or dictating up front what the permissible actions are (the capability view).

More recent work on capability-based effect systems similarly takes the explicit view that capabilities grant permission to cause effects, leading to systems that restrict effects by restricting the flow of capabilities. Liu et al. [38, 39] propose distinguishing stoic functions as those that do not capture capabilities (directly or indirectly), and obtain stoic functions purely by capability-bounded reasoning: all functions are initially typed as possibly capturing, and a function that is well-typed in a context with no capabilities (or capability-capturing closures) can be downcast to a stoic function type (akin to recovery), which means any effects of the function then appear explicitly in its signature as capability arguments, akin to a latent effect (taking the capability as an argument does not oblige the function to use it directly). Careful use of stoic functions could be used to ensure background thread code does not capture the hypothetical UI capability, making the distinction between the two effects of interest equivalent to whether or not code accepts the UI capability as an argument. Liu et al. refer to program changes to pass capabilities instead of capturing them as “making their effects explicit.” Osvald et al. [50] explicitly equate the capabilities required for a method with method effects, following Marino and Millstein’s generic effect framework [41] that explicitly formulates effects as sets of capabilities.
3 Effects, Naming, and Invariants

Given the fact that effect systems can handle the use-mention distinction, why would we ever use only capabilities to bound behaviors in a static system? The main technical reason to choose capabilities is that they permit reasoning about effects for code that is not inspected, as in precompiled library code when retrofitting a type system, or dynamically loaded code. But in the case that all code is compiled with a tool performing the same analysis (supporting separate compilation), this advantage is less important. Why would we choose capabilities over effects in this case?

The answer is informal and subjective: simplicity. Simplicity when capabilities are adequate in practice is a compelling answer for many reasonable people. But the previous section gave an example where an effect system not only handled the use-mention distinction, but was also simpler than a plausible capability-based approach. It turns out, simplicity often favors the other direction. Effect systems excel at reasoning about the behavior of individual sections of code – but not at reasoning about the behavior of all code at the same time on specific shared objects with many different names. In short, effect systems struggle to retain simplicity while enforcing invariants, particularly when they must relate multiple names to multiple entities (which is necessary to ensure multiple uses are similar).

3.1 A Thought Experiment: Replacing Reference Immutability with Effects

Consider, as we did, designing an effect system that accepts precisely the same programs as a reference immutability system. For simplicity let us consider ReIm [33], which has only mutable and transitively read-only references – no uniqueness, and no absolute immutability. The type rules for this system are fairly straightforward: they extend the standard class-based object-oriented type system rules to include the qualifiers in the subtyping relation, and beyond this administrative “plumbing” the main changes are the same one common to all deep reference immutability type systems:

- The rule for type checking field writes requires the reference to the modified object to be writable.
- The rule for field reads ensures that if the base object reference used for a field read is readable, then so is the result, regardless of the permission in the field declaration.

As a consequence of these rules, for a program to follow a path through the heap to perform a write, every reference traversed along that path (local variable and field type alike) must be writable.

An effect system with the same precision in terms of which references are used (transitively) for mutation is quite complex. Assuming all local variables are let-bound (i.e., final, and cannot be rebound) for simplicity, indicating that a variable was used directly for writing is straightforward:

\[
\Gamma(x) = T \quad \tau \in \text{Fields}(T) \quad \Gamma \vdash e : \tau \mid \chi
\]
\[
\Gamma \vdash x.f := e : U \mid \{wr(x)\} \cup \chi
\]

This rule simply takes the type \( \tau \) and effect \( \chi \) of the right hand side, and adds to it an effect indicating the base reference \( x \) was used for writing. The challenge arises when reconciling external and internal variables. Consider:

\[
\text{let } x = e_1 \text{ in } e_2
\]
If \( e_2 \) contains a write through \( x \), then \( e_2 \)'s effect should include \( wr(x) \), indicating that \( x \) is used as if it were mutable. But outside the body of this let, \( x \) is meaningless\(^7\) – what it refers to depends on \( e_1 \), and in general may refer to one of several objects (e.g., if \( e_1 \) involves a conditional or heap dereference). A sound effect system would need to take any effects on \( x \) and conservatively assume they could occur for any of the objects \( e_1 \) may evaluate to. But this then requires the effect system to reason about may-alias relationships – possible, but tricky, since this in turn requires naming sets of objects in the heap in a precise manner. Essentially, an effect system approach collects aliasing and use information and propagates it outwards to be reasoned about wholesale. For a transitive reference immutability system like ReIm, this information would also need to track origin information: it is possible that \( x \) itself may never be used for writing in \( e_2 \), but some other reference, obtained by reading through \( x \) could be – and in that case, \( x \) would need to be indicated as usable for (transitive) write access as well.

One could consider extending this experiment to more nuanced systems of read-only references. We considered such an experiment ourselves after working on the UI threading effect system, trying to build a precise effect system analogue of the C# reference immutability system; the naming and usage information for an effect system approach to that language seems to grow even faster than for ReIm. The same extrapolation applies to related systems like Pony [12] and L42 [23].

In this case using an effect system seems highly undesirable, and prone to significant complexity. What changed from the UI threading effect system? In this thought experiment, we considered a system where access paths through the heap are important, and object identity is important. For the UI threading case, neither of those are true. A diligent student of the literature on effect systems might point out the similarities between the considerations for let-binding above and the \texttt{letregion} construct in calculi for region-based memory management [56, 58]. These calculi have effect systems with similar read and write effects on a per-region basis, rather than per object, and the effects are read and write behaviors to specific regions. This separation from naming individual objects or tracking access paths is a substantial simplification. The case of a region name being limited to a specific lexical scope also arises for \texttt{letregion}, but there the region that is undefined outside that scope simply doesn’t exist – nor do any data or types that might depend on it – because the binding construct is also the (de)allocation construct, and typing rules for \texttt{letregion} forbid the appearance of the bound (then deallocated) region in the construct’s result type. Object- and reference capability systems tend to be used for situations involving one or both of these features that lead to more complex effects – object identity and heap paths.

### 3.2 Global Invariants via Local Capabilities

Capabilities, on the other hand, allow this kind of reasoning to be handled purely locally, usually without naming issues or explicit tracking of access paths. Type contexts, along with the field type look-ups typical in type systems for OO languages excel at identifying sets of objects used similarly, because they actually force sets of objects to be used similarly – the type system will statically ensure that all values dynamically bound to a certain variable (or field) are used at the same type. When absolute similarity is problematic, polymorphism over types or permissions is possible [16, 29, 36]. This is important because these points of the system – variable and field types – already conflate types of different objects in standard

\(^7\) Or worse, means something else if it was shadowing another \( x \).
type systems. So tying capabilities to variable and field types essentially enforces a kind of invariant: it conflates capabilities in the same places a traditional type system already conflates basic types. As a result, this leads to little additional friction for developers already using a typed language. Effect systems such as the hypothetical effect version of reference immutability must somehow reconstruct this sort of conflation that comes for free when the effects are restricted by the type context.

Static reference capability systems of recent years also all carry a notion of compatibility between references/capabilities. In many static reference capability systems, each reference permission comes with not only restrictions on how it is used, but restrictions on how aliases are used. These systems maintain a global invariant that for any two aliases, the permissions granted via one reference are a subset of the interference assumed by the other, in both directions. The early papers on rely-guarantee references [27], rely-guarantee protocols [43], and Pony [12] give particularly thorough accounts of this. This notion of compatibility between aliases is imposed any time references are duplicated, and in the case of systems like Kappa [5], joined as well.

Preserving compatibility between aliases can also be done locally, without name binding issues. In each case, one type \( A \) may be split into two others \( B \) and \( C \) if:

- \( B \) and \( C \)'s combined capabilities do not exceed \( A \)'s original capabilities for modification, and
- \( B \) (resp. \( C \)) assumes at least as much interference as \( A \) assumed
- \( B \) (resp. \( C \)) assumes at least as much interference as \( C \)'s (resp. \( B \)'s) capabilities provide.

As a concrete example, consider the rely and guarantee components of a rely-guarantee reference [27, 28], which specify binary relations constraining what modifications that reference may be used for (the guarantee) and what its aliases may be used for (the rely). A reference of type \( \text{ref}\{N | > 5\}[\leq, =] \) refers to a natural number strictly greater than 5, assumes aliases may increment the number (any time an alias modifies the stored value, the old value must be \( \leq \) the new value, and typing may rely on this fact), and may only be used for reading (or non-modifying writes; new values must be \( = \) the old value, and the type system must guarantee uses obey this restriction). This may be split into two copies of itself (it is reflexively splittable), because none of the three (original and the two split copies) permits writes, but all would tolerate increments through aliases. Moreover, because the predicate on the referent (that it is greater than 5) is preserved by the guarantee (equality), this check on reference splitting ensures the predicate will be preserved by all possible references, with only point-wise checks every time a new alias is created. In contrast, a reference of type \( \text{ref}\{N | > 5\}[=, \leq] \) may be used for incrementing, but assumes all aliases are read-only. So it may not be duplicated na"\i"vely: each copy would assume it was the only reference that could be used for increments. This permits some very granular reasoning about side effects, without a full effect system (though again, not distinguishing mention and use).

As one could imagine, extending our thought experiment of a purely effect system replacement for ReIm to a system like this would produce very complex effects, adding constraints from these binary relations into effects dealing with naming and aliasing. By enforcing this restriction on duplicating references, the type system can ensure the value stored in that reference remains greater than 5 without explicitly tracking where the aliases go or when they are used.

In the “reference immutability” family of read-only reference type systems [29, 12, 32, 33, 65, 66, 59], compatibility typically requires no special care – the shape of the permission subtyping relationships already ensures any duplication preserves compatibility (setting
We previously encountered the challenges involved in maintaining global invariants with effects. The goal was to allow JavaScript to be run on embedded devices, faster than via an interpreter, when designing a type system to enable efficient ahead-of-time compilation of JavaScript [7].

In other systems, the changes remain relatively local following the general argument above. Rely-guarantee references [27, 28] use a notion of type splitting, $\Gamma \vdash \tau \prec \tau' \ast \tau''$ to check that when a value (particularly one containing references) is duplicated, it can be split into compatible types $\tau'$ and $\tau''$. It generally recursively checks splitting, bottoming out at the reference splitting rule, which looks somewhat complex but merely formalizes the three aspects of compatibility above (plus preservation of predicates):

$$\begin{align*}
\text{REF-\_STAR} & \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash \text{ref}\{b \mid \phi\}[R', G'] \quad \Gamma \vdash \text{ref}\{b \mid \phi''\}[R'', G''] \quad \emptyset \subset [G'] \subseteq [R'] 
\quad \theta \subseteq [G''] \subseteq [R''] \quad [G'] \cup [G''] \subseteq [G] 
\quad [R'] \subseteq [R] \quad [R] \subseteq [R'']}{\Gamma \vdash \text{ref}\{b \mid \phi\}[R, G] \prec \text{ref}\{b \mid \phi'\}[R'[ \uplus R''], G'] \ast \text{ref}\{b \mid \phi''\}[R'', G'']} \end{align*}$$

This formalizes splitting type $A$ into types $B$ and $C$ ($\Gamma \vdash A \prec B \ast C$) when all are rely-guarantee references. Beyond checking that the new types $B$ and $C$ are well-formed, it checks that $B$ and $C$’s combined capabilities (guarantees) do not exceed $A$’s ($G' \cup G'' \subseteq G$), that $B$ assumes at least as much interference as $A$ ($R \subseteq R'$), and that $B$ tolerates interference from $C$ ($G'' \subseteq R'$) (plus the symmetric checks on $C$).

This splitting check is inserted into a couple obvious locations in static reference capability systems, wherever new aliases may be created – variable reads, memory reads, and parameter passing. Rely-guarantee protocols [43, 44] do a form of model checking to check compatibility in the same places. Kappa [5] has a similar notion of packing and unpacking composite capabilities. Maintaining this compatibility invariant with only local checks means that the concurrent versions of these systems [44, 5, 28] no longer require explicit bounding checks for concurrency – simply splitting well-formed type contexts (and certain assumptions about the granularity of interleaving) is sufficient for safety. And because the combined permissions of the two new references cannot grant more authority than the original’s permissions, any invariant enforced by the original is enforced by both new references as well.\(^8\) Typestate managed via permission [48, 22] has analogous checks.

This discussion, however, is abstracted from concrete use cases. And it is worth asking whether some particular aspects of reference immutability, particularly the transitive variants, might make the problem worse than it could be (though we didn’t get that far above).

### 3.3 Invariants for JavaScript, Instead of Effects

We previously encountered the challenges involved in maintaining global invariants with effects when designing a type system to enable efficient ahead-of-time compilation of JavaScript [7]. The goal was to allow JavaScript to be run on embedded devices, faster than via an interpreter, but with lower memory footprint than a JavaScript JIT (which in addition to keeping the compiler in memory, keeps multiple versions of the code). The core idea behind the type system was to use types to rule out JavaScript behaviors that are especially difficult to optimize at compile time – those that would seem to require a JIT to execute efficiently – while permitting some of JavaScript’s (in)famous flexibility that did not seriously interfere with compilation. JavaScript’s semantics are full of cases that are difficult to compile efficiently ahead of time, but we will focus on one particularly tricky case that pushed the team towards capabilities.

---

\(^8\) In systems that permit recombining reference capabilities [5, 6, 44, 43], the new reference may grant more permissions that the two original pieces, but the system maintains that rejoining previously-split references never grants more authority than the original.
One aspect of JavaScript that makes it particularly difficult to optimize is the fact that object layouts are not fixed – fields may be added or removed dynamically. This means the typical approach to compiling field accesses in a language like Java or C – emitting a constant-time access to a statically-known offset from the object’s base pointer – does not work in general. Fortunately, a significant amount of JavaScript code is reasonably well-behaved and does not add fields once an object is fully initialized. But because normal JavaScript will silently create fields if a program writes to one that doesn’t exist, it is easy to do this unintentionally.

Consider the code in Figure 3. `F` is a (pre-ES6) constructor. Calling `new F()` allocates a new object, sets `F.prototype` as that object’s `prototype` (source of inherited properties), and executes the code of the function `F` with that new object as the receiver. In JavaScript, if a field is read on an object, but does not exist there, the runtime checks for that field in the object’s prototype. If it is there, it returns the value from the prototype. Otherwise the runtime checks the prototype’s prototype, and so on, until the field is found or there are no more prototypes. A field write, however, always writes to the immediate referent, and never consults the prototype chain. This makes subtle mistakes possible. The call to `f.inc()` increments the field `x` in `f` as expected; `inc` is found in the prototype object, invoked with `f` as the receiver, and the write in that method writes to `f`. The last line of Figure 3 invokes the method on the `prototype`, however, which is probably not supposed to have an `x` field at all. In standard JavaScript runtimes, this would run without error: reads of undefined fields return a special `undefined` value, which is coerced to a number (really, `NaN`) by addition, and the increment then writes to `f`, which will result in the runtime dynamically adding the field. But `F.prototype` is intended to be the equivalent of an abstract class – all methods, no data. For the purposes of ahead-of-time compilation, this would be a problem to avoid.

The heart of the problem above is that the `inc` method writes to `this.x`, and therefore should only be executable on objects that (should) have a field `x` before the call. The last line of code should then be rejected because it calls `inc` on an object missing required fields. The actual system design included many other issues, but this problem could be viewed as the defining challenge for the system: if all objects were guaranteed to have fixed object layout, then a runtime system incapable of dynamic field addition and removal could still preserve the original program semantics.
Building a type system for a dynamic language essentially always requires structural types (i.e., record types with width subtyping [4]), which enumerate which fields were present in each object, leading to types like

\{ x : \text{number}, y : \text{number}, m : () \to \text{number} \}

indicating two numeric fields and a method returning a number.\(^9\) Initial work on the project [9] also made clear a need to distinguish definitely-local fields (like \(f.x\)) that could be written safely, and possibly-inherited fields (like \(f.inc\)) – field accesses to the former can be compiled more efficiently than the latter. This leads to split object types of the form \(\{ r | w \}\), where \(r\) contains the types of readable fields known to be present somewhere (locally or inherited), and \(w\) contains the types of writable fields known to be present on the immediate referent.

We can explore another thought experiment, which is actually a reproduction of the original trajectory in designing this as an effect system, prior to correcting to a capability system. Initially, it appeared\(^10\) we should view the problem in terms of which fields of each object were accessed (in which ways) by each section of code. In hindsight, we can concisely state that the goal was to ensure each object had a fixed object layout, and that all references to each object collaboratively maintained that fixed layout as an invariant, as alluded to in the previous subsection. Both of these are correct points of view, but they lead to very different system designs.

### 3.3.1 The Effect System Approach

An early approach to handling the problem in Figure 3 was an effect system tracking which fields of the receiver were written by each method. In this case, the problematic call above is rejected by the draft rule T-MCallSketch: \(F.prototype\)’s type does not include \(x\), while \(inc\)’s effect would indicate it would write \(this.x\).

\[
T-MCallSketch \\
\Gamma \vdash e : \{ r | w \} \mid \chi \\
m : (\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n) \xrightarrow{\chi_m} \tau \in (r \cup w) \mid \chi_i \forall i \in 1..n. \Gamma \vdash e_i : \tau_i \mid \chi_i \\
\Gamma \vdash e.m(e_1 \ldots e_n) : \tau \mid \chi \cup \bigcup_{i=1..n} (\chi_i) \\
\chi_m \subseteq w
\]

In particular, the final antecedent (the subset check) would fail.

Going even slightly beyond this example, however, quickly pushes this idea into unwieldy territory, because this requires tracking not only presence or absence of object modification as in the previous thought experiment, but also which parts of an object were modified. Objects also sometimes pass the receiver as an argument to methods of other objects (notice that if one of the parameters passed in T-MCallSketch is the receiver, this – unsoundly – does not affect the overall effect). So to track the correct set of receiver field writes for a method containing \(\texttt{foo.bar(this)}\), it becomes necessary to track which fields \(\texttt{foo.bar}\) actually writes to on its (initial) first argument – accounting for subsequent aliasing and transitive calls within \(\texttt{foo.bar}\) as well.

\(^9\) In this exposition, we will only consider methods, even though the full system supported functions as well.

\(^10\) What follows reflects a personal view of what appeared “obvious” at different points in time, and the actual design process the present author engaged in; we do not mean to suggest our coauthors were predisposed to the same mistakes.
But the trouble does not end there, as it did in the ReIm effect system thought experiment above. Reference immutability type systems (and reference capability systems in general) only articulate constraints on interface components – the receiver, method parameters, and return value – and need not explicitly describe internal behaviors, keeping the types relatively simple. These effects, however, expose internal implementation details of objects, like “private” field names. For examples like Figure 3 alone, this abstraction violation is merely uncomfortable. But it quickly becomes a technical problem.

Notice that instances of Figure 3’s \( F \) implement a structural interface with methods to increment a counter and get its current value. Assuming the split object types outlined above, \( f \) can be given a concise type:

\[
\{ \text{inc} : () \xrightarrow{x} () | x : \text{number} \}
\]

This type says the object has (possibly-inherited) fields \( \text{inc} \) and \( \text{get} \), and a local field \( x \). If another object \( g \) implements the same interface, but uses internal field name \( y \) to store its count, it would have type:

\[
\{ \text{inc} : () \xrightarrow{y} () | y : \text{number} \}
\]

Now we have a problem: what are the effects of these methods in the least common supertype of these types, which we would need to store \( f \) and \( g \) in the same local variable or pass them to the same methods? The increment method’s effect mentions \( x \) in \( f \)’s type, while the effect of \( g \)’s increment method mentions \( y \). The effects are incompatible.

Depth subtyping on mutable records is unsound in general, but the methods are in the read-only part of the object (since they are inherited), so depth subtyping is sound for them. This means that for the \( \text{inc} \) method, using subtyping to over-approximate the actual effect of each method is sound, so the least upper bound of the incrementing interfaces could then be:

\[
\{ \text{inc} : () \xrightarrow{x,y} () | \}
\]

This combines width subtyping (which drops fields that do not exist in both objects) with depth subtyping on the read-only fields. This is a meaningful upper bound: the latent effect over-approximates both implementations’ effects. But \( x \) and \( y \) do not appear in this type, so checking that such an object contains all fields mentioned in the method effects in order to type-check a method invocation would fail – and in fact, neither object has both field \( x \) and field \( y \).

We can resolve this, perhaps, by existentially quantifying over the particular field. But since this is a general issue of representing internal state, we must also abstract over the field’s type. And of course, there’s no requirement that two implementations of the same abstract interface use the same \textit{number} of fields to store their state, leading to existential quantification over \textit{rows} [64] – essentially fragments of object types\footnote{Rows were originally used as an alternative to bounded polymorphism in object or record calculi, such as \( \forall X :: \text{row}. \forall W :: \text{row}. \{ \text{inc} : () \xrightarrow{\text{wr}(X)} () | W \} \)}:

\[
\exists X :: \text{row}. \exists W :: \text{row}. \{ \text{inc} : () \xrightarrow{\text{wr}(X)} () | W \}
\]

This type essentially says the \( \text{inc} \) method modifies some set \( X \) of receiver fields, and existentially quantifies over locally-present fields.

\[\text{Rows were originally used as an alternative to bounded polymorphism in object or record calculi, such as } \forall X :: \text{row}. x \notin X \Rightarrow \{ x :: \text{number}, X \} \times \{ x :: \text{number}, X \} \rightarrow \{ x :: \text{number}, X \} \text{ as the type of a function that takes two objects with common fields including a field } x \text{, and returning whichever has the larger value in the field } x \text{. Rows are now also used in effect systems [37] in an analogous way, but this is orthogonal to our capabilities vs. effects discussion.}\]
But even this is not a complete solution! Now we can again store references to \( f \) and \( g \) in the same storage location by making different choices for the existentials, and now no longer leak information about the names of internal fields. But we haven’t solved the original problem. We still need to know if the now-existentially-quantified row of fields written by the method is a subset of the fields actually present in the object in order to invoke the method. This information is not only lost by width subtyping and the abstraction of the existential, but the relationship between the row and other fields the object may contain is not captured by the type.

In the more concrete case of \( f \) and \( g \), their common supertype again cannot explicitly mention the presence of \( x \) or \( y \), since neither field is in both objects. This leads to further existential quantification, and bounding of row variables! To actually \texttt{invoke} \texttt{inc} through the abstract interface, we must know the written fields are a subset of the present fields. We can embed this information by using \textit{bounded existentially quantified row variables}:

\[
\exists W :: \text{row}. \exists X \subseteq W \{ \text{inc} : () \rightarrow (\) | W \}
\]

But at the cost of some complexity, it seems this does offer a path to solve the original problem: each method may possibly write different subsets of local fields, and it seems if enough constraints are added, it should be possible to make the necessary connections to check that invoked methods only access fields that are actually present on the receiver.

Yet it is still not a complete solution. This path can handle the increment example. But to solve the original problem, two \textit{additional and substantial} extensions are still required. First, there is a parallel problem with methods possibly \textit{reading} fields that may not be present in the prototype chain. Without completing this exercise in full detail, note that because field reads and writes do not obey quite the same restrictions, handling reads effectively doubles the number of row variables and bounds (for every method signature), though the bounds for reading are slightly more relaxed than those for writing (since fields may be local or inherited). Reading from an inherited field is acceptable and is in fact how method dispatch commonly works in JavaScript. With the code in Figure 3, calling \texttt{f.incAndCount()} should be permitted, even though the body of that method, inherited from the prototype, invokes (and therefore reads) two inherited method fields. Extending for method-read sets results in types like this one, which adds more complex constraints to deal with the fact that reading writable fields is safe:

\[
\exists R, W :: \text{row}. \exists X \subseteq W \exists Y \subseteq (R \cup W). \{ \text{inc} : () \rightarrow (\), \text{get} : () \rightarrow \text{number}, R \rightarrow W \}
\]

Second, we have not addressed the additional complication mentioned earlier: the receiver may escape a method, so tracking \textit{only} the receiver fields a method modifies is insufficient! Consider a method body that registers the receiver for updates:

```javascript
Foo.prototype.reregister = function() {
    this.targetSource.registerListener(this);
}
```

If the \texttt{registerListener} method modifies its argument (directly or by invoking methods that do so), those modifications should also be reflected in the effect of the \texttt{reregister} method. But the only way for this to work is if the type or effect of \texttt{registerListener} reflects the fields it updates \textit{on its arguments}, as well as on its receiver \texttt{(this.targetSource in this case)}. This also brings in the aliasing issues discussed in the effect system reconstruction of ReIm.

As presented here, the complexity is clearly significant even before it is carried to its logical conclusion. But at what point during this design process did it \textit{become too complex}? Can we identify a point in this design evolution where it clearly crossed the line? The project
required structural types for objects from the start, so it’s hard to tell exactly which pieces of
the growth above are truly necessary and which add too much complexity: rows for instance
originated in type inference for record calculi [64], and these kinds of constraints between rows
were known to be necessary to type certain kinds of programs [4]. The project goals included
regular developers using the result, so inference was a requirement, which then implied rows
and row constraints had a role to play. The eventual implementation uses rows, though
row constraints are limited to type inference only and ultimately do not appear in surface
types seen by developers. Many type systems with unpleasant core complexity manage to
tame some of it through convenient short-hands and careful selection of default assumptions.
So while hindsight shows this approach would have led to more complex metatheory and
implementation, and probably significantly worse error reporting, the fact that this approach
had some justification in its relationship to inference, and clearly exposed all of the required
information, made it harder to tell when this route might have crossed the line to being
unacceptably complex.

A fair question to ask at this point is also how much of this complexity stems from the
particular problem at hand — reasoning about the particular interaction of field reads and
writes with JavaScript’s uncommon inheritance model. Greenhouse and Boyland’s work
on an object-oriented analogue [30] of FX [40, 24] (an effect system for reasoning about
non-interference of program expressions) resembles early stages of the development outlined
here. They continued the FX emphasis on regions, and permitted Java classes to declare
abstract regions of fields. Regions existed in a nesting hierarchy (which inspired the same
structure in DPJ [1]), such as a hashtable having nested regions for keys and values to separate
impacts on those parts of the structure. Method effects were then the set of regions read
or written by the method, with field names acting as special (very specific) regions. Effects
could refer to specific object (e.g., the value region of a hashtable taken as a parameter),
which is roughly analogous to the outline we gave for handling the `reregister` example. As
a result actually checking their effect system requires points-to information [30, 2].

3.3.2 Back to Capabilities for Invariants

Starting from the outline above, how did we simplify the system? We can see several
steps to condense the information from our hypothetical complex effect system down to the
still-sophisticated, but more manageable published system [7]. The first step was to simply
impose a single upper bound on the written receiver fields, shared across all methods on
that object. Thus, object types would (sometimes) contain two kinds of object types: a
physical type describing the local and inherited fields (which fields are actually present, and
which are writable), and a method-required type describing sufficient receiver assumptions to
execute any attached methods. This moves part of the effect information from the methods
to the object type itself (and is a feature of the final system). The published system calls
the method-required portion of the type the method-accessed fields. Because both present
and method-access fields must further split into distinctions between possibly-inherited (and
therefore readable) and definitely-local (and therefore writable), this resulted at one point in
four-part object types

\[
\{ \begin{array}{c|c}
\text{Physically present fields} & \text{Method-accessed fields} \\
\hline
r & mr \\
\text{Readable} & \text{Method-read} \\
w & mw \\
\text{Writable} & \text{Method-written} \\
\end{array}
\}
\]

where each variable is a row:
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- \( r \) contains definitely-present, but possibly-inherited fields, which are safe to read.
- \( w \) contains definitely-present, definitely-local fields, which are safe to write.
- \( mr \) contains fields that may be read by some method, but are definitely not written by any method of the object.
- \( mw \) contains fields that may be written by some method of the object.

The method-access fields are taken to be a single upper bound on the effect of any method on the object, dualized to describe the capabilities sufficient to execute any method on the object. The other fields describe the physically present fields of the object, distinguishing those that are definitely local and can therefore be written without affecting object layout.

Then using the read-write split on physical fields (\( r \) and \( w \)) then becomes apparent as a way to summarize how a method uses its arguments – if \( \text{registerListener} \) above modifies field \( \text{foo} \) of its argument, it will be reflected in the required parameter type containing a writable field \( \text{foo} \) of the appropriate type, which we can interpret as a reference capability required by \( \text{registerListener} \). Since the types in the system already needed to track which fields are on the immediate referent (and therefore, safe to write without changing field layout) and which are possibly-inherited (so safe to read, but not necessarily safe to write), this actually removes some redundancy: the physical layout information plays double-duty as both a physical description and a capability granting read-access to present fields and write-access to local fields. And while it again begins to sacrifice the use-mention distinction, for this problem the distinction turns out not to be critical.

“Flattening” use information from effects into mention information in reference types (capabilities) addresses the issue of soundly tracking reads and writes. This leaves us with two other challenges raised above: reasoning about when it is actually safe to invoke a method, and abstracting types in a way that we can invoke methods based on interfaces with different implementations. Turning to the notion of asymmetric compatible capabilities that collaboratively enforce an invariant, we find another solution. When deciding whether it is safe to invoke a method, it is not really relevant which particular fields are present, only that those present include the ones accessed by methods (again, informally blurring some distinctions between reads and writes).

We can shift our view to maintaining each object as being either an abstract object (whose methods access fields that are not present, by analogy to an abstract class), or a concrete object with all the fields required (in the appropriate places) to safely invoke any of its methods (since there is now only one common bound on the behavior of all methods on an object). We can view membership in one of these sets as an invariant collaboratively maintained by all references to an object. Given one of the “double” object types suggested above, the check is simple: if every field assumed writable or readable by methods (i.e., in the method-accessed fields) is actually writable or readable on the physical object (i.e., in the right partition of the physically-present fields), then it is safe to invoke methods on that object. Moreover, once that check is performed for a given object, since the method-access field information for the object and the physical layout information should be invariant, the information about method-accessed fields can be discarded, leaving only the basic physical object type (\( r \) and \( w \)) as important.

For example, consider \( f \) and \( g \) from our earlier example. \( f \) would be given (full) type:

\[
\{ \text{inc : () } \rightarrow \text{()} | x : \text{number} | \emptyset | x : \text{number} \}
\]

and \( g \) would receive the analogous type mentioning \( y \):

\[
\{ \text{inc : () } \rightarrow \text{()} | y : \text{number} | \emptyset | y : \text{number} \}
\]
Since the method-written set is contained in the physically local writable set for each object, \( f \) can be given the simpler object type \( \{ \text{inc} : () \rightarrow () \mid x : \text{number} \}^{\text{NC}} \), where NC tags the object as concrete, indicating the check was performed when method-accessed fields were known, and aliases will ensure that check remains true. \( g \) can be given the analogous type mentioning \( y \), and then traditional width subtyping\(^1\) lets both be given the common supertype \( \{ \text{inc} : () \rightarrow () \mid \emptyset \}^{\text{NC}} \). This common supertype only mentions the method of interest, using standard subtyping to hide the irrelevant differences. But because it is flagged as concrete, the type system can permit the increment method to be invoked: the NC tag indicates the referent already satisfies sufficient invariants for any method invocation to be safe, and restrictions on how aliases are created (essentially, sound treatment of subtyping and field updates) ensure the invariant is preserved. Most people would agree this is substantially simpler than the type laden with explicit row quantification and constraints.

The only time the full double object types are required is when handling prototype objects (e.g., for initialization) or replacing existing methods. In those cases, it is necessary to check that the method-required half of the object type is (informally) a subtype of the assumed receiver type of a newly-installed method. Intuitively, that method-accessed sets are an invariant of the object, and attaching a method ensures the new method preserves that invariant (i.e., does not install a method that accesses other things). Read as capabilities, the full object types provide the extra information / permissions required to check method replacement, which takes the form of unattached methods with assumed receiver types stating the permissions required by the new method body. Chandra et al. call these full types prototypal types, and distinguish them from non-prototypal types that carry no method-accessed fields because they can only be created from prototypal types when the check that all method-accessed fields are present succeeds. In some cases complete objects may also be used as prototypes, so some objects may be aliased by references with dual types (prototypal) and by references with single types (non-prototypal). The non-prototypal concrete (i.e., NC) types grant the capability to invoke any visible methods. The dual (prototypal) types grant the capabilities to modify prototype or method members (and carry sufficient information to actually perform the containment checks between local fields and method assumptions).

While the discussion above focused on reasoning about access to specific fields, it is worth noting that all structural object types – including those just discussed – form a sort of reference capability with support for static delegation (but not revocation). If a developer wishes to pass an object to some code, but limit which methods of the object may be invoked, using width subtyping one can obtain a reference which does not mention the “restricted” operations, and a sound type system (and limiting reflection) ensures a callee will not

### 4 Conclusion

We have outlined what we have found to be the major trade-offs in practice between static (reference) capabilities and effect systems: choosing between simpler design and abstract reasoning principles, and handling the use-mention distinction. We have also highlighted examples of a subtle interplay between reference capabilities and modest aspects of type systems (weakening rules and type contexts) that results in useful added expressive power in a way that has not been highlighted previously. Lastly, we have tried to put these in context by explaining what breaks – functionally, or by introducing unwieldy complexity – when considering effect system versions of reference capability systems or vice versa, based on our personal experience facing these trade-offs while designing reference capability systems and

\(^1\)Tweaked for the read/write split of fields.
effect systems. We hope primarily that this will be useful to others in choosing between approaches to static reasoning, and helpful to newcomers seeking to better understand the trade-offs between these approaches.
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1 Introduction

In 1976, Susan Owicki and David Gries proposed an extension of Hoare’s axiomatic reasoning technique [15] to concurrent programs [25]. Their proof calculus allows one to reason about concurrent programs with shared variables via a number of proof rules, including the rules for sequential programs as introduced by Hoare plus an additional proof rule for concurrent composition. This composition rule basically allows for the conjunction of pre- and post-conditions of the process’ individual proofs, given that their proof outlines are interference free. Interference freedom requires that an assertion in the proof of one process cannot be invalidated by a statement in another process, when executed under the statement’s precondition.
Today, concurrent programs are run on multi-core processors. Multi-core processors come with weak memory models specifying the execution behaviour of concurrent programs. Reasoning consequently needs to be adapted to the memory model under consideration. Owicki-Gries reasoning is, however, fixed to the memory model of sequential consistency (SC) [23], and is unsound for weak memory models. Recent research has thus worked towards new sound proof calculi for concurrent programs. Most often, such approaches involve concurrent separation logics (e.g., GPS and RSL [32, 16]). These techniques constitute a radical departure from the (relatively) small and easy proof calculus of Owicki and Gries, further extending already complex logics. A proposal for a (rely-guarantee variant of) the Owicki-Gries proof system has been made by Lahav and Vafeiadis [21], however, requiring a strengthened non-interference check.

In this paper, we develop a proof method based on the Owicki-Gries proof calculus, keeping all of the original proof rules including the non-interference check unchanged. Our technique introduces a set of basic axioms to cope with memory accesses (reads, writes, read-modify-writes) and simple assertions that describe the current configuration of the weak memory state. Our proof calculus targets the weak memory model of the C11 programming language [8]. Here, we deal with the release-acquire-relaxed (RAR) fragment of C11 (thereby going further than prior work on Owicki-Gries reasoning for C11 [21]).

The key idea of our approach is the usage of novel assertions which enables the specification of thread-specific views on shared variables. We also include a specific assertion containing a modality for release-acquire (RA) synchronisation, capturing particularities of C11 RA message passing. The use of non-standard assertions as a consequence necessitates the introduction of new rules of assignment, formalising the effect of assignments on assertions.

We build our proof calculus on top of an operational semantics for C11 RAR. The semantics is a mixture of the operational semantics proposed by Doherty et al. [12] (for RAR) and Kaiser et al.’s semantics [16] for RA plus non-atomics. Correctness of this novel proposal is shown by proving it to coincide with the semantics defined by Doherty et al. [12] which in turn has been proven to coincide with the standard axiomatic semantics of Batty et al. [8]. We have formalised our semantics within the theorem prover Isabelle [26] and mechanically proved soundness of all of our new rules for C11 assertions. Moreover, we provide mechanical proofs of several litmus tests from the literature (message passing, load buffering, read-read coherence) as well as a version of Peterson’s algorithm adapted for C11 memory [12, 34].

**Overview.** The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we start with an example explaining the behaviour of concurrent programs on C11, motivating our novel assertions. Section 3 defines the syntax of C11 RAR programs and Section 4 its semantics. We present the proof calculus and its novel assertions in Section 5 via proofs of correctness for some standard litmus tests, and a case study of Peterson’s algorithm in Section 6. Section 7 describes our Isabelle mechanisation, Section 8 discusses related work and the last section concludes.

## 2 Deductive Reasoning for Weak Memory

In this section, we illustrate the basic principles of C11 synchronisation and our verification method by considering the message-passing example (Figures 1 and 2). The two programs are almost identical and consist of two threads executing in parallel, accessing shared variables. The assertions in curly brackets at the end specify the programs’ postconditions.
Thread 1: \( d := 5; f := R \ 1; \) until \( r1 = 1; \) 
\( r2 \leftarrow d; \) 
\( \{ r2 = 5 \} \)

Thread 2: \( d := 0; f := 0; \) 
\( \text{do } \text{r}1 \leftarrow \text{A } f \) \( \text{until } r1 = 1; \)
\( r2 \leftarrow d; \) 
\( \{ r2 = 0 \lor r2 = 5 \} \)

**Figure 1** Message-passing litmus test.

**Figure 2** Unsynchronised message passing.

The programs comprise two shared variables: \( d \) (that stores some data) and \( f \) (that stores a flag). In both programs, both \( d \) and \( f \) are initially 0. thread 1 updates \( d \) to 5, then updates \( f \) to 1. Thread 2 waits for \( f \) to be set to 1, then reads from \( d \). Under sequential consistency, one would expect that the final value of \( r2 \) is 5, since the loop in thread 2 only terminates after \( f \) has been updated to 1 in thread 1, which in turn happens after \( d \) has been set to 5. However, the C11 semantics allows the behaviour in Figure 2, where thread 2 may read a stale value of \( d \), and hence only the weaker postcondition \( r2 = 0 \lor r2 = 5 \) holds. To regain the expected behaviour, one must introduce additional synchronisation in the program. In particular, the write to \( f \) by thread 1 must be a releasing write (i.e., \( f := R \ 1 \)) and the read of \( f \) in thread 2 must be an acquiring read (i.e., \( r1 \leftarrow A \ f \)) as in Figure 1.

In sequential consistency all threads have a single common view of the shared state, namely all threads see the latest write that occurs for each variable. When a new write is executed, the views of all threads are updated so that they see this write. In contrast, each thread in C11 programs has its own view of each variable, which is affected by synchronisation annotations. Thus, for the program in Figure 2, after initialisation, all threads see the initial writes (i.e., \( d = 0, f = 0 \)). The assignments in thread 1 only change thread 1’s view, and leave thread 2’s view unchanged. Thus, after execution of \( f := 1 \), thread 2 has access to two values for \( d \) (i.e., \( d \in \{0, 5\} \)) and \( f \) (i.e., \( f \in \{0, 1\} \)). Even if thread 2 reads \( f = 1 \), its view of \( d \) remains unchanged and it continues to have access to both values of \( d \).

The program in Figure 1 has a similar semantics for initialisation and execution of thread 1, i.e., its execution does not affect the view of thread 2. However, due to the release-acquire synchronisation on \( f \) (notation \( R \) and \( A \)), after thread 2 reads \( f = 1 \), its view for \( d \) will be updated so that the stale value \( d = 0 \) is no longer available for it to read. One way to explain this behaviour is by thinking of thread 1 as passing its knowledge of the write to \( d \) to thread 2 via the variable \( f \), which is synchronised using the release-acquire annotations.

This intuition is captured formally using a semantics based on timestamps [16, 13, 17, 27], which enables one to encode each thread’s view and define how these views are updated. In this paper, we characterise the release-acquire-relaxed subset of C11 [12] (C11 RAR) using timestamps, which has a restriction prohibiting the so-called load-buffering litmus test\(^1 \) [22].

The main contribution of our paper is an assertion language that enables one to encode each thread’s view and define how these views are updated. In this paper, we characterise the release-acquire-relaxed subset of C11 [12] (C11 RAR) using timestamps, which has a restriction prohibiting the so-called load-buffering litmus test\(^1 \) [22].

The main contribution of our paper is an assertion language that enables one to encode each thread’s view and define how these views are updated. In this paper, we characterise the release-acquire-relaxed subset of C11 [12] (C11 RAR) using timestamps, which has a restriction prohibiting the so-called load-buffering litmus test\(^1 \) [22].

**Possible value.** A possible value assertion (denoted \( x \approx_t n \)) states that thread \( t \) can read value \( n \) of global variable \( x \), i.e., there is a write to \( x \) with value \( n \) beyond or including the viewfront\(^2 \) of thread \( t \). Note that there may be more than one such write, and hence

--

\(^1 \) Litmus tests are small code snippets with particularly interesting behaviour.
\(^2 \) We borrow the term viewfront from Popklaev et al. [27].
We start by defining the syntax of concurrent programs, starting with the structure of

\[
\text{Init: } d := 0; f := 0; \\
\{ f =_1 0 \land f =_2 0 \land d =_1 0 \land d =_2 0 \}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Thread 1} & & \text{Thread 2} \\
\{ f \not\approx_1 1 \land d =_1 0 \} & & \{ [f] = 1 \} (d =_2 5) \\
1 : d := 5; & & 3 : \text{do } r1 \leftarrow A \text{ until } r1 = 1; \\
\{ f \not\approx_2 1 \land d =_1 5 \} & & \{ d =_2 5 \} \\
2 : f := R \ 1; & & 4 : r2 \leftarrow d; \\
\{ \text{true} \} & & \{ r2 = 5 \}
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 3** Proof outline for message passing.

There may be several possible values for a given variable. For instance, there might be

one write to \( x \) with value \( v_1 \) in thread \( t \)'s viewfront and two more writes to \( x \) with values

\( v_2 \) and \( v_3 \) beyond the viewfront. Then assertions \( x \approx_1 v_1, x \approx_1 v_2 \) and \( x \approx_1 v_3 \) all hold.

**Definite value.** A definite value assertion (denoted \( x =_t n \)) states that thread \( t \)'s viewfront

is up-to-date with the writes to \( x \) (i.e., there is a single write to \( x \) beyond or including

the viewfront of thread \( t \)), and this write updates \( x \)'s value to \( n \). Thus, \( t \) definitely knows

the variable \( x \) to have value \( n \).

**Conditional value.** A conditional value assertion (denoted \( [x = n](y =_t m) \)) captures the

message passing idiom for variable \( y \) via variable \( x \). It guarantees that when thread \( t \)

reads \( x \) to be \( n \) via an acquiring read, a release-acquire synchronisation is induced and

thereby \( t \) learns the definite value of \( y \) to be \( m \). In particular, after reading \( x = n \) via

an acquiring read, the viewfront for \( t \) is updated so that the only write to \( y \) beyond or

including this viewfront is a write with value \( m \).

For the example in Figure 3, after initialisation, both threads 1 and 2 have definite value 0

for both \( d \) and \( f \). The precondition of \( d := 5 \) states that thread 2 cannot possibly observe 1

for \( f \) (i.e., \( f \not\approx_2 1 \), needed for interference freedom of proof outlines) and thread 1 definitely

observes 0 for \( d \) (i.e., \( d =_1 0 \)). These assertions can be proven *locally correct* and *interference

free* since thread 2 neither modifies \( d \) nor \( f \). The precondition of \( f := R \ 1 \) is similar but

with \( d =_1 5 \) in place of \( d =_1 0 \). The precondition of the *until* loop in thread 2 contains a

conditional value assertion, which ensures that if thread 2 reads \( f = 1 \) then it will definitely

read \( d = 5 \). This conditional value assertion enables one to establish local correctness of the

precondition (i.e., \( d =_2 5 \)) of the statement \( r2 \leftarrow d \), which leads to the postcondition of the

program. Each of the assertions in thread 2 can be proven to be interference free against

thread 1.

### 3 Program Syntax

We start by defining the syntax of concurrent programs, starting with the structure of

sequential programs (single threads). A thread may use *global* shared variables (from \( \text{Var}_G \))

and *local* registers (from \( \text{Var}_L \)). We let \( \text{Var} = \text{Var}_G \cup \text{Var}_L \) and assume \( \text{Var}_G \cap \text{Var}_L = \emptyset \).

Global variables can be accessed in three different *synchronisation modes: acquire* (\( A \), for

reads), *release* (\( R \), for writes) and relaxed (no annotation). The annotation RA is employed

for *update* operations, which read and write to a shared variable in a single atomic step. We

use \( x, y, z \) to range over global variables and \( r1, r2, \ldots \) to range over local variables. We

assume that \( \ominus \) is a unary operator (e.g., \( \neg \)), \( \oplus \) is a binary operator (e.g., \( \land, +, = \)) and \( n \)
is a value (of type Val). Expressions may only involve local variables. For a treatment of expressions with global variables in the semantics see [12]. The syntax of sequential programs, Com, is given by the following grammar (with \( r \in \text{Var}_L, x \in \text{Var}_G \)):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Exp}_L & ::= \text{Val} | r \oplus \text{Exp}_L | \text{Exp}_L \oplus \text{Exp}_L \\
\text{ACom} & ::= \text{skip} | x.\text{swap}(n)\alpha | r ::= \text{Exp}_L | x ::= \text{Exp}_L | r \leftarrow \text{[A]} x \\
\text{Com} & ::= \text{ACom} | \text{Com} ; \text{Com} | \begin{cases} B \text{ then Com} & \text{else Com} \\ \text{while } B \text{ do Com} \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

where we assume \( B \) to be an expression of type \( \text{Exp}_L \) that evaluates to a boolean. The statement \( x.\text{swap}(n)\alpha \) atomically reads the variable \( x \) (using an acquiring read) and updates \( x \) to value \( n \) (using a releasing write) in a single atomic step. Its execution therefore gives rise to an atomic read-modify-write update event. We have not included a \text{CAS} operation here; it could similarly be implemented by an update event (see e.g. [33]).

The notation \( \text{[X]} \) denotes that the annotation \( X \) is optional, where \( X \in \{A,R,G\} \), enabling one to distinguish relaxed, acquiring and releasing accesses. Loops will be used in other forms, like \text{do-until} or \text{do-while}, which are straightforward to define in terms of the command syntax above.

As is standard in Owicki-Gries proofs, we make use of \textit{auxiliary variables}, which are variables that do not affect the meaning of a program, but appear in proof assertions. We require that each auxiliary variable is \textit{local} to the thread in which it occurs. Auxiliary variables may only occur in assignments, not in conditional statements, and only in the form \( \alpha := E \), where \( E \in \text{Exp}_L \) and \( \alpha \) is an auxiliary variable\(^3\). Finally, we require that writes to auxiliary variables occur atomically in conjunction with another (non-auxiliary) atomic program step. Such atomic operations are written as \( \langle A, \alpha := E \rangle \), where \( A \in \text{ACom} \). This is more of a technical requirement which could also easily be relaxed. It guarantees that the programs without and with auxiliary variables have the same number of transitions (no stuttering steps).

For simplicity, we assume concurrency at the top level only. We let \( \text{Tid} \) be the set of all thread identifiers and use a function \( \text{Prog} : \text{Tid} \rightarrow \text{Com} \) to model a program comprising multiple threads. In examples, we typically write concurrent programs as \( C_1 \| \ldots \| C_n \), where \( C_i \in \text{Com} \). We further assume some initialisation of variables. The structure of our programs thus is \( \text{Init} : (C_1 \| \ldots \| C_n) \).

### 4 Semantics

The operational semantics for this language is defined in two parts. The \textit{program semantics} fixes the steps that the concurrent program can take. This gives rise to transitions \( (P, \text{lst}) \xrightarrow{a \tau} (P', \text{lst}') \) of a thread \( t \) where \( P \) and \( P' \) are programs, \( \text{lst} \) and \( \text{lst}' \) is the state of local variables and \( a \) is an action (possibly the silent action \( \tau \), see below). The program semantics is combined with a \textit{memory semantics} which reflects the C11 state (denoted by \( \sigma \)), and in particular the write actions from which a read action can read.

We start by fixing the actions, where \( x \in \text{Var}_G \) and \( n, m \in \text{Val} \):

\[
\text{Act} = \{ \text{rd}(x,n), \text{rd}^R(x,n), \text{wr}(x,n), \text{wr}^R(x,n), \text{upd}^R(x,n,m) \}
\]

containing actions for (releasing) reads, (acquiring) writes and updates (reading value \( n \) and writing \( m \)). We furthermore employ a silent \( \tau \) action and let \( \text{Act}_s = \text{Act} \cup \{ \tau \} \). For an action \( a \in \text{Act}_s \), we let \( \text{var}(a) \in \text{Var}_G \) be the variable read (or written to), \( \text{rdval}(a) \in \text{Val} \) be the

---

\(^3\) The locality requirement is the only difference to “normal” Owicki-Gries auxiliary variables.
value read and \( wr[a] \in \text{Val} \) be the value written. We let \( U \) denote the update actions, and distinguish the sets \( W_\text{A} \supseteq U \) (write release), \( R_\text{A} \supseteq U \) (read acquire), \( W_\text{X} \) (write relaxed) and \( R_\text{X} \) (read relaxed). Finally, we define \( R = R_\text{A} \cup R_\text{X} \) (all reads) and \( W = W_\text{R} \cup W_\text{X} \) (all writes). Typically, we refer to the elements of \( W \) as \textit{writes}, but note that this set also includes update actions.

4.1 Program Semantics

In the program semantics, we assume a function \( \text{lst} \in \text{Tid} \rightarrow (\text{Var}_L \rightarrow \text{Val}) \) (\( \rightarrow \) being a partial function), which returns the local state for the given thread. We assume that the local variables of threads are disjoint, i.e., if \( t \neq t' \), then \( \text{dom}(\text{lst}(t)) \cap \text{dom}(\text{lst}(t')) = \emptyset \). For an expression \( E \) over local variables, we write \( [E]_\alpha \) for the value of \( E \) in local state \( \text{lst} \in (\text{Var}_L \rightarrow \text{Val}) \); we write \( \text{lst}[r := n] \) to state that \( \text{ls} \) remains unchanged except for the value of local variable \( r \) which becomes \( n \).

Figure 4 gives the transition rules of the program semantics. The last rule, \( \text{Prog} \), lifts the transitions of threads to a transition for a concurrent program. The other rules concern the sequential part of the language. The rules in a sense ignore the fact that the language allows for global variables; the program semantics just details the values of local variables in component \( \text{ls} \). When global variables are read, the program semantics allows for any possible value to be read. This is combined with the memory semantics (formalised by \( \Rightarrow_M \)) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
(\text{P}, \text{lst}) & \xrightarrow{\tau} (\text{P}', \text{lst}') \\
(\text{P}, \text{lst}, \sigma) & \Rightarrow (\text{P}', \text{lst}', \sigma)
\end{align*}
\]

The transitions defined by \( \sigma \Rightarrow_M \sigma' \) ensure that read actions only return a value allowed by the C11 semantics and are defined in Section 4.2. The rules for all imperative program constructs (sequential composition, \textit{if} and \textit{while}) are standard.
4.2 Memory Semantics

Next, we detail the memory semantics, which is equivalent to an earlier operational reformulation [12] of the RAR fragment from [22].

**C11 State.** Table 1 summarises the components of a C11 state. Each global write is represented by a pair \((a, q)\) \(\in \mathbb{W} \times \mathbb{Q}\), where \(a\) is a write action, and \(q\) is a rational number that we use as a *timestamp* (c.f., [16, 13, 27]). The timestamps totally order the writes to each variable; the ordering induced by timestamps is also referred to as the *modification order* [22, 12] or *coherence order* [6]. For each write \(w = (a, q)\), we denote \(w\)'s timestamp by \(\text{tst}(w) = q\). We also lift the functions \(\text{var}\) and \(\text{wrval}\) to timestamped writes, e.g., \(\text{var}((a, q)) = \text{var}(a)\). The set of all writes that have occurred in the execution thus far is recorded in the state component \(\text{writes} \subseteq \mathbb{W} \times \mathbb{Q}\).

As described in Section 2, each state must record the writes that are observable to each read. To achieve this, we use two families of functions from global variables to writes, both of which record the *viewfronts* (c.f., [27, 17]).

- A function \(\text{tview}_t\) that returns the *viewfront* of thread \(t\) (one for each global variable). The thread \(t\) can read from any write to variable \(x\) whose timestamp is not earlier than \(\text{tview}_t(x)\). Accordingly, we define, for each state \(\sigma\), thread \(t\) and global variable \(x\), the set of *observable writes*:

\[
\sigma.\text{OW}(t, x) = \{ (a, q) \in \sigma.\text{writes} \mid \text{var}(a) = x \land \text{tst}(\sigma.\text{tview}_t(x)) \leq q \} \tag{1}
\]

- A function \(\text{mview}_w\) that records the *viewfront* of write \(w\), which is set to be the viewfront of the thread that executed \(w\) at the time of \(w\)'s execution. We use \(\text{mview}_w\) to compute a new value for \(\text{tview}_t\) if a thread \(t\) synchronizes with \(w\), i.e., if \(w \in \mathbb{W}_R\) and another thread executes an \(e \in R_A\) that reads from \(w\).

Finally, our semantics maintains a variable \(\text{covered} \subseteq \text{writes}\). In C11 RAR, each update action occurs in modification order immediately after the write that it reads from [12]. This property constitutes the atomicity of updates. In order to preserve this property, we must prevent any newer write from intervening between any update and the write that it reads from. As we explain below, *covered* writes are those that are immediately prior to an update in modification order, and new write actions never interact with a covered write.

**Initialisation.** Table 1 also states how these components are initialised by \(\text{Init}\). If \(\mathbb{V}_G = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}\), \(\mathbb{V}_L = \{r_1, \ldots, r_m\}\) and \(k_1, \ldots, k_n, l_1, \ldots, l_m \in \mathbb{V}\), we assume \(\text{Init} = x_1 := k_1; \ldots; x_n := k_n; [r_1 := l_1; \ldots; r_m := l_m]\), where we use the notation \([r_1 := l_1; \ldots; r_m := l_m]\) to mean that the assignment \(r_i := l_i\) may optionally appear in \(\text{Init}\). Thus each shared variable is initialised exactly once and each local variable is initialised at most once. The initial values of the state components are then as follows, where we assume that \(0\) is the initial timestamp.
\[\text{writes}_{\text{Init}} = \{(wr(x_1, k_1), 0), \ldots, (wr(x_n, k_n), 0)\}\]

\[\text{tview}_{\text{Init}}(x_i) = (wr(x_i, k_i), 0) \quad \text{for each thread } x_i \in \text{Var}_G\]

\[\text{mview}_{\text{Init}} = \text{tview}_{\text{Init}}\]

The initial local state component of each thread must also be compatible with \text{Init}, i.e., for each \(t\) if \(r_i \in \text{dom}(\text{lst}(t))\) we have that \((\text{lst}(t))(r_i) = l_i\) provided \(r_i := l_i\) appears in \text{Init}.

We let \(\text{lst}_{\text{Init}}\) be the local state compatible with \text{Init}, let \(\sigma_{\text{Init}}\) denote the initial state defined by \text{Init}, and define \(\Gamma_{\text{Init}} = (\text{lst}_{\text{Init}}, \sigma_{\text{Init}})\).

\textbf{Transition semantics.} The transition relation of our semantics for global reads and writes is given in Figure 5. Each transition \(\sigma \xrightarrow{\mathcal{A}_t} \sigma'\) is labelled by an action \(a\) and thread \(t\). The premise of each rule must identify the write \(w\) that the action interacts with. This is made more precise below.

\textbf{Read transition by thread \(t\).} Here we assume that

\(= \) a is either a relaxed or acquiring read to variable \(x\),

\(= \) \((w, q)\) is a write to \(x\) that \(t\) can observe (i.e., \((w, q) \in \sigma.\text{OW}(t, x)\)), and

\(= \) the value read by \(a\) is the value written by \(w\).

Each read causes the viewfront of \(t\) to be updated. This is computed as follows. If the read synchronises with the write, then the thread’s new view will be a combination of its existing view, and the view of that write. In particular, for each variable \(x\) the new view of \(x\) will be the later of either \(\text{tview}_w(x)\) or \(\text{mview}_w(x)\), in timestamp order. To express this, we use an operation that combines two views \(v_1\) and \(v_2\), by constructing a new view that takes the later of the writes at each variable:

\[(v_1 \otimes v_2)(x) = \begin{cases} v_1(x) & \text{if } \text{tst}(v_2(x)) \leq \text{tst}(v_1(x)) \\ v_2(x) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}\]

If \(w\) and \(a\) do not synchronise, then \(\text{tview}_w\) is simply updated to include the new write.

For illustration, consider the picture in Figure 6. The \(x\)-axis depicts the timestamps of the writes, the \(y\)-axis the variables \(x, y\) and \(z\), which we assume are initialised by writes \(x_0, y_0\) and \(z_0\), respectively. The orange line shows the view of a thread, say \(t_1\), and the blue line depicts the view of another thread that executes \(w = (wr^R(y, 42), 3)\). If thread \(t_1\) performs an acquiring read of \(y\) and reads from \(w\) (i.e., it performs a synchronising read), thread \(t_1\)’s view changes to the diagram on the right, whereby its current viewfront is combined with the viewfront of \(w\).

\textbf{Write transition by thread \(t\).} A write transition must identify the write \((w, q)\) after which \(a\) occurs. This \(w\) must be observable and must \textbf{not} be covered – the second condition is required to preserve the read-modify-write atomicity of updates. We must choose a fresh timestamp \(q' \in Q\) for \(a\), which is formalised by \text{fresh}(q, q'):

\[\sigma.\text{fresh}(q, q') = q < q' \land \forall w' \in \sigma.\text{writes}. q < \text{tst}(w') \Rightarrow q' < \text{tst}(w')\]

The predicate \text{fresh}(q, q') ensures that \(q'\) is a new timestamp for the variable \(x\), such that \((a, q')\) occurs immediately after \((w, q)\)\(^4\). The new write is added to the set \(\text{writes}\). We update \(\text{tview}_w\) to include the new write, which means \(t\) can no longer observe any writes prior to \((a, q')\).

\(^4\) This does not exclude that later some other write is placed in between \(q\) and \(q'\).
We prove that the timestamp-based semantics presented here is equivalent to an earlier operational semantics [12] that is already known to be equivalent to the C11 RAR fragment.

### 4.3 Relationship to the Axiomatic Semantics

We prove that the timestamp-based semantics presented here is equivalent to an earlier operational semantics [12] that is already known to be equivalent to the C11 RAR fragment. Here, we will just roughly sketch how this proof proceeds.
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**Figure 6** Illustration of views and view updates: pre-state (left) and post-state (right) after executing \( rd^A(y, 42) \) by thread \( t_1 \) (orange).

Finally, we set the viewfront of \( (a, q') \) to be the new viewfront of \( t \), i.e., \( mview_{(a,q')} := tview'_t \).

Now, if some other thread synchronizes with this new write in some later transition, that thread’s view will become at least as recent as \( t \)’s view at this transition.

**Update transition by thread \( t \).** These transitions are best understood as a combination of the read and write transitions. As with a write transition, we must choose a valid fresh \( q' \), and the state components \( writes \) and \( mview \) are updated in the same way. As discussed earlier, in Update transitions it is necessary to record that the write that the update interacts with is now covered, which is achieved by adding that write to \( covered \). Finally, we must compute a new thread view, which is similar to a Read transition, except that the thread’s new view always includes the new write introduced by the update.
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Finally, we set the viewfront of \( (a, q') \) to be the new viewfront of \( t \), i.e., \( mview_{(a,q')} := tview'_t \).

Now, if some other thread synchronizes with this new write in some later transition, that thread’s view will become at least as recent as \( t \)’s view at this transition.

**Update transition by thread \( t \).** These transitions are best understood as a combination of the read and write transitions. As with a write transition, we must choose a valid fresh \( q' \), and the state components \( writes \) and \( mview \) are updated in the same way. As discussed earlier, in Update transitions it is necessary to record that the write that the update interacts with is now covered, which is achieved by adding that write to \( covered \). Finally, we must compute a new thread view, which is similar to a Read transition, except that the thread’s new view always includes the new write introduced by the update.

### 4.3 Relationship to the Axiomatic Semantics

We prove that the timestamp-based semantics presented here is equivalent to an earlier operational semantics [12] that is already known to be equivalent to the C11 RAR fragment. Here, we will just roughly sketch how this proof proceeds.
The semantics in [12] describes C11 states in the form $E = (X, sb, rf, mo)$, where $X$ is a set of read and write events (roughly equivalent to actions) and $sb$, $rf$ and $mo$ describe the sequenced-before and reads-from relation as well as the modification order of the C11 axiomatic semantics. A number of further relations are derived from these, in particular the extended coherence order $eco$ and the happens-before order $hb$. The proof of equivalence of the semantics shows the two semantics to simulate each other. For this, we need to define a correspondence between C11 states of form $E$ and of form $\sigma$ such that: (1) For $\sigma$.writes, we take $X \cap W$; (2) For $\sigma$.covered, we take the writes $w$ in $X \cap W$ such that there is an update $u$ with $(w, u) \in rf$; and (3) For $mview$ and $tview$, we use a downward closure operator, $cclose$, which for a given set of events $S$ determines the set of events prior to $S$ in the relation $eco^i \circ hb^i$ (where $R^i$ is the reflexive closure of a relation $R$). Then $\sigma.tview_t = \max_{mo}(X.cclose(X_t))$ and $\sigma.mview_w = \max_{mo}(X.cclose(\{w\}))$, where $\max_{mo}$ selects writes being maximal wrt. $mo$ and $X_t$ are all actions of $t$ in $X$. In all these cases, timestamps for writes have to be selected consistent with $mo$.

Given such a correspondence, the proof proceeds by showing this correspondence is preserved by the read, write and update transitions.

### 4.4 Well Formedness

Our proofs in subsequent sections require that the state under consideration is well-formed. This is formalised by predicate $wfs$ over a C11 state $\sigma$, where

$$wfs(\sigma) \iff \text{ran}(\bigcup_t \sigma.tview_t) \cup (\bigcup_w \sigma.mview_w) \subseteq \sigma.writes \land$$

$$\text{finite}(\sigma.writes) \land \sigma.covered \subseteq \sigma.writes \land$$

$$(\forall w. w \in \sigma.writes \Rightarrow \sigma.mview_w(\text{var}(w)) = w)$$

The first conjunct ensures that each viewable write is in $\sigma.writes$. The second conjunct ensures there are only a finite number of writes, and the third ensures that every covered write is an actual write. The final conjunct ensures that for each write in $\sigma.writes$, the viewfront of $w$ for $\text{var}(w)$ is $w$ itself.

Well-formedness is invariant for any program, i.e., every initialisation establishes well-formedness and every program transition preserves well-formedness.

▶ Lemma 1. For any program $C$ constructed using the syntax described in Section 3, $wfs(\sigma)$ is invariant.

Proof. In Isabelle. We show that every initialisation establishes $wfs(\sigma)$. Furthermore, if $wfs(\sigma)$ and $\sigma \preceq, \sigma'$, then $wfs(\sigma')$ for any action $a$ and thread $t$. ◀

### 5 Hoare Logic and Owicki-Gries Reasoning for C11

In this section, we present a Hoare logic [15] for C11 RAR that enables Owicki-Gries reasoning [25]. For compound statements (including concurrent composition) we use the standard rules of Hoare logic as well as the standard interference freedom proof obligations described by Owicki and Gries. Our contribution is a novel set of high-level predicates that describe the observations of each thread for a C11 state, together with a set of basic axioms that describe how these predicates interact with read, write and update transitions. Soundness of these axioms has been checked using Isabelle.

In Section 5.1, we link our operational semantics to the proof outlines of Hoare logic and Owicki-Gries’ notion of interference freedom. Section 5.2 provides an overview of our assertion language and briefly discusses the main categories of assertions, i.e., assertions
The classical rules of sequential Hoare logic for compound (i.e., non-atomic) statements are given in Figure 7. Soundness of these proof rules (with respect to Definition 2) holds for exactly the same reason as soundness of Hoare logic [15].

The sequential part is combined with the Owicki-Gries rule for concurrent composition in the standard way [25, 7]. First, we construct proof outlines for every component of the concurrent program in isolation. A proof outline inserts assertions (in \{ \}) brackets) into a program. In a so-called standard proof outline every statement \( R \) of the program has exactly one assertion before it. This assertion is its precondition, \( pre(R) \). Next, all assertions in one component have to be checked for non-interference with all statements in other components.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Definition 2.} Suppose \( p, q \in \Sigma_{C11} \rightarrow \mathbb{B} \), \( P \in \text{Prog} \) and \( E = \lambda t : \text{Tid}. \text{skip} \). The semantics of a Hoare triple under partial correctness is given by:
  \[
  \begin{align*}
  \{ p \} \text{Init} \{ q \} &= q(\Gamma_{\text{Init}}) \\
  \{ p \} P \{ q \} &= \forall \text{lst}, \sigma, \text{lst}', \sigma'. \ p(\text{lst}, \sigma) \land (P, \text{lst}, \sigma) \Rightarrow^* \ (E, \text{lst}', \sigma') \Rightarrow q(\text{lst}', \sigma') \\
  \{ p \} \text{Init}; P \{ q \} &= \exists r. \ p \{ r \} \land \{ r \} P \{ q \}
  \end{align*}
  \]
  The classical rules of sequential Hoare logic for compound (i.e., non-atomic) statements are given in Figure 7. Soundness of these proof rules (with respect to Definition 2) holds for exactly the same reason as soundness of Hoare logic [15].

  The sequential part is combined with the Owicki-Gries rule for concurrent composition in the standard way [25, 7]. First, we construct proof outlines for every component of the concurrent program in isolation. A proof outline inserts assertions (in \{ \}) brackets) into a program. In a so-called standard proof outline every statement \( R \) of the program has exactly one assertion before it. This assertion is its precondition, \( pre(R) \). Next, all assertions in one component have to be checked for non-interference with all statements in other components.

  \item \textbf{Definition 3.} A statement \( R \in ACom \) with precondition \( pre(R) \) (in the standard proof outline) does not interfere with an assertion \( p \) if
  \[
  \{ p \land pre(R) \} R \{ p \}.
  \]
\end{itemize}
Proof outlines of concurrent programs are interference free if no statement in one thread interferes with an assertion in another thread.

Interference freedom guarantees that proof outlines in each thread are stable under the execution of other threads. This is formalised in the Owicki-Gries proof rule for concurrent composition:

\[
\text{PARALLEL} \quad \text{Proof outlines } \{p_i\} C_i \{q_i\} \text{ are interference free} \quad \{\bigwedge_{i=1}^{n} p_i\} C_1 \parallel \ldots \parallel C_n \{\bigwedge_{i=1}^{n} q_i\}
\]

We say a proof outline is valid if it is both sequentially valid (or locally correct) and interference free.

Finally, there is a standard proof rule for auxiliary variables in parallel programs [7]. Let \( V \) be a set of auxiliary variables of a parallel program \( P \) and \( q \) be a predicate that does not mention auxiliary variables. Then we can prove that a Hoare triple holds for a program extended with auxiliary variables and transfer this proof to the original program:

\[
\text{AUXVAR} \quad \{\text{true}\} \text{Init}; P \{q\} \quad \{\text{true}\} \text{Init}_0; P_0 \{q\} \quad \text{provided } \text{vars}(q) \cap V = \emptyset
\]

where \( \text{Init}_0 \) is obtained from \( \text{Init} \) by removing all auxiliary assignments and \( P_0 \) is obtained by replacing all statements \( \langle A, a := E \rangle \) in \( P \) (for \( a \in V \)) by \( A \).

### 5.2 An Assertion Language

We studied a number of well-known litmus tests and examples and discovered three main categories of assertions required for specification and verification of a wide range of problems. These three main categories are dealing with (values of) writes to variables and the order in which they occur.

- **Observability.** Observability assertions describe if or when a thread may observe or has encountered a write to a variable. As described in Section 2, these assertions are thread-specific and deal with the thread’s view. We repeat the main ideas here to simplify comparison with the other types of assertions. The main observability assertions are as follows:
  1. **Possible observation** which is denoted by \( x \approx_t u \) means that thread \( t \) may observe value \( u \) for \( x \). The formal definition and an example motivating this assertion is given in Section 5.4.
  2. **Definite observation** which is denoted by \( x =_t u \) means that thread \( t \) must observe the value \( u \) for \( x \). The formal definition and an example motivating this assertion is given in Section 5.3.
  3. **Conditional observation** which is denoted by \( [x = u](y =_t v) \) means that if thread \( t \) synchronises with a write to variable \( x \) with value \( u \), it must observe value \( v \) for \( y \). The formal definition and an example motivating this assertion is given in Section 5.4.
  4. **Encountered value** which is denoted by \( x \stackrel{enc}{=}_t v \) means that thread \( t \) has encountered (had the opportunity to observe) a write to variable \( x \) with value \( v \). The formal definition and three examples motivating this assertion are given in Section 5.5.

- **Ordering.** Ordering assertions specify the order of values written to a variable by different writes. These assertions are thread-independent and specify an order over the timestamp of various writes with specific values:
1. **Possible value order** which is denoted by $m \prec x n$ means that there exists two writes $w$ and $w'$ to variable $x$ where the timestamp of $w'$ is larger than the timestamp of $w$ and the value of $w$ and $w'$ is $m$ and $n$, respectively.

2. **Definite value order** which is denoted by $m \prec x ≺ n$ means that for all writes $w$ and $w'$ to $x$ where the value of $w$ is $m$ and the value of $w'$ is $n$, the timestamp of $w'$ is larger than the timestamp of $w$ and $m \prec x n$.

Both the above assertions are formally defined in Section 5.5 and examples showing their usage are provided.

**Occurrence.** Occurrence assertions specify the occurrence of a write with a specific value to a variable (regardless of observability). Similar to the previous category, these assertions are thread-independent:

1. **Value occurrence** assertions specify the limit of occurrence of writes to a variable with a specific value. For instance, $\emptyset x n$ means that no write with value $n$ to variable $x$ has occurred or $1 x n$ means that there is at most one write with value $n$ to $x$ in the current state. The formal definition and examples of these assertions are given in Section 5.5.

2. **Initial value** which is denoted by $x_{\text{Init}} = n$ means that the initial value written to $x$ is $n$. The formal definition and examples of this assertion are also given in Section 5.5.

3. **Covered write** assertions, denoted by $C^n_x$, state that all writes to variable $x$ except the last write are covered by an update (see Section 4.2), and that the last write to $x$ has value $n$. This assertion is formally defined in Section 6 and is used in verification of Peterson’s mutual exclusion algorithm.

### 5.3 Load Buffering

Our first example is the load buffering litmus test (see Figure 8), which we can show satisfies the postcondition $r1 = 0 \lor r2 = 0$ since our semantics assumes absence of cycles in the sequence-before relation combined with reads-from [22, 12]. The assertions about the C11 state capture properties about definite observations (i.e., observability assertions), which we formalise below.

For a set of writes $W$ and variable $x \in \text{Var}_G$, let $W_x = \{ w \in W \mid \text{var}(w) = x \}$ be the set of writes in $W$ that write to $x$. We define the *last write* to $x$ in $W$ as:

$$\text{last}(W, x) = w \iff w \in W_x \land (\forall w' \in W_x. \text{tst}(w') \leq \text{tst}(w))$$

Moreover, we define the definite observation of a view function, $\text{view}$ with respect to a set of writes as follows:

$$\text{dview}(\text{view}, W, x) = n \iff \text{view}(x) = \text{last}(W, x) \land \text{wrval}(\text{last}(W, x)) = n$$

The first conjunct ensures that the viewfront of $\text{view}$ for $x$ is the last write to $x$ in $W$, and the second conjunct ensures that the value written by the last write to $x$ in $W$ is $n$.

**Definite observation.** For a variable $x$, thread $t$ and value $n$, we define:

$$x =_t n = \lambda \sigma. \text{dview}(\sigma.\text{tview}_t, \sigma.\text{writes}, x) = n$$

Expanding this out, we obtain:

$$\sigma.\text{tview}_t(x) = \text{last}(\sigma.\text{writes}, x) \land \text{wrval}(\text{last}(\sigma.\text{writes}, x)) = n$$
\textbf{Init:} $x := 0; y := 0; r1 := 0; r2 := 0;
\{x = _1 0 \land y = _2 0 \land r1 = 0 \land r2 = 0\}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thread 1</th>
<th>Thread 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$y = _2 0 \land r2 = 0$</td>
<td>$x = _1 0 \land r1 = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 : r1 \leftarrow x; \quad 3 : r2 \leftarrow y; \quad {y = _2 0 \land r2 = 0}$</td>
<td>${x = _1 0 \land r1 = 0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2 : y := 1; \quad 4 : x := 1; \quad {r1 = 0 \lor r2 = 0}$</td>
<td>${r1 = 0 \lor r2 = 0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${r1 = 0 \lor r2 = 0}$</td>
<td>${r1 = 0 \lor r2 = 0}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Figure 8} Proof outline for load buffering. \hline
\end{tabular}
\end{figure}

The first conjunct ensures that the viewfront of $t$ for $x$ is the last write to $x$ in $\sigma$ (thus $t$ can only read this last write to $x$). The second conjunct ensures that the value written by the last write is $n$. The function $dview$ is also used in the definition of conditional observation in Section 5.4.

The proof of load buffering relies on the basic axioms in the following lemma. We assume $atoms(\text{Init})$ returns the set of assignments contained within \textbf{Init}.

\begin{lemma}
Each of the basic axioms below is sound (as per Definition 2), where the statements are decorated with the thread identifier of the executing thread.
\end{lemma}

\begin{align*}
\text{INIT} & \quad x := n \in atoms(\text{Init}) & \quad \text{DOPres-Rd} & \quad \{x = _t m\} \quad r \leftarrow [a] y \quad \{x = _t' m\} \\
\{\text{true}\} \text{Init} \{x = _t n\} & \quad \text{DOPres-Wr} & \quad x \neq y & \quad \{x = _t n\} \quad y := _m \quad \{x = _t' n\}
\end{align*}

\textbf{Proof.} In Isabelle. \hfill \blacksquare

Thus by rule \text{INIT} an assignment $x := n$ in \text{Init} ensures that $x = _t n$ for all threads $t$ holds at program start. Note that such an initial assertion for the entire program is not subject to non-interference checks. The rule DOPres-Rd states that a definite observation $x = _t m$ is invariant over a read step executed by thread $t$. Note that pre/post conditions for DOPres-Rd refer to thread $t'$, while the read statement refers to thread $t$. Also note that there is no additional restriction on $t$ and $t'$, thus the rule applies regardless of whether $t = t'$, or not. Similarly, there are two global variables $x$ and $y$ mentioned in the rule, but there are no further restrictions on their values. Rule DOPres-Wr gives a condition for invariance of a definite observation assertion over a write. It requires that the variable being observed is different from the variable that is updated.

\begin{theorem}
The proof outline for load buffering in Figure 8 is valid.
\end{theorem}

\textbf{Proof.} The proof has been established in Isabelle. We outline the main steps below as it is instructive to understand the high-level proof strategy. First we establish local correctness:

- The initial condition is established by rule \text{INIT}, which is in turn used to establish the initial assertions in both threads.
- In thread 1, local correctness of the postcondition of line 1 (precondition of line 2) follows from rule DOPres-Rd, and the postcondition of line 2 follows by weakening. The proof of local correctness in thread 2 is symmetric.

We now establish interference freedom. The precondition of line 1 is interference free wrt line 3 by DOPres-Rd, and wrt line 4 by DOPres-Wr. This argument also applies to the precondition of line 2. Interference freedom of the postcondition of line 2 is trivial. The proof of interference freedom of the assertions in thread 2 is symmetric. \hfill \blacksquare
5.4 Message Passing

Next we return to the message passing example from Section 2. Its verification requires the usage of the other two observability assertions.

Possible observation. For a variable \( x \), thread \( t \) and value \( n \), we define:

\[
x \approx_t n = \lambda \sigma. \exists w \in \sigma. \text{OW}(t, x). wrval(w) = n
\]

Thus, there is a write to \( x \) that is observable to thread \( t \) with a value \( n \).

Conditional observation. For variables \( x, y \), thread \( t \) and values \( m, n \), we define:

\[
[x = n](y =_t m) = \lambda \sigma. \forall w \in \sigma. \text{OW}(t, x). wrval(w) = n \Rightarrow \text{act}(w) \in W_R \land \text{dview}((\sigma, \text{mview}_w, \sigma, \text{writes}), y) = m
\]

The antecedent assumes that the value read for \( x \) is \( n \), and the consequent ensures that \( w \) is a releasing write such that the definite view of this write for variable \( y \) returns \( m \). As we shall see, one useful way of establishing this condition is by falsifying the antecedent by ensuring that thread \( t \) cannot observe \( n \) for \( x \) (see (4) below).

Some useful relationships between the assertions above are given by the lemma below.

\[\text{Lemma 6.} \quad \text{For variables } x, y \in \text{Var}_G, \text{thread } t \text{ and values } m, n \in \text{Val}, \text{each of the following holds:}\]

\[\text{wfs} \land x =_t n \Rightarrow x \approx_t n \quad \text{(2)}\]
\[\text{wfs} \land x =_t n \land x \approx_t m \Rightarrow n = m \quad \text{(3)}\]
\[x \not\approx_t n \Rightarrow [x = n](y =_t m) \quad \text{(4)}\]
\[x =_t n \land x =_t' m \Rightarrow n = m \quad \text{(5)}\]

Proof. In Isabelle. ▶

By (2), given a well-formed state any definite observation implies a possible observation, and by (3) a definite observation must agree with a possible observation. By (4) if it is not possible to observe the antecedent of a conditional observation, then the conditional observation must hold. By (5) any two definite value observations must agree (since they both observe the last write to \( x \)).

The next lemma lists the basic axioms that are used to prove correctness of the message passing example.

\[\text{Lemma 7.} \quad \text{Each of the following rules is sound (as per Definition 2), where the statements are decorated with the thread identifier of the executing thread.}\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ModLast} & : \{x =_t n\} x :=_t m \{x =_t m\} \quad \text{ModSome} & : \{\text{true}\} x :=_t m \{x \approx_t m\} \\
\text{NPOPres} & : \{x \not\approx_t m\} r \leftarrow^{[A]} y \{x \not\approx_t m\} \quad \text{NoOW} & : \{x \not\approx_t n\} y :=_t m \{x \not\approx_t n\} \\
\text{ReadLast} & : \{x =_t m\} r \leftarrow_t x \{r = m\} \quad \text{CO-Intro} & : \{y =_t m \land x \not\approx_t n\} x :=_t n \{[x = n](y =_t m)\} \\
\text{Transfer} & : \{[x = n](y =_t m)\} r \leftarrow^{[A]} x \{r = n \Rightarrow y =_t m\}
\end{align*}
\]
Proof. In Isabelle.

► Theorem 8. The proof outline of message passing in Figure 3 is valid.

Proof. The proof has been established in Isabelle. We outline the main steps below. First we show local correctness.

- Using Init we establish the precondition $f_1 = 1 \land f_2 = 0 \land d_1 = 1 \land d_2 = 0$.
- The precondition of the program implies the initial assertions of both threads. In thread 1, we use (3) to establish $f \not\approx 2$ since (3) is logically equivalent to
  
  \[ wfs \land x = t \land n \neq m \Rightarrow x \not= t \]

  In thread 2, we use (3) in combination with (4).

- In thread 1, the post condition of line 1 (precondition of line 2) follows by application of NoOW and ModLast. The post condition of line 2 is trivial.
- In thread 2, the postcondition of line 3 follows by application of Transfer, while the postcondition of line 4 follows by application of ReadLast.

Next we show interference freedom.

- The preconditions of lines 1 and 2 can be shown to be interference free by applying NPOPRES to the first conjunct and DOPRES-Rd to the second.
- The precondition of line 3 is interference free against line 1 due to NoOW using the existing precondition $f \not\approx 2$ of line 1. The proof then follows by application of (4). Interference freedom against line 2, is proved using CO-INTRO and the precondition at line 2.
- The precondition of line 4 is interference free against line 1 by (5) (i.e., since the preconditions are of lines 1 and 4 are contradictory). Interference freedom holds against line 2 by rule DOPRES-Wr.
- The postconditions of lines 2 and 4 are trivially interference free.

5.5 Read-Read Coherence

Next, we verify three versions of the read-read coherence (RRC) litmus test as given in Figures 9, 10 and 11. The original RRC litmus test (Figure 10) guarantees that if one thread sees the writes to $x$ (by threads 1 and 2) in a certain order, then the other thread see the writes in the same order. Here, the postcondition assumes that thread 3 has observed the write $x := 1$, then the write $x := 2$, while thread 4 has already seen the write $x := 2$ when reading $x$ at line 5. It requires that thread 4 does not subsequently see value 1 when it reads $x$ at line 6. Figure 9 presents a simpler variation where the ordering of writes to $x$ is enforced by the thread ordering. Figure 11 combines RRC with message passing.

Unlike message passing (which is a litmus test over two different variables), the RRC examples demonstrate the need for ordering and occurrence assertions which we introduce next.

Possible value order. For values $m, n$ and variable $x$, we define:

\[ m \prec_x n = \lambda \sigma. \exists w, w' \in \sigma.\text{writes}_x. wval(w) = m \land wval(w') = n \land \text{tst}(w) < \text{tst}(w') \]

Thus, there are two writes two $x$ with values $m$ and $n$, where the timestamp of the write with value $m$ precedes the timestamp of the write with value $n$. Note that this $m \prec_x n$ does not preclude $n \prec_x m$. E.g., if a thread writes $m$ to $x$, then $n$, then $m$ again, both $m \prec_x n$ and $n \prec_x m$ will hold. In this scenario, $m \prec_x m$ also holds since there are two separate writes to $x$ with value $m$. 
\[ \text{Init: } x := 0; y := 0; \]
\[
\begin{array}{l}
\{ \text{x} \text{Init} = 0 \land 0_x 1 \land 0_x 2 \} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[ \text{Thread 1} \]
\[
\begin{array}{l}
\{ \text{x} \text{Init} = 0 \land 0_x 1 \land 0_x 2 \} \\
1 : x ::= 1; \\
\{ 0_x 2 \land 1_x 1 \land x = 1 \} \\
2 : x ::= 2; \\
\{ 1 \prec x 2 \} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[ \text{Thread 2} \]
\[
\begin{array}{l}
\{ \text{true} \} \\
3 : a \leftarrow x; \\
\{ x = 2 \} \\
4 : b \leftarrow x; \\
\{ a \neq b \Rightarrow a \prec x b \} \\
\{ a = 2 \Rightarrow b \neq 1 \} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[ \text{Definite value order.} \quad \text{For values } m, n \text{ and variable } x, \text{ we define:} \]
\[
m \prec x n = \lambda \sigma. (m \prec x n)(\sigma) \land (\forall w, w' \in \sigma. \text{writes}_x.
\]
\[
\text{wrval}(w) = m \land \text{wrval}(w') = n \Rightarrow
\]
\[
tst(w) < \text{tst}(w')
\]

Note that this implies \( m \neq n \). Unlike possible value orders if \( m \prec x n \) holds then \( n \notin x m \).

Note also that our definition allows several writes to \( x \) with values \( m \) and \( n \) provided all
writes with value \( m \) occur (in timestamp order) before all writes with value \( n \).

\[ \text{Initial value.} \quad \text{For values } n \text{ and variable } x, \text{ we define:} \]
\[
x \text{Init} = n = \lambda \sigma. \exists w \in \sigma. \text{writes}_x.
\]
\[
\text{wrval}(w) = n \land
\]
\[
(\forall w' \in \sigma. \text{writes}_x. w \neq w' \Rightarrow \text{tst}(w) < \text{tst}(w'))
\]

Note that for the construction in this paper, it suffices to return the write to \( x \) with timestamp
\( 0 \) since we assume that writes are initialised with timestamp \( 0 \). The definition above however,
is more robust since it also applies to situations where variables are not initialised, or
initialised to an arbitrarily chosen timestamp (as is the case in our Isabelle encoding).

\[ \text{Encountered value.} \quad \text{For a variable } x, \text{ thread } t \text{ and value } n, \text{ we define:} \]
\[
x ^{\text{enc}} t = n = \lambda \sigma. \exists w \in \sigma. \text{writes}_x.
\]
\[
\text{tst}(w) \leq \text{tst}(\sigma. \text{tview}(x)) \land \text{wrval}(w) = n
\]

That is \( x ^{\text{enc}} t n \) holds iff there is a write to \( x \) with value \( n \) whose timestamp is at most the
timestamp of the viewfront of \( t \) for \( x \). Note that \( x ^{\text{enc}} t n \) does not guarantee that \( t \) has read
the value \( n \) for \( x \). For instance, \( x ^{\text{enc}} 0 n \) could hold if there is a write, say \( w \), of \( x \) with value
\( n \) and \( t \) writes to \( x \) with a write whose timestamp is greater than \( \text{tst}(w) \).

\[ \text{Value occurrence.} \quad \text{These are straightforward to define in terms of our value order assertions}
\]
\[
\text{above. For a variable } x, \text{ thread } t \text{ and value } n, \text{ we define:} \]
\[
0_x n = \exists m. x \text{Init} = m \land m \neq n \land m \notin x n
\]
\[
1_x n = n \notin x n
\]

Thus, if \( 0_x n \) holds then there is no write with value \( n \). If \( 1_x n \) holds, then either there is no
write to \( x \) with value \( n \), or if there is a write with value \( n \), this is the only such write.

To understand the interaction between value ordering and write limit assertions, consider
the following lemma. It states that if there is a possible value order on \( x \) with \( m \) preceeding
\( n \) and there is at most one write with these values, then there is a definite value order on \( x 
with \( m \) preceeding \( n \).
\[ \text{Init: } x := 0; y := 0; \{ \forall x \, 1 \land \forall y \, 2 \land x_{\text{Init}} = 0 \} \]

\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Thread 1} & \text{Thread 2} & \text{Thread 3} & \text{Thread 4} \\
\hline
\{ \forall x \, 1 \} & \{ \forall x \, 2 \} & \{ \text{true} \} & \{ \text{true} \} \\
1 : x := 1; & 2 : x := 2; & 3 : a \leftarrow x; & 5 : c \leftarrow x; \\
\{ \exists x \, 1 \} & \{ \exists x \, 2 \} & \{ x = \exists a \} & \{ x = \exists c \} \\
4 : b \leftarrow x; & \{ a \neq b \Rightarrow a <_{x} b \} & 6 : d \leftarrow x; & \{ c \neq d \Rightarrow c <_{x} d \} \\
\{ a = 1 \land b = 2 \land c = 2 \Rightarrow d \neq 1 \} \\
\hline
\end{array}

\begin{figure}[ht]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{proofoutline.png}
\caption{Proof outline for RRC, where \( x \in \text{Var}_G \) and \( a, b, c, d \in \text{Var}_L \).}
\end{figure}

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Lemma 9.} & \quad \text{For } x \in \text{Var}_G \text{ and } m, n \in \text{Val}, \text{ we have:} \\
& \quad m <_{x} n \land \exists x \, m \land \exists x \, n \Rightarrow m <_{x} n \\
& \quad m <_{x} n \Rightarrow n <_{x} m
\end{align*} \tag{6} \tag{7} \]

\textbf{Proof.} In Isabelle.

We discuss the proof of RRC2 in detail. Its proof relies on the following lemma which captures some basic properties about value assertions.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Lemma 10.} & \quad \text{Each of the rules below is sound (as per Definition 2), where the statements are decorated with the thread identifier of the executing thread.} \\
\text{ZWr} & \quad \frac{m \neq n}{\{ \forall x \, m \} \ y := [R] \ n \ \{ \forall x \, m \}} \\
\text{DVPres} & \quad \frac{m <_{x} n \ r \leftarrow [A] \ y \ \{ m <_{x} n \}}{\{ m <_{x} n \ r \leftarrow [A] \ y \ \{ m <_{x} n \}} \\
\text{1Intro} & \quad \frac{i \neq m}{\{ x_{\text{Init}} = i \land \forall x \, m \} \ x := [R] \ \{ \exists x \, m \}} \\
\text{EncWr} & \quad \frac{\text{true} \ x := [R] \ m \ \{ x = \exists m \}}{\{ \text{true} \ x := [R] \ m \ \{ x = \exists m \}} \\
\text{EncRd} & \quad \frac{\text{true} \ r \leftarrow [A] \ x \ \{ x = \exists r \}}{\{ x = \exists m \} \ r \leftarrow [A] \ x \ \{ r \neq m \Rightarrow m <_{x} r \}} \\
\text{EPO} & \quad \frac{\text{true} \ x := [R] \ m \ \{ x = \exists m \}}{\{ x = \exists m \} \ r \leftarrow [A] \ x \ \{ r \neq m \Rightarrow m <_{x} r \}} \\
\text{DVIntro} & \quad \frac{i \neq n}{\{ x_{\text{Init}} = i \land \forall x \, n \land \exists x \, m \land x = \exists m \} \ x := [R] \ n \ \{ m <_{x} n \}} \\
\text{1PresR} & \quad \frac{\exists x \, m \ r \leftarrow [A] \ y \ \{ \exists x \, m \}}{\{ m <_{x} n \} \ C \ \{ m <_{x} n \}}
\end{align*} \]

\textbf{Proof.} In Isabelle.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Theorem 11.} & \quad \text{The proof outline for RRC2 in Figure 9 is valid.} \\
\text{Proof.} & \quad \text{This proof has been mechanised in Isabelle. Once again, we describe the proof outline to give an overview of how our proofs are used. For local correctness we have the following.} \\
& \quad \text{The initialisation clearly satisfies the precondition of the program, and this implies the precondition of thread 1. The precondition of thread 2 is trivial.} \\
& \quad \text{Next we consider the postcondition of line 1. The first conjunct holds by ZWr, the second conjunct holds by 1Intro and the third by rule EncWr.} \\
& \quad \text{The postcondition of line 2 holds by rule DVIntro.}
\end{align*} \]
Figure 11: Proof outline for RRC3, where $x, y \in \text{Var}_G$ and $a, b \in \text{Var}_L$.

- In thread 2, the postcondition of line 3 holds by rule EncRd, and the postcondition of line 4 holds by rule EPO.
- Next we check interference freedom.
- The precondition of line 1 is stable with respect to lines 3 and 4 by ZWn.
- Next consider the precondition of line 2. The first and second conjuncts are stable with respect to lines 3 and 4 by ZWn and 1PresR, respectively. The third conjunct is trivially preserved (see Isabelle).
- The postcondition of line 2 holds by DVPres.
- The precondition of line 3 is trivial and the postcondition of line 3 holds by PORD.

Correctness of RRC and RRC3 is established by the following theorem.

Theorem 12. The proof outlines for RRC and RRC3 in Figure 10 and Figure 11, respectively are valid.

Proof. In Isabelle.

For RRC (Figure 10), the precondition of line 4 records the fact that thread 3 has encountered $a$ (whatever the value of $a$ may be). Moreover, it guarantees that there is at most one write of $x$ with values 1 and 2. The first conjunct (i.e., $x \equiv_3 a$) allows us to conclude that after $x$ is read at line 4, if $a$ and $b$ are different, then the value for $a$ is possibly ordered before the value for $b$. The second and third conditions are used to establish the postconditions $\exists_x 1$ and $\exists_x 2$. This argument also applies to the assertions in thread 4. Finally, we show that the postcondition of the program holds as follows, where we assume $post$ is the conjunction of the postcondition of each thread.

\[
post \Rightarrow (a = 1 \land b = 2 \land c = 2 \Rightarrow d \neq 1) \quad \text{(logic)}
\]

\[
\iff post \land a = 1 \land b = 2 \land c = 2 \land d = 1 \Rightarrow false \quad \text{(logic)}
\]

\[
\iff \exists_x 1 \land \exists_x 2 \land \not\exists_x 1 \land \not\exists_x 2 \land \not\exists_x 1 \Rightarrow false \quad \text{(logic)}
\]

\[
\iff 1 \not\prec_x 2 \land 2 \not\prec_x 1 \Rightarrow false \quad \text{(6)}
\]

\[
\iff true \quad \text{(7)}
\]

The calculation above has been verified with Isabelle, but we recall the proof here as it provides insight into the interactions between different value assertions.

RRC3 (Figure 11) combines message passing on $y$ with RRC on $x$. Namely, knowledge of $x := 1$ in thread 1 is transferred to thread 2 using a release-acquire synchronisation on $y$. Thus, if thread 2 reads 1 for $y$ it must also have encountered 1 for $x$. Thus, if $r = 1$,
then the write on line 4 must have happened after the write on line 1. This means that it should be impossible for thread 3 to read 2 for x (at line 5) then read 1 for x (at line 6). Unlike message passing, in RRC3, the “data” variable x is updated both before and after synchronisation. Thus, the assertions on definite values (e.g., \( x = 1 \)) become conditional on whether line 4 has already been executed. In particular, the antecedent \( \phi_x \) allows us to assume that line 4 has not yet been executed. As with RRC, we must separately prove that the conjunction of the postconditions of the threads implies the postcondition of the program. This proof is mechanised in Isabelle, and is elided here.

6 Case study: Peterson’s algorithm

We turn to our final case study, the verification of the mutual exclusion property of a version of Peterson’s algorithm. The complexity of this case study is much greater than our earlier examples. This program contains a loop, features a careful mixture of relaxed and release/acquire operations to the same variable, and an RMW operation whose precise semantics is critical to the correctness of the algorithm.

Our version of Peterson’s algorithm\(^5\), presented in Figure 12 is a mutual exclusion algorithm for two threads implemented for C11 using release-acquire annotations [34]. The purpose of verification is to show that this algorithm actually guarantees mutual exclusion, i.e., that the two threads can never be in their critical sections (line 6) at the same time. As with the original algorithm, variable \( \text{flag}_i \), for \( i \in \{1, 2\} \) is used to indicate whether thread \( i \) intends to enter its critical section. In this version of the algorithm, we let \( \text{flag}_i \) range over \{0, 1\}, where 0 is used for the boolean value “false”, and 1 is used for the boolean value “true”. The shared variable \( \text{turn} \) is used to cause a thread to “give way” when both threads intend to enter their critical sections at the same time. Our verification uses auxiliary variables \( \text{after}_i \) for each thread \( i \) (as does the proof for a sequentially consistent setting in [7]), the purpose of which we describe below.

We describe the algorithm for thread 1; the other thread is symmetric. For now, we ignore the assertions. The flag variable is set to 1 (line 1) using a relaxed write (which cannot induce any synchronisation), but is set to 0 (line 7) using a release annotation. The intention of the latter is to synchronise this write (of 0 to \( \text{flag}_1 \)) with the read of \( \text{flag}_1 \) at line 3 in thread 2. The value of \( \text{turn} \) is set using a swap command. The swap is implemented using an C11 RMW operation that has both the release and acquire annotations. When the swap is executed, as part of the same transition, the auxiliary variable \( \text{after}_1 \) is also set, indicating that thread 1 is ready to enter the busy wait loop beginning at line 3, and then to enter the critical section.

The busy wait loop forces thread 0 to wait until either \( \text{flag}_2 \) is 0 (indicating that thread 2 is not trying to enter the critical section) or \( \text{turn} = 1 \) (indicating that it is thread 1’s turn to enter the critical section). Note that the read of \( \text{turn} \) within the guard of the busy wait loop (line 5) is relaxed.

We turn now to the proof that this version of Peterson’s algorithm has the mutual exclusion property. We prove mutual exclusion in two steps. First, we show that the given proof outline is valid, and second, that the conjunction of the precondition of thread 1’s critical section (line 6) and thread 2’s must be false. Therefore, the two threads cannot simultaneously be in their critical sections.

\(^5\) For simplicity our version of the algorithm does not have an outermost loop.
Init: $flag_1 := 0; flag_2 := 0; turn := 0 \wedge after_1 := false; after_2 := false$

Thread 1

\[\{\neg after_1 \land flag_1 = 1 \land turn \neq 2 \land (C^{\text{turn}}_{\text{Ra}} \lor (turn = 1)\{flag_2 = 1\}) \}\]

\[\land (after_2 \Rightarrow C^{\text{turn}}_{\text{Ra}} \land (turn = 1)\{flag_2 = 1\})\]\n
1: $flag_1 := 1$

\[\{\neg after_1 \land flag_1 = 1 \land turn \neq 2 \land (after_2 \Rightarrow C^{\text{turn}}_{\text{Ra}} \land (turn = 1)\{flag_2 = 1\})\}\]

2: $(\text{turn.swap}^{\text{Ra}}; after_1 := true)$

\[\{after_1 \land (after_2 \land (flag_2 \approx 1 \lor turn \approx 1) \Rightarrow turn = 2)\}\]

3: $r_1 \leftarrow ^A flag_2$

\[\{after_1 \land (after_2 \land (r_1 = 0 \lor turn \approx 1 \lor flag_2 \approx 1 \lor turn = 2) \Rightarrow turn = 2)\}\]

4: $r_2 \leftarrow \text{turn}$

\[\{after_1 \land (after_2 \land (r_1 = 0 \lor r_2 = 1 \lor turn \approx 1 \lor flag_2 \approx 1 \lor turn = 2) \Rightarrow turn = 2)\}\]

5: \textbf{until} $(r_1 = 0 \lor r_2 = 1)$

\[\{after_1 \land (after_2 \Rightarrow turn = 2)\}\]

6: Critical section;

7: $(flag_1 := ^R 0; after_1 := false)$

\[\textbf{Figure 12} \text{ Peterson's algorithm (adapted from [34]) and its proof outline. Thread 2 (not shown) is symmetric.}\]

We deal with the second step first by showing that the formula below is \textit{false}:

\[after_1 \land (after_2 \Rightarrow turn = 2) \land after_2 \land (after_1 \Rightarrow turn = 1)\]

It is easy to see that this implies $turn = 1 \land turn = 2$. However, by (5) this situation is impossible.

The first step is more elaborate and we only describe certain aspects. The precondition of line 3 is also an invariant of the busy wait loop. This assertion ensures that if thread 1 is able to exit the busy wait loop, then the precondition of the critical section will be satisfied. Note that thread 1 exits the loop if it reads 0 from $flag_2$ (which is only possible when $flag_2 \approx 1$) or it reads 1 from $turn$ (which is only possible when $turn \approx 1$). The invariant states that if one of these conditions holds in a state where thread 2 is waiting to enter the critical section (that is, $after_2$), we can conclude $turn = 2$ as required.

Proving that the precondition of line 3 is satisfied in the post-state of line 2 requires using a feature of our assertion language, closely related to the semantics of RMW operations, that we now introduce. Recall from the \textit{Update} rule in Figure 5 that whenever a write $w$ is read-from by an RMW operation, $w$ becomes \textit{covered}, so that no later write (or RMW) operation can be inserted between $w$ and the RMW. This feature of C11 is critical to the correctness of Peterson’s algorithm. Observe that the $turn$ variable is only modified by RMW operations, and therefore every write to $turn$ is covered, except the last. To formally state this, we need the third \textit{occurrence} assertion $C^\text{a}_x$, defined as follows.

\[C^\text{a}_x = \lambda \sigma. \forall w \in \sigma.\text{writes}_x. w \notin \sigma.\text{covered} \Rightarrow \text{wrval}(w) = n \land w = \text{last}(W, x)\]

So $C^\text{a}_x$ means that every write to $x$ except the last is covered and the value written by that last write is $n$.

We use the following lemma on covered.
Lemma 13.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CVD-Upd} & \quad \left\{ C^n_x \right\} x.\text{swap}(l)^{RA} \left\{ C'^{l}_x \right\} \\
\text{CVD-Rd} & \quad \left\{ C'^{l}_x \right\} r \leftarrow^{[R]} y \left\{ C'^{r}_x \right\} \\
\text{CVD-Wr} & \quad \left\{ C^n_x \right\} y :=^{[R]} m \left\{ C'^{m}_x \right\} \\
\text{CVD-DObs} & \quad \left\{ C'^{n}_x \right\} x.\text{swap}(l)^{RA} \left\{ x =_{l} 1 \right\}
\end{align*}
\]

Rule CVD-Upd states that if \( C^n_x \) holds in the pre-state, then after executing \( x.\text{swap}(l)^{RA} \), we obtain a new covered predicate \( C'^{l}_x \). Thus, it is possible to maintain a covered predicate in a program (with possibly different return values) by ensuring each modification to the covered variable is via a swap. This is a property that is true of Peterson’s algorithm as given in Figure 12. Rules CVD-Wr and CVD-Rd give preservation properties for the covered assertion for a read and a write, respectively. Finally, CVD-DObs is used to establish a definite observation of a covered assertion after a swap command.

The precondition of line 2 asserts that if thread 2 is ready to enter the critical section (that is, \( \text{after}_2 \)) then the RMW to be executed at line 2 must read from the last write which has value 1 (that is, \( C^1_{\text{turn}} \)) and when this RMW occurs then thread 1 will definitely see \( \text{flag}_2 \) set (that is, \( [\text{turn} = 1](\text{flag}_2 = 1) \)). This is enough to show that if \( \text{after}_2 \) then in the post-state of the RMW, \( \text{flag}_2 \not\approx 0 \) which is sufficient to prove the postcondition of line 2.

Of course, the sequential reasoning above must be combined with an interference freedom check, which is supported by a set of basic lemmas describing how \( C^n_x \) is updated. This leads to the following theorem, which establishes validity of the proof outline.

Theorem 14. The proof outline of Peterson’s algorithm (Figure 12) is valid.

Proof. In Isabelle.

We note that Peterson’s algorithm represents a challenge in deductive verification. Unlike the litmus tests presented above, there is sufficient complexity in the algorithm and the resulting proof outline so that pen-and-paper proofs cannot be trusted. Using our mechanisation, we explored several variations of the proof outline in Figure 12, and discovered simplifications to our original pen-and-paper proofs.

7 Mechanisation

As already mentioned, the operational semantics as well as all lemmas and theorems presented in this paper have been mechanised in Isabelle. In this section, we discuss our mechanisation effort.

To prove the lemmas about basic assertions, we typically prove a more general result relating to reads and writes, which are then specialised so that they can be used in the verification of the algorithms. For example, we first prove the lemma in Figure 13, which describes changes to definite values and applies to any writing transition. This is then specialised to the corollaries on the right, which are easier for Isabelle to find when performing the verification of the proof outlines.

The generic lemmas require some amount of interactive work. However, once verified, it is straightforward to use them to prove the corollaries. For example, \( \text{d_obs_WrX_set} \) in Figure 13 is verified using “by \( \text{metis WrX_def avar.simps(2) d_obs_Wr_set wr_val.simps(1))} \)”, which is found automatically by Isabelle’s built-in sledgehammer tool [10].

Such lemmas and corollaries are in turn used in the proofs of programs. First the program state (i.e., \( \Sigma_{C11} \)) is encoded as a record type with a special variable that models the C11 state. The programs themselves are encoded as a relation over these records with program
lemma d_obs_Wr_set:
assumes "wfs σ"
and "wr_val a = Some n"
and "avar a = x"
and "[x = \_m] σ"
and "step t a σ σ'"
shows "[x = \_n] σ'"

corollary d_obs_WrX_set:
"wfs σ ⇒ [x = \_m] σ ⇒ σ [x := n] t σ' ⇒ [x = \_n] σ'"

corollary d_obs_WrR_set :
"wfs σ ⇒ [x = \_m] σ ⇒ σ [x := ^R n] t σ' ⇒ [x = \_n] σ'"

corollary d_obs_RMW_set :
"wfs σ ⇒ [x = \_m] σ ⇒ σ RMW[x,\_,n] t σ' ⇒ [x = \_n] σ'"

Figure 13 Isabelle encoding of basic axioms over C11 assertions.

counters modelling control flow. This allows the proof outlines to be encoded as predicates mapping program counters to the assertions at that control point. We then verify a set of lemmas that guarantee local correctness and interference freedom, where we decompose proofs and apply case analysis over the individual program steps (e.g., reads, writes for each thread). Once a proof has been decomposed, sledgehammer is able to find the relevant corollaries (e.g., those in Figure 13) to discharge proofs automatically.

8 Related Work

The semantics and verification of programs running on weak memory models has recently received a lot of attention. Lahav [20] gives a brief survey for C11.

Our timestamp based operational semantics is motivated by ideas in [13] and is similar to the semantics of Kaiser et al. [16, 17]. We note there are differences in coverage of the memory models in [13, 16, 17]. Dolan et al. [13] cover a sequentially consistent (SC) and relaxed accesses for OCAML, where the SC operations behave like Java volatiles. Kaiser et al [16] covers non-atomics and release-acquire, while Kang et al. [17] support a much larger fragment of C11, including so-called load-buffering cycles.

Abdulla et al. have shown the reachability problem for release-acquire to be undecidable [1]. A number of works target model checking for weak memory, e.g., by explicitly encoding architectural structures leading to weak behaviour, like store buffers [31, 4]. Ponce de León et al. [28, 14] have developed a bounded model checker for weak memory models, taking the axiomatic description of a memory model as input. (Bounded) model checkers for specific weak memory models are furthermore the tools CBMC [5] (for TSO), NIDHUGG [2] (for TSO and PSO), RCMC [18] (for C11) and GENMC [19] (again, parametric in memory model).

A (non-automatic) reasoning technique for proving invariants – parameterised by a weak memory model – has been proposed by Alglave and Cousot [3]. They propose a new semantics, different from an operational one without any coherence order (or modification order) constraining the order of writes to memory. Their assertions contain so-called pythia variables to uniquely identify values of read events, and require a separate communication
proof (differentiating their method from standard Owicki-Gries reasoning). They say “In addition to the initialisation, sequential, and non-interference proof, the main difference with Owicki and Gries [25] (and Lamport 1977) is the use of pythia variables and the read-from relation in assertions and the communication proof showing that reads-from is well-formed,” [3]. Our method in contrast only requires the initialisation, sequential, and non-interference proofs as with the original technique.

Another manual method for the RC11 memory model has been developed by Doherty et al. [12], who cover the message passing example and Peterson’s algorithm. Our work is inspired by this existing work, however, there are several differences. They use a classical model of the C11 state (expressed in terms of a set of relations, e.g., reads-from, sequenced-before etc), develop assertions over these relations and a small proof calculus for these assertions. Moreover, their methods are at a lower level of abstraction than the techniques presented in this paper since the assertions are stated in terms of individual relations that make up each state. Thus, it is not possible to directly develop a Hoare logic for their assertions and mechanisation itself is more difficult.

Also close to our work is that of Lahav and Vafeiadis [21] who also develop an Owicki-Gries style proof calculus. We consider all their examples except RCU – our logic can handle the RCU example, but this proof has thus far not been mechanised. Moreover, we include several other case studies such as litmus tests that combine read-read coherence with message passing and the non-trivial Peterson’s algorithm. There are several additional differences to note. (1) Lahav and Vafeiadis’ proof calculus is developed in the absence of an operational semantics, and hence, their definition of a valid Hoare triple is non standard (see [21, Definition 9]). A consequence of this is that they must be careful about the introduction of auxiliary variables, resorting to the more restricted notion of a ghost variable. In contrast, we use traditional auxiliary variables – an auxiliary variable must not affect the control flow of a program nor be assigned to any program variable. Note however, that to simplify the presentation, we use auxiliary variables in a more restricted manner (see Section 3). (2) They do not handle relaxed accesses – as stated in their conclusion: “While OGRA’s non-interference condition appears to be restrictive, it is unsound for weaker memory models, such as C11’s relaxed accesses ...”. (3) They do not provide a mechanisation.

A frequently employed starting point for program logic is separation logic, for which a number of extensions to weak memory exist (GPS [32], RSL [16]). Svendsen et al. [30] propose a separation logic based on the promising semantics of Kang et al. [17]. The principle of ownership transfer used therein naturally fits to message passing using release acquire. Prover support for such separation logic based proofs – like ours with Isabelle – has been developed for the Iris proof system [16]. Tool support has also been developed by Summers and Müller [29], where the RSL logic has been encoded in the Viper tool, offering a level of proof automation. Their encoding is proved sound and complete with respect to RSL. However, such efforts do not provide a clear link between C11 semantics and traditional reasoning using Hoare logics..

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced an assertion language for C11 RAR which enables re-use of the entire Owicki-Gries proof calculus except for the axiom of assignment. The assertion language is based on an operational semantics for C11 RAR which we have shown to be sound wrt. standard axiomatic semantics. We have exemplified reasoning on a number of standard C11 RAR litmus tests as well as a C11 RAR annotated version of Peterson’s algorithm. All
proofs ranging are mechanised within Isabelle – this includes soundness of the basic axioms for weak memory reads, writes and updates, and validity of proof outlines for the examples presented.

We are currently integrating this work [11] into the standard Owicki-Gries library that is included in the Isabelle distribution [24]. As future work, we aim to tackle fragments of C11 larger than C11 RAR, e.g., fragments that allow the load buffering example to terminate with postcondition \( r1 = 1 \land r2 = 1 \) [8, 17], SC annotations [22], as well as release sequences and fences [9]. Extending our operational semantics to handle the final two features is straightforward, but is not considered in this paper as it complicates the semantics and detracts from our main contribution, i.e., a simple extension to Hoare logic to enable reasoning about C11 programs. Hoare-style reasoning that incorporates the other two features is currently being investigated.
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Abstract

Traditionally, web applications have been written as HTML pages with embedded JavaScript code that implements dynamic and interactive features by manipulating the Document Object Model (DOM) through a low-level browser API. However, this unprincipled approach leads to code that is brittle, difficult to understand, non-modular, and does not facilitate incremental update of user-interfaces in response to state changes.

React is a popular framework for constructing web applications that aims to overcome these problems. React applications are written in a declarative and object-oriented style, and consist of components that are organized in a tree structure. Each component has a set of properties representing input parameters, a state consisting of values that may vary over time, and a render method that declaratively specifies the subcomponents of the component. React’s concept of reconciliation determines the impact of state changes and updates the user-interface incrementally by selective mounting and unmounting of subcomponents. At designated points, the React framework invokes lifecycle hooks that enable programmers to perform actions outside the framework such as acquiring and releasing resources needed by a component.

These mechanisms exhibit considerable complexity, but, to our knowledge, no formal specification of React’s semantics exists. This paper presents a small-step operational semantics that captures the essence of React, as a first step towards a long-term goal of developing automatic tools for program understanding, automatic testing, and bug finding for React web applications. To demonstrate that key operations such as mounting, unmounting, and reconciliation terminate, we define the notion of a well-behaved component and prove that well-behavedness is preserved by these operations.
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1 Introduction

A web application is a program where the user-interface runs in a web browser. Traditionally, such applications have been written as HTML pages that contain embedded JavaScript code that implements dynamic and interactive features, such as input validation or data visualization, by manipulating the Document Object Model (DOM) through a low-level browser API. Using the DOM, the programmer can add, remove, or mutate HTML elements directly. While expressive, this unprincipled approach has several disadvantages. First, direct mutation of the DOM leads to brittle and difficult to understand code. Second, using this approach, it is difficult to design reusable user-interface components and libraries. Third, this approach does not easily lend itself to designs where the user-interface of a web application is updated incrementally in response to user input or new data received from a server. As a result, traditional web applications are often buggy and difficult to maintain [4, 5, 19, 20, 18].

The React framework [8] was developed to address these concerns. A React application does not manipulate the DOM directly but instead operates on a “virtual DOM”, by constructing React components that are rendered incrementally as their properties and state change. Such components are written in a declarative and object-oriented programming style, where classes represent components, and reusing a component is as simple as creating an instance of a class. A React application is structured as a tree, where a root component represents the top-level element of the user-interface, and where a (possibly dynamically varying) set of subcomponents correspond to widgets within that page. A React component has three key constituents: (i) a set of properties representing input parameters needed to configure the component, (ii) an internal state consisting of values that may vary over time, and (iii) a render method that specifies how a component is rendered by returning a subtree composed of a mix of subcomponents and HTML elements. The process of creating and updating the user-interface of a React application is defined in terms of mounting and unmounting operations, corresponding to the addition and removal of subcomponents. A key feature of React is its concept of reconciliation, which entails determining those parts of a page that are affected by state changes and updating them incrementally by selectively mounting and unmounting subcomponents. At key points during this process (e.g., when components are mounted or unmounted), the React framework invokes lifecycle hooks – callback methods that enable programmers to perform actions, e.g., to fetch data from a remote server or to store data locally in localStorage.

Today, React is one of the world’s most popular web frameworks. On StackOverflow, a popular question-and-answer forum for programmers, more than 181,554 questions are tagged reactjs. In comparison, the reactjs tag is more popular than the perl, scala, swing, or typescript tags. On GitHub, React is the fourth most starred repository, with more than 142,000 stars. On NPM, the package manager for Node.js, React has more than 20,000,000 downloads per month.

While React helps programmers structure their web application as a collection of modular components, it comes with its own set of challenges and bug patterns that new programmers must learn to avoid. For example, the intricate control- and dataflow can make it exceedingly difficult to understand how state changes in one component affect other components. As another example, the complex interplay between the component lifecycle methods and the reconciliation algorithm can be difficult to understand.

To enable the construction of tools for reasoning about the behavior of React applications, for automatic testing, and for bug finding, a precise understanding of the semantics of React is required. This paper establishes such an understanding, in the form of a formal semantics that captures the essence of React. Our semantics is based on λjs [10], and precisely models the key aspects of React:
(i) mounting and unmounting of components,  
(ii) reconciliation of component descriptors and mounted components, and  
(iii) the semantics of state changes.

To demonstrate that key operations such as mounting, unmounting, and reconciliation terminate, we define the notion of a well-behaved component by imposing a ranking function on components, and requiring that the render method of a component only returns components of strictly smaller rank. We then prove that well-behavedness is preserved by these operations.

In this paper, we focus on the core of React version 16.x. In the 16.x series, React has undergone some changes in the supported lifecycle methods, but those are mostly orthogonal to our work. React 16.8 introduced React hooks, a new, optional mechanism for state management in a functional style that avoids the use of classes. To our knowledge, there is no plan to change or remove the current mechanism for state management, and is is unclear to what extent the community will be adopting React hooks. In the paper, we focus on traditional state management as used in current React applications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 uses a small React application as an example to illustrate the key concepts and terminology associated with React. Section 3 presents a small-step operational semantics for the essence of React. Section 4 defines a well-behavedness property for components and demonstrates that well-behavedness is preserved by the key operations. Section 5 discusses how lifecycle hooks can be modeled. Related work is discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents conclusions and directions for future work.

2 React

We will review the key concepts and terminology of React using a small React application that illustrates some of the typical requirements that a modern web developer must deal with. This includes fetching data and periodically receiving updates from the server, updating the browser’s Document Object Model (DOM) to reflect the latest data, and filtering data based on user input. In pure JavaScript these steps can be difficult to manage, but React makes these steps easy to express.

Our example application receives RSS feeds from several news sites and, for each feed, displays the title of each news article. Clicking on the title will navigate the user to the full article on newspaper website. To focus on a specific news topic, the user may enter a keyword in the box at the top of the window to remove from the view any news items that do not contain the specified keyword. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the application after the user has typed the word “brexit” in the box. The news feeds are polled every 5 seconds and the display is updated when existing news items disappear, and when additional news items appear. Note that such updates are performed incrementally, i.e., only the changed parts of the web page’s DOM representation are updated and re-rendered.

In general, a React application is organized as a tree of React components, each of which is self-contained UI widget that may be composed of subcomponents. React components are either instances of classes or they are HTML elements such as buttons or text fields. Our example application consists of a root component App that has 4 subcomponents: a text field and one subcomponent for each news feed, which is an instance of the RssFeed class. Each React component has three central constituents: A set of properties, an internal state, and a render method. The properties are a form of input parameters typically used to configure the component. The state holds time-varying values, e.g., the values of input fields. The render method is used to draw the component by returning a subtree composed of a mix of
subcomponents and HTML elements. In the case of our example application, the number of subcomponents is fixed because it depends on the number of news feeds being monitored, which is fixed. However, in general the component tree is not static, as a render method can vary the tree returned based on a component’s properties and state. For example, one can easily imagine adding a feature that would allow the user to subscribe to additional news feeds, so that the number of components would vary dynamically as well.

The process of creating and updating the user-interface of a React application is defined in terms of mounting and unmounting operations. Here, mounting an application involves instantiating the class corresponding to its root component, rendering it by calling its render method, and recursively mounting its subcomponents. The React framework automatically takes care of all of this. To do so, React must be informed explicitly when state changes occur, by invoking the setState method with an object that specifies the state changes. When state changes occur, React will invoke the render method of the affected components to update the user-interface appropriately. However, changes are applied incrementally: React’s reconciliation mechanism ensures that state changes do not require recomputation and re-rendering of the entire component tree, but only of those components affected by the state change. If a state change has the effect of removing a subcomponent, such a subcomponent is unmounted, i.e., the subcomponent is removed from its parent, and cleanup actions are performed as necessary. At designated points in the execution of a React application (e.g., prior to and upon completion of mounting and unmounting operations and when state changes occur), so-called lifecycle methods are invoked by the React framework. Lifecycle methods are declared in classes corresponding to React components and can perform any programmer-specified action. Typically, lifecycle methods are used to initiate network requests to fetch data or initialize resources when a component is mounted, and to free resources when a component is unmounted.
import React, {Component} from 'react';
import './App.css';

let Parser = require('rss-parser');
let parser = new Parser();

class App extends Component {
  constructor() {
    super();
    this.state = {filter: ''};
  }

  feeds = [
  ];

  render = () => {
    return <div>
      <input type="text" onChange={this.notifyChange} />
      { this.feeds.map((feed) => <RssFeed title={feed.title} url={feed.url} filter={this.state.filter}/>) }
    </div>
  }

  notifyChange = (e) => {
    this.setState({filter: e.target.value});
  }
}

class RssFeed extends Component {
  constructor() {
    super();
    this.state = {items: []};
  }

  componentWillMount = () => {
    this.doUpdate()
    this.timer = setInterval(this.doUpdate, 5000)
  }

  componentWillUnmount = () => {
    clearInterval(this.timer)
  }

  doUpdate = () => { // use "cors-anywhere" proxy to add CORS headers to the proxied request
    (async () => {
      let url = "https://cors-anywhere.herokuapp.com/" + this.props.url
      let feed = await parser.parseURL(url);
      this.setState({items: feed.items});
    })()
  }

  matchesKeyword = (newsItem) => {
    (this.props.filter === '') || newsItem.title.includes(this.props.filter);
  }

  render = () => {
    return <div className="feed">
      <h1>{this.props.title}</h1>
      <ul>
        {this.state.items.filter(this.matchesKeyword).map(item => <li><a href={item.link}>{item.title}</a></li>)}
      </ul>
    </div>
  }
}

export default App;

Figure 2 Example of a React web application.

Figure 2 shows the complete source code for the React application shown in Figure 1. The application consists of two classes: App (lines 7–27) and RssFeed (lines 28–60). Each React class has a constructor method that is responsible for initializing the component’s state. The state of the root component App includes a field\(^1\) filter that will be used to determine which items should be selected from the newsfeeds. The constructor of the root component App (line 8–11) initializes the filter field to the empty string, reflecting that, by default, no news

\(^1\) In this paper, we will use the term “field” to refer to object fields and the term “property” to refer to the inputs provided to React components.
items should be filtered out. Next, on lines 12–16, a field `feeds` is initialized with an array that contains the URLs for the news feeds. Lines 17–23 show the `render` method for class `App`. In general, a `render` method of a React class produces a component descriptor, i.e., a declarative description of the component’s subcomponents that are to be mounted/reconciled by React. Here, the `render` method returns a `<div>` tag containing a text field (line 19), and a sequence of `RSSFeed` components (lines 20–21). Line 19 specifies that entering or changing the text in the text field will cause the method `notifyChange` (lines 24–26) to be invoked with the current text as an argument. Lines 20–21 map a function over the `feeds` array to create an array of `RSSFeed` components, passing each field’s URL and title, and the current value of the `filter` property. The `notifyChange` method on lines 24–26 specifies that React’s `setState` function should be invoked, passing in an object with a property `filter` that is bound to the current value of the filter. This illustrates how React merges a form of declarative and object-oriented programming: The `render` methods return a declarative description of subcomponents that React then instantiates and maintains as objects.

The state of an `RSSFeed` component consists of a field `items` that represents the current items of the corresponding news feed, and the constructor (lines 29–32) initializes this field with an empty array. Next, the lifecycle methods `componentWillMount` (lines 33–36) and `componentWillUnmount` (lines 37–39) are defined. The former specifies that, when an `RSSFeed` component mounts, the `doUpdate` method should be invoked (line 34) immediately, and then invoked periodically (line 35) every 5 seconds. The latter specifies that, upon unmounting an `RSSFeed` component, the timer should be cleared (line 38). The `doUpdate` method (lines 40–46) asynchronously requests content from an RSS feed on line 42, using a proxy to enable cross-origin requests that would otherwise be disallowed due to browser’s same-origin policy. The contents of the feed are parsed on line 43, and the `RSSFeed` component’s state is updated on line 44 by invoking `setState` to set the `items` property to the news items in the feed’s contents. The `RSSFeed` component’s `render` method (lines 49–59) makes use of an auxiliary method `matchesKeyword` (lines 47–48) to determine if a given newsfeed item matches the filter if a filter is specified (if no filter is specified, all items match). The `render` method returns a `div` element (line 51) containing a title (line 52) and a list of news items extracted from the feed (line 55). The latter is constructed by filtering the `items` using the `matchesKeyword` function and creating an `li` (list item) tag for each item containing a hyperlink that is created using the title and URL obtained from the news feed.

We conclude from this example that React enables the construction of sophisticated interactive web applications, for which the user-interface is modular and incrementally maintained in response to property and state changes. React applications are remarkably concise due to a powerful combination of declarative and object-oriented programming. While the behavior of React applications can be understood in terms of a small number of key operations, thus far these operations have only been defined informally. To our knowledge, our paper presents the first approach that places the essence of React on a formal foundation.

3 Semantics

We now present a small-step operational semantics, named $\lambda_{\text{react}}$, that captures the essence of React. We formulate the semantics as an extension of the $\lambda_{\text{js}}$ calculus [10]. Using $\lambda_{\text{js}}$ as a foundation allows us to focus on the core issues without being distracted by complex JavaScript features such as prototype-based inheritance, dynamic property access, implicit coercions, and so on, which are handled by $\lambda_{\text{js}}$. 
The calculus aims to capture three central aspects of React:
(i) the mounting and unmounting of components,
(ii) the reconciliation of component descriptors and mounted components, and
(iii) the semantics of state changes.

3.1 Design Decisions
We briefly outline the major design choices we made in the formulation of the semantics.

- React is a huge framework and our aim to distill it down to its essence. We want to
  describe the primary concepts of React in as little formalism as possible. It is not
  our goal to provide a complete formal specification of the entire React framework.
- React relies on classes, which are supported in EcmaScript 6, but \( \lambda \text{js} \) is based on an
  earlier version of EcmaScript. We believe that \( \lambda \text{js} \) could be extended with classes, but
  that is beyond the scope of the current paper. In the \( \lambda_{\text{react}} \) semantics, we side-step this
  issue by direct modeling of the React constructs.
- We extend the syntax of \( \lambda \text{js} \) with explicit terms for mounting, unmounting, and reconcili-
  ation of components. In React, the programmer cannot use these terms directly; they are
  part of the internals.
- We model the registration of event listeners since they are the main driver of execution
  once a React application has started. We simulate the execution of these event listeners
  in a non-deterministic fashion with a special “•” term that represents the event loop.
- React places a strong emphasis on performance. For the most part, we ignore such
  considerations, however our specification of object equivalence and merging does reflect
  these underlying concerns.
- We omit lifecycle hooks from the \( \lambda_{\text{react}} \) semantics. Although they play an important role
  in any realistic React application they are not particularly interesting from a semantic
  point of view, and adding them would be straightforward, if tedious. Nevertheless, in
  Section 5 we give some ideas of how to incorporate lifecycle hooks into the semantics.

3.2 Components, Component Descriptors, and Mounted Components
A React component is a class that extends the \texttt{React.Component} class. Each React component
has a set of \textit{properties} and an internal \textit{state}. The properties are a form of input parameters
used to configure the component, whereas the state holds time-varying values.

Every component has a \texttt{render} method that returns fragments that are either React
\textit{component descriptors} or HTML elements. This tree fragment represents the “view” of the
component and is used by React to “draw” the component in the DOM. For example, a com-
ponent could return the HTML element \texttt{<h1>Hello</h1>}, which React would simply display.
On the other hand, it could also return a component descriptor \texttt{<RssFeed title="..." url="..." />}
whose view would depend on the \texttt{render} method inside \texttt{RssFeed}.

Component Descriptors and Mounted Components

In React terminology, the process of creating a React component is called \textit{mounting}. A
mounted component is an object that is currently part of the virtual (and real DOM). When
a component is taken out of the virtual DOM (and real DOM) it is \textit{unmounted} and eventually
garbage-collected. A \textit{component descriptor} is tag-like structure that carries a name of a class
and optionally several properties. A component descriptor can be turned into a mounted
component. To illustrate these concepts, consider the following \texttt{render} method:
Here the `render` method consists of an if-then-else statement. If the current progress, kept in the internal state of the `App` component, is less than 100 then the method returns the component descriptor `<ProgressBar value=... />` passing the current progress as a property. Otherwise, the method returns the `<Game />` component descriptor.

When the `App` component is mounted, its initial progress is zero. Hence the `render` method returns the `<ProgressBar />` descriptor. React then mounts and displays this component. Over time, the progress might change, as assets for the game are downloaded. When this happens, React will re-invoke the `render` method. Let us say that the progress changes from 0% to 20%. Before the change, React knows that the last component descriptor it mounted underneath `App` was:

`<ProgressBar value=0 />`

when the progress is changed, `render` returns the component descriptor:

`<ProgressBar value=20 />`

At this point, React observes that the two component descriptors are of the same type (`ProgressBar` and `ProgressBar`), but that one of the properties has changed. Since the components are the same, React simply updates the property `value` in the mounted component `ProgressBar` and calls its `render` method. This is called reconciliation.

Now, let us consider what happens when the progress reaches 100%. React knows that the last component descriptor it mounted underneath `App` was:

`<ProgressBar value=20 />`

when the progress is changed to 100%, `render` returns the component descriptor:

`<Game />`

At this point, React observes that the two component descriptors are not of the same type (`ProgressBar` and `Game`), hence it unmounts `ProgressBar` (destroying it) and then it mounts `Game` in its place and calls its `render` method.

In summary, a component descriptor is a value that is a static description of a component that can be turned into a mounted component React. The goal of React is to ensure that whatever component descriptors are returned by `render`, they are kept consistent with the currently mounted components, and that `render` is invoked whenever a change happens that might change its output.

### 3.3 Component State and Properties

Each React component has a set of properties and an internal state. The properties are accessed through the `this.props` field inside the component, whereas the state is accessed through `this.state`. Importantly, *neither field should be changed directly!* The properties
of a component are always derived from the properties described in a component descriptor, e.g., `<ProgressBar value=20 />`. To change the state of a component, the programmer must explicitly call `setState` on the component. These two patterns ensure that React always knows when changes occur to the properties or state of a mounted component. If properties or state were to be changed through other means, the component might become out of sync with its visual representation in the virtual DOM (and real DOM).

In React, the data flow of properties and state can be quite complex. In general, the state of a component can be passed as a property to another component. However, it is also possible, to use a property as part of a component’s own internal state (e.g., by passing it to `setState`), or to derive state from a property. For example, in the motivating example, the `filter` is a part of the `state` of the `App` component, but it is passed as a `property` to the `RssFeed` component.

### 3.4 Render and Child Components

The `render` method is at the heart of each React component. It determines the subcomponents of a component by returning component descriptors. A small, but important detail is that it only determines one level of components. For an example, consider the following program:

```javascript
class Component extends React.Component {
  render() {
    return (<Subcomponent>
      <Button>Click Me</Button>
      </Subcomponent>);
  }
}

class Subcomponent extends React.Component {
  render() {
    return (<h1>Hello World!</h1>);
  }
}
```

Here, the `render` method of the `Component` class returns a `<Subcomponent>...</Subcomponent>` descriptor with a `Button` component descriptor inside it. Our intuition tells us that `Subcomponent` should have a button somewhere inside it, but this is not necessarily so. In fact, there is no guarantee that the `Button` component descriptor is ever mounted. To understand why, consider the `render` method of the `Subcomponent`. This method unconditionally returns an `h1` tag. Hence if we were to render `Component` all we would see would be a `h1` tag. In React, nested component descriptors are simply treated as a special property called `children`. A component must explicitly refer to this property to use any component descriptors that may be nested within it. For example, we could change the subcomponent to:

```javascript
class Subcomponent extends React.Component {
  render() {
    return (<div>
      <h1>Goodye World!</h1>
      {this.props.children}
    </div>);
  }
}
```

In this case, the subcomponent would also mount the `Button` component descriptor passed by its parent component. Hence, in the semantics we will write component descriptors as `<C props.../>` ignoring any nested component descriptors, as these are simply passed as a special property called `children`. 
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\[ c \in \text{Cst} = \text{bool} \mid \text{num} \mid \text{str} \mid \text{null} \mid \text{undef} \quad \text{[constant]} \]

\[ v \in \text{Val} = c \quad \text{[literal]} \]
\[ \mid a \quad \text{[address]} \]
\[ \mid \{ \text{str} : v \ldots \} \quad \text{[object]} \]
\[ \mid \lambda (x \ldots) \ e \quad \text{[function]} \]

\[ e \in \text{Exp} = v \quad \text{[value]} \]
\[ \mid x \quad \text{[variable]} \]
\[ \mid e ; e \quad \text{[sequence]} \]
\[ \mid e = e \quad \text{[assignment]} \]
\[ \mid \text{let} \ (x = e) \ e \quad \text{[binding]} \]
\[ \mid e (e \ldots) \quad \text{[call]} \]
\[ \mid e.f \quad \text{[field load]} \]
\[ \mid e.f = e \quad \text{[field store]} \]
\[ \mid \text{ref} \ e \quad \text{[address of]} \]
\[ \mid \text{deref} \ e \quad \text{[value at]} \]

\[ x \in \text{Var} = \text{is a finite set of variable names.} \]
\[ f \in \text{Fld} = \text{is a finite set of field names.} \]
\[ a \in \text{Addr} = \text{is an infinite set of memory addresses.} \]
\[ \lambda \in \text{Lam} = \text{is the set of all lambda expressions.} \]

Figure 3: Syntax of $\lambda_{\text{js}}$.

3.5 Syntax of $\lambda_{\text{react}}$

We are now ready to present the syntax of $\lambda_{\text{react}}$. We assume a base language with support for objects and references such as $\lambda_{\text{js}}$ [10], shown in Figure 3.

Values

We extend the values of $\lambda_{\text{js}}$ with two new central concepts: component descriptors and mounted components. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the extended grammar of values in $\lambda_{\text{react}}$. A component descriptor is written as $\langle C \ \text{props} / \rangle$ where $C$ is an identifier and props is an object literal, i.e., a set of key-value pairs. In React, $C$ is a class, but for our purposes it is sufficient that $C$ is an identifier. A mounted component is written as $\langle C \#a \ \text{props} / \rangle$ and is similar to a component descriptor, except that it is associated with an object in the heap stored at address $a$. A component descriptor is just that; a “dead” description, whereas a mounted component is a “live” object. We will write $\pi$ to refer to component descriptors and $\Pi$ to refer to mounted components. The mnemonic is that mounting a component descriptor changes it from $\pi$ to $\Pi$.

Expressions

We extend the syntax of $\lambda_{\text{js}}$ with React constructs for mounting, unmounting, and reconciliation of components. Figure 6 shows the grammar of the new constructs. We briefly explain each new expression; their semantics are explained in-depth in the following subsection.
\( \pi \in \text{Component Descriptor} = \langle C, \text{props} \rangle \)

\( \Pi \in \text{Mounted Component} = \langle C@a, \text{props} \rangle \)

\( \text{props} = \{k_1 = v_1, \cdots, k_n = v_n\} \)

\( C = \text{is a set of identifiers.} \)

Figure 4 Component Descriptors and Mounted Components.

\( v \in \text{Val} = \cdots | \pi | \Pi \)

Figure 5 Values of \( \lambda_{\text{react}} \).

\( \text{MOUNT}(e) \) is used to mount a component descriptor. \( \text{UNMOUNT}(e) \) is used to unmount a mounted component. \( \text{MOUNTSEQ}(e) \) and \( \text{UNMOUNTSEQ}(e) \) are variants of these that operate on sequences of component descriptors and mounted components, respectively. \( \text{MOUNTED}(e) \) and \( \text{UNMOUNTED}(e) \) are used to perform cleanup after a mount or unmount operation has completed. \( \text{RECONCILE}(e, e) \) is used to reconcile a component descriptor with a mounted component. Reconciliation, as will be explained, is the process of updating a mounted component with new data; either through an incremental re-render of the affected subcomponents or through unmounting/mounting. \( \text{RECONCILESEQ}(e, e) \) is similar, but reconciles a sequence of component descriptors with a sequence of mounted components. Finally, the \( \bullet \) expression represents the event-loop, which marks when an event listener can be executed.

Evaluation Context

We extend \( \lambda_{\text{react}} \) with the evaluation contexts shown in Figure 7.

Notation

We will write \( \pi \) for a sequence of addresses, \( \pi \) for a sequence of component descriptors, and \( \Pi \) for a sequence of mounted components. We will write the empty sequence as \( \text{Nil} \). We use pattern matching \( \pi :: \pi \) to deconstruct a sequence into its head (\( \pi \)) and its tail (\( \pi \)). Given a partial map \( f : A \rightarrow B \), we write \( f - a \) for the same map, but with the binding for \( a \) removed. We write the empty map as \( \varnothing \).

\( e \in \text{Exp} = \cdots \)

| \( \text{SetState}(e, e) \) | \( \text{RENDER}(e) \) | \( \text{RENDER}(e) \) |
| \( \text{MOUNT}(e) \) | \( \text{MOUNTSEQ}(e) \) | \( \text{MOUNT}(e, e) \) |
| \( \text{UNMOUNT}(e) \) | \( \text{UNMOUNTSEQ}(e) \) | \( \text{UNMOUNT}(e) \) |
| \( \text{RECONCILE}(e, e) \) | \( \text{RECONCILESEQ}(e, e) \) |
| \( \bullet \) |

Figure 6 Syntax of \( \lambda_{\text{react}} \).
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\[
E = \square \\
| \qquad \text{SetState}(E, e) | \text{SetState}(v, E) | \text{Render}(E) | \text{ReRender}(E) \\
| \quad \text{Mount}(E) | \text{MountSeq}(E) | \text{Mounted}(E, e) | \text{Mounted}(v, E) \\
| \qquad \text{Unmount}(E) | \text{UnmountSeq}(E) | \text{Unmounted}(E, e) | \text{Unmounted}(v, E) \\
| \quad \text{Reconcile}(E, e) | \text{Reconcile}(v, E) | \text{ReconcileSeq}(E, e) | \text{ReconcileSeq}(v, E)
\]

\section*{Figure 7} Evaluation Contexts for \(\lambda_{\text{react}}\).

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma \in \text{Heap} &= \text{Addr} \leftrightarrow \text{Val} \\
\delta \in \text{ComponentState} &= \text{Addr} \leftrightarrow \text{Obj} \\
\zeta \in \text{ComponentShape} &= \text{Addr} \leftrightarrow \text{Mounted Component} \times (\text{Address})^* \\
\ell \in \text{Listeners} &= \text{Addr} \leftrightarrow \mathcal{P}((\text{Lambda})) \\
\chi \in \text{Configuration} &= \text{Heap} \times \text{ComponentState} \times \text{ComponentShape} \times \text{Listeners} \times \text{Exp}
\end{align*}
\]

\section*{Figure 8} Runtime of \(\lambda_{\text{react}}\).

\subsection*{3.6 Runtime of \(\lambda_{\text{react}}\)}

The runtime of \(\lambda_{\text{react}}\) is conceptually similar to \(\lambda_{\text{js}}\), but extended with several additional aspects to keep track of React components. Figure 8 shows the runtime of \(\lambda_{\text{react}}\). A configuration \(\chi \in \text{Configuration}\) is a 5-tuple \((\sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \chi)\) consisting of the heap \(\sigma\), the component state map \(\delta\), the component shape map \(\zeta\), the listener map \(\ell\), and an expression \(e\). A heap \(\sigma\) is a partial map from addresses to values. A component state map \(\delta\) is a partial map from (component) addresses to objects. The component state map does not hold the current state of a component, but rather its next state which will become the current state through the process of reconciliation. (The current state of a component is always available through the state field on the component object.) A component shape map \(\zeta\) is a partial map from (component) addresses to pairs of a mounted component and a sequence of addresses. The component shape map records the current "shape" of a mounted component along with its currently mounted subcomponents. Intuitively, the component shape map can be thought of as the "Virtual DOM"; what the browser is currently displaying. A listener map \(\ell\) is a partial map from (component) addresses to a set of lambda expressions. The map holds the currently registered event listeners associated with a mounted component. Finally, every configuration has an expression \(e\).

\subsection*{3.7 Initial State}

A \(\lambda_{\text{react}}\) program consists of a single root component descriptor \(\pi\) (e.g., \(<\text{App props}/>\)). We define a function, inject, to insert the component descriptor into an empty, initial configuration:

\[\text{inject}(\pi) = (\emptyset, \emptyset, \emptyset, \emptyset, \text{Mount}(\pi); \bullet)\]

The initial configuration starts with an empty heap \((\sigma = \emptyset)\), an empty component state map \((\delta = \emptyset)\), an empty component shape map \((\zeta = \emptyset)\), and an empty map of listeners \((\ell = \emptyset)\). The initial expression is \(\text{Mount}(\pi); \bullet\) which will trigger a mount of the root component descriptor, recursively mounting its subcomponents, and registering event listeners on all mounted components. Once the root component is mounted, the expression enters the event loop, and begins to execute event listeners non-deterministically.
A key React operation is to determine when two objects are equal. React uses this to determine when property- and state objects are unchanged during reconciliation, as discussed later. Figure 9 defines two objects to be equal if

(i) they share the same keys,
(ii) the values of primitive types are compared by equality, and
(iii) the references are compared using reference equality.

For example,

\[ \{a : 21, b : 42\} = \{a : 21, b : 42\} \]

and

\[ \{a : 21, b : \ell\} = \{a : 21, b : \ell\} \]

where \( \ell\) is some address in the heap.

This shallow notion of equality can be checked efficiently, since we never have to recursively descend into the object structure.

### 3.9 Semantics of State Merges

Another key React operation is to merge two objects. Like equivalence, merging is also a shallow operation. Specifically, two objects are merged in a left-biased manner where the returned object is obtained by taking all keys and values from the left object and adding those keys and values from the right object that did not appear in the left object. Figure 10 captures this notion.  

For example,

\[ \{a : 21, b : 42\} \odot \{b : 84\} = \{a : 21, b : 42\} \]

and

\[ \{a : 21, b : 42\} \odot \{c : 84\} = \{a : 21, b : 42, c : 84\} \]
### 3.10 Semantics of Mounting and Unmounting

We now discuss the process of mounting and unmounting components. A component is mounted when a \( \lambda_{\text{react}} \) application starts and it may cause subcomponents to be mounted, and so on recursively. Components are also mounted and unmounted as part of the reconciliation process, which will be described later. Figure 11 shows the semantics of mounting and unmounting components. We now discuss each evaluation rule in greater detail:

#### [E-Mount]

The rule states that to mount a component descriptor \( \pi = \langle C \ props/ \rangle \) the following steps are taken: A fresh address \( a \notin \text{dom}(\sigma) \) is chosen. An object is stored at that address in the heap with a copy of the \( \text{props} \) object. The component state map \( \delta \) is updated with a binding for \( a \), binding it to the empty object (since the next pending state is currently empty). The event listeners are extracted from the \( \text{props} \) object and registered in the event listener map \( \ell \).

These steps are sufficient to mount the component, but we must also recursively mount its subcomponents as determined by its \text{render} method.

We achieve this by having the mount expression reduce to:

\[
\text{Mounted}(\langle C\&a \ props/\rangle, \text{MountSeq}(\text{Render}(\pi)))
\]

which can be understood as follows: The inner \( \text{Render}(\pi) \) will reduce to a sequence of subcomponent descriptors. We will then mount each of these in turn. This will reduce to...
a sequence of mounted component addresses $\pi$. Finally, the $\text{Mounted}(\text{\textless}C@a\ \text{props}/,\pi)$ expression will register that the mounted components addresses $\pi$ are subcomponents of the current component $a$.

**[E-Mounted]**

The rule states that the expression $\text{Mounted}(\text{\textless}C@a\ \text{props}/,\pi)$ reduces to the address $a$ of the mounted component $\text{\textless}C@a\ \text{props}/$ with the component shape map $\zeta$ updated to reflect the current shape of the component $a$ and that $\pi$ are the current subcomponents of $a$. Intuitively, once the $\text{Mounted}$ expression is evaluated, the component $a$ and its subcomponents have been fully mounted, and we have recorded their shape so that, in the future when we re-render the component, we are able to compare the current shape to the component descriptors returned by $\text{render}$.

**[E-Mount-Seq-1]**

The rule states that mounting the empty sequence of component descriptors results in the empty sequence of mounted component addresses.

**[E-Mount-Seq-2]**

The rule states that to mount a sequence of component descriptors $\pi :: \bar{\pi}$ we mount the first component $\pi$ and then we mount the remaining component descriptors $\bar{\pi}$. Mounting a component descriptor $\pi$ returns a mounted component address $a$ and since our goal is to produce a sequence of mounted component addresses, we prepend the result of mounting $\pi$ with the result of mounting the remaining component descriptors $\bar{\pi}$. Thus, $\text{MountSeq}$ always reduces to a sequence of mounted component addresses.

For example, if we mount the two component descriptors:

$$\langle \sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \text{MountSeq}(\text{\textless}\text{TextField props1}/ :: \text{\textless}\text{Button props2}/ :: \text{Nil}) \rangle$$

we obtain a new configuration with the two mounted components:

$$\langle \sigma', \delta', \zeta', \ell', a_1 :: a_2 :: \text{Nil} \rangle$$

where

$$\zeta'(a_1) = \text{\textless}\text{TextField}@a_1\ \text{props1}/ \quad \text{and} \quad \zeta'(a_2) = \text{\textless}\text{Button}@a_2\ \text{props2}/$$

**[E-Unmount]**

The rule states that to unmount a mounted component address $a$, we must first unmount its subcomponents, which are known from the component shape map $\zeta$, and afterwards we can consider the component $\Pi$ to be unmounted.

**[E-Unmounted]**

The rule states that once the subcomponents of a component $a$ have been unmounted, all listeners are removed from the event listener map $\ell$. We do not remove the address $a$ from the heap $\sigma$ since there could still be a reference to the component object somewhere nor do we remove it from the component shape map $\zeta$. A garbage collector can be used to clean these maps, if desired.
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\[ \sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \ReconcileSeq(\text{Nil, Nil}) \rightarrow (\sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \text{Nil}) \quad \text{(RC-Empty)} \]

\[ \sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \ReconcileSeq(\pi, \text{Nil}) \rightarrow (\sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \text{MountSeq}(\pi)) \quad \text{(RC-Extend)} \]

\[ \sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \ReconcileSeq(\text{Nil, } \pi) \rightarrow (\sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \text{UnmountSeq}(\pi)) \quad \text{(RC-Truncate)} \]

\[ \langle \sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \ReconcileSeq(\pi :: \pi, a :: \pi) \rangle \rightarrow (\sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \text{Reconcile}(\pi, a :: \text{ReconcileSeq}(\pi, a))) \quad \text{(RC-Sequence)} \]

\[ \pi = \langle C_1 \text{ nextProps} \rangle \quad \zeta(a) = \langle C_2 \text{ a prevProps} \rangle \quad C_1 \neq C_2 \]

\[ \sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \text{Reconcile}(\pi, a) \rightarrow (\sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \text{Unmount}(a) ; \text{Mount}(\pi)) \quad \text{(RC-Diff-Root)} \]

\[ o = \sigma(a) \quad o' = o[\text{props } \rightarrow \text{nextProps}][\text{state } \rightarrow \text{nextState}] \quad \sigma' = \sigma[a \mapsto o'] \]

\[ (\sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \text{Reconcile}(\pi, a)) \rightarrow \langle \sigma', \delta, \zeta, \ell, \text{Reconcile}(\langle C' \text{ a props} \rangle, \text{ReconcileSeq}(\text{ReRender}(a, \pi))) \rangle \quad \text{(RC-Same-Root)} \]

\[ \langle \sigma', \delta, \zeta, \ell, \text{Reconcile}(\langle C' \text{ a props} \rangle, \pi) \rangle \rightarrow (\sigma, \delta, \zeta', \ell, a) \quad \text{(RC-Reconciled)} \]

\[ \text{Figure 12} \quad \text{Semantics of reconciliation.} \]

[E-Unmount-Seq-1]

The rule states that unmounting the empty sequence of mounted component addresses results in the empty sequence.

[E-Unmount-Seq-2]

The rule states that to unmount a sequence of mounted component addresses \(a :: \pi\) we must unmount the first component \(a\) and then we can unmount the remaining components \(\pi\).

It is easy to see how the structure of the [E-Mount], [E-Mounted], [E-Mount-Seq-1], and [E-Mount-Seq-2] mirror the structure of [E-Unmount], [E-Unmounted], [E-Unmount-Seq-1], and [E-Unmount-Seq-2]. Mounting is essentially a recursive traversal of a tree that is gradually being computed by the \texttt{render} methods. Unmounting is the reverse process, using the component shape map to recursively remove subcomponents.

3.11 Semantics of Reconciliation

The purpose of reconciliation is to merge a component descriptor (or sequence of component descriptors) with a mounted component (or sequence of mounted components). At a high level, there are two broad cases to consider: (i) a mounted component is updated with new properties and state, and (ii) a mounted component is replaced by another component. We introduce two expressions: \texttt{Reconcile(e, c)} and \texttt{ReconcileSeq(e, c)} to model reconciliation. The former reconciles a component descriptor with a mounted component address, whereas the latter deals with sequences of component descriptors and mounted component addresses. Figure 12 shows the semantics of reconciliation. We now discuss each rule in greater detail:

[RC-Empty]

The rule states that reconciliation of the empty sequence of component descriptors with the empty sequence of mounted component addresses simply results in the empty sequence of mounted component addresses.
The rule states that reconciliation of a sequence of component descriptors $\pi$ with the empty sequence of mounted component addresses $\text{Nil}$ results in each of the $\pi$ component descriptors being mounted. For example, if we were to reconcile the component descriptors:

$$<\text{RssFeed title="..."}/> :: <\text{RssFeed title="..."}/>$$

with the empty sequence of mounted component addresses then we would simply mount the two $<\text{RssFeed}>$s. This is a common occurrence when the render method of a component returns additional component descriptors. The rule is called extend because it extends a sequence of subcomponents with additional components.

The rule states that reconciliation of the empty sequence of component descriptors with a sequence of $a$ of mounted component addresses results in each of the $a$ components being unmounted. For example, if we were to reconcile the empty sequence of component descriptors with the sequence of mounted component addresses:

$$a_1 :: a_2 :: \text{Nil}$$

where

$$\zeta(a_1) = <\text{a1@RssFeed title="..."}/> \quad \zeta(a_2) = <\text{a2@RssFeed title="..."}/>$$

then the mounted components $a_1$ and $a_2$ would be unmounted. The rule is called truncate because its truncates a sequence of subcomponents. Intuitively, this is the dual of the [RC-Extend] rule.

The rule states that reconciliation of a sequence of component descriptors $\pi :: \bar{\pi}$ with a sequence of mounted component addresses $a :: \bar{a}$ requires pairwise reconciliation, i.e., we have to reconcile $\pi$ with $a$ and then reconcile the rest of the two sequences $\pi$ and $\bar{\pi}$. For example, if we were to reconcile the sequence of component descriptors:

$$<\text{RssFeed title="The Guardian"}/> :: <\text{RssFeed title="Reuters"}/>$$

with the sequence of mounted component addresses:

$$a_1 :: a_2 :: \text{Nil}$$

where

$$\zeta(a_1) = <\text{a1@RssFeed title="BBC World"}/> \quad \zeta(a_2) = <\text{a2@RssFeed title="Reuters"}/>$$

the first component descriptor would be reconciled with the first mounted component $a_1$ and similarly the second component descriptor would be reconciled with the second mounted component $a_2$. In this case, the first component $a_1$ would be re-rendered and recursively reconciled since one of its properties changed.

We now turn to the more interesting question of how to reconcile a single component descriptor with a single mounted component. As stated previously, there are two cases to consider: (i) a mounted component is being updated with new properties and state, or (ii) a mounted component is being replaced by another component. We begin with the latter.
The rule states that reconciliation of a component descriptor $\pi = <C_1 nextProps/>$ with a mounted component address $a$ where $\zeta(a) = <a@C_2 prevProps/>$ and where the descriptor and the mounted components have different kinds, i.e., $C_1 \neq C_2$, is a two-step process. First, the currently mounted component $C_2$ is unmounted, which as we have seen, will recursively unmount its subcomponents. Second, the $C_1$ component descriptor is mounted.

For example, if we were to reconcile the component descriptor:

```xml
<Alert color="secondary">Submitted!</Alert>
```

with the mounted component address $a$ where:

```xml
\zeta(a) = <a@Button color="primary">Submit</Button>
```

The mounted `Button` component would be unmounted, and the `Alert` component descriptor would be mounted in its place. One component being replaced by another component is a common occurrence in the implementation of form dialogs and page navigation.

This rule states that reconciliation of a component descriptor $\pi = <C nextProps/>$ with a mounted component address $a$ where $\zeta(a) = <a@C prevProps/>$ and the descriptor and mounted component have the same kind requires multiple steps: The `props` field of the component object is updated to `nextProps`. Similarly, the `state` field is updated to the value of the next state as specified by the component state map $\delta$. Finally, the expression reduces to the expression:

$$\text{Reconciled}(\Pi, \text{ReconcileSeq}(\text{ReRender}(a, \pi)))$$

since we must re-render the component and reconcile the returned component descriptors (which could have changed) with the currently mounted subcomponents $\pi$. Once this is done, we must update the component shape map of $a$ to store its newly mounted / reconciled subcomponents, hence we wrap the result in `Reconciled` which is similar to `Mounted` and `Unmounted`.

A variant of the `[RC-SAME-ROOT]` rule, closer to React semantics, would use React’s object equivalence to determine whether the `prevProps` and `nextProps` are equivalent, and whether `nextState` and the current state are equivalent. If all were found to be equivalent then there is no need to do anything, and we could simply skip the updates and re-rendering. This is a performance consideration, hence we have omitted it from the rules.

The rule states that once reconciliation is complete for the mounted component address $a$ with (possibly new) subcomponents $\pi$ then we update the component shape map $\zeta$ to store the subcomponents and then return the component address $a$ itself.

### 3.12 Semantics of Rendering

The semantics of rendering, shown in Figure 13, are straightforward. As mentioned earlier, there are two types of rendering: rendering a component descriptor for the first time and re-rendering an already mounted component.
The \[E\text{-}\text{Set-State}\] rule states that if the mounted component \(a\) is passed an object \(\text{newState}\) with some new state then we must retrieve the \(\text{nextState}\) from the \(\delta\) map and merge the current next state with the new state. Finally, we must trigger a reconciliation wrapped in a \(\text{Reconciled}\) since changing the state of a component could change what is returned by its \(\text{render}\) method.

As mentioned earlier, the \(\text{render}\) method must return a sequence of component descriptors. Each component descriptor carries its own properties with a render method inside it. For this process to terminate, at some point a component will not have any subcomponents and simply return the empty sequence of component descriptors.

### 3.13 Semantics of State Changes

The semantics of state changes, shown in Figure 14, are also straightforward:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{nextState} = \delta(a) & \quad \delta' = \delta[a \mapsto \text{newState}] \\
\langle \sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \text{SetState}(a, \text{newState}) \rangle & \rightarrow \langle \sigma, \delta', \zeta, \ell, \text{Reconciled}(a, \text{ReconcileSeq}(\text{Render}(a), \pi)) \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{[E-Set-State]}\]

### 3.14 Semantics of Events

As mentioned earlier, the properties of a component descriptor may contain fields that correspond to various event listeners. For example, if there is a field \(\text{onClick}\) then it should be registered as an event listener when the component descriptor is mounted (and unregistered...
when the component is unmounted). In a real React application, such event listeners are executed in response to user events. In the λreact semantics, we add a rule, shown in Figure 15, which states that once we are in the event loop \( \bullet \) then we may select any (component) address \( a \) and pick any of its event listeners \( \lambda \in \ell(a) \), execute it, and then return to the event loop.

In the semantics, as well as in real React applications, execution of an event listener may invoke \texttt{setState} which in turn may cause a component to re-render and trigger the process of reconciliation. Thus, at a high-level, the execution of a React application can be understood as an initial mount (as defined by the \texttt{inject} function) followed by a sequence of reconciliations caused by calls to \texttt{setState} from event listeners.

### 4 Properties of λreact

We want to show that mounting, unmounting, and reconciliation terminate. However, in general, these processes may not terminate if the user-defined \texttt{render} function is badly behaved. Trivially, if \texttt{render} does not terminate then mounting a component descriptor will not terminate. But even if we assume that \texttt{render} terminates, it could return a list of “recursive” component descriptors. That is, the \texttt{render} function of a component descriptor \(<C \text{ props}/>\) could return a list that includes \( C \) itself. This would cause an execution where an infinite tree of component descriptors is mounted (which obviously never terminates).

To overcome these issues, we define the notion of a \textit{well-behaved} component. Simply put, the \texttt{render} function of a well-behaved component must always return a list of component descriptors where each component descriptor is strictly “smaller” than the component itself. Under the assumption that components are well-behaved, we can prove properties about mounting, unmounting, and reconciliation.

We now formalize the notions of rank and well-behavedness:

#### 4.1 Definitions

- **Definition 1 (Rank).** A ranking function \( \text{rank}: \text{Identifier} \rightarrow \text{Nat} \) is a map from identifiers (component names) to natural numbers.

- **Definition 2 (k-Well-Behaved Expressions).** An expression \( e \) is \( k \)-well-behaved if it evaluates to a list of component descriptors \( \pi \) such that for each component descriptor \( \pi_i = <C \text{ props}/> \) in the list it is the case that \( \text{rank}(C) < k \). If \( k = 0 \) then \( e \) must evaluate to the empty list.

- **Definition 3 (k-Well-Behaved Component Descriptors).** A component descriptor \( \pi = <C \text{ props}/> \) is \( k \)-well-behaved if \( \text{rank}(C) = k \) and the render function \( \text{props.render} \) is \( k \) well-behaved.

That is to say, the render function can only return component descriptors with a strictly lower rank than the rank of the component.
Definition 4 (k-Well-Behaved Mounted Components). A mounted component \(\Pi = \langle C \otimes a \text{props} / \rangle\) is \(k\) well-behaved if \(\text{rank}(C) = k\) and the render function \text{props.render} is \(k\) well-behaved.

That is to say, the \text{render} function can only return component descriptors with a strictly lower rank than the rank of the mounted component.

Definition 5 (Well-Behaved Component Shape Maps). A component shape map \(\zeta\) is well-behaved if:

- For every \(a \in \text{dom}(\zeta)\) where \(\zeta(a) = (\Pi, \pi)\), \(\Pi\) is \(k\) well-behaved for some \(k\) and for every address \(a_i \in \pi\), \(\zeta(a_i) = (\Pi', \_\_\_)\), \(\Pi'\) is \(k'\) well-behaved for some \(k' < k\). That is to say, every mounted component is well-behaved, its children are well-behaved, and they have strictly lower rank.
- For every pair of addresses \(a_1\) and \(a_2\) with \(a_1 \neq a_2\) it is the case that if \(\zeta(a_1) = (\_, \pi_1)\) and \(\zeta(a_2) = (\_, \pi_2)\) then the two lists \(\pi_1\) and \(\pi_2\) have disjoint elements. That is to say, every mounted component has exactly one parent.

As before, if \(k = 0\) then the children \(\pi\) of a mounted component must be the empty list.

4.2 Theorems

We can now state the main theoretical results of the paper.

Theorem 6 (Mount Preserves Well-Behavedness). If \(\pi\) is a \(k\) well-behaved component descriptor and \(\zeta\) is a well-behaved component shape map then:

\[
\langle \sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, E[\text{Mount}(\pi)] \rangle \rightarrow^* \langle \sigma', \delta', \zeta', \ell', E[a] \rangle
\]

and:

- \(\zeta'\) is a well-behaved component shape map,
- \(\zeta'(a)\) is \(k\) well-behaved mounted component, and
- \(a\) is not the child of any mounted component, i.e. there does not exist an address \(a_2\) such that \(\zeta(a_2) = (\_, \pi_2)\) where \(a \in \pi_2\).

Corollary 7 (Inject is Well-Behaved). If \(\pi\) is a \(k\) well-behaved component then:

\[
\text{inject}(\pi) \rightarrow^* \langle \sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, \_\_\_\_ \rangle
\]

where \(\zeta\) is well-behaved.

Theorem 8 (Unmount Preserves Well-Behavedness). If \(a\) is an address in \(\text{dom}(\zeta)\) and \(\zeta\) is a well-behaved component shape map then:

\[
\langle \sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, E[\text{Unmount}(a)] \rangle \rightarrow^* \langle \sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell', E[\text{Nil}] \rangle
\]

Theorem 9 (Reconciliation Preserves Well-Behavedness). If \(\pi\) is a \(k\) well-behaved component descriptor, \(\zeta\) is a well-behaved component shape map, \(a \in \text{dom}(\zeta)\), \(\zeta(a) = (\Pi, \_\_\_)\), \(\Pi\) is \(k'\) well-behaved then

\[
\langle \sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, E[\text{Reconcile}(\pi, a)] \rangle \rightarrow^* \langle \sigma', \delta', \zeta', \ell', E[a'] \rangle
\]

and \(\zeta'\) is well-behaved and \(\zeta'(a')\) is \(k\) well-behaved.
Table 1 Summary of React Lifecycle Hooks. (• only under certain conditions.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifecycle Hook</th>
<th>Use <code>setState</code>?</th>
<th>Deprecated?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>constructor(props)</code></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>componentDidMount()</code></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>componentDidUpdate(prevProps, prevState, snapshot)</code></td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>componentWillReceiveProps(nextProps)</code></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>componentWillMount()</code></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>componentWillUnmount()</code></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>componentWillUpdate(nextProps, prevProps)</code></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>shouldComponentUpdate()</code></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>getDerivedStateFromProps()</code></td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>getSnapshotBeforeUpdate(prevProps, prevState)</code></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lemma 10 (ReconcileSeq Preserves Well-Behavedness). If $\zeta$ is a well-behaved component shape map, $\pi = \pi_1, \ldots, \pi_n$, each $\pi_i$ is $k_i$ well-behaved, $\bar{a} = a_1, \ldots, a_m$, and each $a_i \in \text{dom}(\zeta)$ then

$$\langle \sigma, \delta, \zeta, \ell, E[\text{RECONCILESeq}(\pi, \bar{a})]\rangle \rightarrow^* \langle \sigma', \delta', \zeta', \ell', E[a'_1, \ldots, a'_n]\rangle$$

and $\zeta'$ is well-behaved and every $\zeta'(a'_i)$ is $k_i$ well-behaved.

The detailed proofs of these properties are available in a separate technical report [15].

In summary, we have proved that as long as the `render` functions terminate and the component descriptors form a hierarchy that rules out infinite component trees, then the processes of mounting, unmounting, and reconciling components all terminate. The theorems show that these restrictions expressed in terms of React programs are reflected in the runtime state of these programs, and are preserved in the runtime state by all the operations. The theorems also show that these restrictions are sufficient to ensure termination of each of the operations that manipulate components.

5 Lifecycle Hooks

Lifecycle hooks are an important part of React. A lifecycle hook is a callback executed by React in response to changes to a component’s properties and state, and when it is mounted or unmounted. Lifecycle hooks are frequently used to acquire (and release) resources, to retrieve data over the internet, and so on. Table 1 shows an overview of the lifecycle hooks available in React. As the figure shows, the design of lifecycle hooks has gone through several iterations, and some lifecycle hooks are now deprecated. Another important aspect of lifecycle hooks is whether they are allowed to call `setState`. This turns out to be quite tricky, because it is easy to accidentally construct infinite loops where a lifecycle hook calls `setState` which in turn triggers a lifecycle hook, and so on. This is source of bugs in React.

The semantics of $\lambda_{\text{react}}$ does not include lifecycles, but we can extend it to accommodate them. For example:

- The `componentWillMount()` method is invoked immediately before a component is mounted. In the semantics, this corresponds to the `[E-MOUNT]` rule, which we could update to trigger a call to `componentWillMount()`.  


The `componentDidMount()` method is invoked immediately after a component has been mounted. In the semantics, this corresponds to the \([E\text{-MOUNTED}]\) rule, which we could update to trigger a call to `componentDidMount()` immediately before returning the mounted component.

The `componentWillUnmount()` method is invoked immediately before a component is unmounted. In the semantics, this corresponds to the \([E\text{-UNMOUNT}]\) rule, which we could update to trigger a call to `componentWillUnmount()`. There is no corresponding `componentDidUnmount()` because changes should not be made to an unmounted component.

The `componentDidUpdate()` method is invoked immediately after a component has been updated. In the semantics, this corresponds approximately to the \([Rc\text{-SAME-ROOT}]\) reconciliation rule, which we could update to trigger a call to `componentDidUpdate()`.

Note that many of the lifecycle hooks receive the previous properties, the previous state, the new properties, and/or the new state. Since the \(\lambda_{\text{react}}\) semantics meticulously models properties and state, these objects are readily available.

6 Related Work

We are not aware of any prior work on formally defining the semantics of React. In this related work section, we focus on previous research on formally specifying the semantics of JavaScript, and on related frameworks for defining user-interfaces declaratively.

Semantics of JavaScript

Many proposals have been made for a formal semantics of JavaScript. Herman and Flanagan [11] presented an implementation of an interpreter for EcmaScript 4 written in ML. Being an interpreter, the specification was executable. However, EcmaScript 4 was never adopted as a standard. Maffeis et al. [17] presented the first small-step operational semantics for JavaScript as a basis for formalization of security properties in web applications.

Guha et al. [10] presented \(\lambda_{\text{js}}\), a minimal semantics for JavaScript. A key aspect of their work is to formalize a semantics that is as small as possible, while still being expressive enough to allow compilation of all JavaScript constructs into it. In this way, \(\lambda_{\text{js}}\) supports all ugly features of JavaScript, such as prototype-based inheritance, dynamic property access, and implicit coercions.

Gardner et al. [9] presented a program logic based on separation logic for reasoning about a large subset of the ECMAScript 3 language. The subset under consideration includes features such as prototype inheritance and the `with` construct, which interacts with JavaScript’s scoping rules in intricate ways.

Park et al. [21] presented KJS, a complete formalization of ECMAScript 5.1 implemented in the K Framework [21]. Being specified in the K framework, the semantics is executable and has been tested against all 2,782 tests in the ECMAScript 5.1 conformance test suite. By specifying all of JavaScript, and executing all test cases, the authors were able to find evaluation rules not covered by any existing test, add tests for these rules, and then running them on different browsers, which ultimately revealed several implementation bugs.

Bodin et al. [6], presented JSCert, a formal semantics for the ECMAScript 5 version of JavaScript that is formalized and proven correct using the Coq proof assistant. Their work also includes a reference interpreter, JSRef, that can be used to execute test cases and compare results against standard JavaScript interpreters. As is typical in formalizations, JSCert excludes a number of pragmatic details such as certain native library functions, and
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relies on an external parser to implement \texttt{eval}. Also, the \texttt{for-in} construct has not been formalized because the standard defines it very loosely. Bodin’s dissertation [7] explored the challenges associated with the formalization in greater detail.

The semantics of asynchronous JavaScript has been tackled by several authors. Madsen et al. [16] proposed an extension of $\lambda_{js}$ that models events, event listeners, and the event loop. Based on this semantics, the authors developed a static analysis to discover simple bugs in event-driven JavaScript programs. Loring et al. [13] and Madsen et al. both [14] proposed semantics to specify the behavior of JavaScript promises. Later work by Alimadadi et al. [3] presented a tool for finding bugs in promise-based JavaScript code based on [14].

Other Frameworks

A discussion about the design of React and how it evolved can be found in CACM [22]. Since the introduction of React, many other framework have appeared that emulate its declarative and object-oriented programming style. React Native [12] lets programmers write native mobile applications using JavaScript and React. React Native uses the React model, but with the UI components of the underlying OS, e.g. iOS or Android. Preact [1] is a light-weight “close to the metal” React-style library with a focus on performance. Preact aims to provide the thinnest possible “virtual DOM” on top of the real DOM. Vue.js [2] is another React-like library with a focus on the view-layer and on easy integration with other existing libraries.

We believe our semantics offers a solid foundation for understanding and potentially modeling these React-inspired libraries. We think that the popularity of React and the adoption of the “React model” by many other frameworks is a sign of its importance for the future of web development.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

React is a framework that enables programmers to write web applications in a declarative and object-oriented style that facilitates reuse. Each component of a React application has a set of properties representing input parameters, a state consisting of values that may vary over time, and a \texttt{render} method that specifies its subcomponents. When state changes occur, React’s reconciliation mechanism determines their impact and updates the user-interface incrementally by mounting, unmounting, or reconciling subcomponents selectively. At designated points in this process, the React framework invokes lifecycle methods that enable programmers to perform actions outside the framework such as acquiring and releasing resources. Since these mechanisms exhibit considerable complexity, programmers would benefit from program analyses and tools that can reason precisely about React programs.

It is our long-term goal to develop program understanding and bug finding tools for React applications. To our knowledge, this paper presents the first formal specification of a semantics that captures the essence of React, thus establishing a foundation for such tools. Our small-step operational semantics extends the $\lambda_{js}$ calculus [10] and models three key concepts of React:

(i) mounting and unmounting of components,
(ii) reconciliation of component descriptors and mounted components, and
(iii) the semantics of state changes.

To demonstrate that key operations such as mounting, unmounting, and reconciliation terminate, we define the notion of a well-behaved component by imposing a ranking function on components, and requiring that the \texttt{render} method of a component only returns components of strictly smaller rank. We then prove that well-behavedness is preserved by these operations.
For future work, we plan to conduct a case study to identify and classify common bug patterns in React web applications. Then, with a formal semantics of React in place, we will develop static analysis techniques to detect instances of these bug patterns in React applications. Another avenue for future work is the development of a type system that is sufficiently expressive to capture the lifecycle of React components and ensure that properties and state are not accessed or modified incorrectly.
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Abstract

We describe internal test-case reduction, the method of test-case reduction employed by Hypothesis, a widely-used property-based testing library for Python. The key idea of internal test-case reduction is that instead of applying test-case reduction externally to generated test cases, we apply it internally, to the sequence of random choices made during generation, so that a test case is reduced by continually re-generating smaller and simpler test cases that continue to trigger some property of interest (e.g. a bug in the system under test). This allows for fully generic test-case reduction without any user intervention and without the need to write a specific test-case reducer for a particular application domain. It also significantly mitigates the impact of the test-case validity problem, by ensuring that any reduced test case is one that could in principle have been generated. We describe the rationale behind this approach, explain its implementation in Hypothesis, and present an extensive evaluation comparing its effectiveness with that of several other test-case reducers, including C-Reduce and delta debugging, on applications including Python auto-formatting, C compilers, and the SymPy symbolic math library. Our hope is that these insights into the reduction mechanism employed by Hypothesis will be useful to researchers interested in randomized testing and test-case reduction, as the crux of the approach is fully generic and should be applicable to any random generator of test cases.
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1 Introduction

When generating test cases to discover bugs in a system under test (SUT), it is common to use test-case reduction [12, 23], where large and difficult to read test cases are transformed into smaller and more readable versions, as an aid to debugging the problems discovered. Tools for automating this process are called test-case reducers, or reducers for short. Test-case reducers are especially important when using random test-case generation (henceforth “random generation”), which often produces large and messy initial test cases [2, 23].

This presents a particular problem for property-based testing libraries [2, 1] which augment unit tests with randomly generated test cases, as each type of generated test case typically requires its own test-case reducer. When generating domain-specific types with no predefined test-case reducer, users who want test-case reduction must either write their own or use one of various approaches to generic test-case reduction which attempt to derive a suitable reducer automatically.

We present an alternative approach that we call internal test-case reduction (henceforth “internal reduction”), which allows one to build reduction into the generation process itself. Our presentation is based on the implementation of internal reduction in Hypothesis [18], a
widely\textsuperscript{1} used Python library for property-based testing. Internal reduction has been the only supported method of test-case reduction in Hypothesis since early 2016, so we consider it to be a mature and well-established technology, but it has not previously been described in the literature and does not appear to be widely known. The aim of this paper is to explain the idea of internal reduction in detail to the research community, provide insights into how it is used within Hypothesis, and illustrate the practical pros and cons of the approach via an experimental comparison with various other test-case reducers.

The key idea of internal reduction is to manipulate the underlying source of randomness consumed by a random generator, in order to cause the generator to produce smaller test cases automatically. The final reduced test case is constructed as if the generator had been implausibly lucky and produced a small and readable test case by chance.

The advantages of internal reduction over other approaches are twofold. First, given an existing internal reducer, every test-case generator comes with test-case reduction \textit{for free}, without the need to write an external reducer. Second, because internal reduction works by re-generating test cases, any reduced test case is one that \textit{could} have been generated. If the generator has been carefully engineered to guarantee that all generated tests satisfy certain properties, these properties will be satisfied \textit{automatically} by the reduced test case. This helps users avoid the \textit{test-case validity problem} \cite{1}, where reduced test-cases fail to satisfy necessary preconditions for the test. As a result, users hardly need to know that test-case reduction exists, and can just take the fact that test cases are presented in a reduced form as a given. Users must of course still ensure that their generators only produce valid test cases, but this is a problem they must solve anyway, and in practice it is often easier to construct a valid test case than it is to verify whether an arbitrary test case is valid.

Note that reduction quality or performance are \textit{not} included among the major advantages of internal reduction. Anecdotally, and as we will provide evidence for in Section 4.3, test-case reduction in Hypothesis produces moderately better results than that found in other property-based testing libraries, but can be a fair bit slower. Based on extensive conversations with users of Hypothesis and other property-based testing libraries, we consider the user experience benefits to be worth the performance cost (and the slightly better results to be a nice bonus on top of that), but we cannot present any particularly compelling argument for this trade off beyond that experience.

Our main contributions are:

- The key idea of internal reduction, which we cast as a shortlex optimization problem over the choices made during generation (Section 2).
- A description of its implementation in Hypothesis (Section 3).
- A large evaluation demonstrating that Hypothesis’s internal reduction is reasonably competitive with other test-case reducers, based on bugs found in the clang and gcc compilers by Csmith \cite{25} (a generator of C programs), differential testing of two Python autoformatters, a set of experiments testing SymPy\textsuperscript{2} (a symbolic algebra library) using TSTL (a domain-specific language for testing \cite{10}), and a reimplementation of a set of synthetic benchmarks for QuickCheck’s reduction that were proposed in \cite{22} (Section 4).

We also discuss threats to the validity of our results (Section 5), related work (Section 6) and present our conclusions and future goals (Section 7).

\textsuperscript{1} Usage is difficult to measure precisely, but it is used in thousands of open source projects and has over 100,000 downloads per week. See \cite{18} for more details of usage.

\textsuperscript{2} \url{https://www.sympy.org}
2 Foundations of Internal Reduction

In this section we present the key idea of internal reduction. We start with a brief account of test-case reduction more broadly (Section 2.1), then discuss how these ideas can be applied to the decisions made during generation to implicitly reduce a generated test case (Section 2.2), then finish with a worked example showing how a generated test case is transformed in the course of reduction (Section 2.3).

2.1 Test-Case Reduction Fundamentals

The starting point of test-case reduction is that we have some user-specified interestingness test that takes a test case and determines whether it is in some sense “interesting” – generally whether it triggers a specific bug in some system under test – and some known interesting test case. The goal is to find an interesting test case which is “more readable” than the initial one, which is typically quite large and complicated.

Exactly what counts as more readable is fairly under-defined. The ultimate goal is to improve the user’s debugging experience, but this is hard to quantify. Past work on test-case reduction has identified three key features that seem generally helpful: 1) Smaller test cases are better [12, 23], 2) Users should be able to predict what features of a test case the reducer can remove, as this allows them to infer that any remaining features in the reduced test case are important [1], and 3) Test-case reducers should ideally normalize their input to a canonical interesting test case for each interestingness test [9].

In support of these goals, we find it useful to think of any given test-case reducer as having a reduction order: a total order over all test cases ordering them from best to worst. The goal of reduction is then to find the reduction-order-minimal interesting test case. A normalizing reducer would always find this minimal test case, but this requires brute force enumeration, which is typically infeasible. Reducers used in practice are instead only local minimizers, making small transformations to an interesting test case and checking if the transformed version is still interesting. Typically these transformations are organized into “reduction passes” and the reducer runs until it finds an interesting test case that no pass is able to reduce further.

2.2 Internal Reduction as Shortlex Optimization

Internal test-case reduction works by manipulating the underlying “random” behaviour in random generation, so we first discuss the structure of a random generator.

A random generator can be thought of as a true random variable taking values in some domain, but in practical implementations they are otherwise-deterministic functions that take a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) and return some value. A PRNG provides an interface that the generator requests bits from, with each bit corresponding to a nondeterministic binary decision (a “coin flip”). As the PRNG is the only source of nondeterminism, any generated test case can be deterministically recreated from these binary decisions that led to it. We call these sequences of binary decisions choice sequences, and view random generators as parsers of choice sequences, with the PRNG as a stream interface for reading the next bits from some underlying choice sequence.

---

3 In practice no test-case reducers satisfy this condition in general, and the goal is only to approximate it in common cases.

4 This is essentially a variant on the widely known observation that you can recreate the generated value from the seed that produced it.
A PRNG can produce infinitely many choices, but we can turn a generator into a parser of finite choice sequences by raising an exception when the generator reads too many bits, treating a too-short choice sequence as a parse error in the language defined by considering the generator as a parser. A generator must terminate after having made only finitely many choices, so any generated test case is the result of parsing some finite choice sequence.

Internal reduction works by performing test-case reduction not on the generated test case, but on the choice sequence that lead to it, with the hope that the test case corresponding to the reduced choice sequence is an improvement on the original. Although we cannot expect this to be true in every case, in this section we argue why, given a suitable reduction order, it is plausible that it would work for most “natural” random generators.

In our implementation of internal reduction in Hypothesis, the reduction order is the well-known shortlex order \[24\]: For choice sequences \(s\) and \(t\), \(s\) is shortlex-smaller than \(t\) if \(|s| < |t|\) or if \(|s| = |t|\) and \(s\) is lexicographically smaller than \(t\). Thus, internal reduction is shortlex optimization over the choice sequences leading to interesting generated test cases.

We now outline why this choice of shortlex order is a natural one.

First, we justify that reducing the length of a choice sequence will typically reduce the size of the corresponding generated test case. This is fairly intuitive: Any part of the generated test case has to be constructed by the generator, and this will usually involve a series of nondeterministic choices, so parts of the test case that contribute to its size will correspond to regions of the choice sequence where they were generated. In the other direction, regions of the choice sequence correspond to decisions made during generation, so will usually appear as some part of the generated test case.

To see an example of this in practice, in Figure 1 we show the relationship between choice sequence length and generated program size in bytes for Csmith \[25\], a widely used generator of C programs. Here, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between choice sequence and test case size is 0.73, i.e. the length of the choice sequence is a strong but not perfect predictor of the test case size.

The relationship between choice sequence and test case size can break down for a number of reasons. For example, it is common to use rejection sampling during generation. In rejection sampling, one retries generating some value until it satisfies some predicate. For
example to generate a number between 0 and 9 one might generate a 4 bit integer (which will be between 0 and 15) and discard the generated integer and try again if it is greater than 9. This rejection process may in principle be repeated many times, which can result in many choice sequences of different sizes, all producing the same value.

An additional common example where choice sequence size is not reflected by output size is that integers will typically be generated as a fixed number of bits. We might, reasonably enough, want reduction to reduce integers towards zero (and doing so will reduce the size of their text representation), but all possible values have the same size of underlying choice sequence, so this reduction cannot be made by reducing the number of bits drawn, only by changing their contents.

This example informs what our reduction order should be between two choice sequences of the same length. If we want fixed width integers to reduce towards zero then, depending on whether we draw these integers in big or little endian order, choice sequences that differ only in regions corresponding to a single integer should be ordered based on either the lexicographic or co-lexicographic (i.e. lexicographic from right to left) order for that region.

It is natural to extend this to the whole choice sequence, suggesting that among choice sequences of the same length we should prefer either the lexicographically or co-lexicographically smaller of the two. The choice between the two is fairly arbitrary, but we picked the lexicographic ordering in Hypothesis because it corresponds with the “time ordering” of random generation, by prioritizing decisions made earlier in the generation process, as they potentially have more impact on the generated test case.

2.3 Shortlex Optimization by Example

We now show a worked example of how the generated test case might change as the underlying choice sequence is reduced through a series of local shortlex optimization. The transformations we will show in this section do come from an actual run of Hypothesis, but we defer discussion of how these specific transformations might have been chosen to Section 3.

Our example is as follows: Suppose we have a system under test (SUT) that takes binary trees as inputs, and that it crashes when given a height imbalanced tree (i.e. some branch of the tree has two children whose heights differ by more than one).

We could test this SUT using the Python code of Figure 2 to randomly generate inputs to it. After running the SUT against several generated inputs, we might discover the tree shown along with its associated choice sequence at the top-left of Figure 3.

```python
1  class Tree(Generator):
2     def do_draw(self, source):
3         if source.getbits(1):
4             return Branch(source.draw(self), source.draw(self))
5         else:
6             return Leaf()
```

Figure 2 A simple binary tree generator. This code assumes `Branch` and `Leaf` classes for internal and leaf nodes. For ease of presentation, this generator has expected infinite size; a better one would be slightly leaf-biased.

This initial tree is moderately complicated, so we wish to find a smaller, simpler, tree, that will help us understand this bug. Rather than using external reduction, operating on the trees themselves, our internal reducer instead transforms the choice sequences producing them. We show the these choice sequences in Figure 3, along with the corresponding trees produced when running the generator of Figure 2 on them.
These transformations proceed as follows: Starting from our initial randomly generated choice sequence, labeled 1, the reducer performs the transformations $1 \rightarrow 2 \rightarrow 3$ by replacing long sequences of bits with shorter sequences of zero bits, first transforming “1101101100001…” to “10…” then “101101101001000” into “10110000”. These transformations correspond to collapsing a subtree into a single leaf node, but we emphasize that the transformations operate on the underlying choice sequences, without reference to generated data. Finally, in the transformation $3 \rightarrow 4$, the reducer swaps two bits, transforming “10110000” into “10101000”. This swaps two subtrees, but once again is performed without any knowledge of the SUT’s data domain.

In this case, the reducer in fact finds the shortlex minimal choice sequence leading to an unbalanced tree, which can be seen in quadrant 4 of Figure 3, although in general the result will only be locally minimal.

In the course of finding these transformations, the reducer will have tried many other “failed reductions” – choice sequences that did not yield interesting test cases, either due to generating balanced trees or providing too few bits for generation of a complete test case to succeed (the left and right examples of Figure 4 respectively).

3 The Design of the Hypothesis Reducer

In this section we outline some interesting details of the Hypothesis reducer, and the rationale behind them. It will likely be of greatest interest to readers who want to learn about the intricate details of implementing a test-case reducer. Readers who care more about our high level claims may wish, at least initially, to simply regard the Hypothesis reducer as a black box and to skip to Section 4 for our evaluation of its effectiveness.

5 The very interested reader may also wish to consult the source code, which is self-contained and reasonably well documented. https://github.com/HypothesisWorks/hypothesis/blob/master/hypothesis-python/src/hypothesis/internal/conjecture/shrinker.py
Figure 4 Some failed choice sequences arising during the reductions in Figure 3. The dashed lines represent branches that could not be generated due to short choice sequences.

3.1 A Summary of Reduction Passes

The Hypothesis reducer follows the common pattern of dividing reduction into different passes, each of which perform different classes of transformation designed to reduce interesting test cases in the shortlex order. We now provide a brief summary of these passes.

In Hypothesis 5.15.1 (which was recent at the time of this writing), the reducer contains 15 passes consisting of:

1. Six passes that delete contiguous regions of the choice sequence.
2. A pass that replaces a contiguous region of the choice sequence with a sub-region.
3. A pass for replacing a contiguous region of the choice sequence with a, possibly shorter, zeroed sequence of choices.
4. Four passes for pure lexicographic reduction.
5. Three passes for common patterns that require simultaneously lexicographically reducing some parts of the choice sequence while deleting others.

These passes tend to accumulate organically over time, based on examples we encounter that we feel the reducer should be able to handle and can’t. Several of them are quite specific, but most are generic, and the combination seems to produce good results on most generators we encounter. The most specific of these by far is that one of the lexicographic passes is entirely a special case for Hypothesis’s floating point generator. We discuss this further in Section 3.3.

3.2 Generator-directed Reduction

One of the biggest obstacles with test-case reduction on sequences (e.g. choice sequences for internal reduction, or file-based external test case reducers) is finding transformations that preserve some sense of syntactic validity, as syntactically invalid test cases will rarely be interesting. A classic technique here is hierarchical delta debugging (HDD) [19], which uses a grammar to find regions to delete.

In comparison to formats designed for human consumption, the choice sequence format is relatively forgiving – the only way a choice sequence can be invalid is for it to be too short.6 This gives the reducer a reasonable amount of leeway in making changes, and often allows it to find valid reductions by accident when some change at the choice sequence level makes essentially arbitrary changes to the generated test case.

---

6 In Hypothesis a generator may also explicitly declare a choice sequence to be invalid. We have omitted details of this for clarity of presentation.
class Generator(object):
    def do_draw(self, context):
        raise NotImplementedError()

class Source(object):
    def __init__(self, prefix=()):
        """A Source object such that the i'th
        call to getbits returns prefix[i] (possibly
        truncated) and after that is random.""
        self.prefix = prefix

        # Records the bits drawn
        self.record = []
        self.draw_stack = []
        # Records (start, end) positions for draws
        self.draws = []

def getbits(self, n):
    """Returns an n-bit integer.""
    i = len(self.record)
    if i < len(self.prefix):
        result = self.prefix[i] & ((1 << n) - 1)
    else:
        result = random.getrandbits(n)
    self.record.append(result)
    return result

def draw(self, gen):
    """Returns the result of gen.do_draw(self)""
    self.draw_stack.append(len(self.record))
    result = gen.do_draw(self)
    self.draws.append((
        self.draw_stack.pop(), len(self.record)))
    return result

Figure 5 A simplified implementation of the Hypothesis API.

Set against this, many transformations that make perfect sense at the level of the generated test case may be highly non-obvious at the level of the choice sequence without additional information about how it will be used. As we saw in the binary tree example of Section 2.3, we might be able to collapse a subtree into a single leaf by replacing some sequence of bits with a single zero bit. However, there are $O(n^2)$ possible contiguous subsequences of the choice sequence, and if we don’t know how long a sequence of 0 bits to use this adds an additional $O(n)$ possibilities, giving $O(n^3)$ transformations to consider for what we would be $O(n)$ in the size of the tree for an external reducer!

If the reducer had structural information about what regions of the choice sequence corresponded to a subtree, it could similarly restrict its attention to only $O(n)$ suitable regions of the choice sequence. The key observation that Hypothesis uses to get access to this boundary information is that although we do not have a grammar for the language, we do have a parser – the generator itself – and by instrumenting the API it uses we can implement something akin to HDD, allowing us to discover transformations of the choice sequence that would be difficult to discover otherwise.

We outline this instrumented API in Figure 5. Generators are constructed as an instance of a Generator class, which are passed to a draw method on a Source object. The Generator object records the results of getbits calls and how these correspond to draw calls, which
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def zero_draw(source):
    """Attempt to replace regions corresponding to draw calls with sequence of all zero bits, if doing so would not increase the length."""
    i = 0
    while i < len(source.draws):
        u, v = source.draws[i]
        prefix = source.record[:u]
        suffix = source.record[v:]

        # Attempt to replace the draw with a zero sequence of the same length
        attempt = Source(prefix + [0] * (v - u) + suffix)
        if is_interesting(attempt) and len(attempt.record) <= len(source.record):
            source = attempt
        else:
            # If the number of bits was wrong, try again with the right number.
            u2, v2 = attempt.draws[i]
            if v2 < v:
                attempt = test_function(prefix + [0] * (v2 - u2) + suffix)
                if is_interesting(attempt) and len(attempt.record) <= len(source.record):
                    source = attempt
        i += 1
    return source

Figure 6 Replacing a draw with all zero bits.

can be used to suggest modifications to the choice sequence. In particular, for our recursive generator of Figure 2, each subtree corresponds to a single draw call whose start and end points are recorded on the Source.

A useful analogy is to consider the draw calls as defining the grammatical structure of the choice sequence format, while the getbits calls define the lexical structure. This structure often allows us to make transformations at the choice sequence level that naturally mirror the ones that a dedicated external reducer would have made to the generated test cases, without knowing any further details about what those generated test cases are.

In Figure 6 we present Python pseudo-code that shows how a reduction pass might try to replace all draw calls with a (possibly shorter) sequence of zero bits, one of the passes we mention in Section 3.1. Unlike the brute force $O(n^3)$ approach, running this pass attempts only $O(n)$ possible transformations.

In our worked example in Section 2.3, the pass of Figure 6 is what allows us to replace any subtree with a leaf: e.g. First it might try transforming “101101100001...” to “10000000000001...”, which would produce a valid but uninteresting choice sequence, and then it would observe that fewer choices were made in the target draw than expected, so it would try again with the single zero bit that was used, leading to the sequence “101...” that we saw in Figure 4.

---

7 This assumes that every draw call contains at least one getbits call, but where this is not the case the results can be cached, a detail we omit here.
3.3 Generator / Reducer Co-design

There is a certain amount of co-design between Hypothesis’s library of generators and its reducer. We show in Section 4.1.2 that this co-design isn’t strictly necessary, in that the Hypothesis reducer produces reasonable results without it, but we have nevertheless found it useful.

The co-design occurs when we encounter an example that reduces poorly, requiring us to modify one or both of the generator or the reducer. Typically, when the example is user provided we will modify the reducer, and when it is part of the Hypothesis library of generators, we will modify the generator to be more “reduction friendly”, but in some cases it is still better handled by modifying the reducer.

In particular, as we mention in Section 3.1, there is a special case for our floating point generator. This generator is designed so that lexicographic reduction will produce “visually simpler” floating point numbers. This is important because if a float was generated as its IEEE representation it would instead reduce towards 0.0, which tends to produce reduced test cases that look pathological. e.g The most reduced non-zero double precision float would be 5e-324, when ideally we would like to reduce non-zero floats to 1.0.

This results in certain transformations that look very natural to a human reader but are quite complicated at the choice sequence level. e.g. 9.0 is represented as a 64-bit integer value of 9 in our internal float encoding, but 9.1 is represented as 9237896145653045656. Although going from the latter to the former is an obvious reduction to a human reader, and is a lexicographic reduction at the choice sequence level, it would be quite hard for the reducer to discover on its own. As a result, it was worth adding a special case to our implementation to make it aware of transformations that were obvious at the floating point level but not at the underlying choice sequence level.

The floating point generator is the only case we’ve encountered that required this level of special casing, and this was largely only needed due to the relative complexity of the floating point format. Additionally, it was only worth it because it is such a foundational generator: If it had not been part of our core library, it would likely not have been worth investing much time in it, and so it would have been left with the default behaviour which, while suboptimal, was still relatively adequate.

More commonly, it is worth designing core generators to aid the performance of test-case reduction, because some designs make it easier to find relevant reductions. Users are not expected to need to do this, but the cost-benefit trade off is different for the core Hypothesis library of generators, as they are more widely used and we have greater expertise in the behaviour of the reducer.

To illustrate this, in Figure 7 we show an example of how one might generate lists using Hypothesis. This generator arranges matters so that an element of the list can be deleted by deleting a contiguous region of the choice sequence, corresponding to the getbits call followed by a subsequent draw. Deleting the region corresponding to these two calls effectively causes the loop to skip over the iteration where the generated element would previously have been added.

In contrast, if we generated lists by first drawing a length parameter and then drawing that many elements, deleting an element of the list would require first lowering that length parameter and then deleting a later part of the choice sequence. Identifying all such pairs would require $O(n^2)$ transformations.

---

8 For simplicity, this generator elides details which control the expected size of the list. The real version also contains a hint to the reducer about what regions are worth deleting.
Hypothesis does in fact have a reduction pass that does this, because such patterns are
common in user code, but its performance is comparatively poor due to the large number of
transformations to be tried, and so we have used the implementation that allows for more
efficient reduction.

An additional benefit of this is that, because it is relatively easy to transform the choice
sequence in ways that preserve the structure of the generated list, other reductions become
possible. For example, due to trying to delete short subsequences of the choice sequence,
when generating lists of lists, Hypothesis will try merging adjacent lists (e.g. transforming
\([1,2],[3,4]\) into \([1,2,3,4]\)), because this corresponds to deleting the choices in two adjacent
calls to `getbits`.

## 4 Case Studies and Experiments

In this section we present data on internal reduction in Hypothesis, comparing the cost of
reduction and final size of reduced test cases to those of existing external reducers.

Our goal is not to show that internal reduction is especially impressive on these metrics.
As we discuss in Section 1, the primary benefits of internal reduction are not its performance
or the quality of the end results, but that it provides adequate reduction for any generated
test case, while avoiding the test-case validity problem. As such our evaluation is mostly
intended to be descriptive, and to increase the plausibility of our claim of adequacy.

We structure our evaluation around the following research questions:
1. How does the size of the final test case obtained through internal reduction compare to
   that obtained through external reduction? (RQ1)
2. How expensive is internal reduction compared to external? (RQ2)
3. How much overhead does the process of going through the generator introduce? (RQ3)

In addressing these research questions we primarily focus on future-proof metrics that
are independent of our particular experimental setup: the number of SUT and generator
invocations. Unlike the metrics, wall clock time is sensitive to specific implementation choices
in Hypothesis and the tools against which we compare, and other engineering issues such
as the choice of implementation language. Furthermore, to make our large study feasible,
experiments were performed in parallel on a multi-core machine, with associated impact on
wall clock time variance.

Our main three evaluations use Hypothesis to find and reduce real bugs in three classes
of real world software:

```python
class ListGenerator(Generator):
    def __init__(self, elements):
        self.elements = elements

def do_draw(self, data):
    results = []
    while True:
        more = data.getbits(1)
        if more:
            results.append(data.draw(self.elements))
        if not more:
            break
    return results
```

**Figure 7** A simplified list generator.
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- We used a modified version of Csmith to allow Hypothesis to generate C programs, which we used to trigger bugs in old versions of the open source C compilers, gcc and clang (Section 4.1);
- We wrote a custom generator of Python programs and used it to perform differential testing of yapf [7] and black [17], two open source Python autoformatters (also Section 4.1);
- We implemented a Hypothesis-based test harness to trigger bugs in SymPy, an open source symbolic algebra library (Section 4.2).

For completeness, we also compared Hypothesis on a series of synthetic benchmarks used in [22] to evaluate SmartCheck, a proposed generic test-case reducer for QuickCheck (Section 4.3).

We note that while we have been able to apply Hypothesis to this relatively diverse range of applications, in order to compare with a number of different test-case reduction tools, no one of the tools that we compare with could be easily applied to all of these case studies. This is an important selling point for internal reduction: it works at the level of choice sequences, and any randomized generator can be relatively easily adapted to consume a choice sequence instead of using a pseudo-random number generator, thus internal reduction has wide applicability.

We have made the code for reproducing the data for these experimental results available at https://github.com/mc-imperial/hypothesis-ecoop-2020-artifact.

4.1 Evaluation on Generated Programs

We designed a system for running controlled reduction experiments on Hypothesis-generated examples and used it to run tests on real world bugs found by two different program generators:
1. A patched version of Csmith,\(^9\) which uses Hypothesis as its source of entropy, where any calls to methods named `make_random` were wrapped in a macro so as to show up as if they were a generator passed to `draw`.
2. A generator of syntactically valid Python programs that we wrote ourselves using Hypothesis’s library of generators.

For each of these generators we wrote interestingness tests that would use the generated test cases to look for bugs in some real world software. For Csmith-generated programs, these were crashes or wrong code bugs in old versions of gcc and clang. For Python programs produced by our generator, we used them to test a Python autoformatter, yapf, and checked its output for style violations.

For each of these generators and their corresponding interestingness test, we built a corpus of 200 choice sequences that resulted in interesting test cases. We then ran reduction for each of these starting points using each of: 1) Internal reduction provided by Hypothesis; 2) C-Reduce [23], a test-case reducer primarily designed for C programs but suitable for any text format; 3) Picire [13], a modern implementation of the classic delta-debugging algorithm.

We explain this experimental setup in more detail in Section 4.1.1, and then present the results in Section 4.1.2

\(^9\) https://github.com/HypothesisWorks/csmith
4.1.1 Experiment Design

For each experiment we defined a class of bugs we were looking for, with precise interestingness tests for identifying each possible bug.

For the generator of Python programs, we used it to perform differential testing of yapf, a Python source code autoformatter developed at Google, against black, a more recent and more widely used autoformatter. The test we performed was that we ran black on the generated source, followed by pycodestyle, a style checker for conformance to PEP8, the official Python style guide. If there were no style errors, we then ran yapf on the black-formatted source. Any style errors introduced constituted a bug in yapf, as it had taken source code that was possible to format correctly and introduced a style violation.

For Csmith, we ran a large number of old versions of gcc and clang at four different optimization levels (-O0, -O1, -O2, -Os). This could produce three distinct types of bug: The compiler could crash, the compiled binary could crash when run, or there could be a miscompilation, determined when the output differed from that on gcc 8.3.0 (the latest of the compilers tested) compiled at -O0. Whenever an example triggered multiple bugs we associated it with the bug it triggered in the latest compiler, at the lowest optimization level for that compiler, as this seemed like a reasonable proxy for how interesting the bug was.

The need for a validity oracle for C-Reduce and Picire. Csmith guarantees generating C programs that are free from undefined behaviour by construction [25]. When we drive Csmith via Hypothesis, test-case reduction involves using Csmith to generate successively simpler programs, each of which is thus free from undefined behaviour by construction. In contrast, neither C-Reduce nor Picire provides such a guarantee. In order to use these reducers we had to define a validity oracle that detected if the program was likely to be free from undefined behavior. The validity oracle that we used compiled the program with clang and GCC and checked for warnings likely to indicate undefined behavior, as recommended in the C-Reduce documentation, and in addition ran the generated binary under UBSan to look for non-trivial undefined behavior that was only detectable at run time. We did not apply the validity oracle when reducing compiler crash bugs, as the execution result of the program is not relevant in such cases.

We generated a corpus for each experiment by sampling choice sequences of length up to 8KB (Hypothesis’s default maximum size) until we had 200 choice sequences that triggered bugs for each experiment. For the Python generator, this small buffer size was not a problem, but for Csmith this was a significant restriction – when generating a corpus without this size restriction we found only about 2% of choice sequences corresponding to programs triggering bugs were under 8KB. This is corroborates previous observations in [25] that Csmith is most effective when generating large programs. We attempted to run the Csmith experiment with a larger buffer size, but unfortunately Hypothesis is not currently well designed for larger sizes and we hit some memory limitations, so we decided to restrict ourselves to examples within Hypothesis’s normal operational parameters.

For each corpus member and each reducer, we ran the reduction to completion, instrumented so as to record SUT calls and report on successful reductions.

---

11 All of those installed by https://github.com/mattgodbolt/compiler-explorer-image/blob/master/update_compilers/install_compilers.sh. This included gcc versions ranging from 4.1.2 to 8.3.0 and clang versions ranging from 3.9.1 to 7.0.0, but not every patch release in that range.
12 https://embed.cs.utah.edu/creduce/using/wrong1/test1.sh
13 https://clang.llvm.org/docs/UndefinedBehaviorSanitizer.html
Figure 8 Mean sizes, measured as number of bytes after formatting, of final examples for each reducer.

4.1.2 Experimental Analysis

In order to answer RQ1, we have to define a suitable notion of size. The number of bytes is the obvious choice, but one subtlety to consider is that many size reductions are both impossible in internal reduction, and also undesirable! For example, removing whitespace is often a valid reduction in size that reduces readability. In order to offset this, instead of raw size we consider formatted size. For each experiment we used a standard automatic formatter, clang-format\(^\text{14}\) for C programs and black for Python programs, and consider the size of the formatted result. We also strip comments from the C programs.

We justify this as a reasonable metric by observing that the purpose of test-case reduction is not actually to reduce size, but rather to ease debugging. A formatter is designed to improve the readability of the code (and it is often worth formatting reduced test cases to understand them better), and a human reader is unlikely to pay attention to the comments unless they are an aid to understanding, so this is a truer representation of the size a human reader sees.

We calculated the size of the reduced test case for each test case and reducer, and report the mean size in Figure 8 alongside 95% bootstrap confidence intervals. A permutation test for difference of means shows that the differences between these means are significant for all three reducers on the Csmith experiment (\(p < 10^{-5}\) for C-Reduce vs each of the others, \(p \approx 0.0003\) for Hypothesis vs Picire), and non-significant at a threshold of 0.05 for all pairs on the formatting example.

We discuss RQ1 separately in the context of the Python formatting experiments and the Csmith experiments, as the findings are substantially different.

Python formatting results for RQ1. Figure 8 shows that, for the Python formatting case study, Hypothesis, Picire and C-Reduce perform comparably well (with overlapping confidence intervals regarding reduced test case size, and nonsignificant differences in means). As we discuss above, our claim is that internal reduction should work well enough to be useful, not that it should out-perform other reduction approaches, and these results support that claim.

Csmith results for RQ1. The results of Figure 8 show that C-Reduce and Picire are able to achieve substantially smaller reduced programs than Hypothesis on average. Regarding our aim that internal reduction should be good enough to be useful: the reduction factors associated with Hypothesis in Figure 8 would certainly be worth having for debugging purposes if no other reducer were readily available, and the fact that test cases retain the Csmith guarantee of validity when reduced using Hypothesis is a potentially important bonus (especially for wrong code bugs) that the size results of Figure 8 do not show.

\(^{14}\)https://clang.llvm.org/docs/ClangFormat.html
```c
#include "csmith.h"
static long __undefined;
static int8_t func_1(void) {
    int8_t l_2 = 0L;
    return l_2;
}
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    int print_hash_value = 0;
    if (argc == 2 && strcmp(argv[1], "1") == 0)
        print_hash_value = 1;
    platform_main_begin();
    crc32_gentab();
    func_1();
    platform_main_end(crc32_context ^ 0xFFFFFFFFUL, print_hash_value);
    return 0;
}
```

Figure 9: The minimal size Csmith program that Hypothesis could find, which is essentially the smallest program that Csmith can generate.

Nevertheless, Hypothesis does produce substantially larger reduced test cases than the external reducers, and the reasons for this provide various insights into the limitations of internal reduction.

The first reason to note is that Csmith-generated C programs have a certain amount of “necessary size”, due to boiler plate that every Csmith program contains. Because internal reduction reduces test cases by re-generating them, the minimum size of the reduced test cannot be lower than the smallest test the generator can produce.

Effectively, Hypothesis is reducing against a harder validity oracle: It has to produce an interesting test case that Csmith could have generated, while C-Reduce and Picire merely have to produce an interesting test case that is a valid C program which appears free of undefined behaviour. For most uses of Hypothesis in property-based testing, this sort of constraint is mild and perhaps actively desirable, but in this case it results in a significantly larger final test case. In particular, it is impossible for Hypothesis to prevent Csmith from generating its standard boiler plate code, so there is a certain baseline difference between Hypothesis and an external reducer that it can never do better than.

In order to determine this baseline, we ran Hypothesis on each starting example, reducing the choice sequence subject only to the constraint that it successfully generates a program. The smallest program found by Hypothesis during these reductions is shown in Figure 9, which we know (from familiarity with how Csmith works) is essentially the smallest program Csmith is capable of generating. This gives us a baseline minimum size for Hypothesis reduced programs of 410 bytes. In contrast, C-Reduce and Picire are perfectly capable of producing an empty file, or a trivial 14-byte main function definition if we require that the file can produce an executable (which we do for wrong code bugs). This already accounts for a sizable proportion of the difference in size. Adjusting for these baselines, Hypothesis generates a mean final size of around 402 bytes, and Picire of around 331 bytes. This difference is still statistically significant, but much more reasonable.

In order to understand the size difference above and beyond this baseline, we ran C-Reduce on the Hypothesis final example for the smallest examples of a crashing bug and a wrong code bug respectively. We show examples of these in Figure 10 and 11.
The difference on the crash bug, where C-Reduce is less constrained, largely comes from the larger baseline we discuss above, while the difference on the wrong code bug demonstrates a number of other issues: Csmith will always pre-declare union definitions, and uses long identifiers, both of which C-Reduce is able to fix.

We also see an advantage of Hypothesis in this example: In Figure 11, C-Reduce has produced a call to printf with too many arguments. This is defined behavior, as the extra arguments are ignored, but is suspicious and likely to be distracting when debugging. In contrast, the reduced program produced by Hypothesis is Csmith-generated, and has no such issues.

Hypothesis reduced:

```c
#include "csmith.h"
static long __undefined;
static const volatile int32_t g_2 = (-1L);
static const int8_t func_1(void) {
  volatile int8_t l_3 = (-1L);
  l_3 = g_2;
  return g_2;
}
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
  int print_hash_value = 0;
  if (argc == 2 && strcmp(argv[1], "1") == 0)
    print_hash_value = 1;
  platform_main_begin();
  crc32_gentab();
  func_1();
  transparent_crc(g_2, "g_2", print_hash_value);
  platform_main_end(crc32_context ^ 0xFFFFFFFFUL, print_hash_value);
  return 0;
}
```

C-Reduce run on the Hypothesis output:

```c
#include "csmith.h"
const volatile a;
b() { volatile int8_t c = a; }
```

**Figure 10** The smallest Hypothesis reduced crash bug.

To emphasise the above discussion regarding Csmith boiler plate: in both of these examples we can see that Hypothesis is quite close to being constrained by a fundamental limitation of this approach. The limitation is not its ability to reduce further (although in Figure 11 we do see what is likely a missed reduction at the choice sequence level – the third field of the union is successfully removed by C-Reduce but not by Hypothesis even though it plausibly could be), but the fact that it guarantees that reduced examples are ones that could be generated means that the reduced examples must include certain features that Csmith will always generate: e.g. variables will always be initialized, functions will always be pre-declared, and union types are always declared separately from their usage.

These larger sizes are certainly a minor downside of internal reduction, in that for ease of debugging a smaller program is usually more useful. That said, in the case of Csmith, being limited to reducing to programs that Csmith can generate means that even reduced tests will be executable programs that follow a well-known structure and are guaranteed to be free from undefined behaviour, which might make them ideal as end-to-end tests for addition to a compiler regression test suite (rather than e.g. tests that simply check whether a compiler crashes, but that are otherwise meaningless). It is also arguable that since most of the extra size is easy-to-understand boiler plate, its presence has little practical significance.
Hypothesis reduced:

```c
#include "csmith.h"
static long __undefined;
union U1 {
    const int32_t f0;
    const unsigned f1 : 17;
    const volatile signed : 0;
};
static const union U1 g_2 = {-1L};
static const union U1 func_1(void) {
    return g_2;
}
static const union U1 func_1(void) {
    return g_2;
}
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    int print_hash_value = 0;
    if (argc == 2 && strcmp(argv[1], "1") == 0)
        print_hash_value = 1;
    platform_main_begin();
    crc32_gentab();
    func_1();
    transparent_crc(g_2.f0, "g_2.f0", print_hash_value);
    transparent_crc(g_2.f1, "g_2.f1", print_hash_value);
    platform_main_end(crc32_context ^ 0xFFFFFFFFUL, print_hash_value);
    return 0;
}
```

C-Reduce run on the Hypothesis output:

```c
#include "csmith.h"
union {
    int32_t a;
    unsigned b : 17;
} c = {-1L};
int main() {
    printf("%d\n", c.a, c.b);
    return 0;
}
```

Figure 11 The smallest Hypothesis reduced wrong code bug, with additional reduction provided by C-Reduce.

Either way, RQ1 has a clear answer on the Csmith experiments: Hypothesis produces examples in the same order of magnitude as, but still substantially larger than, those produced by specialized reducers such as C-Reduce that are well-adapted to the problem domain, but produces of examples of comparable but slightly larger size to those found by more generic reducers.

To evaluate RQ2, we recorded the number of SUT evaluations made during the run of these experiments. We show the results of this in Figure 12

Here all differences are statistically significant at \( p < 10^{-5} \). Hypothesis is thus about four times faster\(^\text{15}\) than Picire on the Csmith experiment, and about 50% slower on the formatting example. We haven’t investigated this in detail but expect that the latter is because Hypothesis makes a number of lexicographic transformations to the choice sequence that don’t impact the final size of the generated test case, but result in e.g ensuring generated string literals contain only zeroes.

\(^\text{15}\) In terms of SUT calls that is. In terms of wall clock time it was actually slower due to the high cost of how we invoked Csmith.
To answer RQ3, we also recorded the number of generator evaluations, and for each experiment calculated the ratio of generator evaluations to SUT calls (every generator evaluation leads to an SUT call, so the former is always larger than the latter). We calculated a 95% bootstrap confidence interval for the geometric mean of these ratios (the geometric mean being chosen as the appropriate mean to use for comparing ratios). For the Csmith experiment this gave us a confidence interval of $2.78 - 2.94$, and for the formatting experiment the interval was $1.21 - 1.30$. i.e. for Csmith we performed nearly three times as many generator invocations as SUT invocations, while for Python we performed up to about 30% more. The difference is likely accounted for by the fact that the Python generator was built on top of Hypothesis’s core library of generators which as we describe in Section 3.3, are designed to behave well with lexicographic reduction in general and Hypothesis’s reducer in particular.

How much overhead this corresponds to in practice depends significantly on the generators and SUTs in question. Our interface to Csmith was quite slow, so there generation time probably dominated even without any overhead, but for most cases we would expect the generator to be significantly faster than the SUT.

### 4.2 Case Study: SymPy

TSTL [11] is a domain specific language defined for testing APIs written in Python. Actions using the API are described using the TSTL language, and it builds tests as sequences of actions, expressed as fragments of Python code that are evaluated against a model of the SUT.

Reduction in TSTL consists of attempting to find shorter sequences of actions that can trigger the same bug. Previously work on TSTL’s reducer [11] tested SymPy, a symbolic algebra library for Python, and we adapted these tests to use Hypothesis in order to evaluate internal reduction for this use case.

One downside of comparing with TSTL is that a TSTL test is always valid – any action which should not be run is simply ignored – so the benefit of guaranteed validity associated with internal reduction is not relevant, but it is still a reasonable point of comparison for reducer effectiveness.

#### 4.2.1 Experiment Design

We implemented a backend that takes a TSTL-generated harness and runs it with Hypothesis, which we used to run the TSTL tests for SymPy from its examples directory. We ran these tests against version 1.1.1 of SymPy, which is slightly older than the latest version, as we knew that the test harness was capable of finding many bugs in this older version, providing us with a variety of example bugs on which to evaluate reduction.

This backend does not implement TSTL’s checks, which run a number of equivalence checks on the generated SymPy programs to assert that various expressions that are expected to give the same result do in fact do so. These checks were minimally useful for SymPy [8], and were prohibitively slow, thus they would have limited the amount of data we could have collected.
As a point of comparison, we used a custom implementation of delta debugging which we adapted to take advantage of two structural features of TSTL: It would automatically discard any actions that were no longer able to run, and prune all steps after the failing one. We did not compare to the TSTL reducer due to wanting to ensure we matched the slightly different semantics of our backend implementation, and for convenience when instrumenting it, but believe this modified delta debugging should work similarly well to its standard reducer. We did not however implement anything equivalent to its test-case normalization features [9].

To enable us to gather a large corpus of data, we aggressively pruned slow tests by removing test cases where an individual step took more than two seconds to run. This implicitly removed a large class of errors, as it appears to be very easy to trigger \texttt{RecursionError} bugs in SymPy which, for some reason (possibly a high cost associated with each recursive call), always resulted in the triggering step exceeding this timeout. This potentially impacts the generality of our results, but there were sufficiently many other errors in SymPy that it seemed unproblematic to exclude them.

Additionally, we found a number of the SymPy test cases were \textit{flaky} – that is, they did not reliably produce the same exception when run with different random or hash seeds. We don’t entirely understand why this would be the case (we expect it is something internal to SymPy’s implementation) but we didn’t spend a great deal of time investigating. We know from experience that flaky test cases tend to lead to poor performance in most test-case reducers, and we wished to avoid these dominating the results, so we attempted to remove any test cases where reduction passed through a flaky test case. We removed test cases where any of the original generated test case or either of the internally or externally reduced final test cases were flaky, but flakiness checking was fairly expensive so we did not check all intermediate results.

Starting from an initial generated corpus of 3000 distinct failing test cases, removing flaky tests left us with 2930 interesting test cases. These were spread across 33 distinct errors, which we distinguished based on error type and line number, and had a mean length of 64.5 (which gave a 95% confidence interval for the population mean of 63.6 – 65.4). Notably, this is somewhat larger than the mean size of 44.7 reported in [11]. While we did not investigate the cause of this in detail, there were a number of small differences in our experimental setup which could account for it, such as the exclusion of the relatively easy to trigger \texttt{RecursionError} bugs.

For each of these initial test cases, we ran both the Hypothesis reducer and our delta debugging implementation for TSTL, subject to the interestingness test that an exception was raised with the original exception type and line number. We recorded the number of SUT calls made by each, and the final size of the reduced test cases.

### 4.2.2 Experimental Analysis

On average (geometric mean), Hypothesis made 20.6 (95% confidence 20.3 – 21) times as many SUT calls as delta debugging, resulting in tests that were 83% (95% confidence 82% – 84%) of the size produced by delta debugging.

This is relatively expensive for a marginal gain. However, that seems to be less a feature of internal reduction and more one of the problem domain: As part of the work on test-case normalization in [9], they implemented normalization passes which performed similar external transformations to those enabled by Hypothesis’s lexicographic internal reduction, and when these normalization passes were enabled reduction took about thirty times as long and obtained test cases that were about 55% of the size of those obtained without normalization.
We think it likely that the performance of Hypothesis could be substantially improved on this experiment, but resisted the urge to optimize for this use case for now, letting the experimental results stand as they are. Brief investigation suggested that Hypothesis’s heuristics for reduction pass ordering do not work very well on these examples, which lead to it doing a significant amount of lexicographic reduction when it could still have usefully been trying to reduce the size of the choice sequence.

4.3 Evaluation against QuickCheck and SmartCheck

The only previous evaluation of test-case reduction in QuickCheck we are aware of comes from [22], which defined SmartCheck, a generic reducer for algebraic data types, and introduced a set of five synthetic benchmarks to compare it to QuickCheck. Each of these benchmarks consists of some data type to generate to test some code that has a known (deliberately inserted) bug in it. We have reimplemented these benchmarks in Python to evaluate Hypothesis on them and compare its behavior to that of QuickCheck and SmartCheck.

The five benchmarks are “bound5”, “binheap”, “calculator”, “parser”, and “reverse”. We updated these from the originals to improve QuickCheck’s behavior, mainly by replacing some ineffective custom reducers with QuickCheck’s `genericShrink`. We also changed the “binheap” benchmark to add a precondition that prohibited invalid heaps, as we noticed that much of SmartCheck’s performance on that benchmark came from very rapidly reducing to small but invalid heaps (an instance of the test-case validity problem).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>QuickCheck</th>
<th>SmartCheck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>binheap</td>
<td>9.02 (9.01–9.03)</td>
<td>9.00 (9.00–9.00)</td>
<td>9.42 (9.37–9.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bound5</td>
<td>2.08 (2.07–2.10)</td>
<td>11.30 (10.91–11.76)</td>
<td>6.02 (5.79–6.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculator</td>
<td>5.00 (5.00–5.00)</td>
<td>5.11 (5.07–5.15)</td>
<td>5.00 (5.00–5.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parser</td>
<td>3.31 (3.28–3.34)</td>
<td>3.99 (3.98–4.01)</td>
<td>4.08 (4.01–4.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reverse</td>
<td>2.00 (2.00–2.00)</td>
<td>2.00 (2.00–2.00)</td>
<td>2.00 (2.00–2.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13 Mean size of reduced examples on synthetic benchmarks. Each data type has a different notion of size associated with it, but it typically means something like number of nodes in the tree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>QuickCheck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>binheap</td>
<td>170.31 (166.14–174.76)</td>
<td>88.22 (86.90–89.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bound5</td>
<td>95.13 (93.57–96.91)</td>
<td>1438.89 (1282.34–1811.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculator</td>
<td>72.41 (70.57–74.32)</td>
<td>30.97 (29.92–32.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parser</td>
<td>126.50 (124.11–128.90)</td>
<td>34.23 (33.63–34.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reverse</td>
<td>50.84 (50.40–51.29)</td>
<td>17.68 (17.27–18.10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14 Mean number of test cases tried while reducing synthetic benchmarks.

We ran each benchmark 1000 times for each library. We present the mean sizes of the reduced examples in Figure 13, and the mean number of SUT evaluations made in Figure 14. We ran into some technical difficulties obtaining the number of SUT evaluations made by SmartCheck and, as it omits many classes of transformation that both Hypothesis and QuickCheck consider (e.g. reducing the value of generated integers) and did not do particularly well on the size evaluation besides, didn’t feel it was especially useful to invest more time on the problem.
By a permutation test, all differences in mean SUT invocations are significant at \( p < 10^{-5} \). For sizes, differences were significant at \( p < 10^{-4} \), with the following exceptions:

- All implementations reliably produced the minimal size example for “reverse” so there was no difference in means.
- Hypothesis and SmartCheck on the “calculator” example (\( p \approx 0.5 \)).
- Hypothesis and SmartCheck on the “parser” (\( p \approx 0.02 \)).
- Hypothesis and QuickCheck on the “binheap” benchmark (\( p \approx 0.003 \)).

To account for multiple testing we set a significance threshold at \( p < 0.05 \) (by applying the Bonferroni correction – there are three pairs of comparisons for each benchmark, for each of size and SUT count, so thirty tests), so these should all be considered nonsignificant.

The only case where Hypothesis produced worse average results than QuickCheck (significant or not) was the “binheap” benchmark, where it did very slightly worse than QuickCheck (9.02 vs 9.0). We haven’t investigated why but suspect it’s due to difference in the distribution of initial test cases (Hypothesis tends to produce larger examples) rather than the reducer. Whatever the reason, the difference, though statistically significant, is tiny.

We note that the behaviour of QuickCheck on the “bound5” example is pathologically bad, both in size and performance, in large part because it was constructed to be so. Hypothesis fares well on this example without modification, showing one of the advantages of having a more sophisticated reducer by default.

Thus on RQ1 Hypothesis fares well compared to QuickCheck, generally producing similar or better results. On RQ2, Hypothesis proves more expensive than QuickCheck by a factor of 2–3, depending on the benchmark.

5 Threats to Validity

The main empirical claims of our paper are that our model of internal reduction through shortlex optimization is viable, and in particular that it provides results that are competitive with alternative reducers that might be used in its place.

As we have been using it in the context of a widely deployed testing library for more than four years, we are quite confident of its viability, at least within our application domain, and our empirical results in Section 4 support the claim that it performs reasonably with respect to alternatives.

The main threat to validity is how well these results generalize. Although we have presented four reasonably diverse case studies, three of which were on their own larger than most previous evaluations of test-case reduction, the range of software and generators used in practice is naturally larger yet. It is plausible that there are reduction problems that we have simply never run into that present their own challenges.

A common factor in all of our experiments is that the starting points were not especially large – Hypothesis by default only considers choice sequences of at most 8KB, and we retained that restriction in our analysis. As we discuss in Section 4.1.1, this was a particularly notable restriction in the case of Csmith.

Our intuition, which is backed by a certain amount of anecdotal evidence, is that most test-case reducers experience problems at larger scales that they do not see at smaller ones, because larger test cases offer more opportunities to get stuck in local minima. Additionally, often large test cases trigger bugs in SUTs that were difficult to trigger at smaller scales – either because they are intrinsically connected to test case size (a scenario that tends to reduce very poorly in general) or because they simply happen with too low probability at small sizes. Between these two factors, we expect interesting new difficulties to arise at larger scales, requiring more work on Hypothesis’s reducer.
This also points to the other major limitation of our results: Although our claim is that internal reduction as a general model is viable, our empirical results are restricted to its implementation in Hypothesis. This suffices as an existence proof, but the Hypothesis reducer has been the subject of considerable engineering effort, and our results do not determine how much of the viability of internal reduction is only because of that engineering effort.

However, part of why the Hypothesis reducer is so sophisticated is because internal reduction rewards that: Because one reducer can serve many different types of test case, it was worth investing that effort into it, and the reducer can in principle be used in many different contexts, so even if it turns out that internal reduction is only viable with this engineering work, we don’t consider that to be a major point against it.

6 Related Work

There are several categories of work related to ours, which we now describe: Test-case reduction in general (Section 6.1), test-case reduction in property-based testing (Section 6.2), use of the choice sequence model to improve generation (Section 6.3), and finally other users of internal reduction (Section 6.4).

6.1 Test-Case Reduction

Our work on internal reduction naturally builds on prior work on test-case reduction.

Test-case reduction was first described in the original papers on delta debugging [12, 26]. Most subsequent research has been focused on continuing delta debugging’s goal of reducing the size of the test case, with other reductions such as our lexicographic passes being treated as of secondary interest.

This work on reducing size has generally focused on taking advantage of the structure of particular input formats. The major examples of this in the literature include hierarchical delta debugging (HDD) [19], which makes use of a grammar for the test-case format, and C-Reduce [23], which is extensively specialized to features common in C and C-like languages.

As we discuss in Section 3, the Hypothesis reducer is a similarly specialized reducer designed for the class of languages parsed by generators, and its design has been inspired by this prior work. In particular, the approach we describe in Section 3.2 of marking out regions of the choice sequence corresponding to parts of the test case very strongly resembles HDD’s use of a grammar to do the same, and the pass-based approach we describe in Section 3.1 strongly resembles the architecture of C-Reduce.

One exception to the prior focus on reducing size is [9], which introduced the notion of test-case normalization as an important property of reducer. Additionally, although this was not made explicit, the normalization passes suggested in [9] can be regarded as optimizing for the lexicographic ordering, which makes their approach another example of our suggested goal of shortlex optimization. However, this was in the context of an external reducer, not an internal one.

6.2 Test-Case Reduction in Property-Based Testing

Test-case reduction has been an important feature in property-based testing since the early work on QuickCheck [2]. In property-based testing, test-case reduction is usually called shrinking, but for consistency we will continue to use the term test-case reduction.
In the original QuickCheck, and other property-based testing libraries closely based on it, test-case reduction follows the external reduction model, with reducers run on the generated test cases once an interesting one has been discovered, with an appropriate reducer selected based on the type of the generated data or provided by a user.

Originally these reducers were hand-written ones. However, most users do not particularly want to write their own test-case reducers, so this lead to the introduction of generic test-case reducers. These are particularly popular in Haskell, where most data is represented with algebraic data types, and good generic programming libraries allow for automatically deriving reducers for most data types that are “good enough” (any test-case reduction will tend to improve the utility of property-based testing, and to be worth the effort, hand-writing a reducer has to be less work than the debugging effort it saves). Indeed, the derivation of such reducers has been used to motivate the development of some of these generic programming libraries [14]. Generic reduction was also explored in [22], but the suggested approach does not appear to have been widely adopted.

However both manual and generic approaches to test-case reduction suffer a variant of the test-case validity problem: After reduction has been performed, the final reduced test case may be one that could not have been generated. This tends to be counterintuitive to users, who consider it a bug or missing feature. There is no straightforward way to derive an oracle for whether something could be generated, so this problem is essentially insoluble without a different approach.

In aid of this, several property-based testing libraries have introduced what is called integrated shrinking, where test-case reduction is “bundled” with the generators, so that every generator contains information about how to reduce its generated test cases. In this sense, the internal reduction model we describe in this paper can be thought of as a form of integrated shrinking.

There is however another more widely used implementation of integrated shrinking, the rose tree method [4, 5]. This approach works by having generators generate a (lazily evaluated) tree consisting of an initial value and possible reductions of it, so that generated values can be reduced by walking the tree. The rose tree method has been implemented in test.check (Clojure) and Hedgehog (Haskell) among others.

Such generators can easily be implemented by pairing a normal random generator of test cases with a test-case reducer, but they save implementation effort by allowing for composition with user defined functions. In particular by supporting the monadic bind operator to chain generators together, one can in principle generate anything, as monadic bind can be used to express arbitrary computation. Unfortunately in practice the rose tree approach produces poor reductions when bind is used, so generally this approach to integrated shrinking only works well with a relatively restricted set of generators.

Because monadic bind can be used to express arbitrary computation, the question of whether internal reduction can work well in these scenarios is essentially equivalent to the question of whether it can work well with arbitrary generators, to which the answer is that it depends. It is certainly possible to construct generators that Hypothesis finds difficult
to reduce, but as we saw in Section 4.1 it tends to work well with even large and complex
generators written without internal reduction in mind. Also, a key difference is that when
Hypothesis has difficulty reducing a generator, typically this is a limitation of its reducer
rather than the model: Generally there is some shortlex smaller sequence that would reduce
the generated value, but the reducer is unable to find it. Such situations can often be resolved
by improving the reducer with no modifications to user code. In contrast, the rose tree model
offers no alternative but to add a custom external reducer.

Nevertheless, at present the rose tree model is significantly more widely used than internal
reduction. Partly this is just because it predates the internal reduction model, but it is also
significantly simpler to implement and easier to understand. Nevertheless, we believe that
the benefits of internal reduction are worth the increased implementation complexity, and
hope this paper will aid readers’ understanding of its model.

6.3 Choice Sequences to Improve Generation

We have introduced the term *choice sequence* to refer to the binary decisions made during
random generation, which we use to regard random generators as deterministic parsers of
sequences of bits. Similar approaches have been used elsewhere. Most other usage has focused
not on test-case reduction but instead on improving the quality of generated test cases by
using coverage guided fuzzing. For example, crowbar [3] is an OCaml library for providing
property-based testing built on top of the AFL Fuzzer\footnote{https://github.com/google/AFL}
using this approach. DeepState [6] is a unit testing library for C++ which supports either symbolic execution or coverage guided
fuzzing. These effectively use a choice sequence, encoded as a sequence of bytes provided by
the fuzzer, to make nondeterministic decisions.

Recent work in Zest [21] also uses a choice sequence model to improve the quality of
generated test case, but uses the term “parameters” to refer to the individual bits. We prefer
our “choice sequence” terminology, as the interpretation of a given bit can change during
reduction (e.g. a bit that once chose whether to terminate a list might become part of a
generated value) so we find thinking of them as parameters a little misleading.

6.4 Other Uses of Internal Reduction

The idea of internal reduction as shortlex optimization originates with Hypothesis, but the
idea of manipulating a generator to produce smaller results predates it. The main prior
art of which we are aware is Seq-Reduce [23], a Csmith mode that attempts to reduce the
length of the choice sequence by regenerating parts of it. Seq-Reduce was only designed to
work with Csmith, and was abandoned due to disappointing results, while we have shown
that with internal reduction is both broadly applicable and can work well with Csmith in
particular. We have not investigated why we see such a substantial difference between the
two approaches, but think it likely that its approach of randomly regenerating parts of the
test case was unlikely to work without more structural information such as we describe in
Section 3.2.

In addition, there are two significant production implementations of internal reduction
that have appeared subsequent to Hypothesis, in both cases explicitly based on its approach.
These are DeepState, which we also mention in Section 6.3, and theft\footnote{https://github.com/silentbicycle/theft}, a property-based
testing library for C. Both share our approach of internal reduction as shortlex optimization,
but have their own reducer implementations.
7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented internal reduction, an approach that performs test-case reduction on generated test cases by manipulating the behavior of the generator that produced them.

The key advantages of internal reduction over conventional, external, reduction are that, by operating solely on the behavior of the generator, it a) provides “free” reduction for arbitrary generators, saving the need to write a new reducer, and b) ensures that reduced test cases are ones that could have been generated, avoiding the test-case validity problem.

As demonstrated by our experimental results, the size of the reduced test cases found by internal reduction is competitive with that found by general purpose reducers such as delta debugging or the reducers typically found in property-based testing libraries, at a moderate increase in reduction cost. Unsurprisingly, there is still a large size gap between its results and those of more specialized reducers such as C-Reduce. We expect that this will continue to be the case, and do not suggest internal reduction as the best model when it is worth investing significant engineering effort in a specialized reducer for a particular test-case format.

Nevertheless, by providing good quality test-case reduction “for free”, internal reduction has significantly improved the user experience of property-based testing in Hypothesis, and the other testing tools we mention in Section 6.4, and is likely to be useful to other users of random generation, especially those not currently using test-case reduction.

Internal test-case reduction has been used in Hypothesis for over four years now, and we consider it a mature and proven technology. Future work on the Hypothesis reducer will seek to improve its performance, and likely will see the development of further reduction passes and heuristics that expand the set of generators it works well for. We’re particularly interested in exploring whether we can improve its performance on larger initial choice sequences, and hope to do further work based on attempting to lift the 8KB buffer size restriction we saw in our experiments with Csmith-generated programs in Section 4.1.

Another exciting line of research is the use of the choice sequence model to implement other functionality. As we discuss in Section 6.3, there are a number of implementations that use this idea to provide coverage-guided fuzzing. Hypothesis has some limited support for this, which we are intending to expand further in future. Additionally, Hypothesis has an implementation of targeted property-based testing [15], which guides generation towards test cases maximizing or minimizing some objective function. The advantages of the choice sequence model for targeted property-based testing are much the same as that for test-case reduction: It provides a fully generic mechanism that requires no user intervention, and ensures that all provided test cases are ones that could have been generated, significantly easing the validity problem. In contrast, prior attempts at fully automating targeted property-based testing (that is, implementing it without requiring user provided mutation functions) in [16] required a great deal of care to ensure valid test cases were produced.

In general, the choice sequence model has proven flexible and powerful, allowing us to implement advanced features with minimal negative impact on users, and without requiring any user expertise in the subject. This makes Hypothesis a powerful tool for creating production implementations of software testing research ideas. We intend to continue using it as such, and encourage other researchers to do the same.
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Abstract

Session types are a type discipline for communication channel endpoints which allow conformance to protocols to be checked statically. Safely implementing session types requires linearity, usually in the form of a linear type system. Unfortunately, linear typing is difficult to integrate with graphical user interfaces (GUIs), and to date most programs using session types are command line applications.

In this paper, we propose the first principled integration of session typing and GUI development by building upon the Model-View-Update (MVU) architecture, pioneered by the Elm programming language. We introduce $\lambda_{MVU}$, the first formal model of the MVU architecture, and prove it sound. By extending $\lambda_{MVU}$ with commands as found in Elm, along with linearity and model transitions, we show the first formal integration of session typing and GUI programming. We implement our approach in the Links web programming language, and show examples including a two-factor authentication workflow and multi-room chat server.

1. Introduction

Modern applications are necessarily concurrent and distributed. Along with concurrency and distribution naturally comes communication, but communication protocols are typically informally described, resulting in costly runtime failures and code maintainability issues.

Session types [23, 24] are a type discipline for communication channel endpoints which allow conformance to a protocol to be checked statically rather than after an application is deployed. Many distributed GUI applications, such as chat applications or multiplayer games, would benefit from session-typed communication with a server. Unfortunately, safely implementing session types requires a require a linear type system, but safely integrating linear resources and GUIs is nontrivial. As a consequence, to date most programs using session types are batch-style applications run on the command line.
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We can write a server implementation as follows:

To implement session-typed communication safely, we require a linear type system \([44]\) to

along, receiving from, and closing an endpoint:

We can describe the two-factor authentication example as a session type as follows:

The TwoFactorServer type shows the session type for the server, which firstly receives (?)

the credentials from the client, and then chooses (⊕) whether to authenticate, deny access,
or issue a challenge. If the server issues a challenge, it sends (!) the challenge string, awaits

the response, and then chooses whether to accept or reject the request. The ServerBody
type abstracts over the actions performed in the remainder of the application, for example
taking out a loan. The TwoFactorClient type is the dual of the TwoFactorServer type: where
the server sends, the client receives, and where the client sends, the server receives. The
& construct denotes offering a choice of branches. Suppose we have constructs for sending
along, receiving from, and closing an endpoint:

Let us also suppose we have constructs for selecting and offering a choice:

We can write a server implementation as follows:

To implement session-typed communication safely, we require a linear type system \([44]\) to

ensure each communication endpoint is used exactly once: as an example, without linearity
it would be possible to attempt to receive the credentials twice.

Linearity and GUIs. We can also write a client application:

```
let s = send ((username, password), s) in
  challenge(s) \rightarrow
    let (key, s) = receive s in
    offer s { generateResponse(key), s in
      let s = close s; loginFailed
    }
```

```
let s = send ((username, password), s) in
  offer s { send (username, s in
    let s = close s; loginFailed
  }
```

```
let s = send ((username, password), s) in
  offer s { send (username, s in
    let s = close s; loginFailed
  }
```

```
let s = send ((username, password), s) in
  offer s { send (username, s in
    let s = close s; loginFailed
  }
```

```
let s = send ((username, password), s) in
  offer s { send (username, s in
    let s = close s; loginFailed
  }
```

```
let s = send ((username, password), s) in
  offer s { send (username, s in
    let s = close s; loginFailed
  }
```
However, such a client is of little use, as it sends only a pre-defined set of credentials, and the step where a user enters the response to the challenge is replaced by a function `generateResponse`. Ideally, we would like the credentials to be entered into a GUI, and for a button press to trigger the session communication with the server.

Let us attempt to write a GUI for the first stage of the two-factor authentication example; as HTML is well-understood, we concentrate on web pages in the remainder of the paper.

```html
render(c) ≜
<html>
<body>
  <input id = "username"/>
  <input id = "password"/>
  <button onClick = login(c)>Submit</button>
</body>
</html>
```

```
login(c) ≜ λ().
let user = getContents("username") in
let pass = getContents("password") in
let c = send ((user, pass), c) in
handleResponse(c)
```

Given a channel `c` of type `TwoFactorClient`, the `render` function generates a web page with input boxes for the username and password, and a button to submit the credentials. The `login` function, triggered when the button is clicked, retrieves the username and password from the two input boxes, and sends the credentials along `c`. The `handleResponse` function, which we omit, receives the response from the server and updates the web page.

On first inspection, this implementation seems sound since the endpoint `server` over the linear endpoint. Such an approach also scales to the "forgotten password" extension, by adding another GUI message.

```html
render(c) ≜
let pid = spawn handler(c) in
<html>
<body>
  <input id = "username"/>
  <input id = "password"/>
  <button onClick = login(pid)>Submit</button>
</body>
</html>
```

```
login(pid) ≜ λ().
let user = getContents("username") in
let pass = getContents("password") in
pid! SubmitLogin(user, pass)
```

The `render` function begins by spawning `handler(c)` as a separate process with an incoming message queue (or `mailbox`), returning the process ID `pid`. As before, the `login` function is triggered by pressing the button, and retrieves the credentials from the web page. Instead of communicating on the channel directly, it sends a `SubmitLogin` message containing the credentials to the process ID of `handler` process, written `pid! SubmitLogin(user, pass)`. The `handler` process retrieves the message from its `mailbox` (`get ()`), and can then communicate with the server over the linear endpoint. Such an approach also scales to the "forgotten password" extension, by adding another GUI message.

The above approach is used by Fowler et al. [20], who provide the first integration of session types and web application development, including the ability to gracefully handle failures such as the user closing their browser mid-session. Unfortunately, the approach is
brittle and ad-hoc. All interaction with the web page occurs using imperative operations such as `getContents` and `setContents`; contrary to best practices such as the Model-View-Controller (MVC) [30] pattern, the state of the web page is not derived directly from the data contained by the application. Furthermore, there is no connection between the state of the handler process and what is displayed on the web page: this can easily lead to mismatches between the possible GUI messages which can be sent and which can be handled.

**Model-View-Update.** This paper is about doing better. Our approach is to formalise Model-View-Update, an architectural pattern for GUI development popularised by the Elm programming language [1], and extend it to support linear resources. MVU is an appealing starting point as it is particularly suited to functional programming. Furthermore, MVU has directly inspired popular technologies such as Redux [5] and the Flux architecture [4], which are used with the popular React [2] frontend web framework for JavaScript.

The Elm programming language [1] is a functional programming language designed for writing web applications. Elm was originally designed to use functional reactive programming (FRP) [14], where time-varying signals can be used to construct reactive web applications. A paper describing Elm, and its core formal semantics, was published at PLDI 2013 [12].

For many languages, that would be the end of the story. But unusually for a research language, Elm gained a user community, and a standard architectural pattern known as The Elm Architecture grew organically to such a point that Elm abandoned FRP altogether [11]. At its core, The Elm Architecture is a descendant of MVC where a `model` contains the state of the application; a `view` function renders the model; and the rendered model produces messages which are handled by an `update` function to produce a new model. More generally, this pattern has been referred to as Model-View-Update, or MVU for short [3, 40].

Consider the following web application, where a user enters text into a text box, and the application displays the text, reversed:

```
  hello
  olleh
```

We can write this example using MVU as follows:

```plaintext
Model ≜ (contents : String)       view : Model → Html(Message)
Message ≜ UpdateBox(String)       view ≜ λmodel.html
model : Model                     <input type = "text" value = {model.contents}
model ≜ (contents = "")           onInput = {λstr.UpdateBox(str)}> </input>
update : (Message × Model) → Model <div>
update ≜ λ(UpdateBox(str), m).{contents = str} (htmlText (reverseString (model.contents)))</div>
```

We define two type aliases: the `Model` captures the state of the application and is defined as a record with a single `String` field, `contents`. `Messages` are produced as a result of user interaction. The `Message` type is defined as a singleton variant type with constructor `UpdateBox`, containing the updated value of the text box.

The `view` function renders a model. It has the type `Model → Html(Message)`, which is a function taking a `Model` as its argument, and returning HTML which may produce messages of type `Message`. The `value = {model.contents}` attribute of the input box states that the contents of the text box should reflect the `contents` field of the model. The `onInput` attribute is an event handler: its body is a function taking the current value of the input box (`str`) and producing an `UpdateBox` message containing the updated contents of the box. The contents of the `div` tag are derived from the reversed contents.
Syntax

Types

\[
A, B, C ::= 1 \mid A \to B \mid A \times B \mid A + B \mid \text{String} \mid \text{Int} \\
\mid \text{Html}(A) \mid \text{Attr}(A)
\]

String literals \(s\)

Integers \(n\)

Terms

\[
L, M, N ::= x \mid \lambda x. M \mid \text{rec } f(x). M \mid M \cdot N \mid () \mid s \mid n \\
\mid (M, N) \mid \text{let } (x, y) = M \text{ in } N \\
\mid \text{inl } x \mid \text{inr } x \mid \text{case } L \{ \text{inl } x \mapsto M ; \text{inr } y \mapsto N \} \\
\text{htmlTag } t \cdot M \cdot N \mid \text{htmlText } M \mid \text{htmlEmpty} \\
\mid \text{attr } ak \cdot M \mid \text{attrEmpty} \mid M \cdot s
\]

Tag names \(t\)

Attribute keys \(ak\)

Attribute names \(at\)

Event handler names \(h\)

Typing rules for terms

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{T-HTML}\text{TAG} & \quad \Gamma \vdash M : \text{Attr}(A) \quad \Gamma \vdash N : \text{Html}(A) \quad \Gamma \vdash t \cdot M \cdot N : \text{Html}(A) \\
\text{T-HTML}\text{TEXT} & \quad \Gamma \vdash M : \text{String} \quad \Gamma \vdash t \cdot M \cdot N : \text{Html}(A) \\
\text{T-HTML}\text{EMPTY} & \quad \Gamma \vdash \text{htmlEmpty} : \text{Html}(A)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{T-ATTR} & \quad \Gamma \vdash M : \text{String} \\
\text{T-EVT}\text{ATTR} & \quad \Gamma \vdash M : \text{ty}(h) \to A \\
\text{T-ATTR}\text{EMPTY} & \quad \Gamma \vdash \text{attrEmpty} : \text{Attr}(A)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{T-HTML}\text{APPEND} & \quad \Gamma \vdash M : \text{Html}(A) \quad \Gamma \vdash N : \text{Html}(A) \quad \Gamma \vdash M \cdot N : \text{Html}(A) \\
\text{T-ATTR}\text{APPEND} & \quad \Gamma \vdash M : \text{Attr}(A) \quad \Gamma \vdash N : \text{Attr}(A) \quad \Gamma \vdash M \cdot N : \text{Attr}(A)
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{Figure 1} \quad \text{Syntax and typing rules for } \lambda_{\text{MVU}} \text{ terms.}\]

The \textit{update} function takes a message and previous model as its arguments, and produces a new model. In this case, the \textit{update} function constructs a new model where the \textit{contents} field is set to the payload of the \textit{UpdateBox} message. Finally, the program is a 3-tuple containing the initial model, and the view and update functions.

To achieve our goal of a formal integration of session typing and GUI programming, we first formalise MVU, and then generalise the architecture to support linear models and messages. Supporting linearity poses some challenges, as we will see in §3.

1.1 Contributions

The overarching contribution of this paper is the first principled integration of session-typed communication with a GUI framework. Concretely, we make three contributions:

1. We introduce the first formal model of the MVU architecture, \(\lambda_{\text{MVU}}\) (§2). We prove (§2.3) that \(\lambda_{\text{MVU}}\) satisfies preservation and event progress properties.

2. We extend \(\lambda_{\text{MVU}}\) with \textit{commands}, \textit{linearity}, and \textit{model transitions} (§3), which allow \(\lambda_{\text{MVU}}\) to support GUIs incorporating session-typed communication, and we prove the soundness of the extended calculus.

3. We implement the architecture in the Links web programming language. We show an extended example of a chat application where client code uses the linear MVU framework, and where client-server communication happens over session-typed channels (§4).

The implementation and examples are available in the paper’s companion artifact.
In this section, we formalise MVU as a core calculus, \(\lambda_{MVU}\), an extension of the simply-typed \(\lambda\)-calculus with products, sums, HTML, and event handling. Even without extensions, \(\lambda_{MVU}\) is expressive enough to support many common applications such as form handling.

2.1 Syntax

Types. Figure 1 shows the syntax and typing rules for \(\lambda_{MVU}\). Types are ranged over by \(A, B, C\), and consist of the unit type \(1\), functions \(A \to B\), products \(A \times B\), sums \(A + B\), and string and integer types. Types \(\text{Html}(A)\) and \(\text{Attr}(A)\) are the type of HTML elements and attributes which can produce messages of type \(A\).

Terms. Terms, ranged over by \(L, M, N\), include variables, \(\lambda\) abstractions, anonymous recursive functions, function application, the unit value, string literals, integers, and sum and pair introduction and elimination. The remaining terms encode HTML elements and attributes. The \(\text{htmlTag}\ t MN\) construct denotes an HTML element with tag name \(t\) (for example, \(\text{div}\)), attributes \(M\), and children \(N\); the \(\text{htmlText}\ M\) construct describes a text node with text \(M\); and \(\text{htmlEmpty}\) defines an empty HTML node.

The \(\text{attr}\ ak M\) construct describes an attribute with key \(ak\) and body \(M\), where the key \(ak\) is either an attribute name \(at\) or an event handler name \(h\). The \(\text{attrEmpty}\) construct defines an empty attribute.

The \(M \star N\) operator appends two HTML elements or attributes. Since both HTML elements and attributes support a unit element (\(\text{htmlEmpty}\) and \(\text{attrEmpty}\) respectively), elements and attributes together with \(\star\) form two monoids.

Events. We model interaction with the Document Object Model (DOM) through events, which model those dispatched by a browser. An event signature is a 3-tuple \((ev, h, A)\) consisting of an event name \(ev\), handler name \(h\), and payload type \(A\). We require a bijective mapping between event and handler names. Figure 2 describes example event signatures used in the remainder of the paper. We consider four primitive events: \(\text{click}\), which is fired when an element is clicked; \(\text{input}\), which is fired when the contents of a text field are changed; and \(\text{KeyUp}\) and \(\text{KeyDown}\), which are fired when a key is pressed while focused on an element.

Event handlers are attached to elements as attributes, and generate a message in response to an event. We write \(\text{handler}(ev)\) to refer to the handler for \(ev\): for example, \(\text{handler}(\text{click}) = \text{onClick}\). We write \(\text{ty}(ev)\) to refer to the payload type of \(ev\) and write \(\text{ty}(h)\) for the payload type of an event handled by \(h\). As an example, both \(\text{ty}(\text{click}) = 1\) and \(\text{ty}(\text{onClick}) = 1\).

Term typing. Term typing rules for \(\lambda\)-calculus constructs are standard, so are omitted. Rule T-HTMLTAG states that \(\text{htmlTag}\ t MN\) can be given type \(\text{Html}(A)\) if its attributes \(M\) have type \(\text{Attr}(A)\) and children have type \(\text{Html}(A)\). Text nodes \(\text{htmlText}\ M\) do not produce any messages, and so have type \(\text{Html}(A)\) if \(M\) has type \(\text{String}\) (T-HTMLTEXT); similarly, \(\text{htmlEmpty}\) has type \(\text{Html}(A)\) (T-HTMLEMPTY).
Values \[ U, V, W ::= \lambda x. M \mid \text{rec } f(x). M \mid () \mid (V, W) \mid \text{inl } V \mid \text{inr } V \mid s \mid n \]

Events \[ e ::= \text{ev}(V) \]

DOM Pages \[ D ::= \text{domTag}(\vec{e}) t V D \mid \text{domText } V \mid \text{domEmpty } \mid D \ast D' \]

Active thread \[ T ::= \text{idle } V_m \mid M \]

Function state \[ F ::= (V_o, V_n) \]

Processes \[ P, Q ::= \text{run } M \mid \langle T \mid F \rangle \mid (M) \mid P \parallel Q \]

Process contexts \[ \mathcal{P} ::= [] \mid P \parallel P \]

DOM contexts \[ \mathcal{D} ::= [] \mid \text{domTag}(\vec{e}) t V D \mid D \ast D \mid D \ast D' \]

Thread contexts \[ \mathcal{T} ::= \text{run } E \mid \langle E \mid F \rangle \mid \langle (E) \rangle \]

Figure 3 Runtime syntax for \( \lambda_{MVU} \).

Rule T-Attr assigns attributes \text{attr} at \( M \) type \text{Attr}(A) for any \( A \) if \( M \) has type \text{String}.

Rule T-EvtAttr types event handler attributes \text{attr} \( h M \): if the event handler \( M \) has type \( \text{ty}(h) \to A \) (i.e., it produces messages of type \( A \)), then the attribute can be given type \text{Attr}(A).

Finally, T-AttrEmpty states that the empty attribute \text{attrEmpty} has type \text{Attr}(A) for any type \( A \). We overload the \( \ast \) operator to append both HTML elements and attributes (T-HtmlAppend and T-AttrAppend).

Syntactic sugar. We assume the usual encodings of records as pairs and variant types as binary sums, and use pattern matching notation. It is useful to be able to write HTML using XML-like notation, where an antiquoted expression \{ \( M \) \} allows a term \( M \) to be embedded within an HTML tree. The view function from the introduction desugars to:

\[
\lambda \text{model}.
\quad \text{htmlTag input}
\quad \quad ((\text{attr type } \ast \text{text}) \ast (\text{attr value } \text{model.contents}) \ast
\quad \quad \text{attr onInput } (\lambda \text{str}. \text{UpdateBox } (\text{str})) \text{htmlEmpty}) \ast
\quad \quad \text{htmlTag div attrEmpty } \text{htmlText } \text{reverseString } (\text{model.contents})
\]

The formal definitions and desugaring translations are unsurprising; the details can be found in the extended version [18].

2.2 Operational Semantics

We can now provide \( \lambda_{MVU} \) with a small-step operational semantics.

2.2.1 Runtime Syntax

Figure 3 describes the runtime syntax of \( \lambda_{MVU} \). Values, ranged over by \( U, V, W \), are standard. An event \( eV \) consists of event name \( e \) and payload \( V \). We write \( \epsilon \) for an empty meta-level sequence, and use \( \cdot \) for sequence concatenation. DOM pages, ranged over by \( D \), are the runtime representation of HTML, where tags \( \text{domTag}(\vec{e}) t V D \) contain an event queue \( \vec{e} \) of events dispatched to the element.

Concurrency. Concurrency is vital when modelling GUI applications as event handling is asynchronous: computation triggered by a user interaction should not block the UI. Concurrency is also essential when considering session-typed communication. We therefore formulate the calculus as a concurrent \( \lambda \)-calculus in the style of Niehren et al. [36], by augmenting the simply-typed \( \lambda \)-calculus with processes and concurrent reduction.
Meta-level definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>handle</td>
<td>handlers(ev, attrEmpty) = ε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>handlers(ev, V * W) = handlers(ev, V) · handlers(ev, W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>handlers(ev, attr at V) = ε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>handlers(ev, attr h V) = {V if handler(ev) = h, ϵ otherwise}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process reduction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EP-HANDLE</td>
<td>(idle V_m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP-PAR</td>
<td>P_1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Configuration reduction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-RUN</td>
<td>P[run (V_m, V_v, V_u)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-UPDATE</td>
<td>P[(V_m, U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-INTERACT</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-ENT</td>
<td>P[D[domTag(\text{ev}(W))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-STRUCT</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-LIFTP</td>
<td>P[D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4** Reduction rules for \(\lambda_{MVU}\) terms and configurations.

**Processes.** An initialisation process \(\text{run} M\) evaluates the initial system state written by a user, where \(M\) is a 3-tuple containing the initial model, view function, and update function. An event loop process \((T | F)\) consists of an active thread \(T\) and function state \(F\) comprising the view and update functions. The thread can either be \(idle V_m\), meaning the process has current model \(V_m\) and is waiting for another message to process, or evaluating a term \(M\). An event handler process \((\langle M \rangle)\) is spawned to generate a message in response to an event.

**Configurations.** Concurrent and event-driven reduction happens in the context of a system configuration \(P \vdash D\), where \(P\) is the concurrent fragment of the system and \(D\) is the current DOM page. An MVU program as written by a user is a term \(M\) specifying the initial model, view function, and update function, of type \((A \times (A \rightarrow \text{Html}(B))) \times ((B \times A) \rightarrow A))\). A program is evaluated in the context of an initial configuration:

**Definition 1** (Initial configuration). An initial configuration for a term \(M\) is of the form \(\text{run} M \vdash \text{domEmpty}\).

**Evaluation contexts.** Term evaluation contexts \(E\) (omitted) are set up for call-by-value, left-to-right evaluation. Process contexts \(P\) allow reduction under parallel composition. Thread contexts \(T\) allow reduction inside threads. DOM contexts \(D\) allow us to focus on each element of a DOM forest; note that they deliberately allow non-unique decomposition in order to support nondeterministic reduction.

### 2.2.2 Reduction Rules

Figure 4 shows the reduction rules for \(\lambda_{MVU}\) processes and configurations; reduction on terms is standard \(\beta\)-reduction. Reduction on configurations is defined modulo the associativity and commutativity of parallel composition.
Diffing. As DOM pages include event queues, they contain strictly more information than HTML. To avoid losing pending events, we require a diffing operation. Define \(\text{erase}(D)\) as the operation \(\text{erase(domTag}(\mathcal{T}) \triangleq U \triangleq D) = \text{htmlTag}(U \triangleq \text{erase}(D))\), with the other cases defined recursively. DOM pages can be modified by adding a node with an empty queue, removing a node, or updating a node's attributes. We define operation \(\text{diff}(U, D) = D'\) if \(\text{erase}(D') = U\), and \(D'\) is obtained from \(D\) by the minimum number of insertions and deletions.

Semantics by example. Let us return to our original example from §1: a box and a text node displaying the reversed box contents. We reuse the view and update functions and let \(V_m = (\text{contents} = "\)\), \(V_v = \text{view}\), and \(V_u = \text{update}\). We extend the HTML syntactic sugar to pages, letting \([\cdot]\) be a desugaring function and \([\langle t \quad \mathcal{T} \quad \mathcal{D} \rangle \Rightarrow \mathcal{T} / \mathcal{D} / \mathcal{M}]\) as the domTag(\(\mathcal{T}\)) t \([\mathcal{T}] \mathcal{M}\).

We write \(R^+\) for the transitive closure of a relation \(R\). We begin by supplying the model, view, and update parameters to an initial configuration. By E-RUN, we get an event loop process, and then term \(V_e, V_m\) reduces to the initial rendered HTML. By diffing against the empty page, we display the initial DOM page (E-UPDATE).

\[
\text{run}(V_m, V_v, V_u) \vdash \text{domEmpty} \\
\rightarrow (\text{E-RUN}) (V_m, V_v, V_u) \vdash (V_v, V_u) \vdash \text{domEmpty} \\
\rightarrow^+ (\text{E-UPDATE}) (V_v, V_u) \vdash (V_v, V_u) \vdash \text{domEmpty}
\]

The system now does not reduce until a user interacts with the text box and presses the \(k\) key, modelled by E-INTERACT. At this point, the event queue for the input box receives four events: click, keyDown, keyUp, and input, which are processed by rule E-EVT. The input element does not have handlers for the click, keyDown, and keyUp events, so no processes are spawned, but does contain an onInput handler, which handles the input event by spawning ((UpdateBox("k"))).

\[
\rightarrow^+ (\text{E-INTERACT}) (V_v, V_u) \vdash (V_v, V_u) \vdash (V_v, V_u) \vdash (V_v, V_u) \vdash \text{domEmpty} \\
\rightarrow (\text{E-EVT}) (V_v, V_u) \vdash (V_v, V_u) \vdash (V_v, V_u) \vdash (V_v, V_u) \vdash (V_v, V_u) \vdash \text{domEmpty}
\]

Since UpdateBox("k") is already a value and the event loop process is idle, we can process the message (E-HANDLE). The handle meta-function calculates a new model \(m'\) by applying the update function to a pair of the previous model and the message, calculates a new HTML value \(v'\) by applying the view function to \(m'\), and returns the pair \((m', v')\). Finally, the page is diffed against the previous DOM page to generate a new DOM page \(D'\), and the event loop process reverts to being idle:
### 2.3 Metatheory

#### Runtime typing.

To reason about the metatheory, we require runtime typing rules, shown in Figure 5. Judgement $\vdash e$ states that the payload of an event $e$ has the payload type specified by its signature. Judgement $\vdash T : \text{EvtLoop}(A, B)$ can be read “Active thread $T$ has model type $A$ and message type $B$”. An idle thread $\text{idle } V_m$ has type $\text{EvtLoop}(A, B)$ if $V_m$ has type $A$ (TS-IDLE). An active thread $M$ currently processing a message has type $\text{EvtLoop}(A, B)$ if $M$ has type $(A \times \text{Html}(B))$, i.e., computes a pair of a new model with type $A$ and HTML which produces messages of type $B$ (TS-PROCESSING).

Judgement $\vdash^o P : A$ states that process $P$ is well-typed and produces or consumes messages of type $A$. The parallel composition of two processes $P_1 \parallel P_2$ has message type $A$ if both $P_1$ and $P_2$ have message type $A$ (TP-PAR). An event handler process $(M)$ has message type $A$ if term $M$ has type $A$ (TP-THREAD).

An initialisation process $\text{run } M$ is well-typed if $M$ is a product type where each component has the correct model, view, and update types. An event loop process $(T | (V_e, V_m))$ has message type $B$ if its active thread $T$ has model type $A$ and message type $B$; its view function

---

**Figure 5** Runtime typing for $\lambda_m\nu_\omega$. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typing rules for events $\vdash e$</th>
<th>Typing rules for active threads $\vdash T : \text{EvtLoop}(A, B)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\vdash \text{TE-EVT} V : \text{ty}(ev)$</td>
<td>$\vdash \text{TS-IDLE} V_m : A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vdash \text{event}(V)$</td>
<td>$\vdash \text{TS-PROCESSING} M : (A \times \text{Html}(B))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\vdash \text{idle } V_m : \text{EvtLoop}(A, B)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\vdash M : \text{EvtLoop}(A, B)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Combination of flags**

- $\circ + \circ = \circ$
- $\circ + \bullet = \bullet$
- $\circ + \circ = \circ$
- $\bullet + \bullet = \bullet$
- $\bullet + \bullet$ undefined

---

2.3 Metatheory. To reason about the metatheory, we require runtime typing rules, shown in Figure 5. Judgement $\vdash e$ states that the payload of an event $e$ has the payload type specified by its signature. Judgement $\vdash T : \text{EvtLoop}(A, B)$ can be read “Active thread $T$ has model type $A$ and message type $B$”. An idle thread $\text{idle } V_m$ has type $\text{EvtLoop}(A, B)$ if $V_m$ has type $A$ (TS-IDLE). An active thread $M$ currently processing a message has type $\text{EvtLoop}(A, B)$ if $M$ has type $(A \times \text{Html}(B))$, i.e., computes a pair of a new model with type $A$ and HTML which produces messages of type $B$ (TS-PROCESSING).

Judgement $\vdash^o P : A$ states that process $P$ is well-typed and produces or consumes messages of type $A$. The parallel composition of two processes $P_1 \parallel P_2$ has message type $A$ if both $P_1$ and $P_2$ have message type $A$ (TP-PAR). An event handler process $(M)$ has message type $A$ if term $M$ has type $A$ (TP-THREAD).

An initialisation process $\text{run } M$ is well-typed if $M$ is a product type where each component has the correct model, view, and update types. An event loop process $(T | (V_e, V_m))$ has message type $B$ if its active thread $T$ has model type $A$ and message type $B$; its view function
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V_o has type \( A \rightarrow \text{Html}(B) \); and its update function has type \( (B \times A) \rightarrow A \) (TP-EventLoop).

Thread flags \( \phi \) ensure that there is precisely one initialisation process or event loop process in a process typeable under flag \( \bullet \).

Judgement \( \vdash C \) states that configuration \( C \) is well-typed: a system configuration \( P ; D \) is well-typed if process \( P \) has precisely one event loop process with message type \( A \) and page \( D \) has type \( \text{Page}(A) \). The omitted typing rules for pages (of shape \( \vdash D : \text{Page}(A) \)) are similar to those for terms of type \( \text{Html}(A) \).

Note that we consider only closed configurations and processes since it makes little sense for DOM pages \( D \) to contain free variables, and because processes do not bind variables.

We are now well-placed to state some formal results. We omit proofs in the main body of the paper; full proofs can be found in the extended version [18].

**Preservation.** Reduction preserves typing.

\[ \text{Theorem 2 (Preservation). } \text{If } \vdash C \text{ and } C \rightarrow C' \text{, then } \vdash C'. \]

**Progress.** The system vacuously satisfies a progress property as it can always reduce by E-INTERACT due to user input. It is more interesting to consider the event progress property enjoyed by the system without E-INTERACT: either there are no events to process and the system is idle, or the system can reduce. Functional reduction satisfies progress.

\[ \text{Lemma 3 (Progress (Terms)). } \text{If } \vdash M : A \text{, then either } M \text{ is a value, or there exists some } N \text{ such that } M \rightarrow M N. \]

Let \( \rightarrow_E \) be the relation \( \rightarrow \) without rule E-INTERACT. The concurrent fragment of the language will reduce until all event handler threads have finished evaluating, and there are no more messages to process. By appeal to Lemma 3, we can show event progress.

\[ \text{Theorem 4 (Event Progress). } \text{If } \vdash C, \text{ either:} \]

1. there exists some \( C' \) such that \( C \rightarrow_E C' \); or
2. \( C = (\text{idle} V_m | (V_o, V_u)) ; D \) where \( D \) cannot be written \( D[\text{domTag}(\overrightarrow{\text{e}}) \ t V W] \) for some non-empty \( \overrightarrow{\text{e}} \).

3 \( \lambda_{	ext{MVU}} \) with Session Types

In this section, we extend \( \lambda_{	ext{MVU}} \) to support session types. We require three extensions: *commands*, to perform side-effects; *linearity*, to implement session types safely; and *transitions*, to allow multiple model and message types. We begin by showing each extension by example, and show the extended formalism in §3.4.

3.1 Commands

Real-world applications require side-effects. To this end, Elm supports *commands* which describe side-effects to be performed in the event loop. Although commands in Elm are more general, for our purposes, it is particularly useful to be able to spawn a process which will run concurrently and eventually return a message. As an example, we may want to await the result of an expensive computation, and display the result when the computation completes. Letting \( \text{naiveFib}(x) \) be the naïve Fibonacci function and assuming an \text{intToString} function, we can write:
Model $\triangleq$ Maybe(Int) \hspace{1em} Message $\triangleq$ StartComputation $|$ Result(Int)

view : Model $\rightarrow$ Html(Message)
view = $\lambda$ model.html
<html>
<body>
{ case model {
  Just(result) $\rightarrow$ htmlText intToString(result);
  Nothing $\rightarrow$ htmlText "Waiting ..." } }
<button onClick = {$\lambda$.StartComputation}>Start!</button>
</body>
</html>

update : (Message $\times$ Model) $\rightarrow$ (Model, Cmd(Message))
update = $\lambda$(message, model).
  case message {
    StartComputation $\rightarrow$ (Nothing, cmdSpawn Result(naïveFib(1000)))
    Result(x) $\rightarrow$ (Just(x), cmdEmpty)
  }

The model is of type Maybe(Int), with value Just(V) for some integer value V if the result has been computed, or Nothing if the application is awaiting the result. The Message type is a variant type consisting of StartComputation which is sent to start the computation, and Result(Int), which is sent to return a result. The view function renders either the result, or "Waiting..." if no result is available.

The type of the update function is changed to return a pair of an updated model and a command. In our case, the StartComputation message results in a pair of Nothing and cmdSpawn Result(naïveFib(1000)), which spawns Result(naïveFib(1000)) to evaluate in a separate thread. When the function (eventually) completes, the thread will have evaluated to a Result message, which can be processed by the update function to update the model and display the result.

3.2 Linearity

As we showed in §1, safely implementing session types requires linearity: we therefore require linear model and message types. Linearity would also prove useful for other linear resources such as functional arrays with in-place update [44]. Unfortunately, $\lambda_{MVU}$ as defined so far does not support linearity. Consider handle:

handle(m, (v, u), msg) $\triangleq$ let m' = u (msg, m) in (m', v m')

The updated model, m', is used non-linearly as it is returned for use in subsequent requests, and also used to render the model as HTML.

**Extraction.** Linear resources are needed only when updating the model – not when rendering the webpage – as we will not need to communicate on session channels when rendering. If the developer implements a function:

extract : A $\rightarrow$ (A $\times$ B)

where A is the type of a model, and B is the unrestricted fragment of the model, we can restore linear usage of the model (letting e be the extraction function):

handle(m, (v, u, e), msg) $\triangleq$ let m' = u (msg, m) in
let (m', unrM) = e m' in (m', v unrM)

An alternative approach would be to assign the view function type A $\rightarrow$ (A $\times$ Html(B)), returning the linear model and allowing it to be re-bound. We would need to modify handle:

handle(m, (v, u), msg) $\triangleq$ let m' = u (m, msg) in v m'
A key disadvantage of this approach is that rendering is no longer a read-only operation, breaking an important abstraction barrier.

**Example.** We can now write our first session-typed $\lambda_{MVU}$ application. Our web client consists of a button which, when clicked, triggers the sending of a Ping message to the server. Once clicked, the button is disabled. The server then receives the Ping message and responds with a Pong message; upon receiving the response, the client then re-enables the button.

**Simply-typed channels.** Before considering a session-typed version of the application, it is instructive to consider a version without session typing, shown in Figure 6. Let Chan($A$) be the type of a simply-typed channel over which one can send and receive values of type $A$. The model is a 3-tuple containing a Boolean value which is true when waiting for the user to click the “Send Ping!” button, and false when waiting for a response; a channel for Ping messages; and a channel for Pong messages. There are two types of UI message: Click denotes that the button has been clicked, and Ponged denotes that a Pong message has been received along the Pong channel.

The view function displays the page, adding the disabled attribute to the button if we are waiting for a Pong message. The update function case-splits on the UI message: in the case of a Click message raised by the button, the model is updated to set the pinging flag to false, and the function creates a command to send a Ping message along pingCh, receive a Pong message from pongCh, and return a Ponged UI message. In the case of a Ponged message, the model is updated to set the pinging flag to true, enabling the button again. The server function models a server thread, which repeatedly receives Ping messages from pingCh and sends Pong messages to pongCh.

Even in this simple example, it is very easy to communicate incorrectly: if the client neglected to send a Ping message before trying to receiving a Pong message along pongCh, then the command would hang forever and the GUI would never re-enable the button. A similar situation would arise if the server received the Ping message but failed to respond.
Model-View-Update-Communicate

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PingPong} & \triangleq \mu \cdot \text{Ping} \cdot \text{?Pong}.t \\
\text{UModel} & \triangleq \text{UPinging} \cdot \text{UWaiting} \\
\text{Model} & \triangleq \text{Pinging}(\text{PingPong}) \cdot \text{Waiting} \\
\text{Message} & \triangleq \text{Click} \cdot \text{Ponged}(\text{PingPong}) \\
\text{view} & \triangleq \lambda \cdot \text{uModel} \\
\begin{DCase}
\text{case \{attr\}} & \rightarrow \text{attrEmpty} \\
\text{UPinging} & \rightarrow \text{attr "disabled" "true"} \\
\text{UWaiting} & \rightarrow \text{attr "true"}
\end{DCase}
\end{align*}
\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{view} & : \text{UModel} \rightarrow \text{Html}(\text{Message}) \\
\text{let \{attr\}} & = \text{uModel} \\
\begin{DCase}
\text{case \{attr\}} & \rightarrow \text{attrEmpty} \\
\text{UPinging} & \rightarrow \text{attr "disabled" "true"} \\
\text{UWaiting} & \rightarrow \text{attr "true"} \\
\end{DCase}
\end{align*}\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{html} \\
\langle \text{html} \\
\langle \text{body} \\
\langle \text{button \{attr\} onClick = \{\lambda().\text{Click}\}> \\
\text{Send Ping!} \\
\langle \text{/button} \\
\langle \text{/body} \\
\langle \text{/html} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{handleClick(model)} \triangleq \\
\begin{DCase}
\text{case model} & \rightarrow \\
\text{Ping(c)} & \rightarrow \\
\text{let cmd} & = \text{cmdSpawn} \quad \text{(let } c = \text{send(Ping, c)} \text{ in} \\
\text{let pong, c = receive } c \text{ in} \\
\text{Ponged(c)) in} \\
\text{Waiting, cmd) \\
\text{Waiting} & \rightarrow (\\
\text{Waiting, cmdEmpty})
\end{DCase}
\end{array}
\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Session types} \quad S & ::= \text{!A.S} \mid \text{?A.S} \mid \mu \cdot S \mid t \mid t \rightarrow t \mid \text{End} \\
\text{send} & : (A \times !A.S) \rightarrow S \\
\text{receive} & : \text{?A.S} \rightarrow (A \times S) \\
\text{close} & : \text{End} \rightarrow 1 \\
\text{cancel} & : S \rightarrow 1
\end{align*}\]

Figure 7 shows the PingPong client written in \(\lambda_{\text{MVU}}\). We can encode the PingPong protocol as a session type, \(\mu \cdot \text{Ping} \cdot \text{?Pong}.t\). The Model type encodes the two states of the application: Ping(c) is the state where the "Send Ping!" button is enabled and the user can send a Ping message along session channel c, whereas Waiting is the state where the button is disabled and awaiting a Pong message from the other party. The UModel type is the unrestricted model type which does not include the session channel. Again, the Message type encodes the UI messages in the application: the Click UI message is produced when the button is pressed, whereas the Ponged(PingPong) UI message is produced when a Pong session message has been received. Note that the Ponged UI message now contains a session channel of type PingPong as a parameter.
We require a UI message when waiting to send a Ponged message. This is even more pronounced when dealing with linear resources, such as needing to handle a Ponged message while we are waiting to send a Ping. The problem is that we are encoding the Waiting type using a sum type, whereas in fact we need to include cases in the update function which cannot arise. We highlight these in red. This is more pronounced when dealing with linear resources, such as needing to handle a Ponged message when waiting to send a Ping.

The view function takes an unrestricted model and displays a button, which is disabled in the Waiting state but enabled in the Pinging state. The extract function pairs the linear model with the associated unrestricted model.

The update function case-splits on the message. The handleClick function handles the Click message, and case-splits on the model. If the model is in the Pinging(c) state, then the function creates a command to spawn a process which will send a Ping message along c, receive a Pong message along c, and generate a Ponged UI message when the Pong message is received. The function finally updates the model to the Waiting state. If the model is in the Waiting state – which should not occur, since the button is disabled – then the model remains the same and no command is created.

The handlePonged function handles a Ponged(c) message. Again, we must case split on the model. If the model is in the Waiting state, then we can change to the Pinging state, given endpoint c. However, if the model is in the Pinging(c') state and a Ponged message is received – which should not occur, since according to the session type, there is no way for the peer to send a Pong message while we are waiting to send a Ping – we now have two linear resources. We choose to discard c' using cancel, and change the model to Pinging(c'), but this is an arbitrary choice to satisfy a code path that must exist, but should never be used.

### 3.3 Model transitions

Our proposal is still not quite satisfactory: as we saw with the PingPong example, we need to include cases in the update function which cannot arise. We highlight these in red. This is even more pronounced when dealing with linear resources, such as needing to handle a Ponged message when waiting to send a Ping.

The problem is that we are encoding the Model type using a sum type, whereas in fact we require multiple model types, and a way to transition between them.
Kinds \( \kappa ::= \mathbf{L} \mid \mathbf{U} \)

Types \( A, B, C ::= \mathbf{1} \mid A \to \kappa \mid A \times B \mid A + B \mid \text{String} \mid \text{Int} \mid S \mid \text{Html}(A) \mid \text{Attr}(A) \mid \text{Cmd}(A) \mid \text{Transition}(A, B) \)

Session types \( S ::= !A.S \mid ?A.S \mid \mu t.S \mid t \mid t \mid \text{End} \)

Terms \( L, M, N ::= x \mid \lambda x.M \mid M \mid N \mid M \mid () \mid s \mid n \mid (M, N) \mid \text{let } (x, y) = M \text{ in } N \mid \text{inl } x \mid \text{inr } x \mid \text{case } L \{ \text{inl } x \mapsto M ; \text{inr } y \mapsto N \} \mid \text{htmlTag } t M N \mid \text{htmlText } M \mid \text{attr } k M \mid \text{attrEmpty} \mid \text{cmdSpawn } M \mid \text{cmdEmpty} \mid \mu \ast N \mid \text{transition } M_1, M_2, M_3, M_4 \mid \text{noTransition } M_1, M_2 \mid \text{raise } \mid \text{try } L \text{ as } x \text{ in } M \text{ otherwise } N \mid \text{close} \)

Constants \( K ::= \text{send} \mid \text{receive} \mid \text{new} \mid \text{cancel} \)

**Figure 9** Syntax of extended calculus.

**Example.** Figure 8 shows how we can modify PingPong to use multiple model types. The left-hand side of the figure shows the Pinging state: the model type consists of the singleton variant tag Pinging(PingPong) containing an endpoint of type PingPong, the unrestricted model is the unit type, and the only message that the Pinging state can receive is Click. The pView function is similar to before, and the pExtract function returns a pair of the current state and the unit value. The pUpdate function is more interesting. Given the current state and a Click message, the function constructs a command which will send the Ping session message, receive the Pong session message, and then generate a Ponged(c) UI message containing the session channel. The function transitions into the Waiting state using the transition primitive, which allows the developer to specify new model, view, update, extract functions, and a command to evaluate. The functions for the Waiting state follow a similar pattern. Session types rule out the communication errors besetting the example in Figure 6, and model transitions eliminate the redundant code paths arising due to illegal states.

### 3.4 \( \lambda_{\text{MVU}} \) with Commands, Linearity, and Transitions

Commands, linearity, and transitions are the three key ingredients needed to extend MVU to support models which include session-typed channels. In this section, we introduce a calculus which combines all three extensions, and prove that the extended calculus is sound.

#### 3.4.1 Syntax and Typing

Figure 9 shows the syntax of \( \lambda_{\text{MVU}} \) extended with commands, linearity, and transitions.

**Types and kinds.** To support linearity, types are assigned kinds, ranged over by \( \kappa \). Types can either be linear (L) or unrestricted (U). A value of linear type must be used precisely once, whereas a value of unrestricted type can be used many times.

We modify function types to include a kind annotation: linear functions may close over linear variables and so must be used once. To support commands, we introduce type \text{Cmd}(A) which is the type of a command which produces messages of type A. To support transitions, we introduce type \text{Transition}(A, B) which is parameterised by the current model type A and message type B. Finally, we extend types to include session types \( S \) as described in §3.2.

**Terms.** Term \text{cmdSpawn } M is a command which can spawn term M as a thread, and is monoidally composable using * and \text{cmdEmpty}.
There are two terms for transitions: the noTransition $M_m M_c$ term denotes that no transition is to occur, and that the model should be updated to $M_m$ and command $M_c$ should be evaluated; and transition $M_m M_e M_u M_c$. $M_c$ denotes that a transition should occur, with new model $M_m$, view function $M_u$, update function $M_u$, extraction function $M_e$, and command $M_c$ to be run once the transition has taken place.

To support session typing, we introduce session typing constants, ranged over by $K$, as described in §3.2. We also introduce an application form for constants, $K M$.

Finally, as discussed in §3.2, it is useful to be able to explicitly discard (or cancel) a session channel. In particular, cancellation is crucial in order to handle the interplay between linearity and transitions, as all unprocessed messages (which may contain linear resources) must be safely discarded when a transition occurs.

Following Mostrouss and Vasconcelos [35] and Exceptional GV (EGV) by Fowler et al. [20], if a thread tries to receive from an endpoint whose peer has been cancelled, an exception is raised (raise). Exceptions can be handled using the try $L$ as $x$ in $M$ otherwise $N$ construct, which tries to evaluate term $L$, and binds the result to $x$ in $M$ if the term evaluates to a value, and evaluates $N$ if the term raises an exception.
Kinding and subkinding. The kinding relation $A :: \kappa$ assigns kind $\kappa$ to type $A$; our formulation is inspired by that of Padovani [38]. Base types and HTML and attribute types are unrestricted. The kind of a function type is determined by its kind annotation. Session types are linear. The kinds of product, sum, command and transition types are determined by the kinds of their type parameters. The reflexive subkinding rule $U \leq L$ combined with the kinding subsumption rule states that if a value can be used many times, then it can also be treated as only being used once. We write $\Gamma :: \kappa$ if $A :: \kappa$ for each $x : A \in \Gamma$.

Definition 5 (Kinding and subkinding). We define the subkinding relation as the reflexive relation on kinds $\leq$ such that $U \leq L$. We define the kinding relation $A :: \kappa$ as the largest relation between types and kinds such that:

- $A :: \kappa'$ if $A :: \kappa$ and $\kappa \leq \kappa'$
- $S :: L$
- $A :: U$ if $A \in \{1, \text{String}, \text{Int}, \text{Html}(B), \text{Attr}(B)\}$
- $A \rightarrow^\kappa B :: \kappa$
- $\text{Cmd}(A) :: \kappa$ if $A :: \kappa$
- $C :: \kappa$ if $C \in \{A \times B, A + B, \text{Transition}(A, B)\}$ and both $A :: \kappa$ and $B :: \kappa$

Term typing. Figure 10 shows the typing rules for the extended calculus. The splitting relation $\Gamma = \Gamma_1 + \Gamma_2$ [8] splits a typing context $\Gamma$ into two subcontexts which may share only unrestricted variables. We support linearity by changing T-Var to only type a variable in an unrestricted context, and by using the context splitting judgement when typing subterms. The adaptation of the remaining rules to use context splitting is standard, so we omit them.

The constant application rule T-AppK types term $KM$ and makes use of the type schema function $\Sigma(K)$ to ensure that the argument $M$ is of the correct type. Rule T-CmdSpawn assigns term $\text{cmdSpawn} M$ type $\text{Cmd}(A)$ if term $M$ has type $A$, and rules T-CmdEmpty and T-CmdAppend allow commands to be composed monoidally.

Rule T-Transition types a transition term. The typing rule ensures that the types of the new model, and view, update and extract functions are compatible. Note that the type parameters of the Transition($A', B'$) need not match the types of the new model and functions. Rule T-NoTransition assigns term $\text{noTransition} M N$ type Transition($A, B$) if new model $M$ has type $A$, and $N$ is a command of type $\text{Cmd}(B)$. Note that in this way, the $\text{noTransition} M N$ term replaces the standard result of the update function.

Rule T-Try types an exception handler: the continuations share a typing environment, but the success continuation is augmented with the a variable of the type of the possibly-failing continuation. Finally, $\text{raise}$ can have any type as is it does not return (T-Raise).

The type and kinding system ensures that the kind of type $A$ determines the kind of the typing environment needed to type a term of type $A$.

Lemma 6. If $\Gamma \vdash M : A$ and $A :: \kappa$, then $\Gamma :: \kappa$.

Duality. The duality relation for session types is standard: output types are dual to input types; we use a self-dual End type; and we use the formulation of the duality of recursive session types advocated by Lindley and Morris [32].

3.4.2 Operational Semantics

Runtime syntax. Figure 11 shows the runtime syntax for the combined calculus. We introduce runtime names $c, d$ which identify session channel endpoints.
The biggest departure is that we require a richer structure on active threads, which form a state machine based on whether a model transition occurs. The idle state is as before, and the updating state evaluates the update function. If there is no model transition, then the thread moves to the extracting state to extract the unrestricted model, and the rendering state to render the new HTML. If there is a model transition, then the thread moves to the extracting state followed by the transitioning state to calculate the new HTML to be displayed after the transition. Each state records values which are required in later states: for example, the rendering state records the new model \( M \) and the command to be executed upon updating the page \( V_c \).

We introduce four new types of process. To model client-server communication, we introduce server processes \([M]\) to model a process \( M \) running on the server; the thread to spawn is given as an argument to \( \text{run} \). As an example, we could write a Pong server process for the PingPong example, which immediately responds with a Pong message:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let } (c, s) &= \text{new} () \text{ in } \\
&\text{(PingPong}(c), \text{pView}, \text{pUpdate}, \text{pExtract}, \\
&\text{cmdEmpty}, \text{ponger}(s)) \\
\text{ponger}(s) &\triangleq \lambda(). \\
&\text{(rec } f(s) . \\
&\text{let } (\text{Ping}, s) = \text{receive } s \text{ in } \\
&\text{let } s = \text{send } (\text{Pong}, s) \text{ in } f(s) \text{ ) } s
\end{align*}
\]

A name restriction \((\text{vec})P\) binds runtime names \(c\) and \(d\) in process \(P\), following the double-binder formulation due to Vasconcelos [43]. A zapper thread \(\xi c\) denotes an endpoint \(c\) that has been cancelled and cannot be used in future communications; we write \(\xi V\) to mean \(\xi c_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel \xi c_n\) for \(c_i \in \text{fn}(V)\), where \text{fn}(V) enumerates the free runtime names in a value \(V\), and extend this sugar to evaluation contexts. The halt process denotes that the event loop process has terminated due to an unhandled exception.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let } (c, s) &= \text{new} () \text{ in } \\
&\text{(PingPong}(c), \text{pView}, \text{pUpdate}, \text{pExtract}, \\
&\text{cmdEmpty}, \text{ponger}(s)) \\
\text{ponger}(s) &\triangleq \lambda(). \\
&\text{(rec } f(s) . \\
&\text{let } (\text{Ping}, s) = \text{receive } s \text{ in } \\
&\text{let } s = \text{send } (\text{Pong}, s) \text{ in } f(s) \text{ ) } s
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{let } (c, s) = \text{new} () \text{ in } (\text{PingPong}(c), \text{pView}, \text{pUpdate}, \text{pExtract}, \text{cmdEmpty}, \text{ponger}(s)) \]

\[\text{ponger}(s) \triangleq \lambda().\]

\[\text{(rec } f(s) . \]

\[\text{let } (\text{Ping}, s) = \text{receive } s \text{ in } \]

\[\text{let } s = \text{send } (\text{Pong}, s) \text{ in } f(s) \text{ ) } s\]
Additional term reduction rule \( M \rightarrow_{M} N \)

\[
\text{E-TRY} \quad \begin{array}{l}
\text{try } V \text{ as } x \text{ in } M \text{ otherwise } N \rightarrow_{M} M \{ V/x \}
\end{array}
\]

Additional meta-level definitions

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{procs}(\text{cmdEmpty}) & = \epsilon \\
\text{procs}(\text{cmdSpawn } M) & = M \\
\text{procs}(V \times W) & = \text{procs}(V) \cdot \text{procs}(W)
\end{align*}
\]

Equivalence of processes

\( P \equiv P' \)

\[
(\nu cd) (\nu c'd') P \equiv (\nu c'd') (\nu cd) P \\
(P \parallel (\nu cd) Q) \equiv (\nu cd) (P \parallel Q) \\
\text{if } c, d \notin \text{fn}(P) \\
(\nu cd) P \equiv (\nu dc) P
\]

\[
P_1 \parallel P_2 \equiv P_2 \parallel P_1 \\
F_1 \parallel (P_2 \parallel P_3) \equiv (P_1 \parallel P_2) \parallel P_3 \\
(\nu cd)(\nu c \parallel \nu d) \parallel P \equiv P \\
(P() \parallel P) \equiv P \\
\]

Reduction of processes

MVU reduction rules

\[
\begin{align*}
E-\text{DISCARD} & \quad \langle T \mid F \rangle \parallel (\langle V \rangle)_c \rightarrow \langle T \mid F \rangle \parallel \nu V \text{ if } \iota \neq \iota' \\
E-\text{DISCARDHalt} & \quad \text{halt} \parallel (\langle V \rangle)_c \rightarrow \text{halt} \parallel \nu V \\
E-\text{HANDLE} & \quad (\text{idle } V_m \mid (V_r, V_u, V_c)) \parallel (\langle V \rangle)_c \rightarrow (\text{updating } V_r (V_r, V_u) \mid (V_r, V_u, V_c)) \\
E-\text{EXTRACT} & \quad (\text{extracting } V_r (V_r, V_u) \mid F) \rightarrow (\text{extracting } V_r (V_r, V_u) \mid F), \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{where } F = (V_r, V_u, V_c) \\
E-\text{RENDER} & \quad (\text{rendering } V_r (V_r, V_u) \mid F) \rightarrow (\text{rendering } V_r (V_r, V_u) \mid F), \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{where } F = (V_r, V_u, V_c) \\
E-\text{RENDERT} & \quad (\text{rendering } T (F', V_r) (V_r, V_u) \mid F) \rightarrow (\text{rendering } T (F', V_r) (V_r, V_u) \mid F), \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{where } F' = (V_r, V_u, V_c)
\end{align*}
\]

Session reduction rules

\[
\begin{align*}
E-\text{NEW} & \quad T[\text{new}(\iota)] \rightarrow (\nu cd)(T[c, d]) \text{ where } c, d \text{ fresh} \\
E-\text{COMM} & \quad (\nu cd)(T[\text{send } (V, c)] \parallel T'[\text{receive } d]) \rightarrow (\nu cd)(T[c] \parallel T'[\text{receive } d]) \\
E-\text{CLOSE} & \quad (\nu cd)(T[\text{close } c] \parallel T'[\text{receive } d]) \rightarrow T[c] \parallel T'[\text{receive } d] \\
E-\text{CANCEL} & \quad T[\text{cancel } c] \rightarrow T[\langle V, c \rangle] \\
E-\text{SENDZAP} & \quad (\nu cd)(T[\text{send } (V, c)] \parallel \nu d) \rightarrow (\nu cd)(T[\text{raise }] \parallel \nu d) \\
E-\text{RECVZAP} & \quad (\nu cd)(T[\text{receive } d] \parallel \nu c) \rightarrow (\nu cd)(T[\text{raise }] \parallel \nu d) \\
E-\text{CLOSEZAP} & \quad (\nu cd)(T[\text{close } c] \parallel \nu d) \rightarrow (\nu cd)(T[\text{raise }] \parallel \nu c)
\end{align*}
\]

Exception reduction rules

\[
\begin{align*}
E-\text{RAISEH} & \quad T[\text{try } E_p[\text{raise } as \ x \ in \ M \ otherwise \ N]] \rightarrow T[N] \parallel \nu E_p \\
E-\text{RAISEURun} & \quad \langle \text{run } E_p[\text{raise }] \rangle \rightarrow \nu E_p \parallel \text{halt} \parallel \nu E_p \\
E-\text{RAISEUMain} & \quad \langle T_p[\text{raise }] \rangle \rightarrow T_p \parallel \nu E_p \\
E-\text{RAISEUThread} & \quad \langle E_p[\text{raise }] \rangle \rightarrow \nu E_p \\
E-\text{RAISEUSERver} & \quad E_p[\text{raise }] \rightarrow \nu E_p
\end{align*}
\]

Administrative reduction rules

\[
\begin{align*}
E-\text{LIFT} & \quad T[M] \rightarrow T[N] \text{ if } M \rightarrow_{M} N \\
E-\text{NU} & \quad (\nu ab) P \rightarrow (\nu ab) P' \text{ if } P \rightarrow P' \\
E-\text{PAR} & \quad P_1 \parallel P_2 \rightarrow P_2 \parallel P_1 \text{ if } P_1 \rightarrow P_1'
\end{align*}
\]

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image.png}
\caption{Figure 12 Reduction rules for extended calculi (1).}
\end{figure}

We extend evaluation contexts in the standard way, and introduce a class of pure contexts \( E_p \), which are evaluation contexts which do not contain any exception handling frames.

**Versions.** Versions \( \iota \) ensure that threads spawned in a previous state do not deliver incompatible messages. We annotate event loop processes and event handler threads with versions: given an event loop \( \langle T \mid F \rangle \), a thread \( \langle M \rangle_\iota \) where \( \iota \neq \iota' \) can be of arbitrary type as it will be discarded. We write \( \text{version}(P) = \iota \) if \( P \) contains a subprocess \( \langle T \mid F \rangle_\iota \).

**Reduction.** Figures 12 and 13 show the extended process equivalence and reduction rules. Rule E-Try handles evaluation of the success continuation of an exception handler, and the \text{procs} meta-definition returns a sequence of processes to be spawned by a command. Process equivalence is extended to allow commutativity of name restrictions, reordering of names in a binder, and scope extrusion. The final “garbage collection” equivalences \((\nu cd)(\nu c \parallel \nu d) \parallel P \equiv P \parallel (\nu d) \parallel P \equiv P \parallel P \) allow us to discard a channel where both endpoints have been cancelled, and a completed server thread, respectively.

Figure 12 details the extended MVU process reduction rules.
We modify tag each spawned event handler thread with the version of the event handler process. We modify to take into account the new arguments, and spawn the given server thread. We modify to spawn threads described by the returned command; is similar but changes the function state and increments the version. We modify to tag each spawned event handler thread with the version of the event handler process.

**MVU reduction.** MVU reduction rules are specific to MVU. Central to safely integrating linearity and transitions are rules E-DISCARD, E-DISCAR DHALT, and E-HANDLE. Rule E-HANDLE is modified so that the event loop process only handles a message if the message has the same version. If the versions do not match, then E-DISCARD safely discards any channel endpoints in the discarded message by generating zapper threads. Rules E-EXTRACT, E-EXTRACTT, E-RENDER, and E-RENDERT handle the state machine transitions described in Figure 11 and are used to calculate the new model and HTML.

**Session reduction.** Session reduction rules encode session-typed communication and are mostly standard: E-NEW generates a name restriction and returns two fresh endpoints; E-COMM handles synchronous communication; and E-CLOSE discards the endpoints of a completed session. The remaining session communication rules handle session cancellation, and are a synchronous variant of Exceptional GV described by Fowler et al. [20]. Rule E-CANCEL discards an endpoint. Rules E-SENDZAP, E-RECVZAP, and E-CLOSEZAP raise an exception if a thread tries to communicate along an endpoint whose peer is cancelled, ensuring resources are discarded safely.

**Exception reduction.** Rule E-RAISEH describes exception handling: as raise occurs in a pure context, the exception is handled by the innermost handler; the rule evaluates the failure continuation and discards all linear resources in the aborted context. Rules E-RAISEURUN and E-RAISEUUMAIN apply to unhandled exceptions in a main thread, generating the halt configuration and cancelling any linear resources in the aborted context. Rules E-RAISEUTHREAD and E-RAISEUSERVER apply to unhandled exceptions in event loop thread and server threads respectively, by cancelling any channels in the aborted continuation.

**Configuration reduction.** Figure 13 shows the modified configuration reduction rules. We modify E-RUN to take into account the new arguments, and spawn the given server thread. We modify E-UPDATE to spawn threads described by the returned command; E-TRANSITION is similar but changes the function state and increments the version. We modify E-EVT to tag each spawned event handler thread.
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Typing rules for names, events, and function state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-NAME</td>
<td>Γ :: U</td>
<td>V : ty(ev) U : ev(V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP-STATE</td>
<td>Ψ1 :: Vc : A → U Html(B)</td>
<td>Ψ2 :: Vc : (B × A) → U Transition(A, B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ψ3 :: Vc : A → U (A × C) C :: U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ψ1, Ψ2, Ψ3 :: (Vc, Vc, Vc) :: State(A, B, C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typing rules for active threads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TT-IDLE</td>
<td>Ψ :: Vm : A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-RENDER</td>
<td>Ψ :: idle Vm : EvtLoop(A, B, C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-UPDATING</td>
<td>Ψ :: M : Transition(A, B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-EXTRACTING</td>
<td>Ψ :: updating M : EvtLoop(A, B, C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-EXTRACTINGT</td>
<td>Ψ1 :: F : State(A, B, C)</td>
<td>Ψ2 :: Vc : Cmd(B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ψ1, Ψ2, Ψ3, Ψ4 :: extracting Vm : EvtLoop(A, B, C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-TRANSACTIONING</td>
<td>Ψ1 :: Vm : A</td>
<td>Ψ2 :: F : State(A, B, C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ψ1, . . . , Ψ4 :: transitioning Vm : EvtLoop(A, B, C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typing rules for processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TP-RUN</td>
<td>Ψ :: M : (A × (A → U Html(B)) × ((B × A) → U Transition(A, B)) × C :: U</td>
<td>(A → U (A × C)) × Cmd(B) × (1 → U 1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP-EVENTLOOP</td>
<td>Ψ1 :: EvtLoop(A, B, C)</td>
<td>Ψ2 :: M : A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP-THREAD</td>
<td>Ψ :: M : A</td>
<td>Ψ :: B : i ≠ i'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP-OLDTHREAD</td>
<td>Ψ :: M : 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP-SERVERTHREAD</td>
<td>Ψ :: M : 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP-PAR</td>
<td>Ψ1 :: P1 : A</td>
<td>Ψ2 :: P2 : A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP-ZAP</td>
<td>Ψ1 :: P1 :: i : S ⊎ c : A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP-HALT</td>
<td>Ψ :: P1 : halt : A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP-NUM</td>
<td>Ψ :: S : d : d :: P : A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14 Runtime typing rules for extended calculus.

3.4.3 Metatheory

Runtime typing. Figure 14 shows the runtime typing rules for the extended calculus. Rule T-NAME types channel endpoints, and rule TE-EVT mandates that event payload types are unrestricted. The rules for active threads ensure that the types of the terms being evaluated correspond to the state in the state machine (for example, that the updating state returns a term of type Transition(A, B)), and that any recorded values have the correct types.

Let Ψ range over environments containing only runtime names: Ψ ::= · | Ψ, c : S. We write Ψ1, Ψ2 for the disjoint union of environments Ψ1 and Ψ2.

We modify the shape of the process typing judgement to Ψ |-^Φ P : A, which can be read “under typing environment Ψ and thread flag φ, process P has type A and version i". We modify rule TP-EVENTLOOP to include the extraction function, and mandate that the unrestricted model type C has kind U. We modify rule TP-THREAD to state that type of an event handler thread (⟨M⟩) has type A if term M has type A and the version matches that of the event handler process. Rule TP-OLDTHREAD allows a thread to have a mismatching
type to the event handler process if the versions are incompatible. Finally, TP-ZAP and TP-HALT type zapper threads and the halt thread, and TP-Nu types a name restriction \((νcd)P\) by adding \(c\) and \(d\) with dual session types into the typing environment.

**Properties.** The extended calculus satisfies preservation.

- **Theorem 7 (Preservation).** If \(\vdash C\) and \(C \rightarrow C'\), then \(\vdash C'\).

Although session types rule out deadlock within a single session, without imposing a tree-like structure on processes [45, 31] (which is too inflexible for our purposes) or using techniques such as channel priorities [37, 39, 29], it is not possible to rule out deadlocks when considering multiple sessions. Since communication over multiple sessions can introduce deadlocks, we begin by proving an error-freedom property, similar to that of Gay and Vasconcelos [21]. An error process involves a communication mismatch.

- **Definition 8 (Error process).** A process \(P\) is an error process if it contains one of the following processes as a subprocess:
  1. \((νcd)(T[send(V,c)] || T'[send(W,d)])\)
  2. \((νcd)(T[send(V,c)] || T'[close d])\)
  3. \((νcd)(T[receive c] || T'[receive d])\)
  4. \((νcd)(T[receive c] || T'[close d])\)

Configuration typing ensures error-freedom.

- **Theorem 9 (Error-freedom).** If \(Ψ \vdash_φ P : A\), then \(P\) is not an error process.

Error-freedom shows that session typing ensures the absence of communication mismatches. What remains is to show that, apart from the possibility of deadlock, the additional features do not interfere with the progress property enjoyed by \(λMVU\). We begin by classifying the notion of a blocked thread, which is a thread blocked on a communication action.

- **Definition 10 (Blocked thread).** We say a thread \(T[M]\) is blocked if either \(M = send(V,W)\), \(M = receive V\), or \(M = close V\).

Let us refer to halt, \((T | F)_i\), and run \(M\) as main threads, and \((M)_i\), \([M]\), and \(c\) as auxiliary threads. Each well-typed configuration has precisely one main thread.

We can now classify the notion of progress enjoyed by the extended calculus. Either the configuration can reduce; is waiting for an event; has halted due to an unhandled exception; or is deadlocked. Again, let \(\rightarrow_E\) be the \(\rightarrow\) relation without E-Interact.

- **Theorem 11 (Weak Event Progress).** Suppose \(\vdash C\). Either there exists some \(C'\) such that \(C \rightarrow C'\), or there exists some \(C'\) such that \(C \equiv C'\) and:
  1. \(D\) cannot be written \(D[domTag(\overline{e}) t V D]\) for a non-empty \(\overline{e}\).
  2. If the main thread of \(C'\) is halt, then all auxiliary threads are blocked or zapper threads.
  3. If the main thread of \(C'\) is run \(M\), then \(M\) is blocked, and all auxiliary threads are either blocked, values, or zapper threads.
  4. If the main thread of \(C'\) is \((T | F)_i\), then:
     a. if \(T = idle\) \(V_m\), then each auxiliary thread is either blocked or a zapper thread; or
     b. if \(T = T[A][L]\) then \(L\) is blocked, and each auxiliary thread is either blocked, a value, or a zapper thread.
4 Implementation and Example Application

We have implemented an MVU library for the Links tierless web programming language, which includes all extensions in the paper; Links already has a linear type system and distributed session types, so is an ideal fit.

We now describe a chat application, extending the application presented by Fowler et al. [20]. The application (Figure 15) has two main stages shown to the user: on the first, the user is presented with a list of rooms, and enters a username and selects a room. If a user with the given nickname is not already in the selected room, then the user joins the room, receiving the current topic, a list of other nicknames, and a channel used to receive messages from the server. The user can then send chat messages, change the topic, and leave the room. If the user is the first user in the room, then they join as a moderator and receive an additional channel which can be used to kick, mute, or promote other users to moderators. Users can receive incoming chat messages, and system messages detailing changes such as a new topic or a user joining the room.

We can encode these interaction patterns using session types. Links session type notation for offering a choice is \[&|\ldots|&\], and making a choice is \[+|\ldots|+\]. Type ClientConnect describes the client receiving the room list. Type ClientSelect describes the client sending the room name and nickname, and receiving the response from the server: either joining as a regular user (JoinedOK); joining as a moderator (JoinedOKAsModerator); or an error (Nope). Types ClientSend and ClientReceive detail the messages that the client can send to, and receive from the server, respectively. Type ModeratorSend details privileged moderator actions.
Although the original version of Links [10] ran as a CGI script, modern Links applications run as a persistent webserver. Upon execution, the chat application creates an access point for sessions of type `ClientConnect`, which supports session establishment, and spawns an acceptor thread to accept incoming requests on the access point. Each chat room is represented as a process on the server. When an HTTP request is made, the response contains the MVU application and the access point ID which can be used to establish a session of type `ClientConnect`. After the initial HTTP response, further communication between the client and server happens over a WebSocket [16].

The application has three states: connection, chatting, and a “waiting” state shown while waiting for a response. For the purposes of the paper, we consider the connection state.

```java
typedef SelectedRoom = [[ NewRoom | SelectedRoom: String ]];
typedef NotConnectedModel = (nickname: String, rooms: [RoomName],
 selectedRoom: SelectedRoom,
 newRoomText: RoomName, error: Maybe(Error));
typedef NCModel = (ClientSelect, NotConnectedModel);
typedef NCMessage = |
[| UpdateNickname: Nickname |
| UpdateSelectedRoom: SelectedRoom |
| UpdateNewRoom: RoomName |
| SubmitJoinRoom |];
```

The `NotConnectedModel` is the unrestricted part of the model, and contains the current nickname (`nickname`), list of rooms (`rooms`), selected room (`selectedRoom`), value of the “new room” text box (`newRoomText`), and an optional error message to display (`error`). The model, `NCModel`, is a pair of a session endpoint of type `ClientSelect` and a `NotConnectedModel`. The UI messages are described by the `NCMessage` type: for example, the `UpdateNickname` message is generated by the `onInput` event of the nickname input box.

Upon receiving the `SubmitJoinRoom` UI message when the form is submitted, the application can send the nickname and selected room along the `ClientSelect` channel, all of which are contained in the model, without requiring ad-hoc messaging or imperative updates.

5 Related work

Flapjax [34] was the first web programming language to use functional reactive programming (FRP) [14] in the setting of web applications. Flapjax provides `behaviours`, which are variables whose contents change over time, and `event streams`, which are an infinite stream of discrete events which change a behaviour. ScalaLoci [46] is a multi-tier reactive programming framework written in Scala, where changes in reactive `signals` are propagated across tiers, rather than using explicit message passing. Ur/Web [9] and WebSharper UI [19] store data in mutable variables, and allow views of the data to be combined using monadic combinators.

Felleisen et al. [15] describe an earlier approach similar to MVU written in the DrScheme [17] system. Similar to the MVU update function, events such as key presses and mouse movements are handled using functions of type `Model × Event` → `Model`. The approach handles “environment” events rather than events dispatched by individual elements, and the approach is not formalised. Environment events can be handled using subscriptions in Elm, which can be added to λMVU (see the extended version of the paper [18]).

React [2] is a popular JavaScript UI framework. In React, a user defines data models and rendering functions, and similar to Elm, updates are propagated to the DOM by differencing. Differently to MVU, there is no notion of a message, and a page consists of multiple components rather than being derived from a single model. We expect some technical machinery from λMVU (e.g., event queues, DOM contexts, and differencing) could be reused when formalising React. Redux [5] is a state container for JavaScript applications: to modify the state, one dispatches an `action`, and a function takes the previous state and an action and produces a new state. In combination with React, the approach strongly resembles MVU.
Hop.js [41] is a multi-tier web framework written in JavaScript. Hop.js services allow remote function invocation, and the framework supports client-side message-passing concurrency using Web Workers [22], but there is no cross-tier message-passing concurrency.

Session types were introduced by Honda [23] and were first considered in a linear functional language by Gay and Vasconcelos [21]; Wadler [45] later introduced a session-typed functional language GV and a logically-grounded session-typed calculus CP (following Caires and Pfenning [7]), and translated GV into CP. Lindley and Morris [31] introduced an operational semantics for GV, and showed type- and semantics-preserving translations between GV and CP. GV inspires FST [33], which is the core calculus for Links’ treatment of session typing.

Fowler et al. [20] extend GV with failure handling, and extend Links with cross-tier session-typed communication. They do not formally consider GUI development, and their approach to session-typed web programming using session types (described in Section 1) leads to a disconnect between the state of the page and the application logic. We build upon their approach to session-typed web programming, while also allowing idiomatic GUI development.

King et al. [27] present a toolchain for writing web applications which respect multiparty session types [25]. Protocols are compiled to PureScript [42] using a parameterised monad [6] to guarantee linearity, and the authors integrate their encoding of session types with the Concur UI framework [26]. Each application may only have a single session connecting the client and server, whereas in our system there may be multiple; our approach supports first-class linearity and cross-tier typechecking; our approach is formalised; and our approach supports failure handling. Links does not yet support multiparty session types.

6 Conclusion

Session types allow conformance to protocols to be checked statically. The last few years have seen a flurry of activity in implementing session types in a multitude of programming languages, but linearity – a vital prerequisite for implementing session types safely – is difficult to reconcile with the asynchronous nature of graphical user interfaces. Consequently, the vast majority of implementations using session types are command line applications, and the few implementations which do integrate session types and GUIs do so in an ad-hoc manner.

In this paper, we have addressed this problem by extending the Model-View-Update architecture, pioneered by the Elm programming language. We have presented the first formal study of MVU by introducing a core calculus, $\lambda_{MVU}$. Leveraging our formal characterisation of MVU, we have introduced three extensions: commands, linearity, and model transitions, enabling us to present the first formal integration of session-typed communication with a GUI framework. Informed by our formal model, we have implemented our approach in Links. As future work, we will investigate how to encode allowed transitions as a behavioural type.
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Abstract

Machine learning has been widely adopted in diverse science and engineering domains, aided by reusable libraries and quick development patterns. The TensorFlow library is probably the best-known representative of this trend and most users employ the Python API to its powerful back-end. TensorFlow programs are susceptible to several systematic errors, especially in the dynamic typing setting of Python. We present Pythia, a static analysis that tracks the shapes of tensors across Python library calls and warns of several possible mismatches. The key technical aspects are a close modeling of library semantics with respect to tensor shape, and an identification of violations and error-prone patterns. Pythia is powerful enough to statically detect (with 84.62% precision) 11 of the 14 shape-related TensorFlow bugs in the recent Zhang et al. empirical study – an independent slice of real-world bugs.

1 Introduction

Machine learning has seen widespread use in recent years, for an enormous variety of application domains, from vision to language processing to programming tasks [3,23,39] and well beyond, into mainstream science and engineering. The TensorFlow library [1], originally developed by the Google Brain Team, is the dominant open-source framework for modern machine learning applications. TensorFlow has received significant attention and impressive adoption, continually extending its dominance over other frameworks. Current statistics (as
of Jan.08, 2020) show the TensorFlow GitHub repository with over 140K stars and 79.4K forks, with other popular open-source frameworks for machine learning lagging far behind (PyTorch [37] at 35.2K stars and 8.8K forks, Theano [2] at 9K stars and 2.5K forks).

As might be expected, TensorFlow programs are not free of defects (“bugs”). In high-level code, such as TensorFlow clients, bugs are commonly due to misunderstandings of the guarantees offered and obligations imposed by increasingly layered software. At the same time, such bugs have increasing real-world importance, as machine learning makes advances in widespread adoption. In a recent empirical survey, Zhang et al. [58] collect and classify a variety of TensorFlow program bugs from StackOverflow QA page and GitHub projects, by examining documentation, informal posts, commit and pull-request messages, and issue discussions. Many of these bugs are semantic in nature: they can only be ascertained by inspecting the outcome or the performance of the underlying computation. Others are bugs that may admit automatic detection: they signify API misuse, often (but not always) triggering assertions during execution.

TensorFlow, as many other popular machine learning frameworks, is mostly used from Python: a dynamic language that offers significant flexibility and ease of adoption. The dynamic nature of Python implies that there is no static tracking of types that can be used to ensure compatibility of values and operations. Furthermore, the static analysis tools available for Python are less advanced than those in statically-typed languages, focusing more on local code issues rather than whole-program properties. One reason for this has been a lack of underlying general analysis frameworks (analogous, e.g., to WALA [50], Soot [52], or Doop [9] in the Java world) that deploy whole-program technology and support Python. (For instance, we have failed to find a publicly available library for points-to analysis of Python programs.)

In this work, we focus on a class of TensorFlow bugs that relate to the shape of tensors, i.e., the number of their dimensions and the dimensions’ sizes. Checking that the shape of tensor arguments is compatible with the expectations of library operators is a key validation technique. Shape checking can prevent a large and important class of real-world TensorFlow programming errors, including the 14 shape-related bugs identified in StackOverflow questions by Zhang et al. [58].

Our approach tracks the shape of tensors using static analysis of the Python program and appropriate modeling of the TensorFlow API. In addition to the dynamism of the Python language, static analysis or type checking of TensorFlow code is also hindered by the inherent dynamism of the library itself. The design philosophy of the library (much in line with its common use from a dynamic language) is that of being very resilient to incomplete data. The API exhibits multiple instances of dynamic padding, reshaping, unknown dimensions, partially-known shapes (to be filled in dynamically), and more. Our analysis follows the flexibility of the library operators and attempts to closely model what is a permitted and expected behavior vs. what will produce a run-time error or is very likely a logical error and should induce a warning.

The work offers both application-level and technical-level contributions:

- We define Pythia, a state-of-the-art static analysis for the modeling of tensor shape through TensorFlow API calls. The analysis combines several elements: a relatively complete front-end translating Python source code into the IR of the WALA framework; a translation of the WALA IR into a relational representation for defining analyses using declarative Datalog rules; a whole-program context-sensitive value-flow and points-to analysis for Python; and a shape analysis of tensor values that carefully captures the flexibility of library operators.
We provide the first concrete demonstration of the applicability of static analysis in the TensorFlow domain, by showing that our tool can find real bugs in real TensorFlow programs. We validate the effectiveness of the analysis by applying it to the 14 shape-related bug examples (and their fixed versions) in the [58] study. Pythia correctly finds 11 of these bugs with a precision of 84.62% and recall of 78.6%. (Importantly, of the missed bugs, all but one are undetectable with static information alone.)

We present insights on the design of static shape checking for Python/TensorFlow programs. In particular, we argue that an effective such analysis is best classified as a static analysis and not a type checker, due to its desired features (extensional, non-modular behavior, context sensitivity).

2 Background

We next present background useful in later sections, on TensorFlow and Datalog program structure.

TensorFlow

TensorFlow is the most widely-adopted open-source machine learning library. The library performs computations using symbolic data-flow graphs. Operators form the vertices of the graph and tensors are flowing along the edges. TensorFlow invocation from Python code typically follows a two-stage pattern. Initially the data-flow graph representing the computations is constructed. The entire graph is in place before dynamic data have been read. This graph or a number of its sub-graphs can then be executed multiple times with different input data.

During the construction phase of the graph the information about each tensor’s shape may vary. It may range from fully-known or concrete, to partially-known (where one or more dimensions is unknown, represented as None) to completely unknown. The static analysis we describe is based on retrieving as much shape information as possible from the program text, and propagating it through TensorFlow operators, which require careful modeling with respect to their shape transformations. Therefore, the analysis is crucially based on common TensorFlow programming patterns. These encourage encoding known shape information in the program text, while leaving unknown (dynamic) shape information undefined.

Datalog in Program Analysis

The Datalog language has been often used to declaratively specify static analysis algorithms [8, 18, 20, 25, 27, 30, 33, 36, 46, 53, 54, 57]. We use Datalog in our analysis, both in the high-level description and in its implementation, in order to seamlessly combine the results of several separate analyses (constant-flow, points-to, tensor-shape), with each one appealing to others.

A Datalog program is a set of logical inference rules, operating over initial facts and producing more inferences until fixpoint. A rule “C(z,x) ← A(x,y), B(y,z).” means that if A(x,y) and B(y,z) are both true, then C(z,x) can be inferred. We shall use syntactic shorthands in the rules, such as multiple rule heads (“H1(...), H2(...) ← ...”), which are equivalent to repeating the rule for each head, and disjunction (operator “;”) in the rule body, which is equivalent to replicating the body for each disjunct.

1 This description, as well as all of our work and presentation, applies to TensorFlow v.1.X, the most widely deployed version of the framework. TensorFlow v.2 was released in late 2019 and includes a radical (and incompatible) reworking of the programming model. Both our core analysis and the engineering scaffolding need to be reworked to apply to TensorFlow v.2, which will likely give rise to related but not identical kinds of bugs. This is a potentially promising future work direction.
The concept of a tensor’s shape is straightforward and mostly well-understood: every tensor has a list of dimensions, each with a size. Tensor operations are well-defined when the arguments’ dimensions match the operator’s expectations. We shall see in Section 4 a more complete mathematical modeling of tensor shapes, but a simple, well-known example is the 2-dimensional tensor (matrix) multiplication operator ($\text{TENSOR } i \times j$):

$$mul2d : \text{TENSOR } i \times j \rightarrow \text{TENSOR } j \times k \rightarrow \text{TENSOR } i \times k$$

The complexity of modeling tensor shape in practice is much greater, however. The issue is precisely the dynamism that the TensorFlow library (as well as the Python language) affords. Our analysis seeks to capture this flexibility while closely modeling shape transformations through the TensorFlow API. We next consider several examples that illustrate a) how placeholder tensors, reshaping operations, implicit padding, and subtle semantic differences affect shape reasoning; b) which behaviors cause crashes and which can be reasonably considered likely bugs, and should, therefore, also elicit a warning; c) what flavor an analysis should adopt to capture such bugs in realistic programs.

Example 1: Placeholders

A first example helps demonstrate “placeholder” tensors.

```python
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np
data1 = np.random.normal(0, 0.1, [20, 50])data2 = np.random.normal(0, 0.1, [50])a = tf.placeholder("float", shape=[None, 50])b = tf.placeholder("float")y = tf.matmul(a,b)with tf.Session() as sess:
  print(sess.run(y, feed_dict={a:data1, b:data2}))
```

A placeholder tensor is a tensor that will be fed data at runtime. At instantiation of a placeholder tensor, some dimensions (or the whole shape) can be set to None, as in tensors $a$ and $b$ in our example. Feeding data to a placeholder can be done using the feed_dict optional argument to Session.run(), Tensor.eval(), or Operation.run(). When one or more dimensions are set to None, the data fed to this tensor has to match the shape of the placeholder, meaning that the number of dimensions has to be the same and the sizes of all explicit-sized dimensions should be equal.

The most common pattern is to set a dimension that represents the “batch number” of the data to None, to support placeholder tensors with a variable batch size: the structure of each instance is known, but the total number of instances is a run-time variable. In the code snippets we will be showcasing throughout the paper, the arguments of TensorFlow and NumPy operations that affect the output shape will be highlighted in red. Such is the case in our example, where the call to np.random.normal() results in `data1` pointing to a NumPy array object with shape $[20, 50]$. Consequently, feeding `data1` to the placeholder `a` with shape `None, 50` is successful. In our static analysis, this placeholder operation will produce two different modeled result values: `None, 50` and $[20, 50]$.

NumPy is the dominant Python scientific computing package. Our modeling also covers parts of NumPy that are particularly relevant to TensorFlow operations.
Placeholder tensors with no initial shape can be fed data of any shape, as long as the types are compatible. To model these, we take advantage of the shape of the data fed to the placeholder whenever it is available. In our example, the \( b \) placeholder tensor gets the shape of \( \text{data2} \) which is \( [50] \). The call to \( \text{tf.matmul()} \) will fail with an error due to the two argument tensors having different number of dimensions. Our static analysis will issue an error, since no combination of the modeled abstract values for tensors \( a \) and \( b \) yields a compatible pair.

**Example 2: Reshaping**

Not all tensorflow bugs will result in run-time exceptions/assertion failures, yet strong evidence may exist that the code contains an error. An example is below, also illustrating the \( \text{tf.reshape()} \) operator.

```python
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np
a = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, 784])
data = np.random.normal(0, 0.1, [36, 784])
b = tf.reshape(a, [-1, 24, 24, 1])
with tf.Session() as sess:
    print(sess.run(b, feed_dict={a: data}).shape)
```

The \( \text{tf.reshape()} \) function attempts to reshape a tensor, given as input the dimensions specified by its second (shape) argument. In order for it to succeed, the product of the elements of the shape list of the input tensor \( (p_{in}) \) and the product of the elements of the shape list of the output tensor \( (p_{out}) \) should be equal. A very common special case concerns argument shape lists with a single allowed \(-1\) dimension, as in the \( \text{reshape} \) call of the example. The size of that dimension is then computed so that the reshape operation succeeds, provided that the product of explicit (i.e., not \(-1\)) dimensions of the shape argument is a divisor of \( p_{in} \).

In the above example, just as in the earlier Example 1, the placeholder tensor \( a \) has originally one \( \text{None} \) dimension, corresponding to the batch size. The tensor, with shape \( [\text{None}, 784] \), is fed data with shape \( [36, 784] \). Dynamically, this value is compatible with the \( \text{reshape} \) operation, with attempted shape \( [-1, 24, 24, 1] \): the resulting shape of tensor \( b \) is \( [49, 24, 24, 1] \), since \( 49 \times 24 \times 24 \times 1 = 36 \times 784 \). However, there is already a strong hint that the reshaping should only affect the second dimension, with size 784 (i.e., that the programmer expects that 784 should be divisible by 24): the batch size is a volatile attribute of the current input and not an inherent part of the tensor structure, as the explicit \( [\text{None}, 784] \) shape suggests.

Our analysis keeps both abstract values, \( [\text{None}, 784] \) and \( [36, 784] \), for tensor \( a \) and, since one of them is incompatible with the \( \text{reshape} \) operation, it emits a warning. Generally, when the input tensor of a \( \text{reshape} \) has one \( \text{None} \) dimension, we compute the products of the elements of the two shape lists excluding \( \text{None} \) and \(-1\) and if they are not equal we report a warning.

**Example 3: Padding in Broadcast Operations**

The distinction between analysis-reported errors and warnings is more generally meaningful for operations that are probably valid, yet likely to have surprising semantics. The most common such case is the “broadcasting” semantics of NumPy arrays. We discuss the behavior in Section 5 but the example below illustrates briefly.
import tensorflow as tf
x = tf.constant([[1.0, 1.0], [1.0, 2.0], [1.0, 3.0]], dtype=tf.float64)
y_ = tf.constant([1.0, 2.0, 3.0], dtype=tf.float64)
w = tf.truncated_normal(shape=[2,1], stddev=0.1, dtype=tf.float64)
y = tf.matmul(x, w)
diff = y - y_
error = tf.reduce_mean(tf.square(diff))

In this example, tensor \( x \) has a shape of \([3,2]\) and tensor \( x \) has a shape of \([2,1]\). Their product, tensor \( y \) has a shape of \([3,1]\). Tensor \( y_\) has a shape of \([3]\). The difference of \( y \) \([3,1]\) and \( y_\) \([3]\) has a shape of \([3,3]\), which is highly surprising to many users! (Broadcasting semantics copy leading dimensions of the higher-rank argument\(^3\) and match the rest one-to-one, expanding any dimension with size 1 to the size of the matching dimension from the other argument.)

Pythia models and correctly propagates the effect of broadcasting on shape. However, it produces a warning when array broadcasting results in the expansion of the dimensions of a tensor. This can help prevent errors caused by mechanics that can easily confuse a user.

## 4 Basic Tensor Shape Modeling

Practical analysis applications that yield realistic benefits need to devote considerable modeling effort to support the idiosyncrasies of different environments – in our case, TensorFlow's operations. Much of the complexity of this modeling is due to technicalities employed for usability, to the sheer number of operators, or to the way data values are introduced from the host language. There is, however, a core set of operations that are representative of many more and whose basic shape modeling can be cleanly expressed in closed-form mathematical formulas, much as the reader might expect. We discuss the “clean” modeling of such operators in this section, and postpone discussing the more operational aspects of our analysis until Section 5. Therefore, this section is purposely simplifying, in order to ensure that the core model is clear to the reader. For instance, we omit tensors of partially-known shape (with \texttt{None} dimensions), special \(-1\) dimensions in reshaping, modeling of broadcasting, and other such complexities.

Every tensor operation is modeled mainly in terms of the output shape in relation to the inputs supplied to its formal parameters, and of the data type of individual tensor elements. Complexity mostly arises out of the former, so our design is influenced by this consideration. Tensor operations broadly consist of (i) shape pass-through functions, e.g., \texttt{id}entity ; (ii) convolution and pooling functions ; (iii) conversions and reshapings from tensors or tensor-like objects (e.g., NumPy arrays).

Shape types of tensors are modeled using the following vocabulary for tensor types and tensor shapes.

\[
\begin{align*}
t, v & \in \text{TensorType} \quad ::= \quad \text{TENSOR } T \\
T, U & \in \text{DimensionType} \quad ::= \quad T \; i \\
& \quad | \quad \text{NIL} \\
i, j & \in \mathbb{N}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^3\) The “rank” of a shape is its number of dimensions.
We typically omit nil for conciseness. Hence an example of a two dimensional tensor shape type is $\text{Tensor } i \times j$, i.e., a tensor of shape $i \times j$.

Note that the variables in the above syntax are meta-variables, used for conceptual modeling. In concrete instances, inside our analysis, all shapes and their dimensions are concrete (i.e., sequences of integers or single integers, respectively). Conceptually, however, the logic of the analysis does use such meta-variables, since it handles any concrete numbers found in the program text. For instance, we can model the understanding of the analysis regarding the core TensorFlow operator $\text{mul}$ as follows.

$\text{mul} : \text{Tensor } U \rightarrow \text{Tensor } U \rightarrow \text{Tensor } U$

$\text{mul}$ generalizes standard two-dimensional tensor (matrix) multiplication, by adding arbitrary (but identical, in both arguments and in the result) leading dimensions.

Similarly, the core operator $\text{identity}$ takes a tensor of any shape and returns a copy of it with the same shape.

$\text{identity} : \text{Tensor } T \rightarrow \text{Tensor } T$

$\text{reshape}$ is another core TensorFlow operator. It takes a tensor of any shape $T$ and tries to return a tensor of another shape $U$, supplied as argument.

$\text{reshape} : \text{Tensor } T \rightarrow \text{Tensor } U$

The $\text{reshape}$ operation succeeds if the product of all elements in $T$ is equal to the product of all elements in $U$:

$$\prod_i T_i = \prod_i U_i$$

To get a glimpse of more complex and versatile shape modeling, still easy to express in a closed-form formula, we can consider the $\text{conv2d}$ operator – a core operator for convolution. Convolution is often used to create complex neural networks that can extract intermediate features (typically from an image), as part of an intermediate layer. Convolution takes a 4d input tensor, where the middle 2 dimensions represent the data, a filter tensor, and a strides shape. Furthermore, there are two padding strategies for convolution: $\text{same}$ and $\text{valid}$. Essentially, the former pads the tensor with off-boundary data so that the convolution filter is still applicable on the edges, while the latter avoids padding and applies only up to the point where the filter still retrieves data from the input tensor. If the padding strategy is $\text{same}$ the shape type of $\text{conv2d}$ is defined as:

$$\text{conv2d}: \text{Tensor } i \times j \rightarrow \text{Tensor } k \times l \rightarrow \text{Tensor } s_1 \times s_2 \rightarrow \text{Tensor } \left\lfloor \frac{i-k+1}{s_1} \right\rfloor \times \left\lfloor \frac{j-l+1}{s_2} \right\rfloor$$

(The stars denote any, ignored, integer values.)

Otherwise, if the padding strategy is $\text{valid}$, the convolution shape type is defined as:

$$\text{conv2d}: \text{Tensor } i \times j \rightarrow \text{Tensor } k \times l \rightarrow \text{Tensor } s_1 \times s_2 \rightarrow \text{Tensor } \left\lfloor \frac{i-k+1}{s_1} \right\rfloor \times \left\lfloor \frac{j-l+1}{s_2} \right\rfloor$$

## 5 Analysis Structure

Our analysis emphasis is on shape modeling, which is the main element of this work. However, given the dearth of static analysis infrastructure for Python, our analysis had to develop several techniques and combine them in a coherent whole: a Python front-end (parser, IR
generator) that produces intermediate code using the WALA framework [50], a generator of relational tables for declarative program analysis in the Doop framework [9], a points-to, constant-flow and call-graph analysis for Python.

We start our presentation from these underlying analyses, and proceed with representative fragments of the declarative modeling of shape transformations through TensorFlow operators.

5.1 Substrate: WALA and Declarative Value-Flow Analysis

Pythia is expressed declaratively, as Datalog rules for both value-flow and tensor-shape reasoning. For Python support, we extended the parser and intermediate-representation generator of the Ariadne system [12], which produces WALA IR statements from Python source. The past WALA front-end for Python was largely a proof-of-concept implementation, therefore several elements needed to be added to tackle realistic programs, for example:

- correct handling of the global scope of Python programs
- complete modeling of collections
- complete modeling of list comprehensions
- modeling of list slicing
- modeling of parameter initial values
- handling of constant values.

The resulting intermediate representation using WALA data structures is used to output tables for relational processing by Datalog-based analyses. We integrate the input relations generation and subsequent analysis with the Doop framework [9], which already features a WALA front-end and a declarative analysis scaffolding. Doop is a framework for analysis of Java bytecode – to add Python support, we implement a whole-program, context-sensitive value-flow analysis on the Python IR.

The form of this analysis is largely conventional, expressed using a standard declarative approach (e.g., [49]) over an SSA intermediate language (for flow sensitivity on local variables). The analysis propagates constants and object values inter-procedurally, maintaining precision using call-site sensitivity [47,48]. (In the default setting, a 1-call-site-sensitive analysis with a context-sensitive heap is used, after experimentation with options to balance performance and precision.) A call-graph is inferred based on the values of receiver objects at method calls. The analysis is complete for the static features of Python, but several dynamic features (e.g., decorators, non-trivial list comprehensions, `eval/input, getattr`) will interrupt the propagation of values.

5.2 Declarative Modeling of Shape Transformations

The main analysis logic is expressed as rules that appeal to the substrate analysis of value-flow throughout the Python program. In general, the declarative model of the analysis helps in having simple, independent rules, mutually recursive with other sub-analyses. We illustrate two sample sets of rules, next, capturing shape reasoning for broadcast operations and reshape operations. As hinted in earlier examples, much of the complexity is due to the close modeling of the flexibility afforded by TensorFlow operators.

5.2.1 Broadcast Reasoning

Example 3 in Section 3 discussed array/tensor broadcasting. Array/tensor broadcasting is a mechanism to allow element-wise operations between arrays of different shapes. Under some restrictions, the smaller array is “broadcast” across the larger one, provided that
their dimensions match. Broadcasting operations can either be overloaded arithmetic binary operations, or calls to tensorflow functions (for example `tf.add()`, `tf.multiply()` or `tf.equal()`).

Consider an example to illustrate different cases:

```python
import tensorflow as tf
op1 = tf.ones(shape=[4,3,1])
op2 = tf.ones(shape=[3,2])
res = tf.add(op1, op2)
```

The shape of the resulting tensor will be `[4,3,2]`: leading dimensions are “inherited” from the higher-rank tensor, and dimensions equal to 1 for either argument are expanded to the size of the corresponding dimension for the other argument.

Our analysis logic first creates a new value for a broadcasting operation, encoding (as a 3-tuple) the instruction and tensor argument values. We choose to have the operand with the higher rank as the first operand. The difference of the ranks is computed as the operation’s `offset`. In our example, the operation’s offset will be 1.

```
BroadcastingOp(bcastOp, offset) ←
   Invocation(insn, fun),
   BroadcastingFunction(fun),
   ActualParamValue(insn, 'x', tensor1),
   ActualParamValue(insn, 'y', tensor2),
   TensorRank(tensor1, rank1),
   TensorRank(tensor2, rank2),
   rank1 >= rank2, offset = rank1 - rank2,
   bcastOp = [ insn, tensor1, tensor2 ].
```

The rule checks the preconditions of broadcasting and packages all relevant information for further processing. The relations in the rule body are produced by syntactic processing of the program text or by the global value-flow/points-to analysis: `Invocation(insn, fun)` recognizes a call to `fun` in instruction `insn` (such invocation resolution requires global value-flow reasoning); `BroadcastingFunction` matches TensorFlow API functions that support broadcasting, such as `add` in our example; `ActualParamValue(insn, var, val)` computes the (abstract) value for the actual parameter (`var`, identified by name) of a call at instruction `insn`; `TensorRank` retrieves the rank of a tensor value (i.e., number of dimensions in its shape).

In words, the rule says that if two tensor values, `tensor1` and `tensor2`, are used as arguments of a broadcasting call, the call instruction, the tensor values, and the offset to be used to match the tensors’ dimensions are packaged in predicate `BroadcastingOp`.

Armed with the above, we can encode the different cases of shape propagation through broadcasting operators. The `ResultShapeDimension` predicate represents the contents of the shape list for each dimension of a broadcasting operation’s result.

For dimensions only in the higher-rank argument (i.e., below “offset”) the result inherits the size of the higher-rank argument’s dimension:

```
ResultShapeDimension(bcastOp, index, dim) ←
   BroadcastingOp(bcastOp, offset),
   bcastOp = [ __, tensor1, __ ],
   index < offset,
   TensorShape(tensor1, tensorShape1),
   ShapeDimension(tensorShape1, index, dim).
```
Predicate TensorShape holds the shape of a tensor value, while ShapeDimension(shape, i, dim) holds the size, dim, of the i-th dimension of the shape value.

In our example, the above rule will produce the dimension with size 4 in the result.

In order to attempt a match of dimension sizes that are expected to match during a broadcasting operation, we introduce a convenience predicate, ArgumentsShapeDimensions that recalls both sizes at positions at least equal to offset:

\[
\text{ArgumentsShapeDimensions}(\text{bcastOp}, \text{index}, \text{dim1}, \text{dim2}) \leftarrow \\
\text{BroadcastingOp}(\text{bcastOp}, \text{offset}) , \\
\text{TensorShape}(\text{tensor1}, \text{tensorShape1}) , \\
\text{ShapeDimension}(\text{tensorShape1}, \text{index}, \text{dim1}) , \\
\text{TensorShape}(\text{tensor2}, \text{tensorShape2}) , \\
\text{ShapeDimension}(\text{tensorShape2}, \text{index} - \text{offset}, \text{dim2}) .
\]

For fully matching argument dimensions, the common size becomes the size of the output dimension, as well (as in the second dimension of the output in our example):

\[
\text{ResultShapeDimension}(\text{bcastOp}, \text{index}, \text{dim}) \leftarrow \\
\text{ArgumentsShapeDimensions}(\text{bcastOp}, \text{index}, \text{dim}, \text{dim}) .
\]

There are two more cases and they elicit a warning or an error report: The first computes an output shape of the resulting tensor for dimensions that are not equal but can match due to broadcasting. For two different dimensions to match in this way, at least one would need to be 1. This rule produces the result of the third dimension of our earlier example. In this case we also produce a warning, detecting the use of broadcasting mechanics that could confuse the user.

\[
\text{Warning}(\text{bcastOp}) , \\
\text{ResultShapeDimension}(\text{bcastOp}, \text{index}, \text{dim}) \leftarrow \\
\text{ArgumentsShapeDimensions}(\text{bcastOp}, \text{index}, \text{dim1}, \text{dim2}) , \\
\text{dim1} \neq \text{dim2} , \\
((\text{dim1} = 1, \text{dim} = \text{dim2}) ; (\text{dim2} = 1, \text{dim} = \text{dim1})).
\]

The final rule produces an error in the case of dimensions that cannot match, i.e., they are not equal and neither of them is 1.

\[
\text{Error}(\text{bcastOp}) \leftarrow \\
\text{ArgumentsShapeDimensions}(\text{bcastOp}, \text{index}, \text{dim1}, \text{dim2}) , \\
\text{dim1} \neq \text{dim2} , \quad \text{dim1} \neq 1 , \quad \text{dim2} \neq 1 .
\]

### 5.2.2 Reshape Reasoning

Example 2 in Section 3 discussed the complexity of modeling the reshape operator in a realistic setting, unlike the core, closed-form modeling of Section 4. Tensors of partially-known shape (with None dimensions) and special reshape dimensions (of size -1) need to be accounted for in an analysis that aims to be useful for real-world bug detection. The Datalog rules we present next reflect these considerations.

First, as in broadcast operations, we identify calls to reshape and encode each instance of the operation as a new value, consisting of a 3-tuple of the instruction, tensor, and shape arguments:
ReshapeOperation(rshpOp) ←
  Invocation(insn, "reshape"),
  ActualParamValue(insn, "tensor", tensorVal),
  ActualParamValue(insn, "shape", dimListVal),
  rshpOp = [insn, tensorVal, dimListVal].

We also store the products of dimension sizes for the tensor and the shape argument (with the result of the multiplication over all indexes computed separately – from rules not shown – into DimensionsProduct):

ProductsOfShapes(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd) ←
  ReshapeOperation(rshpOp),
  rshpOp = [__, tensorVal, dimListVal],
  TensorShape(tensorVal, tensorShapeVal),
  DimensionsProduct(tensorShapeVal, tensorProd),
  DimensionsProduct(dimListVal, dimListProd).

We can then distinguish different cases of reshapings. A concrete-dimension tensor (i.e., with no None dimensions) reshaped into a concrete shape (i.e., with no -1 dimensions) will succeed if the products of dimension sizes are equal and will produce an error otherwise. Predicate ReshapeConcreteToConcrete is used to cache intermediate results for use in the two later rules. !" designates negation in a rule and in this case is used to establish the two shape concreteness conditions.

ReshapeConcreteToConcrete(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd) ←
  ProductsOfShapes(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
  rshpOp = [__, tensorVal, dimListVal],
  TensorShape(tensorVal, tensorShapeVal),
  !ShapeDimension(tensorShapeVal, __, "None"),
  !ShapeDimension(dimListVal, __, -1).

TensorOperationProducesOutput(rshpOp) ←
  ReshapeConcreteToConcrete(rshpOp, tensorProd, tensorProd).

Error(rshpOp) ←
  ReshapeConcreteToConcrete(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
  tensorProd != dimListProd.

Accordingly, we can handle the case of a concrete tensor resized to a special shape – i.e., one that has a -1 dimension. (Other rules, omitted, enforce that there can be at most one -1 dimension.) We first collect the products of sizes into a convenience predicate that also enforces the rest of the preconditions:

ReshapeConcreteToSpecial(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd) ←
  ProductsOfShapes(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
  rshpOp = [__, tensorVal, dimListVal],
  TensorShape(tensorVal, tensorShapeVal),
  !ShapeDimension(tensorShapeVal, __, "None"),
  ShapeDimension(dimListVal, __, -1).

Subsequently, we distinguish the case of a correct reshaping, when the two dimension-size-products are divisible, from the error case, when they are not:
In a largely similar fashion, we need to handle the case of a tensor of partially-known shape (with a \texttt{None} dimension) being reshaped to a shape with a special (\texttt{-1}) dimension. We first compute the products of concrete dimension sizes:

\begin{verbatim}
ReshapePartialToSpecial(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd) ← ProductsOfShapes(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
               rshpOp = [ _, tensorVal, dimListVal ],
               TensorShape(tensorVal, tensorShapeVal),
               ShapeDimension(tensorShapeVal, _, "None"),
               !ShapeDimension(dimListVal, _, -1).
\end{verbatim}

Then, we distinguish the case of a correct reshaping, when both products match vs. one that elicits a warning, when they do not. This is the case of the earlier Example 2, commonly corresponding to a programming error. In the example, our analysis correctly infers the product of the input tensor to be 784 and that of the given shape argument to be 576, successfully reporting the appropriate warning. Remember that, for both shapes, their products are the products of the explicit dimensions (i.e. no \texttt{None} and \texttt{-1} dimensions).

\begin{verbatim}
TensorOperationProducesOutput(rshpOp) ←
    ReshapePartialToSpecial(rshpOp, tensorProd, tensorProd).

Warning(rshpOp),
TensorOperationProducesOutput(rshpOp) ←
    ReshapePartialToSpecial(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
    tensorProd != dimListProd.
\end{verbatim}

The final case is that of a tensor of partially-known shape reshaped into a concrete shape list, with no special dimensions. We again enforce the preconditions and cache the products of dimension sizes in a convenience predicate:

\begin{verbatim}
ReshapePartialToConcrete(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd) ←
   ProductsOfShapes(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
   rshpOp = [ _, tensorVal, dimListVal ],
   TensorShape(tensorVal, tensorShapeVal),
   ShapeDimension(tensorShapeVal, _, "None"),
   !ShapeDimension(dimListVal, _, -1).
\end{verbatim}

Subsequently, we distinguish the case of a correct reshaping from that of an error:

\begin{verbatim}
TensorOperationProducesOutput(rshpOp) ←
    ReshapePartialToConcrete(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
    dimListProd % tensorProd = 0.

Error(rshpOp) ←
    ReshapePartialToConcrete(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
    dimListProd % tensorProd != 0.
\end{verbatim}
5.3 Tensor Value Representation

The presentation of the analysis so far has ignored the exact nature of abstract values that arise for tensors. In our previous rules, abstract tensor values are treated as black-box representations that have at least a type and a shape (a list of constants), which the rest of the analysis looks up. The exact abstraction of values, however, has significant implications on precision and performance (even up to non-termination, as Section 5.4 discusses). Our full analysis features two different configurations for tensor value creation: one very coarse and one highly precise.

The coarse value abstraction, which we term *simple-tensor-precision*, creates a single value for each function invocation instruction that resolves to a modeled tensor operation. The problem of this approach is that it can exacerbate the – sometimes unavoidable – imprecision of a static analysis. The snippet below provides a minimal example.

```python
import tensorflow as tf
if(CONDITION):
    reshapeTo = [-1,28,28,1]
else:
    reshapeTo = [-1,14,14,4]
a = tf.placeholder(tf.int32, [None, 784])
a = tf.reshape(a, reshapeTo)
```

After the `reshape` operation, variable `a` points to one tensor value with one corresponding shape value. However, having a single value (for all dynamic instances of the operation) entails having a single shape list. This shape list has two possible values for each dimension except the 0th, combining the possible dimension values of the two run-time shape lists to a total of 8 possible shapes.

In contrast, the precise value abstraction of Pythia, which we call *full-tensor-precision*, represents each tensor value as the concatenation of all the values of arguments of the operation that creates it and the function invocation instruction that resolves to the operation.

For the above example, after the reshape operation, variable `a` points to two tensor values – one for each possible value of `reshapeTo` – but each with definite shape: the full shapes `([-1,28,28,1]` vs. `[-1,14,14,4]`) of the `reshapeTo` arguments are kept in the two abstract values representing the operation’s results.

As discussed next, it is easy to switch between the two abstractions to implement interesting hybrid algorithms that give a balance of precision and scalability.

5.4 Analysis Termination

Termination is an interesting question regarding our analysis. There are new tensor shapes produced for several TensorFlow operators, e.g., by replacing -1 dimension sizes with positive integers in the `reshape` operation. Also, even though the analysis deals with concrete dimensions, it remains a static analysis: a single variable can have many potential abstract values. These do not necessarily reflect dynamic values – they could arise due to control-flow or data-flow imprecision, i.e., because of an over-approximation. Therefore a program with no threat of non-termination can still possibly give rise to a non-terminating static analysis.

To ensure termination of our analysis, we first need to bound the new shapes that can be created. Doing so immediately establishes that our analysis will always terminate when running under the *simple-tensor-precision* value abstraction. We then show how a run of our analysis in the *simple-tensor-precision* configuration can ensure the termination of our analysis with the *full-tensor-precision* value abstraction for the same input program.
5.4.1 Finite shapes

The first challenge for establishing the finiteness of shapes is to show that the integer constants that arise (for each shape dimension independently) are finite.

Conveniently, tensor operations by themselves (without arithmetic in the Python program) cannot create an infinite number of dimension sizes. The dimension sizes for a new shape are either sizes of an existing tensor shape’s dimension (as in the case of tensor multiplication), or smaller dimension sizes (as in the case of convolution or reshaping operations, which take quotients of existing shape sizes).

Still, the above observation does not help bound the overall dimension sizes due to Python arithmetic. The finiteness property is actually one that the analysis needs to artificially enforce, since we propagate integer constants (corresponding to tensor dimension sizes) through arbitrary arithmetic operations. For instance, a tensor operation such as:

\[
\text{n_input = train_X.shape[1]}
\]

means that the number of inputs (which will later be used as the dimension size of a tensor) comes from the dimensions of another tensor. With arithmetic over the \text{n_input} variable and a looping construct, the potential dimension sizes become infinite. Therefore, we artificially bound the “complexity” (i.e., number of intermediate arithmetic operations) of the computed integer constants. (For instance, in our implementation, this bound is a generous 50.)

We additionally need to bound the maximum number of dimensions of a tensor, since operations such as \text{tf.expand_dims} can increase the number of dimensions.

5.4.2 Termination for Different Value Abstractions and Maximizing Precision

Based on the finiteness of integer dimensions in shapes, the analysis will always terminate for the simple-tensor-precision value abstraction: there is a finite number of values, each (by definition) has a single shape list, the shape list has a finite number of dimensions, and each dimension can have a finite set of values for its potential size.

The case for the full-tensor-precision value abstraction is more complicated. In principle, this abstraction is not finite: new tensor values can keep arising, even if they have the same shape. As an example, consider a \text{transpose(x, [0, 2, 1])} operation – permuting the dimensions of tensor argument \text{x} according to the list given as the second argument – with the output of the operation feeding back to the input tensor (due to a loop or recursion). In the full-tensor-precision abstraction, with output values of tensor operations being represented by the concatenation of all their input values, this would result in the creation of a \text{transpose(x, [0, 2, 1])} value feeding back to the argument of the operation, resulting in a \text{transpose(transpose(x, [0, 2, 1]), [0, 2, 1])} value, and so on.

Therefore, we employ the full-tensor-precision abstraction in our analysis only over tensor operations with no cyclic dependencies (on themselves). Concretely, Pythia first runs under a simple-tensor-precision abstraction, while also propagating values to detect circularity in the inference. For each tensor operation we compute the set of tensor values that flow to it and the corresponding operations that created them. In this way, we can detect the existence of cyclic dependencies. The simple-tensor-precision abstraction is less (i.e., at most as) precise than full-tensor-precision, therefore any cycles arising in the latter will definitely arise in the former.
Subsequently, we enable an analysis with full-tensor-precision only when no evaluation cycles have arisen. In this way, we can leverage higher precision in the common case of TensorFlow programs that do not employ recursion or looping at the Python level, instead delegating complex computation to library operators.

6 Discussion

Tensor shapes are reminiscent of types. It is, therefore, interesting to consider the relationship between our analysis and type checking, as well as the overall potential for a static type system for TensorFlow functionality.

Although the boundary between static analysis and type checking is not always clear, our static checker is best classified as a static analysis. Key factors in this classification are the whole-program and extensional nature of the analysis, as well as the intended soundness in reasoning.

Extensional Representation

The analysis represents value sets extensionally, i.e., by listing all their contents, instead of trying to abstract over them. For instance, if a tensor variable $t$ is inferred to hold possible shapes $[4, 3, 3, 2]$, [None, 45], and $[30]$, the analysis will maintain the three different shape values explicitly, instead of trying to unify them in a single, more abstract, shape. This is a property more commonly found in static analyses than in type systems – the latter typically summarize values, at least at the level of program modules (e.g., functions). Static analyses also employ abstraction, but only do so based on the properties of the values themselves (e.g., when two values join in an abstract lattice).

Modular vs. Whole-Program

A type system typically emphasizes modular reasoning, forcing the summarization of values at the function boundary. In contrast, a context-sensitive whole-program static analysis will re-analyze a function under its different calling contexts. To maintain precision for different clients of a function, a type system employs polymorphism instead of context sensitivity: it expresses the type of a function in terms that may employ type variables, i.e., symbolic types that may assume multiple type values, instead of constants.

Sound vs. Best-Effort Reasoning

A static type system aims for soundness in certifying correct code, i.e., guarantees no false negatives. This implies that a type system has to be conservative in certifying correct code, yielding many false positive warnings. In contrast, a static analysis can strike any balance between true/false positive and true/false negative warnings as it deems appropriate for maximum usefulness.

TensorFlow Analysis

With the above factors in mind, it is interesting to consider the static checking of TensorFlow programs longer than toy examples. The example in Figure 1 is a slightly simplified version of one of the programs in the Zhang et al. [58] study. There is a bug in the last line of the program (the reshaping of $h_{pool2}$) which our analysis correctly warns about, but the main difficulty is in tracking shapes precisely in earlier program statements.
import tensorflow as tf

def weight_variable(shape):
    initial = tf.truncated_normal(shape, stddev=0.1)
    return tf.Variable(initial)

def bias_variable(shape):
    initial = tf.constant(0.1, shape=shape)
    return tf.Variable(initial)

def conv2d(x, W):
    return tf.nn.conv2d(x, W, strides=[1, 1, 1, 1], padding='VALID')

def max_pool_2x2(x):
    return tf.nn.max_pool(x, ksize=[1, 2, 2, 1], strides=[1, 2, 2, 1], padding='SAME')

x = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[None, 784])
W_conv1 = weight_variable([5, 5, 1, 32])
b_conv1 = bias_variable([32])
x_image = tf.reshape(x, [-1, 28, 28, 1])
h_conv1 = tf.nn.relu(conv2d(x_image, W_conv1) + b_conv1)
h_pool1 = max_pool_2x2(h_conv1)
W_conv2 = weight_variable([5, 5, 32, 64])
b_conv2 = bias_variable([64])
h_conv2 = tf.nn.relu(conv2d(h_pool1, W_conv2) + b_conv2)
h_pool2 = max_pool_2x2(h_conv2)
W_fc1 = weight_variable([7 * 7 * 64, 1024])
b_fc1 = bias_variable([1024])
h_pool2_flat = tf.reshape(h_pool2, [-1, 7 * 7 * 64])

Figure 1 Short but realistic example of the need for context sensitivity: program Unaligned-Tensor-1 (UT-1).

Context-sensitive reasoning is essential for this example. Functions conv2d (line 8) and max_pool_2x2 (line 10) are each called twice (lines 18, 23, and 19, 24, respectively), each time with different shapes. (Pooling can be thought of as an operator analogous to convolution in terms of shape transformation.) Even for a small example such as this, a context-insensitive analysis would produce a highly imprecise result, with many false positives and negatives. A context-sensitive analysis considers, e.g., function conv2d twice, once for each argument shape, and can reason highly precisely about the effects of convolution on shape when all arguments (x, W, strides, as well as the padding strategy, VALID) have known values.

Conversely, consider what type signature (to capture shape) one might assign to function conv2d modularly, i.e., without knowing its arguments, x and W. Precise treatment of this function would require a polymorphic type system with considerable expressive power (e.g., integer arithmetic), as the modeling of Section 4 shows. This would more likely employ dependent typing, requiring significant human guidance for deciding interesting properties. It is interesting to further consider possible type signatures for a) the library method tensorflow.nn.conv2d, which has different shape behavior depending on the padding strategy; and b) library operations that employ broadcast. The current flexibility of these TensorFlow operators seems to require full algorithmic expressiveness (e.g., see our Datalog rules of Section 5.2.1) to capture well.

We conclude that the shape transformation of current TensorFlow operations requires a highly-expressive vocabulary, unlikely to be supported by a fully automatic type system. A statically-typed TensorFlow-like system would either require significant programmer assistance for sound reasoning, or curtail the flexibility of operators, to permit assigning them closed-form types.
Evaluation

Pythia runs at interactive speeds and has a Language Server Protocol integration with most popular IDEs. Therefore, although the analysis is applicable for development at any granularity, it mostly targets interactive feedback at development time. Our evaluation is set up accordingly.

Specifically, we evaluate the analysis against complete pre-existing programs from the recent study by Zhang et al. [58] on TensorFlow bugs. This gives us a curated dataset, collected independently, from real-world settings, and with ground truth relative to both the presence and the absence of bugs.\footnote{4}

The Zhang et al. study collects bugs from StackOverflow questions, and categorizes them based on their root causes and symptoms. One of the root cause categories is Unaligned Tensor (UT), which maps exactly to shape violations detected by our analysis. There are 76 bugs that Zhang et al. manage to reproduce from StackOverflow questions\footnote{5}. Importantly, these 76 bugs map the entire, broad space of all TensorFlow bugs, most of which are out of the scope of our shape analysis. For instance, this includes low-accuracy computations, low-performance behavior, bugs related to API changes, and more.

There are 14 Unaligned Tensor (i.e., shape-related) bugs in the Zhang et al. study, and the study also provides fixed versions of the same programs, for a total of 28 test subjects, which form the universe set of our evaluation.

Executive Summary

With an 1-call-site-sensitive analysis and the \textit{full-tensor-precision} option enabled, the analysis successfully detects 11 out of 14 bugs, with a single false positive repeated twice in the buggy and fixed version of UT5, for a precision of 84.62\% (91.67\% if repeat bugs are counted once) and recall of 78.6\%. The average analysis time per program is under 1sec. Unless specified, the above analysis configuration is used. The effect of different analysis configurations on analysis precision is discussed in Section 7.3.

7.1 Classification of bugs

Table 1 summarizes the number of bugs reported. The bugs can be classified in the following categories:

- Operation Error: Tensor operation would throw a run-time error due to incompatible arguments provided.
- Incompatible fed data Error: Data fed to a placeholder tensor do not match the shape of the tensor.
- Broadcast/Reshape/Other Warning: Possibly confusing tensor operation behavior that would not cause a run-time error, as described in Section 5.

Table 2 serves as a detailed reference for each input program (including code URLs).
Table 1 Detected bugs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug type</th>
<th>Number of bugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operation Error</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompatible fed data Error</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast/Reshape/Other Warning</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>11</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2 Effectiveness and Efficiency

Overall, among the 14 input programs containing bugs, we successfully identify the bug in 11 programs. Our analysis produces a false positive in both the buggy and fixed versions of UT5 achieving 84.62% (11 of 13) overall precision – 100% for errors and 66.6% for warnings. The false positive appearing in both versions of UT5 is a warning for a reshape operation of a tensor with partially known shape into a shape with a special (-1) dimension, as described in section 5.2.2. In this case, the use of the reshape operation in a way we consider possibly confusing does not result in a bug.

The 3 false negatives produced by the analysis are a result of either API calls that we have not modeled or reliance on dynamic information to identify these bugs, leading to 78.6% recall. Of the 3 bugs our analysis could not detect, two (UT5 and UT10) are not detectable with static information alone. In both of them, the dataset is produced from information read from an external file. The code itself does not provide any hints about the shape of the dataset after it is read. As a result, the analysis cannot identify the incompatibility between the shape of the dataset and the tensor that will hold that data at run-time.

The analysis is compiled by the Soufflé [24] Datalog engine into an optimized C++ program and binary executable. The analysis code comprises several hundred non-trivial Datalog rules, therefore optimizing compilation is time-consuming, at 680sec. (All timings are from a single thread of a laptop with an Intel Core i7-3612QM 2.10GHz CPU, with 16GB of RAM.) Compilation is only performed once per analysis configuration, however, and the resulting analysis is highly efficient. For the input programs, the average analysis running time is just 0.26sec (median: 0.18sec, max: 0.49sec for UT4).

7.3 Precision

Pythia contains many precision enhancements – e.g., levels of context sensitivity, and a more detailed value abstraction. We already saw earlier, in Figure 1 an example of the impact of precision enhancements. We demonstrate the effect on the input programs of the evaluation set in Figure 2.

The figure shows seven input programs whose analysis precision changes for different configurations. (Input programs not shown either show no imprecision for any configuration or are the 3 for which our analysis misses the bug.) Precision is captured in three metrics: instances of imprecise tensor arguments (compared to the full achievable precision), false positives in analysis warnings, and instances of imprecise shapes. A check mark in the figure implies no imprecision for any metric. The four configurations of the analysis for each benchmark are:

- Configuration 1: context-insensitive (insens)
- Configuration 2: 1-call-site-sensitive (1call)
- Configuration 3: 1-call-site-sensitive + context-sensitive heap (1callH)
- Configuration 4: 1callH + full-tensor-precision.
Table 2 “Unaligned Tensor (UT)” input programs (each entry corresponds to 2 programs: a fixed and a buggy version) and analysis reports. No UT14 exists in the input set. For the analyses reports, “—” designates an analysis terminating but reporting no bugs, “X” designates an analysis not terminating due to an exception. The URLs to access the programs are obtained by concatenating the following URL prefixes with the suffix for each program shown in the table’s second column. Github: https://github.com/ForeverZyh/TensorFlow-Program-Bugs/blob/master/StackOverflow/ StackOverflow: https://stackoverflow.com/q/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>URLs</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pythia Report</th>
<th>Ariadne Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UT1</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-1/38167455-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mnist.py</td>
<td>Reshape Operation</td>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 38167455</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT2</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-2/40670338-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multiplication.py</td>
<td>matmul Incompatible Dimensions</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 40670338</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT3</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-3/35451948-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>image_set_shape.py</td>
<td>Invalid call to set_shape</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 35451948</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT4</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-4/44124668-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>experiment.py</td>
<td>Fed data don’t match shape</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 44124668</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT5</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-5/4306638-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mnist.py</td>
<td>Fed data don’t match shape</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 4306638</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT6</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-6/35295191-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>word_representation.py</td>
<td>matmul Incompatible Dimensions</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 35295191</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT7</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-7/34079787-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>playing.py</td>
<td>Variable’s initial_value has unspecified shape</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 34079787</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT8</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-8/34908033-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multiply.py</td>
<td>matmul Incompatible Dimensions</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 34908033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT9</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-9/4057452-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>neural.py</td>
<td>Incorrect operand shapes in softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 4057452</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT10</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-10/36343542-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tensorflow.py</td>
<td>Fed data don’t match shape</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 36343542</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT11</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-11/41192992-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>image.py</td>
<td>Fed data don’t match shape</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 41192992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT12</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-12/43285733-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mnist.py</td>
<td>Reshape Operation</td>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 43285733</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT13</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-12/42191656-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>linear.py</td>
<td>Misuse of argmax operation</td>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 42191656</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT15</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-15/38447935-buggy/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fitting.py</td>
<td>Broadcasting operation</td>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow: 38447935</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 2 Chart: Imprecision metrics under different configurations. Lower is better, check mark is perfect precision. The y axis shows cumulative instances of three imprecision metrics: instances of imprecise tensor arguments, false positives in analysis warnings, and instances of imprecise shapes.

Among the programs presented in the chart we notice similar behavior for programs UT-3, UT-6, UT-9 and UT-13. For these and for the first 3 configurations, we notice minor imprecision but still no false positives. This is because the programs do not feature any calls to user-defined functions, but imprecision is introduced by other features, such as the use of set_shape. The introduction of full-tensor-precision removes any imprecisions.

The 3 remaining programs present large imprecision when using our less precise analysis configurations, resulting in many false positives. This is because, similar to the bug featured in Figure 1, the neural network is built using user-defined wrapper-functions, making context sensitivity necessary in order to achieve a highly-precise analysis. (These are also among the longest programs at around 100 or more lines.)

For instance, in UT-4, Pythia can correctly deduce the shapes of the tensors generated by two separate calls to function generate_unit_test, shown below: (This also showcases the analysis support for list comprehensions.)

```python
def generate_unit_test(length):
    return [np.random.normal(0, 0.1, [56, 56, 3])
            for _ in range(length)],
            [random.randint(0, 9) for _ in range(length)]
```

In this input program, a false positive warning persists until the full-tensor-precision value abstraction is employed.

---

7.4 Other bugs found and missed

We next discuss selected cases of bugs reported or missed in the input dataset. Several interesting cases are already represented in our earlier examples, so we will not discuss them further. Namely, the reshape operation warning in case study UT1 has already been covered by the example of Section 6. The broadcasting operation warning in case study UT15 is analogous to Example 3 in Section 3. The incompatible dimensions error in \texttt{matmul}, appearing in case studies UT2, UT6 and UT8, is captured by Example 1 in Section 3.

Case Study UT3

Invalid call to \texttt{set\_shape}.

```python
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np

x = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None])
x.set_shape([1028178])
y = tf.identity(x)
y.set_shape([478, 717, 3])
X = np.random.normal(0, 0.1, 1028178)
```

The \texttt{set\_shape} operation is used to provide additional, more concrete information about the shape of a tensor. In UT3, initially the shape of \texttt{x} is [None]. The first call to \texttt{set\_shape} succeeds and establishes that the shape of \texttt{x} is [1028178]. The call to \texttt{identity} produces a tensor of the same shape as \texttt{x} and assigns it to \texttt{y}. The next call to \texttt{set\_shape} is erroneous for two reasons. First, it attempts to specify an already established concrete shape. Secondly, even if the shape of \texttt{y} had not been already established by the first call to \texttt{set\_shape}, the call would still fail since the dimensions of [None] and [487, 717, 3] are incompatible.

Case Study UT9

Incorrect operand shapes in \texttt{softmax\_cross\_entropy\_with\_logits} call.

```python
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np
import random

n_feature = 10
n_data = 500
data = np.random.normal(0, 0.1, [n_data, n_feature])
label = [[random.randint(0, 1) for _ in range(n_data)]
sizeOfRow = len(data[0])
x = tf.placeholder("float", shape=[None, sizeOfRow])
y = tf.placeholder("float")
prediction = neuralNetworkModel(x)
# using softmax function, normalize values to range(0,1)
error = tf.reduce_mean( tf.nn.softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits(
    logits=prediction, labels=y))
...
In UT9 softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits is applied, which performs two operations. First, it applies the softmax function to denormalized log probabilities, i.e., the logits tensor, of shape \([\text{batch\_size}, \text{number\_of\_labels}]\), to produce linear probabilities normalized to 1. It then computes the cross-entropy error of discrete classification based on the results of softmax and the ground truth classification of the training set that is held in the labels tensor, which is expected to have the same dimensions as logits. In this case, the shape of logits is \([500, 2]\), since there are 500 entries in the dataset and 2 labels (1 and 0), while the shape of labels is \([1,500]\).

Case Study UT7

Variable’s initial value has unspecified shape. The bug in UT7 is representative of confusion regarding the TensorFlow execution model. It is also one that our analysis fails to capture, due to lack of modeling of the corresponding calls.

```python
import tensorflow as tf
import random
import numpy as np

class Play:
    def __init__(self, input_data, labels):
        # the input shape is (batch_size, input_size)
        input_size = tf.shape(input_data)[1]

        # labels in one-hot format have shape (batch_size, num_classes)
        num_classes = tf.shape(labels)[1]
        stddev = 1.0 / tf.cast(input_size, tf.float32)

        w_shape = tf.stack([input_size, num_classes])
        normal_dist = tf.truncated_normal(w_shape, stddev=stddev, name='normaldist')
        self.w = tf.Variable(normal_dist, name='weights')
        print(self.w)

    n_feature = 10
    n_classes = 7
    play = Play(tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, n_feature]),
                tf.placeholder(tf.int32, [None, n_classes]))
```

Recall from Section 2 that TensorFlow programs work by first setting up a data-flow pipeline of operators, and then executing it by feeding data. The Python code effectively generates a TensorFlow pipeline, before evaluating it. In case study UT7, the programmer incorrectly uses `tf.shape(input_data)` and `tf.shape(labels)`, while probably intending to use `input_data.get_shape()` and `labels.get_shape()`.

That is, the programmer intends to retrieve the shape of the dynamic data that will be fed into the TensorFlow pipeline. Instead, the erroneous calls retrieve the shape of the yet-unpopulated variables `input_data` and `labels`. The Python dynamic typing and TensorFlow tolerance conspire to propagate this error until it results in a shape mismatch later: each of the two erroneous calls returns an unevaluated one-dimensional tensor, which when dereferenced (via \([1]\)) returns a to-be-evaluated integer. This integer is considered to be a zero-dimension tensor (\(1\)), which becomes the value of `input_size` (and similarly for `num_classes`). TensorFlow then deduces that shape `w_shape` has value \([\text{None}, \text{None}]\) as it is
the result of a `tf.stack` operation on two zero-dimension tensors, producing a 1-dimension tensor with shape `[2]`. However, the `tf.Variable` operation does not allow an unspecified shape as input, thus causing a crash.

**Case Study UT11**

**Fed data don't match shape.** The next input program indicates the handling of other operators (namely, `transpose`) as well as the ease with which a programmer can lose track of tensor shapes.

```python
from tensorflow.contrib.keras.api.keras.preprocessing import image
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np

tax = image.load_img(img_path, target_size=(250, 250))
tax = image.img_to_array(x)
tax_expanded = np.expand_dims(x, axis=0)
tax_expanded_trans = np.transpose(x_expanded, [0, 3, 1, 2])

X = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, 250, 250, 3])
sess = tf.Session()
sess.run(tf.global_variables_initializer())
print(sess.run(X, feed_dict={X: x_expanded_trans}))
```

In UT11, initially `x` is an image of shape `[250, 250, 3]` (because an image has 3 color channels). It is then converted to a NumPy array of the same shape, which is subsequently expanded to an array of shape `[1, 250, 250, 3]`, essentially creating a fake batch size dimension. The array is then transposed to an array of shape `[1, 3, 250, 250]`. Finally, the code feeds the transposed array to a placeholder tensor of a different incompatible shape, `[None, 250, 250, 3]`, thus causing an error.

**Misuse of `argmax` operation.** Input program UT13 provides another example of a warning by our analysis that does not correspond to a run-time error, yet is highly likely to be a bug (as it is, in this case).

```python
import tensorflow as tf

Y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[4, 1], name='y')
...
Z = tf.argmax(Y, axis=1)
...
```

In UT13 `argmax` is applied to a tensor with shape `[4, 1]`. The `argmax` operation returns the index with the largest value along the specified axis. However, the second dimension of tensor `Y` is 1. In this case `argmax` returns a tensor with shape `[4]` with all 4 values being 0, since the dimension size in 1 is just 1. This is likely not the intended use of the `argmax` operation so we issue a warning, predicting that this promotion of values is not what the user aimed to accomplish.
7.5 Comparison with the state-of-the-art

The recent Ariadne tool [12] is, to our knowledge, the only static analysis tool that attempts to find shape bugs in TensorFlow code. We ran the latest version of Ariadne\(^7\) on our setup using the Language Server Protocol client for the Sublime text editor.

Table 2 shows the results of both tools for our dataset. The Ariadne tool reports 0 bugs. Furthermore, for half of the programs in our dataset, the Ariadne analysis ends with an exception, while for the other half it terminates successfully, reporting other information using the LSP protocol (such as call-site information) but no warning. These results can be explained by Ariadne’s limited support for tensor operations and by its not performing whole-program value-flow reasoning. For instance, Ariadne supports operators \texttt{reshape, set\_shape, convolution, and “node”}, of which only \texttt{reshape} works fully. Pythia supports many more operations, such as \texttt{equal, add, multiply, matmul, argmax/argmin, transpose, expand\_dims}, several pooling operations, and many shape pass-through operations. In Ariadne, tensors can be created using the \texttt{tf.placeholder} function. We also support \texttt{tf.constant, tf.Variable, tf.ones, etc.}

7.6 Threats to Validity

The largest threat is to external validity. Our findings may not generalize to other TensorFlow programs, especially of larger size. However, the benchmarks we examined are a prior and independently-identified set, collected from real-world reports. The programs are already large enough for context sensitivity and heap modeling to matter (as shown in Section 7.3).

8 Related Work

The space of checkers for machine learning programs is mostly populated by testing techniques [38,51,55]. Other approaches aid in the debugging and validation of machine learning programs. PALM [26] produces simplified decision-tree based meta models to facilitate the mapping of failed predictions to subsets of the training data. On the other hand LAMP [31] produces quantitative measurements that maps the impact of each input to each output in graph machine learning algorithms in an efficient way using partial derivatives. MODE [32] applies similar techniques for measuring the impact of each feature in Neural Networks.

The recent Ariadne tool [12] demonstrates an application of static analysis technology to TensorFlow, but neither models many TensorFlow operators, nor performs whole-program value-flow reasoning. This limits Ariadne’s applicability to artificial examples, with manually-planted bugs, and to Python input programs of very limited form – e.g., as discussed in Section 7.5 and shown in table 2, the system cannot run or produce useful results on any of our input benchmarks.

General program analysis tools for Python have been developed. These mostly aim to find type errors. Invariably, such frameworks restrict the features of Python, since the language is highly dynamic and its full static analysis with good precision is impossible. For instance, even determining which file is imported when an import statement is executed can be undecidable. RPython [5] is a statically typed subset of the Python language designed for writing partially evaluated interpreters. All metaprogramming features (including \texttt{eval} and metaclasses) may be used during the initialization of the Python classes. RPython is best compared with a statically typed version of Python. Retrofitting type systems to dynamic languages is a fairly common strategy, and examples include preemptive type

\(^7\) Downloaded from the official site: https://wala.github.io/IDE/.
checking for Python [16], DRuby for Ruby [14] or a type system for Erlang [34]. JavaScript has probably attracted the most attention in this space and there are many more examples of type systems for it [10, 11, 19, 22, 29]. These systems are used either for speeding up JavaScript implementations or for type checking during development. Due to the complexity of the underlying problem, many authors (including ourselves) have found it more fruitful to concentrate on type checking or bug finding for specific domains. Related examples in the wild include a system [4] for Ruby on Rails or the work of [28] for static detection of JQuery errors in JavaScript by identifying inconsistencies between the actual page structure and query expectations.

The space of static analysis tools for Python is relatively sparse. Python Taint [45] is a static analysis tool for detecting security vulnerabilities. It uses standard data-flow techniques, and can do some interprocedural analysis. However, its interprocedural reasoning is limited: it looks for a definition of a function for a call using its name, rather than handling function pointers and object semantics, as needed even for simple realistic examples.

Gorbovitski et al. [15] developed a context-sensitive, flow-sensitive alias analysis for Python for program optimization. They offer several significant insights on the precision needed for dynamic languages. The analysis appears sophisticated but we have not found an available implementation for reuse.

Other tools are shallow code quality checkers or lint tools; examples are Pylint [44], pycodestyle [41], pyflakes [43], Flake8 [13], pydocstyle [42], jedi [21], bandit [7] and mccabe [35]. Prospector [40] combines several of these tools. These tools are all local analyses, for instance, mccabe focuses on the syntactic code complexity of single functions and others focus on code style issues.

Another bug detection approach includes analyses that are dynamic, yet generalize from concrete executions. Xu et al. [56] developed such a predictive analysis for Python, detecting more general bugs, such as Attribute Errors and Type Errors, and Unicode Encode/Decode Errors which are specific to web applications.

Finally, although the work we describe is applied to TensorFlow, the principles described may apply to other scientific computing languages and extensions such as SAC [17] or LAPACK [6].

9 Conclusions

We presented a static analysis approach for detecting shape bugs in TensorFlow programs. The analysis models value-flow in Python programs and closely tracks the rich shape-transformation semantics of TensorFlow operators. The result is the first concrete demonstration of the applicability of static analysis for detecting realistic bugs in the TensorFlow domain. The analysis is highly efficient and very effective over an independently-collected set of input programs that sample the universe of real-world TensorFlow bugs.
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1 Introduction

JavaScript programs are challenging to analyze statically due to the dynamic nature of the language. One of the main obstacles is the presence of dynamic property access operations that allow objects to be manipulated using object property names that are dynamically computed strings. A typical pattern that has received much attention is correlated read/write pairs [25], a simple variant of which looks as follows:

$$ t = x[p]; \ldots \ y[p] = t; $$

At run-time, this code copies a property whose name is the value of \( p \) from the \( x \) object to the \( y \) object. If the static analysis does not know precisely the string value of \( p \), then the properties of \( x \) will be mixed together in \( y \). Experience with analyzers such as WALA [25, 24, 28], SAFE [17, 22], JSAI [13], and TAJS [11, 2, 26] has shown that when analyzing real-world JavaScript code, including jQuery, Lodash, Underscore and other widely used libraries, such situations often cause an avalanche of spurious dataflow that makes the analysis results useless. If, for example, \( x \) is the object \([m1: f1, m2: f2, \ldots, m10: f10]\) where \( f1, f2, \ldots, f10 \) are functions, then any subsequent function call, for example \( y.m3(...) \), will be treated by the analysis as a call to any of the 10 functions.

Several analysis techniques have been proposed to address this challenge. The techniques based on correlation tracking [25], static/dynamic determinacy [24, 2], and loop sensitivity [22] aim to increase precision by the use of context sensitivity or loop unrolling to ensure that...
the analysis has precise information about \( p \) in the example above. Although this approach works well in many cases, the aggressive use of context sensitivity or loop unrolling can be expensive on analysis time. Even more importantly, it falls short when \( p \) is not determinate (i.e., when its value is not fixed even when the call context is known).

An important step forward is the approach used in the CompAbs analyzer, which is built on SAFE [16]: Even if \( p \) is imprecise, the loss of precision at the property write operation can be avoided by applying trace partitioning [23] at the property read operation, based on which properties exist on \( x \). Intuitively, it is often not necessary to have precise information about \( p \); instead we can refine the current abstract state into a collection of more precise partitions, one for each of the 10 properties of \( x \) (plus one extra for the case where \( p \) is none of those strings, but let us ignore that for now), and after the property write operation merge them again. (The same idea was used earlier in TAJS, but only at \texttt{for-in} loops, not at dynamic property reads [2].) This approach, however, also has drawbacks. Trace partitioning is expensive, so it must be used scarcely: in the example, the code between the dynamic property read and the dynamic property write is essentially analyzed 10 times. For this reason, CompAbs relies on a syntactic pre-analysis to recognize different kinds of correlated read/write pairs for guiding the creation and merging of partitions.

Recent work [26] has shown that the syntactic pre-analysis approach of CompAbs is too fragile, for example, it is incapable of analyzing the Lodash library (see Section 2), and demand-driven value refinement has been proposed as an alternative. Instead of relying on context sensitivity, loop unrolling, or trace partitioning, that approach applies, during the analysis when encountering a dynamic property write operation with an imprecise property name, a separate backwards analysis to regain the relation between the property name and the value to be written. Although demand-driven value refinement has been shown to work quite well in practice, building a backwards analysis for the full JavaScript language and its standard library is a major endeavor, so developing simpler alternatives is desirable.

Our approach builds upon the observation from CompAbs that sufficient precision can be obtained using trace partitioning based on the properties of the object being read. Our key insight is that we do not need to partition the entire abstract state as done by CompAbs: It suffices to only partition the abstract values for the property name \( p \) and the value being read \( x[p] \) in the above example. This means that instead of analyzing the code 10 times, we only analyze it once, but using partitioned abstract values that retain the correlation between \( p \) and \( x[p] \). The partitioned abstract values are introduced at \( t = x[p] \) and used at \( y[p] = t \) by means of specialized transfer functions. We refer to this variant of trace partitioning as \textit{value partitioning}. Since partitioning individual abstract values does not increase the analysis complexity as much as partitioning entire states, it becomes feasible to apply value partitioning more extensively, at every dynamic property read where the property name is imprecise, thereby obviating the need for the syntactic pre-analysis.

In this paper we present a theoretical framework for value partitioning, together with three instantiations: \textit{property-name partitioning} (which is the one used in the example above), \textit{free-variable partitioning} (to improve precision for free variables of closures), and \textit{type partitioning} (to improve precision for predicate functions). Additionally, we extend the static analyzer TAJS with all three kinds of value partitioning and demonstrate that the approach is effective for analyzing popular JavaScript libraries. Value partitioning is a lightweight alternative to the existing approaches to relational analysis for JavaScript: Compared to CompAbs-style trace partitioning it avoids many redundant computations caused by similarities between different partitions, and compared to demand-driven value refinement it avoids the need for creating a separate backwards analysis.
In summary our contributions are:

- Value partitioning: a general static analysis technique that is capable of reasoning about relations between abstract values.
- Three instantiations of value partitioning, which tackle different challenges in static analysis for JavaScript, each involving relational properties:
  - property-name partitioning: relations between dynamically computed object property names and values;
  - free-variable partitioning: relations between functions and their free variables; and
  - type partitioning: relations between arguments and return values of predicate functions.
- Experimental results: We show that value partitioning makes TAJS more precise than CompAbs [16] for several real-world JavaScript libraries, including Lodash, which is the most widely used library. The resulting precision is comparable to (and in case of the Lodash4 benchmark group substantially higher than) that of demand-driven value refinement [26], without the need for a separate backwards analysis.

2 Motivating Example and Overview

Figure 1 shows a small code example based on Lodash (version 4.17.10), which is the most depended-upon of all npm packages. Lines 1–12 define the function `mixin`, which copies all function properties from `source` to `object`. If `object` is a function, a new function (which

---

1 Lodash (https://lodash.com/) has more than 115,000 dependents in npm and more than 27 million weekly downloads as of May 2020.
on invocation calls the function to be copied) is also copied to object.prototype, such that instantiations of object (using the keyword new) also will have these functions. In line 21, which is executed during the initialization of Lodash, mixin is called with the library object as both arguments. The function mixin uses a helper function baseFor defined in lines 14–18. It is called with source and a callback function defined in lines 2–11. The baseFor function then gets all the object property names from the source object using Object.keys, and the callback function is called (line 16) for each property name and corresponding property value. Line 3 checks whether func is a function. If so, the function is copied to object[methodName] in line 5. Note that func actually is the value source[methodName]. Line 6 checks whether object is also a function and if so, a new function is declared and written to object.prototype[methodName] in line 7. When invoked, that new function calls func using func.apply(...) in line 9.

Such complex code is not unusual in modern JavaScript libraries. For a static analysis reasoning about the dataflow in this code, the correlation between methodName and func is critical. An analysis that loses track of this correlation will mix together all the properties of the library object lodash when analyzing the call mixin(lodash, lodash) in line 21. As a consequence, if the program being analyzed contains a call to, for example, lodash.map, that will be treated by the analysis as a call to any of Lodash's more than 100 different functions, not only the actual map function, thereby triggering an avalanche of spurious dataflow.

Existing approaches

Existing JavaScript analyzers do not have precise information about the value of key in line 16, for various different reasons. (Most importantly, Object.keys produces an array of property names in unspecified order.) Previous work has suggested two approaches to analyze such code precisely even when key is imprecise. The CompAbs [16] approach uses trace partitioning guided by syntactic patterns. If trace partitioning is used at the dynamic property read operation in line 16, the abstract state is partitioned into a set of refined abstract states corresponding to the properties of the source object. This way the value of key is precise in each of those states, and the call in line 16 is analyzed separately for each of them. Trace partitioning, however, is expensive, so CompAbs limits the use of trace partitioning according to certain syntactic patterns. At this specific dynamic property operation, CompAbs chooses not to apply trace partitioning and fails to detect that the relation between methodName and func is important.

The second approach is demand-driven value refinement [26], which can analyze the example code with sufficient precision to avoid mixing together the Lodash functions. With this approach, the analysis detects imprecision at the dynamic property write in line 5: methodName is an imprecise string and func can be many different functions. It then queries a backwards abstract interpreter asking for the possible value of methodName for each of the functions. The backwards analysis returns a precise property name for each function and thereby enables the dynamic property write operation to be modeled precisely. For the dynamic property write in line 7, the function defined in lines 7–10 is written to all properties of object.prototype, but the abstract value being written is augmented, such that the value of methodName remains precise. When reading func in line 9, the backwards analysis is queried to get the value of func relative to the value of methodName, thereby retrieving a precise value for func. This ensures the desired precision, but the approach requires a complicated backwards analysis.
Value partitioning

We will now informally explain how value partitioning can provide similar precision as demand-driven value refinement, but without the need for a backwards abstract interpreter. With traditional trace partitioning, as used by, for example, CompAbs, the analysis can track multiple abstract states for each program point, such that the different abstract states cover different assumptions about the execution paths that lead to that point. (Correlation tracking [25], determinacy-based analysis [24, 2], and loop sensitivity [22] can also be viewed as variations of trace partitioning.) The key idea behind value partitioning is that we can obtain a similar effect as trace partitioning by instead performing the partitioning at the level of individual abstract values. In principle, the resulting abstract domain is isomorphic to a traditional trace partitioning domain, but this approach provides more flexibility for using different kinds of partitioning for different parts of the abstract states. This general idea can be instantiated in multiple ways to track different kinds of relational properties. We next describe three instantiations that enable precise analysis of challenging JavaScript code, including the Lodash example.

Property name partitioning

One instantiation is property name partitioning, which performs partitioning at dynamic property reads, similar to the CompAbs technique, but on abstract values instead of abstract states. To illustrate this mechanism by example, consider the read operation in line 16 and the correlated write operation in line 5. Assume for simplicity that the source object has only two properties, \{map: f1, trim: f2\} where f1 and f2 are functions, and methodName is an abstract value that overapproximates all valid property names. When reading source[methodName], an analysis without value partitioning will read all the properties of source. When using value partitioning, we instead partition this value according to the property names of source, meaning that we obtain a value \[t_1 \mapsto f1, t_2 \mapsto f2, t_3 \mapsto \text{undefined}\] where \(t_1, t_2,\) and \(t_3\) represent different partitions.\(^2\) Intuitively, \(t_1\) represents the execution traces where the property name being read is map, \(t_2\) similarly represents traces where the property name being read is trim, and \(t_3\) represents all other traces. We similarly write the partitioned value \[t_1 \mapsto \text{"map"}, t_2 \mapsto \text{"trim"}, t_3 \mapsto \text{AnyString}\] to methodName.\(^3\) In this way, the resulting abstract state retains the correlation between the values of methodName and source[methodName].

Later the analysis reaches the write operation object[methodName] = func, with an abstract state where methodName is \[t_1 \mapsto \text{"map"}, t_2 \mapsto \text{"trim"}, t_3 \mapsto \text{AnyString}\] and func is \[t_1 \mapsto f1, t_2 \mapsto f2, t_3 \mapsto \text{undefined}\]. Since the property name and the value to be written have the same partitions, we can perform the dynamic property write separately for each partition, meaning that \(f1\) is written to the map property, and analogously for the other two partitions, thereby avoiding mixing together the properties.

Since the partitioning is performed at the value level, unlike traditional trace partitioning we do not need any extra call contexts to the callback function defined in line 2, so the overhead of value partitioning is negligible, even when the correlated read/write pairs span multiple functions. For this reason, we can apply property name partitioning at all dynamic property reads where the property name is imprecise, without the use of syntactic patterns.

\(^2\) In JavaScript, reading an absent property yields the special value undefined.

\(^3\) AnyString is an abstract value that represents any string. In practice we instead use a slightly more precise abstract value representing AnyString\{("map", "trim")\}.
Free variable partitioning

A second instantiation of value partitioning is for handling free variables more precisely. In the example, this is useful for `func` in line 9, which is a free variable in the function defined in lines 7–10. At that function definition, we partition both the resulting abstract function value $\ell$ and the abstract value of `func` according to the existing partitioning of `func`, intuitively to be able to distinguish functions created with different values of the free variable. This means that the function value being written at the dynamic property write in line 7 is $[t_1 \mapsto \ell'_t, t_2 \mapsto \ell'_t, t_3 \mapsto \ell'_t]$ where $\ell'_t$ represents the function created at a point where `func` is $f1$ (i.e., that point is at the end of a $t_1$ trace), and similarly for the other partitions. At the same time, the value of `func` becomes $[t_1 \mapsto f1, t_2 \mapsto f2, t_3 \mapsto \text{undefined}, t'_1 \mapsto f1, t'_2 \mapsto f2, t'_3 \mapsto \text{undefined}]$ where the three new partitions $t'_1, t'_2, t'_3$ denote the new partitioning we have made (one abstract value can thus have multiple partitionings simultaneously). Using the property name partitioning mechanism described above, at the dynamic property write in line 7, $\ell'_t$ is written to the `map` property of `object.prototype`, and similarly for the other properties.

We can exploit the free variable partitioning information when the function is later called. Assume the analysis encounters a call to the `map` method. The abstract value of lodash.prototype.map is then $\ell'_t$. We now use $t'_1$ as a context in ordinary context sensitive analysis of the function, so that when reaching `func` in line 9, it suffices to consider only the $t'_1$ partition of `func`, which yields the precise value $f1$, so again, we successfully avoided mixing together the properties.

Type partitioning

The above two uses of value partitioning are sufficient for analyzing the motivating example without critical precision losses, but we can make the analysis even more precise using a third variant. The function named `isFunction` used in the branch condition in line 6 is a typical example of a predicate function, i.e., a one-parameter function that returns a boolean, in this case testing whether the value passed in is a function. Assume the abstract value of the argument `object` is $\text{fun1}|\text{obj2}$, meaning that it represents either a function $\text{fun1}$ or a non-function object $\text{obj2}$. With a simple analysis, the abstract return value and hence the branch condition is $\text{Bool}$ representing any boolean value, so the analysis does not know that `object` cannot be $\text{obj2}$ inside the branch. This causes the analysis to spuriously raise a type error when writing to `object.prototype` in line 7.

Type partitioning avoids that imprecision as follows. Type partitioning is triggered at any call to a function with one argument, and partitions that argument according to its types. In this case, the value of `object` is partitioned into $[a \mapsto \text{fun1}, b \mapsto \text{obj2}]$. The result value from `isFunction` then becomes $[a \mapsto \text{true}, b \mapsto \text{false}]$, which we can exploit using ordinary control sensitivity [10] (also called type refinement [14]) at the “true” branch such that `object` in line 7 will only be `fun1` and not `obj2`.

Overview

In Section 3 we give a brief introduction to the analysis domain of TAJS. Section 4 explains the general value partitioning mechanism, and Section 5 details the three instantiations: property name partitioning, free variable partitioning, and type partitioning. Section 6 describes our experimental evaluation, and Section 7 discusses related work.
\[ r_1 \leftarrow r_2; \]
\[ r_1 \leftarrow r_2 \{ r_3 \}; \]  \[ r_1 \leftarrow x; \]
\[ x \leftarrow r_1; \]
\[ r_1 \leftarrow c; \]
\[ r_1 \leftarrow \text{function}(\{ \cdots \}); \]
\[ \text{if}(r_1); \]
\[ r_1 \leftarrow r_2(\{ r_3 \}); \]
\[ r_1 \leftarrow r_2 \oplus r_3; \]

- Writes \( r_3 \) to the property named \( r_2 \) of the object \( r_1 \)
- Reads the property named \( r_3 \) of the object \( r_2 \) to \( r_1 \)
- Reads the value of the variable \( x \) to \( r_1 \)
- Writes \( r_1 \) to the variable \( x \)
- Assigns the constant \( c \) to \( r_1 \)
- Creates a closure for the function and stores it in \( r_1 \)
- Conditionally propagates dataflow (to model if and while)
- Calls the function \( r_2 \) with argument \( r_3 \) and stores the result in \( r_1 \)
- Computes the binary operation \( r_2 \oplus r_3 \) and stores the result in \( r_1 \)

**Figure 2** The main flow graph instructions in TAJS.

\[ n \in N : \text{Nodes} \]
\[ c \in C : \text{Contexts} \]
\[ p \in P : \text{Property names} \]
\[ \ell \in L = N \times C : \text{Locations} \]
\[ X \in \text{AnalysisLattice} = L \rightarrow \text{State} \]
\[ \sigma \in \text{State} = (L \rightarrow \text{Obj}) \times \text{Registers} \]
\[ o \in \text{Obj} = P \rightarrow \text{Value} \]
\[ r \in \text{Registers} = R \rightarrow \text{Value} \]
\[ v \in \text{Value} = \text{Prim} \times \mathcal{P}(L) \]

**Figure 3** Simplified abstract domain.

### 3 Background: The TAJS Analyzer

In this section we give a brief introduction to a heavily simplified version of the analysis domain and program representation used in TAJS [11, 2], which lays the foundation for our extensions in the following sections.

TAJS is an open-source dataflow analysis tool for JavaScript built as a monotone framework [12]. A JavaScript program is represented as a control flow graph for each function, with nodes representing primitive instructions of the different kinds listed in Figure 2. Each instruction operates on registers, which can be thought of as special local variables. For simplicity, we ignore `this` and receiver objects at calls, and we assume all functions have only one parameter. As an example, the single JavaScript statement \( y[p] = x[p] \) is represented as six flow graph nodes as shown in Figure 4.

The components of the abstract domain are summarized in Figure 3. A *location* is a pair of a node and a context. The contexts allow for context sensitivity (using the context-sensitivity strategy described by Andreasen and Møller [2]). The main abstract domain, \( \text{AnalysisLattice} \), is a lattice that maps locations to abstract states, where each state contains abstract values of object properties and registers. Objects are modeled using context-sensitive allocation-site abstraction [6, 20], so abstract object addresses are simply locations. Functions are special kinds of objects. Abstract values are modeled using a product of a constant-propagation lattice [15] named \( \text{Prim} \) of primitive values (strings, numbers, etc.) and a powerset lattice of object addresses.

The analysis is control sensitive by pruning infeasible dataflow at \( \text{if} \) nodes. This includes not only eliminating flow along unreachable branches, for example when a branch condition is definitely false [27], but also filtering abstract values based on the branch condition [10, 14].

\[ \text{TAJS models absence/presence of object properties and uses two artificial properties DefaultNumeric and DefaultOther to model properties with unknown numeric/non-numeric names; we ignore that here.} \]
As an example, the JavaScript code `if(z)` is represented by two primitive instructions, \( r_6 \leftarrow z \) and `if(r_6)`. In the “true” branch, not only \( r_6 \) but also \( z \) must have the value `true`.\(^5\)

To track the connection between \( r_6 \) and \( z \), a simple intraprocedural must-equals analysis is performed alongside the main dataflow analysis. We leverage this mechanism in Section 5, for example to obtain the information that \( r_2, r_4, \) and \( p \) must have the same value at the property read operation in Figure 4 (unless a property accessor changes \( p \)). To keep Figure 3 simple, we omit the must-equals information in the description of the State lattice.

In the following sections, with a slight abuse of notation we let \( \sigma(r) \) denote the value of register \( r \) in state \( \sigma \), and similarly, \( \sigma(x) \) denotes the value of variable \( x \). Also, we use the notation \( \sigma(r) := \ldots \) to describe the operation of writing a given value to register \( r \) and also to the variables and registers that are equal to \( r \) according to the must-equals information. If \( \ell \in L \) is a location representing an object address, we sometimes write \( \ell \) for the abstract value \((⊥, \{\ell}\}) \in Value\). Similarly, for abstract values that represent primitive values only, we omit the location sets, for example, "\( \text{foo} \)" denotes the abstract value \(("\text{foo}\), \( \emptyset \)) \( \in Value\).

We omit many details of TAJS, including the definitions of the concretizations of the lattice elements, the definitions of the transfer functions for the different instructions, how values of variables are being stored in special activation objects, and how a call graph is built during the analysis. Analyzing full JavaScript also requires reasoning about prototypes, scope chains, implicit type conversions, exceptions, the standard library, property accessors (getters and setters), and much more. It suffices to know that the resulting abstract states soundly overapproximate the possible program behavior [7].

A trace is a concrete execution of the program expressed as a finite sequence of pairs \((\ell, γ)\) where \( \ell \) is a location and \( γ \) is a concrete state, starting at the program entry point with the initial call context in an empty state. The semantics of a program is defined as a set of traces. The collecting semantics is the program semantics projected onto the program locations: Given a location \( \ell \), the collecting semantics for \( \ell \), denoted \([\ell]\), is the set of states that appear at \( \ell \) in the set of traces defined by the program semantics. The analysis result is thus a lattice element \( X \in AnalysisLattice \) such that \([\ell]\) is a subset of the concretization of \( X(\ell) \) for all locations \( \ell \in L \).

\(^5\) In actual JavaScript, the value must be `truthy`, which also includes nonempty strings, nonzero numbers, and objects.
As an invariant, all partitioned values we use are defined for the token $\{\ldots,t_i \mapsto v_i | i = 1, \ldots, k\}$ where

\[ t \in T : \text{Partition tokens} \]

\[ \sigma \in \text{Obj} = P \rightarrow \text{PartitionedValue} \]

\[ r \in \text{Registers} = R \rightarrow \text{PartitionedValue} \]

\[ \text{pv} \in \text{PartitionedValue} = T \mapsto \text{Value} \]

**Figure 5** Extension of the abstract domain for value partitioning.

## 4 Value Partitioning

To prepare the analysis for value partitioning, we introduce a set $T$ of partition tokens and replace occurrences of $\text{Value}$ by $\text{PartitionedValue}$ in the abstract domain, as shown in Figure 5. A **partitioned value** is a partial map from partition tokens to ordinary values. We use the notation $[t_1 \mapsto v_1, \ldots, t_k \mapsto v_k]$ (or set-builder notation like $[t_i \mapsto v_i | i = 1, \ldots, k]$) to denote the partitioned value that maps $t_i$ to $v_i$ for each $i = 1, \ldots, k$ and is undefined for all other partition tokens.

The partition tokens play a similar role as in trace partitioning [23], but at the level of abstract values. (We explain the differences between value partitioning and traditional trace partitioning in more detail in Section 7.) A partition token intuitively represents a set of execution traces. The special token ANY represents all traces, so the partitioned value $[\text{ANY} \mapsto v]$ has the same meaning as the ordinary value $v$ in the original abstract domain. As an invariant, all partitioned values we use are defined for the token ANY. We extend partitioned values to be total functions $\text{pv}: T \rightarrow \text{Value}$ by defining $\text{pv}(t) = \text{pv}(\text{ANY})$ when $t \notin \text{dom}(\text{pv})$.

Assume $X \in \text{AnalysisLattice}$ is the result of analyzing a given program, $\sigma = X(\ell)$ is the abstract state at some location $\ell$, and $[\ldots,t \mapsto v,\ldots] = \sigma(r)$ is the partitioned value of some register $r$. The meaning of such a partitioned value is that for any trace that ends at $\ell$ and is in the set of traces represented by $t$, the concrete value of $r$ is in the concretization of the abstract value $v$.

A **covering** at a location $\ell$ is a set of partition tokens where the union of the sets of traces they represent is the set of all traces that lead to $\ell$. The meaning is that if $\sigma(x) = [\ldots,t_1 \mapsto v_1,\ldots,t_k \mapsto v_k,\ldots]$ where $\sigma = X(\ell)$ for some program variable $x$ at location $\ell$ where $\{t_1,\ldots,t_k\}$ is a covering, then for every concrete state in $[\ell]$, the value of $x$ is in the concretization of at least one of the abstract values $v_1,\ldots,v_k$. For the initial abstract state at the program entry, all partitioned values use the trivial covering $\{\text{ANY}\}$.

Now that we have generalized the abstract domain, it is easy to adjust all transfer functions for the different kinds of nodes to operate on partitioned values instead of ordinary values. As an example, the original transfer function for $r_1 \leftarrow r_2 \oplus r_3$ updates a given abstract state $\sigma$ by $\sigma(r_1) := \sigma(r_2) \oplus \sigma(r_3)$ (where $\oplus$ applied to abstract values works as in constant propagation).}

---

6. When we define a partitioned value $[t_i \mapsto v_i | i = 1, \ldots, k]$ without an ANY token, an ANY partition is implicitly created with value $v_1 \sqcup \cdots \sqcup v_k$.

7. In trace partitioning terminology, this use of ANY corresponds to a simple pre-ordering of partition tokens.

8. For formal definitions of the notions of traces and coverings, see Rival and Mauborgne [23]. Basing our approach on partitions instead of coverings (a partition is a covering where all the trace sets are disjoint) could improve precision but would complicate the analysis without much practical benefit.

9. The actual TAJS analysis also models implicit type conversions.
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\[ T :: = \text{ANY} \quad \text{(Section 4)} \]
\[ \quad | \quad \text{VAL}(N, R, \text{Value}) \quad \text{(Section 5.1)} \]
\[ \quad | \quad \text{FUN}(F, C, T) \quad \text{(Section 5.2)} \]
\[ \quad | \quad \text{TYPE}(N, R, \text{Types}) \quad \text{(Section 5.3)} \]

\[ \text{Types} :: = \text{undefined} \quad | \quad \text{null} \quad | \quad \text{number} \quad | \quad \text{string} \quad | \quad \text{boolean} \]
\[ \quad | \quad \text{object} \quad | \quad \text{array} \quad | \quad \text{function} \quad | \quad \text{regexp} \]

Figure 6 Partition tokens used by property name partitioning, free variable partitioning, and type partitioning.

When switching to the domain with partitioned values, we simply replace \( \sigma(r_2) \oplus \sigma(r_3) \) by \( [t \mapsto pv_2(t) \oplus pv_3(t) \mid t \in \text{dom}(pv_2) \cup \text{dom}(pv_3) \text{ where } pv_2 = \sigma(r_2) \text{ and } pv_3 = \sigma(r_3)] \). The other transfer functions and least-upper-bound are adapted similarly.

A small example can illustrate how partitioning can make the analysis relational. Assume the binary operation is equality, \( r_1 \leftarrow r_2 == r_3 \), and that we have two partitions, \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \), where both registers \( r_2 \) and \( r_3 \) have the value 42 in partition \( t_1 \), and both have the value "foo" in partition \( t_2 \). With partitioning, the value of \( r_1 \) becomes \( [t_1 \mapsto \text{true}, t_2 \mapsto \text{true}] \) (i.e., definitely true), whereas without partitioning, \( r_2 \) and \( r_3 \) both have the value 42|"foo", so the value of \( r_1 \) becomes \( \text{AnyBool} \) (i.e., true or false).

To get any advantage of the new abstract domain, we of course need to modify specific transfer functions to selectively introduce partition tokens and further exploit the extra information available regarding relational properties between values. We show how that can be accomplished in Section 5. Those mechanisms rely on some general operations for manipulating the partitions in partitioned values. Most importantly, we use an operation \( \uplus \) when introducing new coverings: \( pv_1 \uplus pv_2 \) where \( pv_1, pv_2 \in \text{PartitionedValue} \) denotes the combined partitioned value. For each token that is only present in one of \( pv_1 \) or \( pv_2 \), the new value will be the value for that token, and for each token shared by \( pv_1 \) and \( pv_2 \), the new value will be the join of the two respective values.

5 Three Instantiations of Value Partitioning

We now present three instantiations of the value partitioning framework. Each of them targets a category of relational properties that are relevant to analysis of JavaScript libraries. Each instantiation introduces a family of partition tokens, as shown in Figure 6, along with some modification of the analysis transfer functions. Each partition token represents a set of traces, as explained in the following.

5.1 Property Name Partitioning

The first use of value partitioning is for improving precision at correlated object property read/write operations as in the motivating example.

Partition tokens for property name partitioning

We introduce a family of partition tokens, \( \text{VAL}(n, r, v) \), where \( n \in N, r \in R, \) and \( v \in \text{Value} \). Such a token represents the set of traces where at the last occurrence of \( n \), the value of register \( r \) is \( v \). In all \( \text{VAL}(n, r, v) \) tokens we use in property name partitioning, the node \( n \)
In our implementation we use a more precise string lattice, which allows us to express more precisely
reading an object property is a nontrivial operation in JavaScript because of prototypes, getters,
and implicit type conversions. Importantly, the value partitioning mechanism is orthogonal to such
JavaScript technicalities.

For the property names that are covered by other partitions. See also footnote 3.

Figure 7 shows the modified transfer function for read-property nodes, \( r_1 \leftarrow r_2[r_3] \). The function \( \text{READPROP}(v_1, v_2) \) looks up the abstract value of properties named \( v_2 \) in the abstract objects pointed to by \( v_1 \) in the current state \( \sigma \).11 Property name partitioning is triggered if the property name is not precise (here modeled as \( \text{AnyString} \)), so in that case we partition the property name \( r_3 \) with respect to the properties that appear in the abstract objects pointed to by \( v_2 \) (expressed as \( \text{PROP NAMES}(\sigma(r_2)) \)), and perform the property read for each partition to obtain a partitioned value for \( r_1 \). We use the artificial abstract value \( \text{OTHER} \) to represent all other properties; for that partition, the result value becomes \( \text{undefined} \).12

\[
\sigma(r_3) := \begin{cases} 
\sigma(r_3) \cup \{ \text{VAL}(n, r_3, p) \mapsto p \mid p \in \text{PROP NAMES}(\sigma(r_2)) \} \\
\text{VAL}(n, r_3, \text{OTHER}) \mapsto \text{AnyString} & \text{if } \sigma(r_3)(\text{ANY}) = \text{AnyString} \\
\sigma(r_3) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\sigma(r_1) := \begin{cases} 
\text{VAL}(n, r_3, p) \mapsto \text{READPROP}(\sigma(r_2)(\text{ANY}), p) \mid p \in \text{PROP NAMES}(\sigma(r_2)) \\
\text{VAL}(n, r_3, \text{OTHER}) \mapsto \text{undefined} & \text{if } \sigma(r_3)(\text{ANY}) = \text{AnyString} \\
\text{ANY} \mapsto \text{READPROP}(\sigma(r_2)(\text{ANY}), \sigma(r_3)(\text{ANY})) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

The following two traces that both end at \( n_6 \):

\[
\tau_a = \cdots (n_1, \gamma_{1a})(n_2, \gamma_{2a})(n_3, \gamma_{3a})(n_4, \gamma_{4a})(n_5, \gamma_{5a})(n_6, \gamma_{6a})
\]

and

\[
\tau_b = \cdots (n_1, \gamma_{1b})(n_2, \gamma_{2b})(n_3, \gamma_{3b})(n_4, \gamma_{4b})(n_5, \gamma_{5b})(n_6, \gamma_{6b})
\]

where each “\( \cdots \)” is a trace prefix leading from the program entry point to this part of the
code, \( \gamma_{1a}, \ldots, \gamma_{6b} \) are concrete states, and \( \tau_a \) is a prefix of \( \tau_b \). The last occurrence of \( n_5 \) (which is the instruction \( r_5 \leftarrow r_3[r_4] \)) is emphasized in each of the traces. Also assume that the value of the register \( r_4 \) is "foo" in \( \gamma_{5a} \) and "bar" in \( \gamma_{5b} \). Note that \( r_4 \) is the register holding the property name at the \( n_5 \) instruction. In this situation, the token \( \text{VAL}(n_5, r_4, "foo") \) represents \( \tau_a \) but not \( \tau_b \).

**Dynamic property reads**

Figure 7 shows the modified transfer function for read-property nodes, \( r_1 \leftarrow r_2[r_3] \). The function \( \text{READPROP}(v_1, v_2) \) looks up the abstract value of properties named \( v_2 \) in the abstract objects pointed to by \( v_1 \) in the current state \( \sigma \).11 Property name partitioning is triggered if the property name is not precise (here modeled as \( \text{AnyString} \)), so in that case we partition the property name \( r_3 \) with respect to the properties that appear in the abstract objects pointed to by \( v_2 \) (expressed as \( \text{PROP NAMES}(\sigma(r_2)) \)), and perform the property read for each partition to obtain a partitioned value for \( r_1 \). We use the artificial abstract value \( \text{OTHER} \) to represent all other properties; for that partition, the result value becomes \( \text{undefined} \).12

---

10 In JavaScript, property names are either strings, which we model in the sub-lattice \( 
\text{Pri m} \), or symbols, which can be modeled as special heap locations.

11 Reading an object property is a nontrivial operation in JavaScript because of prototypes, getters,
and implicit type conversions. Importantly, the value partitioning mechanism is orthogonal to such
JavaScript technicalities.

12 In our implementation we use a more precise string lattice, which allows us to express more precisely
that \( \sigma(r_3) \) for the \( \text{VAL}(n, r_3, \text{OTHER}) \) partition is \( \text{AnyString} \setminus \text{PROP NAMES}(\sigma(r_2)) \), i.e., any string except
for the property names that are covered by other partitions. See also footnote 3.
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\[
\text{for each } t \in \text{chooseCommonCovering}(\sigma(r_2), \sigma(r_3)):
\]\[
\text{writeProp} (\sigma(r_1)(\text{any}), \sigma(r_2)(t), \sigma(r_3)(t))
\]

**Figure 8** Exploiting partitioned values at a dynamic property write node, \(r_1[r_2] \leftarrow r_3\).

The property name \(r_3\) is already precise (corresponding to the “otherwise” cases), there is no need to introduce new partitions, so in that case \(r_3\) is unmodified and the result value \(r_1\) is obtained directly using \text{readProp} and the \{any\} partition token.

Recall that a \(\text{val}(n, r, p)\) token represents the set of traces where at the last occurrence of \(n\), the value of register \(r\) is \(v\). To respect this property we need to remove all existing \(\text{val}(n, \_, \_)\) tokens from the abstract state before applying the transfer function for dynamic property reads. (This is safe because every abstract value still has other coverings, in particular \{any\}.)

Notice that for both \(r_3\) and \(r_1\), the new partitions use the partition tokens \(\text{val}(n, r, p)\) where \(n\) is the read-property node. Evidently, the new partition tokens form a covering. Also, this new transfer function respects the interpretation of the newly added \(\text{val}(n, r, p)\) tokens, and due to the partitioning, the resulting abstract states maintain the relation between the involved object property names and values.

**Dynamic property writes**

Next, we modify the transfer function for dynamic property writes, \(r_1[r_2] \leftarrow r_3\), as shown in Figure 8, to take advantage of the partitionings introduced at dynamic property reads. The function \text{writeProp}(v_1, v_2, v_3) writes \(v_3\) to the properties named \(v_2\) in the objects referred to by \(v_1\). The function \text{chooseCommonCovering} finds a covering shared by the property name \(r_2\) and the value to be written \(\sigma(r_3)\). (An example is given below.) If multiple such coverings exist, a largest one (i.e., one with the largest number of partition tokens) is selected. Recall that the two values always share the \{any\} covering, which will be used if no other covering exist. When a covering has been chosen, the value is written to the appropriate object property for each partition, thereby exploiting the relational information. In case the \{any\} covering is chosen, the transfer function behaves as the original version without value partitioning.

**Example**

To better understand property name partitioning, we now explain the mechanism in more detail on the example given in Figure 4. Let us assume that \(\sigma(p) = [\text{any} \mapsto \text{AnyString}], \sigma(x) = [\text{any} \mapsto \text{obj}_2]\) and \(\sigma(y) = [\text{any} \mapsto \text{obj}_1]\) where \(p\), \(x\), \(y\) are locations of an empty abstract object and \(\text{obj}_2\) is the location of an abstract object with two properties, \{\text{foo: 1, bar: 2}\}. This means when analyzing the read property node \(r_5 \leftarrow r_3[r_4]\) we have \(\sigma(r_3) = [\text{any} \mapsto \text{obj}_2]\) and \(\sigma(r_4) = [\text{any} \mapsto \text{AnyString}]\). Since the property name \(r_4\) is

---

13 We omit the details of how the implementation of \text{writeProp} in TAJS handles strong/weak updates, setters, and implicit type conversions. Importantly, the value partitioning mechanism is orthogonal to such JavaScript technicalities.

14 Multiple coverings can arise if, for example, the same property name is used at two different property read operations. We choose the largest covering based on the heuristic that fine-grained coverings lead to higher precision than coarse-grained coverings. The most important consequence of this heuristic is that we avoid the \{any\} covering if others are available. In case of multiple largest ones, an arbitrary one is selected among them.
imprecise, the first case in each definition in Figure 7 applies, meaning that value partitioning is triggered. Since \( \text{PROP NAMES}(\sigma(r_4)) = \{\text{"foo", "bar"}\} \), we update \( r_4 \) such that \( \sigma(r_4) \) equals \( [\text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{"foo"}) \mapsto \text{"foo"}, \text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{"bar"}) \mapsto \text{"bar"}, \text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{OTHER}) \mapsto \text{AnyString}] \), where \( n \) is the read property node. Recall from Section 3 that the operation \( \sigma(r_4) := \ldots \) does not only modify \( r_4 \) but also the must-equals variables and registers, meaning that this partitioned value is also written to \( r_2 \) and \( p \). The value being read gets the same partitions, such that \( \sigma(r_3) \) becomes \( [\text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{"foo"}) \mapsto 1, \text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{"bar"}) \mapsto 2, \text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{OTHER}) \mapsto \text{undefined}] \).

When reaching the property write operation \( r_1[r_2] \leftarrow r_5 \), the state \( \sigma \) contains \( \sigma(r_2) = [\text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{"foo"}) \mapsto \text{"foo"}, \text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{"bar"}) \mapsto \text{"bar"}, \text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{OTHER}) \mapsto \text{AnyString}] \) and \( \sigma(r_3) = [\text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{"foo"}) \mapsto 1, \text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{"bar"}) \mapsto 2, \text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{OTHER}) \mapsto \text{undefined}] \). We now apply the transfer function from Figure 8. The two values \( \sigma(r_2) \) and \( \sigma(r_3) \) share two coverings: \( \{\text{ANY}\} \) and \( \{\text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{"foo"}), \text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{"bar"}), \text{VAL}(n, r_4, \text{OTHER})\} \). Since the second covering is largest, that one is picked by \( \text{CHOOSECOMMONCOVERING}(\sigma(r_2), \sigma(r_3)) \).

We therefore perform three writes corresponding to the abstract assignments \( \text{obj}_1[\text{"foo"}]=1, \text{obj}_1[\text{"bar"}]=2, \) and \( \text{obj}_1[\text{AnyString}]=\text{undefined} \); notably, the properties \text{foo} and \text{bar} are not mixed together.

## 5.2 Free Variable Partitioning

We now explain how to leverage value partitioning to gain precision for free variables, such as \text{func} in line 9 in the motivating example from Figure 1.

### Extending the abstract domain

The first step is to extend the abstract domain as shown in Figure 9. The \text{Value} component in \text{PartitionedValue} is replaced by \text{FPValue}, which is a product of \text{FunctionPartitions} and \text{Value}.

The component \text{FunctionPartitions} is a set of partition tokens, which we use for tracking which partitions the functions described in the \text{Value} component may have been declared in. (For instance, for the motivating example from Figure 1, the function declared in lines 7–10 was created in the partitions \( t'_4, t'_2, \) and \( t'_3 \) so the corresponding abstract values become\(^{15} \{\{t'_3\}, t\}, \{\{t'_2\}, t\}, \) and \( \{\{t'_3\}, t\} \), where \( t \) denotes the location for the created closure.) To preserve this information when analyzing calls to such functions, we also augment the set of contexts to include this information (replacing \( C \) by \( C' \) in \text{AnalysisLattice}). The \text{FunctionPartitions} set is empty for values and contexts that do not use free variable partitioning.

\(^{15}\)These three abstract values are denoted \( t'_4, t'_2, \) and \( t'_3 \), respectively, in the motivating example in Section 2.
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\[
 pv(t) = \begin{cases} 
 pv(t) & \text{if } t \in \text{DOM}(pv) \\
 \bot & \text{otherwise if } t = \text{FUN}(f,c,t') \land \\
 \exists c', t'': c \neq c' \land \text{FUN}(f,c',t'') \in \text{DOM}(pv) \\
 pv(\text{ANY}) & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

![Figure 10](image.png)

Redefining how partitioned values are extended to total functions, exploiting free variable partitioning.

Next, we introduce a new kind of partition tokens, and we then describe how elements of FunctionPartitions are created at function expressions and used at read variable nodes.

Partition tokens for free variable partitioning

We introduce a new kind of partition tokens, \text{FUN}(f,c,t), where \( f \) is a function, \( c \in C' \) is a context, and \( t \in T \) is a partition token. A trace is represented by such a token if (1) the trace ends at a program location that belongs to a closure that was created when the trace up to that point was a \( t \) trace, and (2) that point in the trace is in function \( f \) in context \( c \). (For instance, in the motivating example, a trace ending in line 9 where the currently executed closure was created in line 7 at the end of a \( t_1 \) trace can be represented by \text{FUN}(f,c,t_1), where \( f \) is the function at lines 2–11 and \( c \) is the context for the call to that function.) We only allow such partition tokens to appear in abstract values of variables that are declared in \( f \). Intuitively, we use these partition tokens to obtain a form of heap specialization (also called heap cloning or context sensitive heap) \cite{20} for the activation objects of \( f \).

An important property is that if the abstract value of a variable \( x \) declared in a function \( f \) contains partition token \text{FUN}(f,c',t'') for some \( c' \), \( t'' \) but not \text{FUN}(f,c,t') for any \( c \), \( t' \) where \( c \neq c' \), then \( f \) has not been invoked with context \( c \) in any trace represented by \text{FUN}(f,c,t').

This means that it is safe to redefine how partitioned values are extended to total functions as shown in Figure 10. The only difference between the new and the original definition from Section 4 is the second case, where \( \bot \) is returned to indicate that the set of traces for the given partition is empty due to the above mentioned property being satisfied.

Function definitions

Assume the analysis reaches a function definition node, \( r_1 \leftarrow \text{function} \{\cdots\} \{\cdots\} \), while analyzing a function \( f \) in context \( c \), and that the function being defined has free variables \( x_1,\ldots,x_n \) that are declared in \( f \) (i.e., as parameters or local variables). Note that \( f \) is the function containing the function definition node being analyzed, not the function being defined. Let \( \ell \) denote the location of the newly created closure according to the original transfer function without free variable partitioning. We now partition both the resulting function value of register \( r_1 \) and the values of \( x_1,\ldots,x_n \) as shown in Figure 11.

First, we use a function \text{CHOOSECOVERING} that finds a largest covering, denoted \( LC \), among the values of \( x_1,\ldots,x_n \). (If multiple such coverings exist, an arbitrary one is selected among them, as before.)

\footnote{Local variables and arguments are stored as properties on activation objects, which are created on each invocation.}
$LC = \text{chooseCovering}(\sigma(x_1), \ldots, \sigma(x_n))$

$$\sigma(x_i) := \begin{cases} 
\sigma(x_i) \cup \{\text{fun} \langle f, c, t \rangle \mapsto \sigma(x_i)(t) \mid t \in LC\} & \text{if } LC \subseteq \text{dom}(\sigma(x_i)) \\
\sigma(x_i) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

$$\sigma(r_1) := \begin{cases} 
\{t \mapsto \{\text{fun} \langle f, c, t \rangle \cup fp, \ell \} \mid t \in LC\} & \text{if } LC \subseteq \text{dom}(\sigma(x_i)) \text{ for some } x_i \\
\{\text{any} \mapsto (\emptyset, \ell)\} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

\begin{figure}
\centering
\framebox{\begin{minipage}{0.48\textwidth}
For each $x_i$, for $i = 1, \ldots, n$, if the current value of $x_i$ contains the covering $LC$, we add $\text{fun} \langle f, c, t \rangle \mapsto \sigma(x_i)(t)$ to the value of $x_i$ for each $t \in LC$. (This evidently respects the meaning of $\text{fun} \langle f, c, t \rangle$ tokens informally described in the beginning of the section.) Otherwise, if the current value of $x_i$ does not contain $LC$, we leave $x_i$ unmodified.

For the result register $r_1$, we augment the function location $\ell$ by the same partition tokens. If at least one free variable has been partitioned (i.e., $LC \subseteq \text{dom}(\sigma(x_i))$ for some $x_i$), then for each of the partition tokens $t \in LC$, the value of $r_1$ becomes the augmented value $(\{\text{fun} \langle f, c, t \rangle \cup fp, \ell\} \mid t \in LC)$ where $fp$ is the set of function partitions in the current context $c$. By augmenting the value using the $\text{fun} \langle f, c, t \rangle$ token, the information about the partitioning is available when $\ell$ is later invoked, which is explained below. (The function partitions $fp$ of the current context describe how the current function was declared in an outer scope, so by inheriting those, the partitioning also works for multiple layers of nested functions.) Otherwise, if none of the free variables have been partitioned, register $r_1$ is assigned the partitioned value $\{\text{any} \mapsto (\emptyset, \ell)\}$, which is equivalent to the original transfer function without free variable partitioning.

\textbf{Function calls}

At a function call $r_1 \leftarrow r_2(r_3)$ where $\sigma(r_2)$ is an augmented function value $(fp, v)$ (i.e., $fp$ is a set of partition tokens introduced at function definitions and $v$ refers to the set of closures that may be invoked), we use $fp$ to augment the context for each callee. (The set of augmented contexts $C'$ contains the $\text{FunctionPartitions}$ component exactly for this purpose.) Assume for simplicity that $v$ refers to a single closure location so we only have one callee. By augmenting the context, when analyzing the body of the callee we retain the information about the partitions where the callee closure was created, which we can exploit when reading its free variables as explained next.

\textbf{Variable reads}

Figure 12 shows the updated transfer function for read variable nodes $r_1 \leftarrow x$, where we read a variable $x$ in a calling context with function partitions $fp$. The set of function partitions $fp$ tells us which partitions the current closure may have been created in. For this reason, if the abstract value of $x$ contains partition tokens that are also in $fp$, we can obtain a covering for $x$ by considering only those partition tokens. If there is no such partition token, we just read the value of $x$ as in the original transfer function.
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\[ \sigma(r_1) := \begin{cases} \text{ANY} \mapsto \bigcup \{ \sigma(x)(t) \mid t \in \text{dom}(\sigma(x)) \cap fp \} & \text{if dom}(\sigma(x)) \cap fp \neq \emptyset} \\ \sigma(x) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

**Figure 12** Exploiting partitioned values at a read variable node, \( r_1 \leftarrow x \).

```javascript
function f(v) {
    return function g() {
        return v;
    };
}

var foo = f("foo");
var bar = f("bar");
assert(bar() != "foo");
```

**Figure 13** Free variable partitioning example with different contexts.

```javascript
var o1 = {x: 1, y: 2};
var o2 = {};
Object.keys(o1).forEach(
    function h(p) {
        var v = o1[p];
        o2[p] = function j() {
            return v;
        };
    });
assert(o2.y() != 1);
```

**Figure 14** Free variable partitioning example with partitioned argument.

As an example, assume \( \sigma(x) = \{\text{FUN}(f,c,t) \mapsto 1, \text{FUN}(f,c',t') \mapsto 2, \ldots\} \) and \( fp = \{\text{FUN}(f,c,t)\} \). The value of \( x \) tells us that \( x \) must be a local variable in function \( f \) which may have been called in contexts \( c \) and context \( c' \), and that \( x \)'s value is 1 or 2, respectively. Since \( fp = \{\text{FUN}(f,c,t)\} \), we know that the current function is defined inside the lexical scope of \( f \) in context \( c \), meaning that the value of \( x \) must be 1.

**Examples**

To better understand free variable partitioning, we provide two examples. The first example (Figure 13) shows how free variable partitioning can preserve precision when a function is called in multiple contexts, in a way that resembles traditional heap specialization [20]. The second example (Figure 14) shows how free variable partitioning can preserve the precision of free variables partitioned with property name partitioning.

In Figure 13, lines 22–26 define a function \( f \) that returns a closure, which on invocation returns the argument passed to \( f \). Lines 28 and 29 call \( f \) with the arguments "foo" and "bar" and store the returned closures in the variables \( foo \) and \( bar \), respectively. Line 31 calls the closure stored in \( bar \) and asserts that the resulting value is not the string "foo". The two calls to \( f \) are analyzed in different contexts \( c \) and \( c' \) (due to the context sensitivity mechanism mentioned in Section 3, as "foo" and "bar" are determinate values). For the invocation \( bar() \), the resulting value is the value of the free variable \( v \) in the closure stored in \( bar \). If not using heap specialization, the two concrete activation objects at the two calls to \( f \) would be modeled by a single abstract object, so the free variable \( v \) would have the imprecise abstract value AnyString. To reason precisely about the assertion in line 31, the analysis has to distinguish the value of \( v \) at the two calls. The baseline TAJS analyzer accomplishes this by the use of heap specialization [2], which provides two different abstract activation objects for the calls to \( f \), so the two values "foo" and "bar" are kept separate.
With free variable partitioning we obtain the same degree of precision as with heap specialization in this situation. Since v is a free variable in the closure created in line 23, we apply the top cases in the transfer functions shown in Figure 11 with $LC = \{\text{any}\}$. This means that v after the call to $f("foo")$ will have the value $\text{any} \mapsto "foo"$, $\text{fun}(f,c,\text{any}) \mapsto "foo"$ and the value written to the foo variable is $(\{\text{fun}(f,c,\text{any})\},\ell_g)$ where $\ell_g$ is the location of the closure created in line 23. For the call to $f("bar")$, the value for v will similarly be $\text{any} \mapsto "bar", \text{fun}(f,c',\text{any}) \mapsto "bar"$ and the value written to bar is $(\{\text{fun}(f,c',\text{any})\},\ell_g)$. Note the difference in the context part of the fun token (c at the "foo" call and $c'$ at the "bar" call), since the calls to f are in those two different contexts. The value of v then becomes $\text{any} \mapsto \text{AnyString,fun}(f,c,\text{any}) \mapsto "foo", \text{fun}(f,c',\text{any}) \mapsto "bar"$, so that the fun partitions preserve the precise values.

Now when analyzing bar(), bar has the value $(\{\text{fun}(f,c',\text{any})\},\ell_g)$, which means the calling context to the function g is augmented with the set of function partitions $\{\text{fun}(f,c',\text{any})\}$ as described above. When reading the free variable v in line 24, we use the first case in the transfer function defined in Figure 12, since $\text{dom}(\sigma(x)) \cap f_p$ is $\{\text{fun}(f,c',\text{any})\}$. This means that the resulting value from the variable read is the value $\text{any} \mapsto "bar"$, so we obtain the same precision as with heap specialization.

This first example shows how the free variable partitioning mechanism works and how it relates to heap specialization, but it does not demonstrate any precision improvements compared to the existing TAJS analyzer, which does apply heap specialization. The second example, Figure 14, illustrates a simplified version of how free variable partitioning was used in the motivating example in combination with property name partitioning, which leads to a precision improvement of TAJS. Line 32 defines the object o1 with two properties, and line 33 defines o2 as an empty object. Lines 34–41 iterate over the properties of o1. For each property, it writes a function returning the value of o1[p] to the property of o2. To prove that the assertion at line 42 always holds, it is critical that the values of v are not mixed together in the iterations.

Using property name partitioning at line 36, the value of v becomes $\text{val}(n,r,"x") \mapsto 1$, $\text{val}(n,r,"y") \mapsto 2$ and the value of p becomes $\text{val}(n,r,"x") \mapsto "x", \text{val}(n,r,"y") \mapsto "y"$, where n is the read property node and r is the register storing the property name. (For clarity we ignore the other partition in this example.) When analyzing the closure creation at line 37, we use the top rules in Figure 11 with $LC = \{\text{val}(n,r,"x"), \text{val}(n,r,"y"), \text{val}(n,r,"x") \mapsto "x", \text{val}(n,r,"y") \mapsto "y"\}$. This means that v is augmented with the additional partitions $\{\text{fun}(h,c,\text{val}(n,r,"x"))\} \mapsto 1$, $\text{fun}(h,c,\text{val}(n,r,"y")) \mapsto 2$, and the value being written to o2[p] is $\text{val}(n,r,"x") \mapsto \{\text{fun}(h,c,\text{val}(n,r,"x"))\},\ell_j\}$, $\text{val}(n,r,"y") \mapsto \{\text{fun}(h,c,\text{val}(n,r,"y"))\},\ell_j\}$. Here, $\ell_j$ denotes the location of the closure created in line 37. At the dynamic property write, the property name and value to be written are the covering $\{\text{val}(n,r,"x"), \text{val}(n,r,"y"), \text{val}(n,r,"x"), \text{val}(n,r,"y"), \text{fun}(h,c,\text{val}(n,r,"x"))\}$, meaning that the write happens as described in Figure 8, so that o2.x becomes $\{\text{fun}(h,c,\text{val}(n,r,"x"))\},\ell_j\}$ and o2.y becomes $\{\text{fun}(h,c,\text{val}(n,r,"y"))\},\ell_j\}$. Now when o2.y is called in line 42, the call to j is augmented with the the set of function partitions $\{\text{fun}(h,c,\text{val}(n,r,"y"))\}$. Therefore when reading the value v in line 38, according to Figure 12 we only read the $\text{fun}(h,c,\text{val}(n,r,"y"))$ partition. The result of reading v is then $\text{any} \mapsto 2$, so the analysis is precise enough to prove that the assertion at line 42 holds.

### 5.3 Type Partitioning

Value partitioning can also be useful for partitioning values based on their types. Since JavaScript does not have function overloading, it is common to reflectively find the type of an argument, and based on the type run different pieces of code (as in line 3 in Figure 1).
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\[
\sigma(r_3) := \begin{cases} 
\sigma(r_3) \uplus \{ TYPE(n, r_3, ty) \mapsto \text{FILTER}(\sigma(r_3), ty) \mid ty \in \text{TYPES}(\sigma(r_3)) \} & \text{if } |\text{TYPES}(\sigma(r_3))| > 1 \\
\sigma(r_3) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

**Figure 15** Addition to the transfer function for a call node with one argument, \( r_1 \leftarrow r_2(r_3) \).

\text{FILTER} restricts a partitioned value to represent only values that match the given type, and \text{TYPES} returns the possible types of the given partitioned value.

This is often done through the use of predicate functions, which are one-parameter functions that return a boolean value. By partitioning the arguments at calls to predicate functions, the analysis becomes able to track the relations between the arguments and the return values, and thereby boost the control sensitivity mechanism (see Section 3) at branches that involve such calls. Since the analysis does not know in advance whether a function returns boolean values, we simply perform this partitioning at all function calls with one argument, without considering what values the function may return.

**Partition tokens for type partitioning**

We introduce type partitioning tokens of the form \( \text{TYPE}(n, r, ty) \), where \( n \in N \) is a call node \( r_1 \leftarrow r_2(r_3), \) \( r \in R \) is the argument register in \( n \) (in this case \( r_3 \)), and \( ty \in \text{Types} \) using the set of types shown in Figure 6. Such a token represents the set of traces where the type of \( r \) is \( ty \) at the last occurrence of \( n \). For example, the traces that reach line 7 in Figure 1 are represented by the token \( \text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{function}) \) where \( n \) is the call to \text{isFunction} in line 6 and \( r \) is the argument register of that call node.

**Function calls**

Figure 15 shows an addition to the transfer function for call nodes, \( r_1 \leftarrow r_2(r_3) \), to partition the argument value before the call takes place. The first case applies if the argument \( \sigma(r_3) \) abstractly represents values of multiple types (i.e., \(|\text{TYPES}(\sigma(r_3))| > 1 \), where \text{TYPES} returns the set of all the types the given abstract value may have). In this case we introduce a partition \( \text{TYPE}(n, r_1, ty) \) for each \( ty \in \text{Types}(\sigma(r_3)) \), such that the value in that partition is \( \text{FILTER}(\sigma(r_3), ty) \), where \text{FILTER} restricts \( \sigma(r_3) \) to only represent values of type \( ty \). Since all the possible types are represented, the new partitions together form a covering.

Recall that a \( \text{TYPE}(n, r, ty) \) token only represents information about the last occurrence of \( n \) in a given trace. To ensure this property we always remove all existing \( \text{TYPE}(n, _, _) \) tokens from the abstract state immediately before applying the modified transfer function for call node \( n \).

**Example**

As an example consider the code in Figure 16, and assume \( x \) has the abstract value \( \text{fun1}|\text{obj2} \) (representing either the function \text{fun1} or the object \text{obj2}). Without type partitioning, the result of analyzing the \text{isObj}(x) \) call is the abstract value \( \text{AnyBool} \) (representing true or false), so both branches are analyzed with \( x \) being \text{fun1}|\text{obj2}; however, in a concrete execution, \text{fun1} will never flow to the “true” branch, and \text{obj2} will never flow to the “false” branch.
function isObj(arg) {
    return typeof arg == 'object';
}

if (isObj(x)) { ... } else { ... }

function isObj(arg) {
    if (typeof arg == 'object')
        return true;
    else
        return false;
}

if (isObj(x)) { ... } else { ... }

Figure 16 Type partitioning example.

Figure 17 Type partitioning example with control dependent relations.

By using type partitioning, we partition x before calling the predicate function. In this example let \( n \) be the call node and let \( r \) be its argument register. Then \( x \) becomes \( [\text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{function}) \mapsto \text{fun1}, \text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{object}) \mapsto \text{obj2}] \). Now when analyzing the body of \( \text{isObj} \), the expression \( \text{typeof arg == 'object'} \) evaluates to the partitioned value \( [\text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{function}) \mapsto \text{false}, \text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{object}) \mapsto \text{true}] \). When reaching the if branch, control sensitivity ensures that only the object partition flows to the “true” branch (i.e., \( x \)’s value becomes \( [\text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{function}) \mapsto \bot, \text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{object}) \mapsto \text{obj2}] \) in that branch), and only the function partition flows to the “false” branch (i.e., \( x \)’s value becomes \( [\text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{function}) \mapsto \text{fun1}, \text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{object}) \mapsto \bot] \) in that branch).

Control dependent relations

Predicate functions are sometimes implemented with control dependent relations between the argument and the result, as in the example in Figure 17. The example is contrived but it is not uncommon in predicate functions that the result values appear as the literals true or false in branches. With the type partitioning mechanism described above, the returned values will not be partitioned in this situation, since the partitions in arg do not propagate to the values true and false.

To mitigate this issue, we augment the abstract states as shown in Figure 18 to keep track of partitions that must be dead or may be live (represented by the two \( \mathcal{P}(T) \) components, respectively). A partition is dead if the set of traces it represents is empty, and it is live otherwise. (We only keep track of the live partitions in coverings where there are any dead partitions.) Since the branch condition typeof arg == 'object' is analyzed with a partitioned value for arg, by control sensitivity we know that the only traces that can reach the “true” branch are those represented by the object partition, so we record that \( \text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{object}) \) is live and \( \text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{function}) \) is dead in that branch, and conversely in the other branch. To exploit this information, we also update the transfer function for constants, \( r_1 \leftarrow c \), as shown in Figure 19. Basically, it assigns \( \bot \) to all dead partitions and the constant \( c \) to all live partitions. If there are no dead partitions, it behaves as usual, where the constant is written to the any partition. When the analysis reaches true (line 49), we obtain the partitioned value \( [\text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{function}) \mapsto \bot, \text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{object}) \mapsto \text{true}] \), and similarly when analyzing false (line 51) we get \( [\text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{function}) \mapsto \text{false}, \text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{object}) \mapsto \bot] \). The join of these two values is \( [\text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{function}) \mapsto \text{false}, \text{TYPE}(n, r, \text{object}) \mapsto \text{true}] \), which becomes the result of \( \text{isObj}(x) \). Due to the control sensitivity mechanism, only \( \text{obj2} \) then flows to the “true” branch, and only \( \text{fun1} \) flows to the “false” branch in line 53.
\[ \text{State}' = \text{State} \times \mathcal{P}(T) \times \mathcal{P}(T) \]

**Figure 18** Abstract states updated to keep track of dead and live partitions.

\[
\sigma(r_1) := \begin{cases} 
[t \mapsto c \mid t \in \text{livePartitions}(\sigma)] \cup [t \mapsto \perp \mid t \in \text{deadPartitions}(\sigma)] & \text{if } \text{deadPartitions}(\sigma) \neq \emptyset \\
\text{ANY} \mapsto c & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

**Figure 19** Updated transfer function for constant nodes, \( r_1 \leftarrow c \), for improved type partitioning.

### 6 Evaluation

We have implemented the value partitioning framework (Section 4) and the three instantiations (Section 5) on top of TAJS v0.24. Implementing the general framework in TAJS required 900 lines of code, however most of this is boilerplate code for lifting operations on ordinary abstract values to also work on partitioned values. With the general framework in place, instantiations are easy to implement: property name partitioning (Section 5.1), free variable partitioning (Section 5.2), and type partitioning (Section 5.3) required only around 230, 250, and 60 lines of code, respectively. We disable TAJS’s for-in specialization technique, since it is subsumed by property name partitioning.\(^{17}\) We refer to our new analysis tool as TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar}.\(^{18}\) Using this tool we evaluate our techniques by answering the following research questions:

**RQ1** How does TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar} compare to existing state-of-the-art analyses for JavaScript?

**RQ2** What are the effects of the three different instantiations of value partitioning?

All our experiments are conducted on an Ubuntu machine with a 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2697A CPU running a JVM with 10 GB RAM.

#### 6.1 RQ1: Comparison with State-Of-The-Art Analyses

We start by comparing TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar} against the current state-of-the-art analyses for JavaScript: the baseline TAJS analyzer with static determinacy [2], TAJS\textsubscript{VR} [26] with demand-driven value refinement, and the CompAbs analyzer [16] based on the SAFE analyzer [17]. We use the same benchmarks as those used in the evaluation of TAJS\textsubscript{VR}, which is the most recent related work.

**Micro benchmarks**

We first evaluate TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar} against a small collection of micro benchmarks that capture some of the main challenges that appear in analysis of modern JavaScript libraries and are used in previous work [16, 26]. The benchmarks all contain dynamic read/write pairs that

---

\(^{17}\) The motivation for introducing for-in specialization in [2] was to reason about correlated read/write pairs inside for-in loops. This relational information is now provided by property name partitioning.

\(^{18}\) TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar}: TAJS with Value Partitioning
Table 1: Micro-benchmarks that check how state-of-the-art analyses handle various dynamic read/write pairs that represent typical challenges in JavaScript library code. A ‘✓’ indicates that the analysis mixes together the properties of the object being manipulated, while a ‘✓✓’ indicates that it is sufficiently precise to keep them distinct. The CF, CG, AF, and AG benchmarks are drawn directly from [16], while M1, M2, and M3 are drawn directly from [26].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>TAJS</th>
<th>CompAbs</th>
<th>TAJS\textsubscript{VR}</th>
<th>TAJS\textsubscript{VALPAR}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are variations of the pattern shown in the introduction and the motivating example. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 1. For these benchmarks, a test succeeds if it avoids mixing together properties in the dynamic read/write pairs.

The first two examples, CF and CG, are loops where the static analyses have enough information to be able to unroll all the iterations and thereby analyze the read/write patterns with precise property names. For CF, property name partitioning in TAJS\textsubscript{VALPAR} gives the same degree of precision without loop unrolling.

AF and AG are loops where the static analyses are incapable of obtaining a precise value for the property name used in the dynamic read/write pairs. TAJS fails to analyze these, but CompAbs detects the pattern syntactically and therefore applies trace partitioning to analyze the code precisely. TAJS\textsubscript{VR} also succeeds on these tests, because its backwards abstract interpreter is capable of providing the necessary relational information. In comparison, TAJS\textsubscript{VALPAR} can reason about the relational information on its own.

Both TAJS and CompAbs fail on the last three tests (M1, M2, and M3). CompAbs fails on M1 and M3 because it does not apply partitioning due to the fragility of syntactic patterns, and it fails on M2 because the partitioning does not provide the necessary precision about free variables. Again, TAJS\textsubscript{VR} can analyze them all, since the backwards abstract interpreter is powerful enough to reason about all the cases, whereas TAJS\textsubscript{VALPAR} successfully preserves the relational properties by the use of value partitioning.

These results demonstrate that for these benchmarks, TAJS\textsubscript{VALPAR} is capable of providing comparable precision to the demand-driven value refinement technique without the need for a complicated backwards analysis, and provides better precision than the other analyses.

Library benchmarks

The next set of benchmarks is taken from the evaluation of TAJS\textsubscript{VR} and consists of small test cases for popular real-world libraries. The libraries include the widely used functional utility library Underscore (which has more than 20 000 dependents in npm) v1.8.3 with 1 548 LoC and the most depended-upon package Lodash (more than 115 000 dependents). We analyze both Lodash3 (v3.0.0, 10 785 LoC) and Lodash4 (v4.17.10, 17 105 LoC), since their code bases are substantially different and therefore pose distinct challenges for static analysis.
Table 2 Analysis results for real-world benchmarks (from [26]). For each group of benchmarks and for each of the four analyzers, we show the number of tests that are analyzed successfully and (in parentheses) the average analysis time per successful test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark group</th>
<th>TAJS</th>
<th>CompAbs</th>
<th>TAJS\textsubscript{VR}</th>
<th>TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underscore</td>
<td>0 (-)</td>
<td>0 (-)</td>
<td>173 (2.9s)</td>
<td>173 (2.7s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lodash3</td>
<td>7 (2.4s)</td>
<td>0 (-)</td>
<td>172 (5.5s)</td>
<td>173 (5.3s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lodash4</td>
<td>0 (-)</td>
<td>0 (-)</td>
<td>266 (24.7s)</td>
<td>289 (26.3s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>0 (-)</td>
<td>2 (23.1s)</td>
<td>5 (97.7s)</td>
<td>5 (34.1s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scriptaculous</td>
<td>0 (-)</td>
<td>1 (62.0s)</td>
<td>1 (236.9s)</td>
<td>1 (55.2s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jQuery</td>
<td>3 (16.0s)</td>
<td>0 (-)</td>
<td>3 (13.5s)</td>
<td>3 (20.4s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The other libraries, Prototype v1.7.2, Scriptaculous v1.9.0, and jQuery v1.10,\textsuperscript{19} are popular libraries for client-side web programming.

The analysis results are shown in Table 2. We classify an analysis of a benchmark as successful if it terminates within 5 minutes and the analysis result to our knowledge is sound. In particular, an analysis run is considered a failure if the analysis result does not have dataflow to the ordinary exit of the program. (All the tests pass in normal execution, so an analysis result is obviously unsound if there is no dataflow to the ordinary exit.) To increase confidence in the soundness of the analysis results for TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar}, we apply thorough soundness testing as described at the end of this section. Increasing the time budget does not help for these benchmarks: as reported previously for JavaScript analysis tools, critical precision losses tend to cause a proliferation of spurious dataflow that drastically increases analysis time and renders the analysis results useless [26, 11, 22, 16].

The results for TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar} are comparable to those of TAJS\textsubscript{VR}, which outperforms the other analyzers. TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar} succeeds in analyzing all the benchmarks that TAJS\textsubscript{VR} can handle, plus 24 more (one Lodash3 test and 23 Lodash4 tests). Note the substantial improvement for the Lodash4 tests: the number of Lodash4 tests that are not analyzed successfully is reduced from 40 to 17. None of the analyzers do well on the jQuery benchmarks; a preliminary manual study shows that the reasons are unrelated to relational analysis. The results are as expected, since property name partitioning and free variable partitioning are alternative techniques to provide the relational information that TAJS\textsubscript{VR} obtains from its demand-driven value refinement. Furthermore, value partitioning is triggered more often during the analysis, which means that the precision improvements are not limited to the few critical cases where value refinement is triggered. On top of this, type partitioning provides some additional precision beyond the capabilities of TAJS\textsubscript{VR}.

Comparing the performance between TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar} and TAJS\textsubscript{VR}, the most significant differences are for the Prototype and Scriptaculous benchmarks. TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar} is around 3–4 times faster than TAJS\textsubscript{VR}, which is mainly because property name partitioning makes the for-in specialization technique in TAJS obsolete. For Underscore and Lodash3, TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar} is slightly faster than TAJS\textsubscript{VR}. This is encouraging, because analyzing dynamic property writes as the one in line 7 in Figure 1 is more expensive in TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar} than in TAJS\textsubscript{VR}. In TAJS\textsubscript{VR} such an operation is handled as a single imprecise write (since the precision is recovered on demand), whereas TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar} performs the write for each property that is copied. To soundly handle setters, all the writes happen in different states that are

\textsuperscript{19}This is the version of jQuery used in [2]. Note that [16] used the older v1.4.4.
subsequently joined together, which causes TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar} to spend some extra time at such writes. Since the analysis time is nevertheless similar, we can conclude that value partitioning is cheaper for analyzing other parts of the libraries. For Lodash4 and jQuery, TAJS\textsubscript{VR} is slightly faster than TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar}. For Lodash4, the main reason is the handling of dynamic property writes, and for the jQuery benchmarks, type partitioning adds little performance overhead as seen in Table 3.

**Precision**

Previous work [2, 22, 26] established that type analysis and call-graph construction are useful metrics for measuring the precision of an analysis for JavaScript, and therefore we use these metrics to evaluate the analysis precision of TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar}. All locations are treated context-sensitively in these measurements, meaning that we count the same location once for each reachable context. We count the number of possible types for the resulting value in each variable or property read and find that in 99.19% of the reads, a single unique type is read, with the average number of types being 1.02. For measuring precision of the call-graph construction, we measure the number of call-sites with unique callees, and find this number to be 99.95% of all call-sites. These numbers show that when the analysis succeeds, it does so with very high precision.

**Soundness**

Formally proving soundness of the three variants of value partitioning is out of scope of this paper, however, we will informally justify that the general approach is sound. Since general trace partitioning is known to be sound, it suffices to argue that the precision gained by value partitioning is equivalent to that obtained through trace partitioning. The key reason why this holds for property name partitioning and type partitioning is that the partition tokens represent the last occurrence of some node, meaning that if two values share partitions, they represent information about the same execution traces. This means that we could (if ignoring performance) instead have applied traditional trace partitioning, with exactly the same partition tokens and at the same nodes, resulting in the same precision. (For further discussion about the connection between value partitioning and trace partitioning, see Section 7.) Similarly for free variable partitioning, since the partitions are only allowed on activation objects, the precision is never higher than what would be obtained using heap specialization (where each partition would be represented by a distinct abstract activation object), and therefore soundness follows from soundness of heap specialization.

Furthermore, to increase confidence in the soundness of our implementation, all the TAJS\textsubscript{ValPar} results have been thoroughly soundness tested [3]. This means that the analysis results overapproximate all the dataflow facts that have been observed during concrete executions of the analyzed benchmarks. For every variable and property read observed concretely, we have checked that the concrete value is in the concretization of the corresponding abstract value in the analysis results, and similarly for property writes and function calls. All our benchmarks except one pass in total more than 7.6 million soundness tests. The one benchmark that fails is a Lodash4 test, which uses ES6 iterators in combination with Arrays\textsubscript{from}, which is not fully supported in the latest version of TAJS and is unrelated to the use of value partitioning.
Table 3 Analysis results for real-world benchmarks (from [26]) using different instantiations of value partitioning. “None” is without value partitioning, “P” is with property name partitioning, “P + FV” is with property name and free variable partitioning, and “F + PV + T” is with property name, free variable, and type partitioning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark group</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>P + FV</th>
<th>P + FV + T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underscore (182 tests)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>149 (2.0s)</td>
<td>173 (2.5s)</td>
<td>173 (2.7s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lodash3 (176 tests)</td>
<td>7 (2.4s)</td>
<td>167 (4.7s)</td>
<td>173 (5.1s)</td>
<td>173 (5.3s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lodash4 (306 tests)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>268 (16.8s)</td>
<td>274 (27.7s)</td>
<td>289 (26.3s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype (6 tests)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 (32.7s)</td>
<td>5 (34.1s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scriptaculous (1 tests)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (53.1s)</td>
<td>1 (55.2s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jQuery (71 tests)</td>
<td>3 (16.0s)</td>
<td>3 (15.2s)</td>
<td>3 (16.5s)</td>
<td>3 (20.4s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 RQ2: Effects of the Three Instantiations

We now investigate how much each of the three uses of value partitioning contributes to the results reported in the previous section. The results from running our analysis with only some instantiations enabled can be seen in Table 3. The column “P” is with only property name partitioning enabled; we see that it is sufficient for analyzing many of the Underscore and Lodash test cases, but not for any of the Prototype or Scriptaculous test cases. (Without property name partitioning but with the other two instantiations enabled, the analysis is not able to analyze more benchmarks than TAJS.) The column “P + FV” uses both property name partitioning and free variable partitioning. Also enabling free variable partitioning makes the analysis capable of analyzing many additional benchmarks: more Underscore and Lodash test cases, as well as some Prototype and Scriptaculous test cases. Compared to only property name partitioning, the analysis times are higher (for the reason discussed above regarding additional state joins). The last column “P + FV + T” is with all instantiations enabled and therefore contains the same numbers as shown in Table 2. We see that type partitioning enables the analysis of 15 additional Lodash4 tests, without significantly increasing the analysis time.

We conclude that all three instantiations contribute to the results, where property name partitioning is the most important one, followed by free variable partitioning and then type partitioning. (TAJS already performs filtering at branches, as mentioned in Section 3; without that feature the effect of type partitioning would likely be larger.)

7 Related Work

Trace partitioning

Value partitioning can be viewed as a variant of trace partitioning [23] as explained in Sections 1, 2 and 4, but there are some important differences. Changing the original abstract domain in Section 4 to support traditional trace partitioning can be done by replacing $L \rightarrow \text{State}$ by $L \rightarrow T \rightarrow \text{State}$, so that an abstract state is maintained for each partition, at every location. Thus, different locations can partition the abstract states differently. Value partitioning instead has only one abstract state per location but partitions the individual abstract values, which adds an additional degree of flexibility: different parts of each abstract state can be partitioned differently. In particular, for the large parts of the states where we
are not interested in relational information, we can use the \{any\} partitioning,\(^{20}\) while for the important registers and object properties, we can have nontrivial partitions. With traditional trace partitioning, the normal transfer functions are applied for each partition, which causes redundant computations because of the similarities between the different partitions\(^ {21}\); with value partitioning, we only pay a price for partitioning at operations that involve abstract values with nontrivial partitions. This is the main reason for the low overhead of the technique.

Another difference is that the partition tokens in traditional trace partitioning are actually lists of “directives” (the language of directives used by Rival and Mauborgne [23] is similar to our language of tokens in Figure 6), which can lead to a combinatorial explosion. By partitioning at the level of values and allowing multiple coverings in each partitioned value, we avoid the need to maintain such combinations.

### Relational analysis

Traditional techniques for achieving relational analysis, as exemplified by the octagon abstract domain [19], focus on numeric relations, such as, linear inequalities. To reduce the cost of this approach, a syntactic pre-analysis called variable packing is typically used for partitioning the set of program variables, and one octagon is then used for each pack instead of tracking all possible combinations of inequalities. This kind of partitioning is reminiscent of value partitioning, but with the important difference that variable packing and octagons operate on sets of program variables whereas value partitioning works on individual abstract values. In our work with analysis of JavaScript libraries, we have not encountered a critical need for tracking numeric relations.

The well-known analyzer Astrée [4] applies not only trace partitioning and octagons, but also a decision tree abstract domain that is used for tracking relations between booleans and numerical variables that affect control flow. That technique has some similarities with our type partitioning mechanism but relies on variable packing to avoid combinatorial explosions, whereas type partitioning uses the more lightweight value partitioning technique in combination with the existing control sensitivity mechanism of TAJS.

The main purpose of value partitioning is to be able to reason about relations between different parts of the abstract state (i.e., program variables and registers) at the various program points. Some literature uses the term relational analysis with a slightly different meaning: to relate information across program points, typically relations between the entry and exits of functions [8, 5].

### Static analysis for JavaScript

Through the last decade, several static analyzers for JavaScript have been developed, including WALA [25, 24, 28], SAFE [17, 22], JSAI [13], and TAJS [11, 2, 26]. Although we focus on TAJS, the designs of SAFE and JSAI are reasonably similar, so we believe value partitioning could also be incorporated into those tools with little effort.

As discussed in the introduction, much work has been put into improving precision of the analyses through different kinds of context sensitivity and elaborate abstract domains. The techniques include parameter sensitivity and heap context sensitivity [2], loop unrolling [22],

\(^{20}\) In our experiments, 99.4% of all abstract values have the trivial \{any\} partitioning.

\(^{21}\) This was shown experimentally in the work on TAJS\textsubscript{VR} [26, Section 7.1].
and syntactic patterns for detecting correlated read/write pairs and guiding context sensitivity [25]. Other works have explored more expressive string abstractions to reason more precisely about property names in dynamic property accesses [18, 1, 21]. Our abstract domain extension for value partitioning has few assumptions about the underlying abstract domain, so most of these techniques can be combined with value partitioning.

Despite such precision improvement techniques, imprecision is inevitable, and only a few techniques have been designed to handle dynamic property accesses with imprecise property names, most importantly, CompAbs-style trace partitioning [16] and demand-driven value refinement [26]. Previous work has shown that demand-driven value refinement enables analysis of many more challenging benchmarks than CompAbs-style trace partitioning (as also discussed in Section 6), and that the trace partitioning approach causes a large amount of redundant computation [26, Section 7.1]. The fundamental drawback of demand-driven value refinement is that it requires a separate backwards abstract interpreter for not only the entire JavaScript language but also the standard library. The backwards abstract interpreter of TAJSVR is not simply the dual of TAJS but works goal-directed and with its own abstract domain based on intuitionistic separation logic. In contrast, value partitioning directly leverages the existing forward analyzer and thereby supports both the JavaScript language and the standard library essentially for free, which makes this approach substantially easier to develop and maintain. Furthermore, value partitioning is more general (for example, it enables type partitioning), and the three instantiations we have presented lead to better precision (for the Lodash4 tests).

The HOO (heap with open objects) abstract domain [9] is a relational abstraction that is designed to reason more precisely about abstract objects whose properties cannot be known statically. That approach is highly expressive but not scalable to real-world JavaScript libraries as those considered in Section 6.

8 Conclusion

We have presented value partitioning, a static analysis technique for reasoning about relational properties. It is a lightweight alternative to traditional trace partitioning techniques that allows relational information to be incorporated into the abstract values instead of requiring separate abstract states for the partitions. We have proposed three instantiations of value partitioning in JavaScript analysis: property name partitioning, free variable partitioning, and type partitioning, which enable precise reasoning for dynamic read/write pairs, free variables, and predicate functions, respectively.

The experimental results show that extending the TAJS analyzer with the three variants of value partitioning enables precise and efficient analysis of complex JavaScript libraries including Lodash and Underscore, thereby outperforming a state-of-the-art technique that relies on trace partitioning and without requiring a complicated backwards analysis. For the libraries considered in this study, property name partitioning has the largest effect among the proposed variants.

An interesting direction for future research is to investigate whether some of the traditional context sensitivity strategies used in TAJS and other JavaScript analyzers can be reformulated as new value partitioning instantiations, to make analysis faster while retaining precision.
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1 Introduction

Sound static analyses for static languages, such as C and Java, are now widespread [5, 25, 11, 10, 33]. They have been particularly successful in the verification of critical embedded software, which use a subset of C and preclude complex control flow and dynamic memory allocation. The sound, efficient, and precise analysis of more dynamic languages and program traits remains a challenge.

Dynamic programming languages, such as JavaScript and Python, have become increasingly popular over the last years. Python currently ranks as the second most used programming language on Github.\footnote{https://octoverse.github.com/#top-languages} It is appreciated for its powerful and permissive high-level syntax, e.g., it allows programmers to redefine all operators (addition, field access, etc.) in custom classes, and comes equipped with a vast standard library. Python is a highly dynamic language. It notably features:

1. **Dynamic typing:** variables in Python are neither statically declared nor typed. Any variable can hold a value of any type, and the type of the value held may change during program execution.

2. **Introspection:** programs can inspect the type of variables at run-time to alter their execution. Operators exist to support both nominal and structural types. Firstly, \texttt{isinstance(o, cls)} checks whether \texttt{o} has been instantiated from class \texttt{cls}, or a class inheriting from \texttt{cls}. For example, \texttt{isinstance("a", str)} returns \texttt{True}, while \texttt{isinstance(object(), str)} returns \texttt{False}. Secondly, \texttt{hasattr(o, attr)} checks whether \texttt{o} (or its class, or one of its parent class) has an attribute with name equal to the \texttt{attr} string. For instance, \texttt{hasattr(42, "__add__")} returns \texttt{True} because \texttt{int}, the class of \texttt{42}, has an addition method, named \texttt{"__add__"}. This kind of structural typing is so-called “duck typing”. Python classes are first-class objects and can be stored into variables.

3. **Self-modification:** the structure of Python objects can be altered at run-time. For instance, it is possible to add attributes to an object or class at run-time, or remove them. It is also possible to create new classes at run-time.

4. **Eval:** it is possible to evaluate arbitrary string expressions as Python code at run-time with \texttt{eval} statements.

Due to dynamic typing (point 1), type errors are detected at run-time and cause \texttt{TypeError} exceptions, whereas such errors would be caught at compile time in a statically typed language. In this article, we propose a static analysis to infer type information, and use this information to detect all exceptions that can be raised and not caught. Our type analysis is flow-sensitive, to take into account the fact that variable types evolve during program execution and, conversely, run-time type information is used to alter the control-flow of the program, either through introspection or method and operator overloading (points 2 and 3). Moreover, it is context-sensitive as, without any type information on method entry, it is not possible to infer its control flow at all. However, handling \texttt{eval} is left as future work (possibly leveraging ideas proposed by [17] on JavaScript).

**Motivating Example.** Consider the code from Fig. 1 (where \* stands for a non-deterministic boolean). It defines a function \texttt{fspath}, taken from the standard library, with a parameter \texttt{p} as input. If \texttt{p} is an object instantiated from a class inheriting from \texttt{str} or \texttt{bytes}, it is returned. Otherwise, the function searches for an attribute called \texttt{fspath}, and calls it as a
method. If the return type is not an instance of \texttt{str} or \texttt{bytes}, an exception is raised. Thus, when \texttt{fspath} does not raise an error, it takes as input an instance of \texttt{str} or \texttt{bytes}, or an object having a method \texttt{fspath} returning either a string or a bytes-based string. In all cases, the return type of \texttt{fspath} is either \texttt{str} or \texttt{bytes}.

We model correct and erroneous calls to \texttt{fspath} in lines 12 to 18. In particular, we define a \texttt{Path} class, having a method \texttt{fspath} returning an integer, hence, a call to function \texttt{fspath} on an instance of \texttt{Path} would raise a \texttt{TypeError}. Our analysis is able to infer that, at the end of line 16, \texttt{p} is a string, and that at line 17, \texttt{p} is an instance of the \texttt{Path} class, which has a field \texttt{fspath} that can be called. It finds that, either \texttt{r} is a string, or a \texttt{TypeError} is raised.

As it is part of the standard library, the \texttt{fspath} function is particularly well-behaved: it does not make many implicit assumptions on the argument type (only that \texttt{p.fspath} is callable), but instead uses type information to handle different cases in different program branches. Nevertheless, the context is important to infer whether a specific call to \texttt{fspath} can raise a \texttt{TypeError} or not. A more typical Python programmer might replace lines 5 to 10 with a call to \texttt{return p.fspath()}, leaving implicit the fact that \texttt{p} should have a method \texttt{fspath} returning \texttt{str} or \texttt{bytes} chains. This is summarized in one of Python motos: “easier to ask for forgiveness than permission”. Our analysis would correctly infer that invalid calls to that modified function would raise an \texttt{AttributeError} exception.

Static Analysis of Python. The sound analysis of Python programs is particularly challenging as it is a large and complex language. Python is not defined by a standard (formal or informal), but by its reference implementation, CPython. Fromherz et al. [13] introduced formally a concrete collecting semantics defined by structural induction on programs as a function manipulating reachable program states. We rely on a slight extension of this semantics. We then build a computable static analysis by abstract interpretation [9]. While [13] presented a value-analysis (employing in particular numeric domains), we introduce a more abstract analysis that only reasons on Python types. Similarly to [13], it tracks precisely the control-flow, including the flows of exceptions. We believe (and our preliminary experiments support) that flow-sensitive, context-sensitive type analysis for Python achieves a sweet-spot in term of efficiency versus usefulness. We believe that this level of precision is both necessary and, in practice, sufficient to infer the type-directed control flow (such as type testing or method dispatch) and infer exception propagation. Although our abstract domain tracks types precisely (including nominal types and attributes), it is nevertheless more scalable than a value analysis.
**Static Type Analysis by Abstract Interpretation of Python Programs**

**Relationship with Typing.** It is worth comparing our approach with classic typing. Statically typed languages ensure the absence of type-related errors through static type checking, possibly augmented with automatic type inference. However, while static typing rejects untypable programs, our analysis gives a semantics to such programs by propagating type errors as exceptions. This is important in order to support programs that perform run-time type errors and catch them afterwards, which is common-place in Python. Indeed, our goal is not to enforce a stricter, easier to check, way to program in Python, but rather to check as-is programs with no uncaught exceptions. Secondly, static type checking is generally flow-insensitive and context-insensitive, trying to associate a unique type to each variable throughout program executions, while we use a flow- and context-sensitive analysis. Following classic abstract interpreters [5], our analysis is performed by structural induction on the syntax, starting from a main entry point. It is thus unable to analyze functions in isolation. While this kind of modularity is a highlight of typing algorithms, we believe that it is not well suited to Python. Consider, for instance, that a call to a function can alter the value, and so the type, of a global variable, which is difficult to express in a type system. Moreover, even a simple function, such as `def f(a, b): return a + b`, has an unpredictable effect as the `+` operator can be overloaded to an arbitrary method by the programmer. We view type analysis as an instance of abstract interpretation, one which is slightly more abstract than classic value analysis. This view is not novel: [8] reconstructs Hindley-Milner typing rules as an abstract interpretation of the concrete semantics of the lambda calculus. One benefit of this unified view is the possibility to incorporate, in future work, some amount of value analysis through reduction. For instance, our analysis currently considers, to be sound, that any division can raise a `ZeroDivisionError`, which could be ruled out by a simple integer analysis. Finally, the correctness proof of our analysis is derived through a soundness theorem linking the concrete and the abstract semantics, in classic abstract interpretation form, and not by subject reduction. Both our analysis and type systems are conservative, but we replace the motto “well-typed programs cannot go wrong” with a guaranteed over-approximation of the possible (correct and incorrect) behaviors of the program.

**Contributions.** Our contributions are as follow:
- We present a sound static type analysis by abstract interpretation that handles most of Python constructions. Compared to classic analyses targetting static languages, we believe the uniqueness and precision lies in the combination of domains, allowing the analyzer to soundly know both nominal and structural types of manipulated objects, as well as the raised exceptions.
- Our analysis is based on several abstract domains that are combined together in a reduced product. A first, non-relational domain tracks for each variable the set of its possible types. A second domain infers type equalities between variables, which can achieve a form of parametric polymorphism. A third domain analyzes containers (such as lists).
- We provide concretization functions for our domains as well as selected transfer functions (for the sake of concision). We use the concretization-only setting of abstract interpretation to define how our analysis is sound with respect to a concrete semantics based on [13]. Compared to previous work on dynamic languages, the formalization of the concretization functions parameterized by the recency abstraction is novel.

---

2 In practice, we are nevertheless limited to programs that do not use `eval`. 
We have implemented our analysis modularly within the Mopsa framework [20], and showed that it can analyze real-world benchmarks with few false alarms and reasonable efficiency, using the non-relational analysis. Moreover, we have shown that it performs better than existing Python type analyses, and can handle soundly program traits that they cannot, including introspection and exception handling.

In order for our analysis to scale, our analyzer is able to read stub files containing Pythonic type annotations. We reused the Typeshed project [37], containing annotations of the standard library. We analyze a small (3kLOC) real-life utility called PathPicker [43] using more than 12 modules from the standard library.

**Limitations.** The two current limitations to the scalability of our approach are the standard library support, and the interprocedural analysis. The standard library is huge, and while some parts are written in Python others are written in C. We currently leverage the type annotations from Typeshed to support the standard library. We support most, but currently not all these annotations, and we add new Typeshed stub files when needed. The interprocedural analysis is based on inlining, which is costly but precise. It is improved with a cache in Section 6.2, and a more efficient interprocedural analysis is left as future work. The smashing-based abstraction of containers, combined with no information on the length of those containers creates spurious alarms. For example, in order to be sound, each list access raises an invalid access exception `IndexError`. The language support is wide enough to scale to programs a few thousand lines long, but still not complete. The analyzer does not support recursive functions for now, but the implementation would not be technically difficult (as loops and dynamic allocation are supported, respectively using a usual accelerated fixpoint computation – see Fig. 6 in [13] – and a recency abstraction [3]). It however detects recursive calls and stops at that point. Recursion is not used a lot in Python. In particular, there is no tail-call optimization, and the default recursion stack has depth 1000. Similarly, metaclasses are not supported but should not be technically difficult to implement. The `super` class and arbitrary code evaluation using `eval` are not supported. The latter feature is less used than in JavaScript (we never encountered it in our benchmarks), and solutions exist [17]. We could reuse [13] to handle generators. Asynchronous operators are not supported either [32].

**Outline.** Section 2 starts by recalling and slightly improving on the formalization of Python semantics from Fromherz et al. [13]. Section 3 then presents a non-relational static type analysis. A relational type equality domain refines the previous analysis in Section 4. Section 5 presents the analysis of containers, with the example of lists. Section 6 discusses our implementation and presents experimental results. Section 7 discusses related works and Section 8 concludes.

## 2 Concrete Semantics of Python

We first discuss the concrete semantics of Python, as our static analysis is stated as a sound abstract interpretation of this semantics. This semantics is the implementation of Python’s official interpreter, CPython (we focus on Python 3.7). It is thus not standardized nor formally defined. We rely on the reference manual and use CPython’s behavior and source code as an oracle in case of doubt. We use a slight evolution of the semantics proposed in [13], where we have adapted the semantics to get closer to the real Python language: while builtin objects, such as integers, were considered as primitive values, they are now objects allocated on the heap, which allows the creation of classes inheriting from builtin classes. We start by defining the memory state on which a Python program acts, and then describe a few parts of the concrete semantics of Python.
2.1 Concrete Semantic Domain

The memory state consists in two parts: the environment $\mathcal{E}$ and the heap $\mathcal{H}$, defined in Fig. 2. The environment $\mathcal{E}$ is a partial, finite map from variable identifiers $\text{Id}$ to addresses $\text{Addr}$. The set $\text{Addr}$ of heap addresses is infinite. To simplify the definition of our semantics and its abstraction, we assume that, up to isomorphism, $\text{Addr}$ has the form $\text{Location} \times \mathbb{N}$ where $\text{Location}$ is the set of program locations (in the following, a line number). We use the notation $\@ (l,n) \in \text{Addr}$ to designate unambiguously the $n$-th address allocated at program location $l$. Due to scoping rules in Python, local variables may be locally undefined. We denote this using an additional value for local variables, called $\text{LocalErr}$, as using such undefined variables results in a $\text{UnboundLocalError}$ exception. The heap $\mathcal{H}$ maps addresses to objects defined by their nominal and structural information. The nominal part gives the class and the value of the object, while the structural one gives for each attribute its allocation address.

Although everything is object in Python, we distinguish built-in objects from the other ones. Primitive objects include integers, strings, booleans, $\text{None}$, $\text{NotImpl}$ and lists (storing the addresses of each of its elements). Other containers such as dictionaries, sets, and tuples are handled similarly. These built-in objects are kept separate from the user-defined classes as their implementation uses low-level fields only accessible by CPython, which are hidden by the semantics. Some built-in objects (integers, strings, and lists only) depend on an address, being the class from which they are instantiated. This allows to handle classes inheriting from builtins: for example, if $A$ inherits from the $\text{int}$ class, $A(10)$ is represented as $\text{int}(\@,10)$, where $\@$ points to the class of $A$. This behavior was not expressible in the previous concrete semantics [13]. In the following, the notation $\text{int}(10)$ denotes $\text{int}(\@,10)$, where $\@$ points to the class of integers (which happen in most cases), and similarly for other built-in objects. Methods bind an instance address and a function. Instances are defined by the address of the class from which they are instantiated. Classes and functions are also objects (we do not detail their inner structure). Concerning the structural part, a finite number of attributes may be added to classes, functions, and instances, so we additionally keep a map from attribute names to addresses for those objects.

Environment and Heap Example. Consider the code of Fig. 3. We start from an initial, empty state $(\emptyset, \emptyset)$, and show how the state of the environment $e$ and heap $h$ are extended after each step in Fig. 4. After the class declaration at lines 1 to 5, the identifier $A$ refers to the eponymous class, which is allocated at line 1, and is the first allocated object there, hence it has the address $\@ (1,0)$. The instance of $A$ created at line 6 has an attribute $\text{val}$ being...
Two possible heaps: either the heap from line 9, or:

Figure 3 Mutating objects: an example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>e ∈ E</th>
<th>h ∈ H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A → @1(1,0)</td>
<td>@1(0,0) @1(2,0) @1(4,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>{<strong>init</strong>: @1(2,0), update: @1(4,0)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>x → @1(6,0)</td>
<td>@1(0,0) Instance @1(1,0), val: @1(5,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>@1(5,0) int 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>y → @1(5,0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>z → @1(6,0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>@1(6,0) Instance @1(1,0), val: @1(5,1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>@1(5,1) string 'aa', 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Two possible heaps: either the heap from line 9, or:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>@1(6,0) Instance @1(1,0), val: @1(5,1), atr: @1(10,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>@1(10,0) string 'b', 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 Mutating objects example: state evolution.

the integer 0; it is created during the initialization of the class. After line 8, y maps to the
integer stored in the field x of the instance of A. As z points to the same instance of A as x,
we only need to add a binding between z and the instance’s address. At line 9, the instance
is updated using a method call, and the field val now maps to the string ‘aa’. After line 10,
we have two possible heaps, depending on the non-deterministic choice *: either the previous
heap, or a heap extended to add atr to the instance of A.

Flow tokens. Following [13], we present our semantic as a function from a set of states in
precondition to a set of states in postcondition by induction on the program syntax. To
provide a semantics for operations that do not return immediately, such as raise, we use
continuations: we label states using flow tokens (elements of \(F\)), so the states we consider are
in \(P(F × E × H)\). Flow token cur represents the current flow on which all instructions that
do not disrupt the control flow operate (e.g., assignments, but not raise or return). ret
collects the set of states given by a return statement, while brk, cont, exn perform similar
collections for the break, continue, raise statements, respectively. Each exception will be
kept in a separate flow, so exn is indexed by the address of the exception object.

2.2 Semantics of Expressions and Statements

We denote by \(E[e]\) the semantics of expression e. This semantics has the following signature:
\(E[e] : F × E × H \rightarrow F × E × H × (\text{Addr} ∪ \{ ⊥ \})\), so \(E[e]\) returns the address where
the object associated with e is stored in the heap (or ⊥ if an exception is raised and
no address is returned). The semantics of statements is written \(S[s]\) and has signature:
\(F × E × H \rightarrow F × E × H\). We do not describe the whole semantics of Python: we cover a
few cases that are of interest for the upcoming type analysis; some other cases are described
in [13] (the addition operator, conditionals, while loops and generators).
\[ S[id] = \begin{cases} & (f, e, h), \bot \quad \text{if } f \neq \text{cur} \text{ then } (f, e, h), \bot \text{ else} \\ & \text{\( S[\text{raise NameError}] (f, e, h), \bot \) else} \\ & \text{\( S[\text{raise UnboundLocalError}] (f, e, h), \bot \) else} \\ & (f, e, h), e(id) \end{cases} \]

\[ S[id = e] = \begin{cases} & (f, e, h), \bot \quad \text{if } f \neq \text{cur} \text{ then } (f, e, h), \bot \text{ else} \\ & \text{\( S[e] = e \) in} \text{\( (f, e, h), e(id) \)} \end{cases} \]

\[ \text{let} \ (f, e, h), @ = S[e] \text{ in} \ e_2 \]

Figure 5 Concrete semantics of variable evaluation and assignment.

**Variable Evaluation and Assignment.** We define the semantics of variable evaluation and assignment in Fig. 5. To evaluate a variable identifier given an input state, we first check that the flow token is `cur`: otherwise, the state is returned with \( \bot \) instead of an address. Then, two errors may happen: if the variable is not defined in the program at all, a *NameError* is raised. If the variable is not defined in the current scope but defined somewhere else in the program, an *UnboundLocalError* is raised. Otherwise, the variable is evaluated into an address, and both the state and the address are returned.

To assign \( e \) to \( id \), Python first starts by evaluating \( e \): if other flows are created – for example if an exception is raised during the evaluation – they are just returned, and the assignment takes place only in the current flow. As most of the time, we want to update only the current flow, we introduce the following notation “\( \text{let} \text{cur} \ (f, e, h), @ = e_1 \text{ in} \ e_2 \)” which unfolds into “\( \text{let} (f, e, h), @ = e_1 \text{ in} \ (f, e, h), @ \text{ else} e_2 \)”.

**Semantics of Attribute Accesses.** We show how to access attribute \( s \) of expression \( e \) in Fig. 6. This is a formalization of one of Python’s complex behaviors, shown here to illustrate the complexity of the language. \( e.s \) dispatches the attribute access to a method being either \( \_\_\_\text{getattr\_\_} \) or \( \_\_\_\text{getattr\_\_} \). The first method call usually ends up being \( \text{object.\_\_\_\text{getattr\_\_}} \). It can be overloaded by any class, which is supported in our implementation, but not very common, so we describe only the semantics of \( \text{object.\_\_\_\text{getattr\_\_}} \).

To evaluate \( \text{object.\_\_\_\text{getattr\_\_}}(e, s) \), we start by evaluating both \( e \) and \( s \), which return object addresses: respectively \( @e \) and \( @s \). If \( s \) is not a string, a type error is raised. Then, we search for \( s \) in the parents class\(^3\) of the allocated object \( h(@e) \) using the function \( \text{mrosearch} \) (which takes as input a class and a string, and returns a parent class of the input, or \( \bot \) if the search is unsuccessful). The function \( \text{type} \) returns the class from which the object given in argument has been instantiated. If no class is found, we search for the attribute in the object only, using the low-level \( \text{has\_\_field} \) and \( \text{get\_\_field} \) operators. \( \text{get\_\_field} \) is a low-level version of attribute access: it searches for the field locally, in the object structure, but it will not recursively search in the object’s class (or its parents). It takes as input an object and

\(^3\) Actually, we search for \( s \) in the MRO of \( h(@e) \). The MRO of a class \( c \) is a list of classes from which \( c \) inherits, starting from its closest parents, to its most ancient one (usually, \( \text{object} \)). Even if multiple inheritances induce a direct acyclic graph, the inheritance relationship is linearized (using the algorithm described in [4]).
$$E[\texttt{object.__getattribute__}(e,s)](f,e,h) \triangleq$$

letcur \((f,e,h), @e = E[e](f,e,h)\) in

letcur \((f,e,h), @s = E[s](f,e,h)\) in

if issubclass(h(@s), str) then

let string \(s = h(@s)\) in

let \(c = \texttt{mrosearch(type(h(@e))), s}\) in

if \(c \neq \perp\) then

let \(cs = h(\texttt{get_field}(c,s))\) in

if has_field(cs,"__get__") \&\& has_field(cs,"__set__") then

$$E[\texttt{get_field}(cs,"__get__"):(cs,h(@e),\texttt{type(h(@e)))}](f,e,h)$$

else if has_field(h(@e), s) then $$E[\texttt{get_field}(h(@e), s)](f,e,h)$$

else $$E[\texttt{get_field}(c,s)](f,e,h)$$

else if has_field(h(@e), s) then $$E[\texttt{get_field}(h(@e), s)](f,e,h)$$

else $$S[\texttt{raise AttributeError}](f,e,h), \perp$$

else $$S[\texttt{raise TypeError}](f,e,h), \perp$$

\[\text{Figure 6} \] Concrete semantics of attribute access.

a string and returns the address of the field defined by its arguments. Similarly, \texttt{has_field} checks for the presence of a field at the object structure only (contrary to \texttt{hasattr}). If a class \(c\) is found, let us denote by \(cs\) the object corresponding to the access of \(s\) in \(c\). If \(cs\) is a data descriptor (meaning it has fields \texttt{__get__} and \texttt{__set__}), the result is the evaluation of \(cs\)'s \texttt{__get__} method. Otherwise, we return the attribute at \(c\)'s level (if it exists), or at \(c\)'s level otherwise.

\textbf{Semantics of Exceptions.} Finally, we showcase the use of multiple flows by defining the semantics of exceptions in Fig. 7. To raise an expression \(e\), we evaluate \(e\) and check that it is an instance of the \texttt{BaseException} class. In that case, we change the flow token to \(\texttt{exn}\), parameterized by the evaluation of \(e\), and return the environment and heap. If not, we raise a type error. Now, let us consider the exception-catching mechanism. It behaves as follows: \texttt{tbody} is evaluated; if no exception is raised the evaluation is finished. Otherwise, if an exception (stored at address \(\texttt{@raised}\)) is raised during this evaluation, we evaluate \(\texttt{exn}\): if it is an exception (i.e., if it inherits from \texttt{BaseException}), and if the raised exception is an instance of \texttt{exn}, we evaluate \texttt{texc}, where the variable \(v\) is now bound to the raised exception (until the end of the evaluation of \texttt{texc}). Otherwise, we let the exception escape this control block.

\section{A Non-relational Static Type Analysis}

We present a non-relational type abstraction of Python semantics. The abstraction can infer the nominal and structural types of Python values in a flow-sensitive way, i.e., the types of a variable can vary from one program location to another. It is context-sensitive, supports object mutability and aliasing. For conciseness, we limit here the presentation to atomic types, such as numbers, strings and instances of user-defined classes. This abstraction will be completed with a type relation analysis in Section 4, and extended to containers in Section 5.
\[ \text{raise } e \parallel (f,e,h) = \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let } & \text{cur} \parallel (f,e,h, \emptyset) = \mathcal{E}(e) \parallel (f,e,h) \text{ in} \\
\text{if } & \text{isinstance}(h(\emptyset), \text{BaseException}) \text{ then } (\text{exn } \emptyset, e, h) \\
\text{else } & \text{raise } \text{TypeError} \parallel (f,e,h)
\end{align*}
\]

\[ \text{try : tbody except exn as v : texc } \parallel (f,e,h) = \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let } & \text{tbody } \parallel (f,e,h) \text{ in} \\
\text{if } & f \neq \text{exn } \_ \text{ then } (f,e,h) \\
\text{else let } & \text{exn } \_ \_ = f \text{ in} \\
\text{let } & \text{cur} \parallel (f,e,h, \emptyset) = \mathcal{E}(\text{exn}) \parallel (\text{cur}, e, h) \text{ in} \\
\text{if } & \neg \text{issubclass}(h(\emptyset), \text{BaseException}) \text{ then} \\
\text{else if } & \text{isinstance}(h(\emptyset), h(\emptyset)) \text{ then} \\
\text{let } & (f,e,h) = \mathcal{S}[	ext{texc}] \parallel (\text{cur}, e[\{ v \Rightarrow \emptyset ]], h) \text{ in} (f, e \setminus \{ v \}, h) \\
\text{else } & (f,e,h)
\end{align*}
\]

\[ \text{Figure 7 Concrete semantics of exceptions.} \]

### 3.1 Abstract Domain

The structure of the abstract domain \( \mathcal{D}^\# \) is defined in Fig. 8, along with the concretization functions, giving concrete meaning to the abstract states in Fig. 9. It is decomposed into three parts: a recency abstraction of allocated addresses, an environment abstraction, and a heap abstraction, all explained below. The example from the concrete semantics section is revisited in Sec. 3.2.

**Recency Abstraction.** To over-approximate a set of concrete addresses, we use a recency abstraction, as introduced in [3]. This abstraction maintains two kinds of information about allocated addresses. Firstly, the allocation site is preserved in order to distinguish between allocations at different program locations. Secondly, allocations at a same location \( l \in \text{Location} \) are partitioned into two abstract addresses via a recency criterion: the most recent allocation is represented with the abstract address \( \@^\#(l, r) \), while all the previous ones are abstracted by a unique abstract address \( \@^\#(l, o) \). The concretization function \( \gamma_{\text{recency}} \) takes as input the set of abstract addresses currently defined \( (\rho \in \mathcal{P}(\text{Addr}^\#)) \), and yields a set of address abstraction functions, giving concrete meaning to abstract addresses, satisfying the conditions mentioned above. As addresses play an important part in every part of the abstract states, the other concretization operators are parameterized by an address abstraction \( \alpha_{\text{Addr}} \); we denote this parameterization with the following notation: \( \gamma[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}] \).

The allocation of a new abstract address is handled by the auxiliary function \( \text{alloc_addr} \):

\[
\mathcal{E}^\#[\text{alloc_addr}(l)](\varphi, \rho \in \mathcal{P}(\text{Addr}^\#), \epsilon, \eta) =
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } & \@^\#(l, r) \in \rho \text{ then } \@^\#(l, r), \mathcal{S}^\#[\@^\#(l, o)] \triangleq \@^\#(l, r)](\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \\
\text{else } & \@^\#(l, r)(\varphi, \rho \cup \{ \@^\#(l, r) \}, \epsilon, \eta)
\end{align*}
\]
Figure 8 Definition of abstract states.

$$\gamma_{\text{recency}}(\rho \in \mathcal{P}(\text{Addr}')) = \{ \alpha_{\text{Addr}} : \text{Addr} \to \text{Addr}^2 \mid$$

$$\langle @^2(l, o) \in \rho \implies \exists m \in \mathbb{N}, \forall i \leq m, \alpha_{\text{Addr}}(\langle l, i \rangle) = @^2(l, o) \rangle \land$$

$$\langle @^2(l, r) \in \rho \implies \exists n \in \mathbb{N}, \alpha_{\text{Addr}}(\langle l, n \rangle) = \{ @^2(l, r) \} \rangle \land n = 1 + \max \{ i \mid \alpha_{\text{Addr}}(\langle l, i \rangle) = @^2(l, o) \} \} \}$$

$$\gamma_E[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}](e \in \mathcal{E}^2) = \{ e \in \mathcal{E} \mid \forall v \in \text{dom } e, \alpha_{\text{Addr}}(e(v)) \in e(v)$$

$$\lor \text{LocalErr} \in e(v) \implies e(id) = \text{LocalErr} \}$$

$$\gamma_{\text{ObjN}}[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}](\text{AInt}(\alpha)) = \{ \text{int}(\alpha, i) \mid i \in \mathbb{Z}, \alpha_{\text{Addr}}(\alpha) = @^2 \}$$

$$\gamma_{\text{ObjN}}[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}](\text{AStr}(\alpha)) = \{ \text{string}(\alpha, s) \mid s \in \mathcal{P}(\text{str}), \alpha_{\text{Addr}}(\alpha) = @^2 \}$$

$$\gamma_{\text{ObjN}}[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}](\text{AMethod}(\alpha, f)) = \{ \text{Method}(\alpha, f) \mid \alpha_{\text{Addr}}(\alpha) = @^2 \}$$

$$\gamma_{\text{ObjN}}[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}](\text{AClass}(c)) = \{ \text{Class}(c) \}$$

$$\gamma_{\text{ObjN}}[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}](\text{AInt}(\alpha^2)) = \{ \text{Instance}(\alpha) \mid \alpha_{\text{Addr}}(\alpha) = @^2 \}$$

$$\gamma_{\text{ObjS}}[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}](\mu \in \mathcal{P}(\text{str}), f^2 \in \text{string} \to \text{Addr}^2) = \{ f \in \text{ObjS} = \text{string} \to \text{Addr} \mid$$

$$\mu \subseteq \text{dom } f \subseteq \text{dom } f^2 \land \forall s \in \text{dom } f, \alpha_{\text{Addr}}(f(s)) = f^2(s) \}$$

$$\gamma_{\text{ObjS}}[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}](\top) = \text{ObjS}$$

$$\gamma_H[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}](\eta \in \mathcal{H}^2) = \{ h \in \mathcal{H} \mid \forall @ \in \text{dom } \alpha_{\text{Addr}}, h(\@) = (n, s)$$

$$\land (\exists (n^2, s^4) \in \eta(\alpha_{\text{Addr}})), n \in \gamma_{\text{ObjN}}[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}](n^2) \land s \in \gamma_{\text{ObjS}}[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}](s^4) \} \}$$

$$\gamma_F[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}](\text{exn } @^2) = \{ \text{exn } @ \mid \alpha_{\text{Addr}}(\@) = @^2 \}$$

$$\gamma_F[\alpha_{\text{Addr}}](f \in \mathcal{F}^2, f \neq \text{exn } _) = \{ f \}$$

$$\gamma(\varphi \in \mathcal{F}^2, (\rho \in \mathcal{P}(\text{Addr}^2), \epsilon \in \mathcal{E}^2, \eta \in \mathcal{H}^2)) = \{ (f, e, h) \in \mathcal{F} \times \mathcal{E} \times \mathcal{H} \mid$$

$$\propval_{\text{Addr}}(\gamma_{\text{recency}}(\rho) \land f \in \gamma_{\mathcal{F}}[\propval_{\text{Addr}}](\varphi) \land e \in \gamma_{\mathcal{E}}[\propval_{\text{Addr}}](\epsilon) \land h \in \gamma_{\mathcal{H}}[\propval_{\text{Addr}}](\eta) \}$$

$$\gamma_{\mathcal{D}}(\delta \in \mathcal{D}^2) = \bigcup_{\varphi \in \text{dom } \delta} \gamma(\varphi, \delta(\varphi))$$

Figure 9 Concretization of the abstract states.
The semantics of alloc_addr is as follows. Given an allocation site \( l \in \text{Location} \), the function searches for the most recent allocation at the same location. If such an address \(@^i(l, r)\) exists, it should be moved to the pool of old addresses by copying its contents to the address \(@^i(l, o)\), which is done using a weak update \( S^#[\@^i(l, o) \leftarrow @^i(l, r)] \). Otherwise, the state is extended with the new address \(@^i(l, r)\). In both cases, the newly allocated abstract address is \(@^i(l, r)\).

**Environment Abstraction.** The domain of abstract environments \( E^2 \) maintains a non-relational map binding identifiers to a set of abstract addresses, with concretization \( \gamma_E[\alpha \text{Addr}] \). To support Python scoping, variables can also point to \texttt{LocalErr} to represent variables that can be locally undefined.

**Heap Abstraction.** The domain of abstract heaps \( H^2 \) provides the Python objects associated to the addresses of the environment. Python objects are approximated by a nominal type abstraction \( \text{ObjN}^i \) and a structural type abstraction \( \text{ObjS}^i \).

The nominal part keeps only the class information of the object and forgets about its value. The concretization \( \gamma_{\text{ObjN}}[\alpha \text{Addr}] \) maps abstract addresses to concrete ones. In particular, abstract instances of built-in values (integers, strings, booleans, \texttt{None}, \texttt{NotImpl}) are concretized into the set of corresponding built-in values (along with the class from which they were instantiated, for strings and integers, to support inheriting from these built-in classes). For instance: \( \gamma_{\text{ObjN}}[\lambda \text{Addr}][\text{AInt}(\alpha^j_{\text{Class int}})] = \{\text{int}(\alpha^i_{\text{Class int}}, i) \mid i \in \mathbb{Z}\} \), where the addresses subscripted by \texttt{Class int} represent the address of the built-in integer class. Similarly to the concrete, \texttt{AInt} implicitly means \( \text{AInt}(\alpha^j_{\text{Class int}}) \). \texttt{None} and \texttt{NotImpl} are abstracted as instances of their respective classes. The body of functions, methods and classes is not abstracted.

The structural part stores a map over-approximating the addresses referenced by the attributes of the object. Attributes may be added in some execution traces and not in others, hence, the map actually maintains the set of attributes that may exist at a given program point for all possible executions. We complement this map with a finite set under-approximating the set of attributes that are definitely present. This information is important to avoid raising spurious \texttt{AttributeError} exceptions for attributes that are definitely present. These properties are formally defined by the concretization \( \gamma_{\text{ObjS}}[\alpha \text{Addr}] \). The structural type abstraction may also be approximated as \( \top \) by the widening, in order to avoid having an infinite number of attributes being added to an instance.

Then, the concretization \( \gamma_H[\alpha \text{Addr}] \) of an abstract heap \( \eta \) is the set of heaps \( h \) such that each address \( @ \) is bound to an object \((n, s)\) where: \( n \) is a concretization of \( n^i\), and \( s \) a concretization of \( s^i\), and the abstract object \((n^i, s^i)\) is in the abstract heap at the abstract address \( \alpha \text{Addr}(@) \). Note that the domain of the heap is defined by the recency abstraction, i.e. \( \text{dom } \eta = \rho \).

**Full State Abstraction.** Flow tokens are also abstracted: only the exception token \( \texttt{exn} \) changes between the concrete and the abstract, to store an abstract address instead of a concrete one. This is formally described in the concretization \( \gamma_F[\alpha \text{Addr}] \). A whole abstract state maps flow tokens to abstract environments and heaps. To concretize a whole abstract state \( \delta \in D^i \) using \( \gamma_F \), we concretize each image of \( \delta \) separately and join the resulting concrete states. To concretize an element \( \delta(\varphi) = (\rho, \epsilon, \eta) \) using \( \gamma \), we first fix an address abstraction \( \alpha \text{Addr} \) using the concretization of the recency abstraction \( \rho \). Then, each part (flow token \( \varphi \), environment \( \epsilon \), heap \( \eta \)) is concretized separately.
To illustrate our abstraction, let us consider the example shown previously in Fig. 3. We explain the heaps mentioned in Fig. 4 are part of the concretization of the abstract heap. The concretization concerning the attributes of the instance of the class `A` is unambiguous as the abstract addresses always represent only the domain of addresses defined in the concrete example (Fig. 4). The concretization of the environment is unambiguous as the abstract addresses always represent only the domain of addresses defined in the concrete example (Fig. 4). The concretization of the environment is unambiguous as the abstract addresses always represent only the domain of addresses defined in the concrete example (Fig. 4).

### 3.2 Example

To illustrate our abstraction, let us consider the example shown previously in Fig. 3. We summarize the evolution of the abstract state in Fig. 10, for the current flow `cur`. After the declaration of the class `A`, the variable `x` is assigned the address `@^3(6,r)`, representing the instance of `A` allocated at line 6 and having a unique address `val`. This attribute points to the address `@^3(5,r)`, representing the integer result of the multiplication at line 5. After assigning the addresses `@^3(5,r)` and `@^3(6,r)` to `y` and `z` respectively (which changes the environment only), the call to `z.update('a')` leads to two changes. Firstly, during the evaluation of `x * 2` at line 5, a new address is allocated for the resulting string. Since the address `@^3(5,r)` already exists, it is renamed to `@^3(5,o)` to denote that it is no longer the most recent allocation. Consequently, the variable `y` now points to `@^3(5,o)` and the object pointed by this address remains an integer `AInt`. The second change affects the heap to ensure that the most recent allocation `@^3(5,r)` points now to a string object `AStr`. After line 10, a new string is allocated and assigned to the attribute `atr` belonging to the address `@^3(6,r)`. Since this change is performed in only one branch of the `if` statement, `atr` is not added to the under-approximation of attributes.

We illustrate our concretization by linking the final abstract state, at line 10 in Fig. 10, to the concrete one in Fig. 4. In the abstract, `ρ = { @^3(1,r), @^3(5,o), @^3(5,r), @^3(6,r), @^3(10,r) }`. Let us define `α^∞_{Addr} ∈ {1(0) → @^3(1,r); @^3(6,r) → @^3(5,r); @^3(5,0) → @^3(5,o); @^3(5,1) → @^3(5,r); @^3(10,0) → @^3(10,r)}`. We can check that `α^∞_{Addr}` is one of the abstraction functions defined in `γ_{recency}(ρ)`. In addition, it is the abstraction function whose domain is the set of addresses defined in the concrete example (Fig. 4). The concretization of the environment is unambiguous as the abstract addresses always represent only one concrete address (adding another call to `update` in the example would mean that two concrete addresses would be mapped to `@^3(5,o)` at the end). Continuing the example, we get that `γ_{Obj}^∞_{Addr}(AInst(μ^3(1,r))) = { Instance(μ(1,0)) }`. The structural type concretization concerning the attributes of the instance of `A` yields two different cases: `γ_{Obj}^∞_{Addr}(\{ val \}, val → @^3(5,r) ∧ atr → @^3(10,r)) = \{ f_1, f_2 \}`, with `f_1 = val → @^3(5,1)`, and `f_2 = f_1[atr → @^3(10,0)]` (depending on the addition of `atr` to the instance). The concrete heaps mentioned in Fig. 4 are part of the concretization of the abstract heap.
3.3 Abstract Transfer Functions

The abstract evaluation of expressions and statements is very close to the concrete one. We show in Fig. 11 the transfer functions of the assignment, object instantiation, and attribute addition. The signature of the abstract evaluation $E^#_J e$ is $(F^\sharp \times P(Addr^\sharp)) \times E^\sharp \times H^\sharp) \rightarrow (F^\sharp \times P(Addr^\sharp) \times E^\sharp \times H^\sharp) \times (Addr^\sharp \cup \{\bot\})$, so $E^#_J e$ returns the abstract address where the object associated with $e$ is stored, along with the updated abstract state. The semantics of statements has a similar signature except that it only returns the updated abstract state. Similarly to the lift from $\gamma$ to $\gamma_D$, both semantics can be implicitly lifted to $D^\sharp$, in the case of disjunctive evaluations or of multiple flow tokens (when an expression is evaluated into different types, or nondeterministically raises an exception).

To perform an assignment $x = e$, we evaluate $e$ in the abstract, and change the abstract environment $\epsilon$ accordingly. The evaluation of $e$ may be disjunctive (if the expression may evaluate in multiple abstract addresses, or raises an exception in some cases) and in this case, states are merged by their flow tokens.

object.__new__ is the function used to instantiate most classes. To analyze this call, we evaluate $e$. If it is a class, we call the recency abstraction to allocate an instance, and return the result of this evaluation, where the abstract heap $\eta$ is extended with this new address. Otherwise, a type error is raised.

object.__setattr__ is the function usually called for an attribute update: $x.attr = e$. It is similar in its complexity and shape to the concrete attribute access (Fig. 6). The complexity is due to the notion of data descriptors, stored in a parent class of an instance: they can preempt attribute addition and process it as a call to their own __set__ method. In most cases, however, the set_field function will be called. In this case, we take the evaluation of $x$ as an address $\@x^\sharp$; we then fetch the attribute abstraction for this address. We update the abstraction map and store it as $f'_x$. Then, if the address is recent, we know that it represents only one address in the concrete. Thus, the attribute will be always defined in the object, and we can add it to the underapproximation of the attributes. If the address is old, it may summarize multiple concrete addresses, and the attribute will only be modified in $f_x$ by the execution of the assignment. Note that Python also supports attribute update through the setattr function. Contrary to the assignment $x.attr = e$ where Python’s syntax ensures that attr is a constant string, setattr can take into argument an arbitrary string, which would result in the structural abstraction of the targeted object to be put to top. In that case, we can enable a constant string abstraction to refine the abstract value of the attribute name and help regain precision.

Join Operator and Widening. Going back to the abstract state definition (Fig. 8), we notice that only ObjS can be infinite. We thus define a widening operator lifting the structural type abstraction to $\top$ if too many attributes are added. The set of addresses is finite due to the finite number of program locations. Joining two abstract states is done pointwise: by merging states having the same flow tokens, joining the sets for the recency abstraction and the maps for the abstract environment and for the abstract heap.

Analysis of Functions. The analysis of functions is performed in a context-sensitive fashion, by inlining: when a function call is reached, we substitute the call by the body of the function and analyze it. This schemes supports easy dynamic dispatch as well as calling anonymous functions defined using lambda.

\footnote{i.e., $S^\sharp[stmt](\delta \in D^\sharp) = \bigsqcup_{\phi \in \text{dom} \delta} \delta_{(\rho, \epsilon, \eta)}(\delta(\phi)) S^\sharp[stmt](\phi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta)$}
The analysis presented in Sec. 3 is polymorphic, as a variable may be abstracted as a set of addresses of different types. However, bounded parametric polymorphism à la ML is impossible to express in this abstraction as we cannot infer that two variables pointing to multiple addresses have the same type. From an abstract interpretation point of view, we lack a relational domain.

\[ S^\# \lfloor x = e \rfloor (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \]

\[ \text{let} \varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta, \tilde{\alpha}^S = E^\# \lfloor e \rfloor (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \text{ in } \varphi, \rho, \epsilon \{ x \rightarrow \{ \tilde{\alpha}^S \} \}, \eta \]

\[ E^\# \lfloor \text{object.__new__}(e) \rfloor^{\text{loc}} (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \]

\[ \text{let} \varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta, \tilde{\alpha}^S = E^\# \lfloor e \rfloor (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \] in

\[ \text{if } (\text{fst } \circ \eta)(\tilde{\alpha}^S) = \text{AClass } c \text{ then } \]

\[ \text{let} \varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta, \tilde{\alpha}^S = E^\# \lfloor \text{alloc_addr(loc)} \rfloor (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \text{ in } (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta[\tilde{\alpha}^S \rightarrow \emptyset]), \tilde{\alpha}^S \]

\[ \text{else } S^\# \lfloor \text{raise TypeError} \rfloor (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta), \bot \]

\[ E^\# \lfloor \text{object.__setattr__}(x, attr \in \text{string}, e) \rfloor (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \]

\[ \text{let} \varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta, \tilde{\alpha}^S = E^\# \lfloor x \rfloor (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \]

\[ \text{let } c = \text{mrosearch}^S(\text{type}^S(\tilde{\alpha}^S), attr) \text{ in } \]

\[ \text{if } c \neq \bot \text{ then let } f = \text{get_field}^S(\text{type}^S(\tilde{\alpha}^S), attr) \text{ in } \]

\[ \text{if } \text{has_field}^S(f, \text{"__get__"}) \land \text{has_field}^S(f, \text{"__set__"}) \text{ then } \]

\[ E^\# \lfloor (\text{get_field}^S(f, \text{"__get__"})) \rfloor (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \]

\[ \text{else } E^\# \lfloor \text{set_field}^S(\tilde{\alpha}^S, attr, e) \rfloor (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \]

\[ E^\# \lfloor \text{set_field}^S(\tilde{\alpha}^S, attr, e) \rfloor (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \]

\[ \text{let} \varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta, \tilde{\alpha}^S = E^\# \lfloor e \rfloor (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \text{ in } let (t_x, (u_x, f_x)) = \eta(\tilde{\alpha}^S) \text{ in } \]

\[ \text{let } f'_x = f_x[\text{attr} \rightarrow \emptyset] \text{ in } \]

\[ \text{if } \text{recent_addr} \tilde{\alpha}^S \text{ then } (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta[\tilde{\alpha}^S \rightarrow (t_x, (u_x \cup \{ \text{attr } \}, f'_x))] \]

\[ \text{else } (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta[\tilde{\alpha}^S \rightarrow (t_x, (u_x, f'_x))]) \]

\[ \]
Example. Consider the following program:

```python
1. if *: x, y = 1, 2
2. else: x, y = 'a', 'b'
3. z = x + y
```

Our non-relational analysis can infer after line 2 that both x and y have type `int` or `str`. However, it cannot show that x and y are either both `int` or both `str`, and thus it raises a false `TypeError` alarm when evaluating `x + y`.

**Type Equality Abstract Domain.** We introduce an abstract domain $Q^2 \overset{def}{=} \text{Id} \to \mathbb{N}$ to track type equalities between variables. It is defined as a partitioning of program identifiers \text{Id} into equivalence classes of equally typed variables. Given $\kappa \in Q^2$, we ensure that the two variables x and y verifying $\kappa(x) = \kappa(y)$ will have the same nominal type. More precisely, we define an abstract equivalence relation $\equiv_{\kappa} \subseteq \text{ObjN}^2 \times \text{ObjN}^2$ between nominal types:


\[
\equiv_{\kappa} \overset{def}{=} \{(A\text{Int}(\alpha_1^\sharp), A\text{Int}(\alpha_2^\sharp)) | (\text{fst } \eta)(\alpha_1^\sharp) \equiv_{\kappa}^\sharp (\text{fst } \eta)(\alpha_2^\sharp) \} \\
\cup \{(A\text{Str}(\alpha_1^\sharp), A\text{Str}(\alpha_2^\sharp)) | (\text{fst } \eta)(\alpha_1^\sharp) \equiv_{\kappa}^\sharp (\text{fst } \eta)(\alpha_2^\sharp) \} \\
\cup \{(A\text{Fun} - A\text{Fun} -) \cup \{(A\text{Class } c, A\text{Class } c) \} \\
\cup \{(A\text{Method}(\alpha_1^\sharp, -), A\text{Method}(\alpha_2^\sharp, -)) | (\text{fst } \eta)(\alpha_1^\sharp) \equiv_{\kappa}^\sharp (\text{fst } \eta)(\alpha_2^\sharp) \} \\
\cup \{(A\text{Inst}(\alpha_1^\sharp), A\text{Inst}(\alpha_2^\sharp)) | (\text{fst } \eta)(\alpha_1^\sharp) \equiv_{\kappa}^\sharp (\text{fst } \eta)(\alpha_2^\sharp) \}
\]

The concretization function $\gamma_Q : Q^2 \to \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{F} \times \mathcal{E} \times \mathcal{H})$ gives the set of concrete states verifying the equality constraints of an abstract element in $Q^2$:


gamma_Q(\kappa) \overset{def}{=} \{ (f, e, h) | \forall x, y \in \text{dom } \kappa : \kappa(x) = \kappa(y) \implies (\text{fst } h \circ e)(x) \equiv^\sharp h (\text{fst } h \circ e)(y) \}
\]

where $\equiv^\sharp \subseteq \text{ObjN} \times \text{ObjN}$ is the concrete equivalence relation between nominal types in $h \in \mathcal{H}$, derived from $\equiv_{\kappa}^\sharp$ as:

\[
n_1 \equiv^\sharp n_2 \iff \exists n_1^\sharp, n_2^\sharp \in \text{ObjN}^2, \exists \eta \in \mathcal{H}^2, \exists \alpha\text{Addr} \in \gamma_{\text{recency}}(\text{dom } \eta) : n_1^\sharp \equiv^\sharp n_2^\sharp \wedge n_1 \in \gamma_{\text{ObjN}[\alpha\text{Addr}]}(n_1^\sharp) \wedge n_2 \in \gamma_{\text{ObjN}[\alpha\text{Addr}]}(n_2^\sharp) \wedge h \in \gamma_{\mathcal{H}[\alpha\text{Addr}]}(\eta)
\]

**Reduced Product.** In order to perform a type analysis with bounded parametric polymorphism, we construct a reduced product $\mathcal{D}_P^\sharp$, of the equality domain $Q^2$ and the non-relational domains $\mathcal{E}^2$ and $\mathcal{H}^2$ of Sec. 3 as follows:

\[
\mathcal{D}_P^\sharp \overset{def}{=} \mathcal{F}^2 \to ((\mathcal{P}(\text{Addr}^2))^2 \times \mathcal{E}^2 \times \mathcal{H}^2 \times Q^2)
\]

\[
\gamma_P(\delta_P \in \mathcal{D}_P^\sharp) = \bigcup_{\varphi \in \text{dom } \delta_P} \gamma(f, (\rho, \epsilon, \eta)) \cap \gamma_Q(\kappa)
\]

Two reduction operators $\psi_\gamma, \psi_\eta \in ((\mathcal{P}(\text{Addr}^2))^2 \times \mathcal{E}^2 \times \mathcal{H}^2 \times Q^2) \to ((\mathcal{P}(\text{Addr}^2))^2 \times \mathcal{E}^2 \times \mathcal{H}^2 \times Q^2)$ are proposed to refine product states by propagating information between domains (they are extended pointwise so that $\psi_\gamma, \psi_\eta \in \mathcal{D}_P^\sharp \to \mathcal{D}_P^\sharp$):

1. The reduction $\psi_\gamma$ enriches $\kappa$ with new type equalities. It searches for variables $x$ and $y$ such that both of them point to singleton objects with equivalent nominal types:

\[
\kappa(x) = \{ \alpha_1^\sharp \} \quad \kappa(y) = \{ \alpha_2^\sharp \} \quad \eta(\alpha_1^\sharp) = \{ n_x, \_ \} \quad \eta(\alpha_2^\sharp) = \{ n_y, \_ \} \quad n_x \equiv_{\kappa}^\sharp n_y
\]

In such case, we add the type equality $\kappa(x) = \kappa(y)$. 
2. The reduction operator $\psi_\downarrow$ refines the non-relational heap $\eta$ whenever two variables $x$ and $y$ are equally typed in $\kappa$ and the type of $x$ is more precise. We do so by pruning away the objects referenced by $y$ that are not equivalent to any object pointed by $x$.

**Theorem 2.** The reduced product is sound, meaning that the reduction operators do not affect the global product concretization: $\forall \delta \in D_P^\#, \gamma_P(\delta) = \gamma_P(\psi_\uparrow(\delta)) = \gamma_P(\psi_\downarrow(\delta))$

**Example.** Let us consider again the previous motivating example. After the assignment $x, y = 1, 2$, both $x$ and $y$ point to singleton integer objects, which allows us to apply $\psi_\uparrow$ in order to infer the type equality of $x$ and $y$ (the state is shown in Fig. 12). The same reasoning is applied after the assignment $x, y = 'a', 'b'$ in the `else` branch. Consequently, the equality is preserved after joining the two abstract states at line 3. When evaluating $x$ in the addition expression, a disjunction with two cases is created, one for each referenced abstract object. In each case, the reduction operator $\psi_\downarrow$ is applied to refine the type of $y$ according to the type of $x$. Therefore, at the end of the program, we infer that no `TypeError` is raised. Moreover, the reduction $\psi_\uparrow$ will find that $x, y, z$ have the same type.

**Bounded Parametric Polymorphism.** In the motivating example, our analysis morally infers that $x, y, z$ have type $\alpha \in \{\text{int, str}\}$. We believe this is close to bounded parametric polymorphism. In future work, we want to combine relationality with partial function summaries to deduce that $f$ has type $\alpha \rightarrow \alpha$, $\alpha \in \{\text{int, str}\}$ in the program below.

```python
1  def f(x, y): return x + y
2  f(1, 2)
3  f('a', 'b')
```

## 5 Independent Container Abstractions

Containers are abstracted independently from the rest of the analysis. We show the example of a smashing abstraction [6] for lists. The analysis of dictionaries is implemented similarly: their keys and their values are smashed separately. We have also implemented an expansion-based analysis for tuples.

The smashing abstraction summarizes all the list elements into one “content” variable. Hence, we can infer whether an abstract address is a list, and we can moreover infer the type of list elements using the content variable. As the content variable can have arbitrary abstract values, the abstraction can represent heterogeneous as well as nested lists, which are supported in Python.

**Abstract Domain.** We add a new nominal type for lists in $\text{ObjN}^d$, denoted as $\text{AList}(\# \in \text{Addr})$, the address representing the class from which the list is instantiated, to handle classes inheriting from lists ($\text{AList}(\# \text{Class list})$). We also extend the set of identifiers into $\text{Id}^+$, adding a new kind of identifiers, List $\#$, to denote content variables ($\#$ is the address of the list).
Then, we perform a weak update with the element \( \text{weak} \), each element of the list to the content variable, and return the address of the content of the abstract environment of the content variable.

To simplify the presentation, \( \text{Transfer Functions} \).

We concretize states taking the list abstraction into account, presented in Fig. 13. To simplify the presentation, \( \text{Concretization} \).

\[
E^\#[e_1, \ldots, e_n] \rightarrow (f, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) = \\
\text{letcur} (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta), \hat{\alpha} = E^\#[\text{alloc}_\text{addr}(l)] (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \text{ in} \\
\text{letcur} (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) = S^\#[\text{List } \hat{\alpha} \rightarrow e_1] (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \text{ in} \\
\text{letcur} (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) = S^\#[\text{List } \hat{\alpha} \rightarrow \text{weak}] (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \text{ in} \\
\ldots \\
\text{letcur} (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) = S^\#[\text{List } \hat{\alpha} \rightarrow \text{weak}] e_1 (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \text{ in} \ (f, \rho, \epsilon, \eta), \hat{\alpha} \\
E^\#[\text{list}_\text{append}(l, e)] (f, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) = \\
\text{letcur} (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta), \hat{\alpha} = E^\#[l] (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \text{ in} \\
\text{letcur} (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta), \hat{\alpha} = E^\#[e] (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \text{ in} \\
\text{if} \ (\text{fst} \sigma(\hat{\alpha})) = \text{AList}(-) \text{ then} \\
E^\#[\text{None}] \circ S^\#[\text{List } \hat{\alpha} \rightarrow \text{weak}] e (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \\
\text{else} \ S^\#[\text{raise Type Error}] (\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta), \bot \\
\gamma_\text{Lists}(\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) = \{ (f, e, h) \mid \alpha_\text{Addr} \in \gamma_\text{Recency}(\rho) \land (f', e', h') \in \gamma[\alpha_\text{Addr}](\varphi, (\rho, \epsilon, \eta)) \\
\forall v \in \text{dom} e', (e(v) = e'(v)) \land (\forall \emptyset \in \text{dom} h', h(\emptyset) = h'(\emptyset)) \land \forall v \in \text{dom} e, \\
(\hat{\alpha}(\hat{l}, m) \in \epsilon(v) \land (\text{AList}(\hat{\alpha}(\hat{l}), \emptyset, \emptyset) \in \eta(\hat{\alpha}(\hat{l}, m)))) \implies (\alpha_\text{Addr}(e(v)) = \hat{\alpha}(\hat{l}, m) \\
\lor \exists n \in \mathbb{N}, h(e(v)) = (\text{List}(\hat{\alpha}_e, (\hat{\alpha}_1, \ldots, \hat{\alpha}_n)), \emptyset) \land \\
\alpha_\text{Addr}(\hat{\alpha}_e) = \hat{\alpha}_e \land \forall 1 \leq i \leq n, \alpha_\text{Addr}(\hat{\alpha}_i) \in \epsilon(\text{List } \hat{\alpha}(\hat{l}, m))) \}
\]

\section*{Figure 13} List transfer functions & extended concretization.

\section*{Transfer Functions.} Fig. 13 presents the abstract semantics of list allocation. We start by allocating the address of the list through the recency abstraction. Then, we assign, using weak updates, each element of the list to the content variable, and return the address of the content of the abstract environment of the content variable.

Adding an element \( e_1 \) to the list \( l \) using the function \( \text{list}_\text{append}(l, e_1) \) is also simple. First, we evaluate \( l \) into an object and check that it is a list. From the evaluation of \( l \), we get the address location \( \hat{\alpha}(\hat{l}, m) \), letting us access the content variable \( \text{List } \hat{\alpha}(\hat{l}, m) \). Then, we perform a weak update with the element \( e_1 \).

We emphasize that these transfer functions are independent from most of the analysis: they only need an abstract domain handling address allocation, and another handling assignments. It could for example be reused in the case of a value analysis, or with another allocation-site abstraction.

\section*{Concretization.} We extend the concretization \( \gamma \) from Fig. 9 into a concretization \( \gamma_\text{Lists} \) taking the list abstraction into account, presented in Fig. 13. To simplify the presentation, \( \gamma_\text{Lists}(\varphi, \rho, \epsilon, \eta) \) employs a variant of \( \gamma \) where the address abstraction \( \alpha_\text{Addr} \) is fixed, denoted as \( \gamma[\alpha_\text{Addr}] \). Given an address abstraction \( \alpha_\text{Addr} \in \gamma_\text{Recency}(\rho) \), \( \gamma[\alpha_\text{Addr}] \) provides partially concretized states \( (f', e', h') \) that ignore content identifiers as well as the \( \text{AList} \) nominal type. We then extend the \( (e', h') \) states into concrete states \( (e, h) \): identifiers \( v \) that may be lists are added to the environment, the list defined in \( v \) is allocated in the concrete heap \( h \) at address \( e(v) \) with an arbitrary size, and its element addresses are constrained to match with content of the abstract environment of the content variable.
Example. Consider the program \( l = [\{ a^{1,1}, b^{1,2}, c^{1,3} \}] \). We use labels \( l_i \) to denote the program location of each string (program location are actually line numbers and column ranges). In the current flow \( cur \), we get the following abstract environment and heap:

\[
\begin{align*}
\epsilon(l) &= \{ \text{AList}(1, r) \} \\
\epsilon(\text{List}(\text{AList}(1, r))) &= \{ \text{AList}(l_1, r), \text{AList}(l_2, r), \text{AList}(l_3, r) \} \\
\eta(\text{AList}(1, r)) &= (\text{AList}, \emptyset, \emptyset) \\
\eta(\text{AList}(l, r)) &= (\text{AList}, \emptyset, \emptyset), 1 \leq i \leq 3
\end{align*}
\]

\( \epsilon(l) \) is bound to the abstract list address, allocated at location 1 and being a recent address. The list variable \( \text{List}(\text{AList}(1, r)) \) may now point to three strong addresses, each representing one of the strings.

Nested Lists. Our encoding also works for nested lists. In the case of two nested lists, the outermost list variable would point to the address of the innermost list abstract address. These two abstract addresses would also be different because their program locations are different. For example, \( l = [1^{1,1}, [2.3^{1,2}]] \) yields the following abstract state \( (l_1, l_2) \) are program locations for the numbers, while \( i, o \) are program locations from the inner and the outer list respectively. The variable corresponding to the outer list \( \text{List}(\text{AList}(o, r)) \) maps to two addresses, including the one of the inner list \( \text{AList}(i, r) \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\epsilon(l) &= \{ \text{AList}(o, r) \} \\
\epsilon(\text{List}(\text{AList}(o, r))) &= \{ \text{AList}(l_1, r), \text{AList}(l_2, r) \} \\
\eta(\text{AList}(o, r)) &= (\text{AList}, \emptyset, \emptyset) \\
\eta(\text{AList}(l, r)) &= (\text{AList}, \emptyset, \emptyset), 1 \leq i \leq 3
\end{align*}
\]

This also works for arbitrary nesting. For example, let us consider the following program:

```python
1  x = 1
2  for i in range(10): x = [x]
```

With the usual accelerated fixpoint computation, we reach an overapproximation of the concrete state, where \( x \) is (an integer or) a nested list containing only integers, but we lose the nest level.

\[
\begin{align*}
\epsilon(x) &= \{ \text{AList}(1, r), \text{AList}(2, r) \} \\
\epsilon(\text{List}(\text{AList}(2, r))) &= \{ \text{AList}(1, r), \text{AList}(2, o) \} \\
\eta(\text{AList}(1, r)) &= (\text{AList}, \emptyset, \emptyset) \\
\eta(\text{AList}(2, r)) &= (\text{AList}, \emptyset, \emptyset)
\end{align*}
\]

Containers & Polymorphism. The content variables of each container have a name defined by their abstract address, depending on the allocation site. This means that if a variable \( l \) is assigned different lists in two different conditional branches (as in the example below), two different element variables will be created, and no polymorphic relationship will be inferred. To counter this issue, we start by unifying both abstract states before performing the join, renaming both element variables into a single one. Our analysis is then able to infer that \( x \) has the same type as the element of the list \( l \), which is either integers or strings:

```python
1  if *: l = [1,2,3]
2  else: l = ["a", "b", "c"]
3  x = l[0]
```
Implementation and Experimental Evaluation

6.1 Modular Implementation into Mopsa

We have implemented our analysis into Mopsa, a framework aiming at easing the development of static analyses by abstract interpretation [20, 24]. Mopsa currently supports the analysis of subsets of the C and Python programming languages. It is written in OCaml. The framework uses domain modules with a uniform signature to describe abstract domains, control-flow iterators, etc. This ensures that the domains are loosely coupled; they can be easily combined and reused. In addition, domains can rewrite expressions and statements dynamically, which makes it easier to reuse existing abstractions defined over a different syntax or semantics. For instance, Python loops are first rewritten into a canonical shape, while the fixpoint computation is handled by another more generic module, used to handle C loops as well. More details about Mopsa can be found in [20]. The type analysis consists in 2000 lines of OCaml code, the container abstraction consists in 1600 lines of OCaml, and there are 5000 lines of OCaml code defining the iterators and data model of Python.

6.2 Optimizations & Extensions

During our initial testing of our analysis, we noticed that it was slowed down by two factors: the number of exceptions that were raised (creating a large number of abstract states to store), and the analysis of function calls (where the same functions were analyzed many times). This lead us to two optimizations described below. We then explain how we use Python type annotations to analyze more programs.

Exception Abstraction. When an exception is raised, we store the current abstract state with the exception flow token for the rest of the analysis, in order to reuse it if this exception is caught later on. However, imprecise analyses may raise exceptions frequently. For example, the smashing abstraction handling the list analysis needs (in order to be sound) to raise a potential IndexError at each list access, as the analysis does not keep track of the list size. This created many different exceptions stored in the analysis state, but most were never used. To solve the problem, we abstracted sets of such exceptions for which the analysis is deemed a priori imprecise (which can be parameterized by the user) into a single abstract exception, joining the corresponding abstract states into one. By default, the exceptions abstracted are IndexError, KeyError and ValueError.

Towards a Partially Modular Function Analysis. We have implemented a partially modular function analysis, which keeps the abstract input state, the abstract output state and the result of function calls in a cache. When analyzing a function call, the cache is checked: if this function has already been analyzed with the same abstract input state, the analysis result is taken directly from the cache. Otherwise, the function is inlined, and the analysis result cached afterwards. In particular, using this cache does not reduce the precision of the analysis, but greatly improves its running times. The experiments displayed in Table 16 show that this cache, combined with the exception abstraction can provide a 32x speedup over the inlining-based analysis (regex_v8.py), while the memory usage increased by 15%. In some cases, the inlining-based analysis and the cache-based analysis have the same running times: this may be due to a program having less user-defined functions to analyze, or the cache not being hit because the calling contexts are too different. We believe this cache is particularly efficient because we compute types rather than values: while the abstract state would change a lot during a value analysis (e.g., as loop indexes increase), the abstract state in the case of a type analysis is more stable.
We can also reuse the cache when the current input state is less than the input state kept in the cache. This is actually used in our implementation. In the benchmarks below, choosing this relaxed version improves the running times by 40% in one case (choose.py), but introduces imprecision in another case (22 out of the 25 alarms detected in hexiom.py).

Note that we keep analyzing functions on demand, at each call-site, knowing their calling context. We believe that performing a sound, context-free function call analysis, as done in most type systems, would not be practical for Python programs, as functions rely on implicit assumptions and may have side effects on their arguments or other variables not defined in the function scope. The cache-based analysis could still be improved to keep only the relevant parts of the whole abstract input and output states, such as the parts that may be read or changed by the function. This extension, which would help reuse more of the analysis results kept in the cache, is left as future work.

Using Type Annotations. As the Python standard library is huge, and partly written in C, we needed a way to support the C-written part without too much manual work. We decided to leverage the work from the Typeshed project [37], which offers type annotations for a substantial part of the standard library. This project uses the standard type annotations recently introduced by the PEP 484 into Python [36]. These type annotations are quite powerful (they feature possibly bounded polymorphism using TypeVar, structural subtyping support with Protocol, disjunctive function signatures with the @overload decorator, ...).

For example, they can completely specify the signature of the fspath function described in the introduction:

```python
T = TypeVar('T', str, bytes) @overload
class PathL(Protocol[T]): def fspath(self) -> T: ...
    @overload def fspath(path: PathL[T]) -> T: ...
    @overload def fspath(path: str) -> str: ...
    @overload def fspath(path: bytes) -> bytes: ...
```

These annotations remain less expressive than our analysis, as side-effects (such as raised exceptions, aliasing) cannot be expressed yet, but a type-and-effect system [23] could be used. When a stubbed module is imported, our analyzer parses the corresponding annotated file and stores its functions (similarly for classes and variables). Then, when a stubbed function is called, we check that the arguments match the function signature. In that case, we assume that the function has no side effects and returns an object of the annotated return type, which we convert into an abstract object. Note that the use of these annotations changes the soundness of our analyzer: exceptions raised by concrete functions where we used their annotated counterpart will not be reported.

6.3 Experimental Evaluation

In this part, we evaluate our implementation on several benchmarks. We compare our analysis with four tools aiming at detecting incorrect programs potentially reaching runtime errors: the abstract-interpretation-based value analysis of Python [13], and three other tools having close goals: a tool by Fritz & Hage [12], Typpete [16] and Pytype [42]. We also include the static analysis part of RPython [2] in our comparison, whose goal is to compile a restricted subset of Python into more efficient programs. [12, 16, 42] try to infer a static type that ensures the absence of dynamic typing errors, while we go further and check whether dynamic typing errors can occur and result in exceptions that stop the program (hence, we
can successfully analyze correct programs that are not typable but are nevertheless correct as they recover from dynamic type errors). Both [13] and our analyzer generate as output the set of exceptions that may escape to the toplevel, with detailed exception messages close to those given by Python. While this naturally includes type-related exceptions, we also take into account that even type errors can be caught and handled by the program, in which case they are not reported as errors. Contrary to [12, 16, 42], we also detect other errors (such as out of bound list accesses), in order to have a sound analysis (though we are unprecise in most cases). We also show the performance gain of the optimizations described in Section 6.2.

Competing Tools. The tool developed by Fritz and Hage performs a data-flow analysis, computing the type of each variable. While the original paper [12] experiments various tradeoffs between performance and precision (using different widenings, flow-sensitivity, context-sensitivity, ...), we used the default arguments of the provided artifact. As mentioned in their paper, this tool does not handle exceptions nor generators. Its output is a dump of the data-flow map, associating to each program point the type of each variable. A program is untypable for this tool when the analyzer puts reachable variables to the bottom type.

Typpete encodes type inference of Python programs into a MaxSMT problem, and passes it to Z3 to solve it. If Z3 yields unsat, the program is untypable. Otherwise, the output of Typpete is a type annotation of the input program. It comes with around 40 examples on which we were able to test our analyzer. Typpete restricts its input to Python programs where variables have a single type in a program (but it handles subtyping: a variable having both types int and str will have type object) and dynamic attribute addition is not supported. When there is a type error, Z3 finds the inference problem to be unsatisfiable and Typpete shows a line in relationship with the type error. As the structure of the program is lost during the MaxSMT encoding, the line shown by Typpete is not always the line where the error will occur at runtime. Typpete supports the basics of the PEP 484 type annotations, and uses them for its stubs, or to guide the analysis on an input program.

Pytype is a tool developed by Google and actively used to maintain their codebase, hence it is more mature than the other tools. It performs an analysis that is not described formally, but it has a wide language and library support (it also uses Typeshed), allowing it to scale to large codebases. It outputs the last type of each variable when the typing is successful, and can produce a type annotation of the input program. It also produces clear error messages looking like the exceptions raised by Python when it detects an erroneous program.

We obtained the analyzer developed by Fromherz et al. [13]. It performs a value analysis by abstract interpretation. Its output is a set of potentially uncaught exceptions.

RPython performs a data-flow analysis to check that a program is part of the subset it can efficiently compile. It outputs the control-flow graph with the inferred types.

We compare the analysis of these five tools to two different configurations of our analyzer:

- **Conf. 1** using inlining and no exception smashing of the alarms;
- **Conf. 2** using partially modular analysis and exception smashing in alarms (see Sec. 6.2).

We have not noticed any improvement using the relational domain in the benchmarks, so the results below use the non-relational analysis. The relational analysis increases the analyses times by a factor 5 at most.

Benchmarks. We chose 5 of the biggest benchmarks from Typpete’s unit tests (prefixed with ✨ in Table 16). We also took 12 benchmarks from Python’s reference interpreter [39] (prefixed with 📐 in the table). Out of the 44 benchmarks currently available, we chose 12
with no external dependencies and few standard library module dependencies, so that most tools are able to analyze them. We argue that while the benchmarks are not very long, these Python programs are realistic and may call a lot of functions. For example, calling Python profiler cProfile on chaos.py shows more than 469,000 function calls. We also add three small tests focusing on characteristics we believe are paramount to performing a sound analysis of Python programs: taking into account object mutation and aliasing, as shown in Fig. 3 (file mutation.py); being able to precisely analyze introspection operators such as isinstance and hasattr, in order to analyze precisely a program calling the function fspath from Fig. 1 for example (file instanceof.py, Fig. 14); and analyzing precisely exception-related control-flow operators in order to have a precise analysis and avoid raising type errors later caught by an except TypeError statement for example (file exception.py, Fig. 15). Finally, we analyze the two main parts (processInput.py, choose.py) of a real-world command-line utility from Facebook, called PathPicker (prefixed with ; the LOC for these files consists in the size of the file and all the PathPicker files imported by this one). These two parts are multifile projects depending on other modules from PathPicker (which are inlined and analyzed by our tool), as well as some standard library modules, including re, subprocess, json, curses, posixpath, argparse, configparser, os, stat, locale, bz2, lzma respectively handling regular expressions, external process calls, json files, curses command-line interfaces, file-related functions, argument parsing, configuration file parsing, operating-system and file status, internationalization of output and compression algorithms. As all these modules are at least partially written in C, we used the annotations from Typeshed [37] to support them. All program constructs used in the benchmarks are supported by our tool, meaning our analysis is sound on them.

Performance and Precision Evaluation. We test the language support, the performance and the precision of each tool. An analyzer may crash due to an unsupported construction (†), or may timeout after one hour of analysis (○). We measured the analysis time five times for each benchmark and tool, and the mean is displayed. All tools are deterministic. In the evaluation of our tool in its most efficient configuration (Conf. 2), the column △ displays the number of false alarms raised (the precision is identical in Conf. 1), with the smashed exceptions (corresponding to the unprecise exceptions raised by the list and dictionary abstractions) separated. The results are displayed in Table 16.

We notice that our analysis is able to scale to benchmarks a few thousand lines long, within a reasonable analysis time. Some benchmarks take longer to analyze: for example hexiom.py has a lot of nested loops, and functions are called multiple times, so the analyzer has a lot of fixpoint computations and inlining to perform (it performs 1770 analyses of 5-levels nested loops). It seems that the other type analyzers [12, 16, 42] do not perform fixpoint computations over loops (which at least for the case of Typpete seems sound as it infers more abstract types). Similarly, Typpete is able to perform an efficient analysis, although it lacks library support to analyze some Python benchmarks, and is unable to analyze programs where a variable is initialized in a (potentially unexecuted) loop. The

1. if isinstance(x, int): y = 4  
2. else: y = 'a'  
3. z = 2 + y  

Figure 14 instanceof.py.

1. try: z = 2 + 'a'  
2. except: z = 3.14  
3. a = z + 1  

Figure 15 exception.py.
Table 16: Analysis of Python benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>Conf. 1</th>
<th>Conf. 2</th>
<th>[12]</th>
<th>Pytype</th>
<th>Typetpe</th>
<th>[13]</th>
<th>RPython</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>isinstance.py</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40ms</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.2s</td>
<td>0.78s</td>
<td>0.67s</td>
<td>10ms</td>
<td>4.9s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exception.py</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37ms</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.3s</td>
<td>0.70s</td>
<td>0.57s</td>
<td>9ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutation.py</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>34ms</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.3s</td>
<td>0.75s</td>
<td>0.68s</td>
<td>11ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disjoint_sets.py</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>59ms</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>0.92s</td>
<td>0.91s</td>
<td>1.2s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>functions.py</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>41ms</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>1.2s</td>
<td>0.84s</td>
<td>0.8s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exception.py</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>76ms</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>1.2s</td>
<td>0.80s</td>
<td>0.31s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bellman_ford.py</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.17s</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>1.4s</td>
<td>0.99s</td>
<td>2.4m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float.py</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0.13s</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>1.7s</td>
<td>0.92s</td>
<td>0.84s</td>
<td>5.6s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coop_concat.py</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>45ms</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>1.8s</td>
<td>0.81s</td>
<td>20ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spectral_norm.py</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0.32s</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>1.6s</td>
<td>0.98s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crafting.py</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>0.48s</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>1.6s</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.7s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nbody.py</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>1.4s</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>1.7s</td>
<td>1.3s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chaos.py</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>8.9s</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>13s</td>
<td>11s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raytrace.py</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>3.5s</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>36s</td>
<td>2.8s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scimark.py</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>0.85s</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>8.5s</td>
<td>4.4s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>richards.py</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>11s</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>38s</td>
<td>2.4s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpack_seq.py</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>13s</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>1.1s</td>
<td>7.4s</td>
<td>14s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go.py</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>4.0m</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>8.5s</td>
<td>3.4s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexiom.py</td>
<td>674</td>
<td>6.9m</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>4.2s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regex_v8.py</td>
<td>1792</td>
<td>8.2m</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>4.9s</td>
<td>1.7m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>processInput.py</td>
<td>1417</td>
<td>6.1s</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>2.4s</td>
<td>11s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choose.py</td>
<td>2562</td>
<td>8.6m</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>1.7s</td>
<td>15s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† unsupported by the analyzer (crash) ○ timeout (after 1h)

Smashed Exceptions: KeyError *, IndexError †, ValueError *

Our analysis raises a few alarms (as all programs are correct, all alarms are false alarms here). As the programs did not mix types implicitly, our analysis was sufficiently precise to avoid raising false alarms over type and attribute errors. However, the smashing abstraction of the lists and the dictionaries creates some false alarms: dictionary values having different types (and heterogeneously-typed lists) are smashed into content variables, triggering imprecision over the types in the rest of the analysis. In addition, the smashing abstraction currently does tool from Fritz and Hage is quite fast (the running times are measured by running a docker container due to the software dating from 2011), but we will see later that it is unsound in most cases. It fails on hexiom.py due to a parsing error. Pytype is a more mature analyzer, and it does not fail on any of the benchmarks, but times out in the regex_v8.py benchmark (after reaching out to Google, it appears to be a performance bug from Pytype in its analysis of big dictionaries). The value analysis [13] is unable to support the standard library functions needed for most benchmarks (supporting new library functions in the value analysis is more time-consuming, as it requires to include the effect of this function on the abstract values). On the benchmarks it is able to pass, our analysis is in average 8.5× faster than the value analysis; it also scales to benchmarks 5× longer. RPython is able to type 6 out of 22 benchmarks. In the 16 other cases, 5 seem to be due to internal bugs, while the 11 last cases are due to constructs unsupported by RPython. Compared to RPython, our analysis is able to fully analyze invalid programs (it will not stop at the first type exception, which can be caught later on).
not keep track of the (potential) emptiness of lists: this creates a few alarms, as variables
initially defined during a loop iteration over a list may be undefined in the rest of the
program if the list is empty (raising \texttt{UnboundLocalError} in \texttt{spectral_norm.py}, \texttt{nboby.py},
\texttt{bm\_raytrace.py}, \texttt{bm\_scimark.py} and 22 in \texttt{hexiom.py}). More generally, the absence of
information on the length of the list means that each list access should raise a potential
\texttt{IndexError} (we could reduce the number of false alarms by adding a small domain keeping
track of the abstract length of lists; this is left as future work). Similarly, \texttt{KeyError}
are raised upon each dictionary access, and \texttt{ValueError} may be raised during list unpacking.
The spurious \texttt{IndexError} are not raised by the value analysis [13], which is able to track
the length of lists. The alarms are not raised by the three other analyzers, as they focus on type
errors only, and not on finding which exceptions may be raised. As each analyzer has its own
output, we were unable to compare their precision in all cases, and only study the precision
on the first three small examples. In the \texttt{isinstance.py} example, both our tool, [13] and
Pytype are precise, but the others are unprecise ([12] yields an unsound result, Typpete
declares the program incorrect). For \texttt{exception.py}, [12] does not support exceptions; while
[13], Pytype and Typpete declare the program incorrect; our tool does not raise any alarm.
Concerning \texttt{mutation.py}, both Pytype, [13] and our tool are precise. Typpete is unprecise
(it declares some integers and strings to be of object type), and [12] infers a variable holding
a string as an integer.

\textbf{Soundness Evaluation.} We experimentally check the soundness of the analyzers. We believe
soundness is important in order to detect all potential errors. As each benchmark file was a
correct Python program, we created erroneous variants having one type error (by introducing
a string into an integer variable), in order to check the soundness of each analyzer (similarly
to the evaluation of Typpete). We then ran each analyzer on those files (the correct and the
erroneous one each time), and checked whether the inferred types and alarms were matching
the behavior of the program: either the analysis seemed sound as the types and alarms
were correctly raised, or the analysis was unsound (no error was detected in the erroneous
variant). The injection of type errors to evaluate the soundness is simplistic, as our goal was
to quickly test the soundness of the other tools. Our analyzer is sound by construction but
may include implementation bugs, and it would be interesting to automate error injection to
experimentally check the soundness more thoroughly.

We find that our analysis catches the errors in all erroneous variants and is thus sound –
as expected – in these cases. Typpete is sound over the programs it can analyze. The tool
from Fromherz et al. is unsound in the case of \texttt{unpack\_seq.py} due to an implementation
error. The artifact from [12] is unable to detect errors in all cases except \texttt{fannkuch.py}. Py-
type is not sound in a few cases (\texttt{bellman\_ford.py}, \texttt{crafting\_challenge.py}, \texttt{float.py},
\texttt{richards.py}, \texttt{spectral\_norm.py}, \texttt{unpack\_seq.py}).

\textbf{Evaluation Summary.} Our analysis is sound, it reports a few false alarms. Preliminary
results indicate that our analyzer is able to scale, at least on programs a few thousand lines
long. The soundness evaluation showed that even simple errors such as replacing an integer
with a string may go unnoticed for unsound analyzers.

Comparatively, Pytype is the most advanced tool: it is able to scale and seems to support
most of the standard library. It is however unsound in some cases. Both Typpete and [13]
perform a sound analysis, but they lack some language or library support in the bigger
benchmarks. The tool from Fritz and Hage is able to analyze programs very quickly, and
supports most benchmarks, but it is unsound in most cases. RPython has a different goal,
as it focuses on compiling a more static subset of Python efficiently. Most of the benchmarks
use constructs too dynamic for RPython to compile them efficiently.
7 Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work, focusing on formal analyses for the two most popular dynamic programming languages: JavaScript and Python.

JavaScript. JavaScript is defined by a standard, and has been formalized in Coq [7] and in K [26]. [18] presents the first static analysis by abstract interpretation for JavaScript, and provides an implementation called TAJS. [19] builds upon TAJS to define a more efficient interprocedural analysis. As strings play a wide role in the semantics of JavaScript, precise string abstractions are studied in [1, 22]. [21] uses a static type analysis to optimize numerical computations datatypes. [17] proposes a method to soundly translate some eval statements into code, in order to improve the precision of their analysis. An analysis of asynchronous JavaScript built upon TAJS is presented in [32].

Python. In [28], the authors define a mechanized semantics for a restricted subset of Python, consisting in basic values (integers, booleans) and control structures (loops, conditionals), but not taking objects into account. [31] proposes a semantics of Python 2.5 under the form of a Haskell interpreter. [27] defines a small-step semantics for a core Python language, $\lambda_\pi$, as well as a compiler from Python to $\lambda_\pi$, and a $\lambda_\pi$ interpreter written in Racket. [15] shows a rewriting semantics for Python using the K framework [29]. [13] defines an interpreter-like semantics on which the concrete semantics presented in Section 2 is based.

Pyannotate [40] and MonkeyType [38] are tools performing a dynamic analysis: they collect the types of a Python program during its execution. Contrary to static analyses where an abstraction of the set of program traces is computed, dynamic analyses only run on one trace, meaning that non-determinism due to inputs or random choices will not be taken into account. While this approach helps developers move to type-annotated Python codes, the collected types correspond to one execution only, and are thus not sound.

A middle-end between dynamic and static type analysis is gradual typing [30, 14]. In that case, the programmer annotates parts of the program, which can then be typechecked. The unannotated parts of the program have an unknown type called top, from which any static type can be cast to and from. The soundness theorem of gradual typing then guarantees that if a program gradually typechecks, the only type errors that may occur at runtime are casts concerning variables having type top. Gradual typecheckers for Python include Mypy [35] and Pyre [41]. Both tools restrict the input language, as annotated variables can have only one type during the program execution (this type can be a union of types). By contrast, our type analysis is more permissive as it does not restrict the dynamic typing features of Python. We also do not require any annotation to run our analysis.

The closest approaches to our work [12, 42, 16, 2] have been described in the experimental evaluation (Sec. 6.3). It should be noted that Fritz & Hage [12] test many different parameter instantiations of their data-flow analysis. We believe that in the context of formal verification, a precise, context-sensitive, sound type analysis is useful. The flow-sensitivity is needed to precisely analyze exception catching statements, but neither have we tested this hypothesis on a larger scale nor have we tried selective flow-sensitivity, contrary to [12]. [34] presents a predictive analysis based on symbolic execution for Python. It consistently finds bugs and scales to projects of thousands of lines of code, but it does not cover all executions, and is thus not sound. [13] performs a static value analysis by abstract interpretation. It uses abstract values similar to the ones presented in [18]. This analysis is not strictly more expressive than ours: while it focuses on values, it is relational over numerical datatypes,
but not over types. Our type analysis is more scalable in its implementation, as supporting
new constructs consists in providing a type signature (and knowing the side effects of this
function, including the potentially raised exceptions). To scale more quickly, we can also
reuse Typeshed and its type annotations to support most of the standard library (though
we will lose any side effect of the annotated function in that case). The type analysis also
uses less memory and is quicker: we store type information rather than abstract values, and
the fixpoint computations during the analysis of loops converge more quickly (types vary
less than values, for example during loop iterations). The experiments of this value analysis
consisted in some of Python’s unit tests and some of Python’s benchmarks. As the unit
tests consist mostly in equality assertions over values, our type analyzer is unable to verify
these. However, the running times for the type analysis on those tests are similar to the ones
described in [13]. The benchmarks were shown in Table 16.

8 Conclusion

We have developed a static type analysis of Python programs by abstract interpretation,
which collects uncaught exceptions that may be raised during a program execution. This
analysis is sound, and its modular implementation scales to benchmarks a few thousand lines
long. In addition, we found that compared to other type analyses, we uniquely take into
account dynamic Python features such as object mutability, introspection operators, and
exception-based control-flow statements.

Future work includes: speeding-up the inlining-based analysis with an efficient, summary-
based function analysis; exploring the abstraction-precision trade-offs of the analysis (e.g,
using an expansion-based container abstraction); analyzing bigger programs; combining this
analysis with a value analysis (e.g, to keep track of the abstract length of summarized lists,
in order to remove IndexError-based false alarms); finally, we will consider using the type
information inferred by the analysis to optimize the execution of Python programs.
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1 Introduction

The Scala programming language integrates functional and object-oriented programming, making available many of the benefits of both paradigms. One important benefit of purely functional programming is referential transparency, which makes reasoning about program behaviour easier, both for human programmers and for automated optimizers and verifiers. Nevertheless, Scala does not provide any verifiable way to specify which parts of a program are purely functional. Purity is an absence of all side effects; in this paper, we focus on mutation of objects in the heap as one specific but important side effect.

Reference mutability, also called reference immutability [19, 10], has been studied especially in Java as a way to control mutation. References to objects are classified as either read-write or read-only, and writes to fields through a read-only reference are forbidden. This applies transitively: when a reference is read from the field of an object through a read-only reference, the newly-read reference is made read-only as well. As a result, if all parameters of a function are read-only (and if there are no accesses to global variables), the function must be pure in the sense that it cannot modify any state in the heap that existed before it was called, although it does have the ability to allocate and mutate new objects.

As in related work [19, 20], we distinguish reference mutability from the stronger guarantee of object immutability: a reference mutability system like ours ensures that an object is not mutated through a read-only reference, but it is still possible for the object to change if it is aliased by other, read-write references. For the same reason, we avoid calling references mutable or immutable, since it is not the reference that can be mutated, but the object that it refers to, and even the referent of a read-only reference is not necessarily immutable. By the same reasoning, it would be more accurate to speak of the read-only-ness of a reference rather than of its mutability, but we use the latter term because the former is awkward.
Our goal is to bring read-only references to Scala. An empirical study [8] showed that about 35 to 70 percent of classes in large Scala codebases are either deeply or shallowly immutable. One challenge is the complexity of Scala and its type system relative to Java, and the interaction of reference mutability with Scala language features. In particular, Scala programs frequently use nested functions that have access to variables in outer scopes. A second challenge is that for maintainability and ease of adoption, we seek a system that integrates well with Scala’s existing type system. Reference mutability implementations for Java add entirely new type systems on top of Java’s type system. Since Scala’s type system already provides powerful and expressive features, it ought to be possible to use those features to implement at least parts of a reference mutability system, and we explore the feasibility of such an approach. By reusing existing features as much as possible, we aim for an implementation that would require few changes to an existing Scala compiler so that it could be easily maintained as the compiler evolves.

When we began this project, we explored designs by prototyping them in the Dotty compiler for Scala 3. The subtle conceptual errors that we encountered revealed the need for a more principled approach. Our contribution in this paper is a formalization of our design as an extension of the Dependent Object Types (DOT) calculus [2, 16, 14], a core calculus modelling the essence of Scala. We prove type soundness and the immutability property guaranteed by our extended DOT calculus, which we call roDOT. roDOT can serve as a foundation for a correct implementation of reference mutability for the full Scala language.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a baseline DOT calculus that we will extend with reference mutability. We overview our approach in Section 3: we identify the requirements needed from a type system to implement a useful reference mutability system, discuss how the features of DOT can partially satisfy the requirements, and introduce the changes that we make to DOT to fulfill the requirements. In Section 4, we present roDOT, the formal DOT calculus extended with reference mutability. In Section 5, we define properties of roDOT, namely type soundness and the immutability guarantee, and discuss their proofs. We survey related work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2 Baseline DOT

In this section, we present a baseline DOT calculus that we will later extend with reference mutability. There are multiple variants of DOT calculi in the literature. Our baseline is close to kDOT [12], which in turn is based Wadlerfest DOT [2], with the following main differences. In Wadlerfest DOT, objects are immutable. The semantics operates on plain program terms, with objects in the heap represented by let-binding terms. In kDOT, objects have mutable fields, which can be re-assigned to hold a reference to another object on the heap. The semantics of kDOT operates on configurations with an explicit heap, a program term being reduced, and a stack of continuations. We adopt these features of kDOT in our baseline DOT. In addition, kDOT defines constructors to model the gradual initialization of the fields of each object, like in Scala. We omit constructors from our baseline DOT because they are not necessary to model reference mutability. Thus, our baseline DOT is a variant of kDOT without constructors.

The syntax of the baseline DOT is in Figure 1. As in WadlerFest DOT and kDOT, the literals are objects and lambda abstractions. An object has a self parameter $s$ (modelling the this keyword in Scala) and a sequence $d$ of member definitions. Object members are either fields, which can be re-assigned to hold a reference to another object in the heap. The semantics of kDOT operates on configurations with an explicit heap, a program term being reduced, and a stack of continuations. We adopt these features of kDOT in our baseline DOT. In addition, kDOT defines constructors to model the gradual initialization of the fields of each object, like in Scala. We omit constructors from our baseline DOT because they are not necessary to model reference mutability. Thus, our baseline DOT is a variant of kDOT without constructors.

The syntax of the baseline DOT is in Figure 1. As in WadlerFest DOT and kDOT, the literals are objects and lambda abstractions. An object has a self parameter $s$ (modelling the this keyword in Scala) and a sequence $d$ of member definitions. Object members are either fields, which can be re-assigned to hold a reference to another object in the heap. The semantics of kDOT operates on configurations with an explicit heap, a program term being reduced, and a stack of continuations. We adopt these features of kDOT in our baseline DOT. In addition, kDOT defines constructors to model the gradual initialization of the fields of each object, like in Scala. We omit constructors from our baseline DOT because they are not necessary to model reference mutability. Thus, our baseline DOT is a variant of kDOT without constructors.

The syntax of the baseline DOT is in Figure 1. As in WadlerFest DOT and kDOT, the literals are objects and lambda abstractions. An object has a self parameter $s$ (modelling the this keyword in Scala) and a sequence $d$ of member definitions. Object members are either fields, which can be re-assigned to hold a reference to another object in the heap. The semantics of kDOT operates on configurations with an explicit heap, a program term being reduced, and a stack of continuations. We adopt these features of kDOT in our baseline DOT. In addition, kDOT defines constructors to model the gradual initialization of the fields of each object, like in Scala. We omit constructors from our baseline DOT because they are not necessary to model reference mutability. Thus, our baseline DOT is a variant of kDOT without constructors.
In the baseline DOT, we distinguish between local variables $z$ that are bound by let terms and lambdas, self variables $s$ that are bound by object literals, and heap locations $y$ that represent addresses in the runtime heap. Heap locations cannot appear in the surface syntax; they are created only in runtime configurations in the operational semantics.

A program is expressed as a term, which, if correctly typed, reduces to a location of a single item on the heap. The meanings of the terms are standard. We use the notation $\nu x$ to make it explicit when a variable is used as a term. A let term evaluates one term and substitutes the result into another term. Terms in DOT are in A-normal form (ANF), in that subterms of a term are generally variables, not arbitrary terms. Thus, every non-trivial term must be evaluated and assigned to a variable in a let binding before it can be used in a later term. A write term changes the value of a field of an object on the heap. A read term returns the last value written to a field, or the term value given to the field when the object was created. An apply term applies a lambda by substituting the argument into its body.

Types must be explicitly specified in lambda abstractions and object literals. Lambdas have a function type, which allows them to be applied in an apply term. Objects have a recursive type containing an intersection of field or type declaration types corresponding to the definitions forming the object. The recursive type allows the declarations to refer to other members of the object. An intersection type is a common subtype of two types. As in kDOT, a field declaration type specifies two types for a field, a setter and a getter type. The
getter type is given to a read term that reads the field, while the setter is the type a variable must have so that it can be written to the field. A type declaration type specifies the lower and upper bounds for a type member, which can be referred to by type selection. The top type is a supertype of every type; the bottom type is a subtype of every type.

Evaluation of a program is described as reduction of an initial configuration, which consists of a term, an empty stack, and empty heap. The heap binds locations $y$ to literals $l$. The heap is modified by creating a new object using the let-lit term, or by changing the value of a field using the write term. In a final configuration, the stack is empty and the term is in normal form – a location of a single item on the heap.

In a typed configuration, heap correspondence ensures that for each location in the context, the heap contains a function or an object of the specified type. For objects it means that if $\Gamma(y) = \mu(s : R)$, then $\Sigma(y) = \nu(s : R)d$, where $\Gamma \vdash d : [y/s]R$. The type $R$ is syntactically the same in $\Gamma$ and $\Sigma$.

Type soundness ensures that evaluation of a typed term either progresses indefinitely or reaches a final configuration. A key ingredient of the type soundness proof is the definition of inert typing contexts. A concrete object in the heap holds a specific term in each field and a specific type in each type member, so it is possible to type such an object with a type in which all member types are tight: each type declaration type $\{A : T..T\}$ has equal upper and lower bounds $T$ and each field declaration type $\{a : T..T\}$ has equal getter and setter types $T$. Such types with tight bounds are called inert, and many theorems about DOT calculi hold only in typing contexts containing only inert types [14]. A progress theorem proves that if a configuration can be typed in a typing context that gives an inert type for each object in the heap, then it is in a normal form or steps to another configuration. A preservation theorem proves that the resulting configuration after the step can still be given the same type in an inert context that corresponds to the possibly updated heap.

3 Overview

In this section, we examine how the baseline DOT system can be extended to support read-only references and overview the path to roDOT.

3.1 Requirements

A type system for reference mutability should satisfy the following requirements:

Keeping expressiveness. The type system should admit programs that do not use the new features similarly to the baseline DOT.

Mutability constraints. Additionally, the type system should provide a way to distinguish between read-write and read-only references. Read-write references should be convertible to read-only references, but not the other way. In a reference mutability type system, the distinction can be achieved by making each type read-write or read-only, with read-write a subtype of read-only.

Integration with type system features. The extensions should use existing features of the DOT type system where possible, and not interfere with them.

Type soundness. The extensions should not make the type system unsound - as in kDOT, each typed program should reduce to an answer or run indefinitely.

Guarantee of immutability. The type system should guarantee that only read-write references are used to mutate objects. This guarantee should be transitive: starting from a read-only reference, the system should prevent mutation of any other objects reached by any sequence of field reads. To achieve this, if a read term reads from a field of an object
through a read-only reference, the result of the read should be given a read-only type, even if the field contains a read-write reference. This change in the type of the reference is called viewpoint adaptation [10].

**Mutability polymorphism.** Previous work [19, 10] demonstrated the importance of methods that are polymorphic in the mutability of the receiver. Consider a getter method that reads a field of an object. When called on a read-only reference, the method can obtain only a read-only reference from the field due to viewpoint adaptation, and thus its return type must be read-only. But, when the same method is called on a read-write receiver, it can read a read-write reference from the field, and its return type should reflect this.

### 3.2 Example

As an example, we will encode an object with a field $a$ and getter and setter methods $m_s$ and $m_g$ for that field. In Scala, such an object would be created by instantiating a class:

```scala
class C {
  var a: T = _
  def m_s(z: T): Unit = {a = z}
  def m_g: T = a
}
```

In the baseline DOT, such an object can be created by a let statement:

```
let
  z = ν(s : T_a){a = x} \land \{m_a = let z_1 = λ(z : T_s.a := z in z_1) \land \{m_g = s.a\} in t, where
          T_o ≜ μ(s : \{a : T\} \land \{m_a : \forall (z : T)\} \land \{m_g : T\}) and x is an initial value of type T.
```

The $m_s$ method mutates the contents, so a reference mutability type system should prevent calling it on a read-only reference. The $m_g$ method should be polymorphic in the mutability of the receiver. After we present the roDOT calculus, we will show how this example can be encoded in it in Section 4.5.

### 3.3 Changes to the Calculus

We now summarize the changes to the baseline DOT to support read-only references. We motivate each change briefly here, but defer a detailed justification to Section 4.

**3.3.1 Mutability Types**

First, we must decide how to distinguish read-write and read-only types. A straightforward way is to define some special marker type $M$ to designate read-write references. Any type can be made read-write by intersecting it with $M$. This satisfies our requirement that a read-write type should be a subtype of the read-only version of the same type.

We can test whether a type is read-write by testing whether it is a subtype of $M$. For a reference $x$, we define an operation $\Gamma \vdash \text{isrw } x$ as a typing judgment $\Gamma \vdash x : T$. To make a read-write version of an existing type $T$, we define an operation $\text{rw} (T) \equiv T \land M$.

**3.3.2 Dependent Mutability**

Second, we need some mechanism to implement mutability polymorphism. We will use a dependent mutability type, defined to have the same mutability as some specified reference.

We can achieve this with a careful choice of the read-write marker type: we reserve a type member name $M$ for mutability, and choose $M \equiv \{M : \bot\ldots\bot\}$. This choice makes it possible for a type to depend on the mutability of a reference $x$ using the type selection $x.M$. The type $\{M : \bot\ldots x.M\}$ is read-write (in the sense of being a subtype of $\{M : \bot\ldots\bot\}$) if (and in an inert context only if) the reference $x$ is read-write (has type $\{M : \bot\ldots\bot\}$).
3.3.3 Viewpoint Adaptation

Third, the type system requires an operation \( \Gamma \vdash x : T \rightarrow T' \) that performs the viewpoint adaptation described above. Given a reference \( x \) and a type \( T \) of a field, it returns \( T \) if \( x \) is a read-write reference, but a read-only version of \( T \) if \( x \) is a read-only reference. This operation could also be composed from two simpler operations: making a read-only version of \( T \) and combining the mutability of \( T \) and \( x \).

While a read-write version of a given type can be made with a simple intersection, the opposite of making a read-only version cannot be done using any of the type operations in the baseline DOT. If it is already the case that \( T <: \{ M : \bot \ldots \bot \} \), none of the operations removes this subtyping relationship while otherwise keeping \( T \) unchanged. Therefore we need a new relation \( \text{ro} \) that makes a read-only version of a type. We will define \( \Gamma \vdash T \text{ro} T' \) by recursion on the syntax of \( T \), so that \( T' \) is a supertype of \( T \), but not a subtype of \( \{ M : \bot \ldots \bot \} \).

We also need to combine the mutabilities of \( x \) and \( T \). The mutability of \( x \) can be expressed using the type selection \( x : M \), but to determine the mutability of \( T \), we need to define another relation \( \text{mu} \) similar to \( \text{ro} \). In \( \Gamma \vdash T \text{mu} T' \), the type \( T' \) is a lower bound for the special type member \( M \) given by \( T \). We will define the \( \text{ro} \) and \( \text{mu} \) relations in detail in Section 4.2.

Using these new type operators, we can define viewpoint adaptation as \( \Gamma \vdash x : T \rightarrow T'_s \land \{ M : \ldots T_m \lor x : M \} \), where \( \Gamma \vdash T \text{ro} T'_s \) and \( \Gamma \vdash T \text{mu} T_m \). Notice that the upper bound \( T_m \lor x : M \) is a union type. To implement viewpoint adaptation, we therefore need to extend DOT with union types. Union types are a feature of Scala 3 and were studied in some variants of DOT [16, 3], but not in kDOT, from which our baseline DOT is derived.

Note that even with union types added, \( \text{ro} \) cannot be implemented by a simple union \( T \lor \text{not} M \) of \( T \) with some fixed read-only type \( \text{not} M \), because the set of members of such a union type is the intersection of the members of \( T \) and \( \text{not} M \), so the union type would not have all the members of \( T \).

3.3.4 Recursive Types

If we were to allow the self type \( T \) in a recursive type \( \mu(s : T) \) to be read-write, an object of such a type would be inherently mutable, i.e., viewpoint adaptation would not be able to create a read-only reference to it. This is because the read-write type \( \mu(s : T \land \{ M : \ldots \bot \}) \) is not a subtype of the read-only variant \( \mu(s : T) \), for there is no subtyping between recursive types in DOT.

This means that the mutability of an object must be expressed outside the recursive type as \( \mu(s : T) \land \{ M : \bot \ldots \bot \} \), as opposed to inside as \( \mu(s : T \land \{ M : \bot \ldots \bot \}) \).

We also require the self type \( T \) to not refer to \( s : M \), the mutability of the self variable. Otherwise, the mutability could be stored in a type member such as \( \{ A : s : M \ldots \bot \} \), from which we could infer \( s : M <: \bot \), which would again make the object inherently mutable.

3.3.5 Methods

In a type of a mutability-polymorphic method, such as the getter \( m_{eq} \) from the example, we want to specify its return type to be dependent on the mutability of the receiver. When the method is called on a read-write receiver reference, the type of the return value will become read-write as well, because of the mutability-dependent return type.

In the baseline DOT, a method is encoded as a function value stored in a field of an object. Given that the declaration of a field is typed with a self-variable \( s \) in scope, it would seem natural to use \( s : M \) for defining methods with return types polymorphic in the mutability of
the receiver. For example, \{m : \forall (z : T) (\{a : T\} \land \{M : \bot..s.M\})\} would be a method that returns a read-write reference to an object with field \(a\) when called on a read-write receiver, but returns a read-only reference to the same object when called on a read-only receiver.

The problem with this encoding is that the dependent mutability \(s.M\) in the return type would refer to the mutability of the object that the method is contained in, not to the mutability of the reference to that object through which the method is called. Distinguishing these two concepts requires a rather complicated example, which we will present in Section 4.1.

To distinguish these concepts in roDOT, we introduce a new kind of variable \(r\) to represent the receiver reference and write it as an explicit additional parameter of each method. The type given to this parameter decides its mutability. In polymorphic methods, we type it as read-only, so that the method can be called on either a read-write or a read-only receiver.

Furthermore, the baseline DOT splits the typing of a method invocation into two steps: the first step reads the function value from the field and the second step applies the function to an argument. This two-step process separates the receiver reference, which is present only in the first step, from the function application in the second step. Thus, the mutability of the result can no longer polymorphically depend on the mutability of the receiver reference.

To overcome this problem, we need to unify method selection and method invocation into one step, so that the type of the method invocation can depend on the type of the receiver. We extend the baseline DOT with an explicit method construct. A method is called in a single step using a term of the form \(x_1.m.x_2\), which selects the method from the receiver \(x_1\) and applies it to an argument \(x_2\). A method type then has the form \(\{m(z : T_1, r : T_3) : T_2\}\).

Visibility

If a method captures a variable from its surrounding environment, it can write to the object that the variable refers to even if it is called on a read-only receiver and with a read-only argument. To prevent this, we hide variables other than the receiver and method parameter in the typing context when typing the body of a method, so the method cannot capture them. Despite this restriction, it is still possible to encode a method that captures variables as follows: the captured variables are copied into fields of the containing object. This workaround ensures that viewpoint adaptation is applied when the captured variable is read out of the field of the object.

3.3.6 Reference Variables

In the baseline DOT, a reference value is a location \(y\), the unique identifier of some item in the heap. To state and prove roDOT immutability guarantee, we need to distinguish read-only and read-write references to the same object in a runtime configuration. We therefore extend the calculus with references \(w\). Two references \(w, w'\) may designate the same location \(y\), but can have different mutabilities in the typing context \(\Gamma\). Runtime configurations are extended with an environment \(\rho\) that maps each reference \(w\) to the location \(y\) that it designates.

In summary, the baseline DOT distinguishes three kinds of variables: local variables and method parameters \(z\), recursive self variables \(s\), and heap locations \(y\). To these three, roDOT adds receiver variables \(r\) and reference variables \(w\).
4 Type System

In this section, we present the formal definition of roDOT.

4.1 Syntax

The syntax of roDOT is defined in Figure 3. Changes from the baseline DOT are highlighted using shading.

Terms are formed by the same syntax as in the baseline DOT, except that the function application syntax is replaced by a method call syntax and lambda literals are replaced by method definitions with the ordinary parameter z and receiver parameter r. Since the calculus no longer needs lambda literals, all literals are objects, so we inline them into the let-lit term. Furthermore, the values of fields are variables x rather than arbitrary terms t. Terms were needed in the baseline DOT to allow fields to hold lambdas to encode methods.

Variables x are classified as either abstract variables u, which are bound in terms and definitions in the initial program, or global variables v, which are generated during reduction and are used in the heap and the runtime environment. They are not expected to be used in the initial term. Abstract variables are either general local variables z, object self variables s, or method call receivers r. Global variables are either heap locations y or references to heap locations w. A typing context Γ can give a type to variables of any kind.

To support viewpoint adaptation, we add union types. They are dual to intersection types and make it possible to define a distributive subtyping rule for intersections of type member types (ST-TypAnd in Figure 4), which makes it possible to combine multiple mutability declarations into one. A new type N is a read-only version of ⊥.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x ::= Variable</th>
<th>Γ ::= Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u ::= Abstract</td>
<td>Γ, x : T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v ::= Global</td>
<td>d ::= Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t ::= Term</td>
<td>d1 ∧ d2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vx</td>
<td>var</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>let z = t1 in t2</td>
<td>d1 (r) = T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>let z = ν(s : T)d in t</td>
<td>aggregate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x1.a := x2</td>
<td>T ::= Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x.a</td>
<td>read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x1.m x2</td>
<td>call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B ::= Type name</td>
<td>μ(s : T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>type member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>mutability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{m(z, r) = t}</td>
<td>field decl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{m(z : T1, r : T3) : T2}</td>
<td>method decl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{B(r) : T1..T2}</td>
<td>type decl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x1.B(x2)</td>
<td>projection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 ∧ T2</td>
<td>intersection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>read-only ⊥</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.1 Methods

Method declarations bind the parameter variable \( z \) and the receiver variable \( r \). In the corresponding definition, we omit the types, because they are not needed. Each method has only one parameter other than the receiver. Multiple values can be passed to a method by wrapping them in an object and passing a reference to the object as the argument.

To motivate the dedicated syntax for methods, consider an object that contains a method \( a \) that returns a reference with the same mutability \( s.M \) as the receiver that it is called on. In the syntax of the baseline DOT, this object could have the type \( T \triangleq \mu(s : \{a : \forall(z : T')\{M : \bot..s.M\}\}) \). Suppose \( x_1 \) is a read-write reference to such an object; it has type \( T \land \{M : \bot..\} \). Now suppose \( x_1 \) is copied to another reference \( x_2 \) that is read-only. The reference can be made read-only in various ways: one way is to store \( x_1 \) into a field of some other object \( y \), and then read it back into \( x_2 \) through a read-only reference to \( y \), so viewpoint adaptation will make the type of \( x_2 \) read-only. But, even though \( x_2 \) is read-only (i.e., \( x_2.M \) is not a subtype of \( \bot \)), \( x_2 \) still has the same field types copied from \( x_1 \). In particular, \( x_1 \) has the type \( T \land \{M : \bot..\} \), the type \( T \), the type \( \{a : \forall(z : T')\{M : \bot..x_1.M\}\} \) (by VT-RecE), and the type \( \{a : \forall(z : T')\{M : \bot..\}\} \) (by ST-SelU). Even though \( x_2 \) is read-only, it still also has the latter field types. Thus, the expression \( x_2.a \) can be typed as a function with a read-write return type, even though the receiver \( x_2 \) is read-only.

If we introduced methods, but without the receiver variable \( r \), the type of the object would be \( T \triangleq \mu(s : \{m(z : T') : \{M : \bot..s.M\}\}) \). Suppose again that \( x_1 \) is a read-write reference to the object, which is copied to \( x_2 \) and made read-only. As before, the VT-RecE rule can be applied to the type of \( x_1 \) before it is made read-only, so \( x_1 \) has the type \( T \land \{M : \bot..\} \), the type \( T \), the type \( \{m(z : T') : \{M : \bot..x_1.M\}\} \), and the type \( \{m(z : T') : \{M : \bot..\}\} \). Even though \( x_2 \) is a read-only reference, it still also has the latter method types, and thus the method can return a read-write reference even when called on the read-only receiver \( x_2 \).

To avoid these problems, we prohibit references to the mutability \( s.M \) of the self object reference \( s \) in all definitions; the return type can only refer to the mutability of \( r \), the receiver reference on which the method will be called.

One may wonder whether we could have achieved the same thing without changing the baseline DOT syntax by encoding a method with receiver \( r \) and parameter \( z \) using currying as \( \{a = \lambda(r : T_3)\lambda(z : T_3)\{T_3 \leq T_3\}\} \). The method would then be called on receiver \( r \) with argument \( x \) as \( (r.a) x \), i.e., the receiver \( r \) would have to be repeated. The problem with this encoding is that in the type of an object, we have to write the types of the object’s methods, and those method types contain the type for the receiver, which should be the type of the object itself. Thus, the type of an object would have to recursively include itself, and thus the structure of the type would be infinite. On the other hand, with the explicit syntax for method types \( \{m(z : T_1, r : T_3) : T_2\} \), we can resolve this issue in the typing rule for method definitions: when we add the receiver \( r \) to the typing context for typing the method body, we add it not just with the specified type \( T_3 \), but with an intersection of \( T_3 \) with the self type of the object containing the method. This removes the need to recursively repeat that self type inside \( T_3 \).

4.1.2 Type Members

Type members can have either an ordinary name \( A \), or the special mutability member name \( M \), which cannot be defined in an object literal. We write \( B \) in places where both \( A \) and \( M \) can be used. In the formal syntax, all type members have a receiver parameter \( r \) with no type specified: the general form is \( \{B(r) : T_1..T_3\} \). In a type selection, an argument for this parameter must be provided, and is substituted into the bounds \( T_1 \) and \( T_3 \). To reduce clutter, we omit writing the receiver parameter when it is not used in the bounds.
The \( M \) is a special member used as the mutability marker. A type \( \{ M : \bot \ldots T \} \) is read-write if \( T < \bot \) and read-only otherwise. Only the upper bound of \( M \) is significant for mutability because the lower bound is always \( \bot \). A dual encoding would be equally possible, in which the lower bound would be significant and the upper bound would always be \( \top \), so a read-write type would be expressed by \( \{ M : \top \ldots \top \} \).

The receiver parameter \( r \) allows making a generic method type, where the mutability of the result is determined by a type member of the containing object. For example, the mutability of the return type of the method in \( \mu(s : \{ m(z : \top, r : \top) : s.A(r) \}) \) depends on \( A \). It is read-write if the object defines \( A(r) = \{ M : \bot \ldots \bot \} \), read-only if the object defines \( A(r) = \{ M : \bot \ldots \top \} \), and polymorphic if the object defines \( A(r) = \{ M : \bot \ldots r.M \} \).

### 4.2 Typing

The typing and subtyping rules are shown in Figures 4 to 6. The rules are obtained from the baseline DOT by applying the syntactic changes and by adding additional rules. As in the baseline DOT, typing rules for variables are separated from typing rules for terms.

The typing rules apply both to determine which initial terms are valid programs and to give types to intermediate terms during reduction in order to prove type safety. When used for this second purpose, the terms may contain type selections on reference variables such as \( w.A \). For two references \( w \) and \( w' \) to the same location \( y \), types \( w.A, w'.A \) and \( y.A \) are considered equivalent. In order to achieve this, subtyping and typing statements have the environment \( \rho \) on the left-hand side. The environment is passed around in all the typing rules, but only used in ST-Eq, which states that if two types only differ in references, then they are subtypes. It has no effect on typing of initial program terms, because those do not contain references \( w \) and are typed with empty \( \rho \).

#### 4.2.1 Subtyping Rules

The ST-Refl and ST-Trans rules ensure that subtyping is a preorder, and the ST-Top and ST-Bot rules establish \( \top \) and \( \bot \) as the maximum and minimum elements. The ST-Or* and ST-And* rules define the usual properties of unions and intersections. ST-Dist makes them distribute and ST-TypAnd allows merging bounds of type members in intersections.

The ST-Typ, ST-Met and ST-Fld rules allow subtyping between declaration types. In ST-Met, the parameter is in the typing context for subtyping of the receiver types, and both the parameter and receiver are in the context for subtyping of the result types. In ST-Typ, the \( r \) parameters do not have bounds and are not added to the typing context for subtyping. It is important for the proofs that in the tight-subtyping variant of this rule, the typing contexts remain inert.

The ST-Met rule is a counterpart of a subtyping rule for function types in DOT, which plays a major role in DOT being conjectured to be undecidable [9]. Correspondingly, in roDOT, this rule makes it difficult to test whether a particular type is read-write or read-only.

The ST-Sel* rules give bounds to type selections. They substitute the provided argument for the receiver parameter.

The ST-N-M rule makes \( \bot \) the greatest lower bound of \( N \) and \( \{ M : \bot \ldots \bot \} \), expressing that nothing can be both read-write and read-only. The other ST-N-* rules establish \( N \) as a lower bound of read-only types. As in the baseline DOT, there is no subtyping between different recursive types.
The VT-Var rule gives variables the type assigned by the typing context, VT-Sub adds subsumption and VT-AndI gives variables intersection types.

4.2.2 Variable Typing Rules

The VT-RecE and VT-RecI allow opening and closing recursive types. Both rules require that the inner type \( T \) is independent of the mutability \( s.M \) of \( s \), written \( T_{\text{indep}} s \). The introduction rule additionally requires the inner type to be read-only by requiring that the \( \text{ro} \) operation does not change the original type.

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash T <: \top \quad \text{(ST-Refl)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash T_1 <: T_2 \quad \Gamma; \rho \vdash T_2 <: T_3 \\
\Gamma; \rho \vdash T_1 <: T_3 \quad \text{(ST-Trans)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash T <: \bot \quad \text{(ST-Bot)}
\]

\[
\rho \vdash T_1 \equiv T_2 \quad \text{(ST-Eq)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash T_1 <: T_1 \lor T_2 \quad \text{(ST-Or1)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash T_2 <: T_1 \lor T_2 \quad \text{(ST-Or2)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash T_1 \or T_2 <: T_3 \quad \text{(ST-Or)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash T_1 <: T_2 \quad \Gamma; \rho \vdash T_1 <: T_3 \\
\Gamma; \rho \vdash T_1 <: T_2 \land T_3 \quad \text{(ST-And)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash T_1 <: T_1 \land T_2 <: T_1 \quad \Gamma; \rho \vdash T_1 \land T_2 <: T_1 \quad \text{(ST-And1)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash T_1 \land T_2 <: T_2 \quad \text{(ST-And2)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{B(r) : T_1..T_2\} \quad \Gamma; \rho \vdash x.B(x_2) <: \{x_2/r\}T_2 \quad \text{(ST-SelL)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{B(r) : T_1..T_2\} \quad \Gamma; \rho \vdash x.B(x_2) <: \{x_2/r\}T_2 \quad \text{(ST-SelU)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash T_3 <: T_1 \quad \Gamma; \rho \vdash T_2 <: T_4 \quad \Gamma; \rho \vdash \{B(r) : T_1..T_2\} <: \{B(r) : T_3..T_4\} \quad \text{(ST-Typ)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash \{a : T_1..T_2\} <: \{a : T_3..T_4\} \quad \text{(ST-Fld)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash N <: \{a : T_1..T_2\} \quad \text{(ST-N-Typ)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash N <: \{m(z : T_1, r : T_3) : T_2\} \quad \text{(ST-N-Met)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash \{B(r) : T_1..T_2\} \land \{B(r) : T_3..T_4\} <: \{B(r) : T_1 \lor T_3..T_2 \land T_4\} \quad \text{(ST-TypAnd)}
\]

\[
\Gamma; \rho \vdash T_1 \land (T_2 \lor T_3) <: (T_1 \land T_2) \lor (T_1 \land T_3) \quad \text{(ST-Dist)}
\]

\textbf{Figure 4} Subtyping.
To ensure that the type selection $x.M$ is valid for every variable $x$, we add the axiom VT-Mut'Top, which gives every variable the type $\{M : \bot \ldots \top\}$.

### 4.2.3 Term Typing Rules

Typing of terms requires that all variables occurring free in a term, but not as a part of a type (we call them t-free), are visible, as discussed in Section 3.3. For each such occurrence, there is a premise $\Gamma \text{vis } x$ in the corresponding rule. By Vis-Var, only the variables after the $!$ are visible for term typing. Variables in the context before the $!$ can still be used for type selection. This separation makes use of our explicit notation for a variable used as a term, written $\nu r$, and typed using only the part of the context after the $!$. A plain variable $x$ that appears in a type selection $x.A$ is typed using the full typing context.

The TT-Var rule gives types given by variable typing to visible variables. TT-Sub adds subsumption for term types. TT-Let types let terms as in the baseline DOT.

\begin{itemize}
  \item[(Vis-Var)]
  \[\frac{}{\Gamma, x : T, \Gamma_{2} \vdash \text{vis } x}^{\text{Vis-Var}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma = \Gamma_{1}, x : T, \Gamma_{2}}{\Gamma \vdash x : T}^{\text{VT-Var}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : T_{1}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : T_{1} \wedge T_{2}}^{\text{VT-AndI}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : T}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash \forall x : T}^{\text{TT-Var}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : T_{1} \wedge T_{2}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : T_{1} \rightarrow T_{2}}^{\text{TT-Sub}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : T_{1}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \mu(s : T)}^{\text{VT-RecE}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash [x/s]T}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : [x/s]T}^{\text{VT-RecI}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : T}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{M(r_{0}) : \bot \ldots \top\}}^{\text{VT-Mut'Top}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash t : T_{1}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash t : T_{2}}^{\text{TT-Sub}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash t_{1} : T_{1} \quad \gamma \notin \text{fv } T_{2}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash \text{let } z = t_{1} \text{ in } T_{2}}^{\text{TT-Let}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash t : T_{1}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash \nu(s : T_{1}) \wedge \{M(r) : \bot \ldots \top\}; \rho \vdash t : T_{2}}^{\text{TT-New}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \text{vis } x}^{\text{TT-Read}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash \text{let } z = \nu(s : T_{1}) \text{ in } t : T_{2}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash \text{let } z = \nu(s : T_{1}) \text{ in } t : T_{2}}^{\text{TT-Let}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}^{\text{TT-Write}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}^{\text{TT-Write}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}^{\text{TT-Write}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}^{\text{TT-Write}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}^{\text{TT-Write}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}^{\text{TT-Write}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}^{\text{TT-Write}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}^{\text{TT-Write}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}^{\text{TT-Write}}\]

  \[\frac{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}{\Gamma; \rho \vdash x : \{a : T_{1} \ldots T_{2}\}}^{\text{TT-Write}}\]

\end{itemize}

\textbf{Figure 5} Typing.
The operation needs to ensure that the self type and subtyping with types, because they do not participate in any subtyping relationships other than reflexivity

\[ \Gamma, s : T_4; \rho \vdash \{ A(r) = T \} : \{ A(r) : T..T \}^{\text{(DT-Typ)}} \]

\[ \Gamma, s : T_4; \rho \vdash \{ A(r) = T \} : \{ A(r) : \bot..\bot \}^{\text{(DT-TypB)}} \]

\[ \Gamma, s : T_4; \rho \vdash [x : T] \Gamma, s : T_4 \text{ vis } x \]

\[ \Gamma, s : T_4; \rho \vdash \{ a = x \} : \{ a : T..T \}^{\text{(DT-Fld)}} \]

\[ \Gamma, s : T_4; \rho \vdash d_1 : T_1 \Gamma, s : T_4; \rho \vdash d_2 : T_2 \]

\[ \Gamma, s : T_4; \rho \vdash d_1 \land d_2 : T_1 \land T_2^{\text{(DT-And)}} \]

\[ \Gamma, s : T_4; \rho \vdash \{ m(z, r) = t \} : \{ m(z : T_3, r : T_2) : T_3 \}^{\text{(DT-Met)}} \]

**Figure 6** Definition typing.

The TT-New rule should give a read-write type to every constructed object. Therefore, the type of \( z \) in the context for typing \( t \) in \( \text{let } z = \nu(s : T_1) \text{ in } t \) is changed to \( \text{rw}(\mu(s : T_1)) \).

The type \( T_1 \) written for \( s \) must correspond to the definitions and cannot refer to \( s.M \). Because objects are given a recursive type, this corresponds to the requirement that recursive types must always be read-only.

The TT-Apply rule for method calls substitutes both the parameter and the receiver into the result type. The type declared for \( r \) restricts the type of the receiver. The typing rule for method application checks that both the receiver and the argument have the expected type. For example, if the receiver parameter type is declared to have a read-write type, the method can be called only on read-write references.

In TT-Write, we need to viewpoint-adapt the type \( T_2 \) of the field with the mutability of the reference \( x \) through which we are reading the field. For \( x : \{ a : T_1..T_2 \} \), we change the type of \( x.a \) from \( T_2 \) to \( T_3 \), and add a premise \( \Gamma \vdash x \triangleright T_2 \rightarrow T_3 \).

**Viewpoint Adaptation**

In Section 3.3, we described how viewpoint adaptation can be expressed in terms of two new type relations \( \Gamma \vdash T \text{ ro } T_i \) and \( \Gamma \vdash T \text{ mu } T_m \). The relations are defined together in Figure 7.

The operation \( \Gamma \vdash T \text{ ro } T_i \) means that \( T_i \) is a supertype of \( T \) that is definitely read-only.

The \( \text{ro} \) relation extracts the parts of a type other than mutability. Thus, the relation maps the mutability type member type \( \{ M : T..T' \} \) to \( \top \). The relation is the identity on the \( \top \) type, field and method declarations, and type declarations other than \( M \). Because we want \( T < T_i \) whenever \( \Gamma \vdash T \text{ ro } T_i \), the relation must also be the identity on recursive object types, because they do not participate in any subtyping relationships other than reflexivity and subtyping with \( \bot \) and \( \top \). To enforce this, the typing rule for recursion introduction needs to ensure that the self type \( T \) is read-only.
On intersection and union types, the \textit{ro} relation is defined recursively on the two parts of the type. For a type selection \(x.B(x_2)\), \textit{ro} is applied recursively to the upper bound of \(B\) in the type of \(x\). For the bottom type \(\bot\), \textit{ro} cannot simply return \(\bot\) itself because \(\bot\) is read-write since \(\bot < \{M : \bot..\bot\}\). We make \(\mathbf{N}\) a subtype only of types that are definitely known to be read-only, including declaration types other than \(M\) and all recursive types.

The \textit{mu} relation is defined to return \(T_2\) for \(\{M(r) : \bot..T_2\}\), to recurse on intersection and union types and into the upper bound of a type selection, and to return \(\top\) for all other (read-only) types. Because in TS-M, the type \(T_2\) may refer to the receiver \(r\), the \textit{mu} relation is parameterized by a variable that binds to this receiver. This variable is used in the declaration of \(M\) in the viewpoint-adapted type in TT-Read.

### 4.2.4 Definition Typing

Definition typing, shown in Figure 6 (DT-\(\ast\)), is only used in the context of the TT-New rule, where the self reference \(s\) is the last variable in the typing context. Singling out this variable from the rest of the typing context is important for the DT-Met rule, in order to give \(r\) a type derived from the type of the object.

Typing of field definitions DT-Fld allows using \(s\) as the value of the field. It requires the value of the field to be visible, and gives the field a type with tight bounds. Typing type members allows tight bounds, but we also allow fixing just the upper bound and leaving the lower bound to be \(\bot\). This allows declarations of ordinary type members to be similar to the declarations of the mutability member \(M\), which always have \(\bot\) as the lower bound.
In DT-Met, \( z \) is given the parameter type specified in the method declaration, but the type for \( r \) is formed by intersecting the declared type with the type \( T_4 \) given to \( s \) in TT-New. The rule looks up the type of \( s \) in the context and gives the same type to \( r \). Additionally, a version of \( T_4 \) with \( s \) replaced by \( r \) is added to the intersection, allowing deriving the recursive type \( \mu(s : T_4) \) for \( r \).

Variables other than the parameter and the receiver are hidden from the context and not allowed to be used as a value in the method. That is achieved in DT-Met by splitting the typing context for the method body into two parts separated with an \(!\) symbol.

### 4.3 Runtime Configuration

The syntax of runtime configurations is shown in Figure 8. A machine configuration \( c \) consists of a focus of execution \( t \), stack \( s \), runtime environment \( \rho \) and heap \( \Sigma \). Each frame of the stack is a let term with a hole \( \square \) into which the reduced focus of execution will be substituted.

The runtime environment \( \rho \) is a new part of a configuration, which maps references \( w \) to the locations \( y \) to which they refer. Because the only items in the heap are objects, we omit the header \( \nu(s : R) \) and store only the definition \( d \), which is an intersection of field, method and type member definitions. The values of fields of heap objects are restricted to only locations \( y \) by heap correspondence. Since each object in the heap is at a known location \( y \), we substitute this location \( y \) for any occurrences of the self variable \( s \) in the member definitions.

Valid configurations are given a type under an inert context \( F \). The rules for typing configurations are given in Figure 9. Stack typing assigns to each stack a pair of types, an input type \( T_1 \) and an output type \( T_3 \), indicating that if the focus of execution reduces to a value of type \( T_1 \), then the entire stack will reduce to a value of type \( T_3 \). The environment \( \rho \) must correspond to the typing context, meaning that each reference \( w \) corresponding to a location \( y \) under \( \rho \) must appear after \( y \) in \( F \) and have the same type except for mutability. The heap must correspond to \( F \), which requires that for every location \( y \) in \( F \), an object has to exist on the heap, and the object must have the correct type with \( y \) substituted for \( s \). Finally, to type a configuration, the CT-Corr rule checks environment correspondence and heap correspondence, then types the focus of execution \( t \) and the stack \( \sigma \), checks that the type of the focus of execution matches the input type of the stack, and finally gives the output type of the stack to the entire configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \Sigma ) ::=</th>
<th>( \text{Heap} ) ::=</th>
<th>( Q ) ::=</th>
<th>( \text{Member type} ) ::=</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\cdot \</td>
<td>empty heap \</td>
<td>{a : T..T} \</td>
<td>tight field \</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Sigma, y \rightarrow d ) \</td>
<td>heap object \</td>
<td>{m(z : T_1, r : T_3) : T_2} \</td>
<td>method \</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma ::= ) \</td>
<td>empty stack \</td>
<td>{A(r) : T..T} \</td>
<td>tight type \</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\cdot \</td>
<td>let frame \</td>
<td>{A(r) : \bot..T} \</td>
<td>upper-bounded type \</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{let} z = \square \text{in \ } t :: \sigma \</td>
<td>assignment \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| \( \rho ::= \) \ | option \ |
| \cdot \ | empty environment \ | \( Q \) \ |
| \( \rho,w \rightarrow y \) \ | assignment \ | \( R₁ \land R₂ \) \ | intersection \ |

| \( c ::= \) \ | option \ |
| \( \langle t; \sigma; \rho; \Sigma \rangle \) \ | assignment \ | \( S ::= \) \ | option \ |

| \( \Gamma_h ::= \) \ | heap context \ |
| \( | \Gamma,y/s : R \) \ | empty binding \ | \( F ::= \) \ | empty \ |

**Figure 8** Runtime.
When a new object is created, both a fresh location \( y \) and a fresh reference \( w \) are created, with the same read-write type. The location \( y \) is put on the heap, the reference \( w \) is put into the focus of execution, and \( w \) is connected to \( y \) by the environment \( \rho \). When writing a reference \( w \) to a field, the corresponding location \( y \) is stored on the heap. Its mutability is determined by the type of the field. When reading the value of field \( a \) from a reference \( w_1 \), a new reference \( w_2 \) is created for the location \( y_2 \) stored in the field of the object stored at location \( y_1 = \rho(w_1) \) on the heap. The new reference \( w_2 \) is given the type of \( y_2 \) with the mutability changed by viewpoint adaptation to be an upper bound of the mutability of the field and of the reference \( w_1 \).

### 4.3.1 Environment

When a new object is created, both a fresh location \( y \) and a fresh reference \( w \) are created, with the same read-write type. The location \( y \) is put on the heap, the reference \( w \) is put into the focus of execution, and \( w \) is connected to \( y \) by the environment \( \rho \). When writing a reference \( w \) to a field, the corresponding location \( y \) is stored on the heap. Its mutability is determined by the type of the field. When reading the value of field \( a \) from a reference \( w_1 \), a new reference \( w_2 \) is created for the location \( y_2 \) stored in the field of the object stored at location \( y_1 = \rho(w_1) \) on the heap. The new reference \( w_2 \) is given the type of \( y_2 \) with the mutability changed by viewpoint adaptation to be an upper bound of the mutability of the field and of the reference \( w_1 \).

### 4.3.2 Heap Correspondence

The heap correspondence relation checks that the type of each location \( y \) in the typing context corresponds to the object stored at \( y \) in the heap.

The type of \( y \) in the context is the read-write version of the type specified when creating the object. That is, when a literal \( \nu(s : T)d \) leads to creating \( y \) on the heap, then \( \Sigma(y) = [y/s]d \) and \( F(y) = \mu(s : T) \land \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \).

To check that the definition of the object corresponds to its type, we define a modified definition typing. The baseline DOT uses the same rules for typing object literals in let statements and typing heap items in heap correspondence. In roDOT, to preserve typing
after the substitution, the type of \( r \) in the context for method bodies must be changed to use \( y \) instead of \( s \) in \( T_4 \). Because of that, we have a set of definition typing rules for heap items HT-*

The reason for this is so that in the HT-Met rule shown in Figure 6, \( r \) can be given the types \([y/s]T_4\) and \([r/s]T_4\). Other HT-* rules not shown here are similar to the DT-* rules, except that HT-Fld does not put \( s \) into the context for typing \( x \).

4.4 Reduction

Reduction is defined in Figure 10. There is a reduction step for each kind of term, which produces the next configuration. We change the reduction from the baseline DOT to use reference variables \( w \) to represent references in runtime configurations, rather than directly using the locations \( y \). Rules that access the heap have additional premises that relate the references with the corresponding locations in the environment. If the term is a single variable and the stack is empty, then no step can be taken and the evaluation ends in a final configuration. The R-LetPush and R-LetLoc rules work with the stack in the same way as in the baseline DOT. The R-Write rule overwrites the value of a field on the heap. In a R-Read step, a new reference to an object is created in the focus for a location that was stored in a field. The R-Apply rule is changed to apply a method of an object instead of a function value. It substitutes both the parameter and the receiver into the method body and proceeds to reduce it. In a R-LetNew step, the heap is extended with a new object \( y \) and the environment is extended with a new reference \( w \) with the same read-write type.

The definition of the object on the heap is constructed from the provided object literal by replacing all references by corresponding locations and replacing the self variable by \( y \).

Figure 10 Reduction.
We define the immutability guarantee that roDOT provides as follows: an object on the heap \( \sigma \) in a configuration \( c = (t; \sigma; \rho; \Sigma) \) typed under \( F \) can be modified in an execution starting from \( c \) only if it is \emph{mutably reachable}, i.e., reachable from the configuration using only read-write references. Mutably reachable is formally defined in Figure 11. By the Rea-Term rule, \( y \) is mutably reachable if a read-write reference to it occurs in the focus of execution \( t \) or the stack \( \sigma \) in a position other than in type selection (the reference is \( t \)-free in \( t \) or \( \sigma \)). By the Rea-Fld rule, \( y_2 \) is mutably reachable if its location is stored in the field of some mutably reachable object \( y_1 \) and this field has read-write type. The immutability guarantee does not say anything about objects which are yet to be created; these may be modified. We will prove that if an object \( y \) on the heap \( \Sigma \) in the initial configuration \( c \) is not mutably reachable, then it will not appear on the left-hand side of a write term in any execution starting from \( c \).

5.2 Proofs

Figure 12 summarizes the overall structure of groups of properties that we have proved about the type system and their major dependencies. The full statements of all lemmata and their proofs are in a supplementary technical report [6]. We discuss the most significant properties in the rest of this section; they are identified by numbers in Figure 12.
TR-Read, a type for a new reference variable is constructed. This type must be precise. This makes type preservation easier to state because the typing context is fixed, and makes it possible to state a similar preservation property for proving the immutability guarantee. Preservation means that the step retains the type of the configuration.

We state the properties differently than kDOT. Typing a configuration requires a typing context, which after taking a step such as creating a new object, might have to be extended to give a type to the newly created location. The usual reduction rules do not specify how the typing context should change. For the proofs, we define a typed variant of reduction. It transforms configurations in the same way as the rules in Figure 10. Additionally, it requires the configuration to have a type, and also produces a typing context for the next configuration. This makes type preservation easier to state because the typing context is fixed, and makes it possible to state a similar preservation property for proving the immutability guarantee.

The typed reduction rules for the two interesting cases are shown in Figure 13. In TR-Read, a type for a new reference variable is constructed. This type must be precise enough so that the resulting term keeps the expected type, but at the same time, it must be read-only if either the field or the reference to the containing object was read-only. We construct the type by taking the recursive part of the heap type of the object and changing the mutability. The new mutability is an upper bound of the mutability of the containing object, expressed by $w_1.M$, and the mutability of the field type given by $\text{mu}$.

5.2.1 Proof of Type Soundness

Type soundness ensures that evaluation of a typed term does not get stuck in a non-final configuration where no reduction rule can be applied. Similarly to kDOT, it is shown using two properties of reduction: Progress means that unless a typed configuration is final, a step can be taken. Preservation means that the step retains the type of the configuration.

We state the properties differently than kDOT. Typing a configuration requires a typing context, which after taking a step such as creating a new object, might have to be extended to give a type to the newly created location. The usual reduction rules do not specify how the typing context should change. For the proofs, we define a typed variant of reduction. It transforms configurations in the same way as the rules in Figure 10. Additionally, it requires the configuration to have a type, and also produces a typing context for the next configuration. This makes type preservation easier to state because the typing context is fixed, and makes it possible to state a similar preservation property for proving the immutability guarantee.

The typed reduction rules for the two interesting cases are shown in Figure 13. In TR-Read, a type for a new reference variable is constructed. This type must be precise enough so that the resulting term keeps the expected type, but at the same time, it must be read-only if either the field or the reference to the containing object was read-only. We construct the type by taking the recursive part of the heap type of the object and changing the mutability. The new mutability is an upper bound of the mutability of the containing object, expressed by $w_1.M$, and the mutability of the field type given by $\text{mu}$.
In TR-LetNew, both the new location \( y_1 \) and the reference \( w_1 \) are given a read-write type based on the object literal. The other typed reduction rules (not shown) are straightforward because the typing context does not change.

We state progress and preservation for each of these 6 typed reduction rules, which each handle one syntactic form of a term. Progress states that if a configuration with such a term in the focus of execution has a type, then a typed rule can be applied. Preservation states that the context produced by the rule gives the new configuration the same type. Lemmata 1 and 2 are examples of progress and preservation for the TR-Read rule.

**Lemma 1 (PgRead).** If \( F; y \vdash T_1 \), and \( F; w \vdash T_2 \), and \( w \rightarrow y \in \rho \), then \( F; w \vdash T_2 \).

Showing the same for the mutability part of the type is easy, because it is formed in the same way as in the TT-Read term typing rule.

The rule also changes the runtime environment \( \rho \). Correspondence of \( \rho \) with the typing context is ensured because \( w \) is given the same type as \( y \) except for mutability.

In the TR-LetNew rule, it must be shown that heap correspondence is preserved. That is, the object on the heap has the type given to the new location \( y \) added to \( F \). First, we show that definitions keep their type if references are replaced by locations, by Lemma 4.

Then, we use a variant of a substitution Lemma 5 to show that if the definitions \( d \) of the object had type \( T_1 \) given by the DT-* definition typing rules, then under substitution of the location \( y \) for the self variable \( s \), the definition will get the type by the HT-* typing rules. Preservation of \( \rho \) correspondence is ensured by giving \( w_1 \) the same type as \( y_1 \).

**Lemma 4 (DeD).** If \( F; s : T_2; \rho \vdash d : T_1 \), and \( F \sim \rho \), then \( F; s : T_2; \rho \vdash \rho[d] : T_1 \).

**Lemma 5 (SubD).** If \( \Gamma; s : T_3; \rho \vdash d : T_1 \), and \( s \notin \Gamma \) and \( \Gamma \vdash y \) and \( \Gamma; \rho \vdash y : [y/s]T_3 \), then \( \Gamma; y/s : T_3; \rho \vdash [y/s][d] : [y/s]T_1 \).
Finally, weakening lemmata state that adding variables to the typing context preserves typing derivations.

With progress and preservation lemmata proven for individual cases, we can state a common progress and preservation Theorem 6.

- **Theorem 6 (TPP).** If \( F_1 \vdash \langle t_1; \sigma_1; \rho_1; \Sigma_1 \rangle : T \), then either \( \langle t_1; \sigma_1; \rho_1; \Sigma_1 \rangle = \langle \nu w_1; \vdots; \rho_1; \Sigma_1 \rangle \), or there exist \( t_2, \sigma_2, \Sigma_2, \rho_2, F_2 \), such that \( F_1 \vdash \langle t_1; \sigma_1; \rho_1; \Sigma_1 \rangle : T \rightarrow F_1, F_2 \vdash \langle t_2; \sigma_2; \rho_2; \Sigma_2 \rangle \), and \( F_1, F_2 \vDash \langle t_2; \sigma_2; \rho_2; \Sigma_2 \rangle : T \).

By induction on the number of steps, type soundness of typed reduction follows – Theorem 7. Because typed reduction affects typed configurations in the same way as untyped reduction, we can easily show the final type soundness for untyped reduction Theorem 8.

- **Theorem 7 (TyS).** If \( \vdash t_0 : T \), then either \( \exists w, j, \Sigma, \rho; F \vdash \langle t_0; \vdots; \cdot \rangle : T \rightarrow F \vdash \langle \nu w; \vdots; \rho; \Sigma \rangle \) or \( \forall j; \exists \Sigma_j, \sigma_j, \rho_j; F_j \vdash \langle t_0; \vdots; \cdot \rangle : T \rightarrow F_j \vdash \langle t_j; \sigma_j; \rho_j; \Sigma_j \rangle \).

- **Theorem 8 (S).** If \( \vdash t_0 : T \), then either \( \exists w, j, \Sigma, \rho; \langle t_0; \vdots; \cdot \rangle \rightarrow^j \langle \nu w; \vdots; \rho; \Sigma \rangle \) or \( \forall j; \exists \Sigma_j, \sigma_j, \rho_j; \langle t_0; \vdots; \cdot \rangle \rightarrow^j \langle t_j; \sigma_j; \rho_j; \Sigma_j \rangle \).

### 5.2.2 Proof of the Immutability Guarantee

A new essential property of the type system is the immutability guarantee, expressed by Theorem 9. It says that if an object exists in a typed configuration \( \sigma_1 \), then either it is mutually reachable by \( \text{mreach} \) (and therefore can change), or it stays the same after any number of execution steps (never changes).

- **Theorem 9 (IG).** If \( y \rightarrow d \in \Sigma_1 \), and \( F_1 \vdash \langle t_1; \sigma_1; \rho_1; \Sigma_1 \rangle : T \), and \( \langle t_1; \sigma_1; \rho_1; \Sigma_1 \rangle \rightarrow^k \langle t_2; \sigma_2; \rho_2; \Sigma_2 \rangle \), then either \( y \rightarrow d \in \Sigma_2 \) or \( F_1 \vdash \langle t_1; \sigma_1; \rho_1; \Sigma_1 \rangle \text{ mreach } y \).

For the proof, we again make use of the typed reduction rules from Figure 13. We show two properties of \( \text{mreach} \): First, Lemma 10 states that if an object is mutated in a reduction step, then it was mutually reachable before the step. Second, Theorem 11 states that \( \text{mreach} \) is preserved by typed reduction, that is, an existing object that is not \( \text{mreach} \) will never become \( \text{mreach} \) in the future. This has to be shown for each of the reduction rules.

- **Lemma 10 (MMR).** If \( F_1 \vdash \langle t_1; \sigma_1; \rho_1; \Sigma_1 \rangle : T \rightarrow F_2 \vdash \langle t_2; \sigma_2; \rho_2; \Sigma_2 \rangle \), and \( y \rightarrow d \in \Sigma_1 \), then either \( y \rightarrow d \in \Sigma_2 \) or \( F_1 \vdash \langle t_1; \sigma_1; \rho_1; \Sigma_1 \rangle \text{ mreach } y \).

- **Theorem 11 (MP).** If \( F_1 \vdash \langle t_1; \sigma_1; \rho_1; \Sigma_1 \rangle : T \rightarrow F_2 \vdash \langle t_2; \sigma_2; \rho_2; \Sigma_2 \rangle \), \( y \rightarrow d \in \Sigma_1 \), and \( F_2 \vdash \langle t_2; \sigma_2; \rho_2; \Sigma_2 \rangle \text{ mreach } y \), then \( F_1 \vdash \langle t_1; \sigma_1; \rho_1; \Sigma_1 \rangle \text{ mreach } y \).

The proof of Lemma 10 is straightforward from the reduction and typing rules, because only the TR-Write rule modifies existing objects on the heap and the typing rule for write terms requires the object reference to have a read-write type.

The rest of this section is about proving Theorem 11. For each of the 6 reduction rules, we look at the changes in the configuration and typing context that affect the \( \text{mreach} \) relation.

In the TR-LetPush and TR-LetLoc rules, the only difference in the configuration relevant to \( \text{mreach} \) is that t-free object references are moved between the focus and the stack. No new references are introduced, and the heap, environment and context do not change. These cases are handled by Lemma 12, which states that under these conditions, no object becomes mutually reachable.

- **Lemma 12 (MPres).** If \( F \vdash \langle t_2; \sigma_2; \rho; \Sigma \rangle \text{ mreach } y \), and \( \forall x; (t_2 \text{ tfree } x \land \sigma_2 \text{ tfree } x) \Rightarrow \langle t_1 \text{ tfree } x \lor \sigma_1 \text{ tfree } x \rangle \), then \( F \vdash \langle t_1; \sigma_1; \rho; \Sigma \rangle \text{ mreach } y \).
For TR-Apply, Lemma 12 also applies, because the HT-Met rule ensures that variables other than the receiver and the argument are not visible, and therefore cannot be t-free in the body of the method.

In TR-Write, a location may be stored on the heap as a new value of a read-write field. The typing of write terms ensures that if the field is read-write, then the reference \( v \) provided the value was read-write, so the location \( y_3 \) was mutably reachable from the focus of execution.

A TR-LetNew step creates a new mutably reachable object. New objects are not covered by the immutability guarantee, but the new object may contain read-write fields referring to existing objects. Similarly to the Write case, the typing of field definitions in the object may be in a typing context that is not inert. Fortunately, we need this property only for the special case when the right-hand side of the subtyping is the simple type \( \bot \).

To prove Lemma 13, but in Lemma 14, we still need to show that the upper bound given to \( y_1.a \) in the typing context is a tight subtype of \( \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \). It is not possible to show that for subtyping of arbitrary types, even if both types do not reference the variable \( y_2 \). In particular, this is caused by subtyping of method types, where subtyping of the result type may be in a typing context that is not inert. Fortunately, we need this property only for the special case when the right-hand side of the subtyping is the simple type \( \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \), as stated by Lemma 17. The premise \( T_2 \text{ nosel } y_2 \) means that \( T_2 \) does not contain type selections involving \( y_2 \). The \( \# \) sign indicates the use of tight subtyping.

**Lemma 13 (StnMLoc).** If \( v_1 \neq y_2 \), and \( F_2 = F_1, y_2 : T \), and \( F_2 ; \rho \vdash v_1 : \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \), then \( F_1 ; \rho \vdash v_1 : \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \).

**Lemma 14 (StnMFLoc).** If \( y_1 \neq y_2 \), and \( F_2 = F_1, y_2 : T \), and \( F_2 ; \rho \vdash y_1 : \{ a : \bot \ldots \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \} \), then \( F_1 ; \rho \vdash y_1 : \{ a : \bot \ldots \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \} \).

**Lemma 15 (StnMRef).** If \( v_1 \neq w_2 \), and \( F_2 = F_1, w_2 : T \), and \( \rho_2 = \rho_1, w_2 \rightarrow y_2 \), and \( F_2 \sim \rho_2 \), and \( F_2 ; \rho_2 \vdash v_1 : \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \), then \( F_1 ; \rho_1 \vdash v_1 : \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \).

**Lemma 16 (StnMRef).** If \( y_1 \neq w_2 \), and \( F_2 = F_1, w_2 : T \), and \( \rho_2 = \rho_1, w_2 \rightarrow y_2 \), and \( F_2 \sim \rho_2 \), and \( F_2 ; \rho_2 \vdash y_1 : \{ a : \bot \ldots \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \} \), then \( F_1 ; \rho_1 \vdash y_1 : \{ a : \bot \ldots \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \} \).

The case of adding a new reference to an existing location has a quite straightforward proof: in the typing derivation that gives a read-write type in the new context, we can replace the new reference by the corresponding location.

The case of adding a new location \( y_2 \) is more complicated, because the location has a type that may not be present anywhere else in the context. We can use the infrastructure of invertible typing to show that the mutability of a reference \( w_1 \), location \( y_1 \), or its field \( a \) can be derived from the type specified for \( w_1 \) or \( y_1 \) in \( F \) by tight subtyping. That is sufficient to prove Lemma 13, but in Lemma 14, we still need to show that the upper bound given to \( y_1.a \) in the typing context is a tight subtype of \( \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \). It is not possible to show that for subtyping of arbitrary types, even if both types do not reference the variable \( y_2 \).

**Lemma 17 (StnSub).** If \( F_2 = F_1, y_2 : T_1 \), and \( F_2 ; \rho \vdash \# T_2 \ll \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \), and \( T_2 \text{ nosel } y_2 \), then \( F_1 ; \rho \vdash T_2 \ll \{ M : \bot \ldots \} \).
Proof sketch of Lemma 17. We want to show that the subtyping derivation never needs to use \( y_2 \), that is, that we can derive the same subtyping without invoking the ST\( _\# \)-SelL or ST\( _\# \)-SelU rules on selections from \( y_2 \). There are 3 ways in which the original derivation may involve \( y_2 \): using the ST\( _\# \)-SelL or ST\( _\# \)-SelU selection rules, using subtyping of method types, or using rules such as ST-Top or ST-And1, where one of the types may be chosen freely. The proof proceeds in 3 steps, where in each step, we eliminate one of these issues by simplifying the types on both sides of the subtyping, and showing that the simplified types are related by a restricted version of subtyping.

For the first step, we define a reduction relation \( \mapsto^s \). Because in an inert context, bounds are either tight or have a lower bound of \( \bot \), using the ST\( _\# \)-Sel\# rules does not add anything that could not be derived by other subtyping rules. Therefore, we can get rid of unnecessary uses of ST\( _\# \)-Sel\# in the subtyping derivation by replacing type selections by their bounds. The reduction has two variants, \( \mapsto^s \) and \( \mapsto^2_s \), that replace a type selection by its upper (respectively lower) bound. The restricted version of subtyping allows using the selection rules only in the direction from the selection to the bound, not vice versa.

In the second step, we show that subtyping of method types is not needed using a reduction relation \( \mapsto^m \) that replaces all method types by \( \top \) or \( \bot \). The restricted version of subtyping does not have the ST-Met rule.

In the last step, we show that \( y_2 \) never has to appear in the types involved in the derivation of the subtyping taken from left to right. The reduction \( \mapsto^r \) replaces the remaining selections on \( y_2 \) by \( \top \) or \( \bot \).

In each of these steps, the type on the left-hand side, starting with \( T_2 \), is simplified to a supertype, and the \( \{ M : \bot..\bot \} \) on the right hand side is not affected by the simplification. Therefore after all the steps, we get \( F_1;\rho \vdash T_2 <: \{ M : \bot..\bot \} \).

Finally, in the TR-Read rule, a new reference is added to the context. The effect of adding the reference to the typing context is handled by Lemmata 15 and 16. A final piece in the proof of \texttt{mreach} preservation is mutability of the new reference \( w_2 \) created in a TR-Read step. It is created for a location that was stored in a field and is put into the focus of execution. We must ensure that the reference is read-write only if the field was read-write. Because the mutability of \( w_2 \) is a union of the field mutability and the mutability of the source reference \( w_1 \), we first show that if \( w_2 \) is read-write, then both the field and the source are read-write. For the field, we use Lemma 18 to show that the field has type \( \{ a : \bot..\{ M : \bot..T_2 \} \} \), and then by Lemma 16, it must have had the same type before.

\begin{lemma}[MUSub] If \( \Gamma;\rho \vdash T_1 \text{ mu}(r) T_2 \), then \( \Gamma;\rho \vdash \top <: T_2 \) or \( \Gamma;\rho \vdash T_1 <: \{ M(r) : \bot..T_2 \} \).
\end{lemma}

For the object, we need Lemma 19 to show that if the upper bound of \( w_1.M \) in the new context is \( \bot \), then \( w_1 \) was a read-write reference in the old context \( F \).

\begin{lemma}[WMU] If \( w_1 \neq w_2 \), and \( F, w_2 : T_2;\rho_2 \vdash w_1.M(r) <: \bot \), and \( \rho_2 = \rho_1, w_2 \rightarrow y_2 \), and \( F, w_2 : T_2 \sim \rho_2 \), then \( F;\rho_1 \vdash w_1 : \{ M(r_2) : \bot..\bot \} \).
\end{lemma}

We use the \( \mapsto^s \) relation from the proof of Lemma 17 above to show this. It simplifies \( w_1.M(r) \) to its bound: \( F, w_2 : T_2 \vdash w_1.M(r) \mapsto^s \bot \). Then, by further simplifying both sides of the subtyping, we find a type which is a supertype of \( T_1 \) and subtype of \( \bot \) in \( F \).
6 Related Work

6.1 Reference Mutability

Scala is influenced by Java, which has seen several extensions for reference mutability.

Javari [19] extends the Java syntax with reference mutability qualifiers. An unqualified reference type $T$ is by default a read-write reference, while $\text{readonly } T$ is a read-only reference. Javari comes with both a formal system based on Featherweight Java [11], and an implementation in the Checker Framework [13], using type annotations. The type system provides a transitive immutability guarantee, but allows opting out of that by declaring fields as always assignable, even through read-only references, or as always read-write, meaning viewpoint adaptation does not apply to them. (Non-transitive immutability could be achieved in the framework of our type system by removing the viewpoint adaptation in the typing rule for read terms and changing the definition of mutable reachability.) Qualifiers can be applied to any type in the program. Qualifier polymorphism is limited to the $\text{romaybe}$ qualifier, which acts as a variable qualifier which can be instantiated at use locations by $\text{mutable}$ or $\text{readonly}$ – all $\text{romaybe}$ qualifiers in a method declaration by the same qualifier. This allows Javari to express the first example $T_{o1}$ from Section 4.5:

```java
class C {
    T a;
    void m_set(T z) {a = z;}
    romaybe T m_get () romaybe { return a;}
}
```

The field is by default this-mutable and the $\text{m_set}$ method is by default mutable with a mutable parameter. Javari allows mutability to be part of a type argument, so we could make the field a mutability-polymorphic like in the second example $T_{o2}$, but we would not be able to express the full example because Javari has no way to combine the mutability of the field with the mutability of the receiver of $\text{m_get}$.

The type system of ReIm [10] is simpler than that of Javari to enable fast and scalable inference of qualifiers. It has only 3 qualifiers, $\text{mutable}$, $\text{readonly}$ and $\text{polyread}$. The polyread qualifier expresses simple qualifier polymorphism and viewpoint adaptation, similar to $\text{romaybe}$ in Javari. Fields are either $\text{readonly}$ or $\text{polyread}$; always-read-write fields are not supported. Usage of qualifiers is limited – they can be applied to any type, but not to type arguments of generic types. The first example $T_{o1}$ can be expressed in ReIm as follows:

```java
class C {
    polyread T a;
    void m_set(mutable C this, mutable T z) {a = z;}
    polyread T m_get(polyread C this) {return a;}
}
```

The second example $T_{o2}$ cannot be expressed due to the lack of qualifiers on type arguments.

Immutable Generic Java (IGJ) [20] encodes mutability qualifiers in Java generics. It defines the first parameter of a class or interface to specify its mutability: the type $T<\text{Mutable}>$ is read-write and the type $T<\text{ReadOnly}>$ is read-only. This approach agrees with our desire to use features of the underlying type system to specify reference mutability. IGJ does not have viewpoint adaptation. Transitivity has to be opted into by declaring fields with a “this-mutable” type, using the mutability parameter of the containing class. As in Javari, fields...
may be declared always assignable. IGJ also supports object immutability by distinguishing `ReadOnly` references and `Immutable` references. The latter guarantee that the object will not be modified through any reference. Our first example $T_{o1}$ can be expressed in IGJ as follows by explicitly specifying viewpoint adaptation in the return type of the getter method:

```java
class C<I extends ReadOnly> {
    T<Mutable> a;
    @Mutable void m_set(T<Mutable> z) {a = z;}
    @ReadOnly T<I> m_get() { return a;}
}
```

The second example $T_{o2}$ cannot be fully expressed for the same reason as in Javari. Glacier [5] has a system based on class immutability. It has only two qualifiers that apply to classes. An `@Immutable` class must only have immutable subclasses and all fields must have immutable types. All other classes are `@MaybeMutable`. Class types other than the top class `Object` cannot be qualified when used and always have the mutability declared by the class.

The type systems above were implemented in the Checker Framework. This framework expresses type qualifiers using Java annotations, so that the Java syntax does not have to be modified. Qualifiers that apply to the receiver of a method are written by annotating the explicit `this` parameter. We achieve the same result in our approach using the explicit receiver parameter to a method. Explicit `this` parameters are not supported in Scala.

The type systems above share the limitations of Java generics and of Java; in particular, they do not support type intersections and unions.

The reference mutability system for the C# language [7] is the most flexible. As in the systems above, a type is composed of a qualifier and a normal type. In this type system, a generic class can be parameterized by both normal types and type qualifiers, but separately, by declaring a second qualifier parameter list after the type parameter list. Therefore, a class may have any number of qualifier parameters, which can be used to individually specify mutability of fields, method parameters and result types, or be passed as qualifier arguments to the types used at those places. Qualifiers can be combined by the special type operator $\Rightarrow$, which viewpoint adapts the second qualifier by the first one. This makes it possible to express a class similar to our second example $T_{o2}$ from Section 4.5 as follows:

```java
class C<PT> {
    PT T a;
    void Ms(PT T z) writable {a = z;}
    PC $\Rightarrow$PT T Mg<_,<PC>() PC {return a;}
}
```

Other supported features include object immutability and uniqueness in a multi-threaded context for safe parallelism.

### 6.2 DOT

In traditional DOT calculi, such as WadlerFest DOT, objects are immutable and their fields cannot be changed. A heap is not needed because object literals can be used directly as values in terms.

Mutable WadlerFest DOT [15] introduced mutability by means of mutable cells, which are allocated to hold a single variable and can be reassigned to other variables. In this scheme, an equivalent of a mutable field can be achieved by having a field which contains a mutable cell. Although the field itself cannot be reassigned, writing a value to this cell and reading the value of the cell behaves as writing and reading a value from a mutable field.
A move towards a more direct definition of mutable fields has been made in kDOT [12], where all objects are stored on the heap and referred to by object locations, and field assignments through such locations directly modify the object on the heap. This approach is closer to how object mutation works in Scala. With slight modifications, we used it as the baseline for our type system.

6.3 Programming Languages with Reference Mutability

Some programming languages have reference mutability as a part of their type system.

The const-qualified pointers and methods in the C++ programming language disallow mutation of the object pointed to [18]. However, const is not transitive, so it does not correspond to our definition of immutability. There is no concept of a viewpoint-adapted field. Qualifier polymorphism is not supported, but can be achieved using templates, or by directly duplicating the definitions in source code.

The D language has transitive const and immutable type qualifiers, which express reference and object immutability [1]. Like in the Java-based systems, D does not have intersection, union and dependent types, and objects have class types. Qualifier polymorphism is limited to templates combined with D’s advanced support for support of metaprogramming and compile-time evaluation.

The Pony programming language defines reference capabilities, which qualify the type of every reference [4, 17]. The system is defined in the context of multiple simultaneously running actors, and by allowing only one actor to have a read-write reference or multiple actors to have read-only references to an object, it ensures that no race conditions can occur when modifying an object. The qualifiers not only specify whether the reference can be used to mutate an object, but also limit which other references to the same object may exist within the same or a different actor. Qualifiers corresponding to read-write and read-only references as used in this paper would be ref and box. Pony also has viewpoint adaptation applied to types of fields, and it can be also used from source code by writing arrow types, which allow viewpoint adapting a type by a type parameter, this, or box.

In Rust, mutability is tied to ownership. There can only be one mutable reference to an object. Read-only references are transitive. Although a reference can be qualified by lifetime parameters, its mutability is fixed, so there is no mutability polymorphism.

7 Conclusion

We have extended the DOT calculus with support for reference mutability. Our calculus, roDOT, supports a transitive immutability guarantee using viewpoint adaptation. Unlike most existing reference mutability systems that have been proposed for Java, which are expressed as a separate type system in parallel to the Java type system, our system is encoded using existing features of the DOT type system. Specifically, the mutability of an object is encoded using a type member, which makes it possible to refer to it in other types using a path-dependent type. An important and necessary enhancement to DOT is a separate notion of a reference as opposed to just a heap location, which makes it possible to distinguish mutable and read-only references to the same location. We have proven type soundness of roDOT, as well as the immutability guarantee that it provides. The calculus can serve as a formal foundation for future work on a principled implementation of reference mutability in a Scala compiler.
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Abstract

Reactive programming is a programming paradigm whereby programs are internally represented by a dependency graph, which is used to automatically (re)compute parts of a program whenever its input changes. In practice reactive programming can only be used for some parts of an application: a reactive program is usually embedded in an application that is still written in ordinary imperative languages such as JavaScript or Scala. In this paper we investigate this embedding and we distill “the awkward squad for reactive programming” as 3 concerns that are essential for real-world software development, but that do not fit within reactive programming. They are related to long lasting computations, side-effects, and the coordination between imperative and reactive code. To solve these issues we design a new programming model called the Actor-Reactor Model in which programs are split up in a number of actors and reactors. Actors and reactors enforce a strict separation of imperative and reactive code, and they can be composed via a number of composition operators that make use of data streams. We demonstrate the model via our own implementation in a language called Stella.

1 Introduction

Reactive programming is a programming paradigm that revolves around automatically changing the state of a program based on perpetually incoming values. Historically, it was conceived as a solution to the problems of inversion of control and callback hell which occur when programming event-driven programs [3]. Reactive programming languages such as FrTime [12], Flapjax [34], Elm [15] and REScala [46] propose increasingly rich abstraction...
mechanisms to represent and compose so-called “time-varying values” or signals, which are values that can change over time. The “Hello World!” of reactive programming converts measurements of a Celsius thermometer to Fahrenheit. Given a signal $C$ that represents a changing temperature in Celsius, the expression $F = (C \times 9/5) + 32$ declares a new signal $F$ that represents the temperature in Fahrenheit. Changes to the value of $C$ automatically give rise to a recomputation of $F$. This is typically realised by compiling the reactive program into a directed acyclic graph (DAG), as exemplified in Figure 1.

There are many incarnations of reactive languages and libraries built with various mainstream languages. In academia, reactive languages include FrTime [12] (Racket), Scala.React [33] (Scala), REScala [46] (Scala) and Flapjax [34] (JavaScript). In industry, large companies such as Facebook develop and maintain frameworks such as ReactJS [28] and React Native [21] for reactive Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), ReactiveX is a specification for reactive streams implemented in over 18 languages [40] some of which are developed or maintained by companies such as Microsoft and Netflix, and an implementation of the “Reactive Streams” specification has been included in Java since version 9 [29, 13]. Results from an empirical study on program comprehension suggest favourable results for reactive programming when compared to the Observer pattern in object-oriented programming [47].

In the rest of the paper we will abstract over the details of particular reactive programming languages and talk about them in terms of their role in the canonical DAG model for reactive programming. Source nodes correspond to the “input” signals of the reactive program. Their values are typically provided by code that is external to the reactive program. Internal nodes are composed signals that constitute the reactive program. Sink nodes correspond to the “output” signals of the reactive program that constitute the program output.

Reactive programming languages and frameworks focus on the design and concepts of the internal part of a reactive program. Explained in terms of the DAG, they focus on language features and abstractions whereby programmers can express DAGs as easily and as declaratively as possible. Reactive programs also have 2 other parts: an input part provides input to the reactive program by modifying its source nodes, and another (possibly different) output part processes the output of the reactive program. For example, in the temperature converter of Figure 1, the source $C$ may be connected to an input field in the GUI, and the result $F$ may be displayed in the same GUI. In another application, $C$ may be connected to a distributed web-based data stream whereby the input of the reactive program is produced by an entirely different machine (e.g. a weather station).

One cannot help but observe that reactive programming is only used to implement the internal part of a reactive program, and that it is usually embedded in an application that is still written in ordinary imperative languages such as JavaScript or Scala. The main problem tackled in this paper is that the parts of existing reactive programming languages and frameworks that are responsible for input and output are ill-defined: They use ad-hoc mechanisms that can violate the invariants of reactive programs. This is especially problematic for long lasting computations that block the reactive program [7], and computations with
side-effects (e.g. modifying or rendering a GUI) [19, 33]. Mechanisms to embed reactive code between the imperative input and output parts of applications are poorly investigated in literature. To this end, we have 2 main contributions.

1. In analogy with the “awkward squad” for functional programming which are a set of application concerns that are essential for real-world software development, but that do not fit within the purely functional programming paradigm [37], in Section 2 we identify the “awkward squad for reactive programming”. They are (1) long lasting computations, (2) embedding imperative code in reactive code, and (3) embedding reactive code in imperative code.

2. Just like functional programming solves the problem by evacuating the awkward squad to a different location (i.e. monadic) of the program, we propose a programming model that solves these issues. First, in Section 3 we define a class-based object-oriented data model that will guarantee that reactive programs cannot execute imperative code and long lasting computations. Second, in Section 4 we introduce the Actor-Reactor Model whereby the imperative input & output parts of reactive programs must be modelled as actors, and the internal parts of reactive programs are modelled as reactors. Together, actors and reactors enforce that imperative and reactive code remains separated, but can still co-exist within the same application. To clearly demonstrate the concepts of this model we have designed and implemented an experimental language called Stella.

## Identifying the Awkward Squad for Reactive Programming

In this section we analyse the problems that may occur when embedding a reactive programming model in an imperative programming language, or when allowing the internal nodes of a reactive program to be programmed with the full power of a Turing-complete language.

### Long Lasting Computations

Responsiveness is 1 of the 4 key properties of reactive systems outlined in the so-called Reactive Manifesto [7], [31, Chapter 1]: “Responsive systems focus on providing rapid and consistent response times, establishing reliable upper bounds so they deliver a consistent quality of service.” [7] However, reactive languages and frameworks often impose little to no restrictions on the types of expressions that can be used within a reactive program. It is often easy to write code that accidentally makes the program no longer reactive. For example, consider the reactive program in Listing 1 (written in REScala) that checks whether user-provided input strings match a regular expression. Line 1 defines a new source node called `userInputSignal`, and Line 2 defines an internal node called `matches` that is derived from the source node. Whenever the value of `userInputSignal` changes, the value of `matches` reflects whether the new string matches the regular expression `(A+)*B` (e.g. AB and AAAB, but not AAA). This program has a worst-case complexity of $O(2^n)$ with $n$ the size of the input string. Matching the string `AAAAA` fails after 112 steps, and matching 50 A’s fails only after ~3 quadrillion steps [44]. This program clearly cannot be called reactive in the aforementioned sense. While this specific example may be a contrived case of catastrophic backtracking in
regular expressions, a developer can easily and accidentally introduce computations into reactive programs that (occasionally) have unintended consequences for their execution time. We call this the **Reactive Thread Hijacking Problem**, because long lasting computations can “hijack” the thread of execution of a reactive program, thereby stopping the reactive program from being able to react to new input.

The language design problem that needs to be solved is how to ensure that a “reliable upper bound” can be imposed on long lasting computations within reactive programs.

The Reactive Manifesto is intentionally vague about how to achieve this. We identified 3 levels of reactivity that provide different program termination guarantees.

### 2.1.1 Weak Reactivity

The set of programs that we call **weakly reactive** are those for which there are no guarantees with respect to how long they will take to execute. This is usually because reactive programs can be programmed with the full power of a Turing-complete language. Programs written in reactive languages such as FrTime [12], Flapjax [34], Elm [15], REScala [46] and AmbientTalk/R [9], or frameworks such as ReactJS [28], ReactiveX [40] and Akka Streams [45, Chapter 13] all fall into this category.

### 2.1.2 Eventual Reactivity

The set of programs that we call **eventually reactive** are those for which it can be proven that the program will eventually terminate. There are both static and dynamic approaches to enforce program termination, each with varying levels of restrictions that they impose on the underlying program. Static enforcement includes work such as total functional programming [51], primitive recursion [8, Chapter 3], and model checkers such as TERMINATOR [11]. Techniques that dynamically enforce program termination can make use of both static information and run-time values, such as size-change termination [35].

### 2.1.3 Strong Reactivity

The set of programs that we call **strongly reactive** are those for which the execution time of the reactive program does not depend on the size of its input. In other words, the asymptotic worst-case complexity of the reactive program is guaranteed to be in $O(1)$. Reactive programs that are strongly reactive will never be unexpectedly slow because of certain types of input. We consider this to be the strongest form of reactivity, but the trade-off is that the types of programs that can be written is severely restricted.

Synchronous programming languages such as Esterel [5], Lustre [25], Céu [48] and Signal [23] apply reactive programming to real-time systems [4]. They rely on the assumption of the **synchronous hypothesis**, where the output of the program is conceptually synchronous with its input and “instantaneous” [17]. In contrast with strong reactivity this is not a constraint on program complexity or execution time, but on the correctness of event processing whereby 1 event must be completely processed by the reactive program before the next event is considered. Constant-time (non-reactive) programming languages such as FaCT [10] and Jasmin [2] are concerned with bounding execution times of certain instruction to prevent leaking secret information (encryption keys) based on execution time. Constant-time programming is not a restriction of program complexity, but a restriction on the execution time of specific instructions, which may not vary in function of sensitive run-time
### Figure 2
Termination guarantees for different levels of reactivity.

#### Listing 2
REScala reactive program with side-effects.

```scala
val counter = Var(0) // initial source value is 0
Signal { print("A" + counter() + " ") }
Signal { print("B" + counter() + " ") }
```

information. ActiveSheets [54] is a reactive language where programs consist of Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. While many spreadsheet operations are strongly reactive (e.g. arithmetic), there are exceptions such as \texttt{SEARCH} and \texttt{REPLACE} for searching and replacing substrings. Finally, the RT-FRP language [56] is a statically typed reactive programming language where the time and space (in memory) cost for each execution step is statically bound. To the best of our knowledge this language is strongly reactive.

### 2.1.4 Summary
Expressions in existing reactive languages and frameworks can accidentally or unintentionally cause long lasting computations that block the reactive program, thus turning the program no longer reactive. We identified 3 different levels of reactivity that are summarised in Figure 2, together with the possible techniques on how to enforce them. Stricter enforcement of program termination will result in reactive programs that have stronger guarantees with respect to the processing of their input, i.e. a more reliable upper bound can be placed on their execution time. However, the trade-off is that the types of programs that can be written is also reduced with stricter enforcement. It is up to developers to choose a reactive language or framework that can enforce a particular level of reactivity that is appropriate for the application at hand, i.e. eventually reactive or strongly reactive.

### 2.2 Embedding Imperative Code in Reactive Code

Effectful computations are extremely tricky to understand and debug when they are embedded within the nodes of a dependency graph [19, 33]. Consider the reactive program (written in REScala) in Listing 2. Line 1 defines a new source node called \texttt{counter}, and Lines 2 and 3 define two internal nodes that print either \texttt{A} or \texttt{B} to the console, followed by the value of the counter. When this program is executed, the initial value of \texttt{counter} is propagated through the program, and "A0 B0" is printed to the console in the order of evaluation (from top to bottom). However, when the value of \texttt{counter} is updated to 1, approximately 50% of the time the program output is reversed and "B1 A1" is printed. We call this problem the Reactive Update Order Leak, because effectful computations leak information about the update order of subexpressions within reactive programs, and their correct execution may even rely on a specific order.

The update order of the DAG is usually not part of the semantics of a reactive program. Reactive programming languages such as FrTime [12], Flapjax [34] and REScala [46] prevent glitches (temporary inconsistencies in the program [12]) by specifying that updates should be executed in a topological order of the dependency graph. Some implementations parallelise
the execution of certain regions of the DAG, such as the conceptual propagation model of Elm [15] and a parallel version of the REScala update algorithm [18]. Streaming frameworks such as ReactiveX [40] and Akka Streams [45, Chapter 13] do not feature such an algorithm, and instead only specify that parent nodes should be updated before their child nodes.

All of the aforementioned technologies allow multiple valid update orders to be used for a given program. This is good for language implementers, because it gives them a lot of freedom to tweak and optimise (e.g. parallelise) how values propagate through the reactive program. However, for application developers this means that the concrete update order can vary across different implementations or versions of the same language or framework. The order can even change at run-time, which is the case in our experiments with the code snippet of Listing 2, where the execution of the program yields nondeterministic results.

The root of the problem are unconstrained side-effects in interactive applications. Not only can side-effects cause bugs that are difficult to find and reproduce because of an unlucky ordering in some propagations through the DAG, but they are also very difficult to coordinate and have a detrimental effect on behavioural composition [20]. Recognising these issues, most reactive programming languages and frameworks already forbid side-effects within the DAG of a reactive program, either through language design or via programmer guidelines (e.g. REScala guidelines [41, 1.5.3]). However, as we will discuss in Section 2.3, they are rarely successful in banishing side-effects completely.

The language design problem that needs to be solved is how to allow the coexistence of effectful computations that react to values arriving at a certain internal node of the dependency graph without accidentally or nondeterministically affecting the behaviour of effectful computations that reside in other nodes of the dependency graph.

2.3 Embedding Reactive Code in Imperative Code

Programs written in existing reactive programming languages and frameworks are not subject to the Reactive Update Order Leak (Section 2.2) when their code is purely functional. However, we observe that this requirement is not met in practice, because parts of real-world programs often depend on long lasting computations and effectful computations. For instance, input can come from a GUI or be streamed in from another computer over a network connection, and output may be used to modify a GUI or to push a notification to a user. A complete solution must therefore be able to bridge what we call the Reactive/Imperative Impedance Mismatch, in analogy with the Object-Relational Impedance Mismatch for object-oriented programming.

Because the embedding of reactive code within imperative code is unavoidable in real-world reactive applications, existing reactive languages and frameworks all tackle the Reactive/Imperative Impedance Mismatch to some degree. We argue that their solutions either have limited applicability, or are ad hoc solutions with unclear semantics. What follows is a non-exhaustive list of mechanisms that we could identify in related work.

Domain specific features are special language features tailored to a specific domain, usually involving GUIs. For instance, Flapjax [34], Elm [15], and ReactJS [28] provide a DSL for building GUIs whereby source nodes are automatically created and updated by GUI components, and the GUI automatically integrates with sink nodes. Such languages typically also feature built-in domain specific signals with narrow applicability, such as Elm’s `Mouse.position` signal [15].
Special forms are built-in language constructs with special evaluation rules. Reactive languages often offer special forms to provide operators that cannot be implemented from within the language itself. For example, Elm [15] offers a built-in syncGet operation to execute synchronous HTTP requests. To prevent this computation from blocking the reactive program, Elm also offers an async special form to execute operations in the background.

Metaprogramming involves mechanisms to manually construct or modify parts of the reactive program. For example, FrTime and REScala offer built-in primitives to create and (destructively) modify source nodes of the reactive program. The semantics of manual assignments to source nodes are often unclear, especially when multiple threads of execution are involved. Streaming frameworks such as ReactiveX [40] and Akka Streams [45, Chapter 13] offer built-in operators to define new streams ex nihilo, reducing their dependence on special forms. Still, if there is no built-in support for a specific data source, a programmer has to open up the implementation of operators to carefully craft a new one.

Hidden concurrency involves mechanisms whereby multiple threads of execution are used, but where the concurrent nature of the operations is hidden from the programmer. For example, in FrTime a dedicated thread manages the execution of the reactive program behind the scenes, while the Racket Read-Eval-Print Loop continues running on the main thread. From the REPL, a Scheme program can “send” input values to the reactive thread. Conversely, the output of FrTime programs can be reactively displayed in the output of the REPL. However, multi-threading and concurrency-control are not part of the FrTime programming model.

Periodic polling enables embedding by periodically updating the source values of a reactive program from some computational process that is external to the reactive program. The quintessential example of this approach is the seconds behaviour as found in FrTime [12]. The seconds behaviour is a free variable in the reactive program that is automagically updated to the current Unix time. Typically, dependents of the seconds behaviour use the timestamp only to determine whether they should imperatively poll an application-specific data source. Such code lets the reactive runtime schedule imperative code, giving rise to Reactive Update Order Leaks.

The language design problem that needs to be solved is how to design a reactive programming language that supports the features of the awkward squad, but without introducing the Reactive Thread Hijacking Problem and the Reactive Update Order Leak.

In other words, it is important that imperative code and reactive code can coexist within the same application in such a way that the imperative code cannot accidentally violate the invariants of the reactive code. The mechanisms employed by existing languages and frameworks are often highly specialised, have unclear semantics with regards to their interactions with the reactive program, and they do not solve these problems.

2.4 Solution: General Idea

The idea is to embrace that reactive applications always consist of both imperative and reactive parts. Both are desired, and they complement each other [19]. We give each their own thread and effect-set, and design simple composition operators to link them together.
Listing 3 A “Hello World!” program in Stella.
``` Olympus !-- 19:8 Tackling the Awkward Squad for Reactive Programming --!

| (actor Main |
| (def-constructor (start) |
| (println "Hello World!")()) |

The result is called the Actor-Reactor Model, which can be summarised as follows.
- **Actors** are used to represent the imperative input and output parts of reactive programs. They imperatively manage their own state and input-output, and are solely responsible for executing long lasting computations and effectful computations.
- **Reactors** are used to encapsulate reactive programs, each with their own DAG and update thread. By construction it is impossible for reactors to perform long lasting computations and side-effects.
- Coordination of actors and reactors happens via the *data streams* which they consume and produce. We define a set of composition operators whereby the streams defined by actors can be linked to the source nodes of reactors and vice-versa how actors can act on changes to the sink nodes of reactors.

We have implemented the Actor-Reactor Model in an experimental language called Stella, which can be roughly divided into two levels. First, an object-oriented base language is used to restrict reactors from producing side-effects and performing long lasting computations (Section 3). Second, actors and reactors are used to strictly separate the imperative and reactive parts of programs (Section 4). We have written a prototypical Continuation-Passing Style interpreter for Stella in TypeScript (in the style of [22, Chapter 5]).

### 3 Base Language: OOP with Effect and Termination Guarantees

In this section we will focus on the object-oriented base language of Stella. Throughout all code examples we will consistently syntax highlight special forms (expressions with special evaluation rules) in blue. Strings are surrounded by double quotes and are highlighted in green. Symbols start with a single quote and are highlighted in red.

Stella is a dynamically typed language where all run-time values are objects. Its native objects are booleans, numbers, strings, symbols and the value `#undefined`, which are instances of the classes `Boolean`, `Number`, `String`, `Symbol` and `Undefined` respectively. A program in Stella consists of 3 sets of top-level definitions: a set of classes, a set of *actor behaviours* (“the class of an actor”), and a set of *reactor behaviours* (“the class of a reactor”).

#### 3.1 Basic Expressions and “Hello World!”

Each Stella program must contain an actor behaviour called `Main`. This actor behaviour must have a constructor named `start`. To start a Stella program, the Stella runtime spawns an instance of the `Main` actor behaviour and invokes the `start` constructor. Consider the “Hello World!” program in Listing 3 that defines such a behaviour. The body of its `start` constructor contains a single `println` statement in operator prefix notation (Polish Notation). This can be seen as synchronously sending a `println` message with no arguments to the “Hello World!” object of class `String`. Similarly, `(+ 1 2)` can be seen as sending a `+` message to the object representation of the number 1 with one argument which is the object corresponding to number 2. In the rest of this paper we will use the terminology of “calling” or “invoking” a method rather than sending synchronous messages (cf. SmallTalk [24]).
Expressions that may be used in the body of constructors and methods follow S-expression syntax [1, Chapter 1] and are shown in Listing 4. Local variables are introduced via the def special form (similar to define in Scheme), assignments use the set! special form, conditionals use the if and cond special forms. Two methods to test for equality are implemented by the superclass of all classes (Object): equal? tests for object equality, eq? for object reference equality. All values are #true except for #false and #undefined.

### 3.2 Abstract Data Types

Code in Stella can be either imperative or reactive. Both kinds of code can operate on the same data, but the allowed sets of operations differ. Whereas imperative code may use the full power of a Turing-complete language, reactive code is restricted to operations that are guaranteed to terminate and that are free from side-effects. To this end, abstract data types in Stella are represented by classes which may define local fields, constructors, methods, as well as routines. Routines are special kinds of methods whose expressive power is a strict subset of that of methods. Routines have the following properties.

1. Routines have no side-effects.
2. Routines always terminate.
3. Routines can only invoke other routines.

To explain how we can enforce those properties, consider the Pair class defined in Listing 5 which can be used to represent linked lists. Local fields of the class are declared on Line 2. Line 4 defines a constructor called initialize-with with 2 formal parameters called initial-car and initial-cdr that will initialize the fields of a new pair. Lines 8–9 define two routines called first and second with no arguments which are “getters” for the car and cdr field, and correspondingly, Lines 10 and 11 define two methods set-first! and set-second! which are setters for these fields. Line 13 defines a routine called length that will compute the length of a linked list by calling length on the cdr field as long as it is also a pair. We can enforce the properties of routines as follows.

Routines that contain expressions with side-effects are rejected by the interpreter. In our case they are set! and a couple of other special forms[2]. Together with property #3, which is upheld using a run-time check, this ensures that routines will never have side-effects. This must be checked at run-time because Stella is a dynamic language. A run-time error occurs when a routine calls a method, for example println which performs IO.

Our current implementation of Stella uses size-change termination (SCT) for higher-order programs [35] to ensure at run-time that routines terminate. In a nutshell, this form of SCT dynamically constructs a size-change graph based on the argument values of a routine call.

---

1. Note that the type-of invocation in Listing 5 Line 15 returns a symbol that represents the name of the class. This is because classes are not reified as objects in our language (such as in SmallTalk [24, Chapter 5]). They cannot be referenced directly except via the new special form to create an instance.
2. The special forms forbidden in reactors and routines are set!, spawn-actor, spawn-reactor, send, emit, monitor, and react-to.
Listing 5 The Pair class which has 2 kinds of operations, methods and routines.

(class Pair
  (def-fields car cdr)
  (def-constructor (initialize-with initial-car initial-cdr)
      (set! car initial-car)
      (set! cdr initial-cdr))
  (def-routine (first) car)
  (def-routine (second) cdr)
  (def-method (set-first! new-car) (set! car new-car))
  (def-method (set-second! new-cdr) (set! cdr new-cdr))
  (def-routine (length)
      (cond ((eq? cdr #undefined) 1)
            ((eq? (type-of cdr) 'Pair) (+ 1 (length cdr)))
            (else 2))))

Listing 6 Creating a circular data structure with Pair of Listing 5.

(def p1 (new Pair 'initialize-with 1 2))
(set-second! p1 p1)
(length p1) // successfully rejected via a run-time error

every time a routine is called. Before entering a new routine call, the size-change termination principle is used to compare the argument values to those of earlier calls to that routine (of the same class) higher on the call stack. If the new argument list is not decreasing in size, a run-time exception is thrown. Note that the algorithm assumes a well-founded partial order on values, for example, for numbers this is defined as \( |x| < |y| \). In this case a recursive routine such as factorial is permitted as long as recursion stops when the value of its argument has decreased to 0.

As an example, consider the excerpt of Stella code in Listing 6 that uses the Pair class of Listing 5. Here, a Pair is made to point to itself, creating a circular linked list. A subsequent call to length on the Pair gives rise to a recursive call to length on the same class. SCT rejects this call, since the argument values have not decreased since previous invocations.

While [35] report that the overhead of their SCT analysis can be as high as a factor 100 (e.g. for merge-sort), it is negligible for applications that perform a lot of work in between recursive calls (they give a factorial function as an example). In any case, overhead remains constant with respect to the size of the input of the program. Crucially, it works for high-level programming languages such as Stella, and – unlike other approaches such as specialized type systems – SCT requires no programmer assistance. Stella is not coupled to any specific SCT algorithm, or even to SCT itself. What is part of the semantics of Stella, is that long-lasting computations are illegal, and that termination of routines must be enforced by the Stella runtime.

4 The Actor-Reactor Model

With the base language defined, we can now describe how Stella tackles the problem described in Section 2.3. We sketched the general idea in Section 2.4. The Actor-Reactor Model separates programs into actors and reactors. Actors handle the parts of a program that involve long-lasting computations or side-effects, whereas reactors handle the parts that are inherently reactive, or that are more easily expressed using reactive programming.
Coordination between actors and reactors is achieved using data streams that are produced by actors and reactors. Stella defines a number of composition operators to statically and dynamically manage how data can flow to and from actors and reactors. In the following sections we first introduce actors and data streams. In Section 4.3 we introduce reactors and how to compose them with actors.

4.1 Running Example: Wind Turbine Simulator

Consider a wind turbine simulator that calculates the real-time power output of a wind turbine. A simple simulator can be defined using the 4 components depicted in Figure 3. From left to right: a blowing wind, a wind turbine, a power calculator, and a console to print the output. Simulating wind can involve complex wind patterns and how they affect a turbine, or it can be a simple process that generates random values corresponding to the current wind speed. Even the simple version is challenging because it involves a process “a wind” that is continuously running and always changing. It also requires reactive processes: A blowing wind impacts the rotation of the wind turbine, which then impacts the power output. Important to note is that eliminating long lasting computations within reactive programs by itself is not enough to prevent them from blocking reactive programs. It is equally important that reactive processes cannot be accidentally blocked by long lasting computations in other parts of the program, for example the simulation of wind patterns.

We model wind as an actor because it is inherently an active process that is always running and changing independently. The console is also an actor because it performs IO. We opt to model a turbine and the power calculator as reactors: a turbine reacts to a wind, and a power calculator reacts to changes in the turbine.

4.2 Actors and Data Streams

Actors are typically defined in terms of a behaviour and a mailbox [30]. The behaviour of an actor describes its internal state and the messages that can be processed. Messages that are sent to an actor are inserted into its mailbox (e.g. a FIFO queue), and the actor continuously dequeues messages from its mailbox to process them one-by-one. Actors in Stella are based on the Active Objects model [57, 30, 16], where actor behaviours are defined similar to classes in object-oriented programming. In addition to receiving and processing messages, actors can be used to implement zero or more data streams to which they can emit (publish) values. The following sections explain the different parts of actor behaviours using the wind from our running example. We explain how actor behaviours are defined, how data streams can be implemented using actors, and how actors can monitor data streams.

4.2.1 Actor Behaviours

Listing 7 defines the Wind actor behaviour. An actor behaviour has a number of local fields, in this case 1 field called rng (Line 3). A constructor called init is defined on Line 5, which initializes the rng field with a new random number generator (an object). A method called
Listing 7  The Wind actor behaviour to implement a stream that represents wind speed.

```plaintext
(actor Wind
  (def-stream speed 1)
  (def-fields rng)
  (def-constructor (init) (set! rng (new Random)))
  (def-method (blow)
    (emit speed (integer-between rng 0 30))
    (sleep 10000)
    (send #self 'blow)))
```

blow without arguments is defined on Line 7, whose implementation we will explain later when we define data streams. A Wind actor is thus capable of processing blow messages that are inserted into its mailbox, which amounts to invoking the corresponding blow method.

The special form spawn-actor is used to spawn new actors, in this case to create new winds. The following expression spawns an instance of Wind, which could be used to represent the mistral wind. A reference is returned to the new actor, which is an object of type ActorReference. To initialize the actor, spawn-actor takes the name of a constructor (as a symbol) and any arguments it requires. Constructors are special kinds of methods that may only be invoked once, and only as the very first message an actor processes. The act of spawning an actor via a constructor is semantically equivalent to spawning an actor and inserting a message in its empty mailbox that will initialize the actor.

```
(def mistral (spawn-actor Wind 'init))
```

Actors communicate via asynchronous message passing via the send special form that inserts a new message in the mailbox of the designated actor. The following expression sends a blow message to mistral, which is expected to be an actor reference. While in this case blow does not expect any arguments, they would be provided after the 'blow symbol. The message payload between actors (and reactors) is always passed by (deep) copy, and actors can send messages to themselves by sending them to #self, which represents a reference to the current actor.

```
(send mistral 'blow)
```

4.2.2 Declaring Data Streams

Every actor can export data streams. The behaviour of an actor determines which data streams an actor implements via def-stream as seen on Line 2 of Listing 7. This expression takes two arguments: the name of the stream and its arity. The name is used to uniquely identify a particular stream that belongs to a given actor, and the arity of a stream specifies the number of elements that must be emitted to the stream in one “emit step”. In our example a Wind actor exports a single stream called speed with arity 1.

Stream arity is used to emit new values that are intrinsically connected, and must therefore always change simultaneously. For example, an actor might export a stream called location of arity 2 that represents coordinates in the form of latitude and longitude. Since they describe the real-time location of some real-world moving object, latitude and longitude should always change simultaneously. Otherwise, a consumer of the stream might first update the entire application (e.g. some world map) with a new value for latitude, and only after some time with the corresponding value for longitude. After the first update the
application would be in an inconsistent state, similar to a \textit{glitch} in reactive programming \cite{12}. An alternative approach is to emit \texttt{location} as a single object. However, we will use stream arity to facilitate the composition of actors and reactors in Section 4.3.

### 4.2.3 Publishing to Data Streams

Actors can emit values to their own data streams by using the \texttt{emit} special form. Emitting a value amounts to sending the new value to all subscribers of the stream. Consider the \texttt{blow} method in Listing 7. Whenever a \texttt{Wind} actor processes a \texttt{blow} message, on Line 8 the actor will \texttt{emit} a new value to the \texttt{speed} stream, which in this case is a random number between 0 and 30 representing the wind speed in meters/second. Now, a special type of message (a publication) is added to the mailbox of subscribers, which are other actors or reactors. Because the \texttt{speed} stream is defined with arity 1, \texttt{emit} only requires 1 argument. The actor then sleeps for 10000ms (Line 9), and afterwards sends itself a new \texttt{blow} message to emit another value (Line 10).

### 4.2.4 Qualifying and Monitoring Data Streams

Two mechanisms are required to create a subscription on a data stream: \textit{qualification} and \textit{monitoring}. Both are explained using the \texttt{Main} behaviour in Listing 8 which can be seen as the console from our running example, but instead of monitoring and printing power output, it monitors and prints the wind speed. When the \texttt{start} constructor is executed, Line 3 first spawns an instance of the \texttt{Wind} behaviour, and Line 4 exemplifies both qualification and monitoring.

Qualification is the act of designating a reference to a particular stream exported by a particular actor (or reactor). On Line 4, the expression \texttt{sirocco.speed} evaluates to an object of class \texttt{Stream} that represents a reference to the \texttt{speed} stream exported by the \texttt{sirocco} actor. Data will only start flowing once a consumer (an actor or reactor) subscribes to the stream, in which case data flows directly from the producer to the consumer.

Actors subscribe to data streams by monitoring them. This is exemplified by Line 4, where the \texttt{sirocco.speed} stream is monitored for changes. Whenever this stream emits a new value, a \texttt{print-wind} message will enter the mailbox of the actor, which is processed by the corresponding \texttt{print-wind} method on Line 6. This method requires exactly 1 formal parameter because the \texttt{speed} stream has an arity of 1. We will see in Section 4.3 that reactors do not explicitly monitor data streams like actors, and instead they will automatically react to values that are emitted to data streams.
4.3 Reactors

Reactive languages rely on 2 fundamental mechanisms. First, at compile-time, the program text is compiled to a DAG that consists of source nodes that represent the input of the reactive program, sink nodes represent the output of the reactive program, and internal nodes represent all computations that occur between the sources and sinks. Second, at run-time, a reactive engine is responsible for propagating new values through the DAG, such that the calculation that makes up the output remains consistent with the values of the input. The reactive engine is smart enough to prevent glitches [12].

In the following sections we gradually explain Stella’s reactors by implementing a simple reactive wind turbine and power calculator. Stella features 2 different ways to statically compose reactor behaviours: via point-wise and point-free composition, named after function composition in Haskell [32, Chapter 5]. In Section 4.3.6 we explain the run-time semantics of reactors and how they manage dependencies on data streams.

4.3.1 Definitions

A reactor consists of 3 layers.

Layer 1: Reactor Behaviour. A reactor behaviour describes the static properties of a reactive program, represented by a DAG that is constructed at “DAG compile-time” (a pre-processing step of our interpreter). The DAG is constructed from the program text, for example the reactor behaviour of Listing 9 which we will explain in Section 4.3.2. It describes the source nodes, sink nodes, and internal nodes of the reactive program, and all of the dependencies between them. We may refer to an actor or reactor behaviour as simply “behaviour” if it is clear from context to which one we are referring.

Layer 2: Reactor Deployment. Reactive languages usually store the run-time information of a reactive program (e.g. node values and local state) directly in the nodes of the DAG. However, in our case reactor behaviours can be composed and reused by multiple reactors, and every use of a DAG can be in a different state depending on the values that were propagated. Therefore, a reactor deployment represents a specific instance of a reactor behaviour. In other words, a reactor deployment stores all run-time information pertinent to a specific instance of a DAG that is used by a specific reactor.

Layer 3: Reactor. A reactor is process with a mailbox and a vat (collection) of reactor deployments. It is the driving force behind a reactive program: a reactor continuously dequeues values from its mailbox and propagates them through the destined deployment via a built-in reactive engine. Similar to how actors are spawned from actor behaviours, a reactor is spawned from a reactor behaviour (that represents a DAG). At spawn-time, the reactor creates an initial deployment for this DAG, which we call the root deployment. A reactor has exactly 1 output stream of arity n, where n corresponds to the number of sinks of the root deployment. Every time the root deployment updates, its sink values are emitted on the output stream of the reactor. Our definition of reactors intentionally covers deployments that give rise to other deployments within the same vat, but we will not discuss those features in this paper. Reactors will therefore always contain exactly 1 deployment (namely the root deployment).

4.3.2 Basic Reactor Behaviours

A reactor behaviour is the textual representation of the DAG of a reactive program: it has a name, at least 1 source, at least 1 sink, and any number of internal nodes that describe the computations between the sources and sinks. An example of a computation is the theoretical
The *WindPower* behaviour calculates the maximum theoretical power output of a turbine. It can be calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Power (W)} = 0.5 \times \text{Swept Area (m}^2) \times \text{Air Density (kg/m}^3) \times \text{Velocity}^3 (\text{m/s})
\]

This formula is implemented in Listing 9 in a reactor behaviour called *WindPower* with 3 source nodes and 1 sink node. Its 3 sources are called *blade-length*, *air-density*, and *wind-speed*. There is one local variable called *swept-area*, and one sink node that is immediately linked to the result of a multiplication. The DAG of this behaviour is depicted in Figure 4a. Every invocation of a routine is depicted by an “apply” node, and all expressions without dependencies are wrapped in a “const” node that will be computed when the DAG is compiled. Since the run-time values that are propagated through the DAG are regular objects, reactors can only invoke routines on those objects, and the invocation of regular methods will result in a run-time error.

### 4.3.3 Point-wise Graph Composition

While the *WindPower* behaviour computes the theoretical power output of a turbine, a more accurate calculation takes into account turbine efficiency (typically between 10–30% [42]). To this end, Listing 10 defines a behaviour called *PowerOutput* that shows how reactor behaviours can be composed in a point-wise manner. It has 3 sources called *blade-length*, *efficiency*, and *wind-speed*. They correspond to the 3 pieces of information that a wind turbine power output of a wind turbine (in Watt) which is based on the area swept by its blades, the air density surrounding the turbine, and the velocity of the wind [43]. It can be calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Power (W)} = 0.5 \times \text{Swept Area} (m^2) \times \text{Air Density} (kg/m^3) \times \text{Velocity}^3 (m/s)
\]
turbine is expected to produce to be able to calculate its power output. Line 2 performs a point-wise composition of reactor behaviours via the `tick` special form. This can be thought of as a function application but for reactor behaviours, of which the result is bound to the `wind-power` variable. Line 3 then scales the theoretical output by the efficiency of the turbine.

A `tick` operation is resolved at compile-time as the inlining of a DAG. First, the source nodes of the composed behaviour (WindPower) are connected to the corresponding arguments of `tick`. Second, the sink node of the composed behaviour is connected back into the composer, in this case to all nodes in PowerOutput that use the wind-power variable (multiple sinks would be defined via a `def-values` special form). The resulting graph is depicted in Figure 4b, where the nodes and dependencies introduced by PowerOutput are highlighted in red. For brevity, in the `tick` expression we assume a default value of 1.225kg/m³ (the air density at 15°C at sea level).

While it is not part of our goals, the structure of the DAG can be optimised when it is compiled. In this case the source and sink nodes of the inlined WindPower behaviour were automatically eliminated because they are redundant, and because (by definition) sources and sinks can only exist at the boundaries of a DAG. For example, the constant value 1.225 provided by the composer in Listing 10 is represented by a constant node in Figure 4b (depicted in the bottom right). This node is directly connected to the apply node because the original air-density source node (which it replaces) was eliminated.

### 4.3.4 Behaviour Stream Composition

From the PowerOutput behaviour we know that a wind turbine should provide its blade length, efficiency, and the current wind speed affecting it. The simplest possible implementation of a turbine that we can think of is defined in Listing 11. This reactor behaviour has 3 sources: blade-length is a number usually between 20 and 80 (meters), efficiency is a number between 0.1 and 0.3 (10-30%), and wind should be a reference to an actor. The output of Turbine is a stream of arity 3 that echoes the blade length and efficiency, and the qualification “wind.speed” will echo the contents of the speed stream.

A qualification in the body of a reactor behaviour represents a dependency to a stream. However, handling such dependencies can be quite tricky since there are potentially two kinds of changing values. First, the exporting actor of a stream may change, for instance when a new actor reference is propagated for the wind source node (e.g. sirocco or mistral). Second, the speed stream is continuously emitting new values. A reader may recognise this as a higher-order stream [34]. The source node is conceptually a stream of values, and every value is an actor (or reactor) that exports streams.

Inspired by the compilation of the `async` expression in Elm [15], every qualification is compiled to 2 graph nodes. First, an internal node manages the dependency on the referenced stream. Second, an implicit source node is responsible for processing the values emitted by the stream. The resulting graph for Turbine is depicted in Figure 5. When the source node wind changes to a different actor (e.g. another wind) then this new value is propagated to the special qualification node. This node unsubscribes from its current stream (if present)
and subscribes to the newly referenced `speed` stream. The value of the implicit source is immediately changed to the most recent value emitted by the newly referenced stream. From that point onwards, whenever publications of the new stream enter the mailbox of the reactor, the reactor will process them by changing the value of the corresponding implicit source node.

### 4.3.5 Point-free Graph Composition

There are two ways to implement a wind turbine that is linked to a power calculator. Either a new reactor is spawned for each of them and their input/output streams are subsequently linked together, or the 2 reactor behaviours are composed and spawned as a single reactor. Both approaches are valid, and which one is more desirable depends on the application. We take the second approach by composing the 2 behaviours via point-free graph composition.

In Haskell, new functions can be defined point-free via a function composition operator. The composition \(f \circ g\) (“\(f\) after \(g\)”) is a function that first applies \(g\) to its argument, then \(f\) to the value returned by \(g\); \(f \circ g(x) = f(g(x))\). Similarly, the `ror` operator composes reactor behaviours: \(r_1 \circ r_2\) constructs a new behaviour where data is first propagated through \(r_2\) and then through \(r_1\). The DAG of this behaviour is the composition of \(r_1\) and \(r_2\), where the sinks of \(r_2\) are connected to the sources of \(r_1\).

As an example, Listing 12 defines a new behaviour called `TurbinePowerOutput` that combines the behaviours of `Turbine` and `PowerOutput`. We designed those behaviours such that they can be easily composed, i.e. the sinks of `Turbine` directly match the sources of `PowerOutput`. If the behaviours would not directly fit together, intermediate behaviours can take care of reordering sources and sinks, or transforming data.

The `ror` operator is capable of connecting multiple “input” behaviours to 1 “output” behaviour. The following expression defines a new behaviour \(R\) that is the composition of an output behaviour \(R_{out}\) with input behaviours \(R_1\) to \(R_n\).

```haskell
(reactor R (ror R_{out} R_1 R_2 ... R_n))
```

Behaviour \(R\) can be compiled as long as the number of sinks of all input behaviours matches the number of sources in \(R_{out}\). If this is the case, they will be connected in order from left to right to construct the behaviour \(R\). The sources of \(R\) will be the same as the sources of the inputs, ordered from left to right.

\[
sources(R) := sources(R_1) + sources(R_2) + ... + sources(R_n)
\]
The sinks of \( R \) are the same as the sinks of \( R_{\text{out}} \).

\[
sinks(R) := sinks(R_{\text{out}})
\]

Additional point-free graph composition operators with different semantics are conceivable, such as the parallel and parallel\(^*\) operators in [36].

### 4.3.6 Run-time Semantics of Reactors: Spawning and Linking

We now complete the running example of Section 4.1 by showing how the program is started, and how actors and reactors are linked together. We will focus on the composition of actors and reactors rather than the internal semantics of reactors. Internally, it suffices to know that every reactor has a reactive engine that is responsible for propagating values from sources to sinks. Similar to Flapjax [34] and REScala [46], we based our propagation algorithm on that of FrTime [12], but without the complexity of a dynamic dependency graph. It ensures that only the parts of a DAG that are affected by a change will be recomputed, and that computations produce no glitches when multiple nodes change simultaneously.

Listing 13 implements the Main program for the running example. Its purpose is to spawn an actor representing a wind, spawn a reactor representing a wind turbine and its power output calculation, and to print this power output to the console. This functionality is implemented by the start constructor. Most of the expressions have been discussed previously. Line 3 spawns an instance of the wind actor behaviour and Line 4 sends it a blow message. The wind will now start periodically emitting values.

The spawn-reactor expression on Line 5 spawns a new reactor that is now waiting for data on its sources. Remember that a reactor is defined as a vat of reactor deployments, and in this case TurbinePowerOutput will be the root deployment, as well as the only deployment for this reactor throughout its lifetime.

Reactors are linked to actors (or other reactors) via the react-to special form that will change the values of source nodes. If the new value of a source node is an object of type Stream, instead of changing the value of the source node, the reactor will automatically create a subscription on the stream (possibly replacing an existing subscription). Then, whenever new values are emitted by this stream, they enter the mailbox of the reactor which will process them by modifying the value of the corresponding source node. In Listing 13 the sources of turbine are changed on Line 6 to 80, 0.3, and sirocco. In the context of our application, this means that this is a reactor that represents a turbine with a blade length of 80 meters, an efficiency of 30%, which is influenced by the sirocco wind. To print the output of the turbine the console, on Line 7 the main actor monitors the turbine for changes. Reactors export exactly 1 output stream called out.

Reactors are aware of stream arity, and the react-to composition operator can be used to react to streams with an arity greater than 1. In this case, the reactor requires exactly as many source nodes as the arity of the input streams. For example, a reactor that is made to react (via react-to) to a stream of arity 2 will require exactly 2 source nodes. Whenever the input stream emits new values they will enter the mailbox as a single publication, but (in this case) the value of the 2 source nodes of the reactor will change simultaneously. The react-to composition operator ensures that there is a one-to-one mapping between its arguments and the source nodes of the reactor.
[Listing 13] The Main program for the wind turbine simulator of Section 4.1.

```
(actor Main
  (def-constructor (start)
    (def sirocco (spawn-actor Wind 'init))
    (send sirocco 'blow)
    (def turbine (spawn-reactor TurbinePowerOutput))
    (react-to turbine 80 0.3 sirocco)
    (monitor turbine.out 'print))

(def-method (print watt)
  (println "turbine produced: " (round (/ watt 1000000)) " MW")))
```

5 Evaluating the Awkward Squad for Reactive Programming

We introduced the awkward squad for reactive programming as a set of issues that are essential for real-world software development, but that do not fit within reactive programming. In this section we investigate the extent to which these issues can be present in existing reactive languages and frameworks. We find that it is indeed the case that existing languages and frameworks expose operations or mechanisms to developers that fall within one or all issues of the awkward squad. In many cases these operations and mechanisms will be unavoidable for developers, either because they are an inherent part of the language or framework, or because otherwise it would be impossible to write certain applications, e.g. applications with a GUI. In this paper we do not investigate the extent to which possibly issue-causing operations are used in real applications, and if they are present, which bugs they can possibly cause in those specific applications.

Table 1 lists a number of reactive languages and frameworks that we consider to be representative for the state-of-the-art. They are FrTime [12] (Racket), Flapjax [34] (JavaScript), REScala [46] (Scala), ReactJS [28] (JavaScript), Akka Streams [45, Chapter 13] (Scala), and RxJS [49] (JavaScript). We used them to implement our running example of Section 4.1.

Below the double horizontal line we list 3 other reactive languages which we did not use to implement the application (for technical reasons) but which we classified according to their respective papers. They will be discussed in Section 5.8. Based on our findings we categorised these languages and frameworks as follows.

**Reactive Thread Hijacking Problem (RTHP).** Does the language or framework solve the Reactive Thread Hijacking Problem? In other words, does the language or framework prevent infinite computations from blocking the reactive program? We make no distinction between eventual reactivity and strong reactivity. If not, we discuss the features that can be used to block the reactive program.

**Reactive Update Order Leak (RUOL).** Does the language or framework solve the Reactive Update Order Leak? In other words, does the language or framework disallow side-effects in internal nodes of the DAG? If not, we will highlight the features where side-effects can be executed inside the DAG.

**Reactive/Imperative Impedance Mismatch (RIIM).** In Section 2.3 we listed a number of different mechanisms used by reactive languages to be able to embed reactive code within imperative code. We discuss, to the best of our knowledge, which of the listed mechanisms are used.

---

3 All code from this paper and the implementations used to guide our evaluation of the different languages and frameworks are available in an artefact. To download this artefact, see the supplementary material on the first page of this paper.
5.1 FrTime

FrTime is a functional reactive programming language built in Racket that can be interacted with via the Racket Read-Eval-Print Loop [12].

RTHP. The execution time of expressions in FrTime is unrestricted. While there exists a limited set of built-in functions (e.g. arithmetic) that always terminate, the built-in lift-strict primitive is used to integrate any (possibly infinitely looping) Racket function with the DAG. The implementation of FrTime exposes multiple threads of execution to developers: one thread is responsible for updating the reactive program, and another thread is responsible for the REPL. To implement an infinite loop that represents a wind, we blocked one thread of execution to continuously modify a source node of the dependency graph.

RUOL. Any Racket function may be used in internal nodes of the DAG via the aforementioned lift-strict function. Additionally, FrTime offers abstractions for “event streams” that can be mapped and filtered (via map-e and filter-e respectively) using regular Racket functions.

RIIM. We have identified 4 mechanisms that are used to embed reactive code within imperative code. Firstly, there are 2 built-in signals called seconds and milliseconds that are updated automagically by the runtime, which can be used for periodic polling. Secondly, multiple threads of execution are exposed to developers. While the Racket REPL thread can be used to send and receive values to and from the reactive program, the semantics of their interaction is not part of the language definition. Thirdly, FrTime has domain specific features in the form of a wrapper around the Racket GUI toolkit [26], which automatically integrates with the DAG. Lastly, source nodes of the DAG can be manually defined via cells and event-receivers, and they can be assigned to via set-cell! and send-event respectively. The semantics of modifying a source node is unspecified, especially when assignments to the same sources occur in multiple threads.

5.2 Flapjax

Flapjax is a reactive programming language based on JavaScript [34].

RTHP. Nodes in the dependency graph consist of arbitrary JavaScript functions, which are unrestricted in their execution time. To create an infinite loop that implements a wind without blocking the browser, we implemented a non-blocking loop by wrapping
JavaScript’s `setTimeout` to asynchronously schedule an event in the JavaScript event-loop. Some built-in operations can unintentionally block the reactive program. For example, the `evalForeignScriptValE` operation is applied to a reactive value that contains a URL. It retrieves and evaluates the (foreign) JavaScript file on the URL, and publishes its return value as a new reactive value [50].

RUOL. Flapjax programs consist of arbitrary JavaScript expressions that may involve arbitrary side-effects inside the DAG. Some built-in operations execute side-effects in the DAG, such as the GUI modification operators `insertDomB` and `insertDomE` to insert a reactive value in the browser DOM, operations such as `getWebServiceObjectE` to perform XMLHttpRequests, or the aforementioned `evalForeignScriptValE` to evaluate an arbitrary JavaScript file.

RIIM. To embed reactive code within imperative JavaScript code, Flapjax has 2 mechanisms. Source nodes of the DAG can be manually created from the GUI via operations such as `extractValueB` and `extractValueE` which are updated automatically by the runtime, and ex nihilo via `receiverE` (to create a new event stream) and `sendEvent` (to modify an event stream). Flapjax also offers special features to construct GUI elements that automatically integrate with reactive values.

5.3 REScala

REScala is a reactive programming library in Scala that unifies the concepts of functional reactive programming with object-oriented programming [46].

RTHP. REScala imposes no restrictions on the execution time of expressions inside the DAG of a reactive program. Since it is built as a library, regular Scala functions are used to perform computations on reactive values. To model a wind from our running example without blocking the reactive program, we manually constructed a new Scala thread with an infinite loop that non-reactively modifies a source node of the reactive program.

RUOL. Since REScala is conceived as a library, the Scala functions used in nodes of the DAG may perform arbitrary side-effects. As a design guideline, the REScala documentation explicitly mentions that functions inside the DAG must be pure [41, 1.5.3].

RIIM. To embed reactive code within imperative code, REScala offers special features to manually create new source nodes of the DAG (Vars) and to modify them via assignment. Conversely, callbacks can be installed on sink nodes of the DAG to act on their changes.

5.4 ReactJS

ReactJS is a JavaScript reactive GUI framework developed by Facebook [28], which is used to develop reactive web applications and mobile applications [21].

RTHP. The types of expressions that constitute a ReactJS program are regular JavaScript expressions, and are unrestricted in their computation time. To implement a wind without blocking the browser, we used JavaScript’s `setInterval` that calls a function on a repeated interval.

RUOL. There are no restrictions on side-effects inside a ReactJS dependency graph. The documentation mentions that reactive components should be pure only with respect to their “props” object, which is a framework-provided object that is used to create dependencies between reactive components [27].
RIIM. The state of a reactive component is manually modified via a special `setState` method that triggers a new propagation cycle. ReactJS offers domain specific features (via JSX templates) to construct user interfaces that automatically display the values of sink nodes of the dependency graph.

5.5 Akka Streams

Akka Streams is a streaming library in Scala based on the Akka actor library [45, Chapter 13]. We had some difficulties reproducing the semantics of our running example in Akka Streams because we found it to be very difficult to create dependency graphs that are not linear (multiple sources or sinks) and which have similar update semantics.

RTHP. There are no restrictions on performing long lasting computations inside the DAG, e.g. via the stream operator `map` to apply a regular Scala function to a stream, or `zipWith` to combine 2 or more streams via a regular Scala function.

RUOL. Many built-in streaming operators are designed to be without side-effects. While we could not find explicit programmer guidelines discussing side-effects in the Akka Streams documentation, we believe that stream operators are intended to be pure, including those that accept arbitrary Scala functions (e.g. `map` or `zipWith`). We found at least some interest by users of the Akka project on GitHub for stream operators that execute side-effects. In one instance a user requested a novel operator to execute side-effects without performing a value transformation, noting that the only way to achieve the desired effect was via the `map` operator (which, in the experience of the user, lead to code duplication) [52]. In response to this issue a new `wireTap` stream operator was added to Akka version 2.5.13. A new variant of this operator (with different semantics) is currently being requested by a different user [53]. This anecdotal evidence is at least an indication that functional purity is not always upheld by the users of Akka. Some operators with side-effects are built-in, for example, the `log` operator logs the elements flowing through a stream, and the `ask` operator sends an asynchronous message to an actor. Sink nodes also perform side-effects to act on the elements of a data stream, e.g. to print results to the console via a `forEach` operator.

RIIM. As far as we know, Akka Streams has a clean separation between the code that is responsible for supplying values to the reactive program (which are actors) and the code that is responsible for the reactive program itself (which are actors that run data streams). Note that this is not always the case, since there exist many operators to create new source nodes ex nihilo whereby the reactive program (an actor running data streams) is itself responsible for collecting/retrieving its input data. For example, the `FiloIO.fromPath` operator that creates a source node to read the contents of a file.

5.6 RxJS

RxJS [49] is a streaming library for JavaScript based on the ReactiveX specification [40], which has currently been implemented in 18 languages.

RTHP. There are no restrictions on the execution time of the expressions that constitute a stream, and long lasting computations will block the entire program. Implementations of ReactiveX in other languages may support `Schedulers` which are designed to introduce multithreaded processing to streams, but this can cause other issues, especially when used in combination with side-effects.
RUOL. Many built-in streaming operators are designed to be without side-effects, and the documentation of RxJS describes operators in general as “pure functions” [39]. We believe that operators that rely on arbitrary JavaScript functions (e.g. map or zipWith) are intended to be functionally pure as well (but which cannot be enforced). In some cases side-effects are unavoidable, for example when defining a type of source node called a Subject, which is manually updated to start the propagation of new values. Frameworks in the family of ReactiveX (such as RxJS) also offer a whole range of “Do” operators that are specifically designed to execute side-effects within a reactive program without performing a value transformation [38].

RIIM. Programmers in RxJS can manually create and update new source nodes (a Subject) of the DAG, and they can manually create new streaming operators using metaprogramming to read from unsupported data sources. Callbacks are registered on sink nodes of the program to imperatively act upon their changes (e.g. by modifying the GUI, or printing to the console).

5.7 Stella

RTHP. Stella solves the Reactive Thread Hijacking Problem by eliminating infinite computations from reactive programs. Whether our implementation also solves the problem of responsiveness in general depends on the expectations of the application developer. We believe there is no one-size-fits-all solution to ensure that an application remains “reactive” or “responsive”, since their meaning is likely to change depending on the application requirements or domain. The Actor-Reactor Model facilitates restricting certain parts of the application (the reactive parts) to provide extra guarantees with respect to responsiveness or computational complexity without introducing the problems that we identify in this paper. The design choice that we made in Stella is to enforce eventual reactivity via size-change termination. Thus, Stella ensures that reactors must eventually terminate, and that the execution thread of a reactor is not accidentally hijacked by computations in other parts of the program (other actors or reactors). In different application domains with stronger memory or timing requirements (e.g. safety systems, robotics, ...) it would be conceivable to further restrict reactors, for example by imposing strong reactivity and bounded-size mailboxes.

RUOL. Stella solves the Reactive Update Order Leak by ensuring that effectful computations cannot be part of the dependency graph of a reactive program. This is realised by routines in the object-oriented base language. However, using methods and routines may be a burden for programmers, since they must make an effort to correctly program a piece of functionality as a regular method or as a routine. When using built-in classes or libraries they must also know whether functionality is offered as a method or as a routine.

RIIM. Stella solves the Reactive/Imperative Impedance Mismatch. It ensures that the embedding of reactive code within imperative code does not introduce the Reactive Thread Hijacking Problem and the Reactive Update Order Leak, and that the semantics of embedded reactive code are clear. There are 2 composition operators available to actors: react-to and monitor. To imperatively change the source nodes of a reactive program, actors must use react-to with clearly defined semantics: a message is sent to the reactor that, when processed, changes its source nodes. To imperatively act on the changes of reactive programs, actors must use monitor: whenever the monitored stream produces a new result, a new message is enqueued in the mailbox of the actor. Reactors have no imperative operators to “send” or “receive” values, or to manually react to the changes of values (e.g. via callbacks). In the true spirit of reactive programming, they can only declaratively express dependencies on data sources via their source nodes and qualifications.
5.8 Additional Mentions

There are some reactive languages and frameworks that require a special mention. When possible we list them in Table 1 below the double horizontal line.

Elm [15] is a reactive programming language that compiles to JavaScript. We were unable to build our running example in Elm because its current distribution is no longer reactive [14]. Expressions inside the DAG in Elm may perform infinite computations that block the reactive program. An interesting observation is that Elm is presented as a purely functional reactive programming language, but its paper describes a syncGet operation to execute a web request (e.g. to fetch an image from a URL), which is clearly a side-effect. The reason why this operation (among others) is built-in is because it is necessary for building web applications, but introducing this operation in the reactive language also causes the problems of the awkward squad. This is exactly the essence of the awkward squad.

ActiveSheets [54] is a reactive language based on Microsoft Excel where the DAG consists of regular spreadsheet operations. ActiveSheets adds features to Excel to automatically insert values into cells based on external data streams, and, like a regular spreadsheet, updates to cells automatically propagate throughout the program. The core language of ActiveSheets is formalised and used to prove that, for any given update of a cell, computation time and memory usage are bound. Furthermore, as far as we know there are no spreadsheet operations that have side-effects on other cells, so there can be no side-effects in internal nodes of the DAG. However, ActiveSheets is not a general purpose programming language. Conceptually an ActiveSheets program can be represented by 1 reactor that implements the spreadsheet logic.

In the Coherence language, code is divided in derivations and reactions [19]. Derivation is used to automatically compute the program output by deriving values from input via purely functional computations. Side-effects are isolated to different parts of the code, namely reactions, that are responsible for imperatively keeping the application state consistent with derived values. This stems from the insight that derivation and reaction need each other, but that coordinating side-effects in an event-based application is extremely difficult. A reactive program constructed via derivations is guaranteed to be free of side-effects, and is thus not subject to the Reactive Update Order Leak. The Coherent Reaction programming model offers no mechanisms to solve the Reactive Thread Hijacking Problem.

HipHop is a synchronous reactive programming language inspired by Esterel with an implementation in Scheme [6] and JavaScript [55]. HipHop is not classified in Table 1 because the programming style and evaluation model of synchronous reactive programming languages makes them difficult to compare with the approaches in Table 1. However, there are interesting parallels between some aspects of the HipHop language and the Actor-Reactor Model. HipHop is embedded as a DSL within the Hop language, and Hop code interfaces with HipHop code via reactive machines that conceptually fulfil the same role as reactors. Hop code sends input events to a reactive machine and manually triggers a propagation cycle. Output events produced by the HipHop machine can be observed by Hop code via event handlers. Interestingly, one of the core language statements called atom& is used within HipHop to execute Hop code, which may contain side-effects and recursive functions. While side-effects in synchronous reactive programs are arguably not subject to the issues discussed in Section 2.2, the authors make a note that the “execution time [of atom statements] should be kept negligible in practice” [6, 3.4].
6 Conclusion

To conclude this paper we reflect on our 2 largest contributions, namely identifying the awkward squad for reactive programming and the Actor-Reactor Model. We believe that there is no panacea to write both imperative and reactive programs within a single unified language that exposes the same concepts and operations in both types of programs. Instead, we believe that imperative and reactive programs are fundamentally different, and that they should be programmed whilst guaranteeing their own invariants. To this end the Actor-Reactor Model serves as a new mental model to classify and design reactive systems.

As a secondary contribution, our definition of reactors may prove to be valuable to the field of reactive programming in two ways. First, we define distinct terminology for the different stages of a reactive program: a reactor behaviour represents a dependency graph that is constructed from code, a deployment is a specific instance of a graph that keeps track of all run-time information and state, and a reactor contains the reactive engine that propagates values through one or more deployments. Conceptually, the reactive programs in many existing reactive programming languages are analogous to 1 reactor with 1 deployment. By using our definitions, we open the door for modularity and composition of reactive programs both statically (e.g. via point-wise and point-free composition operators) and dynamically by composing data streams. Second, we conjecture that reactors together with the mechanism of qualification is an alternative, but equally powerful, way to construct higher-order reactive programs. Reactors may provide more insights or clarities with respect to the run-time semantics and resource usage of higher order reactive programs.

The Actor-Reactor Model may inspire designers of reactive languages, framework developers, and researchers to be strict about what can and cannot be programmed within a reactive program, and it may help them to define precisely the rules by which reactive programs interact with their environment. Additionally, the Actor-Reactor Model may be especially useful in application domains where certain parts of a program must be reactive, for example, with specific memory or timing constraints (e.g. robotics and safety systems). Operations that might not fit this model, but which are necessary for program development, are evacuated into actors which are complementary to the reactive program, but which do not violate the invariants of the reactive programming model.
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1 Introduction

Substructural Type-Systems allow type-systems to reason about abstract resources associated with the type-system’s domain of operation [65]. For general purpose programming languages these resources typically capture, and reason quantitatively about, memory access, variable usage, and erasure of non-essential terms. However, not all languages are general purpose, nor are their abstract resources quantitative in nature c.Linear Typing with Session
Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) are special purpose languages tailored to a specific application domain. Embedded Domain Specific Languages (EDSLs) are DSLs that have been embedded within a host language to capitalise upon the host language’s functionality. Implementing an EDSL with a substructural type-system, however, requires an implementation language that not only supports substructural typing but supports reasoning about domain specific substructural properties.

Algebraic effect handlers support reasoning about a program’s side-effects and several programming languages such as OCaml and Haskell have been extended with them. Effects is a general purpose resource dependent algebraic effect handler library for the dependently typed programming language Idris. Through Effects, developers can realise EDSLs with substructural type-systems.

Effects has been realised as Resource Dependent EDSLs in which the EDSL is specified as an algebraic data type whose type captures resources that are each associated with an abstract state machine. The EDSL’s type forms a Hoare monad and sequencing of expressions captures valid transitions between individual states of these resources. Such EDSL construction is a common design pattern seen within dependently typed programming languages. For example, there are EDSLs for reasoning about: communicating systems; communication protocols; and hardware component interfaces.

Effects requires, however, that domain specific effects operate within a general purpose effectful context, and effect management is not an autonomic aspect of the program and is the responsibility of the programmer. That is, effect instances describe a single effect within the program, and multiple same effect instances must be explicitly labelled. Figure 1 illustrates these issues with a simple copy function that opens two file handles and writes a single line from one file to another. Within the function’s body each same effect instance must be labelled at both the value and type-level. Use of Effects is not ideal when designing EDSLs with domain specific effect systems in which multiple same effect instances can occur, nor does the Effects library support autonomic effect management.

We build on previous work in designing algebraic effect handlers in Idris. Rather than associating an effect’s abstract resource with the program itself we associate it with a bound variable within the EDSL. Further, the list of possible effects is now constrained to an a priori set of domain specific effects. Such an association and restriction leads to greater reasoning and manipulation of the effects within a Resource-Dependent EDSLs, thus enabling autonomic effect management and reasoning about the state of an effect’s resource.

Given this principal idea, our contributions are:

1. Idris’ pattern match & bind notation reduces the number of case expressions required. This notation supports binding to a value and presentation of the remaining cases on the right.

Figure 1 Example of labelled effects using Idris’ Effects library.

### 1.1 Contributions

We build on previous work in designing algebraic effect handlers in Idris. Rather than associating an effect’s abstract resource with the program itself we associate it with a bound variable within the EDSL. Further, the list of possible effects is now constrained to an a priori set of domain specific effects. Such an association and restriction leads to greater reasoning and manipulation of the effects within a Resource-Dependent EDSLs, thus enabling autonomic effect management and reasoning about the state of an effect’s resource.
1. **Resources**, a general purpose framework for constructing Resource Dependent EDSLs that have a domain specific substructural type-systems. Further, we illustrate using effect handlers how EDSLs created using Resources can be operated on in a variety of different evaluation contexts.

2. A collection of exemplar EDSLs demonstrating the ability of Resources to create EDSLs. Files reasons about multiple concurrent File IO (Section 4.1); Wireless reasons about domain specific bigraph construction (Section 4.2); and Sessions captures value dependent global session descriptions – Section 4.3.

**Resources** is a step forward for developers and presents a new general framework for realising domain specific substructural type-systems for resource dependent EDSLs. Thus, supporting the exploration of novel type-systems similar to those seen in existing systems [47, 28, 17, 32].

### 1.2 Outline
Section 2 discusses how dependent types support type-level abstract state machines, and reasoning about such machines. Section 3 presents the framework itself, and exemplar EDSLs appear in Section 4. Sections 2 and 3 describes how data types modelled after De Bruijn indices [18] provide type-level assertions that certain substructural properties hold.

**Remark.** Although not essential, before reading about our work we encourage readers not familiar with Idris to learn more about the language, its syntactic constructs, auto-implicit arguments, and semantic highlighting.

### 2 Type-Level State Tracking and Reasoning
This section introduces the underlying technique for type-level reasoning about abstract resources, through implementation of an EDSL that captures high-level file interactions.

Within our EDSL files are either: closed; open for reading; or open for writing. We encapsulate these operations using the following four operations, and a helper function for displaying showable data: **Open** – which opens a file for reading or writing; **Read** – which reads a string from a file opened for reading; **Write** – which writes a string to a file opened for writing; **Close** – which closes an already open file; and **PrintLn** – which prints showable data.

Parameterised monads allow for language expressions to be associated with a type-level state which we refer to as a resource [1]. Hoare monads allow for state transitions to be presented at the type-level [7]. The type of each expression describes how the expressions affects the abstract state. An operation and its type give a Hoare Triple [29]. Definition of state machines within such a monadic construct ensures that any sequence of operations which type checks is a valid sequence of operations. For our example, this means that any operation on a file must respect the type-level state machine we define. Thus, attempting to write to a file opened for reading should present itself as a type error.

Figure 2 presents an implementation of the EDSL within a Hoare monad. FileIO is parameterised by the state of the file before and after each operation. The arguments to FileIO are: a Type, which represents the return type of the operation; and two FileState

---

2 Differing from Idris’ existing colouring scheme, we use a more printer friendly set: Data constructors; Type constructors; Bound variables; named Function; Idris Keywords; and Implicitly bound variables. Agda style highlighting is used for typed holes.
instances, which represent the input state (the precondition) and the output state – the postcondition. These invariants ensure that read and write operations only work when the state of the file is correct: Open for their particular mode of operation. The `PrintLn` operation should not affect the program’s abstract state. The type of `Bind` explains how sequencing changes the file’s state based on a previous expression. `Pure` returns a pure value. Thus, if a sequence of `FileIO` expressions type checks, then it is a valid sequence of operations according to the stated protocol. Rather than use `Bind` and `Pure` directly, do-notation is realised by overloading `(»=)` and pure, with `Bind` and `Pure`.

```haskell
data Mode = R | W

data State = Open Mode | Closed

data FileIO : (type : Type) -> (pre : State) -> (post : State) -> Type

where
  Bind : FileIO a stA stB -> a -> FileIO b stB stC -> FileIO b stA stC
  Pure : a -> FileIO a before after
  Open : (fname : String) -> (m : Mode) -> FileIO () Closed (Open m)
  Read : FileIO String (Open R) (Open R)
  Write : (value : String) -> FileIO () (Open W) (Open W)
  Close : FileIO () (Open m) Closed
  PrintLn : Show a => a -> FileIO () curr curr
```

**Figure 2** An EDSL for interacting with a single file.

Figure 3 presents a sample program written in `FileIO`. The program’s abstract state is initialised to `Closed`. Each expression transitions the state according to the rules embedded in the type of our EDSL. If an incorrect sequence of expressions were to be given, for example opening two files or reading to a file opened for writing, then the program would fail to type-check.

```haskell
toFile : (fname : String) -> (contents : String) -> FileIO () Closed Closed
toFile fname str = do { Open fname W; Write str; Close}
```

**Figure 3** An example program for interacting with a single file.

### 2.1 Files with Errors

The definition for `FileIO` is not sufficiently expressive: Operations on file handles are naturally impure; `FileIO` is pure. The EDSL does not capture potential errors that occur when interacting with a file. For example, being unable to open a file handle, or an error occurring during a read/write operation.

Figure 4a illustrates how the type of `FileIO` can be redefined to address run-time errors. The post-condition is now a function that computes the resulting state dependent on the value returned by the expression. For example, `Open` changes the state to `Closed` in the result of an error, otherwise the state remains the same. The remaining constructors for `FileIOE` can be redefined accordingly. Figure 4b shows Figure 3 rewritten using `FileIOE`. If the result of `Open` or `Write` is not checked, the subsequent interactions will not type check. The next state would be unknown.
data FileIOE : (type : Type) -> (pre : State) -> (post : type -> State) -> Type where
  Open : (fname : String)
  -> (m : Mode)
  -> FileIOE (Maybe FileError)
  Closed
  (\res => case res of (Nothing => Open m; Just err => Closed))
...

(a) Partial redefinition of FileIO.

toFile : String -> String -> FileIOE (Maybe FileError) Closed (const Closed)
toFile fname str =
do Nothing <- Open fname W | Just err =>
do {PrintLn err; pure err}
Nothing <- Write fh "A string" | Just err =>
do {PrintLn err; Close fh; pure err}
Close fh
  pure Nothing
(b) Figure 3 rewritten as an FileIOE instance.

Figure 4 Redefining FileIO to include type-level enforcement of error handling.

This pattern of state-aware EDSL construction allows reasoning about the abstract state of an EDSL at compile-time, based on data obtained at run-time. However, FileIOE is not expressive enough to reason about, nor interact with, multiple files.

2.2 Modelling Multiple File Access with Errors

Figure 5 extends the definition of FilesIOE with a list of abstract state machines: one per open file.

data FilesIOE : (ty : Type) -> (old : List Item) -> (new : ty -> List Item) -> Type where
  Pure : (val : a) -> FilesIOE a (st val) st
  Bind : FilesIOE a first snd_fn
  -> ((x : a) -> FilesIOE b (snd_fn x) third_fn)
  -> FilesIOE b first third_fn
  Open : (fname : String) -> (m : FMode)
  -> FilesIOE (Either FileError Handle) old
  (\res => case res of (Right hdl => MkItem hdl (Open m)::old; Left _=> old))
  Read : (hdl : Handle) -> (prf : Any (IsOpenFor hdl R) item old)
  -> FilesIOE (Either FileHandle String) old
  (\res => case res of (Right _ => old; Left _ => update (closeHandle) old prf))
  Write : (hdl : Handle) -> (str : String) -> (prf : Any (IsOpenFor hdl W) item old)
  -> FilesIOE (Maybe FileError) old
  (\res => case res of (Nothing => old; Just _ => update (closeHandle) old prf))
  Close : (hdl : Handle) -> (prf : Any (IsHandle hdl) item old)
  -> FilesIOE () old (const $ drop old prf)
  PrintLn : Show a => (msg : a) -> FilesIOE () old (const old)

Figure 5 An EDSL to model multiple concurrent file interactions.

To help with reasoning about multiple files we introduce two helper data structures.

data Handle = MkHandle
data Item = MkItem Handle FileState

Handle represents file handles at both the value and type level, and Item associates a type-level file state with a particular handle. File handles are bound to names using the Bind constructor. Although, we could use a nameless representation based on De Bruijn indicies
we can take advantage of Idris’ elaborator to distinguish between different instances of \texttt{Handle} based on their bounded names and type-level values. During the type checking process Idris’ elaborator translates high level Idris code to the internal type theory representation \cite{idris} by expanding high level language constructs such as case blocks and where clauses, and inferring values for implicit arguments by unification and search. Further, by replacing the original state that parameterises \texttt{FileIOE} with a list of these \texttt{Item} instances, the state of each open file handle in our EDSL can be tracked.

Figure 6 presents two type-level predicates for reasoning about individual items in our type-level context. \texttt{IsOpenFor} declares that the given file handle has been opened for reading or writing; and \texttt{IsHandle} declares that the given file handle exists. To aid reasoning about multiple file handles, i.e. any item in the program’s context, the list quantifier \texttt{Any} is used. The \texttt{Any} represents existential quantification that the given predicate holds on a list item.

With Idris’ do-notation let-bindings are provided, however, let-bindings do not interact with the type-level context. We can use the \texttt{Any} list quantifier in conjunction with Idris’ elaborator to ensure that aliased variables cannot be used. If an operation with an aliased handle were to be used then proof (witness) cannot be given of the handle’s existence in the type-level context as Idris’ elaborator will fail to associate the aliased named with an abstract state.

```idris
data IsOpenFor : (hdl : Handle) -> (mode : FMode) -> (item : Item) -> Type
  where
    FileIsOpenFor : (m : FMode) -> IsOpenFor hdl m (MkItem hdl (Open m))

  (a) Predicate for reasoning about file handle mode.

data IsHandle : (hdl : Handle) -> (item : Item) -> Type
  where
    FileExists : (hdl : Handle) -> IsHandle hdl (MkItem hdl st)

  (b) Predicates for linking file handle to instance of \texttt{Handle}.
```

![Figure 6 Predicates.](image-url)

Figure 7 presents the type signatures for two helper functions that manipulate the type-level context based on an expression’s associated predicates. The first function, \texttt{update}, updates specific elements in our context dependent upon the supplied \texttt{Any} proof. Further, the update function \texttt{f} facilitates access to the predicate that holds over the item we are updating. The \texttt{drop} function removes an item from the context using the supplied \texttt{Any} proof about the item.

```idris
update : (f : (i : Item)
  => (prf : p i)
  -> Item)
  -> (context : List Item)
  -> Item

drop : (context : List Item)
  => (index : Any p item context)
  -> List Item

(a) Updating an \texttt{Item} instance.

(b) Removing an \texttt{Item} instance.
```

![Figure 7 Functions for manipulating the type-level context.](image-url)

With these extra data structures, and predicates, type-level operations on individual file handles in \texttt{FilesIOE} becomes autonomic. Files are opened using \texttt{Open} which extends the context with the new file handle, its initial state. The old context is retained if the operation fails. Reading a file, using \texttt{Read}, requires proof that the file is already open for reading. We do so using \texttt{IsOpenFor} and \texttt{Any}. If the read is successful then the old context is retained. If the read is unsuccessful then the state of the file is updated to \texttt{IsClosed}. The definition of \texttt{Write} is analogous to \texttt{Read}. Closing a file (\texttt{Close}) removes the file’s state from the context. For a close operation to be allowed, evidence must be presented that the file \texttt{is} in the closed state. With this evidence the file’s associated state can be removed.
Figure 8a presents an example of a program written using FilesIOE. For each language expression that requires a predicate a proof must also be given. With this approach value level expressions become incredibly verbose. This is too verbose. Users should not be expected to write such proofs by hand. Idris supports auto-implicit arguments, in which the values for implicit arguments to a function can be automatically constructed using a greedy constructor-based search to find a value that matches the arguments type. By wrapping each language expression in a function that uses auto implicits we can automatically construct the proofs.

```haskell
copy : (old, new : String) -> FilesIOE (Maybe FileError) Nil (const Nil)
copy old new = do
  Right fh <- Open old R | Left err => do {PrintLn err; Pure (Just err)}
  Right str <- Read fh (H $ FileIsOpenFor R) | Left err => do
    PrintLn err
    Close fh (H $ FileExists fh)
    Pure (Just err)

  Right fh1 <- Open new W | Left err => do {PrintLn err; Pure (Just err)}
  res <- Write fh1 str (H $ FileIsOpenFor W)
  case res of
    Nothing => do {Close fh1 (H $ FileExists fh); Pure (Nothing)}
    Just err => do {PrintLn err; Close fh1 (H $ FileExists fh1); Pure (Just err)}
```

(a) With Proofs.

```haskell
close : (h : Handle) -> {auto idx : Any (IsHandle h) i o} -> FileIOE () o (const (drop o idx))
close h {idx} = Close h idx
```

By convention, the function that calculates an auto-implicit argument is named using lower case variants of the constructor name. Figure 8b presents the “cleaned” version of Figure 8a. Notice that for each branch in our case-splits, and bind operations, we must close open file handles. Here the type-level state requires us to exit functions with an empty context. This ensures that all file handles are closed when we exit our program. To ensure that our programs start and end with the correct states the type-synonym FilesIOE is defined to ensure that the end state of the program must be empty, implying that all file handles that were open, were also closed.

```haskell
FileIO : Type -> Type
FileIO ty = FilesIOE ty Nil (const Nil)
```
3 The Framework

The definition of `FilesIOE` follows a pattern of EDSL construction seen in existing work [13, 19, 20]. This section describes the implementation of `Resources` that encapsulates the common structures and definition common to these EDSLs.

3.1 Capturing Abstract State

Central to the framework’s operation is associating variables with an abstract state that is reasoned about at the type-level. Figure 9 presents the definitions for variables, their associated state, and an EDSLs’ context. The relationship between a variable and a state is captured by indexing the type for variables (`Var`) and state items (`StateItem`) with a data type that acts as a meta-type representing the type of the variable’s associated state. Following from the Well-Typed Interpreter [3], the type of `StateItem` is further indexed by a function to compute the concrete type associated with the type-level value. The definition of `StateItem` associates an instance of `Var` with a specific instance of state. As we saw in Section 2.2, Idris’ elaborator allows us to distinguish between different instances of `Var`. The list of state items captured at the type level, the EDSLs context, is collected in a bespoke data type `Context`.

```
data Var : (Ty : Type) -> (ty : Ty) -> Type
   MkVar : Var type value

data StateItem : (ty : Type) -> (calcSTy : ty -> Type) -> (value : ty) -> Type
   MkStateItem : (value : type)
                -> (label : Var type value)
                -> (state : calcSTy value)
                -> StateItem type calcSTy value

data Context : (type : Type) -> (calcSTy : type -> Type) -> Type
   Nil : Context type calcSTy
   (::) : (item : StateItem type calcSTy value)
        -> (rest : Context type calcSTy)
        -> Context type calcSTy
```

Figure 9 Definitions for variables, state items, and type-level context.

3.2 Sequencing Language Expressions

Figure 10 presents the parameterised data type that captures state transitions between different abstract states. A type-synonym ensures that all languages defined using the framework use the same signature. A language expression has an expression type (`exprTy`), an existing `Context` instance `pre`, and a function `postK` to compute the new context from the expression’s value. `Lang` is a function that constructs an instance of this type signature with the meta-type and a function to compute concrete states indexing the signature.

```
Lang : (type : Type) -> (type -> Type) -> Type
Lang type calcSTy = (exprTy : Type)
   -> (pre : Context type calcSTy)
   -> (postK : exprTy -> Context type calcSTy)
   -> Type
```

Figure 10 The type for all EDSLs.
Figure 11 presents \( \text{LANG} \), a single data type, to collate the: meta-type – \((\text{type})\); interpreter \((\text{calcSTy})\); and \(\text{Lang}\) instance together.

\[
\text{data LAN} \text{G} : \trie (\text{type} : \Type) \to (\text{calcSTy} : \text{type} \to \Type) \to \Type \\
\text{MkLAN} : \trie (\text{type} : \Type) \\
\to (\text{calcSTy} : \text{type} \to \Type) \\
\to \text{lang type calcSTy} \\
\to \text{LANG type calcSTy}
\]

\(\text{Figure 11} \) Data Structure and accessors to hold EDSL Specifications.

Figure 12 presents \(\text{LangM}\), the data structure that captures, generically, the sequencing of EDSL language expressions. The data type \(\text{LangM}\) removes the need for each EDSL to provide the same definitions for sequencing expressions. The constructor \(\text{Value}\) returns a pure value. \(\text{Let}\) provides sequencing of expressions and insertion of computed values into subsequent expressions. \(\text{Expr}\) provides embedding of EDSL language expressions into \(\text{LangM}\). The type of \(\text{LangM}\) is indexed by: \(m\) – a monadic context; \(\text{exprTy}\) – the type associated with an expression; \(\text{spec}\) – the language specification that is being sequenced; \(\text{pre}\) – the original context; and \(\text{postK}\) – the computed context.

\[
\text{data LangM} : (m : \Type \to \Type) \\
\to (\text{exprTy} : \Type) \\
\to (\text{spec} : \text{LANG type calcSTy}) \\
\to (\text{pre} : \text{Context type calcSTy}) \\
\to (\text{postK} : \text{exprTy} \to \text{Context type calcSTy}) \\
\to \Type \\
\text{Value} : (\text{value} : a) \to \text{LangM} m a \text{spec (postK value) postK} \\
\text{Let} : \text{LangM} m a \text{spec old oldK} \\
\to ((\text{val} : a) \to \text{LangM} m b \text{spec (oldK val) postK}) \\
\to \text{LangM} m b \text{spec old postK} \\
\text{Expr} : \{\text{eSig} : \text{Lang type calcSTy}\} \\
\to (\text{expr} : \text{eSig a pre postK}) \\
\to \text{LangM} m a (\text{MkLANG type calcSTy eSig}) \text{ pre postK}
\]

\(\text{Figure 12} \) Definition of \(\text{LangM}\).

3.3 Reasoning About Abstract State

Within dependently typed languages, list quantifiers such as \(\text{All}\) and \(\text{Any}\) are based on De Bruijn indices and reasoning about all or specific elements within a standard list using a provided predicate [18]. Figure 13 presents similar predicated quantifiers that can be constructed for \text{Context}. The \text{AllContext} predicate mirrors \(\text{All}\) and allows one to present a predicate that applies to all state items. Mirroring \(\text{Any}\), \text{InContext} constructs a proof that there is an element (searching from the head of the list) satisfying the provided predicate.

\[
\text{data AllContext} : (p : (\text{value} : \text{type}) \to (\text{item} : \text{StateItem type calcSTy value}) \to \Type) \\
\to (c : \text{Context type calcSTy}) \\
\to \Type \\
\text{data InContext} : (\text{value} : \text{type}) \\
\to (p : \text{StateItem type calcSTy value} \to \Type) \\
\to (c : \text{Context type calcSTy}) \\
\to \Type
\]

\(\text{Figure 13} \) Quantifiers for reasoning about elements in \text{Context}.
Generic functions can be constructed using these quantifiers to operate on `Context` instances. Specifically, instances of `InContext` provide type-safe transformations on specific elements. Figure 14 presents the definition of several of these functions. The first function, `update`, updates specific elements in our context dependent upon the supplied `InContext` proof. Here, the update function `f` facilitates access to the predicate that holds over the item being updated. The function `drop` removes an item from the context using the `InContext` proof about the item. A third function `setState` allows the state to be replaced.

```haskell
update : (context : Context type calcSTy)
    -> (index : InContext value predicate context)
    -> (f : (item : StateItem type calcSTy value)
        -> (prf : predicate item)
        -> StateItem type calcSTy value)
    -> Context type calcSTy

drop : {predicate : StateItem type calcSTy value -> Type}
    -> (context : Context type calcSTy)
    -> (index : InContext value predicate context)
    -> Context type calcSTy

setState : {predicate : StateItem type calcSTy value -> Type}
    -> (context : Context type calcSTy)
    -> (index : InContext value predicate context)
    -> (item’ : calcSTy value)
    -> Context type calcSTy
```

**Figure 14** Functions acting on `Context` instances.

### 3.4 Language Evaluation

The `Effects` library uses Idris interfaces to link effect specifications (descriptions) to implementation handlers that realise the specification for a specific implementation context. This is the `Handler` interface. Figure 15 presents a similarly named interface to describe EDSL evaluation and effect handling, together with a secondary interface, `RealVar` that details how variables in an EDSL are to be translated to concrete types. Within `RESOURCES` our individual effect specifications will be subterms in our EDSL and their handlers the corresponding body in the implementation.

The `Handler` interface is indexed by: the meta-type type; the meta-type interpreter; a language expression specification; an accumulator; and a specific evaluation context. Similarly to the `Effects` handler interface, instances of `Handler` detail how to evaluate EDSL expressions in a specific evaluation context, and how the domain specific effects are to be handled. The function `handle` takes an evaluation environment, the expression to be considered, an accumulator, and a continuation to pass on the updated environment and accumulator.

Figure 16 presents the definition (`Env`) for evaluation environments to keep track of variables and their abstract state. The type of `Env` is indexed by an evaluation context `m` and the current state of the EDSL (`ctxt`) during evaluation. This ensures that the items in the environment grows and shrinks as the type-level context (`ctxt`) grows and shrinks. The data type `Tag` is a container for holding concrete variable representations. The function of the `RealVar` interface computes the concrete type from the language’s meta-type.

Section 3.3 presented predicates for reasoning about state items in instances of `Context`. These same predicates are used to provide operations on our computation environments; `Env` is indexed by a context. Figure 17 presents the function definitions for `lookup`, `update`, and `drop` that mirror the functions presented in Section 3.3. When specifying how EDSLs are evaluated, type-level operations on the context must be mirrored at the value level for the environment.
interface RealVar (type : Type) where
CalcRealType : type -> Type

interface RealVar type
where
  => Handler (type : Type) (eSig : Lang type) (calc : type -> Type)
    (tyAcc : Type) (m : Type -> Type) | type
where
  handle : (env : Env m type pre)
    -> (expr : eSig tyExpr pre postK)
    -> (acc : tyAcc)
    -> (cont : (value : tyExpr)
      -> (env' : Env m type (postK value))
      -> (acc' : tyAcc)
      -> m tyRes)
    -> m tyRes

Figure 15 Interfaces for evaluation.

data Tag : (type : Type) -> (value : type) -> Type where
  MkTag : RealVar type => (real : CalcRealType value) -> Tag type value
data Env : (m : Type -> Type) -> (ty : Type) -> (ctxt : Context ty calcSTy) -> Type where
  Nil : Env m type Nil
  (::) : RealVar type
    => {item : StateItem ty calcSTy value}
    -> (tag : Tag type value)
    -> (rest : Env m type items)
    -> Env m type (item::items)

Figure 16 Evaluation environment definition.

lookup : RealVar ty
  => (env : Env m ty context)
  -> {p : (item : StateItem ty calcSTy value) -> Type}
  -> (idx : InContext value p context)
  -> Tag ty value
(a) Lookup items from environment.
update : RealVar ty
  => (env : Env m ty ctxt)
  -> (idx : InContext value p ctxt)
  -> (up : (i : StateItem ty calcSTy value) => p i)
  -> StateItem ty calcSTy value)
  -> Env m ty (update ctxt)
  -> Env m ty (drop ctxt idx)
(b) Update items from environment.

Figure 17 Functions operating over an execution environment.

Figure 18 presents the generic function \texttt{run} that evaluates languages defined in \texttt{Resources}. As arguments the function \texttt{run} takes: a closed \texttt{LangM} program (\texttt{prog}), and an initial seed for the accumulator – \texttt{init}. On successful evaluation the function returns the result of evaluating \texttt{prog} and the final state of the accumulator. The type of the function has been further constrained with \texttt{Applicative} to return the result of the evaluation within the context of the environment \texttt{m}. For pure evaluation contexts, i.e. identity, a separate \texttt{runPure} function can be defined that need not be constrained by \texttt{Applicative}.
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run : (Applicative m, Handler type lang tyAcc m) => (init : tyAcc) -> (prog : LangM m tyExpr lang c Nil (const Nil)) -> m (Pair tyExpr tyAcc)

Figure 18 Run function.

4 Exemplar Uses of Resources

This section explores use of Resources through the construction of three separate EDSLs. For each EDSL presented we only present salient aspects of the construction. The complete definitions are available in the accompanying artefact.

The first, Files, replicates the running example from Section 2 demonstrating how to build the EDSL and specify a handler for the IO computation context. The second, Wireless presents a EDSL for describing wireless connections between mobile devices, and details a Handler instance for constructing a BiGraph representation. The last EDSL, Sessions replicates salient aspects from, and extends the functionality, of Sessions an EDSL for describing communication protocols [19], and shows a simpler construction using Resources.

4.1 Exemplar 1: Reasoning About Multiple File Handles

This section demonstrates how to use Resources to re-implement the FilesIOE EDSL from Section 2.1.

4.1.1 EDSL Definition

Figure 19 presents the type-level definitions required by the EDSL. Like FilesIOE, there is a single state machine captured within the EDSL’s type. The type FH is a singleton type acting as a meta-type for the state machine, and the type synonym FileHandle acts a convenient wrapper when referring to file handles. FHStateType is the function that calculates the state type based on FH, and FileStateItem is the type synonym for representing the EDSLs abstract states. While this construction is cumbersome for single state-machine EDSLs, Section 4.2 demonstrates how this construction can support multiple type-level state machines.

```plaintext
data FH = MkFH (a) EDSL Metatype.
FileHandle : Type
FileHandle = Var FH MkFH (b) Alias to represent file handles.
FHStateType : FH -> Type
FHStateType _ = FileState (c) Interpreter to compute state type.
FileStateItem : Type
FileStateItem = StateItem FH FHStateType MkFH (d) Type synonym to represent state items.
```

Figure 19 Preliminary definitions and example predicate.

Figure 20 presents the algebraic datatype (Files) that captures the language’s expressions. Notice how the definitions mirror that of FilesIOE from Section 2.1. Rather than use explicit case statements in anonymous functions, named functions are provided that compute the state transitions. As an example we present the function definition for readTrans:

```plaintext
readTrans : Either FileError String -> (old : Context FH FHStateType)
```

data Files : Lang FH FHStateType where
  Open : (fname : String)
    -> (fm : FMode)
    -> Files (Either FileError (FileHandle) old (\res => openTrans res fm old))

  Read : (hdl : FileHandle)
    -> (prf : InContext MkFH (IsOpenFor hdl R) old)
    -> Files (Either FileError String) old (\res => readTrans res old prf)

  Write : (hdl : FileHandle)
    -> (msg : String)
    -> (prf : InContext MkFH (IsOpenFor hdl W) old)
    -> Files (Maybe FileError) old (\res => writeTrans res old prf)

  Close : (hdl : FileHandle)
    -> (prf : InContext MkFH (IsHandle hdl) old)
    -> Files () old (const $ drop old prf)

  PrintLn : Show a => a -> Files () old (const old)

Figure 20 Definition for Files.

readTrans (Right _) old _ = old
readTrans (Left _) old prf = update old prf ($i,p => closeHandle i p)

Files uses two predicates to reason about a file handle’s abstract state: IsOpenFor and IsHandle. Their definition mirrors that to those provided in Figure 6. As an example, we present only the new definition for IsOpenFor:

data IsOpenFor : FileHandle -> FMode -> FileStateItem -> Type where
  FileIsOpenFor : (m : FMode)
    -> IsOpenFor hdl m (MkStateItem MkFH hdl (Open m))

The language definition for Files is thus:

FILES : LANG FH FHStateType
FILES = MkLang FH FHStateType Files

The generic computation context LangM uses LANG instances to ensure correct embedding of EDSL expressions. Expressions can then be embedded within LangM using expr as follows:

openFile : (fname : String) -> (fm : FMode)
  -> LangM m (Either FileError (FileHandle)) FILES old
    (\res => openTrans res fm old)
openFile fname fm = expr $ Open fname fm

4.1.2 Handler for the Files EDSL

Figure 21 presents the handler definition for the IO computation context. An implementation of RealVar maps the singleton type FH to a real file handle. The accumulator has the unit type as this implementation of Handler only evaluates File expressions. The accumulator is not required. Each of the expression handlers realises the requisite file operations, and follows that of the FILE effect [10]. Within our implementation, however, our environment (env) keeps track of the open file handles.
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RealVar FH where
CalcRealType MkFH = File

Handler FH FHStateType Files () IO where
delete env (Open fname fm) acc cont = do
  let m = case fm of {R => Read; W => WriteTruncate}
  res <- openFile fname m
case res of
  Left err => cont (Left err) env acc
  Right fh => cont (Right MkVar) (MkTag fh::env) acc
handle env (Read hdl prf) acc cont = do
  let MkTag fh = lookup env prf
  res <- fGetLine fh
case res of
  Left err => cont (Left err) (update env prf (_i,p => closeHandle i p)) acc
  Right str => cont (Right str) env acc
handle env (Write hdl str prf) acc cont = do
  let MkTag fh = lookup env prf
  res <- fPutStrLn fh
  case res of
  Left err => cont (Just err) (update env prf (_i,p => closeHandle i p)) acc
  Right _ => cont Nothing env acc
handle env (Close hdl prf) acc cont = do
  let MkTag fh = lookup env prf
  closeFile fh
  cont () (drop env prf) acc
handle env (PrintLn a) acc cont = do
  printLn a
  cont () env acc

Figure 21 Handler instance for Files.

4.1.3 Example Programs

Figure 22 presents two example programs written using Files. The first (Figure 22a) replicates the running example presented in Figures 1 and 8. The second example (Figure 22b) demonstrates an incomplete program, indicated by the typed-hole, that will fail to type check. This is because the file has been opened for reading and we are attempting to write to the file. The typed hole is required in this example to ensure that the example can begin to type-check. RESOURCES ensures that the substructural checks are performed at compile time.

4.2 Exemplar 2: Constructing Domain Specific Bigraphs

This next example examines bigraphs, a mathematical model for representing the communication made between entities and said entities physical placement [40]. A bigraph comprises of a place graph that denotes the spatial relations between entities, and a link graph that denotes the communication relations. Each entity within a bigraph is typed with a domain specific construct that dictates the entity’s: arity – number of links; and atomicity – containment of other entities. Existing bigraph constructions make their bigraphs abstract (entities are identifier-free) and refer to entities using singleton types [53].

Figure 23 presents a commonly used algebraic notation for bigraph specification. The standard algebraic bigraph definition embeds the link graph within an entities definition in which the type of the entity dictates the arity. The number of links \( K \) possesses is determined
copy : (a, b : String) -> Files m (Maybe FileError)
copy a b =
do Right fh <- openFile a R | Left err -> do (printLn err; pure (Just err))
   Right s <- readString fh | Left err -> do (printLn err; closeFile fh; pure (Just err))
   closeFile fh
   Right fh1 <- openFile b W | Left err -> do (printLn err; pure (Just err))
   res <- writeString fh1 s
case res of
   Nothing -> do (closeFile fh1; pure Nothing)
   Just err -> do (printLn err; closeFile fh1; pure (Just err))

(a) Example from Figures 1 and 8.
copy : (a, b : String) -> Files m (Maybe FileError)
copy a b =
do Right fh <- openFile a R | Left err -> do (printLn err; pure (Just err))
   Right s <- readString fh | Left err -> do (printLn err; closeFile fh; pure (Just err))
   writeString fh s
   ?remainder
(b) A failing example.

Figure 22 Example instances of Files.

by its arity. Bigraphs can be nested, situated beside each other using a merge product, or associated together using parallel product. The internal structure of a bigraph entity can be abstracted away using id. Closure of names allows one to define internal links between entities, and free names represent external connections. Bigraphs also enjoy an expressive graphical notation which we do not detail here.

\[
P \cdot Q \quad \text{Nesting (1)} \quad \text{id} \quad \text{Identity (4)}
\]
\[
P \mid Q \quad \text{Merge product (2)} \quad K_{x,y} \quad \text{An entity of type } K \text{ with names } x, y \quad (5)
\]
\[
P \parallel Q \quad \text{Parallel product (3)} \quad /x P \quad \text{Closure of name } x \text{ in } P \quad (6)
\]

Figure 23 Algebraic Definition for Bigraphs.

The algebraic structure of bigraphs are general purpose and restrictions on the bigraph’s shape is guided by a system of sorts. These sorts presents a series of side conditions on the link and place graph. Application of this system is often left as an aside from the bigraph itself. Using Resources we can show how to build an EDSL that encapsulates the system of sorts and when interpreted produces a bigraph instance.

4.2.1 Domain Model

Existing work has introduce a bigraph model for representing Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [54]. In their model they use the place graph of bigraphs to model the physical deployment of nodes, together with their configuration, and applications running on said nodes. The link graph connects data, applications, and nodes together. In this example we take a reduced version of their system of sorts to describe sending of messages between mobile devices and laptops that are connected over a wireless network. For simplicity, we restrict number of concurrent connects laptops have to ten, and mobile devices to two. Devices are located in rooms that are within buildings.
Table 1 presents the description of our example’s types and sorts. Buildings can only contain rooms and cannot be linked over for communication. Similarly, rooms can only contain devices. Devices contain only messages, and laptops and mobiles have an arity respective to their max number of connections. Messages cannot contain other entities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Arity</th>
<th>Usage Restrictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Complex for Rooms only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Complex for Devices only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Laptop</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Complex for Messages only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Mobile</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Complex for Messages only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Atomic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 24 presents an example bigraph instance using the system from Table 1. We situate two buildings that contain potentially many rooms next to each other, and describe some rooms within them. Within one room in the first building, a laptop is situated that is connected to another laptop in the other building, together with a mobile device (with a message) that is connected to a laptop in an adjacent room in the same building.

```
/m/n (Building · (Room · (Laptop_{n} | (Mobile_{m} · Message)) | (Room · (Laptop_{m})) | id)
||((Building · (Room · Laptop_{n} | id)))
```

Figure 25a presents a realisation for Table 1 using standard Idris constructs. Types are presented as an enumerated type, in which we coalesce the definition for devices. For rooms and messages we keep track of their allocation into entities, and for devices we keep track of their allocation and number of free connections. Buildings do not have an associated abstract state. The function `maxConn` calculates a devices arity, this function is used in secondary function `defState` (not defined) that constructs `StateD` instances.

```
data DTy = MOBILE | LAPTOP

data Ty = ROOM | BLDG | MSG |
        DEVICE DTy

(a) Metatypes.

maxConn : DTy -> Nat
maxConn MOBILE = 2
maxConn LAPTOP = 10

(b) Function to compute device arity.

data StateD : DTy -> Type
       where
       MLD : Bool -> Nat -> StateD ty

(c) State for devices.

CalcStateType : Ty -> Type
CalcStateType ROOM = Bool
CalcStateType BLDG = ()
CalcStateType (DEVICE ty) = StateD ty
CalcStateType MSG = Bool

(d) Function to compute state types.
```

Figure 26 presents the language definition for Wireless. Introduction of entities extend the abstract state: buildings have no state; rooms and messages are initially unassigned; and devices are initialised not allocated and connection free.
The constructor \textbf{Insert} is a generic expression that supports: insertion of rooms into buildings; devices into rooms; and messages into devices. For insertion of entity \texttt{varX} into \texttt{varY} to take place several checks are performed. First we check to see if the entities of type \texttt{x} and \texttt{y} are valid assertions using \texttt{ValidAssign} defined in Figure 27b. We then check to see if the child entity (\texttt{varX}) has already been inserted. The predicate \texttt{Unassigned} (Figure 28a) attests to this, and the function \texttt{Use} (Figure 28b) updates the context accordingly. The final check is to see if the parent entity (\texttt{varY}) can be assigned to. By design, the predicate \texttt{CanAssign} (Figure 27a) uses type level pattern matching to reason about abstract states that can contain other entities, and for a device that there is at least one free connection left. The function \texttt{Assign} (Figure 27c) updates the context accordingly.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure.png}
\caption{Definition for Wireless.}
\end{figure}
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```haskell
data Unassigned : (value : Ty) -> (lbl : Var Ty value) -> (item : StateItem Ty CalcStateType value) -> Type where
  URoom : Unassigned ROOM rm (MkStateItem ROOM rm False)
  UDevice : Unassigned (DEVICE ty) dev (MkStateItem (DEVICE ty) dev (MkD False c))
  UMessage : Unassigned MSG msg (MkStateItem MSG msg False)

(a) Predicate.
Use : (item : StateItem Ty CalcStateType value) -> (prf : Unassigned value lbl item) -> StateItem Ty CalcStateType value

(b) Update Function.
```

**Figure 28** Predicate and Function for Assigning Variables.

```haskell
data CanConnect : (to : Var Ty (DEVICE type)) -> (item : StateItem Ty CalcStateType (DEVICE type)) -> Type where
  HasSpace : CanConnect dev (MkStateItem (DEVICE type) lbl (MkD True (S n)))

(a) Predicate.
Connect : (item : StateItem Ty CalcStateType (DEVICE type)) -> (prf : CanConnect to item) -> StateItem Ty CalcStateType (DEVICE type)

(b) Update Function.
```

**Figure 29** Predicates and update function for reasoning about connection of devices.

Notice for **Insert** we have had to update the context twice. Once for prfInsert, and again in the function to calculate the new context. For each assumption we make in the type about the context we must ensure it holds for subsequent steps. Unfortunately, this can result in verbose type signatures.

Devices are linked together using **Link**. For devices to be connected we must assert, using **CanConnect** (Figure 29a), that they have free connections left to make. Like **Insert** we must also update the context for each assertion we make about each devices state. With this definition of **Link** we make no restrictions on linking devices to themselves.

### 4.2.3 Handler for the Bigraph EDSL

Given the algebraic notation for bigraphs their representation as an algebraic data type naturally follows. Figure 30 presents our bigraph implementation. Entities are a simple data structure capturing the arity of the entity and a unique identifier. **Entity** is parameterised by the sort type as a value. Although, we can use the arity of an entity to inform the length of a **Vect** instance to capture the link graph we must remember that bigraph’s are constructed by interpretation of an instance of **Wireless**. Interpretation must ensure that the construction of the place graph correctly matches the description from the specification, and that the entities used in the place graph are embedded correctly within the final version of the link graph. The final state of the link and place graphs will not be known until we end the specification. Therefore we must delay construction of the bigraph model until then. Thus, interpretation of **Wireless** specifications will return an intermediate bigraph representation used for constructing the algebraic bigraph representation. This is the representation presented in Figure 30.

The type, **Bigraph**, is indexed by the concrete type describing the bigraph’s “types” and specification of the place graph follows the algebraic bigraph definition. Entity arity nor the link graph are described within the **Node** constructor. Borrowing from existing algebraic graph definitions [41] links and external names are represented using **Connect** and **Outside**. **Overlay** describes the union of two bigraph descriptions into a single bigraph. Construction of a more compact algebraic bigraph model from **Bigraph** is not described here.
\[
\text{data } \text{Entity} : (\text{type} : \text{Type}) \to (\text{value} : \text{type}) \to \text{Type}
\]
\[
\text{MkEntity} : (n : \text{Nat}) \to (\text{arity} : \text{Nat}) \to \text{Entity type value}
\]
\[
\text{data } \text{BiGraph} a = \text{Identity} | \text{Node} (\text{Entity} a \text{ value})
\]
\[
| \text{Nest} (\text{BiGraph} a) (\text{BiGraph} a) | \text{Merge} (\text{BiGraph} a) (\text{BiGraph} a)
\]
\[
| \text{Par} (\text{BiGraph} a) (\text{BiGraph} a)
\]
\[
| \text{Connect} (\text{BiGraph} a) (\text{BiGraph} a) | \text{Outside String}
\]
\[
| \text{Overlay} (\text{BiGraph} a) (\text{BiGraph} a)
\]

**Figure 30** Naïve Algebraic Representation of a Bigraph.

Figure 31 presents the complete instance of **Handler** for **Wireless**. We use the accumulator of **Handler** to capture the bigraph instance being constructed, and a counter to generate fresh identifiers. An instance of **RealVar** translates variables into **Entity** instances, the type **Ty** has been reused for entity types. Variables are turned into entities and extend the environment for each new variable definition. Insertion of entities creates a **Nest** instruction and each variable definition is inserted into a **Node** constructor. Although the definition of the handler for **Insert** looks repetitive, dependent pattern matching on the side-condition (**prfValid**) is required to ensure that the correct proofs are considered at the type level [38]. Each lookup and proof used for each case have different types. Further, for each operation that updates the context we must also update the environment accordingly. With the updates to the environment mirroring the updates made at the type level. The **Overlay** instruction combines the existing bigraph (**acc**) with a new nesting of parent and child. Interpretation of **Link** follows that for **Insert** by updating the environment for each change in the context, and appends to the accumulated bigraph using **Overlay**, a new edge in the link graph using **Connect**.

### 4.2.4 Example Bigraph Instances

Figure 32 illustrates how several example bigraphs can be specified using **Wireless**. The type-synonym **WirelessDesc** sets the expected initial and end states – cf. **Files** in Section 4.1. Figure 32a replicates the example from Figure 24. Figure 32b presents a failing example that will not type-check as the domain model specifies that models only support two connections. The final **link** expression will fail to type-check as the abstract state for **mobileA** will have decremented the number of free connections to zero.

### 4.3 Exemplar 3: Global Session Descriptions

Multi-Party Session Types (MPST) are a typing discipline that allows formal protocol narrations to dictate the type checking process such that implementations of the protocol are known to adhere to a given formal narration [30]. Global session types present an overview of the interactions made between entities, and entities have local types that describes their known interactions. Existing work has seen to extend MPST implementation and theory to support reasoning on message values [30, 61, 6]. When looking to realise global session types in a dependently typed language care must be taken that values introduced in the description are used by roles that know about the value.

**Sessions** is an EDSL for describing global session descriptions [19]. Figure 33 illustrates how **Sessions** can be written using **RESOURCES** as **Sessions**, and Figure 34 details accompanying data types and functions. For brevity, we have not included the creation of value dependent messages. We have, however, extended the EDSL with expressions to reason explicitly about channels, that borrows from existing work [31]. The type of **Sessions** is
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RealVar Ty where
CalcRealType ROOM = Entity Ty ROOM
CalcRealType BLDG = Entity Ty BLDG
CalcRealType (DEVICE x) = Entity Ty (DEVICE x)
CalcRealType MSG = Entity Ty MSG

Handler Ty CalcStateType Wireless (Nat, BiGraph Ty) (Basics.id) where
handle env NewBuilding (ctr,g) cont =
  cont MkVar (MkTag (MkEntity ctr Z)::env) (S ctr,g)
handle env NewRoom (ctr,g) cont = cont MkVar (MkTag (MkEntity ctr Z)::env) (S ctr,g)
handle env (NewDevice ty) (ctr,g) cont =
  cont MkVar (MkTag (MkEntity ctr (maxConn ty))::env) (S ctr,g)
handle env NewMessage (ctr,g) cont = cont MkVar (MkTag (MkEntity ctr Z)::env) (S ctr,g)

handle env (Insert varX varY prfValid prfFree prfInsert) (ctr,g) cont with (prfValid)
handle env (Insert varX varY prfValid prfFree prfInsert) (ctr,g) cont | ValidBR = do
  let MkTag rm = lookup env prfFree
  let env' = update env prfFree (Use)
  let MkTag bid = lookup env' prfInsert
  let env'' = update env' prfInsert (Assign varX ValidBR)
  cont () env'' (ctr,Overlay (Nest (Node rm) (Node bid)) g)
handle env (Insert varX varY prfValid prfFree prfInsert) (ctr,g) cont | ValidRD = do
  let MkTag dev = lookup env prfFree
  let env' = update env prfFree (Use)
  let MkTag rm = lookup env' prfInsert
  let env'' = update env' prfInsert (Assign varX ValidRD)
  cont () env'' (ctr,Overlay (Nest (Node dev) (Node rm)) g)
handle env (Insert varX varY prfValid prfFree prfInsert) (ctr,g) cont | ValidDM = do
  let MkTag msg = lookup env prfFree
  let env' = update env prfFree (Use)
  let MkTag dev = lookup env' prfInsert
  let env'' = update env' prfInsert (Assign varX ValidDM)
  cont () env'' (ctr,Overlay (Nest (Node dev) (Node msg)) g)

handle env (Link varX varY prfSpaceX prfSpaceY) (ctr,g) cont = do
  let MkTag x = lookup env prfSpaceX
  let env' = update env prfSpaceX (Connect)
  let MkTag y = lookup env' prfSpaceY
  let env'' = update env' prfSpaceY (Connect)
  cont () env'' (ctr,Overlay (Connect (Node x) (Node y)) g)

handle env End (ctr,g) cont = cont () Nil (ctr,g)

Figure 31 Handler instance for Wireless.

Further parameterised by a list of participants in the protocol, allowing the EDSL to utilise this information for each expression. 

Sessions expression’s include message creation, channel construction and destruction, sending of messages, allowing access to message values, and termination of session descriptions.

Central to the operation of Sessions is reasoning about the abstract state associated with messages and communication channels. Messages have metatype DATA capturing the type of the message, and an associated state listing the actors aware of the message. Channels have metatype CHAN capturing the involved actors, and an associated state denoting the connection state: Bound or Free. The function CalcStateType maps meta types to concrete state types.

The construction of Sessions follows that of Sessions but in a more general framework. Message creation extends the list of state with a new abstract state asserting that the creator a knows of the message, and the expression’s use is restricted to actors listed in the descriptions type. Similarly channel creation extends the list of states with a new abstract state asserting the channel is Bound, and restricts channel creation to actors listed in the description’s type.
example : WirelessDesc m
example = do
    buildingA <- newBuilding
    buildingB <- newBuilding
example = do
    buildingA <- newBuilding
    roomA <- newRoom
    roomB <- newRoom
    roomC <- newRoom
    laptopA <- newDevice LAPTOP
    laptopB <- newDevice LAPTOP
    laptopC <- newDevice LAPTOP
    mobile <- newDevice MOBILE
    msg <- newMessage
    insert roomA buildingA
    insert laptopA roomA
    insert mobile roomA
    insert msg mobile
    insert roomB buildingA
    insert laptopB roomB
    insert roomC buildingB
    insert laptopC roomC
    link laptopA laptopC
    link mobile laptopB
end

(a) Example Bigraph from Figure 24.
(b) Example Failing Bigraph.

Figure 32 Example Specifications using Wireless.

This specification implies that we are free to make connections between any two actors in ps. We could add a predicate to Sessions that restricts channel creation to specific pairings of actors. Closing a channel changes the channel’s abstract state to Free. Sending messages along a channel requires an active channel guaranteed by the predicate ChannelHasState, and proof (using KnowsData) that the sender \( (s) \) knows about the message. Once a message has been sent the abstract state of the message is updated to reflect that the receiver is now aware of the message.

Figure 35 presents the definition for these and other predicates used in Sessions. The expression ReadMsg facilitates reasoning using message values that are known to all participants. Session descriptions conclude if all abstract states are in a valid end state. For messages, this is immaterial and for connections they must have been closed.

It is reasonable to assume that we can define a projection function as an instance of Handler. The type for handle, however, requires that we build a continuation that can be applied to a value associated with the expression. When projecting global types in a multi-party session some expressions are irrelevant if the role being projected for is not involved [14]. The type for handle is too constrained for Sessions implementation. Future work will be to investigate how a projection function for Sessions can be constructed.

Figure 36 presents several example session descriptions. The function Session is a type-synonym to restrict the starting and ending type-level context to Nil. Figure 36a models the salient aspects of the TCP handshake [51]. Here Alice and Bob establish a channel, and Alice sends to Bob a sequence number \( (x) \) that Bob must return incremented by one. Similarly, Bob sends Alice a sequence \( (y) \) that Alice must return incremented by one. In our description we use dependent pairs to reason about the message contents.
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\begin{verbatim}
data Sessions : (participants : List Actor) -> Lang Ty CalcStateType where
  NewData : (a : Actor) -> (type : Type) -> (prf : Elem a ps) -> Sessions ps (Var Ty (DATA type)) old
  (lbl => MkStateItem (DATA type) lbl (MkDataState [a] type) :: old)
  NewConnection : (a,b : Actor) -> (prfS : Elem a ps) -> (prfR : Elem b ps) -> Sessions ps (Var Ty (CHAN (a,b))) old
  (lbl => MkStateItem (CHAN (a,b)) lbl (MkChanState Bound) :: old)
  EndConnection : (chan : Var Ty (CHAN (a,b))) -> (prf : InContext (CHAN (a,b)) (ChannelHasState Bound chan) old)
  -> Sessions ps () old (const $ update old prf (SetChannelState Free))
  SendLeft : (chan : Var Ty (CHAN (s,r))) -> (msg : Var Ty (DATA type))
  -> (prfActive : InContext (CHAN (s,r)) (ChannelHasState Bound chan) old)
  -> (prfKnows : InContext (DATA type) (KnowsData s msg) old)
  -> Sessions ps () old (const $ update old prfKnows (ExpandWhoKnows r))
  SendRight : (chan : Var Ty (CHAN (s,r))) -> (msg : Var Ty (DATA type))
  -> (prfActive : InContext (CHAN (s,r)) (ChannelHasState Bound chan) old)
  -> (prfKnows : InContext (DATA type) (KnowsData r msg) old)
  -> Sessions ps () old (const $ update old prfKnows (ExpandWhoKnows s))
  ReadMsg : (msg : Var Ty (DATA type))
  -> (prf : InContext (DATA type) (AllKnow ps msg) old)
  -> Sessions ps type old (const old)
  StopSession : AllContext EndState old -> Sessions ps () old (const Nil)

Figure 33 An EDSL for describing Global Multi-Party Session Types.
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
data Actor = MkActor String
data Usage = Free | Bound
(data Ty = CHAN (Actor, Actor) | DATA Type
(data ChanState = MkChanState Usage
(data DataState = MkDataState (List Actor) Type
(data CalcStateType : Ty -> Type
  CalcStateType (CHAN _) = ChanState
  CalcStateType (DATA _) = DataState
(data CalcStateType : Ty -> Type

Figure 34 Core accompanying data types and functions.
\end{verbatim}

Figures 36b and 36c present two examples that fail to type-check. The first Figure 36b demonstrates how sending on the wrong channel will result in a type error. Here Alice is not involved in the communication between Bob and Charlie. The second example Figure 36c shows an example that will fail as the message \( m \) is not yet known by all participants.

5 Related Work

The implementation of RESOURCES builds upon existing techniques developed for Effects [11] that realise well studied theoretical models [1, 43, 50]. These models were realised in a dependently typed language using straightforward idiomatic constructs: Hoare monads as a parameterised data type; and algebraic effect handlers using interfaces.
\textbf{Figure 35} Predicates used in Sessions.

5.1 Theoretical-Oriented Approaches

First we examine other theoretical approaches to realising substructural type-systems for EDSLs that use expressive logics as a base formalism.

**Hoare Type Theory.** \textit{Hoare Type Theory} \cite{43} has been used to describe programs with substructural type systems \cite{7}. Here types are associated with Hoare triples that are translated to refinement types \cite{23,27} to ensure triple satisfaction. Ynot is an extension of the Coq proof assistant to provide reasoning about programs using Hoare Type Theory \cite{42}. Similar work has presented a variant of the State Monad that provides Hoare style reasoning on the captured state \cite{60}. Our approach also utilises Hoare triples but not to reason about individual types \textit{per se}, but rather about the entire type-level state of our program. This is much similar to existing work \cite{8,7} in which the authors were restricted to reasoning about the program's state, described as a state monad, in its entirety. Use of quantifiers over our abstract state allows us to reason about specific aspects of a program's state.

**Typestates.** \textit{Typestates} \cite{56,22,5} have been shown to provide a formal basis for building substructural type-systems \cite{39}. Using their approach the authors also show how to incorporate behavioural typing \cite{16} as well. Here each type in their formalism is associated with a type-level state and value level operations apply, at the type level, state transitions to the modelled state. This is a more formal treatment compared to our approach, however, we acknowledge the similarity in associating types with a type-level state. Rather than use typestates as a base formalism we utilise parameterised monads.
TCPHandshake : Session m [Alice, Bob]
TCPHandshake = do
  chan <- setup Alice Bob
  m1 <- msg Alice (Packet, Nat)
  sendLeft chan m1
  (p,x) <- read m1
  m2 <- msg Bob
  (Packet, (x' ++ x' = S x), Nat)
  sendRight chan m2
  (p,xplus,y) <- read m2
  m3 <- msg Alice
  (Packet, (x' ++ x' = S x),
   (y' ++ y' = S y))
  sendLeft chan m3
  destroy chan
end

WrongChan : Session m [Alice, Bob, Charlie]
WrongChan = do
  chan <- setup Alice Bob
  net <- setup Bob Charlie
  m <- msg Alice String
  sendRight net m
  (b) Sending on a wrong channel.

UnableToRead : Session m [Alice, Bob, Charlie]
UnableToRead = do
  chan <- setup Alice Bob
  m <- msg Alice String
  sendLeft chan m
  val <- read m
  (c) Invalid Read Access.

Figure 36 Example Global Session Descriptions.

Separation Logics. Separation logic [45] has been used to provide another formal treatment towards customising standard substructural type-systems with custom resources [34]. This work supports customisation of resources, and controls on said resource to be specified on a per-module or per-library basis. Similarly, the authors use state-transition systems by way of commutative monoids, to reason about substructural properties.

Very recent work has investigated the use of separation logics to build intrinsically-typed definitional interpreters for linear/session-typed languages [52]. Developed in Agda [44] the authors present a collection of reusable and composable abstractions to support interpreter construction. Our approach differs in that we ground our work in hoare logic and provide a singular unified framework to capture common language expressions common to all EDSLs, and integrated support for reasoning on abstract program state. We will carefully study the use of separation logics and see how RESOURCES can be bettered. Of interest will be the ability of the author’s approach to realise global MPST.

Quantitative Type-Systems. Substructural Type-Systems [65] support various different styles of reasoning about variable usage at the type level. Linear typing providing exactly once semantics [64, 63], and Affine systems at most once [62, 15]. Generally speaking, Quantitative Type-Theory (QTT) [2] provides a more general framework to reason about resource usage. However it is not clear how state-based substructural properties (cf. nesting for Bigraphs – Section 4.2.1) can be modelled within QTT. Their substructural properties are not all about quantitative usage. Regardless, QTT is a promising direction for reasoning about quantitative resource usage.

5.2 Practical-Oriented Approaches

RESOURCES is highly dependent on Idris specific features such as interfaces and proof search, as well as dependent types. Realising RESOURCES in dissimilar languages would require more complicated work arounds to realise a similar framework, or require direct modification to the compiler. Like Effects, RESOURCES is a plain-old-library that does not require any
language extensions, and leverages a language in which dependent types were not retrofitted. This gives us static compile time guarantees that our framework, and thus our EDSLs, are well-typed. We now examine other practical approaches that involve expressive host languages which support construction of bespoke substructural type-systems within the host language itself.

Substructural Type-Systems. There exist several general purpose languages that provide full or experimental support for substructural type-systems. Linear typing has been realised for ATS [55]. Clean has implemented uniqueness typing [21] that influenced Rust’s ownership types [35, 36]. An extension is being developed for Haskell that leverages linearity for correct variable usage [4]. Interestingly, this extension also uses a parameterised type to replicate typestates when reasoning about a socket example. Idris itself has experimental support for linear typing [37], and Clean’s Uniqueness types [14]. Future iterations of Idris\(^3\), however, will support Quantitative Type-Theory [2]. As we described in Section 5.1, it is not clear how we can use these quantitative systems to describe state-based substructural properties.

Expressive Type-Systems. Construction of domain specific substructural type systems for EDSLs can be achieved using other as expressive non-dependently typed host languages. Racket is a general purpose language that supports EDSL creation through fine-grained control over the language’s type-system [25]. The original version of \(F^\star\) was a general purpose language with value-dependent types [57, 58]. Whereas Idris provides full-spectrum dependent types, \(F^\star\) provides value-dependencies using refinement types. \(F^\star\) was extended to provide better support for dependently typed and effectful programming [59]. Such languages provide novel, alternate, environment in which to construct “value-dependently-typed” programs. How the approach behind RESOURCES is transferable to these languages is worth investigating.

Dependent-Type Systems. Although, the framework has been realised using Idris the techniques presented are agnostic to dependently typed languages. Any other dependently typed language that supports full-spectrum dependent types, such as Agda [44], will be suitable for implementing the ideas. It has been shown how Dependent Haskell [66] can realise Idris’ Effects library [24, § 3.2.3]. Existing work has investigated embedding linear type-systems for EDSLs into Haskell [49]. In their implementation the author’s make extensive use of Haskell’s typeclass mechanism, a Higher Order Abstract Syntax embedding, and Dependent Haskell [48].

ST is an improvement upon Effects by not only associating resources with variables, but facilitating vertical and horizontal effect composition [12]. ST is a resource dependent EDSL, and makes extensive use of Idris’ Interface mechanism for effect definition. RESOURCES sits in between these two implementations, borrowing the algebraic language definition from Effects and associating abstract state with variables from ST. We position RESOURCES as a framework for defining EDSLs with domain specific substructural type-systems. ST and Effects are general purpose.

\(^3\) https://github.com/edwinb/idris2
6 Future Work

Resources is a promising framework for constructing EDSLs with interesting type-systems. However, there are a few limitations to our current approach.

Each EDSL requires that the complete set of resource types to be used be known at EDSL design time. Our EDSL are closed worlds. This impacts upon the composability of resources between EDSL instances. For example, state resources have to be created per EDSL. This limitations originate from the framework’s design. It was not designed for resource reuse in mind. A promising direction will be to look at how Idris’ interfaces can look to better the specification and use of resources in EDSLs.

Similarly, our type-level state holds too much information. If we were to call out to sub-programs we must be careful about the effect that the resulting state (of the callee program) has on the caller program. We see this in the design of Files (Section 4.1) when passing around file handles we need to ensure that closed files remain closed. While one can state that sub-programs are closed it will be interesting to investigate how to deal with interactions of states between programs. When looking at program composition, and resource reuse between EDSLs, how we interact with type-level state is important. Our use of Hoare logics prohibits the inspection, individually, of resources in isolation. By basing the framework on separation logics rather than Hoare triples, we can look to address these limitations.

Updating the type-level context multiple times in a type signature, can lead to a more verbose style of type-level programming. For example, consider the type-signatures for Link and Insert for Wireless in Section 4.2.2. The limitation here is Idris’ own syntax: type signatures are not equivalent to a function body. Future work will be to see how we can reason better about the transformations made to the abstract state within a type signature.

7 Conclusions

Resources has been developed to explore construction of EDSLs with substructural type-systems supporting autonomic management of domain specific abstract resources and type-level reasoning on such resources. Idris’ support for auto-implicit arguments allows languages to be presented cleanly, where proofs that properties hold are hidden but present during type-checking. Resources and their state need not be listed explicitly at the type-level.

We have demonstrated the use of Resources through construction of several exemplar EDSLs. Type-level predicates provided compile time guarantees over various substructural properties. Providing static compile time checks that correct EDSL instances are constructed. We have demonstrated how Handler instances can: run interactive programs – Section 4.1.2; and construct data types – Section 4.2.3. When we construct data structures, however, the correctness-by-construction guarantees are not necessarily carried over. It will be interesting to see how we can use Resources to do so. This would be useful for our Bigraph example. This is future work. Further, we have seen when the Handler interface was not enough for our needs (Section 4.3), and noted limitations on program and resource composition – Section 6.

We are using Resources to develop EDSLs for reasoning about the structural and behavioural aspects of System-on-a-Chip Designs. Within these languages a substructural type-system allows one to constrain expressions using type-level resources derived from finite sources and behavioural specifications. Ensuring, for example, that ports can be connected to only once, and that interfaces and connections are well-formed respective to a given specification. Resources helps by providing a common framework to explore different model designs without specifying the same boilerplate again and again.
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Abstract
We introduce an interleaving operational semantics for describing the client-observable behaviour of atomic transactions on distributed key-value stores. Our semantics builds on abstract states comprising centralised, global key-value stores and partial client views. Using our abstract states, we present operational definitions of well-known consistency models in the literature, and prove them to be equivalent to their existing declarative definitions using abstract executions. We explore two applications of our operational framework:
1. verifying that the COPS replicated database and the Clock-SI partitioned database satisfy their consistency models using trace refinement, and
2. proving invariant properties of client programs.
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1 Introduction
Transactions are the de facto synchronisation mechanism in modern distributed databases. To achieve scalability and performance, distributed databases often use weak transactional consistency guarantees known as consistency models. Many consistency models were originally
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invented by engineers using (some quite informal) definitions specific to particular real-world reference implementations, e.g. [3, 4, 6, 8, 21, 33, 38, 42]. More recently, general definitions of consistency model have been defined independently of particular implementations, either declaratively using execution graphs [1, 9] or operationally using abstract states or execution graphs [16, 27, 35]. Our challenge is to define a general semantics for weak consistency models with which we can both verify reference implementations and analyse the behaviour of client programs with respect to a particular consistency model.

The declarative approach for defining consistency models using execution graphs has been substantially studied [1, 9, 11, 12, 14]. In such graphs, nodes describe the read-write sets of atomic transactions and edges describe the known dependencies between transactions. They capture different consistency models by:

1. constructing candidate executions of the whole program comprising transactions in which reads may contain arbitrary values; and
2. applying the consistency-model axioms to rule out candidate executions deemed invalid by the axioms.

Such axioms may state, for example, that every read is validated by a write that has written the read value. The most well-known execution graphs are dependency graphs [1] and abstract executions [9, 11]. Dependency graphs tend to be used to analyse client programs, e.g. Fekete et al. [23] derived a static analysis checker for a particular weak consistency model called snapshot isolation; Bernardi and Gotsman [7] developed a static analysis checker for several weak consistency models assuming the so-called snapshot property; and Beillahi et al. [5] developed a tool based on Lipton’s reduction theory [31] for checking robustness properties against snapshot isolation. Abstract executions, on the other hand, tend to be used to verify implementation protocols, e.g. abstract executions are the standard by which many system engineers demonstrate that their protocols satisfy certain consistency models [3, 33, 42]. Execution graphs provide little information about how the state evolves throughout the execution of a program, and therefore seem unsuitable for invariant-based program analysis of client programs.

The operational approach for defining weak consistency models has been much less studied. Crooks et al. [16] introduced a trace semantics over abstract centralised kv-stores, abstracting the behaviour of the underlying concrete distributed kv-stores, in order to capture the consistency models associated with ANSI/SQL isolation levels. They describe the equivalence of several implementation-specific definitions of consistency model in the literature, but their reliance on the total transaction order suggests that it will be difficult to adapt their work to reason about client programs. Kaki et al. [27] provide an operational semantics over an abstract centralised store, again focusing on ANSI/SQL isolation levels. They develop a program logic and prototype tool for reasoning about client programs, but cannot express fundamental weak consistency models. Nagar and Jagannathan [35] introduce an operational semantics based on abstract-execution graphs, focussing on consistency models for distributed transactions. They provide robustness results for client programs using model checking, but their analysis is indirect in that they move back and forth between abstract executions and dependency graphs. All these approaches have their merits. However, none provide a direct state-based operational semantics for distributed atomic transactions with which to verify distributed implementations and analyse client programs using the usual weak consistency models; see Section 1.1 for further details on this related work.

---

3 The snapshot property, also known as atomic visibility, states that transactional reads appear to read from an atomic snapshot of the database and transactional writes appear to commit atomically, i.e. intermediate transactional states are not observable by clients, even if the underlying distributed protocol has a more fine-grained behaviour.

4 A particular program (or set of programs) behaves as if the consistency model is serialisability.
We introduce an interleaving operational semantics for describing the client-observable behaviour of atomic transactions updating distributed key-value stores (Section 3). Our semantics is based on a notion of abstract states comprising a centralised key-value store (kv-store) with multi-versioning and a client view. Kv-stores are global in that they record all versions of a key; by contrast, client views are partial in that a client may see only a subset of the versions. Our client views are partly inspired by the views in the “promising” C11 semantics [28]. An execution step depends simply on the abstract state, the read-write set of the atomic transaction, and an execution test, determining if a client with a given view can commit a transaction. Different execution tests give rise to different consistency models, which we show to be equivalent to well-known declarative definitions of consistency models based on abstract executions (reported here and proven in [46]) and thus those based on dependency graphs [14]. Our execution tests are analogous to the commit tests in [16], except that [16] requires analysing the whole trace rather than just the current abstract state.

As in [16, 27, 35], we assume that transactions satisfy the last-write-wins resolution policy, a policy widely used in many real-world distributed kv-stores. This means that when a transaction observes several updates to a key, the atomic snapshot contains the value written by the last update. We also assume that our transactions satisfy the snapshot property. This is a common assumption in distributed transactional databases, e.g. in online shopping applications, a client only sees one snapshot of the database and only has knowledge that their transaction has successfully committed. The work in [35] also assumes the snapshot property, whereas [16] and [27] do not as their focus is on ANSI/SQL isolation levels [6]. Our execution tests uniformly capture many well-known consistency models (Section 4) including causal consistency (CC) [9, 33, 40], parallel snapshot isolation (PSI) [3, 42], snapshot isolation (SI) [6] and serialisability (SER) [37]. The work in [35] is as expressive as our work here; by contrast, [16] is more expressive, capturing e.g. the read committed consistency model [6], while [27] is less expressive, capturing SI but not PSI.

Using our operational semantics, we verify that database protocols satisfy their expected consistency models and prove invariant properties of client programs under such consistency models (Section 5). Specifically, we prove the correctness of two database protocols using our general definitions: the COPS protocol for fully replicated kv-stores [33] which satisfies CC (reported in Section 5.1 and proved in [46]), and the Clock-SI protocol for partitioned kv-stores [21] which satisfies SI (given in [46]). These results had been previously shown for specific consistency definitions devised for the specific reference implementations under consideration.

We also prove invariant properties of library clients (Section 5.2): the robustness of the single-counter library against PSI, the robustness of the multi-counter library and the banking library [2] against SI, and the mutual exclusion of a lock library against PSI. We believe our robustness results are the first to take into account client sessions: with sessions, we show that multiple counters are not robust against PSI. Interestingly, without sessions, Bernardi and Gotsman [7] show that multiple counters are robust against PSI using static-analysis techniques which are known not to be applicable to sessions. These results indicate that our operational semantics provides an interesting abstract interface between distributed databases and clients. This was an important goal for us, resonating with recent work that does just this for standard shared-memory concurrency [17, 19, 25, 36].

1.1 Related Work

Operational semantics for defining weak consistency models for distributed atomic transactions have hardly been studied. To our knowledge, the key papers are [16, 35, 27]. We also mention the log-based semantics of Koskinen and Parkinson [29], which only focuses on serialisability but has some resonance with our work.
Crooks et al. [16] proposed a state-based trace semantics for describing weak consistency models that employ concepts similar to our client views and execution tests, called read states and commit tests respectively. In their semantics, a one-step trace reduction is determined by the entire previous history of the trace. By contrast, our reduction step only depends on the current kv-store and client view. They capture more consistency models than us, e.g. read committed, because they do not assume the snapshot property due to their focus on ANSI/SQL isolation levels. They use their semantics to demonstrate that several definitions of snapshot isolation given in the literature [6, 18, 22] in fact collapse into one. They do not verify protocol implementations and do not prove invariant properties of client programs. We believe [16] can be used to verify implementations. We believe it might be difficult to use [16] to prove invariant properties of client programs since their commit tests use total traces. In contrast, our execution tests use partial client views.

Nagar and Jagannathan [35] proposed a fine-grained interleaving operational semantics on abstract executions, and provide robustness results for client programs using a prototype model-checking tool. They do this by converting abstract executions to dependency graphs and checking the violation of robustness on the dependency graphs. We have two concerns with this approach. First, despite assuming atomic visibility of transactions, they present a fine-grained semantics at the level of the individual transactional operations rather than whole transactions, in order to capture eventual consistency [9]. In contrast, our semantics is coarse-grained in that the interleaving is at the level of whole transactions, and we instead capture read atomic [4], a variant of eventual consistency [9] for atomic transactions. Second, all the literature that performs client analysis on abstract executions [7, 12, 13, 14, 35], including the approach of Nagar and Jagannathan, achieves this indirectly by over-approximating the consistency-model specifications using dependency graphs. It is unknown how to do this precisely [14]. In contrast, we prove robustness results directly by analysing the structure of kv-stores, without over-approximation. We also give precise reasoning about the mutual exclusion of locks, which we believe will be difficult to prove using abstract executions.

Kaki et al. [27] proposed an operational semantics for SQL transactions over an abstract, centralised, single-version store, with consistency models given by the standard ANSI/SQL isolation levels [6]. They develop a program logic and prototype tool for reasoning about client programs, and so can capture invariant properties of the state. They can express SI, but they do not capture the weaker consistency models such as PSI which is an important consistency model for distributed databases. Kaki et al. have explored these weaker consistency models in follow-on work [26], but they focus on an axiomatic semantics for abstract executions over CRDTs not an operational semantics over kv-stores.

Finally, Koskinen and Parkinson [29] proposed a log-based semantics for verifying implementations that satisfy serialisability, based not only on kv-stores but also on other ADTs. Their work comprises a centralised global log and partial client-local logs, similar to our kv-stores and views. Their model focuses on serialisability. There is no evidence that it can be easily extended to tackle weaker consistency models.

2 Overview

We introduce our centralised operational semantics for describing the client-observable behaviours of atomic transactions updating distributed kv-stores. We show that our interleaving semantics provides an abstract interface for both verifying distributed protocols and proving invariant properties of client programs.
Example. We use a simple transactional library, \texttt{Counter}$(k)$, to introduce our operational semantics. Clients of this library can manipulate the value of counter $k$ via two transactional operations: \texttt{Inc}$(k) \triangleq [x := [k]; [k] := x+1]$ and \texttt{Read}$(k) \triangleq [x := [k]]$. The $x := [k]$ reads the value of $k$ in local variable $x$; and $[k] := x+1$ writes $x+1$ to $k$. The code of each operation is wrapped in square brackets, denoting a transaction that executes \textit{atomically}.

Consider a replicated database where a client only interacts with one replica. For such a database, the behaviour of the atomic transactions is subtle, depending heavily on the particular consistency model under consideration. Consider the client program $P_{LU}$ below:

$$P_{LU} \triangleq cl_1 : \text{Inc}(k) \ || \ cl_2 : \text{Inc}(k)$$

where we assume that clients $cl_1$ and $cl_2$ work on different replicas and, for simplicity, each replica has a kv-store with just one key $k$. Initially, key $k$ holds value 0 in all replicas. Intuitively, as transactions are executed atomically, after both calls to \texttt{Inc}$(k)$ have terminated, the counter should hold value 2. Indeed, this is the only outcome allowed under the \textit{serialisability} (SER) consistency model, where transactions appear to execute in a sequential order, one after another. The implementation of SER in distributed kv-stores is known to come at a significant performance cost. Implementers are, therefore, content with \textit{weaker} consistency models [3, 6, 8, 21, 32, 33, 38, 42]. For example, if replicas provide no synchronisation mechanism for transactions, it is possible for both clients to read the same initial value 0 for $k$ at their distinct replicas, update it to 1, and eventually propagate their updates of $k$ to other replicas. Thus, both replicas remain unchanged with value 1 for $k$. This weak behaviour is known as the \textit{lost update} anomaly, which is allowed under \textit{causal consistency} (CC), but not under \textit{parallel snapshot isolation} (PSI) and \textit{snapshot isolation} (SI).

Centralised Operational Semantics. Our operational semantics provides transitions over abstract states, comprising a centralised, multi-versioned \textit{kv-store}, which is \textit{global} in that it records all the versions written by all its clients, and a \textit{client view}, which is \textit{partial} in that it records only those versions in the kv-store observed by a client. Each transition of our operational semantics either updates a client-local variable stack using a primitive \textit{command}, or updates the kv-store and client view using an atomic transaction. The atomic transactions are subject to an \textit{execution test}, which analyses the state to determine if the associated update is allowed under the given consistency model.

We show how the lost update anomaly in $P_{LU}$ is modelled in our operational semantics. A centralised kv-store provides an abstraction of the real-world replicated key-value store of our example. It is a function mapping keys to a \textit{version list}, recording all the values written to the key together with information about the transactions that accessed it. The total order of versions on a key $k$ is always known due to the resolution policy of the distributed database, for example last-write-wins. In the $P_{LU}$ example, our initial centralised kv-store comprises a single key $k$ with one initialisation version $(0, t_0, \emptyset)$. This version represents the initialisations
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\caption{Lost update anomaly: single counter.}
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in both replicas where \( k \) holds value 0, the version \( \text{writer} \) is the initialising transaction \( t_0 \) (this version was written by \( t_0 \)), and the version \( \text{reader set} \) is empty (no transaction has read this version). Figure 1a depicts this initial centralised kv-store, with the version represented as a box sub-divided in three sections: the value 0, the writer \( t_0 \), and the reader set \( \emptyset \).

Suppose that \( cl_1 \) first invokes \( \text{Inc} (k) \) on Figure 1a. It does this by choosing a fresh transaction identifier \( t_1 \), then reading the initial version of \( k \) with value 0 and writing a new value 1 for \( k \). The resulting kv-store is depicted in Figure 1b, where the initial version of \( k \) has been updated to reflect that it has been read by \( t_1 \) and a new version with value 1 is installed at the end of the list. Now suppose that client \( cl_2 \) invokes \( \text{Inc} (k) \) on Figure 1b. As there are now two versions available for \( k \), we must determine the version from which \( cl_2 \) fetches its value. This is where the partial client view comes into play. Intuitively, a view of client \( cl_2 \) comprises those versions in the kv-store that are visible to \( cl_2 \), i.e. those that can be read by \( cl_2 \). If more than one version is visible, then the newest (right-most) version is selected, modelling the last-write-wins resolution policy used by many distributed key-value stores. In our example, there are two candidate views for \( cl_2 \) when running \( \text{Inc} (k) \) on Figure 1b: one containing only the initial version of \( k \) as depicted in Figure 1c, and the other containing both versions of \( k \) as depicted in Figure 1d\(^5\). Given the \( cl_2 \) view in Figure 1c, client \( cl_2 \) chooses a fresh transaction identifier \( t_2 \), reads the initial value 0 and writes a new version with value 1, as depicted in Figure 1e. Such a kv-store does not contain a version with value 2, despite two increments on \( k \), producing the lost update anomaly. Had we used the the \( cl_2 \) view in Figure 1d instead, client \( cl_2 \) would have read the newest value 1 and written a new version with value 2.

The lost update anomaly is allowed under the CC consistency model, and disallowed under SER, SI and PSI. To distinguish these cases, we use an execution test which directly restricts the updates that are possible at the point where the transaction commits. A simple way of doing this is to require that a client writing a transaction to \( k \) have a view containing all versions of \( k \) available in the global state. This prevents the situation where the view of \( cl_2 \) is that given in Figure 1c. This execution test corresponds to what is known in the literature as write-conflict freedom \([11] \), which ensures that at most one concurrent transaction can write to a key at any one time.

The situation becomes more complicated when the library contains multiple counters where each client can read and increment several counters in one session. For instance, consider the following client program:

\[
P_{\text{LF}} \triangleq cl_1 : \left[ x := [k_1]; [k_1] := x + 1 \right]; \left[ y := [k_2]; [k_2] := y + 1 \right]
|| cl_2 : \left[ x := [k_1]; y := [k_2] \right]; cl_3 : \left[ x := [k_1]; y := [k_2] \right].
\]

where, for simplicity, the kv-store has just the keys \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) (Figure 2a). Suppose that \( cl_1 \) executes both transactions first, writing 1 to \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) using fresh transaction identifiers \( t_1 \) and \( t_1' \), respectively. This results in \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) having two versions with values 0 and 1 each, as illustrated in Figure 2b. Client \( cl_2 \) next executes its transaction, identified by \( t_2 \), using a view that contains both versions of \( k_1 \) but only the initial version of \( k_2 \). This means that \( cl_2 \) reads 1 for \( k_1 \) and 0 for \( k_2 \), i.e. \( cl_2 \) observes the increment of \( k_1 \) happening before that of \( k_2 \). Symmetrically, \( cl_3 \) executes its transaction, identified by \( t_3 \), using a view that contains both versions for \( k_2 \) but only the initial version of \( k_1 \). As such, \( cl_3 \) reads 0 for \( k_1 \) and 1 for \( k_2 \), i.e. \( cl_3 \) observes the increment of \( k_2 \) happening before that of \( k_1 \). This behaviour is known as the long fork anomaly (Figure 2b).

---

\(^5\) As we explain in Section 3.1, we always require the client view to include the initial version of each key.
The long fork anomaly is disallowed under strong models such as SER and SI, but is allowed under weaker models such as PSI and CC. To capture such consistency models and disallow the long fork anomaly of P_{LF}, we must strengthen the execution test associated with the kv-store. For SER, we simply strengthen the execution test by ensuring that a client can execute a transaction only if its view contains all versions available in the global state. For SI, the execution test is more subtle, requiring that a client view be a set of versions, i.e. closed with respect to the commit order of transactions. This means that if a client view includes a version written by a transaction \( t \), then it must include all versions written by transactions that committed before \( t \). Our kv-stores do not contain all the information about the commit order. However, we have enough information to determine the following commit order between transactions:

1. if a transaction, e.g. \( t_3 \) in Figure 2, reads a version written by another transaction, e.g. \( t_0 \), then it must start after the commit of the transaction that wrote the version, e.g. \( t_3 \) must start after the commit of \( t_0 \) (Figure 2c);
2. if a transaction writes a newer version of a key, e.g. \( t_1 \) for \( k_1 \), then it must commit after the transactions that wrote the previous versions of the key, e.g. \( t_0 \) (Figure 2c); and
3. if a transaction reads an older version of a key, e.g. \( t_3 \) for \( k_1 \), it must start before the commit of all transactions that write the newer versions of \( k \), e.g. \( t_1 \) (Figure 2c).

In Section 4, we formally define the execution tests associated with several consistency models on kv-stores and client views. In [46], we show the equivalence of our operational definitions of consistency models and the existing declarative definitions based on abstract executions [11], and hence those based on dependency graphs [1].

**Verifying Implementation Protocols.** The first application of our operational semantics is to show that implementation protocols of distributed key-value stores satisfy certain consistency models. We do this by representing the implementation protocol using our centralised operational semantics: our abstract states provide a faithful abstraction of replicated and partitioned databases, and our execution tests provide a faithful abstraction of the synchronisation mechanisms enforced by these databases when committing a transaction. We verify the correctness of our representation using trace refinement. Thus, a distributed protocol satisfies the particular consistency model associated with the particular execution test of our representation. We demonstrate that the COPS protocol [33] for implementing a replicated database satisfies our definition of CC (reported in Section 5.1 and proved in [46]), and the Clock-SI protocol [21] for implementing a partitioned database satisfies our definition of SI (given in [46]). Since our definitions of consistency model are equivalent
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to those in the literature [46], we have demonstrated that COPS and Clock-SI satisfy the accepted general definitions of the respective consistency models. This contrasts with the previous results in [33] and [21] which demonstrated that these protocols satisfy specific consistency models defined for those particular implementations.

**Proving Invariant Properties of Client Programs.** The second application of our operational semantics is to prove invariant properties for transactional libraries (Section 5.2). One well-known property is robustness. A library is robust against a (weak) consistency model M if, for all its client programs P and all kv-stores K, if K is obtained by executing P under M, then K can also be obtained under SER, i.e. library clients have no observable weak behaviours. We prove the robustness of the single counter library against PSI, and the robustness of a multi-counter library and the banking library of [2] against SI. We prove robustness against SI by proving general invariants that guarantee robustness against a new model we propose, WSI, which lies between PSI and SI. As we discuss in Section 5.2, although existing techniques [35, 12, 7] in the literature can verify such robustness properties, they typically do so by examining full traces. By contrast, we establish invariant properties at each execution step of our operational semantics, thus allowing a simpler, more compositional proof.

We also demonstrate the use of our operational semantics to prove library-specific invariant properties. In particular, we show that a lock library is correct against PSI, in that it satisfies the mutual exclusion guarantee, even though it is not robust against PSI. To do this, we encode this guarantee as an invariant of the lock library, establishing the invariant at each transition step of the operational semantics. By contrast, establishing such library-specific properties using the existing techniques is more difficult. This is because existing techniques [35, 12] do not directly record the library state; rather, they record full execution traces, making them less amenable for reasoning about such properties.

## 3 Operational Model

We define an interleaving operational semantics for atomic transactions (Section 3.2) on abstract states comprising global kv-stores and partial client views (Section 3.1). Our semantics is parametrised by an execution test which induces a consistency model (Section 4).

### 3.1 Abstract States: Key-Value Stores and Client Views

The abstract states of our operational semantics comprise a global, centralised kv-store and a partial client view. A kv-store comprises key-indexed lists of versions which record the history of the key with values and meta-data of the transactions that accessed it: the writer and readers.

We assume a countably infinite set of client identifiers\(^6\), I \(\ni \) cl. The set of transaction identifiers, Tid \(\ni \), is defined by Tid \(\triangleq\) \(\{t_0\} \uplus \{t_{mn}^{cl} \mid cl \in I \land n \geq 0\}\), where \(t_0\) denotes the initialisation transaction and \(t_{mn}^{cl}\) identifies a transaction committed by client \(cl\) with \(n\) determining the client session order: SO \(\triangleq\) \(\{(t, t') \mid \exists cl, n, m. t = t_{mn}^{cl} \land t' = t_{mn}^{cl} \land n < m\}\). Subsets of Tid are ranged over by \(T, T', \ldots\). We let Tid\(_0\) \(\triangleq\) Tid \(\setminus\) \(\{t_0\}\).

**Definition 1 (Kv-stores).** Assume a countably infinite set of keys, \(K \ni k\), and a countably infinite set of values, \(V \ni v\), which includes the keys and an initialisation value \(v_0\). The set of versions, \(V\), is defined as \(V \ni\) Tid \(\times\) P(Tid\(_0\)). A kv-store is a function \(K: K \rightarrow\) List (V\(\ni\))), where List (V\(\ni\)) is the set of lists of versions.

\(^6\) We use the notation \(A \ni a\) to denote that elements of \(A\) are ranged over by \(a\) and its variants \(a', a_1, \ldots\).
Each version has the form $\nu=(v, t, T)$, where $v$ is a value, the \textit{writer} $t$ identifies the transaction that wrote $v$, and the \textit{reader set} $T$ identifies the transactions that read $v$. We write $\text{val}(\nu)$, $\text{w}(\nu)$ and $\text{rs}(\nu)$ to project the components of $\nu$. Given a kv-store $\mathcal{K}$ and a transaction $t$, we write $t \in \mathcal{K}$ if $t$ is either the writer or one of the readers of a version in $\mathcal{K}$; we write $|\mathcal{K}(k)|$ for the length of the version list $\mathcal{K}(k)$, and $\mathcal{K}(k,i)$ for the $i$th version of $k$ in kv-store $\mathcal{K}$.

We assume that the version list of each key has an initialisation version carrying the initialisation value $v_0$, written by the initialisation transaction $t_0$ with an initial empty reader set. We focus on kv-stores whose consistency model satisfies the \textit{snapshot property}, ensuring that a transaction reads and writes at most one version for each key:

$$∀k, i, j. (rs(\mathcal{K}(k, i)) \cap rs(\mathcal{K}(k, j)) \neq \emptyset \lor w(\mathcal{K}(k, i)) = w(\mathcal{K}(k, j)) \Rightarrow i = j) \quad \text{(snapshot)}$$

This is a standard assumption for distributed databases, e.g. in [3, 4, 6, 8, 21, 33, 38, 42]. Finally, we assume that the kv-store agrees with the session order of clients, in that a client cannot read a version of a key that has been written by a future transaction within the same session, and the order in which versions are written by a client must agree with its session order, i.e. for any $k, i, j, t, t'$:

$$t = w(\mathcal{K}(k, i)) \land t' \in rs(\mathcal{K}(k, i)) \Rightarrow (t', t) \notin \text{SO}^{-} \quad \text{(wr-so)}$$

$$t = w(\mathcal{K}(k, i)) \land t' = w(\mathcal{K}(k, j)) \land i < j \Rightarrow (t', t) \notin \text{SO}^{-} \quad \text{(ww-so)}$$

A kv-store is \textit{well-formed} if it satisfies these assumptions. Henceforth, we assume kv-stores are well-formed, and let KVS denote the set of well-formed kv-stores.

A global kv-store provides an abstract centralised description of updates associated with distributed kv-stores that is \textit{complete} in that no update has been lost in the description. By contrast, in both replicated and partitioned distributed databases, a client may have incomplete information about updates distributed between machines. We model this incomplete information by defining a \textit{client view}, or just \textit{view}, of the kv-store which provides a \textit{partial} record of the updates observed by a client. We require that a client view be \textit{atomic} in that it can see either all or none of the updates of a transaction. This client view was partly inspired by the views of the “promising” C11 operational semantics [28].

\textbf{Definition 2 (Views).} A view of a kv-store $\mathcal{K} \in \text{KVS}$ is a function $u \in \text{VIEWS}(\mathcal{K}) \triangleq \text{KEY} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\mathbb{N})$ such that, for all $i, i', k, k'$:

$$0 \in u(k) \land (i \in u(k) \Rightarrow 0 \leq i < |\mathcal{K}(k)|) \quad \text{(in-range)}$$

$$i \in u(k) \land w(\mathcal{K}(k, i)) = w(\mathcal{K}(k', i')) \Rightarrow i' \in u(k') \quad \text{(atomic)}$$

Given two views $u, u' \in \text{VIEWS}(\mathcal{K})$, the order between them is defined by $u \sqsubseteq u'$ def $\forall k \in \text{dom}(\mathcal{K}), u(k) \subseteq u'(k)$. The set of views is $\text{VIEWS} \triangleq \bigcup_{\mathcal{K} \in \text{KVS}} \text{VIEWS}(\mathcal{K})$. The initial view, $u_0$, is defined by $u_0(k) = \{0\}$ for every $k \in \text{KEY}$.

Our operational semantics updates \textit{configurations}, which are pairs comprising a kv-store and a function describing the views of a finite set of clients.

\textbf{Definition 3 (Configurations).} A configuration, $\Gamma \in \text{CONF}$, is a pair $(\mathcal{K}, \mathcal{U})$ with $\mathcal{K} \in \text{KVS}$ and $\mathcal{U} : \text{CLIENTID} \rightarrow \text{VIEWS}(\mathcal{K})$. The set of initial configurations, $\text{CONF}_0 \subseteq \text{CONF}$, contains configurations of the form $(\mathcal{K}_0, \mathcal{U}_0)$, where $\mathcal{K}_0$ is the initial kv-store defined by $\mathcal{K}_0(k) \triangleq (v_0, t_0, \emptyset)$ for all $k \in \text{KEY}$.
Given a configuration \((\mathcal{K}, \mathcal{U})\) and a client \(cl\), if \(u = \mathcal{U}(cl)\) is defined then, for each \(k\), the configuration determines the sub-list of versions in \(\mathcal{K}\) that \(cl\) sees. If \(i, j \in u(k)\) and \(i < j\), then \(cl\) sees the values carried by versions \(\mathcal{K}(k,i)\) and \(\mathcal{K}(k,j)\), and it also sees that the version \(\mathcal{K}(k,j)\) is more up-to-date than \(\mathcal{K}(k,i)\). It is therefore possible to associate a snapshot with the view \(u\), which identifies, for each key \(k\), the last version included in the view. This definition assumes that the database satisfies the last-write-wins resolution policy, employed by many distributed key-value stores. However, our formalism can be adapted straightforwardly to capture other resolution policies.

**Definition 4 (View Snapshots).** Given \(\mathcal{K} \in \text{KVS}\) and \(u \in \text{views}(\mathcal{K})\), the view snapshot of \(u\) in \(\mathcal{K}\) is a function, \(\text{snapshot}(\mathcal{K}, u) : \text{KEY} \rightarrow \text{VALUE}\), defined by:

\[
\text{snapshot}(\mathcal{K}, u) \triangleq \lambda k. \text{val}(\mathcal{K}(k, \text{max}_<(u(k))))
\]

where \(\text{max}_<(u(k))\) is the maximum element in \(u(k)\) under the natural order \(<\) on \(\mathbb{N}\).

When clear from the context, we simply refer to a view snapshot as a **snapshot**.

### 3.2 Operational Semantics

**Core Programming Language.** We assume a language of expressions built from values \(v\), and program variables \(x\), defined by:

\[
E ::= v \mid x \mid E + E \mid E \cdot E \mid \cdots
\]

The evaluation \(\lbrack E \rbrack_s\) of expression \(E\) is parametric in the client-local stack \(s\):

\[
\lbrack v \rbrack_s \triangleq v \mid \lbrack x \rbrack_s \triangleq s(x) \mid [E_1 + E_2]_s \triangleq [E_1]_s + [E_2]_s \mid \cdots
\]

A *program* \(P\) comprises a finite number of clients, where each client is associated with a unique identifier \(cl \in \text{clientID}\), and executes a sequential command \(C\), defined by:

\[
C ::= \text{skip} \mid C_p \mid T \mid C \cdot C + C \cdot C \cdot C^*
\]

\[
T ::= \text{skip} \mid T_p \mid T ; T \mid T + T \mid T^*
\]

Sequential commands \((C)\) comprise \text{skip}, primitive commands \((C_p)\), atomic transactions \(([T])\), and standard compound constructs: sequential composition (\(;\)), non-deterministic choice (\(+\)) and iteration (\(\ast\)). Primitive commands include variable assignment \((x := E)\) and assume statements \((\text{assume}(E))\) which can be used to encode conditionals. They are used for computations based on client-local variables and can hence be invoked without restriction. Transactional commands \((T)\) comprises \text{skip}, primitive transactional commands \((T_p)\), and the standard compound constructs. Primitive transactional commands comprise primitive commands as well as lookup \((x := [E])\) and mutation \(([E] := E)\) used, respectively, to read and write a single key to a kv-store, and can only be invoked within an atomic transaction.

A *program* \(P\) is a finite partial function from client identifiers to sequential commands. For clarity, we often write \(C_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel C_n\) for a program with \(n\) clients identified by \(cl_1 \ldots cl_n\), with each client \(cl_i\) executing \(C_i\). Each client \(cl_i\) is associated with a client-local stack, \(s_i \in \text{stack} \triangleq \text{VAR} \rightarrow \text{VALUE}\), mapping program variables (ranged over by \(x,y,\cdots\)) to values.

**Transactional Semantics.** In our operational semantics, transactions are executed atomically. It is still possible for an implementation, e.g. COPS [33], to update the underlying distributed kv-stores while the transaction is in progress. It just means that, given the abstractions captured by our global kv-stores and partial client views, such an update is modelled as an instantaneous atomic update. Intuitively, given a configuration \(\Gamma = (\mathcal{K}, \mathcal{U})\), when a client \(cl\) executes a transaction \([T]\), it performs the following steps:
**Figure 3** The semantics of transactional commands.

1. it constructs an initial snapshot $\sigma$ of $K$ using its view $U \langle cl \rangle$ as described in Definition 4;
2. it executes $T$ in isolation over $\sigma$ accumulating the effects (the reads and writes) of executing
   $T$; and
3. it commits $T$ by incorporating these effects into $K$.

**Definition 5** (Transactional snapshots). A transactional snapshot, $\sigma \in S N A P S H O T \triangleq K E Y \rightarrow V A L U E$, is a function from keys to values.

When clear from the context, we simply refer to a transactional snapshot as a *snapshot.*

The rules for transactional commands (Figure 3) are defined using an arbitrary transactional snapshot. The rules for sequential commands and programs (Figure 4) are defined using a transactional snapshot given by a view snapshot. To capture the effects of executing a transaction $T$ on a snapshot $\sigma$ of kv-store $K$, we identify a *fingerprint* of $T$ on $\sigma$ which captures the first values $T$ reads from $\sigma$, and the last values $T$ writes to $\sigma$ and intends to commit to $K$. Execution of a transaction in a given configuration and variable stack may result in more than one fingerprint due to non-determinism (non-deterministic choice).

**Definition 6** (Fingerprints). Let $O P$ denote the set of read ($R$) and write ($W$) operations defined by $O P \triangleq \{ (l, k, v) \mid l \in \{ R, W \} \wedge k \in K E Y \wedge v \in V A L U E \}$. A fingerprint $F$ is a set of operations, $F \subseteq O P$, such that: $\forall k \in K E Y, l \in \{ R, W \}, (l, k, v_1), (l, k, v_2) \in F \Rightarrow v_1 = v_2$.

A fingerprint contains at most one read operation and at most one write operation for a given key. This reflects our assumption regarding transactions that satisfy the snapshot property: reads are taken from a single snapshot of the kv-store; and only the last write of a transaction to each key is committed to the kv-store.

The rules for primitive transactional commands, $T P R I M I T I V E$, is given in Figure 3. The rules for the compound constructs are straightforward and given in [46]. The $T P R I M I T I V E$ rule updates the snapshot and the fingerprint of a transaction: the premise $(s, \sigma)^{T_p} \bowtie (s', \sigma')$ describes how executing $T_p$ affects the local state (the client stack and the snapshot) of a transaction; and the premise $o = o p (s, \sigma, T_p)$ identifies the operation on the kv-store associated with $T_p$, where the empty operation $\epsilon$ is used for those primitive commands that do not contribute to the fingerprint.

The conclusion of $T P R I M I T I V E$ uses the combination operator $\bowtie : P(O P) \times (O P \cup \{ \epsilon \}) \rightarrow P(O P)$, defined in Figure 3, to extend the fingerprint $F$ accumulated with operation $o$ associated with $T_p$, as appropriate: it adds a read from $k$ if $F$ contains no entry for $k$, and it always updates the write for $k$ to $F$, removing previous writes to $k.$
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which describes how the primitive command T locally to completion (u view canCommit for several execution tests associated with well-known consistency models.

the execution test and thus the transaction F canCommit snapshot is ignored as the effect of the transaction is recorded in the fingerprint as described by the second and third premises of describes the execution of an atomic transaction under the execution test primitive commands,

[46], we prove that the consistency models generated by our execution tests are equivalent to Section 4, we give several examples of execution tests for well-known consistency models. In to K of the form K ⊑ K′, or K ∈ NextTxID (cl, K) K′ = UpdateKV (K, u′′, F, t) vShiftET (K, u′′, K′, u′)

Figure 4 The semantics of sequential commands and programs.

Command and Program Semantics. We give the operational semantics of commands and programs in Figure 4. The command semantics describes transitions of the form cl ⊢ (K, u, s), C ⊢ (K′, u′, s′), C′ stating that, given the kv-store K, client view u and stack s, a client cl may execute command C for one step, updating the kv-store to K′, the stack to s′, the view to u′ and the command to its continuation C′. The label λ is either of the form (cl, t) denoting that cl executed a primitive command that required no access to K, or (cl, u′′, F) denoting that cl committed an atomic transaction with final fingerprint F under the view u′′. The semantics is parametric in the choice of the execution test ET, which is used to generate the consistency model under which a transaction can execute. In Section 4, we give several examples of execution tests for well-known consistency models. In [46], we prove that the consistency models generated by our execution tests are equivalent to their corresponding existing definitions using abstract executions.

The rules for compound constructs are straightforward and given in [46]. The rule for primitive commands, C primitive, depends on the transition system C ⊢ (K, u, s), C ⊢ (K′, u′, s′), C′ which describes how the primitive command Cp affects the stack. The CATOMICTRANS rule describes the execution of an atomic transaction under the execution test ET.

We explain the CATOMICTRANS rule in detail. The first premise states that the current view u of the executing command may be advanced to a newer view u′ (see Definition 2). Given the new view u′, the transaction obtains a snapshot σ of the kv-store K, and executes T locally to completion (skip), updating the stack to s′, while accumulating the fingerprint F, as described by the second and third premises of CATOMICTRANS. Note that the resulting snapshot is ignored as the effect of the transaction is recorded in the fingerprint F. The canCommitET (K, u′′, F) premise ensures that, under the execution test ET, the final fingerprint F of the transaction is compatible with the (original) kv-store K and the client view u′′, and thus the transaction can commit. Observe that the canCommit check is parametric in the execution test ET. This is because the conditions checked upon committing depend on the consistency model under which the transaction is to commit. In Section 4, we define canCommit for several execution tests associated with well-known consistency models.

Client cl is now ready to commit the transaction resulting in the kv-store K′ with the client view u′. The transaction shifting to a new view u′ and proceeds as follows:
1. it picks a fresh transaction identifier t ∈ NextTxID (cl, K);
2. computes the new kv-store K′ = UpdateKV (K, u′′, F, t); and
3. checks if the view shift is permitted under ET using vShiftET (K, u′′, K′, u′).
Note that as with canCommit, the vShift check is parametric in the execution test ET. This is because the conditions checked for shifting the client view depend on the consistency model. In Section 4 we define vShift for several execution tests associated with well-known consistency models. The set NextTxID (cl, K) is given by: \( \{ t_n^m \mid \forall m. t_n^m \in K \Rightarrow m < n \} \).

The function UpdateKV \((K, u, F, t)\) describes how the fingerprint \( F \) of transaction \( t \) executed under view \( u \) updates kv-store \( K \): for each read \((R, k, v) \in F\), it adds \( t \) to the reader set of the last version of \( k \) in \( u \); for each write \((W, k, v) \), it appends a new version \((v, t, \emptyset)\) to \( K(k) \).

The function UpdateKV is well-formed, because a fingerprint contains at most one write operation and one read operation for a given key (see [46] for the full details).

▶ Definition 7 (Transactional update). The function UpdateKV \((K, u, F, t)\) is defined as:

\[
\text{UpdateKV} (K, u, (R, k, v)) \triangleright F, t \triangleq \text{let } i = \max \prec (u(k)) \text{ and } (v, t', T) = K(k, i) \text{ in } \\
\text{UpdateKV} (K[k \mapsto K(k)[i \mapsto (v, t', T \cup \{ t \} )]], u, F, t)
\]

\[
\text{UpdateKV} (K, u, (W, k, v)) \triangleq \text{let } K' = K[k \mapsto K(k) :: (v, t, \emptyset)] \text{ in } \text{UpdateKV} (K', u, F, t)
\]

where \( v[i \mapsto v'] \triangleq v_0 :: \cdots :: v_{i-1} :: v : v_{i+1} :: \cdots :: v_n \) for all version lists \( v = v_0 :: \cdots :: v_n \) and indexes \( i : 0 \leq i \leq n \).

The last rule, PProg (Figure 4), captures the execution of a program step using a client environment, \( E \in CEnv \), which is a function from client identifiers to stacks associating each client with its stack. We assume that the domain of a client environment contains the domain of the program throughout the execution: \( \text{dom}(P) \subseteq \text{dom}(E) \). Program transitions are simply defined in terms of the transitions of their constituent client commands. This yields an interleaving semantics for transactions of different clients: a client executes a transaction in an atomic step without interference from the other clients.

4 Consistency Models Using Execution Tests on Kv-stores

We define what it means for a kv-store to be in a consistent state. Many different consistency models for distributed databases have been proposed in the literature, e.g. [3, 6, 8, 21, 32, 33, 38, 42], which capture different trade-offs between performance and application correctness. Example consistency models range from serialisability, a strong model which only allows kv-stores obtained from a serial execution of transactions with inevitable performance drawbacks, to eventual consistency, a weak model which imposes few conditions on the structure of kv-stores, leading to good performance but anomalous behaviours. We define consistency models for our kv-stores, by introducing the notion of an execution test, specifying whether a client is allowed to commit a transaction in a given kv-store. An execution test ET induces a consistency model as the set of kv-stores obtained by having clients non-deterministically commit transactions, so long as the constraints imposed by ET are satisfied. We explore a range of execution tests associated with well-known consistency models in the literature. In [46], we demonstrate that our operational definitions of consistency models over kv-stores using execution tests are equivalent to the established declarative definitions of consistency models over abstract executions [9, 11].

▶ Definition 8 (Execution tests). An execution test, \( ET \), is a set of tuples, \( ET \subseteq KVS \times \text{views} \times \text{fp} \times \text{kvs} \times \text{views} \), such that for all \( (K, u, F, K', u') \in ET \):

1. \( u \in \text{views}(K) \) and \( u' \in \text{views}(K') \);
2. \( \text{canCommit}_{ET} (K, u, F) \);
3. \( \text{vShift}_{ET} (K, u, K', u') \); and
4. for all \( k \in K \) and \( v \in \text{value} \), if \( (R, k, v) \in F \) then \( K(k, \max \prec (u(k))) = v \).
Intuitively, \((\mathcal{K}, u, \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{K'}, u') \in \mathcal{ET}\) means that, under the execution test \(\mathcal{ET}\), a client with initial view \(u\) over kv-store \(\mathcal{K}\) can commit a transaction with fingerprint \(\mathcal{F}\) to obtain the resulting kv-store \(\mathcal{K'}\) (given by Definition 7) while shifting its view to \(u'\). Note that the last condition in Definition 8 enforces the last-write-wins policy [45]: a transaction always reads the most recent writes from the initial view \(u\).

**Definition 9 (Consistency models).** The consistency model induced by an execution test \(\mathcal{ET}\) is defined as: \(CM(\mathcal{ET}) \triangleq \{ \mathcal{K} \mid \exists \mathcal{K}_0, \mathcal{U}_0, \mathcal{E}, \mathcal{P}. (\mathcal{K}_0, \mathcal{U}_0, \mathcal{E}), \mathcal{P} = \tau^*_{\mathcal{ET}} (\mathcal{K}, \ldots, \ldots, \ldots) \} \).

The largest execution test is denoted by \(\mathcal{ET}_\top\), where for all \(\mathcal{K}, \mathcal{K'}, u, u, \mathcal{F}\):

\[
\text{canCommit}_{\mathcal{ET}_\top} (\mathcal{K}, u, \mathcal{F}) \overset{\text{def}}{\iff} \text{true} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{vShift}_{\mathcal{ET}_\top} (\mathcal{K}, u, \mathcal{K'}, u') \overset{\text{def}}{\iff} \text{true}
\]

The consistency model induced by \(\mathcal{ET}_\top\) corresponds to the Read Atomic model [4], a variant of Eventual Consistency [9] for atomic transactions.

We present several examples of execution tests which give rise to consistency models on kv-stores. Recall that the snapshot property and the last-write-wins policy are hard-wired in our framework. As such, we can only define consistency models that satisfy these two constraints. Although this prohibits interesting consistency models such as Read Committed, we can express a large number of consistency models employed by distributed kv-stores.

**Notation.** Given relations \(r, r' \subseteq A \times A\), we write: \(r^*, r^+\) and \(r^*\) for the reflexive, transitive and reflexive-transitive closures of \(r\), respectively; \(r^{-1}\) for the inverse of \(r\); \(a_1 \xrightarrow{r} a_2\) for \(\{a_1, a_2\} \in r\); and \(r'\) for \(\{(a_1, a_2) \mid \exists a. (a_1, a) \in r \land (a, a_2) \in r'\}\).

Recall that an execution test \(\mathcal{ET}\) is a tuple \((\mathcal{K}, u, \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{K'}, u')\) such that \(\text{canCommit}_{\mathcal{ET}} (\mathcal{K}, u, \mathcal{F})\) and \(\text{vShift}_{\mathcal{ET}} (\mathcal{K}, u, \mathcal{K'}, u')\) hold (Definition 8). We proceed with several auxiliary definitions that allow us to define \(\text{canCommit}\) and \(\text{vShift}\) for several consistency models.

**Prefix Closure.** The set of visible transactions of a kv-store \(\mathcal{K}\) and a view \(u\) is: \(\text{visTx}(\mathcal{K}, u) \triangleq \{ w(\mathcal{K}(k, i)) \mid i \in u(k) \}\). Given a relation on transactions, \(\mathcal{R} \subseteq \text{TxID} \times \text{TxID}\), a view \(u\) is closed with respect to a kv-store \(\mathcal{K}\) and \(\mathcal{R}\), written \(\text{closed}(\mathcal{K}, u, \mathcal{R})\), if and only if:

\[
\text{visTx}(\mathcal{K}, u) = (\{(R^-)^{-1} (\text{visTx}(\mathcal{K}, u))\}) \setminus \{ t \mid \forall k \in \mathcal{K}, i, t \neq w(\mathcal{K}(k, i)) \}
\]

That is, if transaction \(t\) is visible in \(u (t \in \text{visTx}(\mathcal{K}, u))\), then all transactions \(t'\) that are \(R^*\)-before \(t\) \((t' \in (R^*)^{-1} (t))\) and are not read-only \((t' \notin \{t'' \mid \forall k, i, t'' \neq w(\mathcal{K}(k, i))\}\) are also visible in \(u (t' \in \text{visTx}(\mathcal{K}, u))\).

**Dependency Relations.** We next define transactional dependency relations for kv-stores. Figure 7a illustrates an example kv-store and its transactional dependency relations. Given a kv-store \(\mathcal{K}\), a key \(k\) and indexes \(i, j\) such that \(0 \leq i < j < |\mathcal{K}(k)|\), if there exists \(t_i, T_i, t\) such that \(\mathcal{K}(k, i) = (\ldots, t_i, T_i), \mathcal{K}(k, j) = (\ldots, t_j, \ldots)\) and \(t \in T_i\), then for every key \(k:\)

1. there is a Write-Read dependency from \(t_i\) to \(t\), written \((t_i, t) \in \text{WR}_\mathcal{K}(k)\), which intuitively means that \(t_i\) commits before \(t\) starts, as depicted in Figure 5;
2. there is a Write-Write dependency from \(t_i\) to \(t_j\), written \((t_i, t_j) \in \text{WW}_\mathcal{K}(k)\), which intuitively means that \(t_i\) commits before \(t_j\) commits, as depicted in Figure 5; and
3. if \(t \neq t_i\), then there is a Read-Write anti-dependency from \(t\) to \(t_j\), written \((t, t_j) \in \text{RW}_\mathcal{K}(k)\), which intuitively means that \(t\) starts before \(t_j\) commits, as depicted in Figure 5.
In centralised databases, where there is a global notion of time, these dependency relations can be determined by the start and commit time of transaction as in Figure 5. However, in general, there is no global notion of time in distributed databases. In such settings, the write-read dependency \( \text{WR} \) is induced when a transaction reads from another transaction; the write-write dependency \( \text{WW} \) is given by the last-write-wins resolution policy, ordering the transactions that write to the same key; and the read-write anti-dependency \( \text{WR} \) is derived from \( \text{WR} \) and \( \text{WW} \): if \( (t, t') \in \text{WR} \) and \( (t, t'') \in \text{WW} \), then \( (t', t'') \in \text{WR} \). We adopt the same names as the dependency relations of dependency graphs \[1\] to underline the similarity. However, our relations here do not depend on those relations in dependency graphs.

We give several definitions of execution tests using \( \text{vShift} \) and \( \text{canCommit} \) in Figure 6.

**Monotonic Reads (MR).** This consistency model states that, when committing, a client cannot lose information in that it can only see increasingly more up-to-date versions from a kv-store. This prevents, for example, the kv-store of Figure 7b, since client \( cl \) first reads the latest version of \( k \) in \( t_{1,1} \), and then reads the older, initial version of \( k \) in \( t_{1,2} \). As such, the \( \text{vShift}_\text{MR} \) predicate in Figure 6 ensures that clients can only extend their views. When this is the case, clients can always commit their transactions, and thus \( \text{canCommit}_\text{MR} \) is simply true.

**Read Your Writes (RYW).** This consistency model states that a client must always see all the versions written by the client itself. The \( \text{vShift}_\text{RYW} \) predicate thus states that after executing a transaction, a client contains all the versions it wrote in its view. This ensures that such versions will be included in the view of the client when committing future transactions. Note that under RYW the kv-store in Figure 7c is prohibited as the initial version of \( k \) holds value \( v_0 \) and client \( cl \) tries to update the value of \( k \) twice. For its first transaction \( t_{2,1} \), it reads the initial value \( v_0 \) and then writes a new version with value \( v_1 \). For its second transaction \( t_{2,2} \), it reads the initial value \( v_0 \) again and writes a new version with value \( v_1 \). The \( \text{vShift}_\text{RYW} \) predicate rules out this example by requiring the client view after committing \( t_{2,2} \) to include the version it wrote. When this is the case, clients can always commit their transactions, and thus \( \text{canCommit}_\text{RYW} \) is simply true.
The MR and RWY models, together with the monotonic writes (MW) and write follows reads (WFR) models, are collectively known as session guarantees. Due to space constraints, the definitions associated with MW and WFR are given in [46].

We now give the definitions of well-known consistency models in distributed databases, including CC [9, 33, 40], PSI [3, 42], SI [6] and SER [37]. The vShift relation for these consistency models, given in Figure 6, is simply \( \texttt{vShift}_{\text{MW/RWY}}(K, u, K', u') = \texttt{vShift}_{\text{MW}}(K, u, K', u') \cap \texttt{vShift}_{\text{RWY}}(K, u, K', u') \). The \( \texttt{canCommit}_{\text{CC}}(K, u, F) \) relation is defined by \( \texttt{canCommit}_{\text{CC}}(K, u, F) \triangleq \texttt{closed}(K, u, R_{\text{CC}}) \) where \( R_{\text{CC}} \) is given for each execution test in Figure 6 as a combination of SO and the dependency relations. We use two less-known consistency models, update atomic (UA) and consistent prefix (CP). In [7, 10, 11], the definition of SI on abstract executions can be separated into the conjunction of UA and CP. Similarly, the definition of PSI on abstract executions can be separated into the conjunction of UA and CC [11]. Interestingly, this is not quite the case for the consistency definitions presented here.

### Causal Consistency (CC)

This model states that, if a client view includes a version \( v \) written by \( t \) prior to committing a transaction, then it must also include the versions which \( t \) observes. Clearly, \( t \) observes all versions that \( t \) reads. Moreover, \( t \) observes all previous transactions from the same client. This is captured by \( \texttt{canCommit}_{\text{CC}} \) in Figure 6, defined as \( \texttt{closed}(K, u, R_{\text{CC}}) \) with \( R_{\text{CC}} \triangleq \texttt{SO} \cup \texttt{WR}_K \). For example, the kv-store of Figure 7a is disallowed by CC: the \( k_3 \) version with value \( v_3 \) depends on the \( k_1 \) version with value \( v_1 \). However, \( t \) must have been committed by a client whose view included \( v_3 \) of \( k_3 \), but not \( v_1 \) of \( k_1 \).

### Update Atomic (UA)

This consistency model has been proposed in [11] and implemented in [32]. UA disallows concurrent transactions writing to the same key, a property known as write-conflict freedom: when two transactions write to the same key, one must see the version written by the other. Write-conflict freedom is enforced by \( \texttt{canCommit}_{\text{UA}} \) which allows...
a client to write to key \( k \) only if its view includes all versions of \( k \), i.e. its view is closed with respect to the \( WW^{-1}(k) \) relation for all keys \( k \) written in the fingerprint \( F \). This prevents the kv-store of Figure 7d, as \( t \) and \( t' \) concurrently increment the initial version of \( k \) by 1. As client views must include the initial versions, once \( t \) commits a new version \( \nu \) with value \( v_1 \) to \( k \), then \( t' \) must include \( \nu \) in its view as there is a WW edge from the initial version to \( \nu \). As such, when \( t' \) increments \( k \), it must read from \( \nu \) and not the initial version.

**Parallel Snapshot Isolation (PSI).** This consistency model states:

1. if a client view includes a version \( \nu \) written by \( t \) prior to committing a transaction, then it must also include the versions that \( t \) observes; and
2. there are no write-conflicts.

On abstract executions, where there is a total order over transactions, PSI can be formally defined as the composition of \( CC \) and \( UA \) [11]. By contrast, it is not possible to define \( canCommit_{PSI} \) as the conjunction of the \( canCommit_{CC} \) and \( canCommit_{UA} \) relations. This is for two reasons. First, the conjunction would only mandate that \( u \) be closed with respect to \( R_{CC} \) and \( R_{UA} \) individually, but not with respect to their union. Recall that closure is defined in terms of the transitive closure of a given relation and thus the closure of \( R_{CC} \) and \( R_{UA} \) is smaller than the closure of \( R_{CC} \cup R_{UA} \). As such, we define \( canCommit_{PSI} \) as closure with respect to \( R_{PSI} \) which includes \( R_{CC} \cup R_{UA} \). Second, recall that \( CC \) requires that if a client view includes a version \( \nu \) written by \( t' \) prior to committing a transaction, then it must also include the versions which \( t' \) observes. For example, the view of the client of transaction \( t \) in Figure 7f must include versions written by \( t_0 \) and \( t_{cl'}^{1} \), satisfying \( canCommit_{CC} \). Also, recall that \( UA \) requires that if a transaction writes to a key \( k \) then it must observe all previous versions of \( k \). For example, the client \( cl' \) that writes the third version of \( k_1 \) in Figure 7f must observe \( t_{cl'}^{1} \), satisfying \( canCommit_{UA} \). However, although the client of transaction \( t \) observes \( t_{cl'}^{1} \), it is not able to observe \( t_{cl'}^{2} \) using the combination of \( CC \) and \( UA \). This is fixed by including the the write-write dependency relation \( WW_{K} \) (e.g. \( (t_{cl'}^{1}, t_{cl'}^{2}) \in WW_{K} \)) in \( R_{PSI} \). Note that Figure 7f shows an example kv-store that satisfies \( canCommit_{CC} \) and \( canCommit_{UA} \), but not \( canCommit_{PSI} \). Under PSI, the view of the client of \( t \) should include the versions written by \( t_{cl'}^{1} \), and therefore read \( v_3 \) for key \( k_2 \).

**Consistent Prefix (CP).** If the total order in which transactions commit is known, then \( CP \) can be described as a strengthening of \( CC \) [14]: if a client sees the versions written by a transaction \( t \), then it must also see all versions written by transactions that commit before \( t \). Although kv-stores only provide partial information about the order of transaction commits, this is sufficient to formalise CP.

We can approximate the order in which transactions commit using \( WR_{K} \), \( WW_{K} \), \( RW_{K} \) and SO. This approximation is perhaps best understood in terms of an idealised implementation of CP on a centralised system, where the snapshot of a transaction is determined at its start point and its effects are made visible to future transactions at its commit point. In this implementation, if \( (t, t') \in WR \), then \( t \) must commit before \( t' \) starts, and hence before \( t' \) commits. Similarly, if \( (t, t') \in SO \), then \( t \) commits before \( t' \) starts, and thus before \( t' \) commits. Recall that, if \( (t'', t') \in RW \), then \( t'' \) reads a version that is later overwritten by \( t' \), i.e. \( t'' \) cannot see the write of \( t' \), and thus \( t'' \) must start before \( t' \) commits. As such, if \( t \) commits before \( t'' \) starts \( (t, t'') \in WR \) or \( (t, t'') \in SO \), and \( (t'', t') \in RW \), then \( t \) must commit before \( t' \) commits. In other words, if \( (t, t') \in WR;RW \) or \( (t, t') \in SO;RW \), then \( t \) commits before \( t' \). Finally, if \( (t, t') \in WW \), then \( t \) must commit before \( t' \). We therefore
define $R_{CP} \triangleq (WR_K; RW'_K \cup SO; RW'_K \cup WW)$, approximating the order in which transactions commit. As shown in [14], the set $(R_{CP})^{-1}(t)$ contains all transactions that must be observed by $t$ under CP. We thus define canCommit$_{CP}$ by requiring closure with respect to $R_{CP}$.

The CP model disallows the long fork anomaly in Figure 7g, where $d_1$ and $d_2$ observe the updates to $k_1$ and $k_2$ in different orders. Assuming without loss of generality that $t_2^d_{d_1}$ commits before $t_2^d_{d_2}$, then $d_2$ sees the $k_1$ version with value $v_0$ before committing $t_2^d_{d_2}$. However, as $t_2^d_{d_1} \xrightarrow{WR} t_2^d_{d_1} \xrightarrow{SO} t_2^d_{d_2} \xrightarrow{RW} t_2^d_{d_2}$ and $t_2^d_{d_2}$ must see the versions written by $t_2^d_{d_2}$ before committing, then $t_2^d_{d_2}$ must also see the $k_1$ version with value $v_2$, leading to a contradiction.

**Snapshot Isolation (SI).** On abstract executions, where there is a total order over transactions, SI can be defined as the conjunction of CP and UA. However, as with PSI, we cannot define canCommit$_{SI}$ as the conjunction of their associated canCommit predicates. Rather, we define canCommit$_{SI}$ as closure with respect to $R_{SI}$ which includes $R_{CP} \cup R_{UA}$. Observe that Figure 7h shows an example kv-store that satisfies canCommit$_{UA}$ and canCommit$_{CP}$, but not canCommit$_{SI}$. Additionally, we include WW; RW in $R_{SI}$. This is because, when the centralised CP implementation (discussed before) is strengthened with write-conflict freedom, then a write-write dependency between transactions $t$ and $t'$ does not only mandate that $t$ commit before $t'$ commits, but also before $t'$ starts. Consequently, if $(t, t') \in $ WW; RW, then $t$ must commit before $t'$ does.

**(Strict) serialisability (SER).** Serialisability is the strongest consistency model in settings that abstract from aborted transactions, requiring that transactions execute in a total sequential order. The canCommit$_{SER}$ thus allows clients to commit transactions only when their view of the kv-store is complete, i.e. the client view is closed with respect to WW$^{-1}$. This requirement prevents the kv-store in Figure 7i: if, without loss of generality, $t_1$ commits before $t_2$, then the client committing $t_2$ must see the $k_1$ version written by $t_1$, and thus cannot read the outdated value $v_0$ for $k_1$.

**Weak Snapshot Isolation (WSI): A New Consistency Model.** Kv-stores and execution tests are useful for investigating new consistency models. One example is the consistency model induced by combining CP and UA, which we refer to as Weak Snapshot Isolation (WSI). Because WSI is stronger than CP and UA by definition, it forbids all the anomalies forbidden by these consistency models, e.g. the long fork (Figure 7g) and the lost update (Figure 7d). Moreover, WSI is strictly weaker than SI. As such, WSI allows all SI anomalies, e.g. the write skew (Figure 7i), and further allows behaviours not allowed under SI such as that in Figure 7h. The kv-store $K$ is reachable by executing transactions $t_1, t_2, t_3$ and $t_4$ in order. In particular, $t_4$ is executed using $u=\{k_1 \mapsto \{0\}, k_2 \mapsto \{0, 1\}\}$. However, $K$ is not reachable under ET$_{SI}$. This is because $t_4$ cannot be executed using $u$ under SI: $t_4$ reads the $k_2$ version written by $t_3$; but as $(t_2, t_3) \in$ RW and $(t_1, t_2) \in$ WW, then $u$ should contain the $k_1$ version written by $t_1$, contradicting the fact that $t_4$ reads the initial version of $k_1$. The two consistency models are very similar in that many applications that are correct under SI are also correct under WSI. We give examples of such applications in Section 5.2.

**Correctness of ET.** Our definitions of consistency models over kv-stores and client views are equivalent to well-known definitions of consistency models over abstract executions [11], and hence over dependency graphs [14]. Given a model $M$ in Figure 6, let $CM(ET_M)$ denote the consistency model induced by execution test $ET_M$ of $M$. For example, when $M = CC$, then $CM(ET_{CC})$ denotes the consistency model induced by execution test $ET_{CC}$ of CC. Also, let
CM(A_M) denote the consistency model of M defined on abstract executions, induced by the set of axioms A_M [11]. For example, when M = C_C, then CM(A_C) denotes the consistency mode of C_C induced by the C_C axioms on abstract executions.

\textbf{Theorem 10.} For all consistency models M in Figure 6, CM(ET_M) = CM(A_M).

The full proof is given in [46], where we define an \textit{intermediate} operational semantics on abstract executions parametrised by axioms, and each step corresponds to an atomic transaction. This is in contrast to [35] which defines a more fine-grained operational semantics.

\section{Applications}

We use our operational semantics to verify distributed protocols (Section 5.1) and prove invariants of transactional libraries (Section 5.2).

\subsection{Application: Verifying Database Protocols}

Kv-stores and client views faithfully abstract the state of geo-replicated and partitioned databases, and execution tests provide a powerful abstraction of the synchronisation mechanisms enforced by these databases when committing a transaction. This makes it possible to use our semantics to verify the correctness of distributed database protocols. We demonstrate this by showing that the replicated database, COPS [33], satisfies C_C. We refer the reader to [46] for the full details. In [46], we also apply the same method to verify that Clock-SI [21], a partitioned database, satisfies SI.

\textbf{COPS Protocol.} COPS is a fully replicated database, with each replica storing multiple versions of each key as shown in Figure 8a. Each COPS version \( \nu \) such as \((k_1, v_1, (t_1, r_1), \emptyset)\) in Figure 8a, contains a key \((k_1)\), a value \((v_1)\), a unique time-stamp \((t_1, r_1)\) denoting when a client first wrote the version to the replica, and a set of dependencies (\(\emptyset\)), written \text{deps}(\nu). The time-stamp associated with a version \( \nu \) has the form \((t, r)\), where \( r \) identifies the replica that committed \( \nu \), and \( t \) denotes the local time when \( r \) committed \( \nu \). Each dependency in \text{deps}(\nu) comprises a key and the time-stamp of the versions on which \( \nu \) directly depends. We define the DEP relation, \((t, r) \xrightarrow{\text{DEP}} (t', r')\), to denote that the version with time-stamp \((t, r)\) is included in the dependency set of the version with time-stamp \((t', r')\). COPS assumes a total order over replica identifiers. As such, versions can be totally ordered lexicographically.

The COPS API provides two operations:

1. \texttt{put}(k,v) for writing to a single key \( k \); and
2. \texttt{read}(K) for atomically reading from a set of keys \( K \).

Operations from a client are processed by a single replica. Each client maintains a context, which is a set of dependencies tracking the versions the client observes.

We demonstrate how a COPS client \( cl \) interacts with a replica through the following example: \( P_{\text{cops}} \triangleq cl : \text{put}(k_1, v_1) ; \text{read}([k_1, k_2]) \). For brevity, we assume that there are two keys, \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \), and two replicas, \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \), where \( r_1 < r_2 \) (Figure 8a). Initially, \( cl \) connects to replica \( r_1 \) and initialises its local context as \( ct_x = \emptyset \). To execute its first single-write transaction, \( cl \) requests to write \( v_1 \) to \( k_1 \) by sending the message \((k_1, v_1, ct_x)\) to its associated replica \( r_1 \) and awaits a reply. Upon receiving the message, \( r_1 \) produces a monotonically increasing local time \( t_1 \), and uses it to install a new version \( \nu = (k_1, v_1, (t_1, r_1), ct_x) \), as shown in Figure 8a. Note that the dependency set of \( \nu \) is the \( cl \) context \((ct_x = \emptyset)\). Replica \( r_1 \) then sends the time-stamp \((t_1, r_1)\) back to \( cl_1 \), and \( cl_1 \) in turn incorporates \((k_1, t_1, r_1)\) in its local
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Client cl1 commits a new version of $k_1$ with value $v_1$ to replica $r_1$; other clients commit versions to $r_2$. The new versions in $r_1$ and $r_2$ have not yet been synchronised.

Replica $r_1$ optimistically reads the newest versions for $k_1, k_2$, one by one, during which time it receives synchronisation messages from $r_2$.

Replica $r_1$ re-fetches a causally consistent snapshot for $k_1, k_2$ using the dependency sets.

---

**Figure 8** COPS protocol.

---

context, i.e. $cl$ observes its own write. Finally, $r_1$ propagates the written version to other replicas *asynchronously* by sending a *synchronisation message* using causal delivery: when a replica $r'$ receives a version $v'$ from another replica $r$, it waits for all $v'$ dependencies to arrive at $r'$, and then accepts $v'$. As such, the set of versions contained in each replica is closed with respect to the DEP relation. In the example above, when other replicas receive $v$ from $r_1$, they can immediately accept $v$ as $\text{deps}(v) = \emptyset$. Note that replicas may accept new versions from different clients in parallel.

To execute its second multi-read transaction, client $cl$ requests to read from the $k_1, k_2$ keys by sending the message $\{k_1, k_2\}$ to replica $r_1$ and awaits a reply. Upon receiving this message, $r_1$ builds a DEP-*closed snapshot* (a mapping from $\{k_1, k_2\}$ to values) in two phases as follows. First, $r_1$ *optimistically reads* the most recent versions for $k_1$ and $k_2$, *one at a time*. This process may be interleaved with other writes and synchronisation messages. For instance, Figure 8b depicts a scenario where $r_1$:

1. first reads $(k_1, v_1', (t_1, r_1), \emptyset)$ for $k_1$ (highlighted);
2. then receives two synchronisation messages from $r_2$, containing versions $(k_1, v'_1, (t_1, r_1), \emptyset)$ and $(k_2, v'_2, (t_2, r_2), \{(k_1, t_1, r_1)\})$; and
3. finally reads $(k_2, v'_2, (t_2, r_2), \{(k_1, t_1, r_2)\})$ for $k_2$ (highlighted).

As such, the current snapshot for $\{k_1, k_2\}$ is not DEP-*closed*: $(k_2, v'_2, (t_2, r_2), \{(k_1, t_1, r_2)\})$ depends on a $k_1$ version with time-stamp $(t_1, r_2)$ which is bigger than $(t_1, r_1)$ for $k_1$. To remedy this, after the first phase of optimistic reads, $r_1$ combines (unions) all dependency sets of the versions from the first phase as a re-fetch set, and uses it to re-fetch the most recent version of each key with the biggest time-stamp from the union of the re-fetch set and the versions from the first phase. For instance, in Figure 8c, replica $r_1$ re-fetches the newer version $(k_1, v'_1, (t_1, r_2), \emptyset)$ for $k_1$. Finally, the snapshot obtained after the second phase is sent to the client, where it is added to the client context. For their specific setting, Lloyd et al. [33] informally argue that the snapshot sent to the client is causally consistent. By contrast, in what follows we verify the COPS protocol with our general definition of $\mathbb{CC}$.

**COPS Verification.** We define an operational semantics for the COPS protocol, which uses fine-grained single reads and writes of a key. Using our semantics, we then show that COPS traces can be refined to traces in our semantics using $\mathbb{ET}_{\mathbb{CC}}$ in three steps:
The normalised COPS trace.

The reads in the re-fetch phase to the right towards the return step client and thus it suffices to show that the reads from the second re-fetch phase are atomic.

by multiple read transitions in the trace. For example, steps

produces Figures 8b and 8c is depicted in Figure 9a, stating that given client

a set of replicas, a set of client contexts and a program. For instance, the COPS trace that

reads the values in the snapshot and commits the transaction (e).

Recall that a multi-read transaction does not execute atomically in the replica, as captured by multiple read transitions in the trace. For example, steps $i$ and $i'$ in Figure 9a interleave the multi-read transaction of $cl$. Note that the optimistic reads are not observable by the client and thus it suffices to show that the reads from the second re-fetch phase are atomic.

To show this, we normalise the trace as follows. For each multi-read transaction, we move the reads in the re-fetch phase to the right towards the return step $e$, so that they are no longer interleaved by others. An example of a normalised trace is given in Figure 9b.
multi-read transaction, the re-fetch phase can only read a version committed before the p step. For example, in Figure 9a (top) the multi-read transaction of cl can only read versions in $\Theta_5$ and before. As such, normalising does not alter the returned versions of transactions. After normalisation, transactions in the resulting trace appear to execute atomically.

We next show that a normalised COPS trace can be refined to a trace in our operational semantics. To do this, we encode an abstract COPS state $\Theta$ as a configuration in our semantics (Figure 9c). We map all the COPS replicas to a single kv-store. The writer of a version in the kv-store is uniquely determined by the time-stamp of the corresponding COPS version, while the reader set is given by creating new transaction identifiers for the read-only transactions such as the identifier $t_{rd}$ in Figure 9c. For example, the COPS state in Figure 8a can be encoded as the kv-store depicted in Figure 9c. Since the context of a client cl identifies the set of COPS versions that cl sees, we can project COPS client contexts to our client views over kv-stores. For example, the contexts of cl before and after committing its second multi-read transaction in PCOPS is encoded as the client views depicted in Figure 9c.

We finally show that every step in the kv-store trace satisfies ETCC. Note that existing verification techniques [11, 16] require examining the entire sequence of operations of a protocol to show that it implements a consistency model. By contrast, we only need to look at how the state evolves after a single transaction is executed. In particular, we check the client views over the kv-store. Intuitively, we observe that when a COPS client cl executes a transaction then:

1. the cl context grows, and thus we obtain a more up-to-date view of the associated kv-store, i.e. $\text{vShift}_{\text{MR}}$ holds;
2. the cl context always includes the time-stamp of the versions written by itself, and thus the corresponding client view always includes the versions cl has written, i.e. $\text{vShift}_{\text{RYW}}$ holds and
3. the cl context is always closed to the relation DEP, which contains the relation $\text{SO} \cup \text{WR}_K$, i.e. $\text{closed}(K, u, R_{\text{CC}})$ holds.

We have thus demonstrated that COPS satisfies CC (see [46] for the full details).

5.2 Application: Invariant Properties of Transactional Libraries

With our operational semantics, we are able to prove invariant properties of kv-stores, such as: the robustness of the single counter library against PSI; the robustness of a multi-counter library (Section 2) and the well-known banking library [2] against SI; and the correctness of a lock library against UA and hence PSI, even though the lock library is not robust for these consistency models. The robustness of the multi-counter and banking library follow from a general proof of the robustness of the so-called WSI-safe libraries against WSI, and hence SI. Our robustness results are the first to be proved for client sessions, in contrast with static analysis techniques for checking robustness [7, 12, 14, 35] that did not support client sessions.

Single-counter Library: Robustness. A transactional library is a set of transactional operations, e.g. the counter library, $\text{Counter}(k) \triangleq \{\text{Inc}(k), \text{Read}(k)\}$, given in Section 2. Client programs of the transactional library can access the underlying kv-store using only the operations of the library. A transactional library is robust against an execution test ET if, for all client programs P of the library, the kv-stores $K$ obtained under ET can also be obtained under SER, i.e. given initial kv-store $K_0$, initial view environment $U_0$ and an arbitrary client environment $E$, for any reachable kv-store $K$ such that $(K_0, U_0, E), P \Rightarrow^*_{\text{ET}} (K, \_\_\_\_, \_\_\_\_\_\_),$ then $K \in \text{CM}(\text{SER})$. Our robustness results use the following theorem (Theorem 11) that a kv-stores obtained under a trace satisfies serialisability if and only if it contains no cycles.
Theorem 11. A kv-store \( K \in \text{CM(SER)} \) iff \((SO \cup WR_K \cup WW_K \cup RW_K)^+ \cap \text{Id} = \emptyset\).

Theorem 12. The single counter library, Counter \((k) \triangleq \{\text{Inc}(k), \text{Read}(k)\} \) given in Section 2, is robust against PSI.

Proof (sketch). In the single-counter library, Counter \((k)\), a client reads from \( k \) by calling \text{Read}(k), and writes to \( k \) by calling \text{Inc}(k) which first reads the value of \( k \) and subsequently increments it by one. As PSI enforces write-conflict freedom (UA), we know that if a transaction \( t \) updates \( k \) (via \text{Inc}(k)) and writes version \( \nu \) to \( k \), then it must have read the version of \( k \) immediately preceding \( \nu \): \( \forall t, i > 0, t = w(K(k, i)) \Rightarrow t \in rs(K(k, i-1)) \). Moreover, as PSI enforces monotonic reads (MR), the order in which clients observe the versions of \( k \) (via \text{Read}(k)) is consistent with the order of versions in \( K(k) \). As such, the invariant illustrated below always holds (i.e., the kv-store is always has the depicted shape), where \( \{t_i\}_{i=1}^{n} \) and \( \bigcup_{t_i=0} T_i \) denote disjoint sets of transactions calling \text{Inc}(k) and \text{Read}(k), respectively:

\[
(0, t_0, T_0) \cup \{t_1\} \colon (1, t_1, T_1) \cup \{t_2\} \colon \cdots \colon (n-1, t_{n-1}, T_{n-1}) \cup \{t_n\} \colon (n, t_n, T_n)
\]

We define the \( \rightarrow \) relation depicted above by extending the relation \( R \triangleq SO \cup \{(t, t') \mid \exists i. (t = t_i \land (t' = t_{i+1} \lor t' \in T_i)) \lor (t \in T_i \land t' = t_{i+1})) \) to a strict total order (i.e., a total, irreflexive and transitive relation). Note that \( \rightarrow \) contains \( SO \cup \text{WR}_K \cup \text{WW}_K \cup \text{RW}_K \) and thus \((SO \cup \text{WR}_K \cup \text{WW}_K \cup \text{RW}_K)^+ \) is irreflexive, i.e., Counter \((k)\) is robust against PSI. By contrast, a multi-counter library on a set of keys \( K \), Counter\((K)\) \( \triangleq \bigcup_{k \in K} \text{Counter}(k) \), is not robust against PSI. Recall from Section 2 that unlike in SER and SI, clients of the multi-counter library under PSI can observe the increments on different keys in different orders (see Figure 7g). Hence, the multi-counter library is not robust against PSI.

WSI-safe libraries: Robustness. Our next task is to show that the multi-counter library and the banking library from [2] are robust against SI. We do this by defining the notion of wsi-safe transactional libraries, and proving a general robustness result for such libraries against WSI, and thus SI. The proof of this general result uses the following two acyclic properties of kv-stores, where ET\( \tau \) is the most permissive execution test (Definition 9).

Theorem 13. Any kv-store \( K \in \text{CM(ET}\_\tau) \) satisfies \((SO \cup \text{WR}_K)^+ \cap \text{Id} = \emptyset\).

Proof (sketch). From the definition of CM (Definition 9) we know a kv-store \( K \in \text{CM(ET}\_\tau) \) must be reachable with a given program. This means that Theorem 13 can be seen as an invariant property. We prove it by induction on the length of a trace. For the base case, the initial kv-store \( K_0 \) trivially contains no cycles. For the inductive case, since local computation steps do not rely on the kv-store, let us focus on the case where the last transaction step has the form: \((K, U, E), P \xrightarrow{(t, u, E)} (K', U', E'), P'\), where \( K \) contains no \( R \triangleq (SO \cup \text{WR}_K) \) cycles by the inductive hypothesis. Let \( t \) be the new transaction in \( K' \). We then proceed by contradiction and assume that \( K' \) has a \( R \) cycle. As \( K \) contains no \( R \) cycles, this cycle must involve \( t \), i.e., \( t \xrightarrow{R} t_1 \xrightarrow{R} \cdots \xrightarrow{R} t_n \xrightarrow{R} t \), where \( t_1, \ldots, t_n \) are distinct. As \( t \) is the last transaction and \( t \notin K \), we cannot have \( t \xrightarrow{SO} t_1 \). Similarly, all versions written by \( t \) have empty reader sets, and thus we cannot have \( t \xrightarrow{RW\_K} t_1 \). This then leads to a contradiction as \( t \xrightarrow{SO \cup \text{WR}_K} t_1 \). Therefore, the new kv-store \( K' \) satisfies \((SO \cup \text{WR}_K)^+ \cap \text{Id} = \emptyset\).

Theorem 14. Any kv-store \( K \in \text{CM(ETCP)} \) satisfies \((SO \cup \text{WR}_K)^+ \cap \text{Id} = \emptyset\).
Proof (sketch). We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 13. For the inductive case, consider 
\((\mathcal{K}, \mathcal{U}, \mathcal{E}), P \xrightarrow{\text{(\text{UA}, \mathcal{L})}} (\mathcal{K}', \mathcal{U}', \mathcal{E}'), P'\)
where \(\mathcal{K}\) contains no \(R \triangleq (\text{SO} \cup \text{WR}_K)\) cycles by the inductive hypothesis. Let us then assume \(\mathcal{K}'\) has a \(R\) cycle which must include the-new-transaction \(t\). There are then two cases as follows where \(t_1, \ldots, t_n\) are distinct:

1. \(t \xrightarrow{R} t_1 \xrightarrow{R} \cdots \xrightarrow{R} t_n \xrightarrow{R} t\)

This cycle cannot exist as \(t\) is the last transaction in \(\mathcal{K}'\). More concretely, as in Theorem 13 we know we cannot have \(t \xrightarrow{\text{SO}} t_1 \) or \(t \xrightarrow{\text{WR}_K} t_1\). For analogous reasons, we cannot have \(t \xrightarrow{\text{SO}} t' \xrightarrow{\text{WR}_K} t_1\) or \(t \xrightarrow{\text{WR}_K} t' \xrightarrow{\text{WR}_K} t_1\), for some transaction \(t' \in \mathcal{K}\).

2. \(t_1 \xrightarrow{R} \cdots \xrightarrow{R} t_n \xrightarrow{\text{SO} \cup \text{WR}_K} t \xrightarrow{\text{WR}_K} t_1\)

From \(\text{ET}_{\mathcal{L}}\) the view \(u\) of \(t\) must contains all versions written by \(t_1, \ldots, t_n\). As such, we cannot have \(t \xrightarrow{\text{WR}_K} t_1\) as by \(\text{WR}_K\), we know \(u\) is behind the versions written by \(t_1\). ◀

Specific libraries [2, 5, 7] have been shown to be robust against \(\mathcal{S}\)I by individually checking all final results of all their client programs. By contrast, we identify the notion of a \(\text{WSI-safe}\) library and prove that such a library is robust against \(\mathcal{S}\)I, and hence \(\mathcal{S}\)I, by showing that the acyclic invariant given in Theorem 11 is preserved by each transition step.

Definition 15 (\(\text{WSI-safe}\)). A library is \(\text{WSI-safe}\) if and only if, for all its client programs \(P\) and all kv-stores \(K\), if \(K\) is obtained by executing \(P\) under \(\text{WSI}\), then for all \(t, k, i, i'\):

\[
\begin{align*}
t & \in \text{rs}(K(k, i)) \land t \neq w(K(k, i')) \Rightarrow \forall k', j, t \neq w(K(k', j)), \\
t & \neq t_0 \land t = w(K(k, i)) \Rightarrow \exists j, t \in \text{rs}(K(k, j)), \\
t & \neq t_0 \land t = w(K(k, i)) \land \exists k', j, j', t \in \text{rs}(K(k', j)) \Rightarrow t = w(K(k', j')).
\end{align*}
\]

That is, (1) if a transaction \(t\) reads from \(k\) but does not write to it, then \(t\) must be a read-only transaction; (2) if \(t\) writes to \(k\), then it must also read from it, a property known as \textit{no-blind writes}; and (3) if \(t\) writes to \(k\), then it must also write to all keys it reads from.

The read-only transactions, satisfying (1), can be reordered to be next to the write that they are reading. Their behaviour is, thus, serialisable in that the write they are reading is current. Under \(\text{WSI}\) and \(\mathcal{S}\)I transactions satisfying \textit{strict no-blind writes} (i.e., (2) and (3)) enforce a total order over transactions on a key, which is enough to obtain serialisable behaviour.

It is straightforward to see that the multi-counter library given in Section 2 is \(\text{WSI-safe}\); we will show that the banking example in [2] is \(\text{WSI-safe}\). The example in [7] is \(\text{WSI-safe}\). In [5], there are many examples of libraries that are shown to be robust against \(\mathcal{S}\)I: the smaller examples are \(\text{WSI-safe}\); the larger examples have not been checked.

Theorem 16 (\(\text{WSI robustness}\)). A \(\text{WSI-safe}\) library is robust against \(\mathcal{S}\)I.

Proof (sketch). Pick a \(\text{WSI-safe}\) library \(L\), a client program \(P\) of \(L\) and a kv-store \(K\) obtained from executing \(P\) under \(\text{WSI}\), i.e. \((\mathcal{K}_0, \mathcal{U}_0, \mathcal{E}), P \xrightarrow{\text{(\text{UA}, \mathcal{L})}} (\mathcal{K}, \mathcal{U}, \mathcal{E}, \mathcal{K}, \mathcal{U}, \mathcal{E}, \mathcal{K}, \mathcal{U}, \mathcal{E}, \mathcal{K}, \mathcal{U}, \mathcal{E})\) From Theorem 11 it suffices to prove that \((\text{SO} \cup \text{WR}_K)\) is acyclic. We proceed by contradiction. Let us assume there exists \(t_1\) such that \(t_1 \xrightarrow{\text{SO} \cup \text{WR}_K \cup \text{WW}_K} t_1\). From Theorem 13 we know \((\text{SO} \cup \text{WR}_K)^+\) is acyclic. Moreover, thanks to no-blind-writes in (2) and \(\text{UA}\), any \(\text{WW}_K\) on a key \(k\) can be replaced by \(\text{WR}_K^+(k)\), as illustrated in Figure 10a. As

---

\footnote{That is, for initial kv-store \(\mathcal{K}_0\), initial view environment \(\mathcal{U}_0\) and arbitrary client environment \(\mathcal{E}, (\mathcal{K}_0, \mathcal{U}_0), P \xrightarrow{\text{ET}_{\mathcal{L}}} (\mathcal{K}, \mathcal{U}, \mathcal{E}).\)

\footnote{From \(\text{UA}\), it is immediate that \(j = i - 1\).}
such, \((SO \cup WR_C)^+ \cup WW_C\) is acyclic and thus this cycle is of the form: \(t_1 \xrightarrow{R^*} \xrightarrow{RW} \xrightarrow{R^*} t_1\), where \(R \triangleq SO \cup WR \cup WW\). From (3) we know an \(RW_C(k_1)\) edge on a key \(k_1\) starting from a writing transaction \(t\) can be replaced by a \(WW\) edge, as illustrated in Figure 10b. Moreover, from (2) we know we can replace \(WW\) edges by \(WR^+\). We thus have: 
\[t_1 \xrightarrow{R^* \cup RW \cup \cdots \cup R^* \cup WR} t_1\], where \(R' \triangleq SO \cup WR\), i.e. \(t_1 \xrightarrow{(R' \cup RW')} t_1\). This, however, leads to a contradiction by Theorem 14.

Using Theorem 16, we can prove the robustness of the banking library in [2] against WSI, and hence SI. Alomari et al. [2] informally showed that this example is robust: they identified a notion of dangerous dependency between transactions which, they argued, can lead to violation of robustness of SI; and they argued that this banking example contains no such dangerous dependencies. The original banking example worked with a relational database with three tables \textit{account}, \textit{saving} and \textit{checking}. The account table maps customer names to customer IDs (\texttt{Account(Name,CID)}); the saving table maps customer IDs to their saving balances (\texttt{Saving(CID,Balance)}); and the checking table maps customer IDs to their checking balances (\texttt{Checking(CID,Balance)}). The balance of a saving account must be non-negative, but a checking account may have a negative balance.

For simplicity, we encode the saving and checking tables as a single \texttt{kv-store}, and omit the account table as it is an immutable lookup table. We model a customer ID as an integer \(n \in \mathbb{N}\), and assume that the balances are integer values. We then define the key associated with customer \(n\) in the checking table as \(n_c \triangleq 2n\), and define the key associated with \(n\) in the saving table as \(n_s \triangleq 2n+1\), i.e. \(KEY \triangleq \bigcup_{n \in \mathbb{N}} \{n_c, n_s\}\). Moreover, if \(n\) identifies a customer with \((_, n) \in \text{Account(Name,CID)}\), then \((n, \text{val}(K(n_c),\text{val}(K(n_s) - 1))) \in \text{Saving(CID,Balance)}\) and \((n, \text{val}(K(n_c),\text{val}(K(n_s) - 1))) \in \text{Checking(CID,Balance)}\).

The banking library provides five transactional operations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{balance}(n) & \triangleq [x := [n_s]; \ y := [n_s]; \ \text{ret} := x + y] \\
\text{depositCheck}(n, v) & \triangleq [\text{if}(v \geq 0)\{x := [n_s]; \ [n_s] := x + v\}] \\
\text{transactSaving}(n, v) & \triangleq [x := [n_s]; \ \text{if}(v + x \geq 0)\{[n_s] := x + v\}] \\
\text{amalgamate}(n, n') & \triangleq [x := [n_s]; \ y := [n_c]; \ z := [n'_c]; \\
& \quad \quad [n_s] := 0; \ [n_c] := 0; \ [n'_c] := x + y + z] \\
\text{writeCheck}(n, v) & \triangleq [x := [n_s]; \ y := [n_c]; \\
& \quad \quad \text{if}(v > 0 \& \& x + y < v)\{[n_s] := y - v - 1\} \\
& \quad \quad \text{else}\{[n_s] := y - v\} \quad [n_c] := x]
\end{align*}
\]

The \texttt{balance(n)} operation returns the total balance of customer \(n\) in \(\text{ret}\). The \texttt{depositCheck} \((n, v)\) deposits \(v\) to the checking account of customer \(n\) when \(v\) is non-negative, otherwise it leaves the checking account unchanged. When \(v \geq 0\), \texttt{transactSaving(n,v)} deposits \(v\) to the saving account of \(n\). When \(v < 0\), \texttt{transactSaving(n,v)} withdraws \(v\) from the saving account of \(n\) only if the resulting balance is non-negative, otherwise the saving account remains unchanged. The \texttt{amalgamate(n,n')} operation moves the combined checking and
saving balance of customer \( n \) to the checking account of customer \( n' \). Lastly, \( \text{writeCheck}(n, v) \) cashes a cheque of customer \( n \) in the amount \( v \) by deducting \( v \) from its checking account. If \( n \) does not hold sufficient funds (i.e. the combined checking and saving balance is less than \( v \)), customer \( n \) is penalised by deducting one additional pound. In [2], the authors argue that to make this library robust against \( \text{SI} \), the \( \text{writeCheck}(n, v) \) operation must be strengthened by writing back the saving account balance (via [\( n_{s} \) := \( x \)]), even though this is unchanged.

The banking library is more complex than the multi-counter library. Nevertheless, all banking transactions are either read-only or satisfy the no-blind writes property. Hence, the banking library is \( \text{WSI} \)-safe, and so robust against \( \text{WSI} \) and \( \text{SI} \).

**Lock Library: Mutual-exclusion Guarantee.** Finally, we demonstrate that, although a distributed lock library is not robust against \( \text{UA} \), we can nevertheless prove an invariant property stating that only one client can hold the lock at a given time, thus establishing a mutual exclusion guarantee. The distributed lock library provides the following operations on a key \( k \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tryLock}(k) & \triangleq [x := [k]; \text{if}(x = 0)\{[k] := \text{ClientID}; m := \text{true}\}\text{else}\{m := \text{false}\}] \\
\text{lock}(k) & \triangleq \{\text{tryLock}(k)\} \text{until}(m = \text{false}) \\
\text{unlock}(k) & \triangleq [[k] := 0]
\end{align*}
\]

The \( \text{tryLock} \) operation reads the \( k \) value; if the value is zero (i.e. the lock is available), then it sets it to the client ID and returns \text{true}; otherwise it leaves it unchanged and returns \text{false}. The \( \text{lock} \) operation calls \( \text{tryLock} \) until it successfully acquires the lock. The \( \text{unlock} \) operation simply set the \( k \) value to zero.

Consider the program \( P_{LX} \) where clients \( cl \) and \( cl' \) compete to acquire the lock \( k \):

\[
P_{LX} \triangleq (cl : (\text{lock}(k); \ldots; \text{unlock}(k))^* \parallel cl' : (\text{lock}(k); \ldots; \text{unlock}(k))^*)
\]

The locking program in \( P_{LX} \) is correct, in that only one client can hold the lock at a time, when executed under serialisability. Since all the operations are trivially \( \text{WSI} \)-safe, \( P_{LX} \) is robust and hence correct under \( \text{WSI} \) as well as stronger models such as \( \text{SI} \). However, \( P_{LX} \) is not robust under \( \text{UA} \) or \( \text{PSI} \): \( \text{lock} \) may read an old value of key \( k \) until it reads its most up-to-date value and acquires it. Nevertheless, we show that \( P_{LX} \) is correct under \( \text{UA} \) (and hence \( \text{PSI} \)) in that it satisfies a mutual exclusion guarantee where only one client can hold the lock at a time. We capture this guarantee by the following invariant, stating that for all positive \( i \) (\( i > 0 \)):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{val}(\mathcal{K}(k, i)) \neq 0 & \iff \text{val}(\mathcal{K}(k, i - 1)) = 0 \\
\text{val}(\mathcal{K}(k, i)) = 0 & \Rightarrow w(\mathcal{K}(k, i)) = w(\mathcal{K}(k, i - 1))
\end{align*}
\]

It is straightforward to show that, under \( \text{UA} \), only one client can hold the lock (4), and the same client releases the lock (5). Assume a kv-store \( \mathcal{K} \) satisfies this invariant. Given the lock program in \( P_{LX} \), if the latest value of \( k \) is 0, then all clients are competing to acquire \( k \), and thanks to \( \text{UA} \) only a client \( cl \) with full view of \( k \) can install a new version with its unique client ID. This will stop other clients from acquiring \( k \) as the latest value is now non-zero.

Subsequently, when \( cl \) executes its next transaction, i.e. \( \text{unlock}(k) \), it releases the lock and installs a new version with value zero.

**Invariants vs. Execution Graphs.** We have demonstrated how invariant properties of transactional libraries can be used to prove their robustness, as well as library-specific guarantees such as mutual exclusion. Although existing work can establish the robustness of
a library using execution graphs (e.g. dependency graphs of [1]), they typically do this by checking the final results of all its client programs. By contrast, thanks to our operational model, we achieve this by establishing an invariant property at each execution step, thus allowing a simpler, more compositional proof. Moreover, whilst it is straightforward for us to prove library-specific guarantees (e.g. mutual exclusion for locks) by simply encoding them as an invariant of the library, establishing such properties using execution graphs is much more difficult. This is because execution graphs do not directly record the library state and merely record the execution shape, thus making it harder to reason about such guarantees.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have introduced an interleaving operational semantics for describing the client-observable behaviour of atomic transactions over distributed kv-stores, using abstract states comprising global, centralised kv-stores, partial client views, and transition steps parametrised by an execution test which directly captures when a transaction is able to commit on a state. Using these execution tests, we provide a general definition of consistency model and provide example instantiations including CC, PSI, SI and SER. In [46], we prove that our definitions are equivalent to the existing definitions in the literature that use execution graphs [11].

We have used our semantics to verify that protocols of real-world distributed databases satisfy particular consistency models, e.g. that the replicated database COPS [33] satisfies CC, and the partitioned database Clock-SI [21] satisfies SI. These results contrast with those of [21, 33], which justify the correctness of implementations using consistency model definitions that are specific to the implementations. We have also proved several invariant properties for clients, showing that the clients of several libraries (single-counter, multi-counter and banking libraries) are robust against the appropriate models, and showing that certain clients of a lock library satisfy a mutual exclusion property under PSI, even though they are not robust against PSI. We thus believe that our semantics provides an interesting abstract interface between distributed implementations and clients. We plan to validate further the usefulness of our semantics by verifying other well-known protocols of distributed databases [4, 30, 34, 43], exploring robustness results for OLTP workloads such as TPC-C [44] and RUBiS [39], and exploring other program analysis techniques such as transaction chopping [13, 41], invariant checking [24, 47] and program logics [27]. We also plan to develop tools to generate litmus tests for implementations and to analyse client programs.

Our work assumes the snapshot property and the last-write-wins policy, common assumptions in real-world distributed databases. Under these assumptions, we are not aware of a consistency model that we cannot express using our semantics. There are consistency models that do not satisfy these assumptions, e.g. read committed [4] captured in [16]. In future, we will explore whether it is possible to weaken our assumptions to express such weak consistency models. This might be possible by introducing “promises” in the style of [28].

There are many resonances between the high-level behaviour of distributed systems and the low-level behaviour of weak memory. Indeed, our partial client views were inspired by the views of the “promising” C11 semantics in [28]. In future, we plan to explore whether our semantics of atomic transactions can be loosened to describe the more fine-grained behaviour of transactions on weak memory [38, 15]. We are also interested in the work of Doherty et al. [20], describing an operational semantics and a program logic for the release-acquire (RA) fragment of C11, which, interestingly, is based on dependency graphs. We believe that we can adapt our semantics to model the RA fragment, using simple read-write primitives rather than atomic transactions and a variant of our definition of causal consistency.
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Abstract
We describe our experience over the last 18 months on a compiler testing technology transfer project: taking the GraphicsFuzz research project on randomized metamorphic testing of graphics shader compilers, and building the necessary tooling around it to provide a highly automated process for improving the Khronos Vulkan Conformance Test Suite (CTS) with test cases that expose fuzzer-found compiler bugs, or that plug gaps in test coverage. We present this tooling for test automation – gfauto – in detail, as well as our use of differential coverage and test case reduction as a method for automatically synthesizing tests that fill coverage gaps. We explain the value that GraphicsFuzz has provided in automatically testing the ecosystem of tools for transforming, optimizing and validating Vulkan shaders, and the challenges faced when testing a tool ecosystem rather than a single tool. We discuss practical issues associated with putting automated metamorphic testing into production, related to test case validity, bug de-duplication and floating-point precision, and provide illustrative examples of bugs found during our work.
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1 Introduction

Graphics processing units (GPUs) provide hardware-accelerated graphics in many scenarios, such as 3D and 2D games, applications, web browsers, and operating system user interfaces. To utilize GPUs, developers must use a graphics programming API, such as OpenGL, Direct3D, Metal or Vulkan, and write shader programs that execute on the GPU in an embarrassingly parallel manner. Shaders are written in a shading language such as GLSL, HLSL, MetalSL, or SPIR-V (associated with the OpenGL, Direct3D, Metal and Vulkan APIs, respectively), and are usually portable enough to run on many different GPU models. A graphics driver contains one or more shader compilers to translate shaders from portable shading languages to machine code specific to the system’s GPU.
Putting Randomized Compiler Testing into Production

Functional defects in graphics shader compilers can have serious consequences. Clearly, as with any bug in any application, it is undesirable if a mis-compiled graphics shader causes unintended visual effects. Furthermore, since shaders are compiled at runtime (because the GPU and driver that will be present when an application executes is not known at the application’s compile time), a shader compiler crash can lead to an overall application crash. Additionally, developers cannot feasibly test for or workaround these issues, as the driver version that crashes may not have even been written at the time of application development. Worse still, because the graphics driver usually drives the whole system’s display, if a shader compiler defect leads to the state of the driver being corrupted, the entire system may become unstable. This can lead to device freezes and reboots, display corruption and information leakage; see [15] for a discussion of some examples, including information leak bugs in iOS [2] (CVE-2017-2424) and Chrome [5] caused by GPU driver bugs, and an NVIDIA machine freeze [38] (CVE-2017-6259).

One way to provide a degree of graphics driver quality – and shader compiler quality in particular – is via standardized test suites. An example is the Khronos Vulkan Conformance Test Suite (Vulkan CTS, or just CTS for short) [25]. This is a large set of functional tests for implementations of the Vulkan graphics API. The Khronos Group, who define various standards and APIs including Vulkan, requires a Vulkan implementation (such as a GPU driver and its associated GPU hardware) to demonstrate that they pass the Vulkan CTS tests in order for the vendor to use the official Vulkan branding. Google’s Android Compatibility Test Suite incorporates the Vulkan CTS, so that Android devices that provide Vulkan capabilities must include drivers that pass the Vulkan CTS. Improving the quality and thoroughness of the Vulkan CTS is thus an indirect method for improving the quality of Vulkan graphics drivers in general, and on Android in particular.

GraphicsFuzz (originally called GLFuzz) [16, 15] is a technique and tool chain for automatically finding crash and miscompilation bugs in shader compilers using metamorphic testing [9, 42]. Whenever GraphicsFuzz synthesizes a test that exposes a bug in a conformant Vulkan driver, this demonstrates a gap in the Vulkan CTS: the driver has passed the conformance test suite despite exhibiting this bug. If GraphicsFuzz synthesizes a test that covers a part of a conformant driver’s source code, but the driver does not crash, and the code is not covered by any existing CTS tests, then this also exposes a CTS gap (albeit arguably a less severe one): it demonstrates that part of the driver’s source code can be covered but is not covered by the CTS; bugs that creep into such code in the future would not be caught.

In this experience report we describe our activities at Google over the last 18 months putting the GraphicsFuzz tool chain into production, with the aim of improving implementations of the Vulkan API. We have set up a process whereby the randomized metamorphic testing capabilities of GraphicsFuzz are used to find tests that expose driver bugs or CTS coverage gaps, shrink such tests down to small examples that are simple enough for humans to read and debug, and package the resulting tests into a form whereby they are almost completely ready to be added to the Vulkan CTS. So far, this has led to 122 tests that exposed driver and tooling bugs and 113 that exposed driver coverage gaps being added to CTS. The bugs affect a range of mobile and desktop drivers, as well as tools in the SPIR-V ecosystem. Our contribution of CTS tests that expose them means that future conformant Vulkan drivers cannot exhibit them (at least not in a form that causes these tests to fail).

We start by presenting relevant background on graphics programming APIs, shader processing tools, the Vulkan CTS, and the GraphicsFuzz testing approach (§2). We then describe how we set up a pathway for incorporating tests that expose bugs found by GraphicsFuzz into the CTS, and various practical issues we had to solve to ensure valid
tests (§3). With this pathway in place we were empowered to build a fuzzing framework, \texttt{gfauto}, for running \texttt{GraphicsFuzz} against a range of drivers and shader processing tools, automatically shrinking tests that find bugs and getting them into a near-CTS-ready form (§4). To aid in finding coverage gaps, we have built tooling for \textit{differential} coverage analysis; we describe how – by treating coverage gaps as bugs – \texttt{gfauto} can be used to synthesize tests that expose such gaps in a highly automatic fashion (§5). A strength of \texttt{GraphicsFuzz} is that it facilitates testing not only vendor graphics drivers, but also a variety of translation, optimization and validation tools that are part of the Vulkan ecosystem. We explain how this also presents a challenge: it can be difficult to determine which component of the ecosystem is responsible for a bug (§6). Throughout, we provide illustrative examples of noteworthy bugs and tests found and generated by our approach, including bugs that affect core infrastructure (such as LLVM), bugs that affect multiple tools simultaneously, and bugs for which the responsible tool is non-trivial to identify. We conclude by discussing related (§7) and future (§8) work.

\textbf{Main takeaways.} We hope this report is simply interesting for researchers and practitioners to read as an example of successful technology transfer of research ideas to industrial practice. In addition, we believe the following aspects could provide inspiration for follow-on research:

- The pros and cons of fuzzing a low level language via a program generator for a higher level language and a suite of translation and optimization tools, including the problem of how to determine \textit{where} in a tool chain a fault has occurred (§3.1 and §6);
- The need for image differencing algorithms that are well-suited to tolerating the degree of variation we expect from graphics shaders due to floating-point precision (§3.4);
- Threats to test validity caused by undefined behavior, long-running loops and floating-point precision, where more advanced program analyses have the potential to be applied (§3.5);
- The difficulty of correctly maintaining a test case generator and a corresponding test case reducer, especially when test case reduction needs to be semantics-preserving (also §3.5)
- The challenge of de-duplicating bugs that do not exhibit distinguished characteristics, such as wrong image bugs and message-free compile and link errors (§4.2);
- The idea of using differential coverage analysis and test case reduction to fill coverage gaps (§5), and the challenge of going beyond synthesizing tests that trivially cover new code to tests that are also equipped with meaningful oracles (§5.4 specifically).

\textbf{Open sourcing.} Our extensions to the \texttt{GraphicsFuzz} tool, the new \texttt{gfauto} tool, and our infrastructure for differential code coverage, are open source.\footnote{https://github.com/google/graphicsfuzz} The tests we have contributed to Vulkan CTS are also open source.\footnote{https://github.com/KhronosGroup/VK-GL-CTS/tree/master/external/vulkancts/data/vulkan/amber/graphicsfuzz}

2 Background

\textbf{2.1 The GLSL and SPIR-V Shading Languages}

\textbf{GLSL.} The OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) \cite{22} is the main shading language in the OpenGL graphics API \cite{41} (analogous to HLSL and the Direct3D API). It is used for rendering hardware-accelerated 2D and 3D graphics. OpenGL ES \cite{32}, and its associated
precision highp float;
layout(location = 0) out vec4 _GLF_color;

void main()
{
    vec2 a = vec2(1.0);
    vec4 b = vec4(1.0);
    pow(vec4(a, vec2(1.0)), b);
    // Added manually to ensure that the shader writes red
    _GLF_color = vec4(1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0);
}

Figure 1 A reduced GLSL ES fragment shader that, after translation to SPIR-V, triggered a bug leading to a crash in the GPU shader compiler for a popular Android device.

shading language GLSL ES [43], is a subset of the OpenGL API supported by mobile devices, including Android devices. We focus on the GLSL ES shading language version 3.10 and later, and henceforth drop the ES suffix and version number for brevity. Figure 1 shows an example of a GLSL fragment shader (also known as a pixel shader in Direct3D). The code is C-like, but with some additional features useful for graphics programming. The code in main is conceptually executed \( n \) times on the GPU for each of the \( n \) pixels rendered into a framebuffer (which stores the image) using the shader. The precision highp float; line causes all subsequent floating-point values to be represented with 32 bits of precision by default (lower precision can be specified via the medium and lowp qualifiers on a per-variable basis). Note that main has no parameters and a void return type; in GLSL, inputs and outputs to the shader are instead expressed using special global variables. Global variable _GLF_color is an output variable into which the fragment shader writes the RGBA colour value that will be rendered at the pixel coordinate for which the shader is running. The vec2 and vec4 types are built-in float vector types (with 2 and 4 float components respectively). The vector constructor form that takes one floating-point value (e.g. vec2(1.0)) creates a vector with all components set to that value. A vector constructor can also take a combination of vectors and/or scalars (e.g. vec4(a, vec2(1.0))) to construct a vector made up of each component in order, as long as the total number of components matches the vector type. The pow(x,y) function yields an approximation of \( x^y \), and is an example of one of the many built-in math functions provided in GLSL. The example of Figure 1 was minimized with the aim of reproducing a shader compiler crash bug (discussed further as Example 1 below), and is not representative of a practically useful graphics shader: the main function performs some redundant computation and then writes the colour red (vec4(1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0)) to the output colour variable. Thus, every pixel rendered by this shader will be red.

Shaders can also define uniform global variables (not shown in the example), using the uniform keyword. These are shader inputs that yield the same value for every pixel being shaded during a single shader invocation. For example, a uniform declaration uniform float time; could be used to pass a representation of the current time into a shader, allowing it to produce a time-varying visual effect.

---

3 Strictly, OpenGL ES is not quite a subset of OpenGL: over time it has evolved with some features that have been deemed specifically important for mobile platforms.
4 The _GLF prefix comes from the fact that the tool was originally called GLFuzz. This prefix is used as a default for any special variable, function or macro names used by GraphicsFuzz.
SPIR-V. In comparison to OpenGL, Vulkan [20] is a newer, lower-level graphics API. It is widely supported by modern desktop GPUs, as well as being available on newer Android devices. Standard, Portable Intermediate Representation - V (SPIR-V; the “V” does not stand for anything) is the Vulkan shading language [23]. Unlike GLSL, SPIR-V was designed as an intermediate representation to be stored in a binary form, and thus is not usually written directly by programmers. Instead, programmers write their shaders in a higher-level language like GLSL or HLSL, and use a tool to compile the shaders into SPIR-V. SPIR-V modules use static single assignment (SSA) form [12], including the use of Phi instructions [12], and functions contain blocks with branches.

2.2 The SPIR-V Tooling Ecosystem

Figure 2 summarizes various open source tools for analyzing and transforming SPIR-V shaders, and translating to and from SPIR-V.

As mentioned in §2.1, most shaders are written in high level languages such as GLSL and HLSL and translated to SPIR-V. For example, glslang [24] and DXC [37] can compile GLSL and HLSL, respectively, to SPIR-V. A binary SPIR-V shader can be loaded by the Vulkan API and executed as part of a graphics pipeline on a GPU device. Google provides a software implementation of Vulkan, SwiftShader [18], which allows Vulkan applications (including their SPIR-V shaders) to be executed in the absence of Vulkan-capable hardware. This is useful to bring Vulkan support to old devices, as a fall-back renderer if a GPU driver goes into an unstable state, and as a “second opinion” for GPU driver writers.

The code generated by front-ends such as glslang and DXC is not typically optimized. In fact glslang deliberately performs as straightforward a syntax-directed translation of a GLSL shader as possible. The spir-opt tool, part of the Khronos SPIR-V-Tools framework [27], implements many target-agnostic optimizations as SPIRV-V-to-SPIR-V passes.

The philosophy of the Vulkan API is to allow drivers to assume that the Vulkan workloads with which they are presented are valid, pushing the onus of validation to the application. In support of this, the spir-val tool (also part of the SPIR-V tools framework), checks whether a SPIR-V shader obeys the (many) rules mandated by the SPIR-V specification [23]. The spir-dis and spir-as disassembler and assembler (again, part of SPIR-V-Tools) allow a shader to be translated into text format and back, which is useful for debugging.

Finally, the spir-cross tool [28] allows SPIR-V to be translated into various shading languages including GLSL, HLSL and Apple’s Metal shading language (MetalSL, not shown in the figure). Translation to these higher-level languages can help in understanding the
intended behavior of a SPIR-V shader, and the SPIR-V-to-MetalSL pathway is used by the MoltenVK project, which provides an implementation of most of Vulkan on top of Apple’s Metal graphics API [26].

2.3 The Vulkan Conformance Test Suite

The Khronos Vulkan Conformance Test Suite (Vulkan CTS) [25] is a set of tests for the Vulkan API. In theory, every part of the Vulkan specification should have one or more corresponding tests in the Vulkan CTS. Each test should invoke the relevant Vulkan API functions to check that a Vulkan implementation conforms to the Vulkan specification. Indeed, the Vulkan CTS mostly consists of a set of functional tests (there are over 550,000 Vulkan CTS tests at the time of writing) that attempt to test features in isolation. The Vulkan CTS is part of the larger Khronos Conformance Test Suite called dEQP (drawElements Quality Program\(^5\)) that additionally contains tests for OpenGL ES and EGL.

Any implementation of Vulkan (including any Vulkan graphics driver with its associated GPUs) must pass the Vulkan CTS (and upload the results to Khronos for peer review) before the Vulkan name or logo can be used in association with the implementation. Thus, the Vulkan CTS sets a minimum quality standard for every conformant Vulkan implementation. Of course, the test suite is also extremely useful during development of a Vulkan driver; as with most test suites, it can be used to identify bugs and regressions, and to measure progress towards becoming a conformant implementation. The OpenGL ES and EGL test suite is similarly used as part of the conformance process for those APIs, and as a useful aid during driver development. The dEQP test suite is included in the Android Compatibility Test Suite (Android CTS), which is an even larger test suite for Android devices. Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) will typically customize the Android OS for a given device, but these Android implementations must still pass the Android CTS to be deemed “compatible”. Thus, the Vulkan CTS also sets a minimum quality standard for Vulkan on every compatible Android device, which can have a large impact on the Android ecosystem.

Vulkan CTS development is mostly done by Khronos members, although anybody can contribute. New tests are reviewed by GPU vendors before being accepted. Tests need to be deterministic, and clear enough to allow debugging of Vulkan implementations if a test fails.

2.4 Metamorphic Compiler Testing Using GraphicsFuzz

The GraphicsFuzz tool originated from a research project at Imperial College London, and formed the basis of a spin-out company, GraphicsFuzz Ltd., founded by the authors of this paper, which Google acquired during 2018.

Figure 3 gives an overview of the GraphicsFuzz approach to testing shader compilers. It starts with an existing reference shader which, after being compiled by the shader compiler embedded in the GPU driver and executed on the GPU hardware, leads to a given reference image. A classic way to test a GPU driver would be to compare this resulting image to what a reference implementation of the graphics API would produce. However, graphics API are purposefully relaxed to let GPU vendors reach very high performance through aggressive optimizations, such that there are various images that can be deemed acceptable. It is currently not possible, and not desirable for GPU vendors, to agree on a strict reference implementation that would serve as a test oracle.

\(^5\) dEQP was a commercial product developed by the drawElements company. Google acquired drawElements in 2014 and donated the dEQP test suite to Khronos, where it is now open source.
Inspired by the equivalence modulo inputs method for testing C compilers [31], GraphicsFuzz works around this lack of oracle by using metamorphic testing [9, 42]: here the GPU input (shader) is transformed in a way that should not change its output (image). In practice, the glsl-fuzz tool applies semantics-preserving transformations to the reference shader source code to obtain a family of variant shaders. As a very simple example, one can add zero to an existing integer operation, \( \text{int } x = y + 0 \): this source code change should not impact the program behavior. The glsl-fuzz tool contains many such semantics-preserving transformations [15], including: arithmetic operations (such as adding zero, multiplying by one, etc), boolean operations (e.g. \( \text{bool } b = x \&\& \text{true} \)), dead code injection (adding valid yet unreachable code, e.g. wrapped inside an \( \text{if (false) } \{ \ldots \} \)), live code injection (adding code that will be executed while making sure to save and restore all variables affected by it, e.g. \( \{ t = x; x = \text{foo}(x); x = t; \} \)), control flow wrapping (e.g. wrapping existing code in a single-iteration loop \( \text{do } \{ \ldots \} \text{ while(false)} \)), packing scalar data into composite data types (such as structs and vectors), and outlining expressions into functions. Some of the values used in these transformations, such as zero, one, true and false, are obtained via program inputs whose value is guaranteed at execution time, but unknown at compilation time. This is to make sure compilers cannot trivially remove some transformations, e.g. by statically detecting dead code injections to be unreachable.

Care is required when applying these transformations to ensure that program semantics are preserved. For instance, one cannot wrap some code in a single-iteration loop if this code contains a top-level \text{break} statement: the \text{break} would now apply to the newly-introduced loop, rather than to the original loop or switch statement in which it originally appeared.

Each variant shader is syntactically distinct from the reference, yet has the same semantics (modulo floating-point error). It may thus exercise a different path in the shader compiler but should still lead to a visually similar image being rendered, so long as the reference shader is sufficiently numerically stable. This is illustrated by the top, blue variant shader line in Figure 3. However, some variants may lead to significantly different images, or a driver crash, which are symptoms of bugs, most likely in the shader compiler but also potentially in other parts of the driver or GPU hardware. These are illustrated by the lower two orange variant shader lines in Figure 3. For a given GPU, we cannot know what to expect as a reference image, but we do expect variants to lead to an extremely similar image.

Semantics-preserving transformations are used in other contexts, e.g. compiler optimizations and code obfuscation tools modifying a program representation while keeping the same behavior. Code refactoring, when understood as improving the program structure while keeping the same functional features, can also be considered as a semantics-preserving
transformation at a bigger scale than the transformations used in glsl-fuzz. For our testing purpose, we are interested in any kind of semantics-preserving transformation that may potentially have interesting effects on how the shader is processed by the GPU.

Although a bug-inducing variant can be used as a starting point for debugging, its source code is often barely understandable by a human because of the hundreds of transformations that have been applied to it. To ease debugging, the glsl-reduce tool progressively shrinks the variant source code while making sure that the bug is still triggered.

There are two reduction modes:

**Semantics-preserving reduction.** For shader miscompilation bugs leading to wrong images, glsl-reduce performs *semantics-preserving reduction* by removing the glsl-fuzz transformations in a way that still preserves semantics. This typically leads to a variant that differs from its reference only by a handful of transformations necessary to trigger the wrong image bug. The pair of semantically identical shaders is useful as a debugging starting point.

**Semantics-changing reduction.** For bugs leading to a driver crash, glsl-reduce performs *semantics-changing reduction* by removing source code, the only requirement being to keep it statically valid (which includes being syntactically valid and well-typed). No valid shader should not cause a driver crash, so there is no need to keep a semantic equivalence with the reference shader. Semantics-changing reductions can lead to very short crash-inducing shaders (e.g. Figure 1), which are useful for debugging and as regression test cases.

## 3 Integrating GraphicsFuzz Tests With Vulkan CTS

As described in §2.4, the GraphicsFuzz tool was originally designed to find bugs in OpenGL and OpenGL ES drivers by transforming shaders written in the GLSL shading language. However, our interest is in making shader compilers for the more modern Vulkan API as reliable as possible by improving the Vulkan CTS, and Vulkan uses SPIR-V as its shading language (see §2.1). We explain the process we used to allow GLSL-based fuzzing of SPIR-V shader compilers via translation (§3.1). We explain why we did not opt for embedding the fuzzer inside CTS, or directly contributing large numbers of fuzzer-generated tests, instead preferring to add tests that are known to expose shader compiler bugs (§3.2). We then describe how we paved the way for tests that expose crash and wrong image bugs to be added to CTS (§3.3 and §3.4, respectively).
3.1 Fuzzing SPIR-V Compilers via GLSL Shaders

In order to target SPIR-V shader compilers with a tool that operates on GLSL, we leverage the glslang translator, which takes GLSL as input and has a SPIR-V back-end. By design, glslang performs a very straightforward translation from GLSL to SPIR-V, performing no optimization beyond some basic constant folding and elimination of functions that are never invoked. As a result, the SPIR-V that glslang emits is rather basic (e.g., it rarely exhibits uses of Phi instructions). While it is vital that SPIR-V shader compilers correctly handle this “vanilla” SPIR-V, we are also interested in testing their support for more interesting SPIR-V features. Towards this aim, we optionally invoke the spirv-opt tool on the SPIR-V that glslang generates, with its -O flag (optimize for speed), its -Os flag (optimize for size), or a random selection of its finer-grained flags (which include things like --ssa-rewrite, which changes variable uses to register uses, and can add Phi instructions, and --eliminate-dead-inserts, which avoids unnecessary insertions of data into composite structures).

This use of glslang and spirv-opt allows us to perform metamorphic fuzzing at the GLSL level to generate a variant from a reference, send both the variant and reference through glslang to turn them into SPIR-V, and then (optionally, and at random) transform the variant using a configuration of spirv-opt. The resulting SPIR-V shaders can then be compiled and executed on a Vulkan driver, and the results they compute can be compared. This process is illustrated graphically in Figure 4. This translation-based approach allows us to also find bugs in glslang and spirv-opt, which benefits the Vulkan ecosystem. However, as discussed further in §6, it can be hard to determine—in the case of wrong image bugs—which of these tools or the driver’s shader compiler has miscompiled.

Making shaders “Vulkan-friendly”. Unlike in GLSL, where a global variable of almost any type can be declared as uniform (see §2.1), SPIR-V requires that every uniform is declared as a field of a structure called a uniform block, with the whole structure being declared to be uniform. The number of uniform blocks allowed in a SPIR-V module is implementation-dependent. GLSL has been updated with “Vulkan-friendly features” to allow uniforms to be presented in this way, and glslang will only compile Vulkan-friendly shaders into SPIR-V. We thus wrote a simple pass to turn a standard GLSL shader into Vulkan-friendly form. For simplicity of implementation we approached this by placing each original uniform variable in its own (single-field) uniform block. Our pass limits the number of such blocks to 10, as we have not encountered a Vulkan implementation that supports fewer than 10 uniform blocks, and none of the reference shaders we currently use for testing feature more than 10 uniforms. When glsl-fuzz generates a variant shader with more than 10 uniforms (due to injecting code from other shaders), our Vulkan preparation pass demotes superfluous uniforms to standard global variables initialized to concrete values.

3.2 Argument for Not Running Fuzzing in CTS

We briefly considered pitching to Khronos the idea of running GraphicsFuzz as part of running CTS, so that to pass CTS a driver would have to pass all of the regular tests, and additionally survive running a certain number of GraphicsFuzz-generated tests unscathed. We quickly dismissed this idea because it is important to GPU driver makers that qualifying as Vulkan-conformant involves passing a fixed number of tests that run in a deterministic fashion. However much enthusiasm driver makers have for randomized testing as a way to discover bugs, it is understandable that there is little appetite for a conformance test suite that exhibits randomization.
Another issue with embedding GraphicsFuzz in CTS is that inevitable defects in GraphicsFuzz (such as generating a variant shader that turns out not to be semantically equivalent to the reference shader) would manifest as a driver failing to pass CTS.

An alternative to actually running GraphicsFuzz in CTS would be to generate a reasonably large set of shaders – e.g. 1000 shaders – and contribute them as CTS tests. We also quickly decided against this strategy for a few reasons. First, the intended behavior of a CTS test should be feasible for a Vulkan expert to understand. The generated variant shaders are large (in order to maximize the probability of finding a bug), and not feasible for humans to realistically comprehend in isolation; the reducer, glsl-reduce, is essential in shrinking a bug-inducing variant to a comprehensible form. Furthermore, 1000 large randomized shaders would be a substantial addition to CTS in terms of the test suite’s runtime, but is not a large enough number of tests to run with the expectation of thoroughly testing a shader compiler.

We opted instead for setting up a continuous fuzzing process whereby we could use GraphicsFuzz to find bugs that affect current shader compilers, use glsl-reduce to shrink the associated tests down to small examples that reproduce said bugs, and contribute the resulting tests. We now explain the format we settled on for adding crash and wrong image tests to CTS. We detail our tooling for continuous fuzzing in §4.

3.3 Supporting Crash Tests

Around the same time we commenced our plan to add tests exposing shader compiler crash bugs to CTS, a new tool called Amber was launched [17]. Amber provides a simple domain-specific language, AmberScript, in which some aspects of a Vulkan graphics pipeline can be specified, including the SPIR-V shaders that should be executed, and input and output data (including uniform blocks and framebuffers) on which the shaders should operate. It also allows querying the results of running a shader, e.g. probing pixels in the output framebuffer.

The motivation for Amber was to make it easy to write stand-alone shader compiler tests, hiding the (very substantial amount of) Vulkan API boilerplate required for even a simple graphics pipeline. Since early 2019, Amber has been integrated into Vulkan CTS and is now the preferred method for writing shader compiler tests.

We wrote a script that takes a reduced GLSL shader known to trigger a SPIR-V shader compiler crash (after translation to SPIR-V and possibly optimization using some specific spirv-opt flags) and produces an Amber test comprised of:

- A brief comment, supplied as an argument to the script, to describe the test and the reason why it should be expected to pass;
- A comment showing the original GLSL code for the reduced shader; this is useful because GLSL is much easier to read compared with SPIR-V;
- Assembly code for the SPIR-V fragment shader that was obtained from this GLSL by translation using glslang and (optional) optimization using spirv-opt;
- A comment listing the spirv-opt arguments that were applied (if any);
- Commands to create the target framebuffer and to populate the shader uniforms;
- A command, supplied as an argument to the script, to check some property of the image finally obtained in the framebuffer.

Figure 5 illustrates the process of Amber test creation following test case reduction.

Example 1. The GLSL shader of Figure 1, which we used to illustrate the GLSL language in §2.1, triggered a SPIR-V shader compiler crash in the GPU driver of a popular Android device, after translation to SPIR-V (and without requiring any use of spirv-opt). This shader was reduced from a much larger variant shader generated by GraphicsFuzz, which we edited
by making the variable names simpler, and by adding the final line of executable code, which ensures that the colour red is written to the framebuffer. We believe the shader compiler crash was due to an assertion failing in the lowering of the pow intrinsic to LLVM bytecode. This is somewhat surprising given that the result of pow is not used, but was presumably due to dead code elimination being executed after lowering.

An abbreviated version of the Amber test corresponding to this shader is shown in Figure 6 (we omit some of the SPIR-V assembly). The test and its intent are described on lines 1–6; line 8 indicates that a standard trivial vertex shader (not otherwise relevant in this experience report) should be used in the test pipeline; lines 10–24 show the GLSL code for the fragment shader, and match Figure 1; the corresponding SPIR-V shader (emitted by glslang) is shown on lines 26–52 as SPIR-V assembly (notice the invocation of the Pow intrinsic on line 49); line 55 declares a framebuffer, and lines 57–62 define a graphics pipeline based on the vertex and fragment shaders, with the framebuffer attached; line 63 sets the back buffer to black (so that any pixels not rendered to would remain black); lines 65-66 run the pipeline, and line 68 asserts that the framebuffer ends up red at every pixel.

The purpose of adding this test to CTS was to expose the driver bug that it triggered, so that future drivers cannot be Vulkan conformant unless the underlying bug is (at least partially) fixed. We write red to the framebuffer and assert that the framebuffer indeed ends up being red so that the test has at least some runtime oracle; it does a little more than just checking that shader compilation succeeds. The test would be better if the shader stored values into one or more components of _GLF_color using the result of the call to pow, and then asserted a suitable framebuffer colour; as it stands the test would pass even if pow were compiled incorrectly but without a compiler crash. We occasionally work to contribute higher quality test oracles, but do not agonize over this since the main motivation for adding these tests is to force the elimination of compiler crash bugs from conformant drivers.

Example 2. Figure 7 shows a reduced shader that triggered a bug in AMD’s LLVM-Based Pipeline Compiler (LLPC) [19]: an assertion failed during constant folding:

```c
andllpc: external/llvm/lib/Support/AFFloat.cpp:1521: llvm::lostFraction llvm::detail::IEEEFloat::addOrSubtractSignificand(const llvm::detail::IEEEFloat &, bool): Assertion '!carry' failed.
```

We reported this bug, and the LLPC compiler developers traced its root cause to a bug in LLVM’s floating-point emulation code related to handling of subnormal numbers, which was promptly fixed. This demonstrates that shader compiler fuzzing can have positive impact on common infrastructure (LLVM in this case) that is used by many compilers for C-family languages. We contributed a Vulkan CTS test based on this bug, with a structure similar to the example of Figure 6.
A test for a bug found by GraphicsFuzz.

Short description: A fragment shader that uses pow.

We check that all pixels are red. The test passes because `main` does some computation and then writes red to `_GLF_color`.

```glsl
SHADER vertex variant_vertex_shader PASSTHROUGH

# variant_fragment_shader is derived from the following GLSL:
# version 310 es
# precision highp float;
# precision highp int;
# layout(location = 0) out vec4 _GLF_color;

void main()
{
  vec2 a = vec2(1.0);
  vec4 b = vec4(1.0);
  pow(vec4(a, vec2(1.0)), b);
  _GLF_color = vec4(1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0);
}

SHADER fragment variant_fragment_shader SPIRV-ASM

BUFFER variant_framebuffer FORMAT B8G8R8A8_UNORM

PIPELINE graphics variant_pipeline
  ATTACH variant_vertex_shader
  FRAMEBUFFER_SIZE 256 256
  BIND BUFFER variant_framebuffer AS color LOCATION 0
END
CLEAR_COLOR variant_pipeline 0 0 255
CLEAR variant_pipeline
RUN variant_pipeline DRAW_RECT POS 0 0 SIZE 256 256
EXPECT variant_framebuffer IDX 0 0 SIZE 256 256 EQ_RGBA 255 0 0 255
```

**Figure 6** CTS test that exposed a shader compiler crash bug, in AmberScript form. Some of the SPIR-V assembly has been omitted.
1. 

2. `#version 310 es`
3. `precision highp float;`
4. `layout(location = 0) out vec4 _GLF_color;`
5. `vec3 GLF_live6mand()`
6. `{`  
7. `return mix(uintBitsToFloat(uvec3(38730u, 63193u, 63173u)),`
8. `floor(vec3(463.499, 4.7, 0.7)), vec3(1.0) + vec3(1.0));`  
9. `}`
10. `void main()`
11. `{`  
12. `_GLF_color = vec4(1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0);`  
13. `}`

**Figure 7** Reduced shader that triggered a floating-point constant folding bug in LLVM.

### 3.4 Supporting Wrong Image Tests

Recall from §2.4 and Figure 3 that **GraphicsFuzz** finds miscompilation bugs via a variant shader that renders a significantly different image compared to the image rendered by the associated reference shader. In this case **glsl-reduce** reverses as many of the transformations that were applied to the variant shader as possible while the difference persists. To create Vulkan CTS tests suitable for exposing such bugs we worked with the Amber developers to add AmberScript features related to comparing the outputs of multiple graphics pipelines. In particular, we added the ability to compare framebuffers in a fuzzy manner. This allows us to turn a **GraphicsFuzz** reference and reduced-variant shader pair into a single AmberScript file that (a) creates and runs a separate pipeline for each shader, rendering to distinct framebuffers, and (b) asserts fuzzy equality between these framebuffers.

A challenge associated with this is the selection of a suitable fuzzy comparison metric for our purpose. We collected a corpus of image pairs that – based on our shader compiler fuzzing experience – we would like to be deemed similar, and a set of pairs that we would like to be deemed different. The corpus includes image pairs produced by graphics drivers during our testing efforts, plus a few manually crafted image pairs that we believe could occur in theory and that we thought may prove challenging for certain comparison algorithms. We experimented with various image comparison algorithms provided by the **scikit-image** [47] Python library, including MSE, NRMSE, SSIM, and PSNR. We also tried several custom image comparison algorithms based on obtaining and comparing image histograms. We found that image histogram comparison was very effective at correctly classifying image pairs in our corpus, except for some manually crafted image pairs where one image was a rotation or mirror of the other. Indeed, the key weakness of image histogram comparison is that all spatial information is lost. A key advantage is it is very resilient to minor differences that other algorithms flag as important, but which we would typically like to be ignored. We chose to initially proceed with an image histogram comparison algorithm for the following reasons: it correctly classifies image pairs in our corpus as well as or better than most other algorithms; it is very simple to understand and implement (which is important because we don’t want GPU vendors to struggle to understand why a Vulkan CTS test has failed and have to debug the image comparison algorithm itself); it has fairly low performance...
requirements;\textsuperscript{9} with a high tolerance value, it is fairly forgiving of minor differences, and – to achieve a low false alarm rate – we would prefer to incorrectly classify an image pair as similar than incorrectly classify the pair as different (most image differences we encounter in practice are easily detected with a forgiving algorithm/tolerance).

We implemented our image comparison algorithm, \textit{Histogram EMD} (where EMD stands for Earth Mover’s Distance \cite{emd}), in the Amber code base, and added a command to AmberScript of the form:

\begin{verbatim}
EXPECT buffer_1 EQ_HISTOGRAM_EMD_BUFFER buffer_2 TOLERANCE value
\end{verbatim}

where \textit{buffer\_1} and \textit{buffer\_2} are framebuffers containing the images we wish to compare and \textit{value} is the tolerance value. The test fails if the difference value returned by the algorithm exceeds the tolerance value.

These extensions to Amber provide a pathway for landing tests that expose wrong image bugs in CTS, and we have implemented the necessary scripts to directly generate such tests. We recently put several such tests up for Vulkan CTS code review, and a reviewer quickly found that the validity of one of the tests was questionable due to floating-point precision issues. We discuss this as Example 3 in \S3.5. To err on the side of caution, we retracted the other wrong image tests we had put forward and manually simplified each one to double-check that it really did correspond to a driver bug rather than a floating-point precision issue. After sufficient manual simplification, we were able to add an Amber test for each of these bugs, consisting of a single shader (and a single pipeline) with a straightforward assertion to check that the single output image is red.

In order to be able to add wrong image tests with a pair of shaders to CTS with confidence, we are working on a corpus of reference shaders that are highly numerically stable.

3.5 Avoiding Invalid Tests

We are anxious not to waste Vulkan CTS reviewer time by proposing tests that turn out to be invalid and get rejected, or – worse – that get accepted (due to the invalidity being subtle, and not leading to failures on current drivers) and subsequently found to be invalid (necessitating their removal from every CTS release they have made it into). We discuss our main concerns related to possible invalid tests.

\textbf{Preserving semantics during generation and reduction.} As explained in \S2.4, \textit{GraphicsFuzz} produces a variant shader by having \texttt{glsl-fuzz} repeatedly apply semantics-preserving transformations to a reference, and upon finding a potential wrong image bug, invokes \texttt{glsl-reduce} to reduce the test case by repeatedly attempting to reverse or simplify transformations. For wrong image bugs, it is critical that all transformations preserve semantics both when applied and reversed/simplified. The way \textit{GraphicsFuzz} has been designed, all information about the transformations that have been applied is recorded by \texttt{glsl-fuzz} via syntactic markers in the generated shaders. Examples of syntactic markers include using special preprocessor macros, and giving variables and functions special names or name prefixes. The \texttt{glsl-reduce} tool then needs to understand these markers and use them to reverse and simplify certain transformations without spoiling the syntactic markers that represent other transformations.

\textsuperscript{9} When running the Vulkan CTS on Android, the image comparison is done on the Android device using the CPU, which has some overhead, especially when using a simulated (software) CPU, as is commonly done when testing next-generation hardware.
In practice we have encountered several hard-to-diagnose bugs where `glsl-reduce` has erroneously changed the semantics of a shader, usually due to reversal of one transformation having messed up the syntactic markers associated with another transformation, which as a result gets incorrectly reversed.\(^\text{10}\)

We guard against this in practice via a degree of manual inspection of the final reduced shader emitted by `glsl-reduce`, and as `glsl-fuzz` and `glsl-reduce` continue to become more stable this issue becomes less relevant. However, based on our experience, we regard having a separate generator and reducer that must understand one another in an intricate manner to be a serious pitfall of the GraphicsFuzz approach. Recent research on internal test case reduction has the potential to avoid the need for a separate generator and reducer [34], and could thus be useful in our domain.

**Loop limiters.** Recall that the *live code injection* transformation performed by `glsl-fuzz` (see §2.4) injects code from a donor shader into the shader under transformation in a manner such that the injected code really gets executed at runtime. A problem here is that the injected code may contain loops, and these loops may run for potentially large numbers of iterations. In particular, if the declarations of variables that control loop execution are not themselves injected, `glsl-fuzz` creates declarations for such variables and initializes them to randomized expressions, which can lead to infinite loops. Programs that risk containing infinite loops are used for compiler testing by tools such as Csmith [50], with the philosophy that it is better to accept that some programs will not terminate, and to use a timeout to bound the runtime of any individual test, than to put in place draconian measures to ensure that all loops terminate. Unfortunately, in the world of GPU shader compilers, long-running shaders cause display freezes, leading to the operating system’s GPU watchdog killing the executing shader. This can lead to the shader rendering what appears to be an incorrect image when in fact the image was simply incomplete.

We found that this problem confounded our test results, requiring significant manual inspection of final shaders to check for long-running loops. To overcome this we decided to go ahead and put a relatively draconian measure in place: every loop in every live-injected shader is truncated via a *loop limiter*. This is an additional counter variable specific to a loop. It is initialized to zero immediately before the loop. A conditional statement at the start of the loop body breaks from the loop if the counter exceeds a small positive value (randomly chosen at generation time), and increments the counter otherwise.

With reference to our discussion above about keeping the generator and reducer in sync: loop limiters are given special names when inserted by `glsl-fuzz`, and when simplifying live-injected code `glsl-reduce` checks for these names and takes care not to remove loop limiters unless removing the entire associated loop. Again, this coupling between generator and reducer is fragile and can be hard to maintain.

When reducing a compiler crash bug `glsl-reduce` aggressively shrinks a shader. In this case we allow it to remove loop limiters, which can mean that finally-reduced shaders may contain infinite loops. While the resulting shaders are good enough to reproduce a compiler crash, they are not suitable for addition to CTS, as all CTS tests should be runnable. We therefore inspect shaders manually and edit them to avoid any infinite loops – while preserving the compiler crash – before submitting them for CTS review.

\(^{10}\)See [https://github.com/google/graphicsfuzz/pull/599](https://github.com/google/graphicsfuzz/pull/599) as an example pull request that fixes such an issue.
Array bounds clamping. Live-injected code may also contain access into arrays and vector/matrix types, which have the potential to be out-of-bounds if their indexing expressions depend on variables that `glsl-fuzz` initializes to randomized expressions. SPIR-V for Vulkan requires that all accesses are in-bounds. Fortunately, array and vector/matrix sizes are always known statically in GLSL and there are no pointers in the language. We therefore rewrite every array index expression \( e \) that appears in live-injected code as \( \text{clamp}(e, 0, N-1) \), where \( N \) is the size of the array or vector/matrix being accessed, and \( \text{clamp}(a, b, c) \) is the GLSL built-in that clamps \( a \) into the range \([b, c]\). An exception to this is when \( e \) is a literal that is already in-bounds. As with loop limiters, `glsl-reduce` is responsible for preserving these in-bounds clamping expressions during test case reduction.

Floating-point stability. We use an example to illustrate the risk of submitting invalid CTS tests posed by floating-point instability.

▶ Example 3. A transformation that `GraphicsFuzz` may try to apply is to replace a floating-point expression \( e \) with an expression \( e/\text{ONE} \), where \( \text{ONE} \) is an expression guaranteed to evaluate to 1.0 at runtime. `GraphicsFuzz` has many possible ways of synthesizing an expression that is expected to evaluate to 1.0, one method being to generate an expression of the form \( \text{length}(\text{normalize}(v)) \), where \( v \) is some non-zero vector. The \( \text{normalize} \) GLSL built-in yields a unit vector (when applied to a non-zero vector), and \( \text{length} \) yields the length of a vector, so the expression intuitively should evaluate to 1.0. However, it turns out that the floating-point precision requirements on SPIR-V instructions mean that the result might not quite evaluate to 1.0; some round-off error is allowed [20, pp. 1754–1759].

We thought we had found a wrong image bug in `SwiftShader` upon finding a major image difference to be caused by transforming the following code snippet:

```
// 'ref' and 's' are 'float' variables; 'ref' has value 32.0 at runtime
for (int i = 1; i < 800; i++) {
    // 'mod' is the floating-point modulus operation
    if (mod(float(i), ref) <= 0.01) {
        s += 0.2;
    }
    ...
}
```

This code snippet causes \( s \) to increase by 0.2 every time \( i \) is a multiple of 32, since this is the only scenario where \( \text{mod}(\text{float}(i), \text{ref}) \) will be sufficiently small for the if condition to evaluate to true. `GraphicsFuzz` replaced \( \text{ref} \) with \( \text{ref} / \text{length}(\text{normalize}(\text{vec3}(...))) \), where the ... is a placeholder for a non-trivial but sensible expression that evaluates to 1.0 (so that the resulting vector is \((1.0, 1.0, 1.0))\).

What we assumed was a bug in `SwiftShader` turned out to be a false alarm. After some manual analysis we found that the divisor \( \text{length}(\text{normalize}(\text{vec3}(...))) \) evaluated to a value slightly larger than 1.0, so that the second argument to the floating-point \( \text{mod} \) built-in was slightly smaller than 32.0 (due to \( \text{ref} \) being exactly 32.0). As a result, the statement \( s += 0.2 \) became unreachable, even for loop iterations where \( i \) is a multiple of 32 since the modulus of a multiple of 32 with a value \( v \) slightly smaller than 32.0 leads to the value \( v \).

Floating-point precision issues like this hammer home the importance of using numerically stable shaders when searching for wrong image bugs using `GraphicsFuzz` – the code snippet in Example 3 demonstrates that the shader in question was not numerically stable. It is also important to maximize the extent to which the transformations that `GraphicsFuzz` applies actually preserve floating-point semantics. The deliberately ambiguous approach that graphics shading languages take to floating-point (in order to accommodate many disparate
GPUs) means that we can never be certain that a program transformation will completely preserve semantics (since it can affect the optimizations the shader compiler performs, and those optimizations are permitted to have small effects on floating-point results). However, where possible we try to take measures to avoid floating-point error; for instance we have changed the representation of 1.0 discussed in Example 3 from $\text{length} (\text{normalize} (v))$ to $\text{round} (\text{length} (\text{normalize} (v)))$, where the round GLSL built-in rounds its floating-point argument to the nearest integer value; this ensures that the result will indeed be 1.0.

4 gfauto

gfauto (short for GraphicsFuzz auto) is a set of tools for using GraphicsFuzz in a “push-button” fashion with minimal interaction, geared towards generation of tests that can be added to CTS using the pathways described in §3. Pre-gfauto, performing a fuzzing run required manually generating a set of variant shaders offline from a set of reference shaders, followed by a number of manual steps to run the reference and variant shaders on target devices, waiting for the shaders to finish, and then manually triggering reductions of interesting variant shaders. This approach is unnecessarily inefficient when the main objective is to find as many interesting variants (i.e. those that expose bugs) for a given device as possible within a fuzzing run. In contrast, the high-level, automatic workflow of gfauto is: generate a variant shader from a reference shader; run the shaders on the target device; reduce the variant if it is interesting, otherwise discard it; repeat. This process can run continuously for long periods of time, without interaction, which maximizes the number of interesting variant shaders, and thus the potential number of new CTS tests. Using gfauto greatly decreases the length of time needed to perform a fuzzing run and submit a number of CTS tests from that run; we estimate the time period has gone from about 1-2 days (pre-gfauto) down to 1-2 hours (when using gfauto).

We detail three key features of gfauto: creation and replay of self-contained tests (§4.1), bug de-duplication and prioritization (§4.2), and automatic Vulkan CTS test export (§4.3).

4.1 Creation and replay of self-contained tests

Pre-gfauto, the output of a fuzzing run was a directory of images and log files from running reference and variant shaders; the reference and variant shaders themselves were stored in a different directory. Collecting the shaders and output files needed to reproduce and investigate a bug required copying files from different directories, and these files were stored in an ad-hoc format. Furthermore, the versions of the tools required in order to run the test (such as glslang and spirv-opt) were not captured. Details about the target device were available but were again outputted in yet another directory and were typically archived in an ad-hoc format, if at all. Thus, reproducing and investigating a bug was difficult and time-consuming, and useful information was often lost.

gfauto generates a self-contained test from the start. The generated test directory contains a test.json metadata file and the reference and variant GLSL shaders. The metadata file contains all information needed to run the test, including a list of required tools and their versions (which are downloaded on-the-fly), an error signature for the test (described below, and initially empty until a crash or wrong image is observed), details of the device on which the test should be run (including the driver version), and the steps needed to run the test (e.g. running spirv-opt with a given series of optimization passes). In particular, gfauto runs the test for the first time using the test metadata file, and is restricted to the tools specified in the metadata; this ensures that no tool dependency can be missed. A test directory can
thus be replayed with a single command. In the case of Android, the test.json file even captures the Android device serial number so that the test can be automatically replayed on the target device, with no interaction, as long as it is connected to the host machine.

4.2 Bug de-duplication and prioritization

A fuzzing run pre-gfauto would often find a large number of crash-inducing variant shaders, but upon inspection of crash stack traces it would become apparent that many variants were exposing the same bug. Clearly, we would like to prioritize the unique bugs found. We wrote several ad-hoc scripts to classify variants that caused crashes into unique “buckets”, so that each bucket represents a unique bug (based on the top function name in the stack trace). However, this process was still tedious (as it involved several manual steps) and unreliable (as the scripts were typically hand-tuned for a given fuzzing run). Furthermore, this classification was never made permanent, so the information would typically be absent in future fuzzing runs. Thus, we would often re-find bugs that had already been found in previous runs and we would have to manually avoid investigating these.

In gfauto, generated tests that expose bugs are stored in buckets in the file system, where a bucket is a directory named using the “signature” (usually the top function name in the stack trace). This makes it trivial to identify tests that expose unique bugs (pick one test from each bucket). The signature is also stored in the test metadata, ensuring the information is never lost, even if the test is moved. A Python function get_signature takes the log contents as its only input and outputs the signature string; we update this function as needed to get an accurate bug signature in a number of scenarios. For example, if a stack trace is present (in one of several different formats), the top function name of the stack trace is used, if available, falling back to the hex offset of the function otherwise. Alternatively, if a recognized error message or assertion failure pattern is seen, the error message itself can be used as the signature. This approach ensures we reliably classify tests in most cases.

A configurable threshold ensures only a small number of tests are stored in each bucket; subsequent tests are discarded and, crucially, do not need to be reduced, which is expensive. Additionally, gfauto supports downloading and running our Vulkan CTS tests on the target device, capturing the signatures (if an error occurs), and ignoring these signatures during the next fuzzing run. This allows gfauto to ignore bugs that can already be found by existing tests, even if the signatures change between fuzzing runs; this might happen due to a graphics driver update on the target device or due to changes in gfauto’s get_signature function. In particular this allows unfixed bugs found in previous fuzzing runs to be ignored, assuming appropriate CTS tests were created.

Bug de-duplication challenges. The above approach works well most of the time, but some issues remain. Some bugs are nondeterministic in nature. In particular, some of our tests appear to trigger memory leaks in certain shader compilers, which can cause an abort to occur at arbitrary places. Our glsl-reduce tool runs the test up to five times initially (before commencing reduction) in order to validate that the originally-observed crash signature can be reproduced. Highly nondeterministic tests will often fail this validation step, as the signature will be different every time.

Another issue is when a driver returns a “shader compile error” or “shader link error” message, even though the provided shaders are valid. The driver often provides no additional information, and so there is no way to further distinguish the shader compiler bug. Thus, if we find hundreds of “shader compile error” bugs, we may have found hundreds of distinct compiler bugs, or just one, or any number in between. The same issue applies for tests that expose wrong image bugs, which are simply given a signature of “wrong_image”. In future
work, we hope to identify tests that likely expose distinct wrong image bugs by comparing the semantics-preserving transformations that remain in the fully-reduced variant shaders. Tests that contain very distinct transformations are perhaps more likely to be triggering different shader compiler bugs than tests that contain similar transformations. For compile/link errors (where reduction need not be semantics-preserving) we may be able to use a similarity measure on fully-reduced shaders for de-duplication purposes, drawing on ideas for “taming” compiler fuzzers [10].

4.3 Vulkan CTS test export

Creating a Vulkan CTS test from a bug found by GraphicsFuzz (using gfauto or otherwise) requires some manual iteration on the test. As explained in §4.1, reproducing and investigating a bug pre-gfauto was time-consuming, and information was liable to be lost. The self-contained nature of a gfauto test greatly improves the experience. Iterating on a CTS test typically requires tweaking the original GLSL shaders and re-generating the SPIR-V (using the correct versions of glslang and spirv-opt) again and again. As already stated above, we believe this has greatly decreased the time needed to get from a fuzzing run to a number of submitted CTS tests, from about 1-2 days (pre-gfauto) down to 1-2 hours (when using gfauto).

We took the push-button nature of gfauto further by automating the end-to-end process of adding a Vulkan CTS test (after manually tweaking the GLSL shaders). Alongside each gfauto test, we store a Python script that generates the final .amber file for the Vulkan CTS test. The .amber file is similar to the one generated when running the test, but with a copyright header and, as illustrated in Figure 6, a short description and a comment explaining why the test passes; note that the short description and comment are manually written by us. The Python script includes the name of the output .amber file, the contents of these comments, and some optional tweaks, such as additional AmberScript commands that we might want to add to provide an oracle for the test. Another utility tool then takes this .amber file and inserts it into the Vulkan CTS source tree, taking care of updating various index files based on the .amber file name and the short description comment. This yields a patch that can be directly put up for Vulkan CTS code review.

5 Finding Test Coverage Gaps Using GraphicsFuzz and gfauto

5.1 Absolute Code Coverage and its Limitations

Line coverage is a widely-used metric for assessing the adequacy of a test suite at a basic level. While many more thorough notions of coverage have been proposed [1], line coverage is appealing because it is both simple to compute and actionable [4] – a lack of line coverage can typically be addressed by crafting appropriate tests. A simple idea for growing Vulkan CTS is therefore to run CTS on an open source Vulkan driver and then attempt to write tests to cover parts of the driver that are not reached.

This simple idea suffers from two key problems:
1. It might be inappropriate for a Vulkan CTS test to reach certain driver code;
2. For code that could be covered in principle, it is likely very labour-intensive to manually write tests that cover it in practice.

To illustrate problem 1, a recent run of Vulkan CTS on the open source Mesa driver with an AMD back-end [11] identified much uncovered code, but a lot of this code turned out to be (a) debug code (such as routines for dumping data structures in text format), (b) code specific to APIs other than Vulkan (such as OpenCL), and (c) code specific to non-AMD GPUs. It is perfectly legitimate for this code to remain uncovered.
Figure 8 Illustration of differential code coverage. Driver code covered during a gfauto run but not during a CTS run is code that can be exercised but for which CTS test coverage is lacking. The tests that gfauto generated to achieve such coverage provide a basis for new CTS tests.

5.2 Differential Code Coverage

To partially solve problem 1 of §5.1 we appeal to differential code coverage. Suppose we know which lines of an open source Vulkan driver are covered during a CTS run; call these lines $A$. Suppose further that we know which lines of the driver are covered by running some other valid Vulkan workload, such as a Vulkan-based game, or a 24-hour run of gfauto; call these lines $B$. For any line $l \in B \setminus A$, we know that $l$ can be exercised by valid use of the Vulkan API, so the fact that a CTS run does not exercise $l$ demonstrates a coverage gap in CTS that can certainly be plugged in principle.\(^{11}\)

The idea of using gfauto and differential coverage to identify code that CTS could in principle cover is illustrated in Figure 8. One might also imagine that differential coverage analysis could be used to drive improvements in GraphicsFuzz: code that CTS can cover but that gfauto cannot might indicate that gfauto should be seeded with a richer set of reference shaders, or that GraphicsFuzz should implement more adventurous transformations. However, the scope of GraphicsFuzz is limited to shader compilers, while CTS tests the whole of the Vulkan API, so some knowledge of which parts of the driver relate to shader compilation specifically would be required.

Although the idea of differential coverage analysis is not new (e.g., continuous integration systems often provide facilities for visualizing the coverage trajectory of a project), we could not find a suitable open source project that provides it, so we implemented our own tooling for differential coverage, which we describe in §5.5.

5.3 Using Test Case Reduction to Synthesize Small Tests

While differential coverage helps with problem 1 of §5.1, it does not help directly with problem 2: just knowing that a line is coverable in principle does not yield a suitable CTS test that covers the line. If workload $B$ (see §5.2) were an interactive game, it might be very difficult to reverse-engineer a stand-alone test that provides coverage of a particular line.

However, if workload $B$ is a gfauto run, we can at least obtain a number of GraphicsFuzz-generated variant shaders that provide new coverage. Adding these tests to CTS would serve to fill the coverage gap, but recall from §3.2 that generated tests are very large, and virtually impossible for humans to understand in practice, thus unsuitable for direct addition to CTS.

To overcome this problem, we appeal to test case reduction in the following manner. Having performed a gfauto run for, say, 24 hours, and identified a set of driver source code lines $B \setminus A$ that were reached by gfauto but not by CTS, we manually choose one such line.

\(^{11}\) It is theoretically possible that, e.g. due to concurrency, reachability of line $l$ might be nondeterministic, but we have not encountered this in practice.
and prefix it with \texttt{assert(false)} – i.e., we pretend that it is erroneous to reach the line. We recompile the driver without coverage instrumentation and run \texttt{gfauto} again using the same parameters (random seed and corpus of shaders) as in the original run. \texttt{gfauto} will, once again, reach the line, this time leading to an assertion failure. \texttt{gfauto} will treat the assertion failure as a shader compiler crash and invoke \texttt{glsl-reduce} to shrink the shader to a minimal form that still covers the line. The minimized shader is an excellent candidate for being added to CTS since it is small enough to be human-readable. The process is repeated by choosing another line from $B \setminus A$, avoiding lines that we believe are likely to already be covered by the candidate CTS tests found so far. We periodically re-run CTS after adding the new tests to update workload $A$, thus ensuring we don’t miss any coverage gaps.

At present we have been adopting this approach by collecting differential line coverage of SwiftShader, which incorporates \texttt{spirv-opt} and large parts of LLVM internally. The fact that SwiftShader is open source simplifies the process considerably, although it should be possible to apply a similar process to closed-source binary drivers using instruction coverage instead of line coverage, and by overwriting an instruction with an interrupt instruction (or some invalid instruction) instead of prefixing a line with \texttt{assert(false)}.

\textbf{Custom interestingness test.} Like many reducers, \texttt{glsl-reduce} supports a custom “interestingness test” script that signals to the reducer whether the shader that is being reduced is still “interesting” (e.g. still crashes the driver). Thus, instead of modifying the driver source code, we could simply provide an interestingness test that runs the shader using the driver with coverage instrumentation, processes the coverage data, and checks if the line of interest was covered. Unfortunately, processing the coverage data is slow, and thus usually done offline. \texttt{glsl-reduce} will typically run the interestingness test hundreds or thousands of times before finding a minimal shader. Thus, making the driver crash via an assertion failure is a much faster approach and, conveniently, already triggers a reduction in \texttt{gfauto} without requiring a customized interestingness test.

\textbf{Less coverage after reduction.} A potential downside of our approach is that, after reduction, a shader may cover fewer lines of interest than before. For example, an unreduced shader might cover three seemingly unrelated functions, $f$, $g$, and $h$, that are all not covered by CTS, while the reduced shader might cover just one of the functions, $f$, because we only added an assertion in $f$ and thus the reducer did not try to preserve coverage of $g$ and $h$. Although this may seem undesirable, focusing on just one function at a time typically allows the reducer to go further (potentially much further) in minimizing the shader. We would much rather have three simple and small CTS tests, each covering a different function, than one complex and large CTS test that covers all three functions.

\section{5.4 Manually Tweaking Tests to Improve Oracles}

Although the reduced tests could be added to the CTS directly, this is almost never appropriate. As with crash bugs, we need to add an oracle to the test, else a driver that does nothing could pass the test. Again as with crash bugs, we typically add code to the shader to make it render the colour red and add a check to the test to ensure all rendered pixels are indeed red. However, the test can be made much more useful if the newly covered lines affect the output colour value so that if a bug was introduced in the newly covered lines, the test would fail. Also note that a coverage gap test will fill a coverage gap for the Vulkan driver that we were running (e.g. SwiftShader), but the hope is that it may also be a meaningful test for other drivers, especially if it relates to a feature for which test coverage is generally lacking. The test should be written with this in mind, as we will see below.
Example 4. The following is a generated, reduced fragment shader that covers constant folding code in SwiftShader that replaces a dot product call with zero if one of the operands is a vector of zeros:

```c
void main () {
    if (1.0 >= dot ( vec2 (1.0, 0.0), vec2 (0.0, 0.0))) {
        _GLF_color = vec4 (1.0);
    }
}
```

To transform the shader into a form suitable for the Vulkan CTS, we could simply add code to the end of `main` that assigns the colour red to `_GLF_color`, but this has two key disadvantages: (1) any driver that incorrectly constant folds the dot function call will still always pass the test, and; (2) a driver might eliminate everything above our final write to `_GLF_color`, and thus, on this hypothetical driver, the test would not even cover code related to the dot product operation. A simple fix is to use the output of the dot function call in the output colour value, as follows:

```c
void main () {
    float zero = dot ( vec2 (1.0, 0.0), vec2 (0.0));
    _GLF_color = vec4 (1.0, zero, 0.0, 1.0); // we expect red
}
```

However, even this is not ideal; if a driver incorrectly replaced the dot call with a negative float value, the output colour would still be red, as the output colour components are clamped by the driver to be between 0 and 1, as required by the Vulkan specification. In our final version of the test,\footnote{https://github.com/KhronosGroup/VK-GL-CTS/blob/master/external/vulkancts/data/vulkan/amber/graphicsfuzz/cov-const-folding-dot-determinant.amber} we check that the result of the dot call is exactly 0, and we only output red in this case:

```c
void main () {
    if (dot ( vec2 (1.0, 0.0), vec2 (0.0)) == 0.0) // precise check
        _GLF_color = vec4 (1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0); // we expect red
    else
        _GLF_color = vec4 (0.0);
}
```

The process of manually changing the test to be useful is non-trivial and probably cannot be automated as it requires some creativity, but the reduced test synthesized by `gfauto` is an excellent starting point and is usually not that different to the final version of the test.

### 5.5 Implementing Differential Code Coverage

The GCC compiler supports compiling an application with `coverage instrumentation`, causing coverage data to be output when the application runs, which can then be processed with the `gcov` tool. For example, to capture line coverage of SwiftShader when running the Vulkan CTS, we could perform the following steps:

- **Compile SwiftShader with GCC, adding the --coverage flag.** This builds the SwiftShader Vulkan library with coverage instrumentation. For each `.o` file that was written, the compiler also writes a `.gcno` file at the same location. The `.gcno` (`gcov` notes) files describe the control flow graph of the corresponding `.o` files, and include mappings to source code file paths and line numbers.
Run the Vulkan CTS using SwiftShader. Due to the coverage instrumentation in the SwiftShader library, .gcda files are output alongside the corresponding .o and .gcno files. The .gcda (gcov data) files contain the control flow graph block and edge execution counts (i.e., the number of times each block and edge was executed).

Run gcov to process the .gcno and .gcda files to get line coverage information. Manually executing gcov on every .gcno file from the required directory (or directories) while avoiding output filename clashes is a tedious process. Additionally, the line coverage output from gcov is fairly primitive. Thus, there are third-party tools, such as lcov and gcovr, that invoke gcov automatically, yielding information in an intermediate data format, and then further process this data to generate, say, an HTML report that shows every source file annotated with the execution count of each line.

Unfortunately, we could not find any tools capable of obtaining differential line coverage as described in §5.2. Thus, we created our own set of tools\footnote{https://github.com/google/graphicsfuzz/blob/master/gfauto/docs/coverage.md} that are similar in spirit to lcov and gcovr, but support obtaining differential line coverage.

cov_from_gcov processes .gcno and .gcda files into a single .cov output file that contains the set of source file lines that were executed. The .gcno and .gcda files are processed by invoking gcov in each required directory to output intermediate data files that are then processed further to produce the .cov output file.

cov_new takes A.cov and B.cov as inputs, and outputs the differential coverage to new.cov. The new.cov file is simply A.cov minus B.cov (i.e., $A \setminus B$ from §5.2).

cov_to_source takes new.cov as its input, and outputs two parallel directory structures zero/ and new/. Both directories contain copies of the original source files with a prefix added to every line: the zero/ directory has a “0” prefix added to every line; the new/ directory has a “1” prefix added to every line present in new.cov, and a “0” prefix for every other line. The two directory structures can be compared using a diff tool; lines that are different are the lines of interest (i.e., the lines in $A \setminus B$ from §5.2), and will be highlighted. The approach of generating parallel directory structures means we avoid generating large HTML reports, which can be slow to open and navigate, and instead allows the use of any existing diff tool that is already optimized for this type of task.

6 Fuzzing the SPIR-V Tooling Ecosystem

Recall the rich ecosystem of SPIR-V-related tools shown in Figure 2. Because gfauto uses many of these tools during a fuzzing run, we have the potential to find bugs in them as well as finding bugs in vendor shader compilers. Furthermore we have also conducted some fuzzing runs that include the spirv-cross tool (not part of the default gfauto workflow).

We illustrate, via examples, both the strength of being able to find bugs in multiple tools and the challenge associated with determining which tool is to blame when a problem arises.

▶ Example 5. Running spirv-opt on a shader generated by gfauto led to a non-zero exit code. We reported this bug to the SPIRV-Tools project,\footnote{https://github.com/KhronosGroup/SPIRV-Tools/issues/3031} assuming it to be a bug in spirv-opt. The spirv-opt authors investigated and determined that in fact the shader contained invalid SPIR-V that spirv-val (which gfauto runs at every transformation stage) had missed. This identified a validator bug (in the form of a validator omission) but raised the question of what had created the invalid SPIR-V. It turned out that gfauto had run spirv-opt as part of
generating the shader, and its block merging pass had been too aggressive: loops in SPIR-V assembly have designated *merge* and *continue* blocks, the *merge* block denoting the loop’s exit, and the *continue* block denoting the start of a region of code that must be traversed in order to return to the loop head. The block merging pass was allowing the merge block of one loop and the continue block of another loop to be merged. This turned out to be illegal according to the SPIR-V specification, though the wording of the specification did not spell the rule out very clearly. The SPIRV-Tools team enhanced *spirv-val* to detect this kind of invalidity, and fixed the bug in *spirv-opt*’s block merging pass.15

This resolved the combined validator and optimizer bug that we had found with *gfauto*. Unfortunately, it turned out that 55 existing Vulkan CTS tests contained SPIR-V that was invalid for the same reason – in many cases the SPIR-V in question had been processed by *spirv-opt*’s previously buggy block merging pass. This necessitated fixing these tests in the master branch of CTS, as well as in multiple release branches.

The SPIR-V working group are discussing how to clarify the specification with respect to its rules about the structure of loops and other control flow constructs, in part due to this (and other) reports from our fuzzing efforts.

▶ Example 6. An early assertion failure that we triggered in *spirv-opt*,16 by fuzzing using a random combination of optimizer flags, turned out to be due to a “merge return” optimization pass being applied to a SPIR-V control flow graph that it was known not to be able to handle. The SPIRV-Tools team hardened *spirv-opt* by having the “merge return” pass explicitly check for unsupported control flow graph idioms and, on encountering an unsupported idiom, gracefully exit with an error informing the user that they should run the “eliminate dead code” pass first.

Subsequently, we ensured that *gfauto* only generates lists of *spirv-opt* optimization passes in which “merge return” (if present) runs after “eliminate dead code”.

▶ Example 7. We ran some experiments testing MoltenVK [26], an implementation of most of Vulkan on top of Apple’s Metal graphics API, on a MacBook Pro. MoltenVK uses *spirv-cross* to translate SPIR-V to the Metal shading language (MetalSL) so it can be sent to the Metal shader compiler within the Metal driver on a Mac or iOS device. The full translation pipeline is illustrated in Figure 9. When a wrong image is produced in this setup, the bug could be in the Metal driver or in any of the tools that come before (shown as rounded-rectangles in Figure 9). Differential testing can come to the rescue here: if the bad image is also produced by the variant shader in a “vanilla” setup, e.g. by using *glslang* and rendering the resulting SPIR-V using some other Vulkan driver, the bug is very likely in *glsl-fuzz* or *glslang*. Otherwise, if the bug manifests only when adding the same *spirv-opt* passes (before running on this other Vulkan driver), the problem is likely in *spirv-opt*. Otherwise, the bug is likely in *spirv-cross* or the Metal driver.

---

15 https://github.com/KhronosGroup/SPIRV-Tools/pull/3068
We found such a wrong image bug in our testing, and used differential testing to conclude that the bug was likely in `spirv-cross` or the Metal driver. After inspecting the MetalSL code, we found it to be incorrect and so ascertained that the bug was in `spirv-cross`. We submitted a bug report\textsuperscript{17} and the bug was promptly fixed.

7 Related Work

**Randomized and metamorphic compiler testing techniques.** Randomized testing of compilers has a long history; see e.g. [21] for a very early example, and multiple surveys [8, 3, 30]. Random differential testing (RDT) of C compilers was investigated to some extent by McKeeman [36], and the Csmith project from the University of Utah [50] has triggered a lot of interest in the topic over the last decade. An early approach to metamorphic compiler testing involved generating equivalent programs from scratch [46]. More recent work on **equivalence modulo inputs** testing (EMI) [31, 44], a form of metamorphic testing, showed that approaches based on transforming programs in a manner that preserves semantics at least for certain inputs can be an effective way of triggering wrong code bugs. The RDT and EMI approaches have been extended to allow testing of OpenCL compilers [33], and the EMI approach was the inspiration for the approach to metamorphic testing employed by **GraphicsFuzz** [16, 15], on which the work described in this experience report was built. Randomized differential testing has also been applied to other program processing tools, such as refactoring engines [14] and static analyzers [13], and there is scope for applying techniques from compiler testing to program analyzers more generally [6].

**Experience reports related to compiler testing.** A short report on work at the UK’s National Physical Laboratory describes some experiences testing compilers for Pascal, Ada and Haskell using random program generators, mainly focusing on the relative difficulty of constructing program generators for each of these languages [48]. McKeeman’s seminal paper on differential testing includes a section on randomized compiler testing that is written in the style of an experience report [36]. In comparison to our paper, these reports do not discuss the challenges of setting up a pathway from randomly-generated test cases to test cases suitable for incorporation into a standard compiler test suite. An edited volume on validation of Pascal compilers provides a number of experience reports related to the testing and validation process [49]. These reports discuss issues related to constructing compiler conformance tests, but do not mention randomized testing. Furthermore, none of the aforementioned experience reports discuss the challenges of testing graphics compilers.

**Empirical studies related to compiler bugs and compiler testing.** There have been three recent empirical studies related to compiler bugs and randomized compiler testing: a study on the relative effectiveness of compiler testing based on RDT vs. EMI testing [7], a study on the characteristics of bugs in the GCC and LLVM compilers (not specifically focusing on bugs found via randomized testing) [45], and a study that aims to assess the relative impact on end-user software of fuzzer-found compiler bugs compared with compiler bugs encountered and reported “in the wild” by users [35]. Unlike our work these studies all focus on C/C++ compilers, not compilers for graphics shading languages. A main finding from [35] – that bugs found by fuzzers appear to have at least as much practical impact as bugs reported by users – supports our belief that adding fuzzer-found compiler bugs to compiler regression test suites is a worthwhile endeavour.

\textsuperscript{17}https://github.com/KhronosGroup/SPIRV-Cross/issues/1091
Compiler test case reduction and bug de-duplication. The semantics-changing reduction mode of \texttt{glsl-reduce} is similar in nature to the approach taken by the C-Reduce tool [40], following the well-known delta debugging method [51]. A difference between \texttt{glsl-reduce} and C-Reduce is that \texttt{glsl-reduce} exclusively uses valid abstract syntax tree transformations to reduce a shader, whereas C-Reduce uses a combination of methods, including language-aware transformations built on top of the Clang framework, language-agnostic transformations based on line and token deletion, and methods in-between that assume only basic language properties, such as that the language is block-structured, with blocks delimited by braces. As a result, C-Reduce can be applied to programs from a variety of languages (e.g. it has been successfully applied to OpenCL C [39]), while \texttt{glsl-reduce} is specific to GLSL. It would be interesting to investigate how well C-Reduce works for the reduction of GLSL programs that induce shader compiler crashes.

The semantics-preserving mode of \texttt{glsl-reduce} is intimately tied to the semantics-preserving transformations applied during metamorphic testing. As discussed in §3.5, the tight coupling between \texttt{glsl-fuzz} and \texttt{glsl-reduce} related to this mode has made it hard to maintain the pair of tools. Recent work proposes leveraging a test-case generator to provide test case reduction “for free”, by repeatedly re-generation to search for smaller tests that still trigger a bug [34]. An approach along these lines may be effective in avoiding the need for a tightly coupled generator and reducer in our domain.

Work on automated ranking of compiler bug reports proposes several metrics that can be used to order bug-inducing tests, with the aim of presenting a diverse selection of test cases exposing distinct bugs first [10]. Our de-duplication of crash bugs based on crash signatures (see §4.2) has not yet required this level of sophistication, but we believe such techniques could be brought to bear for de-duplication of wrong image bugs for which there is no analogue to a crash signature.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We have described our experience rolling out graphics shader compiler fuzzing, based on the \texttt{GraphicsFuzz} tool chain, in a production environment with the goal of improving the Vulkan Conformance Test Suite via new tests that expose shader compiler bugs or provide additional coverage of shader processing tools. We hope the various insights in this report will be useful to researchers interested in testing programming language implementations.

We identify several directions for future practical work in this area.

Direct fuzzing for SPIR-V. We have gotten significant mileage from testing SPIR-V shader compilers via GLSL shaders, but the SPIR-V features this flow will exercise are inevitably limited, motivating the need for a fuzzer that works at the SPIR-V level.

Stability tests. We discuss the avoidance of invalid tests in §3.5. However, unintentionally invalid tests (due to bugs in the \texttt{GraphicsFuzz} tooling) have sometimes led to the discovery of serious driver stability issues, e.g. Android devices rebooting after accessing invalid memory, or failing to gracefully recover from long-running shaders [15]. It would be valuable to put in place a suite of tests, distinct from Vulkan CTS, to check that invalid shaders cannot derail an operating system.

Higher confidence in wrong image bugs. As discussed in §3.4 we are presently exercising caution regarding adding wrong image tests to CTS. A corpus of highly numerically stable shaders would allow us to proceed with greater confidence here, as would a more detailed analysis of the possible floating-point effects of the transformations that \texttt{glsl-fuzz} employs.
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Abstract
Sequential effect systems are a class of effect system that exploits information about program order, rather than discarding it as traditional commutative effect systems do. This extra expressive power allows effect systems to reason about behavior over time, capturing properties such as atomicity, unstructured lock ownership, or even general safety properties. While we now understand the essential denotational (categorical) models fairly well, application of these ideas to real software is hampered by the variety of source level control flow constructs and control operators in real languages.

We address this new problem by appeal to a classic idea: macro-expression of commonly-used programming constructs in terms of control operators. We give an effect system for a subset of Racket’s tagged delimited control operators, as a lifting of an effect system for a language without direct control operators. This gives the first account of sequential effects in the presence of general control operators. Using this system, we also re-derive the sequential effect system rules for control flow constructs previously shown sound directly, and derive sequential effect rules for new constructs not previously studied in the context of source-level sequential effect systems. This offers a way to directly extend source-level support for sequential effect systems to real programming languages.
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1 Introduction

Effect systems extend type systems to reason about not only the shape of data, and available operations – roughly, what a computation produces given certain inputs – but to also reason about how the computation produces its result. Examples include ensuring data race freedom by reasoning about what locks a computation assumes held during its execution [1, 23, 11, 10], restricting sensitive actions (like UI updates) to dedicated threads [33], ensuring deadlock freedom [24, 34, 1, 69], checking safe region-based memory management [72, 50], or most commonly checking that a computation handles (or at least indicates) all errors it may encounter – Java’s checked exceptions [35] are the most widely used effect system.

Most effect systems discard information about program order: the same join operation on a join semilattice of effects is used to overapproximate different branches of a conditional or different subexpressions executed in sequence. Despite this simplicity, these traditional commutative effect systems (where the combination of effects is always a commutative operation) are powerful. Still, many program properties of interest are sensitive to evaluation order. For example, commutative effect systems handle scoped synchronized blocks as in Java with ease: the effect of (the set of locks required by) the synchronized’s body is permitted to contain the synchronized lock, in addition to the locks required by the overall construct.
But to support explicit lock acquisition and release operations that are not block-structured, an effect system must track whether a given expression acquires and/or releases locks, and must distinguish their ordering: releasing and then acquiring a given lock is not the same as acquiring before releasing. To this end, sequential effect systems (so named by Tate [70]) reason about effects with knowledge of the program’s evaluation order.

Sequential effect systems are much more powerful than commutative effect systems, with examples extending through generic reasoning about program traces [68, 67] and even propagation of liveness properties from oracles [45] – well beyond what most type systems support. The literature includes sequential effect systems for deadlock freedom [34, 69, 1, 10], atomicity [25, 26], trace-based security properties [68, 67], safety of concurrent communication [4, 57], general linear temporal properties with a liveness oracle [45], and more. Yet for all the power of this approach, for years each of the many examples of sequential effect systems in the literature individually rederived much structure common to all sequential effect systems. Recent years have seen efforts to unify understanding of sequential effect systems with general frameworks, first denotationally [70, 42, 55, 6], and recently as an extension to the join semilattice model [30]. These frameworks can describe the structure of established sequential effect systems from the literature.

However, these generic frameworks stop short of what is necessary to apply sequential effect systems to real languages: they lack generic treatments of critical features of real languages that interact with evaluation order – control operators, including established features like exceptions and increasingly common features like generators [14]. And with the exception of the effect systems used to track correct return types with delimited continuations (answer type modification [16, 5, 44]), there are no sequential effect systems that consider the interaction of control and sequential effects. This means promising sequential effect systems [68, 67, 45, 25, 34, 4, 57, 69, 10] cannot currently be applied directly to real languages like Java [35], Racket, C# [52], Python [71], or JavaScript [54].

Control operators effectively reorder, drop, or duplicate portions of a program’s execution at runtime, changing evaluation order. In order to reason precisely about flexible rearrangement of evaluation order, a sequential effect system must reason about control operators. The classic example is again Java’s try-catch: if the body of a try block both acquires and releases a lock this is good, but if an exception is thrown mid-block the release may need to be handled in the corresponding catch. Clearly, applying sequential effect systems to real software requires support for exceptions in a sequential effect system. Working out just those rules is tempting, but exceptions interact with loops. The effect before a throw inside a loop – which a catch block may need to “complete” (e.g., by releasing a lock) – depends on whether the throw occurs on the first or n-th iteration. Many languages include more than simply try-catch, for example with the generators (a form of coroutine) now found in C# [52], Python [71], and JavaScript [54]. These interact with exceptions and loops. Treating each new control operator individually seems inefficient.

An alternative to studying all possible combinations of individual control constructs in common languages is to study more general constructs, such as the very general delimited continuations [22, 19] present in Racket. These are useful in their own right (for Racket, or the project to add them to Java [36]), and can macro-express many control flow constructs and control operators of interest, including loops, exceptions [27], coroutines [39, 40], generators [14], and more [15]. Then general principles can be derived for the general constructs, which can then be applied to or specialized for the constructs of interest. This both solves the open question of how to treat general control operators with sequential effect systems, and leads to a basis for more compositional treatment of loops, exceptions, generators, and future additions to languages. This is the avenue we pursue in this paper.
Delimited continuations solve the generality problem, but introduce new challenges since sequential effect systems can track evaluation order [68, 67, 31, 45]. The effect of an expression that aborts out of a prompt depends on what was executed before the abort, but not after. The body of a continuation capture (call/cc) must be typed knowing the effect of the enclosing context – the code executing after, but not before (up to the enclosing prompt).

We lay the groundwork for handling modern control operators in a sequential effect system:

- We give the first generic characterization of sequential effects for continuations, by giving a generic lifting of a control-unaware sequential effect system into one that can support tagged delimited continuations. The construction we describe provides a way to automatically extend existing systems with support for these constructs, and likewise will permit future sequential effect system designers to ignore control operations initially and add support later for free (by applying our construction). As a consequence, we can transfer prior sequential effect systems designed without control operators to a setting with control operators.
- We give sequential effect system rules for while loops, try-catch, and generators by deriving them from their macro-expression [20] in terms of more primitive operators. The loop characterization was previously known (and technically a control flow construct, not a general control operator), but was given as primitive. The others are new to our work, and necessary developments in order to apply sequential effect systems to most modern programming languages. The derivation approach we describe can be applied to other control operators that are not explicitly treated in the paper.
- We demonstrate how prior work’s notion of an iteration operator [30, 31] derived from a closure operator on the underlying effect lattice is not specific to loops, but rather provides a general tool for solving recursive constraints in sequential effect systems.
- We prove syntactic type safety for a type system using our sequential control effect transformation with any underlying effect system.

2 Background

We briefly recall the details of sequential type-and-effect systems, and tagged delimited continuations. We emphasize the view of effect systems in terms of a control flow algebra [55] – an algebraic structure with operations corresponding to the ways an effect system might combine the effects from subexpressions in a program.

2.1 Sequential Effect Systems

Traditional type-and-effect systems extend the typing judgment $\Gamma \vdash e : \tau$ for an additional component. The extended judgment form $\Gamma \vdash e : \tau \mid \chi$ is read “under local variable assumptions $\Gamma$, the expression $e$ evaluates to a value of type $\tau$ (or diverges), with effect $\chi$ during evaluation.” The last clause of that reading is vague, but carries specific meanings for specific effect systems. For checked exceptions, it could be replaced by “possibly throwing exceptions $\chi$ during evaluation” where $\chi$ would be a set of checked exceptions. For a data race freedom type system reasoning about lock ownership, it could be replaced by “and is data race free if executed while locks $\chi$ are held.”

The join semilattice structure of standard effect systems is well-known, as are the corresponding denotational analogues (e.g., indexed monads [74]). The limitation common to all of these systems, however, is that they discard program order, using the (commutative) join for any combination of effects. In contrast, there is growing work on sequential [70] effect systems, which capture a wide array of order-sensitive phenomena. This includes
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effect systems for atomicity [25, 26], deadlock freedom [69, 34, 10, 1], race freedom with
explicit lock acquisition and release [69, 30], message passing concurrency safety [57, 4],
security checks [68], and (with the aid of an oracle for liveness properties) general linear-time
properties [45]. Tate labels these systems sequential effect systems [70], as their distinguishing
feature is the use of an additional sequencing operator to join effects where one is known to
be evaluated before another. Consider the sequential rules for functions, function application,
and while loops:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rule</th>
<th>premise</th>
<th>conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-APP</td>
<td>[\Gamma \vdash e_1 : \tau \Rightarrow_{\Delta} \sigma \mid \chi_1] [\Gamma \vdash e_2 : \tau \mid \chi_2]</td>
<td>[\Gamma \vdash e_1 e_2 : \sigma \mid \chi_1 \Join \chi_2 \Join \chi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-LAMBDA</td>
<td>[\Gamma, x : \tau \vdash e : \sigma \mid \chi]</td>
<td>[\Gamma \vdash \lambda x.e : \sigma \rightarrow_{\Delta} I]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-IF</td>
<td>[\Gamma \vdash e_c : \text{boolean} \mid \chi_c] [\Gamma \vdash e_f : \tau \mid \chi_f]</td>
<td>[\Gamma \vdash \text{if } e_c \text{ e}_f : \tau \mid \chi_c \Join (\chi_f \Join \chi_c)^*]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-WHILE</td>
<td>[\Gamma \vdash e_c : \text{boolean} \mid \chi_c] [\Gamma \vdash e_b : \tau \mid \chi_b]</td>
<td>[\Gamma \vdash \text{while } e_c \text{ e}_b : \text{unit} \mid \chi_c \Join (\chi_b \Join \chi_c)^*]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sequencing operator \(\Join\) is associative but not (necessarily) commutative. Thus the effect
in the new T-APP reflects left-to-right evaluation order: first the function position is reduced
to a value, then the argument, and then the function body is executed. The conditional
rule reflects the execution of the condition followed by either (via commutative join) the
true or false branch. The while loop uses an iteration operator \((-)^*\) to represent 0 or more
repetitions of its argument; we will return to its details later. The effect of T-WHILE reflects
the fact that the condition will always be executed, followed by 0 or more repetitions of the
loop body and checking the loop condition again. The rule for typing lambda expressions
switches from a bottom element, to a general unit effect: identity for sequential composition.

To formalize the intuition above, Gordon [30] proposed effect quantales as a model that
captures prior effect systems’ structure:

**Definition 1 (Effect Quantale).** An effect quantale is a join-semilattice-ordered monoid
with nilpotent top. That is, it is a structure \((E, \sqcup, \top, \triangleright, 1)\) where:

- \((E, \sqcup, \top)\) is an upper-bounded join semilattice
- \((E, \triangleright, 1)\) is a monoid
- \(\top\) is nilpotent for sequencing (\(\forall x. x \triangleright \top = \top = \top \triangleright x\))
- \(\triangleright\) distributes over \(\sqcup\) on both sides: \((a \triangleright (b \sqcup c)) = (a \triangleright b) \sqcup (a \triangleright c)\) and \((a \sqcup b) \triangleright c = (a \triangleright c) \sqcup (b \triangleright c)\)

The structure extends a join semilattice with a sequencing operator, a designated error
element to model possibly-undefined combinations, and laws specifying how the operators
interact. Top \(\top\) is used as an indication of a type error, for modeling partial join or sequence
operators: expressions with effect \(\top\) are rejected. \(\sqcup\) is used to model non-deterministic joins
(e.g., for branches) as in the commutative systems, and \(\triangleright\) is used for sequencing. The default
effect of “uninteresting” program expressions (including values) becomes the unit \(I\) rather
than a bottom element (which need not exist). As a consequence of the distributivity laws,
it follows that \(\triangleright\) is also monotone in both arguments, for the standard partial order derived
from a join semilattice: \(x \sqsubseteq y \equiv x \triangleright y = y\).

Gordon [30] also showed how to exploit closure operators [8, 9, 29] to impose a well-behaved
notion of iteration (the \((-)^*\) operator from T-WHILE) that coincides with manually-derived
versions for the effect quantales modeling prior work for many effect quantales. Gordon [31]
recently generalized the construction, and showed that large general classes of effect quantales
meet the criteria to have such an iteration operator. The effect quantales for which the
generalized iteration is defined are called laxly iterable. An effect quantale is laxly iterable if
for every element \(x\), the set of subidempotent elements \(\{s \mid s \triangleright s \sqsubseteq s\}\) greater than both \(x\)
and \(I\) has a least element. This is true of all known effect quantales corresponding to systems
in the literature.
The iteration operator for an iterable effect quantale takes each effect \( x \) to the least subidempotent effect greater than or equal to \( x \sqcup I \) (which exists, by the definition of laxly iterable). This iteration operator satisfies 5 essential properties for any notion of iteration [31], which we will find useful when deriving rules for loops. Iteration operators are extensie (\( \forall e. e \sqsubseteq e^* \)), idempotent (\( \forall e. (e^*)^* = e^* \)), monotone (\( \forall e, f. e \sqsubseteq f \Rightarrow e^* \sqsubseteq f^* \)), foldable (\( \forall e. e^* \sqsubseteq e^* \) and \( e^* \sqsubseteq e^* \)), and possibly-empty (\( \forall e. I \sqsubseteq e^* \)). Another useful property of iteration that we will sometimes use is that \( \forall x, y. x^* \sqcup y^* \sqsubseteq (x \sqcup y)^* \). Gordon [30, 31] gives more details on closure operators and the derivation of iteration. We merely require its existence and properties.

For our intended goal of giving a transformation of any arbitrary sequential effect system into one that can use tagged delimited continuations, we require some abstract characterization. We choose effect quantales as the abstraction for lifting for several reasons. First, they characterize the structure of a range of concrete systems from prior work [30, 31], while other proposals omit structure that is important to these concrete systems. Second, while effect quantales are not maximally general, they remain very general: the motivating example for Tate’s work [70] (which is maximally general) can be modeled as an effect quantale. Third, we would like to check whether our derived rules are sensible; effect quantales are the only abstract characterization for which imperative loops have been investigated, offering appropriate points of comparison. Finally, the iteration construction on effect quantales offers a natural approach to solving recursive constraints on effects, which we will use in deriving closed-form derived rules for macro-expressed control flow constructs and control operators.

As a running example throughout the paper, we will use a simplification of various trace or history effect systems [68, 67, 45]. For a set (alphabet) of events \( \Sigma \), consider the non-empty subsets of \( \Sigma^* \) – the set of possibly-empty strings of letters drawn from \( \Sigma \) (the strings, not the subsets, may be empty). This gives an effect quantale \( T(\Sigma) \) whose elements are these subsets or an additional top-most error element \( \text{Err} \). Join is simply set union lifted to propagate \( \text{Err} \). Sequencing is the double-lifting of concatenation, first to sets \( (A \cdot B) = \{xy \mid x \in A \land y \in B\} \), then again to propagate \( \text{Err} \). The unit for sequencing is the singleton set of the empty string, \( \{\epsilon\} \). If \( \Sigma \) is a set of events of interest – e.g., security events – then effects drawn from this effect quantale represent sets of possible finite event sequences executed by a program. Effects drawn from this effect quantale show the possible sequences of operations code may execute, which will allow us to show explicitly how fragments of program execution are rearranged when using control operators. For our examples, we will assume a family of language primitives \( \text{event}(\alpha) \) with effect \( (\emptyset, \emptyset, \{\alpha\}) \) (similar to Koskinen and Terauchi [45]), where \( \alpha \) is drawn from a set \( \Sigma \) of possible events. The key challenge we face in this paper is, viewed through the lens of \( T(\Sigma) \), to ensure that when continuations are used, the effect system does not lose track of events of interest or falsely claim a critical event occurs where it may not.

2.2 Tagged Delimited Continuations

Control operators have a long and rich history, reaching far beyond what we discuss here. Many different control operators exist, and many are macro-expressible [20] in terms of each other (i.e., can be translated by direct syntactic transformation into another operator), though some of these translations require the assumption of mutable state, for example. But a priori there is no single most general construct to study which obviously yields insight on the source-level effect typing of other constructs. A suitable starting place, then, is to target a highly expressive set of operators that see use in a real language. If the operators
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are sufficiently expressive, this provides not only a sequential type system for an expressive source language directly, but also supports deriving type rules for other languages’ control constructs, based on their macro-expression in terms of the studied control operators.

We study a subset of the tagged delimited control operators [22, 19, 64, 65, 66] present in Racket [27], shown in Figure 1. The semantics include both local (→) and global (⇒) reductions on configurations consisting of a state σ and expression e. All continuations in Racket are delimited, and tagged. There is a form of prompt that limits the scope of any continuation capture: \( (\% \text{tag} \ e \ e2) \) is a tagged prompt with tag tag, body e, and abort handler e2. Without tags, different uses of continuations – e.g., error handling or concurrency abstractions – can interfere with each other [64]: as a small example, if loops and exceptions were both implemented with undelimited continuations, throwing an exception from inside a loop inside a try-catch would jump to the loop boundary, not the catch. Thus prompts, the continuation-capturing primitives \( \text{call/cc} \) and \( \text{call/comp} \), and the abort primitive all specify a tag, and only prompts with the specified tag are used to interpret continuation and abort boundaries. This permits jumping over unrelated prompts (e.g., so exceptions find the nearest catch, not merely the nearest control construct). In most presentations of delimited continuations, tags are ignored (equivalently, all tags are equal), while most implementations retain them for the reasons above. Here the tags are essential to the theory as well: an abort that “skips” a different prompt must be handled differently by our type-and-effect system.

call/cc tag f is the standard (delimited) call-with-current-continuation: f is invoked with a delimited continuation representing the current continuation up to the nearest prompt with tag tag (E-CALLCC). Invoking that continuation (E-INVOKEC) replaces the context up to the nearest dynamically enclosing prompt with the same tag, leaving the delimiting prompt in place. Both capture and replacement are bounded by the nearest enclosing prompt for the specified tag. The surrounding captured or replaced context (E’ in both rules) may contain prompts for other tags, but not the specified tag. Racket also includes (abort t e) (absent in many formalizations of continuations), which evaluates e to a value, then replaces the enclosing prompt (of the specified tag t) with an invocation of the handler applied to that value (E-ABORT). Racket’s rules differ from some uses of abort in the literature. Figure 1’s rules are Flatt et al.’s rules [27] without continuation marks and dynamic-wind. Flatt et al. formalized Racket’s control operators in Redex [21, 43], including showing they passed the Racket implementation tests for those features. We have verified the rules above continue to pass the relevant tests in Redex (see supplementary material [32]).

\[
E ::= \bullet \mid (E \ e) \mid (\% t E \ e) \mid (\text{call/cc} \ t \ E) \mid (\text{call/comp} \ t \ E) \mid (\text{abort} \ t \ e)
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
E-\text{App} &\quad \sigma; e \xrightarrow{\text{e}} \sigma; e \\
E-\text{PromptVal} &\quad \sigma; (\lambda x. e) \xrightarrow{\text{x}} \sigma; e[v/x] \\
E-\text{Abort} &\quad \sigma; (\% \ell \ v \ h) \xrightarrow{\text{f}} \sigma; v \\
E-\text{CallCC} &\quad \sigma; E[e] \xrightarrow{\text{E}} \sigma'; E[e'] \\
E-\text{Abort} &\quad \sigma; E[(\% \ell \ E'[\text{(abort} \ v \ h)] \ h)] \xrightarrow{\text{f}} \sigma; E[\text{E}[\% \ell \ v] \ h]
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 1 Operational semantics.
We chose this set of primitives, over related control operators [63] such as \texttt{shift/reset} or \texttt{shift0/reset0} which can simulate these primitives, for several reasons. First, they are general enough to use for deriving rules for higher-level constructs like generators from their macro-expansion. Second, the control operators we study are implemented as primitives in a real, mature language implementation (Racket), used in real software [46]. And finally, it is known [27] how these control operators interact with other useful control operators like \texttt{dynamic-wind} [38] (relevant to \texttt{finally} or \texttt{synchronized} blocks) and continuation marks [13]. Thus our Racket subset is a suitable basis for future extension, while we are unaware of established extensions of \texttt{shift/reset}, \texttt{shift0/reset0}, etc. with continuation marks or \texttt{dynamic-wind}.

The operators we study can express loops, exceptions, coroutines [39, 40], and generators [14]. Racket also includes \textit{compositional continuations}, whose application extends the current context rather than discarding it, giving completeness with respect to some denotational models [66], and alleviating space problems when using \texttt{call/cc} to simulate other families of control operators (it is known to macro-express another popular form of delimited continuations, the combination of \texttt{shift} and \texttt{reset} [27]). Our technical report [32] extends our development to include compositional continuations as well.

One final point about the semantics worth noting is the presence of effect annotations on the reduction arrows. These semantics are further adapted from Flatt et al. [27] to “emit” the primitive effect of the reduction, which is typical of syntactic type safety proofs for effect systems, including ours (Section 6). They do not influence evaluation, but only mark a relationship between the reduction rules and static effects. Non-unit (non-I effects) arise from a choice of primitives that depends on the particular effect system studied.

3 Growing Sequential Effects: Control, Prophecies, and Blocking

To build intuition for our eventual technical solution, we motivate its components through a series of progressively more sophisticated use cases. We will use \(\mathcal{T}(\Sigma)\) in all of our examples, because we find traces to be an effective way of explaining the difficulties the effect system must address related to program fragments (i.e., events) being repeated, skipped, or reordered. A reader may choose to impart security-specific meanings to these events (as Skalka et al. [68] do) or as any other protocol of personal interest (e.g., lock acquisition and release). However, our development in Section 4 is not specific to this effect quantale, but instead parameterized over an arbitrary effect quantale. Our goal is to develop a sequential effect system based on transforming an \textit{underlying} base effect quantale \(Q\) into a structure we will call \(\mathcal{C}(Q)\) with sequencing and join operations, and a unit effect. This ensures our transformation works for \textit{any} valid effect quantale, which includes all sequential effect systems we are aware of [30, 31].

\textbf{Use Case 1 (Control-Free Programs).} Since programs are not required to use control operators, our solution must include a restriction equivalent to the class of underlying effects to reason about. For example, if \texttt{event[α]} has effect \(\{α\} \in \mathcal{T}(\Sigma)\) and \texttt{event[β]} has effect \(\{β\} \in \mathcal{T}(\Sigma)\), we should expect the effect of \texttt{event[α]; event[β]} to be somehow equivalent to sequencing those underlying effects \(- \{α\} \triangleright \{β\} = \{αβ\}\). This suggests underlying effects should be at least a component of continuation-aware effects.

\textbf{Use Case 2 (Aborting Effects).} The simplest control behavior we can use is to abort to a handler, and this interacts with both sequencing and conditionals. Consider:

\begin{verbatim}
(% t (((if c (event[α]) (abort t 3)) ; event[β])) (λn. event[γ]))
\end{verbatim}
Assuming $c$ is a variable (i.e., pure), there are two paths through this term:
- If $c$ is true, the code will emit events $\alpha$ and $\beta$ (in order), and not execute the handler.
- If $c$ is false, the code will abort to the handler, which will emit event $\gamma$.

So intuitively, the effect for this term should contain those traces; ideally the effect would be $\{\alpha\beta, \gamma\}$, containing only those traces. For an effect system to validate this effect for this term, it must not only track ordinary underlying effects, but also two aspects of the abort operation’s behavior: it causes some code to be discarded (the event $\{\beta\}$), and it causes the handler to run. We can track this information by making effects pairs of two components: a set of behaviors up to an abort (which we will call the control effect set, since it tracks effects due to non-local control transfer), and an underlying effect for when no abort occurs.

We could then give the body of the prompt the effect $\{\text{abort}([\{e\}]), \{\alpha\beta\}\}$ to indicate that it either executes normally producing a trace $\alpha\beta$, or it aborts to the nearest handler after doing nothing (more precisely, after performing actions with the unit effect for $T(\Sigma)$). The type rule for prompts can then recognize the body may abort, and for each possible prefix of an aborting execution, add into the overall (underlying) effect of the prompt the result of sequencing that prefix with the handler’s effect: here, $\{(\{e\} \triangleright \{\gamma\}) \sqcup \{\alpha\beta\}\} = \{\alpha\beta, \gamma\}$.

Above the body effect was given as a whole from intuition, but in general this must be built compositionally from subexpression effects, motivating further questions. First, what is the effect of the subterm $\text{abort} \triangleleft 3$? In particular, what is its underlying effect? One sound choice would be $I (\{e\} \triangleright T(\Sigma))$, but this would introduce imprecision: it would produce effects suggesting it was possible to execute only event $\beta$ (since the conditional’s underlying effect would include both $\alpha$ and the empty trace $e$, sequenced with $\beta$). Instead, we will make the underlying component optional, writing $\bot$ when it is absent. We will continue to use metavariables $Q$ to indicate a definitely present element of the underlying effect quantale, but will use the convention of underlining metavariables (e.g., $\overline{Q}$) when they may be $\bot$. This permits the conditional’s underlying effect to only contain the trace $\alpha$, because joining the branches’ effects can simply ignore the missing underlying effect from the aborting branch.

Second, we should consider how the sequencing and join operations interact with abort effects. While component-wise union/join is a natural (and working) starting point, sequencing is less obvious. Prefixing the last example’s body with an extra event is instructive:

\[
(Q \triangleleft (\text{event}[\delta]); (\text{if } c (\text{event}[\alpha]) (\text{abort} \triangleleft 3)); \text{event}[\beta]) (\lambda n. \text{event}[\gamma])
\]

Execution could generate two traces: $\delta\alpha\beta$ and $\delta\gamma$. So both traces in the effect for the last body should gain this $\delta$ prefix: not only the underlying effect component, but also the portion related to the abort. This suggests the following definition of sequencing:

\[
(C_1, Q_1) \triangleright (C_2, Q_2) = (C_1 \sqcup (Q_1 \triangleright C_2), Q_1 \triangleright Q_2)
\]

Assuming there is a lifting (given later) of the underlying sequencing to possibly-absent underlying effects ($Q_1 \triangleright Q_2$), this reflects the natural ways of combining paths through these terms: the control effect set collecting abort behaviors should include both the abort behaviors from $C_1$ (an execution corresponding to one of those behaviors means nothing from the second effect will execute), as well as the result of first executing normal behaviors of the first effect (e.g., $\{\delta\}$) before the aborting behaviors of the second $\triangleleft Q_1 \triangleright C_2$. So the effect of this new example’s prompt body should be the join of the two branches $((\{\text{abort}([e])\}, \bot) \sqcup (\emptyset, \{\alpha\})) = ((\{\text{abort}([e])\}, \{\alpha\}))$, sequenced between the effects of event $\delta$ and event $\beta$: $(\emptyset, \{\delta\}) \triangleright ((\{\text{abort}([e])\}, \{\alpha\}) \triangleright (\emptyset, \{\beta\}) = (\emptyset, \{\delta\}) \triangleright ((\{\text{abort}([e])\}, \{\alpha\}) = ((\{\text{abort}([\delta])\}, \{\delta\alpha\beta\})$. Repeating our informal prompt handling above gives us the new expected underlying effect $\{\delta\alpha\beta, \delta\gamma\}$. We refer to the way the control effect set accumulates prefixes on the left as left-accumulation of effects. This definition is associative, and distributes
over the component-wise union/join. For now we continue with the simplifying assumption that all tags are \( t \) (equivalent to untagged continuations), and consider issues with multiple tags in Use Case 6. A final detail deferred to Section 4 is that the value thrown by an \textit{abort} must be of the type expected by the corresponding handler.

This is already part-way to our goal of deriving type rules for common control operators from delimited continuations: the work so far supports basic checked exceptions:

\[
\text{try } e \text{ catch } C \Rightarrow e_c = (\% C \ [e] [e_c]) \quad \text{[throw}_C e] = (\text{abort } t_C [e])
\]

The formal rules for prompts and aborts will directly dictate the rules for these macro-expressions of checked exceptions, just as the informal discussion here transfers directly to these macro-expressed checked exceptions.

\textbf{Use Case 3 (Invoking Simple Continuations).} Operationally, invoking an existing continuation is similar to using \textit{abort} in that it discards the surrounding context up to the nearest prompt. But unlike uses of \textit{abort}, invoking a continuation does not cause handler execution – instead (by E-\text{INVVOKECC}) the prompt and handler remain in place. For the type rule for prompts to treat this additional mechanism, effects must indicate that invocation may occur. We can do this by extending effects slightly: instead of \( C \) in the effect \((C, Q)\) only containing prefixes of aborting computations, it should also include prefixes of continuation invocations – this is why elements of \( C \) were labeled \textit{abort} in the previous example, and we can now include effects tagged by \textit{replace} to indicate control behaviors that \textit{replace} the current continuation with a new one. Considering a term invoking a continuation \( k \):

\[
(\% t \ (\text{event}[\alpha]) \ (\text{if } c \ (\text{event}[\alpha]) \ (k ()); \text{event}[\beta]) \ (\text{An. event}[\gamma]))
\]

As in the previous example, one possible trace of this program is \( \delta, \alpha, \beta \) when \( c \) is true. When \( c \) is false, however, this program will emit event \( \delta \), then invoke \( k \), replacing the rest of the body with \( k \)'s captured continuation (with unit in its hole). Thus typing this requires also knowing additional information about \( k \), not required in the \textit{abort} case. We require continuations to carry a latent effect similar to functions: while the latent effect of a function \((\lambda x. e)\) describes the effect of the term obtained by substituting an appropriately-typed value \( v \) into \( e \) – the effect of \( e[v/x] \) – the latent effect of a continuation \((\text{cont}^\gamma \ell E)\) describes the effect of plugging an appropriately-typed value \( v \) into \( E \)'s hole – the effect of \( E[v] \).

Assuming \( k \) has only underlying effects – e.g., if \( k = (\text{cont}^\eta t \ (\bullet; \text{event}[\eta])) \), then we should expect the type rule for invocation to take that underlying effect from \( k \)'s latent effect and move it to the control effect set, under \textit{replace}(). So if \( k \)'s latent effect is \((\emptyset, \{\eta\})\), the effect of \((k ()\) should be \((\{\text{replace}(\{\eta\})\}, \bot)\). Sequential composition should be extended to \textit{replace} control effects similar to \textit{abort} control effects, by accumulating on the left. With that adjustment, we can conclude the body above has effect \((\{\text{replace}(\{\delta\eta\})\}, \{\delta, \alpha, \beta\})\).

The type rule for prompts can treat these similarly to \textit{abort} control effects, but without sequencing them with the handler (which doesn’t execute in this case), producing an overall effect \((\emptyset, \{\delta, \alpha, \delta, \eta\})\). Notice that this is slightly different from \textit{abort} control effects: those track \textit{only} the prefix effect before the abort, but the approach just outlined would have \textit{replace}() control effects include prefix effects before invoking the continuation \textit{and} the underlying effect of behaviors \textit{after} the control operation. This corresponds to the location of the behavior that executes after the control operation – remote for aborts (the handler is non-local) and local for continuation invocation (the continuation is at the call site).

\textbf{Use Case 4 (Invoking Continuations that Abort or Invoke Other Continuations).} The example above assumed \( k \) had only underlying effects, but in general \( k \)'s body might use \textit{abort} or invoke other continuations. In such cases, \( k \)'s latent effect would be some pair \((C, Q)\) for...
non-empty control effect set $C$. It turns out simply treating those naïvely – including them into the control effect set for invoking $k$ – is adequate for now (we revisit this when considering multiple tags). If $k = (\text{cont} \; t \; (\bullet; \text{event}[\eta]; \text{abort} \; t \; 3))$ in the previous example, then the latent effect will be $\{\text{abort}([\eta])\}$, and simply making the effect of $k()$ be the same (dropping the absent underlying latent effect since the continuation can only return via control operators, but making the application’s underlying effect $\perp$ because by definition it does not return directly) gets the expected result at the prompt, including the trace $\delta \eta \gamma$ from emitting $\delta$, invoking $k$, emitting $\eta$ (from $k$’s restored body) and aborting to the handler. Because the latent control effects from $k$’s body already includes the prefixes from the start of $k$’s body to the $\text{abort}$, the existing left accumulation in our definition of $\triangleright$ correctly accumulates prefixes from the site of continuation invocation, into the continuation, to its uses of control operations. In general (for a single tag), invoking a continuation with latent effect $(C, Q)$ has effect $(C \cup \{\text{replace}(Q)\}, \perp)$, though this assumes a non-empty underlying effect for the continuation – an assumption the final type rules will need to relax, along with extension for multiple tags, and issues with the continuation’s argument and result type.

Use Case 5 (Capturing Continuations). Typing uses of $\text{call/cc}$ is the most complex problem this effect system must address. For a term $(\text{call/cc} \; t \; (\lambda k. \; e))$, the rule must type the body function, which means choosing a type for the variable $k$ that will be bound to the continuation. We defer continuation argument and result types for now. The latent effect of the continuation parameter depends on the effect of the code in the captured context – code that is (at runtime) “between” the $\text{call/cc}$ and the (dynamically) nearest prompt. Consider applying a purely local type rule for $\text{call/cc}$ to this simple example:

$$\% \; t \; ((\text{call/cc} \; t \; (\lambda k. \; e)); \; \text{foo} \; 3) \ldots$$

Here the context captured will clearly be $(\bullet; \; \text{foo} \; 3)$. This is awkward when typing the subterm $(\text{call/cc} \; t \; (\lambda k. \; e))$, because that context is not a subterm of what is being typed.

We will take a “guess and check” approach$^1$ to typing $\text{call/cc}$, assuming a certain latent effect and ensuring it can be checked elsewhere when additional information is available (in our case, in the type rule for prompts), essentially a form of prophecy [2, 3]. We track prophecies in a third (final) component, the prophecy set, resulting in three-component effects $(P, C, Q)$. We call these three-part effects continuation effects, using metavariable $\chi$. An individual prophecy records the assumed latent effect of a continuation. Since that continuation may capture further continuations, the prophecy must predict a full continuation effect, making prophecies and continuation effects mutually recursive.

Prophecies alone are only local guesses about non-local phenomena; the effect system requires a way to validate them. Intuitively, a prophecy that a $\text{call/cc}$ captures a continuation with latent effect $(P, C, Q)$ is valid if in any dynamic context the $\text{call/cc}$ is evaluated, the effect of the program text “between” the capture and the nearest prompt has an effect less than $(P, C, Q)$ in the partial order (to be defined). Checking this statically is non-trivial. While the full context captured is visible in $(\% \; t \; ((\text{call/cc} \; t \; (\lambda k. \; e)); \; \text{event}[\alpha] \; (\lambda n. \ldots))$, enclosing the $\text{call/cc}$ in a function makes it non-local, and that function may be invoked in multiple contexts. Minor changes to the context may also (need to) break typability: if this $\text{call/cc}$’s body requires that the context has only underlying effect $\{\alpha\}$, then adding an additional $\text{event}$ to the end of the prompt’s body must make the expression untypable.

$^1$ In the sense that a human constructing a typing derivation involving $\text{call/cc}$ would need to informally guess a prophecy, then use the type rules to check that it was a sound guess.
We can again turn to the idea of accumulation, but to the right. Thus we write individual prophecies (again, ignoring tags and argument and result types of continuations) as prophecy \( \chi \text{obs} \chi' \) – indicating that for a certain \texttt{call/cc}, an effect of \( \chi \) was prophecized, meaning that the term whose effect contains this prophecy assumed a latent effect \( \chi \) for the continuation, and the effect of the term fragment between the \texttt{call/cc} and the boundary of the term has effect \( \chi' \), which we call the observation. We will extend sequential composition to accumulate effects to the right into the observation. When type checking a prompt, there is no more to accumulate because the prompt is the boundary of the continuation capture: at that point, the observation reflects the actual effect of the code statically on control flow paths between \texttt{call/cc} and the prompt, so the prophecy was sound if the observed effect is less than the prophecy effect.

With this prophecy-and-observation approach, let us consider:

\[
\begin{aligned}
&\% \ t \ (((\texttt{call/cc} \ t \ (\lambda k. \ e)); \ \text{event}[\alpha]); \ \text{event}[\beta]) \ (\lambda n. \ \ldots))
\end{aligned}
\]

The type rule for \texttt{call/cc} can assume a surrounding context effect of \((\emptyset, \emptyset, \{\alpha\beta\})\). Let us assume for simplicity the inner body of the \texttt{call/cc} is pure (unit effect). Then the effect of the \texttt{call/cc} term can be \((\{\text{prophecy} \ (\emptyset, \emptyset, \{\alpha\beta\}) \ \text{obs} \ (\emptyset, \emptyset, I)), \emptyset, I)\) (writing the unit effect as simply \(I\) for readability). Then the effect of sequencing that with the \text{event}[\alpha] (i.e., \((\emptyset, \emptyset, \{\alpha\})\)) should both update the underlying effect and the observation of the prophecy: \((\{\text{prophecy} \ (\emptyset, \emptyset, \{\alpha\beta\}) \ \text{obs} \ (\emptyset, \emptyset, \{\alpha\}), \emptyset, \{\alpha\})\). Repeating this for the next event, we would get \((\{\text{prophecy} \ (\emptyset, \emptyset, \{\alpha\beta\}) \ \text{obs} \ (\emptyset, \emptyset, \{\alpha\beta\}), \emptyset, \{\alpha\beta\})\). At that point, this has typed the entire body of the prompt, and the type rule for the prompt can check that the observed effect is no greater than the prophecized effect – in this case trivially since they are equal.

\[\text{Use Case 6 (Trouble with Tags).}\] Work with delimited continuations typically formalizes work without tags, but then adds them to the implementation as a “straightforward” extension. There are, however, several ways in which handling multiple tags is non-trivial in this context, warranting an explicit treatment. First, nested continuations result in more subtlety when handling control effect sets in the prompt rule. An obvious change is for a prompt tagged \(t\) to ignore aborts and continuation invocations (elements of the control effect set) that target a different tag (which requires tracking the target tag for each replace or abort effect). However, this is insufficient. A continuation \(k\) that restores up to tag \(t\) may include a latent abort to tag \(t_2\) – but if the nearest prompt is tagged \(t_2\), this is subtle. Consider the continuation \(k = (\text{cont}^{\text{unit}} \ t \ (\bullet; \text{abort} \ t_2 \ 3))\) in the context of:

\[
\begin{aligned}
&\% \ t_2 \ (% \ t \ ((% \ (k \ (\{\})) \ ; \ \text{event}[\alpha]) \ \ldots) \ \ldots) \ (\lambda n. \ \text{event}[\beta]))
\end{aligned}
\]

\(k\) is invoked nested inside multiple prompts of different tags: when \(k\) is restored, it will discard and replace the innermost \(t_2\) prompt (white background) entirely. This is important: after context restoration, the \text{abort} inside \(k\) will be executed, passing 3 to the \textit{outermost} handler and emitting event \(\beta\): the innermost \(t_2\) prompt contains an abort to \(t_2\), yet the innermost handler will not execute; the \textit{outermost} handler will.

\[
\begin{aligned}
&\% \ t_2 \ (% \ t \ (\{\} \ ; \ \text{abort} \ t_2 \ 3) \ \ldots) \ (\lambda n. \ \text{event}[\beta])) \ \Rightarrow^* \ (\lambda n. \ \text{event}[\beta])) \ 3
\end{aligned}
\]

Our initial effect for invoking continuations with further control effects (Use Case 4) would have the inner prompt’s body effect contain \text{abort} \(t_2\) \{\(\}\), which our suggested prompt handling would then join into the \textit{innermost} prompt due to the matching tag. This has two problems: it spuriously suggests the innermost prompt’s handler could execute, introducing a kind of imprecision; and because that abort effect would no longer be present in the effect of the outermost prompt’s body, it would be missed that the outer handler could run, making the approach unsound. We must refine our approach for these “jumps.”
We resolve this by adding one final nuance to control effect sets. We allow control effects to be either basic (the `replace` or `abort` effects we have already seen, with target tags) or `blocked` for a control effect \( c \). A blocked control effect \( \square \) is ignored by prompts (left in the control effect set) until a prompt tagged \( t \) is reached – that prompt will `unblock` the effect, leaving \( c \) in the control effect set of the prompt. When invoking a continuation, instead of simply including the latent control effects in the effect of the invocation, the type rule will include the latent control effects `blocked` until the target tag of the continuation. So in the example above, the inner prompt’s body effect would instead include \( \text{abort } t_2 \{ c \} \). This would be ignored (propagated) by the inner prompt’s typing (so the inner handler would not be spuriously considered), unblocked by the middle prompt’s typing, and finally resolved in the outer prompt’s typing (which would trigger consideration of the outer handler). Because the overall effect of any execution path that triggers such blocked control effects must still execute code along the way to the continuation invocation, blocked control effects still accumulate on the left.

Prophecies raise similar issues that lead to similar introduction of blocked prophecies: if \( k \) above instead captured a continuation up to a prompt tagged \( t_2 \), the white-background portion of the term discarded when \( k \) was invoked would not be part of the captured continuation, so it should not be incorporated into the observation part of a prophecy. Because of this, blocked prophecies must not accumulate while blocked. The difference is this: blocked control effects continue to accumulate on the left because control operations do not discard code that occurs on the way to a control effect, while blocked prophecies must “skip over” the code discarded by control operations, which always appears to the right (later in source program order).

### 4 Continuation Effects

This section makes the outlines of the previous section precise, and fills in missing details (such as coordinating the type of a value thrown with the argument type of a handler). Figure 2 defines the effects of \( \mathcal{C}(Q) \) derived from the examples above, for underlying effect quantale \( Q \). Continuation-aware effects of an underlying effect quantale \( Q \) are effects \( \chi \) of three components: a prophecy set \( P \), a control effect set \( C \), and an optional underlying effect \( Q \). Basic control effects include effects representing aborts to a tagged prompt \( \text{abort } \ell Q \rightsquigarrow \tau \) or invoking continuations that replace the context up the nearest tagged prompt \( \text{replace } \ell : Q \rightsquigarrow \tau \), as suggested by Use Cases 2 and 3. These versions are additionally tagged with the specific prompt tag they target \( (\ell) \), and each carries a type \( \tau \) – for replacement this is the result.
type of the restored continuation, and for aborts this is the type of the value thrown (each intuitively a kind of result type for each control behavior). Both control effects and prophecies may also be blocked until a prompt with a certain tag if they originate inside a continuation that was invoked (per Use Case 6). Note that blocking constructors may nest arbitrarily deeply, because one restored continuation may restore another continuation which may restore another... and so on. For a term with effect \((P, C, Q)\):

- The prophecy set \(P\) contains prophecies for all uses of \texttt{call/cc} within the term (some possibly blocked if introduced by restoring a continuation).
- The control effect set \(C\) describes all possible exits of the term via control operations (abort or continuation invocation). For aborts of continuation invocation that occur directly, \(C\) will contain basic control effects. For aborts or continuation invocation that may occur in the body of a restored continuation, there will be blocked control effects.
- The underlying effect \(Q\) describes (an upper bound on) the underlying effect of any execution of the term that does not exit via control operator.

To define sequencing and join formally, we must first lift the underlying effect quantale's operators to deal with missing effects:

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_1 \triangleright Q_2 &= \begin{cases} 
\top & \text{if } Q_1 = \top \lor Q_2 = \top \\
\bot & \text{if } Q_1 = \bot \lor Q_2 = \bot \\
Q_1 \cup Q_2 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \\
Q_1 \vee Q_2 &= \begin{cases} 
\top & \text{if } Q_1 = \top \lor Q_2 = \top \\
Q_1 & \text{if } Q_2 = \bot \\
Q_2 & \text{if } Q_1 = \bot \\
Q_1 \cup Q_2 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

We also require a way to prefix control effects with an underlying effect, to implement left accumulation (recursively), extending the ideas of Use Cases 2, 3, and 6 to the final definition:

\[
Q \triangleright \Box = \overline{Q} \triangleright \Box
\]

\[
Q \triangleright \text{replace } \ell : Q' \leadsto \tau = \text{replace } \ell : (Q \triangleright Q') \leadsto \tau
\]

\[
Q \triangleright \text{abort } \ell : Q' \leadsto \tau = \text{abort } \ell : (Q \triangleright Q') \leadsto \tau
\]

and we will lift this to operate on control effect \textit{sets} and possibly-absent underlying effects:

\[
Q \triangleright C = \text{if } (Q = \bot) \text{ then } \emptyset \text{ else } (\text{map } (Q \triangleright \_)) C
\]

Likewise, we must define a means of right-accumulating in prophecies:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{prophecy } \ell & : \mathcal{P}(C, Q) \leadsto \tau \text{ obs } \mathcal{P}(P', C', Q') \overset{\triangleright}{\chi''} = \text{prophecy } \ell : \mathcal{P}(C, Q) \leadsto \tau \text{ obs } \mathcal{P}(P', C', Q') \\
\overset{\triangleright}{\chi''} & = \text{prophecy } \ell : \mathcal{P}(C, Q) \leadsto \tau \text{ obs } \mathcal{P}(P', C', Q') \bigcirc \mathcal{P}(P, C, Q) \\
& = \text{prophecy } \ell : \mathcal{P}(C, Q) \leadsto \tau \text{ obs } \mathcal{P}(P', C', Q') \bigcirc \mathcal{P}(P, C, Q) \\
& = \text{prophecy } \ell : \mathcal{P}(C, Q) \leadsto \tau \text{ obs } \mathcal{P}(P', C', Q') \bigcirc \mathcal{P}(P, C, Q)
\end{align*}
\]

which we also lift to operate on prophecy \textit{sets} (not shown, but analogous to the lifting of left-accumulation). Finally, this is enough to define sequencing and join:

\[
\begin{align*}
(P_1, C_1, Q_1) \cup (P_2, C_2, Q_2) &= (P_1 \cup P_2, C_1 \cup C_2, Q_1 \cup Q_2) \\
(P_1, C_1, Q_1) \triangleright (P_2, C_2, Q_2) &= ((P_1 \triangleright (P_2, C_2, Q_2)) \cup P_2, C_1 \cup (Q_1 \triangleright C_2), Q_1 \triangleright Q_2)
\end{align*}
\]

Joins are implemented component-wise, using set union on prophecy or control effect sets, and the (option-lifted) join from the underlying effect quantale. The sequencing operator, and its relation to the accumulation on prophecies, is a bit complex and warrants some further explanation. The sequence operator \(\triangleright\) is defined according to the ideas driven by Use Cases 2, 3, and 5. Underlying effects are sequenced by reusing the underlying effect quantale. Control effects are handled by left-accumulating. In fact, in the case where there are no prophecies (\texttt{call/cc}s) involved, the handling of the control effect sets and underlying effects is exactly as in Use Case 2, just extended for the additional control effects. Deferring
Lifting Sequential Effects to Control Operators

the right-accumulation $\triangleright$ for one further moment, the full sequencing operator produces a
resulting prophecy set as the union of prophecies from the second effect (which are unaffected
by the first) with the result of the first effect’s prophecies accumulating effects from the
right, since that effect will (in the type rules) correspond to behavior that will be part of the
captured continuation. The right accumulation for prophecies implemented by $\triangleright$ essentially
just implements sequential composition of the observation with the accumulated effect –
the recursive use of $\triangleright$ could equivalently just be $\triangleright_1$, but direct recursion is easier to prove
things about than mutual recursion. As suggested by Use Case 6, blocked prophecies do not
accumulate. It is easy to confirm that the unit element for $\triangleright$ is $(\emptyset, \emptyset, I)$, where $I$ is the
identity of the underlying effect quantale.

$\triangleright$ Remark 2 (Sets of Underlying Effects). We have described most of the structure of lifting an
effect quantale to support delimited control: sequencing and join operators that distribute
over each other, along with a unit for sequencing. We have not yet stated whether the result
$C(Q)$ of the lifting is an effect quantale. As described so far, it is not quite an effect quantale:
there is no single distinguished top in the partial order induced by $\sqcup$: for any effect $(P, C, Q)$,
a larger effect can be obtained by adding new control effects or prophecies. And because the
underlying $\top$ can appear in multiple ways, conceptually many different incomparable effects
should be considered erroneous. Introducing a distinguished top element $\text{Err}$, and wrapping
the sequencing and join definitions above with an additional operation producing $\text{Err}$ any
time the operations above produce effects containing underlying top. This would produce an
effect quantale, but we take an alternative approach that also enhances flexibility, without
adding special cases for $\top$ throughout the system.

Using sets of structures containing underlying effects can lead to the extra set structure
being “too picky” in distinguishing effects, in the sense of distinguishing intuitively equivalent
effects. Consider the following join:

$$(\emptyset, \{\text{abort } \ell \{\alpha\}\}, \bot) \sqcup (\emptyset, \{\text{abort } \ell \{\beta\}\}, \bot) = (\emptyset, \{\text{abort } \ell \{\alpha\}, \text{abort } \ell \{\beta\}\}, \bot)$$

which could be the effect of if $c$ (event[$\alpha$]; abort $\ell$ 3) (event[$\beta$]; abort $\ell$ 3). Their join
is not the very similar $(\emptyset, \{\text{abort } \ell \{\alpha, \beta\}\})$, which also indicates an abort after one of the
two same underlying effects, and is the effect of a minor rewrite of the last expression:
(if $c$ (event[$\alpha$]) (event[$\beta$])); abort $\ell$ 3. Both effects indicate executing $\alpha$ or $\beta$ before aborting, and replacing one with the other inside a prompt body will not change the prompt’s
effect (per Use Cases 2 and 3): the prompt will sequence each with the handler effect, and
join them together). Yet because $\sqcup$ is defined using set union, they are incomparable in the
induced partial order $x \sqsubseteq y \iff x \sqcup y = y$, because joining them yields a third effect:
$(\emptyset, \{\text{abort } \ell \{\alpha\}, \text{abort } \ell \{\beta\}\}, \bot)$. This is not a valuable distinction. We would
like at least $(\emptyset, \{\text{abort } \ell \{\alpha\}, \text{abort } \ell \{\beta\}\}, \bot) \subseteq (\emptyset, \{\text{abort } \ell \{\alpha, \beta\}\})$ because every abort
prefix on the left is over-approximated by an abort prefix on the right.$^2$ One way to achieve
this would be to replace the set union of control effect sets or prophecy sets in the sequencing
and join operators with operators that also recursively joined the underlying effects of all
aborts to the same tag, joined the underlying effects of all replacements to the same tag, and
joined the observed effects of all prophecies to the same tag with the same prediction (plus
joining types). The partial order induced by this modification would establish this desirable
order.

Directly extending $\sqcup$ and $\triangleright$ as given to both recursively join when combining sets and
lift underlying $\top$ to a special $\text{Err}$ would yield a proper effect quantale, but add significant
complexity that is orthogonal to the key ideas of our approach. Instead, we make two

$^2$ While in this $T(\Sigma)$ example the effects are equivalent, examples in other effect quantales only justify $\sqsubseteq$. 
adjustments. First, we define a direct partial order on continuation effects in Figure 3, where an effect \( \chi \) is less than another effect \( \chi' \) if every prophecy observation, abort effect, replacement effect, or underlying effect in \( \chi \) is over-approximated by some corresponding component in \( \chi' \). This captures the intuition behind the desirable ordering outlined above.

We also define a corresponding equivalence relation \( \approx \) on continuation effects, which equates all continuation effects containing an underlying \( T \) (anywhere in the effect) and otherwise uses the partial order to induce equivalence. In the type rules considered in Section 4, this is the notion of subeffecting used (rather than the traditional partial order derived from a join), and all effects are considered modulo the equivalence relation. Quotienting \( C(Q) \) by the equivalence \( \approx \) yields a proper effect quantale, equivalent to the direct but verbose version outlined above. See our technical report [32] for further details.

We consider a type-and-effect system for a language with the constructs from Figure 1. Our extended technical report [32] extends these results for composable continuations. Our expressions and types are:

\[
C_1 \sqsubseteq C_2 = \bigwedge \left\{ \forall \ell, Q, \tau. \text{replace } \ell : Q \rightsquigarrow \tau \in C_1 \Rightarrow \exists Q'. \text{replace } \ell : Q' \rightsquigarrow \tau \in C_2 \land Q \sqsubseteq Q' \right\} 
\]

\[
(\forall \ell, \chi, \tau. \text{prophecy } \ell \chi \rightsquigarrow \tau \text{ obs } \chi' \in P_1 \Rightarrow \exists \chi''. \text{prophecy } \ell \chi \rightsquigarrow \tau \text{ obs } \chi'' \in P_2 \land \chi' \sqsubseteq \chi'') \land 
\]

\[
(\forall \ell, \chi, \tau. \text{prophecy } \ell \chi \rightsquigarrow \tau \text{ obs } \chi' \in P_1 \Rightarrow \exists \chi''. \text{prophecy } \ell \chi \rightsquigarrow \tau \text{ obs } \chi''', \in P_2 \land \chi' \sqsubseteq \chi''') 
\]

\[
\chi \approx \chi' = (\text{NoUnderlyingTop}(\chi, \chi') \land \chi \sqsubseteq \chi' \land \chi \prime \sqsubseteq \chi) \lor (\text{UnderlyingTop}(\chi) \land \text{UnderlyingTop}(\chi'))
\]

**Figure 3** Direct partial order and equivalence on continuation effects.

Expressions:

\[ e ::= p \mid \lambda x. e \mid (e \ e) \mid (\% \ell \ E \ v) \mid (\text{call/cc} \ \ell \ e) \mid (\text{abort} \ \ell \ e) \mid (\text{cont} \ \ell \ E) \mid \text{if} \ e \ e \]

Values:

\[ v ::= (\lambda x. e) \mid \text{cont} \ \ell \ E \mid v_p \]

Types:

\[ \tau, \gamma ::= \text{unit} \mid \text{bool} \mid \tau \stackrel{\Delta}{\rightarrow} \tau \mid (\text{cont} \ \ell \ \chi \ \tau) \mid \mu X. \tau \]

\( p \) and \( v_p \) are parameters of the system following Gordon’s work [30, 31]: primitives (which can include operations such as locking primitives or \( \text{event}[\alpha] \)) and primitive values (e.g., for encoding locations). Gordon’s soundness framework also parameterizes operational semantics by an abstract notion of state, and semantics for primitives manipulating state; we assume (and later use) a similar framework, which admits a range of concrete examples.

Types include common primitive types, function types with latent effects, equirecursive types (needed for typing loops), as well as a type for continuation values that we discuss with the type rule for invoking continuations. The type rules for lambda abstraction, function application, and conditionals are as in Section 2 (though using continuation effects), so we do not discuss them further. Typing uses of primitives requires additional rules and parameters to define the additional types (e.g., lock or location types) and their relationship to operational primitives, following Gordon [30, 31]. For intuition, readers may assume \( p \) is simply the \( \text{event} \ [\_] \) primitive from our running example. We include subtyping \( (<:>) \), including the standard type-and-effect subsumption rule, and function subtyping that is covariant in the body’s latent effect. Figure 4 gives central type rules for this paper, for prompts, aborts, continuation capture, and continuation invocation.

We will discuss the type rules in relation to the Use Cases from Section 3.

**T-ABORT** handles Use Case 2. As suggested in that discussion, the effect of an abort is to introduce a control effect signifying an abort to the targeted label, with an absent underlying effect. The initial prefix of the abort is “empty” – the underlying unit effect \( I \) – and the
control effect tracks the type of the thrown value. The overall effect of an `abort` expression sequences this after the effect of reducing $e$ to a value, since this occurs earlier in evaluation order than the abort operation itself. A subtlety worth noting, is that this also ensures a `call/cc` inside $e$ will correctly accumulate the pending abort in the captured context.

T-AppCont handles Use Cases 3 and 4. First consider the basic case where the invoked continuation has only simple underlying effects (i.e., $P$ and $C$ in the continuation’s latent effect are both $\emptyset$). As with T-Abort, subterms are reduced to values before the control behavior occurs, so those effects are sequenced before the control behavior itself. With that taken care of, we may temporarily assume both $k$ and $e$ are already syntactic values to simplify discussion of effect. In this case the rule simplifies to exactly what the example in Use Case 3 suggested: the underlying effect is absent (because the term does not return normally, but via a control behavior), and a control effect is introduced reflecting that a continuation with underlying effect $Q$ is invoked. A subtlety here is that we cannot simply write `replace $\ell : Q \rightsquigarrow \tau'```, because $Q$ may be $\bot$, which would make that control effect invalid. Instead we (ab)use the left-accumulation operator on control effects: prefixing the unit-effect replacement effect with $Q$ will give the expected result when $Q$ is present, and otherwise result in the empty set. The replacement effect also records the result type of the invoked continuation, and the rule also ensures the argument provided to the continuation is the continuation’s expected type.

T-AppCont also handles Use Case 4, adjusted per Use Case 6: the latent control effects of the continuation are included, but `blocked until $\ell`, to ensure no prompt rule (discussed shortly) resolves those behaviors before the behaviors escape a prompt tagged $\ell$. Unlike the discussion in Section 3, this finished rule also supports the case where the restored continuation contains (possibly-nested) uses of `call/cc`, blocking the latent prophecies as well.

The conclusion of T-AppCont critically overloads the syntax for constructing blocked prophecies and control effects, to block prophecy `sets` and control effect `sets`. This overload almost maps the appropriate blocking constructor over each set – however, it first checks that this will not result in a control effect of the form `call/cc` for some tag $\ell$ (similarly for prophecies). Such a control effect would represent a control effect that should propagate directly through two prompts tagged $\ell$, but this is dynamically impossible: any number of nested restorations of continuations to the same tag remains within the same prompt, e.g.:
Naïvely mapping the blocking constructor would yield the control effect set \( \{ \text{abort } \ell \to \text{nat}_\emptyset \} \) for the body; our discussion with Use Case 6 about each prompt removing one layer of blocking (which we will see does inform T-PROMPT) would then not pair the abort with the local handler that is invoked. With the modified mapping, the simplification of the control effect set is instead \( \{ \text{abort } \ell \to \text{nat}_\emptyset \} \) (only one layer of blocking), which will match the \text{abort} to the correct handler.

T-CALLCONT is a bit more subtle. Standard for any type rule for call/cc, the rule ensures the result type of the expression itself (\( \tau \)) is also the return type of the body function (for executions that return normally) and the argument type assumed for the continuation (since the location of the call/cc becomes the hole the argument replaces at invocation). As suggested in the discussion of Use Case 5, the effect arising from the use of call/cc itself is a prophecy effect, recording the assumed latent effect of the captured continuation and the assumed result type of the captured continuation – both of which make their way into the assumed type of the argument to the call/cc body. The initial observation is empty, because this effect corresponds intuitively to the point in the execution from which the prediction begins – but this point is the heart of another key subtlety. As with other rules, the subterm \( \ell \) must be reduced before anything else, so its effect is sequenced before others. But naïvely ordering the body’s (latent) effect would place it after the prophecy, as dynamically the continuation is captured before the body is evaluated (since the continuation becomes the argument in E-CALLCC). However, this would result in the prophecy effect observing the body of the call/cc – which is incorrect, as that behavior will not be part of the captured continuation. Thus we place the prophecy after the body’s latent effect.

For a small variation on Use Case 5’s first example, this gives us:

\[
\begin{align*}
\chi \triangleright &\{ \text{prophecy } t \ (0,\emptyset,\{\alpha\}) \ \text{obs} \ (0,\emptyset,\ell) \} \ (0,\emptyset,\ell,\lambda \kappa.e) \\
\chi \triangleright &\{ \text{prophecy } t \ (0,\emptyset,\{\alpha\}) \ \text{obs} \ (0,\emptyset,\{\alpha\}) \} \ (0,\emptyset,\{\alpha\}) \\
\end{align*}
\]

The individual effects of the call/cc and event expressions (given above the term) simplify to the effect below the term. The prophecy from the call/cc observes the event that would be captured in its context. Because \( \ell \)'s effect \( \chi_\ell \) is to the left of the resulting prophecy, \( \ell \)'s non-captured behavior is not observed, and the prophecy under the term will appear in the prophecy set of the overall prompt’s body.

T-CALLCONT has one extra antecedent, constraining the prophecy to predict a non-trivial effect, to avoid degeneracy. The simplest problematic prediction would be to predict an effect of \((0,\emptyset,\bot)\). Consider the effect of the code event[\alpha]; \( (k \ () \))\). The effect would be \((0,\emptyset,\{\alpha\}) \Rightarrow (0,\emptyset,\bot) = (0,\emptyset,\bot)\). This is problematic: the term does have a behavior, but the effect reflects no behavior. This could be introduced by a circularity:

\[
\begin{align*}
\% t \ (\text{let} \ k = (\text{call/cc } t \ (\lambda k. k)) \ \text{in} \ (\text{event}[\alpha]; \ (k \ () \)) \ldots)
\end{align*}
\]

This term is in fact the macro-expansion for an infinite loop that executes the event forever. Assuming the degenerate latent effect in the call/cc gives \( k \) the degenerate effect, which gives the body of the the let-expression – the context captured by call/cc – a degenerate effect, allowing the observed effect to match the prophecy (both degenerate). Requiring a non-empty control effect set or underlying effect avoids this collapse. (This is not a termination-sensitivity issue; a terminating while loop has the same challenge, but a larger term.)
\[ P \setminus Q \ell = \{ p \setminus Q \ell \mid p \in P \wedge \text{OuterTag}(p) \neq \ell \} \quad C \setminus \ell = \{ c \in C \mid \text{OuterTag}(c) \neq \ell \} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Prophecy } \ell' (P', C', Q') \rightsquigarrow \tau \text{ obs } (P', C', Q') = & \text{ prophecy } \ell' (P, C, Q) \rightsquigarrow \tau \text{ obs } (P', C', Q') \text{ if } \ell' \neq \ell' \\
\text{Auxilliary definitions used by type rules.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 5** Auxiliary definitions used by type rules.

T-PROMPT is the most complex type rule in the system, because it serves many roles. In addition to giving an overall type and effect to the prompt, it must check that:

- Any \texttt{abort} to this handler throws values whose type is a subtype of the handler’s argument.
- Any continuation invoked in the body that will restore up to this prompt has a result type that is a subtype of the prompt’s own result type.
- Any \texttt{call/cc} that captures a continuation delimited by this prompt was typed assuming the result was a supertype of the prompt’s actual result type.
- Any \texttt{call/cc} that captures a continuation delimited by this prompt was typed assuming a valid latent effect for that continuation (i.e., that prophecies targeting that tag are upper-bounds on the observations).

The first three checks are handled by the subtyping constraints in the auxiliary judgment V-EFFECTS. Notice that the antecedents of V-EFFECTS quantify over elements of unblocked control effect sets and prophecy sets. Unblocking, written \( \lnot \subseteq \) is defined for prophecies in Figure 5: it maps a corresponding per-element unblocking operation, which is a no-op on elements that were not blocked, a no-op on elements blocked until a different tag, and strips off a block constructor for \( \ell \) if that is the outermost constructor. Unblocking for control effect sets is defined analogously. Intuitively, this corresponds to the fact that any control effect or prophecy blocked until a prompt for \( \ell \) has now reached a prompt for \( \ell \).

The last of the checks above is handled by the prophecy-related antecedent of V-EFFECTS, which \textit{nearly} checks that the observations for a given prophecy are a subeffect of what was predicted – that would be \( (P_p, C_p, Q_p) \subseteq X_{\text{prop}} \), which would be sound but overly conservative. Instead, the comparison of the prophecy and observation, compares the unblocked versions of prophecy and control effect sets; \( [P_p] \subseteq [P_{\text{prop}}] \) and \( [C_p] \subseteq [C_{\text{prop}}] \).

This is useful because if a context captured by \texttt{call/cc} contains an invocation of itself, the prophecy arising from T-CALLCONT will observe a \textit{blocked} version of \textit{its own} prophecy (from T-APPCONT), making the naive subeffect check too conservative: no prophecy can predict a blocked version of itself. Rather than being an esoteric concern, this is actually quite practical: encodings of loops using delimited continuations do exactly this. Unblocking for the prompt’s tag in V-EFFECTS resolves this: just like the quantifications unblock because those sets have now reached the corresponding prompt, the prophecy validation must reflect that the observation has now “reached” the corresponding prompt.

Let us revisit the example of Use Case 5 discussed above with T-CALLCONT. The prophecy in that derivation contains no blocked prophecies, so T-PROMPT will effectively check that the observation is less than the prophecy – that \( \emptyset, \emptyset, \{a\} \subseteq \emptyset, \emptyset, \{a\} \), which trivially succeeds because the prophecy predicted its context’s behavior exactly.
We can see the role of unblocking more clearly by revisiting the motivating example for requiring prophecized effects to be non-trivial (eliding types for brevity).

\[
\text{(prophecy } t \ (0, \{\text{replace } t \alpha^\ast \}_\text{obs} \ (\emptyset, 0, t)) \ (0, t) \text{)} \in (0, 0, (0) \ (0, \{\text{replace } t \alpha^\ast \}_\text{obs} \ (\emptyset, 0, t) \ (\emptyset, 0, t)))
\]

The effect of the prompt’s body is the sequencing (with \(\triangleright\)) of the three individual subterm effects written above the term fragments, writing \(\alpha^\ast\) for the set of all finite traces consisting of only \(\alpha\). Simplifying the sequencing of the two right-most effects first will result in a control effect set \(\{\text{replace } t \ (\{\alpha \triangleright \alpha^\ast\}_\text{prophecy})\}\) (invoke the continuation after an \(\alpha\) event, with aggregate behavior of some non-zero finite number of \(\alpha\) events). Simplifying again, the prophecy will observe this, and T-PROMPT will check (via V-Effects) that \(\{\text{replace } t \ (\{\alpha \triangleright \alpha^\ast\}_\text{prophecy})\}_T \subseteq \{\text{replace } t \alpha^\ast\} \) , which is equivalent to checking \(\{\text{replace } t \ (\{\alpha \triangleright \alpha^\ast\}_\text{prophecy})\} \subseteq \{\text{replace } t \alpha^\ast\}\), which is true because \(\{\alpha \triangleright \alpha^\ast\} \subseteq \alpha^\ast\) in \(T(\Sigma)\) (the set of non-empty finite traces containing only \(\alpha\) is a subset of the set of possibly-empty finite traces containing only \(\alpha\)).

Finally, T-PROMPT must give a type and effect to the prompt expression itself. The underlying effect must include (1) the body’s underlying effect, (2) the effect of any possible paths through the body that abort to the local handler and execute it (including those resulting from invoking continuations up to this prompt prior to aborting), and (3) the effect of any possible paths through the body that invoke one or more continuations up to this prompt before returning normally. (1) is simply \(Q\). (2) is the result of sequencing any abort prefix for \(\ell\) in the (unblocked) control effect set (which will incorporate aborts resulting from continuation invocation as well). (3) is simply the set of replacement effects in the (unblocked) \(C\). (2) and (3) are computed via a projection operator \(-|Q^h\) applied to the unblocked control effect set, defined in Figure 5. The superscript on the operator is the underlying effect of the handler (constrained to have no control effects), and the subscript is the choice of relevant prompt tag. The resulting set of underlying effects is joined together with the body’s underlying effect.

The prophecy and control effect sets of the overall prompt should propagate prophecies and control effects targeting other prompts, and remove those targeting the prompt at hand. To this end, the conclusion of T-PROMPT unblocks both sets and then removes (1) prophecies related to this prompt (which have now been validated) and (2) control effects related to this prompt (which have been incorporated into the prompt’s underlying effect, because they address control behaviors scoped to this prompt). The (unblocked) control effects are simply filtered with \(-|Q\ell\) (Figure 5), which retains only basic control effects targeting other tags and control effects still blocked until other tags. (Thus, the nested control effect from Use Case 6 appears blocked in the effect of the innermost prompt.) The prophecy set is filtered similarly, but the filtered results are also transformed – the remaining observations must be adapted to model the changes to effects from going “through” this prompt. Thus the filtering operation \(-|Q\ell\) on prophecy sets (Figure 5) selects those prophecies related to other prompts, then recursively transforms their observations – recursively filtering (and transforming) the observed prophecy and control effect sets, and joining transformations of their content into the observations’ underlying effect, just as in the conclusion of T-PROMPT itself. This is important due to interactions between tags: a prophecy to an outer prompt may observe in its context aborts to an inner prompt; \(-|Q\ell\) joins such abort prefixes with the handler that would run, and joins that into the underlying effect of the prophecy.
5 Iterating Continuation Effects

Prior work on effect quantales [30, 31] introduced the notion of lax iterability to introduce a loop iteration operator, as outlined in Section 2. We would like to reuse this operator construction for two reasons. First, we would like to check that if we macro-express loop constructs and derive rules for them as we proposed earlier, that they are consistent with manually-derived rules from prior work, which use the iteration operator. Second, the iteration operator has properties that make it useful for solving recursive constraints over effects, such as those that arise in building derived rules for control flow constructs and control operators later in the paper. Of course, lax iterability and the construction are defined on standard effect quantales, so do not apply directly to $\mathcal{C}(Q)$. Fortunately, one can apply the construction to $\mathcal{C}(Q)$ quotiented by $\approx$ (a standard effect quantale), and since those elements are equivalence classes, simply use the behavior on elements to iterate in $\mathcal{C}(Q)$:

▶ Theorem 3 (Lax Iterability with Continuations). For a laxly iterable underlying effect quantale $Q$, the effect quantale $\mathcal{C}(Q)/\approx$ is also laxly iterable, with the closure operator given by lifting the following operator from elements of $\mathcal{C}(Q)$ to the corresponding equivalence class.

$$(P, C, Q^\ast) = \bigcup_{i \in \mathbb{N}} P \triangleright (P, C, Q^i, Q^i \triangleright C, Q^\ast)$$

Notice that when $P = \emptyset$ and $C = \emptyset$, this specializes to the intuitive embedding of the (⊥-extended) underlying iteration: $((\emptyset, \emptyset, Q^\ast))$. When only $P = \emptyset$ this specializes to $((\emptyset, Q^\ast \triangleright C, Q^\ast))$, intuitively reflecting that any control exits occur after repeating $Q$ some number of times first. While these examples “merely” drop certain components of Theorem 3, it helps to work from the simplest case up to the more complex versions, since the examples above correspond intuitively to various execution paths. The infinite union in the prophecy set is the most subtle part of the operation to explain. Consider an expression with the structure $\text{while } c (\ldots (\text{call/cc } t \ldots) \ldots)$: Assume the tag $t$ for the continuation captured inside the loop does not occur elsewhere inside the loop – in particular, that the captured continuation would extend outside the loop. Considering the runtime execution, in some sense the prophecy captured by the first loop iteration must predict not only the regular execution and exceptional executions of future iterations, but even the need for more prophecies to be generated by the call/cc in future iterations as well! This is why the set of prophecies must still be sequenced with some form of themselves, rather than just some subset. During static typechecking, we must therefore conservatively overapproximate the number of iterations following a prophecy. It may be 0, 1, 2, … or any number. So the approximation must consider all of those possibilities, hence the infinite union of finite repetitions following the prophecies. This requires prophecy sets to be possibly-infinite, but only countably so.

6 Type Safety

We have proven syntactic type soundness for the type system presented in Section 4. We summarize the proof here; see the technical report for full details [32]. We continue to reuse Gordon’s parameterization for soundness [30, 31], making the proof generic over a choice of abstract states (ranged over by $\sigma$) and related parameters subject to some restrictions.

---

3 Lax iterability is defined for a version of effect quantales using partial operators [31] instead of the distinguished $\top$ used here to simulate partiality. But the definitions simplify to those used here when given total operations and using side-conditions to reject effects containing $\top$. 

---
Progress is uninteresting (if primitives satisfy progress), in the sense that effects play no essential role (they are merely “pushed around” and the proof looks otherwise like standard progress proofs). Preservation is similar to the common formulation for syntactic type soundness results of sequential effect systems [34, 30, 68, 67]. It follows from single-step preservation: informally, for a well-typed runtime state \( \sigma \) and term \( e \), if \( \sigma; e \xrightarrow{q} \sigma'; e' \), then \( \sigma' \) and \( e' \) are also well-typed, and moreover if the static effects of \( e \) and \( e' \) are \( \chi \) and \( \chi' \) respectively, then \( (\emptyset, \emptyset, q) \triangleright \chi' \subseteq \chi \) — that is, sequencing the actual effect of the reduction with the residual effect of the reduced expression is soundly bounded by the effect of the original expression. This is the typical form of syntactic type safety proofs for sequential effect systems [34, 25].

Explaining the formal statement requires explaining the full details of parameterization. For brevity and lack of space, we offer the formal statement of single-step preservation specialized for our running example of \( T(\Sigma) \) and \( \text{event}[-] \) with trivial (i.e., unit) state\(^4\) for which many of the conditions simplify to True:

\[\textbf{Corollary 4} \ (\text{Single-Step Preservation for } T(\Sigma)). \text{ If } \Gamma \vdash e : \tau \mid \chi \text{ and } () ; e \xrightarrow{q} () ; e', \text{ then there exists a } \tau' <: \tau \text{ and a } \chi' \text{ such that } \Gamma \vdash e' : \tau' \mid \chi' \text{ and } q \triangleright \chi' \subseteq \chi.\]

A key lemma for soundness of the rule for \texttt{call/cc} precisely relates prophecy observations to typing continuations. Informally, we prove that for a term \( E[e] \), if the effect of \( e \) contains a prophecy \( \text{prophecy} \ell \rightsquigarrow \tau; \text{obs} (\emptyset, \emptyset, I) \) and \( E \) contains no prompts for tag \( \ell \), then (1) the effect of \( E[e] \) contains a prophecy \( \text{prophecy} \ell \rightsquigarrow \tau \text{ obs} \chi' \) (accumulating some observation), and (2) plugging an appropriately-typed value \( v \) into \( E \) produces a term \( E[v] \) with static effect \( \chi' \) (exactly matching the observation). The assumptions of the lemma are exactly the conditions when considering \( E\text{-CallCC} \) in the preservation proof: \( E[e] \) is the body of the delimiting prompt and \( e \) is a use of \texttt{call/cc}, so by \( \text{T-CALLCONT} \) an appropriate prophecy exists in \( e \)'s effect ensuring the prophecy is gives sound latent effect for typing the captured continuation.

\[\textbf{Remark 5} \ (\text{Syntactic vs. Semantic Soundness}). \text{ Our proof imparts no semantic meaning to effects beyond syntactically relating the dynamic and static effects — it does not check that a certain effect enforces what it is meant to (e.g., deadlock freedom), unless like some finite trace effects [68, 45] the relation between static and dynamic effects is already the intent. This is common to any syntactic type safety approach for generic effects [51]. Gordon [31] has extended his proof approach for semantic pre- and post-condition type properties, such as ensuring locking effects accurately describe lock acquisition and release, but limited to safety properties; in principle this should be adaptable to our setting. Denotational approaches to abstract effect systems [42, 55, 70, 6] inherently give actual semantics, and therefore can ensure liveness properties.}\n
\section{7 Deriving Sequential Effect Rules}

Section 4 developed the core type rules which give sequential effects to programs making direct use of tagged delimited control. As we have discussed, most programs do not use the full power of delimited control, and instead use only control flow constructs or weaker control operators. This section uses the new type type-and-effect rules to derive sequential effect rules for a range of control flow constructs and weaker control operators macro-expressed in terms of prompts.

\[^4\text{ Meaningful loops obviously require more meaningful state.}\]
Our examples fall into two groups. First, we consider checking consistency of derived rules for typical control flow constructs with those hand-designed in prior work – for infinite loops and while loops. Second, we consider derived rules for constructs never before addressed in sequential effect systems: exceptions and generators.

In each case, we give a derived type rule for the construct of interest. While we are most explicit in Section 7.1, in each case our process for deriving the rule is the following:
1. Assume closed typing derivations for subexpressions (e.g., loop bodies)
2. Apply the type rules from Section 4 to give a closed-form rule for the macro’s expansion to be well-typed under the assumed subexpression types. Typically these have several undetermined choices for metavariables representing effects, with non-trivial constraints to close the typing derivation.
3. Simplify the type rule by giving solutions to the constrained-but-undetermined metavariables in terms of the subexpressions’ effects. This gives type rules that are simpler, and possibly less general, but given entirely in terms of the subexpressions’ effects. The simplifications are typically involve rewriting by the laws satisfied by \(\mathcal{C}(Q)\), and using the iteration operator from prior work \([30, 31]\) to solve recursive constraints on undetermined effects.

Due to space constraints, we show detailed derivations only for simple infinite loops (Section 7.1), giving only final results for others. The calculations for the remaining examples are done in the same way, and are available in the accompanying technical report \([32]\).

### 7.1 Infinite Loops

Consider a simple definition of an infinite loop using the constructs we have derived here:

\[
\llbracket \text{loop } e \rrbracket = \langle \ell \ (\text{let } cc = (\text{call/cc } \ell (\lambda k.k)) \text{ in } (\llbracket e \rrbracket; cc cc)) \ (\lambda _.tt) \rangle
\]

The term above executes \(e\) repeatedly, forever (assuming \(e\) does not abort). Thus, its effect \textit{ought} to indicate that \(e\)’s effect, which we take to be \((\emptyset, \emptyset, Q_e)\), is repeated arbitrarily many times. We take this expansion as the body of a macro \(\llbracket \text{loop } e \rrbracket\). This program can be well-typed in our system, with an appropriate effect (assuming the underlying effect quantale is \textit{lazy iterable} per Section 2). The body of the \text{call/cc} is pure, but for the expression to be well-typed, the \text{call/cc}'s own effect must prophesy some effect \((\emptyset, C_p, Q_p)\) of the enclosing continuation up to the prompt for \(\ell\) (because no \text{call/cc} occurs in the continuation of another, the prophecy set can be empty).

The right-accumulator of the prophecy effect, initially \((\emptyset, \emptyset, I)\), eventually accumulates a control set \((Q_e \triangleright \llbracket e \rrbracket \cup ((Q_e \triangleright Q_p) \triangleright \{ \text{replace } \ell : I \rightarrow \text{unit} \})\) and underlying effect \(\bot\), because between capturing the continuation and the prompt, the program evaluates \(e\) (underlying effect \(Q_e\)) and then invokes the captured continuation (prophecized effect \((\emptyset, C_p, Q_p)\), underlying effect \(\bot\)). This is also the resulting control set for the body; we will refer to it as \(C\). The type rule for the prompt itself removes all \(\ell\)-related prophecies and control effects, leaving both empty (since we assume no control effects escape \(e, C_p\) should only contain \(\ell\)-related effects, while the prophecy set contains the single prophecy from the \text{call/cc}). For the underlying effect, T-PROMPT joins the immediate underlying effect \(Q_e\) (from the overall judgment, not the prophecy) with all \(\ell\)-related behaviors in \(C - e\) has no escaping control effects, and the macro-expanded loop contains no aborts, so \(C_p\) ought to have only replace effects, meaning \(C\) contains only replace effects, and \(Q_e \sqcup \bigcup \ell \triangleright e \triangleright I\) will join

\(^5\) Note the non-\(\bot\) underlying effect; well-typed expressions do not have degenerate effects.
the underlying effect of all continuations invoked by the body. T-PROMPT also performs some checking of result types (which all hold trivially since all types involved are unit), and prophecy validity checks that yield constraints we can solve to derive a closed-form type rule for the loop.

Completing a typing derivation with final underlying effect \( Q_e = Q_c \cup \bigcup Q^e \) is possible given the solutions to the effect-related constraints imposed by \( \text{validEffects} : \bot \subseteq Q_p \) and \((Q_c \triangleright \bigcup Q^p) \cup (Q_c \triangleright Q_p) \triangleright \{\text{replace } \ell : I \rightsquigarrow \text{unit}\} \subseteq C_p\). These could be read off a hypothetical derivation (see appendices in the technical report [32]) yielding the derived rule:

\[
\Gamma \vdash e : \tau \mid (\emptyset, \emptyset, Q_c) \quad \downarrow \subseteq Q_p \quad (Q_c \triangleright \bigcup Q^p) \cup (Q_c \triangleright Q_p) \triangleright \{\text{replace } \ell : I \rightsquigarrow \text{unit}\} \subseteq C_p
\]

However, this rule is more complex than we would like for a simple infinite loop (note we have not expanded \( C = (Q_c \triangleright \bigcup Q^p) \cup (Q_c \triangleright Q_p) \triangleright \{\text{replace } \ell : I \rightsquigarrow \text{unit}\} \)), and also exposes details of the continuation-aware effects – which is undesirable if the goal is to derive closed rules for using the loop by itself, without developer access to full continuations, and there is an additional requirement that the prophecy used in the derivation is non-trivial (from T-PROMPT). These constraints can be satisfied by \( Q_p = Q^c_p \) (thus not \( \bot \), ensuring a non-trivial prophecy), with \( C_p = \{\text{replace } \ell : Q^c_p \rightsquigarrow \text{unit}\} \) (so \( \bigcup Q^p = C_p \)). The choice for \( C_p \) ensures that any “unrolling” of the loop to include any number of \( Q_c \) prefixes (as generated by the left operand of the union in the last constraint) is in fact less than the replacement effect \( (Q_c \triangleright Q^c_p \subseteq Q^c) \). This then implies that \( Q_c \cup \bigcup Q^p \cup Q_c \cup (Q_c \triangleright \bigcup Q^p) \subseteq Q^c_p \), by properties of Gordon’s iteration operator [30, 31] (Section 2). Assuming \( cc \notin \Gamma \) (or hygienic macros) and applying subsumption, this leads us to the pleasingly simple derived rule:

\[
\text{D-InfLoop} \quad \Gamma \vdash e : \tau \mid (\emptyset, \emptyset, Q_c) \\
\Gamma \vdash [\text{loop } e] : \text{unit} \mid (\emptyset, \emptyset, Q^c_p)
\]

### 7.2 Other Derived Rules

We have similarly macro-expressed traditional while loops, exceptions (\texttt{try-catch} and \texttt{throw}), and generators [14] (a form of coroutine now common in C#, Python, and JavaScript), and derived rules for each. Figure 6 gives derived rules for these constructs under a variety of conditions, each derived following a similar process to D-INFLOOP.

Loops do not require the use of control operators to express, of course. However, they are an important consistency check. Notably, D-WHILE recovers, via the approach above, exactly the rule for while loops that was hand-crafted in prior work [25, 26] and only recently given general treatment [30, 31]. D-ABORTINGWHILE is a limited generalization of D-WHILE, for the case where the condition or body by use \texttt{abort} (e.g., throw exceptions). The underlying effect – for when the loop completes normally – is as in D-WHILE. The control effect reflects the various times an abort may be thrown, based on the assumptions about aborts in \( c \) and \( e \): during the initial execution of the condition, the initial execution of the body, or by \texttt{subsequent} executions of the condition or body. The derived rules for \texttt{try-catch} and \texttt{throw} reflect their simple expression in terms of prompts and \texttt{abort}.

The generator rule is more complex, requiring a bit of careful thought about the well-formedness condition \texttt{GenPromps}, but still following the general approach taken for D-LOOP. Recall that generators are a construct for producing some sequence of values asynchronously: a generator is an object that may be queried repeatedly, and each query either produces a new value or indicates there are no more values. This is similar to an iterator, except generators are written in direct style. A language or library typically exposes a \texttt{yield} construct to
produce a value for the client. (This now describes Python, C#, F#, and JavaScript, among other languages.) After the client consumes each value and queries the generator again, control resumes immediately after the last-executed \texttt{yield}, continuing until another value is \texttt{yielded} or generation is complete. Consider a simple client of Coyle and Crogono’s implementation using Scheme macros and \texttt{call/cc} [14] (see our technical report for Racket code [32]):

\begin{verbatim}
(define next (iterate (lambda (yield done) (yield "a") (yield "b") (done))))
\end{verbatim}

the iterator body takes two arguments, \texttt{yield} and \texttt{done} for yielding a value, and indicating generation is complete respectively. \texttt{next} is the result of building a generator from this function; \texttt{iterate} (the generator implementation) supplies functions for \texttt{yield} and \texttt{done} (described below).

Our macro \texttt{iterate init gen f} (\texttt{init} and \texttt{gen} are tags) expands to a heap-storage-based generator encoding similar to Coyle and Crogono’s [14] (and also given explicitly with type annotations in our technical report [32]). A prompt is used to delimit the scope of the generator body. Yielding a value captures the current continuation up to that prompt, stores it in a heap cell, then uses \texttt{abort} to throw the yielded value. The rule \texttt{D-ITERATE} assumes \(f\) is a function of two arguments as above: the first is a function playing the role of \texttt{yield}, the second a function that marks the iterator as complete (\texttt{done}). The macro returns a function which, when invoked, returns an option containing either the next element produced by the generator, or a failure. When invoked, this function introduces a new prompt for tag \texttt{gen}, and invokes the stored continuation to produce the next element (via the \texttt{yield} parameter) or a completion. The rule assumes the activity “between” successive yields can be over-approximated by an underlying effect \(E\), and stores the continuations with underlying effect \(E^*\). Because uses of the first parameter, \texttt{yield}, capture continuations, a prophecy choice must be made (\(P_p\)) for that particular generator, for the yield to predict
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\caption{A collection of derived rules.}
\end{figure*}
the appropriate remainder of the generator body. D-ITERATE is specialized here to the assumption that all prophecies and aborts in the generator body are related to the tag gen only, which allows us to lift the requirements of prophecy validation into the GenProphs predicate. A complete rule permitting at least exceptions to escape a generator is possible, but would be very complex (so much so that C# strongly restricts their interactions [53]).

8 Related Work

Recent years have seen great progress on semantic models for sequential effect systems [70, 42, 55], centering on what are now known as graded monads: monads indexed by some kind of monoid (to model sequential composition), commonly a partially-ordered monoid following Katsu m a [42]. Gordon [30] focused on capturing common structure for prior concrete effect systems, leading to the first abstract characterization of sequential effect systems with singleton effects, effect polymorphism, and iteration of sequential effects.

To the best of our knowledge we are the first to use the term “accumulator” as we do to identify this as a reusable technique. However accumulators have appeared before. Koskinen and Terauchi’s effect system [45] uses left-accumulators for safety and liveness properties (requiring an oracle for liveness). Effects in their system are a pair of sets, one a set of finite traces (for terminating executions) and the other a set of infinite traces (for non-terminating executions). The infinite traces left-accumulate: code that comes after a non-terminating expression in program-order never runs. On the other hand, finite executions from code before an infinite execution extend the prefix of the infinite executions. Earlier, Neamtiu et al. [56] defined contextual effects to track what (otherwise order-unaware) effects occurred before or after an expression, to ensure key correctness properties for code using dynamic software updates.

Effect systems treating continuations are nearly as old as effect systems themselves [41]. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to integrate sequential effects with exceptions, generators, or general delimited continuations – or any control flow construct beyond while loops, including any form of continuation, tagged or otherwise. As mentioned in Section 2, the original motivation for tags was to prevent encodings of separate control operators from interfering with each other [64], which is critical for our goals, strictly more expressive than untagged continuations, and motivates important elements of the theory (blocking). The only other work we know of focusing on effects with tagged delimited continuations is Pretnar and Bauer’s variant [62] of algebraic effects and handlers [62] where operations may be handled by outer handle constructs (not just the closest construct as in other algebraic effects work). Their commutative effects ensures all algebraic operations are handled by some enclosing handler.

Tov and Pucella [73] examined the interaction of untagged delimited continuations with substructural types (a coeffect [58]). Delbianco and Nanevski adapted Hoare Type Theory for untagged algebraic continuations [17], which include prompts and handlers, but place handlers at the site of an abort rather than at the prompt in order to satisfy some useful computational equalities (see below). As a consequence, encoding non-trivial control flow constructs in their system becomes significantly more complex; for example, simulating the standard semantics of throwing exceptions to the nearest enclosing catch block for the exception type would require catching, dispatching, and re-throwing at every prompt. This lack of tagging would make compositional study of multiple control flow constructs / control operators difficult, and as our work shows the treatment of multiple tags is not a trivial extension of untagged semantics. Atkey [6] considered denotational semantics for (untagged)
composable continuations in his parameterized monad framework for (denotational) sequential effect systems, essentially giving a denotation of a type-and-effect system for answer type modification \[5, 16\] – a kind of sequential effect which can be used to allow continuations to temporarily change the result type of a continuation, as long as it is known (via the effects) that it will be changed back. Thus Atkey considered answer type modification effects as an instance of a sequential effect specific to using control operators, rather than having an application-domain-focused effect (like exceptions or traces) work with continuations or giving an account of general sequential effects for control operators. Readers familiar with answer type modification may wonder about directly supporting it in our generic core language. We have not yet considered this deeply, but note that (i) directly ascribing answer type modification effects to the control operations would require assigning specific answer type modification effects to the control operations, not just effects derived from primitives, but (ii) Kobori et al. [44] showed that tagged shift/reset can express answer type modification in a type system that does not track answer types explicitly, so such an extension may provide no additional power (treating convenience as another matter).

Algebraic effects with handlers [60] are a means to describe the semantics of effects in terms of a set of operations (the effectful operations) along with handlers that interpret those operations as actions on some resource. The combination yields an algebra characterizing equality of different effectful program expressions, hence the term “algebraic”. Languages with algebraic effects include an effect system to reason about which effects a computation uses, to ensure they are handled. Some implementations even use Lindley and Cheney’s effect adaptation [49] of row polymorphism [75] to support effect inference [47]. Handlers for algebraic effects receive both the action to interpret and the continuation of the program following the effectful action. Thus they can implement many control operators, including generators and cooperative multithreading [48], as with the delimited continuations we study. In an untyped setting without tagging, algebraic handlers can simulate (via macro translation) shift0/reset0 [28], which can simulate prompts and handlers [63] (with correct space complexity, not only extensionally-correct behavior); with those limitations, handlers are as powerful as the constructs we study. For the common commutative effect system for handlers that ensures all operations are handled, Forster et al. [28] prove that the translation from handlers to prompts (shift0) is not type-and-effect preserving, and conjecture the reverse translation also fails to preserve types. They conjectured that adding polymorphism to each system would enable a type-and-effect preserving translation (again, without tagging, for a commutative effect system), which was recently confirmed by Piróg et al. [59] for a class of commutative effect systems.

The effect systems considered for algebraic effects thus far have only limited support for reasoning about sequential effects. The types given for individual algebraic effects do support reasoning about the existence of a certain type of resource before and after the computation [12, 7]. However, the way this is done corresponds to a parameterized monad [6], which Tate showed [70] crisply do not include all meaningful sequential effect systems. His examples that cannot be modeled as parameterized monads include examples that can be modeled as effect quantales [31], such as the non-reentrant locking effect system Tate uses to motivate aspects of his approach.

General considerations of sequential effect systems have not yet been explored for algebraic effects. When it is considered, it seems likely ideas from our development (particularly prophecies) will be useful. For example, Dolan et al. [18] offer two reasons for dynamically enforcing linearity of continuations in their handlers: performance, but also avoiding the sorts of errors prevented by sequential effect systems, such as closing a file twice by reusing a continuation.
It also seems plausible that our approach could be adapted to algebraic effects and handlers. With an effectively-tagged version of handlers [62], a similar macro-expression of control flow constructs and control operators is likely feasible, in particular adapting our notion of prophecy and observation to handlers: in this case, the continuations themselves are seen by handlers that are direct subexpressions of the handling construct itself, so prophecies might observe “outside-in” rather than our system’s “inside-out” accumulation.

The approach we take to deriving type rules for control flow constructs and control operators is reminiscent of work done in parallel with ours by Pombrio and Krishnamurthi [61]. They address the problem of producing useful type rules when a language semantics and type rules are defined directly for a simpler core language, and a full source language is defined using syntactic sugar (i.e., macros) that expand into core language expressions with the intended semantics, such as the approach taken by \( \lambda_{JS} \) [37]. There the issue is that type errors given in terms of the elaborated core terms are difficult to understand for developers writing in the unelaborated source language. Pombrio and Krishnamurthi offer an approach to automatically lift core language type rules through the desugaring process to the source language, providing sensible source-level type errors. Their work focuses on type systems without effects, but including such notions as subtyping and existential types. They do not consider control operators (delimited continuations) or effects (neither commutative nor sequential). Extending their approach to support the language features and types (effects) we consider would make our approach more useful to effect system designers, though this is non-trivial due to the many ways to combine sequential effects.

9 Conclusions

We have given the first general approach to integrating arbitrary sequential effect systems with tagged delimited control operators, which allows lifting existing sequential effect systems without knowledge of control operators to automatically support tagged delimited control. We have used this characterization to derive sequential effect system rules for standard control flow structures macro-expressed via continuations, including deriving known forms (loops) and giving the first characterization of exceptions and generators in sequential effect systems.
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Abstract

By respecting program control-flow, flow-sensitive pointer analysis promises more precise results than its flow-insensitive counterpart. However, existing heap abstractions for C and C++ flow-sensitive pointer analyses model the heap by creating a single abstract heap object for each memory allocation. Two runtime heap objects which originate from the same allocation site are imprecisely modelled using one abstract object, which makes them share the same imprecise points-to sets and thus reduces the benefit of analysing heap objects flow-sensitively. On the other hand, equipping flow-sensitive analysis with context-sensitivity, whereby an abstract heap object would be created (cloned) per calling context, can yield a more precise heap model, but at the cost of uncontrollable analysis overhead when analysing larger programs.

This paper presents TypeClone, a new type-based heap model for flow-sensitive analysis. Our key insight is to differentiate concrete heap objects lazily using type information at use sites within the program control-flow (e.g., when accessed via pointer dereferencing) for programs which conform to the strict aliasing rules set out by the C and C++ standards. The novelty of TypeClone lies in its lazy heap cloning: an untyped abstract heap object created at an allocation site is killed and replaced with a new object (i.e. a clone), uniquely identified by the type information at its use site, for flow-sensitive points-to propagation. Thus, heap cloning can be performed within a flow-sensitive analysis without the need for context-sensitivity. Moreover, TypeClone supports new kinds of strong updates for flow-sensitive analysis where heap objects are filtered out from imprecise points-to relations at object use sites according to the strict aliasing rules. Our method is neither strictly superior nor inferior to context-sensitive heap cloning, but rather, represents a new dimension that achieves a sweet spot between precision and efficiency. We evaluate our analysis by comparing TypeClone with state-of-the-art sparse flow-sensitive points-to analysis using the 12 largest programs in GNU Coreutils. Our experimental results also confirm that TypeClone is more precise than flow-sensitive pointer analysis and is able to, on average, answer over 15% more alias queries with a no-alias result.
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# Introduction

Pointer analysis aims to determine the objects which a pointer may point to at runtime. It is an enabling technology which forms a basis for other program analysis tasks such as compiler optimisation [28, 13], program slicing [42, 43], enforcing control-flow integrity [23, 16], and software security analysis [38, 32].

## 1.1 Background

Flow-sensitivity is an essential precision dimension of pointer analysis. Unlike flow-insensitive analysis which considers instructions to be unordered, flow-sensitive analysis accounts for program execution order to better approximate runtime behaviour and achieve a more precise result. Traditional flow-sensitive points-to analysis computes and maintains points-to relations at each program point. These points-to relations are propagated along the program’s control-flow graph (CFG) by solving an iterative data-flow problem until a fixed point is reached.

In recent years, there have been significant advances in making flow-sensitive analysis for C and C++ programs more efficient. Rather than propagating all relations to/from each program point on the CFG, SPARSE analysis [19, 20], a flow-sensitive and context-insensitive analysis, pre-computes over-approximated value-flows (def-use chains) to produce a value-flow graph upon which the main phase analysis can propagate points-to relations sparsely. This reduces both time and space overhead while maintaining precision. Selective flow-sensitive analysis [30] performs strong updates for stack and global variables at stores where flow-sensitive singleton points-to sets are available, but falls back to flow-insensitive results otherwise, making a trade between efficiency and precision. SPARSE analysis incorporates these strong updates. As an alternative to whole-program analysis, demand-driven flow-sensitive analysis [39] aims to answer points-to queries flow-sensitively by only analysing specific parts of a program with CFL-reachability on the pre-computed value-flow graph.

## 1.2 Motivation and insights

Most recent advances in C/C++ flow-sensitive pointer analysis focus on improving efficiency. Apart from those which employ expensive context-sensitivity, existing solutions exclusively use an allocation-site-based heap abstraction where an abstract object is created per memory allocation site to represent the set of concrete objects created at that allocation site during runtime. This is especially coarse for heap-intensive programs when allocation sites are contained within allocation wrapper functions [7] since any pointers pointing to objects originating from such wrapper functions will be regarded as having a may-alias relation despite originating in different contexts at runtime. Thus the heap abstraction significantly reduces the benefit of flow-sensitivity by restricting most of the precision improvement to stack and global variables only. For example, given two concrete heap objects $o_1$ and $o_2$ which originate from the same allocation wrapper and are accessed along two different control-flow branches, the flow-sensitive points-to results of the heap objects, and of any pointers which point to them, would be as (im)precise as flow-insensitive results since the heap abstraction would treat both concrete objects as a single abstract object. Whenever a single allocation wrapper is used exclusively, the heap abstraction is as precise as having one abstract object represent all concrete heap objects allocated by the program.

Developing a precise and efficient flow-sensitive heap abstraction is challenging since the infinite-sized heap needs to be partitioned into a finite a number of abstract objects. A straightforward solution is to equip flow-sensitive analysis with context-sensitivity. A
context-sensitive analysis performs heap cloning based on calling contexts: a new heap object (a clone) is created for each calling context reaching the object’s allocation site. However, given the billions of calling contexts in large programs [44], adding context-sensitivity to flow-sensitive analysis incurs uncontrollable overhead even with $k$-limiting enabled [3].

Rather than heap cloning according to calling context, we would like to investigate the use of type information and the initialisation of an object’s type (e.g. through dereferencing a pointer to that object) to perform heap cloning. Our key insight is based on the strict aliasing rules laid out by the C [2, §6.5 ¶7] and C++ [1, §6.10 ¶8] standards whereby a pointer may only access an object with a compatible type (or else, the program exhibits undefined behaviour). For example, reading an object of type float through a pointer of type int * is undefined behaviour. Thus, a pointer of type int * and a pointer of type float *, for example, cannot be referring to the same object when being dereferenced. We can then use such type information to “separate” concrete objects from within an abstract object (of the allocation-site-based abstraction) into multiple abstract objects, each used for accesses of a specific type. More concretely, an untyped heap object $o$ can be cloned into multiple typed objects based upon the accesses (or dereferences) of $o$. Therefore, type-based heap cloning could more precisely distinguish heap objects while avoiding expensive context-sensitive heap modeling.

### 1.3 Existing efforts and limitations

Type-based heap modelling [24, 26, 37] has been used in strongly typed languages, such as Java, to produce a cost-effective heap abstraction for context-sensitive but flow-insensitive pointer analysis. However, there are very few attempts at type-based pointer analysis for C and C++ [5, 7, 13]. C and C++ introduce new challenges:

- C and C++ are weakly typed so reasoning about the types of objects, especially heap objects, is difficult.
- High-level C/C++ type information is not preserved in the intermediate representation (IR) of modern compilers, like Clang/LLVM [14], upon which static analyses typically operate on.
- C and C++ allow for the address of fields to be taken and for pointer arithmetic within an object, which means fields’ types must too be resolved during the analysis.

It is hard to design a fully sound pointer analysis, incorporating types, for non-conforming programs which violate the strict aliasing rules. Generally, a fully sound analysis would be unscaleable or imprecise almost to the point of uselessness on its own [31]. Type-based alias analysis (TBAA) [13] made the initial attempt at exploiting the strict aliasing assumption (or its equivalent in Modula-3) to produce a fast alias analysis. The almost stateless nature of TBAA makes it especially useful in resolving alias queries that would otherwise require inter-procedural analysis to non-trivially answer. Modern compilers like LLVM and GCC implement TBAA behind the -fstrict-aliasing flag (enabled by default). In reality, programs which wish to safely benefit from optimisations enabled by TBAA must conform to the strict aliasing rules. Programs which fail to do so either risk miscompilation (since the program exhibits undefined behaviour the compiler assumes is not present) or must notify the compiler that the program violates the strict aliasing rules and do without those optimisations. Violating these rules (or invoking any other undefined behaviour) is typically strongly discouraged, particularly where safety is a factor, as in the MISRA C and C++ coding standards, for example.
Recently, structure-sensitive analysis [7] (hereon referred to as \texttt{cclyzer-ss}) presented a type-based flow-insensitive points-to analysis that enhances the precision of Andersen’s analysis [4]. \texttt{cclyzer-ss} lazily infers the types of heap objects by leveraging LLVM type casts to filter out spurious field derivations (i.e., field derivations introduced by static imprecision that can never happen during runtime).

### 1.4 Our solution

Inspired by TBAA and \texttt{cclyzer-ss}, the scope of this work is to produce a more precise flow-sensitive heap model for C and C++ programs which follow the strict aliasing rules. We propose \textsc{TypeClone}, a flow- (and field-) sensitive analysis with a new type-based heap abstraction which yields better precision than a traditional flow-sensitive analysis. We aim to perform lazy heap cloning by incorporating lightweight type information within standard flow-sensitive pointer analysis. Rather than performing heap cloning per calling context for each allocation, for untyped memory object $o$ allocated at program point $\ell$, we lazily clone to create typed object $o_t$ at each of its type initialisation points $\ell'$ where the object $o$ has a type $t$ assumed. To maintain soundness, each clone $o_t$ is back-propagated to any pointer that may have actually been accessing the concrete objects now represented by $o_t$ through $o$.

Intuitively, the type initialisation point is treated as the real allocation site during our lazy heap cloning, thus distinguishing different sets of concrete objects where necessary in a lazy rather than eager manner. From the type initialisation point $\ell'$ forward, we only propagate the clone object $o_t$ rather than the untyped object $o$. Not only are untyped objects prevented from propagating past type initialisation points like $\ell'$, but any object of type $t$ accessed by a pointer with incompatible element type $t'$ will be strongly updated (i.e. killed, filtered) because such a points-to relation is impossible in a program which adheres to the strict aliasing rules and must be a result of static imprecision. This reduces the number of spurious objects in points-to sets during points-to resolution, especially when a killed object would have otherwise created spurious field sub-objects via field-sensitivity. This gives us a flow-sensitive analysis that is still scalable yet more precise than that which uses standard heap abstractions. We see our work more as an addition to flow-sensitive analysis rather than as competition to other heap cloning techniques like context-sensitivity. Our technique is neither strictly superior nor inferior to context-sensitive analysis and can work with context-sensitivity to achieve a more precise result. Our key contributions are summarised as follows:

- We present \textsc{TypeClone}, a flow-sensitive pointer analysis which can perform lazy heap cloning using types without context-sensitivity for C and C++ programs which do not violate the strict aliasing rules.
- We present new forms of strong updates, namely type-based semi-strong updates and type-based strong updates, which improve precision.
- We have implemented \textsc{TypeClone} and compared it to sparse flow-sensitive analysis. We have found that \textsc{TypeClone} can answer over 15% more alias queries with a no-alias result, on average, than \textsc{Sparse}.

### 2 A motivating example

Figure 1a gives an example of a common heap allocation wrapper extracted from GNU Coreutils [18] and usage of that wrapper. This example aims to demonstrate the key idea of \textsc{TypeClone} and compare it with existing C and C++ points-to analyses: a recent flow-insensitive analysis (\texttt{cclyzer-ss}) and a flow-sensitive and context-insensitive analysis.
```c
int main(void) {
  int *p = (int *)xmalloc(4);
  *p = 1;
  float *q = (float *)xmalloc(4);
  *q = 1.0;
  // Alias(p, q)?
}
```

(a) Usage of GNU Coreutils `malloc` wrapper. (b) Points-to relations.

(SPARSE). Points-to results are shown in Figure 1b. Flow-sensitive analyses maintain different points-to information for the same pointer at different program points, so \( pt \) takes an extra argument indicating the program point \( \ell \). The results show that TYPECLONE is more precise than cclyzer-ss and SPARSE when performing an alias query on \( p \) and \( q \) at line 6 and maintains only one object at lines 3 and 5 onward.

cclyzer-ss performs heap cloning at cast instructions, i.e., \( p = (t) \ q \), such that the untyped object \( o \) that \( q \) points to is cloned to create a new object \( o_t \) with type \( t \). The \( o_t \) is then propagated back to the allocation site of \( o \) in order to maintain soundness since some preceding program points may have become aliases of \( q \); through points-to relations with the untyped object, before the clone was created. cclyzer-ss’s main goal is to enable more precise field-sensitivity through these typed heap objects. Given a field constraint, i.e., \( p = q \rightarrow f \), a new field is derived only when (1) \( q \) points to a typed object \( o_t \), and (2) the type of \( q \) is \( t \). This prevents the generation of spurious field objects. cclyzer-ss can only improve precision by preventing the generation of spurious field objects since every clone is back-propagated to its original allocation site which causes every object which originally pointed to the untyped object from that allocation site to point to every typed clone. For example, the clone object \( o_{int} \), created at line 2, is back-propagated to line 10, which makes pointer \( q \) soundly but imprecisely, also point to \( o_{int} \) at every program point.

SPARSE [20] performs flow-sensitive points-to analysis using allocation-site-based heap modeling. Therefore, the program only has one heap object \( o \) which is then pointed to by both pointers, \( p \) and \( q \), at line 6.

TYPECLONE clones heap objects lazily only at the type initialisation point in a flow-sensitive manner. A type initialisation point is any program point in which an object must be of a certain type (or one of a set of types) for the program to be legal (i.e., not exhibit undefined behaviour). In this example, the pointer dereferences at lines 3 and 5 must be referring to objects of type `int` and `float`, respectively, for the program to avoid undefined behaviour. This is in contrast to cclyzer-ss which clones at cast instructions eagerly. The cloned objects are then propagated back to their allocation sites for the same reason that cclyzer-ss does and so \( x \) at line 10 would then point to the two cloned objects (as well as the original untyped object). When the clone objects \( o_{int} \) and \( o_{float} \) are re-propagated to line 3 following the control-flow, \( o_{float} \) will be filtered by TYPECLONE’s type-based strong updates since our analysis only expects an `int`-typed object \( o_{int} \) to be accessed by the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Points-to relations</th>
<th>( \ell_6 ): Alias(p,q)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cclyzer-ss</td>
<td>{o, o_{int}, o_{float}} \in pt(p)</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARSE</td>
<td>{o} \in pt(\ell_2, p)</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPECLONE</td>
<td>{o_{int}} \in pt(\ell_3, p)</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{o_{int}, o_{float}} \in pt(\ell_4, q)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{o_{float}} \in pt(\ell_5, q)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 Domains and LLVM-like instructions used by our pointer analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis domains</th>
<th>LLVM-like instruction set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ℓ ∈ L</td>
<td>instruction labels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t, • ∈ T</td>
<td>types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k ∈ C</td>
<td>constants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i ∈ S</td>
<td>stack virtual registers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g ∈ G</td>
<td>global variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p, q, r, x, y ∈ P</td>
<td>top-level variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o ∈ O</td>
<td>abstract objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a, o ∈ A = O ∪ F</td>
<td>abstract field objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v ∈ V = P ∪ A</td>
<td>address-taken variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stk/Glob p = &amp;o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heap p = malloco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi p = φ(q, r)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field p = &amp;q→fk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cast p = (t) q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load p = *q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store *p = q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call p = q(r1,...,rn)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FunEntry fun(r1,...,rn)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FunExit retfun p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

dereference *p. Similarly, a type-based strong update is also performed at line 5 to kill the incompatible typed object oint. Thus, TYPECLONE is able to more precisely answer the alias query at line 6 than both SPARSE and cclizer-ss.

3 Program representation and type model

This section describes the program representation, our type model (based on the C and C++ standards), and the value-flow representation used for our flow-sensitive analysis.

3.1 Program representation

Like [7, 20, 30, 39], we perform our pointer analysis on top of the LLVM IR of a program. The instructions relevant to our analysis and the domains are given in Table 1. The set of all variables V is separated into two subsets: A = O ∪ F which contains all possible abstract objects and their fields (i.e., address-taken variables of a pointer), and P which contains top-level variables, including stack virtual registers (symbols starting with % in LLVM) and global variables (symbols starting with @). Top-level variables in P are explicit and directly accessed, and address-taken variables in A are implicit and indirectly accessed at LLVM LOAD or STORE instructions through top-level variables. Since our analysis is type-based, we require types: t ∈ T.

After SSA (static single assignment) conversion, given that p, q, r1,...,rn ∈ P and o ∈ A, a program is represented by ten types of instructions: (1) eight types of instructions which appear in the body of a function: p = &o (allocates memory for a stack or global object), p = malloco (allocates memory for a heap object), p = φ(q, r) (selects the value of a variable at the joint point of branching control-flow), p = &q→fk (retrieves a pointer pointing to the field of a struct object), p = *q (reads the value of an object), *p = q (writes the value of an object), p = (t) q (casts a pointer to type t), and p = q(r1,...,rn) (calls function q with arguments r1,...,rn), and, (2) a FunEntry instruction fun(r1,...,rn) containing the parameters of fun, and a FunExit instruction retfun p representing the unique return of fun. LLVM pass UnifyFunctionExitNodes is executed before pointer analysis to ensure that every function has only one FunExit instruction. Top-level variables are put directly in SSA form, while address-taken variables are only accessed indirectly via LOAD or STORE instructions. Parameter passing and returning are treated as Copyrs.
C++ object allocation, like `S *x = new S()`, is generally translated into two instructions: an allocation instruction, like `x = malloc()` which returns an untyped object, and a call to a constructor, like `S(x)` which calls `S`’s constructor to initialise the newly allocated object. For pointer arithmetic, as in `q = p + j`, if `p` points to an object `o`, we conservatively assume that `q` can point anywhere within `o`. This is based on the assumption that pointer arithmetic cannot cross the boundary of an object. A pointer pointing to an object produced through an integer cast aliases every other pointer (i.e. it points to every object). We treat arrays monolithically such that accessing any element of an array is the same as accessing the entire array object meaning our analysis is array-insensitive. This is an orthogonal dimension of precision.

Given `p, q, x_1, x_2, x_3 \in \mathcal{P}` and `a, b, c \in \mathcal{A}`, Figure 2 shows a code fragment and its corresponding LLVM partial SSA form. Note that address-taken variable `a` can only be indirectly accessed by introducing a top level pointer, for example through `x_1` in store `*p = x_1;`. Complex statements like `*q = &c` and `*p = *q` are decomposed into basic instructions by introducing top-level pointers like `x_2` and `x_3`.

### 3.2 Value-flow representation for flow-sensitive analysis

Unlike a flow-insensitive analysis which ignores program execution order, a flow-sensitive analysis accounts for the program’s control flow. Traditional flow-sensitive points-to analysis computes and maintains data-flow facts (points-to relations) at each program point. These
data-flow facts are propagated along the program’s inter-procedural control-flow graph (ICFG) until a fixed point is reached [12, 30]. However, in time and space, computing and propagating the points-to information on the ICFG is costly.

To accelerate performance, the analysis is run on top of a sparse value-flow graph (VFG) instead of the ICFG [20, 33, 36, 39]. Intuitively, the VFG is a sparse def-use graph where each node represents a program statement and edges represent a def-use chain (i.e. value-flow) of a program variable. The notion of sparsity comes from the omission of statements irrelevant to the value-flow of a variable such that an edge acts as a “jump” directly from the definition of a variable to its use thus reducing redundant points-to propagation along the control-flow.

The value-flow of a top-level variable (which has a unique definition in the partial SSA form) is directly available without pointer analysis. Such value-flows are called direct value-flows. A directed edge from node $x$ to node $y$ represents a value-flow relation: a variable defined at node $x$ is used at node $y$. On the other hand, value-flows of address-taken variables (which are not in partial SSA form) are obtained by building the memory SSA form following [11, 20] because their uses, at loads for example, could be defined indirectly at multiple stores

Figure 3 shows an intra- and an inter-procedural example based on the code in Figure 2. For both, a fast and imprecise flow-insensitive Andersen’s analysis [4] is used to annotate indirect memory accesses at program points like loads, stores, and callsites. The results of that Andersen’s analysis are shown in the two boxes in Figures 3a and 3b. Now, let us consider the intra-procedural example in Figure 3a specifically. Firstly, we annotate store instructions like $*p = x_1$ with a function $a = \chi(a)$ for each variable $a \in A$ which may be pointed to by $p$. This represents a potential value-flow (i.e., def and use of $a$) at the store. If $a$ can be strongly updated, then $a$ receives the value on the right-hand side of the store ($x_1$) and the old contents in $a$ are killed. Otherwise, a weak update takes place by adding the right-hand side to $a$’s old contents [30]. Secondly, we annotate load instructions like $x_2 = *q$ with a function $\mu(o)$ for each variable $o \in A$ that may be pointed to by $q$ to represent a potential use of $o$ at the load. Thirdly, we convert all address-taken variables into SSA form, treating each $\mu(o)$ as a use of $o$ and each $o = \chi(o)$ as both a def and a use of $o$. Finally, we obtain the indirect value-flows for $o \in A$: for a use of $o$, identified as $a_o$ (where $n$ represents the version), at load or store instruction $\ell$, with its unique definition at store $\ell'$, $\ell' \xrightarrow{o} \ell$ represents the potentially indirect value-flow of $o$ from $\ell'$ to $\ell$. This is exemplified by $\ell_3 \xrightarrow{a} \ell_8$ and $\ell_6 \xrightarrow{a} \ell_7$ in Figure 3a.

Figure 3b shows an inter-procedural value-flow example. In addition to what is done in the intra-procedural case, we compute the side-effects of a function call by applying a lightweight inter-procedural mod-ref analysis [41, §4.2.1]. A given callsite, $\ell$, is annotated with $\mu(a)$, or $a = \chi(a)$, if $a$ may be read, or modified, respectively, inside the callees of $\ell$ as discovered by Andersen’s pointer analysis. Additionally, appropriate $\chi$ and $\mu$ operators are also added to the $\text{FUNENTRY}$ and $\text{FUNEXIT}$ instructions of these callees in order to mimic parameter passing and returning of address-taken variables.

To handle read side-effects within a function, we add a $\mu$ call before appropriate callsites to represent potential uses of $\mu$’s argument. The corresponding $\text{FUNENTRY}$ instruction is annotated with an appropriate $\chi$ call. For example, to represent potential uses of $o$ in $\text{foo}$ in Figure 3b, $\mu(o)$ is added before the callsite at $\ell_2$, and $\text{foo}$’s $\text{FUNENTRY}$ instruction at $\ell_4$ is annotated with $o = \chi(o)$ to receive the values of $o$ passed from $\ell_2$. Similarly, for modification side-effects within a function, a call to $\chi$ is added after appropriate callsites to receive potentially modified values, and the corresponding functions’ $\text{FUNEXIT}$ instructions are annotated with a $\mu$ call. In Figure 3b, $o = \chi(o)$ is added after the callsite at $\ell_2$ to handle
struct S {
  int i;
  void *v;
};

class C : public S {
  float f;
  virtual void foo(void) {
  }
};

union U {
  long l;
  int i;
};

(a) C++ code fragment of type declarations. (b) Corresponding type graph.

Figure 4 A type graph and the corresponding C++ code it was generated from. The open triangle arrow represents an inheritance relation, the dashed arrow represents a first-field relation, and the solid arrow represents relations derived from the strict aliasing rules of C and C++.

potential modification of o in foo, and foo’s FunExit instruction at ℓ7 is annotated with μ(o). Finally, as in the intra-procedural example, all variables in μ and χ are renamed and converted into memory SSA form when connecting their def-use relations.

3.3 Type model

The types of stack and global objects are static and are determined at their allocation sites whereas dynamically allocated heap objects (e.g., through malloc or C++’s new) are untyped. Primarily, the type of a heap object is manifested when accessed through the dereferencing of a pointer.

Before introducing the type model for our analysis, we first define the subtyping relations that may appear in a program. We use a type graph to represent subtyping relations between different types in a program. The type graph is a directed acyclic graph where each node represents a type in the target program and each edge from t’ to t represents one of three subtyping relations: (1) t’ inherits from t, (2) the first field of struct type t’ has type t, and (3) subtyping relations derived from the strict aliasing rules of C and C++. All types appearing in the program are placed into the type graph, but we treat arrays and pointers as equivalent for this purpose and, in conformance with the strict aliasing rules, ignore signedness and qualifiers (e.g., int is deemed equivalent to const unsigned int).

Figure 4 illustrates the three subtyping relations on an example type graph (Figure 4b) generated from the code in Figure 4a. Class C inherits from struct S which has an int as its first field. Unions treat all their members as their first field, as is the case with U and its int and long members. Finally, all types which do not have any outgoing edges are connected to the char type in line with the strict aliasing rules which allow any object to be accessed by dereferencing a pointer to a char. Finally, we say that t’ is a subtype of t, denoted as t ⊆ t’, if t is reachable from t’ in the type graph.

Our analysis expects target programs to conform to our type model. We define the type model of our analysis with the following rules R1–R5, adopted from the provenance and strict aliasing rules of C18 [2] and C++17 [1].
R1. An abstract heap object’s initial type is undefined (●) until a non-void type is potentially assigned.

R2. Any pointer may point to any object regardless of its type (through pointer casting, for example). However, through a pointer of type $t^*$ only objects whose type is $t'$, such that $t < t'$, may be read.

R3. For pointer arithmetic $q = p + j$, $q$ will either point within the object pointed to by $p$, or at one past the last element of the object if it is an array object.

R4. An object may not access any of its virtual methods until it is passed to the corresponding constructor.

R5. An object’s type can be changed to a type that is not a transitive base (i.e., reuse).

R1 - R4 are easy to understand. R5 describes object reuse in C and C++. An example use case is to reuse an already allocated object rather than freeing that object and performing a new allocation. This is commonly done using placement `new` in C++. Another use case would be custom allocators in C++ using a statically allocated pool of memory, e.g., given a static buffer (or allocated otherwise), `char buf[100]`, a placement new operation, `new(buf) T()`, would not allocate new memory, but would call T’s constructor with `buf` as the this argument to initialise the underlying object with type T. In C, placement `new` is unavailable. Outside well know patterns like pool allocators, object reuse is an uncommon feature that is error-prone since it may make pointers illegal to dereference, unless strict conditions are met. This is similar to introducing dangling pointers through deallocation except that deallocation is usually more explicit (e.g., through the presence of `free` and `delete`) and more commonly understood by the programmer than the possible ways of performing reuse. We discuss object reuse in more detail in Section 4.2.

### 4 TypeClone approach

We present a base analysis in Section 4.1 that will achieve our goals of typing heap objects and performing flow-sensitive heap cloning without context-sensitivity. The base analysis assumes no direct object reuse. We then extend the base analysis to support direct object reuse in Section 4.2.

#### 4.1 Base analysis

This section introduces our base analysis. Central to our analysis is typing the usually untyped abstract objects. We use the notation $o_t$ to indicate that the type of object $o$ is $t$ and we use $o$ without the type subscript when the type is irrelevant. For stack and global objects, the type is assigned at allocation, whereas for heap objects, the type is undefined (denoted as ●) at allocation. According to our type model in Section 3.3, pointers with element type $t$ can only read from objects whose underlying type $t'$ satisfies $t < t'$. Therefore, such pointer accesses are an indication of the type of an object and we can use this information for heap cloning. Writes to an object are another indication of the type of an object: an object written to through a pointer with element type $t$ is assigned type $t$. Figure 5 presents the inference rules for the base analysis and an explanation of each of the rules follows.

#### 4.1.1 Memory allocation ([HEAP] [STACK/GLOBAL])

The [HEAP] and [STACK/GLOBAL] rules handle the allocation of heap, stack and global objects. Allocation is handled as in standard flow-sensitive pointer analysis except that we associate a type with the newly allocated objects. At allocation time, the type of a heap
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[STACK/GLOBAL]} & \quad \ell : p = k & o \quad t = T(p) \\
& \quad p \in pt(\ell, p) \\
\text{[LOAD]} & \quad \ell : p = *q \quad \ell'' \overset{\ell \in \ell}{\rightarrow} \ell' \overset{\ell}{\rightarrow} \ell \\
& \quad o_t \in pt(\ell', q) \quad o' = \text{init}(T(q), o_t) \\
& \quad pt(\ell', o') \subseteq pt(\ell, p) \\
\text{init}(\ell, o') = \begin{cases} \\
\quad \text{pt} \quad \text{if } \ell' \equiv \bullet \quad \text{[INITIALISE]} \\
\quad \text{pt} \quad \text{if } \ell' \wedge \ell' \neq \ell \wedge h(o_t) \quad \text{[TBSSU]} \\
\quad \emptyset \quad \text{otherwise} \quad \text{[TBWU]} \\
\end{cases} \\
\text{kill}(\ell, p) = \begin{cases} \\
\quad \{o'\} \quad \text{if } pt(\ell, p) \equiv \{o'\} \wedge o' \in \text{singletons} \\
\quad \emptyset \quad \text{otherwise} \\
\end{cases} \\
\text{[SU/WU]} & \quad \ell : \ast p = \_ \quad \ell' \overset{\ell \in \ell}{\rightarrow} \ell \\
& \quad o \in A \quad \text{kill}(\ell, p) = \begin{cases} \\
\quad \emptyset \quad \text{if } \ell \in \text{type of } t : f_k \\
\quad \emptyset \quad \text{otherwise} \\
\end{cases} \\
\text{[FIELD]} & \quad \ell : p = \phi(q, v) \quad \ell' \overset{\ell \in \ell}{\rightarrow} \ell \\
& \quad pt(\ell', q) \cup pt(\ell', r) \subseteq pt(\ell, p) \\
\text{[PHI]} & \quad \ell : p = \phi(q, r) \quad \ell' \overset{\ell \in \ell}{\rightarrow} \ell \\
& \quad pt(\ell', q) \cup pt(\ell', r) \subseteq pt(\ell, p) \\
\text{[CALL]} & \quad \ell : \_ = q(\ldots, r, \ldots) \quad o = \chi(o) \\
& \quad o_{\text{fun}} \in pt(\ell'', q) \quad \ell'' \overset{\ell \in \ell}{\rightarrow} \ell' \overset{\ell}{\rightarrow} \ell \\
& \quad pt(\ell', r) \subseteq pt(\ell', r') \\
\text{[RET]} & \quad \ell : p = q(\_ \ldots) \quad o = \chi(o) \\
& \quad o_{\text{fun}} \in pt(\ell'', q) \quad \ell'' \overset{\ell \in \ell}{\rightarrow} \ell' \overset{\ell}{\rightarrow} \ell \\
& \quad pt(\ell', r) \subseteq pt(\ell', r') \\
\text{[CAST]} & \quad \ell : p = (t) q \quad \ell' \overset{\ell}{\rightarrow} \ell \\
& \quad o \in pt(\ell, p) \\
\text{[FF-NOT-IN-PT]} & \quad \ell : p = *q \quad \ell' \overset{\ell \in \ell}{\rightarrow} \ell' \overset{\ell}{\rightarrow} \ell'' \overset{\ell}{\rightarrow} \ell \\
& \quad o_t \in pt(\ell', p) \quad o' = \text{init}(T(p), o_t) \\
& \quad pt(\ell', q) \subseteq pt(\ell, o') \\
\text{[FF-EQ-PT]} & \quad \ell : p = \text{malloc}_o \quad o_t \text{ newly cloned} \\
& \quad o_t \in pt(\ell, p) \\
\text{[BACK-PROPAGATE]} & \quad \ell : p = \text{malloc}_o \quad \ell' \overset{\ell}{\rightarrow} \ell'' \overset{\ell}{\rightarrow} \ell \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[T(v) : \mathcal{V} \rightarrow \mathcal{T} \quad v's \text{ type.} \]
\[pt(\ell, v) : \mathcal{L} \times \mathcal{V} \rightarrow 2^A \quad v's \text{ points-to set after } \ell. \]
\[\ell' \overset{\ell}{\rightarrow} \ell' : \mathcal{L} \times \mathcal{V} \times \mathcal{L} \quad v's \text{ value flow.} \]
\[h(o) : A \rightarrow \text{Bool} \quad o \text{ is a heap object.} \]

\[\text{Figure 5} \quad \text{Inference rules for the base analysis. We use a } \boxed{\text{box}} \text{ to indicate that a new cloned object is created if it does not already exist.} \]
object is unknown and will be determined later through usage of the object. Thus an untyped
object \(o\) is propagated. The types of stack and global objects, however, are known, so a
type \((t \in o)\) is immediately assigned.

### 4.1.2 Direct and indirect propagation ([PHI] [CAST] [CALL] [RET])

Rules [PHI] and [CAST] act as copies, performing trivial direct propagation. Both simply
propagate the points-to information of the pointer on the right hand side of an assignment
to the pointer on the left hand side. In the case of rule [PHI], the points-to sets of \(q\) and \(r\)
are added to that of \(p\). In the case of rule [CAST], the points-to set of \(q\) is added to that of \(p\)
as a CAST instruction acts like a copy. Despite the type-based nature of our analysis type
casting has no effect on actual points-to relations since any pointer can point to any object
except when that pointer is used in certain ways (recall R2 of our type model).

Direct inter-procedural points-to propagation is done via the [CALL] and [RET] rules.
Function targets are resolved on-the-fly during points-to analysis to more precisely discover
callee functions at indirect callsites. Points-to values from the actual arguments at the callsite
are then propagated to the corresponding formal parameters of each callee. The points-to
information of an address-taken variable \(o\) is propagated via indirect value-flows (Section 3.2)
with the \(\chi\) and \(\mu\) annotations shown in the two rules.

Indirect propagation is the propagation of address-taken variables (objects in \(A\)) in
the VFG. Indirect edges are labelled with address-taken variables, as determined by the
pre-analysis, which are then propagated along those edges. Since the Andersen’s analysis
used to construct the VFG has no notion of typed objects, the edges are labelled with
objects according to the allocation-site-based heap model (i.e. the original untyped objects).
To remedy this, on the fly, when an indirect edge is labelled \(o\), we propagate points-to
information for all clones of \(o\) defined at the source of the indirect edge through the indirect
propagation of \(o\). For example, the propagation of the points-to information of both \(o_{\ell}\) and
\(o_{\ell'}\) from \(\ell\) and \(\ell'\) would be through the indirect edge labelled with \(o\), i.e. \(\ell \twoheadrightarrow \ell'\).
Another way to resolve this is to augment the pre-analysis with type-based heap cloning and then
indirect edges would be labelled with the appropriate typed objects. We forego this method
for brevity and generality.

### 4.1.3 Loads and stores ([LOAD] [STORE] [SU/WU])

LOAD and STORE instructions, through the [LOAD] and [STORE] rules, are handled in the
same way as in a standard sparse flow-sensitive analysis [20] except that object initialisation
(via \texttt{init}, described in Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.5) is performed on the objects pointed to by the
dereferenced pointers. The return value of the \texttt{init} function is then operated on rather than
the object in the dereferenced pointer’s points-to set (which was passed in to \texttt{init}).

The [SU/WU] rule performs standard singleton-based strong and weak updates [20, 30]
for object \(o\), pointed to by \(p\), at STORE instruction \(*p = q\). A weak update merges the
points-to set of \(o\) with that of \(q\) and propagates that result onward. When \(o\) is a singleton, a
strong update is performed. Strong updates discard \(o\)'s old pointees, making its points-to set
equivalent to that of \(q\) [30]. Singleton-based strong updates cannot take place upon local
variables within recursion, arrays (treated monolithically), and heap objects. In addition to
these singleton-based strong updates, TYPECLONE performs type-based semi-strong updates
(Section 4.1.5.2) and type-based strong updates (Section 4.1.5.3) by leveraging our typing of
abstract objects.
1. class S { ... };  
2. class T : public S { int f; };  
3. S *smalloc(size_t size) {  
4.     return (S*)malloc(size);  
5. }  
6. int main(void) {  
7.     T *t = (T*)smalloc(sizeof(T));  
8.     t->f = ...;  
9. }

Figure 6 An example where object cloning would be performed by cclyzer-ss but not by TypeClone.

4.1.4 Object cloning

Object initialisation occurs whenever pointer access to an object makes an assumption regarding that object’s type. The LOAD, STORE, and FIELD instructions make assumptions about the type of the object being accessed. The init function used by rules [LOAD], [STORE], and [FIELD] handles object cloning through four different cases: [INITIALISE], [TBWU], [TBSSU], and [TBSU]. It takes two arguments: the type $t$ of the pointer pointing to the object of interest and the object $o_t$ being accessed by the pointer. init may produce new objects if they do not already exist (i.e., it may clone objects). The potential to create a new object is denoted by a box and the $\tilde{t}$ operator, as in $\tilde{t}$, returns the element type of a pointer such that it would return int * when applied to int **, for example.

4.1.4.1 Object initialisation ([INITIALISE])

In the [INITIALISE] case, an untyped object ($t' = \bullet$) is accessed by a pointer of type $t$. TYPECLONE will initialise the type of the heap object to be $\tilde{t}$ based on the assumption that the underlying type of the object is of type $\tilde{t}$ or a subtype of $\tilde{t}$. We can then propagate the $\tilde{t}$ typed object and stop propagating the untyped object thus differentiating it from objects of different types originating at the same allocation site. In C and C++, for example, code snippet int *i = (int *)malloc(4); *i = 1; makes an assumption about the type of the object returned by malloc—that it is of type int or a subtype of int—because pointer $i$ cannot be accessing an object of any other type per our model.

Our approach to object cloning differs from that of cclyzer-ss in that it is less eager. When a pointer is cast to a pointer to another type, but never dereferenced as that pointer type, our approach would not perform object cloning whereas cclyzer-ss would. For example, consider Figure 6 where T is a derivative type of S. Despite a pointer to the allocated object $o$ being cast to type S *, it is never dereferenced as such, and so we do not need to clone to create $o_S$.

4.1.4.2 Back propagation ([BACK-PROPOSE])

In the [INITIALISE] case, a new object is created and solely returned by init, causing the caller to stop propagating the original object, and to only propagate the clone. This ignores aliases made before the object was initialised and assigned a type. Figure 7 exemplifies this where pointer a is assigned pointer i before the pointed-to heap object is initialised at line 3. At lines 1 and 2, i would point to the untyped object $o_{*t}$, a would also point to $o_{*t}$ at lines 2 and 3, and i would correctly point (only) to the typed object $o_{*t}$ at line 3 but would simultaneously share an incorrect no-alias relation with a.
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```c
int *i = (int *)malloc(...);
void *a = i;
*i = 1;
```

Figure 7 An example of an alias being made before initialisation occurs.

The [BACK-PROPAGATE] rule ensures that pre-initialisation aliases, like `a` in Figure 7, also point to the clone by back-propagating the newly created clone to the original object’s allocation site, like [6, 7]. This is a cause of imprecision, since more than just pre-initialisation aliases will now point to the clone. Some precision is then recouped by subsequent typed-based strong and semi-strong updates.

4.1.5 Type-based weak, semi-strong, and strong updates

The `init` function acts upon types, hence we say it performs type-based updates. These updates are divided into type-based weak updates, type-based semi-strong updates, and type-based strong updates.

4.1.5.1 Type-based weak updates ([TBWU])

The [TBWU] case represents the basic case, type-based weak updates, or TBWUs. In this case, either the object’s type exactly matches the pointer’s element type (\(\sim t \equiv t'\)), or the object’s type is a derived type of the pointer’s element type (an upcast took place). Both situations are covered by the statement \(\sim t \prec t'\). Since this access asserts the legality of such a pointer accessing such an object and makes no new assumptions about the object’s type, it is simply propagated onward like a standard flow-sensitive analysis would and no cloning occurs.

4.1.5.2 Type-based semi-strong updates ([TBSSU])

The first case, [INITIALISE], results in a type-based semi-strong update, or TBSSU. It is type-based since the mechanism by which it occurs relies on type information, and it is semi-strong in that it kills one object and replaces it with another.

The [TBSSU] case, which models access after a downcast occurs, also results in a type-based semi-strong update. TypeClone assumes that any pointer access resulting from a downcast (i.e., \(p = (t) q\) where \(T(p) \prec T(q)\)) is legal since we consider all input programs to conform to the strict aliasing rules of C and C++ (as implied by our type model). Regardless of whether an analysis accepts illegal programs or not, this is also the more conservative way of handling access after a downcast (with respect to soundness). From another point of view, we cannot know if the original type we assigned is the actual type of the object, and that the original type initialisation was actually an access through an upcast. We test that \(o_t\) is a heap object (\(h(o_t)\)) because non-heap objects have a declared type and cannot be changed (until we discuss reuse in Section 4.2).

Like the [INITIALISATION] case, we create a new object of type \(\bar{t}\) since an assumption about the type of the object is being made (that its real type is \(\bar{t}\) or a derivative of \(\bar{t}\), both of which being derived types of \(t'\)). It is tempting to change the object’s type instead of cloning but this can cause unsoundness as the abstract object \(o_t\) may have been representing both concrete objects of type \(t'\) and concrete objects of type \(\bar{t}\) or other derivatives.

Handling downcasts explicitly gives a more accurate representation of an object’s type which is necessary for virtual method resolution, and allows for better strong updates. To illustrate the latter, consider the C code in Figure 8, which implements a rudimentary form of
typedef struct { int i; } S;

typedef struct { struct S s; long l; } T1;

typedef struct { struct S s; float f; } T2;

void *smalloc(size_t size) {
    S *base = (S *)malloc(size);
    base->i = 1;
    return base;
}

int main(void) {
    T1 *p = (T1 *)smalloc(sizeof(T1));
    p->l = 2;
    T2 *q = (T2 *)smalloc(sizeof(T2));
    q->f = 3.0;
}

Figure 8 An example of an abstract object being initialised as two different “derivative” types, T1 and T2, after it has been initialised as the “base” type S.

inheritance. Within wrapper function smalloc, all allocated objects are initialised to “base” type S. Callers of smalloc can then access the returned object as a “derivative” type T1 or T2. If the programmer allocates the correct size, then this is legal since S ≺ T1/T2. Since we see this as a downcast, the initialisation at line 11, for pointer p, would create a new object with type T1, stop propagating the object of type S, and back-propagate the new object. This would similarly occur at line 13 for pointer q. p and q at lines 11 and 13 would then not alias since they would perform a type-based strong update (discussed in the following section) on the back-propagated object which does not match their type, and neither would point to the S typed object any longer from the type-based semi-strong update to an object of type T1/T2. In essence, we have split an abstract object into more abstract objects, each of which representing a smaller set of concrete objects than the original abstract object.

4.1.5.3 Type-based strong updates ([TBSU])

When an object is typed and there is no relation between the object’s type and the pointer’s element type, we know that the pointer is pointing to an object which would be impossible during execution (i.e., a spurious object). A conforming program cannot, for example, read an object through an unrelated pointer. In the [TBSU] case, we return nothing, which is, in effect, a strong update; the pointer will not regard the killed object as in its points-to set. A type-based strong update (TBSU) differs from a typical strong update in that it applies to any potential initialisation points, uses type information to perform it, and can occur to all forms of abstract objects.

4.1.6 Field-sensitivity ([FIELD] [FF-NOT-IN-PT] [FF-EQ-PT])

Taking the address of a field of an aggregate object is handled by the [FIELD] rule. The [FIELD] rule is the same as that in a standard flow-sensitive analysis, except that (1) initialisation is performed on the objects which q points to since assumptions about the aggregate objects in question are being made, and (2) the type of the new field object is assigned by looking up the aggregate type of the object having its field taken. The [TBSU] case occurring on pointees of q has a similar effect to the filtering that clyzer-ss performs where no field object is created for a spurious aggregate object [6, 7].
int s;
int *i = &s;
*i = 1;
float *f = new(i) float{2.0};
*f = 2.0;
// It is now undefined behaviour to load i.

Figure 9 An example of object reuse.

Though not represented in the rules (for simplicity), rather than further deriving a field object from a field object, we add the field index to the existing field object. For example, rather than deriving field object o.fk.fj, we would derive o.fk+j. Only dealing with field objects derived from aggregate objects makes reasoning about the analysis easier.

Struct objects in C and standard-layout objects in C++ share the same memory address as that of their first field. Our analysis must ensure there is an equivalence between the points-to sets of such objects and their first field. A non-standard-layout object in C++ does not have to alias its first programmer-defined field in C++. This is often the case in practice, as in Clang and GCC, due to the implementation placing a virtual table pointer at the start of some objects for example. However, for the purpose of a pointer analysis, the first field of an object is tracked, regardless of whether it is programmer-defined or not, so this “first-field aliasing” needs to be applied to all struct and class objects.

We follow [6] where changes involving an object or the first field of an object trigger changes in the other through rules [FF-NOT-IN-PT] and [FF-EQ-PT]. They both use the first-field alias relation, defined as follows, similar to [6],

Definition 1. First-field alias relation. The first-field alias relation is defined as the equivalence relation \( \sim \colon A \times A \) such that \( o, o' \in A \sim o' \) if and only if:

\[ o' = o.f_0 \]

The [FF-NOT-IN-PT] rule ensures that when an object \( o \) belongs to some points-to set, then so does its first field \( o.f_0 \), if it exists, and vice versa. The [FF-EQ-PT] rule ensures that when an object \( o \) is in the points-to set of an object \( o' \), then it is also in the points-to set of its first-field \( o'.f_0 \), and vice versa. This keeps both points-to sets equivalent.

4.2 Object reuse

The base analysis presents a simple overview of our approach. This section extends our base analysis by considering object reuse, a special language feature in C and C++, to make the analysis handle programs making use of this feature. In C, writing to a heap object through a pointer of type \( t^* \) changes that object’s type to type \( t \); reads through a pointer of type \( t^* \) are now legal, and reads through pointers of type \( t'^* \) where \( t' \not\sim t \) result in undefined behaviour. This would be only permitted if \( t \) fits in the space allocated for the object. Furthermore, in C, the type of an object (referred to as the “effective type” in the C standard) can be changed through functions memcpy and memmove or by being copied as a character array, thus not requiring a store through a pointer to the new type. Reuse is also possible in C++ with the addition that this may be achieved through placement new and that placement new can be used on stack and global objects. Though necessary to achieve better soundness, we have excluded reuse from the base analysis as it introduces a
char *pool;

void *palloc(size_t s) {
    // Find index appropriate for s...
    return pool + n;
}

void *pfree(char *m) {
    // Return m to pool...
}

int main(void) {
    pool = malloc(512);
    int *i = palloc(sizeof(int));
    *i = 1;
    pfree(i);
    float *f = palloc(sizeof(float));
    *f = 2.0;
}

Figure 10 An example of pool allocator.

The form of reuse shown in Figure 9 cannot generally be soundly handled by our base analysis. A pool allocator, like in Figure 10, on the other hand, can be handled soundly by our base analysis, despite it relying on reuse. In Figure 10 the memory given to \( f \) can be the same as that given to \( i \). The difference from Figure 9 is that the memory object is assigned from the main pool, similar to how an object may flow from any allocation wrapper (around malloc). The untyped object from the pool would then be initialised. The base analysis cannot handle pool allocators where the pool is a stack or global object since such an object would not be untyped (and thus cannot be initialised).

The incompatibility between reuse and the base analysis stems from the init function. Typically, reuse would not be possible through a Load, nor a Field not being stored to. However, if we limit reuse to stores, the analysis may be unsound since the case of changing the type of an object through memcpy/memmove or copying as an char array would need to be specially handled. Thus, we allow for reuse at Load, Store, and Field instructions. The init functions is changed to that in Figure 11.

The new case in the init function, [REUSE], checks for an incompatibility between the object’s type and the pointer’s element type. If the types are incompatible, a clone is returned with the new type, that is, the object is being reused with the new type. This is a semi-strong update similar to the [TBSSU] and [INITIALISATION] cases since the previous object is no longer propagated and another is instead. We also remove the \( h(a_{v}) \) condition from the [TBSSU] case to conservatively implement C++’s allowance of reuse of stack and global objects, as a stack or global object may be accessed through a pointer to a derived type (i.e., through downcasting) with placement new. It is not necessary to specially handle placement new since the object will eventually be written to as the new type, or read from as such. The [TBSU] will no longer be triggered as all cases are now covered with the introduction of the [REUSE] case. Fortunately, the [REUSE] case is a TBSSU rather than a TBWU.
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\[
\text{init}(t, o_{t'}) = \begin{cases} 
\emptyset & \text{if } t' \equiv \bullet \text{[INITIALISE]} \\
o_{t} & \text{if } \tilde{t} \prec t' \text{[TBWU]} \\
o_{t} & \text{if } t' \prec \tilde{t} \land t' \neq \tilde{t} \text{[TBSSU]} \\
o_{t} & \text{if } t' \neq \tilde{t} \land \tilde{t} \neq \text{[REUSE]} \\
\emptyset & \text{otherwise [TBSU]} 
\end{cases}
\]

**Figure 11** Modifications to the **init** function to account for reuse.

\[
\text{[BACK-PROPAGATE-SG]} \\
\ell : p = \& o \quad o_{t} \text{ newly cloned} \\
\Rightarrow o_{t} \in pt(\ell, p)
\]

\[
\text{[BACK-PROPAGATE-FIELD]} \\
\ell : p = \& q \rightarrow f_k \\
o' = \text{init}(T(q), o) \\
(\ell', f_k)_{t} \text{ newly cloned} \\
(\ell', f_k)_{t} \in pt(\ell, p)
\]

**Figure 12** Extensions to the analysis to implement back-propagation for stack, global, and field objects.

In the base analysis, back-propagation was only done for heap objects because stack and global objects had one unchanging type (hence they are never cloned). Since C++ allows for reuse of stack and global objects, we need to back-propagate them when they are cloned. **[BACK-PROPAGATE-SG]** implements this in Figure 12 like the **[BACK-PROPAGATE]** rule.

Furthermore, we need to account for reuse of field objects. Back-propagation for field objects is less obvious since field objects can be generated at multiple locations depending on the solver’s worklist order. Since fields do not have an allocation site to back-propagate to, field clones are retrieved at any FIELD instruction which had retrieved the original field object, as in the **[BACK-PROPAGATE-FIELD]** rule. **[BACK-PROPAGATE-FIELD]** implements this as a second **[FIELD]** rule operating solely on the clones. Figure 12 also shows this rule.

4.3 Soundness and the heap cloning upper bound

For a C or C++ program conforming to our type model, our analysis is as sound as SPARSE. To soundly analyse programs conforming to our type model, object reuse must be enforced even though doing so incurs a performance and precision penalty. The typical allocation-site-based model bounds the number of objects of a program by the number of allocation sites. Context-sensitive analyses bound the number of context-sensitive heap objects by the number of calling contexts [37]. For real-world scenarios, this is too large, so the context depth is often limited by a small number to make analyses scalable. When the maximum calling context depth is capped at 3 (or more), context-sensitive analysis is usually unscalable for larger programs [37]. The number of heap objects in our analysis is bounded by the number of allocation sites, the number of types on the generated type graph, and the number of fields in the largest structure type. Thus, in the worst case, the number of objects in our analysis would be the product of those three values, which would usually be far fewer than the number of objects created when cloning according to calling contexts.
Table 2 Statistics about the benchmarks. The first column of data represents the lines of code, the second column represents the size of the compiled program’s bitcode, the fourth, fifth, and sixth columns represent the number of different instructions in the bitcode with the number of those instructions which are annotated by \texttt{ctir} in parentheses, the seventh column represents the number of canonical types with the number of those which are structs in parentheses, and the final column shows the number of fields in the largest struct in the program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bench.</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Instructions (ctir annotated)</th>
<th># Canon. types (structs)</th>
<th>Largest struct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Loads</td>
<td>Stores</td>
<td>GEPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du</td>
<td>22212</td>
<td>1372 KiB</td>
<td>14742</td>
<td>5781</td>
<td>5384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>date</td>
<td>10002</td>
<td>1132 KiB</td>
<td>12185</td>
<td>2860</td>
<td>7395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>touch</td>
<td>9820</td>
<td>1056 KiB</td>
<td>11416</td>
<td>2502</td>
<td>7304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptx</td>
<td>16247</td>
<td>1056 KiB</td>
<td>11787</td>
<td>4395</td>
<td>4546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>esplit</td>
<td>14565</td>
<td>936 KiB</td>
<td>10609</td>
<td>3930</td>
<td>3887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expr</td>
<td>14070</td>
<td>912 KiB</td>
<td>10336</td>
<td>3807</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tac</td>
<td>13888</td>
<td>876 KiB</td>
<td>10067</td>
<td>3678</td>
<td>3710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nl</td>
<td>13420</td>
<td>868 KiB</td>
<td>9960</td>
<td>3629</td>
<td>3678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mv</td>
<td>15962</td>
<td>844 KiB</td>
<td>7713</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>2437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ls</td>
<td>14471</td>
<td>804 KiB</td>
<td>7050</td>
<td>3576</td>
<td>1655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ginstall</td>
<td>14968</td>
<td>772 KiB</td>
<td>6843</td>
<td>3266</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>744 KiB</td>
<td>7743</td>
<td>3312</td>
<td>2262</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Evaluation

The aim of our evaluation is to compare the performance and precision (through alias testing) of TypeClone and Sparse. We first describe our implementation of TypeClone, and all required components, in Section 5.1 and then present the results of our experiments and discuss them in Section 5.2.

5.1 Implementation

Our implementation of the analysis is comprised of two major components: a custom Clang frontend to produce annotated LLVM IR with C/C++ type information and the TypeClone implementation built upon LLVM and SVF [40]. We use version 9.0 of both Clang and LLVM.

LLVM’s type system is different to that of C/C++. In the LLVM IR produced, Clang does not maintain any type information from C/C++ except through TBAA metadata. Due to the basic nature of TBAA metadata, and that Clang does not annotate all instructions that we are interested in with TBAA metadata (GEP instructions, for example), we implement our own type metadata system called \texttt{ctir} which, like EffectiveSan’s customised Clang [14], tags instructions of interest with DWARF debug information which can be read and operated upon by SVF.

During code generation, Clang introduces loads, stores, and other instructions which do not directly map to high-level code. This can, for example, be a byproduct of the nature of partial SSA form, or implementation-defined details like using virtual tables to implement virtual calls. Like TBAA, the instructions and declarations which correspond to C/C++ features of interest are annotated. In the absence of type information, our analysis falls back to standard flow-sensitive pointer analysis methods, not updating upon the type, i.e. not using \texttt{init}. 
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The following are annotated by ctir:

- Allocations corresponding to stack and global declarations (the allocated object’s type).
- Load and store instructions which correspond to pointer dereferences and C++ reference accesses (the dereferenced pointer’s element type).
- GEP instructions which correspond to field and array accesses (the base pointer’s element type).
- Virtual calls (the base pointers’s element type).
- Virtual tables (the owning class).

Since DWARF types correspond exactly to C/C++ types, in SVF, we reduce all types to “canonical types” which are types stripped of their signedness, constness, typedefs, and other auxiliary data. The type graph is built from these canonical types and the analysis then only operates on canonical types (converting types obtained from ctir annotations as necessary).

A virtual call like \( p \to \text{foo}() \) is translated into four LLVM instructions: (1) a Load instruction, \( vtptr = *p \), which retrieves virtual table pointer \( vtptr \) by dereferencing pointer \( p \), (2) a Field instruction, \( vfn = \&vtptr \to k \), which retrieves the entry (i.e., target function) in the virtual table at offset \( k \), (3) a Load instruction, \( fp = *vfn \), which retrieves the address of the target, and finally (4) a Call instruction, \( fp(p) \). For calls to external functions where code is unavailable to analyse, a list of commonly used functions is maintained which summarise their side-effects (like \texttt{memcpy}, \_\_\_znwm for C++’s \texttt{new}, \texttt{mmap}, \texttt{strcpy}, and others) following [19, 35].

Within SVF, Andersen’s analysis, optimised with wave propagation [34, 29] for better performance, is used to build the value-flow graph of the input program. Our analysis is then implemented on top of the built value-flow graph following the rules described in Section 4. We compare TYPECLONE (with and without reuse taken into consideration) with a sparse flow-sensitive and context-insensitive analysis (SPARSE) [20] available in SVF [39]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only publicly available implementation of a whole-program sparse flow-sensitive and context-insensitive C/C++ pointer analysis for LLVM. We also do not know of a publicly available implementation of a whole-program flow- and context-sensitive (FSCS) C/C++ pointer analysis for LLVM. According to a study using commercial tools [3], existing FSCS algorithms for C “do not scale even for an order of magnitude smaller size programs than those analyzed [with Andersen’s analysis]” in their study. As shown in our evaluation, for annotated pointer accesses, TYPECLONE can achieve more precise results than SPARSE, thus leaving limited room for benefit in this case by modelling the heap context-sensitively.

### 5.2 Experiments

We compare the performance and precision of our analysis, with and without reuse considered, with SPARSE. We use the 12 largest programs, per LLVM bitcode size, in GNU Coreutils 8.31 (excluding \texttt{dir} and \texttt{vdir} since they are almost identical to \texttt{ls}). Coreutils was chosen because the included programs use various memory allocation wrappers to perform allocation. Table 2 shows the size (in LOC and of the generated bitcode), number of instructions, number of canonical types and how many of those are structs, and the largest struct by number of fields (after flattening) for each benchmark. All experiments were carried out on a machine running 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS with an Intel Xeon Gold 6132 processor at 2.60GHz and 128GB of memory.

To test the performance, we ran SPARSE and TYPECLONE (without and with reuse) ten times and averaged the total running time of the analyses (constraint solving upon the VFG, excluding the pre-analyses to build the VFG and other auxiliary data structures like
Table 3 Running times and object counts of Sparse and TypeClone (with and without reuse).

The results are presented in Table 3. The “Diff.” columns represent how many times slower an analysis was compared to Sparse, and the “Obj.” and “Obj. (clones)” columns represent the total number of objects in an analysis, with the number of clones created mentioned separately, where relevant. Generally, we expect running time to increase in TypeClone because of the introduction of new objects, which means larger points-to sets and thus extra propagation time, and back-propagation, which means VFG nodes are processed more often. For TypeClone without reuse, all slowdown presented is in a general range of acceptability of $1.45 \times -35 \times$ except for when analysing benchmarks mv and ptx. Both benchmarks created the largest number of clone objects relative to original objects. Overall, the slowdown is usually affordable and the (geometric) mean slowdown is a little over $11 \times$ when not considering reuse.

Modelling reuse in TypeClone slows down the analysis. Too many opportunities for TBSUs, which would reduce the number of objects created (and prevent some back-propagation) and reduce the size of points-to sets, become TBSSUs with the [REUSE] rule. Stack and global objects also become a source of clones. This is seen in the number of clones created. Benchmarks which were many times slower than TypeClone without reuse, like du and csplit, had many more clones created, and those that remained close in running time had a more modest growth in the number of extra clones created. We see a (geometric) mean slowdown of a little over $25 \times$ when considering reuse, more than twice as much compared to the base analysis.

To test the precision, we performed an alias query between all top level pointers of interest within a function (those pointers accessed at an instruction annotated with a C/C++ type with ctir) against each other. Two pointers are considered aliases if their points-to sets
Table 4 The number of alias queries performed (between ctir-annotated instructions), the number of those alias queries returning a no-alias relation for Sparse and TypeClone (with and without reuse considered), and the improvement to the number of alias queries returning a no-alias relation presented by TypeClone (with and without reuse considered) against Sparse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bench.</th>
<th>Queries</th>
<th>Sparse</th>
<th>TypeClone</th>
<th>TypeClone (reuse)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No-alias results</td>
<td>No-alias results</td>
<td>Improv.</td>
<td>No-alias results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du</td>
<td>76291490</td>
<td>55553836</td>
<td>74384866</td>
<td>33.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>date</td>
<td>151400720</td>
<td>111391680</td>
<td>141377516</td>
<td>26.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>touch</td>
<td>149194010</td>
<td>109198398</td>
<td>139183292</td>
<td>27.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptx</td>
<td>52845630</td>
<td>43771886</td>
<td>50867888</td>
<td>16.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>csplit</td>
<td>38719506</td>
<td>30450964</td>
<td>37758260</td>
<td>24.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expr</td>
<td>39835032</td>
<td>33654030</td>
<td>38228618</td>
<td>13.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tac</td>
<td>34427556</td>
<td>27745100</td>
<td>32782666</td>
<td>18.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nl</td>
<td>34863120</td>
<td>27895764</td>
<td>33204888</td>
<td>19.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mv</td>
<td>15940056</td>
<td>12655806</td>
<td>14978588</td>
<td>18.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ls</td>
<td>6167772</td>
<td>5242862</td>
<td>5869944</td>
<td>11.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ginstall</td>
<td>8193906</td>
<td>7755314</td>
<td>7959676</td>
<td>2.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>10198442</td>
<td>8189034</td>
<td>9583680</td>
<td>17.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

intersect, or if one pointer contains a field object generated from an object in the other pointer’s points-to set. A no-alias result is always more desirable than a may-alias result as it paves the way for more optimisations, for example. The number of alias queries, the number of queries returning a no-alias relation (the remainder return a may-alias relations), and the improvement TypeClone presents in the number of no-alias relations returned compared to Sparse are presented in Table 4. We find that for Sparse, in all benchmarks except ginstall, 72%–85% of alias queries return a no-alias result. ginstall is an outlier with almost 95% of alias queries returning a no-alias result. For TypeClone, 93% to over 97% of alias queries result in a no-alias relation (91% to over 96% when reuse is taken into account). Excluding ginstall, TypeClone (without considering reuse) sees an increase in almost 12% to almost 34% in the number of no-alias results against Sparse. The improvement for ginstall is much less at 2.64%. The results produced by Sparse for ginstall were already strong and TypeClone had little room to improve. Overall, the (geometric) mean improvement sits at over 16% when not taking reuse into consideration. When taking reuse into account, results are still strong albeit weaker than when not taking reuse into account. Excluding ginstall again, we see an increase in almost 11% to over 31% in the number of no-alias results against Sparse. For ginstall, the improvement is 2.12%, and the overall (geometric) mean improvement is over 15%.

Overall, TypeClone is successful at differentiating points-to sets when objects appear from the same allocation site, as is the case with allocation wrappers, which Coreutils makes use of. We also notice that the imprecision introduced by handling reuse is very slight. Even though handling object reuse eliminates many opportunities for TBSUs, instead creating more clones, the [REUSE] case in init is a TBSSU and thus does not cause as much precision loss as it would have if it was a TBWU, even if it may adversely affect performance.
6 Related work

Whole-program flow-sensitive pointer analysis for C and C++ has been studied extensively in the literature. The approaches in [8] and [15] provide the formulations for an iterative data-flow framework [25]. The work presented in [45] considered both flow- and context-sensitivity by representing procedure summaries with partial transfer functions. To eliminate unnecessary propagation of points-to information during the iterative data-flow analysis, sparse analysis propagates points-to facts sparsely across pre-computed def-use chains [20, 33]. Initially, sparsity was achieved through a Sparse Evaluation Graph [9, 21, 22], a refined CFG with irrelevant nodes removed. Further progress was made through various SSA forms like factored SSA [10], HSSA [11] and partial SSA [27]. The def-use chains of top-level pointers, once put in SSA form, can be explicitly and precisely identified, giving rise to a semi-sparse flow-sensitive analysis [19]. Then, by leveraging the idea of staged analyses [17, 20] where a fast, imprecise analysis bootstraps a more precise analysis, flow-sensitive analysis was made fully sparse, with the first stages identifying def-use chains of both top-level and address-taken pointers [20, 39]. Despite these achievements, most flow-sensitive analyses model the heap with one abstract object per allocation site. Most analyses which provide a more precise heap model do so by employing context-sensitivity.

On the other hand, structure-sensitive analysis (cclyzer-ss) [7] improves the allocation-site-based heap model and presents a field-sensitive Andersen’s analysis that lazily infers the types of heap objects through the casting of pointers to those objects to eventually filter out redundant field derivations. When a pointer to a heap object is cast, that object is considered to potentially be of the element type of the pointer it is cast to and so a new object is created with the pointer’s element type, and back-propagated to the allocation site to ensure soundness. Type-based alias analysis (TBAA) [13] uses Modula-3’s type system to (almost) statelessly determine aliasing relations. TBAA is implemented in Clang/LLVM and GCC for C, C++, and Objective-C, and works because of the strict aliasing rules defined by those languages. Inspired by TBAA and cclyzer-ss, this paper proposes a new flow-sensitive type-based heap cloning model to improve the precision of sparse points-to analysis for C and C++ programs which conform to the strict aliasing rules.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents a new flow-sensitive points-to analysis with type-based heap cloning and no context-sensitivity. The novelty of our approach lies in its lazy heap cloning. An untyped abstract heap object created at an allocation site is killed and replaced with a new (clone) object uniquely identified by the type information at its use site for flow-sensitive points-to propagation. This yields more precise points-to relations at different program points without incurring the high costs of context-sensitivity. Our approach also explores a new form of strong updates based on types for flow-sensitive modelling. The resulting analysis improves upon state-of-the-art sparse flow-sensitive analysis answering, on average, over 15% more alias queries with a no-alias result.
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1 Introduction

Scala inherited elements of good design from Java, but it also inherited at least one misfeature: the null reference. In Scala, like in many other object-oriented programming languages, the null reference can be typed with any reference type. This leads to runtime errors, because
null does not (and cannot) support almost any operations. For example, the program below tries to read the length field of a string, only to find out that the underlying reference is null. The program then terminates with the infamous NullPointerException.  

```scala
val s: String = null // ok: String is a nullable type
println (s"s has length " + s.length) // throws a NullPointerException
```

Errors of this kind are very common, and can sometimes lead to security vulnerabilities. Indeed, “Null Pointer Dereference” appears in position 14 of the 2019 CWE Top 25 Most Dangerous Software Errors, a list of vulnerability classes maintained by the MITRE Corporation [21]. As of November 2019, a search for “null pointer dereference” in MITRE’s vulnerability database returned 1429 entries.

The root of the problem lies in the way that Scala structures its type hierarchy. The null reference has type Null, and Null is considered to be a subtype of any reference type. In the example above, Null is a subtype of String, and so the initializer val s: String = null is allowed. We could say that in Scala, (reference) types are implicitly nullable. For example, we can re-imagine the previous example in a system with explicit nulls (the notation String|Null stands for the union type “String or Null”):

```scala
val s: String = null // error: Null is not a subtype of String
val s: String | Null = null // ok: s is explicitly marked as nullable
println (s"s has length " + s.length) // error: String|Null does not have a 'length' field
if (s !== null) println (s"s has length " + s.length) // ok: we checked that s is not null
```

In a world with explicit nulls, the type system can keep track of which variables are potentially null, turning runtime errors into compile-time errors.

Our contributions, implemented on top of the Dotty (Scala 3) compiler and currently under consideration for inclusion in Scala 3, are as follows:

- We retrofitted Scala’s type system with a mechanism for tracking nullability, using union types. To improve usability of nullable values in Scala code, we also added a simple form of flow typing to Scala.
- So that Scala programs can interoperate with Java code, where nulls remain implicit, we present a type nullification function that turns Java types into equivalent Scala types.
- We evaluate the design by migrating multiple Scala libraries to explicit nulls. The main findings are that most of the effort in migrating Scala code to explicit nulls comes from Java interoperability, and that the effort is significant for some libraries.
- Finally, we formalize type nullification using variants of System $\text{F}_{\omega}$ that have been augmented to model implicit and explicit nulls. Using denotational semantics, we prove a soundness theorem for nullification, saying that nullification preserves values of types.

## 2 A New Type Hierarchy

To understand the special status of the Null type, we can inspect the current Scala type hierarchy, shown in Figure 1. Roughly, Scala types can be divided into value types (subtypes of AnyVal) and reference types (subtypes of AnyRef). The type Any then stands at the top of the hierarchy, and is a supertype of both AnyVal and AnyRef (in fact, a supertype of

1 [https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/lang/NullPointerException.html](https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/lang/NullPointerException.html)

2 [https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvekey.cgi?keyword=NULL+Pointer+Dereference](https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvekey.cgi?keyword=NULL+Pointer+Dereference)
every other type). Conversely, *Nothing* is a subtype of all types. Finally, *Null* occupies an intermediate position: it is a subtype of all *reference* types, but not of the value types. This justifies the following typing judgments:

```scala
val s: String = null // ok: String is a reference type
val i : Int = null    // error: Int is a value type
```

This is what makes *nulls* in Scala *implicit*. In order to make *nulls* *explicit*, we need to dislodge the *Null* type from its special position, so that it is no longer a subtype of all reference types. We achieve this by making *Null* a direct subtype of *Any*. This new type hierarchy, which underlies our design, is also shown in Figure 1. With the new type hierarchy we get new typing judgments:

```scala
val s: String = null      // error: reference types like String are no longer nullable
val i : Int = null        // error: Int is a value type
val sn: String | Null = null // ok: Null <: String|Null
```

*String|Null* is a *union type*. In general, the union type *A|B* (read “*A or B*”) contains *all* values of both *A* and *B*, as indicated by the subtyping judgments *A <: A|B* and *B <: A|B*. Union types are a new feature present in Dotty but not in Scala 2 and, as the example shows, they allows us to encode nullability.

The explicit nulls hierarchy is still unsound in the presence of uninitialized values:

```scala
1 class Person {  
2   val name: String = getName()  
3   def getName(): String = "Person" + name.length // 'name' is null here  
4 }  
5 val p = new Person() // throws a NullPointerException
```

Because, after allocation, the fields of Scala classes are initialized to their “default” values, and the default value for reference types is *null*, when we try to access `name.length` in line 3, *name* is *null*. This produces a *NullPointerException*. While ensuring sound initialization is an interesting challenge, it is not one we tackle in this paper. Developing a sound initialization scheme for Scala, while balancing soundness with expressivity, remains future work. We review some of the existing approaches in Section 7.
2.1 Fixing a Soundness Hole

Even though explicit nulls do not make the Scala type system sound (e.g. there remain null-related soundness holes related to incomplete initialization of class fields), they do remove the specific source of unsoundness identified by Amin and Tate [3]. This class of bugs, reported in 2016 and still present in Scala and Dotty, happens due to a combination of implicit nullability and type members with arbitrary lower and upper bounds. For example, the example presented by Amin and Tate [3] crucially relies on being able to construct a term $t$ that has both type e.g. `LowerBound[Int]` and `UpperBound[String]`, two type applications unrelated by subtyping. Because of implicit nullability, `null` has both types, which makes the unsoundness possible. With our explicit nulls design, the typing above is no longer possible, so the runtime error becomes a compile-time error.

3 Java Interoperability

One of Scala’s strengths is its ability to seamlessly use Java libraries. Because both languages are compiled down to Java Virtual Machine (JVM) bytecode [18], Java libraries appear to Scala code as any other Scala library would. The interaction can also happen in the opposite direction: Java code can use Scala libraries.

Because reference types remain implicitly nullable in Java, we need a way to “interpret” Java types as Scala types, where nullability is explicit. For example, if a Java method returns a `String`, then the Java type system will allow `null` as a return value. If we use said method from Scala, we need to interpret the method’s type as `String|Null`.

In the opposite direction, when Java code uses Scala libraries, the problem is simpler because Java types are less precise than Scala types. In particular, both the Scala types `String` and `String|Null` can be interpreted as the Java type `String`, which includes the null value.

3.1 Type Nullification

Type nullification is the process of translating Java types to their Scala equivalents, in the presence of explicit nulls. By equivalent, we mean that if type nullification sends type $A$ to type $B$, the values of $A$ and $B$ must be the same. Below are two examples of the behaviour we want from nullification:

- The values of the `StringJava` type\(^3\) are all finite-length strings (e.g. "hello world" and ","); plus the value `null`. By contrast, the values of `StringScala` are just all finite-length strings (but not `null`). This means that nullification must map `StringJava` to `StringScala|Null`.

- Similarly, we can think of a Java method with signature

  \[
  \text{StringJava \ getName(StringJava} \ s)\]

  as representing a function from `StringJava` to `StringJava` (i.e. `getName: StringJava \rightarrow StringJava`). Suppose that $f \in \text{StringJava} \rightarrow \text{StringJava}$. Notice that $f$ can take `null` as an argument, and return `null` as a result. This means that nullification should return `StringScala|Null \rightarrow StringScala|Null` in this case.

Here is why “preserves values of a type” is a useful correctness criterion for nullification. Suppose that nullification instead underapproximated a type’s values. For example, we could turn `StringJava` into `StringScala`. We might then call e.g. the `length` method on the

\(^3\) We write $T_{Java}$ and $T_{Scala}$ for Java’s and Scala’s view of the same type $T$, respectively.
The nullification function $F_{null}$ is applied to the types of fields, and argument and return types of methods of every Java-defined class. We try the rules in top-to-bottom order, until one matches.

![Figure 2 Type nullification functions.](image)

$F_{null}$ is applied to the types of fields, and argument and return types of methods of every Java-defined class. We try the rules in top-to-bottom order, until one matches.

**Case (FN-Ref and FN-Val)** These two rules are easy: we nullify reference types but not value types, because only reference types are nullable in Java. Here is an example Java class and its translation (given in Java syntax enhanced with union types and a `Null` type):

```java
// Java class
class C {
    String s;
    int x;
}

// After nullification
class C {
    String | Null s;
    int x;
}
```

**Case (FN-Par)** Since type parameters are always nullable in Java, we need to nullify them as well.

```java
A_{null}(R) = R if R is a reference type (AN-Ref)
A_{null}(T) = T if T is a type parameter (AN-Par)
A_{null}(C<R>) = C<A_{null}(R)> if C is Java-defined (AN-JG)
A_{null}(C<R>) = C<F_{null}(R)> if C is Scala-defined (AN-SG)
A_{null}(R) = F_{null}(R) otherwise (AN-FN)
```
For example, if we have \( c : C<\text{Boolean}> \), then \( c.\text{foo()} \) now returns a \( \text{Boolean}|\text{Null} \), as opposed to just \( \text{Boolean} \) like it used to.

**Case (FN-JG)** This rule handles generics \( C<T> \), where \( C \) is a class defined in Java (Java-defined). The rule is designed to reduce the number of redundant nullable types we need to add. Let us look at an example:

```java
// Java class
class C<T> {
    T foo() {...}
}
// After nullification
class C<T> {
    T|Null foo() {...}
}
```

For example, if we have `c: C<Boolean>`, then `c.foo()` now returns a `Boolean|Null`, as opposed to just `Boolean` like it used to.

**Case (FN-SG)** This rule handles the mirror case, where the Java code refers to a generic \( C<T> \) in which \( C \) is a class defined in Scala (Scala-defined). For example, assuming that `Box` is Scala-defined, we get:

```java
// Java code that refers to Scala class Box
class BoxFactory<T> {
    Box<T> makeBox();
}
// After nullification
class BoxFactory<T> {
    Box<T>|Null makeBox();
}
```

Suppose we have a `BoxFactory<String>`. Notice that calling `makeBox` on it returns a `Box<String>|Null`, not a `Box<String>|Null|Null`, because of **FN-JG**. This seems at first glance unsound, because the box itself could contain `null`. However, it is sound because calling `get` on a `Box<String>` returns a `String|Null`.

Generalizing from the example, we can see that it is enough to nullify the type application \( C<T> \) as \( C<T>|\text{Null} \). That is, it is enough to mark the type as nullable only at the top level, since uses of \( T \) in the body of \( C \) will be nullified as well, *if \( C \) is Java-defined*. Notice that the correctness argument relies on our ability to patch all Java-defined classes that transitively appear in the argument or return type of a field or method accessible from the Scala code being compiled. All such classes must be visible to the Scala compiler in any case, and will thus be nullified, so this requirement is satisfied by the implementation.

In fact, the rule is a bit more complicated than we have explained so far. The full rule is \( F_{null}(C<R>) = C<A_{null}(R)>|\text{Null} \). Notice that in fact we do transform the type argument, but do so using \( A_{null} \) instead of \( F_{null} \). \( A_{null} \) is a version of \( F_{null} \) that does not add \( |\text{Null} \) at the top level. \( A_{null} \) is needed for cases where we have nested type applications, and it is explained in more detail below. Here is a sample application of \( F_{null} \) to a nested type application, assuming that \( C, D, \) and \( \text{String} \) are all Java-defined:

\[
F_{null}(C<D<\text{String}>>) = C<A_{null}(D<\text{String}>>)|\text{Null} \\
= C<D<A_{null}(\text{String}>>)|\text{Null} \\
= C<D<\text{String}>>|\text{Null}
\]

Notice how we only add \( |\text{Null} \) at the outermost level. This minimizes the number of changes required to migrate existing Scala code with Java dependencies.

**Case (FN-SG)** This rule handles the mirror case, where the Java code refers to a generic \( C<T> \) in which \( C \) is a class defined in Scala (Scala-defined). For example, assuming that `Box` is Scala-defined, we get:

```java
// Java code that refers to Scala class Box
class BoxFactory<T> {
    Box<T> makeBox();
}
// After nullification
class BoxFactory<T> {
    Box<T>|Null makeBox();
}
```

Notice that unlike the previous rule, **FN-SG** adds \( |\text{Null} \) to the type argument, and not just to the top level. This is needed because nullification is only applied to Java classes, and not to Scala classes. We then need a way to indicate that, in the example, the returned `Box` may contain `null`. 
Case (FN-And) This rule just recurses structurally on the components of the type. Even though Java does not have intersection types, we sometimes encounter them during nullification, because the Scala compiler desugars some Java types using intersections. For example, the Java type \texttt{Array[T]}, where \texttt{T} has no supertype, is represented in Scala as \texttt{Array[T & Object]}.

As previously mentioned, \texttt{Anull} is a helper function that behaves mostly like \texttt{Fnull}, but never nullifies types at the top level. \texttt{Anull} is useful because we want to avoid adding superfluous |Null unions whenever possible.

4 Flow Typing
To improve usability of nullable types, we added a simple form of flow-sensitive type inference to Scala [15]. The general idea is that sometimes, by looking at the control flow, we can infer that a value previously thought to be nullable (due to its type) is no longer so.

4.1 Supported Cases
Below we list the cases supported by flow typing. In the examples, the notation ??? stands for an unspecified expression of the appropriate type:\footnote{??? is actually valid Scala code, and is simply a method with return type Nothing.}

- Branches of an if-expression. If an if-expression has a condition \texttt{s \textbar\textbar null}, where \texttt{s} satisfies some restrictions (see below), then in the \texttt{then} branch we can assume that \texttt{s} is non-null.

  ```scala
  val s: String|Null = ???
  if (s != null) {
    val l = s.length // ok: s has type String in the 'then' branch
  }
  val l = s.length // error: s has type String|Null
  ```

  We can reason similarly about the \texttt{else} branch if the test is \texttt{p == null}.

- Logical operators. We also support the logical operators \texttt{&&}, ||, and ! in conditions: e.g. given a condition \texttt{if (s != null \textbar\textbar s2 != null)}, we infer that \texttt{both} \texttt{s} and \texttt{s2} are non-null in the \texttt{then} branch.

- Propagation within conditions. We support type specialization within a condition, taking into account that \texttt{&&} and || are short-circuiting: e.g. in the condition \texttt{s != null \textbar\textbar s.length > 0}, the test \texttt{s.length} is type correct because the right-hand side of the condition will only be evaluated if \texttt{s} is non-null.

- Nested conditions. Our inference works in the presence of arbitrarily-nested conditions: given the condition \texttt{!(a = null || b = null) \&\& (c != null)}, we infer that all of \texttt{a}, \texttt{b}, and \texttt{c} are non-null in the \texttt{then} branch.

- Early exit from blocks. If a statement conditionally performs an early exit from a block based on whether a value is \texttt{null}, we can soundly assume that the value is non-null from that point on. This is the case for both return statements and exceptions:

  ```scala
  if (s == null) return 0
  return s.length // ok: s inferred to have type String from this point on
  ```

In general, if we have a block \texttt{s1, ... , si, si+1, ..., sn}, where the \texttt{si} are statements, and \texttt{si} is of the form \texttt{if (cond) exp}, where \texttt{exp} has type Nothing, then depending on \texttt{cond}, we might be able to infer additional nullability facts for statements \texttt{si+1,...,sn}. Here,
the condition \( \text{cond} \) can contain nested conditions such as those discussed in the previous point. The reason is that type \text{Nothing} \ has no values, so an expression of type \text{Nothing} \ cannot terminate normally (it either throws or loops). It is then safe to assume that statement \( s_{i+1} \) executes only if \( \text{cond} \) is \text{false}.

There is one extra complication here, which is that Scala allows forward references to method definitions, which combined with nested methods can lead to non-intuitive control flow. In our implementation, we have logic for detecting forward references and disabling flow typing in such cases to preserve soundness. In the presence of forward references, we discard the more precise type inferred for a specific program point by flow typing and fall back to the flow-insensitive declared type that is conservatively sound at all program points.

### 4.1.1 Stable Paths

Scala has four kinds of definitions: 
- \text{vals}
- \text{lazy vals}
- \text{vars}
- \text{defs}.

\text{vals} \ are eagerly evaluated and immutable. \text{lazy vals} \ are like \text{vals}, but lazily evaluated and then memoized. \text{vars} \ are eagerly evaluated and mutable. Finally, \text{defs} \ are lazily evaluated, but not memoized, so they are used to define methods.

We use flow typing on \text{vals} \ and \text{lazy vals}, but not on \text{vars} \ or \text{defs}. Using naive flow typing on a \text{var} \ would be unsound, because the underlying value might change between the moment it is tested (where it might be non-null) and the later use of the \text{var} \ (where it might be again \text{null}). Similarly, flow typing on \text{defs} \ would be problematic, because a \text{def} \ is not guaranteed to return the same value after every invocation.

In general, given a path \( p = v.s1.s2.\ldots.s_n \), where \( v \) is a local or global symbol, and the \( s_i \) are selectors, it is safe to do flow inference on \( p \) only if \( p \) is \text{stable}. That is, all of \( v, s_1, \ldots, s_n \) need to be \text{vals} \ or \text{lazy vals}. If \( p \) is stable, then we know that \( p \) is immutable and so the results of a check against \text{null} \ are persistent and can be trusted.

### 4.2 Inferring Flow Facts

The goal of flow typing is to discover \text{nullability facts} about stable paths that are in scope. A \text{fact} \ is an assertion that a specific path is non-null at a given program point.

At the core of flow typing, we have a function \( \mathcal{N} : \text{Exp} \times \text{Bool} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\text{Path}) \). \( \mathcal{N} \) takes a Scala expression \( e \) (where \( e \) evaluates to a boolean) and a boolean \( b \), and returns a set of paths known to be non-null if \( e \) evaluates to \( b \). That is, \( \mathcal{N}(e, \text{true}) \) returns the set of paths that are non-null if \( e \) evaluates to \text{true}, and \( \mathcal{N}(e, \text{false}) \) returns the set of paths known to be non-null if \( e \) evaluates to \text{false}. \( \mathcal{N} \) is defined in Figure 3.

We can use \( \mathcal{N} \) to support the flow typing scenarios we previously outlined:

- Given an if expression \( \text{if} \ (\text{cond}) \ e1 \ \text{else} \ e2 \), we compute \( F_{\text{then}} = \mathcal{N}(\text{cond}, \text{true}) \) and \( F_{\text{else}} = \mathcal{N}(\text{cond}, \text{false}) \). The former gives us a set of paths that are known to be non-null if \( \text{cond} \) is true. This means that we can use \( F_{\text{then}} \) when typing \( e1 \). Similarly, we can use \( F_{\text{else}} \) when typing \( e2 \).

- To reason about nullability \text{within} a condition \( e1 \ \&\& \ e2 \), notice that \( e2 \) is evaluated \text{only if} \( e1 \) is \text{true}. This means that we can use the facts in \( \mathcal{N}(e1, \text{true}) \) when typing \( e2 \). Similarly, in a condition \( e1 \ |\ | \ e2 \), we only evaluate \( e2 \) if \( e1 \) is \text{false}. Therefore, we can use \( \mathcal{N}(e1, \text{false}) \) when typing \( e2 \).

- Given a block with statements \( \text{if} \ (\text{cond}) \ e; \ s \), where \( e \) has type \text{Nothing}, or a block of the form \( \text{if} \ (\text{cond}) \ \text{return}; \ s \), we know that \( s \) will only execute if \( \text{cond} \) is false. Therefore, we can use \( \mathcal{N}(\text{cond}, \text{false}) \) when typing \( s \).
\( \mathcal{N}(p == \text{null}, \text{true}) = \{ \} \)
\( \mathcal{N}(p == \text{null}, \text{false}) = \{ p \} \) if \( p \) is stable
\( \mathcal{N}(p != \text{null}, \text{true}) = \{ \} \) if \( p \) is stable
\( \mathcal{N}(p != \text{null}, \text{false}) = \{ \} \)

\( \mathcal{N}(A && B, \text{true}) = \mathcal{N}(A, \text{true}) \cup \mathcal{N}(B, \text{true}) \)
\( \mathcal{N}(A && B, \text{false}) = \mathcal{N}(A, \text{false}) \cap \mathcal{N}(B, \text{false}) \)
\( \mathcal{N}(A || B, \text{true}) = \mathcal{N}(A, \text{true}) \cap \mathcal{N}(B, \text{false}) \)
\( \mathcal{N}(A || B, \text{false}) = \mathcal{N}(A, \text{false}) \cup \mathcal{N}(B, \text{false}) \)
\( \mathcal{N}(!A, \text{true}) = \mathcal{N}(A, \text{false}) \)
\( \mathcal{N}(!A, \text{false}) = \mathcal{N}(A, \text{true}) \)
\( \mathcal{N}(\{s1; \ldots; sn; \text{cond}\}, b) = \mathcal{N}(\text{cond}, b) \)
\( \mathcal{N}(e, b) = \{ \} \) otherwise

Figure 3 Flow facts inference. Correctness follows from De Morgan’s laws.

4.3 Asserting Non-Nullability

For cases where flow typing is not powerful enough to infer non-nullability, we added a \textit{.nn} ("assert non-nullable") method to cast away nullability from any term.

```scala
var s: String | Null = ???
val l = s.nn.length // ok: .nn method casts away nullability
```

In general, if \( e \) is an expression with type \( T | \text{Null} \), then \( e.nn \) has type \( T \). The \textit{nn} method is defined as an extension method. This is a kind of implicit definition that makes \textit{nn} available for any receiver of type \( T | \text{Null} \). \textit{nn} does a checked cast, so \( e.nn \) fails with an exception if the receiver \( e \) evaluates to \text{null}.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we empirically evaluate the expressiveness of the explicit nulls system and the effort required to migrate existing Scala programs to it. We test the popular belief that Scala programs tend not to use \text{null} references much themselves except for interaction with Java code. The explicit nulls system requires a program to explicitly specify what is to be done if a \text{null} reference arises at each program location where it is not ruled out statically; we quantify how many such locations there are in typical Scala programs.

We perform our evaluation on the programs in the Dotty community build, \(^5\) a suite of Scala programs that have been ported from Scala 2 to compile with the Dotty compiler (without explicit nulls), and are regularly tested as part of the Dotty regression tests. The community build programs are summarized in Table 1.

We divide our evaluation into three parts. First, in Section 5.1, we evaluate \text{null} references possibly coming from interaction with Java code. Second, in Section 5.2, we evaluate the effectiveness of flow-sensitive typing in ruling out the possibility of \text{null} references. Third, in Section 5.3, we examine other causes of null-related compilation errors that are not related to interaction with Java and are not ruled out by flow typing.

---

\(^5\) https://github.com/lampepfl/dotty/tree/master/community-build/test/scala/dotty/communitybuild
### Table 1 Community build libraries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size (LOC)</th>
<th>Files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scala-pb</td>
<td>Scala protocols buffer compiler</td>
<td>37,029</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>squants</td>
<td>DSL for quantities</td>
<td>14,367</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fastparse</td>
<td>Parser combinators</td>
<td>13,701</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effpi</td>
<td>Verified message passing</td>
<td>5,760</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betterfiles</td>
<td>IO library</td>
<td>3,321</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>algebra</td>
<td>Algebraic type classes</td>
<td>3,032</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scopt</td>
<td>Command-line options parsing</td>
<td>3,445</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shapeless</td>
<td>Type-level generic programming</td>
<td>2,328</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scalap</td>
<td>Class file decoder</td>
<td>2,210</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semanticdb</td>
<td>Data model for semantic information</td>
<td>2,154</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intent</td>
<td>Test framework</td>
<td>1,866</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minitest</td>
<td>Test framework</td>
<td>1,171</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xml-interpolator</td>
<td>XML string interpolator</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stdLib213</td>
<td>Scala standard library</td>
<td>31,723</td>
<td>588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scala-xml</td>
<td>XML support</td>
<td>6,989</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scalactic</td>
<td>Utility library</td>
<td>3,952</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>134,041</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,714</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.1 Evaluation of Java interaction

We evaluate the interaction with Java code by counting the number of compilation errors in several variants of the explicit nulls system. The error counts per thousand lines of code for each program and each variant are shown in Table 2.

The Baseline column shows the error counts for the explicit nulls system as described in this paper so far. There is significant variance between the different programs, from two or fewer errors per thousand lines of code in more abstract, Scala-like programs, to tens of errors per thousand lines of code in more low-level programs, particularly those that interact significantly with Java. We conjecture that interaction with Java is the main cause of the errors, and evaluate several variations of the system to test this conjecture.

Our first attempt to reduce the number of errors is with nullness annotations in Java code. The Annotations column shows the error counts when the Scala programs are compiled with a variant of the Java standard library with annotations specifying that the return values of certain methods cannot be null. The annotations are taken from the Checker Framework Project [23], which publishes an annotated version of the Java standard library, with nullness annotations on 4414 methods and 1712 fields in 847 classes. There are many different standards for annotating Java code with nullability; our implementation supports reading 12 such annotation formats and additional formats can be added easily. On some of the programs with high error counts, the annotations reduce the error count significantly, by up to half on scalap, but on others, they make little difference, such as on ScalaPB. One reason for this is that some programs interact with Java code other than the standard library, and the other Java libraries are not annotated. Another reason is that although the Checker Framework provides thousands of annotations, it still leaves a large part of the standard library unannotated, and the Scala programs interact with these unannotated methods. Annotating the entire standard library would be a huge effort, and even then, more annotations would be needed for any other Java libraries that a Scala program interacts with.
Table 2 Error frequency by configuration in errors per thousand LOC. The mean is weighted by the number of LOC in each program. The Baseline column reflects the configuration described in this paper so far. The Annotations column adds annotations to the Java standard library to specify methods that do not return null. The JavaNull column reflects a configuration in which method selections are (unsoundly) allowed on possibly null references returned by Java methods. The Non-null Ret. column reflects a configuration in which all calls of Java methods are (unsoundly) assumed to never return a null reference. The Ann. No Flow column reflects a configuration like the Annotations column, except with the flow typing discussed in Section 4 disabled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scalactic</td>
<td>72.37</td>
<td>57.19</td>
<td>57.19</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>57.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betterfiles</td>
<td>43.36</td>
<td>38.54</td>
<td>37.04</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>38.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stdLib213</td>
<td>37.26</td>
<td>34.01</td>
<td>33.54</td>
<td>17.24</td>
<td>34.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScalaPB</td>
<td>24.98</td>
<td>24.76</td>
<td>24.76</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>24.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minitest</td>
<td>18.79</td>
<td>13.66</td>
<td>12.81</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>13.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scalap</td>
<td>15.84</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>7.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scala-xml</td>
<td>13.59</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>11.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semanticdb</td>
<td>12.07</td>
<td>7.43</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>7.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intent</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>6.97</td>
<td>6.97</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>6.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scopt</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xml-interpolator</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shapeless</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fastparse</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effpi</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>algebra</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>squants</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>20.79</td>
<td>18.96</td>
<td>18.74</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>19.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another conjecture is that it is common to chain calls to Java methods. For example, if s is of type `String`, we may call `s.trim().toUpperCase`, where `trim` is a Java method on strings that returns another string, on which we wish to call the Java method `toUpperCase`. Such a pattern is rejected by the explicit nulls system if `trim` can return a null reference, since a null reference does not have a `toUpperCase` method, but if this pattern is common, it may be pragmatic to allow it, even if it is potentially unsound. We evaluate a variant of the explicit nulls system that adds a special `JavaNull` annotation to mark `Null` types returned from Java methods. The Dotty type system treats these annotated `Null` types the same as any other `Null` types, with the exception that a method in a class `C` can be called on a receiver of type `C | Null` if the `Null` has the special annotation. This variant permits the sequence of calls `s.trim().toUpperCase`, since the nullable return type of `trim` has the special `JavaNull` annotation. Note that this pragmatic design decision sacrifices soundness. The error counts for this variant of the explicit nulls system, together with the standard library annotations from the Checker Framework, are shown in the `JavaNull` column. Although the `JavaNull` annotation does reduce error counts for some programs, the reduction is small. This suggests that there are important things other than method selections that Scala programs do with the values returned from Java methods, and thus the `JavaNull` annotation to enable method selections is not sufficient to significantly reduce error counts.

Finally, we measure an upper bound on the reduction in error count that can be achieved by annotating Java methods that return non-null values. We evaluate a configuration of the explicit nulls system that assumes that every call to a Java method returns a non-null...
value. This is equivalent to annotating every possible Java method with a non-null return type annotation. It is also equivalent to an extreme case of the special `JavaNull` annotation, which exceptionally allows method selection on nullable values returned from Java methods: if we were to allow `JavaNull` types in all places that currently require non-null types, rather than only in method selections, this would be equivalent to assuming that return values of Java methods cannot be `null`.

The resulting error counts are shown in the Non-null Ret. column. The impact of this configuration is very large: it causes a major reduction in error counts in all of the programs that still have large numbers of compilation errors. The `scalactic` library, which had over 72 errors per thousand lines of code in the baseline configuration, has only just over 3 errors per thousand lines of code. The mean error count goes from about 21 in the Baseline configuration and about 19 in the Annotations and JavaNull configurations down to 6 in the Non-null Ret. configuration. These results show that the conservative assumption that Java methods might return null is by far the most frequent cause of compilation errors in the explicit nulls system. Furthermore, once these errors are removed, fewer than ten errors per thousand lines of code remain in all programs except the Scala standard library. This is quite a small number, and we consider it reasonable to expect that Scala programmers can fix the remaining errors by hand.

### 5.2 Evaluation of Flow-sensitive typing

In this section, we evaluate the usefulness of the flow-sensitive typing design that was described in Section 4. We have turned off flow-sensitive typing, so that each variable has a single type everywhere it is in scope, independent of any nullness tests, and again count the number of compilation errors. The error frequency with flow-sensitive typing turned off is shown in the last column of Table 2, Ann. No Flow. The configuration uses the annotations from the Checker Framework to specify which methods in the Java standard library return non-null values; therefore, this column is directly comparable to the Annotations column. The Annotations configuration was selected as the most precise variant of typing calls to Java methods that is still sound (assuming the Checker Framework annotations are correct).

Flow-sensitive typing makes a difference in three of the benchmarks, `stdLib213`, `scala-xml`, and `effpi`, and even there, the difference is small relative to the total number of errors. One possible reason that flow-sensitive typing has such a small impact could be that our specific flow-sensitive analysis is not sufficiently precise, so compilation errors are reported even in code that tests that references are not null; however, we will see in the next section that this is not the case. Examining the code of the community build programs, we observe that Scala programs rarely expect to encounter null references and thus rarely test for them, and when they do, they often use a different idiom than a test of the form `if(x != null) ...`. Specifically, many of the programs pass possibly null values to the constructor of the `Option` class, which turns a null value into the `None` object and a non-null value into an instance of `Some`. This common idiom does not require flow-sensitive typing to ensure safety.

### 5.3 Evaluation of other causes of nullness errors

The error counts in the Non-null Ret. column, where we assume that Java methods never return `null`, are low enough that it is quite feasible to manually fix the programs to remove the compilation errors. We have done this for all the programs except `stdLib213` and classified the individual causes of each compilation error. We exclude `stdLib213` not
Table 3 Error classification. Libraries were migrated under Non-null Ret. configuration. Normalized count is in errors per thousand LOC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Category</th>
<th>Total Count</th>
<th>Count per 1000 LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Declaration of nullable field or local symbol</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of nullable field or local symbol (\nn)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overriding error due to nullability</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic received from Java with nullable inner type</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic passed to Java requires nullable inner type</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect Scala standard library definition</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitation of flow typing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modified Total  
LOC  484  91,337  0.53  
Files  88  958  9.19  

only because it has the highest error rate per thousand lines of code, but also because with 31,723 lines of code, it also has a high absolute number of errors. This analysis enables us to determine the common causes of the remaining compilation errors.

The number of errors in each category is shown in Table 3. We now explain the categories.

- **Declaration of nullable field or local symbol**. These are cases where the Scala code declares a var or val (as a field, or locally within a method) that is provably nullable because the code explicitly assigns null to it. For example, we might have a class field that is immediately initialized to null. The fix for this error is to change the type to a nullable type to reflect that the variable does (sometimes) contain a null reference.

- **Use of nullable field or local symbol (\nn)**. This is the dual of the previous category. After we change the type of a variable that is sometimes null to a nullable type, all uses of that variable become nullable. Each existing use of that variable in a context that requires a non-null value then results in a compilation error, since the variable could be null. The fix for this error is to dynamically check and cast away the nullability using .nn.

- **Overriding error due to nullability**. This error happens when a Scala class overrides a Java-defined method that takes a reference type as an argument. Because nullification makes the argument types of the overridden method nullable, the argument types in the overriding method must also be made nullable to match the signature of the overridden method.

- **Generic received from Java with nullable inner type**. Sometimes we encounter a Java method that returns a generic with a nullified inner type. The common example are Java methods returning arrays of reference types. For example, the split method of the String class returns an Array[String], which is nullified to Array[String|Null]|Null. This, in turn, leads to errors in Scala code that reads elements of this array and expects them to be non-null.

- **Generic passed to Java requires nullable inner type**. This happens when a Java method expects as argument a generic of some reference type (usually an Array). We fix these errors using asInstanceOf casts. An improvement to the type inference algorithm that was added to the Dotty compiler after our evaluation fixes most of these errors.6

---

6 [https://github.com/lampepfl/dotty/pull/8635](https://github.com/lampepfl/dotty/pull/8635)
Incorrect Scala standard library definition. This class contains type errors that could be prevented by modifying some definition in the Scala standard library to use a more precise type. For example, the Option.apply method is parameterized by a type T, takes an argument of type T, and returns a value of type Option[T]. If the argument is null, it returns None; otherwise, it returns the argument wrapped in Some, but it never returns Some(null). When this method is called on a nullable argument, for example of type String|Null, its return type is Option[String|Null], but a more precise return type would be Option[String]. These errors could be fixed by future versions of the Scala standard library.

Limitation of flow typing. These are cases where our implementation of flow-sensitive typing is not precise enough to model the null checks that occur in the program and prove that a value cannot be null. We only found one error in this class, which is due to an undiagnosed bug in our implementation that is not yet fixed.

5.4 Summary

Our results confirm the common belief that null references are used rarely in Scala code except for interaction with Java. For the uses of null that are unrelated to Java, our system reports very few compilation errors, and few changes were needed to make the community build programs compile with the explicit nulls system.

However, a large number of nullness errors are caused by values returned from calls to Java methods. Scala programmers have several options for handling these return values. The first option is to harden Scala programs to always expect and handle possible null references returned from Java methods. The second option is to annotate Java methods known to never return null references. Both these options require a significant effort. On the other hand, a third option, which requires minimal effort, is the optimistic assumption that most Java method calls will not return null. This option is the status quo, the state of the existing Scala code, which is not required by the compiler to explicitly consider the possibility of null values. There is no free lunch: there are many places in Scala code where a Java method could return null; one either makes the considerable effort to check and annotate or harden each such place, or one accepts the risk of a null reference occurring at one of those places at run time.

6 Denotational Semantics of Nullification

Type nullification is the key component that interfaces Java’s type system, where null is implicit, and Scala’s type system, where null is explicit. In this section, we give a theoretical foundation for nullification using denotational semantics. Specifically, we present λj and λs, two type systems based on a variant of System Fω restricted to second-order type operators. In λj, nullability is implicit, as in Java. By contrast, in λs nullability is explicit, like in Scala. Nullification can then be formalized as a function that maps λj types to λs types. Following a denotational approach, we give a set-theoretic model of λj and λs. We then prove a soundness theorem stating that the meaning of types is largely unchanged by nullification.

We choose System Fω as the basis for our formalization, rather than object-oriented calculi such as DOT [2, 27, 25] or Featherweight Generic Java [16], because type application is the challenging case for nullification. Since nullification turns Java types into Scala types, it does not need to handle many Scala-specific types (e.g. path-dependent types), so DOT is not needed for the formalization. Similarly, Featherweight Generic Java has features like inheritance that do not interact with nullification.
S, T ::= \( \lambda_j \) Types

\( \text{int}_j \) int

String\(_j\) string

\( S \times_j T \) product

\( S \rightarrow_j T \) function

\( \Pi_j(X :: \star_n).S \) generic

\( \text{App}_j(S,T) \) type application

\( X \) type variable

\( \sigma, \tau ::= \lambda_s \) Types

\( \text{Null} \) null

\( \text{int}_s \) int

String\(_s\) string

\( \sigma +_s \tau \) union

\( \sigma \times_s \tau \) product

\( \sigma \rightarrow_s \tau \) function

\( \Pi_s(X :: \star_v).\sigma \) generic

\( \text{App}_s(\sigma, \tau) \) type application

\( X \) type variable
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**Figure 4** Types of \( \lambda_j \) and \( \lambda_s \). Differences are highlighted.

### 6.1 System \( F_\omega \), \( \lambda_j \), and \( \lambda_s \)

We will model the Java and Scala type systems as variants of System \( F_\omega \) [14, 26], the higher-order polymorphic lambda calculus. System \( F_\omega \) supports universal quantification on types: e.g., we can type the (polymorphic) identity function as \( \Pi X.X \rightarrow X \). The variant that we use has second-order type operators, which means that in the type operator \( \Pi X.S \), \( X \) ranges over all types that are not themselves type operators. By contrast, in the unrestricted version of the calculus, \( X \) can range over other type operators. By restricting type operators, we incur a loss of expressivity: notably, we can no longer typecheck recursive data structures (which are ubiquitous in both Java and Scala). On the other hand, giving a denotational semantics for the restricted variant is much easier, because one can use a naive set-based model. More importantly, the main difficulty in designing nullification was handling Java generics. Given a generic such as \( \text{List}<T> \), Java only allows instantiations of \( \text{List} \) with a reference type that is not itself generic. For example, \( \text{List}<\text{List}> \) is a valid type application, but \( \text{List}<\text{List}> \) is not. This is precisely the kind of restriction imposed by our version of System \( F_\omega \).

That said, System \( F_\omega \) is too spartan: it does not distinguish between value and reference types, does not have records (present in both Java and Scala), and does not have union types (needed for explicit nulls). To remedy this we can come up with slight variations of System \( F_\omega \) that have the above-mentioned features. We call these \( \lambda_j \) (“lambda j”) and \( \lambda_s \) (“lambda s”), and they are intended to stand for the Java and Scala type systems, respectively. Figure 4 shows the types of these two calculi. From now on we will focus solely on the types and will forget about terms, because nullification is a function from types to types.

\( \lambda_j \) extends System \( F_\omega \) with integers, strings, and products (which stand in for objects).

Type applications are written \( \text{App}_j(S,T) \).

\( \lambda_s \) differs from \( \lambda_j \) by adding a Null type, type unions (written \( \sigma + \tau \)), and by making types be explicitly nullable, just like our version of Scala. Explicit nullability is indicated via kinds, as explained below.

#### 6.1.1 Kinding Rules

In subsequent sections, we will assign meaning to types. However, we can only interpret types that are well-kinded. Intuitively, we need a way to differentiate between a type like \( \Pi_j(X :: \star_n).X \), where all variables are bound, from \( \Pi_j(X :: \star_n).Y \), where \( Y \) is free and so cannot be assigned a meaning.

The kinding rules in Figure 5 fulfill precisely this purpose. The judgment \( \Gamma \vdash_j T :: K \) (resp. \( \Gamma \vdash_s \sigma :: K \)) establishes that type \( T \) has kind \( K \) under context \( \Gamma \), and is thus well-kinded in \( \lambda_j \) (resp. \( \lambda_s \)). The different kinds \( K \) describe: nullable types (\( \star_n \)), non-nullable types (\( \star_v \)),

---
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Figure 5: Kinding rules of $\lambda_j$ and $\lambda_s$. Differences are highlighted.

proper (non-generic) types ($*$), and type operators (generics). In $\lambda_j$, type operators have kinds of the form $* \Rightarrow K$, modelling the fact that type arguments in Java must be reference types (e.g. `List<java.util.List>` is not well-kindred). By contrast, in $\lambda_s$ (and in Scala), generics can also take value types as arguments (e.g. `List<java.util.List>), so type operators have kinds of the form $* \Rightarrow K$.

The second role of the kind system is to track the nullability of types. Here, the difference between $\lambda_j$ and $\lambda_s$ is witnessed, for instance, by the KS-String rule: while in $\lambda_j$, strings are nullable ($\vdash_j \text{String}_j :: *_n$), strings in $\lambda_s$ are non-nullable ($\vdash_s \text{String}_s :: *_v$). In $\lambda_s$, like in Scala, nullability can be recovered via type unions: e.g. $\vdash_s \text{String}_s + \text{Null} :: *_n$.

The rule KS-Union computes the kind of type unions. If either $\sigma$ or $\tau$ contains the null value, then their union $\sigma + \tau$ also contains the null value, so $K \oplus *_n = *_n$. If one of $\sigma$ or $\tau$ definitely does not contain the null value (i.e., is of kind $*_v$) and the other may or may not contain the null value (i.e., is of kind $*$), then their union $\sigma + \tau$ also may or may not contain the null value, so $*_v \oplus * = *$. 
Two other rules that we want to highlight are KJ-Null and KJ-NonNull (and their $\lambda_s$ counterparts). These rules give us a limited form of “subkinding”, so that $\vdash_j T :: j_s$ or $\vdash_j T :: j_n$ imply $\vdash_j T :: j$.

\begin{definition} \textbf{Definition 6.1 (Base kinds).} We say $K$ is a base kind if $K \in \{*, j_n, j_s\}$.
\end{definition}

### 6.2 Denotational Semantics

Before we can prove properties of nullification, we need a \textit{semantics} for our types and kinds. That is, so far, types and kinds are just syntactic objects, and kinding rules are syntactic rules devoid of meaning. For this task of assigning meaning we turn to the machinery of denotational semantics. The technical presentation is based on the treatment of predicative System $F$ in Mitchell [20].

Here is a summary of the rest of this section. First, we construct set-theoretic models for both calculi. In this case, a model is just a family of sets that contains denotations of types and kinds. We then show how to map kinds and types to their denotations in the model. The mapping is roughly as follows: kinds $\rightarrow$ families of sets, proper types $\rightarrow$ sets, and generic types $\rightarrow$ functions from sets to sets. Finally, we prove a \textit{soundness} lemma for kinding rules that says that if a type is well-kindied, then its denotation is defined and, further, it is contained in the denotation of the corresponding kind: i.e. $\Gamma \vdash_j T :: K \rightarrow [[T]]_j, \eta \in [[K]]_j$. The proofs of all results in this section can be found in the first author’s thesis [22].

#### 6.2.1 Semantic Model

\begin{definition} \textbf{Definition 6.2 (String literals).} strings denotes the set of finite-length strings.
\end{definition}

The model for $\lambda_j$ is a pair $\mathcal{J} = (U_1, U_2)$ of \textit{universes} (families of sets).

$U_1$ is the universe of proper types. It is the least set containing $\{\text{null}\}$, $\mathbb{Z}$, and strings that is closed under union, product, and functions (i.e. if $u$ and $v$ are in $U_1$, then the set of all functions between $u$ and $v$, written $u^v$, is also in $U_1$). Additionally, we define two families of sets that contain nullable and non-nullable types, respectively: $U_1^{\text{null}} = \{u | u \in U_1, \text{null} \not\subset u\}$, and $U_1^{\text{val}} = \{u | u \in U_1, \text{null} \not\subset u\}$. Notice that both $U_1^{\text{null}}$ and $U_1^{\text{val}}$ are subsets of $U_1$, and that $U_1 = U_1^{\text{null}} \cup U_1^{\text{val}}$.

The universe $U_2$ is a superset of $U_1$ that, additionally, contains all generic types. First, we define a family of sets $\{U^i_2\}$, for $i \geq 0$: $U^0_2 = U_1$, and $U^{i+1}_2 = U^i_2 \cup \{f : U^{\text{null}}_1 \rightarrow U^i_2\}$. Then we set $U_2 = \bigcup_{i \geq 0} U^i_2$.

The model for $\lambda_s$ is very similar to the previous one. It is a pair $\mathcal{S} = (U_1, U^*_2)$, where $U_1$ is as defined before. $U^*_2$ is almost the same as $U_2$, except that we set $U^{i+1}_2 = U^i_2 \cup \{f : U^{\text{null}}_1 \rightarrow U^i_2\}$. Highlighted is the fact that generics in $\lambda_s$ take arguments from $U_1$, as opposed to $U^{\text{null}}_1$.

#### 6.2.2 Meaning of Kinds

\begin{definition} \textbf{Definition 6.3 (Number of arrows in a kind).} Let $K$ be a kind. Then $\text{arr}(K)$ denotes the number of arrows (→) in $K$.
\end{definition}

\begin{definition} \textbf{Definition 6.4 (Meaning of kinds).} We give meaning to $\lambda_j$ and $\lambda_s$ kinds via functions $[\!\!\!\!\!\!]_j$ and $[\!\!\!\!\!]_s$, respectively. These functions are inductively defined on the structure of a kind $K$.
\end{definition}
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\[ \lambda_j \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[int],} \eta & = Z \\
\text{[String],} \eta & = \{\text{null}\} \cup \text{strings} \\
\text{[S x T],} \eta & = \{\text{null}\} \cup ([\text{S},] \eta \times [\text{T},] \eta) \\
\text{[S -> T],} \eta & = [\text{S},] \eta[T,] \eta \\
[\Pi, (\text{X :: } *_n),] \eta & = \lambda (a \in U_1^{\text{null}}). [\text{S},] \eta[\text{X} \rightarrow a] \\
[\text{App}, (\text{S}, \text{T}),] \eta & = [\text{S},] \eta[\text{T},] \eta \\
[\text{X},] \eta & = \eta(X)
\end{align*}
\]

\[ \lambda_s \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[Null],} \eta & = \{\text{null}\} \\
\text{[int],} \eta & = Z \\
\text{[String],} \eta & = \text{strings} \\
\text{[\sigma x \tau],} \eta & = [\sigma,] \eta \times [\tau,] \eta \\
\text{[\sigma -> \tau],} \eta & = [\sigma,] \eta[\tau,] \eta \\
[\Pi, (\text{X :: } *),] \eta & = \lambda (a \in U_1). [\text{S},] \eta[\text{X} \rightarrow a] \\
[\text{App}, (\text{\sigma}, \text{\tau}),] \eta & = [\sigma,] \eta[\tau,] \eta \\
[\sigma + \tau,] \eta & = [\sigma,] \eta \cup [\tau,] \eta \\
[\text{X},] \eta & = \eta(X)
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 6** Type denotations for \( \lambda_j \) and \( \lambda_s \). Differences are highlighted.

\[
\begin{align*}
[*_n,]_j & = U_1^{\text{null}} \\
[*_n,]_s & = U_1^{\text{null}} \\
[*],_j & = U_1 \\
[*],_s & = U_1 \\
[* \Rightarrow K,]_j & = \{ f : U_1^{\text{null}} \rightarrow [\text{K},]_j \} \\
[* \Rightarrow K,]_s & = \{ f : U_1 \rightarrow [\text{K},]_s \}
\end{align*}
\]

We can show that the meaning of kinds is contained within the corresponding model.

**Lemma 6.5** (Kinds are well-defined). If \( K \) is a \( \lambda_j \) kind, then \([K]_j \subseteq U_2^{\text{arr}(K)}\). If \( K \) is a \( \lambda_s \) kind, then \([K]_s \subseteq U_2^{\text{arr}(K)}\).

6.2.3 Meaning of types

We now give denotations for types. To handle types that are not closed, we make the denotation functions take two arguments: the type whose meaning is being computed and an environment that gives meaning to the free variables. Additionally, we make the simplifying assumption that types have been alpha-renamed so that there are no name collisions.

**Definition 6.6** (\( \lambda_j \) Environments). A \( \lambda_j \) environment \( \eta : \text{Var} \rightarrow U_1^{\text{null}} \) is a map from variables to elements of \( U_1^{\text{null}} \). The empty environment is denoted by \( \emptyset \). An environment can be extended with the notation \( \eta[\text{X} \rightarrow a] \), provided that \( X \) was not already in the domain.

**Definition 6.7** (\( \lambda_s \) Environment). A \( \lambda_s \) environment \( \eta : \text{Var} \rightarrow U_1 \) is a map from variables to elements of \( U_1 \).

**Definition 6.8** (Environment Conformance). An environment \( \eta \) (from \( \lambda_j \) or \( \lambda_s \)) conforms to a context \( \Gamma \), written \( \eta \models \Gamma \), if \( \text{dom}(\eta) = \text{dom}(\Gamma) \).

**Definition 6.9** (Meaning of types). We define the meaning of types via functions \( \llbracket \rrbracket_j : \text{Types}_{\lambda_j} \rightarrow \text{Env}_{\lambda_j} \rightarrow U_2 \) and \( \llbracket \rrbracket_s : \text{Types}_{\lambda_s} \rightarrow \text{Env}_{\lambda_s} \rightarrow U_2' \). These are shown in Figure 6.

**Example 6.10.**

\[
\begin{align*}
[\Pi, (\text{X :: } *_n),] \theta & = \lambda (a \in U_1^{\text{null}}). [\text{X},] \theta[\text{X} \rightarrow a] \\
& = \lambda (a \in U_1^{\text{null}}). \theta(\text{X} \rightarrow a)(\text{X}) \\
& = \lambda (a \in U_1^{\text{null}}). a \\
& = \text{id}
\end{align*}
\]

That is, the denotation of \( \Pi, (\text{X :: } *_n), \text{X} \) is the identity function that maps sets (types) in \( U_1^{\text{null}} \) to themselves.
The following lemma says that the kinding rules correctly assign kinds to our types.

**Definition 6.11 (Soundness of kinding rules).** The following hold:
- $\Gamma \vdash T :: K$ and $\eta \vdash \Gamma$ implies $[T]_\eta \eta \in \llbracket K \rrbracket$
- $\Gamma \vdash s T :: K$ and $\eta \vdash \Gamma$ implies $[T]_\eta \eta \in \llbracket K \rrbracket$

### 6.3 Type Nullification

Now that we have formal definitions for both $\lambda_j$ and $\lambda_s$, we can also formally define type nullification. Recall that type nullification makes nullability explicit as we go from a type system where null is implicit ($\lambda_j$'s) to one where null is explicit ($\lambda_s$). For example, $(\text{int}_j) \times_j (\text{String}_j \rightarrow_j \text{String}_j)$ becomes $(\text{int}_s) \times_s (\text{String}_s + \text{Null} \rightarrow_s \text{String}_s + \text{Null})$.

That is, type nullification is a function that turns $\lambda_j$ types into $\lambda_s$ types. In the implementation (described in Section 3.1), we decided not to nullify arguments in type applications. That is, given a Java class `List<T>`, type applications such as `List<String>` are translated as `List<String>`, and not as `List<String|Null>`. The motivation for special casing type arguments is maximizing backwards-compatibility. Because of the different treatment for types based on whether they are in an argument position or not, we will model nullification as a *pair* of functions $(F_{\text{null}}, A_{\text{null}})$. These are defined below.

**Definition 6.12 (Type nullification).**

\[
\begin{align*}
F_{\text{null}}(\text{int}_j) &= \text{int}_s \\
F_{\text{null}}(\text{String}_j) &= \text{String}_s + \text{Null} \\
F_{\text{null}}(X) &= X + \text{Null} \\
F_{\text{null}}(S \rightarrow_j T) &= F_{\text{null}}(S) \rightarrow F_{\text{null}}(T) \\
F_{\text{null}}(\Pi(X :: \ast_n).S) &= \Pi((X :: \ast).F_{\text{null}}(S)) \\
F_{\text{null}}(\text{App}_j(S,T)) &= \text{App}_s(F_{\text{null}}(S), A_{\text{null}}(T)) \\
F_{\text{null}}(S \times_j T) &= (F_{\text{null}}(S) \times_s F_{\text{null}}(T)) + \text{Null}
\end{align*}
\]

As the name suggests, $A_{\text{null}}$ handles types that are arguments to type application, and $F_{\text{null}}$ handles the rest. $A_{\text{null}}$ differs from $F_{\text{null}}$ in that it does not nullify types at the outermost level (see e.g. the `String_j` case).

**Definition 6.13 (Context nullification).** We lift nullification to work on contexts, turning $\lambda_j$ contexts into (syntactic) $\lambda_s$ contexts.

\[
\begin{align*}
F_{\text{null}}(\phi) &= \phi \\
F_{\text{null}}(\Gamma, X :: \ast_n) &= F_{\text{null}}(\Gamma), X :: \ast
\end{align*}
\]

**Definition 6.14 (Kind nullification).** We also lift nullification to work on kinds, turning $\lambda_j$ kinds into $\lambda_s$ kinds.

\[
\begin{align*}
F_{\text{null}}(K) &= K \\
F_{\text{null}}(\ast_n \Rightarrow K') &= \ast \Rightarrow F_{\text{null}}(K') \quad \text{if } K \text{ is a base kind} \\
&= \ast \Rightarrow F_{\text{null}}(K') \quad \text{otherwise}
\end{align*}
\]

### 6.4 Soundness

We can finally prove a soundness result for type nullification. But what should soundness *mean* in this case? One plausible, but as it turns out, incorrect, definition is that nullification leaves the meaning of types unchanged.

**Conjecture 6.15 (Soundness – Incorrect).** Let $\Gamma \vdash T :: K$, and let $\eta$ be an environment such that $\eta \vdash \Gamma$. Then $[T]_\eta \eta = [F_{\text{null}}(T)]_\eta \eta$. 

---
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This conjecture is false because the meaning of generics differs between $\lambda_j$ and $\lambda_s$. In both cases, generics are denoted by functions on types, but the domains of the functions are different:

$$\llbracket \Pi_j (X : \ast_n). S \rrbracket_j \eta = \lambda(a \in U^{\text{null}}_j). [S]_j(\eta[X \rightarrow a])$$

$$\llbracket \Pi_s (X : \ast). S \rrbracket_s \eta = \lambda(a \in U_1). [S]_s(\eta[X \rightarrow a])$$

That is, $\lambda_j$ generics take arguments that are in $U^{\text{null}}_j$ (nullable arguments) and $\lambda_s$ generics have wider domains and take arguments from all of $U_1$. This matches the behaviour in Java and Scala, where the generic class $\text{List}<A>$ gets “mapped” by nullification to the Scala class $\text{List}[A]$. $\text{List}<\text{int}>$ is then not valid in Java (because $\text{int}$ is not a nullable type), but $\text{List}<\text{int}>$ is valid in Scala.

We can recover soundness via the following observation. If $G$ is a Java generic, even though $[G]_j$ and $[G]_s$ are not equal, for any valid type application $G<T>$ in Java, $[G < T >] = [F^{\text{null}}_n(G < T >)]$. That is, our soundness theorem will say that nullification leaves fully-applied generic types unchanged. This is just as well because users can only manipulate values of type $G<T>$ and never values of type $G$ directly.

Before we state the soundness theorem we need a few ancillary definitions.

**Definition 6.16 (Similar Types).** Let $S, T \in U_1$. Then we say $S$ is similar to $T$, written $S \sim T$, if $S \cup \{\text{null}\} = T \cup \{\text{null}\}$.

That is, two types denotations are similar if they contain the same elements, except for possibly null. Note that $\sim$ is symmetric.

**Definition 6.17 (Similar Type Vectors).** Let $\vec{S} = (S_1, \ldots, S_n)$ and $\vec{T} = (T_1, \ldots, T_n)$ be vectors of types, where $\vec{S}$ and $\vec{T}$ have the same number of elements. Then $\vec{S} \sim \vec{T}$ if they are similar at every component.

**Definition 6.18 (Similar Environments).** Let $\eta, \eta'$ be environments (either from $\lambda_j$ or $\lambda_s$). Then $\eta$ is similar to $\eta'$, written $\eta \sim \eta'$, if $\text{dom}(\eta) = \text{dom}(\eta')$ and for all type variables $X$ in the domain, we have $\eta(X) \sim \eta'(X)$.

Note this relation is also symmetric.

**Definition 6.19 (Similar Kinds).** Let $K_1$ and $K_2$ be two base kinds. Then $K_1 \rightsquigarrow K_2$ is defined by case analysis.

$$\ast \rightsquigarrow \ast \quad \text{(SK-PROP)}$$

$$\ast_n \rightsquigarrow \ast_n \quad \text{(SK-NULL1)}$$

$$\ast_v \rightsquigarrow \ast_v \quad \text{(SK-NULL2)}$$

$$\ast_n \rightsquigarrow \ast \quad \text{(SK-NULL3)}$$

The rules in Definition 6.19 capture what happens to the kind of a type after being transformed by $A_{\text{null}}$. For example, $\text{String}$ has kind $*_{\ast_n}$ in $\lambda_j$, but $A_{\text{null}}(\text{String})_{\ast_n}$ has kind $*_{\ast_v}$ in $\lambda_s$. This is described by rule (SK-Null2). The $\rightsquigarrow$ relation is not symmetric. This reflects the fact that $A_{\text{null}}$ turns $*_{\ast_v}$ types into $*_{\ast_v}$ types, but can turn a $*_{\ast_n}$ type into a $*_{\ast_v}$ type.

**Lemma 6.20.** If $K$ is a base kind, then $K \rightsquigarrow K$. 

Before proving soundness, we need to prove a weaker lemma that says that nullification preserves well-kindness. This lemma is necessary because if \( T \) is well-kindned and nullification turns \( T \) into \( F_{\text{null}}(T) \), the latter must be well-kindned as well.

\textbf{Lemma 6.21 (Nullification preserves well-kindness).} Let \( \Gamma \vdash_j T :: K \) and \( \Gamma' = F_{\text{null}}(\Gamma) \). Then
\begin{enumerate}
  \item \( \Gamma' \vdash_s F_{\text{null}}(T) :: F_{\text{null}}(K) \).
  \item If \( K \) is a base kind, there exists a kind \( K' \) with \( K \leadsto K' \) such that \( \Gamma' \vdash_s A_{\text{null}}(T) :: K' \).
\end{enumerate}

\textbf{Definition 6.22 (Curried type application).} If \( f \) is a function of \( m \) arguments and \( \vec{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_m) \), we use the notation \( f(\vec{x}) \) to mean the curried function application \( f(x_1)(x_2)\ldots(x_m) \). In the degenerate case where \( f \) is not a function (i.e. \( m = 0 \)), we set \( f(\vec{x}) = f \).

We can finally show soundness. We need to strengthen the induction hypothesis to talk about both \( F_{\text{null}} \) and \( A_{\text{null}} \).

\textbf{Theorem 6.23 (Soundness of type nullification).} Let \( \Gamma \vdash_j T :: K \). Let \( \eta, \eta' \) be environments such that \( \eta \vdash \Gamma \) and \( \eta \sim \eta' \). Then the following two hold:
\begin{enumerate}
  \item If \( K \) is a base kind, then
    \begin{enumerate}
      \item \( [\![T]\!]_\eta = [F_{\text{null}}(T)]_{s,\eta'} \) and
      \item \( [\![T]\!]_\eta \sim [A_{\text{null}}(T)]_{s,\eta'} \).
    \end{enumerate}
  \item If \( K \) is a type application with \( \text{arr}(K) = m \), let \( \vec{x} \) and \( \vec{y} \) be two \( m \)-vectors of elements of \( U^{\text{null}}_1 \) and \( U_1 \), respectively, with \( \vec{x} \sim \vec{y} \). Then \( [\![T]\!]_\eta(\vec{x}) = [F_{\text{null}}(T)]_{s,\eta'}(\vec{y}) \).
\end{enumerate}

The first assertion in the soundness theorem says that the meaning of base (non-generic) types is unchanged by nullification. For example, the denotations of \( \text{String}_j \) and \( F_{\text{null}}(\text{String}_j) = \text{String}_j \oplus \text{Null} \) are equal. The second assertion says that if we start with a generic type that takes \( K \) arguments and apply it \textit{fully} (i.e. apply it to \( K \) arguments), and \textit{then} we apply nullification, the meaning of the type application is also unchanged, provided that the original type application is well-kindned in \( \lambda_j \). For example, in \( \lambda_j \) we can represent generic pairs by \( \text{Pair} = \Pi_j(X :: *_n) \Pi_j(Y :: *_n) X \times_j Y \). The theorem says that if \( \text{Pair}_{(T_1, T_2)} = \text{App}_j(\text{App}_j(\text{Pair}_{(T_1, T_2)}), T_1) \) is well-kindned in \( \lambda_j \) (i.e. both \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) are in \( *_n \)), then the meaning of \( \text{Pair}_{(T_1, T_2)} \) is also unchanged by nullification. That is, \( [\![\text{Pair}_{(T_1, T_2)}]\!]_\eta = [F_{\text{null}}(\text{Pair}_{(T_1, T_2)})]_{s,\eta} \).

\subsection{6.5 Discussion}
As Section 3.1 points out, both underapproximations and overapproximations in nullification would lead to unsoundness, so “preserves elements of types” is a useful soundness criterion for type nullification.

That the meaning of types with base kinds remains unchanged is important, because program values always have base kinds. The meaning of generics is changed by nullification. This reflects the fact that, in \( \lambda_j \) and Scala, type arguments can be either value or reference types, while in \( \lambda_j \) and Java only reference types can be used. The soundness theorem (Theorem 6.23) in this section shows that \textit{fully-applied} generics (which have base kinds) remain unchanged. Extrapolating, this means that Java types corresponding to fully-applied generics (e.g. \text{ArrayList<String>}), can be represented \textit{exactly} in Scala. The other direction does not hold; e.g. the Scala type \text{List[Int]} cannot be represented directly in Java (because \text{Int} is a value type). Instead, \text{List[Int]} must be translated as \text{List<Integer>} or \text{List<Object>}, where \text{Integer} is the Java type for boxed integers. The type translation from Scala to Java (erasure) is not modelled in this section and remains as future work.
7 Related Work

The related work we have identified can be divided into four classes:
- Type systems for nullability in modern, widely used programming languages.
- Schemes to guarantee sound initialization. These have been mostly implemented as research prototypes, or as pluggable type systems.
- Pluggable type systems that are not part of the “core” of a programming language, but are used as checkers that provide additional guarantees (in our case, related to nullability).
- Denotations of types.

7.1 Nullability in the Mainstream

Kotlin is an object-oriented, statically-typed programming language for the JVM [17]. Kotlin’s flow typing handles both var and val, while our system currently only supports val. Additionally, Kotlin can recognize nullability annotations not just at the top-level, but also within type arguments to generics. Nullability in Kotlin is expressed with a type modifier: the reference type T is non-nullable, but T? is nullable. By contrast, in our design explicit nullability is achieved through a combination of union types and a new type hierarchy. The two approaches are comparable in their expressiveness, but in a language with support for union types (such as Scala), our approach expresses nullability as a derived concept and avoids introducing new kinds of types.

Kotlin handles Java interoperability via platform types. A platform type, written T!, is a type with unknown nullability. Kotlin turns all Java-originated types into platform types. Given a type T!, Kotlin allows casting it (automatically) into both a T? and a T. The cast from T! to T? always succeeds, but the cast from T! to T might fail at runtime, because the Kotlin compiler automatically inserts a runtime assertion that the value being cast is non-null. We chose to represent types flowing into Scala code from Java using union types and the JavaNull annotation. In this way we avoid introducing a new kind of type (platform types) into the already-crowded Scala type system. Another reason for diverging from the platform types approach is soundness. Kotlin allows (unsound) member selections on platform types, just like we do in Scala via JavaNull, but platform types are even more permissive. For example, Kotlin automatically casts a value of platform type String! to the non-nullable type String; by contrast, in our design the type String | JavaNull is not a subtype of String, so the cast needs to be applied manually. We can think of platform types as a generalization of JavaNull that allows not only member selections, but also subtyping with respect to non-nullable types. We wanted to strike a balance between soundness and usability in our design, so we opted for a more restrictive approach than Kotlin’s in the handling of Java-originated types.

Ceylon is another object-oriented, statically-typed language that also targets the JVM [12]. Ceylon has union and intersection types, like Scala, and represents explicit nullability via union types [13]. The main difference between Ceylon’s design and ours is the handling of interoperability with Java. Ceylon, like Kotlin, takes an “optimistic” approach where all Java-originated types used in Ceylon code are assumed to be non-nullable (and checked as such at runtime, with automatically-generated assertions). By contrast, we assume that all Java reference types are nullable, and so develop a type nullification function that turns Java types, including generics, into equivalent Scala types. To our knowledge, we are the first to formally describe type nullification, as well propose and prove a correctness criteria for it (nullification preserves values of types).
Swift is a statically-typed programming language, originally designed for the iOS and macOS ecosystems [4]. Swift has a nil reference, which is similar to null in Scala [5]. Types in Swift are non-nullable by default, but one can use optionals to get back nullability. For example, the type Int?, an optional, is either an integer or nil. Optionals can be force unwrapped using the ! operator, which potentially raises a runtime error if the underlying optional is nil. Swift also has a notion of optional binding, which is similar to the monadic bind operator in Haskell [30], but specialized for optionals. Additionally, Swift has implicitly unwrapped optionals, which are similar to Kotlin’s platform types. That is, the type Int!, an implicitly unwrapped optional, need not be forced unwrapped explicitly before a value can be retrieved, but if the underlying value is nil, it will produce a runtime error.

C# has reference types that are non-nullable by default. Compared to our design, C# offers more fine-grained control over where explicit nulls are enabled. In our system, explicit nulls can only be enabled or disabled at the project level. In C#, the user can additionally opt in to explicit nulls for specific code regions via “pragmas” (program metadata).

7.2 Sound Initialization

Even with a type system that has non-nullable types, there is a possibility of unsoundness because of incomplete initialization. This can happen, for example, due to dynamic dispatch, or leaking of the this reference from the constructor to helper methods. The problem is that in an uninitialized (or partially uninitialized) object, the invariants enforced by the type system need not hold yet. Specifically, fields that are marked as non-null might nevertheless be null (or contain nonsensical data) because they have not yet been initialized.

Over the years, many solutions have been proposed for the sound initialization problem, usually involving a combination of type system features and static analyses. These prior designs include raw types [10], masked types [24], delayed types [11], the Freedom Before Commitment scheme [29], and X10’s hardhat design [31]. These last two schemes have been identified as the bases for a sound initialization scheme for Scala [19].

7.3 Pluggable Type Checkers

Another line of work that is relevant to nullability is pluggable type checkers. A pluggable type checker is a custom-built typechecker that refines the typing rules of a host system [23].

The Checker Framework [23] is a framework for building pluggable type checkers for Java. Users have the option of writing their typecheckers in a declarative style, which requires less work (they do not need to write Java code) but is less expressive, or in a procedural style, where the checker can have arbitrarily complex logic, but is therefore harder to implement. One of the checkers that comes “pre-packaged” with the framework is the Nullness Checker. In fact, “the Nullness Checker is the largest checker by far that has been built with the Checker Framework” [9]. As of 2017, the Nullness Checker implemented a variant of the Freedom Before Commitment scheme, as well as support for flow typing and multiple heuristics to improve the accuracy of its static analysis [7, 9]. Dietl et al. [9] conducted an extensive evaluation of the Nullness Checker in production code, finding multiple errors in the Google Collections library for Java.

The Granullar project [7] combines the null checker from the Checker Framework with techniques from gradual typing [28]. Granullar allows the user to migrate only part of a project to use null checks. To that effect, the code under consideration is divided into checked and unchecked regions. Nullability checks are done statically within the checked region, using the Freedom Before Commitment scheme implemented by the Checker Framework.
No checks are done for the unchecked portion of the code. However, Granullar *insulates* the checked region from unsafe interactions with the unchecked region by inserting *runtime* non-null checks at the boundary.

NullAway [6] is a nullness checker for Android applications developed at Uber. NullAway is implemented as a pluggable type system on top of the Error Prone framework [1]. NullAway trades away soundness for efficiency. Specifically, the tool is *unsound* in multiple ways: its initialization checks ignore the problem of leaking the *this* reference, all unchecked methods are assumed to return *non-null* values, and flow typing assumes that all methods are *pure* and *deterministic*. In exchange for the unsoundness, NullAway has a lower build-time (2.5x) and annotation overheads than similar tools (2.8 - 5.1x) [6]. After extensive empirical evaluation [6], NullAway’s authors note that the unsound assumptions do not lead to nullability errors in practice.

### 7.4 Semantics of Nullification

The model of System $F_\omega$ that we used is based on the one given by Mitchell [20] for System F (which, in turn, is based on Bruce et al. [8]). The denotations for sums and product types are standard in the literature.

There is one deviation from Mitchell [20] in how we construct denotations for generics. The standard way is to say that the denotation of a generic type is an (infinite) Cartesian product, whereas we use a simple function on types. That is, instead of saying $\mathbb{I}_a(X :: *),S]_{\eta} = \prod_{a \in U_1}[S]_{\eta}[X \to a])$, we define $\mathbb{I}_a(X :: *),S]_{\eta} = \lambda(a \in U_1).[S]_{\eta}[X \to a])$. The reason for the discrepancy is that $\lambda_j$ and $\lambda_s$ have type applications at the type level (e.g. $\text{App}_j(S,T)$), whereas in System F, type applications are terms (e.g. $t[T]$). If we use the variant with the Cartesian product, then $[\text{App}_s(\mathbb{I}_a(X :: *),X,\text{int}_s)]_s \emptyset$ would be an *element* of $[\text{int}_s]_a$ (an element of $\mathbb{Z}$). However, what we need for the soundness theorem is that $[\text{App}_s(\mathbb{I}_a(X :: *),X,\text{int}_s)]_s \emptyset$ be *equal* to $[\text{int}_s]_a$, hence the second definition.

The novelty of our work is the use of denotational semantics for reasoning specifically about nullification. We are not aware of any related work that formalizes and proves soundness of nullification.

### 8 Conclusions

In this paper, we described a modification to the Scala type system that makes nullability explicit in the types. Reference types are no longer nullable, and nullability can be recovered using type unions. Because interoperability with Java is important, a type nullification phase translates Java types into Scala types. A simple form of flow typing allows for more idiomatic handling of nullable values. We implemented the design as a modification to the Dotty compiler.

To evaluate the implementation of explicit nulls, we migrated Scala programs from the Dotty community build to use the new type system. The results confirm that Scala code uses null references sparingly and that our system requires few modifications to the Scala internals of existing programs, with the significant exception of the places where Scala code interacts with Java code. The Java type system does not provide information about which references could be null. A Scala programmer faces an inevitable choice: One option is to annotate the Java code or to defensively check for the possibility of a null reference at every call to a Java method (and the type system can enforce such checks), but this requires considerable effort in programs that contain many such calls. Another option is to configure the type system to
optimistically but unsoundly assume that Java methods do not return null, which makes migration to the type system easy, but retains the possibility of null dereference exceptions if the Java methods violate the assumption.

We also showed how the intuitive reasoning about nullification based on sets can be given a solid formal footing, via denotational semantics. First, we presented $\lambda_j$ and $\lambda_s$, two type systems based on System $F_\omega$ restricted to second-order type operators. These type systems formalize the implicit and explicit nature of $null$ in Java and Scala, respectively. We then gave simple set-theoretic models for $\lambda_j$ and $\lambda_s$, which in turn allow us to define denotations for types and kinds. We formalized nullification as a function from $\lambda_j$ types to $\lambda_s$ types. Finally, we proved a soundness theorem that says that nullification leaves the meaning of types largely unchanged.
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Abstract

Calculi with disjoint intersection types and a merge operator provide general mechanisms that can subsume various other features. Such calculi can also encode highly dynamic forms of object composition, which capture common programming patterns in dynamically typed languages (such as JavaScript) in a fully statically typed manner. Unfortunately, unlike many other foundational calculi (such as System F, System F_, or Featherweight Java), recent calculi with the merge operator lack a (direct) operational semantics with standard and expected properties such as determinism and subject-reduction. Furthermore the metatheory for such calculi can only account for terminating programs, which is a significant restriction in practice.

This paper proposes a type-directed operational semantics (TDOS) for λ_i: a calculus with intersection types and a merge operator. The calculus is inspired by two closely related calculi by Dunfield (2014) and Oliveira et al. (2016). Although Dunfield proposes a direct small-step semantics for her calculus, her semantics lacks both determinism and subject-reduction. Using our TDOS we obtain a direct semantics for λ_i that has both properties. To fully obtain determinism, the λ_i calculus employs a disjointness restriction proposed in Oliveira et al.’s λ_i calculus. As an added benefit the TDOS approach deals with recursion in a straightforward way, unlike λ_i and subsequent calculi where recursion is problematic. To further relate λ_i to the calculus by Dunfield and Oliveira et al. we show two results. Firstly, the semantics of λ_i is sound with respect to Dunfield’s small-step semantics. Secondly, we show that the type system of λ_i is complete with respect to the λ_i type system. All results have been fully formalized in the Coq theorem prover.

1 Introduction

The merge operator was firstly introduced by Reynolds in the Forsythe language [43] over 30 years ago. It has since been studied, refined and used in some language designs by multiple researchers [2, 5, 9, 20, 23, 39]. At its essence the merge operator allows creating values that can have multiple types (encoded as intersection types [18, 41]). For example, with the merge operator, the following program is valid:

\[
\text{let } x : \text{Int} \& \text{Bool} = 1, \ , \ \text{True in } (x + 1, \ \text{not} \ x)
\]
Here the variable $x$ has two types, expressed by the intersection type $\text{Int} \& \text{Bool}$. The corresponding value for $x$ is built using the merge operator $(.,.)$. Later uses of $x$, such as the expression $(x + 1, \text{not } x)$ can use $x$ both as an integer or as a boolean. For this particular example, the result of executing the expression is the pair $(2, \text{False})$.

The merge operator adds expressive power to calculi with intersection types. Much work on intersection types has focused on refinement intersections [21,24,28], which only increase the expressive power of types. In systems with refinement intersections, types can simply be erased during compilation. However, in those systems the intersection type $\text{Int} \& \text{Bool}$ is invalid since $\text{Int}$ and $\text{Bool}$ are not refinements of each other. In other systems, including many OO languages with intersection types [25,34,36,42], the type $\text{Int} \& \text{Bool}$ has no inhabitants and the simple program above is inexpressible. The merge operator adds expressiveness to terms and allows constructing values that inhabit the intersection type $\text{Int} \& \text{Bool}$.

There are various practical applications for the merge operator. One benefit, as Dunfield [23] argues, is that the merge operator and intersection types provide “general mechanisms that subsume many different features”. This is important because often a new type system feature involves extending the metatheory and implementation, which can be non-trivial. If instead we provide general mechanisms that can encode such features, then adding new features will become a lot easier. Dunfield has illustrated this point by showing that multi-field records, overloading and forms of dynamic typing can all be easily encoded in the presence of the merge operator. More recently, the merge operator has been used in calculi with disjoint intersection types [2,5,20] to encode several non-trivial object-oriented features, which enable highly dynamic forms of object composition not available in current mainstream languages such as Scala or Java. These include first-class traits [4], dynamic mixins [2], and forms of family polymorphism [5]. These features allow, for instance, capturing widely used and expressive techniques for object composition used by JavaScript programmers (and programmers in other dynamically typed languages), but in a completely statically type-safe manner [2,4]. For example, in the SEDEL language [4], which is based on disjoint intersection types, we can define and use first-class traits such as:

```scala
// addId takes a trait as an argument, and returns another trait
addId(super : Trait[Person], idNumber : Int) : Trait[Student] =
  trait inherits super ⇒ {
    def id : Int = idNumber
  }
```

Similarly to classes in JavaScript, first-class traits can be passed as arguments, returned as results, and they can be constructed dynamically (at run-time). In the program above inheritance is encoded as a merge in the core language with disjoint intersection types used by SEDEL.

Despite over 30 years of research, the semantics of the merge operator has proved to be quite elusive. Because of its foundational importance, we would expect a simple and clear direct semantics to exist for calculi with a merge operator. After all, this is what we get for other foundational calculi such as the simply typed lambda calculus, System F, System $F_\omega$, the calculus of constructions, System $F_\omega$, Featherweight Java and others. All these calculi have a simple and elegant direct operational semantics (often presented in a small-step style [55]).

While for the merge operator there have been efforts in the past to define a direct operational semantics, these efforts have placed severe limitations that disallow many of the applications previously discussed or they lacked important properties. Reynolds [44] was the first to look at this problem, but in his calculus the merge operator is severely limited (for instance a merge of two functions is not possible). Castagna [9] studied another calculus, where only merges of functions are possible. Pierce [39] was the first to briefly consider a calculus with
an unrestricted merge operator (called glue in his own work). He discussed an extension to $F_\lambda$ with a merge operator but he did not study the dynamic semantics with the extension. Finally, Dunfield [23] goes further and presents a direct operational semantics for a calculus with an unrestricted merge operator. However the problem is that subject-reduction and determinism are lost.

Dunfield also presents an alternative way to give the semantics for a calculus with the merge operator indirectly by elaboration to another calculus. This elaboration semantics is type-safe and offers, for instance, a reasonable implementation strategy, and it is also employed in more recent work on the merge operator with disjoint intersection types. However the elaboration semantics has two important drawbacks. Firstly, reasoning about the elaboration semantics is much more complex: to understand the semantics of programs with the merge operator we have to understand the translation and semantics of the target calculus. This complicates informal and formal reasoning. Secondly, a fundamental property in an elaboration semantics is coherence [44] (which ensures that the meaning of a program is not ambiguous). All existing calculi with disjoint intersection types prove coherence, but this currently comes at a high price: the calculi and proof techniques employed to prove coherence can only deal with terminating programs. A severe limitation in practice!

This paper presents a type-directed operational semantics (TDOS) for $\lambda^i$: a calculus with intersection types and a merge operator [43]. $\lambda^i$ is inspired by closely related calculi by Dunfield [23] and Oliveira et al. ($\lambda_i$) [20], but addresses two key difficulties in the dynamic semantics of calculi with a merge operator. The first one is the type-dependent nature of the merge operator. This difficulty is addressed by using types in the TDOS to guide reduction, which is crucial to prove subject-reduction. The second difficulty is that a fully unrestricted merge operator is inherently ambiguous. For instance the merge $1,2$ can evaluate to both $1$ and $2$. Therefore some restriction is still necessary for a deterministic semantics. To fully obtain determinism, the $\lambda^i$ calculus uses the disjointness restriction that is employed in $\lambda_i$ and several other calculi using disjoint intersection types, and two important new notions: typed reduction and consistency. Typed reduction is a reduction relation that can further reduce values under a certain type. In other words, type annotations influence operational behavior: two programs that differ only in type annotations may behave differently. Consistency is an equivalence relation on values, that is key for the determinism result. Determinism in TDOS offers the same guarantee that coherence offers in an elaboration semantics (both properties ensure that the semantics is unambiguous), but it is much simpler to prove. Additionally, the TDOS approach deals with recursion in a straightforward way, unlike $\lambda_i$ and subsequent calculi where recursion is very problematic for proving coherence.

To further relate $\lambda^i$ to the calculi by Dunfield and Oliveira et al. we show two results. Firstly, we show that the type system of $\lambda^i$ is complete with respect to the type system of $\lambda_i$. Secondly, the semantics of $\lambda^i$ is sound with respect to Dunfield’s semantics. In our work we use two variants of $\lambda^i$: one that follows Dunfield’s original formulation of subtyping, and another with a more powerful subtyping relation inspired by Bi et al. [5]. The more powerful subtyping relation enables $\lambda^i$ to account for merges of functions in a natural way, which was awkward in $\lambda_i$. For the variant with the extension we also require a minor extension to Dunfield’s operational semantics. The two variants of the $\lambda^i$ calculus and its metatheory have been fully formalized in the Coq theorem prover.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are:

- **The $\lambda^i$ calculus and its TDOS**: We present a TDOS for $\lambda^i$: a calculus with intersection types and a merge operator. The semantics of $\lambda^i$ is both deterministic and it has subject-reduction.
Support for non-terminating programs: Our new proof methods can deal with recursion, unlike the proof methods used in previous calculi with disjoint intersection types [5,6], due to limitations of the current proof approaches for coherence.

Typed reduction and consistency: We propose the novel notions of typed reduction and consistency, which are useful to prove determinism and subject-reduction.

Relation with other calculus with intersection types: We relate $\lambda^i$ with the calculi proposed by Dunfield and Oliveira et al ($\lambda_i$). In short all programs that are accepted in $\lambda^i$ can type-check with our type system, and the semantics of $\lambda^i$ is sound with respect to Dunfield’s semantics.

Coq formalization: All the results presented in this paper have been formalized in the Coq theorem prover and they are available in the supplementary material.

2 Overview

This section gives an overview of the type-directed operational semantics for $\lambda^i$. We first provide some background about the applications of the merge operator. Then we introduce Dunfield’s untyped semantics [23], and identify its problems: the non-determinism of the semantics and the lack of subject-reduction. Dunfield’s semantics is nonetheless used to guide the design of our own TDOS. We show how the TDOS of $\lambda^i$ uses type annotations to guide reduction, thus obtaining a deterministic semantics that also has the subject-reduction property.

2.1 First-Class Traits: An Application of the Merge Operator

To give an idea of the kinds of applications for calculi with a merge operator, we briefly present one existing application: typed first-class traits [4]. Traits [46] in object-oriented programming provide a model of multiple inheritance. Both traits and mixins [27] encapsulate a collection of related methods to be added to a class. When composing multiple traits/mixins, conflicts are dealt differently. Mixins use the order of composition to determine which implementation to pick. Traits require programmers to explicitly resolve the conflicts instead, and reject compositions with conflicts. Merges with disjoint intersection types are closely related to traits because merges with conflicts are also rejected.

Here we borrow an example from the SEDEL language [4] to demonstrate how it encodes (typed) first-class traits and dynamic inheritance via the merge operator.

```plaintext
type Editor = {on_key : String -> String, do_cut : String, show_help : String};
type Version = {version : String};

trait editor [self : Editor & Version] => {
  on_key(key : String) = "Pressing " ++ key;
  do_cut = self.on_key "C-x" ++ " for cutting text"
  show_help = "Version: " ++ self.version ++ " Basic usage..."
};
```

In SEDEL traits are elaborated into a core calculus with disjoint intersection types and a merge operator. A trait can be viewed as a function taking a self argument and producing a record. In this example, the record, which contains three fields, is encoded as a merge of three single field records. Because all the fields have distinct field names, the merge is disjoint and the definition is accepted. Similarly to a JavaScript class, in the trait editor, the doCut method calls the onKey method via the self reference and it is dynamically dispatched. What is more, traits in SEDEL have a self type annotation which is similar to Scala [36]. In this example, the type of the self reference is the intersection of two record types Editor and
Version. Note that `show_help` is defined in terms of an undefined `version` method. Usually, in a statically typed language like Java, an abstract method is required, making `editor` an abstract class. Instead, SEDEL encodes abstract methods via self-types. The requirements stated by the type annotation of self must be satisfied when later composing `editor` with other traits, i.e., an implementation of the method `version` should be provided.

The interesting features in SEDEL are that traits are first-class and inheritance can be dynamic. The following example illustrates such features:

```scala
type Spelling = {check : String};

spell_mixin (base : Trait[Editor & Version, Editor]) =
  trait [self : Editor & Version] inherits base => {
    override on_key(key : String) = "Process " ++ key ++ " on spell editor";
    check = super.on_key "C-c" ++ " for spelling check"
  }
```

The above function takes a trait as an argument, and returns a trait as a result. The argument `base` is a trait of type `Trait[Editor & Version, Editor]`, where the two types denote trait requirements and functionality respectively. The trait `editor` has type `Trait[Editor & Version, Editor]`, since it requires `Editor & Version` and only provides those method specified by `Editor`. Therefore, `editor` can be used as an argument for `spell_mixin`. Note that unlike mainstream OOP languages like Java, the inherited trait (which would correspond to a superclass in Java) is parametrized, thus enabling dynamic inheritance. In SEDEL the choice of the inherited trait (i.e. the superclass) can happen at run-time, unlike in languages with static inheritance (such as Java or Scala). Finally, also note the use of the keyword `override` to override `on_key`. Without such keyword the definition of `spell_mixin` would be rejected due to a conflict (or a violation of disjointness), since `base` already provides an implementation of `on_key`. For a more detailed description of SEDEL and first-class traits we refer the reader to the work by Bi et al. [4].

2.2 Background: Dunfield’s Non-Deterministic Semantics

Dunfield studied the semantics of a calculus with intersection types and a merge operator. The interesting aspect of her calculus is the merge operator, which takes two terms $e_1$ and $e_2$, of some types $A$ and $B$, to create a new term that can behave both as a term of type $A$ and as a term of type $B$. Intersection types and the merge operator in Dunfield’s calculus are similar to pair types and pairs. Indeed, a program written with pairs that behaves identically to the program shown in Section 1 is:

```scala
let x : (Int, Bool) = (1, True) in (fst x + 1, not (snd x))
```

However while for pairs both the introductions and eliminations are explicit, with the merge operator the eliminations (i.e. projections) are implicit and driven by the types of the terms. Dunfield exploits this similarity to give a type-directed elaboration semantics to her calculus. The elaboration transforms merges into pairs, intersection types into pair types and inserts the missing projections.

Syntax. The top of Figure 1 shows the syntax of Dunfield’s calculus. Types include a top type `Top`, function types ($A \rightarrow B$) and intersection types (written as $A \& B$). Most expressions are standard, except the merges ($E_1, E_2$). The calculus also includes a canonical top value `⊤`, and allows variables to be values. Note that the original Dunfield’s calculus uses a different notation for intersection types ($A \land B$), and supports union types ($A \lor B$).
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$Type \quad A, B ::= Top \mid A \rightarrow B \mid A \& B$

$Expr \quad E ::= x \mid \top \mid \lambda x. E \mid E_1 E_2 \mid \text{fix} x. E \mid E_1 , , E_2$

$Value \quad V ::= x \mid \top \mid \lambda x. E \mid V_1 , , V_2$

$E \rightarrow E'$

\[\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{DStep-appl} & \text{DStep-appr} & \text{DStep-beta} \\
E_1 \rightsquigarrow E'_1 & E_2 \rightsquigarrow E'_2 & (\lambda x. E) V \rightsquigarrow E[x \mapsto V] \\
E_1 E_2 \rightsquigarrow E'_1 E'_2 & V_1 E_2 \rightsquigarrow V_1 E'_2 & \\
\text{DStep-fix} & \text{DStep-mergel} & \text{DStep-merger} \\
\text{fix} x. E \rightsquigarrow E[x \mapsto \text{fix} x. E] & E_1 , , E_2 \rightsquigarrow E'_1 , , E'_2 & E_2 \rightsquigarrow E'_2 \\
\text{DStep-unmergel} & \text{DStep-unmerger} & \text{DStep-split} \\
\text{fix} x. E \rightsquigarrow E[x \mapsto \text{fix} x. E] & E_1 , , E_2 \rightsquigarrow E'_1 , , E'_2 & E \rightsquigarrow E'_1 , , E \\
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{c}
DStep-unmergel \\
E_1 , , E_2 \rightsquigarrow E_1 \\
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{c}
DStep-unmerger \\
E_1 , , E_2 \rightsquigarrow E_2 \\
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{c}
DStep-split \\
E \rightsquigarrow E'_1 , , E \\
\end{array}\]

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Type & $A, B ::= Top \mid A \rightarrow B \mid A \& B$ \\
\hline
Expr & $E ::= x \mid \top \mid \lambda x. E \mid E_1 E_2 \mid \text{fix} x. E \mid E_1 , , E_2$ \\
\hline
Value & $V ::= x \mid \top \mid \lambda x. E \mid V_1 , , V_2$ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{The syntax and non-deterministic small-step semantics of Dunfield’s calculus.}
\end{figure}

Union types are not supported by $\lambda_i$, since it is based on the $\lambda_i$ calculus [20] with disjoint intersection types, which does not have unions either. For a better comparison, we adjust the syntax and omit union types in Dunfield’s system.

**Operational Semantics.** The bottom part of Figure 1 presents the reduction rules. The interesting construct is the merge operator, as all other rules not involving the merge operator are standard call-by-value reduction rules. The reduction of a merge construct in Dunfield’s calculus is quite flexible: a merge of two expressions (which do not even need to be two values) can step to its left subexpression (by rule DStep-unmergel) or the right one (by rule DStep-unmerger). Any expressions can split into two by rule DStep-split. Therefore, even though the reduction rules may have already reached a value form, it is still possible to step further using rule DStep-split.

**Problem 1: No Subject-Reduction.** A major problem of this operational semantics is that it does not preserve types. Note that reduction is oblivious of types, so a term can reduce to two other terms with potentially different (and unrelated) types. For instance:

\[1, , \text{True} \rightsquigarrow 1 \quad 1, , \text{True} \rightsquigarrow \text{True}\]

Here the merge of an integer and a boolean is reduced to either the integer (using rule DStep-unmergel) or the boolean (using rule DStep-unmerger). In Dunfield’s calculus the term $1, , \text{True}$ can have multiple types, including Int or Bool or even Int & Bool. As a consequence, the semantics is not type-preserving in general.

What is worse, a well-typed expression can reduce to an expression that is ill-typed:

\[(1, , \lambda x. x + 1) 2 \rightsquigarrow 12\]

This reduction leads to an ill-typed term (with any type) because we drop the lambda instead of the 1 in the merge.
Problem 2: Non-determinism. Even in the case of type-preserving reductions there can be another problem. Because of the pair of unmerge rules (rule DStep-unmergel and rule DStep-unmerger), the choice between a merge always has two options. This means that a reduced term can lead to two other terms of the same type, but with different meanings. For example:

\[1,,2 \leadsto 1 \quad 1,,2 \leadsto 2\]

There is even a third option to reduce a merge with the split rule (rule DStep-split):

\[1,,2 \leadsto (1,,2),,(1,,2)\]

In other words the semantics is non-deterministic.

Note that Dunfield’s operational semantics is an overapproximation of the intended behavior. In her work, it is used to provide a soundness result for her elaboration semantics, which is type-safe (but still ambiguous).

2.3 A Type-Driven Semantics for Type Preservation

An essential problem is that the semantics cannot ignore the types if the reduction is meant to be type-preserving. Dunfield notes that “For type preservation to hold, the operational semantics would need access to the typing derivation” [23]. To avoid run-time type-checking, we design a type-driven semantics and use type annotations to guide reduction. Therefore our \(\lambda^i\) calculus is explicitly typed, unlike Dunfield’s calculus. Nevertheless, it is easy to design source languages that infer some of the type annotations and insert them automatically to create valid \(\lambda^i\) terms as we will see in Section 5. We discuss the main challenges and key ideas of the design of \(\lambda^i\) next.

Type-driven Reduction. Our operational semantics follows a standard call-by-value small-step reduction and it is closely related to Dunfield’s semantics. However, type annotations play an important role in the reduction rules and are used to guide reduction. For example, in \(\lambda^i\) we can write explicitly annotated expressions such as \((1,,True) : Int\) and \((1,,True) : Bool\). For those expressions the following reductions are valid:

\[(1,,True) : Int \leftrightarrow 1 \quad (1,,True) : Bool \leftrightarrow True\]

In contrast the following reductions are not possible:

\[(1,,True) : Bool \not\leftrightarrow 1 \quad (1,,True) : Int \not\leftrightarrow True\]

Note also that in \(\lambda^i\) the meaning of expression \(1,,True\) without any type annotation can only be a corresponding value \(1,,True\) that does not drop any information.

Typed Reduction. The crucial component in the operational semantics that enables the use of type information during reduction is an auxiliary typed reduction relation \(v \leftrightarrow_A v'\) that is used when we want some value to match a type. Typed reduction is where type information from annotations in \(\lambda^i\) “filters” reductions that are invalid due to a type mismatch. Typed reduction takes a value and a type (which can be viewed as inputs), and gives a unique value of that type as output. Note that this process may result in further reduction of the value, unlike many other languages where values can never be further reduced. Typed reduction is used in two places during reduction:
The first place where typed reduction is used is in rule \texttt{Step-annov}. When reduction encounters a value with a type annotation $A$ it uses typed reduction to do further reduction depending on the type $A$. To see typed reduction in action, consider a simple merge of primitive values such as $1, \text{True}, 'c$ with an annotation $\text{Int} \& \text{Char}$. Using rule \texttt{Step-annov} typed reduction is invoked, resulting in:

\[
1, \text{True}, 'c' \rightsquigarrow_{\text{Int} \& \text{Char}} 1, 'c'
\]

We could have type-reduced the same value under a similar type but where the two types in the intersection are interchanged:

\[
1, \text{True}, 'c' \rightsquigarrow_{\text{Char} \& \text{Int}} 'c', 1
\]

Both typed reductions are valid and they illustrate the ability of typed reduction to create a value that matches exactly with the shape of the type.

The second place where typed reduction is used is in rule \texttt{Step-beta}. In a function application, the actual argument could be a merge containing more components than what the function expects. One example is $(\lambda x. x + 1 : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int}) (1, \text{True})$. Since the merge term $(1, \text{True})$ provides an integer 1, the redundant components (the True in this case) are useless, and sometimes even harmful. Consider a function $\lambda x. (x, \text{False})$ with type $\text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \& \text{Bool}$, applied to $(1, \text{True})$. If we performed direct substitution of the argument in the lambda body, this would result in $1, \text{True}, \text{False}$. This brings ambiguity, and the term is not well-typed, as we shall see in Section 2.5. Therefore, before substitution, the value must be further reduced with typed reduction under the expected type of the function argument. Thus the value that is substituted in the lambda body is 1 (but not $(1, \text{True})$, and the final result is 1, False.

These examples show some non-trivial aspects of typed reduction, which must decompose values, and possibly drop some of the components and permute other components. The details of the typed reduction relation will be discussed in Section 4. As we shall see functions introduce further complications.

2.4 The Challenges of Functions

One of the hardest challenges in designing the semantics of $\lambda_i$ was the design of the rules for functions. We discuss the challenges next.

Return Types Matter. As we have seen above, the input type annotation of lambdas is necessary during beta reduction. However, it is not enough to distinguish among multiple functions in a merge (e.g. $(\lambda x. x + 1), (\lambda x. \text{True})$) without run-time type checking. Unlike primitive values, whose types can be told by their forms, for functions, we need the type of the function (including the output type) to select the right function from a merge. Therefore, in $\lambda_i$ all functions are annotated with both the input and output types. With such annotations we can deal with programs such as:

\[
((\lambda f. 1) : (\text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int}) \rightarrow \text{Int}) ((\lambda x. x + 1) : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int}, (\lambda x. \text{True}) : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Bool})
\]
In this program we have a lambda that takes a function \( f \) as an argument and applies it to 1. The lambda is applied to the merge of two functions of types \( \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \) and \( \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Bool} \). To select the right function from the merge, the types of the functions are used to guide the reduction of the merge. This avoids the need for run-time type-checking, which would be otherwise necessary to recover the full type of functions.

**Annotation Refinement.** Given a value, for any of its supertypes, typed reduction gives a result. Since functions are values, sometimes this leads to the refinement of the type annotation of lambdas. Following the convention introduced by previous works [20], → has lower precedence than &, which means \( A \rightarrow B \& C \) equals to \( A \rightarrow (B \& C) \). Consider a single function \( \lambda x. x, \text{True} : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \& \text{Bool} \) to be reduced under type \( \text{Int} \& \text{Bool} \rightarrow \text{Int} \). To let the function return an integer when applied to a merge of type \( \text{Int} \& \text{Bool} \), we must change either the lambda body or the embedded annotation. Since reducing under a lambda body is not allowed in call-by-value, \( \lambda : i \) adopts the latter option, and treats the input and output annotations differently. The input annotation should not be changed as it represents the expected input type of the function and helps to adjust the input value before substitution. The output annotation, in contrast, must be replaced by \( \text{Int} \), representing a future reduction to be done after substitution. The output of the application then can be thought as an integer and can be safely merged with another boolean, for example. In short, the actual \( \lambda \) reduction is:

\[
((\lambda x. x, , \text{True}) : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \& \text{Bool}) : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int}
\]

\[
\Leftarrow (\lambda x. x, , \text{True}) : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int}
\]

### 2.5 Disjoint Intersection Types and Consistency for Determinism

Even if the semantics is type-directed and it rules out reductions that do not preserve types, it can still be non-deterministic. To solve this problem, we employ the disjointness restriction proposed by Oliveira et al. [20] and the novel notion of *consistency*. Both disjointness and consistency play a fundamental role in the proof of determinism.

**Disjointness.** Two types are disjoint (written as \( A \ast B \)), if any common supertypes that they have are *top-like types* (i.e. supertypes of any type; written as \( \lceil C \rceil \)).

**Definition 1 (Disjoint Types).**

\[
A \ast B \equiv \forall C, \text{if } A <: C \text{ and } B <: C \text{ then } \lceil C \rceil
\]

Intuitively, if two types are disjoint (e.g. \( \text{Int} \& \text{Char} \ast \text{Bool} \)), their corresponding values do not overlap (e.g. 1, ‘c’ and True). The only exceptions are top-like types, as they are disjoint with any types [2]. Since every value of a top-like type has the same effect, typed reduction unifies them to a fixed result. Thus the disjointness checking in the following typing rule guarantees that \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) can be merged safely, without any ambiguities. For example, this typing rule does not accept 1, 2 or True, 1, False, as two subterms of the merge have overlapped types (in this case, the same type \( \text{Int} \) and \( \text{Bool} \), respectively).

\[
\Gamma \vdash e_1 : A \quad \Gamma \vdash e_2 : B \quad A \ast B \quad \text{ETYP-MERGE}
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash e_1, , e_2 : A \& B
\]
Consistency. Recall the split rule (rule DSTEP-sPLIT) in Dunfield’s semantics: $E \rightsquigarrow E, , E$. It duplicates terms in a merge. Similar things can happen in our typed reduction if the type has overlapping parts, which is allowed, for example, in an expression $1 : \text{Int} \& \text{Int}$. Note that in this expression the term $1$ can be given type annotation $\text{Int} \& \text{Int}$ since $\text{Int} \prec \text{Int} \& \text{Int}$. During reduction, typed reduction is eventually used to create a value that matches the shape of type $\text{Int} \& \text{Int}$ by duplicating the integer:

$$1 \rightsquigarrow_{\text{Int} \& \text{Int}} 1, , 1$$

Note that the disjointness restriction does not allow sub-expressions in a merge to have the same type: $1, , 1$ cannot type-check with rule Etyp-merge. To obtain type preservation, there is a special (run-time) typing rule for merges of values, where a novel consistency check is used (written as $v_1 \approx v_2$):

$$\frac{\cdot \vdash v_1 : A \quad \cdot \vdash v_2 : B \quad v_1 \approx v_2}{\Gamma \vdash v_1, , v_2 : A \& B} \text{ETYP-MERGEV}$$

Mainly, consistency allows values to have overlapped parts as far as they are syntactically equal. For example, $1, , \text{True}$ and $1, , \'c\'\,$ are consistent, since the overlapped part $\text{Int}$ in both of merges is the same value. True and \'c\,' are consistent because they are not overlapped at all. But $1, , \text{True}$ and $2$ are not consistent, as they have different values for the same type $\text{Int}$. When two values have disjoint types, they must be consistent. For merges of such values, both rule Etyp-mergev and rule ETYP-MERGE can be applied, and the types always coincide. In $\lambda_i^\gamma$, consistency is defined in terms of typed reduction:

Definition 2 (Consistency). Two values $v_1$ and $v_2$ are said to be consistent (written $v_1 \approx v_2$) if, for any type $A$, the result of typed reduction for the two values is the same.

$$v_1 \approx v_2 \equiv \forall A, \text{ if } v_1 \rightsquigarrow_A v_1' \text{ and } v_2 \rightsquigarrow_A v_2' \text{ then } v_1' = v_2'$$

Although the specification of consistency is decidable and an equivalent algorithmic definition exists, it is not required. In practice, in a programming language implementation, the rule ETYP-MERGEV may be omitted, since, as stated, its main purpose is to ensure that run-time values are type-preserving.

Finally, note that $\lambda_i^\gamma$ [20] is stricter than $\lambda_i^\gamma$ and forbids any intersection types which are not disjoint. That is to say, the term $1 : \text{Int} \& \text{Int}$ is not well-typed because the intersection $\text{Int} \& \text{Int}$ is not disjoint. The idea of allowing unrestricted intersections, while only having the disjointness restriction for merges, was first employed in the NeColus calculus [5]. $\lambda_i^\gamma$ follows such an idea and $1 : \text{Int} \& \text{Int}$ is well-typed in $\lambda_i^\gamma$. Allowing unrestricted intersections adds extra expressive power. For instance, in calculi with polymorphism, unrestricted intersections can be used to encode bounded quantification [8], whereas with disjoint intersections only such an encoding does not work [6].

3 The $\lambda_i^\gamma$ Calculus: Syntax, Subtyping and Typing

This section presents the syntax, subtyping, and typing of $\lambda_i^\gamma$: a calculus with intersection types and a merge operator. This calculus is a small variant of the $\lambda_i$ calculus [20] (which itself is inspired by Dunfield’s calculus [23]) extended with annotated expressions, explicit subsumption and fixpoints. The explicit type annotations and subtyping are necessary for the type-directed operational semantics of $\lambda_i^\gamma$ and to preserve determinism. The addition of fixpoints illustrates the ability of TDOS to deal with non-terminating programs, which are still not supported by calculi that rely on elaboration and semantic coherence proofs [5, 6].
3.1 Syntax

The syntax of $\lambda_i$ is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Type} & \quad A, B ::= \text{Int} | \text{Top} | A \rightarrow B | A \& B \\
\text{Expr} & \quad e ::= x | i | \top | e_1 e_2 | \lambda x.e : A \rightarrow B | e_1 , , e_2 | \text{fix } x.e : A \\
\text{Value} & \quad v ::= i | \top | \lambda x.e : A \rightarrow B | v_1 , , v_2 \\
\text{Context} & \quad \Gamma ::= \cdot | \Gamma, x : A
\end{align*}
\]

Types. Meta-variables $A$ and $B$ range over types. Two basic types are included: the integer type $\text{Int}$ and the top type $\text{Top}$. Function types $A \rightarrow B$ and intersection types $A \& B$ can be used to construct compound types.

Expressions. Meta-variable $e$ ranges over expressions. Expressions include some standard constructs: variables ($x$); integers ($i$); a canonical top value $\top$; annotated expressions ($e : A$); and application of a term $e_1$ to term $e_2$ (denoted by $e_1 e_2$). Lambda abstractions ($\lambda x.e : A \rightarrow B$) must have a type annotation $A \rightarrow B$, meaning that the input type is $A$ and the output type is $B$. The expression $e_1 , , e_2$ is the merge of expressions $e_1$ and $e_2$. Finally, fixpoints $\text{fix } x.e : A$ (which also require a type annotation) model recursion.

Values and Contexts. The meta-variable $v$ ranges over values. Values include integers, the canonical $\top$ value, lambda abstractions and merges of values. Typing contexts are standard. $\Gamma$ tracks the bound variables $x$ with their type $A$.

3.2 Subtyping and Disjointness

The subtyping rules of the form $A <: B$ are shown on the top of Figure 2. These subtyping rules, except for rule S-toparr, were first introduced by Davies and Pfenning [21], and are used in $\lambda_i$ as well. The original subtyping relation is known to be reflexive and transitive [21]. We proved the reflexivity and transitivity of the extended subtyping relation as well. There are 3 rules regarding intersection types. Together they define $A \& B$ as the greatest lower bound of $A$ and $B$.

Top-like Types and Arrow Types. Intuitively, a top-like type is both a supertype and a subtype of $\text{Top}$, including the $\text{Top}$ type and intersections of top-like types. The newly added rule S-toparr enlarges top-like types to include arrow types when their return types are top-like. A simple unary relation that captures top-like types inductively is defined on the bottom of Figure 2. The following theorem states the correctness and completeness of the definition.

Lemma 3 (Soundness and Completeness of the Definition of Top-like Types).

$[A]$ $i f$ and only if $\text{Top} <: A$

Rule S-toparr is inspired by the following rule in BCD-style subtyping [3] (and adopted by Bi et al. [5]):

$\text{Top} <: \text{Top } \rightarrow \text{Top} \quad \text{BCD-toparr}$
Since BCD-style subtyping includes a transitivity rule as an axiom, with this rule, Int → Top and Int → (Top → Top) are supertypes (and also subtypes) of Top. Due to the lack of built-in transitivity rule in λi’s subtyping, the above consequence has to be expressed more explicitly in the adapted rule S-TOPARR. We will come back to our motivation for including rule S-TOPARR in Section 3.3.

Disjointness. In Section 2.5, the specification of disjointness is presented. Such specification is a slightly more liberal version of the definition originally used in λi. In particular in our definition A and B themselves can be top-like types, which was forbidden in λi. An equivalent algorithmic definition of disjointness (A ∗ B) is presented in Appendix A, which is the same as the definition in the NeColus calculus [5].

Lemma 4 (Disjointness Properties). Disjointness satisfies:
1. A ∗ B if and only if A ∗ B.
2. if A ∗ (B1 → C) then A ∗ (B2 → C).
3. if A ∗ B & C then A ∗ B and A ∗ C.

3.3 Typing

The expression typing judgment \( \Gamma \vdash e : A \) is standard. It says that in the typing environment \( \Gamma \) the expression \( e \) is of type \( A \). Unlike \( \lambda_i \), there is no well-formedness restriction on types1. This generalization is inspired by the calculus NeColus [5], where the well-formedness constraints are removed from \( \lambda_i \), and expressions like 1 : Int & Int are allowed. In other words the calculus supports unrestricted intersections as well as disjoint intersection types (which are the only kind of intersections supported in \( \lambda_i \)).

The type system, shown in Figure 3, is syntax-directed. Most typing rules directly follow the declarative type system of \( \lambda_i \), including the merge rule ETYP-MERGE, where disjointness is used. When two expressions have disjoint types, any parts from each of them do not have overlapping types. Therefore, their merge does not introduce ambiguity. With this

---

1 The wellformedness and typing rules for \( \lambda_i \) can be found in Section 5.2.
\[\Gamma \vdash e : A\]  

### Figure 3: Type system of \(\lambda_i\).

restriction, rule \(\text{ETYP-MERGE}\) does not accept expressions like 1, 2 or even 1, 1. On the other hand, the novel rule \(\text{ETYP-MERGEV}\) allows consistent values to be merged regardless of their types. It accepts 1, 1 while still rejecting 1, 2. It is for values only, and values are closed. Therefore the type judgments appearing in it as premises should have empty context, which is denoted by \(\cdot\). Together the two rules support the determinism and type preservation of the TDOS, as discussed in Section 2.5.

### Top-Like Types and Merges of Functions.

We can finally come back to the motivation to include rule \(S\text{-TOPARR}\) in subtyping and depart from both Dunfield calculus and \(\lambda_i\), which do not have such a rule. Without the rule \(S\text{-TOPARR}\) in subtyping, no arrow types are top-like, therefore two arrow types \(A \rightarrow B\) and \(C \rightarrow D\) are never disjoint in terms of Definition 1, as they have a common supertype \(A \& C \rightarrow \text{Top}\). Consequently, we can never create merges with more than one function, which is quite restrictive. For Dunfield this is not a problem, because she does not have the disjointness restriction. So her calculus supports merges of any functions (but it is incoherent). In \(\lambda_i\) an ad-hoc solution is proposed, by forcing the matter and employing the syntactic definition of top-like types in Figure 2 in disjointness. However this means that in \(\lambda_i\) Lemma 3 is false, since top-like function types are not supertypes of \(\text{Top}\). In contrast, the approach we take in \(\lambda_i\) is to add the rule \(S\text{-TOPARR}\) in subtyping. Now \(\text{Top} <: (A \& C \rightarrow \text{Top})\) is derivable and thus \(A \& C \rightarrow \text{Top}\) is genuinely a top-like type. In turn this makes merges of multiple functions typeable without losing the intuition behind top-like types.

### Type-Checking for Lambda Abstractions.

Rule \(\text{ETYP-ABS}\) can be thought as a combination of the standard typing rule and the subsumption rule. A well-typed lambda abstraction can have multiple types with the same return type. Its type annotation indicates the principal input type and the return type. Thus the input type can be any subtype of the principal one, since arrow types are contravariant in their argument types. While the principal input type describes the lambda’s expectation on its argument, the annotated return type ensures the type of the evaluated result of lambdas. It just needs to be a supertype of the inner expression of the lambda. Rule \(\text{ETYP-ABS}\) is inspired by the “distributed” use of subsumption in the \(\lambda\&\) calculus [9].
Explicit Subsumption. Unlike many calculi where there is a general subsumption rule that can apply anywhere, in \( \lambda_i \) subsumption needs to be explicitly triggered by a type annotation (except for lambdas, as explained above). The annotation rule \( E\text{TYP-ANNO} \) acts as explicit subsumption and assigns supertypes to expressions, provided a suitable type annotation. There is a strong motivation not to include a general (implicit) subsumption rule in calculi with disjoint intersection types. With an implicit subsumption rule disjointness alone is insufficient to prevent some ambiguous terms, as shown in the following example.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{Subsumption} & \cdot \vdash 1 : \text{Int} & \text{Int} <: \text{Top} \\
\text{ETYP-merge} & \cdot \vdash 2 : \text{Int} & \text{Top} + \text{Int} \\
\text{Subsumption} & \cdot \vdash 1, 2 : \text{Top} & \text{Top} & \text{Int} \\
\text{Subsumption} & \cdot \vdash 1, 2 : \text{Top} & \text{Int} & \text{Int} \\
\end{array}
\]

Via the typical implicit subsumption, type \( \text{Top} \) is assigned to integer 1. Then 1 can be merged with 2 of type \( \text{Int} \) since their types are disjoint. At that time, the merged term 1, 2 has type \( \text{Top} \& \text{Int} \), which is a subtype of \( \text{Int} \& \text{Int} \). By applying the subsumption rule again, the ambiguous term 1, 2 finally bypasses the disjointness restriction, having type \( \text{Int} \& \text{Int} \). However, note that with rule \( E\text{TYP-ANNO} \) we can still type-check the term (1 : \( \text{Top} \)), 2, and reducing that term under the type \( \text{Int} \) can only unambiguously result in 2. The type annotation is key to prevent using the value 1 as an integer. Finally, the use of an explicit subsumption rule is a simpler alternative to bidirectional type-systems employed in other calculi with disjoint intersection types. Bidirectional type-checking is also capable of controlling subsumption, but adds more complexity.

Principal Types. The principal type of a value is the most specific one among all of its types, i.e. it is the subtype of any other type of the term. Its definition is syntax-directed.

**Definition 5 (Principal types).** \( \text{type}_p(v) \) calculates the principal type of value \( v \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{type}_p(\top) &= \text{Top} \\
\text{type}_p(n) &= \text{Int} \\
\text{type}_p(\lambda x . e : A \rightarrow B) &= A \rightarrow B \\
\text{type}_p(v_1, v_2) &= \text{type}_p(v_1) \& \text{type}_p(v_2)
\end{align*}
\]

**Lemma 6 (Principal Types).** For any value \( v \), if its principal type is \( A \), then

1. \( \cdot \vdash v : B \) then \( A < : B \).
2. \( \cdot \vdash v : B \) and \( B + C \) then \( A + C \).
3. \( \cdot \vdash v : A \).

4 A Type-Directed Operational Semantics for \( \lambda_i \)

This section introduces the type-directed operational semantics for \( \lambda_i \). The operational semantics uses type information arising from type annotations to guide the reduction process. In particular, a new relation called typed reduction is used to further reduce values based on the contextual type information, forcing the value to match the type structure. We show two important properties for \( \lambda_i \): determinism of reduction and type soundness. That is to say, there is only one way to reduce an expression according to the small-step relation, and the process preserves types and never gets stuck.
Figure 4: Typed reduction of $\lambda_i$.

### 4.1 Typed Reduction of Values

To account for the type information during reduction $\lambda_i$ uses an auxiliary reduction relation called typed reduction for reducing values under a certain type. Typed reduction $v \leftrightarrow_A v'$ reduces the value $v$ under type $A$, producing a value $v'$ that has type $A$. It arises when given a value $v$ of some type, where $A$ is a supertype of the type of $v$, and $v$ needs to be converted to a value compatible with the supertype $A$. The typed reduction ensures that values and types have a strong correspondence. If a value is well-typed, its principal type can be told directly by looking at its syntactic form.

Figure 4 shows the typed reduction relation. Rule $\text{TReduce-top}$ expresses the fact that $\text{Top}$ is the supertype of any type, which means that any value can be reduced under type $\text{Top}$. Similarly, rule $\text{TReduce-toparr}$ indicates that any value reduces to a lambda abstraction $\lambda x. \top : \text{Top} \rightarrow B$ under a top-like arrow type $A \rightarrow B$. Although it is not the only inhabited value of type $A \rightarrow B$, the reduction result has to be fixed for determinism. Rule $\text{TReduce-lit}$ expresses that an integer value reduced under the supertype $\text{Int}$ is just the integer value itself. Rule $\text{TReduce-arrow}$ states that a lambda value $\lambda x. e : A \rightarrow B$, under a non-top-like type $C \rightarrow D$, evaluates to $\lambda x. e : A \rightarrow D$ if $C <: A$ and $B <: D$. The restriction that $C \rightarrow D$ is not top-like avoids overlapping with rule $\text{TReduce-toparr}$. Importantly rule $\text{TReduce-arrow}$ changes the return type of lambda abstractions. For example:

$$(\lambda x. x, 2 : \text{Char} \rightarrow \text{Char} \& \text{Int}) \leftrightarrow_{(\text{Char} \& \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Char})} \lambda x. x, 2 : \text{Char} \rightarrow \text{Char}$$

### Intersections and Merges.

In the remaining rules, we first decompose intersections. Then we only need to consider types that are not intersections, which are called ordinary types [21]:

**Ordinary types**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Ordinary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{O-top}$</td>
<td>$\text{Top}$ ordinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{O-int}$</td>
<td>$\text{Int}$ ordinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{O-arrow}$</td>
<td>$A \rightarrow B$ ordinary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We take care of the value by going through every merge, until both value and types are in a basic form. Rule \(\text{TReduce-mergevl} \) and rule \(\text{TReduce-mergevr} \) are a pair of rules for reducing merges under an ordinary type. Since the type is not an intersection, the result contains no merge. Usually, we need to select between the left part and right part of a merge according to the type. The values of disjoint types do not overlap on non-top-like types. For example, \(1, (\lambda x. x : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int}) \leftarrow_{\text{Int}} 1 \) selects the left part. For top-like types, no matter which rule is applied, the reduction result is determined by the type only, as rule \(\text{TReduce-top} \) and rule \(\text{TReduce-toparr} \) suggest.

Rule \(\text{TReduce-and} \) is the rule that deals with intersection types. It says that if a value \(v \) can be reduced to \(v_1 \) under type \(A \), and can be reduced to \(v_2 \) under type \(B \), then its reduction result under type \(A \& B \) is the merge of two results \(v_1, v_2 \). Note that this rule may duplicate values. For example \(1 \leftarrow_{\text{Int} \& \text{Int}} 1, 1 \). Such duplication requires special care, since the merge violates disjointness. The specially designed typing rule (rule \(\text{ETyp-mergev} \)) uses the notion of consistency (discussed in Section 4.2) instead of disjointness to type-check a merge of two values. Note also that such duplication implies that sometimes it is possible to use either rule \(\text{TReduce-mergevl} \) or rule \(\text{TReduce-mergevr} \) to reduce a value. For example, \(1, 1 \leftarrow_{\text{Int}} 1 \). The consistency restriction (Definition 2) in rule \(\text{ETyp-mergev} \) ensures that no matter which rule is applied in such a case, the result is the same.

**Example.** A larger example to demonstrate how typed reduction works is:

\[(\lambda x. \), , 'c' : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \& \text{Char}) , , (\lambda x. x : \text{Bool} \rightarrow \text{Bool}) , , 1 \leftarrow_{\text{Int} \& (\text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int})} 1, , (\lambda x. x , , 'c' : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int})\]

The initial value is the merge of two lambda abstractions and an integer. The target type is \(\text{Int} \& (\text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int}) \). Because the target type is an intersection, typed reduction first employs rule \(\text{TReduce-and} \) to decompose the intersection into \(\text{Int} \) and \(\text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \). Under type \(\text{Int} \) the value reduces to 1, and under type \(\text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \) it will reduce to \(\lambda x. x , , 'c' : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \). Therefore, we obtain the merge \(1, , (\lambda x. x , , 'c' : \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int}) \) with type \(\text{Int} \& (\text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int}) \).

**Basic Properties of Typed Reduction.** Some properties of typed reduction can be proved directly by induction on the typed reduction derivation. First, when typed reduction is under a top-like type, the result only depends on the type. Second, typed reduction produces the same result whenever it is done directly or indirectly. Third, if a well-typed value can be typed reduced by some type, its principal type must be a subtype of that type.

- **Lemma 7** (Typed reduction on top-like types). If \( \| A \| , v_1 \leftarrow_A v'_1 \), and \( v_2 \leftarrow_A v'_2 \) then \( v'_1 = v'_2 \).

When typed reduction is under a top-like type, the result only depends on the type.

- **Lemma 8** (Transitivity of typed reduction). If \( v \leftarrow_A v_1 \), and \( v_1 \leftarrow_B v_2 \), then \( v \leftarrow_B v_2 \).

Typed reduction produces the same result whenever it is done directly or indirectly.

- **Lemma 9** (Typed reduction respects subtyping). If \( v \leftarrow_A v' \), then \( \text{type}_p(v) \ll A \).

This lemma relates typed reduction and subtyping. It states that if a well-typed value can be typed reduced by type \(A\), its principal type must be a subtype of \(A\).
4.2 Consistency and Type Soundness of Typed Reduction

Consistent values, as specified in Definition 2, introduce no ambiguity in typed reduction. Consider one type, if two consistent values both can reduce under the type, they should produce the same result. The consistency restriction ensures that duplicated values in a merge type-check, but it still rejects merges with different values of the same type. A value of a top-like type is consistent with any other value. It only type reduces under top-like types, which leads to a fixed result decided by the type.

Relating Disjointness and Consistency. Assuming that two values have disjoint types, according to Lemma 6, their principal types must be disjoint as well. From Lemma 9, we can conclude that when the two values both reduce under a type, that type must be a common supertype of their principal types, which is known to be top-like (Definition 1). Furthermore, Lemma 7 implies that their reduction results are always the same under such top-like types, so they are consistent (Definition 2).

▶ Lemma 10 (Consistency of disjoint values). If \( A \ast B, \cdot \vdash v_1 : A, \) and \( \cdot \vdash v_2 : B \) then \( v_1 \approx v_2 \).

Determinism and Type Soundness of Typed Reduction. The merge construct makes it hard to design a deterministic operational semantics. Disjointness and consistency restrictions prevent merges like \( 1, 2 \), and bring the possibility to deal with merges based on types. Typed reduction takes a well-typed value, which, if it is a merge, must be consistent (according to Lemma 10). When the two typed reduction rules for merges (rule TReduce-MergeVL and rule TReduce-MergeVR) overlap, no matter which one is chosen, either value reduces to the same result due to consistency (Definition 2). Indeed our typed reduction relation always produces a unique result for any legal combination of the input value and type. This serves as a foundation for the determinism of the operational semantics.

▶ Lemma 11 (Determinism of Typed Reduction). For every well-typed \( v \) (that is there is some type \( B \) such that \( \cdot \vdash v : B \)), if \( v \leadsto_A v_1 \) and \( v \leadsto_A v_2 \) then \( v_1 = v_2 \).

Via the transitivity lemma (Lemma 8) and the above determinism lemma, we obtain the following property: any reduction results of the given value are consistent.

▶ Lemma 12 (Consistency after Typed Reduction). If \( v \) is well-typed , and \( v \leadsto_A v_1 \) , and \( v \leadsto_B v_2 \) then \( v_1 \approx v_2 \).

The lemma shows that the reduction result of rule TReduce-AND is always made of consistent values, which is needed in type preservation via the typing rule ETYP-MERGEV. Then a (generalized) type preservation lemma on typed reduction can be proved.

▶ Lemma 13 (Preservation of Typed reduction). If \( \cdot \vdash v : B \) and \( A < : B \) then \( \exists v', v \leadsto_B v' \) : \( A \).

In the particular case where \( A = B \), this lemma shows that typed reduction preserves types. However, more generally, it shows that if a value is well-typed under a type \( B \) and it can be type reduced under another type \( A \) then the reduced value is always well-typed at type \( A \). Finally, the typed reduction progress lemma is:

▶ Lemma 14 (Progress of Typed Reduction). If \( \cdot \vdash v : A, \) and \( A < : B \) then \( \exists v', v \leadsto_B v' \).
### 4.3 Reduction

The reduction rules are presented in Figure 5. Most of them are standard. Rule \textit{Step-beta} and rule \textit{Step-annov} are the two rules relying on typed reduction judgments. Rule \textit{Step-beta} says that a lambda value \(\lambda x. e : A \rightarrow B\) applied to value \(v\) reduces by replacing the bound variable \(x\) in \(e\) by \(v'\). Importantly \(v'\) is obtained by type reducing \(v\) under type \(A\). In other words, in rule \textit{Step-beta} further (typed) reduction may be necessary on the argument depending on its type. This is unlike many other calculi where values are in a final form and no further reduction is needed (thus the value \(v\) can be directly substituted). The rule \textit{Step-annov} says that an annotated \(v : A\) can be reduced to \(v'\) if \(v\) type reduces to \(v'\) under type \(A\).

**Metatheory of Reduction.** When designing the operational semantics of \(\lambda_i\), we want it to have two properties: \textit{determinism of reduction} and \textit{type soundness}. That is to say, there is only one way to reduce an expression according to the small-step relation, and the process preserves types and never gets stuck. Similar lemmas on typed reduction were already presented, which are necessary for proving the following theorems, mainly in cases related to rule \textit{Step-annov} and rule \textit{Step-beta}.

- **Theorem 15** (Determinism of \(\rightsquigarrow\)). If \(\cdot \vdash e : A, e \rightsquigarrow e_1, e \rightsquigarrow e_2\), then \(e_1 = e_2\).
- **Theorem 16** (Type Preservation of \(\rightsquigarrow\)). If \(\cdot \vdash e : A\), and \(e \rightsquigarrow e'\) then \(\cdot \vdash e' : A\).
- **Theorem 17** (Progress of \(\rightsquigarrow\)). If \(\cdot \vdash e : A\), then \(e\) is a value or \(\exists e', e \rightsquigarrow e'\).

### 5 Relationship to Dunfield’s Calculus and \(\lambda_i\)

Dunfield’s calculus [23] and \(\lambda_i\) [20] are two calculi that directly inspired \(\lambda_i\). In this section, we discuss the relationship between \(\lambda_i\) and them. First, we show that \(\lambda_i\)’s TDOS and a slightly extended version of Dunfield’s non-deterministic operational semantics are related. The need for extending Dunfield’s original semantics is mostly due to the addition of the rule \textit{S-toparr} in subtyping, which Dunfield does not have. In Section 6 we also discuss a variant of \(\lambda_i\) (which does not include rule \textit{S-toparr}) and show that such variant requires
no changes to Dunfield’s original semantics. The other relationship is between $\lambda_i$’s type system and $\lambda_i$’s type system. The former comparison shows the soundness of the operational semantics of $\lambda_i$ with respect to Dunfield’s semantics. The latter one proves that $\lambda_i$’s type system is at least as expressive as, if not stronger than, $\lambda_i$’s.

**Type Erasure.** Differently from the other two systems, $\lambda_i$ uses type annotations in its syntax to obtain a direct operational semantics. $|e|$ erases annotations in term $e$. By erasing all annotations, terms in $\lambda_i$ can be converted to terms in Dunfield’s system and $\lambda_i$. The only exception is fixpoints, which $\lambda_i$ does not have. The annotation erasure function is defined in Figure 6. Note that for every value $v$ in $\lambda_i$, $|v|$ is a value as well.

### 5.1 Soundness with respect to Dunfield’s Operational Semantics

Dunfield’s original reduction rules are presented in Fig 1. We extend her operational semantics with the following two rules. The full reduction rules can be found in the appendix.

**Figure 6** Type erasure for $\lambda_i$ expressions.

| $|i|$ | $i$ |
| $|T|$ | $T$ |
| $|\lambda x. e : A \rightarrow B|$ | $\lambda x. |e|$ |
| $|\text{fix } x. e : A|$ | $\text{fix } x. |e|$ |
| $|e : A|$ | $|e|$ |
| $|e_1, e_2|$ | $|e_1|, |e_2|$ |

**Rule DStep-top**

\[
E \rightarrow^* E'
\]

**Rule DStep-toparr**

\[
\vdash \lambda x. T \quad \top \rightarrow^* \lambda x. \top
\]

Rule DStep-top states that any value can be reduced to $\top$, corresponding to $A <: \text{Top}$. Rule DStep-toparr says that the value $\top$ can be reduced to a lambda which returns $\top$, suggested by the subtyping rule $S\text{-toparr}$. Together with merge rules, the extended reduction can reduce any term to a value under a top-like type. Dunfield avoids having a rule DStep-top by performing a simplifying elaboration step advance:

\[
\Gamma \vdash V : \text{Top} \quad \vdash \top
\]
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With such a rule, values of type $\text{Top}$ are directly translated into $\top$, and do not need any further reduction in the target language. Accordingly, in her source language, there is no rule to convert these values to $\top$. We do not have such an elaboration step and we have already added rule DStep-toparr, so instead, we extend the original semantics with the two rules.

**Soundness.** Given Dunfield’s extended semantics, we can show a theorem that each step in the TDOS of $\lambda_i$ corresponds to zero, one, or multiple steps in Dunfield’s semantics.

▶ **Theorem 18** (Soundness of $\rightarrow$ with respect to Dunfield’s semantics). If $e \rightarrow e'$, then $|e| \rightarrow^* |e'|$. 

---
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A necessary lemma for this theorem is the soundness of typed reduction.

**Lemma 19 (Soundness of Typed Reduction with respect to Dunfield’s semantics).** If \( v \downarrow_A v' \), then \( |v| \rightsquigarrow^* |v'| \).

This lemma shows that although the type information guides the reduction of values, it does not add additional behavior to values. For example, a merge can step to its left part (or the right part) with rule **TReduce-mergevl** (or rule **TReduce-merger**), corresponding to rule **DStep-unmergel** (or rule **DStep-unmerge**). And rule **TReduce-and** (\( v \downarrow_A A \lor B \lor v_1, v_2 \) if \( v \downarrow_A v_1 \) and \( v \downarrow_B v_2 \)) can be understood as a combination of splitting (rule **DStep-split** \( V \rightsquigarrow V, V \)) and further reduction on each component separately.

In Section 6, we present another variant of \( \lambda_i \), which has the same subtyping relation as Dunfield’s system (minus union types). The same soundness theorem is proved for that variant without any modifications to Dunfield’s operational semantics.

### 5.2 Completeness with respect to the Type System of \( \lambda_i \)

\( \lambda_i \) drops union types and introduces the disjointness restriction to Dunfield’s system. When introducing \( \lambda_i \), Oliveira et al. proposed an algorithmic and a declarative type system. The two type systems were shown to be equally expressive. For the declarative type system there is still the possibility of ambiguity due to the presence of an (implicit) subsumption rule (see also the discussion in Section 3.3). However, annotations in the bidirectional algorithmic type system ensure that well-typed terms in \( \lambda_i \) are unambiguous and subsumption is kept under control.

The type system of \( \lambda_i^2 \) is based on the declarative type system of \( \lambda_i \), with three main changes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure 7</th>
<th>The declarative type system of ( \lambda_i ).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ITyp-top</strong></td>
<td>(&lt;\top : \text{Top})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ITyp-lit</strong></td>
<td>(&lt;i : \text{Int})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ITyp-var</strong></td>
<td>(&lt;x : A \in \Gamma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ITyp-app</strong></td>
<td>(&lt;E_1 : A \rightarrow B, E_2 : A \rightarrow B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ITyp-merge</strong></td>
<td>(&lt;E_1, E_2 : A &amp; B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ITyp-sub</strong></td>
<td>(&lt;E : A \prec B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \Gamma \models A \)

| *WF-top* | \( \Gamma \models \text{Top} \) |
| *WF-int* | \( \Gamma \models \text{Int} \) |
| *WF-arr* | \( \Gamma \models A \rightarrow B \) |
| *WF-and* | \( \Gamma \models A \& B \) |

\( \Gamma \models E : A \)

\( (\text{Type wellformedness}) \)

\( (\text{Typing}) \)
1. $\lambda_i$ forces the subsumption rule to be explicitly triggered by a type annotation.
2. $\lambda_i$ supports fixpoints while $\lambda_i$ does not.
3. $\lambda_i$ has an additional rule for the merge of values (rule EYP-MERGEV), which is required to prove type preservation, since duplicated values can occur in merges after reduction.

Some details need to be explained before presenting the completeness theorem. Firstly, because they are irrelevant, rules related to products and projection operators in $\lambda_i$ are dropped. Secondly, the subtyping in $\lambda_i$ is stronger due to the added rule S-TOPARR. Thirdly, top-like types are disjoint with any type in $\lambda_i$, while the disjointness in $\lambda_i$ is restricted to types which are not top-like. The definition of $\lambda_i$’s subtyping and disjointness can be found in the appendix.

**Theorem 20** (Completeness of Typing with respect to $\lambda_i$). If $\Gamma \vdash E : A$, then there exists some $e$ such that $\Gamma \vdash e : A$ and $E = |e|$. The above theorem shows that the type system of $\lambda_i$ is able to type check any well-typed terms in $\lambda_i$, with proper type annotations inserted based on the typing derivation. It is built on the completeness of subtyping and disjointness of $\lambda_i$. The result means that $\lambda_i$’s type system (or any type system equivalent to it) can be used as a surface language where many of the explicit annotations of $\lambda_i$ are inferred automatically. That is to say, the $\lambda_i$ calculus can be translated without loss of expressivity or flexibility into $\lambda_i$.

To further show that some type inference with recursion is feasible, we extended the bi-directional type system of $\lambda_i$ with recursion, and replaced the subtyping and disjointness by $\lambda_i$’s. We designed an elaboration from the extended system to $\lambda_i$ and proved the following theorem. The typing rules can be found in the appendix.

**Theorem 21** (Completeness of Typing with respect to the Extended Bidirectional Type System of $\lambda_i$). If $\Gamma \vdash E \Rightarrow A \leftrightarrow e$ or $\Gamma \vdash E \Leftarrow A \leftrightarrow e$, then $\Gamma \vdash e : A$.

**6 Discussion**

This section discusses one variant of $\lambda_i$, which is also formalized in Coq. The variant follows the subtyping relation in $\lambda_i$ and Dunfield’s calculus strictly and does not support multiple functions in merges. Some possible extensions to our work are also discussed.

### 6.1 A Variant of $\lambda_i$

In Section 5.1, we validate the TDOS of $\lambda_i$ via a soundness theorem (Theorem 18) with respect to an extended operational semantics of Dunfield’s calculus. In this section, we discuss a variant of $\lambda_i$ that requires no extension to Dunfield’s operational semantics. Its syntax and typing rules can be found in the appendix. Instead of adding rule S-TOPARR, this variant keeps the same subtyping relation as Dunfield’s and adapts the definition of top-like types and disjointness, losing the ability to have multiple functions in a merge. Consequently, it is possible to prove the following soundness theorem on this variant without any modifications on Dunfield’s operational semantics$^2$.

**Theorem 22** (Soundness of $\leftrightarrow$ in the simple variant). If $e \leftrightarrow e'$, then $|e| \Rightarrow^* |e'|$.

The above theorem states that each step taken by the TDOS corresponds to a series of reduction in the original operational semantics of Dunfield’s calculus.

---

$^2$ For the syntax and rules of Dunfield’s system, please refer to Section 2.
Besides soundness, this variant keeps the other important properties of λi: determinism, type preservation and progress. A completeness theorem with respect to the type system of λi is established as well.

Theorem 23 (Completeness of Typing in the simple variant). If $\Gamma \vdash E : A$ in $\lambda_i$, then there exists some $e$ such that $\Gamma \vdash e : A$ in the variant and $E = \| e \|$.

Designing the Variant. As presented in Section 5.1, there are two reduction rules in $\lambda_i$ that are related to the extension of Dunfield’s operational semantics: rule $\text{TReduce-top} (v \leftrightarrow \top \top)$ and rule $\text{TReduce-toparr}$. They reduce values under top-like types into a unified form. Without rule $\text{S-toparr}$, no arrow types are top-like, thus the latter is removed from the variant. However there is still rule $\text{TReduce-top}$, which is not accounted for in Dunfield’s original system. While we believe that such a rule fits in spirit well with the remaining non-deterministic rules, it is interesting to see if it is possible to model a calculus without it (and without extending Dunfield semantics at all).

Reducing a value $v$ under type $\top$, in fact, can be thought as seeking an inhabited value of $\top$ which acts like $v$. In Dunfield’s original semantics there is no way to convert a value to $\top$, which is our source of difficulties. Dunfield solves this problem by having a typing rule for values that allows any value to have type $\top$. This works well in her setting because she can have ambiguous terms. Unfortunately, it does not work well in our setting because, as discussed in detail in Section 3.3, allowing values to be implicitly typed as $\top$ provides a way to bypass the disjointness restrictions. We overcome the problem instead by introducing a new value construct $v : \top$ in our variant. This new form of value inhabits the $\top$ type but, unlike $\top$, it does not forget about the original value $v$ (which can be of any type). Thus the original value $v$, can be recovered by erasing the wrapped annotation.

Although the new rule then corresponds to $v \rightsquigarrow v$ after annotation erasure, it breaks determinism as a merge can reduce to either its left or right component, leading to different results, e.g. $1, \text{True} \leftrightarrow \top \top \top$ and $1, \text{True} \leftrightarrow \top \top \text{True} : \top$. To solve this problem we directly reduce the value before splitting merges by excluding $\top$ from ordinary types.

To use the new construct for expressions and mix it with annotated terms, values and expressions are separated into two syntactic categories in the variant (but all values can be treated as expressions $\langle v \rangle$). The partition results in some tedious rules in the reduction relation. For instance, $\langle v_1 \rangle, \langle v_2 \rangle \leftrightarrow \langle v_1, v_2 \rangle$ reduces a merge of two values to a merged value.

6.2 Improvements and Extensions

Less Checks on Reduction. In rule $\text{TReduce-arrow}$ (in Figure 4), the premise $C <: A$ is actually redundant for the purposes of reduction. Since we only care about well-typed terms being reduced, such a check has already been guaranteed by typing. Therefore an actual implementation could omit that check. The reason why we keep the premise is that typed reduction plays another role in our metatheory: it allows us to define consistency. Consistency is defined for any (untyped) values, and the extra check there tightens up the definition of consistency. With the premise, typed reduction directly implies a subtyping relation between the principal type of the reduced value and the reduction type. (See Lemma 9: If $v \leftrightarrow_A v'$, then $\text{type}_p(v) <: A$). One could wonder if this property is unnecessary because it may be
derived by type preservation of reduction. Note that whenever typed reduction is called in a reduction rule, the subtyping relation can be obtained from the typing derivation of the reduced term. For example, reducing \( v : A \) will type reduce \( v \) under \( A \). If \( v : A \) is well-typed, then we could in principle prove that \( \text{type}_p(v) \ll A \). Unfortunately, the above proof is hard to attain in practice. Because type preservation depends on consistency, and consistency is defined by typed reduction. Once the subtyping property relies on type preservation, there is a cyclic dependency between the properties. In future work we would like to look at this issue more closely and try to discard the premise by taking full advantage of the type system.

**Distributive Subtyping.** Although the subtyping of \( \lambda \) allows multiple functions in a merge, it lacks the distributive subtyping rule for intersection types that has been employed in some recent calculi [5, 6]. The distributivity of intersections over arrows \( (A \to B_1) \land (A \to B_2) \ll A \to B_1 \land B_2 \) [3] is well accepted for its theoretical elegance. But it is also well-known for being troublesome. Mainly, there are two challenges for adapting distributive subtyping to \( \lambda \).

- The rule indicates that a merge of functions can be applied. While the current typing rule can check such application with suitable annotations, designing new reduction rules is necessary. A promising solution is to have a rule allows parallel application like \((v_1, v_2) v \mapsto v_1 v, v_2 v\).
- Function types are no longer “ordinary”. In \( \lambda \), the intuition behind ordinary types is that their typed reduction results never contains merges, which is necessary for determinism. With distributivity, typed reduction may produce a merge under a single function type. For example, \( \lambda x. `c` : \text{Int} \to \text{Char} \), \( \lambda x. x : \text{Int} \to \text{Int} \leftrightarrow \text{Int} \to \text{Char} \), \( \lambda x. `c` : \text{Int} \to \text{Char} \), \( \lambda x. x : \text{Int} \to \text{Int} \). In the typed reduction of \( \lambda \), intersections are split into basic units. However, it is not straightforward to split a function type.

### 7 Related Work

#### 7.1 Calculi with the Merge Operator and a Direct Semantics

Intersection types with a merge operator are a key feature of Reynolds’ Forsythe language [43]. Reynolds studied a core calculus [43] with similarities to \( \lambda \). However, merges in Forsythe are restricted and use a syntactic criterion to determine what merges are allowed. A merge is permitted only when the second term is a lambda abstraction or a single field record, which makes the structure of merge always biased. To prevent potential ambiguity, the latter overrides the former when overlapped. Note that the structure of merge in Forsythe is always biased. If formalized as a tree, the right child of every node is a leaf. The only place for primitive types is the leftmost component. Forsythe follows the standard call-by-name small-step reduction, during which types are ignored. The reduction rules deal with merges by continuously checking if the second component can be used in the context (abstractions for application, records for projection). This simple approach, however, is unable to reduce merges when (multiple) primitive types are required. Reynolds admits this issue in his later work [45]. In \( \lambda \) types are used to select values from a merge and the disjointness restriction guarantees the determinism. Therefore the order of a value in a merge is not a deciding factor on whether the value is used or not.

The calculus \( \lambda \& \) proposed by Castagna et al. [9] has a restricted version of the merge operator for functions only. The merge operator is indexed by a list of types of its components. The operational semantics uses the run-time types of values to select the “best approximate” branch of an overloaded function. \( \lambda \& \) requires run-time type checking on values, while
#### Summary of intersection calculi with the merge operator (● = yes, ○ = no, - = not applicable).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disjointness</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted Intersections</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coercion Free</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recursion</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Semantics</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject-Reduction</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8** Summary of intersection calculi with the merge operator (● = yes, ○ = no, - = not applicable).

In TDOS, all type information is present already in type annotations. Another obvious difference is that $\lambda_i$ supports merges of any types (not just functions), which are useful for applications other than overloading of functions, including: multifield *extensible records with subtyping* [20]; encodings of *objects* and *traits* [4]; *dynamic mixins* [2]; or simple forms of family polymorphism [5].

Several other calculi with intersection types and overloading of functions have been proposed [10–12], but these calculi do not support a merge operator, and thus avoid the ambiguity problems caused by the construct.

### 7.2 Calculi with a Merge Operator and an Elaboration Semantics

Instead of a direct semantics, many recent works [2, 5, 6, 20, 23] on intersection types employ an elaboration semantics, translating merges in the source language to products (or pairs) in a target language. With an elaboration semantics, the subtyping derivations are coercive [33]: they produce coercion functions that explicitly convert terms of one type to another in the target language. This idea was first proposed by Dunfield [23], where she shows how to elaborate a calculus with intersection and union types and a merge operator to a standard call-by-value lambda calculus with products and sums. Dunfield also proposed a direct semantics, which served as inspiration for our own work. However, her direct semantics is non-deterministic and lacks subject-reduction (as discussed in detail in Section 2.2). Unlike Forsythe and $\lambda\&$, Dunfield’s calculus has unrestricted merges and allows a merge to work as an argument. Her calculus is flexible and expressive and can deal with several programs that are not allowed in Forsythe and $\lambda\&$.

To remove the ambiguity issues in Dunfield’s work, the $\lambda_i$ calculus [20] forbids overlapping in intersections using the disjointness restriction for all well-formed intersections. In other words, $\lambda_i$ does not support unrestricted intersections. Because of this restriction, the proof of coherence in $\lambda_i$ is still relatively simple. Likewise, in following work on the $F_i$ calculus [2], which extends $\lambda_i$ with disjoint polymorphism, all intersections must be disjoint. However, the disjointness restriction causes difficulties because it breaks stability of type substitutions. Stability is a desirable property in a polymorphic type system that ensures that if a polymorphic type is well-formed then any instantiation of that type is also well-formed. Unfortunately, with disjoint intersections only, this property is not true in general. Thus $F_i$ can only prove a restricted version of stability, which makes its metatheory non-trivial.

Disjointness of all well-formed intersections is only a sufficient (but not necessary) restriction to ensure an unambiguous semantics. The NeColus calculus [5] relaxes the restriction without introducing ambiguity. In NeColus 1 : Int & Int is allowed, but the same term is
rejected in $\lambda_i$. In other words, NeColus employs the disjointness restriction only on merges, but otherwise allows unrestricted intersections. Unfortunately, this comes at a cost: it is much harder to prove the coherence of elaboration. Both NeColus and $F^+_i$ [6] (a calculus derived from $F_i$ that allows unrestricted intersections) deal with this problem by establishing coherence using contextual equivalence and a logical relation [40,49,50] to prove it. The proof method, however, cannot deal with non-terminating programs. In fact none of the existing calculi with disjoint intersection types supports recursion, which is a severe restriction.

We retain the essence of the power of Dunfield’s calculus (modulo the disjointness restrictions to rule out ambiguity), and gain benefits from the direct semantics. Figure 8 summarizes the key differences between our work and prior work, focusing on the most recent work on disjoint intersection types. Note that the row titled “Coercion Free” denotes whether subtyping generates coercions or not. $\lambda_i$ is coercion free, while all other calculi based on an elaboration semantics employ coercive subtyping. Next we give more detail on the advantages of a direct semantics over the elaboration semantics and proof methods employed in previous work on disjoint intersection types.

**Shorter, more Direct Reasoning.** Programmers want to understand the meaning of their programs. A formal semantics can help with this. With our TDOS semantics we can essentially employ a style similar to equational reasoning in functional programming to directly reason about programs written in $\lambda_i$. For example, it takes a few reasoning steps to work out the result of $(\lambda x. x + 1 : \text{Int} \to \text{Int}) (2, 'c')$:

\[
\begin{align*}
(\lambda x. x + 1 : \text{Int} \to \text{Int}) (2, 'c') & \implies (\lambda x. x + 1) (2) \quad \text{(by Step-beta and typed reduction of argument under Int)} \\
& \implies 3 : \text{Int} \quad \text{(by Step-anno and usual reduction rules for arithmetic)} \\
& \implies 3 \quad \text{(by Step-annov and typed reduction of 3 under Int)}
\end{align*}
\]

Here reasoning is easily justifiable from the small-step reduction rules and type-directed reduction. In fact building tools (such as some form of debugger), that automate such kind of reasoning should be easy using the TDOS rules.

However, with an elaboration semantics, the (precise) reasoning steps to determine the final result are much more complex. Firstly the expression has to be translated into the target language before reducing to a similar target term. Figure 9 shows this elaboration process in $\lambda_i$, where an expression in the source language is translated into an expression in a target language with products. The source term $(\lambda x. x + 1 : \text{Int} \to \text{Int}) (2, 'c')$ is elaborated into the target term $(\lambda x. x + 1) (\text{fst} (2, 'c'))$. As we can see the actual derivation is rather long, so we skip the full steps. Also, for simplicity’s sake, here we assume the subtyping judgement produces the most straightforward coercion `fst`. This elaboration step together with the introduction of coercions into the program makes it much harder for programmers to precisely understand the semantics of a program. Moreover while the coercions inserted in this small expression may not look too bad, in larger programs the addition of coercions can be a lot more severe, hampering the understanding of the program. After elaboration we can then use the target language semantics, to determine a target language value.

\[
\begin{align*}
(\lambda x. x + 1) (\text{fst} (2, 'c')) & \implies (\lambda x. x + 1) 2 \quad \text{(by a rule similar to Step-appr and reduction rules for pairs)} \\
& \implies 2 + 1 \quad \text{(by beta reduction rule)} \\
& \implies 3 \quad \text{(by usual reduction rules for arithmetic)}
\end{align*}
\]
A final issue is that sometimes it is not even possible to translate back the value of the target language into an equivalent “value” on the source. For instance in the NeColus calculus [5] 1 : Int & Int results in (1, 1), which is a pair in the target language. But the corresponding source value 1, 1 is not typable in NeColus. In essence, with an elaboration, programmers must understand not only the source language, but also the elaboration process as well as the semantics of the target language, if they want to precisely understand the semantics of a program. Since the main point of semantics is to give clear and simple rules to understand the meaning of programs, a direct semantics is a better option for providing such understanding.

**Simpler Proofs of Unambiguity.** For calculi with an elaboration semantics, unrestricted intersections make it harder to prove the coherence. Our λ^i calculus, on the other hand, has a deterministic semantics, which implies unambiguity directly. For instance, (1 : Int & Int) : Int only steps to 1 in λ^i. But it can be elaborated into two target expressions in the NeColus calculus corresponding to two typing derivations:

\[
(1 : \text{Int} & \text{Int}) : \text{Int} \leftrightarrow \text{fst} (1, 1)
\]

\[
(1 : \text{Int} & \text{Int}) : \text{Int} \leftrightarrow \text{snd} (1, 1)
\]

Thus the coherence proof needs deeper knowledge about the semantics: the two different terms are known to both reduce to 1 eventually. Therefore they are related by the logical relation employed in NeColus for coherence. Things get more complicated for functions. The following example shows two possible elaborations of the same function. To relate them requires reasoning inside the binders and a notion of contextual equivalence.

\[
\lambda x. x + 1 : \text{Int} & \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \leftrightarrow \lambda x. \text{fst} x + 1
\]

\[
\lambda x. x + 1 : \text{Int} & \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int} \leftrightarrow \lambda x. \text{snd} x + 1
\]

Furthermore, the two target expressions above are *clearly not equivalent* in the general case. For instance, if we apply them to (1, 2) we get different results. However, the target expressions will always behave equivalently when applied to arguments *elaborated from the NeColus source calculus*. NeColus, forbids terms like (1, 2) and thus cannot produce a target value (1, 2). Because of elaboration and also this deeper form of reasoning required to show the equivalence of semantics, calculi defined by elaboration require a lot more infrastructure for the source and target calculi and the elaboration between them, while in a direct semantics only one calculus is involved and the reasoning required to prove determinism is quite simple.
**Not Limited to Terminating Programs.** The (basic) forms of logical relations employed by NeColus and $F^*$ has cannot deal with non-terminating programs. In principle, recursion could be supported by using a *step-indexed logical relation* [1], but this is left for future work (and it is non-trivial). $\lambda^i$ smoothly handles unrestricted intersections and recursion, using TDOS to reach determinism with a significantly simpler proof method. It also makes other features that lead to non-terminating programs, such as recursive types, feasible.

### 7.3 Languages and Calculi with Type-Dependent Semantics

**Typed Operational Semantics** Goguen [29] uses types in its reduction judgment, similarly to typed reduction in $\lambda^i$. However, Goguen’s typed operational semantics is designed for studying meta-theoretic properties, especially strong normalization, and is not aimed to describe type-dependent semantics. Unlike TDOS, in typed operational semantics the reduction process does not use the additional type information to guide reduction. Instead, the combination of well-typedness and computation provides inversion principles for proving various metatheoretical properties. Typed operational semantics has been applied to several systems. These include *simply typed lambda calculi* [30], calculi with *dependent types* [26,29] and *higher-order subtyping* [17]. Note that the semantics of these systems does not depend on typing, and the untyped (type-erased) reduction relations are still presented to describe how to evaluate programs.

**Type classes** [32,52] are an approach to parametric overloading used in languages like Haskell. The commonly adopted compilation strategy for it is the dictionary passing style elaboration [13,14,31,52]. Other mechanisms inspired by type classes, such as Scala’s *implicits* [19], Agda’s *instance arguments* [22] or Ocaml’s *modular implicits* [54] have an elaboration semantics as well. In one of the pioneering works of type classes, Käes [32] gives two formulations for a direct operational semantics. One of them decides the concrete type of the instance of overloaded functions at run-time, by analyzing all arguments after evaluating them. In both Käes’ work and a following work by Odersky et al. [37], the run-time semantics has some restrictions with respect to type classes. For example, overloading on return types (needed for example for the *read* function in Haskell) is not supported. Interestingly, the semantics of $\lambda^i$ allows overloading on return types, which is used whenever two functions coexist on a merge.

**Gradual typing** [47] has become popular over the last few years. Gradual typing is another example of a type-dependent mechanism, since the success or not of an (implicit) cast may depend on the particular type used for the implicit cast. Thus the semantics of a gradually typed language is type-dependent. Like other type-dependent mechanisms the semantics of gradually typed source languages is usually given by a (type-dependent) elaboration semantics into a cast calculus, such as the *Blame calculus* [53] or the *Threesome calculus* [48].

**Static binding** of fields and *method overloading* in Java [51] make use of type annotations computed in a preprocessing phase. For each method invocation, the annotation states the argument type of the most specific method applicable according to the static types. Based on the annotation and the run-time type (class) of the object, a dynamic lookup function yields a proper method at run-time. This allows static method overloading works across the inheritance hierarchy, together with dynamic dispatch. *Multiple dispatching* [15,16,35,38] generalizes object-oriented dynamic dispatch to determine the overloaded method to invoke based on the run-time type of all its arguments. Similarly to TDOS, much of the type information is recovered from type annotations in multiple dispatching mechanisms, but, unlike TDOS, they only use input types to determine the semantics.
Conclusion

In this work we presented a TDOS for $\lambda^i$: a calculus that includes intersection types and an expressive unbiased merge operator. Among all similar calculi, $\lambda^i$ is the first to have a direct operational semantics that is both deterministic and has subject-reduction. Compared with the elaboration approach, having a direct semantics avoids the translation process and a target calculus. This simplifies both informal and formal reasoning. For instance, establishing the coherence of elaboration in NeColus [5] requires much more sophistication than obtaining the determinism theorem in $\lambda^i$. Furthermore the proof method for coherence in NeColus cannot deal with non-terminating programs, whereas dealing with recursion is straightforward in $\lambda^i$. The semantics of $\lambda^i$ exploits type annotations to guide reduction. The key component of TDOS is typed reduction, which allows values to be further reduced depending on their type. For the future we would like to develop further the TDOS approach in the setting of disjoint intersection types. Some interesting extensions include support for distributive subtyping [3], disjoint polymorphism [2] and iso-recursive types with the Amber rule [7].
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Polymorphism and subtyping are important features in mainstream OO languages. The most common way to integrate the two is via $F_{\omega}$ style bounded quantification. A closely related mechanism is row polymorphism, which provides an alternative to subtyping, while still enabling many of the same applications. Yet another approach is to have type systems with intersection types and polymorphism. A recent addition to this design space are calculi with disjoint intersection types and disjoint polymorphism. With all these alternatives it is natural to wonder how they are related.

This paper provides an answer to this question. We show that disjoint polymorphism can recover forms of both row polymorphism and bounded polymorphism, while retaining key desirable properties, such as type-safety and decidability. Furthermore, we identify the extra power of disjoint polymorphism which enables additional features that cannot be easily encoded in calculi with row polymorphism or bounded quantification alone. Ultimately we expect that our work is useful to inform language designers about the expressive power of those common features, and to simplify implementations and metatheory of feature-rich languages with polymorphism and subtyping.
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1 Introduction

Intersection types [51, 22, 59] and parametric polymorphism are common features in many newer mainstream Object-Oriented (OO) languages. Among others intersection types are useful to express multiple interface inheritance [21]. They feature in programming languages like Scala [44], TypeScript [40], Ceylon [52] and Flow [31]. These languages also incorporate a form of parametric polymorphism, typically generalized to account for subtyping and supporting bounded quantification [12]. As programmers get more experienced with the
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combination of intersection types and polymorphism, they discover new applications. For example, the documentation of TypeScript [41] shows how the two features can express a composition operator for objects that enables an expressive form of statically typed dynamic inheritance [20, 32] and mixin composition [8]:

```javascript
```

The polymorphic function `extend` takes two objects and produces a result whose type is the intersection of the types of the original objects. The implementation of `extend` relies on low level features of JavaScript and is right-biased: the fields or properties of `second` are chosen in favor of the ones in `first`. For example, we can create a new object `jim` as follows:

```javascript
var jim = extend(new Person('Jim'), new ConsoleLogger());
```

The `jim` object has type `Person & ConsoleLogger`, and acts both as a person and as a console logger. Using `extend` to compose objects is much more flexible than the static inheritance mechanisms of common OO languages like Java or Scala. It can type-check flexible OO patterns that have been used for many years in many dynamically-typed languages. Functions similar to `extend` have also been encoded in Scala [47, 54].

Unfortunately, the `extend` function in TypeScript suffers from ambiguity issues, and worse, it is not type-safe [2]. Indeed, given two objects with the same field or method names, `extend` does not detect potential conflicts. Instead it silently composes the two objects, using the implementation based on a biased choice. This does implement a mixin semantics, but it has the drawback that it can unintentionally override methods, without any warnings or errors. Additionally, the `extend` function is not type-safe: if two objects have the same property name with different types, `extend` may lookup the property of the wrong type.

In the literature of intersection types, `extend` is essentially what has been identified as the merge operator [55]. As illustrated by Dunfield [28], the expressive power of the merge operator can encode diverse programming language features, promising an economy of theory and implementation. Calculi with disjoint intersection types [46, 7, 2] incorporate a coherent merge operator. In such calculi the merge operator can merge two terms with arbitrary types as long as their types are disjoint; disjointness conflicts are reported as type-errors. Some calculi with disjoint intersection types, such as $F^+_i$ [7], also support disjoint polymorphism [2], which extends System F style universal quantification with a disjointness constraint. With disjoint polymorphism we can model `extend` as:

```typescript
let extend A (B * A) (first : A, second : B) : A & B = first ,, second
```

Unlike the TypeScript definition, which relies on type-unsafe features, the definition above includes the full implementation. The definition of `extend` uses the merge operator (,,) to compose the two objects. The type variable `B` has a disjointness constraint (`B * A`) which states that `B` must be disjoint from `A`. Disjointness retains the flexibility to encode highly dynamic forms of inheritance, while ensuring both type-safety and the absence of conflicts.

Row polymorphism and disjoint polymorphism. Disjoint polymorphism looks quite close to certain forms of row polymorphism. Indeed, when restricted to record types, row polymorphism with constrained quantification [34] provides an approach to recovering an unambiguous semantics for `extend` as well. Constrained quantification extends System F style universal quantification with a compatibility constraint. By requiring `B` to be compatible with `A`, we can encode a row polymorphic variant of `extend` as:
let extend A (B # A) (first : A, second : B) : A || B = first || second

Here A and B are row variables standing for record types, and B is compatible with A (B # A), which ensures the absence of conflicts. The \( || \) operator concatenates two records at both the term level and the type level. The key difference between the two implementations of extend is that in the version with row variables, A and B only stand for record types. In contrast in the version with disjoint polymorphism, A and B are arbitrary types. In languages with nominal type systems, allowing arbitrary types is important to deal with nominal types of classes, for instance. The encoding of extend suggests that at least some functionality of row polymorphism can be captured with disjoint polymorphism. Indeed, there are clear analogies between the two mechanisms: the merge operators (\( , \), and \( || \)) are similar; compatibility plays a similar role to disjointness; and intersection types generalize record type concatenation.

**Bounded quantification and disjoint polymorphism.** Polymorphic object-oriented languages also typically feature bounded quantification, which addresses the interaction between polymorphism and subtyping. Bounded quantification generalizes universal quantification by allowing programmers to specify upper bounds on type variables. For example:

```haskell
let getName (A <: Person) (o : A) : (String,A) = (o.name,o)
```

expresses a function getName that takes an object o whose type is a subtype of Person, extracts its name and returns a copy of the object. Note that bounded quantification is useful to avoid the loss of information problem of subtyping [11]. Using the simpler type:

```haskell
let getName_bad (o : Person) : (String,Person) = (o.name,o)
```

would lose static type information when given a subtype of Person as an argument.

An alternative version of getName that also does not lose type information is:

```haskell
let getName A (o : A & Person) : (String,A & Person) = (o.name,o)
```

Here, the type variable A is unrestricted and represents the statically unknown part of the type of the object. The intersection type A & Person ensures that the object must at least contain all properties of Person, but does not forget about the statically unknown components. The two versions of getName show a common use case in OOP, but they use different features: the first uses bounded quantification, while the second uses a combination of intersection types and polymorphism. The connection between bounded quantification and polymorphic intersection types has been informally observed by Pierce [48].

Disjoint polymorphism, row polymorphism and bounded quantification provide a range of functionalities for OOP languages. Thus a language designer may be tempted to design a core language that combines all of these concepts. However, supporting all of them would lead to a significant implementation effort and a complex metatheory with non-trivial interactions between features. Furthermore, a common principle for (core) languages is to avoid overlapping features, which provide different ways to solve the same problem. Yet there seems to be a significant overlap between these features, which goes against that principle.

This paper builds on the similarities between the mechanisms, and shows that forms of both row polymorphism and bounded polymorphism can be recovered by type-safe elaborations into languages with disjoint polymorphism. Theoretically, it is important to formally establish the comparison among different type features, to allow a deep understanding and a precise discussion of the relative expressiveness of each feature. In practice, this result suggests
that core languages wishing to support all those features only need to support disjoint polymorphism natively, promising an economy of the implementation of those languages. To establish the relationship between row, bounded and disjoint polymorphism in a rigorous and precise manner, we formalize elaborations from \( \llbracket \lambda \rrbracket \) [34], a System F like calculus with row polymorphism, and from kernel \( F_\prec \) [12], into \( F^+_i \). Our work serves as a guideline for language designers wishing to combine disjoint polymorphism, with bounded quantification and/or row polymorphism. The elaborations are useful to understand exactly what can and cannot be encoded, and to uncover and overcome difficulties. To our surprise, a full encoding of \( \llbracket \lambda \rrbracket \) is quite subtle: there are subtle differences between compatibility and disjointness. Moreover, certain general forms of bounded quantification are problematic, but all programs in kernel \( F_\prec \) (the most widely used and decidable fragment of \( F^+_i \)) are encodable.

We make the following specific contributions:

- **A formal elaboration from row to disjoint polymorphism:** We present a formal elaboration from \( \llbracket \lambda \rrbracket \) to \( F^+_i \) (Section 4). We first identify an intuitive elaboration (Section 4.3). Due to discrepancies between compatibility and disjointness this elaboration does not work for all \( \llbracket \lambda \rrbracket \) programs. However it is possible to find a simple restriction on \( \llbracket \lambda \rrbracket \) that allows for the intuitive elaboration to work. We then present a complete, but non-trivial elaboration that targets the original \( \llbracket \lambda \rrbracket \) without restrictions (Section 4.4). While the design space of row polymorphic calculi is very diverse, features in \( \llbracket \lambda \rrbracket \) are representative of most other calculi. We discuss elaborating other row calculi in Section 6.1.

- **A formal elaboration from bounded to disjoint polymorphism:** We identify a fragment of \( F_\prec \) that is encodable in terms of polymorphic intersection type systems, by providing an elaboration from kernel \( F_\prec \) to \( F^+_i \) (Section 5). Our elaboration, for the first time, validates the informal observation between polymorphic intersection systems and bounded quantification. We discuss other variants of \( F_\prec \) in Section 6.2.

- **A discussion of the extra expressive power of disjoint polymorphism:** We identify and discuss specific features of disjoint polymorphism that cannot be easily encoded in \( F_\prec \) and \( \llbracket \lambda \rrbracket \) (Section 2.4), including distributivity of intersections over other constructs, and the combination of subtyping and row polymorphism. We discuss other variants of intersection type systems in Section 6.3.

- **Coq formalization:** All elaborations and metatheory of this paper, except for some manual proof for simulation, has been mechanically formalized in the Coq proof assistant, including type-safety and coherence. The Coq formalization amounts to 18,855 lines of proofs and code (not including blank lines, comments and existing metatheory for \( F^+_i \)).

2 Overview

This section introduces the key ideas of the encodings for bounded quantification and row polymorphism. We also discuss the added extra power of disjoint polymorphism over bounded quantification and row polymorphism.

2.1 Background: Disjoint Polymorphism

Disjoint polymorphism [2, 7] combines disjoint intersection types with parametric polymorphism. In particular, \( F^+_i \) [7] supports intersection types \( A \& B \) for terms that are both of type \( A \) and of type \( B \). With the merge operator we can construct terms of an intersection type, like \( 1 \& \text{True} \) of type \( \text{Int} \& \text{Bool} \). Thanks to subtyping, a term of type \( \text{Int} \& \text{Bool} \) can also be used as if it had type \( \text{Int} \), or as if it had type \( \text{Bool} \). \( F^+_i \) requires the two components of a merge to have disjoint types, e.g., \( 1 \& 2 : \text{Int} \& \text{Int} \) is not allowed, because it is ambiguous which value
An important difference is that in we can encode which takes two type variables, each of which whose type contains type variables. For instance, the term $\lambda(x : \alpha). x \mapsto \alpha \& \text{Int}$. The disjointness annotation $\alpha \& \text{Int}$ allows $\alpha$ to be instantiated only to types that are disjoint from $\text{Int}$. Without a disjointness constraint, the term $\lambda \alpha. \lambda(x : \alpha). x \mapsto 1$ is rejected. Otherwise such a term would allow $\alpha$ to be instantiated to $\text{Int}$, and thus the function could be applied to numbers, e.g., 2, leading to the ambiguous merge $2, 1$.

### 2.2 Row Polymorphism through Disjoint Polymorphism

Row types, originally introduced by Wand [63] to model inheritance, provide an approach to typing extensible records. Row types have been studied extensively [35, 36, 38] and have been applied to provide extensibility in various type systems [37, 11, 53, 42]. According to Rémy [53], record calculi can be divided into those that support free extension, and those that support strict extension. The former allows extension with fields that already exist, whereas the latter does not. In this paper we focus on $\lambda^{\mid}$, a calculus proposed by Harper and Pierce [34] that extends System F with row polymorphism. $\lambda^{\mid}$ belongs to the strict camp and avoids concatenating records with a field label in common by means of constrained quantification. A constrained quantifier attaches a constraint list to a type variable, which restricts the instantiations of that type variable to be record types with field labels that are distinct from all the record types in the constraint list. What sets $\lambda^{\mid}$ apart from other strict record calculi is its ability to merge records with statically unknown fields, and a mechanism to ensure that the resulting record is conflict-free (i.e., no duplicate labels). The following function concatenates two records by the merge operator $||$:

\[
\text{mergeRcd} = \Lambda(\alpha_1 \# \text{Empty}) \Lambda(\alpha_2 \# \alpha_1) \lambda(x_1 : \alpha_1) \lambda(x_2 : \alpha_2). x_1 || x_2
\]

which takes two type variables, each of which lacks $\#$ the appropriate fields ($\text{Empty}$ means no constraints at all). The function above can take any record type as its first argument, but the second type must be compatible with the first ($\alpha_2 \# \alpha_1$), i.e., the second record cannot have any labels that also occur in the first. These constraints ensure that the resulting record $x_1 || x_2$ has no duplicate labels. If later we want to say that the first record $x_1$ has at least a field $l_1$ of type $\text{Int}$, we can refine the constraint list of $\alpha_1$, $\alpha_2$ and the type of $x_1$ accordingly:

\[
\Lambda(\alpha_1 \# \{l_1 : \text{Int}\}) \Lambda(\alpha_2 \# \{\alpha_1, \{l_1 : \text{Int}\}\}) \lambda(x_1 : \alpha_1) \lambda(x_2 : \alpha_2). x_1 || x_2
\]

**Encoding with disjoint polymorphism.** Our encoding of $\lambda^{\mid}$ into $F^+_1$ is based on the similarities between the two calculi that the astute reader may have already observed. Indeed, the constrained quantification of record type variables $\Lambda(\alpha \# R). \varepsilon$ is quite similar to the disjoint quantification $\Lambda(\alpha \# A). E$. They both constrain the use of respectively the record concatenation operator $x_1 || x_2$ and the merge operator $x_1, x_2$. Exploiting these similarities, we can encode mergeRcd as follows in $F^+_1$:

\[
\text{mergeAny} = \Lambda(\alpha_1 \# \top) \Lambda(\alpha_2 \# \alpha_1) \lambda(x_1 : \alpha_1) \lambda(x_2 : \alpha_2). x_1, x_2
\]

An important difference is that in mergeRcd, $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ are row variables: they can only be instantiated with record types. In contrast in mergeAny, $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ are type variables and they can be instantiated with any types, including types which are not records (such as $\text{Int}$).

**Formal elaboration.** To establish the validity of the encoding, we have formalized two different elaborations of $\lambda^{\mid}$ into $F^+_1$. The first elaboration exploits the obvious similarity between the two mechanisms. While it clearly works for many example programs, the
formalization of the metatheory reveals that the straightforward elaboration does not work for all programs. Indeed, it turns out that there is a subtle difference in the interpretation of the constrained quantification and the disjoint quantification that makes the elaboration break down in some cases. For instance, the $\lambda^\|$ binder $\Lambda \alpha \# \{l : \text{Int}\}$ expresses that $\alpha$ cannot have the label $l$ at all. In contrast, the $F^+$ binder $\Lambda \beta \ast \{l : \text{Int}\}$ expresses that $\beta$ cannot have a field $l$ of type Int, but it can have a field $l$ of some other disjoint type, say $\text{Bool}$. In what we consider to be contrived programs, this subtle difference invalidates the elaboration. We can eliminate this source of semantic difference by slightly restricting $\lambda^\|$, which is what we do in the first elaboration. However, in order to handle those contrived (but well-typed) unrestricted $\lambda^\|$ programs as well, we also present a more complex elaboration that faithfully captures the semantics of constrained quantification in unrestricted $\lambda^\|$.

### 2.3 Bounded Quantification through Disjoint Polymorphism

**Bounded quantification** is a language feature that integrates parametric polymorphism with subtyping. It was first introduced in the language Fun [12] as a means of typing functions that operate uniformly over all subtypes of a given type, and has been the subject of much theoretical and practical effort [9, 48, 49, 39, 13, 11, 18, 25, 50]. In this paper, we focus on System $F_c^<$, which is a calculus with bounded quantification that extends System $F$.

As an illustration of bounded quantification, consider the following definition:

$$f = \lambda(x : \{\text{val} : \text{Int}\}). \{\text{orig} = x, \text{val} = x.\text{val} + 1\}$$

The function $f$ has type $\{\text{val} : \text{Int}\} \rightarrow \{\text{orig} : \{\text{val} : \text{Int}\}, \text{val} : \text{Int}\}$, but it actually works for all records that have a val field of type Int. Thanks to bounded quantification we can formulate a variant of $f$ that admits this:

$$f_{\text{poly}} = \Lambda(\alpha \prec : \{\text{val} : \text{Int}\}). \lambda(x : \alpha). \{\text{orig} = x, \text{val} = x.\text{val} + 1\}$$

The term $f_{\text{poly}}$ has type $\forall(\alpha \prec : \{\text{val} : \text{Int}\}). \alpha \rightarrow \{\text{orig} : \alpha, \text{val} : \text{Int}\}$. Here the (upper-)bound $\{\text{val} : \text{Int}\}$ restricts the instantiation of the quantified type variable $\alpha$ to subtypes of $\{\text{val} : \text{Int}\}$.

**Encoding with disjoint polymorphism.** Pierce [48] informally discussed an encoding of bounded quantification in terms of intersection types. To illustrate the encoding, let us consider a function of type $\forall(\alpha \prec : \text{Int}). \alpha \rightarrow \alpha$, which requires the type of the argument to be a subtype of Int. With intersection types, we know that $\alpha \& \text{Int}$ is always a subtype of Int. Therefore, the type $\forall \alpha. (\alpha \& \text{Int}) \rightarrow (\alpha \& \text{Int})$ expresses a similar subtype requirement. This leads to the following encoding of bounded quantification, by reading a bounded quantifier as an abbreviation for an unbounded one with a slightly modified body:

$$\forall(\alpha \prec : A). B \triangleq \forall \beta. (|\beta \& A/\alpha| B)$$

For the $f_{\text{poly}}$ example, we have its encoded type

$$\forall \beta. \beta \& \{\text{val} : \text{Int}\} \rightarrow \{\text{orig} : \beta \& \{\text{val} : \text{Int}\}, \text{val} : \text{Int}\}$$

However, there is no formalization of this encoding, and it is not clear at all what fragment of programs can be encoded. Pierce showed that this is not an encoding for full $F_c^<$, as it does not respect the subtyping rule for universal quantification. Nevertheless, after some experimentation, where the encoding was manually applied to complex examples, he came to the conclusion that “the encoding trick works better than might be expected”. Castagna and
Xu [19] even claim that “bounded quantification does not require any modification” in their intersection type system due to this encoding. However, due to Pierce’s counterexamples, without further qualification, this statement cannot be fully justified.

What is missing is to clarify precisely the expressiveness of this encoding with a type-theoretic formalization. Our work serves as a basis to fill the gaps, by identifying an encodable fragment of $F_<$, i.e., kernel $F_{<}$, and thus, for the first time, validates the informal observation of this encoding.

Formal elaboration. We formalize Pierce’s informal encoding idea and turn it into a structurally recursive procedure that systematically and simultaneously replaces all bounded quantifiers in a term. While doing this we faced several technical challenges. The first one was the misalignment between the $F_<$ and $F_+$ type systems: the former is undirected and the latter is bidirectional. This is a source of complication. In particular, we need to add explicit type annotations for all terms whose type cannot be synthesized, but only checked. Another challenge was the implicit use of subsumption in the typing of $F_<$ terms. We shift around the position in the term where subsumption happens and still arrive at the same type for the whole term. While the different typing derivations may lead to different $F_+$ elaborations, we do not want those different elaborations to have a different meaning. Hence, we must show that the elaboration is coherent. Finally we had to identify the class of $F_<$ programs for which the encoding actually works. This was not clear from the individual examples that Pierce gave, but it was necessary to make a formal statement that characterizes the extent and thus the usefulness of the encoding. Our translation shows that all well-typed kernel $F_<$ programs are encodable as well-typed $F_+$ programs. We believe that this justifies Pierce’s claim that the encoding might work better than expected, as kernel $F_<$ is the most common decidable fragment of $F_<$ and widely used to model key aspects of OO programs.

2.4 The Extra Power of Disjoint Polymorphism

This section identifies some of the additional expressive power of $F_+$ over $F_<$ and $\lambda\mid\mid$ alone.

Distributivity, Nested Composition and Family Polymorphism. $F_+$ is based on BCD subtyping [4], which features distributive subtyping rules, and enables nested composition of merges. Nested composition has several applications. In particular it is a key feature to enable family polymorphism [29].

With nested composition we can model a combinator that is useful to compose interpretations of embedded DSLs. A minimal example [7] is:

```plaintext
type R[e] = {lit : Int \to e, neg : e \to e} -- literal and negative expressions
compose = \Lambda(a \to \top). \Lambda(b \to a). \lambda(r1 : R[a]). \lambda(r2 : R[b]). (r1 ,, r2) : R[a & b]
```

Here $R[a]$ stands for the abstract syntax of a tiny form of arithmetic expressions. The combinator `compose` allows the composition of two arbitrary interpretations (such as evaluation and pretty printing), into a single interpretation that runs both interpretations at once. In $F_+$ this functionality is achieved by simply merging $r1$ and $r2$. Nested composition takes care of the details, by implicitly using a form of type-directed code generation, which is triggered by the upcast: $R[a] & R[b] <: R[a & b]$ in expression $r1 ,, r2$. The type of $r1 ,, r2$ is $R[a] & R[b]$. In $F_+$, due to the distributivity properties of intersections, such a type is a subtype of $R[a & b]$. Importantly, the fact that records are not treated specially in the type language is a key to allowing distributivity, which in turn enables nested composition.
The interested reader can see the work by Bi et al. [6, 7] for more complete examples. These examples illustrate how nested composition provides a simple and elegant solution to the Expression Problem (EP) [62]. In essence the approach mimics Ernst’s solution to the EP with family polymorphism [30] (which also relies on a form of nested composition).

With bounded quantification alone, \texttt{compose} is essentially not expressible. A solution with row polymorphism can be simulated only at the cost of more work:

\begin{verbatim}
Λ(a # Empty). Λ(b # a). λ(r1 : R[a]). Λ(r2 : R[b]).
{ lit = λ(i : Int) . (r1.lit i , r2.lit i),
  neg = λ(e : (a, b)). (r1.neg (fst e), r2.neg (snd e)) }
\end{verbatim}

Since row polymorphism does not support nested composition of merges, the code for executing the two interpretations at once has to be explicitly modeled with some tedious boilerplate code. Moreover, the results of the two interpretations have to be stored in a pair, and explicit projections are necessary to access the values.

In essence the manual composition approach employed with row polymorphism is akin to some existing solutions to the EP which need to tediously compose classes in different families manually. For instance, it is well-known that Scala enables solutions to the EP [65]. However, without nested composition those solutions are cluttered with manual composition code. In contrast, solutions based on nested composition are much more concise and elegant thanks to the automatic composition [30, 6, 7].

**Subtyping and row typing.** $F^i_+$ combines both subtyping and row polymorphism under one roof. The majority of systems with row polymorphism have been employed as an alternative to subtyping (although some row calculi also have subtyping, e.g., [11]). $\lambda^\|$ in particular, has no subtyping. One argument for row polymorphism is that it also eliminates the loss of information problem of subtyping [11]. For example, with subtyping, an identity function:

\[
\lambda(x : \{l : \text{Int}\}), x
\]

with type $\{l : \text{Int}\} \rightarrow \{l : \text{Int}\}$ may, inadvertently, lose some precision on the output type. For instance, the function can be applied to the record $\{l = 1, l' = \text{True}\}$, but the result type of such an application is $\{l : \text{Int}\}$ and not $\{l : \text{Int}, l' : \text{Bool}\}$.

$\lambda^\|$ solves the loss of information problem by formulating the function in a different way:

\[
Λ(\alpha # \{l : \text{Int}\}). \lambda(x : \{l : \text{Int}\} || \alpha), x
\]

In this function the row variable $\alpha$ stands for any record without a label $l$. The type of $x$ expresses that $x$ includes a label $l$, as well as any labels in $\alpha$. In this function the output type is $\{l : \text{Int}\} || \alpha$ as well. Therefore the application of the function to $\{l = 1, l' = \text{True}\}$ has the type $\{l : \text{Int}, l' : \text{Bool}\}$, which does not lose precision.

In $F^i_+$ we can easily translate the $\lambda^\|$ approach and reap its benefits too:

\[
Λ(\alpha * \{l : \text{Int}\}). \lambda(x : \{l : \text{Int}\} & \alpha), x
\]

This function, like the row polymorphic version, preserves the precision of the output type. Nevertheless, for many functions subtyping does not lose precision. For example:

\[
\lambda(x : \{l : \text{Int}\}), x, l + 1
\]

The function has type $\{l : \text{Int}\} \rightarrow \text{Int}$. In this case no matter which record is passed as an argument the output type is as precise as it can be. Note that this function is valid in $F^i_+$ and, because of subtyping, the record $\{l = 1, l' = \text{True}\}$ is a valid argument. However in $\lambda^\|$, the only way to allow records with more labels, is to generalize the function to:
In this case the generalization does not gain any precision, and in fact it requires a more complex type than the version with subtyping.

In summary, unlike $\lambda ||$, many functions in $F_i^+$ can have a simpler non-polymorphic type and still allow for larger records to be used as inputs.

### 3 Disjoint Polymorphism

This section reviews $F_i^+$, which serves as target of our elaborations of row and bounded polymorphism. The $F_i^+$ calculus and its metatheory have been studied already in Bi et al. [7]. We refer to prior work on for further details regarding $F_i^+$’s formalization and metatheory.

#### 3.1 Syntax and Semantics

**Syntax.** The syntax of $F_i^+$ is given at the top of Figure 1. Types $A, B, C$ include integers $\text{Int}$, the top type $\top$, the bottom type $\bot$, arrows $A \to B$, intersection types $A \& B$, singleton record types $\{l : A\}$, type variables $\alpha$ and disjoint quantification $\forall (\alpha \star A)$. Expressions $E$ include term variables $x$, integers $i$, the top value $\top$, abstractions $\lambda x.E$, applications $E_1 E_2$, merge expressions $E_1 , , E_2$, annotated terms $E : A$, singleton records $\{l = E\}$, record projections $E.l$, type abstractions $\Lambda(\alpha \star A).E$ and type applications $E A$. Term contexts $\Gamma$ record types of term variables, and type contexts $\Delta$ record disjointness constraints of type variables. Well-formedness of a type or a context are standard and omitted here.

**Subtyping.** The subtyping relation of $F_i^+$ is presented in the middle of Figure 1. Most rules are standard. For functions (rule $S$-arr) and disjoint quantifications (rule $S$-forall), subtyping is covariant in positive positions, and contravariant in negative positions. Rules $S$-andl, $S$-andr, and $S$-and for intersection types axiomatize that $A \& B$ is the greatest lower bound of $A$ and $B$. Moreover, $F_i^+$ features BCD-style subtyping [4], where intersections are distributive over other type constructs. Concretely, intersections distribute over arrows (rule $S$-distArr), records (rule $S$-distRcd) and disjoint quantifications (rule $S$-distAll). Rules $S$-topArr, $S$-topRcd, and $S$-topAll are special cases of the distributivity rules, when viewing $\top$ as a 0-ary intersection.

**Typing.** The bidirectional typing rules for $F_i^+$ are given at the bottom of Figure 1. The inference judgment $\Delta; \Gamma \vdash E : \Rightarrow A$ says that under the type context $\Delta$ and the term context $\Gamma$, we can synthesize the type $A$ for the expression $E$. The checking judgment $\Delta; \Gamma \vdash E \Leftarrow A$ checks $E$ against the type $A$ under the contexts $\Delta$ and $\Gamma$. Most of the typing rules are standard. Rule $T$-merge says that the merge expression $E_1 , , E_2$ is well-typed if both sub-expressions are well-typed, and their types are disjoint. The disjointness judgment $\Delta \vdash A_1 * A_2$ is important to rule out invalid merges, such as $1 , , 2$. Rule $T$-tabs says that, when typing a type abstraction, we put the disjointness constraint into the type context and then type-check the body. Conversely, rule $T$-tapp checks that the type argument should satisfy the disjointness constraint.

**Disjointness.** Figure 2 presents the rules of the disjointness relation. Essentially, disjointness checks whether the merge of two expressions preserves coherence. Rules $D$-topL and $D$-topR say that top-like types are disjoint with any type. The top-like predicate $\top A$, given at
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\[ \text{Types} \quad A, B, C := \text{Int} \mid \top \mid \bot \mid A \rightarrow B \mid A \& B \mid \{1 : A\} \mid \alpha \mid \forall (\alpha \ast A). B \]

\[ \text{Expressions} \quad E := x \mid i \mid \top \mid \lambda x. E \mid E_1 E_2 \mid E_1 \cdot, E_2 \mid E : A \mid \{I = E\} \mid E.1 \]

\[ \text{Term contexts} \quad \Gamma := \bullet \mid \Gamma, x : A \]

\[ \text{Type contexts} \quad \Delta := \bullet \mid \Delta, \alpha \ast A \]

\[ A <; B \]

\begin{tabular}{llllll}
S-refl & S-trans & S-top & S-bot & S-rd & \multicolumn{1}{l}{(Declarative subtyping)} \\
\hline
A <; A & A <; A & A <; \top & \bot <; A & \{1 : A\} <; \{1 : B\} \\
S-arr & S-arr & S-arr & S-arr & S-arr & \multicolumn{1}{l}{(Inference)} \\
B_1 <; A_1 & A_2 <; B_2 & \forall (\alpha \ast A_1). B_1 : A_2 <; A_1 & \forall (\alpha \ast A_2). B_2 : A_1 <; A_2 \& A_3 & \{1 : A\} \& \{1 : A\} <; \{1 : A\} \& \{1 : B\} \\
S-andl & S-andr & S-dist & S-dist & S-dist & \multicolumn{1}{l}{(Checking)} \\
A_1 \& A_2 <; A_1 & A_1 \& A_2 <; A_2 & (A_1 \rightarrow A_2) \& (A_1 \rightarrow A_3) <; A_1 \rightarrow A_2 \& A_3 & A_1 \rightarrow A_2 \& A_3 & A_1 \rightarrow A_2 \& A_3 \& \top \rightarrow \top & A_1 \rightarrow A_2 \& A_3 \& \top \\
S-distl & S-distr & S-distl & S-distr & S-distl & \multicolumn{1}{l}{(Checking)} \\
\end{tabular}

\[ \Delta, \Gamma \vdash E \Rightarrow A \]

\begin{tabular}{llll}
T-top & T-nat & T-var & T-tabs \\
\hline
\Delta \vdash \Gamma \Rightarrow \top & \Delta \vdash \top \Rightarrow \top & \Delta \vdash \Gamma \Rightarrow \Gamma \Rightarrow \text{Int} & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash x \Rightarrow A \\
T-merge & T-merge & T-merge & T-merge \\
\Delta, \Gamma \vdash E_1 \Rightarrow A_1 & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash E_2 \Rightarrow A_2 & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash E_1 \Rightarrow A_2 & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash \forall (\alpha \ast A). E \Rightarrow \forall (\alpha \ast A). B \\
T-project & T-project & T-project & T-project \\
\Delta, \Gamma \vdash \{E_1 \} \Rightarrow A \& \{E_2 \} \Rightarrow A & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash \forall (\alpha \ast A_1 \ast A_2) \Rightarrow A & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash \forall (\alpha \ast A_1 \ast A_2) \Rightarrow A & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash \forall (\alpha \ast A_1 \ast A_2) \Rightarrow \{1 : A\} \\
T-ann & T-ann & T-ann & T-ann \\
\Delta, \Gamma \vdash \Gamma \Rightarrow \Gamma & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash A \Rightarrow \Gamma & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash \forall (\alpha \ast A_1 \ast A_2) \Rightarrow \{A / \alpha\} C & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash \{A / \alpha\} C \\
\end{tabular}

\[ \Delta, \Gamma \vdash E \Leftrightarrow A \]

\begin{tabular}{llll}
T-tabs & T-sub & \multicolumn{1}{l}{(Checking)} \\
\hline
A \Rightarrow A & A \Rightarrow B & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash \forall (\alpha \ast A). B \Rightarrow \{A / \alpha\} C & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash \forall (\alpha \ast A). B \Rightarrow \{A / \alpha\} C \\
T-sub & T-sub & \multicolumn{1}{l}{(Checking)} \\
\Delta, \Gamma \vdash E \Rightarrow B & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash E \Rightarrow B & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash \{A / \alpha\} C & \Delta, \Gamma \vdash \{A / \alpha\} C \\
\end{tabular}

\[ \square \text{Figure 1} \text{ Syntax, declarative subtyping, and bidirectional type system of } F^+_1. \]
The dynamic semantics of contexts of F co coercions depending on the order in which these rules are applied. To establish coherence for F and S-andr can elaborate to different is that, due to the non-deterministic nature of the declarative type system, an elaboration process can be found in Appendix B. The main challenge of the elaboration F calculus, ▶ subtyping preserves disjointness.

Figure 2 Selected rules for disjointness.

the top of Figure 2, captures the set of types that are isomorphic to T. Disjointness axioms A *ax B (appearing in rule D-AX) take care of two types with different type constructors (e.g., Int and records). The axiom rules can be found in Appendix A.2. The other disjointness rules are standard and explained in detail in previous work [46, 2]. Finally, we note that subtyping preserves disjointness.

Lemma 1 (Subtyping preserves disjointness). If \( \Delta \vdash A * B \) and \( B <: C \), then \( \Delta \vdash A * C \).

3.2 Elaboration and Coherence

The dynamic semantics of F+ is given by a type-directed elaboration ( \( \leadsto e \) ) into another calculus, F co, a variant of System F with explicit coercions. The full definition of F co and the elaboration process can be found in Appendix B. The main challenge of the elaboration is that, due to the non-deterministic nature of the declarative type system, an F+ expression can elaborate to different F co expressions. For example, the subtyping rules S-AND, S-ANDL, and S-ANDR overlap with each other when both sides are intersections, leading to different coercions depending on the order in which these rules are applied. To establish coherence for F+ Bi et al. [7] resort to contextual equivalence, and they prove that different elaborations of the same F+ expression are contextually equivalent. More formally, \( \Delta; \Gamma \vdash e_1 \equiv_{ctx} e_2 \) means that two F co expressions are contextually equivalent under the corresponding elaboration contexts of \( \Delta \) and \( \Gamma \). We state the central coherence theorem below.

Theorem 2 (Coherence of F+). We have that

- If \( \Delta; \Gamma \vdash E \Rightarrow A \equiv e_1 \), and \( \Delta; \Gamma \vdash E \Rightarrow A \equiv e_2 \), then \( \Delta; \Gamma \vdash e_1 \equiv_{ctx} e_2 \).
- If \( \Delta; \Gamma \vdash E \Leftarrow A \equiv e_1 \), and \( \Delta; \Gamma \vdash E \Leftarrow A \equiv e_2 \), then \( \Delta; \Gamma \vdash e_1 \equiv_{ctx} e_2 \).
4 Encoding Row Polymorphism

This section shows how to systematically elaborate \(\lambda^R\) [34] – a polymorphic record calculus with constrained quantification – into \(F^+_t\). We first identify a simple and direct elaboration for a fragment of \(\lambda^R\), and then present a carefully crafted elaboration of full \(\lambda^R\) using a more sophisticated elaboration.

4.1 Syntax of \(\lambda^R\)

We start by briefly reviewing the syntax of \(\lambda^R\), shown at the top of Figure 3. Metavariable \(t\) ranges over types, which include the integer type \(\text{int}\), function types \(\tau_1 \to \tau_2\), constrained quantifications \(\forall \alpha \neq R. \tau\) and record types \(r\). Record types are built from record type variables \(\lambda\), the empty record type \(\text{Empty}\), single-field records \(\{l : t\}\) and record merge \(r_1 \parallel r_2\).\(^1\) A constraint list \(T\) of record types is used to constrain instantiations of record type variables.

Metavariable \(\epsilon\) ranges over terms, including term variables \(x\), integers \(i\), lambda abstractions \(\lambda(x : t).\epsilon\), function applications \(\epsilon_1 \epsilon_2\), the empty record \(\epsilon\), single-field records \(\{l = \epsilon\}\), record merges \(\epsilon_1 \parallel \epsilon_2\), record restrictions \(\epsilon \less l\), record projections \(\epsilon. i\), type abstractions \(\lambda(\alpha \neq R).\epsilon\) and type applications \(\epsilon [\tau]\). As a side note, from the syntax of type applications \(\epsilon [\tau]\), it can already be seen that \(\lambda^R\) only supports quantification over record types.

4.2 Typing Rules of \(\lambda^R\)

The type system of \(\lambda^R\) consists of several conventional judgments. The complete set of rules appears in Appendix C.2. Figure 3 presents selected well-formedness rules for record types. A merge \(r_1 \parallel r_2\) is well-formed in context \(T\) if \(r_1\) and \(r_2\) are well-formed, and moreover, \(r_1\) and \(r_2\) are compatible in \(T\) (rule wfr-Merge) – the most important judgment in \(\lambda^R\), as we will explain next.

Compatibility. The compatibility relation in the middle of Figure 3 plays a central role in \(\lambda^R\). It is the underlying mechanism for deciding when merging two records is “sensible”. Informally, \(T \vdash r_1 \neq r_2\) holds if \(r_1\) lacks every field contained in \(r_2\) and vice versa. Compatibility is symmetric (rule cmp-Symm) and respects type equivalence (rule cmp-Eq). Rule cmp-Base says that if a record is compatible with \(\{l : t\}\), it is also compatible with every record \(\{l : t'\}\) with the same label \(l\). A type variable is compatible with the records in its constraint list (rule cmp-Tvar). Two single-field records are compatible if they have different labels (rule cmp-BaseBase). The remaining rules are self-explanatory; we refer the reader to [34] for further explanation. The judgment of constraint list satisfaction \(T \vdash r \neq R\) ensures that \(r\) is compatible with every record in the constraint list \(R\).

Type equivalence. Unlike \(F^+_t\), \(\lambda^R\) does not have subtyping. Instead, \(\lambda^R\) uses type equivalence to convert terms of one type to another. A selection of the rules defining equivalence of types and constraint lists appears at the bottom of Figure 3. The relation \(t_1 \sim t_2\) is an equivalence relation, and is a congruence with respect to the type constructors. Merge is associative (rule teq-MergeAssoc), commutative (rule teq-MergeComm), and has \(\text{Empty}\) as its unit (rule teq-MergeUnit). As a consequence, records are identified up to permutations. The equivalence of constrained quantification (rule teq-CongAll) relies on the equivalence of

\(^1\) The original \(\lambda^R\) also includes record type restrictions \(r \less l\), which can be systematically erased using type equivalence, thus we omit type-level restrictions but keep term-level restrictions.
Types
\[ t ::= \text{Int} | t_1 \rightarrow t_2 | \forall \alpha \# R. t \mid r \]

Records
\[ r ::= \alpha | \text{Empty} | \{ l : t \} | r_1 \parallel r_2 \]

Constraint lists
\[ R ::= \emptyset \mid r, R \]

Terms
\[ \varepsilon ::= x | i | \lambda (x : t). \varepsilon | \varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2 | \text{empty} | \{ l = \varepsilon \} | \varepsilon_1 \parallel \varepsilon_2 \]

Term contexts
\[ G ::= \emptyset \mid G, x : t \]

Type contexts
\[ T ::= \emptyset \mid T, \alpha \# R \]

(Well-formed record types)
\[ T \vdash r \text{ record} \]

(Compatibility)
\[ T \vdash \alpha \text{ record} \]
\[ T \vdash r_1 \parallel r_2 \]
\[ T \vdash r \parallel R \]
\[ T \vdash \alpha \# r \]
\[ T \vdash r \# s \]
\[ T \vdash s \# r \]
\[ T \vdash r' \# s' \]
\[ T \vdash \alpha \# r \]
\[ T \vdash r' \# s' \]
\[ T \vdash s' \# r' \]
\[ T \vdash l \# t \]
\[ T \vdash r \# \{ l : t \} \]
\[ T \vdash t \text{ type} \]
\[ T \vdash t' \text{ type} \]
\[ T \vdash r \# \{ l : t \} \]
\[ T \vdash r \# \{ l : t' \} \]

(Type equivalence)
\[ t_1 \sim t_2 \]
\[ r, (r', R) \sim r', (r, R) \]
\[ r_1 \parallel (r_2 \parallel r_3) \sim (r_1 \parallel r_2) \parallel r_3 \]
\[ r_1 \parallel r_2 \sim r_1 \parallel r_2 \parallel r_1 \]
\[ r \parallel \text{Empty} \sim r \]

(Constraint list equivalence)
\[ R \sim R' \sim t \sim t' \]

\[ \forall \alpha \# R. t \sim \forall \alpha \# R'. t' \]
Constraint lists $R_1 \sim R_2$. Again, it is an equivalence relation, and it respects type equivalence. Constraint lists are essentially finite sets, so order is irrelevant (rule ceq-swap). Merges of constraints can be “flattened” (rule ceq-merge), and occurrences of Empty may be eliminated (rule ceq-empty). The last rule ceq-base is quite interesting: it implies that the types of single-field records are ignored. The reason is that, as far as compatibility is concerned, only labels matter, thus changing the types of records in constraint lists will not affect their compatibility relation. We will have more to say about this in Section 4.3.

**Typing rules.** A selection of typing rules is shown in Figure 4. In a first reading, the gray parts can be ignored. Most of the typing rules are quite standard. Typing is invariant under type equivalence (rule wtt-eq). Two terms can be merged if their types are compatible (rule wtt-merge). Type application $\varepsilon[r]$ is well-typed if the type argument $r$ satisfies the constraints $R$ (rule wtt-allE).

> **Remark 3.** We have made a few simplifications compared to the original $\lambda^\parallel$, notably the typing of record selection (rule wtt-select) and restriction (rule wtt-restr). In the original formulation, both typing rules use a partial function $r \_ l$ that denotes the type associated with label $l$ in $r$. Instead of using partial functions, here we explicitly expose the expected label in a record. It can be shown that if label $l$ is present in record type $r$, then the fields in $r$ can be rearranged so that $l$ comes first by type equivalence. This formulation was also adopted by Leijen [35].

### 4.3 A Simple yet Incomplete Encoding

The similarities between $\lambda^\parallel$ and $F^+_i$, which the astute reader may have already observed, suggest an intuitive elaboration scheme. On the syntactic level, it is easy to see a one-to-one correspondence between $\lambda^\parallel$ types and $F^+_i$ types. We use $[t]$ to denote the elaboration
| \([t]\) | \([\text{Int}]\) | \(=\) | \(\text{Int}\) | \([R]\) | \([x]\) | \(=\) | \(\top\) |
| \([t_1 \rightarrow t_2]\) | \([t_1] \rightarrow [t_2]\) |
| \(\forall \alpha \# R. t\) | \(\forall (\alpha * [R]). [t]\) |
| \([\alpha]\) | \(=\) | \(\top\) |
| \([\text{Empty}]\) | \(=\) | \(\top\) |
| \([\{l : t\}]\) | \(=\) | \(\{l : [t]\}\) |
| \([r_1 \parallel r_2]\) | \(=\) | \([r_1] \& [r_2]\) |

\(T; G \vdash \varepsilon : t \sim, E\)

\(\text{Type-directed elaboration}\)

**Figure 5** Intuitive elaboration functions, and selected type-directed elaboration from \(\lambda\) to \(F_i^+\).

function from \(\lambda\) types to \(F_i^+\) types, whose formal definition is given at the top of Figure 5. Elaboration of expressions is also easy. Constrained type abstractions \(\Lambda(\alpha \# R). \varepsilon\) correspond to \(\Lambda(\alpha * [R]). E\); record merges can be simulated by the more general merge operator of \(F_i^+\); record restriction can be modeled as annotated terms, and so on. On the semantic level, well-formedness judgments of \(\lambda\) match with well-formedness judgments of \(F_i^+\). The compatibility relation corresponds to the disjointness relation. What might not be so obvious is that type equivalence is expressible via subtyping. More specifically, \(t_1 \sim t_2\) induces two subtyping relations: \([t_1]\) \(\ll\) \([t_2]\) and \([t_2]\) \(\ll\) \([t_1]\). Under this elaboration scheme, the full definition of type-directed elaboration, denoted as \(T; G \vdash \varepsilon : t \sim, E\), where \(i\) stands for “intuitive”, is simple (selected rules are given at the bottom of Figure 5). With all these in mind, let us consider two examples.

**Example 4.** Consider the term \(\Lambda(\alpha \# \{l : \text{Int}\}). \lambda(x : \alpha). x\). This term can be assigned the type (among others) \(\forall \alpha \# \{l : \text{Int}\}. \alpha \rightarrow \alpha\), and its \(F_i^+\) counterpart \(\Lambda(\alpha * [l : \text{Int}]). \lambda(x : \alpha). x\) has type \(\forall (\alpha * [l : \text{Int}]). \alpha \rightarrow \alpha\), which corresponds directly to \(\forall \alpha \# \{l : \text{Int}\}. \alpha \rightarrow \alpha\). In \(\lambda\), the same term could also be assigned type \(\forall \alpha \# \{l : \text{Bool}\}. \alpha \rightarrow \alpha\) (rule \(\text{wtt-Eq}\)), since \(\forall \alpha \# \{l : \text{Bool}\}. \alpha \rightarrow \alpha\) is equivalent to \(\forall \alpha \# \{l : \text{Int}\}. \alpha \rightarrow \alpha\) by rules \(\text{teq-CongAll}\) and \(\text{ceq-Base}\). However, in \(F_i^+\), these two types have no relationship at all - \(\forall (\alpha * [l : \text{Int}]). \alpha \rightarrow \alpha\) is not the same as \(\forall (\alpha * [l : \text{Bool}]). \alpha \rightarrow \alpha\), and indeed it should not be, as these two types have completely different meanings!

**Example 5.** Consider the term \(\varepsilon = \Lambda(\alpha \# \{l : \text{Bool}\}). \lambda(x : \alpha). \lambda(y : \{l : \text{Int}\}). x \parallel y\). This term has type \(\forall \alpha \# \{l : \text{Bool}\}. \alpha \rightarrow \{l : \text{Int}\} \rightarrow \alpha \parallel \{l : \text{Int}\}\), and its “obvious” elaboration is \(E = \Lambda(\alpha * \{l : \text{Bool}\}). \lambda(x : \alpha). \lambda(y : \{l : \text{Int}\}). x \parallel y\). However, expression \(E\) is ill-typed in \(F_i^+\): we cannot merge \(x\) with \(y\) because their types (\(\alpha\) and \(\{l : \text{Int}\}\) respectively) are not disjoint. Allowing it to type-check causes incoherence: evaluating \((E \{l : \text{Int}\} \{l = 1\} \{l = 2\})\) could result in 1 or 2!
These examples underline a crucial observation: disjointness is more fine-grained than compatibility. Unlike $F^i_\bot$, the existence of $\varepsilon$ in $\lambda^\parallel$ will not cause incoherence because compatibility can only relate records with different labels, and thus $\varepsilon$ can only be applied to records without label $l$ at all. So $\lambda^\parallel$ rejects type application $\varepsilon [\{ l : \text{Int} \}]$ in the first place. However, disjointness also relates records with the same label as long as their types are disjoint, i.e., rule D-rcdEq. Section 2.4 illustrates the importance of rule D-rcdEq for distributivity, which is not supported by $\lambda^\parallel$. A careful comparison between the two calculi reveals that two rules are “to blame”: rule ceq-Base and rule cmp-Base, which are the cause for the problem in Example 4 and Example 5 respectively.

\[
\frac{T \vdash r \# \{ l : t \} \quad T \vdash t' \quad \text{type}}{T \vdash r \# \{ l : t' \}} \text{ cmp-Base}
\]

Yet, both Example 4 and Example 5 seem contrived. From the expression $\Lambda(\alpha \# \{ l : \text{Int} \}), \lambda(x : \alpha).x$, the user can reasonably expect the type to be $\forall \alpha \# \{ l : \text{Int} \}. \alpha \rightarrow \alpha$. For $\varepsilon$, an equivalent definition with more sensible and readable annotation is $\varepsilon' = \Lambda(\alpha \# \{ l : \text{Int} \}), \lambda(x : \alpha).\lambda(y : \{ l : \text{Int} \}). x \| y$, whose corresponding elaboration type-checks successfully. We believe that programs with the same issue always have some equivalent accepted programs by changing some type annotations.

We propose a restricted $\lambda^\parallel$ by: (1) replacing rule ceq-Base with rule ceq-BaseAlt; and (2) removing rule cmp-Base. We conjecture that this change has no practical consequences and no expressiveness is lost. Moreover, the restrictions coincide with the observation in Harper and Pierce [34]: we may normalize constraint lists into the form $l_1, \ldots, l_n, \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_m$ where the $l_i$’s are labels and the $\alpha_i$’s are record type variables. The normalization then validates the change of rules.

\[
\frac{t \sim t'}{\{ l : t \}, R \sim \{ l : t' \}, R} \text{ ceq-BaseAlt}
\]

In return, we can prove the intuitive elaboration for restricted $\lambda^\parallel$ is, indeed, sound:

- **Theorem 6 (Type-safety of $\sim$, elaboration).** If $T; G \vdash \varepsilon : t \sim \varepsilon, E$ then $[T]; [G] \vdash E \Rightarrow [T]$.

### 4.4 A Complete Encoding of $\lambda^\parallel$ and its Challenges

One criticism to the intuitive encoding is that it does not fully model $\lambda^\parallel$: fewer expressions type-check in the modified $\lambda^\parallel$. Thus, we present a carefully designed encoding that is able to elaborate the original $\lambda^\parallel$ to $F^i_\bot$ without any restrictions at all. It is highly non-trivial and reveals the essence of constrained quantification from the point of view of disjointness.

First, let us take a step back and have another look at Example 5. As we have discussed, the root cause is rule cmp-Base, which says that if a record is compatible with a single-field record $\{ l : t \}$, then it is compatible with every single-field record $\{ l : t' \}$. To express the essence of rule cmp-Base in $F^i_\bot$, we utilize the bottom type $\bot$. In $F^i_\bot$, according to Lemma 1, if some type $A$ is disjoint to $\{ l : \bot \}$, then, because $\{ l : \bot \} <\{ l : B \}$ (by rules S-rcd and S-bot) for any $B$, we have that $A$ is disjoint to $\{ l : B \}$. In other words, in $F^i_\bot$, if a record is disjoint to $\{ l : \bot \}$, then it is disjoint to every single-field record $\{ l : A \}$.

- **Lemma 7 (Disjointness to records with bottom).** If $\Delta \vdash A * \{ l : \bot \}$, then $\Delta \vdash A * \{ l : B \}$ for all $B$. 
Essentially, a compatibility constraint with \{l : t\} in \(\lambda\)\(\|\) corresponds to a disjointness constraint to \(\{l : \bot\}\) in \(F^+_i\). Thus, we bottom-elaborate the record types that appear in a constraint list: if a record \(\{l : t\}\) appears in a constraint list, then it is bottom-elaborated to \(\{l : \bot\}\). For Example 4, both \(\forall \alpha \neq \{l : \text{Int}\}\) and \(\forall \alpha \neq \{l : \text{Empty}\}\) elaborate to \(\forall (\alpha : \{l : \bot\})\). \(\alpha \rightarrow \alpha\). For Example 5, \(\varepsilon\) elaborates to \(E' = \Lambda (\beta \neq \{l : \text{Int}\})\). \(\lambda (x : \alpha). \lambda (y : \{l : \text{Int}\})\). \(\epsilon, \gamma, \delta\), which type-checks in \(F^+_i\).

Example 8. Now consider the \(\lambda\)\(\|\) term

\[\varepsilon_1 = (\Lambda (\alpha \neq \text{Empty}). \lambda (x : (\forall \beta \neq \alpha. \text{Int})). 1) \{l : \text{Int}\}\) (\(\Lambda (\beta \neq \{l : \text{Int}\})\). 2)\]

The term type-checks in \(\lambda\)\(\|\) and has type \(\text{Int}\). During elaboration, we treat records differently according to where they occur. For the type argument \(\{l : \text{Int}\}\), since it is not in a constraint list, we elaborate it normally to \(\{l : \text{Int}\}\). For the term argument \(\Lambda (\beta \neq \{l : \text{Int}\})\). 2, since the record \(\{l : \text{Int}\}\) appears in a constraint list, we elaborate the term argument to \(\Lambda (\beta \neq \{l : \bot\})\). 2. The whole term is then elaborated to

\[E_1 = (\Lambda (\alpha \neq \top). ((\lambda x. 1) : (\forall (\beta \neq \alpha. \text{Int}) \rightarrow \text{Int})) \{l : \text{Int}\}\) (\(\Lambda (\beta \neq \{l : \bot\})\). 2)\]

However, \(E_1\) fails to type-check in \(F^+_i\): after type application, we substitute \(\alpha\) with the type argument \(\{l : \text{Int}\}\) in \(x\)'s type \(\forall (\beta \neq \alpha. \text{Int})\), yielding \((\forall (\beta \neq \{l : \text{Int}\})\). \(\text{Int}\)), whereas the term argument has type \((\forall (\beta \neq \{l : \bot\})\). \(\text{Int}\)), which does not match (and is not a subtype of) the expected parameter type!

The tricky part here is that, for type variables that appear in the constraint list, after type application, the elaborated disjointness constraint contains the original type argument instead of the bottom-elaborated type. In this case, the result type of type application, i.e., \((\lambda (x : \alpha). x) \{l : \text{Int}\}\) \(\{l = 1\}\), \(l + 1\) should not elaborate to \((\lambda (x : \alpha). x) \{l = 1\}\), \(l + 1\), which is ill-typed.

Therefore, we bottom-elaborate record variables that appear in a constraint list. To this end, we map a record type variable \(\alpha\) to a pair of type variables \(\alpha\) and \(\alpha_\bot\), where \(\alpha_\bot\) is used in the disjointness constraint. Note that, \(\alpha_\bot\) is not a new sort of type variable—we can use \(\alpha_1\) or \(\alpha_2\) as well— the subscript \(\bot\) here is only for readability. The bottom-elaborated type variable \(\alpha_\bot\) is introduced by an extra type abstraction. While \(\alpha\) takes the normal type argument, \(\alpha_\bot\) takes an extra bottom-elaborated type argument. As an example, the expression \(\varepsilon_1\) in Example 8 is elaborated to \(E'_1\), which type-checks successfully in \(F^+_i\), where the differences from \(E_1\) are highlighted in gray.

\[E'_1 = (\Lambda (\alpha \neq \top). (\Lambda (\alpha_\bot \neq \top). (\lambda x. 1) : (\forall (\beta \neq \alpha_\bot. \text{Int}) \rightarrow \text{Int})) \{l : \text{Int}\}\) (\(\{l : \bot\}\) (\(\Lambda (\beta \neq \{l : \bot\})\). 2)\]

Intentionally, \(\alpha_\bot\) is a subtype of \(\alpha\), as it always takes bottom-elaborated type arguments that are subtype of the original type arguments. For example, \(\{l : \bot\}\) is a subtype of \(\{l : \text{Int}\}\). However, the type system is unaware of this observation.

Example 9. Consider the term

\[\varepsilon_2 = \Lambda (\alpha \neq \text{Empty}). \Lambda (\beta \neq \alpha). \lambda (y : \beta). x \parallel y\]

Under the current approach, it elaborates to

\[E_2 = \Lambda (\alpha \neq \top). (\Lambda (\alpha_\bot \neq \top). (\Lambda (\beta \neq \alpha_\bot). (\Lambda (\beta_\bot \neq \alpha_\bot). \lambda (x : \alpha). \lambda (y : \beta). x, y)\]

With all the above ideas and observations in mind, we are ready to give a formal account of substituted abstractions to disjoint type abstractions with two quantifiers, matching the elaboration of elaboration that splits into two quantifiers from Figure 5 in grey. There are two ways of elaborating records: type-checks successfully in $\lambda^\perp$ from Figure 6.

\begin{align*}
\text{Figure 6 Elaboration functions from } \lambda^\perp \text{ to } F^+_\perp.
\end{align*}

However, the merge $x, y$ fails to type-check, as we do not have the information that $\alpha \ast \beta$. We only have $\beta \ast \alpha^\perp$ in the context. If the system could know that $\alpha^\perp < \alpha$, then by Lemma 1 we could derive $\beta \ast \alpha$.

Twisting $F^+_\perp$ by adding the axiom $\alpha^\perp < : \alpha$ is unsatisfactory, as it complicates the subtyping relation and also significantly affects the meta-theory. Our solution is to include both the regularly elaborated types as well as the bottom-elaborated types into the disjointness constraint. In other words, $\beta$ is disjoint with both $\alpha$ and $\alpha^\perp$. Now $\varepsilon_2$ elaborates to $E_2^\perp$, which type-checks successfully in $F^+_\perp$. Note we have also elaborated and bottom-elaborated Empty.

\begin{align*}
E_2^\perp = \Lambda(\alpha \ast [\top \& \top]), \Lambda(\alpha^\perp \ast [\top \& \top]), \Lambda(\beta \ast [\alpha \& \alpha^\perp]), \Lambda(\beta^\perp \ast [\alpha \& \alpha^\perp]).
\end{align*}

### 4.5 Formal Elaboration

With all the above ideas and observations in mind, we are ready to give a formal account of the elaboration. The elaboration of types is given in Figure 6. We highlight the differences from Figure 5 in grey. There are two ways of elaborating records: $[t]$ (contained in $[t]$) for regular elaboration and $[t]^\perp$ for bottom elaboration. In regular elaboration $[t]$, $\alpha$ elaborates to $\alpha$. Of particular interest is the case of elaborating quantifiers: each quantifier $\forall \alpha \neq R, t$ is split into two quantifiers $\forall (\alpha \ast [R]), \forall (\alpha^\perp \ast [R]), [t]$ in $F^+_\perp$. The relative order of $\alpha$ and $\alpha^\perp$ is not important, as long as we respect the order when elaborating type applications. Bottom elaboration $[t]^\perp$ elaborates $\alpha$ to $\alpha^\perp$, and $\{t : t\}$ to $\{t : \perp\}$.

When elaborating constraint lists $([R])$, a record $r$ is elaborated to the intersection of both its regular elaboration and bottom elaboration. Thus if $\beta$ is compatible with $\alpha$, then its elaboration $\beta$ is disjoint with both $\alpha$ and $\alpha^\perp$.

Now let us go back to the gray parts in Figure 4. The major difference from Figure 5 is rule wtt-ALLI and rule wtt-ALLE. In rule wtt-ALLI, we elaborate constrained type abstractions to disjoint type abstractions with two quantifiers, matching the elaboration of constrained quantification. Note that the relative order of $\alpha$ and $\alpha^\perp$ should match the order of $\alpha$ and $\alpha^\perp$ in elaborating quantifiers. Similarly, in the type application $\varepsilon [r]$ (rule wtt-ALLE), we first elaborate $e$ to $E$. The elaboration $E$ is then applied to two types $[r]$ and $[r]^\perp$, as $E$ has two quantifiers resulting from the elaboration. It is of great importance that the relative order of $[r]$ and $[r]^\perp$ should match the order of $\alpha$ and $\alpha^\perp$ in elaborating quantifiers. There is a protocol that we must follow during elaboration: if $\alpha$ is substituted by $[r]$, then $\alpha^\perp$ is substituted by $[r]^\perp$. 
4.6 Metatheory

Our elaboration enjoys desirable properties. The following lemma states that our elaboration function commutes with substitution, in a slightly involved way:

- **Lemma 10 (Elaboration commutes with substitution).** We have (1) \([r/\alpha]t = [r\perp/\alpha\perp][r/\alpha][R]\); (2) \([r/\alpha]r_1 \perp = [r\perp/\alpha\perp][r/\alpha][r_1 \perp]; \) and (3) \([r/\alpha]R = [r\perp/\alpha\perp][r/\alpha][R]\).

We show key lemmas that bridge the gap between row and disjoint polymorphism.

- **Lemma 11 (Type equivalence implies subtyping).** If \(t_1 \sim t_2\), then we have \([t_1] \triangleleft [t_2]\) and \([t_2] \triangleleft [t_1]\).

- **Lemma 12 (Compatibility implies disjointness).** If \(T \vdash r_1 \neq r_2\), then we have: (1) \([T] \vdash [r_1] * [r_2]\); (2) \([T] \vdash [r_1] * [r_2] \perp\); (3) \([T] \vdash [r_1] \perp * [r_2]\); and (4) \([T] \vdash [r_1] \perp * [r_2] \perp\).

- **Lemma 13 (Essence of compatibility).** If \(T \vdash r \# \{l : t\}\), then for all \(A\), we have (1) \([T] \vdash [r] * \{l : A\}\); and (2) \([T] \vdash [r] \perp * \{l : A\}\).

With everything in place, we prove that our elaboration in Figure 4 is type-safe. The reader can refer to our Coq formalization for details.

- **Theorem 14 (Type-safety of elaboration).** If \(T; G \vdash \varepsilon : t \rightsquigarrow E\), then \([T] ; [G] \rightsquigarrow E \Rightarrow [t]\).

**Coherence.** Because of rule \(\text{wtt-EQ}\), a \(\lambda^\perp\) expression can possibly elaborate to many different \(\text{F}^\perp\) expressions. For example, the term \(\Lambda (\alpha \neq \{l : \text{Int}\}) \cdot \lambda (x : \alpha). x\) has the following two elaborations \(E_1\) and \(E_2\) (among others). This is the problem of coherence [56]: the meaning of a target program depends on the choice of a particular elaboration typing.

1. \(E_1 = \Lambda (\alpha \neq \{\{l : \text{Int}\} \& \{l : \perp\}\}) \cdot \lambda (x : \alpha). x\);
2. \(E_2 = (E_1 : [(\forall \alpha \neq \{\{l : \text{Int}\} \& \{l : \perp\}\}). \alpha \rightarrow \alpha]) : [(\forall \alpha \neq \{\{l : \text{Int}\} \& \{l : \perp\}\}). \alpha \rightarrow \alpha]]\)

To prove that different elaborations are equivalent, we utilize the definition of contextual equivalence. In particular, we prove that if a \(\lambda^\perp\) expression \(\varepsilon\) with type \(t\) elaborates to two \(\text{F}^\perp\) expressions, and these two \(\text{F}^\perp\) expressions further elaborate to two \(\text{F}_{\text{co}}\) expressions, then the \(\text{F}_{\text{co}}\) expressions are contextually equivalent.

- **Theorem 15 (Coherence of elaboration).** If \(\diamond ; \diamond \vdash \varepsilon : t \rightsquigarrow E_1\), and \(\diamond ; \diamond \vdash \varepsilon : t \rightsquigarrow E_2\), and \(\bullet ; \bullet \vdash E_1 \Rightarrow [t] \rightsquigarrow e_1\), and \(\bullet ; \bullet \vdash E_2 \Rightarrow [t] \rightsquigarrow e_2\), then \(e_1 \simeq_{\text{ctx}} e_2\).

5 Encoding Bounded Quantification

This section presents a type-safe and coherent encoding of kernel \(\text{F}_<\) [12] into \(\text{F}^+_<\). This encoding validates the informal observation about the relationship between polymorphic intersection systems and bounded quantification.

5.1 Syntax and Semantics of kernel \(\text{F}_<\)

We start by reviewing the syntax and semantics of kernel \(\text{F}_<\), a polymorphic calculus with bounded quantification. The syntax of \(\text{F}_<\) is given at the top of Figure 7. It is a version of \(\text{F}_<\) extended with records \(\sigma\) [10]. In addition to standard System F constructs, types \(\sigma\) include

---

2 We could also encode record types in \(\text{F}_<\), which however is a bit involved.
bounded quantifications \( \forall (\alpha <: \tau). \sigma \), which give a bound for the type variable; and record types \( \{ l_1 : \sigma_1, \ldots, l_n : \sigma_n \} \), for which we assume all labels are distinct. In addition to standard System F terms, terms \( \epsilon \) include type abstractions \( \Lambda (\alpha <: \sigma). \epsilon \), records \( \{ l_1 = \epsilon_1, \ldots, l_n = \epsilon_n \} \), and projections \( \epsilon.1 \). Contexts \( \Sigma \) record both the types of term variables, and the bounds of type variables. We use \( \Sigma \vdash \sigma \) to mean that a type is well-formed under a context.

**Subtyping.** The subtyping relation is presented in the middle of Figure 7. Most rules are quite standard. Rule F-SUB-TVAR-BINDS says that a type variable \( \alpha \) is a subtype of its bound \( \sigma \). Rule F-SUB-FORALL, first introduced in Fun [12], requires that the bounds of two quantified types must be identical in order for one to be a subtype of the other. Full \( F_\prec \) relaxes this restriction and includes a more powerful formulation where subtyping of quantified types is contravariant in their bounds and covariant in their bodies. We will discuss full \( F_\prec \) in Section 6.2. Rules F-SUB-RCDDEPTH, F-SUB-RCDDWIDTH, and F-SUB-RCDPERM together form the usual record subtyping.

**Typing.** The typing rules of \( F_\prec \) are shown below the subtyping relation. The reader is advised to ignore the gray parts for now. Most rules are straightforward. Unlike \( F^+ \), \( F_\prec \) has a subsumption rule (rule F-SUB) for implicit upcasting that can be triggered anywhere during type-checking. Type abstractions are checked by moving their bounds into the context (rule F-TABS), and type applications check that the type being passed satisfies the bound of the corresponding quantifier (rule F-TAPP).

### 5.2 Elaboration Function

Adapting the encoding from Pierce [48] to our setting, we have

\[
\forall (\alpha <: \sigma). \tau \triangleq \forall (\alpha * \top). [\alpha & \sigma/\alpha]\tau
\]

We turn the encoding into an elaboration function. Instead of immediately substituting \( \alpha \) with \( \alpha \) & \( \sigma \), we collect the bounds \( \alpha <: \sigma \) as we traverse the quantifiers, and only substitute when we encounter a type variable \( \alpha \). This strategy is consistent with elaborating types with free type variables. For example, consider the expression \( \alpha <: \text{Int} \vdash (\lambda (x : \alpha), x + 1) : \alpha \rightarrow \text{Int} \). This expression type-checks because we have the information \( \alpha <: \text{Int} \) in the context so that we can upcast (by rule F-SUB) the type of \( x \) to \( \text{Int} \) when checking \( x + 1 \). Here it is important to propagate the context information to the type being elaborated. In a fairly standard way, we regard the context as a big binder. Intuitively, if we elaborate \( \alpha \) under the context \( \alpha <: \text{Int} \), it should give us the same result as if elaborating \( \alpha \) inside \( \forall (\alpha <: \text{Int}). \alpha \). Therefore, in this case, we substitute \( \alpha \) by \( \alpha & \text{Int} \), which yields \( x : \alpha & \text{Int} \), and thus validates \( x + 1 \).

Formally, type elaboration is denoted as \( [\sigma]\Sigma = A \), which reads: under context \( \Sigma \), type \( \sigma \) elaborates to type \( A \). Elaboration of a closed type is just a special case where the context is empty, i.e., \( [\sigma]_\circ \). The full definition is given on the lower left of Figure 7. Most rules are self-explanatory. In particular, bounded quantification elaborates into disjoint quantification by moving the bound information into the context. When elaborating a type variable \( \alpha \), we traverse the context until we find its subtyping constraint \( \alpha <: \sigma \), and then we substitute it with an intersection type \( \alpha & [\sigma]\Sigma \).

**Lemma 16** ([\sigma]\Sigma is total). If \( \Sigma \vdash \sigma \), then there exists a unique type \( A \) such that \( [\sigma]\Sigma = A \).
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Row and Bounded Polymorphism via Disjoint Polymorphism

We now lift the elaboration function to contexts, given on the lower right of Figure 7. \(\[\Sigma\]\) elaborates a \(\text{F}_<\) context to a \(\text{F}_+\) type context, in which subtyping constraints \(\alpha <: \tau\) of type variables are elaborated to disjointness constraints \(\alpha * \top\) and all term variables are ignored. \(\[\Sigma\]\) elaborates a \(\text{F}_<\) context to a \(\text{F}_+\) term context, in which all term variables are ignored and the types of term variables are elaborated under the prefix context.

5.3 Type-directed Elaboration

An intuitive elaboration scheme of expressions is to simply apply the elaboration function to types. For example, under context \(\Sigma\), if \(\epsilon\) elaborates to \(\Sigma[\sigma]\), now let us consider an example.

**Example 17.** Consider a \(\text{F}_<\) judgment

\[\beta <: \text{Int} \vdash (\Lambda (\alpha <: \top). \lambda (x : \alpha). x) \beta : \beta\]

Here the type application type-checks because by rule \(\text{f-sub-top}\) we have \(\beta <: \top\). If we elaborate \(\epsilon\) to \(\Sigma[\sigma]\) directly, the resulting expression is

\[(\Lambda (\alpha * \top). (\lambda (x. x) : (\alpha & \top) \rightarrow (\alpha & \top)) (\beta & \text{Int})\]

Note that as \(\text{F}_+\) does not have annotated abstractions, we put the elaborated arrow type as the type annotation. Following the typing rule of \(\text{F}_+\), we can infer the type of this expression:

\[\beta * \top; \vdash (\Lambda (\alpha <: \top). ((\lambda (x. x) : (\alpha & \top) \rightarrow (\alpha & \top)) (\beta & \text{Int})) (\beta & \text{Int & Top}) \Rightarrow (\beta & \text{Int & Top}) \rightarrow (\beta & \text{Int & Top})\]

However, the expected result type \(\beta \rightarrow \beta\) elaborates to

\[(\beta & \text{Int}) \rightarrow (\beta & \text{Int})\]

Now we get a mismatch between the actual type ((\(\beta & \text{Int & Top}\) \(\rightarrow (\beta & \text{Int & Top})\) and the expected type ((\(\beta & \text{Int}) \rightarrow (\beta & \text{Int})\)) of the expression!

Fortunately, in this particular example, we can prove that the actual type and the expected type are subtypes of each other, i.e., they are isomorphic. Why is that true? Recall that we have \(\beta <: \top\), which after elaboration gives us \((\beta & \text{Int}) <: \top\). Therefore we can show that the following two subtyping instances are valid: (1) \((\beta & \text{Int & Top}) \rightarrow (\beta & \text{Int & Top}) <: (\beta & \text{Int}) \rightarrow (\beta & \text{Int});\) and (2) \((\beta & \text{Int}) <: (\beta & \text{Int & Top}) \rightarrow (\beta & \text{Int & Top}).\)

More generally, we prove that elaboration commutes with substitution, yielding isomorphic types. Consider that under the context \(\Sigma\), we have a type application \(\epsilon\), where \(\epsilon\) has type \(\forall (\alpha <: \tau_1). \tau_2\), and in order for it to type-check, we have \(\sigma <: \tau_1\). The expected type we want is the elaboration of the \(\text{F}_<\) typing result, i.e., \([[\sigma/\alpha]\tau_2]|_{\Sigma}\). The actual type is the result of feeding the elaborated argument \([\sigma]|_{\Sigma}\) to the elaborated quantification \([\forall (\alpha <: \tau_1). \tau_2]|_{\Sigma}\), i.e., \([[\sigma/\alpha]|[\forall (\alpha <: \tau_1). \tau_2]|_{\Sigma}\).

**Lemma 18 (Elaboration commutes with substitution).** Given \(\Sigma \vdash \sigma <: \tau_1\), we have (1) \([[\sigma/\alpha]\tau_2]|_{\Sigma} <: [[\sigma]|_{\Sigma/\alpha}(|[\tau_2]|_{\Sigma, \alpha <: \tau_1})];\) and (2) \([[\sigma]|_{\Sigma/\alpha}(|[\tau_2]|_{\Sigma, \alpha <: \tau_1}) <: [[\sigma/\alpha]\tau_2]|_{\Sigma}\).

Note that the elaboration scheme slightly varies depending on the type semantics of the target intersection type calculi. It is a desirable property that typing should be preserved after elaboration, i.e., the elaborated expression should have the corresponding elaborated type. For languages with an implicit subsumption rule (e.g., rule \(\text{f-sub}\) in kernel \(\text{F}_<\)), Lemma 18 can implicitly upcast the actual type to the expected type, and thus validates the...
intuitive elaboration of the type applications. For languages with explicit subsumption rules (e.g., rule $T$-$SUB$ in $F^+_i$), to remedy this situation, we need to annotate the expression with the expected type to explicitly upcast the type. Concretely, in this example, the elaborated expression, with the added annotation highlighted in grey, will be:

[((\Lambda (x: \top). (\lambda x. 1) : (\alpha & \top \rightarrow \top)) | \beta & \top)) : (\beta & \top \rightarrow \beta & \top)]$

Finally, we can go back and consider the elaboration of expressions in the grey part of Figure 7. Most of the elaboration rules are self-explanatory. In particular, in rule $F$-$TAPP$, type applications $\epsilon \sigma$ elaborates to $(E [\sigma/\Sigma] : \Gamma[([\sigma/\alpha]_{\Sigma/\Xi})])$.

### 5.4 Metatheory

Now that we have everything in place, we are ready to prove that our elaboration is sound.

**Theorem 19 (Type-safety of elaboration).** If $\Sigma \vdash \epsilon : \sigma \leadsto E$, then $\Sigma/\Sigma \vdash \Gamma \Rightarrow E \Rightarrow \Gamma X$.

However, due to the implicit upcasting (rule $F$-$SUB$), a $F^+_{<}$ expression can possibly elaborate to many different ones in $F^+_i$. For example, consider $(\lambda (x: \top). 2) 1$. Two elaborations (among others) are $1$ $((\lambda x. 2) : (\alpha & \top \rightarrow \top) (1 : \top))$; and $2$ $((\lambda x. 2) : (\alpha & \top \rightarrow \top) : (\beta & \top \rightarrow \beta & \top))$. Therefore, we prove that different elaborations lead to contextually equivalent results.\(^3\)

**Theorem 20 (Coherence of elaboration).** If $\phi \vdash \epsilon : \sigma \leadsto E_1$, and $\phi \vdash \epsilon : \sigma \leadsto E_2$, and $\phi \vdash E_1 \Rightarrow \Gamma \Rightarrow e_1$, and $\phi \vdash E_2 \Rightarrow \Gamma \Rightarrow e_2$, then $\phi \vdash e_1 \equiv_{ctx} e_2$.

We also prove a weaker simulation result\(^4\): if the standard direct operational semantics of kernel $F^+_{<}$ produces $e_1 \Rightarrow e_2$, and $e_2$ elaborates to $E_2$ in $F^+_i$, which in turn elaborates to $e_2$ in $F_{co}$, then $e_1$ elaborates to $E_1$ in $F^+_i$, which in turn elaborates to $e_1$ in $F_{co}$, and $e_1 \Rightarrow e'_1$, where $e'_1$ and $e_2$ are contextually equivalent. The lemma is weaker in the sense that $e'_1$ and $e_2$ are not syntactically equivalent. Given the coherence lemmas of $F^+_i$ and of the elaboration, it is no surprise that here contextual equivalence takes the place of the syntactic equivalence, as explicit upcasting generates coercions, which may break syntactic equivalence. As an example, consider Figure 8, where $e_1$ steps to an expression $e'_1 = ((\text{id}, \text{id}) \rightarrow \text{id}) (\lambda x. 1)$ that is contextually equivalent to $e_2 = \lambda x. 1$.

---

\(^3\) One restriction in Bi et al. [7] is that due to the well-foundedness issue, the logical relation of $F^+_i$ is defined only for its predicative subset, where type arguments in type applications can only be monotypes. Since our proof is built upon the logical relation of $F^+_i$, Theorem 20 is restricted to predicative subset of kernel $F^+_i$, as well. If the well-foundedness of impredicative $F^+_i$ is recovered, e.g., by employing step-indexing logical relations [1], we expect that our proof remains valid.

\(^4\) Note that $\lambda \downarrow$ does not provide a semantics [34], so we did not discuss the operational semantics in Section 4. If $\lambda \downarrow$ had a operational semantics, we believe a similar theorem would apply.
Theorem 21 (Simulation). If \( \epsilon_1 \rightarrow \epsilon_2 \), and \( \sigma \vdash \epsilon_2 : \sigma \leadsto E_2 \), and \( \epsilon \epsilon_2 : E_2 \Rightarrow [\sigma]_0 \leadsto \epsilon_2 \), then there exist \( E_1, \epsilon_1, \epsilon_1' \) such that \( \sigma \vdash \epsilon_1 : \sigma \leadsto E_1 \), and \( \epsilon \epsilon_2 : E_1 \Rightarrow [\sigma]_0 \leadsto \epsilon_1 \), and \( \epsilon_1 \rightarrow \epsilon_1' \), where \( \epsilon \epsilon_2 : \epsilon_1' \leq_{ctx} \epsilon_2 \).

The detailed paper proof of this lemma is given in Appendix D. This lemma requires a generalized logical equivalence for \( F^I_i \), which is not yet supported in the current Coq framework. Therefore we only present the paper proof. If the Coq framework of \( F^I_i \) is generalized, we expect that the lemma can be proved in Coq.

6 Discussion

In this section we discuss some possible paths for further exploration.

6.1 Variants of Row Polymorphism

According to Rémy [53], record calculi can typically be categorized into two groups based on how they support the extension operation: the strict group does not allow duplicate labels, while the free group does. We have already shown that \( F^I_i \) supports \( \lambda^I \), a calculus in the strict group, with a more fine-grained control as disjointness allows duplicate labels as long as their types are disjoint. \( \lambda^{TIR} \) [60] is another calculus from the strict group, which introduces type-indexed rather than label-indexed rows, and uses membership constraints to avoid conflicts. To distinguish types and row, \( \lambda^{TIR} \) incorporates a kind system that distinguishes rows from types. We believe that \( F^I_i \) could also serve as a target for \( \lambda^{TIR} \), as type-indexed rows are closely related to disjoint intersections. Thus an elaboration from \( \lambda^{TIR} \) to \( F^I_i \) is interesting future work.

For the free group, there are two different approaches for extension: previous fields are always retained, and record projections always select the first matching label [35]; or the extension overwrites the field if it is already present [5, 53, 11]. The former system suffers from the similar issue of ambiguity, as records can be extended with the same label even when types are overlapping, which violates the essence of disjointness. For the latter system, essentially \( F^I_i \) is capable to encode the extension operation in a different form. Consider a function that overwrites (\( \leftarrow \)) the label \( l \) in a record by incrementing the original value [11]:

\[
inc = \Lambda \alpha \leq \{ l : \text{Int} \}. \lambda(x : \alpha). x \leftarrow \{ l = x \cdot l + 1 \}
\]

In \( F^I_i \), we can define

\[
inc' = \Lambda(\alpha \star \{ l : \text{Int} \}). \lambda(x : \alpha \& \{ l : \text{Int} \}). (x : \alpha, \{ l = (x : \{ l : \text{Int} \}).l + 1 \})
\]

There are two differences. Firstly, the type arguments to the two functions are different: \( inc \) expects a type argument which includes \( \{ l : \text{Int} \} \), while \( inc' \) expects a type argument which excludes \( \{ l : \text{Int} \} \), and \( \{ l : \text{Int} \} \) is later recovered in \( x \)'s type by an intersection type. This explains a more involved encoding. Secondly, the term arguments to the two functions are also different: \( inc \) accepts arguments that have exactly one \( l \) label with type \( \text{Int} \), while \( inc' \) can accept arguments of type \( \{ l : \text{Int} \} \& \{ l : \text{Bool} \} \). This again manifests the fine-grained control of disjointness. That being said, we have not studied nor formalized the encoding.

Type-inference. The focus of our work is languages that have more modest goals in terms of type-inference. Note that neither \( \lambda^I \) or \( F^I_i \) address sophisticated type-inference. We focus on languages with subtyping, including TypeScript, Ceylon, Scala or Flow. Languages like
Racket also include a variant of row polymorphism, without full-type inference to model powerful OOP features [61]. Many other row type systems [53, 64, 63, 35] support type inference. For the future, we wish to investigate whether a disjoint polymorphic calculus offering similar type inference can model calculi with row polymorphism and type inference. We believe that several ideas employed in work on type inference for row polymorphism can be adapted to a setting with disjoint polymorphism.

6.2 Variants of Bounded Quantification

Full $F_\prec$: [23] includes a more powerful formulation of subtyping for universal quantification (rule $f\text{-sub-forallAlt}$), which is contravariant in the bound types and covariant in the body types. However, this subtyping rule renders subtyping in full $F_\prec$ undecidable [49].

\[
\Sigma \vdash \tau_2 \prec \tau_1 \quad \Sigma, \alpha \prec \tau_2 \vdash \sigma_1 \prec \sigma_2 \\
\Sigma \vdash \forall(\alpha \prec \tau_1). \sigma_1 \prec \forall(\alpha \prec \tau_2). \sigma_2 \quad \text{F-sub-forallAlt}
\]

Moreover, this rule breaks the encoding. Consider the example [48]:

\[
\bullet \vdash \forall(\alpha \prec T). \alpha \prec \forall(\alpha \prec \text{Int}). \alpha
\]

which elaborates to a non-derivable $F^+_t$ judgment

\[
\bullet \vdash \forall(\alpha \prec T). \alpha \& T \prec \forall(\alpha \prec \text{Int}). \alpha \& \text{Int}
\]

since $\alpha \prec T \vdash \alpha \& T \prec \alpha \& \text{Int}$ is not true.

One possible solution is to adopt a more powerful subtyping relation in the target calculus, where a polymorphic type is a subtype of one type if the first has more instances [45]. For example, the following judgment holds true, as $\alpha$ can be instantiated to $\text{Int}$ to get $\text{Int} \to \text{Int}$:

\[
\forall \alpha. \alpha \to \alpha \prec \text{Int} \to \text{Int}
\]

Then the judgment $\bullet \vdash \forall(\alpha \prec T). \alpha \& T \prec \forall(\alpha \prec T). \alpha \& \text{Int}$ is derivable. After we skolemise the type variable $\alpha$ in the right hand side, we can instantiate $\alpha$ in the left hand side by $\alpha \& \text{Int}$ to get $\alpha \prec T \vdash \alpha \& \text{Int} \& T \prec \alpha \& \text{Int}$.

Interestingly, such subtyping is usually predicative, i.e., universal quantifications can only be instantiated with monotypes; otherwise it is undecidable. Thus if the bounds can only be monotypes, it may be the case that a target calculus with the more powerful subtyping rule can encode the predicative version of full $F_\prec$.

6.3 Variants of Intersection Type Systems

$\lambda^{||}$ is encodable into intersection type systems that feature the merge operator, unrestricted intersection types, polymorphism and guarantee coherence through constraints similar to compatibility or disjointness. This currently only applies to $F^+_t$. Some intersection type systems [28, 6, 46] only support simple record types. While Alpuim and Oliveira [2] do support polymorphism, they only allow intersection types between disjoint types. Hence, our elaboration of constraint lists to $[\mathbf{r}] \& [\mathbf{r}]_\bot$ is rejected as $[\mathbf{r}]$ and $[\mathbf{r}]_\bot$ may not be disjoint.

Kernel $F_\prec$ is encodable for intersection type systems that feature polymorphism and unrestricted intersection types. For example, a similar encoding might be applicable to other intersection type systems [17, 19]. Interestingly, the behavior of elaborated expressions varies according to the type semantics of the target. Consider a function $f$ of type $\forall(\alpha \prec \text{Int}). \alpha \to \alpha$, which, based on the encoding, elaborates to $\forall \alpha. \alpha \& \text{Int} \to \alpha \& \text{Int}$. The original type expects a type argument which is a subtype of $\text{Int}$; while in the intersection type system, the elaborated
type can take any type argument, e.g., \( \text{Bool} \), and then expect a term argument of type \( \text{Int} & \text{Bool} \). In intersection type systems (e.g., [43]) where \( \text{Int} & \text{Bool} \) is uninhabited (equivalent to the bottom type), \( f \text{Bool} \) can take nothing. Yet, in calculi with the merge operator, we can have, e.g., \( f \text{Bool}(1, \text{True}) \).

7 Related Work

**Bounded quantification and intersection types.** The language Fun [12] introduced bounded quantification. Bounded quantification is later extended with extensible records [10, 11], recursively defined types [9] and session types [25, 33] among other extensions. The full variant of \( F_\prec \) [23] (see also Section 6.2) is proved to be undecidable [49]. The kernel Fun variant [12], which restricts the subtyping of bounds to be invariant, is decidable.

Pierce [48] proposed the encoding of bounded quantification in terms of intersection types in an informal discussion, which is the main inspiration of our Section 5. Castagna and Xu [19] mentioned in a footnote that a type variable \( \alpha \) bounded by a type \( \sigma \) can be encoded by replacing every occurrence of \( \alpha \) by \( \beta \land \sigma \) where \( \beta \) is a fresh unbounded variable. Castagna et al. [17] further mentioned that the possible instantiation of a type variable \( \alpha \) with an upper bound \( \sigma \) and a lower bound \( \tau \) is equivalent to the possible instantiation of \( (\tau \lor \beta) \land \sigma \). Dolan and Mycroft [26] used a similar encoding as one of the main ingredients of the biunification algorithm: \( \alpha \prec \sigma \) (where types have polarity) implies the bisubstitution \( \theta = \left[\mu \alpha \land (\beta/\alpha\mid\sigma^-)/\alpha^- \right] \), which by unrolling implies that \( \theta(\alpha^-) = \alpha \cap \theta(\sigma^-) \). The idea of encoding bounded quantification using intersection types is not new. However, as far as we know, we are the first to formalize an elaboration and study the metatheory from a calculus with bounded quantification into a calculus with intersection types and polymorphism. This contrasts with the previous informal discussions, which have only shown a few concrete examples of programs that could be manually translated (or not).

**Row calculi and intersection types.** Along the way we have mentioned many row calculi [35, 5, 53, 11, 64, 63]. Reynolds [57] developed an encoding of simple records in terms of intersection types and his merge construct. Similar ideas had been applied by more recent work on intersection types with a merge operator [28, 6, 2]. Alpuim and Oliveira [2] showed informally that many features of row polymorphism can be simulated with disjoint polymorphism. However, their system is limiting for the encoding in Section 4.4.

**Intersection types and the merge operator.** The \( F^+ \) calculus follows from a line of work on intersection types with a merge operator. The programming language Forsythe [57, 55] includes a merge operator. However, several restrictions were imposed to make the merge operator coherent [56]. For example, merging two functions is forbidden. Castagna et al. [14] studied a special merge operator that only works on functions. Dunfield [28] proposed a calculus with unrestricted intersection types and unrestricted merges. However his calculus loses coherence. For example, \( 1, 2 \) could elaborate to \( 1 \) or \( 2 \). Pierce [48] proposed a primitive function \( \text{glue} \), similar to unrestricted merges. Oliveira et al. [46] proposed disjoint intersection types and disjoint merges to recover syntactic coherence. Later this approach was extended with disjoint polymorphism [2]. Bi et al. [6] support unrestricted intersection types and disjoint merges, based on a novel semantic coherence approach in terms of contextual equivalence, which is later extended to support polymorphic types [7].

Other work on intersection types includes refinement intersections [24, 27]; set theoretical foundation for type connectives including intersections, unions and negations [16, 15, 17, 19]; and the DOT calculus, which aims at providing a foundational calculus for Scala that
incorporates features including intersection types [3, 58]. In those calculi, intersection types only increase the expressiveness of types, but not the expressiveness of terms. For example, the intersection type \( \text{Int} \& \text{Bool} \) is uninhabited. The type system of Ceylon [43] exploits this fact and considers any intersection of such disjoint types equivalent to the bottom type (⊥).

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented the elaboration from kernel \( F_\prec \) and \( \lambda || \) to \( F_+^i \), and showed that disjoint polymorphism is powerful enough to encode essential aspects of bounded quantification and row polymorphism, which is useful for economy of theory and implementation. The elaboration from kernel \( F_\prec \) identifies one encodable fragment of \( F_\prec \), and thus validates the previous informal observation by Pierce. The elaboration from \( \lambda || \) to \( F_+^i \) reveals the essence of constrained quantification from the point of view of disjointness. As for future work, we plan to study the encoding of other variants of \( F_\prec \), as well as other row calculi. We also plan to study type inference of \( F_+^i \).
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Abstract

We introduce a trusted infrastructure for the symbolic analysis of modern event-driven Web applications. This infrastructure consists of reference implementations of the DOM Core Level 1, DOM UI Events, JavaScript Promises and the JavaScript async/await APIs, all underpinned by a simple Core Event Semantics which is sufficiently expressive to describe the event models underlying these APIs. Our reference implementations are trustworthy in that three follow the appropriate standards line-by-line and all are thoroughly tested against the official test-suites, passing all the applicable tests. Using the Core Event Semantics and the reference implementations, we develop JaVerT.Click, a symbolic execution tool for JavaScript that, for the first time, supports reasoning about JavaScript programs that use multiple event-related APIs. We demonstrate the viability of JaVerT.Click by proving both the presence and absence of bugs in real-world JavaScript code.
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1 Introduction

Event-driven programming lies at the core of modern Web applications, facilitated by a variety of APIs, such as DOM UI Events [53], JavaScript (JS) Promises [7] and Web Workers [52], each of which comes with its own event model and idiosyncrasies. There has been work on formalising and reasoning about some of these event models: e.g., Rajani et al. [29] have given a formal semantics of DOM UI Events, instrumented to disallow insecure information flows; Lerner at al. [19] have given a formal model and have proven several meta-properties of the DOM Event Dispatch algorithm; and Madsen et al. [22] have developed a calculus for reasoning about JS promises. In each case, the work targets a specific API and its associated event model, and it is not apparent how the work can be extended to include other APIs.

We introduce a trusted infrastructure for the symbolic analysis of modern event-driven Web applications which, we believe for the first time, supports reasoning about code that uses multiple event-related APIs within a single, unified formalism. This infrastructure comprises:

1. a Core Event Semantics, which identifies the fundamental building blocks underpinning the event models of widely-used APIs, and which is formalised and implemented parametrically, assuming an underlying language L (§2); and
2. trusted JS reference implementations of DOM Core Level 1, DOM UI Events, JS promises, and the JS `async/await` (§3-4), the APIs that we target in this paper.

Our infrastructure can readily be added on top of existing symbolic analysis tools; in this paper, we connect it to JaVerT 2.0 [13], a state-of-the-art symbolic analysis tool for JS, creating JaVerT.Click, the first symbolic analysis tool that can reason about JS programs that use multiple event-related APIs. We use JaVerT.Click to analyse `cash` [55] and `p−map` [35], two real-world JS libraries that interact with the targeted APIs, finding bugs in both and establishing bounded correctness of several important properties for `cash`.

The infrastructure of JaVerT.Click is illustrated in Figure 1. JaVerT.Click is built on top of JaVerT 2.0 [13], which supports three types of analysis: whole-program symbolic testing, verification, and automatic compositional testing based on bi-abduction; in this paper, we focus only on symbolic testing. The symbolic execution engine of JaVerT 2.0 works on JSIL, a simple intermediate language that can be instantiated with either the concrete or symbolic memory model of JS. JSIL comes with a correctness result that states that its symbolic testing has no false positives. JaVerT 2.0 targets the strict mode of the ECMAScript 5 standard (ES5 Strict), and comes with: JS-2-JSIL, a trusted compiler from ES5 Strict to JSIL which preserves the memory model and the semantics line-by-line, and is tested using the official Test262 test suite [6]; and the JS-2-JSIL runtime, which provides JSIL implementations of the ES5 Strict internal and built-in functions.
Our reference implementations are all written in ES5 Strict and get compiled to JSIL using JS-2-JSIL as part of JaVerT.Click. These implementations are trusted in that all except that of JS async/await (cf. §4.2) follow the API standards line-by-line and all are thoroughly tested against the official test suites, passing all the applicable tests. During the testing, we have discovered coverage gaps in the test suites of DOM Core Level 1 and UI Events and created additional tests to fill these gaps. Our choice to use JS as the API implementation language enables us to directly build on our previous JS analysis, simplifies implementations of promises and async/await, which rely on JS for some of their functionality, and makes the implementations easily reusable by other symbolic analysis tools for JS.

As our programs of interest use JS features beyond ES5 Strict, such as async/await and anonymous lambda-functions, we introduce a transpilation step from ES6+ Strict to ES5 Strict. This transpiled program and the compiled API reference implementations are then compiled to JSIL using the JS-2-JSIL compiler. The resulting JSIL code, together with the JS-2-JSIL runtime, is passed to the Core Event Semantics instantiated with either the JSIL concrete semantics (for testing) or the JSIL symbolic semantics (for analysis). Assuming correctness of the underlying language (e.g. JSIL), we give a general correctness result for the Core Event Semantics, proving that it has no false positives.

We apply JaVerT.Click to real-world JS code that calls the APIs studied in this paper (§5). In particular, we provide comprehensive symbolic testing of the events module of the cash library [55], a widely-used alternative for jQuery, which makes heavy use of DOM UI Events. We create a symbolic test suite for the events module with 100% line coverage, establishing bounded correctness of several important properties of the module, such as: ‘a handler can be executed for a given event if and only if it has been previously registered for that event’, and also discovering two subtle, previously unknown bugs. We also symbolically test the small, yet widely-used, p-map library [35], which uses JS promises and async/await to provide an extra layer of functionality on top of JS promises. We achieve 100% line coverage, discovering one bug. All discovered bugs have been reported and have since been fixed.

We believe that our infrastructure can straightforwardly be extended to support other event-driven Web APIs, such as File [51], postMessage [54], and Web Workers [52]. This would require a trusted JS reference implementation of the target API and, possibly, an extension of the Core Event Semantics with primitives that handle new types of event behaviour.

2 Core Event Semantics

Our ultimate goal is to develop a formalism within which one could reason symbolically about all event-related APIs. In this paper, we take an important step towards this goal by distilling the essence of three fundamental, complex such APIs – DOM UI events, JS promises, and JS async/await – into a minimal Core Event Semantics (onward: Event Semantics) that is easily extensible with support for further APIs. We define the Event Semantics parametrically, as a layer on top of the semantics of a given underlying language (L), thus focussing only on event-related details and filtering out any clutter potentially introduced by the L-semantics. The Event Semantics interacts with the L-semantics by exposing a set of labels, which correspond to the fundamental operations underpinning the targeted APIs, such as event handler registration/deregistration and synchronous/asynchronous event dispatch. In this section, we first define the main concepts of the Event Semantics and explain the intuition behind them (§2.1), and then present the concrete (§2.2) and symbolic (§2.3) Event Semantics, connected with an appropriate correctness result.
The main concepts of our Event Semantics are given in Figure 2. The Event Semantics inherits its values, $v \in V$, from the corresponding L-semantics: for example, if the L-semantics is concrete, these values will be concrete; analogously, if it is symbolic, they will be symbolic.

In the meta-theory, we assume that the L-values contain: a distinguished set of unique event types, $e \in E$, intuitively corresponding to, for example, click or focus in the DOM; and a distinguished set of unique function identifiers, $f \in F$. In the implementation, we represent both as strings. For simplicity, we onward refer to event types as events. Our modelling of events is guided by the DOM, in the sense that each event is associated with a list of handlers: that is, the functions that should be executed when that event is triggered; this information is kept by the Event Semantics in handler registers, $h \in H$.

The Event Semantics, expectedly, needs to be aware of the configurations of the underlying language (L-configurations), $c \in C$, but sees them as a black box and interacts with them only through an interface, presented shortly. It does assume that an L-configuration can be divided into: a store component, describing the variable store of L; and a heap component, describing the heap on which L-execution operates; and a control flow component, describing how the L-execution is to proceed. For example, a concrete JSIL configuration, $\langle \rho, \mu, m, cs, i \rangle$, consists of: a variable store $\rho$ (the store component); a memory $\mu$ and a metadata table $m$ (the heap component); and a call stack $cs$ for capturing nested function calls and the index of the next command to be executed, $i$ (the control flow component). A symbolic JSIL configuration also includes a path condition, $\pi$, which is part of the control flow component. An L-configuration is final iff it cannot be executed further in the L-semantics. To model correctly the synchronous dispatch of the DOM and the asynchronous wait of the JS await, we also require boolean predicates on L-configurations, $p \in P$.

The L-semantics communicates with the Event Semantics via event labels, $\ell \in \mathcal{L}$, which represent the fundamental operations (primitives) through which we capture the behaviour of our targeted APIs. In particular, addHdlr and remHdlr, respectively, allow us to add and remove handlers for a given event, whereas sDispatch and aDispatch, respectively, allow us to dispatch events either synchronously (corresponding to the DOM programmatic dispatch) or asynchronously (corresponding to a user event, such as clicking a button on a Web page). These four labels are used in the modelling of DOM UI Events (cf. 3.2). Additionally, we support asynchronous computation scheduling via the schedule label, required for JS promises (cf. 4.1), and an asynchronous wait via the await label, required for JS await (cf. 4.2).

All three targeted APIs work with an underlying queue of computations: for the DOM, this queue is implicitly formed by event dispatch; for JavaScript promises and async/await, this queue is the job queue of JavaScript. We model these queues as a unified continuation queue, $q \in \mathcal{Q}$, which is, essentially, a list of continuations, $\kappa \in \mathcal{K}$, which describe how the execution of the Event Semantics is to proceed. We consider two types of continuations:
handler-continuations and yield-continuations. A *handler-continuation* is a pair, $(f, v)$, essentially stating that the handler $f$ is be to be executed with argument $v$. When an event is dispatched via `sDispatch` or `aDispatch`, the respective handler-continuations are put in the handler queue. A *yield-continuation* is a pair, $(c, p)$, stating that the L-configuration $c$ has been suspended and can be re-activated once the predicate $p$ holds.

Finally, the Event Semantics configurations, $(E$-configurations), $\omega \in \Omega$, consist of: an L-configuration; a handler register; and a continuation queue.

### Using the Event Semantics in JavaScript.

Our JS reference implementations of the event-related APIs interact with the Event Semantics via *JS wrapper functions*, one per event label; we denote, for example, the wrapper function of the `addHdlr` label by `__addHdlr`, and the others analogously. Calls to these wrapper functions are meant to be intercepted by the underlying JavaScript implementation, which is then supposed to construct the corresponding label and pass it on to the Event Semantics. In JaVerT.Click, these wrapper functions resolve to JSIL functions with dedicated identifiers, the calls to which are then intercepted appropriately by the JSIL semantics. This approach, however, is independent of JaVerT.Click: any other implementation of JavaScript and of our Event Semantics can re-use our reference implementations, as long as these wrapper functions are properly intercepted.

#### Example.

Below, we give a simple JavaScript example of how our Event Semantics can be used in JaVerT.Click (left), together with parts of its execution trace (right). In the E-configurations shown in the trace, we focus on the handler register and continuation queue, both of which are initially empty, and omit the details of the JSIL-configuration $c$.

First, in lines 1-9, we declare a variable `person` and two functions: `h1`, which initialises `person`, and `h2`, which prints out its `name`. Next, in lines 11-12, we add `h1` and `h2` as handlers for the `'init'` and `'print'` events, respectively, by using the wrapper function `__addHdlr`, exposed globally by the Event Semantics. This is recorded appropriately in the handler register, which then does not change for the remainder of the execution (denoted by $\bot$ in the diagram). Next, in lines 14-15, we declare `e1` and `e2` to be two symbolic events (strings), using the `symbStr()` function of JaVerT.Click. Finally, we dispatch `e1` asynchronously (line 17) and `e2` synchronously (line 18), using the appropriate wrapper functions. Intuitively,
in an asynchronous dispatch, the related handlers (here, any handlers for e1) are added to the back of the current continuation queue (here, an empty continuation queue), to be executed after all of the previously scheduled continuations are completed. In contrast, in a synchronous dispatch, the current computation is suspended and the related handlers (here, any handlers for e2) are added to the front of the continuation queue (which now contains the handlers for e1), to be executed immediately, followed by the remainder of the suspended current computation (which is empty, as the synchronous dispatch is at the end of the program, and is thus omitted from the diagram).

Given that the events are symbolic, the two dispatches will cause the execution of JaVerT. Click to branch; there are four relevant cases, as illustrated in the diagram. First, if e1 equals ’print’ and e2 equals ’init’, the continuation queue after the dispatches will contain h1 followed by h2, meaning that the execution will terminate successfully and ’Mary’ will be printed to the console. However, if e2 equals ’print’ (meaning that h2 will be put in the front of the continuation queue by the synchronous dispatch) or if e1 equals ’print’ and e2 has no associated handlers (meaning that h2 will be put in the back of the continuation queue by the asynchronous dispatch, but will be the only function in that queue), the execution will throw a native JavaScript type error, as h2 will attempt to read the ’nasa’ property of person, which will not have been initialised. Finally, in all other cases, the execution will terminate successfully, but with no output to the console.

**Parametricity of the Event Semantics.** As illustrated in Figure 1, the Event Semantics is implemented parametrically, as a layer on top of a given L-semantics. Since a unified presentation that reflects the implementation precisely would take up considerable space, we choose to present the concrete (§2.2) and the symbolic (§2.3) Event Semantics separately.

### 2.2 Concrete Event Semantics

A concrete Event Semantics is built on top of a concrete L-semantics. It interacts with L-configurations via an interface that consists of six functions: **assume**, **suspend**, **initialConf**, **isFinal**, **mergeConfs**, and **splitReturn**; we describe these functions abstractly on their first use, and illustrate how some of them work in JSIL. The Event Semantics also uses the following auxiliary relations: **add handler**, **remove handler**, **find handlers**, and **continue with**. We first give the formal definitions of these auxiliary relations, using function notation as they are deterministic in the concrete case. We write \(+\) to denote list concatenation; \(h_o(e)\) to denote \(h(e)\) if it is defined, and the empty list otherwise; and \(l \backslash f\) to denote the list obtained from the list \(l\) by removing all occurrences of \(f\).

#### Concrete Event Semantics: Auxiliary Relations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD HANDLER</strong></td>
<td>(\text{AH}(h, e, f) \triangleq h[e \mapsto h_o(e) + + [f]])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIND HANDLER</strong></td>
<td>(\text{FH}(h, e) \triangleq h_o(e))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CW-HANDLER-CONT.</strong></td>
<td>(\text{CW}(c, (f, v)) \triangleq \text{L}.\text{initialConf}(c, (f, v)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REMOVE HANDLER</strong></td>
<td>(\text{RH}(h, e, f) \triangleq \left{ \begin{array}{ll} h[e \mapsto h(e) \backslash f], &amp; \text{if } e \in \text{dom}(h) \ h, &amp; \text{otherwise} \end{array} \right.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CW-YIELD-CONT.</strong></td>
<td>(p(c) = \text{True})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{CW}(c, (e', p)) \triangleq \text{L}.\text{mergeConfs}(c, e')\]
These definitions are all straightforward except $\text{CW}_L$. When given a handler-continuation, $\kappa = (f, v)$, $\text{CW}_L$ sets up the execution of the handler $f$ with argument $v$ by using the initialConf function of the L-semantics interface, which returns an L-configuration consisting of the heap component of $c$ and the control flow and store components set up to execute only the function $f$ with argument $v$. When given a yield-continuation, $\kappa = (c', p)$, $\text{CW}_L$ requires the predicate $p$ to hold for the current L-configuration $c$, in which case it merges the two configurations using the mergeConf$(c, c')$ function of the L-semantics interface, which returns a configuration that consists of the heap component of $c$ and the control flow and store components of $c'$; in particular, in JSIL, given $c = \langle \rho, \mu, m, cs, i \rangle$ and $c' = \langle \rho', \mu', m', cs', i' \rangle$, we would have that mergeConf$(c, c') = \langle \rho', \mu, m, cs', i' \rangle$.

We now give the concrete Event Semantics transitions, which are of the form $\omega \sim_{e(L)} \omega'$, where $\omega$ and $\omega'$, respectively, are the configurations before and after the computed step, and $\alpha$ is an environment action. Environment actions are used to model events triggered by the environment, such as user UI-events and network events. They have the grammar $\alpha ::= \cdot | (e, v)$, where $\cdot$ represents no environment action and $(e, v)$ represents the triggering of the event $e$ with value $v$. For clarity, we elide $\cdot$ in the transitions.

**Concrete Event Semantics:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANGUAGE TRANSITION</th>
<th>ADD HANDLER</th>
<th>REMOVE HANDLER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c \sim_{l(L)} c'$</td>
<td>$c \sim_{l(L)} c' \ell = \text{addHdlr}(c, f)$</td>
<td>$c \sim_{l(L)} c' \ell = \text{remHdlr}(c, f)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(c, h, q) \sim_{e(L)} (c', h, q)$</td>
<td>$(c, h, q) \sim_{e(L)} (c', \text{AH}(h, e, f), q)$</td>
<td>$(c, h, q) \sim_{e(L)} (c', \text{RH}(h, e, f), q)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Synchronous Dispatch**

- $c \sim_{l(L)} c' \ell = \text{sDispatch}(c, v)$
  - $q' = ([f_i, (e, v)])^n_{\text{dom}}$
  - $c'' = \text{Lsuspend}(c')$

- $c \sim_{l(L)} c' \ell = \text{sDispatch}(c, v)$
  - $q' = ([f_i, (e, v)])^n_{\text{dom}}$

- $(c, h, q) \sim_{e(L)} (c', h, h', q' + [(c', (\lambda(e).\text{True})) + q])$

**Asynchronous Dispatch**

- $c \sim_{l(L)} c' \ell = \text{aDispatch}(c, v)$
  - $q' = ([f_i, (e, v)])^n_{\text{dom}}$

- $c \sim_{l(L)} c' \ell = \text{aDispatch}(c, v)$
  - $q' = ([f_i, (e, v)])^n_{\text{dom}}$

- $(c, h, q) \sim_{e(L)} (c', h, q' + q)$

**Schedule**

- $c \sim_{l(L)} c' \ell = \text{schedule}(c, v)$
  - $q' = q + [(f, v)]$

- $(c, h, q) \sim_{e(L)} (c', h, q')$

**Await**

- $c \sim_{l(L)} c' \ell = \text{await}(c, p)$
  - $c = \text{LsplitReturn}(c', v)$

- $(c, h, q) \sim_{e(L)} (c, h, q + [(c, p)])$

**Environment Dispatch**

- $c \sim_{l(L)} c' \ell = \text{attend}(c, v)$
  - $q' = ([f_i, (e, v)])^n_{\text{dom}}$

- $(c, h, q) \sim_{e(L)} (c', h, q' + q')$

**Continuation-Success**

- $c \sim_{l(L)} c' \ell = \text{LisFinal}(c)$
  - $q = \kappa : q'$

- $(c, h, q) \sim_{e(L)} (\text{CW}_L(c, \kappa), h, q')$

**Continuation-Failure**

- $c \sim_{l(L)} c' \ell = \text{LisFinal}(c)$
  - $q = \kappa : q'$
  - $(c, \kappa) \not\in \text{dom}(\text{CW}_L)$

The first seven rules rely on a transition of the L-semantics, updating the current L-configuration with the one generated by the L-transition and using the generated label to determine which event-related action is to be performed, if any. The first three rules are straightforward; we describe the remaining four below:

**Synchronous Dispatch** When the L-semantics generates the label sDispatch$(c, v)$, the Event Semantics first creates a handler-continuation for each handler associated with $e$, together with a yield continuation, $(c', (\lambda(e).\text{True}))$. These continuations are then all added to the front of the continuation queue, ensuring that the handlers will be executed in order, after which the current computation will be retaken unconditionally, given [CW-YIELD-CONT.]. Lastly, the Event Semantics uses the suspend$(c')$ function of the L-semantics, which returns the configuration that is the same as $c'$ but marked as final, to construct a final configuration $c''$, which, given [CONTINUATION-SUCCESS], means that the execution of $c'$ will stop and the first handler will be executed next.
[Asynchronous Dispatch] When the L-semantics generates the label $\text{aDispatch}(e, v)$, the Event Semantics proceeds similarly to [Synchronous Dispatch], but the continuations are added to the back of the continuation queue rather than to the front, meaning that the handlers will still be executed in order, but at some point in the future.

[Schedule] The L-semantics generates the label $\text{schedule}(f, v)$; the Event Semantics creates a handler-continuation $(f, v)$ for the given function with the given arguments and places it at the back of the continuation queue.

[Await] When the L-semantics generates the label $\text{await}(v, p)$, the Event Semantics creates the return configuration, $c_r$, and the await configuration, $c_a$ via the splitReturn function of the L-semantics interface, which constructs: $c_r$ from $c$ by setting up the control flow component as if the currently executing function, $f$, returned the value $v$; and $c_a$ from $c$ by setting up the control flow component to only contain the remainder of the execution of $f$. It then schedules the remainder of the computation of the currently executing function to be completed asynchronously once $p$ holds, and continues the current computation as if the currently executing function had returned the value $v$.

The remaining three transitions do not rely on the L-semantics. In the [Environment Dispatch] case, the environment generates the label $(e, v)$, and the Event Semantics behaves as for [Asynchronous Dispatch], except that the resulting L-configuration does not change. If the current active configuration is final (as checked by the isFinal($c$) function of the L-semantics interface, which returns true if $c$ is final, and false otherwise), the Event Semantics tries to create a new configuration for the execution of the continuation at the front of the continuation queue. If this is possible, the execution proceeds ([Continuation-Success]); otherwise, that continuation is demoted to the back of the continuation queue ([Continuation-Failure]).

2.3 Symbolic Event Semantics

Symbolic execution [2, 3, 4] is a program analysis technique that systematically explores all possible executions of the given program up to a bound, by executing the program on symbolic values instead of concrete ones. For each execution path, symbolic execution constructs a first-order quantifier-free formula, called a path condition, which accumulates the constraints on the symbolic inputs that direct the execution along that path. Here, we describe a symbolic version of the Event Semantics introduced in §2.2, obtained by lifting the concrete event semantics to the symbolic level, following well-established approaches [44, 43, 12].

We assume that L has a symbolic semantics with symbolic values, $\hat{v} \in \hat{V}$, built using symbolic variables, $\hat{x} \in \hat{X}$. The concepts introduced in §2.1 are defined as in Figure 2, but for symbolic instead of concrete values, and are annotated with $\hat{\cdot}$ to be distinguishable from their concrete counterparts; e.g., we have: symbolic events, $\hat{e} \in \hat{E} \subset \hat{V}$; symbolic handler registers, $\hat{h} \in \hat{H}$, mapping symbolic events to lists of function identifiers; and symbolic configurations, $\hat{\omega} \in \hat{\Omega}$, comprising a symbolic L-configuration, $\hat{c} \in \hat{C}$, a symbolic handler register, and a symbolic continuation queue, $\hat{q} \in \hat{Q}$. We also assume that every symbolic L-configuration $\hat{c}$ contains a boolean symbolic value, $\pi \in \Pi \subset \hat{V}$, to which we refer as the path condition of $\hat{c}$.

The symbolic Event Semantics, like the concrete, uses the L-semantics interface and the four auxiliary relations introduced in §2.2. When executed symbolically, however, the auxiliary relations that operate on handler registers ($\mathcal{AH}$, $\mathcal{RH}$, and $\mathcal{FH}$) may branch. To account for this branching, we pair each outcome with a constraint describing the conditions under which the outcome is valid. The formal definitions are given below; we omit the definition of the $\mathcal{RH}$ relation, as it is analogous to that of $\mathcal{AH}$.
Symbolic Event Semantics: Auxiliary Relations

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Add Handler - Found} & \quad \text{if } e' \in \text{dom}(\hat{h}) \quad \text{then } h' = \hat{h} \quad \hat{e}' \mapsto \hat{h}(\hat{e}') + [f] \\
\text{Find Handler - Found} & \quad \text{if } e' \in \text{dom}(\hat{h}) \quad \text{then } \mathcal{AH}(\hat{h}, \hat{e}', f) \sim (h', \hat{e} = \hat{e}') \\
\text{Find Handler - Not Found} & \quad \text{if } e' \notin \text{dom}(\hat{h}) \quad \text{then } \mathcal{AH}(\hat{h}, \hat{e}', f) \sim (h', \hat{e} = \hat{e}') \\
\text{Environment Dispatch} & \quad \text{if } h', \hat{e}, \hat{q} \sim \mathcal{AH}(\hat{h}, \hat{e}, f) \quad \text{then } \mathcal{FH}(\hat{h}, \hat{e}) \sim ((h', [\hat{e}, \hat{q}] + [f]), \hat{q}) \\
\text{Synchronous Dispatch} & \quad \text{if } h', \hat{e}, \hat{q} \sim \mathcal{FH}(\hat{h}, \hat{e}) \quad \text{then } \mathcal{EH}(\hat{h}, \hat{e}, f) \sim (([f, [\hat{e}, \hat{q}] + [f]), \hat{q}) \\
\text{Asynchronous Dispatch} & \quad \text{if } h', \hat{e}, \hat{q} \sim \mathcal{EH}(\hat{h}, \hat{e}) \quad \text{then } \mathcal{AH}(\hat{h}, \hat{e}, f) \sim (h', \hat{e} = \hat{e}') \\
\end{align*}
\]

An excerpt of the symbolic Event Semantics is given below. We focus on the representative rules different from their concrete counterparts, highlighting the differences in grey. These differences are introduced by the above-discussed branching of the auxiliary relations; in particular, every time an auxiliary relation is used, the constraint it generates must be added to the current path condition using the \( \text{assume}(\hat{c}, \pi) \) function of the L-semantics interface, which returns the symbolic L-configuration obtained by extending the path condition of \( \hat{c} \) with the formula \( \pi \) if such an extension is satisfiable, and is undefined otherwise.

Symbolic Event Semantics (excerpt): \( \langle \hat{c}, \hat{h}, \hat{q} \rangle \sim_{\mathcal{E}(L)} \langle \hat{c}', \hat{h}', \hat{q}' \rangle \)

Correctness. To establish the correctness of the symbolic Event Semantics w.r.t the concrete Event Semantics, we first relate the corresponding configurations using symbolic environments, \( \varepsilon : \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathcal{Y} \), which map symbolic variables to concrete values, while preserving types. Given a symbolic environment \( \varepsilon \), we write \( \mathcal{L}(\hat{e}) \) to denote the interpretation of \( \hat{e} \) under \( \varepsilon \), with the key case being that of symbolic variables: \( \mathcal{L}(\varepsilon) = \hat{e} \). We extend \( \mathcal{L} \) to all other concepts defined in Figure 2 component-wise, overloading notation: for example, \( \mathcal{L}(\langle \hat{c}, \hat{h}, \hat{q} \rangle) = \langle \mathcal{L}(\hat{c}), \mathcal{L}(\hat{h}), \mathcal{L}(\hat{q}) \rangle \). We assume that interpretation is preserved by the functions of the L-semantics interface; for example, \( \mathcal{L}(\hat{c}) = \hat{c} \).

We define the models of a symbolic L-configuration \( \hat{c} \) under the path condition \( \pi \) as the set of all concrete configurations obtained via interpretations of \( \hat{c} \) that satisfy \( \pi \) and their accompanying symbolic environments: \( \mathcal{M}(\varepsilon, \mathcal{L}(\hat{c})) = \{ \mathcal{L}(\hat{c}) \mid \mathcal{L}(\pi) = \text{True} \} \). We extend this notion to symbolic labels, environment actions, and E-configurations, overloading notation.

The correctness of the Event Semantics relies on the correctness of the L-semantics. A given symbolic L-semantics is correct w.r.t. a given concrete L-semantics, as formalised in Definition 1, if every symbolic trace: (1) over-approximates all concrete traces that follow its execution path and whose initial concrete L-configuration is over-approximated by the initial symbolic L-configuration (Directed Soundness); and (2) has at least one concretisation (Directed Completeness). Directed Completeness, in particular, guarantees the absence of false-positive bug-reports: if a bug happens symbolically, then it must also happen concretely.
Definition 1 (Correctness Criteria - Symbolic L-Semantics).

\[ L\text{-Directed-Soundness} \]
\[
\hat{c} \sim^L_c \hat{c}' \land (\pi \Rightarrow \text{pc}(\hat{c}')) \land (\varepsilon, c) \in M_\pi(\hat{c}) \land c \sim^L_c c' \\
\implies (\varepsilon, c') \in M_\pi(\hat{c}') \land (\varepsilon, \ell) \in M_\pi(\hat{\ell})
\]

\[ L\text{-Directed-Completeness} \]
\[
\hat{c} \sim^L_c \hat{c}' \land (\pi \Rightarrow \text{pc}(\hat{c}')) \\
\land (\varepsilon, c) \in M_\pi(\hat{c}) \\
\implies \exists \ell, c', c \sim^L_c c'
\]

Theorem 2 states that if the symbolic L-semantics is correct, then so is the obtained Event Semantics. To precisely identify the concrete traces that follow the same path as the symbolic trace, in Theorem 2 we only pick concretisations of the initial symbolic state that satisfy the final path condition \((\pi = \text{pc}(\hat{\omega}'))\).

Theorem 2 (Correctness of the Symbolic Event Semantics).

\[ E\text{-Directed-Soundness} \]
\[
\hat{\omega} \sim^{\hat{\omega}}_{E(L)} \hat{\omega}' \land \pi = \text{pc}(\hat{\omega}') \land (\varepsilon, \omega) \in M_\pi(\hat{\omega}) \\
\land (\varepsilon, \alpha) \in M_\pi(\hat{\alpha}) \land \omega \sim^{\hat{\omega}}_{E(L)} \omega' \\
\implies (\varepsilon, \omega') \in M_\pi(\hat{\omega}') 
\]

\[ E\text{-Directed-Completeness} \]
\[
\hat{\omega} \sim^{\hat{\omega}}_{E(L)} \hat{\omega}' \land \pi = \text{pc}(\hat{\omega}') \\
\land (\varepsilon, \omega) \in M_\pi(\hat{\omega}) \\
\implies \exists \alpha, \omega', \omega \sim^{\hat{\omega}}_{E(L)} \omega'
\]

We actually prove a stronger result, analogous to that given in Definition 1, with \(\pi \Rightarrow \text{pc}(\hat{\omega}')\), from which the presented result trivially follows. The proof is done by case analysis on the symbolic rules for the Event Semantics, and can be found integrally in [31].

3 The DOM API

The Document Object Model (DOM) [53] is an API through which the code executing in the browser can interact with the Web page displayed to the user. Initially designed as a simple XML/HTML inspect-update library, the DOM has been substantially extended over the last twenty years and now includes a wide variety of features, such as specialised traversals, events, abstract views, and cascading style sheets. To cope with this growing complexity, the DOM API has been organised as a collection of smaller APIs, each targeting a specific set of features. Recently, the most relevant of these APIs, Core Levels 1-3 [47, 49], have been unified in a single all-encompassing DOM API, called the DOM Living Standard [53], which defines a “platform-neutral model for events, aborting activities, and node-trees”. The DOM Living Standard is inspired by the ECMAScript standard [7]. It is written as if it were the pseudo-code of a DOM implementation, describing each DOM method operationally and detailing each evaluation step. This approach, unlike the previous declarative one [47, 48, 49], facilitates new reference implementations tightly connected to the text of the standard.

In this section, we present our JavaScript reference implementations of two DOM APIs: DOM Core Level 1 [47], which describes a range of operations for inspecting and updating XML/HTML documents (§3.1); and DOM UI Events [53], which describes the event model of the DOM (§3.2). For the latter, we describe in detail its connection to the Event Semantics. Importantly, both reference implementations are trustworthy: they closely follow the specifications of their corresponding methods as per the DOM Living Standard, as illustrated in this section; and they were thoroughly tested against the appropriate official test suites, as shown in §5. They, therefore, constitute a reliable representation of the DOM, which is useful for analysing Web programs that interact with the DOM API.

3.1 DOM Core Level 1

The DOM Core Level 1 API [47] is the first version of the DOM API. It describes how XML/HTML documents are internally represented as DOM trees and defines a range of methods for manipulating these trees. DOM trees comprise several different types of DOM
nodes and are subject to a number of topological constraints restricting the ways in which these nodes can form a valid DOM tree. For instance, the root node of every DOM tree must have type `Document` and can have at most one child of type `Element`. Elements, on the other hand, can have multiple child nodes of different types, such as `Text` and `Element`.

The DOM standard defines interfaces describing the structure of every type of DOM node in an object-oriented style. For every node type, the standard specifies the fields and methods exposed by the nodes of that type. Furthermore, as in standard OO languages, each node type might inherit from another node type; for instance, every `Element` node is also a `Node`, meaning that it exposes all fields and methods defined in the `Node` interface.

We implement the DOM Core Level 1 API in JavaScript (ES5 Strict), encoding DOM objects as JS objects. In particular, each type of DOM node is mapped to the JS constructor function in charge of creating the nodes of that type. Also, we emulate class-based inheritance, which is used to describe DOM nodes in the standard, using the prototype inheritance of JS, by storing the methods shared by all nodes of a given type in their (shared) prototype.

In the following, we describe our implementations of the `Element` and `NodeList` interfaces, which showcase, respectively, how our implementation follows the standard, and how JavaScript enables us to write an elegant implementation of DOM live collections.

**Element Interface.** In Figure 3, we show the `Element` interface written in IDL (Interface Description Language) as in the standard (top) and a fragment of its corresponding object graph from our JavaScript implementation (bottom). The standard states that `Element` inherits from `Node`, meaning that all objects of type `Element` expose the methods and fields of `Node` objects. Additionally, every `Element` object exposes a field `tagName` and the methods `getAttribute`, `setAttribute`, `removeAttribute`, `getAttributeNode`, `setAttributeNode`, `removeAttributeNode`, `getElementsByTagName`, and `normalize`.

In the JavaScript object graph, besides exposing the property `tagName`, all `Element` objects directly define the properties corresponding to the fields of the `Node` interface (e.g. `nodeName`, `ownerDocument`, etc). The methods of the `Element` interface are stored in the object `ElemProto`, the prototype of all `Element` objects, and the `Node` methods are stored in `NodeProto`, which is the prototype of `ElemProto`.

```javascript
interface Element : Node {
  readonly attribute DOMString tagName;
  DOMString getAttribute(DOMString name);
  void setAttribute(DOMString name, DOMString value) raises (DOMException);
  void removeAttribute(DOMString name) raises (DOMException);
  Attr getAttributeNode(DOMString name);
  Attr setAttributeNode(Attr newAttr) raises (DOMException);
  Attr removeAttributeNode(Attr oldAttr) raises (DOMException);
  NodeList getElementsByTagName(DOMString name);
  void normalize();
};
```
**NodeList Interface.** The NodeList interface describes the so-called DOM live collections. A live collection is a special data structure defined in the DOM API that automatically reflects changes that occur in its associated document. For instance, the getElementsByTagNames method from the above-mentioned Element interface returns a live collection containing the DOM nodes that match the supplied tag name. Working with live collections is error-prone and requires particular attention. Consider, for example, the following program:

```javascript
var divs = body.getElementsByTagName("div");
for (var i = 0; i < divs.length; i++)
  { body.appendChild(document.createElement("div")) }
```

This program iterates over the initial collection of div nodes in the DOM tree rooted at body. On each iteration, it creates a new div node and inserts it into the original tree. However, this new div is also inserted into the live collection divs, whose length automatically increases by one, causing the program to loop forever.

The NodeList interface defines the field length, for obtaining the length of a node list, and the method item(i) for accessing its i-th element. In JavaScript, we implement node lists lazily in that we recompute the contents of a given node list every time it is inspected. This we achieve by extending NodeList objects with an internal compute function, used to compute its contents. We call compute at every invocation of the item method, and associate the length property of every node list with a JavaScript getter that also calls compute before checking the the length of the corresponding node list. As an optimisation, we cache computed live collections by associating each node list with a unique identifier and maintaining a global array of computed node lists. However, whenever there is any update to the DOM tree, all cached live collections are invalidated and will be re-computed the next time they are inspected.

### 3.2 DOM UI Events

The DOM UI Events API [53] describes the DOM event model. In particular, it provides the mechanism for programmers to register event listeners, and explains how these listeners are collected and executed every time a DOM event gets triggered either by the environment (for example, via user events and browser events) or programatically.

At the core of the UI Events API is the DOM Dispatch algorithm, which precisely describes the process of collecting and executing event listeners every time a DOM event gets triggered. The DOM Living standard includes the pseudo-code of the Dispatch algorithm, detailing all the steps that are performed when dispatching a DOM event ([53], §2.9). It is a complex algorithm that relies on a number of auxiliary functions, which, in turn, are also described operationally and often rely on other auxiliary functions themselves.

In the following, we describe our implementation of the DOM Dispatch, demonstrate that this implementation follows the pseudo-code of the standard line-by-line, and describe in detail how it is connected to the Event Semantics.

**DOM Dispatch.** We explain the DOM Dispatch algorithm via an example given in Figure 4, which shows a DOM tree of an HTML page with an element dv containing two buttons, bt1 and bt2, and illustrates the steps taken by Dispatch when the user clicks on bt1. Coarsely, Dispatch first determines the propagation path of the triggered event, i.e. the list of DOM nodes connecting the element on which the event was triggered to the root of the DOM document, in this case [bt1, dv, bd, htm, doc]. Then, it executes the handlers registered along that propagation path during three consecutive phases: (1) the capture phase, where the
event is propagated from the root of the document, `doc`, to the target, `bt1`; (2) the target phase, where the event is processed at the target, `bt1`; and (3) the bubble phase, where the event is propagated back to the root. During each phase, `Dispatch` executes the handlers attached to the current node if they were registered for the current event and phase. The DOM API method for registering handlers, `addEventListener(type, handler, useCapture)`, allows the programmer to specify if a given handler is to be executed in the capture phase or the bubble phase through the `useCapture` boolean; by default, handlers get executed in the target phase. Importantly, the propagation path is computed only once, before the handlers are executed, meaning that even if their execution alter the propagation path, those changes will not be taken into account by the `Dispatch` algorithm.

Below, we present our JavaScript (ES5 Strict) implementation of the `Dispatch` algorithm. In the standard, `Dispatch` is presented as a monolithic 56-line function that is difficult to understand. We instead structure it into seven auxiliary functions, each following the corresponding pseudo-code of the standard line-by-line.

```
1  function Dispatch(event, target, flags) {
2      var relatedTarget = retarget(event.relatedTarget, target);
3      var touchTargets = getTouchTargets(event, target);
4      var actTarget = isActivationTarget(event);
5      updatePropagationPath(event, target, relatedTarget, touchTargets, actTarget);
6      captureAndTarget(event, flags)
7      if (event.bubbles) { bubble(event, flags) }
8      clear(event);
9      return !event.canceled
10  }
```

The `Dispatch` algorithm receives as input: the `Event` object that represents the triggered event; the `Node` object on which the event was triggered; and optional flags used to identify a target/event requiring special treatment. The algorithm then proceeds as follows:

1. Call `retarget` to determine the `related target` of the triggered event. Some events are associated with two targets: the main target, supplied as the argument of `Dispatch`; and the related target, determined by `retarget`. For instance, `mouseout`, an event triggered when the user moves the mouse from one node to another, has two targets: the node at which the mouse originally was (main), and the node to which it moved (related).
2. Call `getTouchTargets` to obtain the list of `touch targets` associated with the triggered event. Events involving interactions between the user and a touching surface can be associated with a variable number of targets (e.g., due to the user placing multiple fingers on the surface), called touch targets.
3. Call `isActivationTarget` to check if the event has an associated activation behaviour. For instance, when a `click` event is triggered on a hyperlink, the browser should open a window with the corresponding URL.
4. Call `updatePropagationPath` to determine the propagation path of the event.
5. Call `captureAndTarget` to execute the capture and target phases.
6. Call `bubble` to execute the bubble phase if the result of inspecting the property `bubbles` of the event object is true.
7. Call `clear` to reset some of the properties of the event object to `null`.
8. Return a boolean indicating if the activation behaviour of the event was not cancelled.

When no activation behaviour is defined, the algorithm returns `true`.

**Using the Event Semantics.** In related works [19, 29], the DOM `Dispatch` is either baked into the formalism, which then becomes complex, and/or not fully faithful to the standard. We take a novel, substantially different approach that allows us both to keep the Event Semantics simple and to represent rigorously all of the details of the DOM `Dispatch`. In particular, we store information about DOM handlers directly in their associated `Element` nodes in the JavaScript heap, implement the `Dispatch` fully in JavaScript, and only use the Event Semantics to: (1) register the `Dispatch` function as the handler of all DOM events using the `addHdlr` primitive; and (2) dispatch programmatic DOM events synchronously using the `sDispatch` primitive. The former effectively means that any time a DOM event (e.g. `click` or `focus`), is triggered, either synchronously or asynchronously, the DOM `Dispatch` function itself is scheduled for execution by the Event Semantics. It is then the job of this function, rather than the Event Semantics, to traverse the DOM tree, starting at the node where the event was triggered, and execute the user-register handlers in the appropriate order.

Below, we show our implementation of the `dispatchEvent` function, used to model programmatic dispatch of DOM events. This function calls the Event Semantics synchronous dispatch wrapper, `__sDispatch`, in line 5. The behaviour of the `sDispatch` primitive, as given in §2, precisely captures the programmatic DOM event dispatch as per the standard, where the associated event handlers are meant to be executed immediately.

```javascript
function dispatchEvent(event, flags) {
  if (event.dispatch || !event.initialized) {
    throw new DOMException(INVALID_STATE_ERR);
  }
  event.isTrusted = false; event.target = this;
  return __sDispatch(event, this, flags);
}
```

**Line-by-Line Closeness.** We demonstrate that our JavaScript implementation follows the DOM UI Events standard line-by-line by appealing to the code of the `innerInvoke` function, given below. The `innerInvoke` function is one of the auxiliary functions used by the `Dispatch` algorithm. It is used to execute the listeners for a given event during all three phases of the `Dispatch` algorithm. We illustrate the line-by-line closeness by inlineing in comments, for each line of code, its corresponding line in the standard.

```javascript
function innerInvoke (event, listeners, phase, legacyOutputDidListenersThrowFlag) {
  var found = false;  // 1. Let found be false.
  for (var i = 0; i < listeners.length; i++) {  // 2. For each listener in
    if (listener.removed) continue;          // ...whose removed is false:
    if (event.type !== listener.type) continue;  // 2.1. If event's type attribute value is not listener's type, then continue.
    if (event.type !== listener.type) continue;  // 2.2. Set found to true.
    found = true;  // 2.3. If phase is "capturing" and listener's capture is false, then continue.
    if (phase === "capturing") && (listener.capture === false) continue;  // 2.4. If phase is "bubbling" and listener's capture is true, then continue.
    if (phase === "bubbling") && (listener.capture === true) continue;  // 2.5. If listener's once is true, then remove listener from event's
    if (listener.once === true) event.currentTarget.removeEventListener(listener);
  }
}
```
DOM Event Model and the JavaScript Semantics. The interaction between the DOM Dispatch algorithm and the JavaScript semantics may trigger unexpected behaviours if not properly engineered. Consider, for instance, the following function to be used as a handler:

```javascript
function h(ev) { Object.defineProperty(ev, "bubbles", { get: malicious }) }
```

If the programmer registers `h` as an event handler and that event is triggered, the function `malicious` will be implicitly called when the Dispatch algorithm tries to resolve the value of the property `bubbles` after the execution of the target phase, because `bubbles` is an accessor property (it does not contain a value, but instead getter/setter functions that are executed on property access/update) and `malicious` is its getter. This behaviour is actually disallowed by the DOM standard, which defines the `bubbles` attribute as read-only, but is exhibited by the DOM engines of Chrome, Edge, Firefox, and Safari. Our reference implementation does not suffer from this problem as we define read-only attributes as non-writable on creation.

## 4 JavaScript Promises and async/await

Promises were introduced into JavaScript (JS) in the 6th version of the standard [8], in response to the increasing popularity and usefulness of various, often incompatible, custom-made libraries for asynchronous computation. Their addition provided clarity and security to JS developers; in fact, the official Promises API has greatly simplified the creation, combination, and chaining of asynchronous computations, eliminating the so-called callback hell of multiple nested callbacks [14], which is extremely difficult to understand and reason about.

A JS Promise, in essence, is the reification of an asynchronous computation that was either already settled in the past or still remains to be settled in the future. A promise can be settled successfully, in which case we say that it is resolved (the standard also uses the term fulfilled), or unsuccessfully, in which case we say that it is rejected. If a promise has not been yet settled, we say that it is pending.

Promises are often used together with the JS async/await API. This API introduces asynchronous functions, inside of which one can await on a promise to be fulfilled before proceeding with the current computation. The key point of asynchronous functions is that they do not block the execution of their caller function when their execution gets suspended on an await; instead, the control is immediately transferred to the caller function, which continues with the execution as if the asynchronous function had simply returned.

This section describes our reference implementations of the JS Promises and async/await APIs, as described in sections 25.6, 25.7, and 6.2.3.1 of the 9th version of the ECMAScript standard [9]. Analogously to the DOM reference implementations, these APIs: are implemented directly in JS (ES5 Strict), with the Promises implementation following the standard line-by-line; are thoroughly tested against the latest version of the official ECMAScript test suite [6] (cf. §5); and make use of their dedicated Event Semantics primitives (cf. §2).
4.1 Promises API

At the core of the Promises API is the promise constructor, `Promise`, which is used for creating new promises. This constructor receives as input an `executor function`, which captures the computation to be performed asynchronously. Executor functions have two arguments: a function `resolve` for stating that the corresponding promise has been resolved, and a function `reject` for stating that it has been rejected. Until one of these functions is called, the corresponding promise is left pending. Consider the following example:

```javascript
function f(v) { console.log(v); }
var p = new Promise((resolve, reject) => {
  document.getElementById("dv").addEventListener("click", () => { resolve(1) } )
});
p.then(f); console.log(2)
```

This program creates a promise `p`, whose executor function registers the function that resolves the promise as the handler for the `click` event on the DOM element with identifier `dv`. This means that `p` will only get resolved after the user clicks on that DOM element. Afterwards, the program uses the `then` function of the Promises API to register a `fulfill reaction` on the promise `p`, meaning that when/if `p` gets resolved, the function `f` will be scheduled for execution with the argument with which `p` was resolved (in this case, 1). Reactions are scheduled in a `first-in-first-out` manner every time the current computation terminates or yields control. Hence, the program above will always output the string 21 to the console, regardless of how quickly the user is able to click on the DOM element in question.

Besides the constructor `Promise` and the method `then`, the Promises API provides several other functions for creating, combining, and chaining promises together. The behaviour of these functions/methods is thoroughly described in the ECMAScript standard in pseudo-code. This pseudo-code relies on numerous JavaScript `internal functions`, whose definitions in the ECMAScript standard are also operational, intricate, and intertwined.

The structure of Promise objects is also fairly complex. We illustrate this by giving, in Figure 5, the object graph associated with the promise `p` of the example after the execution of the `then` method, but before the promise gets settled. Each Promise object keeps track of its current state, reactions to be triggered when the promise is resolved/rejected, and its result, in its internal properties `__State`, `__FulfillReactions`, `__RejectReactions`, and `__Result`, respectively. In this case, the promise `p` is in the “pending” state and its result is `undefined`, as it has not been yet resolved. Observe that `f` is registered to execute after `p` using the `then` function in the example; it is not stored directly as a `fulfill reaction`. Instead, there is a `promise reaction`, `r`, which, in addition to keeping track of `f` in its `__Handler` property, also holds, in its `__Capability` field, a `promise capability` `c`, which keeps track of the promise on whose settlement `f` should be executed (`c.__Promise`), and the `resolve` and `reject` functions given to the executor function of that promise (`c.__Resolve` and `c.__Reject`). In the example, the promise capability `c` contains the promise `p` and the internal resolve and reject algorithms of the standard.
Using the Event Semantics. Our reference implementation of JS promises interacts with the Event Semantics when triggering Promise reactions for a promise that got settled; this is done by the \texttt{TriggerPromiseReactions} function. This function is given as input an array of promise reactions and the value with which their corresponding promise was settled (either resolved or rejected). It then iterates over the elements of the array and, for each element, uses the internal function \texttt{PromiseReactionJob} to create an anonymous function that will essentially call the handler of the given reaction with the provided value. This anonymous function is then scheduled for execution directly using the wrapper function of the \texttt{schedule} primitive of the Event Semantics, as highlighted in line 5 of the following code.

\begin{verbatim}
function TriggerPromiseReactions (reactions, argument) {
  if (!reactions) return undefined;
  for (var i = 0; i < reactions.length; i++) {
    var reactionJob = PromiseReactionJob (reactions[i], argument);
    __schedule(reactionJob);
  }
}
\end{verbatim}

Note that the Event Semantics \texttt{schedule} primitive, as defined in §2, adds the given handler to the end of the continuation queue. This is consistent with the behaviour of JS Promises described in the standard, Section 8.4.1 [9], which states that pending jobs (essentially, the fulfil and reject reactions) are to be added “at the back of the job queue”.

Line-by-Line Closeness. We demonstrate that our implementation follows the ECMAScript standard line-by-line by appealing to the \texttt{FulfillPromise} function, described in the Section 25.4.1.4 of the standard; we give its implementation, annotated with the corresponding lines of the standard. The \texttt{FulfillPromise} function is one of the internal functions used by the function \texttt{ResolveFun} (shown in Figure 5), which, in turn, is used by promise executors to fulfil their associated promises. The function \texttt{FulfillPromise} receives a promise together with the value with which it is to be resolved and proceeds as follows: (1) sets the internal state of the given promise object appropriately; and (2) schedules the promise’s fulfil reactions.

\begin{verbatim}
function FulfillPromise(promise, value) {
  // 1. Assert: The value of promise's [[State]] internal slot is "pending".
  Assert(promise._.State === "pending");
  // 2. Let reactions be the value of promise's [[FulfillReactions]] internal slot.
  var reactions = promise._.FulfillReactions;
  // 3. Set the value of promise's [[Result]] internal slot to value.
  promise._.Result = value;
  // 4. Set the value of promise's [[FulfillReactions]] internal slot to undefined.
  promise._.FulfillReactions = undefined;
  // 5. Set the value of promise's [[RejectReactions]] internal slot to undefined.
  promise._.RejectReactions = undefined;
  // 6. Set the value of promise's [[State]] internal slot to "fulfilled".
  promise._.State = "fulfilled";
  // 7. Return TriggerPromiseReactions(reactions, value).
  return TriggerPromiseReactions (reactions, value)
}
\end{verbatim}

4.2 \texttt{async/await}

The \texttt{async/await} APIs are defined in Sections 6.3.1 and 25.7 of the 9th version of the ECMAScript standard [9]: they are meant to be used together, as it is only possible to use \texttt{await} inside an asynchronous function. Furthermore, the \texttt{async/await} APIs directly build on the Promises API in that they make explicit use of JS Promises functions and methods.
In a nutshell, an asynchronous function is a JavaScript function whose execution can *yield*, that is, transfer the control to its calling context without having completed its execution. A call to an asynchronous function is evaluated to a promise that is settled once that function terminates executing: if the function returns, the promise is fulfilled; if the function throws, the promise is rejected. Consider, for instance, the following program:

```javascript
async function f () {
  if (b === true) {
    return 1
  } else {
    throw 2
  }
}
f().then((v) => { console.log(v) }, (v) => { console.log(v) })
```

Recall that the method `then` receives as input two functions which are registered, respectively, as a fulfil reaction and a reject reaction on the `this` object. Hence, the first function is executed if the promise is fulfilled, whereas the second one is executed if it is rejected. Consequently, in the case of the example, if the global variable `b` is equal to `true`, the program will write `1` to the console, otherwise it will write `2`.

As stated above, an asynchronous function can make use of the `await` expression to transfer the control to the calling context. Essentially, the expression `(await e)` evaluates `e` to a promise and suspends the computation of the current function until that promise is settled. Consider, for example, the program below:

```javascript
var p = new Promise(function (resolve, reject) { ... });
async function g () {
  return await p
}
g().then((v) => { console.log(v) }, (v) => { console.log(v) });
```

This time, the asynchronous function `g` awaits on a promise `p`. If/when `p` is settled, `g` returns the value with which it was settled. Suppose, for instance, that `p` is resolved with value `1`; in this case, the function `g` returns `1`, meaning that its associated promise will also be fulfilled with value `1`. Alternatively, suppose that `p` is rejected with value `1`; then, `g` throws `1`, meaning that its associated promise will also be rejected with value `1`. In both cases, the program will simply write `1` to the console.

**Line-by-line Closeness.** For `async/await`, we depart from our line-by-line closeness approach. The reason is that this would require JSIL to support first-order execution contexts, which, in turn, would constitute a considerable engineering effort, including changing the internal representation of execution contexts and extending JSIL with various primitives for their manipulation. Instead, we opted for a more lightweight, compilation-based, approach that still correctly models the `async/await` behaviour described in the standard.

**Compiling `async/await` to ES5 strict.** As `async` and `await` fundamentally change the control flow behaviour of the language, they cannot be simply implemented as libraries. Hence, we introduce a pre-compilation step that translates these constructs to ES5 strict. Expectedly, the compiled programs use the `Promise` constructor to create the promise associated with the execution of the asynchronous function being compiled. The key case of the compiler, given below, corresponds to the default translation\(^1\) of asynchronous functions:

\[
C(\text{async function}(x)s) \triangleq \text{function}(x) \{
  \text{return new Promise(function(resolve, reject) \{}
    \text{try \{C(x)(s); resolve(\text{undefined})\} catch(e) \{reject(e)\}}
  \})
\}
\]

\(^1\) If an asynchronous function can return from a `finally` block, the settling of its associated promise must be deferred to that `finally` block, making the compilation of `return` statements more complex.
Essentially, an asynchronous function is compiled to a normal ES5 Strict function that simply creates a promise \( p \) and returns it. The body of the original function is run inside the executor of the promise. Additionally, we make use of an auxiliary compiler \( C_a \) to rewrite return statements inside the body of the original function so that they are replaced by a call to resolve followed by an empty return. Hence, the function \( f \), given in Code Snippet 1, is compiled to:

```javascript
function f () {
    return new Promise (function (resolve, reject) {
        try {
            if (b === true) { resolve(1); return } else { throw 2 }
        }
        catch (x) { reject(x); return }
    });
}
```

The compilation of the await \( p \) expression is more involved. Concretely, the compiled code calls the wrapper function for the Event Semantics await primitive with the argument \( \text{getPredicate}(p) \), which corresponds to a function that evaluates to true once the promise \( p \) has been settled. Given the definition of await in §2, this precisely corresponds to the core behaviour of the JS await. Then, the compiled code checks if the promise was fulfilled: if so, it continues with the execution normally; if not, it throws the value with which the promise was rejected. Below, we illustrate the compilation of the function \( g \), given in Code Snippet 2.

```javascript
function g () {
    return new Promise (function (resolve, reject) {
        try {
            __await(getPredicate(p));
            if (p.__State === "resolved") { resolve(p.__Result) }
            else { throw p.__Result }
        }
        catch (x) { reject(x); return }
    });
}
```

## Evaluation

We show that our reference implementations of DOM Core Level 1, DOM UI Events, JS Promises, and async/await are trustworthy by passing all applicable tests from their official test suites [46, 50, 6] in JaVerT.Click. In doing so, we discover coverage gaps in the DOM Core Level 1 and UI Events test suites and create additional tests to complete their coverage. We demonstrate that JaVerT.Click can reason about real-world JS code by creating a comprehensive symbolic test suite for the events module of the cash library [55], a widely-used alternative for jQuery. Our symbolic testing establishes bounded correctness of several essential properties of the library and reveals two subtle, previously unknown bugs. We also symbolically test the p−map library [35], which adds an extra layer of functionality on top of JS promises. We achieve 100% line coverage and discover one bug. All three bugs discovered by JaVerT.Click in cash and p−map have been reported and have since been fixed.

### 5.1 Testing the Reference Implementations

To run the test suites, we establish a common testing infrastructure, illustrated below. The tests for Promises and async/await are written in JS. To run them in JaVerT.Click, we only need to compile the ECMAScript test harness together with the tests. The tests for DOM Events, in contrast, are written in HTML and contain JS scripts enclosed by the \(<script>\) tag. Using Python scripts, we first isolate this code into a JS test file, then add to it the JSON object obtained from the appropriate input XML file using the xml−js parser [58]. Finally, as the DOM Core Level 1 tests are written in XML, we additionally have to first transform them into HTML tests using XSLT.
We present the results of testing our reference implementations against their appropriate official test suites. For each implementation, we provide the number of: available tests in the test suite; applicable tests; and passing tests. Additionally, for three of the test suites, we give: its computed line coverage; the number of untested lines in its standard; and the number of additional tests that we created to complete its coverage. Given that we pass all of the applicable tests, which have substantial coverage of their respective standards, for all four APIs, we have strong confidence that our reference implementations are indeed correct.

Interestingly, the test suite repository for DOM Events also provides the testing results for four browsers: Chrome, Edge, Firefox and Safari [57]. These results show that no single browser fully passes the test suite, and that, out of the 56 tests that we pass, 12 fail in at least one of the four browsers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Core Level 1</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Promises</th>
<th>async/await</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Available Tests</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable Tests</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passing Tests</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Suite Line Coverage</td>
<td>98.14%</td>
<td>97.45%</td>
<td>98.76%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Untested Lines</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Tests</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For three of the test suites, some tests need to be filtered out due to the coverage of either our reference implementations or JaVerT.Click. For DOM Events, we filter out 1 test that uses ES6 classes, 5 that use the postMessage API, 2 that use the AJAX API, and 19 that use unsupported CSS features (scrolling and animation). For Promises, most filtered tests (106/130) are due to ES6 Symbol iteration; once we support this feature, these tests should pass as similar tests that use Array iteration already pass. We also filter out 21 tests that use other unsupported ES6 features (classes, reflection, and proxies), and 3 that require non-strict mode. For async/await, we filter out 14 tests that use ES6 default arguments and 4 that use ES6 generators.

When it comes to test suite coverage, we observe that it is comprehensive, but incomplete. We have inspected the filtered tests for DOM Events and JS Promises and believe that they would not trigger the missing lines. Note that we are not able to perform a proper coverage analysis for async/await, as we do not follow its description in the standard line-by-line.

**Observations.** We have found the ECMAScript standard to be written and tested with a higher degree of rigour than the DOM Living Standard. It is self-contained and precise, with no implicit assumptions and discrepancies between the standard and the test suite.

The DOM Living Standard, in contrast, uses features from other standards, such as HTML and the Shadow DOM [26], without providing any intuition. This meant that we needed to understand multiple standards written in different formats and had to read
substantial additional documentation (e.g., the Mozilla Web Docs [25]) in order to model the API behaviour correctly. Additionally, the DOM Living Standard interfaces do not have a well-defined scope. For instance, the standard makes clear that every EventTarget object has an associated event listener list, but this list is not declared as an attribute of the EventTarget interface. This can lead to different interpretations by implementors. Finally, we found a few discrepancies between the DOM Standard and the official test suites that are likely to cause difficulties for implementors: for example:

- In DOM Core Level 1, on setting Attr.value, the standard only states that a Text node with the unparsed contents of the provided value should be created; the tests additionally require that this text node be inserted as a child node of the attribute.
- In DOM Events, for Event.isTrusted, the standard defines the isTrusted property of the Event interface to be a boolean that is used to indicate whether or not the dispatchEvent function was used; the tests specifically require the isTrusted property to be an accessor property and to have a dedicated getter.

5.2 Symbolic Testing of the cash Library

The cash library [55] is a jQuery alternative for modern browsers that provides jQuery-style syntax for manipulating the DOM. Its main goal is to remain as small as possible, while still staying (mostly) compatible with jQuery and providing its users with a similar set of features. Moreover, it exhibits better performance than jQuery, as it dominantly relies on native browser events rather than on a custom event model. It has a growing community of users, with more than 10K weekly downloads and 735K overall downloads on npm [56], and more than 4.4K stars on GitHub [55].

We focus our analysis on the events module of cash, which provides a mechanism for creating and manipulating DOM events, offering additional functionalities and greater level of control with respect to the native DOM event model. This module has five main and twelve auxiliary functions. Here, we focus on the main functions, presented below:

- .on: ele.on(e,h) registers the handler h for an event e on the element ele;
- .off: ele.off(e,h) deregisters the handler h for the event e on the element ele;
- .one: ele.one(e,h) behaves the same as .on, except that h can be triggered only once and is automatically deregistered afterwards;
- .ready: ele.ready(f) executes the function f after ensuring that the entire document content has been loaded successfully;
- .trigger: ele.trigger(e) triggers the handlers for an event e on the element ele.

The cash library comes with a concrete test suite, which has 95.52% overall line coverage. The 18 tests for the events module contain 288 lines of code. Their coverage of .on is 76.92%, of .trigger is 93.75%, of .ready is 0% and of the main auxiliary function of .on is 81.82%; the remaining functions have 100% coverage. We complete the coverage of the concrete test suite for the events module by writing five additional concrete tests.

5.2.1 Bounded Correctness

We create a symbolic test suite for the events module of cash, with two goals in mind: (1) achieving 100% line coverage for all event-related functions; and (2) establishing bounded correctness of several essential properties. We achieve both goals using just eight symbolic tests. In Table 1, we give, for these tests, their execution time (Time, in seconds) and the number of executed JSIL commands (JSIL Cmds). Each test, additionally, has an overhead of 4.454 seconds, 9 lines of code, and 899,390 executed commands due to the setup of the
initial heap and auxiliary testing functions. We single out four tests, which capture important properties that the `events` module should respect; the remaining ones are grouped together as `other`, as they offer little additional insight. These four tests are:

**rHand**: If a handler has been executed, then it must have previously been registered.

**sHand**: If a single handler has been registered to a given event using `.on`, then that is the *only* handler that can be executed for that event. This test has revealed two bugs in the `events` module of `cash`, discussed in detail in §5.2.2.

**tOne**: If a single handler has been registered to a given event using `.one`, then that handler can be executed for that event *only once*.

**tOff**: If a handler registered to an event is deregistered using `.off`, then that handler can no longer be executed for that event.

The tests establish that these properties hold for all events (strings) up to length 20. The bound 20 has been chosen as the length of the longest property of the JavaScript initial heap, `propertyIsEnumerable`. It can be adjusted in the tests themselves: the running times will be bound-linear for `rHand`, `tOne`, and `tOff`, which use one symbolic event; and bound-quadratic for `sHand`, which uses two.

The obtained results demonstrate that symbolic testing is far superior to concrete testing: our symbolic test suite has greater coverage, 29% fewer lines of code, and, most importantly, provides much stronger correctness guarantees that are beyond the limit of concrete testing.

### 5.2.2 The Discovered Bugs

As part of its effort to remain minimal, the `cash` library, unlike jQuery, does not implement its own event model. Instead, it heavily relies on the event model of the browser. However, the semantics of events in `cash` differs from that of the browser events. For example, `cash` enforces that all user-defined focus-related handlers bubble, by *redirecting* handler registration (via `.on` or `.one`) and deregistration (via `.off`) for the `'focus'/'blur' events to `'focusin'/'focusout' instead. The redirection is implemented as follows: any event that is passed to the `.on`, `.one`, and `.off` functions is first processed by the `getEventTypeBubbling` function:

```javascript
function getEventTypeBubbling(e) { return eventsFocus[e] || e }
```

which is intended to substitute `'focus' by `'focusin' and `'blur' by `'focusout', while keeping other events intact, by indexing the `eventsFocus` object

```javascript
var eventsFocus = { focus: 'focusin', blur: 'focusout' }.
```

with the event `e`. This indexing is meant to return a string, which is then processed using `String.prototype.split`. This implementation, however, causes two subtle bugs, discovered by the `sHand` test, whose stylised code, with detailed inlined explanations, is given below:

1. `var count = 0, ele = $('.'event'); // Initialise counter and target element`
2. `function h () { count++ } // Handler counts the number of times it was called`

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Symbolic Test Suite for the <code>events</code> module of <code>cash</code>.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Name</td>
<td>rHand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSIL Cmds</td>
<td>1,468,907</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
// Create two symbolic events, e1 and e2, of maximum length 20
var e1 = symbStr(20), e2 = symbStr(20);

// Register the handler for e1 on ele, then trigger e2 on ele
ele.on(e1, h); ele.trigger(e2);

Assert(
  // Handler was executed only once, if e1 and e2 were equal and non-empty,
  (count === 1 && e1 === e2 && e1 !== "") ||
  // and was not executed otherwise.
  (count === 0 && (e1 !== e2 || e1 === ""))
);

Bug 1: Overlooked Prototype Inheritance. The first set of counter-examples demonstrates that cash throws a native JavaScript type error when executing ele.on(e1, h) if

```
  e1 ∈ {'constructor', 'hasOwnProperty', 'isPrototypeOf',
  'propertyIsEnumerable', 'toLocaleString', 'toString', 'valueOf'}.
```

Recall that the function `getEventTypeBubbling` indexes the `eventsFocus` object to redirect focus-related events. Indexing objects as key-value maps, however, may return unexpected values, as shown in [32]: e.g., `eventsFocus['valueOf']` returns the function object found at `Object.prototype.valueOf`, as the `valueOf` property is not in the `eventsFocus` object itself, but is in its prototype. Then, since that function object has no `split` property in its prototype chain, the subsequent call to `.split` throws a native JavaScript type error.

Bug 2: Unintended Event Triggering. The second set of counter-examples demonstrates that the final correctness assertion of the `sHand` test does not hold if

```
  (e1, e2) ∈ {('blur', 'blur'), ('focus', 'focus'), ('blur', 'focusout'), ('focus', 'focusin')).
```

In particular, for the first two counter-examples, the handler is not executed even though `e1` and `e2` are equal, whereas, for the second two, it is executed despite `e1` and `e2` being different. This bug is also caused by the redirection done in the `getEventTypeBubbling` function. Precisely, this redirection is applied in the `.on`, `.one`, and `.off` functions, but not in the `.trigger` function, effectively meaning that user-registered handlers for `'focus'` and `'blur'` can respectively be triggered only via `'focusin'` and `'focusout'` instead. This is admittedly not intended, and it results from the simplification of the corresponding jQuery mechanisms.

Both bugs have been reported to the developers of cash,² and have since been fixed. The first bug also exists in jQuery, where it will be corrected for the upcoming 4.0 version.³

### 5.3 Symbolic Testing of the p−map Library

The p−map library [35] is a small JavaScript library that extends the functionality of JavaScript promises with the ability to concurrently map over pending promises. It has more than 10M weekly downloads and 825M overall downloads on npm [36], and 532 stars on

² https://github.com/kenwheeler/cash/issues/317, 318
³ https://github.com/jquery/jquery/issues/3256
GitHub [35]. It calls both the JavaScript Promises and JavaScript async/await APIs. We performed symbolic testing of p-map, where we achieved 100% line coverage and discovered a bug that allowed the number of concurrently handled promises to go above its declared maximum due to the library using non-integer numbers. This bug has been reported to and fixed by the developers of p-map.⁴ For space reasons, we delay the full account of our analysis of p-map to a future publication.

6 Related Work

We believe we are the first to provide a general infrastructure for symbolic analysis of modern event-driven Web applications. There has been prior work on formalising and analysing specific event-driven Web APIs, such as DOM UI Events [29, 19] and JavaScript Promises [22, 1], as well as Node.js events [21, 23]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work on formalising the JavaScript async/await API. Hence, we focus the discussion on: (1) axiomatic and operational semantics for DOM Core Level 1; (2) operational semantics for DOM Events; (3) operational semantics for JavaScript Promises; and (4) symbolic execution for JavaScript programs that interact with the DOM.

Axiomatic/Operational Semantics of DOM Core Level 1. Based on context logic [5], Smith et al. introduced an axiomatic semantics [15] for a small fragment of DOM Core Level 1, proving it sound with respect to their operational semantics. In his PhD thesis [34], Smith extended this axiomatic semantics to all fundamental interfaces of DOM Core Level 1, including live collections and fine-grained reasoning about various types of DOM nodes, omitting only a minor part on the extended interfaces. This axiomatic semantics follows the DOM standard closely, but has not been implemented, and there has been no work on using this semantics to reason about real-world JavaScript programs that interact with the DOM.

Several operational semantics for different fragments and adaptations of DOM Core Level 1 were proposed for various types of analysis, such as information flow control [24, 30], type systems [42] and abstract interpretation [18], targeting JS programs that interact with the DOM. These papers, however, do not aim to establish a trusted formal representation of the DOM using which others can build their own program analyses; instead, they provide a DOM representation specific to their kind of analyses. In contrast, our DOM Core Level 1 JS reference implementation has been designed to be trusted in that it follows the text of the standard line-by-line and passes all 525 tests of the official test suite [46]. This, combined with its extensive use in the symbolic testing of the cash library, gives us confidence that others will be able to use it for their analysis of JS programs calling the DOM.

Operational Semantics for DOM Events. In this context, the work closest to ours is [19], which presents the first operational model for reasoning about DOM events. This model consists of a Scheme [38] reference implementation of DOM UI events and is used to prove meta-properties of the DOM semantics, such as the immutability of the propagation path during the execution of the Dispatch algorithm. The authors justify their reference implementation by annotating the paragraphs of the standard with links to the relevant definitions and reduction rules in their implementation, and by comparing its behaviour with various browser implementations using randomly generated test cases. The implementation, however, is not tested against the official DOM Events test suite and does not have a line-by-line correspondence with the text of the standard.

⁴ https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-map/issues/26
There are multiple tools for analysing event-driven JavaScript programs based on different types of program analyses, such as information flow control [29, 45], type systems [28], and abstract interpretation [27]. Of these tools, only [29] comes with a formal semantics of DOM events. Concretely, the authors propose a simplified DOM event semantics instrumented with a sound information-flow monitor, and implement the monitor instrumentation on top of Webkit [41], the browser engine used by Safari. The proposed semantics is, however, only intended for illustrative purposes as it does not include a number of event-related features, such as interaction with shadow trees, slotables, and touch/related targets. In contrast, our reference implementation of DOM Events does not simplify the standard and passes 56 tests of the official test suite (100% of the appropriate tests, given our current coverage).

A Core Semantics for JavaScript Promises. Madsen et al. [22] were the first to propose a formal core calculus for reasoning about JavaScript (JS) promises. Concretely, they introduce λ_p, an extension of the small core JavaScript calculus, λ_JS [17], with dedicated syntactic constructs for promise creation and manipulation. The authors give the formal semantics of λ_p and show how it can be used to encode promise operations not directly supported in the syntax (e.g. catch and then). The paper further introduces the concept of promise graphs, a program artifact used by the authors to explain promise-related errors. Later, Alimadadi et al. [1] extend promise graphs to take into account previously unmodelled ES6 features, such as default reactions, exceptions, race and all. Using the extended promise graphs, the authors develop PROMISEKEEPER, a dynamic analysis tool built on top of JALANGI [33] for finding and explaining promise-related bugs in JS code.

The λ_JS-calculus [17] was justified by a desugaring function from ES5 that has been tested against the official Test262 test suite [6]. In contrast, λ_p does not come with a desugaring function from ES6 to λ_p and hence has not been tested against the promises-related part of Test262. Whilst λ_p is mainly used to explain buggy behaviours related to the misuse of JS promises, our goal was to create a trusted reference implementation of JS promises that models their semantics precisely in order to enable various types of analysis for JS programs that use promises, including the symbolic testing presented in the paper. For this reason, we took great care in justifying its correctness.

Symbolic Execution for the DOM. Symbolic reasoning about the DOM in the literature is mostly focussed on bug-finding and/or automatic concrete test generation. For example, ConFix [10] uses concolic execution to generate DOM fixtures that allow high-coverage testing of JavaScript functions that use the DOM; however, it does not support DOM events and dynamically generated code using eval that interacts with the DOM. V-DOM [59] creates test suites by analysing both server- and client-side code, but only considers handlers that were registered statically (via HTML code, e.g. `<button onclick="myFunction()"/>`) and does not support dynamic handler registration (via addEventListener()).

There are several tools focussed on finding dependencies between event handlers, such as SYMJS [20] and JSDEP [37], which then use this information to automatically generate tests in the form of event triggering sequences. SYMJS identifies handler dependencies by performing a dynamic write-read analysis. However, its representation of the DOM is not entirely consistent with the standard: e.g., text inputs and radio boxes are represented symbolically either as strings or numbers, rather than objects. JSDEP implements the first constraint-based declarative program analysis for computing dependencies between event handlers. This approach is shown to be effective, but no soundness guarantees are provided.
While the goals of these tools are different from ours, there is room for comparison. In particular, some of them do not follow the DOM standard (e.g., SymJS relies on HTMLUnit [16], which provides its own implementation of the DOM event dispatch algorithm) and none offer a justification with respect to their representation of the DOM. In contrast, we provide complete, trustworthy reference implementations of DOM Core Level 1 and UI Events that follow the standard line-by-line and pass all of the applicable official tests. Importantly, these tools do not appear to be able to reason about events whose type is symbolic. We believe that this is one of the advantages of our work, as it allows us to write few symbolic tests to achieve broad coverage. It also enables us to provide bounded correctness guarantees of library properties, which, to our knowledge, has not been done before, and which is certainly beyond the reach of either manually- or automatically-generated concrete test suites. On the other hand, the above-mentioned tools do generate their concrete test suites automatically, while in JaVerT.Click, the developers have to write symbolic tests themselves.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have introduced a Core Event Semantics that is simple in design, yet expressive enough to capture the essence of three fundamental, complex event-related APIs, namely DOM UI Events, JavaScript Promises and async/await. To accompany the Core Event Semantics, we have created reference implementations of these three APIs, as well as a reference implementation of DOM Core Level 1, which underpins DOM UI Events. Our reference implementations are trusted, in the sense that all except that of async/await follow their respective standards line-by-line, and all are thoroughly tested against their official test suites. Together, the Core Event Semantics and the reference implementations form a trusted infrastructure that enables symbolic analysis of modern event-driven Web programs.

We have demonstrated that our infrastructure can be used in practice by implementing the Core Event Semantics, closely following the theory, on top of JaVerT 2.0, a state-of-the-art tool for JavaScript symbolic analysis. We have used the resulting tool, JaVerT.Click, to symbolically test two real-world libraries: cash and p-map, both with with 100% line coverage, establishing bounded correctness of several important properties and discovering three bugs in the process. To our knowledge, this is the first time that reasoning about multiple event-based APIs is supported either in a single formalism or in a single tool.

As part of the overall testing process, we have additionally discovered coverage gaps in the official test suites of DOM Core Level 1 and DOM UI Events, as well as in the concrete test suite of cash, and have created appropriate concrete tests that address these gaps.

We plan to extend this work in several directions. First of all, following the methodology that we have introduced in this paper, we will add support for other event-based APIs, such as the File [51], postMessage [54], and the Web Workers APIs [52], to the Core Event Semantics and JaVerT.Click. For each new API, this amounts to providing a trusted reference implementation in JavaScript, and extending the Event Semantics with any new appropriate event primitives that may be required. For instance, supporting the Web Workers API will require the Event Semantics to be extended with basic message-passing facilities. Our over-arching goal is to create a minimal event model expressive enough to reason about all widely-used Web APIs natively supported by major browsers.

We also intend to analyse further real-world libraries that are clients of our supported APIs. For example, PreactJS [39], a fast and light alternative to ReactJS [40], appears to be an excellent first target, as it is relatively small yet very successful, and is already being used by several major industrial players.
Another avenue to explore, given our trusted infrastructure, would be how to extend the full verification facilities of JaVerT.Click in order to be able to prove both meta-properties of the APIs themselves as well as correctness properties of programs that interact with the DOM and/or use event-related APIs.

We will also implement the Event Semantics as a layer on top of Gillian [11], our new multi-language platform for compositional symbolic analysis, by instantiating the Event Semantics with Gillian’s intermediate language, GIL. There, in addition to JS code, we plan to reason about WebAssembly and Rust code that interacts with various event-based APIs.

Finally, we plan to design a policy language that would allow the developers to specify the event sequences of interest, given the programs they would like to analyse. These policies might play a role in automatically generating tests, as in the discussed related work [20, 37], but also in the broader context of symbolic analysis, where they would limit the branching that arises from exploring all possible event sequences triggered by the environment.
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Abstract
Subtyping is a concept frequently encountered in many programming languages and calculi. Various forms of subtyping exist for different type system features, including intersection types, union types or bounded quantification. Normally these features are designed independently of each other, without exploiting obvious similarities (or dualities) between features.

This paper proposes a novel methodology for designing subtyping relations that exploits duality between features. At the core of our methodology is a generalization of subtyping relations, which we call Duotyping. Duotyping is parameterized by the mode of the relation. One of these modes is the usual subtyping, while another mode is supertyping (the dual of subtyping). Using the mode it is possible to generalize the usual rules of subtyping to account not only for the intended behaviour of one particular language construct, but also of its dual. Duotyping brings multiple benefits, including: shorter specifications and implementations, dual features that come essentially for free, as well as new proof techniques for various properties of subtyping. To evaluate a design based on Duotyping against traditional designs, we formalized various calculi with common OOP features (including union types, intersection types and bounded quantification) in Coq in both styles. Our results show that the metatheory when using Duotyping does not come at a significant cost: the metatheory with Duotyping has similar complexity and size compared to the metatheory for traditional designs. However, we discover new features as duals to well-known features. Furthermore, we also show that Duotyping can significantly simplify transitivity proofs for many of the calculi studied by us.
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1 Introduction
Subtyping is a concept frequently encountered in many programming languages and calculi. It is also a pervasive and fundamental feature in Object-Oriented Programming (OOP). Various forms of subtyping exist for different type system features, including intersection types [6], union types [6] or bounded quantification [15]. Modern OOP languages such as Scala [34], Ceylon [29], Flow [19] or TypeScript [12] all support the aforementioned type system features.

© Bruno C. d. S. Oliveira, Cui Shaobo, and Baber Rehman; licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
As programming languages evolve, new features are added. This requires that subtyping for these new features is developed and also integrated with existing features. However, the design and implementation of subtyping for new features is quite often non-trivial. There are several, well-documented issues in the literature. These include finding algorithmic forms for subtyping (for instance doing transitivity elimination) [43] or proving metatheoretical properties such as transitivity or narrowing [1]. Such issues occur, for instance, in some of the latest developments for OOP languages, such as the DOT calculi (which model the essence of Scala) [3]. One possible way to reduce the non-trivial amount of work needed to develop new features, would be if two related features could be develop at once with a coherent design. This paper explores a new methodology that enables such benefits.

Normally programming language features are designed independently of each other. However there are features that are closely related to each other, and can be viewed as dual features. Various programming language features are known to be dual in programming language theory. For instance sum and product types are well-known to be duals [14]. Similarly universal and existential quantification are dual concepts as well [9]. Moreover duality is a key concept in category theory [30] and many abstractions widely used in functional programming (such as Monads and CoMonads [44]) are also known to be duals. In OOP type systems dual features are also common. For instance all OOP languages contain a top type (called Object in Java or Any in Scala), which is the supertype of all types. Many OOP languages also contain a bottom type, which is a subtype of all types. Top and bottom types can be viewed as dual features, mirroring the functionality of each other. Intersection and union types are another example of dual features. The intersection of two types A and B can be used to type a value that implements both A and B. The union of two types A and B can be used to type a value that implements either A or B.

Duality in OOP and subtyping is often only informally observed by humans. For instance, by simply understanding the behaviour of the features and observing their complementary roles, as we just did in the previous paragraph. At best duality is more precisely observed by looking at the rules for the language constructs and their duals and observing a certain symmetry between those rules. However existing formalisms and language designs for type systems and subtyping relations do not directly incorporate duality. Unfortunately this means that an opportunity to exploit obvious similarities between features is lost.

This paper proposes a novel methodology for designing subtyping relations that exploits duality between features directly in the formalism. At the core of our methodology is a generalization of subtyping relations, which we call Duotyping. Duotyping is parameterized by the mode of the relation. One of these modes is the usual subtyping, while another mode is supertyping (the dual of subtyping). Using the mode it is possible to generalize the usual rules of subtyping to account not only for the intended behaviour of one particular language construct, but also of its dual. This means that the behaviour of the language construct and its dual is modelled by a single, common set of rules. In turn this ensures that the behaviour of the two features is modelled consistently. Moreover it also enables various theorems/properties of subtyping to be generalized to account for the dual features. Therefore, Duotyping offers similar benefits to the how duality is exploited in category theory. More concretely, Duotyping brings multiple benefits for the design of subtyping relations, which are discussed next.

**Shorter specifications.** When duality is exploited in specifications of subtyping it leads to shorter specifications because rules for dual features are shared. This also ensures a consistent design of the rules between the dual features directly in the formalism. Such consistency is not
enforceable in traditional formulations of subtyping where the rules are designed separately, and thus their design is completely unconstrained with respect to the dual feature. A concrete example that illustrates shorter specifications is a traditional subtyping relation with top, bottom, union and intersection types, which would normally have 8 subtyping rules for those constructs. In a design with Duotyping we only need 5 subtyping rules. Basically we need only half of the rules (4 in this case) to model the feature-specific rules, plus an additional duality rule which is generic (and plays a similar role to reflexivity and transitivity).

“Buy” one feature get one feature for free! Duality can lead to the discovery of new features. While top and bottom types, or intersection and union types are well-known in the literature (and understood to be duals), other features in languages with subtyping do not have a known dual feature in the literature. This is partly because, when a language designer employs traditional formulations of subtyping, he/she is often only interested in the design of a feature (but not necessarily of its dual). Even for the case of union and intersection types, intersection types were developed first and the development of union types occurred years later. Because the dual feature is often also useful, the traditional way to design subtyping rules represents a loss of opportunity to get another language feature essentially for free.

One well-known example of a language feature that has been widely exploited in the literature, but its dual feature has received much less attention is bounded quantification [17]. Bounded quantification allows type variables to be defined with upper bounds. However lower bounds are also useful. One can think of universal quantification with lower bounds as a dual to universal quantification with upper bounds. The essence of (upper) bounded quantification is captured by the well-known $F_{\leq}$ calculus [17]. However, as far as we know, there is no design that extends $F_{\leq}$ with lower bounded quantification in the literature. Applying a Duotyping design to $F_{\leq}$ gives us, naturally, the two features at once (lower and upper bounded quantification), as illustrated in our Section 4. Such generalization of bounded quantification is related to the recent form of universal quantification with type bounds employed in Scala and the DOT family of calculi [3]. However, while Scala’s type bounds are more expressive than what we propose, they are also much more complex and are in fact one of the key complications in the type systems of languages like Scala. Most DOT calculi require a built-in transitivity rule in subtyping because it is not known how to eliminate transitivity. In contrast, the generalization of $F_{\leq}$ proposed by us has a formulation of subtyping where transitivity can be proved as a separate lemma.

New proof techniques. Designs of subtyping with duality also enable new proof techniques that exploit such duality. For instance there are various theorems that can be stated for both a feature and its dual, instead of having separate theorems for both. Some of the properties of union and intersection types are examples of this. Moreover, Duotyping also enables new proof techniques to prove traditionally hard theorems such as transitivity. Surprisingly to us, for the vast majority of the calculi that we have applied Duotyping to, transitivity proofs have been considerably simpler than their corresponding traditional formulations due to the use of Duotyping!

Shorter implementations. Finally Duotyping also enables for shorter implementations. The benefits of shorter implementations are similar and follow from the benefits of shorter specifications. However there is a complicating factor when moving from a relational specification into an implementation: the duality rule is non-algorithmic. This is akin to what happens with transitivity, which is often also used in declarative formulations of subtyping.
Eliminating transitivity to obtain an algorithmic system can often be a non-trivial challenge (as illustrated, for instance, by the DOT family of calculi [3]). However, we show that there is a simple and generally applicable technique that can be used to move from a declarative formulation of Duotyping into an algorithmic version. This contrasts with transitivity, for which there is not a generally applicable transitivity elimination technique.

To evaluate a design based on Duotyping against traditional designs of subtyping, we formalized various calculi with common OOP features (including union types, intersection types and bounded quantification) in Coq in both styles. Our results show that the metatheory when using Duotyping has similar complexity and size compared to traditional designs. However, the Duotyping formalizations come with more features (for instance lower-bounded quantification) that dualize other well-known features (upper-bounded quantification). Finally, we also show that Duotyping can significantly simplify transitivity proofs for many of the calculi studied by us.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are:

- **Duotyping**: A new methodology for the design of subtyping relations exploiting duality.
- **A case study on Duotyping**: A comprehensive study of various existing type systems and features, which were redesigned to employ the Duotyping methodology. Our results show that in most systems the size of the metatheory without duality and with duality is comparable, while often transitivity proofs become simpler when employing duality.
- **\( F_{\leq \cdot} \) with lower bounded quantification**: We propose a new generalization of System \( F_{\leq \cdot} \), called \( F_{k\leq} \), which allows not only type variables to be quantified with upper bounds and lower bounds as well. While this system is weaker than Scala/DOT’s type bounds, it nonetheless allows for simple transitivity proofs (which have been a significant challenge in calculi with type bounds [40]).
- **Mechanization in Coq**: All the systems in our case study have been formalized in the Coq theorem prover [8].

## 2 Overview

This section gives an overview of Duotyping. We show how to design subtyping relations employing Duotyping, and discuss the advantages of a design with Duotyping instead of a traditional subtyping formulation in more detail.

### 2.1 Subtyping with union and intersection types

To motivate the design of Duotyping relations we first consider a traditional subtyping relation with union and intersection types, as well as top and bottom types. We choose a system with union and intersection types because these features are nowadays common in various OOP languages, including Scala [34], TypeScript [12], Ceylon [29] or Flow [19]. Therefore union and intersection types are of practical interest. Furthermore union and intersection types are simple, intuitive and good for showing duality between concepts.

The types used for the subtyping relation include the top type \( \top \), the bottom type \( \bot \), integer types \( \text{Int} \), function types \( A \rightarrow B \), intersection types \( A \land B \) and union types \( A \lor B \):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>( A, B )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \top, \bot )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

---
Traditional Subtyping. A simple subtyping relation accounting for union and intersection types is given in Figure 1. Rule `\text{ts-top}` defines that every type is a subtype of `\top`, and Rule `\text{ts-btm}` states that every type is a supertype of `\bot`. Rule `\text{ts-int}` is for integers, and states that `\text{Int}` is a subtype of itself. Rule `\text{ts-arrow}` is the traditional subtyping rule for function types. Rules `\text{ts-anda}`, `\text{ts-andb}`, and `\text{ts-andc}` are subtyping rules for intersection types. Rules `\text{ts-ora}`, `\text{ts-orb}`, and `\text{ts-orc}` are subtyping rules for union types. The rules that we employ here are quite common for systems with union and intersection types. For instance they are the same rules used in various DOT-calculi [3] (which model the essence of Scala). For simplicity we do not account for distributivity rules, which also appear in some type systems and calculi [7, 11, 47].

### Figure 1 Subtyping for union and intersection types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>A &lt;: B</code></td>
<td>(Traditional Subtyping)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>\text{ts-top}</code></td>
<td><code>A &lt;: \top</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>\text{ts-btm}</code></td>
<td><code>\bot &lt;: A</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>\text{ts-int}</code></td>
<td><code>\text{Int} &lt;: \text{Int}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>\text{ts-arrow}</code></td>
<td><code>A_1 \to A_2 &lt;: B_1 \to B_2</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>\text{ts-anda}</code></td>
<td><code>A_1 &lt;: A_1 \land A_2</code>, <code>A_2 &lt;: A_1 \land A_2</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>\text{ts-andb}</code></td>
<td><code>A_1 &lt;: A_1 \land A_2</code>, <code>A_2 &lt;: A_1 \land A_2</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>\text{ts-andc}</code></td>
<td><code>A_1 &lt;: A_1 \land A_2</code>, <code>A_2 &lt;: A_1 \land A_2</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>\text{ts-ora}</code></td>
<td><code>A_1 &lt;: A_1 \lor A_2</code>, <code>A_2 &lt;: A_1 \lor A_2</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>\text{ts-orb}</code></td>
<td><code>A &lt;: A_1 \lor A_2</code>, <code>A &lt;: A_1 \lor A_2</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>\text{ts-orc}</code></td>
<td><code>A &lt;: A_1 \lor A_2</code>, <code>A &lt;: A_1 \lor A_2</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Subtyping Specifications using Duotyping

In the subtyping relation presented in Figure 1, it is quite obvious that many rules look alike. Some rules are essentially a “mirror image” of other rules. The rules for top and bottom types are an example of this. Another example are the rules `\text{ts-andb}` and `\text{ts-orb}`. Although informally humans can easily observe the similarity between many of the rules, this similarity/duality is not expressed directly in the formalism. For example, there is nothing preventing us from designing rules that are not duals. **Duotyping** aims at capturing duality in the rules themselves, and expressing duality as part of the formalism, rather than just leaving duality informally observable by humans. This can prevent, for instance, designing rules for dual concepts that do not really dualize. Therefore **Duotyping** can enforce consistency of dual rule designs.

To illustrate how **Duotyping** rules are designed and relate to the traditional subtyping rules, let’s refactor the traditional rules in a few basic steps. Firstly, let’s assume that we have a second relation `A : B` that captures the supertyping between a type `A` and `B`. Supertyping is nothing but the subtyping relation with its arguments flipped. So, the rules of supertyping could be simply obtained by taking all the rules in Figure 1 and deriving corresponding rules where all the arguments are flipped around. We skip that boring definition here. With both supertyping and subtyping, the top and bottom rules can be presented as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>A &lt;: \top</code></td>
<td><code>\text{ts-top}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>A : B</code></td>
<td><code>\text{ts-btm}</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similarly the rules rule $\text{TS-ANDB}$ and rule $\text{TS-ORB}$, can be presented as:

\[
\frac{A_1 <: A}{A_1 \land A_2 <: A} \quad \text{TS-ANDB} \quad \frac{A_1 :> A}{A_1 \lor A_2 :> A} \quad \text{TS-ORB}
\]

This simple refactoring shows that the only difference between dual rules is the relation itself, and the (dual) language constructs. Apart from that everything else is the same.

**Duotyping.** With Duotyping we can provide a single unified rule, which captures the two distinct subtyping rules, instead. The Duotyping relation is parameterized by a mode $\circ$:

\[
\text{Mode} \quad \circ \quad ::= \quad :< \mid :>
\]

which can be subtyping ($:<$) or supertyping ($:>$). Thus the Duotyping relation is of the form:

\[
A \circ B
\]

The mode $\circ$ is a (third) parameter of the relation (besides $A$ and $B$). With this mode in place, we can readily capture the two refactored rules for supertyping of bottom types and subtyping of top types as two Duotyping rules. However this still requires us to write two distinct rules. To unify those rules into a single one, we introduce a function $\lceil \circ \rceil$ that chooses the right bound depending on the mode being used:

\[
\lceil :< \rceil = \top \quad \lceil :> \rceil = \bot
\]

If the mode is subtyping the upper bound of the relation is the top type, otherwise it is the bottom type. With $\lceil \circ \rceil$ we can then write a single unified rule that captures the upper bounds of subtyping and supertyping, and which generalizes both rule $\text{TS-TOP}$ and rule $\text{TSP-BTM}$:

\[
\frac{}{A \circ \lceil \circ \rceil} \quad \text{gds-topbtm}
\]

**The Duality rule.** The Duotyping rule above captures the 2 rules that were refactored above. However there are 4 rules in total for top and bottom types (two for subtyping and two for supertyping). The two missing rules are:

\[
\frac{}{\bot <: A} \quad \text{TS-BTM} \quad \frac{}{\top :> A} \quad \text{TSP-TOP}
\]

To capture these missing rules, the Duotyping relation includes a special duality rule:

\[
\frac{}{B \circ A} \quad \text{gds-dual}
\]

which simply inverts the mode and flips the arguments of the relation. The definition of $\circ \rhd$ is, unsurprisingly:

\[
\lceil :< \rceil = :> \\
\lceil :> \rceil = <: 
\]

With the duality rule it is clear that the two missing rules are now derivable from the Duotyping rule for bounds and the duality rule. In essence this is the overall idea of the design of Duotyping rules.
### Complete set of rules.

Figure 2 shows the complete version of declarative Duotyping rules for a system with union and intersection types. Rule \texttt{gds-topbtm} defines the rule bounds (which generalizes the rules for top and bottom types). Rule \texttt{gds-int} is a simple rule for integers. \texttt{Int} is subtype and supertype of \texttt{Int}. Rule \texttt{gds-arrow} is an interesting case. In the first premise \( A \triangleright B \) we invert the mode instead of flipping the arguments of the relation, as done in rule \texttt{ts-arrow}. One side-effect of this change is that it keeps the rule fully covariant, which contrasts with subtyping relations where for arrow types we need contravariance for subtyping of the inputs. This apparently innocent change has important consequences and plays a fundamental role to simplify transitivity proofs as we shall see in Section 2.5.

Rules \texttt{gds-left}, \texttt{gds-right}, and \texttt{gds-both} each generalize two rules in the traditional formulation of subtyping. Rule \texttt{gds-left} generalizes rules \texttt{ts-andb} and \texttt{ts-orb}. Rule \texttt{gds-right} generalizes rules \texttt{ts-andc} and \texttt{ts-orc}. Rule \texttt{gds-both} generalizes rules \texttt{ts-anda} and \texttt{ts-ora}. In the three rules an operation \( A \triangleright ? B \) is used:

\[
\begin{align*}
A \triangleleft B &= A \land B \\
A \triangleright B &= A \lor B
\end{align*}
\]

This operation is used to choose between intersection or union types depending on the mode. If the Duotyping mode is subtyping then we get a rule for intersection types, otherwise we get a dual rule for union types.

### Uniform and dual rules.

In the context of Duotyping it is useful to distinguish between two different kinds of rules: uniform rules and dual rules.

*Uniform rules* are those that are essentially the same for supertyping and subtyping. Rules \texttt{gds-int} and \texttt{gds-arrow} are uniform rules. In those rules the arguments of the relation are exactly the same no matter which mode is being used (subtyping or supertyping).

*Dual rules* are those that employ dual constructs, like the rules for top and bottom or the rules for union and intersections. Rules \texttt{gds-topbtm}, \texttt{gds-left}, \texttt{gds-right}, and \texttt{gds-both} are dual rules. The interesting point in these rules is that they use different (dual) constructs depending on the mode. For example, when instantiated with subtyping and supertyping, respectively, the rule \texttt{gds-topbtm} results in:

\[
\begin{align*}
A \triangleleft \top \\
A \triangleright \bot
\end{align*}
\]
2.3 Implementations using Duotying

Figure 2 showed the declarative Duotying rules for a calculus with union and intersection types. All the rules are syntax directed, except for the duality rule (rule gds-dual). This rule flips the mode and arguments to generate a formulation using the dual mode: i.e. it flips subtyping to provide the equivalent supertyping formulation and vice versa. A benefit of using a formulation with the duality rule is that it enables a short specification of Duotying. Unfortunately the duality rule is not algorithmic, because the duality rule can always be applied indefinitely. In other words naively translating the rules into an program would easily result in a non-terminating procedure. Therefore to obtain an algorithmic formulation some additional work is needed.

Fortunately, for declarative formulations of Duotying, there is a simple technique that can be used to obtain an algorithmic formulation. A key observation is that Duotying only needs to be flipped (with the duality rule) at most one time. Flipping the relation two or more times simply gets us back to the starting point. To capture this idea we can use a (boolean) flag that keeps track of whether the procedure has already employed the duality rule or not.

To make such an idea concrete, Figure 3 shows Haskell code that implements a procedure duo for determining Duotying for two types. The code is based on the rules in Figure 2, but it uses a boolean flag to prevent the dual rule (the second to last case in duo) from being applied indefinitely. The boolean is true in the initial call or recursive calls to structurally smaller arguments. If the algorithm fails for the first five cases (which are basically a direct translation of the rules gds-topbtm, gds-int, gds-arrow, gds-Left, and gds-Right), then the algorithm simply flips the boolean flag, mode and arguments to check the equivalent supertyping formulation. This is the second to last line of the algorithm.

For example, if the algorithm is called with the mode set to subtyping and it is not able to find any matching case with the first 5 rules, then it flips the boolean flag to False, subtyping to supertyping and the arguments to check the equivalent supertyping formulation. If again it fails to find a matching rule, False will be returned and the algorithm will terminate. This illustrates that it is enough to flip the boolean flag once to exploit Duotying. In all our Coq formulations of Duotying we have developed an alternative algorithmic formulation of Duotying which uses an extra boolean flag and is shown to be sound and complete to the declarative formulations with the duality rule. In short there is an easy, general and provably sound and complete way to implement algorithms based on the idea of Duotying, while at the same time retaining the benefits of reuse of the logic for rules for dual constructs.

2.4 Discovering new features

Duotying can provide interesting extra features essentially for free. For example, the hallmark feature of the well-known $F_{<:}$ calculus (a polymorphic calculus with subtyping) [15] is bounded quantification, which is a feature used in most modern OOP languages (such as Scala or Java). In $F_{<:}$, bounded quantification allows type variables to be defined with upper bounds. For example, the following Scala program illustrates the use of such upper bounds:

```scala
class Person {
  def name: String = "person"
}

class Student extends Person {
  override def name: String = "student"
  def id: String = "id"
}
```
data Op = And | Or
data Typ = TInt | TArrow Typ Typ | TOp Op Typ Typ | TBot | TTop
data Mode = Sub | Sup

duo :: Bool -> Mode -> Typ -> Typ -> Bool
duo f m TInt TInt = True
duo f m _ _ b | b == mode_to_sub m = True
duo f m (TArrow a b) (TArrow c d) =
    duo True (flip m) a c && duo True m b d
duo f m (TTop op a b) c | choose m == op = duo True m a c || duo True m b c
duo f m a (TTop op b c) | choose m == op = duo True m a b && duo True m a c
duo True m a b = duo False (flip m) b a
duo _ _ _ _ = False

Figure 3 Haskell code for implementing an algorithmic formulation of Duotyping rules.

class StudentsCollection[S <: Student](obj: S) {
    def student: S = obj
}

The Scala program shown above uses the upper bounds for the class StudentsCollection written as S <: Student. This upper bound restricts StudentsCollection to be instantiated with Student and its subtypes. Since the upper bound is Student, any class that is supertype of Student like Person cannot be instantiated in StudentsCollection. However lower bounds are also useful, and indeed the Scala language allows them (though Java does not). One example of a program with lower bounds in Scala is:

class GraduateStudent extends Student {
    def degree: String = "graduate degree"
}
class ResearchStudent extends GraduateStudent {
    override def degree: String = "research degree"
}
class CollectionExcludingResearchStudents[S >: GraduateStudent](obj: S) {
    def student: S = obj
}

In contrast to the upper bounds, the Scala program shown above uses the lower bounds for the class CollectionExcludingResearchStudents written as S >: GraduateStudent. This lower bound restricts CollectionExcludingResearchStudents to be instantiated with GraduateStudent and its supertypes. Since the lower bound is GraduateStudent. Any class that is a subtype of GraduateStudent (such as ResearchStudent) cannot be instantiated in CollectionExcludingResearchStudents. But any supertype of GraduateStudent like Student and Person (including GraduateStudent) can be instantiated in CollectionExcludingResearchStudents.

One can think of universal quantification with lower bounds as a dual to universal quantification with upper bounds. While there is no extension of $F_\subset$ that we know of that presents universal quantification with lower bounds in the literature, applying a Duotyping design to $F_\subset$ gives us, naturally, the two features at once (lower and upper bounded quantification).
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Bounded quantification in $F_{<\!\!\:}$. The traditional subtyping rule of System kernel $F_{<\!\!\:}$ with upper bounded quantification is:

$$\Gamma, X <: A \vdash B <: C \quad \text{TS-FORALLKFS}$$

In the premise of this rule, we add the type variable $X$ to the context with an upper bound $A$. If under the extended context the bodies of the universal quantifier ($B$ and $C$) are in a subtyping relation then the universal quantifiers are also in a subtyping relation.

To add lower bounded quantification the obvious idea is to add a second rule:

$$\Gamma, X >: A \vdash B <: C \quad \text{TS-FORALLKFSB}$$

However this alone is not quite right because the environment is also extended with a lower bound ($X >: A$), which does not exist in $F_{<\!\!\:}$ contexts. Therefore some additional care is also needed for the variable cases of $F_{<\!\!\:}$ extended with lower bounded quantification. When an upper bounded constraint is found in the environment, the variable case needs to deal with the upper bound appropriately. Since there are two rules dealing with the variable case in $F_{<\!\!\:}$, one possible approach is to add two more rules for dealing with upper bounds:

$$\Gamma, X >: A \in \Gamma \quad \Gamma \vdash B <: A \quad \text{TS-TVAR}$$

$$\Gamma \vdash X <: X \quad \text{TS-REFLTVAR}$$

However such a design feels a little unsatisfactory. We need a total of 6 rules to fully deal with lower and upper bounded quantification (instead of 3 rules in $F_{<\!\!\:}$). At the same time the rules are nearly identical, differing only on the kind of bounds that is used. Furthermore the metatheory of $F_{<\!\!\:}$ also needs to be significantly changed. In particular narrowing has to be adapted to account for the lower bounds and transitivity has to be extended with several new cases. Since both narrowing and transitivity proofs for $F_{<\!\!\:}$ are non-trivial, this extension is also non-trivial and adds further complexity to already complex proofs.

A variant of Kernel $F_{<\!\!\:}$ with Duotyping. We now reconsider the design of Kernel $F_{<\!\!\:}$ from scratch employing the Duotyping methodology. In the subtyping rule for universal quantification, it is important to note that the subtyping relation between two universal quantifiers in the conclusion is the same as the relation between types $B$ and $C$ in premise. Similarly, the (subtyping/supertyping) bounds of type variable $X$ in the conclusion are the same as the bounds of type variable $X$ in premise. In a design with Duotyping, we would like to generalize the two uses of subtyping. Therefore, we can design a single unified rule with the help of two modes:

$$\Gamma, X \bowtie_1 A \vdash B \bowtie_2 C \quad \text{GS-FORALLKFS}$$

Section 4.1 explains the Duotyping rules of our Duotyping kernel $F_{<\!\!\:}$ variant with union and intersection types ($F_{<\!\!\:}^{\bigvee\bigwedge}$) in detail. Rule GS-FORALLKFS is the interesting case, capturing both upper and lower bounded quantification in an elegant way. This rule states that if in a well-formed context, type variable $X$ has a $\bowtie_1$ relation with type $A$ and if type $B$ has $\bowtie_2$
relation with type \( C \), then the universal quantification with body \( B \) has a \( \Diamond_2 \) relation with the universal quantification with body \( C \). Correspondingly there are also two Duotyping rules for variables:

\[
\begin{align*}
X \Diamond A & \in \Gamma \quad \Gamma \vdash A \Diamond B \\
\Gamma & \vdash X \Diamond B & \text{GS-\text{TVara}} \quad \Gamma \vdash X \Diamond_2 X & \text{GS-\text{ReflTvar}}
\end{align*}
\]

In short, the design of a variant of \( F_{\leq} \) with Duotyping leads to a system that naturally accounts for both upper and lower bounded quantification. Moreover, the metatheory, and in particular the proofs of narrowing and transitivity are not more complex than the corresponding original \( F_{\leq} \) proofs. In fact the proof of transitivity is significantly simpler, because Duotyping enables novel proof techniques as we discuss next.

2.5 New proof techniques

Transitivity proofs are usually a challenge for systems with subtyping. This is partly because subtyping relations often need to deal with some contravariance. For instance, the rule \( \text{TS-Arrow} \) (in Figure 1) is contravariant on the input types. Such contravariance causes problems in certain proofs, including transitivity. To illustrate the issue more concretely, let’s distill the essence of the problem by considering a simple lambda calculus with subtyping called \( \lambda_{\leq} \), where the types are:

| Types  | \( A, B := \top | \text{Int} | A \rightarrow B \) |

and the subtyping rules for those types are just the relevant subset of the rules in Figure 1. The transitivity proof for this simple calculus is:

- **Lemma 1 (\( \lambda_{\leq} \): Transitivity).** If \( A \leq B \) and \( B \leq C \) then \( A \leq C \).

- **Proof.** By induction on type \( B \).
  - Case \( \top \) and case \( \text{Int} \) are trivial to prove by destructing the hypothesis in context.
  - Case \( B_1 \rightarrow B_2 \) requires inversion of the two hypotheses to discover that \( A \) can only be a function type, while \( C \) is either a function type or \( \top \).

In the arrow case, we need to invert both hypotheses to discover more information about \( A \) and \( C \). For this very simply language this double inversion is not too problematic, but as the language of types grows and the subtyping relation becomes more complicated, such inversions become significantly harder to deal with.

At this point one may wonder if the transitivity proof could be done using a different inductive argument to start with, and thus avoid the double inversions. After all there are various other possible choices. Perhaps the most obvious choice is to try induction on the
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**Figure 4** The Duotyping relation for simply typed lambda calculus.
subtyping relation itself \((A <: B)\), rather than on type \(B\). However this does not work because of the contravariance for arrow types, which renders one of induction hypothesis in the arrow case useless (and thus do not allow the case to be proved). Other alternative choices for an inductive argument (such as type \(A\) or \(C\)) do not work for similar reasons.

**Developing metatheory with Duotyping.** In order to develop metatheory with Duotyping it is convenient to use an equivalent formulation of Duotyping that eliminates the duality rule (which is non-algorithmic and makes inversions more difficult). For \(\lambda\Diamond\), which is a Duotyping version of \(\lambda<\), this would lead to the set of rules in Figure 4. This alternative algorithmic version eliminates the duality rule. Rules GS-TOPBTMA, GS-INT, and GS-ARROW are similar to the rules we discussed in Section 2.2. Rule GS-TOPBTMB is the dual rule of rule GS-TOPBTMA. With Rule GS-TOPBTMB, the duality rule is unnecessary.

**Transitivity with Duotyping.** Now we turn our attention to the proof of transitivity:

> **Lemma 2** (\(\lambda\Diamond\) Transitivity). If \(A\Diamond B\) and \(B\Diamond C\) then \(A\Diamond C\).

**Proof.** By induction on \(A\Diamond B\).

\(\forall\) All cases are trivial to prove by destructing \(\Diamond\) and inversion of the second hypothesis \((B\Diamond C)\).

Transitivity of systems with Duotyping can often be proved by induction on the subtyping relation itself. This has the nice advantage that all the cases essentially become trivial to prove (for \(\lambda\Diamond\)) and only a single inversion is needed for arrow types. A key reason why such approach works in the formulation with Duotyping is that we can keep case for arrow types covariant. Instead we only flip the mode. Another important observation is that when we prove a transitivity lemma with Duotyping we are, in fact, proving two lemmas simultaneously: one lemma for transitivity of subtyping, and another one for transitivity of supertyping. When we use the induction hypothesis we have access to both lemmas (by choosing the appropriate mode).

The proof of the transitivity lemma by induction on the Duotyping relation can scale up to more complex subtyping/Duotyping relations. This includes subtyping relations with advanced features such as intersection types, union types, parametric polymorphism and bounded quantification. All of these can follow the same strategy (induction on the Duotyping relation) to simplify the transitivity proof, as we shall see in Section 5.

### 3 The \(\lambda_\Diamond^{\wedge\vee}\) calculus

In Section 2 we gave an overview and discussed advantages of using the Duotyping relation. In this section we introduce a lambda calculus with union and intersection types that is based on Duotyping. We aim at showing that developing calculi and metatheory using Duotyping is simple, requiring only a few small adaptations compared with more traditional formulations based on subtyping. Our main aim is to show type soundness (subject-reduction and preservation) for \(\lambda_\Diamond^{\wedge\vee}\).

#### 3.1 Syntax and Duotyping

**Syntax.** Figure 5 shows the syntax of the calculus. The types for \(\lambda_\Diamond^{\wedge\vee}\) were already introduced in Section 2. Terms include all the constructs for the lambda calculus (variables \(x\), functions \(\lambda x : A. e\) and applications \(e_1 e_2\)) and integers \((n)\). Values are a subset of terms, consisting of
abstractions and integers only. The mode ◊ is used to choose the mode of the relation: it can be either subtyping (<:) or supertyping (:>). Typing contexts Γ are standard and used to track the types of the variables in a program. Finally, a well-formedness relation Γ ⊢ ok ensures that typing contexts are well-formed.

**Duotyping for \( \lambda^\land\lor \)\). The Duotyping rules for \( \lambda^\land\lor \) were already partly presented in Figure 2. In addition to the rules in the \( \lambda_0 \), we also need extra rules for union and intersection types. These extra rules are presented in Figure 5. Rules GS-LEFTA, GS-RIGHTA, and GS-BOTH A are also similar to the rules GDS-LEFT, GDS-RIGHT, and GDS-BOTH presented in Figure 2. Since we eliminate the duality rule in the algorithmic version, we add dual subtyping rules. Rules GS-LEFTB, GS-RIGHTB, and GS-BOTHB are the dual versions of rules GS-LEFTA, GS-RIGHTA, and GS-BOTH A respectively. This formulation is shown to be sound and complete with respect to the formulation with the duality rule in Figure 2. As explained in Section 2 this variant of the rules makes some proofs easier, thus we employ it here. The Duotyping relation is reflexive and transitive:

**Theorem 3** (Reflexivity). \( A \bowtie A \).  

**Proof.** By induction on type A. Reflexivity is trivial to prove by applying subtyping rules. ▶

**Theorem 4** (Transitivity). If \( A \bowtie B \) and \( B \bowtie C \) then \( A \bowtie C \).  

**Proof.** By induction on subtyping relation.  

- Cases rule GS-TOPBTMA, rule GS-INT, rule GS-LEFTA, rule GS-RIGHTA and rule GS-BOTH A are trivial to prove.  
- Case rule GS-TOPBTMB requires an additional Lemma 5.  
- Case rule GS-ARROW requires induction on hypothesis and subtyping rules.  
- Cases rule GS-LEFTB and rule GS-RIGHTB requires an additional Lemma 6 to be applied on hypothesis in context.  
- Case rule GS-BOTHB requires induction on the hypothesis. This case also requires rule GS-LEFTB, rule GS-RIGHTB, and rule GS-BOTH A subtyping rules. ▶

We used the following auxiliary lemmas to prove transitivity.
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\[ \Gamma \vdash e : A \]

\( \Gamma \vdash \text{ok} \quad x : A \in \Gamma \quad \text{g-var} \)

\( \Gamma \vdash \text{ok} \quad n : \text{Int} \quad \text{g-int} \)

\( \Gamma, x : A_1 \vdash e_2 : A_2 \quad \text{g-app} \)

\( \Gamma \vdash e : B \quad B < A \quad \text{g-sub} \)

\[ e_1 \rightarrow e_2 \]

\( (\lambda x : A_1, e_1) v_2 \rightarrow [x \mapsto v_2] e_1 \quad \text{gred-app-abs} \)

\( e_1 \rightarrow e'_1 \quad \text{gred-fun} \)

\( v e_1 \rightarrow v e'_1 \quad \text{gred-arg} \)

**Figure 6** Typing and reduction for \( \lambda^\land\lor \).

**Lemma 5** (Bound Selection). If \( \top \lor \top B \) then \( A \lor B \).

This lemma captures the upper and lower bounds with respect to relation between two types. If the mode is subtyping, then it states that any type that is supertype of \( \top \) is supertype of all the other types. If the mode is supertyping, then it states that any type that is subtype of \( \bot \) is subtype of all the other types. In essence the lemma generalizes the following two lemmas (defined directly over subtyping and supertyping):

- If \( \top < : B \) then \( A < : B \)
- If \( \bot : > B \) then \( A : > B \)

**Lemma 6** (Inversion for rule GDS-Both). If \( C \land (A \lor B) \) then \( (C \land A) \) and \( (C \land B) \).

This lemma captures the relation between types with respect to the duality of union and intersection types. It is the general form of two lemmas:

**Lemma 7** (Inversion for Union types). If \( (A \lor B) < : C \) then \( (A < : C) \) and \( (B < : C) \).

**Lemma 8** (Inversion for Intersection types). If \( C < : (A \land B) \) then \( (C < : A) \) and \( (C < : B) \).

Finally there is also a duality lemma, which complements reflexivity and transitivity:

**Lemma 9** (Duality). \( A \land B = B \lor A \).

This lemma captures the essence of duality, and enables us to switch the mode of the relation by flipping the arguments as well. Furthermore, the duality lemma plays a crucial role when proving soundness and completeness with respect to the declarative version of Duotyping, which has duality as an axiom instead. All of these lemmas are used in later proofs for type soundness.

3.2 Semantics and type soundness

**Typing.** The first part of Figure 6 presents the typing rules of \( \lambda^\land\lor \). The rules are standard. Note that rule G-SUB is the subsumption rule: if an expression \( e \) has type \( B \) and \( B \) is a subtype of \( A \) then \( e \) has type \( A \). Noteworthy, \( B < : A \) is the Duotyping relation being used with the subtyping mode.
Reduction. At the bottom of Figure 6 we show the reduction rules of $\lambda_0^{\wedge\vee}$. Again, the reduction rules are standard. Rule $\text{gred-AppAbs}$ is the usual beta-reduction rule, which substitutes a value $v_2$ for $x$ in the lambda body $e_1$. Rule $\text{gred-Fun}$ and rule $\text{gred-Arg}$ are the standard call-by-value rules for applications.

Type soundness. The proof for type soundness relies on the usual preservation and progress lemmas:

- **Lemma 10 (Type Preservation).** If $\Gamma \vdash e : A$ and $e \rightarrow e'$ then: $\Gamma \vdash e' : A$.

  Proof. By induction on the typing relation and with the help of Lemma 9. ◄

- **Lemma 11 (Progress).** If $\Gamma \vdash e : A$ then:
  1. either $e$ is a value.
  2. or $e$ can take a step to $e'$.

  Proof. By induction on the typing relation. ◄

3.3 Summary and Comparison

Besides $\lambda_0^{\wedge\vee}$, which employs the Duotyping relation, we have also formalized a lambda calculus with union and intersection types using the traditional subtyping relation ($\lambda_0^{\wedge\vee}<$). Most of the metatheory is similar with a great deal of theorems being almost the same. The main differences are in the metatheory for subtyping which has to be generalized. For example both reflexivity and transitivity have to be generalized to operate in the Duotyping relation instead. The formalization with Duotyping only has two additional lemmas (the duality lemma and the bound selection lemma), which have no counterparts with subtyping. The number of lines of code for the formalization of $\lambda_0^{\wedge\vee}<$ is 596 whereas for $\lambda_0^{\wedge\vee}$ is 630. The total number of lemmas required for $\lambda_0^{\wedge\vee}$ are 23 and 25 for $\lambda_0^{\wedge\vee}$. Following two lemmas in $\lambda_0^{\wedge\vee}<$ are captured as one lemma in $\lambda_0^{\wedge\vee}$ (Lemma 6):

Inversion for Union Types. This lemma is already stated as Lemma 7: it is the inversion of the subtyping rule for the union types in the traditional subtyping relation. The lemma states that if the union of two types $A$ and $B$ is the subtype of a type $C$, then both types $A$ and $B$ are subtypes of type $C$.

Inversion for Intersection Types. This lemma, which corresponds to Lemma 8, is the inversion of the subtyping rule for the intersection types with the traditional subtyping relation. It states that if a type $C$ is the subtype of the intersection of two types $A$ and $B$, then the type $C$ is a subtype of both types $A$ and $B$.

4 The $F_k^{\wedge\vee}$ calculus

In Section 3 we introduced a simple calculus with union and intersection types using Duotyping. This section extends that calculus with bounded quantification based on kernel $F_{<\cdot}$. This new variant also employs Duotyping and is called $F_{k_0}^{\wedge\vee}$. The main aim of this section is to show that sometimes we can get interesting and novel dual features come for free. In addition to upper bounded quantification of $F_{<\cdot}$, System $F_{k_0}^{\wedge\vee}$ provides lower bounded quantification as well. Additionally, we also show the type soundness of $F_{k_0}^{\wedge\vee}$.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>$\mathsf{T}, \bot, \mathsf{Int}, A \rightarrow B, A \land B, A \lor B, X, \forall(X \diamond A), B$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terms</td>
<td>$e \ ::= \ x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>$v \ ::= \ n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>$\Gamma \ ::= \ \bullet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>$\Diamond \ ::= \ &lt;:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\Gamma \vdash A \diamond B$

$\vdash_\text{Dutyping}$

$\Gamma \vdash \text{ok}$  \hspace{1cm} $\Gamma \vdash X \diamond 1 \ X \ A \in \Gamma$  \hspace{1cm} $X \diamond A \in \Gamma$  \hspace{1cm} $\Gamma \vdash A \diamond B$  \hspace{1cm} $X \diamond \ A \in \Gamma$  \hspace{1cm} $\Gamma \vdash X \diamond B$  \hspace{1cm} $\Gamma \vdash X \diamond B$  \hspace{1cm} $\Gamma \vdash (\forall X \diamond A.B) \ A \ B \ C \in \Gamma$  \hspace{1cm} $\Gamma \vdash (\forall X \diamond A.B) \ B \ C \in \Gamma$

Figure 7 Syntax and additional rules for Dutyping in $F_{k_0}^{\land \lor}$.

4.1 Syntax and Dutyping

**Syntax.** Figure 7 shows the syntax of the calculus $F_{k_0}^{\land \lor}$. Types $\mathsf{T}, \bot, \mathsf{Int}, A \rightarrow B, A \land B, A \lor B$ are already introduced in Section 2. Type variable $X$ and a universal quantifier on type variables $\forall(X \diamond A).B$ are the two additional types in $F_{k_0}^{\land \lor}$. Terms $x, n, \lambda x : A. e, e_1 \ e_2$ are already discussed in Section 3.1. Type abstraction $\Delta(X \diamond A). e$ and type application $e A$ are two additional terms in $F_{k_0}^{\land \lor}$. Values are a subset of terms, consisting of term abstraction, type abstraction and integers.

**Dutyping for $F_{k_0}^{\land \lor}$**. Dutyping rules for a calculus with union and intersection types are presented in Figure 4. $F_{k_0}^{\land \lor}$ has two significant differences in its Dutyping rules in comparison to Figure 4, which are presented in Figure 7. The first one is the addition of a typing context in the Dutyping rules. This is important to ensure that type variables are bound. Thus, Dutyping for $F_{k_0}^{\land \lor}$ is now of the form $\Gamma \vdash A \diamond B$. The second difference is that there are four more rules, three of them (rules $\text{gs-ReflTVara}$, $\text{gs-TVara}$, and $\text{gs-Forallkfs}$) were already explained in Section 2.4. Rule $\text{gs-TVarb}$ is the dual of rule $\text{gs-TVara}$. We introduce this rule to eliminate the duality rule.

The Dutyping relation for $F_{k_0}^{\land \lor}$ is reflexive and transitive as well:

**Theorem 12** (Reflexivity). $\Gamma \vdash A \diamond A$.

**Proof.** By induction on type $A$.

**Theorem 13** (Transitivity). If $\Gamma \vdash A \diamond B$ and $\Gamma \vdash B \diamond C$ then $\Gamma \vdash A \diamond C$.

**Proof.** By induction on $\Gamma \vdash A \diamond B$.

- Cases rule $\text{gs-TopBtmA}$, rule $\text{gs-TopBtmB}$, rule $\text{gs-Int}$, rule $\text{gs-ReflTVara}$, rule $\text{gs-TVara}$, rule $\text{gs-LeftA}$, rule $\text{gs-RightA}$, rule $\text{gs-BothA}$ are trivial to prove.
- Case rule $\text{gs-Arrow}$ is proved using the induction hypotheses.
- Case rule $\text{gs-TVarb}$ can be proved using Lemma 16.
- Case rule $\text{gs-Forallkfs}$ is proved using the induction hypotheses.
- Case rule $\text{gs-LeftB}$ can be proved using an additional Lemma 15.
- Case rule $\text{gs-RightB}$ also uses Lemma 15.
- Case rule $\text{gs-BothB}$ is proved using the induction hypotheses.
The auxiliary lemmas for transitivity are described next and are essentially the same as in Section 3.1.

- **Lemma 14 (Bound Selection).** If $\Gamma \vdash \Box \Diamond B$ then $\Gamma \vdash A \Diamond B$.

- **Lemma 15 (Inversion for rule GDS-Both).** If $\Gamma \vdash C \Diamond (A \Diamond B)$ then $\Gamma \vdash (C \Diamond A)$ and $(C \Diamond B)$.

There is also a duality lemma:

- **Lemma 16 (Duality).** $\Gamma \vdash A \Diamond B = \Gamma \vdash B \Diamond A$.

Finally, we also proved weakening and the narrowing lemmas for Duotyped calculus. Here we briefly compare the narrowing lemma for $F_{< k}^\land \lor$ and $F_{< k}^{\land \lor}$:

- **Lemma 17 ($F_{< k}^\land \lor$ Narrowing Lemma).** If $\Gamma \vdash A <: B$ and $\Gamma, X <: B, \Gamma_1 \vdash C <: D$ then $\Gamma, X <: A, \Gamma_1 \vdash C <: D$.

- **Lemma 18 ($F_{< k}^{\land \lor}$ Narrowing Lemma).** If $\Gamma \vdash A \Diamond_1 B$ and $\Gamma, X \Diamond_1 B, \Gamma_1 \vdash C \Diamond_2 D$ then $\Gamma, X \Diamond_1 A, \Gamma_1 \vdash C \Diamond_2 D$.

Lemma 17 exploits only the subtyping relation while Lemma 18 exploits our Duotyped relation. Lemma 18 illustrates how lower and upper bounds are captured under a unified mode relation in narrowing. The transitivity statement using a Duotyped formulation, one can think of the Duotyped narrowing lemma as actually two distinct lemmas: one for narrowing of upper bounds and another for narrowing of lower bounds. Also, it is important to note that Lemma 18 is using two modes $\Diamond_1$ and $\Diamond_2$. $\Diamond_1$ is the relation between types $A$ and $B$ and the type variable $X$. Whereas, $\Diamond_2$ is the relation between type $C$ and type $D$. Those two relations do not need to be the same.

### 4.2 Semantics and type soundness

**Typing.** The first part of Figure 8 presents the typing rules of $F_{< k}^\land \lor$. The first five rules are standard and are already explained in Section 2.1. Rules $g$-tabs and $g$-tapp are the two additional rules in $F_{< k}^{\land \lor}$. Rule $g$-tabs is similar to the standard rule for type abstractions in $F_{< k}$ except that it generalizes the subtyping bound to a $\Diamond$ bound, which could either be subtyping or supertyping. Rule $g$-app again differs from the rule for type applications in $F_{< k}$ by using a $\Diamond$ bound instead of just a subtyping bound. These two rules rules are noteworthy because they also illustrate an advantage of using Duotyped in the typing relation. Without Duotyped we would need multiple typing rules to capture different variations of the bounds.

**Reduction.** The last part of Figure 8 presents the reduction rules of our calculus. Again, reduction rules are standard except for the rule $\text{gred-TAppTAbs}$. In rule $\text{gred-TAppTAbs}$ the duality relation captures both upper and the lower bounds. Rule $\text{gred-TFun}$ is the standard reduction rule for the type applications.

**Type Soundness.** We proved the type soundness for our calculus. All the proofs are formalized in Coq theorem prover.

- **Lemma 19 (Type Preservation).** If $\Gamma \vdash e : A$ and $e \rightarrow e'$ then $\Gamma \vdash e' : A$.

  **Proof.** By induction on the typing relation.

  = Case rules $g$-var, $g$-int, $g$-abs, $g$-tabs, and $g$-subs are trivial to solve.

  = Case rule $g$-app uses Theorem 12 and Lemma 16.

  = Case rule $g$-tapp uses Theorem 12.
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\[ \Gamma \vdash e : A \] (Typing)

\[ \Gamma \vdash \text{ok} \quad x : A \in \Gamma \quad \Gamma \vdash \text{ok} \quad n : \text{Int} \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash e_1 : A_1 \rightarrow A_2 \quad \Gamma \vdash e_2 : A_1 \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash \lambda x : A_1. e_2 : A_1 \rightarrow A_2 \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash \forall (X \diamond A). B \quad \Gamma \vdash C \diamond A \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash e : \forall (X \diamond A). B \quad \Gamma \vdash C \rightarrow B \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash e' : \forall (X \diamond A). B \quad \Gamma \vdash C \rightarrow B \]

\[ e_1 \rightarrow e_2 \] (Reduction)

\[ (\lambda x : A_1. e_1) e_2 \rightarrow [x \mapsto e_2] e_1 \]

\[ e_1 \rightarrow e'_1 \]

\[ e_1 \rightarrow e'_1 \]

\[ e_1 \rightarrow e'_1 \]

\[ e_1 \rightarrow e'_1 \]

\[ e_1 \rightarrow e'_1 \]

\[ e_1 \rightarrow e'_1 \]

**Figure 8** Typing and reduction of the duotyped kernel \( F_{<} \).

**Lemma 20** (Progress). If \( \Gamma \vdash e : A \) then:
1. either \( e \) is value.
2. or \( e \) can take step to \( e' \).

**Proof.** By induction on the typing relation.

= Case rules G-VAR, G-INT, G-ABS, G-TABS, and G-SUBS are trivial to solve.

= Case rule G-APP requires canonical forms.

= Case rule G-TAPP requires canonical forms.

**4.3 Summary and Comparison**

Besides \( F^{\land \lor}_{k_{<}} \), which employs the Duotyping relation, we have also formalized a calculus \( F^{\land \lor}_{k_{>}^\land} \): an extension of kernel \( F_{<} \) (only with upper bounded quantification) with union and intersection types using the traditional subtyping relation. The essential differences are similar to what we already discussed in Section 3.3. The formalization with Duotyping only has two additional lemmas (the duality lemma and the bound selection lemma), besides a few minor auxiliary lemmas. The number of lines for proof for the formalization of \( F^{\land \lor}_{k_{<}} \) is 1648 whereas for \( F^{\land \lor}_{k_{>}^\land} \) is 1770. The total lemmas required for \( F^{\land \lor}_{k_{<}} \) are 74 and 81 for \( F^{\land \lor}_{k_{>}^\land} \). We emphasize that one significant difference between \( F^{\land \lor}_{k_{<}} \) and \( F^{\land \lor}_{k_{>}^\land} \) is the additional lower bounded quantification provided by \( F^{\land \lor}_{k_{>}^\land} \). This is an extra feature which comes essentially for free with Duotyping.

**5 A Case Study on Duotyping**

In this section we present an empirical case study, which we conducted to validate some of the benefits of Duotyping. Overall, the results of our case study indicate that: Duotyping does allow for compact specifications; the complexity of developing formalization with Duotyping is comparable to similar developments using traditional subtyping relations; transitivity proofs are often significantly simpler; and Duotyping is a generally applicable technique.
5.1 Case Study

We formalized a number of different calculi using Duotyping. All the proofs and metatheory are mechanically checked by the Coq theorem prover. We also formalized a few traditional subtyping systems for comparison. Table 1 shows a brief overview of various systems that we formalized.

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda <, \lambda^\land\lor, F_k<, F_k^\land\lor, F_F<, F_F^\land\lor 
\end{align*}
\]

\(\lambda<\) represents a calculus with traditional subtyping whereas \(\diamond\) represents a calculus with Duotyping. Superscript \(\land\lor\) is the notation for a system with intersection and union types. Subscript \(k\) corresponds to the kernel version of a variant of \(F_<\), while subscript \(F\) corresponds to the corresponding full version. We also formalized a simple polymorphic system without bounded quantification using Duotyping. We have two Duotyping variants for this polymorphic type system without bounded quantification. One without union and intersection types \((F_\diamond)\) and another with union and intersection types \((F_\diamond^\land\lor)\).

In Table 1, the last column (Transitivity) summarizes the proof technique used in each system to prove transitivity. Recall the transitivity lemma (using the Duotyping formulation):

\[\textbf{Theorem 21 (Transitivity). If } A\diamond B \text{ and } B\diamond C \text{ then } A\diamond C.\]

Induction on the middle type means induction on type \(B\) (or well-formed type \(B\) for polymorphic systems), whereas induction on the Duotyping relation means induction on \(A\diamond B\).

Research Questions. Section 1 discussed benefits of using Duotyping. This section attempts to quantify some of these benefits. More concretely, we answer the following questions in this section:

- Does Duotyping provide shorter specifications?
- Does Duotyping increase the complexity of the formalization and metatheory of the language?
- Does Duotyping make transitivity proofs simpler?
- Is Duotyping a generally applicable technique?

We follow an empirical approach to answer these questions and address each question in a separate (sub)section. Obviously a precise measure for complexity/simplicity is hard to obtain. We use SLOC for the formalization and proofs as an approximation. All the formalizations are written in the same Coq style to ensure that the comparisons are fair.

5.2 Does Duotyping provide shorter specifications?

This section answers our first question. In short our case study seems to support this conclusion. The declarative Duotyping rules of all the systems that we formalized are shown in Table 2. Please note that the formulation also contains the duality rule. \(\lambda\) has the basic set of Duotyping rules. These rules are common in all of the systems. \(\lambda^\land\lor\) has the subtyping rules for intersection types and union types in addition to the rules from \(\lambda\). \(F\) contains two more rules (rules gds-ReflTvap and gds-forallfsp) in addition to the rules from \(\lambda\). \(F_\diamond\) has all the rules from \(\lambda\), \(\lambda^\land\lor\) and \(F\). \(F_k\) has three additional
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Table 1 Description of all systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>Transitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_\prec$</td>
<td>STLC with subtyping</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>By induction on the middle type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_\lozenge$</td>
<td>STLC with Duotyping</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>By induction on the Duotyping relation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_\lor\land\prec$</td>
<td>STLC with subtyping, union types and intersection types</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>By induction on the middle type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_\lor\land\lozenge$</td>
<td>STLC with Duotyping, union types and intersection types</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>By induction on the Duotyping relation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_\lozenge$</td>
<td>Simple polymorphic system with Duotyping and without bounded quantification</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td>By induction on the Duotyping relation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_\lor\land\lozenge$</td>
<td>Simple polymorphic system with Duotyping, union types and intersection types and without bounded quantification</td>
<td>1546</td>
<td>By induction on the Duotyping relation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{k&lt;}$</td>
<td>System $F_{&lt;}$ kernel</td>
<td>1542</td>
<td>By induction on the (well-formed) middle type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{k\lozenge}$</td>
<td>System $F_{&lt;}$ kernel with Duotyping</td>
<td>1579</td>
<td>By induction on the Duotyping relation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{k\lor\land&lt;}$</td>
<td>System $F_{&lt;}$ kernel with subtyping, union types and intersection types</td>
<td>1648</td>
<td>By induction on the (well-formed) middle type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{k\lor\land\lozenge}$</td>
<td>System $F_{&lt;}$ kernel with Duotyping, union types and intersection types</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>By induction on the Duotyping relation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{F&lt;}$</td>
<td>System full $F_{&lt;}$ with Duotyping</td>
<td>1518</td>
<td>By induction on the (well-formed) middle type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{F\lozenge}$</td>
<td>System full $F_{&lt;}$ with Duotyping</td>
<td>1786</td>
<td>By induction on the (well-formed) middle type.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subtyping rules $gds$-ReflTvar, $gds$-TVar, and $gds$-forexkfs in addition to the rules from $\lambda_\lozenge$. $F_{k\lor\land<}$ has all the rules from $\lambda_\lozenge$, $\lambda_\lor\land\lozenge$, and $F_{k\lozenge}$. $F_{F\lozenge}$ has an additional subtyping rule $gds$-forexallffs.

Comparison with systems using traditional subtyping. Table 3 shows the number of rules and features for different calculi formulated with subtyping and Duotyping. In our formulation, $\lambda_\prec$ has 3 types $\top$, Int, and $A \rightarrow B$. This requires 3 subtyping rules to capture the subtyping relation of these 3 types. If we wanted to support the $\bot$ type in $\lambda_\prec$, we would need to add 1 more subtyping rule. In the table we express the extra rules required for extra features as (+n), where n is the number of extra rules. Duotyping supports $\bot$ for free by exploiting the dual nature of $\top$ with the help of duality rule. Systems with more rules follow the same approach for traditional systems i.e more types require more subtyping rules. If we wanted to support the $\bot$ type in $\lambda_\lor\land\lozenge$ we also need 1 additional rule. To further extend our discussion to the polymorphic systems with bounded quantification, we would need 4 additional rules in $F_{k<}$ (1 for $\bot$ type and 3 for lower bounded quantification). Similarly we would need 4 additional rules to support lower bounds and lower bounded quantification in $F_{k\lor\land<}$.

In summary, in the systems that we compared Duotyping has a similar number of rules to systems with subtyping, but it comes with extra features. If we wanted to add those features to systems with traditional subtyping, then that would generally result in more rules for the traditional versions compared to Duotyping. This would also have an impact in the SLOC of the metatheory, increasing the metatheory for those systems considerably.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Duotyping Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| $\lambda_0$ | $A \otimes B$ (D)  

$\frac{A \otimes \top}{\top \otimes A}$ (GDS-TopBTM)  

$\frac{\text{Int} \otimes \text{Int}}{\text{Int} \otimes \text{Int}}$ (GDS-INT)  

$\frac{A_1 \Downarrow A_2, B_1 \Downarrow B_2}{A_1 \rightarrow B_1 \Downarrow A_2 \rightarrow B_2}$ (GDS-ARROW)  

$\frac{B \Downarrow A}{A \otimes B}$ (GDS-DUAL)  

| $\lambda_0^\land\lor$ | $A \otimes B$ (L)  

$\frac{A \otimes C}{(A \otimes \top) \otimes C}$ (GDS-LEFT)  

$\frac{B \otimes C}{(A \otimes \top) \otimes C}$ (GDS-RIGHT)  

$\frac{A \otimes B, A \otimes C}{A \otimes (B \otimes \top)}$ (GDS-BOTH)  

| $F_0$ | $A \otimes B$ (F)  

$\frac{X \otimes X}{X \otimes X}$ (GDS-REFLTVASP)  

$\frac{A \otimes B}{(\forall X.A) \otimes (\forall X.B)}$ (GDS-FORALLFSP)  

| $F_0^\land\lor$ | $A \otimes B$ (F)  

| $F_0^\land\lor$ | $\Gamma \vdash A \otimes B$ (F)  

$\frac{\Gamma \vdash \text{ok}}{\Gamma \vdash X \otimes X}$ (GDS-REFLTVASP)  

$\frac{X \otimes A \in \Gamma}{\Gamma \vdash X \otimes B}$ (GDS-TVARP)  

$\frac{\Gamma \vdash X \otimes A, B \otimes C}{\Gamma \vdash (\forall X \otimes A,B) \otimes (\forall X \otimes A,C)}$ (GDS-FORALLKFS)  

| $F_0^\land\lor$ | $\Gamma \vdash A \otimes B$ (F)  

| $F_0^\land\lor$ | $\Gamma \vdash A \otimes B$ (F)  

$\frac{\Gamma \vdash A | \otimes | B \otimes \otimes \otimes B \otimes B_1}{\Gamma \vdash (\forall X \otimes A,A_1) \otimes (\forall X \otimes B,B_1)}$ (GDS-FORALLKFS)  

Table 2 Declarative Duotyping rules of all systems.
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Table 3 Comparing the features and number of rules with subtyping and Duotyping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Subtyping rules count</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Duotyping rules count</th>
<th>Duotyping extra features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_&lt;$</td>
<td>3 (+1)</td>
<td>$\lambda_\Diamond$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>lower bounds in $\lambda_\Diamond$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_\wedge \vee &lt;$</td>
<td>9 (+1)</td>
<td>$\lambda_\Diamond \wedge \vee$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>lower bounds in $\lambda_\Diamond \wedge \vee$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_k&lt;$</td>
<td>5 (+4)</td>
<td>$F_k \Diamond$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>lower bounds and lower bounded quantification in $F_k \Diamond$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_k^{\wedge \vee}$</td>
<td>11 (+4)</td>
<td>$F_k^{\Diamond \wedge \vee}$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>lower bounds and lower bounded quantification in $F_k^{\Diamond \wedge \vee}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 SLOC of traditional subtyping and Duotyping systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtyping System</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>Duotyping System</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_&lt;$</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>$\lambda_\Diamond$</td>
<td>583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_\wedge \vee &lt;$</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>$\lambda_\Diamond \wedge \vee$</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_k&lt;$</td>
<td>1542</td>
<td>$F_k \Diamond$</td>
<td>1579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_k^{\wedge \vee}$</td>
<td>1648</td>
<td>$F_k^{\Diamond \wedge \vee}$</td>
<td>1770</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Does Duotyping increase the complexity of the formalization and metatheory of the language?

At first, one may think that Duotyping increases the complexity of formalization and metatheory of the language, since it provides interesting extra features and generalizations normally come at a cost. Interestingly, Duotyping does not add significant extra complexity in the formalization and metatheory of the language. Table 4 shows the SLOC for formalizations using traditional subtyping and Duotyping systems. The lines of code for $\lambda_\wedge \vee <$ are 595 and the lines of code for $\lambda_\Diamond \wedge \vee$ are 623. Similarly, the lines of code for $F_k^{\wedge \vee}$ are 1648 and 1770 for $F_k^{\Diamond \wedge \vee}$. Although SLOC for Duotyping systems are slightly more than traditional subtyping systems, the Duotyping systems come with extra features. Nevertheless the mechanization effort is roughly the same for version with and without Duotyping. Also, as illustrated in Sections 3 and 4, the vast majority of the lemmas/metatheory for calculi with Duotyping are similar to traditional systems with subtyping.

5.4 Does Duotyping make transitivity proofs simpler?

Transitivity is often the most difficult property to prove in the metatheory of a language with subtyping. Table 1 highlights a brief comparison between the techniques for the transitivity proof of various systems. Transitivity of systems with Duotyping is generally proved by induction on the Duotyping relation. One exception is $F_F$ where induction on the Duotyping does not work. As discussed in Section 2.5 Duotyping allows us to simplify the transitivity proof by using a different inductive argument.

Table 5 shows the SLOC for transitivity proofs of various systems. The SLOC for $\lambda_<$ transitivity proof are 7 and the SLOC for $\lambda_\Diamond$ transitivity proof are 4. Similarly, the SLOC for $F_k^{\wedge \vee}$ transitivity proof are 38 and 18 for the transitivity proof of $F_k^{\Diamond \wedge \vee}$. This evaluation shows that Duotyping always allows us to reduce the size of the transitivity proof. Again, it is important to note that Duotyping also provides extra features of lower bound and lower bounded quantification. Despite these additional features in Duotyping systems, their transitivity proofs are shorter than the traditional systems with subtyping.
Table 5 SLOC for transitivity proofs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtyping System</th>
<th>Transitivity SLOC</th>
<th>Duotyping System</th>
<th>Transitivity SLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{&lt;}$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$\lambda_{&lt;}$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{&amp;\lor&lt;}$</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$\lambda_{&amp;\lor&lt;}$</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{&lt;&amp;\lor}$</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>$F_{&lt;&amp;\lor}$</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{&lt;&amp;\lor}$</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>$F_{&lt;&amp;\lor}$</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However we could not employ this proof technique in our Duotyping version of full $F_{<}$ ($F_{<\&\lor}$). The problem is related to narrowing, which in $F_{<\&\lor}$ is closely coupled with transitivity. Despite that we could still apply the technique to most systems with Duotyping, and even for $F_{<\&\lor}$ we can still prove transitivity using the same technique as in the traditional $F_{<}$ (i.e. using the middle type as the inductive argument).

5.5 Is Duotyping a generally applicable technique?

Our case studies indicate that Duotyping is generally an applicable technique. In all the systems that we have tried to use Duotyping, we have managed to successfully apply it. Furthermore we believe that Duotyping can be essentially applied to any system with a traditional subtyping relation. The most complex system where we have employed Duotyping is $F_{<\&\lor}$. In $F_{<\&\lor}$ universal quantification allows Duotyping between the bounds, generalizing the universal quantification presented in Section 4. Rule gds-forallffs in $F_{<\&\lor}$ employs two operations $|\diamond_1|\diamond_2$ and $A \diamond B$:

$$|\diamond_1|\diamond_2$$
$$|<:|\diamond_2 = \diamond_2$$
$$|>:|\diamond_2 = \diamond_2$$

$A \diamond B$
$$A \diamond; B = B$$
$$A \diamond; B = A$$

$|\diamond_1|\diamond_2$ takes two modes $\diamond_1$ and $\diamond_2$ as input, and flips $\diamond_2$ if $\diamond_1$ is subtyping, otherwise it returns $\diamond_2$. This operation chooses the mode to check the relationship between the bounds of the two universal quantifiers being compared for Duotyping. The second operation $A \diamond B$ selects the bounds to use in the environment when checking the Duotyping of the bodies of the universal quantifiers. It takes a mode $\diamond$ and two types $A B$ as inputs, and returns the second type if the mode is subtyping, otherwise it returns the first type.

6 Related Work

Apart from informally observing duality of type system features, as far as we known, formally exploiting duality in subtyping relations has not been investigated in the past. However there is plenty of work on uses of duality in programming language theory. Furthermore there is related work on type systems that exploit various generalizations for added expressive power or economy in metatheory and implementation. We discuss these next.
6.1 Duality in Logic and Programming Language Theory

In type theory [5] and/or category theory [30, 14] duality occurs in various forms. For instance, the duality between sum and product types is well-known in both type and category theory. Properties about such types often explicitly acknowledge duality. Many properties about sum types are presented as dual properties of corresponding properties on product types and vice-versa. Our Lemma 6 is an example of a property that applies to both union and/or intersection types. In this property duality is not only acknowledged, but directly exploited in the lemma itself to provide a generalized property that can be specialized to one construct and its dual. Various other dualities between constructs are known and exploited in various ways in type and/or category theory. For example, existential and universal quantification can be captured by an encoding by one through the other. The type ∃α. A can be encoded as ∀β. (∀α. A → β) → β, which requires a kind of CPS translation [20] of the corresponding terms. Similar encodings exist for sums and products.

In the field of proof-theoretic semantics [25] and in natural deduction the concept of harmony is used to describe introduction and elimination rules that are in some sense dual. For instance, the usual rules for introduction and elimination of conjunction are in perfect harmony. The inversion principles by Prawitz [38] are a general procedure to associate to any arbitrary collection of introduction rules a specific collection of elimination rules. The elimination rules are in harmony with the given collection of introduction rules. Prawitz inversion principles attempt to capture harmony in a more precise way, directly expressing it formally. Therefore inversion principles have similar considerations to Duotyping in terms of expressing some form of duality directly in a formalism. However inversion principles focus on introduction and/or elimination rules, while Duotyping is focused on subtyping. Nevertheless in future work we are interested in exploiting the use of duality in the typing relation more. We believe that the notion of harmony and inversion principles could be quite helpful in such work.

Double-line rules [21] are deduction rules that can be read both from top to bottom (as usual) and also from bottom to top. In other words they express two standard (dual) deduction rules in a single double-line rule. Like Duotyping, double-line rules aim at expressing a form of duality in a single rule. Unlike Duotyping, double-line rules are concerned with (dual) rules where the premises and conclusions of one rule become the conclusions and premises of the other rule, respectively.

Bernardi et al. [10] explain duality relations in the context in session types. Binary session types have two endpoints connected through one communication channel. In session types, connected endpoints should have a dual relation in their session types. The duality relation in session types is related to types and may have various interpretations. In contrast Duotyping is about subtyping (or supertyping).

The duality between data and codata is well-known in programming language theory [14]. Data types and codata types are duals in the sense that data types are defined in terms of constructors while codata types are defined in terms of destructors. More recently, such duality has been exploited in language design [35, 13] to provide an automatic way to switch between programs defined on datatypes and equivalent programs defined on codata types. The use of duality in this line of work is quite different from ours.

6.2 Generalizations in Type Systems and Type Theory

Pure type systems (PTSs) [45, 31, 2, 28, 41, 48] capture a generalization of various type systems (\(F, F^\omega, \lambda P\)). Typing rules of multiple type systems are expressed in pure type systems via parameterization. PTSs are parameterized by three sets: a set of sorts; a set of axioms;
and a set of rules. Concrete type systems (such as System $F$), are recovered with concrete instantiations of those sets. Pure type systems with subtyping [48] are a variant of pure type systems that captures a family of type systems with subtyping. This variant captures only the upper bounds. It does not provide subtyping generalization with both upper and the lower bounded quantification like our Duotyping generalizations of $F_\prec$. Pure subtype systems [26] is a family of calculi based on subtyping only (and without a typing relation). This system eliminates the need of typing and presents an alternative to typing using subtyping only. Pure subtype systems support upper bounded quantification, but no lower bounded quantification.

**Modal Type Theory.** Modal type theory [33] is an extension of type theory which provides type rules using modalities. Modal type theory can represent a proposition as types which may be proved based upon the deduction rules in a given context. Modal type theory also employs modes, for instance possibility and necessity [42, 33]. There are many type systems that use modes to generalize typing relations. One can view Duotyping as a simple instance of a relation with a mode. In Duotyping the mode is either subtyping or supertyping.

**Bi-directional type checking.** Bi-directional type checking [37, 23] also employs a mode, but in the typing relation instead. Bi-directional type checking is a common technique, used in implementations of programming languages, that can eliminate redundant type annotations. Bi-directional type-checking is also employed in several type systems, especially those where full type inference is undecidable [37, 24]. In such cases only partial inference methods are feasible in practice, which means that some type annotations are necessary. Bi-directional type checking is useful in such cases, allowing the type information to be easily propagated without requiring further (redundant) annotations. The modes in bi-directional type-checking are checking or synthesis. Checking checks a given term against a given type, whereas the synthesis infers the type based upon the available information in the context.

**Unified Subtyping.** Unified subtyping [46] is a technique that can be used in dependently typed systems supporting unified syntax to model typing and subtyping in a single relation. The single unified subtyping relation generalizes both typing and subtyping. Like Duotyping, unified subtyping can also help reducing language metatheory and duplication. However unified subtyping is orthogonal to Duotyping and does not exploit duality of features. We believe that both techniques can complement each other.

**Bounded quantification and generalizations.** System $F_\prec$ [16] is extensively studied due to its feature of bounded quantification. F-bounded quantification [15] is a generalization of bounded quantification to handle recursive types. Although we are not aware of an extension of $F_\prec$ with lower bounded quantification, such notion has appeared before in some calculi. For instance, Igarashi and Viroli [27] have pointed out correspondence between use-site variance and existential types and, in order to capture contravariance, they introduced lower-bounded existential types.

One generalization of $F_\prec$ is studied by Amin and Rompf [4], which formalizes type bounds in Scala. Type bounds is an interesting feature in Scala as elaborated by the following code (code extended from Section 2.4):

```scala
class TypeBoundsCollection[S >: GraduateStudent <: Student](obj: S) {
  def student: S = obj
}
```
While in our variants of $F_{<}$, we support either lower bounded quantification or upper bounded quantification (but not both at once), Scala’s type bounds allow both upper and lower bounds at once. This is clearly more expressive than what we have, but it comes with its own problems. Formalisms with Scala-like type bounds often need to include a transitivity axiom (and thus are non-algorithmic) and they have to deal with the bad bounds problem. In contrast our simpler extension of type bounds is comparable in complexity to $F_{<}$’s upper bounded quantification, and there is a set of algorithmic subtyping rules without a built-in transitivity axiom.

**Intersection and Union Types.** Intersection and union types [6, 22, 32, 36] are getting significant attention in recent years, and are used in several modern programming languages (including Scala, Flow or TypeScript). Reynolds [39] was the first to promote the use of intersection types in programming languages. Later on, Pierce [36] studied intersection types, union types and polymorphism combined in a typed λ-calculus. Recently, Muehlboeck and Tate [32] presented a generalized formulation of calculi with union and intersection types. They demonstrated it with the help of Ceylon programming language [29]. Dunfield [22] presented an expressive calculus with a merge operator and unrestricted intersection types with union types. We exploit the duality of union and intersection types to illustrate Duotyping. Our Duotyping calculi manages to capture the six common rules for unions and intersections using three rules only (plus the duality rule), which provides a simple illustrative example of the use of duality.

**7 Conclusion**

In this paper, we have presented a generalization of subtyping using a relation parameterized by a mode. We call this relation Duotyping. Duotyping allows formalizations of subtyping to exploit duality between features directly in the formalism, and provides multiple benefits over traditional subtyping relation. It shortens subtyping specifications, provides dual features essentially for free and simplifies the transitivity proof in many calculi. An example of an extra dual feature that is obtained for free, with a Duotyping design, is lower bounded quantification. Lower bounded quantification arises naturally when we apply the Duotyping to conventional $F_{<}$ type systems. To validate the benefits of Duotyping, we have conducted an empirical evaluation, implemented multiple calculi using both a traditional subtyping relation and a Duotyping formulation, and compared the resulting formalizations.

Duality has been studied extensively in several contexts in the past. However, as far as we know, our work is the first to study duality in the context of subtyping. Future work on Duotyping includes applying the Duotyping methodology to several other forms of subtyping that are of practical interest. We are particularly interested to apply Duotyping to systems that include a feature, but have no obvious dual feature. We hope to discover potentially new features that are useful for programming. Furthermore, we hope to scale the approach so that it can be used in real programming language implementations, leading to more compact and consistent implementations of subtyping. Another domain for future work on Duotyping is the typing relation. Although we already have some simple cases where Duotyping also provides benefits for typing (see Section 4), we acknowledge that introduction and elimination rules for some (dual) constructs introduce new challenges. For instance, more complex introduction and elimination forms for union types and intersection types can be quite different [22]. Further exploration is needed to see how much Duotyping can help in typing relations for calculi with such features. More generally, Duotyping promotes the use of
duality in language design. We envision that in the future new language designs can exploit duality to ensure consistency between various language constructs, by exploiting techniques similar to Duotyping.
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Abstract

In recent years, programming-language support for static memory safety has developed significantly. In particular, borrowing and ownership systems, such as the one pioneered by the Rust language, require the programmer to abide by certain aliasing restrictions but in return guarantee that no unsafe aliasing can ever occur. This allows parallel code to be written, or existing code to be parallelized, safely and easily, and the aliasing restrictions also statically prevent a whole class of bugs such as iterator invalidation. Borrowing is easy to reason about because it matches the intuitive ownership-passing conventions often used in systems languages.

Unfortunately, a borrowing-based system can sometimes be too restrictive. Because borrows enforce aliasing rules for their entire lifetimes, they cannot be used to implement some common patterns that pointers would allow. Programs often use pseudo-pointers, such as indices into an array of nodes or objects, instead, which can be error-prone: the program is still memory-safe by construction, but it is not logically memory-safe, because an object access may reach the wrong object.

In this work, we propose deferred borrows, which provide the type-safety benefits of borrows without the constraints on usage patterns that they otherwise impose. Deferred borrows work by encapsulating enough state at creation time to perform the actual borrow later, while statically guaranteeing that the eventual borrow will reach the same object it would have otherwise. The static guarantee is made with a path-dependent type tying the deferred borrow to the container (struct, vector, etc.) of the borrowed object. This combines the type-safety of borrowing with the flexibility of traditional pointers, while retaining logical memory-safety.
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1 Introduction

Managing memory ownership properly is central to safe, correct programming in any programming language with a mutable heap. Parallel programs with shared memory can easily experience non-deterministic, undefined behavior if two concurrently-executing threads write to the same memory. Even sequential programs can experience subtle correctness issues related to memory ownership: for example, pointer invalidation occurs when a data structure traversal simultaneously mutates that data structure, leading to dangling or incorrect references.

Modern programming languages have developed support for managing ownership correctly by encoding various invariants statically in the type system. Many works propose to augment pointers with ownership information or capabilities (indicating temporary exclusive access) [5, 4, 3, 1, 6, 12, 15, 22, 20]. Another related approach categorizes heap objects into disjoint heap subregions, and annotates pointers to refer only to particular regions [8, 11, 3, 9]. Among languages in widespread use today, the Rust programming language [18] provides an ownership and borrowing system that adapts ideas from lexical regions [8] to annotate

¹ This work is independent of author’s employer and author does not speak for Mozilla.
lifetimes on pointers. The language’s type system tracks “borrows” of an owned object –
pointers taken to the object, or copies of those pointers – and ensures that only one mutable
view of the object can be used at a time by blocking access to the original object for the
borrow’s duration. All of these systems work to enforce memory safety in some way by either
disallowing some pointers to exist, or else disallowing some pointers to be accessed, in order
to prevent aliasing, concurrent accesses that would cause correctness issues.

Although these systems can improve correctness for many classes of programs, there is still
resistance to their adoption because they are often not flexible enough. For example, since
its release in 2015, the Rust language has become well-known for the introductory experience
of “fighting the borrow checker.” The patterns that its ownership-passing and temporary-
borrowing system allows and encourages are unfamiliar to programmers accustomed to
unrestricted pointers in C or Java. As a result, Rust programmers have developed creative
workarounds in their data-structure designs. For example, programs that manipulate graphs
of objects, or otherwise have unpredictable heap graphs, sometimes use indices into a vector
of objects as pseudo-pointers, in place of true pointers (borrows). Unfortunately, this merely
sidesteps the problem, because these pseudo-pointers can be error-prone (as we will show
later), and in any case are more cumbersome to use.

In this paper, we observe that an ownership and borrowing memory-management discipline
is sometimes inflexible for artificial and unnecessary reasons, and that by splitting the borrow
operation into two parts – the lookup, producing a “deferred borrow” handle, and a later
conversion into a real borrow – much of the ease-of-use of an unrestricted language is
recovered. The key idea in this work is to encapsulate a reference to an object that is not
(yet) a borrow, so it does not trigger the restrictive mutual-exclusion rules that mandate
only one usable mutable reference exist. Our language extension uses path-dependent types
to statically bind this reference to the container (such as a vector, key-value map, struct or
tuple) that owns the object. The deferred-borrow reference can later, at the point of actual
use, be recombined with a reference to the container to get a true reference (borrow) of
the pointed-to object. This true borrow lasts only as long as needed (during the use itself),
and thus does not prevent the program from holding many deferred-borrow references to
the same object, several of them mutable at once. Flexibility is achieved without giving up
Rust’s memory safety or suitability for concurrency.

The structure of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In §2, we first provide a tour
of the essential aspects of Rust’s borrowing and ownership system. Then, in §3, we show
how Rust’s borrows do not provide as much flexibility as pointers do, and demonstrate
the alternative approaches that programs often use. We show that while these approaches
attain Rust’s memory safety properties in a literal sense, they lack what we call logical
memory safety: the pseudo-pointers (e.g., indices into vectors), if used incorrectly, can cause
the program to silently access the wrong data. We describe what would be necessary to
avoid these logical memory safety violations. In §4, we introduce an extension to the Rust
type system, static path-dependent types, that provide a minimal building-block for object
references that retain logical memory safety. We prove that static path-dependent types
provide an essential object-binding property. In §5, we finally introduce the concept of a
deferred borrow, which is a general pattern that can be implemented by several types of
containers, such as vectors, key-value maps, structs, and tuples. In §6, we describe how we
have emulated static path-dependent types in the existing Rust type system for evaluation

---

2 In the 2018 Rust community survey [19], the second and third most difficult-rated topics to learn were
ownership/borrowing and borrow lifetimes, after only the macro system.
purposes. In §7, we analyze several common data-structure design patterns and qualitatively
describe how the deferred borrows approach compares to other techniques. In §8 we consider
related work.

2 Background: Ownership and Borrowing

In order to understand the need for deferred borrows, we first describe *borrowing-and-
ownership-based memory management* as it is practiced in the Rust programming language [18].
We will describe how the language uses *ownership* to establish unique, unaliased access to
heap objects, which permits statically-verifiable safe parallelism (§2.1). Then, because a pure
ownership tree is cumbersome and difficult to use, we describe how Rust allows *borrowing* of
owned objects by a form of lifetime-restricted pointer (§2.2). Finally, we look at how Rust
container types typically use borrowing to encode safety invariants and extend the memory
safety of core Rust data structures to the library level (§2.3).

2.1 Object Ownership and Linear Move Semantics

The Rust language, as many other memory safe languages or type systems before it [5, 4, 3],
 begins with establishing *unique ownership* for every object. An instance of an object (in
Rust, a `struct`) can either exist on the stack or on the heap. In the former case, the local
variable binding owns the object; in the latter, the heap memory is ultimately managed by
an object on the stack, even if this is just a `Box<T>` (a pointer type).

The language uses *affine types* to ensure that a given object instance is not duplicated.
When a non-copyable type is assigned (only primitive data types are trivially copyable), the
object is *moved out of* the original storage slot (e.g., local variable binding), and the storage
slot becomes inaccessible.

Fig. 1 shows a simple demonstration of moving ownership. We can see several examples
of both stack-allocated and heap-allocated objects in this program. The `s` local variable
is assigned an object initializer for a struct of type `S`; the storage for `s` is allocated in the
stack frame. Several of its fields own heap storage, however: for example, the `t` field owns an
instance of `T` that is stored on the heap, and the `children` field owns a vector (array-backed
list) of `S`, also stored on the heap.

There are two important aspects to Rust’s ownership system on display here. First,
without borrowing (which we introduce below), storage is organized into a strict *tree of
access paths*. There is data at `s`, and `s.t`, and `s.children[0]`, and `s.children[0].t`. Each
object has exactly one access path, however: there is no aliasing of heap references.

Second, Rust enforces *move semantics*. When the program assigns local variable `t` the
value of `s.t`, the assignment *moves* the object, and `s.t` is no longer accessible. The program’s
attempt to access `s.t.a` later is thus a static compilation error. Likewise, `s.children`
becomes inaccessible after a move. These assignment semantics preserve the above property:
by never duplicating non-trivial (non-copyable) data, we never create aliasing pointers. Of
course, this restriction will be relaxed later, but only in a controlled way.

By providing exactly one path to any particular object, the ownership system can provide
both (i) precise memory management – when a path goes out of scope, its subtree of memory
resources is freed – and (ii) safe, deterministic (race-free) parallelism, by passing ownership
of entire subtrees to separate parallel tasks. Despite these advantages, it is cumbersome:
many common programming idioms rely on holding multiple references to particular heap
objects. We now describe how pointers can be re-introduced in a limited but safe way.
struct S {
  value: u64,
  t: Box<T>,
  children: Vec<S>,
}
struct T {
  a: u64,
  b: u64,
}

fn main() {
  // `s` lives on the stack, and is the unique owner of:
  // `t`, a `T` instance that is also on the stack
  // `children`, a `Vec` whose storage (and S instances)
  // are on the heap
  let mut s: S = S { value: 1,
    t: Box::new(T { a: 1, b: 2 }),
    children: vec![ /* ... */ ],
  };
  s.value += 1;
  s.t.a = 100;
  s.children.push(S { /* ... */ });

  let t = s.t;  // moves `t` out of `s`
  let children = s.children;  // moves `children` out of `s`
  s.t.a = 1;  // ERROR! (s.t moved out of already)
}

- Figure 1 Rust ownership system: examples.

2.2 Safe Pointers: Lifetime-constrained Borrows

In order to allow references to a particular object, Rust permits borrows. A borrow is a kind of pointer that can be created from an owned access path, and that has an explicit lifetime that is statically restricted to maintain the safety properties that we introduced with unique ownership above. In particular:

- A borrow temporarily restricts access to an access path, just as a move out of that path permanently restricts access.
- A borrow can only exist as long as the original borrowed object exists: for example, it cannot be returned from a function if it borrows an object on that function’s stack frame.

Both of these restrictions are implemented using lifetimes. A lifetime is, conceptually, a static description of a period of time during execution: either a local scope or a contiguous range of program points. Semantically, every borrow has a lifetime, and every local variable does, as well. In Rust’s syntax, a lifetime is written as ‘a, and a borrow of an object of type T is written &‘a T. Though every borrow semantically has a lifetime, lifetimes are usually inferred and so they can be omitted.

When a borrow is created, the borrow’s lifetime is constrained such that the borrowed object must outlive the borrow, and the lifetime of the local variable that holds the borrow (as a value) must be outlived by the borrow lifetime. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Note that borrows can be included in data structures: when a an aggregate datatype (such as a struct) has a member whose type is a borrow, the lifetime of that borrow must be defined as a generic parameter of the type. This need arises because such a type is (usually) defined outside of any function scope, and hence no lifetimes are otherwise in scope. This implicitly creates an outlives-constraint: when one object contains a pointer to (i.e., a borrow of) the other, the latter must outlive the former. This is analogous to the local-variable case above.
```rust
class S {
    ...
}

fn main() {
    let mut s: S = S { ... };
    s.a = 1;

    let mut s_borrow: &mut S = &mut s; // \
    s.a = 2; // ERROR: `s` is currently borrowed  // | borrow lifetime
    s_borrow.a = 2; // OK. // |

    // `s_borrow` is now dead -- `s` can be accessed again.
    s.a = 3;
}
```

Figure 2 Rust borrowing examples.

### 2.2.1 Access Path-based Disjointness

The borrow system supports two types of borrows: `mutable` (as `&mut T`) and `immutable` (as `&T`). Multiple immutable borrows may have overlapping lifetimes, and read-only accesses to the original, borrowed, object may occur while such borrows exist. In contrast, if a mutable borrow is created, then no other mutable borrow of that object may have an overlapping lifetime, and the original object is inaccessible during its lifetime, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

In order to maintain this single-access-path invariant that enables safe parallelism, the Rust borrow system tracks disjointness of borrows. In particular, for any given object stored within a local variable or field of a struct (identified by an access path starting from a local variable), the compiler tracks which borrows are active for which contiguous spans of static program points, and ensures that no two incompatible borrows or direct accesses overlap.

### 2.2.2 Two Guarantees: Safety and Unique Mutability

The borrow system in Rust provides pointers that have been statically verified to retain two important properties: **memory safety** and **unique mutability**. Memory safety arises from outlives-constraints, and means that a pointer cannot be dangling; every pointer dereference thus accesses valid memory, and the program can never crash from an invalid pointer access. Unique mutability arises from disjointness constraints, and means that if a pointer is mutable (can be used for writes), then it is the only available access path to its pointee. This is what allows for safe parallelism: because of unique mutability, a program cannot have data races. Both sorts of constraints, and both resulting guarantees, also allow for the creation of safe container types that extend the access path-based system to dynamically-sized, heap-resident containers.

### 2.3 Borrows and Container Types

The power of Rust’s ownership and borrow system arises from the way in which its basic primitives – borrows with lifetimes, and constraints between lifetimes – can be used by libraries to build type-safe containers.

Consider, for example, the simple vector (array-backed ordered list with $O(1)$ element access) API in Fig. 3. This API has two functions: `get_index_mut`, which returns a pointer to a storage slot within the vector, and `append`, which appends a new element.
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```rust
struct Vector<T> { ... }
impl<T> Vector<T> {
    // The `a` lifetime (usually implied, but written explicitly here) ties
    // the returned borrow to an implicit borrow of `self` at the callsite.
    // The callee cannot use the `Vector` in any other way while the
    // borrow to the element is live.
    fn get_index_mut<&'a mut self, index: usize> -> &'a mut T { ... }
    fn append(&mut self, t: T) { ... }
}

fn main() {
    let mut v = Vector::<u32>::new(...);
    let elem0 = v.get_index_mut(0); // borrows `v`, returns borrow to elem
    *elem0 = 1;
    // `elem0` borrow now dead (not used below). Borrow lifetime on `v` ends.

    let elem1 = v.get_index_mut(1);
    let elem2 = v.get_index_mut(2); // ERROR: `v` already borrowed mutably.
    *elem1 = 2;
    *elem2 = 3;

    let elem3 = v.get_index_mut(3);
    // The mutable borrow also serves to "freeze" the underlying storage
    // location in place (no other method on the `Vector` can be invoked,
    // because we cannot borrow its `self` again). This is needed
    // because the borrow is just a pointer: the container must not
    // e.g. reallocate its storage to grow an array, rehash a table or
    // rotate a tree, etc.
    v.append(4); // ERROR: `v` already borrowed mutably.
    *elem3 = 4;
}
```

Figure 3 Rust lifetime constraints used in container APIs.

In order to return a borrow to internal storage – an element contained within, and whose
memory is managed by, the vector – the `get_index_mut` function must take a borrow of the
vector itself. Given the borrow of the whole vector, it can safely return a borrow of a
piece of that vector, as long as the returned borrow’s lifetime is contained within the original
borrow’s lifetime (trivially true here as the lifetime is the same `a`).

This lifetime-outlives constraint, relating a borrow of the original container to that of its
element, serves two important purposes. First, the borrow on the container serves as a proxy
for the borrow of the element itself. Because the Rust borrow-checker does not have a precise
understanding of vector indices or hashmap keys (for example), it cannot directly track
the access-paths that name these storage locations. Hence, although it might be perfectly
valid (assuming a well-behaved data structure implementation) to borrow both `v[i]` and
`v[j]` mutably if `i ≠ j`, because the element storage slots are disjoint, the borrow checker
cannot actually verify this. The container API leverages the borrow checker in a sound but
conservative way, requiring a borrow of the entire container when an element is borrowed.
Because it is always sound to “over-borrow,” this maintains the no-dangling-pointer and
no-aliasing-mutable-pointer safety properties of Rust’s type system.

Second, and just as importantly, this lifetime constraint and container-borrow mechanism
freezes the container layout in place so that the raw pointer (which is how a borrow is
implemented) remains valid. Here, any access with `get_index_mut` borrows the container
mutably, which prevents any other access to the original object. Idiomatic container APIs also
allow immutable element borrows, which borrow the container immutably: this allows other
read-only access to the container, but still prevents any mutation. This works because any other function that mutates the container – e.g., append, which might cause the underlying storage to be reallocated if more space is needed – takes a &mut self parameter, requiring a mutable borrow, which is incompatible with the outstanding (immutable or mutable) borrow.

3 Inflexible Borrows and Workarounds

Now that we have seen how Rust enables safe aliasing through borrows with carefully checked disjoint-lifetime and disjoint-mutability properties, let us consider how these limitations impact program design.

3.1 Borrowing-Incompatible Data Structures

Two basic patterns of pointer-based data structure design are problematic when borrows are used in place of pointers, corresponding to each of the constraints that the borrowing system imposes.

First, the borrowing system requires the borrowed object to outlive the borrow itself, to preserve the language’s memory-safety property. When one object points to another, the lifetime of the former must be strictly shorter than the latter. This immediately rules out cycles of borrows. Common data structures that are cyclic, such as graphs, doubly-linked lists, and trees with parent pointers, thus cannot be implemented in safe Rust.

Second, the borrowing system requires borrows to be safe relative to each other, and in particular, allows no more than one mutable borrow to exist at a time. There are many programming idioms that require holding pointers to inner elements of a data structure: for example, a “secondary index” might refer to elements in a vector or map indexed by an alternate key, or an algorithm may keep a stack of pointers to nodes as it traverses a graph or tree. Some of these pointers may later be used to update the data structure. Unfortunately, Rust cannot allow these pointers (borrows) to be mutable.

Both of these problems can be seen in Fig. 4. Program 1 shows a simple graph-manipulation program in C++, demonstrating the ease by which the graph node type can be defined. In contrast, in Program 2, we run into trouble as soon as we try to define the node types, caused by both reference cycles and aliasing mutable borrows. We clearly cannot carry over our habits of freely handling pointers as we had done in C++.

One approach, sometimes seen in core data-structure libraries, is to use “unsafe” raw pointers that circumvent the typesystem. While the Rust language allows this C-like flexibility via an escape hatch, the memory safety then relies completely upon the programmer’s care. We thus do not consider this approach further.

3.2 A Solution: Pseudo-Pointers

A common approach to allow arbitrary object references in safe Rust is to use names for objects that are not actually borrows (pointers), such as indices in a vector. Program 3 in Fig. 4 demonstrates this approach. Node references are by indices into a vector, and this vector is the true owner of the nodes. Rust’s tree-ownership model that described in §2 is retained, and the program is completely memory-safe. There is no issue when visitEdge needs to take references to two different nodes to mutate, because these references (indices) are not actually potentially-aliasing borrows, only integers. We call these integers pseudo-pointers.
Program 1: C++, using unrestricted native pointers

```cpp
// Define a graph as a list of pointers to nodes; define a node's edges
// simply as pointers to other nodes.
typedef vector<Node*> Graph;
struct Node { vector<Node*> outEdges; }
void visitEdge(Node* n, Node* neigh) { ... }

void updateGraph(Graph& g) {
    for (Node* n : g)
        for (Node* neighbor : n->outEdges)
            visitEdge(n, neighbor);
}
```

Program 2: Rust, using references (borrows)

```rust
// Problem 1: we will not be able to construct a graph instance of Node<'a>
// because each node needs to outlive its pointed-to nodes; the cyclic
// dependency is impossible to resolve.

// Problem 2: we cannot hold mutable borrows of neighboring nodes in
// `outEdges`, because more than one borrow might exist (the type
// system will not allow us to create these borrows).
type Graph<'a> = Vec<Node<'a>>;
struct Node<'a> { outEdges: Vec<&'a mut Node> }
```

Program 3: Rust, using node indices

```rust
// Define a graph as an owned vector of nodes; define out-edges as
// indices of other nodes in this vector.
type Graph = Vec<Node>;
type NodeIndex = usize;
struct Node { outEdges: Vec<NodeIndex> }

// NOTE: this is cumbersome: every access to a node `n` is really
// `&g.nodes[n]`.
fn visitEdge(g: &mut Graph, n: NodeIndex, neighbor: NodeIndex) { ... }

fn updateGraph<'a>(g: &mut Graph<'a>) {
    for n_idx in 0..g.len() {
        // Note: we need to copy the outEdges list here because `visitEdge`
        // below takes temporary mutable ownership of the entire graph `g`.
        let neighs = g[n_idx].outEdges.clone();
        for neigh_idx in &neighs {
            visitEdge(g, n_idx, neigh_idx);
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 4 A graph-processing program, in C++ (first program) and Rust (second and third programs), that demonstrates the difficulties imposed by borrowing (second program) and the type-unsafety of the usual workaround (third program).

However, this approach has several downsides. First, and most directly, it is cumbersome. To make it work, we need to (i) pass a borrow to the true owner (here, the Graph object) everywhere along with the pseudo-pointers, and (ii) explicitly dereference the node by indexing the vector at each point of use. However, beyond the mere ergonomics issues, a potential correctness issue looms: the vector access `g[n_idx]` may not refer to the same Node at access time that it did when the index was taken! If, for example, the program removes a node and compacts the node-vector, all node indices become invalid, but the type system does not prevent their use. Even worse, if the program contains multiple vectors of the appropriate type (say, the program maintains several graphs simultaneously), an index intended for one may be used to access another. We define a new term to encapsulate these issues: logical memory safety.
3.3 Logical Memory Safety

Rust provides memory safety in the sense that any memory accessed by a Rust program must be valid memory and must be a valid, still-live instance of the object implied by the type of the pointer (borrow). Nothing in the vector-based approach invalidates this property, nor could it, because the guarantee is true for any safe Rust program. Unfortunately, nothing in the Rust type system ensures that the correct memory will be accessed, because correctness is a program-specific property.

We define logical memory safety in the context of a program that uses pseudo-pointers to mean that every access to an object via a reference (such as a vector index) accesses the same object that the reference was created to refer to. This property provides essentially the same guarantee that a borrow does: a borrow also ensures that the pointed-to object remains accessible, and remains the same object, during the lifetime of the borrow.

3.4 Maintaining Safety: Deferred Borrows with Irrevocable Binding

We can now concisely state the goal of this work: we wish to provide logical memory safety for object references without the limitations of borrows, i.e., in a way that retains the flexibility of pseudo-pointers.

We build on pseudo-pointers, because they resolve the conflicting-borrows problem right away. This is because they defer the actual borrow of the container until the referred-to object is used. In other words, \texttt{nodes[node_idx]} borrows \texttt{nodes} mutably, but only for as long as the particular operation on this node. This property is the origin of our term deferred borrow, which we expand further in §5.

To make pseudo-pointers logically memory-safe, let us consider what would be needed: in concrete terms, for the vector-based approach, we must ensure that an object’s index in the vector is constant once added (by only appending to the vector). In addition, we must ensure that an index created for some particular vector is only ever used to access that vector, and not another, even if their static types match.

We can provide the append-only property at the library API level by encoding the invariant into the types: for example, provide a \texttt{.to_append_only()} method on \texttt{Vec<T>} that consumes the \texttt{Vec} (as we can do with linear types!) and returns an \texttt{AppendOnlyVec<T>}.

Ensuring that indices are only used with a particular vector, however, is more challenging. The existing Rust type system cannot encode this restriction. We must somehow irrevocably bind an index with a vector object, and require this binding when the access \texttt{node[node_idx]} occurs. In the following section, we now show how this can be done with static path-dependent types.

4 Static Path-Dependent Types in Rust

Our key contribution to the core Rust language that enables deferred borrows is the static path-dependent type. Path-dependent types have been proposed previously in a dynamic context [7, 14, 2], e.g. in Scala: in that context, a type is an element of some class, and each class instance has a different type (i.e., the dynamic object identity is part of the type). In contrast, our path-dependent types are static. This is an extension to an ordinary type that ties a value to another particular value in-scope, by its access path (local variable plus struct field(s)).

We define a type \texttt{T/x} to be a subtype of \texttt{T} that has the path \texttt{x}. Intuitively, a path can refer to any storage place that the borrow-checker tracks: e.g., a local variable binding or a subfield of one. The path can then be used to constrain function arguments so that, e.g., a
value of type \( T/x \) can only be combined with exactly the value in local \( x \). This provides the necessary conditions for logical memory safety of deferred-borrow smart pointer objects, as each can be paired with the container from which it must eventually borrow.

4.1 Types with Static Dependent Paths

We augment the type system of Rust so that any type \( \tau \) can be annotated with a path \( p \) to form type \( \tau/p \). The path describes a storage slot, or place in the terminology of Weiss et al. [21]'s formulation. Concretely, this is a root binding optionally extended with a path of struct fields. A root binding is (i) a local immutable variable binding in scope, within a function body; (ii) a formal parameter index, within a function type; or (iii) the self root, within a struct. In each of these contexts, the path corresponds to a fixed location that will hold the same value until it goes out of scope or is moved out of.

To communicate our intended semantics, we sketch a set of definitions and inference rules in Fig. 5. This scheme is built on top of that of Weiss et al. [21] for the Oxide language, which describes a small core language that captures Rust’s ownership and borrowing semantics. We first extend the type unification and subtyping judgments with rules to allow the path annotations on types to flow through the program. We extend the expression typing judgment to weaken path-dependent types when the corresponding path is dropped or moved out of, or when a mutable binding is modified: formally, when the place \( \pi \) is removed from the outgoing typing context \( \Gamma \) in T-MOVE’, we weaken any type \( \tau/\pi \) in the typing context to simply \( \tau \).

Finally, we modify the typing rules for function application and struct-field projection to translate the roots between the three domains (locals, function parameters, or a struct’s self). This allows struct field types and function parameter types to naturally refer to “neighboring” values, as we will see below.

4.2 Static Path-Dependent Types in Rust: Syntax and Examples

We now show how static path-dependent types might appear in several Rust snippets to give a flavor of their integration into the language. First, consider that we have a struct definition:

```rust
struct S<\a> { c: \&\a Container, r: Option<ContainerRef/self.c> }
```

This struct holds a borrow (over whose lifetime it is parameterized) to some Container type that we have presumably defined elsewhere. It also holds a value of type ContainerRef. In this struct definition, however, we have augmented this type with a path self.c. In a struct field type context, any path on a path-dependent type must start with the self path prefix, and this prefix indicates that the following path refers to a neighboring field in the same struct instance. Here, whatever ContainerRef that is stored in \( r \) of a given instance will be irrevocably tied via its path to the container in \( c \).

To use this value, we might write a function like the following:

```rust
fn foo() {
    let c = Container::new_with_contents();
    let mut s = S { c, r: None };
    let r = s.c.deferred_index(/* index = */ 42);
    s.r = Some(r);
    let elem = s.c.defborrow(s.r.unwrap());
    // ...
}
```
Static Path-Dependent Types

Note: This formalization extends that of Oxide [21], which captures the Rust ownership and borrowing system in a small core language. We omit a repetition of most of Oxide’s rules and definitions, and show only those relevant to tagged types below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e</th>
<th>Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>Variable/Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ</td>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>π</td>
<td>Storage Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i, n</td>
<td>Naturals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Language Extensions

| τ  | ::= ... | τ/p  | Path-dependent type |
| p  | ::= π  | | Storage-place path (in expression context) |
|    |       | i.x₁...xₙ | Formal parameter path (in function type) |
|    |       | self.x₁...xₙ | Struct path (in struct field type) |

\[ T; Σ; Δ; Γ ⊢ π : τ ⇒ Γ' \] (Typing judgment)

\[ T-\text{Move}' \]

\[ Γ \text{uniq} \pi : τ^s \quad τ_s \text{noncopyable} \]
\[ ⊢ \Sigma; Δ; Γ \vdash π : τ' ⇒ \text{filter}(Γ - π, π) \]

Similar adaptation to T-\text{Let}, omitted for brevity: filter path \( x \) from \( Γ \) in the out-context of let \( x \ldots \).

\[ \Sigma; Δ; Γ ⊢ e_f : (τ^s_1, \ldots, τ^s_n) ⇒ τ_f^s ⇒ Γ' \]
\[ T-\text{App}' \]
\[ \Sigma; Δ; Γ_{i-1} ⊢ e_i : \text{funcpath}(τ^s_i, (e_1, \ldots, e_n)) ⇒ Γ_i, 1 \leq i \leq n \]
\[ ⊢ \Sigma; Δ; Γ ⊢ e_f(e_1, \ldots, e_n) : τ_f^s ⇒ Γ_n \]

\( \text{places-typ meta-function modified so that struct-field types are filtered through structpath; if } x : \{ x_1 : τ/\text{self}.π, \ldots \} \in Γ, \text{ then } x.x_1 : x.π ∈ \Gamma. \)

\( \text{filter}(Γ, π) = Γ[τ/π, \ldots, π] \)
\( \text{funcpath}(τ, (e_1, \ldots)) = τ[τ'/i.π ⇒ x.π \text{ if } e_i = x] \)
\( \text{structpath}(τ, π) = τ[τ'/\text{self}.π' ⇒ π.π'] \)

\( \tau_1 \sim \tau_2 ⇒ \tau \) (Type unification)

\[ \text{U-Path} \]
\[ \tau_1 \sim \tau_2 ⇒ τ \]
\[ \tau_1/p \sim \tau_2/p ⇒ τ/p \]

\( \Sigma ⊢ \tau_1 \prec \tau_2 \prec δ \) (Subtyping)

\[ \text{S-Path} \]
\[ \Sigma ⊢ \tau_1 \prec \tau_2 \prec δ \]
\[ \Sigma ⊢ \tau_1/p \prec \tau_2 \prec δ \]

\[ \text{Figure 5} \] Static path-dependent types: definitions and rules as an extension of the Oxide formalization [21].
In this function, we create an instance of S, and initially fill its field c with a new Container. Let us say that the method Container::deferred_index returns a value of type ContainerRef/s.c (we will see how such a function can be declared below). Then r has this type as well. This type unifies with the type of field s.r because T/self.c in struct-field type context maps to T/s.c for the struct at the particular place s.

How do we pass these path-qualified values between functions? Analogously to our approach for struct-field types, we allow parameter roots in parameter (and return value) types. Thus the type of one parameter can be bound to the value of another parameter. For example, we might define deferred_borrow above as follows:

```rust
impl Container {
    fn deferred_index(&self, index: usize) -> ContainerRef/0 {
        ContainerRef { /* ... */ }
    }
}
```

The return type ContainerRef/0 refers to the 0-th parameter, in this case self: thus, the returned ContainerRef is bound to the passed-in Container.

Paths can always be stripped from types, but cannot be added in ordinary value dataflow, due to the subtyping rule S-Path which specifies that \( \tau/p < \tau \). A value acquires a path at construction time: e.g., above, the return value is constructed with the struct-literal form for ContainerRef, and implicitly has type ContainerRef/0.

Finally, the function defborrow can place a path on an inbound parameter type, requiring that parameter to have the path in order for the function call to typecheck. In this running example, defborrow() requires the passed-in ContainerRef to be associated with the self Container in order for the call to succeed:

```rust
impl Container {
    fn defborrow(&self, r: ContainerRef/0) -> &Elem {
        // ...
    }
}
```

In summary, we see that static path-dependent types qualify arbitrary types with storage paths. The paths available depend on the context. For an expression in a function body, these are precisely the local storage paths, rooted at local variables. For a struct definition’s fields, these are paths rooted at self and a field name in the same struct. Finally, for function parameter and return types, these are the numbered roots 0 to n-1 referring to the n parameters of the function.

### 4.3 Correctness: Value-Correspondence Lemma

Building on the above intuition for “binding” one value to another, we can now describe the condition that path-dependent types ensure:

**Lemma 1.** If a storage place \( \pi \) is in scope with any type and with value \( v \) at a program point defined by typing environment \( \Gamma \), and another storage place \( \pi' \) is in scope with type \( \tau/\pi \) and with value \( v' \) at the same program point, then for any dynamic execution, the value \( v' \) is stored in a place of type \( \tau' < \tau/\pi \) only as long as the value \( v \) remains in storage place \( \pi \).

**Proof sketch.** Follows from the dynamic semantics. As long as the binding \( \pi \) it remains in scope, the value remains \( v \) (because bindings in Oxide are immutable). The rules T-LET and T-MOVE in the Oxide formalization [21] on which our formalization is built ensure that \( \pi \) is dropped from the typing context \( \Gamma \) when it is moved out of or when it falls out of scope. Our modifications to these rules apply our meta-function filter() to the typing context, weakening any type \( \tau/\pi \) to simply \( \tau \).
4.4 Generics and Path Parameters

For brevity, we have not included a formalization of generic path parameters, though we describe them informally here. In order to allow data structures to contain path-dependent types that refer to paths outside of the struct in question (i.e., outside of the self path), we allow generic parameters to provide paths. Field types are known at instantiation time according to the actual path provided as a parameter, as for type and lifetime generics.

4.5 Alias Analysis and Type-Tag Propagation

We note briefly that this type system can be seen as the combination of path-dependent types (in the dynamic sense of earlier work [7, 14, 2]) with a static must-alias analysis, so that all dynamic checks are replaced with static reasoning at type-check time. The rules for unifying dependent paths attached to types essentially form a very simple path-based intraprocedural must-alias analysis. When seen this way, one can also imagine several precision enhancements by adopting more advanced static must-alias techniques, as in e.g. Kastrinis et al. [10].

5 Deferred Borrows

In §3, we saw how the existing Rust borrow system can be inflexible in the face of some common program design patterns. We described the foundation of a solution in §3.4, describing how one might combine an index-based scheme (what we call pseudo-pointers) with some sort of strong binding between these indices and the particular container instances to which they refer in order to attain logical memory safety, a stronger property than Rust’s language-level memory safety. Now that we have introduced static path-dependent types, we can show how to use these to achieve exactly this goal.

Our key insight in this work is that we can alleviate the inflexibility of the borrow system, caused by the conflict of multiple outstanding borrows, by avoiding a borrow until the point of use while retaining safety in other ways. This is the origin of the name deferred borrow.

A deferred borrow is an API concept that uses path-dependent types to provide a more flexible interface to a container. As we described in §2.3, borrows of container elements perform proxy borrows (borrows with the same lifetime) of the entire container; this approximation is necessary to retain memory safety because the borrow checker cannot reason about abstract index spaces or storage locations such as vector indices. The idea of a deferred borrow is to:
1. Freeze the existence of the reference element (e.g., disallow element deletion); and
2. Return some state that can allow a lookup and true borrow of the element later, even if the internal storage of the container has been rearranged in the meantime. This later lookup performs a borrow of the entire container, as an ordinary element reference does.
3. Tie this state to the container with a path-dependent type.

This strategy provides all the same guarantees as a true Rust borrow. First, while the true borrow is outstanding at the point of use, we have memory safety simply by reduction to the usual Rust container access idiom: the entire container is borrowed for the duration of the element access. However, for the entire existence of the deferred-borrow element reference, we also have a substantially similar guarantee: (i) the container is put into a state so that the element cannot disappear; (ii) the element reference is tied to this particular container; so (iii) when the deferred borrow is converted into a real borrow, the borrow will refer to exactly the desired element.
It is important to note that all of these properties were provided by a true borrow simply because a true borrow performs a borrow of the entire container for the duration of the element access. In contrast, a deferred borrow synthesizes this same guarantee from pieces. By doing so, without holding an outstanding borrow on the container, many of the unnecessary restrictions are avoided. In particular, while a deferred borrow exists, any of the container elements can be accessed or mutated, even if the outstanding deferred borrow also allows mutable access; and, if the container is implemented properly, the program can also append new elements to the container. In other words, we separate a “bookmark” phase, in which an element is identified, from a “use” phase, in which it is exposed for access.

5.1 Definition and Correctness Conditions

A deferred borrow idiom properly implemented by a container grants logical memory safety, as long as the container upholds the contract: a deferred borrow object returned by a lookup operation must convert into the same borrow at any future point if dereferenced with the same container object. Combining the value-correspondence lemma of §4.3 with this contract, we have the full guarantee to the user of the container API.

In slightly more precise terms, we can define a deferred-borrow implementation as an API pattern with the following conditions. Given a mutable container datatype that contains values of type $V$ indexed by keys of type $K$ and provides the following operations:

- `insert(c, k, v)`, which inserts a new storage slot dynamically into container $c$ at abstract address, or key, $k$ with initial value $v$,
- `remove(c, k)`, which removes a key $k$ from $c$,
- `immutable_borrow(c, k)` which returns an immutable borrow (pointer) to the storage slot for $k$, and has lifetime constraints such that $c$ is immutably borrowed as long as the returned borrow is in scope,
- `mutable_borrow(c, k)` which likewise returns a mutable borrow tied to a mutable borrow of the container,

and the usual key-value map semantics (the value seen under the pointer returned by immutable_borrow or mutable_borrow is that value last stored to a pointer fetched by mutable_borrow for that key), a deferred-borrow pattern is implemented with the operations:

- `deferred_get(c, k)`, which returns some abstract reference type $r$, tied to the container with a path-dependent type,
- `deferred_borrow(c, r)`, which given any $r$ returned by deferred_get($c, k$) at any point in the past with no interceding remove($c, k$) operation, returns an immutable borrow to the storage slot currently backing $k$, with lifetime tied to a full-container borrow as above, and
- `deferred_get_mut(c, k)`, likewise but with mutable borrows.

The most important aspect of a deferred-borrow implementation is the property that a reference remains valid even if the container is later mutated. This implies that the abstract reference type must somehow keep a logical notion of storage-slot address, rather than a true pointer, unless the implementation can guarantee that the storage layout will never change. It is exactly this property that allows us to retain logical memory safety without freezing the container completely with an ordinary borrow.

The correctness of the deferred-borrow concept arises largely by definition from the above, in concert with the value-correspondence lemma of §4.3. By using path-dependent types on the interface above, a deferred-borrow implementation can statically ensure that a reference $r$ produced from a particular container $c$ is only ever used with that container. The application in concrete type terms is simple, and will be shown in the next section.
Table 1 Examples of containers and associated element-reference (deferred borrow) types, with implementation strategies. A library that provides deferred-borrow types may preserve memory safety in several ways, trading off allowed mutation with the amount of state that is kept in the reference and the amount of (deferred) work to convert it into a true borrow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base Container</th>
<th>Derived Type</th>
<th>Deferred-Borrow Element Reference</th>
<th>Reference State</th>
<th>Deferred Work</th>
<th>Borrow Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vec&lt;T&gt;</td>
<td>Vec</td>
<td>index</td>
<td>bounds check;</td>
<td>Option&lt;&amp;T&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AppendOnlyVec</td>
<td>index</td>
<td>base plus index</td>
<td></td>
<td>&amp;T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FrozenVec</td>
<td>true pointer</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td>&amp;T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HashMap&lt;K, V&gt;</td>
<td>HashMap</td>
<td>key, lookup hint</td>
<td>hash-table</td>
<td>Option&lt;&amp;T&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AppendOnlyHashMap</td>
<td>key, lookup hint</td>
<td>hash-table</td>
<td>&amp;T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FrozenHashMap</td>
<td>true pointer</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td>&amp;T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Containers and Deferred-Borrow APIs

Let us now see how deferred borrows can be implemented concretely. First, we define a Rust trait that generalizes over any state that, in association with some container, can be converted into a borrow of an element in that container:

```rust
trait DefBorrow<T, Container> {
    fn def_borrow('a>(&self, cont: &mut Container) -> &'a T;
}

trait DefBorrowMut<T, Container> {
    fn def_borrow_mut('a>(&self, cont: &mut Container) -> &'a mut T;
}
```

These definitions simply mean that a particular “deferred borrow” object is associated with a particular container, and if a method on the deferred-borrow state is invoked with that container (invoking it with any other container instance is a type error), it will return a reference to (borrow of) the element. This borrow creates a true borrow of the container, but only as long as this particular access needs it; e.g., a program may hold many mutable deferred borrows, some of them aliasing, and dereference each in turn to perform a single mutation before dropping the true borrow.

How might this interface be implemented? Let us consider several real container types: the Vec (vector) and HashMap (key-value map built with a hashtable). Table 1 summarizes several options for each.

Recall that we need to freeze the existence of the referred-to element when the deferred borrow is created. A container whose element index space can dynamically shrink and grow (true for both Vec and HashMap) might do so in one of several ways. it could freeze its structure entirely, not allowing addition or removal, or it could still allow addition, simply prohibiting element removal.

In the first case, if any insertion or removal is prohibited, any actual pointer that refers to the internal storage for a particular element should remain valid, because the container will not need to reallocate to grow, and so the deferred-borrow object can carry an actual pointer. The abstraction is thus erased at runtime, and serves only to translate accesses to one of a large collection of true pointers into borrows of the container to ensure mutual exclusion.
30:16 Safe, Flexible Aliasing with Deferred Borrows

```rust
impl Vec<T> {
    // ...
    pub fn to_append_only(self) -> AppendOnlyVec<T> {
        AppendOnlyVec { vec: self }
    }
}

pub struct AppendOnlyVec<T> {
    vec: Vec<T>,
}

impl AppendOnlyVec<T> {
    pub fn deferred(&self, index: usize) -> AppendOnlyVecRef<T> {
        AppendOnlyVecRef { index }
    }

    pub fn push(&mut self, t: T) {
        self.vec.push(t);
    }
}

pub struct AppendOnlyVecRef<T> {
    index: usize,
    _phantom: PhantomData<T>, // keep the Rust type-checker happy by using T.
}

impl DefBorrow<T, AppendOnlyVec<T>> for AppendOnlyVecRef<T> {
    fn def_borrow<&'a AppendOnlyVec<T>> for AppendOnlyVecRef<T> {
        fn def_borrow<_> for AppendOnlyVecRef<T> {
            fn def_borrow<&'a AppendOnlyVec<T>> for AppendOnlyVecRef<T> {
                &cont.vec[self.index]
            }
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 6 Excerpt of the implementation for `AppendOnlyVec`, one variant of a vector that implements deferred borrows. This variant ensures the existence of elements that have outstanding deferred borrows simply by disallowing element removals. Deferred borrows are just vector indices internally; type erasure makes this approach equivalent to “pseudo-pointers” at runtime, but it is more type-safe.

In the second case, however, the container is still allowed to grow by insertion, and so it must compute the element location only when the deferred borrow is converted into a true borrow. In this case, the deferred borrow will contain the logical element address — e.g., a vector index. This essentially emulates the pseudo-pointer idiom, but with more type-level safety.

Finally, if we extend the notion of a deferred borrow to one that can return an optional borrow (i.e., an element borrow or `None`), we can allow even a standard container with insertions and removals to produce deferred borrows. In this case, we also must retain a logical address only in the deferred-borrow object, and perform the lookup late.

Referring again to Table 1, these container variants can be seen as a form of typestate encoding the restrictions on container mutations that are allowed. The library user can convert containers only to more constrained variants. Each base type has `.to_append_only()` and `.to_frozen()` methods that consume the original (i.e., have non-borrowed `self` arguments) and return the appropriate constrained type, and the append-only type has `.to_frozen()` as well.

To provide a complete example, we show a simple implementation of `AppendOnlyVec`, the variant of the vector that allows insertions but not removals, in Fig. 6. The main highlights are that deferred-borrow objects reduce simply to vector indices at runtime (there need not
be any dynamic checks that the “correct” vector is accessed, because the path-dependent types ensure that statically), and that the vector indexing operation at true-borrow time can be assured of success because the underlying vector is not allowed to shrink after any deferred-borrow objects are produced.

Note that these types are not exhaustive by any means: one can imagine several other variants that make still different tradeoffs. For example, a container might allow individual element deletions yet still provide a deferred-borrow type that returns a &T rather than Option<&T> by dynamically tracking which elements have outstanding element references. Internal data structure design may also facilitate the creation of more efficient element references with less deferred lookup work: for example, a container might allocate stable memory storage (via, e.g., Box<T>) for each element in order to provide element references that just store pointers even while the container is allowed to grow, or might lazily move elements for which references are created to such indirected storage. This section’s proposed types are merely the simplest design points in a large space enabled by a flexible language mechanism.

5.3 Auto-Dereferencing for Syntactic Sugar

As one final ergonomic improvement, we note that by including the access path to the associated container, a deferred-borrow value contains all the information necessary to convert it to a true borrow automatically. The Rust language today contains a feature known as “auto-dereferencing” wherein the compiler inserts calls to the deref() or deref_mut() methods on smart pointer types when necessary. (This is similar to e.g. the use of operator overrides in C++ to implement smart pointers.) This allows transparent implementation of borrow/pointer-like values by library authors. We propose a modification to this desugaring step that, for a value t of type T/a that implements the DefBorrow or DefBorrowMut trait, invokes the deferred borrow t.def_borrow(&a) or t.def_borrow_mut(&mut a) as appropriate. This will make deferred-borrow references as ergonomic as true borrows in most circumstances, without additional user intervention.

5.4 Chained Deferred Borrows

We note that there is nothing preventing a deferred borrow’s path from referring to another deferred borrow object. In particular, consider the case where one vector container contains vectors as elements. A deferred borrow reference p1 to an element of the outer vector v1 might have type Ref/v1, and could in turn be used to produce a deferred borrow reference p2, which might have type Ref/p1. Auto-dereferencing could then chain two true borrows at the time of use, so that a write to p2.a becomes:

```rust
let v1: FrozenVec<FrozenVec<u32>> = ...;
let p1 = v1.deferred(0); // type FrozenVecRef/v1
let p2 = p1.deferred(0); // type FrozenVecRef/p1

// `p2.a = x` becomes:
let tmp1 = p1.def_borrow_mut(&mut v1); // type &mut FrozenVec<u32>, lifetime < `v1`
let tmp2 = tmp1.def_borrow_mut(tmp1); // type &mut u32, lifetime < `tmp1`
*tmp2 = x;
// tmp2 and tmp1 now out of scope; mutable borrow on `v1` ends.
```
Deferred-Borrow Prototype: Emulating Paths in Stable Rust

In order to evaluate the utility of deferred borrows, we implemented a prototype library of container types that provide deferred-borrow element references. Ideally, such a library would make use of true path-dependent types, as we described in §4. For expediency of implementation and experimentation, we instead chose to emulate path-dependent types with type-tagging, which is a strategy that works in stable Rust today (§6.1). We then illustrate several examples of our container library using this strategy (§6.2).

Emulating Path-Dependent Types with Type Tagging

Because a path-dependent type is a sort of dependent type – that is, because the type depends on a value in the program – we cannot implement our proposed system as written in today’s stable Rust language. Instead, we can emulate many of the type-safety benefits of path-dependent types, albeit without the convenience of auto-dereferences and with slightly more syntactic noise, by (i) tagging the container and its references with an extra type parameter, such that the “tag” type must match for a deference to work, and then (ii) using a unique type for every container allocation site. This strategy is less powerful than a true path-dependent type because it will let different objects from the same allocation site intermingle references, but is sufficient to understand the annotation burden and verify that the general approach can work.³

To understand this approach, consider first the following snippet using the “true” library design with path-dependent types:

```rust
fn main() {
    let v: AppendOnlyVec<T> = ...;
    let ref1: AppendOnlyVecRef<T>/v = v.deferred(i);
    let w: AppendOnlyVec<T> = ...;
    let ref2: AppendOnlyVecRef<T>/w = w.deferred(j);
    *ref1 = ...; // auto-derefs to: *ref1.def_borrow_mut(&mut v) = ...
    // This is a type error (we used `\w`, not `\v`, but ref1 is of type `\v`)
    // *ref1.def_borrow_mut(&mut w) = ...
}
```

Instead, we define our container type with an extra type parameter Tag: hence, the container type becomes `AppendOnlyVec<T, Tag>`, and its deferred-borrow references are of type `AppendOnlyVecRef<T, Tag>`. Thus the example becomes:

```rust
fn main() {
    struct Tag1 {} // We can wrap this in a macro! (see below)
    let v: AppendOnlyVec<T, Tag1> = ...;
    let ref1: AppendOnlyVecRef<T, Tag1>/v = v.deferred(i);

    struct Tag2 {}
    let w: AppendOnlyVec<T, Tag2> = ...;
    let ref2: AppendOnlyVecRef<T, Tag2>/w = w.deferred(j);
    *ref1.def_borrow_mut(&mut v) = ...;
}
```

³ Note that this is subtly different than ownership-type approaches that encode ownership as a generic parameter, such as Potanin et al. [17]: while that work’s system enforces particular object instances as owners in a principled way, our prototype approach simply ties the path-dependent type to a static allocation site, which may produce many object instances. The only advantage of our scheme is that it can be written in Rust’s existing type system.
Note that this tag-type approach is not as strict as a true static path-dependent type, even as our example illustrates that the tag types can distinguish references from ‘v’ and ‘w’. Consider the case where a container is allocated within a loop: each instance, on each iteration, must have the same type, but logical memory safety requires disallowing a deferred-borrow from one to be used in a dereference with another.

However, this prototype has some value: it lets us see an approximation of the annotation burden, in that deferred-borrow types `Ref<T>/v` become `Ref<T, V>`. This is enough to evaluate the feasibility of large-program refactorings.

### 6.2 Macros for Tag Types

In order to make this strategy feasible and ergonomic enough for reasonable prototype use, we define several macros alongside our library of container types so that (i) container definition (with tag type) and (ii) deferred-reference access, which would become an invisible auto-deref with true path-dependent types, are both relatively simple.

First, we define a macro that defines a new empty tag type and parameterizes a container constructor:

```rust
define_tag_type::<Tag>();

let mut v = freeze!(FrozenVec, v);
```

This expands to a struct-type definition inside a new scope (hence invisible to the rest of the program) and a constructor invocation parameterized on this tag type. The multiple instances that are produced by this expression are not distinguished by the type system as they would be with path-dependent types, but they are distinguished from other containers in the program that happen to coincide in the element type. (This is thus a form of allocation-site newtype idiom.)

Then, we define a macro that provides a short form for the deferred borrow itself, allowing the above dereferences to become simply:

```rust
fn ref<Tag>(v: &mut FrozenVec<u32, Tag>, elem: FrozenVecRef<u32, Tag>) {
    let value = *d!(v, elem);
    *dmut!(v, elem) += 1;
}
```

### 7 Qualitative Evaluation: Newly Possible Programming Patterns

We briefly describe several programming patterns that are possible with deferred borrows but not while restricted to true borrows, and discuss how API design considerations change when more flexible object references are possible.

#### 7.1 Use Case #1: Graph Library

Consider the use-case of a general graph library: a top-level `Graph` object owns many `Node` instances, and each node contains out-edges to other nodes, with some `Edge` data attached to each out-edge. A straightforward Rust implementation, without deferred borrows, would simply hold `Nodes` in an array, and use indices to refer to them from other nodes:
pub struct Graph {
    nodes: Vec<Node>,
}

pub type NodeIndex = usize;
pub struct Node {
    out_edges: Vec<(Edge, NodeIndex)>,
}

pub type EdgeIndex = usize;

We can then provide an API that allows for insertion of nodes and edges, and allows for
accessing or mutating the data at each node or edge:

impl Graph {
    pub fn add_node(&mut self, node: Node) -> NodeIndex { ... }
    pub fn add_edge(&mut self, from: NodeIndex, to: NodeIndex, data: Edge) { ... }
    pub fn node<&'a Node>(&'a self, node: NodeIndex) -> &'a Node { ... }
    pub fn node_mut<&'a mut Node>(&mut self, node: NodeIndex) -> &'a mut Node { ... }
    pub fn edge<&'a Edge>(&'a self, node: NodeIndex, edge: EdgeIndex) -> &'a Edge { ... }
    pub fn edge_mut<&'a mut Edge>(&mut self, node: NodeIndex, edge: EdgeIndex) -> &'a mut Edge { ... }
}

The two primary issues with such an API, as we have described already in motivating
our approach, are (i) verbosity in use, due to the need to handle indices differently than
native pointers/borrows, and (ii) logical unsafety because indices may be forged by the user,
or erroneously taken from other contexts (e.g., another graph).

Thus, the following code is valid, but produces an unexpected result, because the
programmer mixes indices from different domains (two different graphs) and erroneously
uses an index in the wrong domain (here, a node index for graph g1 used to index into g2’s
nodes):

fn graphs_are_isomorphic(g1: &Graph, g2: &Graph) -> Mapping {
    'l: for mapping in generate_all_mappings() { // brute-force
        for n1 in g1.node_ids() {
            let n2 = mapping.map_node(n1);
            // TYPO / logical error --v
            if !nodes_are_isomorphic(g1, g2, n1, n1, &mapping) {
                continue 'l;
            }
        }
        return mapping;
    }
}

In addition, accessing node data is cumbersome: each access must be written as
g.nodes[i] rather than simply p (where p is a borrow). Note that the API user can-
not simply take and save multiple borrows: if any borrow is live (mutable or immutable),
no other mutable borrow can be created or used. (This may not be an issue for code that
simply queries a data structure, though the lifetime annotations can still be difficult to
manage. However it is surely an issue for any code that updates a data structure while
holding multiple pointers into its inner structure.) As a result of this limitation, typical
function bodies might look as follows:
fn nodes_are_isomorphic(g1: &Graph, g2: &Graph, n1: NodeIndex, n2: NodeIndex, mapping: &Mapping) {
    if !data_is_equal(&g1.nodes[n1].data, &g2.nodes[n2].data) {
        return false;
    }
    // ...
}

fn mutate_nodes<F: Fn(&mut Node)>(g: &mut Graph, root: NodeIndex, mutate: F) {
    mutate(&mut g.nodes[root]);
    for i in 0..g.nodes[root].neighbor_count() {
        let neighbor = g.nodes[root].get_neighbor(i);
        if /* ... !visited(neighbor) ... */ {
            mutate_nodes(g, neighbor, mutate);
        }
    }
}

In contrast, a graph library that makes use of the deferred borrow pattern and the path-dependent types extension to Rust could define an API as follows:

```rust
impl Graph {
    pub fn add_node(&mut self, node: Node) -> NodeRef { ... } // ...
}
impl DefBorrow<Node, Graph> for NodeRef {
    fn def_borrow_'a_a(&self, g: &'a Graph) -> &'a Node { ... }
}
impl DefBorrowMut<Node, Graph> for NodeRef {
    fn def_borrow_mut_'a_a(&mut self, g: &'a Graph) -> &'a mut Node { ... }
}
```

Given this API, the above functions could be rewritten as below, using generic path parameters (§4.4) to the `Mapping` object (definition omitted here) so that it can accept and produce indices associated with each graph object:

```rust
fn graphs_are_isomorphic(g1: &Graph, g2: &Graph) -> Mapping<'0, '1> {
    '1: for mapping in generate_all_mappings() { // brute-force
        for n1 in g1.nodes() { // n1 is of type: NodeRef<'g1>
            let n2 = mapping.map_node(n1); // n2 is of type: NodeRef<'g2>
            // typecheck error caught statically ---------v
            if !nodes_are_isomorphic(g1.node(n1), g2.node(n2), &mapping) {
                continue '1;
            }
        }
    }
    return mapping;
}
```

Furthermore, if auto-dereference behavior is implemented for the deferred-borrow traits, then node accesses become much more convenient:

```rust
fn nodes_are_isomorphic(g1: &Graph, g2: &Graph, n1: NodeRef<'g1>, n2: NodeRef<'g2>, mapping: &Mapping<'0, '1>) {
    if !data_is_equal(&n1.data, &n2.data) {
        return false;
    }
    // ...
}
```
fn mutate_nodes<F: Fn(&mut Node)>(g: &mut Graph, root: NodeRef, mutate: F) {
    mutate(&mut *root); // auto-deref.
    for i in 0..root.neighbor_count() {
        let neighbor = root.get_neighbor(i);
        if /* ... !visited(neighbor) ... */ {
            mutate_nodes(g, neighbor, mutate);
        }
    }
}

Note that the efficiency of these node accesses can be adjusted in a tradeoff with graph-mutation flexibility. If the user is willing to accept that the graph is frozen at a certain node count (many graph algorithms have this property: they do not mutate the graph topology, only data at each node/edge), then nodes can be stored in a `FrozenVec`, and a `NodeRef` is exactly as efficient as a true pointer, because it compiles down to exactly that. In contrast, if the programmer desires to allow graph expansion, an `AppendOnlyVec` could be used. If deletions are also desired, a more complex reference type might be used that dynamically prevents deletions of nodes with outstanding references. In short, the deferred-borrow idiom allows code to be generic to the particular reference/addressing scheme.

Finally, we note that the lessons we have learned from this example also apply to more heterogeneous or general data structures with arbitrary object-to-object linkage. For example, a tree with parent pointers (thus creating cycles between parent and children) or cross-links, could store tree nodes in an array and use deferred-borrow references throughout.

### 7.2 Use Case #2: Entity-Component Systems

Many programs operate on a large number of objects that fall into a small number of categories, and must hold references to these objects throughout their data structures. A common pattern is the entity-component system: the program has some global context with a few arrays or dynamically-sized vectors, one per object type; and a reference to an object of type T is simply an index into the vector of all T-s. This provides efficiency advantages by allowing for more compact references (e.g., 32-bit indices instead of 64-bit pointers), more compact heap layout, and more efficient access patterns (i.e., streaming through an array in order rather than pointer-chasing). As such, the pattern is often used in high-performance scenarios such as game programming.

If we use deferred-borrow references for every entity in the system, we again have the guarantee against incorrect use of indices: e.g., an index into the array of all T objects cannot be used to index into the array of U objects instead. The path-dependent types are particularly ergonomic in this use pattern, however, because it is already the case that nearly every function will be passed a top-level “context” that allows access to the entity arrays; the reference types simply have types with paths starting at that context, and are thus automatically usable anywhere in the program without further plumbing. For example:

```rust
fn f(ctx: &mut Ctx, t: TRef, u: URef) {
    t.do_stuff(ctx);
    u.mutate(ctx);
    t.operate_with(ctx, u);
}
```

As a real-world test of this hypothesis, we took a small program, a microarchitectural CPU simulator, consisting of around 6000 lines of Rust. The simulator is written approximately in the style described above: references to major components of the simulated system (CPU
cores, caches, memory banks, etc.) are all by IDs that are indices into simulator-wide arrays. We adapted the system so that, instead, it would use deferred borrows to refer to CPU cores. The diff for this change (using the tag-type-based prototype library described in §6) was approximately 200 lines, almost all of which were in function signatures or field types within struct definitions.

7.3 Use Case #3: Logical Safety in an Array-based Algorithm

We note that static path-dependent types have uses outside of the deferred-borrow pattern. In fact, they are applicable as a means of tying references or handles to a particular context wherever such handles occur.

To see one such example, let us consider the case of an algorithm that operates on arrays of data, and manipulates indices into those arrays. It is often the case that such code is error-prone to write: the programmer might confuse which index corresponds to which array. Let us say, for example, that we wish to develop an edit-distance algorithm that takes two strings (arrays of characters):

```rust
fn edit_distance(s1: &[u8], s2: &[u8]) -> usize {
    for i in 0..s1.len() {
        for j in 0..s2.len() {
            do_stuff(s1[i], s2[i]); // correct
            do_stuff(s1[i], s2[j]); // logical error!
        }
    }
}
```

One could make use of static path-dependent types to make such a logical error impossible, by defining a type `SafeSlice<T>` that wraps a `&[T]` and provides deferred-borrow-like element references:

```rust
fn edit_distance(s1: SafeSlice<u8>, s2: SafeSlice<u8>) -> usize {
    for i in s1.indices() {
        for j in s2.indices() {
            do_stuff(s1, s2, i, j); // caught at compile time!
        }
    }
}
```

In fact, path-dependent types are far more powerful than our examples have demonstrated so far: they serve, in brief, as a way to ensure unforgeable values that are produced and consumed by some opaque manager object and usable only with that object. We believe this type-system primitive would have many other use cases in a systems programming language such as Rust.

8 Related Work

Many prior works have explored the tradeoff space in type-system approaches to sound, usable memory-safety with useful aliasing guarantees that allow for parallelism. While we build on the particular programming language Rust in this work, Rust borrows from a long line of work on ownership-based and region-based memory-management. In addition, we adapt path-dependent types, which are a limited form of generalized dependent types, to provide type safety. To our knowledge, this is the first work to combine path-dependent types with a region-based ownership or borrowing system to provide static safety guarantees for a more flexible form of “borrowed” ownership.
Ownership tracking originated with Ownership Types [5] and spawned a long line of followup works [4, 3, 1, 6, 9, 15] to encode “contexts” or ownership domains, reason about split or fractional ownership and varying levels of access permission, allow “ombudsmen” that provide a safe external reference to internal state, and other approaches. In general, these past works begin with a highly restricted system – objects form a strict ownership tree, and access to an object is possible only by its owner – and then systematically relax that constraint to allow for common programming idioms to be expressed.

Rust’s borrowing system adapts region-based memory management ideas from Cyclone [8] to provide safe borrows of subtrees of the ownership tree. The borrows have constrained lifetimes, based on lexical regions, and the lifetimes of borrows of the same owned object are mutually disjoint. Abstractly, borrowing can also be seen as a form of permission system; effects and permissions have been widely studied as a means to provide memory safety and allow for deterministic parallel processing [9, 12].

Path-dependent types are a subset of dependent types [23], and have been extensively studied in the context of object-oriented languages, starting with Ernst [7] and Odersky et al. [14]. These works use path-dependent types to tie together related specific object instances, exactly as we use them to tie element references to the appropriate containers. In the context of the Scala language, path-dependent types have been formalized and serve as a foundational abstraction in the language [2], although Scala’s path-dependent types associate a new type with each value or class instance at runtime, and are hence a dynamic concept; the Scala implementation performs dynamic checks as a result. In contrast, our use of path-dependent types is purely static. Other sorts of dependent types, such as constraint types [13], can also encode restrictions on values which can in principle be used to build safe containers as we have. Such schemes are powerful and general; in contrast, our approach is specific to the problem of associating one object with another specific object.

There has been some work on how to build container data types in the context of ownership systems, or to fit a more regimented ownership system. Potanin et al. [16] modify standard Java container types to conform to an owner-as-accessor ownership system: this means that they must ensure that direct object accesses to internal state only go through the container itself. This is similar to how our deferred-borrow objects contain state that allows a container to return a direct reference at time of use.

9 Future Work and Conclusion

In this paper, we have examined the shortcomings of ownership and borrow-based memory management as practiced in the Rust programming language. Although borrows with static lifetimes allow the compiler to verify that (i) no dangling pointers exist, and (ii) no aliasing mutable pointers exist, the imprecision in borrow tracking that arises when container data types are used frequently creates friction for programmers. A standard idiom is to refer to container elements by index, manually indexing an element each time a short-lived borrow is required. However, this approach is cumbersome and is logically unsafe because an index is not tied to the container. We introduce deferred borrows, which encapsulate a memory-safe reference to an element of a container. A deferred borrow provides the same static guarantees as an ordinary borrow: it will never be dangling and it will never allow aliasing mutable pointers to exist. This is achieved by performing a true borrow of the associated container only when the deferred borrow is actually used, rather than when it is created. The associated container is tied to the deferred borrow with the use of static path-dependent types.
While we have presented a complete proposal, we believe there are several angles for further expansion of this language feature that are promising. First, while the deferred-borrow implementation is currently manual (the container type must return a value with a type that implements the \texttt{DefBorrow} trait), it could be auto-derived from an ordinary access method that returns a true borrow. The compiler should be able to analyze the method body to determine whether actions are safe to defer based on just a few assumptions (e.g., that the internal storage of a \texttt{Vec} will not be reallocated).

Second, we have not discussed \textit{field} borrows so far, but conceptually a field accessor (\texttt{x.a}) is a deferred-borrow operator, or selector, whose state happens to be constant. The Rust borrow checker obviates the need for deferred field borrows in many common cases because it can directly track individual fields (it natively understands field access paths), but reformulating field accesses in terms of deferred borrows may provide an opportunity to simplify the borrow checker.

Finally, deferred borrows, when seen as operators (curried with specific state) that convert the root container borrow to an element borrow at the time of use, should be \textit{composable} as well. This is especially useful when considering field accessors as deferred-borrow state. In essence, deferred borrows encapsulate an arbitrary access path, possibly constructed by concatenating access path components, allowing the program to refer to state without restricting access to portions of the state tree in the meantime.

We believe that the deferred-borrow approach will be a valuable addition to the repertoire of safe memory management techniques in Rust and related ownership-and-borrowing-based type systems in the future.
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Abstract
The vast gap between CPU and RAM speed means that on modern architectures, developers need to carefully consider data placement in memory to exploit spatial and temporal cache locality and use CPU caches effectively. To that extent, developers have devised various strategies regarding data placement; for objects that should be close in memory, a contiguous pool of objects is allocated and then new instances are constructed inside it; an array of objects is clustered into multiple arrays, each holding the values of a specific field of the objects. Such data placements, however, have to be performed manually, hence readability, maintainability, memory safety, and key OO concepts such as encapsulation and object identity need to be sacrificed and the business logic needs to be modified accordingly.

We propose a language extension, SHAPES, which aims to offer developers high-level fine-grained control over data placement, whilst retaining memory safety and the look-and-feel of OO. SHAPES extends an OO language with the concepts of pools and layouts: Developers declare pools that contain objects of a specific type and specify the pool’s layout. A layout specifies how objects in a pool are laid out in memory. That is, it dictates how the values of the fields of the pool’s objects are grouped together into clusters. Objects stored in pools behave identically to ordinary, standalone objects; the type system allows the code to be oblivious to the layout being used. This means that the business logic is completely decoupled from any placement concerns and the developer need not deviate from the spirit of OO to better utilise the cache.

In this paper, we present the features of SHAPES, as well as the design rationale behind each feature. We then showcase the merit of SHAPES through a sequence of case studies; we claim that, compared to the manual pooling and clustering of objects, we can observe improvement in readability and maintainability, and comparable (i.e., on par or better) performance.

We also present SHAPES, an OO calculus which models the SHAPES ideas, we formalise the type system, and prove soundness. The SHAPES type system uses ideas from Ownership Types [1] and Java Generics [2]: In SHAPES, pools are part of the types; SHAPES class and type definitions are enriched with pool parameters. Moreover, class pool parameters are enriched with bounds, which

1 Commonly referred to as an Array-of-Structs (AoS) to Struct-of-Arrays (SoA) transformation.
is what allows the business logic of SHAPES to be oblivious to the layout being used. SHAPES$^h$ types also enforce pool uniformity and homogeneity. A pool is uniform if it contains objects of the same class only; a pool is homogeneous if the corresponding fields of all its objects point to objects in the same pool. These properties allow for more efficient implementation.

For performance considerations, we also designed SHAPES$^i$, an untyped, unsafe low-level language with no explicit support for objects or pools. We argue that it is possible to translate SHAPES$^i$ into existing low-level intermediate representations, such as LLVM [3], present the translation of SHAPES$^h$ into SHAPES$^i$, and show its soundness.

Thus, we expect SHAPES to offer developers more fine-grained control over data placement, without sacrificing memory safety or the OO look-and-feel.
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Abstract

The known is finite, the unknown infinite
– Thomas Henry Huxley

The behaviour of programs can be described by the final results of computations, and/or their interactions with the context, also seen as observations. For instance, a function call can terminate and return a value, as well as have output effects during its execution.

Here, we deal with semantic definitions covering both results and observations. Often, such definitions are provided for finite computations only. Notably, in big-step style, infinite computations are simply not modelled, hence diverging and stuck terms are not distinguished. This becomes even more unsatisfactory if we have observations, since a non-terminating program may have significant infinite behaviour.

Recently, examples of big-step semantics modeling divergence have been provided [3, 4] by means of generalized inference systems [2, 5], which allow corules to control coinduction. Indeed, modeling infinite behaviour by a purely coinductive interpretation of big-step rules would lead to spurious results [6] and undetermined observation, whereas, by adding appropriate corules, we can correctly get divergence (∞) as the only result, and a uniquely determined observation. This approach has been adopted in [3, 4] to design big-step definitions including infinite behaviour for lambda-calculus and a simple imperative Java-like language. However, in such works the designer of the semantics is in charge of finding the appropriate corules, and this is a non-trivial task.

In this paper, we show a general construction that extends a given big-step semantics, modeling finite computations, to include infinite behaviour as well, notably by generating appropriate corules. The construction consists of two steps:

1. Starting from a monoid \( O \) modeling finite observations (e.g., finite traces), we construct an \( \omega \)-monoid \( \langle O, O_\infty \rangle \) also modeling infinite observations (e.g., infinite traces). The latter structure is a variation of the notion of \( \omega \)-semigroup [7], including a mixed product composing a finite with a possibly infinite observation, and an infinite product mapping an infinite sequence of finite observations into a single one (possibly infinite).

2. Starting from an inference system defining a big-step judgment \( c \Rightarrow (r, o) \), with \( c \) denoting a configuration, \( r \in R \) a result, and \( o \in O \) a finite observation, we construct an inference system with corules defining an extended big-step judgment \( c \Rightarrow (r_m, o_\infty) \) with \( r_m \in R_m = R + \{\infty\} \), and \( o_\infty \in O_\infty \) a “possibly infinite” observation. The construction generates additional rules for propagating divergence, and corules for introducing divergence in a controlled way.

The exact corules added in the construction depend on the type of observations that one starts with. To show the effectiveness of our approach, we provide several instances of the framework, with different kinds of (finite) observations.
Finally, we prove a correctness result for the construction. To this end, we assume the original big-step semantics to be equivalent to (finite sequences of steps in) a reference small-step semantics, and we show that, by applying the construction, we obtain an extended big-step semantics which is still equivalent to the small-step semantics, where we consider possibly infinite sequences of steps. As hypotheses, rather than just equivalence in the finite case (which would be not enough), we assume a set of equivalence conditions between individual big-step rules and the small-step relation. This proof of equivalence holds for deterministic semantics; issues arising in the non-deterministic case and a possible solution are sketched in the conclusion of the full paper.
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Abstract

Gradual typing is an effective approach to integrate static and dynamic typing, which supports the smooth transition between both extremes via the (programmer-controlled) precision of type annotations \[19, 21\]. Imprecision is normally introduced via the unknown type \(?\), e.g. function type \(\text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Bool} \) is more precise than \(? \rightarrow ?\), and both more precise than \(?\). Gradual typing relates types of different precision using consistent type relations, such as type consistency (resp. \textit{consistent subtyping}), the gradual counterpart of type equality (resp. subtyping). For instance, \(? \rightarrow \text{Int} \) is consistent with \(\text{Bool} \rightarrow ?\). This approach has been applied in a number of settings, such as objects \[20\], subtyping \[20, 11\], effects \[4, 5\], ownership \[18\], typestates \[27, 12\], information-flow typing \[9, 10, 23\], session types \[14\], refinements \[17\], set-theoretic types \[6\], Hoare logic \[3\], parametric polymorphism \[1, 2, 16, 15, 28, 24\], and references \[19, 13, 22\].

In particular, gradual typing for mutable references has seen the elaboration of various possible semantics: \textit{invariant} references \[19\], \textit{guarded} references \[13\], \textit{monotonic} references \[22\], and \textit{permissive} references \[22\]. Invariant references are a form of references where reference types are invariant with respect to type consistency. Guarded references admit variance thanks to systematic runtime checks on reference reads and writes; the runtime type of an allocated cell never changes during execution. Guarded references have been formulated in a space-efficient coercion calculus, which ensures that gradual programs do not accumulate unbounded pending checks during execution. Hereafter, we refer to this language as HCC. Monotonic references favor efficiency over flexibility by only allowing reference cells to vary towards more precise types. This allows reference operations in statically-typed regions to safely proceed without any runtime checks. Permissive references are the most flexible approach, in which reference cells can be initialized and updated to any value of any type at any time.

These four developments reflect different design decisions with respect to gradual references: is the reference type constructor variant under consistency? Can the programmer specify a precise bound on the static type of a reference, and hence on the corresponding heap cell type? Can the heap cell type evolve its precision at runtime, and if yes, how? There is obviously no absolute answer to these questions, as they reflect different tradeoffs such as in efficiency and precision. This work explores the semantics that results from the application of a \textit{systematic} methodology to gradualize static type systems. Currently we can find in the literature two methodologies to gradualize statically-typed languages: Abstracting Gradual Typing (AGT) \[11\], and the Gradualizer \[7\]. In this work, we consider the AGT methodology as it naturally scales to auxiliary structures such as a mutable heap.

The AGT methodology helps to systematically construct gradually-typed languages by using abstract interpretation \[8\] at the type level. In brief, AGT interprets gradual types as an abstraction of sets of possible static types, formally captured through a Galois connection. The static semantics of a gradual language are then derived by lifting the semantics of a statically-typed language through this connection, and the dynamic semantics follow by Curry-Howard from proof normalization of the type safety argument. The AGT methodology has been shown to be effective in many contexts: records and subtyping \[11\], type-and-effects \[4, 5\], refinement types \[17, 26\], set-theoretic and union types \[6, 25\], information-flow typing \[23\], and parametric polymorphism \[24\]. However, this methodology has never been applied to mutable references in isolation. Although Toro et al. \[23\] apply AGT to a language with references, they only gradualize \textit{security levels of types} (e.g. \texttt{Ref Int}), not whole types (e.g. \texttt{Ref ?} is not supported). In this article we answer the following open questions:
Abstracting Gradual References

Which semantics for gradually-type references follows by systematically applying AGT? Does AGT justify one of the existing approaches, or does it suggest yet another design? Can we recover other semantics for gradual references, if yes, how?

This article first reviews the different existing gradual approaches to mutable references through examples. It then presents the semantics for gradual references that is obtained by applying AGT, and how to accommodate the other semantics. More specifically, this work makes the following contributions:

- We present $\lambda_{\text{flREF}}$, a gradual language with support for mutable references. We derive $\lambda_{\text{flREF}}$ by applying the AGT methodology to a fully-static simple language with mutable references called $\lambda_{\text{REF}}$. This is the first application of AGT that focuses on gradually-typed mutable references.
- We prove that $\lambda_{\text{flREF}}$ satisfies the gradual guarantee of Siek et al. [21]. We also present the first formal statement and proof of the conservative extension of the dynamic semantics of the static language [21], for a gradual language derived using AGT.
- We prove that the derived language, $\lambda_{\text{flREF}}$, corresponds to the semantics of guarded references from HCC. Formally, given a $\lambda_{\text{flREF}}$ term and its compilation to HCC$^+$ (an adapted version of HCC extended with conditionals and binary operations) we prove that both terms are bisimilar, and that consequently they either both terminate, both fail, or both diverge.
- We observe that $\lambda_{\text{flREF}}$ and HCC$^+$ differ in the order of combination of runtime checks. As a result, HCC is space efficient whereas $\lambda_{\text{flREF}}$ is not: we can write programs in $\lambda_{\text{flREF}}$ that may accumulate an unbounded number of checks. We formalize the changes needed in the dynamic semantics of $\lambda_{\text{flREF}}$ to achieve space efficiency. This technique to recover space efficiency is in fact independent from mutable references, and is therefore applicable to other gradual languages derived with AGT.
- We formally describe how to support other gradual reference semantics in $\lambda_{\text{flREF}}$ by presenting $\lambda_{\text{pmflREF}}$, an extension that additionally supports both permissive and monotonic references. Finally, we prove for the first time that monotonic references satisfy the dynamic gradual guarantee, a non-trivial result that requires careful consideration of updates to the store.

Additionally, we implemented $\lambda_{\text{flREF}}$ as an interactive prototype that displays both typing derivations and reduction traces. All the examples mentioned in this paper are readily available in the online prototype available at https://pleiad.cl/grefs.

As a result, this paper sheds further light on the design space of gradual languages with mutable references and contributes to deepening the understanding of the AGT methodology.
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